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pigs, 107 ; in
offered for a

Abies Kiaseri, 215
Acacias, Aiulri^iaii, 69
Acorns, raising Oaks from, 96
Agapanthus
umbellatus
in
the
open, 63
Agricultural seeds, the quality of,
158
Ahuacate tree, a veteran, 179
Albuca Nslsonii, 3
Aleyrodea {White Fly), 117
Allotment, a prize, 38
Allotment holders, the organisation
of, 129 ; competition for, 28
Allotment holders' union in the
Rochdale difitrict, 102
Allotment statistics, 265
,
Allotments, 70, 126, 139; at Birmingham, 38, 208; at Chester,
in
for,
fertilisers
58;
170;
in Scotland, 106
Glasgow, 80
marketing of surplus produce
from, 102, 128 ; the preparation
of new, 18; vegetable plants for,
88, 211
Almond, flowering of the, 90
Alpine garden, 2, 77, 98, 164, 185.
195, 229, 243, 262
Amaryllis (lee Hippeastrum)
Amenca, a national Rose garden
for, 6; horticulture in, 7; inventory of imported seeds and plants
in, 8; notes from, 8, 65, 92, 166,
seed trade ronventinn in.
235
238; the canning of fruit and
vegetables in, 68
American Anemones, 56
American Gooseberry mildew, 210,
218
American Red Oaks, 166, 175
Allenil,

_

and
niliogBH-fixing,
114
Bags, shortage of, 17
Bailleul, the graperies of, 178, 220
Bard, Mr. G. H., 158
Barley, 61; varieties of, 149
by soldiers, 56;
Basket-making
co-operative, 114
Baskets, shortage of, 17
Batsford Park, sale of, 148
Bean. Mr. W. .J., awarded the Vic
toria Medal of Honour, 16
Bean, the Soy, 38, 88, 149
Beans and Peas, the preparation
arsenic,

;

and cooking of dried, 211. 230
Beans, climbing, 230. 239, 243;
Dutch Brown, 190; dwarf, in
frames. 136; French, in cold
frames. 170 Haricot. 59, 83, 210,
intercropping
239,
243
Potatos with, 117; Runner, 213;
stringles.i French, 70
Beckett. Edwin {Roffs and How
to Grow Them). 189
Bedford. Puke of {Prport on Woburn Kxprrimfnial Fruit Form),
17, 135
BeeA. the management of, 157, 187,
227, 237, 245, 255 and fruit production, 168
Beet, Sugar, 162, 201; sugar from,
8, 210
Beetroots, the cultivation of, 190
Belgium, destroyed fruit trees in,
to be replanted bv U.S.A., 228
Benevolent Institution, Gardeners'
Royal. 16, 47, 103, 238; (annual
meeting), 47
Bequest to a gardener, 7
G.irdens.
Co.
KilBe.isborouch
kenny, early shrubs in, 165
Bicuhyba nut, oil from the, 17
Birds
and insects, 60, 190 Royal
Society for the Protection of.
114: the killing of migratory. 80.
Birmingham, allotments at. 38, 208
Bl.itk Currant.s, scarcity of, 244
Bois, AT. D., honour for, 80
;

230.

229.

;

;

:

;

;

Athyrium, the genus, 56
Australia, dried Apples from, 238;
notes from, 77, 216
Australian Acacias, f''^

BAtTKKiA,

239; A. Pulsatilla, 179, 190
Anemones, American, 56
Anopheline mosquitoe, 247
AphjB, mealy Plum, 1
Apiary, management of the, 157,
187, 227, 237. 245, 255
Apiculture in British East .Africa.
90
Aponogeton distachyum, 242
Apple bloom wilt, 251
Apple crop, prospects of the, 243
Apple orchard, the, 221
Apple stocks. 53
Apple sucker.i. to destroy, 193
Apples Eve's, 159 King of Tomp
Rival
kins' County,
128, 156
and Barnack Beauty, 81, 91 St.
Cecilia. 42; William Crump. 53
Apples, dried, from Australia. 238;
keeping well. 11 new. from Bc'dford, 86; quality
in culinary.
11
sootv blotch disease of. 104
the storing of, 8. 19. 29. 37. 47.
60. 81, 92. 105: undesirable, 66,
91. 106, 117. 129. 140
.\renga ."laccharifera, 169
""^ Arnold Arhoretum.
effects of the
winter in the. 235
fyArsenic
as
a
stimulant
of nitrogenn
fixing b.TCteria, 114
^2
'^ Artichoke. .Tenisalpm, 140 150,
170. 183, 218, 238; as food for
:

prizes
;
for the,

Asparagus, 96
-

:

nemorosa

new nam«

Ascroft, Lieut., honour for, 17
Ash, bonfire, as manure, 129
Ash-pit manure, 129

;

Anemone

America, 65

126, 238
Artificial fertilisers, 213

;

:

;

.

:

;

Books.
ments for

Noriots sfi
,^ll

(Oi'rnid

W.

Alio)
ButcJier),

247; .Annual R^rmrl of the Board
of R^'gonts of the Smithsonian
Institute. 1916, 210:
Bee-keeping

in

War-time iW.

Herrod

Uempaall), 198: Botajiical Magazine, 1S8, 264; Ciu-uatioii 1 earBook, 1918, 247; Flora of Lord
Howe Island (W. H. B. Oliver),
205 Flora of the Presidency of
Madras (J. S. Oamble), 186;
Fungoid and Insect Pests and
Their Control (F. 0. Mosley),
Grow your Own Vegetables
196
Jolittson),
210;
C.
(6tanle>/
Hints for Allotment Holders and
Cottage Gardeners (George BunHusyard),
69; Horse-hoeing
full),
199;
(Jethro
bandry
Identification of the Varieties of
Barley {Harry V. Harlan), 149;
Kew 'Guild Journal, 189; Neck
Hot Disease of Onions (iV. T.
.\funn), 238; Northern Allotment
Holder's Guide, 103; Philippine
Review,
219
Agricultural
Planter's Manual (Charles Cmon
Report
Preliminary
174;
ton),
Isle of Wight Bee Disease, 219;
Husbandry
Plant
Productive
37:
Davis).
Cadmus
(Kary
Publications received, 17, 27, 37.
;

;

Brasso-Laelia Jasper, 122; B.-L,
Jester, 184
Briars, raising seedling, 240
British East Africa, agriculture in,

90
British Guiana, coffee growing in,
198
British gaixlenere in war time, 265
horticulture, the developBritish
ment of, 102
Broccoli, the cultivation of, 224
Brown, R. S. (The Garden from
January to December), 115
Brown rot in Figs, 104
Brus«els Chicory, the cultivation
of,

Buds

232

Plums

of

in

Bulb garden, the.

winter, 23
3,

127,

78,

155,

166

Bunyard, Geo. (Bints for Allotment
Holders and Cottage Gardeners),
69
Butcher.

Gerald

W.

(Allntmentt

for All), 247

Buxton Lime Firms Cottage Garden
Association, 70

189, 198, 210.
58, 69. 80, 103.
Quarterly Journal of
219, 247
the
of
Forestry. 219; Report
;

Woburn Experimental

Fruit

Farm

and
P/'dfnrd
Dull'
(Th'
nf
Sp-nr-r Dirkn-iiui). 17, 136; Re
port on Demonstration Poultry
Crofts at Islay, Tiree, and Glenluce (West of Scotland Agricullural CnlU(if). 219: Roses and
How to Grow Them (Edwin
JourScottish
189;
Btekett),
Super
nal of Agriculture, 36
Wood in Fruit and
fluous
other Trees: The Remedy (C.
;

Martin), 103, 114; Sweet Pea
Annual (H. D. Tiowell), 80; The
Month by Month
Allotment
{R.
H. Crockford), 234; The
Gardening, 69
Best Book of
The Common Honey Bee as an
Pollination
Prune
in
Agent
(A. H. Hcndrickeou), 168; The
Flora of the Northern Territory
(Alfred J. Ewart), 100; The Garden from .Tanuarv to December
(R. S. Brown), 115; The Genus
EucalvTJtus (J. H. Maiden). 69,
Life
Its
149; "The Mistleto:
with
Association
History and
Primitive Religion, Folkloro and
.Superstitions (.Sir Daniel Morris),
27; The Peaches of New York
(TJ.
P. Hedrirk). 80, 154; The
Seed Trade Buyer's Guide, 58
The Story of the Red Sunflower
(T. D. A. Corkerell), 219; TheoEnquiry into Plants
phrastils
(.Sir
Arthur Hor't), 138; Tidal
T/.Tnds
a Sturlv of Shore-pro:

:

blems (A.

E.

Corey and F.

W.

210: Transactions of the
Arhoricultura!
Scottish
Roval
Society. 80; The Vegetable Garden (E. .7. .<!. Lay). 17
Brassica sin.apis (Charlock). 131
Br.-ifisicas. 153; club-root disease of,
225 early spring-sown, 28
niiver).

;

Cadbaoe

Chinese, 27, 38, 91, 149
for cittle. 94,
141. 221; Harbinger, 9, 104
Calories, on, 173, 184
Calves, the rearing of, 161
Campanula amabilis, 78 C. kewensis, 205; C. Raddoa.na. 77
:

;

Canals and waterways, 17

Canning

fruit
.\merica, 58

and

vegetables

in

Canteloup Melons, the cultivation
of, 96
Carey, A. E. (Tidnl Lands), 210
Carnation Marion Wilson, 7
Carnegie Dunfermline Trust and
allotment holders, 154
as a farm cro]), 131, 249;
cultivation of, 190; early, 116

Carrots

:

Catch cropping and green manuring, 129

Catch crops under glass, 213
Caterpillars, a plague of. 193, 239,
245

Cabbage for, 94, 141
Cattle
store, 152, 212
Cattleya Enid alba, 122; C, Mendoza, 164 C. Snowflake, 122 C.
Trianae, 76
wintering,
seedlings,
Cauliflower
128
Celery Aldenham Pink, 116
Celery, cultivation of, 190; leaf
blight of, 178. 219
grown with
Cereal crops, 212
grass, 212; need for increased.
10
BrassoPi.\NTS
CKnTiFtcATED
Regina,
171
Cattleya Apollo
B.-C. Doris Langlev var., 151:
Enid
94; 'B.-C.
Knid,
B.-C,
roseum, 130; B.C. Tvernia, 171;
B.-C, Joan, 171; B.-C. langley;

:

;

:

:

:

;

IV

;:,;;;

The Gardeners'

Warburtonii, 171; B.-C.
Peuelope,
B.-C.
19;
Princess
Mary,
180
Brasso-LaelioGatlleya Hon. Mrs. Wilson Ashlands
var.,
211;
Calceolaria
Buttercup, 230 Carnations
Dr.
V. G. Wai-d, 29; Sui-rey Clove,
231; The Grey Douglas, 231;
Cattleya Brenda nobilior, 171 C.
Cappei alba, 118; C. Clotho Leeaaa, 171 ; C. Clotho var. General
Pershing, 118; C. Enid Gratrixiae,
171 ;
C.
Freda Sander,
Helen Langley The
130;
C.
Knowle var., 19; C. Hercules,
150 ; C. iiitertexta alba magnifica,
;

;

;

C. Lady Rowena Goldcrest,
130; C. Monarch. 94; C. M. Bryndir var., 49; C. M. Colossus, 130;
C. Suowflake Gratrixiae, 106; C.
Trianae Mooreana, 106 ; C. Tityus
;

Perfecta, 211 ; Cymbidium Alexander! album, 71 ; C. A. aurantiacum, 130; C. Schlegelii Ashworth's var., 19; Cypripedium
Alport Alpha. 19 C. Christopher
var. Grand Duke Nicholas, 30
C. Clonis, 94; C. Colonel Hennah,
19; C. Desdemona var. Conyng;

-

ham, 94; C. Desdemona var.
Rotundum, 94; C. Diadem var.
Lady Beatty, 94 C. Eurybiades
Shillianum, 71
Eurybiades
C.
;

;

The

Baroaiess, 49 ; C. Formidable.
19 ; C. Garland var. Lady Northbourne, 94; C. Glorita, 30; C.
Lord Wolmer var. Duke of Marl-

borough, 94
C. Matthewsianum
Usk Priory var., 29; C. Perseus,
30 C. Perseus var. Beta, 30 C.
Pyramrus We-st Point var. 30
C. Saladdn, 94 C. Sir H. Rawlinson, 30
C. Sir William Chance
West Point var., 94; C. Thisbe,
94; C. Valentine, 130; C. Vivian,
94 Daphne rupestris grandiflora,
;

;

;

0. Conqueror, 211

0. Crawshay-

;

anum magnificmn, 211 0. crispoHarryanum Georgius Rex, 171;
;

ci'ispum Beauty of Ashtead,
231; 0. c. Lord Morley. 171;
0. c. Nirvana, 130; 0. c. var.
John Hartley, 94 ; 0. c. Oakwood
Triumph, 160 ; O. c. Trojan, 106 ;
0. eximium Perfection, 30 ; 0.
exultane var. Vulcan,
94 ; 0.
Fascinator, 171 ; 0. Gatton Emperor, 71;
0. Gladys,
19; 0.
Gladys Conynghani. 150 O. highfieldense, 106 ; 0. Jasper var. Roehampton, 160; 0. Lawre-crispum,
106 ; 0. Louise var. The Premier,
94 ; 0. Monte Video, 94 ; 0. Promerens
var.
Gratrixiae.
94
0.
Samuel Gratrix,
171 ;
O.
St.
James, 93; 0. Thwaitesiae
var. Rubellum, 94 ; 0. Windsor,
171 ;
Renanthera Clarkei, 19
Rhododendron Ernest GiU, 151
R.
Roylei
magnificum,
199
Roses :
Covent Garden,
201
Francis
Gaunt, 201 ;
Golden
Ophelia, 160; Saxifraga Burseriana sulphurea, 93 ; S. kewensis
0.

;

Sophro-Cattleya Mrs. J.
Ansaldo, 118; S.-C. Thwaitesiae
Flammea,
130
.Sophro-LaelioCattleya bletchleyflora vaj. vivicans, 93; Sweet Pea Mrs. J. W.
Bishop, 231
Syringa Sweginzowii superba, 231
rosea, 93

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Cows, feeding

dairy, 161
treatbefore calving, 152
the, 252
Crockford, R. H. [The Allotment
Month by Month), 234
Crocuses, autumn-flowering, 3
Cropping, continuous, 9
Crops and stock on the home farm,

ment

Crane

;

of,

fly,

10, 20, 30, 39, 49, 61, 74, 83, 94,
107, 119, 131, 141, 152, 161, 171,

181, 191, 201, 212, 221, 231, 240,

249, 259, 266
Crops, condition of the, 249; succession of farm, 191 ; unlawful
trespass on, 239
Cunao or Chinese gambler, 114
Cundall Manor offered for sale, 36
Cupressus f ormosensis, 8, 19, 29 ; at
Verrieres, 165
Cut-flower industry, the, 92

Mr. W.. on Potato
growing, 46, 81, 246, 258, 261

Cuthlbertson,
^

Cymbidium
Alexander!
Warren
House variety, 87 C. Lyra, 99
;

C.

;

rhodochilum, 134; C. ShilliaG. Sybil, 99; C. Virgo,

num, 75;

Cynorchis purpurascens, 122

Cypripedium

Beltroilus,

Stone-House,
Worslev, 145

52;

111

;

C.

Tom

C.

;

Preliminary
Commendation
Aeridovanda
Mundyi,
93
Odontioda Armstrongii Orchidhurst var., 93; 0. Dora,
Juliet. 93 0. Juno, 231
;

gloBsum
29
0.
161; 0.
General
180 0.
;

;

;

Amazon, 161

;

71; 0.

Odonto-

0. Apollo.

crispum The President,
Gatton Princess, 49; 0.
Foch, 181; 0. Miguelito,
Nora, 71

CERTmcATED Fruits

;

Apple Her-

bert's Prolific, 161

Ceylon, food production in, 16
Charlock as a farm weed, 131, 259
Charlock seed, the vitality of, 221
Chenopodium amaranticolor, 38
Cherries, scarcity of, 266
T'hester, allotments at, 170

Chicory, Brussels or Witloof. 232
China, plant collecting in, 31
Chinese Cabbage, 27, 38, 91, 149
C-hinese gambler, 114
Chittenden, Mr. F. J., awarded the
Victoria Medal of Honour, 16
Chrysophlictis
endobiotica,
wart
disease of Potato, 22
Citris mitis, 60
" Clay" Challenge Cup- for a new
Rose, 242
Clerodendron ugandense, 219
Clock golf, 240
Club-root disease of Brassicas. 225
Corn crops, weeding the, 191
Cockerell, T. D. A. [Story of the
Red Sunflower), 219
Cocos, the genus, 43
Coifee in British Guiana, 198
Collecting tree seeds, 85
Colombia, plants of, 56
Colour: in fruits and vegetables,
230; in flowers, 248; in Orchids.
33
Columnea Banksii, 64
Columnea hybrids, 123
Commercial fruit-growing, 90
Conference on fruit-growing, 90
Confessions of a novice. 111, 195
Conifers damaged by snow, 60
r^onifers. notes on, 12, 215
('o-operative basket-making, 114
Copper sulphate, prices for, 80, 211
rVrky scab disease of Potatos, 169
Cr.rn crops, increasing the area for.
83
(Vrrevon, M. H., 76
Cotton, Charles [Planter's Afnnual),
174
Ccuch grass
as food for stock.
119 to eradicate, 39
:

;

Fertiliser, flue dust as a, 168
Fertilisers for allotments, 58

for

;

Roses, 27

brown

Figs,

rot of, 104
Finger-and-toe disease of Brassicas,

225
Fix-ewood and faggots in war-time,
208
Flies, to destroy, 247
Floraire, Geneva, 76
Florists' flowers, 176
Flower fair in Trafalgar Square,
218, 257, 265
Flower garden, operations in the,
25, 35, 45, 55, 67, 79,
101, 113, 125, 137, 147, 157,
177, 187, 196, 207, 217, 227,
245, 255, 263
Flower pots, the supply of, 218
Flowers in season, 80, 168, 218, 246
15,

4,

89,

167,
237,

Flowers, spring, 99, 134, 163; the
colours of, 248
the def ertilisation of, by insects, 4
the marketing of, 7
Flue dust as a fertiliser, 168
Food crops and the protection of
birds, 190
Food exhibitions at Leicester, 148
at the Institute of Hygiene, 59
Food production by H.M. Forces
at home and abroad, 36
Food production
in Ceylon, 16
in France, 36 lecture on. 46 on
increased. 9, 18. 28, 38. 58 70,
81. 88. 104, 116. 128. 136
149,
153. 170, 174. 190, 210, 213 224,
239. 243; the progress of, 228,
Food products, new, 199
Food situation, some problems of
the, 68
Food substitutes, 188
Forcing, vegetables suitable for,
105
Forestry, 42
Formalin for soil sterilisation, 198
Forrest, Mr. George, plant collecting in China, 31
Prance, food production in, 36;
fruit trees of Northern, to be replanted by U.S.A., 228; notes
from. 123, 165; P-runus Pissartii
in, 165
Freesias. 196
French Beans
in
cold
frames,
170; stringless, 70
French gardening books, old, 215
Fruit crop, the soft. 265
Fruit crops and prices in 1917, 11
Fruit growing, a conference on
commercial. 90
Fruit production, bees and, 168
Fruit prospects, 193
Fruit register, 66, 98, 128, 156
Fruit trade. Hungarian, 115
Fruit trees, manure for. 96; of
Belgium and France, 228; on
walls. 60: superfluous wood in,
114 the spraving of, 115, 146
Fruitfulness. 198
Fruits, colour in. 230; for acclimatisation. 126; fungous diseases of,
251
manuring experiments on,
135. 199 prices for, 189 the histoi-y of cultivated, as told in the
lives of great pomologists, 121
;

;

:

:

:

Daffodil

names,

registration

of,

178

Dahlia tubers as food, 246
Dallinger, Mr. P. G., honour

for,

17

Dandelions in lawns, 247
Davidia involucrata flowering at
Tortworth, Gloucestershire, 220
Davis, Kary Cadmus [Productive
Plant Husbandry), 37, 69
Denmark prohibits trade in seeds,
46
Devon Produce Society, 189
Devonshire, seed Potatos from, 266
Digging, 8, 59
Doritia pulcherrima, 58
Drainage scheme. Government, 201
Drains in fruit plantations, 53
Dropmore, damage to Conifers by
snow at, 60
Duffryn, near Cardiff, distribution
of vegetable plants at, 211
Dug-outs, horticultural, 24, 37, 60

EccREMOCARPUS
of,

scaber,

hardiness

43

Egypt, a flower show in, 2
Elm, the Camperdown, 262
Encephalartos Alteneteinii, 224

;

Ewes and lambs,

171
horticulture.

Faogots and firewood

in

;

under glass, cultivation
25. 34. 45, 55. 67, 79. 89,
125, 137, 147, 157. 166.
197, 207, 216, 227, 237,

of. 5.

14,

101, 112,
177, 187,
246, 254,

263

war-time.

208

Farm,
home,

;

;

Examination
in
E.H.S., 158, 198

F.allows,

:

;

Escallonia langleyensis, 252

Euphorbia, rubber from, 17
Eve's Apple, 159
Ewart, Alfred J. [The Flora of the
Northern Territory), 100

summer, 201
crops
and stork

nn

the

10, 20, 30, 39, 49
61, 74,
83. 94. 107. 119, 131, 141
152.
161,
171,
181.
191,
201,
212,
221, 231, 240, 249. 259. 266

;;

29, 1918.

;

;

;

Dendrobium Alpha var.
180
Eleanor, 151 D. chessingtonense
Prince of Orange, 171 D. Cybele
album, 130
D. Lady Colman
West Point var.. 171; D. nobile
King George. 171 D. Ophir, 106
Freesias
Chapmanii aurantiaca.
Sweet Lavender, 71 Hama71
melis moUis, 71 Iris Cantab, 71
Laelio-Cattleya
Beatrice
var.
Bryndir, 93; L.-C. Bella alba
Beardwood var., 19; L.-C. Eunice
\lba. 93, 171; L.-C. Jacinth, 19;
L.-C. Mrs. Temple Ashlands var.
171; L.-C. Genius Brj-ndir var..
29; L.-C. Schroderae," 93; L.-C.
West Point Rex, 171; Lupins:
Delight, 231; May Princess. 231;
Lycaste Bessie Brown. 106
L.
Skirmeri Fairy Gem, 171
Miltonia Venue, i06 Narcissus Anchorite, 200; N. Crimson Braid,
181, 200; N. Jeannette, 161; N.
Miss E. M. Bowling, 181; N.
Spalding Queenie.
181
Polvanthus
Miller's
Giant,
200
Primula Juliae var. .Tewel, 151
P. 8picata, 199
Odontioda Alcantara var. rubra, 118 0. Bradeha-wiae Fire
King,
211
0.
Brewii HigMeld var., 171 0, B.
nigra, 211
0. Coronation West
Point var., 171 0. Dorotliv, 106
0. Ernestii, 161
0.
Evan.=;iae.
171 0. Exquisita. 171 0. Diana
Hamilton, 106: 6. Fire Queen,
211; 0. J. B. Lakin, 130; 0.
Joan var. Roehampton, 180;
Hvnatia Bolhnlt, 130; 0. .luliet
211: 0. Mars, 19; 0. Memoria
P. M. Ogilvie, 71 O. Mira, 171
O. Mira General Briissiloff. 130;
0. Red Cross, 171 0. Schroderiana Ashlande var.. 94; 0. St.
Teresa. 211; 0. Windsor. 118;
0.
Xeres. 106; Odontoglossiim
AmiUus, 94 0. Ardentillus, 130
O.
ardentissimum Doris. 211
0. a. Tiger, 106: 0. Caroline. 94:

LJuNE

;

,

;

:

:

INDEX.

Chronicle.]

eiisis

171

;;
;;;

Galanthus nivalis, growth of, 33
Galloway garden, notes from a, 60
Gambler, Chinese, 114
Gamble, J. S. [The Flora of the
Presidency of Madrat), 186
Gardener, bequest to a, 7
pre;

sentation to

a,

Gardener-farmer,

209
220

a,

-

—

:

;

June

29, 1918.

INDEX.

J

supplementary

and

Gardeners

rations, 158, 210

Wab
the
Colvin, 2nd Lieut. Hugh, awarded
the V.C, 57; Curtis, 2nd Lieut.
and

Gakdeners

:

O'Brien, StaffC. Ralph, 189;
Pascoe,
229
Captain
James,
Private C, awarded the D.C.M.,
Winn,
Died of Wounds
57
;

;

:

Private

X.,
Lieut.

258.

Capt.
Ciordon,

E.

J.

Barnes,

Benbow,
Parries,
•T.,
7;

Killed:

Arthur,

Hughes,

198;
266;

L.,

Hubble,

266;

2nd

Lieut.
Robertson, Pri-

William,

189;
Smith,
vate James S., 219;
Sutton,
Lieut. J. Salsbury, 90
Lieut. E. M., 148; Veitch, Major
;

DougMissing
Leonard, 229.
lass, Private H. L., 247; Lear219
Private
Martin,
mont.
219.
Private
G.,
Parker,
Wounded O'Brien, Lieut. John,
:

Hippeastrums, 63
Home-grown timber trade, the, 42
Hooper, Mr. G. F., presentation to,
238

Hop

shoots as an article of

diet,

220

Hops

resistant to mildew, 46

Horse breeding, 266
Sir Arthur (Thcjphrastm
Enquiry into Plants); 138
Horticultural dugouts, 24. 37, 60
Hort,

Horticulture in America. 7

the dein
of British, 102
16
Horticulturists and military service,
652
Hungarian fruit trade, 115
Hybrid Orchids, 3, 33, 87, 155, 226
Hylemyia antiqua, the Onion mag;

velopment

;

1918,

ing, 210.

Gorteria and Neurada seedlings, the
protection of, 133
Goschcn, Lord, appointed Joint
Parli.imentary Secretary to the
Board of Agriculture, 148 honour
for, 17
Graperies of Bailleul, 178, 220
Grass for hay, 131
.

Damage by falling
Damage to a market
95
gaiden by subsidence, 191 Yew

L»w Notes
trees,

;

;

;

poisoning of animals, 20
in, 147
Lav, E. J. S. [Vegetable Garden),
ii
L.C.C. gardeners, bonus for, 158

Lawns, Dandelions

Melons, cultivation ot" Canteloup,
96 in Macedonia, 225
Mesopotamia, crops in, 164
Mesopotaniian calendar, a, 253
Mildew, Onion, 243
Mildew-resistant Hqps, 46
Moles, 7
Molyneux, Mr. Edwin, 220
Morisia hypogaea, 77
Morris, Sir Daniel C. (The Mistleto,
its Life-History), 27
Mosley, F. 0. (Fungoid and Insect
Pcsis and their Control). 196
ilosquitos, anopheline, 247
Mulberry, propagation of the, 212;
varieties of, 140
Munition workers' allotments, 106
;

Muun, M.

T. (Necl- ffot
Onions). 238

Z)isco.-ie

of

damage by. 252; method of destroying, 239
Leather waste as a fertiliser, 16
on Potato growing, 46,
Lectures
on food control
81, 246, 258. 261
;

;

in war-time, 16

Ibroxhill rock garden, Bellahouston Park, Glasgow, 241
Incinerators or refuse destructors.
34
Increased Food Production, on, 9.
28, 38, 58. 70, 81, 88, 104.
116, 128, 136, 149. 153, 170, 174.
190, 210. 213. 224. 239. 243
18,

Insects and birds, 60
Insects,
the
defertilisation
of
flowers by. 4, 19
Institute of Hygiene, food exhibition at the, 59
lonopsidium acaule, 186
Iris Rosenbachiana, 106; I. Sindpers, 176 ; I. stylosa, 91
Irises, disease in, 248, 258
Juneflowering, 246
;

;

Grass grown with cereals, 212
Grassland, Ragwort in, 249;
breaking up of, 27
Green manuring, 129

The Dell variety, 234; L,-C,
Eupheno, 22; L.-C. lima, 122;
L.-C. Irensis Usk Priory var.,
22; L.-C. J. F. Birkbeck Fowler's
var., 209; L.-C. Orajige Blossom.
122; L.-C. Pluto, 145
at
The
Dell,
Laelio-Cattlevas
Englefield Green, 194
Land, storing, 107
Land women's -wages, 115
Lathyrus grandiflorus, 160

Leaf-mould beneath trees, 204
Leather- jacket and wireworm, 218;

:

198
Gardeners, British, in war-time, 265
Gardeners' Company, tlie, 264
Gardening books, old French, 215
Gas. poison, and its use in horticulture, 247
Geographical distribution of plants,
lecture on the, 238
German prisoners on the land, 115,
210, 249
Gladiolus byzantinus, 166
Glasgow, allotments in, 80; Ibroxhill rock garden, 241
Glass jtLrs for preserving, 114
Globularia cordifolia, 236
Golf, clock, 240
Gooseberries affected with American mildew used for jam mak-

[The Gardeners' Chronicli

the

H., honour
for, 17
Leeks, methods of planting, 104, 136
153, 154, 170, 210
Leicester, food exhibition at, 148
Leith Hill, Surrey, 148
Letters from soldier-gardeners, 2,
24, 34, 164, 214, 225
Lettuce, the cultivation of, 136
Lilies in 1917, 109
Lilies in a Sydney garden, 216
Lilium Brownii, 128, 155
Lilium bulbs, home-grown, 78, 127
Lime, 136 as a soil dressing, 117
Lime-washing of fruit trees, 29
Limestone, finely-ground, 8
Linseed as a farm crop, 201
Litigation versus arbitration, 70
London stable manure, 258
London trees, 251, 266
Lucerne as a cover crop in orchards,
152
Lycastes, 155
two
camtschatcense,
Lysichitum
forms of, 211
Lee,

Sir

Col.

Artluir

;

Narcissus Crimson Braid, 189
Narcissus Irene Copeland, 175
National kitchens, 88
Union
National
of
Scientific
Workers, 70

awarded
Whitton, 257

Neill prize

to

Mr. James

Neomoorea

irrorata, 134
Nettles, fibre from, 115

-Neurada

and Gnrteria seedlings,
the protection of, 134
Nicotiana sylvestris, 194
Nicotine versus arsenate of lead as
an insecticide, 193
Nitrogen compounds, the manufacture of, by plants, 114
Nitrogen-fixing bacteria stimulated
by arsenic, 114
Notce
from a Galloway garden,
60; from America. 65. 92, 156,
235 from Kew, 97 on Conifers,
12, 215
Novice, confessions of a. Ill, 195
:

;

;

Jam, homemade, 158 Marrows for
making, 238 sugar for, 36, 69,
103
;

Ground

operations,

Growth, the

59
sunlight on,

8, 18,

effect of

;

81

Jefferaonia, the genus, 149
Jerusalem Artichoke, the, 107, 126,
140, 150, 170. 183, 218, 238; as
food for pies, 107 new name for
cultivation of the.
the, 126, 238

H

Oak, the Red, 65, 166, 175; the
Turkey, as a plantation tree, 3, 24
f)aks raised from acorns, 95
Uat crop, stimulating the, 201

M

;

:

Hailstoum

Surrev, 218
Hall, Sir Daniel, 6
(me,ily
pruni
Halopteris
in

'

Plum

150; in America, 65
.Tohnson. Stanley C. (Gmv
Own Vegetables), 210

)'.>i/r

aphis), 1

Hamamelis mollis, 76
Hardy floiver border, 78, 205
Hardv fruit garden, operations

J.

H.

i,The

Genus

Emu

Ujptus), 69, 149
Maize for fodder, 221, 249; ripen;

ing seed

Harry V. (Identification
of the Varie'ties of Bnrhy), 149
Harvest outlook, the, 249
Hay crop, preparing for the, 131
Haymaking, 240
Heather burning, 229
Hedrick. V. P. {The Peaches of
Xew York) 154
Helianthn.s tu'berosus, 107, 126, 140,
in
150,
170.
183,
218,
238;
America, 65 new popular name
for. 126, 238
Hendrickson, A. H. (The Common
Unney-hef nf on Aqevt in PrnnepoUinntinn), 168
HerrodHempshall. W. {Pee-keeping in Wnrtime), 198
Himalayan foothiUs, a day's tramp
in the, 13
Hippeastrum Ackermannii, 63, 91
reticulatum, 126, 141, 150

Mangolds, 181, 240; for seed, 191;
in clamps, 83

Manure
Kelp as a source of potash, 16
Kew, notes from, 21, 51, 97,

143,
203. 233; the influence of, on gar59
at,
vegetables
dens, 159;
Kitchen garden, work in the. 5, 14.
24, 34 44. 54, 66. 78. 88, 100, 112.
124, 136, 146, 156, 166, 176, 186,
196, 206, 216, 226, 236, 246, 254,

263

Kohl Rahi

as a

farm crop, 131

;

.

;

transplanted,

246;

256

230; climb-

Harlan,

of,

:

trees,

for fruit

Potatos,
258

Manures;

129

;

London

artificial,

for
stable,

96

;

213; notes on,

129

Manuring
135,

experiments

on

fruit,

199

fruit garden, the,
103. 145, 193, 243, 251

Market

11,

53,

Market garden advisory committee.
198

Marketing cut flowers,_ 7
Marrows for jam-making, 238
Martin, Mr. Charles, honour for, 17
Martin, C. {f^uprrfjyious Wood in
Fruit nnd other Trees). 103, 114
M.issachusetts,

a

national

Oats, 20, 30 screening for sowing,
107; seed, 95; wireworm in, 221
Allal^d, G., 107; Allen,
S. J,, 231; Barker, .Tohii G., 192;
Barron. W., 259; Bear, William
Ronald,
Birkinsliaw,
E.,
221;
Bowles, Henry C,
62;
142;
Boyd, William B., 130; Bul;

M;ignolia Soulangeana, 260
Mahoni.is, old-world species of, 57

Maiden,
in

the; 5, 15, 24, 35, 44, 55, 66, 79,
58. 100. 113. 124, 137, 147, 157,
176. 186. 197, 207, 217, 227, 236,
245, 255, 263
Haricot Heans, the cultivation of,
59. 83. 210; to cook,
ing, 230, 239, 243

Macedonia, Melons in, 225
Machinery, farm, 249

flower

Obituahv:

Charles
H.,
83;
mer.
Rev.
Burton, Joseph, 8; Campbell,
Andrew, 8; Clark, William, 119;
Cutbush,
Cotter, LaAvrence, 192
Herbert J., 119; Daniels, W.,
142; Dick, J. Harri.«)n, 151, 182;
Dow, John M., 8; Ewart, W.
James, 142; Froniow, William, 8;
Green,
Grainger, J. S., 231
Or.
H., 162; Grigor, Alexander,
39; Leemann, .John, 30; McMacAlexander, 8;
Allister,
kenzie. Alexander, 265: Melville,
William, 192; Merriles, William,
192;
Alexander,
Milne,
192;
Ogilvie. F. M., 50; Op't Eynde,
Gerard, 83: Patrick, Alfred, 171;
Pearson, R. Hooper. 246, 256, 265
Pope, .Tohn, 62; Sargant, Miss
Ethel, 50; Sargent, Andrew R..
162 Scott, G, 8 Smith, .John, 8
Tailby, .Toseph, 249: Turner, G.,
50: i'yrer, Thomas, 119; Vilmorin,' Maurice dc. 192, 202;
Watt, .1. C. 192 Will. Oscar H.,
19; Wilson, Thomas, 74.
;

;

;

;

for, 247

I.ABOim. relieving, 8]
Lambs, 171
L.aelia frawshayana, 33
Laelio-Cattleya Apollo, 262; L.-C.
Excelsior
Aureole, 122; L.-C.

the late Edward, proposed
memorial to. 46
Maxwell, Sir Herbert, awarded the
Victoria Medal of Honour, 16
Mealy bug on vines, 60

Mawley,

;

,

;

;

;; ;
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Bradshawiae, 75 ; 0.
Ethel, 11, 110; 0. Leda, 184; 0.
luminosa, 52 ; 0. Memoria F. M.
Ogilvie, 75
0.
Odontoglossum Corona, 53
crispum John Hartley, 75 ; 0.
c. Eastern Pearl, 234 ; O. c. Leeanum, 234 ; 0. c. Oakwood Tri0. e.xiraium Copper
umph, 174
Queen, 122 ; 0. Fascinator, 87 0.
Gatton Princess, 242 0. Hamlet,
262; 0. Peerless James McNab,
252; 0. Victory var. the Baroness,
;

:

;

;

184

Odontoglossum seedlings in Mr.
Ashworth's collection, 52
from the Bicuhyba nut, 17
Oil
from Sunflower seed, 65
:

W. (Tidal Lands), ZW
Oliver, W. R. B. (The. Flora
Lord Howe Island), 205
F.

Onion crop,

the, 102
as a farm crop, 74

Onions, 58
pest of, 253
;

of

fly

maggot pest of, 80
mildew disease of, 243; neck-rot
;

;

disease of, 238 prices for, 17, 36,
the cultivation of,
102, 114 168
70, 116, 190
Orchid houses, the management of,
4 14, 25, 35, 45, 54, 67, 78, 89,
100, 112, 125, 136, 147, 156, 166,
117, 186, 196, 207, 217, 226, 236.
;

;

246, 254, 263
Orchid notes and gleanings,

22, 33,

52, 87, 99, 110, 122, 134, 145, 155,
164, 174, 184, 194, 226, 234, 242,

252, 262
Orchids, colour

variation

in,

33

from Westonbirt, 122: hybrid,
33, 87, 155, 226
of, 184

;

in 1917, 3

3,

sales

;

Order of the British Empire,
awards of the, 17
Orphan Fund, Royal Gardeners',
73
Oxalis enneaphylla, 243

[JuNB

146, 157, 167, 177, 187, 197, 206.
217, 226, 237, 245, 255, 263

Plants, New or Noteworthy;
Encomia
Pole-Evansii,
185
Jubaeopsis

112

caffra,

Rho<lo-

;

Agave
Angraecum

Plant Portraits

:

fourcgraci-

roydes, 188;
lipes, 264;
Asparagus falcaUis,
189; Bulbophyilum sociale, 264;
Echeveria setosa, 188 ; Eulangea
aggregata, 264 ; Howea Belmoreana,
pendiila,
264; Indigofera
188; Macodes Sanderiana, 188;
Mains Sargentii, 264 Melicytus
;

Monadenium
264 ;
Odontochihis
264 ;
Paeonia pere
264

ramiflorus,
erubescens,
lanceolatus,
grina, 188 ;

;

Petunia integrifolia,
Primula anisodora, 264
189 ;
Primula sylvicola, 254
Pteridu
phyllum racemosum, 188; Rhodo
denidron
brachyanthiun,
189;
Rhododendron prostratum, 188

Rhododendron siderophylluni, 264
Zanthoxylum planispinum, 264

Plum aphis, mealy,
Plum Supreme, 98
Phun trees in pots,

Rabbits, the food value of, 58
Ragwort in pastures, 249
Rain, the fertilising influence of, 57
R.
alpestris,
98
Ranunculus
rutaefolius, 2
Rations for gardeners, 158, 210, 246
Reading, Royal visit to, 114, 140
Rendle, Dr. A. B., awarded the
Victoria Medal of Honour, 16
;

deiidron Ririei, 99

;

1

199
scarcity of, 244; winter
aspect of the buds of, 23
Poisoning, Yew, 81
Pomegranate, the forbidden fruit,
159
Pomologists, lives of the great, 121
Potash from kelp, 16
Potato, a new parasite of, 80
bloom, 255 chemical life-history
of
the,
178; competition, 83:
corky
scab
new
of,
regulations concerning. 169
crop, the,
105 crop purchased by the State,
26; late blight disease of, 254;
seed, from Devonshire, 265: 8ir
John Llewelyn, 9
Potatos artificial manures for, 141
degeneration of, 13, 28, 88, 117;

Plums,

;

:

;

R.H.S. examination

in

France, 69;

dried,

in

Germany, 126
early,
18. 116
Government distribution of seed,
102; Government prices for, 115:
lectures on the cultivation
139
;

;

of,

'

of

a veteran, 126
Parks, London Royal, 178
Parsnips, 104 canker disease of, 18,
224
Pastures, Ragwort in, 249
Peach, a new dwarf, 246
Pear bloom, scarcity of, 170, 179,
190
Pearson, the late Robert Hooper,
246, 256, 265
131
food for pigs,
as
Peas
interdried, 28
culinary, 28
late
cropped with Potatos, 117
culinary, 213; parched, 28; prolific plants of, 240
Peat, garden use for. 111
Persea gratissima, a veteran tree of,
179
Pests, some garden, 252
Pe-Tsai: Chinese Cabbage. 38, 91,
149
on
(Report
Spencer
Pickering,
Fruit
Experimental
Woburn
Farm), 17, 135
Pigs, 94, 171 food from small gardens for, 116, 141, 150, 170; Jeruon
salem Artichokes for, 107
farms, 231 peas as food for, 131
Plant collecting in China, 31
Plant immigrants in U.S.A., 246
Plant notes, 63, 123, 135, 149, 176,
194, 205, 223, 236
Plant, the effect of one, on another,
;

:

;

46,

;

;

;

;

;

23, 65, 92
" Planter's Manual," Cotton's, 174
the manufacture of nitroPlants
of
114
compounds by,
gen
under glass, the
Colombia, 56

246,

81,

manure

for.

18,

261

258,
•

129

:

need

;

for
increased
crops
of,
148
on. farms,
protect152,
259;
ing,
9 ; soda crystals for the
spraying of, 126: the cultivation

the planting of, 201 the
planting of, on farms, 131; treatof, 174

;

;

ment of frozen, 57 ; wart disease
of, 22, 206, 258
Potentilla ambigua, 243, 258
Poultry, home-grown food for, 128
on farms, 94 the rearing of, 131
Poultry Keepers' Club, 102
Powell, Nathaniel, an eighteenth
century London seedsman, 223
;

;

Primrose Double Crimson Pompadour, 229

Crista-galli as
grass land, 231

;

;

45,
54, 67, 79, 89, 101, 113, 124, 137,
5,

15,

25,

35,

a pest of

R.
spinuliferum,

Rhododendron parvifolium, 76
112:

praecox.
248

R.

;

early, at Verrieres,

Rhododendrons,
165

Rhubarb, reduced area

under

of,

cultivation, 58

Rivetting in the Army, 214
Rock garden, the, 2
Rolfe, Mr. R. A., 7
RoUit, Sir Albert K., awarded the
Victoria Medal of Honour, 16
Rosary, the, 42, 64, 123, 163, 214,
242
Rose, " Clay " Cup for a new, 242
Rose garden, national, in America, 6
Roses, fertilisers for, 27 fragrance
in,
214; Marechal Niel, 168:
Shakespeare's
after
named
heroines, 102 seasonable hints on
some
the cultivation of, 242
specially useful, 64, 92, 123, 163
Rothamsted, new research post at,
218 work at, 264
Royal parks of London, 178
Rubber from weeds, 17
Runner Beans, 213
Russell, Prof. E. J., honour for, 17
;

;

;

;

S

Primula

elatior x P. Juliae, 225
P. Juliae, 195; P. malacoides
P. Marven, 98
alba plena, 91
164; P. Veitchii, 135.
Primulas, new Chinese, 31 of the
Petiolaris-sonchifolia section, 56
Prisoners of war on the land, 115,
;

;

210, 249

ScitNTiFio Committee:

Acorns,

Anemone,
151 ;
Apple,
ail" early-iiowering, 130;
" Thorn, " 240 Danuson stone, an
Eelworm in Garabnormal, 83
denia roots, 83 ; French Bean*,
variation in the colour of, 39;
Fruits, the food value of, 83
Fungus, a persistent, 161 ; Galantbus, a hybrid, 50; Gardenia,
eelworm in roots of. 83 Mahonia
with partially bi-pinnate leaf,
130 JIanure, town refuse as, 39 ;
Narcissus poeticus verus, 211
Oil-bearing seed for cultivation
Onion seedlings
in England, 39
abOrchids,
destroyed,
211
Ornithogalum renormal, 211
from
Paeony
f ractum,
240
Palestine, curiSalonika. 240;
Plants,
from, 130
ous fruit
Potato reproducvarious, 211
151
Potato scab,
tion,
60
Potato
Potato seedlings, 211 ;
tubers diseased, 130; Primrose
polyembryonic,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Produce, the marketing of surplus

;

allotment, 128

Prumnopitys elegans, 12
Prunus Pissartii, 112,

;

130

:

in

France, 165
Pterostylis curta, 99
Pyracantha Gibbsii, 47, 159

corolla,
240
with
foliose
Russula nigricans, a persistent

Salonika, plants
fungus,
151
Town refuse as
151
from,
manure, 39; West Indies, seed
from, 151 ; Willow Gall, the, 211
:

;

Wood Anemone,

Q
QtiKBCUs
tree, 3,
field,

plantation
cerris
as
a
24; Q. coccinea at Hen-

65

Quercus species with red leaves, 175

early flowering,

130

Sedum brevifolium

Pottsii, 185; S.

ooeruleum, 195
Seed firm, U.S.A. Government control of a,

29, 1918.

Seed-testing station, Government,
80
Seeds, a way with badly germinating, 124; exports of, to America,
247
in Denmark, 46
quantities
of
spring-sown farm, 74
the
quality of agricultural, 158
the
transport of, in America, 158 of
trees, the collecting of, 85
Seedsman, an eighteenth-century
London, 223
Senecio Fernaldii, 47
Septoria Apii, cure for, 219
Sewage sludge as manure, 129
Shelters, simple garden, 87
(Shrubs, early-flowering, 141, 150,
180 in an Irish garden, 165
Silene vallesia, 262
Slaughter-house residues as manure,
129
Snow, damage to trees by, 37, 60
the protective power of, 149
Snowdrops, "growth of, 33, 81
Soap, soft, the supply of, 126
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Societies: Ancient Soc. of York
Florists, 191; Bath Gardeners',
84, 95, 172. 222; British Florists'
Federation, 39, 161; British Gardeners', 119, 212 ; Bushey Garden
and Allotment, 182 ; Buxton Lime
Firms Assn., 70; Carnegie Dunfermline Trust, 154; Chester Paxton, 58; Croydon Hort., 58; Debating, 84, 95, 142, 172, 182, 212,

222; East Anglian Hort., 172;
General Bulb Growers of Haarlem,
Horticultural Club
19
(annual
meeting),
Kew
94;
Guild, 259;
Lewishani Hort.,
Linnean, 106
58
Manchester
and North of England Orchid,
;

;

19,

;

30,

106,

94,

130,

170,

249; Merton
Hort., 80;
National Auricula and Primula,
181, 191; National Chi7santhemum, 61, 171; National Dahlia,
National Fruit Growers',
39
Narional Sweet Pea, 265;
168;
Norfolk
and
Norwich
Hort.,
80 North of England Hort. 16
Reading and District Gardeners',
84; Royal Caledonian Hort., 39;
211,

;

Sainfoin, the cultivation of, 119
Salvia dichroa, 123; S. splendens
var. purpurea, 19
Miss Ethel,
late
the
Sargant,
memorial to, 178
Savory, summer, 190
Saxif raga Burseriana major, 77 ; S.
B. sulphurea, 98; S. cochlearis,
262

;

;

cultivation of,

in horticulture.

158, 198

Rhinanthus

:

dried,

Pabonia Cambessedesii, 205, 223
Palm, a "praying, 247; death

;;;

INDEX.

;

;

;;,;;

;: ;;;;;;

Chronicle.]

Odoutioda

Oliver

;

218

Seed outlook, the, 170

,

;

Royal Hort., 29, 39, 48, 60, 71,
83, 93, 106. 118, 130, 151, 160, 180,
199, 211, 231, 240, 258; (annual
meeting), 72; Royal Scottish Arboricultural, 130 Saffron Walden
Farmers', 142; Scottish Hort.. 39,
83, 130, 191, 259 Scottish National
Union of Allotment Holders, 39
Selborne, 27
Societe Nationale
d'Horticulture de France. 27;
Southampton Gardeners',
172;
Southampton Royal Hort. 30
United Hort. Benefit and Provident, 61. 94, 118, 171, 221 Watford Hort., 58, 91
;

;

;

,

:

Soda crystals for Potato spraying,
126, 139
Soil sterilisation by formalin, 198
Soil sterility, the effect of trees on,
56
Soldier-gardeners,

letters

from,

2,

24, 34, 164, 214, 225
Soldiers, basket-making by, 56
Soot, the value of, 139

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya
Margrand,
122; S.-L.-C. Mrs. Rickards, 226;
S.-L.-C. Phryne, 122
Sophronitis grandiflora, 184
Soy Bean, the, 38, 88, 149
Spinach, winter crop of, 104
Spraying fruit trees, 115, 146
Spring flowers, 99, 134, 163, 179
Stangeria paradoxa, 66
Stocks, Apple, 53
Store cattle, 152, 212
Storing of Apples, the, 8, 19, 29,
37, 47, 60, 81. 92
Storing land, 107, 265,
Strawberries, 130, 265; protecting.
235, 248
Sugar Beet, 8, 162, 201 sugar from,
the cultivation of, 210
8, 210
Sugar for jam-making, 36, 69, 103
;

;

;

June

29, 1918.

INDEX.

J

Summer

savory, 190
Sunflower seed, 74, 249 as food for
poultry, 90, 107; oU from, 66;
prices for, 149
Sunlight, the effect of, on growth,
;

Sunroot, new name for Helianthus
tuberosus, 238
Superphosphate, prices for, 209
supplies of, 138
Supports and shelters, simple gar
den, 87
Sutton and Sons, Royal visit to,
114, 140
Swanmore Farm, Bishop's Wal
tham, 220
Swedes as a farm crop, 191, 259
Sydney garden. Lilies in a, 216

Taylor, Mr. W., presentation

to,

209
Tenant's rights, 152
Tennis court, hard surfaced. 10
Theophrastus, 138
Thomson, Robert, 121
Tbrips in orchards, 193
Tigwell, H. D. {Sweet Pea Annual).
80
Timber, home-grown, 42, 148
Tomatos, the cultivation of, 58;
under glass, 153
Trafalgar Square, flower fair in,
218. 257, 265

Transport of seeds in America, 158
Tree seeds, collecting, 85
Tree stumps, the destruction of,
247
Trees and shrubs, 3, 34, 65, 76, 112
165, 175, 252, 262
Trees
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In the Journal of the Board of Agriculttir*
for October, 1916, Mr. J. C. F. Fryer has *n
article on Plum aphides, and gives the life-his-

JANUARY

Xo. 1G19.— SATURDAY,

tory of the Mealy Plum aphis, but states that
the life-history has not been worked out in this
country.
"It is chiefly found on Plums,"
he writes, " during the latter half of summer,
and thei'e is a strong probability that the
remainder of the year is spent on Grasses and
In P,u.s3ia aiid the United States of
Reeds.
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THE MEALY PLUM APHIS
years ago I read carefully the various
published accounts of the life-history of
the Mealy Plum aphis (Hyalopteris pruni),
and since have made many personal observations,
of a somewhat detached nature, regarding the
habits of the insect. During the past two years
I have taken the matter more seriously, with the
result that I hope I have settled the question

SOME

of the life-cycle of this pesl of the

The

Plum.

not considered by some
writers to be of a very serious nature, but on
Those in this
this point I differ from them.
region
who see the dirty appearance of
affected Plums can come to no other conclusion
than
that
the
damage done must
seriously affect the economy of the plant. It is
not my intention, at present, to deal with remedial measures, important as they may be, but to
give the results of observations carefully carried out almost daily for several months in suc-

damage done by

it

I

made my observations

" t&lly "

was

of

what

I

shall call these

is

I

am

afraid that this

cession.

In h s report on Economic Entomology for 1907
Mr. F. v. Theobald stated that the Mealy Plum
aphis appears in July, usually the latter part of
the month, but in the previous year he stated that
they made their appearance early in the month.
Farther on in the report it is said that in the
early autumn they all disappear from the Plums,
and that unfortunately nothing definite regarding the life-cycle was known
that De Gecr had
s.tated he found this aphis on an Apricot, and
winijed
male and
described
both
wingless
female that in Sei'tomber he found an egg with
a woolly coat fixed near a leaf -bud. This latter
observation of De Geer seems to me the nearest
•
I have seen.
In his Report for 1910 Mr. Theobald says
" Tt is now known that the Mealy Plum aphis,
Hyalopteris pruni, is another form of the Reed
aphis, Hyalopteris arundinis, and that a migration t.akes place between the two host plants."
Buckton states, in his " Monograph "
"I
consider Hyalopteris arundinis to be distinct
from Hyalopteris pruni, from whioh it differs
both in size, in form, and h.nbit."
Only the
winjed and wingless viviparous female are described in Bnckton.
Xn mention of "male,"
" oviparous female," or " eggs " are mentioned.
Dr. A. D. Imms, in his Lectures, 1916, at the
Manchester TTniversity, speaking of the Mealy
Plum a.phis and their migration, said that they
go to Rushes and Aquatic Grasses.

tiliey ibecome lighter in shade
they are shortlegged, sluggish creatures, somewhat burly in
shape, and die as soon as their young are produced. That shown in fig. 1 I photographed
just after it had produced what I considered its
maximum number, and with it are four specimens of its family; the two on the upper part
of the figures are before and the other two
ofter
the
first
moult.
After
the
first
moult they assume the mealy covering and characteristic markings of the species, and are all
wingless females in the first generation (i.e.,
from the mother queen). These mother queens
produce all their family on the same leaf. It
is difl^cTil't to follow all the specimens, as there
are many disturbing elements as the season advances tJie presence of two or three speciee of
parasitic flies, caterpillars of the winter moth,
spiders, tlie larvae of hover flies, and others
;

—

is

I

;

;

:

Fig.

2.
mealy plum aphis vivrpARons winged
AND WINGLESS FEMALES WITH LAKVA AND
X 8.
:

PUPA.

:

men

—

that had hatched out in fact, it had
moulted once before I discovered it.
On the
next day, the 8th, I found another, which
seemed to be about the same age.
These I
labelled No. 1 and No. 2, taking the order of
discovery for numeration, and I made daily notes
in my book.
No. 1 began to produce young on
the 17th (May), No. 2 on the 18th.
No. 1 produced one per oay until the 20th on the 21st
it had nine, on the 22nd fifteen, and so they
;

queen mothers, that

These, when first hatched,
somewhat light olive-green colour, with
a darker shade down the back.
As time goes

I think
it will be seen from the foregoing
accounts that no British entomologists have
taken these matters very seriously in hand, but
they hiave depended to a great extent on the

and

in 1916, as tht old
Sixty seems to be the

young produced by one

hatch from the egg.

it is said to live during the winter and
early sunmier on Plums, and the rest of the year
on Reeds, but it can hardly have a sim^ilar
historj' in Britain."

theories of others,

of

are of a

America

the case in regard to most of the species of
aphides that inhabit the British Isles.
It will be remembered by those who read my
article in the Gardeners' Chronirle of December
16, 1916, p. 294, that in a reference to the Mealy
Plum aphis I said that I found three wing'.ess
females producing young on May 16, and that
I should be on the look-out for this species
as
earlier in 1917.
I kept my promise, and
I had found eggs that I was almost certain
were those of the Mealy Aphis, and as I had not
found any other species on a particular tree
Plum), I felt almost sure I was on the right
track, and I was.
On May 7 I found a speci

left on.

maximum number

on

aphis, the..

Burtou, Joseph
Campbell, Andrew

Autumn Crocuses
Carnation Marion Wilson
Cupiessu^ formo-«ensis ..
Cut flowers, the marketing of

Food production, on

..

Horticultural Club
Horticulture in America
Letters from soldier-gar-

wtnton until on« insect, No. 1, had produced 60
SLst, No. 2 60 on June 2.
It is Strang*,
but one of these specimens was on a »hoot where
by the

1

—

—

;
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particular .leaf, and there produce a brood of
from 12 to 20 wingless forms; these specimens
are much smaller than the wingless forms of the
early season (viviparous ones) ; they are of a
dirty sulphur colour with a light green band
down the back. These I proved to be the egg-

laying females, and. as far as I can tell, some
only are fertile. Although I have watched very
have not been able to find males,
closely
1
hut I have many times watched these females
lay their eggs, and, as will be seen from the
been able to photograph
illustration, I have
them in fig. 3 lin tTie adt of egg-laying. Some
begin egg-laying in the middle of
of these
the month of September on the 25th I watched
It is very interesting
two lay their eggs.
they travel backwards and forwards along the
a suitable position
find
shoots until they
When that is fixed
at the base of a bud.
upon they back themselves into position and
there deposit the egg the operation sometimes
They generally select
takes
half an hour.
the base of a leaf-bud, more particularly right
down in the axil, and mostly on the outer
I w-atched this
or upper side of the shoot.
operation of egg-laying on September 25, 27,
found a single female
and October 2.
I
last.
this .was about the
«on .October
19
In some cases I found a,s many as six
eggs at the base otf a bud, but the more genewal
The egge at the time of deposition
rule is one.
are soft and flexible, the skin translucent olivegreen, over which is a coat of silvery-looking
substance that when examined with the microscope is found to be composed of little whiteAfter being exposed to the air
looking rods.
for some time the eggs assume a more rigid char
acter. I find that many of the eggs are destroyed
by .some enemy the nature of which I have not
yet discovered. Considering that the eggs are laid
so earlv in autumn and hatched so late in spring
I would suggest that this species is not so hardy
It will be observed tha.t the
as some others.
eggs are dormant on the trees for seven months
I have preserved specimens of the
in the year.
mother queen and the oviparous females, which,
together with eggs and my field of observation,
can be seen by appointment by any, me interested
The photographs were taken by myself from the
satisfi°d
I feel
snecimpms under observation.
that I have been able to lift the veil of mystery
.mil tn trace the hitherto obscure life stages of
this nest.
J. G. Slakey, Brornsgrove Road,

entrance hall, eentributed by the Miniitry of
Agriculture (Horticailtural Section). It consisted
Dried
of bottled fruits and bottled vegetables.
fruits of various kinds were also included, while
collection

most interesting

a

of

and

Oranges

Lemons aroused great interest on the part of
The following were a few of what
the public.
pick

were the

of

a

very

rare

exhibit

:

;

LETTERS

line

owing

to

sickness,

to

Chrysanthemums and Roses were most
prominent.
The exhibit of Border Chrysanthemums disbudded, shown by J. Keatinge, Esq.,
and awarded a
Fig.

4.

mealy plum aphis oviparous
females.
x 18.
:

a pink-fleshed Lemon about
and beautiful
circumference,
Pomilla, Ponderosa Rabba,
the Sham Lemon were all equal in size
and
Hindii, and were quite a revelation to
to
me. The Gilza, Rough Skin, Seedless, Adelaide
Helvia and Jaffa Sweet, were all varieties of
In Oranges, the Nayelamcia
sterling merit.
Mandarine Clementini and
was outstanding.
Duncan's Grape-Fruit were among the best of

Lemon

Hindii,

inches

17

in

and juicy when

la

imost

cut.

interesting

and

educational

exhibit.

Chrysanthemums

in pots.

In Roses, J. Kershaw, Esq., was awarded the
highest award, and a really choice exhibit included the varieties Wm. Sheen, George C. Waud,
Viscountess Enfield, Lady Hillingdon, Edward
Mawley. Mrs. G. Shawyer, Etoile de France,
Dean Hole. Mme. Constant Soupert, Lady
Pirrie, Cynthia Forde, and Entente Cordiale.
Mrs. P. W. Stout exhibited a mixed collection
which included Roses in variety tastefully staged
in vases; also Salvia, Browallia, Brugmansia, and
Chrysanthemums, a very attractive and pleasing
exhibit. (Certificate of Merit).
Gerbera Jamesonii andi its hybrids

were well
Cairns, Esq. Hardy Annuals were
displayed
Home,
the
by J.
Esq., and
these were awarded a Certificate of Merit.
The outstanding block of cut flowers was undoubtedly that of J. Hopkins, Esq., and was enThis plant I
tirely of Clerodendron splendens.
have never seen in better form or colour (Certificate of Merit). Dahlias found Dr. H. P. Keatinge
the only exhibitor, and his exhibit of Dahlia imperialis was most prominent and outstanding.
The entire exhibition was a very successful one.
and the thanks of the exhibitors and visitors are
due to Mr. Brown, who so successfully carried
S.

subjeiote

The duties of a
out the duties of secretary.
show secretary at home are trying enough, but
out here, where English, French, Italian, and
Egyptian are gathered together, all speaking their
own language, the post must be profoundly difficult. Chnrle.f Shaw, Gardener to C. E. Gtmther,
Esq.. Tonqswood Gardens, Hau'Tclivrst. Kent.

be sent

and spending

THE ROCK GARDEN.
RANUNCULUS

RUTAEFOLIUS.

The

took place.
It would be unfair to compare this exhibition
with Chelsea, or Holland Hoiise, or the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society's shows in
Edinburgh, but it was a very creditable show,
and was held in the beautiful palace of Shereef
Pasha, Sharia-el-Dawawin, Bal-el-Louk.
After

A few notes on the show gathered during the
course of the afternoon may be of some interest
to readers of the Gardeners' Chronirh.
Among
the most noteworthy exhibits was one in the

Certificate of Merit, was of sterling quality.
The same grower also .showed a
splendid collection of seedlings grown from seed
in 1917; it was composed of Japanese incurved.
Singles, and Pompons, wMch Included some
really fine sorts, well worthy of being again
grown.
The Gelzireh Sporting Club was
awarded a Certificate of Merit for a group of

staged by J.

four months among the sand hills in front of
Gaza, I arrived by easy stages in Cairo, where,
as a result of the attentions of the Red Cross
Society, I soon became convalescent, and had
the good fortune to be able to visit, on November ,9, the show of the Egyptian Horticultural
Society.
This Society usually holds three exhibitions each season, and I was surprised at the
healthy rivalry which existed between the vari
ous exhibitors, although no actual competition

considerable trouble, I was fortunate in securing
an introduction to the able and courteous secretary, Mr. Brown, who explained to me Egyptian
horticultural methods.

Staged
Union, Nurserymen, Gheiiret, Dabsha.
in quite English fashion, the most conspicuous
dishes were Avocada Pear, Persea gratissima,
Egyptian Lemon, Citron lanaria, Japanese Kaki,
or Diospyros Kaki (these bright scarlet fruits interested me, especially as I had not been able
success of them at Tongswood),
to make a
Mandarines, Syrian Apples, Californian Grape
Fruit, Pomelo, Banana, and a mioist liJandsome
Another exhibit worthy
dish of Pomegranates.
of its Certificate of Merit award.
Only one exhibit of vegetables was on view,
and it was composed of Cauliflowers, Cabbages,
Leeks, French Beans,
Peas,
Beet, Lettuce,
Radish,
Endive, Tomatos,
and Black and

tion

FROM SOLDIER-GARDENERS.

Having been unfortunate enough

1918.

Egg Fruits, the last being the only
dish worthy of special notice.
In the flower sec-

WITH THE EGYPTIAN EXPEDITIONARY
FORCES IN EGYPT AND PALESTINE.
from the

5,

White

;

;

[January

Fig.

5.

plum leaf covered with mealy
APHIS.

One
to

fruit

show

X

3.

on each dish had been cut
the

richness

ol

the

in

quality.

halves

The

of Merit awarded by the jury was
earned, and the Ministry of Agriculture
to be congratulated on the good work it
is
doing in fostering the growth of fruits in
is
Egypt. Another most interesting fruit exhibit
was contributed by the Traders and Growers'

Certificate

well

pretty Ranunculus rutaefolius, the Rue
Jeaved Buttercup or Crowfoot, is rare in gardens,
ithough lit is an excellent plant for the cool parts
The species has pleasing, glauof the rockery.
cous. Fern-like leaves and white flowers, with a
Although rather cold in its tones,
greenish eye.
it is a much more pleasing plant than this de.scription would suggest, and grows 5 or 8 inches
high. It grows in turf in its native habitats,
of
the rock
parts
flat
yet it thrives in
garden, and I have always found it do best in
a situation exposed to the sun, but it needs an

abundant supply of moisture. A porous soil of
loam, sand, and grit is a suitable rooting medium.
It is rather difficult to divide the plant until
The nature of the roots would
it is of some size.
suggest root cuttings as a means of propagation,
but I have not been successful in raising plants
by this means.

^S.

Arnott.

.

January

5,

^
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Wilekeanum, wa* one of the chief factors
a famous Continental strain
Cattleya Warneri in any strain gives large siee
and good shape Cattleya Gaskelliana is valuable
for hybridising whilst CatAleya Dowiana aurea,
the most largely used of all Cattleyas for breeding,
has an influence in giving size and colour variation.
The paisit year has brought us many fine
yellow-petalled
Laelio-Cattleyas.
the
desired
colour being now frequently obtained in the outer
.segments of the flower, and with the curious re
suit that in yellow-petalled flowers with parents
having coloured labellums, the labeUums of the
resultant hybrids are in some cases much darker
than those of either of the parents. On the contrary, certain croese,s known to produce frequently white-petalled hybrids invariably also
have the labellums toned to a much lighter shade
Ihan th« parents. Cyanic colours appear to be
easily
extinguished in certain combinations.
These colours appear to be largely floral surface
tones, and may be extracted by immersion in
water.
Reverting to the list of registered hybrids, some
of the crosses should not have been made, as the
parents used were too closely allied.
Some,
again, in the first flowers raised, did not come up
to expectation, but it is probable that a large
proportion will, on development, prove worthy
garden plants, especially as crosses which sometimes do not appear sufficiently distinct often
flower at a different time from thoee they j-eseinlble.
This is one of the great benefits of
Orchid hybridising, for raisers have succeeded
not only in giving new and richer colours to their
hvbrids, but in producing pliante that will flower
in .succession throughout the whole year.
It
needs a careful selection of [parents to avoid
those with defective characters in the flowers,
for the defects may be handed on as readily as
gfxxl features
for example, useful as it has
been, Laelia purpurata transmits its defective
petals for several crossings.
The raising of fine species true from .seeds is
a field which might be more exploited than it has
been up to the present. In the matter of the
perpetuation of pure species, of which only a
single specimen or a very small number m.iy
have been imported, there is a danger that the
species may be ]oSt to cultivation, only to
be obtained again by chance importation. The
raisers of seedling Orchids would do a verv desirable work in r.aising true from seeds small
batches of such plants for distribution, a work
which might be done in botanic g.ardens. It will
he many years before species of Orchids can be
imported as formerly, and home-raising should
be pr^irtised.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

of 0.

1917.

in

During

the past year the Orchid Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society has awarded

nine First-class Certificates and forty-one Awards
of Merit to novelties, which is a smaller number
than usual. The portraits of these certificated
Orchids have been added to the Society's collection,

2,384

which was begun
pictures.

The

in 1897. and now numbers
principal exhibits at the

R.H.S. shows have been sent by nurserymen.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown have exhibited
continuously, and their awards include two Firstclass Certificates, thirteen Awards of Merit, and
ten Preliminary Commendations.
Their Brasso
Laelio-f'a<ttleya Lady Ma'inmgham-Buller. which
secured a First-class Certificate and the Lindley
Medal, was admittedly the finest new Orchid of
the year and the best yellow variety ever pro
duced.
Messrs.

Charlesworth and Co. obtained four
Awards of Merit, and
three PrelLminjary Commen<fa/tion.s. Their Eulophi«Ua Rolfei and Odontoglossum crispuan The
Preanier were remarkable.
Messrs. Sanders. Hassall and Co., J. Cypher
and Sons, Stuart Low and Co., J. and A.
First-class Certificates, ten

McBean, and Flory and Black have also contributed to the shows. The silvery -white BrassoCattleya Lady Veitch of Messrs. Flory and
Black was one of the finest Orchids shown at the
fortnightly meetings.

The meetings of the Manchester and North of
England Orchid Society have been well patronised, and large numbers of awards have been
made by the Committee.
New hybrids have been plentiful, and of these
two hundred and sixty have been recorded in the
tables published from time to time in these pages.
It is interesting as showing the wide intercsTt
taken

in Orchid hybridisation that while a goodly
proportion of novelties are from nurserymen, the
ereater number has been raised by amateurs.
The names of Six Jeremiah Colman, Sir Geo.
L. Holford, Mr. W. H. St. Quintin. Mr. C. J.
Phillips, Mr. R. Windsor Rickards, the Duke of
Marlborough, Dr. Miguel Lacroze, and Mr.
Frederick J. Hanbury, appear frequently in the
list

of raisers.

Cattleyas. Laelio-Cattleyas, hybrids in which
Brassavola Digbyana or Sophronitis c'andiflora
have been used, Orlontoglossums, Odontiodas and
Miltonias are .still the most popular of Orchids.
Most of the novelties have been improvements on
existing forms, rather than new crosses likely to
give .sections with distinctive colours or forms and
tending to merge older types, and in some cases
nullify the features originally aimed at.
For
example, the object in using Sophronitis grandi
floi<a and Cochlioda Noezliana as parents was to
impart their scarlet colours to the hybrids. This
promised well in the first generation, but in after
crossings the Sophronitis cro8.ses have been largely
merged in the class of Laelio Cattleyas without
scarlet tints, and in the Cochlioda Noezliana
hybrids cros.sing them with Odontoglossum again
has resulted in many cases in indifferent Odontoglossums.
It would be well to try re-crossing
again with Sojjhronitis and Cochlioda .some of
those which possess good shape and large size, in
order to obtain the scarlet colour again, .ind it
would be well to pursue similar methods with
other hybrids that have given results different
from thie original objective. Stead.ily bat Rlowly
Orchidiists are learning more a/bout the probability of crosses in re.spcct to the influence of
certain parents an<i colour piroduotion.
It is known that certain well-marked species
with desiiable qualities transmit their feature.*
to succeeding generations.
Odontoglo.s.snm Pesca-

which possesses fine nhnipe and a specially
broad labelhtm. if only used once as a breeder,
can be traced for many generations in the pro

torei,

geny. Odontoglossum Harryanum asserts its firm
substance and peculiar form of markings Odontoglossum crispum has played an important part in
hybrid Odontoglossums, and, through a fine form

TURKEY OAK AS A PLANTATION
TREE.

;

;

;

NEW HYBRID

ORCHIDS.

(Cemtinued from Xortmher 24, p.

'JOfi.

The good

account given by Sir Herbert Maxwell on p. 218 of Quercus cerris is encouraging to intending planters.
Aa a plantation
tree it is very rapid in growth, producing clean,
straight boles when the side branches are suplire.ssed.
It is unfortunate if the timber has
been proved unsuitable for outside purposes.
It is surprising to learn that Quercus cerris is
subject to no disease, although it seems doubtful if it will prove a long liver.
I notice here
one or two trees starting to die from the top,
much after the manjiea- in which Elms often go.
Perhaps th's Oak needs a lighter soil thaji the
native species
the trees in question are growing on a strong, heavy soil, such as that in
which the English Oak often thrives well. Selfsown plants are frequent here. T. W. Bolas,
Mount Stewart, Co. Down.
;

BULB GAR DEN.
ALBUCA NELSONII.
A

POT of bulbs of this species flowered this
at Holland House, Kensington.
It is
the finest of the known species of Albuca, and
comparable to Galtonia princeps, to which it
is closely relSted.
The scapes are not so tall
could be if the bulbs were of full size,
a."! they
but each bears a raceme of ten to twelve large
white flowers, with a dull red stripe down the
back of each segment.
The bulbs came direct
from Nelson, New Zealand, and the name is
suggestive, but the species was named after Mr.
Nelson, of Broadway, who discovered it in
Natal,
introduced it to this country
and
flowered it in 1880. It is a stately plant, carrying its flowers erect, not pendent, as in Galtonia
it belongs to a group including several

summer

:

strong. growing species, and is most nearly allied
to A. altissima.
It does not require a hii.gh
temper,^ture under glass to develop in full
beauty.
There is a full-sized figure of a leaf
and flower spike in the Gordfner.^' Chronirh for

August

14, 1880, p. 199.

Al'TUMN

/. F.

CROCUSES.

" FoRMAKTO " (Vol LXII., p. 212) is unfortunate in having his Autumn C-rocuses deivtroyed

by mice an*! rats. When I oibserve any signs of
mice or rats having attacked my Crocuses, I
put a little of Harrison's r,^t ipoisoji on the spot,
without any bait .whatever, and the mice and
rats never return after tasting the poison.
This
poiisom is saiid to be hai-mleiss to larger creatures.
I think there is less danger of birds or other
creatures touching the poison wlien there is im
bread or other bait. .S. Arnott.
Parentage.

Bra«9o-I.acllo-CattIeya Antoinette
BraflBO-Laelio-Cattleya Anzar var. Vepiivins
Bras8o-I.aello-Cattleya Lady MauninKtiamHullcr

Cattleya
Cattleya
Cattleya
Cattleya

C. Portia roerulea

Exhibitor.

X B.L. Helen

R. L -0. Marathon X r.-C. Dominiana
B.-C. DlK'>yaiioMoa8iae var. Queen
L.-C. Ophir

Colmnn.
Charlesworth and Co.
Armstrong and Brown.
.Sir,I

.

Alexandra X

Aihlne

Ma(?Rie Raptniel alba X lahiata alba

W. H.

Adtila Dorraan

Dormaniana x Adula
laMata v Fittlana
MasKlo Raphael alba x Trlanae The Queen
insl-ne Har.Held Hall X Lord VVolmer
Dante x Hera Euryades

Sir

Lahitana
Mrs. James

Watson

Cyprinedlum Hallwolmer
Cypripeilhim !llii|>olvta
CyprlpefU
.lohn Hartley
Cypripedhi
Manviridi
Cypripedlu
Miss Ruth Bonsai

I

..

Cyprlpedium Poll
Cypripedjnm Veca
Laelio-Cattleya Alecto

Laello-CatHeya Atro

.

Laelio-Cattleya Diana var. Buttert
Laello-Cattleya Eupheno
Laelio-Cattleya Haroldcasla
Laelio-Cattleya Lydaurea
Lae'lo-Cattleya .Mrs R. P. Mun-ay
Laelio-Cattleya Perclcllve ..
Laelio-Cattleya Sehroderae
Laelio-Cattleya J'elene
O'lontioda Hypatia
.

OdontoBlossum Oeneral Allenby
Odontoglo.%8um xanthinum

.

.

;

Sophro-Cattlcya Dorcas
Sophro- Laelio-Cattleya L. .MnKenna

Quintin, Esq.

Duko of Marlborough.
Messrs Sanders.
..

..

John Hartley. Esq.
Duke of Marlborough.
Fred J. Hanbury. Esq.
<!. Hamilton Smith. Esq.
a. Hamilton Smith. E.=q.

W. H.

St Quintin, Esq.

Baron B. Schrrtder.
Armstronir and Brown.
VV. H. St. Quintin, Esq.
Slr.L Colman.
Fred J. Hanbiiry, Esq.
Fred J. Hanbury, Esq.

'

..

L.-C. Fascinator X C Trianae
0dm. ardent issimum x Oda Diana

crispum nigrescens x hybrid
..
ardentissimum xant botes X luteo-purpureum Vuyls'ekeanum
.S -C. Dora x C. Dowiana aurea
.S. -L.-C. Oedipus x 0. Dowiana aurea
. .

St.

Colman.
of Marlborough,

itessrs. Sanders.

.

Reginald Vounz x .Shotrun
.Maudlae X viridisslmum
Ar-taeus Drewett'B var. x Miss A. Audrey Locke
Earl of Tankerville X Mr. F .Sander ..'
nermalne Opoix X Priam
L-C Innramii x C. Kabia alba ..
C BowrhiKiana X L.-C. Oco. Woodhams

Ophir X .Tacobus
L.C. Prince Leopold x C. Dowiana aurea
Haroldiana x Epicaota
L-C. Lydla x C. Dowiana aurea
L. pumila raestans X L.-C. Issy
C. Perclvaiiana X L.-C. Cllve
L.-C. Bella alba x C. MagRle Raphael alba

.T.

Duke

Duke of Marlborough.
Baron B, ScbrQder.
Charlesworth and Co.
Charlesworth and Co.
Flory and Black.
Charlesworth and Co.
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The Week's Work.
Although volumes have been

written upon

flowers by depollinating them.
In June, 1911, I received from South Africa
of Euphorbia gorgonis, Berger,

a living plant

which

Thie
is one of
the succulent species.
plant flowere^d freely in August of the same
year, .ind I pollinatC'd the stigmas of many of
the female flowers with pollen from different
parts of the same plant, but no fruit resulted.
I was not at all surprised at this result, because I was well aware that many (possibly
most) of these succulent species arc not fertile
to pollen taken from the same plant.
In 1912 the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, also
became possessed of a plant of the same species,
and as my plant and the Kew plant were in
flower at the same time I pollinated several
stigmas of female flowers that were in a receptive condition upon my plant with pollen
taken from the Kew plant, and some of tHose
on the Kew specimen with pollen from mine.
The operation was performed with the aid of a
pocket lens, so as to make sure that the stigmas
were properly dusted with pollen, which I
clea.rly saw adhering to the stigmas.
I marked
the flowers on my plant that I had pollinated,
and the next day e.xamined them with a strong
lens to see if I could discover any trace of
But I could not find the slightest
pollen-tubes.
I could
trace of pollen on any of the stigmas.
ojily surmise fhat it miiglut possibly have become
deliquescent under the action of the stigmatic

was produced upon my plant.
It was only in September last that what" I be
lieve to be the right solution was arrived at.
Happening to be looking for a flower of the
scarlet Pelargonium that had pollen upon its
anthers, for examination under a microscope (it
makes a lovely object when properly illuminated).
I had found one with two of its anthers covered
with pollen, and was wondering why eo many
of the flowers were destitute of pollen and why
only two anthers of this particular flower bore
pollen.
I also remembered that on some previous occasions I
had.
found Pelargoniumflowers destitute of poUen and had thought that
their barrenness was due to the effect of hybri
disation. when the reason was made plain to me
by a fly (one of the pollen-eating Syrphidae)
settling upon the Pelargonium-flower.
Either it
had visited the flower before and knew its details, or it could see at some distance which side
of the flower the pollen-bearing anthers were on,
for it settled directly by them, and during its
stay upon that flower made no attempt whatever
to go to the other anthers, which were destitute
juices.

No

fruit

The

very considerately allowed
me to watch its actions with a lens of short focus,
so that I could see it rapidly picking up the
pollen, and very soon it had cleared
every
grain off both anthers as clean as if it had
never contained any pollen at all. Whilst I w.ts
watching the fly eating the pollen from the
anthers I noticed that the stigmas of that flower
were well dusted with pollen. The fly also perceived that thev were pollinated, for as soon as
it had finished with the anthers and
cleansed
its feet of pollen it turned its attention to the
stigma.s and very soon had picked off every
grain of pollen from their surface, thus depollinatine the flower and destroying its chance
of being fertilised.
Having witnes..?ed this. I
can now give a shrewd guess as to what happened to the pollen I placed upon the stigma
of Euphorbia gorgonis in 1912
The flies belonging tn the familv of Syi-phidae,
I b?lieve, feed largely upon pollen, and doubtless often prevent flowers from being fertilised
by eating the pollen that may be upon their
stigmas.
^V. E. Brnwn.
of pollen.

fly
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By

R. P.

Brotherstox, Gardener

H.4.DDINGT0N. I'lningtiajne,

to tJie Eaii of
Ea«t Lotiiiaai.

Climbers. -It cannot have escaped notice how
climbers and shrubs in general trained to walls
in the course of years a tangle of worthwith dead
less shoots, frequently intei-mixed
wood.
Neglected plants should be cut down
i^uiiudf
close
them refill
to
the ground,
their
places
:i!most
imately,
in e d
become

i

growth,

of

which Polygfonum baldscluianic uni,
I'
|>ta nt hus
I

M

|i

e

alensi s,
s p e r

n

THE. ORCHID HOUSES.
Bv

J.

Collier.

Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Cobman,
Gatton Park. Reigate.

8EASCN.iBLE WoRK.-The season for general
re-potting operations is appiv>aching. and the
necessary potting materials should be procured.
In recent years Osmunda-fibre has been used
as a potting medium for most kinds of Orchids
with good results, but at the present time it is
almost anpro-

-

i

Ilium

curable,
a

canaVitis
gnetiae,

that

iliiise,
(
'

o

i

and
Ii'ia

and

.'iu.?pensa

lia

Garrya

Many

varia-

ers

with good results. I have
obtained the

ing climbers,
such as For
should

best

The Rockery.—

.A.11
jMpine plants should bo
usual winter attention, including
top-dressing, the restriction of too
robust growers, removal of weeds, stirring of
surfaces, rearrangement of stones, and finally an
anpHcation of light soil sifted to make it suit
able to sprinkle among the fine-leaved plants.

the

clea.iiing,

last

of

Hollyhock

raised

autumn should have timely

attention in potting, so that the seedlings suffer
no check to growth. Give ample pot-room if
strong plants are e.xpected to be ready to plant
out in April. They should be grown in a temperature of 55° to 60° to induce a rapid growth.
There is still time to sow seeds for the present
year's flowering in the warmer parts of the
countiy-

may be shrubberies
and dead wood to cut out of ovei-

Shrubberies.— There
still

to clean,

grow'n shrubs as well as shoots to shorten here

may be done in weather
unfit for tlie carrying out of other operations,
and, indeed, one feels that the only reasonable
evcuse for the upkeep of flower gardens and
ple%jure grounds in these times is that so very
much of the work involved may be done in bad

and there, work which

weather.

Rei.ibvino

!

Labour.— Much

saved by laving

Bv

menns

labour

down beds and borders

may be
to grass.

have reduced labour considerably, and still have more beds to put under the
lawn mower. It need not be more than a tem);>orary measure to allow for more important work
to receive due attention.
this

I

success

with this maby tho-

elliptica

SURFACE-DRESSINQ OF ViOLCTS. — In many
gardens Violets have been neglected, inasmuch as
old plantations have not been destroyed and
new ones made. A dressing of old potting soil,
or the surfacing material of vine borders spread
among the plants, will mitigate considerably loss
from the above neglect.
It does no harm to
partly cover the leaves with the top-dressing
material, for the first heavy rain will wash it
off again.
Plants of Lily-of-the-VaUey may also
be given a dressinti of similar material, to be
followed later by applications of soot, poultry
manure, or supeii)hosphate.

Hollyhocks.— Plants

fibre

1

mentioned as
e .\ a m p les.
Early flower-

terial

roughly

be left at present, but the others and many more
be pruned as advised at once.
The young
shoots for training should be chosen at an early
stage of growth, and tied before they become
bent, or liable to break.

from seed sown

growhave used

\

be

may

given

so

sub-

stitute
has
to be foimd.

Budd-

may

bilis

1918.

Frames.- Beds of cuttings should be examined, and where low, green growth has gained
a footing in the surface soil it must be removed
and a thin layer of sand sprinkled among the
plants.
If previously heated, no growth will appear again. Pentstemons and oither plants that
are rooted should be freely ventilated in suitable
The frames may be taken away from
weather.
Violas and other hardy plants.

Bart..

subsequent to
renewal
of

M r

S.

Wall Roses.— Those that nMd pruning may
be pruned at once.
The object is to get bloom
earlier than if the work were delayed till March,
and the best results are obtained from Roses
trained on the walls of dwelling-housei and hothouses

THE DEFERTILISATION OF FLOWERS
BY INSECTS.
the fertilisation of flowers by insects. I do not
remember to have seen any statement that inthe defertilisation of
sects sometimes cause

[jANnARY

scalding
before

it

cut-

ting it into
short lengths,

adding

an

equal proportion of half-

decayed

Oak

leaves that ha\e been rubbed through a rather
fine sieve,
and a liberal amount of crushed
crocks and chopped Sphagnum -moss. Treated in

way

this

A

forms an economic,

1 fibre

pliable,

and porous compost.

There is no better implecutting the fibre than an old chaffcutting macliJne with one knife removed ; where
oidy a small amount is used a pair of ordinary
sheep shears will answer the purpose.
By the
end of the present month the cleansing of the
houses should be finished. Each plant should be
exam'ned for insect pests, the receptacles
washed, and the labels rewritten if necessary.

ment

for

Temperatures.- During
we ha\e employed

the

past

season

at Gatton in
usual, and the plants
seem to have benefited by the treatment. La.th
blinds have been drawn over the roof-glass
during cold nights, and the atmosphere of
less

the

warm houses than

the

houses

kept

drier.

fire-heat

The night tempera-

tures
have been maintained as nearly as
possible as follows
The East Indian or
hottest house 60°
Cattleya house 55° to 58°
cool house 50°, with a rise of about 5° in each
division during the day. The temperatures have
been even lower during very cold nights.
:

—

;

Ventilatino. — The

;

ventilation of the respec-

tive houses needs very careful attention at this
.season of the year.
Fresh air in moderation is
e.ssential to the well-being of Orchids
a stagnant
;

doubtless one of the principal
and other diseases in Orchids.
Draughts, however, must be rigorously prevented.'
The bottom vent''ators should be opened on the
leeward side of the house on all favourable occasions,
in
volume in accordance with the
weaiher conditions.

atmosphere
causes of

is

spot

Watering.— The anplication of water at the
roots at this particular season also needs very
careful at.tention. Plants at rest should be given
only suflicient moisture to prevent shrivelling,
whilst those that are growing actively should be
allowed to become diy at the roots before water
is again applied.

;

January

5.
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PLANTS DNDER GLASS.
t\

E.

HiRRiss, Gardener to Lady WiKTASE,
Lockmffe Pir... Berk^ire.

Management

of the Houbes.-Bj th^

careful use of water, both in regard to vratferiiig
the plants and the damping-<lown of the houses,
it is possible to keep the temperatures in all
the houses much lower than is generally recommended in normal times. The inmates of the
plant
stove
will not suffer
the
in
in

least

;i

temperatu
50°

..f
^

r e

on

cold
y
iiLjhts,
proi'led the ate r

"Sphere
is
o V e ri-harged with
i

'it

moist ure.
The watering
of

all

plants
be
before

should
done

noon, and it
will be safest
to err on the

dry

side

rather
than
over • water
:I"
-\i'
-:
iinitted to the plants
l>y
i.pfuiiig the top ventilators a little during
the warmest part of the day. The temperature
of the houses containing greenhouse plants may
go down to 40° or even lower on cold nights.
If blinds are attached to the roofs of the houses
they should be lowered when severe frost is
imminent.
li

1

The Forcing Hou»e.- Batches of the variou.'^
forcing shrubs should be placed in a warm house
at regular intervals. It will hasten the process
of growth if the plants ar? syringed with water
warmed to a temperature of about 80°. Batches
of forcing bulbs may be placed in heat as required.
Narcissi which are well rooted may
be brought on slowly in any of the cooler houses,
and introduced into more heat as required. Lilyof-the-Valley crowns may be dug up in clumps
from the permanent beds and placed on a hot-bed
in a heated pit.
Cover them with a little finely
silted soil, and water witih warm water. Keep
the glass covered with mats or litter till the
sipikcs are about
4 or 5 inches high, then
gradually inure them to the light. Water must
given
when
required,
or the flowers will flag.
be

gheds may be covered with fruit trees as well
33 the sides.
It
new trees be planted by
the middle of March no harm will ensue. Fruit
pergolas are not so general as they might be; I
have seen many a garden where this feature
might be advantageously added, aspecially in

windy or exposed

situations.

The Fruit Room.-

In frosty weather cjire
will be needed to see that the fruit-room does
not drop in temperature too near to freeziog35° F. should be considered the minipoint
mum. The flavour of Pears will be affected by
a lower temperature than 40°. I do not advise
artificial warmth if it can be avoided.
Wellprotected sides, double doors, and shuttered windows, will keep out a great deal of frost
failing shutters, protect the windows with mats
or sacking.
Probably the ideal fruit-room is one
which is sunk below the ground, or one that is
excavated in the side of a hill. Take advantage
of vacant shelves by thinning out the late varieties.
Do not let the fruits touch each other if it
can be prevented. Be careful in the handling,
and take up each fruit separately, so as not to
mark it. Take note as to which varieties are
keeping best, and reserve these for the latest
use.
Make a note of them, so as to extend
their
cultivation
either
by planting fresh
:

trees

by

or

double-grafting!

Head Gardrnor
Acton,

at

F,

.loiiiiAN,

C"L\v.

M.I*.,

Gardener to
Ford Manor,

chiefly
covered

^^^^

[^^ flIHl

—

Plums, Dam-

and
Cherries.

sons

aim

of

gardener
should be at
p r c 8 ent to
produce the

the

maxim

quantity

um
of

fruit

from

any

given

space.

Howcare-

trained
trees may appear
when
fully

denuded
of
their foliage,
if
these
do
not result in

good crops
object is not attained.
Any vacant wall
space should be utilised. It matters not what
the aspect may be, some kind of fruit may
be chosen for every site, and the roofs of

;

w,Tterwiil

be reciuired

till

the

are

plants

making

fresli

foliage,

when

it
must
be
given more frequently, alwavs
with the chill
off.
Directly
'

of

with
six
soil,

answer

will

purpose.
the

Place
roots

closely

a tempera-

ture
to

and

them

force

of

60°;

lower

Apples and Pears in
shrubberies.
These are not only productive of
food, but have at the same time a decidcdlv
ornamental effect. The same may be said of

the

about
inches of

the

tried of planting standard

fertiliser
soot.
Air

little

!"

and

leaves,

55°
the
the

e mperature
reason the
better will be
the "grass."
t

in

provide
To
the necessary roots the plants may be lifted from
an old bed or two, and provision must be made
to have fresh beds to take their places.

The Seed Order.— The

seed catalogues are
being received from the various firms, and the
order for such as arc required should be dispatched in good time, as all business staffs are
depleted, and those who delay sending mayreceive their seeds very late.
Novelties in vegetables appear each season in most seedsmen's
catalogues, and a few of the more promising
new varieties .should be given a trial in small
quantities.

General Remarks.— The weather during the
past month has not been favourable for preparing the ground for next year's crops, (.'ontinued
falls of snow and rain have made the carting
and wheeling of manure on the ground an almost
impossible task.
Advantage should be taken of
every frosty morning to push this work forward,
using all available labour for the time being.
Ground that is to be trenched this S7iring should
be spread with manure and other fertilising
materials, such .is burnt refuse and soil from
old hotbeds.
This work may be done during

it

should be freely
admitted
very

''

the
.spikes

together

standard

and

li;

vegetable is more
appreciated than Asparagus, and it is one of the
easiest to force.
Forcing of lifted crowns is the
only method of obtaining eiirly Asparagus during
the winter.
Any heated pit" containing a good
lasting hot-bed,
which should be composed

in

ever

Surrey.

available

little

Forcino Aspar«ous.-No

W.

The

SPENOKR

Lieilt.-Ool.

LinfcAeld,

is

of Strawberry
plants, and, if filled with leaves, will provide
sufficient wamith to promote root action.
Before arranging the plants they should be looked
over, all dead and decaying leaves removed, and
the surface topdressed with a
lo.amy compost
containing
a

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
I!y

Gunnereburv Houee,

Trees

Keele

Strawberries.— Wheire a pit
may be utilised for the first batch

is

Fruit
in
Shrubberies. In
existing conditions the e.xpariment may well be

'

latter

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

done to them in transit. Forward late
Pears towards the ripening st.i<;e by placing
them in a temperature of from 55° to 60° F.
injury

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN
Jas. Hudso.n',

this

requirements of the individual crop. Ground intended for Onions, if not already prepared,
should be attended to at once.
Select an open
situation and dress the soil liberally with manure.
Dig deeply, and as soon as convenient, to allow
as much time as possible for the soil to become
well pulverised before sowing time arrives.

purpose
secure
enough
good
shoots
from
the prunings for the purpose, and well bed
them in moi.st soil or ashes until the time for
grafting arrives.
It will now be more essen
tial than ever to take every precaution when
packing dessert Pears and Apples, so that no

,^^^^
^^^^^^^..
By

For

frosty weather, but on no account when the
ground is covered with snow.
Previous arrangements having been completed for the rotation of crops, the ground should be heavily or
lightly dressed with manure, according to the

flowerappear

remove

tlie

plants to a shelf in an early Peach house, where
the temperature does not exceed 55°. Spray the
foliage with tepid water during Viright weather.
Where the plants are placed in houses from outside, a temper.i.turo of 45° will be sufficient until
the flower spikes appear.

Forcino. — The scarcity of fuel, coupled with
the difliculty of obtaining labour, makes it necessary to curtail the forcing of fruits.
Cleaning
should be completed by thoroughly washing
every (portion of woodwork and glass with carbolic soa;p.
Fresh lime should always be used
to limewash the walls where red spider has been
troublesome. The pruning and cleansing of the
trees should be pushed forward.
It is essential
that Peach trees should be pruned and ti-ained
before the buds are further advanced.
The
growths should be thinned out so as to leave only
sufficient shoots to lay in at 4 inches apart.
Remaiove the old top-dressings from tihe Ibordens
and replace with a fresh compost. The water
pipes are much im]>roved in apjiearance by a
coating of lamp-bLaok. See thiat all values and
boilers are in working order.

Late ViNBRias.-By this time the latest
Grapes should be cut.
Place the bunches in
a dry room where the temperature is
even and low.
Lady Downe's and Black Alicante will retain their appearance for a considerable time in such a structure.
A few pieces of
charcoal placed in the bottles will keep the water
bottles in

sweet.
The vineries will then be ready for
cleansing operations.
Pruning may be carried
out immediately afterwards. Do not prune old
vines too closely, but only to the best round,
plump bud at the base, which in most cases
contains an embryo inflorescence.
Thoroughly
wash the rods with an insecticide, aJiid remove
aJl loose bark.
Examine tho borders for yt>ung
surfac* roots, and should these be absent or in
an indifferent condition, remove the soil down fo
the main roots, and replace with fresh-chopped
turfy loam.
Cover the rougher material with a
fe(^v
inches of a finer compost, and finish off
with a dressing of short manure.
All border.'?.
if at all dry, should be thoroughly soaked with
clear water, and the houses kept cold and freely
ventilated until required for starting.

—
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eOlTORIAL NOTICE.

idea of a Ro«e Annual,

th«

first

number

which we welcomed last year, while
from the Fxench Society, it has doubtless
taken into consideration the well-known
Rose trials at Bagatelle, and proceeded to
of

and

Editors

Publisher.

—

Our corrtipandtntt

obtaining anBwerg
t«
in
iconld
obviate delay
their communications and tare us much time and
trouble, if Oiey would kindly observe the notice
relating
all
letters
printed weekly to the effect that
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher ; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise

when letters are misdirected.
Illustrations. The Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
gardens, or of
for reproduction, of
flowers,
trees, etc.,
but they cannot
sible for loss or injury.

remarkable
be

respon-

—

Notice

The
to Correspondents.
Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
rcspom'iihle for
any opinions expressed by their

Special

correspondents.

Local

NeTFS.

— Correspondents

greatly oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

Letters for Publication,
plants

for

naming,

will

as well as specimens of
be addressed to the

should

EDITORS,

41. Wellington Street, Covent
Garden. London.
Communications should be

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE P.IPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept us a guarantee of good faith.

the enterprise

Meast Temfbbaturb
deduced from obsermiinns
yt-ars at Greenwich, 38.0.

tor

the

during

enguin,f

the

la«t

week
flftv

Actual Temperatubb :—
Gardeners' Chronicle

Office, «.
Welldnffton Street.
Covent Garden. London, Thursdai/, January 3
10 a.m.: Bar. 30; temp. 35.5°. Weather— Fine'

noticing.

made

are

to flowers or plants considered

by the judges to be of sufficient merit,

irre-

The comspective of their competitors.
parison the judge has to make is not between two exhibits before his eyes, but
between the plant or flower he is inspectIt
ing and some ideal in his own mind.
is small wonder that so faulty a system
leads to criticism, and that the value of
the awards so made has come to be regarded
as unsubstantial and ephemeral.
It is greatly to the credit of the American Society that it has had the courage to
abandon this system, and strike out a line

of its

5,

1918.

Polyantha, Pompon, and other sections,
and thus there may gradually grow up a
cla.s.sification of Roses simply for garden
purposes, capable of taking its place side
by side with the existing system of classification.

one respect, the method of making
awards proposed by the American Society
must be considered a great advance on the
Both the
methods adopted in Europe.
English and French awards to new Roses
In

own.

The Roses

to be tested are to be entered
or more of five sections, and
first and second prizes are to be awarded
Thus
to the best Roses in each section.
the comparison to be made by the judges
is between plants actually before their eyes,
and we may feel some confidence that the
results will prove of practical value.
in

ATERAGH

we are

[January

one

difference between the two systems
not unlike that between the syllogistic
idealism of Plato and the new philosophy
of Francis Bacon, between the flower and
the fruit, between barren learning and
practical utility, the Hogio of the school-

Roses are allowed by the regulations to
entered under names or numbers.
While this in itself may not be unreasonable, it is much to be hoped that a further
regulation may be added requiring every
successful competitor to give to his plant,
a number, a proper
if exhibited under
n-ame Ijefore it is eligible to receive an
award, and thus to avoid the uninteresting
experience annually awaiting the visitor to
our Daffodil shows, where beautiful flowers
are staged under numbers only, which it
soon Iseoomes impractiotble to lememlier or
be

to notice.

Wlien Roses are entered for trial at
Bagatelle there is a ii.seful rule, though
perhaps not sufficiently strictly enforced,
requiring the parentage to be .stated, a
feature which adds to the interest of the
The American Society appears to
trials.
have made no provision to this effect, and
it mav he worth consideration whether in
eu'bsequent tests the orai,ssion should not

made good.
These, however, are points of minor importance, and do not detract from the
pleasure with which we welcome this new
enterprise of American Rose-growers.
be

The

The
A National Rose

Garden

for

America.

American

Rose

Society
Test
Garden
n
^^
Loinnuttee
has recently
issued a pamphlet de,

scribing

the National Rose Test Garden
proposed to be establi.shed under the direction of the Bureau of Parks of tlie City
of Portland,
Oreoon, and under the
au.spioes of the Portland National Rose
Test Garden Association.
The pamphlet
states that this garden has been officially
designated by the American Rose Society

ground of that Society for the
Pacific North-West, and that all' awards
made in connection with the garden will
be recognised by the Amei'ican
Ro.se
as the testing

Society.

When fully developed the garden will
cover 7 acre.s or more, as the Bureau of
ParlvS has arranged for an expanding
policy, ^nd in choosing the site all conditions which enter into the succes.sful cultivation of the Rose have been duly considered.
The position decided upon,
though within 15 minutes of the business centre of the city, ooimnands a view
of tlie city itself, the rivers, and a. wonderful panorama of the Cascade Mountains, with their peaks,
covered with
eternal snow, some 60 to 80 miles distant
while the terraces on which the gardeni
is to lie are situated in a natural amphitheatre of hills with an exposure ranging
from north-east to south-we.st, thus receiving protection from winds.
The American Rase Society is youthful
and vigorous, and has the -advantage
of being able to draw on the experience of
the older .societies of England and France
and to adopt and develop the enterprise of
each.
From the former it has taken the
:

is

men and

advance of science. The
American awards will have a definite value.
It is what we might expect from so practical a nation, and makes for the useful
development of the Rose.
All Roses submitted are intended to be
the

One will be placed in the
natural soil of the garden, treated only
with manure, and another in soil specially
In
treated with commercial fertiliser.
both these cases the plants are to be sprayed
and treated in every manner necessary to
resist mildew, black spot, and other diseases, and they will also be carefully protected from insect pests.
The third plant
in each case will be given ordinary garden
cultivation, but will be unsprayed, the
tests in this section being designed solely
te.sted in threes.

to ascertain the disease-resi.sting qualities
of the plant.
This .section of the garden
is to be sufficiently far removed from the
other sections to prevent contamination of
those plants which are being tested for
other qualities.

In forming the prize list, the only
differentiation at present adopted is Ix"tween climbing and non-climbmg varie-

Thus the

is general, the
the Isest non-climbing
Rose, the third for the best climber, the
fourth for the best Ro.se raised by an amateur, and the fifth for RosPvS of local origin.
If the enterpri.se succeeds, we may hope
in future years to see this differentiation
carried a step further, and classes developed for exhibition and decorative flowers,

ties.

.second section

first section

for

Our Almanac- The
Almanac

will

hardeners' Chrnnirlc
as a supplement to

be publi.'hed

the issue for next week.

Horticultural Club. — The

difficulty

provision of fresh headquarter*
Club since the Hotel
for the Horticultural
Windteor was taken over by the Government has
been met by an arrangement recently concluded
with the Farmers' Club, whose rooms are at
By this arrange2, Whitehall Court, S.W. 1.
ment members of the Horticultural Club m.ay
re.-qjecting the

use the rooms of the Farmers' Club freely and
Whitehall Court is situa+^d
all pTi\-iIeges.
exactly at the rear of the War Office, which is
almost opposite the Horse Guards, so the rooms
are easily reached from Victoria Street, Westminster.
The Club premises are on the second
floor, and this is reached by means of a lifft
which will be found on the right upon entering
Whitehall Court.
Refreshments can be
2.
oird'ered in the
Club rooms, and there are
luncheon and dining rooms in the building, .';o
that Whitehall Court has all the advantages of
a first-class hotel.
Members staying in town
for a night or more and wishinig to book rooms
should
addre.'*
their
enquiries
to
Major
iHoRNSBT, Manager, Whitehall Court, S.W. 1.
P. Hooper Pearson, Bon. Sec.

with

Sir Daniel Hall.- Horticulturists as well
welcome with pleasure and
announcement that a K.C.B. has

as agriculturists will
satisfaction the

been conferred on Mr. A. D. H.\ll, Secretarv to
Board of Agriculture.
Sir D.\xiel H.^lt,
ha.s had a long and distinguished connection with
agriculture, at Wye and Eothamsted, and as a
Development Commissioner. One of the most versatile of men, he possesses the secret of combining thoroughness, with variety of knowledge. Although professionally and whole-heartedly devoted to agriculture. Sir Daniel has nevertheless
found time to become an expert horticulturist,
and there is probably no amateur living who can
rival him in his knowledge of Tulips.
His work
on the soil is a masterly book one of the few
text-books in the language which it is a pleasure
the

—
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ns well as a profit to read, and his Pilgrimage
of British Farming ahows the same qualities
and power.

of grace

Carnation

Marion Wilson

(see fig. 6).

Tlie Peipetual-fiowering Carnation Marion Wildistinct
variety
is
a
which is likely

son

fa\our with growers of this type.
flower measures nearly 3^ inches across.
addition
to
large
In
size
it
is
possessed
The form is not so
of stout substance.
regular as in some sorts, but perfect symmetrj'
florist's
is not so desirable a quality for the
purpose as boldness and a striking colour, so
that for market purposes the variety will doubtThe general tone is pale
less become popular.
yellow, with a few vermilion markings here and
Plants grown out-of-doors
there on the petals.
to

find

The

is
very di»«o«eertiiig. but I feel that tkt
total result will be to the great benefit of .\meri

tion

can horticulture. Hitherto the trade has lagged
behind the demand, preferring to sell onjy tho«e
things which could be bought in Europe at a
price lower than they could be propagated in
America. The result has often been the distribution of quantities of material that did not actually fit the climate of America, where the greatest
amount of gardening was done. You can interchange the European material with the Pacific
Coast, but not generally with the East.
So, I
think that the ultimate result will be to the
benefit of American gardens, because thev will
have to develop their own materials and relv
for their supplies more on the things that actuallv
••
fit

transferring the blossoms without

•i

ooolers " or refrigerators kept
ture of
from 38° -40'.
The
"

at

delay te

a tempera-

object is to
"liarden" the blossoms, and to secure the accomplishment of this object the cut flowers are
left for 12
or, in the case of Roses, preferably
24 hours in the cooling chamber, after which
the blossoms are griided.
Chrysanthemums.
Lilies, and other cut flowers are treated in a
similar manner, but in the case of Caraations
some growers prefer to liaxden the blossoms in

—

—

a

temperature somewhat higher than that to
which Roses are exposed. Mr. Cotter holds
view that even those growei's who liave
markets near at hand will find it pay to harden
off their cut flowers before marketing them, for
the

the

superior

lasting:

qu.aljties

of

blossoms

so

have flowered freely, and the foliage is not
browned by the sun, as sometimes happens in
the case of other yellow Carnations of the same
Cut blooms were shown at the R.H.S.
type.
meeting on December 4 (when the Floral Committee gave the variety an Award of Merits
and these lasted fresh for nearly a fortnight.
Professor Hugo de Vries.— On February 16
Dr. ITuno df. Vmes will
have completed his 70th year, and v jll, in accordance with Dutch law, retire from his professorship in the University of Amsterdam. Recognising the great and distinguished services
which DE Vries has rendered to botanical
science, and particularly to the science of plantbreeding, his colleagues in Holland have decided to publish in book form in his honour
th? collected essays of de Vries.
Recognising
that his work is known and valued in all parts
of the world, the Dutch committee formed to
carry out this project invite subscriptions from
all parts of the world.
The contemplated work
of the present year

volumes, each of 550 pages,
will extend over three years.
subscription, of 45 florins, may be paid
in three annual instalments, ,ind should be sent
to the secretary. Prof. Dr. Theo. .1. Stomps,
will consist of six

and the publication

The

We?sperzijde 29. Amsterdam.

Moles.— Among the minor effects of the war
are the incre.n.se in numbers of such animals
as rabbits and moles. The multiplication of the
nuiribeirs of moles is likely to have curious consequemces, for mo'.es are voracious feeders. According to obser^'ations made by Miss Frances
Pitt, and recorded in the Srofftxh NntuTnlint
for September, a mole will eat its own weight

earthworms

of

4

07.S.

kpot

one month

in
7^-

in 24

hours.
captivity by

lbs.

A mole weighing
Miss Pitt ate in

of earthworms.

Bequest to a Gardener. -Tf
that Mrs.

S.

P.^ddock.

A.

of

!«
reported
Knightsbridge.

London, lately deceased, left a thousand pounds
h^r former gardener, Mr. .Tames Ximoixs.
t

British Rose Gains an Award in
America.— Mes.srs. DonniE and Co. have been
awarded a Silver Modal .ind Diploma for a new
Rose sent

for trial to the Panama-Pacific Exposi.San Francisco, 1915.
The Executive reserved the right to name all seedlines that ob
tainod awaHs. and it has named Messrs..
Dobbie's variety the Thomson Rose.
In forwarding the Dioloma, the British Embassv at

tion.

Washington states that the delay in making the
announcement is due to the fact' that the authoriti(« concerned had hitherto feared
to send the
D'plomas, cic.. across the Atlantic for
fear
they micrht be destroyed, and that it
would be
nTpc.».<!ible to replace them.
The Thomson
Rose IS an improved Mrs. F. Straker,
and is
V9ry florferous. It will probablv
be pnt into

commerce

in

the

autumn of

Horticultur.

in

1919.

Amer.ca.-Ao

old corre

spondent of the Cnrrjfvrr.i' Chrnnirlr
refe
terrmg
to the influence of the war
on garde
gardening in
America, writes us as follows
-—"The coming
^ar mav be hard on horticulture in

We

Am'e'ric.n

are feeling certain effects at
this time dii
ti decrea.sed importations.
The Dutch hu'b cjt,,,

rARWTTON MARION WILSON

The Marketinq
intere-stinig

.-uticle

on

of Cut
the

VKLLOW, Willi

Flowers.—An

treatment

of

cut

flowers

for marketing was read by .Mr. Wm.
Cotter .at the 20th annual convention of the
Canadian Horticultural A.ssociation at Montreal.
The great attention paid by North American

florists to the preparation of cut flowers for the
market is no doubt in part due to the long
distances over which the blooms have to be car"
ried
nevertheless the fact that the care bostowed on the flowers is apparentiv repaid bv
results indicates that it should be worth
the
while of florists in this country to try similar
;

methods.

American Rose growers, for "example,
regulate the daily cutting of blooms
according
to weather conditions, and make
a strong point

hardened

will

\

I.U.MII.ION

STRIPES.

make

the produce more acceptable
to the market.
Flowers such as Sweet Peas and
Violets require, however, if they are to arrive
at the market in the best condition, to be
despatched as soon after picking as is possible.

War Item. — Private J. Hubble, formerly
employed in the gardens of Stourton Hall,
Kinvcr, .Staffordshire, has been killed in action.

He was the youngest of six brothers serving with
the Colours.

Mr. R. a. Rolfe and the "Orchid
Review."- The receipt of the i.ssue of the Orrhid
Itevirw for November- Deccmljcr, 1917,
reminds
that it completes the 25th volume of this
useful periodical.
Some of our older readers

US

7

,
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8
remember the circumstances which pre
Eeichen-b.xch
vailed at the time of its promotion.
in Berlin
had left instructions that his herbarium
-five years
twenty
until
was not to be opened
He had for many years
after his death.
principal botanist
occupied the position of
for

Orchids,

and

to

cultivators

mens with a view

him English and
had sent their
the spread

to

of

Lon-

speci-

accurate
On Kei-

concerning dassification.
disappomtment
1899.
in
death
his
of
treasures
locked-up
the
re.-arding
wrote
ourselv^
We
general.
was
herbariui.
we
thaA
" It would be afFecta,tion to pretend
we have to
did not receive the announcement
task of
make witb ciasrin and sorrow. The
tfes action
Orchidists in this country is by
perplexing.
and
laborious
-endered peculiarlv
who
For a period there wa-s some doubt as to
bad ceased
-svould take up the work wjdch
de^'-h. but eventually by the

knowledge

CHE.-B.xCH's

:

wA

IIochen-b.4Ch's
devotion of Mr. R. A.

Rolfe to the Study of
establishOrchids at Kew, and later by the
all was done that
Beview,
Orchid
the
of
ment
cultivation of
wxis poeeile to help forward the
Orchids in this counitry, and to maintain the

those engaged in raising new
It is only those most intimately
hvbrids.
the Editor and the plarts
with
associated
tTea:ed upon in his journal, who know the difyears.
ficulties he had to overcome for some
Indeed, thronghout the whole nericd the task
of keeping the Jiei-iew up to the high level it
attained has heea ccnsfderahie. At the present
time, when the mind and energies of this
nation are mainly directed to dther matters
than Orchid icnltivation, this pursuit does not
loojn so largely as it has done in past years.
Bet collections must be ma'rtained. even in
^ueh a period as that ttrongh which we are now
passing, for the named hybrids and the many
thousands of as yet unnamed seedlinss repre^
sent a sum of energy which mU5i': not be wa^^interest

inlly

of

throwB away.

It

is

satisfactory,

there-

fore, to know that in spite of the diflBculties
connected w'th tie printing of journals, the
Feview is to be contiiraed, and we hope that
on the resumption of peace it will enter upon a

period of increased success.

IX^TXTORT OF IMPOEIED SEEDS AND
PLANTS.
preface to the Inventory of seeds
and plants imported into the United States
during the period from January 1 to March 31,
1914. Mr. David FairchiW draws attention to

Ix his

a

number

and promising plants.
the Kerguelen Cabbage,

of interesting

Among the former is
Pringlea antiscorbutica

—familiar,

at all events

by name, to readers of Darwin's Voyage of the
Beagle.
It is a low, sprawling plant, bearing
heads of leaves sometimes 18 inches across, and
with a dense white heart with a taste like
Mustard and Cress.
Chinese Bean from

Pbaseolus aureus is a
which the Chinese produce a starch said to be
superior to that yielded by either Maize or
Wheat.
The several varieties of Flax from Addis
Abeba, Abyssinia, should prove of interest to
Flax growers of this country, particularly at
the present time, when there is need for a considerable extension of the area under this crop.

LT>rESTOXE.
to experiments'

According

made by Mr. X.

Kopiloff at Rutgers College, Nefw Jersey, the
value of- ground limestone increases with the degree of fineness to which it is ground. Ground
so finely as to pass through sieves with 200
meshes to the inch, limestone is equal in its
soil efEects to

iXhe

for

CuPREssus FOBMOSENsis. Mr. H. White,
Sunningdale Nurseries. Windlesham, has sent me
two nic°e plants of this species, which he raised
from "seeds received from F. R. S. Balfour, Esq.

Mr. White tells me that though the thermometer
went down to zero
in the Sunningdale nurseries
was not
twice duiing last winter. C. formosensis
death
injured. I must therefore suppose that the

mv own plant, recently recorded in the
than
Gardeners' ChronkU. was due to soU rather
of
climatic conditions, as the Giant Cj-press
FoiTOOsa has proved hardy also at Monreith.
of

where

I

saw

it

recently,

E.

J. EIrces.

Sugar from Sugar Beet.-I

burnt lime.

• Sail Scienct, July, 191

5, 1918.

©bttuar^.

reivonsiite
Editors do not hold themseltes
correspo^ndents.^
the opinions erpresstd by

grew

las

season a small quantity of Sugar Beet in these
gardens, and the cook succeeded in making
She
svrup and sugar, both of which are gooc"
has given me the recipe and particulars, which
are as follow :— Boil the Sugar Beet as in the
case of ordinary Beet. When cold, peel the roots
and cut them into slices; put into a pan, and

cover with clean cold water. Place the pan on
the stove, and let the contents simmer for ten
Strain, and afterwards boil the liquid
hours.
down, from about one gallon to half a pint.

Andrew Campbell.- The death of Mr. Anto Lady Aidilaun, St,
Anne's, Clontarf, Dublin, is a severe loss to Irish
gardening. He came to St. Anne's as a boy in
1869, and. with the exception of a few years when
he went to Muckross, Killarney, to improve his
knowledge and to gain further experience, he
passed the remainder of his life in the service
of the Ardilaun family, partly as foreman at St.
Anne's, later as head gardener in Lord Ardilaun's estate in the West of Ireland. Ashford,
Cong, and from 1895 as head at St. Anne's. It
is chiefly in thi, last-named place that he made
his reputation as an accomplished and tasteful
He took a keen interest in all that
gardener.
concerned the progress and welfare of gardening,
giving lectures and demonstrations to young
gardeners, judging at shows, and encouraging
and helping various societies and associations.
His skill extended to all branches of gardening,
both indoor and outdoor, and his name will
always be associated with the iine varieties of
Lobelia, Anemone japonica, and other plants
drew Campbell, gardener

raised

by him.

my

opinion,

the death of Mr.
William Fromow, at Chiswick. on December 30.
the horticultural trade loses a well-known LonThe nursery and seed business,,
don member.
which has branches at Chiswick, Hounslow.
Windlesham, and Bagshot, was established m
Until recently
1829 by deceased's gran.lfather.
Messre.
the firm consisted of three members,
Joseph. Edwin, and William Fromow. Deceased,
who was aged 65. leaves a widow, one daughter,

all

light ground,

and three

For sugar, boil to a solid,
and when cold pound the mass in a mortar.
W. Priest, EgJinton Garden.?, Kilwinning.
Ground Operations.- Mr. C. Davis invites me. on p. 260, Vol. LXII., to give my
In
experience on tihe subject of digging.

This will give syrup.

the right method is to trench
possible,
as
is
so
far
autumn, but land of a very
the
heaw, tenacious character is much better left undisturbed until the new year. Towards the end
of February is the ideal period for digging such
heaw ground, I have always found that trenching very heavy land in autumn means that after
falls of rain and snow the soil again becomes
solidified, and is in anything but a proper con-

William Fromow.— By

sons.

during

took place, on the
18th ult,, of Mr, John M, Dow, a well-known
nurser\Tnan and seedsman, of Falkirk, He succeeded his father in the business, which was
established in 1826. and carried it on until recentlv under the name of David Dow and Son,
Mr. bow, who was 79 years of age. was for a
long time treasurer of the Falkirk Horticultural

dition for the planting and sowing of crops,
and especially root vegetables. I am fully alive

Society.

to the fact that during this period of shortage
of labour work cannot always be done at the
proper time nevertheless, the fact remains. In
these gardens we are unable to practise trenching to the same extent as in former years, but,
fortunately, the whole of our kitchen gardens had
been trenched and re-trenched in previous years,
so that the necessity for deep cultivation is not
so urgent as on gardens where the system has
not been practised. Edwin Beckett, A'denham
Houie Gardens, Bertfordshire.
;
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CHROXICLE.

Storing Apples.- How

to keep Apples satisengaged the attention of fruit growers
years past, and good advice has been

factorily has

for

many

offered widely on many occasions, yet it is surprising the nnmber of people who are still ignorant
of even the most elementarj- rules governing the

keeping of fruit. For some reason or another,
too many hold the opituon that the fruit
should be stored in a dry, airy room, and even
go as far as to have open lattice work for shelves,
which is absolutely wrong.
-A.gain, they take
the greatest care that the fruits should be laid
out singly, which means that instead of the fruit
keeping fresh and plump, they soon shrivel and

fai-

The ideal
the flavour naturally deteriorates.
place is a well-designed, frost, rat and mouseproof fruit room, and where even a small quantity of fruit has to be stored, it is well worth
the outlay and tronble to erect. At Aldenham
we never hesitate to pile the fruits one on top
of another, even to sis or seven layers, but it is
essential to handle the fruit very carefully in
picking and storing, always reiecting any which
show the slightest blemish. The cooler the temperature, pro\"ided it is kent above freezing, the
better.
If by chance one finds a dropped Apple
in mid-winter, as I have on many occasions, which
has been covered with leaves, it is beautifnlly
Edwin Beckett.
fresh and plump.

John M. Dow -The death

John Smith -We

regret to record the death
Fern Cottege, Well Street,
He was a
age
of 88 years.
Monifieth, at the
Dative of Dtmdee, but spent the greater part of
previous
where,
to his reMonifieth,
his life in
tirement over twenty years ago, he was employed
Nurseries
Fountainbrae
the
gardener
in
as head
of 5lessrs, W, P, Laird and Sinclair, Ltd.

Mr. John

of

.Smith,

Alexander

McAllister.- The

American

Florist records the death of Mr. Alexander
McAllister, formerly a florist at Passiac, U,S,A,
Mr. McAllister was a native of North Ireland.
He settled in America with his parents when five
years of age,

G. Scott.— We regre* to announce the death
Mr, G, Scott, nurser\"man. seedsman, and

of

of Eastbourne,
>ir, Scott, who was a
septuagenarian, was found dead, on the 26th ult.,
in a greenhouse adjoining his residence
florist,

.

Jos'PH Burton.— Mr, Joseph Burton,

Super-

intendent of the Public Parks, Leicester, died
at the Abbey Park. Leicester, on the 14th
Mr.
ult., at the advanced age of 81 years.
Burton was bom at Flitwick, Bedfordshire,
and began his career in tha gardens of Major
Brooks in that district. Later he was appointed

foreman in a nurseri' at Hoddesden. where he
became associated with the late Mr. Gordon.
In 1854 he removed to Leicester, and gained
further experience at Messrs. Warner's Abbey
Nurserj-.
Subsequently he was appointed gardener to the late Mr. "Charles Noon, Stonygate.
Leicester.
He was a prominent member of the
old Leicestershire Horticultural Society, and won
In
a large number of prizes at exhibitions.
March, 1882, he accepted the appointment by
the Leicester Corporation as foreman gardener,
previous to the opening of the Abbey Park, and
in 1904 he was appointed successor to the late
Mr. John Bums as Superintendent of the Public
He also
Parks and the Recreation Grounds,
had charge of the arrangements of the annual
Abbev Park Flower Show.

:;

,
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CHROSICLE.

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.
POTATO

JOHX LLEWELYN.

SIR

reply to T. X. B. (Vol. LXIL. p. 216). I
may say that I have not yet tried the Sir John
has
that
it
Considering
Llewelyn variety.
seventeen years to its credit, I am surprised
L>j

that it still remains so free from
large tubers and smooth white skin
are suggestive oif attack sctoner rather than
No doubt its earliness is a great shield
later.
(Phytophthora), but I
against the late blight
imagine that the nature of the soil has also
much to do with relative freedom from disease.
If T. N. B.'i soil is alluvium, or on chalk,
that would account to some extent for successful results, by limiting the size of the tubers,
contributing to the production of starch and
general good quality, as well as warding off
learn

to

disease.

disease.

perience,

The

Several varieties last year, in my exwere attacked by disease that was

late blight, and that, too, in light soil.
That Sir John Llewelyn should keep so well
Witch Hill, Epiin a house is also surprising.
cure, British Queen, and some others kept in/. f.
doors began sprouting some time ago.

not

—

"

SUTTON'S HARBINGER.'

During the past few years

many
^^ew

\'arieties

of

I have grown as
Cabbage as possible with a
have no

to testing the earliest to mature. I
hesitation in saying that " Harbinger "

is

well

ahead of any other sort I know. Seed sown on
July 27 last was germinated in skeleton frames
and the seedlings planted out on a south border
on September 1, at a distance of 1 foot 6 inches
between the rows and 1 foot from plant to pl.-int.
So eaj'ly as the middle of December fully 25 per
cent,
were
ready
for
cutting.
and
the
others are turning in rapidly. The stock is apparently perfectly true, so far as I am able to
detect, with not a semblance of a rogue amongst
them.
Later batches of the same variety are
equally promising. E. Beckett.

FORCING
The

spaces and place the frames in position.
Place
roUigh material in the bottom of the frame.
A stake should be plunged into the fermenting
material, and when the heat of fermentation is
declining three-parts fill the frame with soil. Old
potting soil mixed with loam and old hot-bed
manure make an ideal compost for nearly all
kinds of vegetables.
The materials should be
thoroughly mixed. Let the lights be tilted at
the back bo allow superfluoos heat and moisture
to escape.

some

—

Potatos. If it is intended to force Potatos,
seed tubers of an early variety should, in the
meantime, be sprouted in trays.
When the
growths are about half an inch long the tubers
are ready for planting.
The frames need not
contain quite so much soil as for smaller growing vegetables, and this wEl permit of space for
a. top-dressing.
Plant the tubers with a trowel
about 15 inches apart, and cover them with about
soil.

in the daytime,

Jirrletl.

CABBAGE

Spread the hot-bed material evenly
firmly until the heap is about 5 feet
.

it

The higher the bed and the firmer it is
made the more lasting will be the heat. When
the bed has settled down a little fill up uneven
high.

2 inches of

PROTECTING POTATOS.
great shortage of Potatos last winter and
spring will long be remembered, and this was
due to many causes, but one, and that a very
was,
I
am certain, not
one,
inr.fwrtant
Many stores of
recognised by the majority.
Potatos were unfortunately frozen owing to lack
majority
The
of the
of adequate protection.
holders of such stocks were content to rely
upon the protection used during mild winters,
and applied no further covering when the
sharp snap of frost visited us, with the result
that the tubers were frozen and rendered
worthless. This occurred alike to small and large
holders, both in buildings and where clamped
probably
in the open, as well as the many ton.s
It is to be
thousands ruined during transit.
hoped that the experience of the many will
render them all the more careful to take pre
cautions against such happenings this year, and
a word of advice as to this, in case of a sharp snell
of se\'eTe weather, may not hi out of place at this
season. In \ncw of the great value of the Potato
as food in these troublesome times, I am convinced
that v;arning against a repetition of last year's
K.
disaster can hardlv be made too public.

The

—

and front.
and tread

"VnEGETABLES.

forcing of vegetables on hot-beds is to be
encouraged in these times of food scarcity, and
in places where large quantities of fallen tree
leaves are available a supply should be obtained
for mixing with stable litter, and the heap
turned two or three times.
If stable dung is
not available leaves may be used by themselves
for making hot-beds.
Stake out a piece of
ground the length of the frame, and make the
hot -bed 2 feet wider than the frame at the back

noon.

Admit

a

but close

the frame
early in the after-

little air to
it

As the shoots develop admit more

air to

promote sturdy growth. Protect the frames at
night in frosty weather with garden mate. When
moisture is needed at the roots use water from a
tank in a warm greenhouse, and apply it in the
mornings.
When the shoots are 5 or 6 inches
high the plants should be earthed up. placing
the soil carefully between the rows, and watering it with a rose can. The crop will not need
jnuoh more attention beyond ventilation.
On
favourable occasions the lights should be
removed entirely.
touches
If
the haulm
the glass, lift the frame up with a crowbar,
[place bricks
at each comer, and
arrange
some more hot-bed material round to keep the
warmth in. I grow Midlothian B^rly last year
on this system, and also on benches in a greenhouse, but had much the best results from frames
on hot-beds.
Carrots and Turnips. Selected early matur
ing varieties of both Carrots and Turnips force
Teadily. and give delicious roots for the taible.
The soil should be sifted through a ^-inch sipve.
and the frajne almost filled with it. In a day or
two the soil will sink a few inches, and should
then be raked over and the seed sown in drills
6 inches apart.
Cover the seed with fine soil
to a depth of about half an inch.
Wat«r with
tepid water through a fine-rosed can, and close
the frame.
See that the frame does not becrrnie too warm, and if there is a danger in

—

this direction admit a little air.
lings have made rough leaves

When

the seedthin them out
sparingly, and sprinkle a little fresh soil along
the rows. Do not over-water the plants ; moisture
arising from the hot -bed will suffice while the
plants are small, but direct watering may be
needed as tlie sun increases in power. The lights

may

be removed on warm days.
Lettuces. It is extraordinary the rate at
which the Lettuces grow in frames on hot-beds.

—

best to raise the plants in a warm greenhouse, and when they are large enough to handle
transplant them to the prepared frames at about
4 inches apart for the Tom Thumb varieties and
a little more for the larger sorts.
rely on
the variety Commodore Nutt for our earliest
supplies.
The flavour is good, and the plants
stand well.
Lettuces may also be forced in
It

is

We

greenhouses, as they do not require much soil,
but in too much warmth they will become inThe roots should never
fested with green fly.
be allowed to become dry or the leaves will havt
& bitter taste.
Radishes. Radishes have not the same food
value as Potatos or Carrots, Turnipe, or Beet,

—

may be forced quickly. Some growere
sprinkle a few Radish seeds amongst other vegetables in frames, and this practice answers verjwell if small-growing varieties are used, as the
roots mature in about three weeks, and the
pPan'ts can then be cleared off.
But as a rule
they do bast in a light by themselves, as they
will stand more heat and moisture than most
vegetables.
Give the roots plenty of water or
they wiU .beccane tough. S. W. Thairher. Carh

but they

ton

Park Gardens. Market Harborough.

CONTINXOUS CROPPING OF VEGETABLES
ON THE SAME SITE.
The

question of rotation or successive cropping,

as indicated

by

C.

opens up a wide

(p. 247), is one which
for observation, specula-

Turner
field

and practical experiment. Happily, we
have many data in the past upon which we can
lean and take as a guide for future experiment.
I accept all that he has quoted from the textbooks as perfectly correct from their standpoint.
There is a great difference, however, between
spade culture and agriculture.
Good land is a
mine of plant food if properly worked. When a
crop of vegetables is taken off garden ground, it
usually means that roots, stems and leaves are
removed. This has to be made good in the form
of manure, and by trenching, hoeing, and giving
other good cultural treatment to enable the soil
tion,

On
to contribute its fresh quota of plant food.
the farm this cannot be done ; hence the necessity
for rotation cropping in order to economise the
plant foods in the soil. The land is very shallowly
ploughed, and subsoiling is not general. Only
the straw and the excrements of domestic ani
mals are returned to the land, with the addition
but this
of artificial manures for certain crops
is altogether inadequate to restore the fertility
;

of the land without a rotation of crops.

A

farm

land rotation with which I am familiar would
First year after grass, Corn
run as follows
second year, Swedes, Turnips, or Potatos third
year. Corn, with grass and Clover seeds fourth
and fifth years. Hay or pasture. On fertile land
a second crop of Corn (Yaval) is often taken off
after grass, but it is seldom, if ever, so good as
the fir.st, showing that the fertility of the land
has been reduced by the exhausting crop of grain.
./. F.
:

—

;

;

GROUND OPERATIONS.
TuK

.words of your able correspondent. Sir
Herbert Maxwell, in his concluding article on
" Notes from a Galloway Garden " (p. 255). " It
of experience and observatioji
is from records
under various conditions of soil and climate that
we make progress in the cnaft," apply especially
" ground operations."
My policy is to dig
dry weather, not when it is raining, snowing,
or freezing, and to dig a portion of the ground
extra deep every year. We have had two months
planting,
of ideal weather for all outside work
pruning, training, cleaning, and protecting fni''
with
soil
light,
a gravel
trees and bushes.
My
is
The ground, which was cropped with
subsoil.
Peas. Runner and French Beans, Autumn Cauliflower, Broccoli, Carrots, and Beet, has been dug
two spits deep, and that for Onions three spits
deep, adding a liberal quantity of manure.
The recent frosts have made the soil like powder, and it is ready for sowing in January and
February with Broad Beans, Peas, Parsnips and
Spinach. There is another aspect of the subject
Brocpoli. Leeks. Celery. Brussels Sprouts. Kales,
and Savoys still occupy a large area in the
kitchen garden that will be dug later on. T have
had many kinds of soil to deal with, and am
still in doubt as to whether it is wije or not to
dig and manure all ground of a porous nature
A heavy soil is
in autumn such as for Potatos.
always best dug roughly, for the frosts to pulverise it.
Japonica.
to
in

:

;
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CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Need for an Increase of Cereals.

my first article for the Ne^¥ Year
desdre to make a strong appeal to landowners,
farmers, agents, and all who have any coiirt,rol
of laud, to add to the existing area of aralble
There
soil by ' ploughing up fresh grass-laiid.
a shoi'tage of cereal foods
erf
is a likelihood
of
stocks
the
allow
once
we
generally, and if
grain to be deplet€d it -will be a long time be-fore
from
Apart
replenished.
they are satisfactorily
the national necessity, I' can say from a personal
point of view that much grass land in the country
would be more productive if it were under the
In writing

I

plough than it is at present. As a member of
an advisory committee whose object it is to in
crease the arable land by 2,000 acres for cereal
crops from a total of 57,261 acres in this area,
that under
I have ample opportunities for seeing
their present tillage many fields yield to the
occupier far too little in proportion to what such
land ought to produce under cultivation.
I am afraid thei'e are individuals who lack
the energy necessary to make the most of their
laaid, and there appears to be a want o(f knowledge of the fact that many fields now producing little ought to be made more productive.
An excuse I often hear is, " If I break up
that pasture, imagine how many years it will
This line of argument has
take to replace it."
treatment,
little justification, as, under correct
a good grass plot can be produced in a few years.

Too many
pastAires in

the

of

name.

By way

of iUuUration

and a^

—

term a poor pasture one
or more of
that only produces half a ton of Hay per year,
with a little aftermath feed for cows. Such a
pasture possibly has not had manure for twenty
years, but the grass has been cut, made into
Hay, and carted off the field all the same, until
the' soil lias become so poor that its principal
Such a plot wiU procrop is Ox-eye Daisies.
duce as many as 56 bushels of Oats per acre.

what

I

This, at the present Government price of 45s. 5d.
per quainter, would amount to £15 16s. 9d. The
manures required would be, say, 4 cwt. of agricultm-al salt, 3 cwt. superphosphate, and 1 owt.
Bulphate of ammonia, in all costing, say, £3
Add to this ploughing, harrowing,
per acre.
rolling, sowing, and harvesting and thrashing,
with rent, in all, a round sum of £5, with
Multiply this acre by
the straw thrown in.
twenty or forty and see what ds the result—
sm-ely a reasonable profit and much pleasure in
the production of valuable food for the country.
Potatos succeed admirably on newly ploughed
cultivaof
grass-land provided the method
Plough at once 4 inches deep.
tion is correct.
Using the skim coulter well to bury the tm-f.
In every furrow use a subsoil plough as deep
as possible to provide a better root-run for the

2,

Names of Plants.

:

pose,

layer of stone shivers, rough engine ashes, or
gravel, whichever is most easily available, to a
depth of 4 inches, and carefully level and roll
Place a layer of finer ashes 2 inches
them.
deep over the rough material, and level and
Next place a layer of fine blaes to
11)11 again.
a depth of 1 inch, or broken brick may be emAgain roll
ployed if blaes is not procurable.
(iriiilv, and then place a layer of ^-inch blaes
or brick to a depth of half an inch, level, water,
and roll again. Finish off with a coat of fine
screened blaes or brick ^-inch size, and level,
good finishing
water, and roll once more.

A

material

sow on newlv ploughed

,grass-land, because tbi«

more than any
February and March are

luxuriates in neav

turf

cereal
The months of
other.
quite earlv eno\rgh to plough grass-land for next
season's Oat crop, but it is advisa.ble to pro
cure at once the necessary manures which sn
facilitate the growth of the plant, because it inn\'

be

difficult

to procure

them

later.

is

tile

dust com-

cost of a tennis court

on

the above lines would be from £70 to £100. To
make a tennis court of tar-macadam, proceed as
After the ground has been levelled
follows
and consolidated, fix a creosoted wooden border
5 inches by 1 inch round the required area.
At the bottom place a layer of broken stones
or brick, size about Ij inch or 2 inches, to a
deoth of 4 inches, mixed with shivers or ashes
lull thoroughlv with a 10 or 15 cwt. roller.
Then place 1^ inches of tar-macadam in two
layers the first composed of stone in li inch
Piid 2-inch sizes, thoroughlv coated with stan
dardised bituminous tar. the second composed
of crushed limestones which will pass through
a J-inch screen, but not through a ^-inch screen,
heated and mixed with bituminous tar.^ Roll
each layer senarately. From centre to sides it
is necpssarv to have a slope of about l-15th
to l-8th of an inch, to allow of the water
draining from the surface to the sides of the
:

M;;.

Hart's fine brick and

The pre-war

position.

EDWIN MOl.VNEUX.

—

—

III February cross-plough deep enough
PntMtns
to bring the turf upwards to enable its being dis
integrated and made friable by repeated harrowings before planting-time cinnes round in March
77.
the
situation.
to
according
or" April,
Farm. Bi.<ho/i\
PaiiSiraiiwn-'
Miih/netix.
Waithani.

sider the extra manure that is produced, which
means in the near future still heavier crops of
cereals, roots, or Hay.
There does not appear to be a shortage of
motor-ploughs; it there is. the various agri
cultural committees are prepared to send out
horses and men to plough either grass or arable

able to late sowing, success may still be assured.
Oats are quite the most certain of cereals to

use 2^-inch agricultural tiles at 9 or 10

feet centres to the main drains, and 4-inch field
At the bottom, place a
pipes at the sides.

the treatment they receive, and they need
manure. Where bona fide want of capital pre-

newer varieties of Wheat

Power. AeschymanUius speciNative of Java. Introduced in 1845.

J. L. B.
Tennis Court vnin Hard Subface
It the soil on which your tennis court is to be
will
be necesdraining
close,
or
clayey
is
made
sary before" making the surface. For this pur-

;

more adapt-

not answered in this
good as to consult

:

;

that are

so

W. T. The
Potatos vpith Discoloured Flesh
internal markings are caused by the disease
known variously as "internal disease" or
" sprain." It does not cause a rot, and the
tubers can saiely be used as " seed."

that should by compulsion be ploughed ajid mad*
There aro persons
to grow their share of corn.
" Oh, that
w.ho excuse themiselves by saying,
I say,
field is too wet to grow Com "—then,
waternatural
make it drier all too often the
courses -are not kept free if they were, an improvement would quicltly be apparent.
maaiy
I cannot overlook the fact that there are
thousands of acres already under arable culture
warrant
that do not produce crops sufficient to

Therefore there need be no hesitancy in
ploughing on that score. It is. perhaps, now too
Wheat on newly ploughed grass-land
with a prospect of success, although there are
some lew exceptions in situation, and with the

be

rknrlcs 0. L.
osus.

it
the field was green and produced something
was called a pasture.
be
should
that
these
as
examples
such
It is
ploughed and made to prodnice their share of
Where a pasture produces desirable
cereals.
less
grass for cows and crops of Hay of not
than 1^ ton per acre, no sane person would ask
because
for .such to be ploughed at present,
there are many plots of an opposite character

iate to isow

—Correspondents

issue are requested to
the following number.

so-called pastures are only
Instead of being prepared and

land.

:

Rivers; Pear decayed.

selected grasses, they were allowed
" to grass from an exhausted Sam
to " fall down
become
foin or Clover ley which had all too often
overrun with obnoxious weeds, and so long as

;

1918.

H. A. 1, Barnack Beauty;
Apple Thomas
Gravenstein.— y. F. M.

Names of Fruits

sown with

vents the -purchase of manures the Government
loans.
is prepared to assist by granting
Oat
It is surprising what increases in the
of
crops can be isecured Iby the add of .-"Ulphate
acre
per
cwt.
of
1
ammonia sown at the "rate
not only does this etimuat the right moment
per
lant Increase the yield by several bushels
acre, but there isl naturally, a corresponding
boon
is
a
which
Oif
straw,
bulk
increase in the
The increase in crop does not
to the cattle.
stop at the Corn and straw, but we should con-

5,

Plant the tubers
sprouted in gentle warmth.
carefully, when the shoots are 1 inch long, in
rich soil, allowing a distance of 2 feet between
the rows and half that distance between the
Caa-rots should be sown
plants in the rows.
in frames at once in rich soil, and the surface of the bed should be within 15 iirches of
Early Gem is the best sort
the roof-glass.
Cauliflowers may be grown
for sowing now.
in pits, and the seeds should be sown at once.
Early Forcing and Magnum Bonum are suitTomatos may be planted
able' varieties.
The seed should be
largely in heated houses.
forthwith
in heat and the seedlings
sown
potted as soon as they are lai'ge enough for
Successional sowings of this
transference.
vegetable should also be made, choosing the
Craig.
Ailsa
variety

a guida to the
plot

who cont«mplate ploughing a

insxp«rienc»d

[January

After the tar-macadam has had about
a week to harden, it is advisable to paint it
with a lisht coat of bituminous tar and dust
file surface with powdered limesltone, which
will fill up the interstices and leave a surface
practicallv impervious to water. The pre-war
cost would vary from 2s. 6d. to 3s. per square

court.

Flower or Spring Cabbages Opening IT'.
You do not state when the Cabbages were
.^'.

:

if they were set out too early they
planted
would 'be almost certain to make succulent
which, if arrested by sharp frost,
leaves,
would be liable to open and present a bleached
;

appearance.

Food

Crops

in

Frames

and

Glasshouses

:

Potatos offer one of the best food
crops for cultivation under glass. Early varietioi that mature quickly, such as May Queen,
Puke of York. Sharpe's Express, and Puritan, all of which are strong growers and heavy
The sets should
croppers, should be chosen.
be placed in shallow boxes at once and

H. F. H.

yard.
If, as appears
A. B.
Tenant's Greenhouse
to be the case, the structure was merely resting on the ground by its own weight. you^.__
were quite entitled to remove it; you should
:

^

lECnore the demand for its retuiTi. as well as
the false accusation which you suggest this

demand

implies.

Communications Heceived — E. M.— R.

W. T.—

O H.— .T. S.— ,T. G. B.^J. G. R.— Pie. J. W. F.—
Sir H. .1. v.— G. H. H. W.— Solanum tuberosum—
F. E.. Rhod'-sia—J. E.—F. C. U.S.A.— Sir F. W. M.—
O. E.
.Ta,ponica— W. R. D.— .1. ^. P.—W.
Rfv.

W.—

——

.Ianoabt

—

—
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age, in spite of the excass in June and the great
excesses in August and October.
The heaviest
in the seventeen years now completed was 37.16 inches for 1903. 36.50 inches
for 1915 being next.
The lightest was 19.52
inches for 1901. followed by 22.70 inches for
In no other
1902. and 24.10 inches for 1904.
year was the fall so little as 26 inches.
Since
1908 the total has never been so little as 27
If I had any choice as a fruit grower in
inches.
my present place, I shoull choose an annual
rainfall of 20 inches to 24 inches.
The great or
considerable excess over the latter quantity in
the last nine years I hold accountable for the
increase of fungous diseases, particularlv Brown
Rot.

annual rainfall

Work

HrNiiERED in December.

Efforts towards making good as far as possible
the impairment in the condition of orchards due
to the serious hindrances to hoeing throughout
the greater portions of the summer and autumn
were largely frustrated by the wintry character
of December, when digging was not half done.
The womein, upon whom mainly reliance for digging has to be placed this season, came to work
on fine mornings, when the land was not too wet.
covered with snow, or hard with frost, but were
often sent home by rain or snow, and the few
men available have had to spend much of. their
time in hedging, instead of digging.
However,

we should be fortunate enough

to get a good
of favourable weather before the/ end of
February, there will be time to finish the .work.
if

spell

For pruning the weather has been too cold to be

year ended and the new one began
continuance of the wintry weather

11
Early Prolific, which started
slump after a week or so, and this

Ri\-er«'«

a

of

:

:

tbough not much lower than gathered
same varieties have made in some
It was not until the <.'Iiit caused
the hurried marketing of " drops " was

prices,

fru'ts of the
past seasons.

by

finished J.Jiat prices rose above an averace peace-

time level, but then they became higher than
thev haxl ever been in my experience, except,
perhaps, in an occasional year of extreme
scarcity.
The lack of the competition of Ameri
can and Canadian Apples had much effect upon
prices after October.
Pears, whicih do not flourish in my district,
and are grown on only a voiry small scale, cropped
fairly on the whole, and sold well.

Comparawhich started on December 2.
few nights in Decomiber were free

Apples KEEPrNo Well.

tively

from

frost,

ture in
jx>int.

tihe

at

while on many days the temperashade did not rise above freezing
.^s
least
on the Ki'ound level.

a rule,
however, in my soathern district
the frost was seldom severe, the maximum
11° on
bein;;
the acreen on the night of
the 19th, while only once besides the degrees
of frost e.xceeded seven.
In the latter half of
the month there was more snow than we commonly have in December, and the fall of the
U'th remained on the ground longer than any
previous fall during my seventeen years' residence in my present home. The renewal of snow
on the last night of the past ye.ar, only two nights
after the land had been cleared, was unwelcome.
Thi'oughou* nearly the whole of December the
wind was in a cold quarter, at first mainly northwest or north, and later north-east or north.

The Rainfall of

1917.

The following table shows the rainfall and
number of days on which it was measurable for
each month in the year at my station
:

Month.
Januar>'

Fall in
Inches.

November
December

1.18
0.82
1.45
1.45
1.50
3.51
2.57
5.66
1.50
4.29
1.50
2.24

Yeir

27.67

February

March
April

May
June
July

August
September

Number of
liain

There are reports

6
19
14
10
7
11

20
9

FlQ.

—

7.
WINTER MOTH CHEIMATOBIA BRUMATA.
WINGLESS FEMALE AND WINGED MALE.
:

pleasant, but snow on the ground has not stopped
with their
it, and the pruners have persevered
work on most days, except in the first two
hours of the coldest mornings, when more stirring operalicns were substituted.

Winter Moth and Frost.
December, on the day after 8° of
had been registered 4 feet from the ground
some female Winter Moths were found on
an Apple tree in a perfectly lively condition.
One male was found on the same day. This
Early

in

frost

level,

tht! pests can withstand
Possibly they
a considerable severity of frost.
would not survive a prolonged frost, but the
females might live long enough to deposit their

appears to indicate that

eggs-

Fruit Crops and Prices in

1917.

Strawberries, Raspberries, and Cherries I do
not grow for market, but they yielded well
as grown for home use, reckoning blackbirds and
starlings as home users in relation to Cherries,
Blaik Cur
nearly all of which they consume.
rants with me were not so abun<lant as in

bushes in my largest orchards
the
having passed their prime. Prices were highly
1916,

for the year compare with 33.90
inches and 171 rain days for 1916. and with
29.86 inches and 150 rain days as the average
annual totals for the sixteen years of my residence here, up to the end of 19i6. It

be seen that the toUl fall for 1917 was
more than 2 inches below the sixteen years' aver

for ga.thcred fruit prices were much
The greatness of the yield of

The

will

22
8
13
151

figures

Apples are

Where

this is the

case, I think the reason

sa/tisifactory, beiiting the record, so far as my
experience goes, but not yet sufficing to make
Tlicre
the total return equal to that of 1916.
was a good crop of Plums, taking all varieties
low.
consemainly
in
were
together, but prices
quence of the shortage of sugar^ much lower than
in 1916, and still further below those of the
Moreover, the averages for
peace year, 1913.
late Plums were greatly reduced by the very
"
drops," blown off by gales,
large proportion of
which had to be sold at Is. per half-sieve, or

October

to the effect that

not keening well this season.

Days.

12

well, caused

affected the
Czars, while Victorias, Monarchs. and
Pond's Seedlings made only moderate prices.
My ranges, with rail and market expenses to
come off. were 2s. to 6s. 9d. per half siev« for
Early Rivers, as compared with 7s. 5d. to 8s. in
1913 ; 3s. to 3s. 6d. for Czars, against 5s. 6d. to
8s.
2s. 3d. to 5s. for Victorias, against 4s. 6d.
to 5a.
6d. ; 3s.
to 4s.
6d.
for Monarchs,
against 5s. and 3s. to 4s. for Pond's Seedlings,
against 5s. to 6s. 6d.
As to the Apple crop, if
it had not been for the almost complete destruction of the b!o95oms on hundreds of trees, and
the partial destruction on most others by the
phenomenal attack of caterpillars, we should
almost certainly have had a record crop. .As it
was, althoneh immature trees of some varieties
yielded badly, those that did crop fairly or
abundantly gave quant'ties beyond expectations,
because
of
the
almost
entire
absence
of
"scrumps," and the full or fair size of the fruit
eenerally.
As with Plums,' however, the gales
brought down huge quantities of fruit, and
these " dro.ps " had mostly to be sold at low
sale

—

loss.

Even

lower than

in 1913.

must be either that they

were cathered too soon, or that "drops" were
There is no advanstored with gathered fruit.
tage in storing even the best of keepers without
selecting them for perfect soundness, and selling
all that are bnrsed or flawed in the slightest
degree before the end of November. It is my
usual pract'ce to select and store the main por
tions of the late-keeping varieties,

partly until

December, and partly till February or March.
I..ane's Prince Albert and Blenheim Pippin will
usually keep we'l until Christmas, or possibly
while Bramlev's. Newton Wonder, Dumelow's Seedling, and Chelmsford Wonder should
remain sound generally up to March. I have
never known these varieties to keep better than
In consequence of
they have kept this season.
the unusual prevnlence of sooty blotch, however, I have kept a smaller quantity of Apples
than usual. Probably the funaus does not affect
keeping quality, but there was the fear that it
would develop and possibly spread in store, so
that it seemed advisable to sell the disfigured
.\pples when the best were selected for long
keeping.
If it had not been that the latest
remarkably well, the
varieties were keeping
temntation to se'l out at the hii'h prices of De
If there
c m^^er wo"ld have been irres'stible.
be any tinlh in the rumour that pome American
to come
allowed
nr Canadian Apples are to be
cargoes, the speculation of keeping
.13 pacta of
some of home growth may prove an unfortunate
later,

In any case, however, a grower who is
holding over a moderate quantity should not b»
condemned as a "profiteer," because it is certainlv desirable that a portion of the Apple crop
shnu'd be kept back to meet the demands of
one.

consumers

in

February and March.

QtTALiTY in Culinary Apples.
A'th'iugh

Apples there

among
is

my

not one

culinary varieties of
which does not cook

well, there are differences in sweetness, flavour.
.•Hid proportions of waste in relation to thickness

—

Some tests
or thinness of skin and size of core.
made this season with early, mid -season, and
points.
these
light
upon
late varieties have thrown
The method of testing adopted was that of trying the Apples baked whole and eaten when hot
or waiTn.
sert as
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Early Julyan, which

well as for cooking,

sold for desmashed well, and
is

needed only a moderate quantity of sugar, an
important merit at the present time. The skin
is thin, and the proportion of core is not large.
It was not surprising to find Charles Boss, a
regular dessert variety, sweeter, and it must
further be declared the richest in flavour of any
of the varieties tested, although Newton Wonder
proved a good second in the two meritorious
The former has a somewhat
points named.
thick skin, and a larger core than some of the
other varieties, while the latter shows less waste.
By the way, Newton Wonder is one of the
pleasantest Apples to eat in

its

raw

state at this

But it is
not at all wasteful in skin or core.
wasteful in respect of sugar, as its acidity is
of any of the varieties

much greater than that
named above. Close to

in

it

this last

respect,

but not nearly up to its merits, is Bismarck,
which I should place lowest in the list of Apples
Lane's Prince Albert is a very good
tried.
cooker, but not particularly striking in any of
To go back to a mid
the points mentioned.
season variety. Royal .Jubilee must be praised
as one of the most economical cookers, as it needs
hardly any sugar, and its skin is vei-y thin. Its
flavour is fairly rich, though less so than that of
Charles Ross or Newton Wonder. Queen is more
more wasteful in skin and core.
aoid and
Warner's King is of richer flavour than Queen,
but has one of the thickest of skins, and in texture is coarser than any of the varieties named
above, with the possible exception of Bismarck.
Southern Grower.

[January

12, 1918.

In cultivation it i.s
4,000 feet to 6,000 feet.
generally bushy in habit, any plant over 10 or
12 feet high being considered an exceptionally
In Englajid it appears to
good specimen.
western
prefer the raUder climate of the
counties, where it attains a larger size than
anywhere else in the coantry.
The best
specimen I know of is in the famous collection
This tree was
at MenabiUy, in Cormwall.
it in 1908,
35 feet high wheai I measured
and branched! into many stems at 1 foot from the
ground. Unfortunately I have no record of tbe
date when this fine specimen was planted.
There ai-e also notalble examples of the Plumfruited Yew at Tortworth Court. Gloucester,
where I saw it fruiting last year. Mr. Bantmg,
gardener to Lord Ducie, informs me that the
largest specimen at Tortworth is now 20 feet
high, and was planted in 1879. Eastnor Ca.stle.
Ledburyt Kilmacurragh, Co. Wicklow Fota
Island and Lakelands, Co. Cork an-d Poltalloch.
Argyllshire, are other places where this Conifer
has done exceptionally well.
;

;

;

At Rostrevor, Ireland, there is a tree about
25 feet high. I shall be glad to hear of any exceptionally good specimens.

At Yattendon Court,

Berkshire, where there
an interesting collection of Conifers planted
th-e late Mr. Alfred Waterhouse in 1878,
the Prumnoipitys has attained a good size,
and several trees fruited freely in 1913, as will

is

by

The
be seen from the illustration in fig. 10.
which is not common in cultivation except
in favourable seasons, is eaten by the Chilians.
The Kew trees are the best I know near London,
iiiid probably date from the e^arly seventies, but
there is no oflncial record of their having borne
" It thrives satisfactorily
fruit. WebsterJ says
when planted in smoky and dusty localities. a.nd
may sometimes be seen potted up and offere.i
for .sale in Covent Garden market
it makes a
neat and effective pot plant, and one which,
unlike many other Conifers, does not change
colour with the advent of winter."
Hansen §
says that Prumnopitys is rarely met with on the
Continent except in Western France, as in gar<iens at Cherbourg.
He adds that the wood vs
said to be very fine-veined, and consequently
much valued by eboni.sts. Authorities differ a.*
to whether the Plum-fruited Yew is to be kept
as a distinct genus, or placed among the Podo
<arps. The genus Prumnopitys was found'ed by
Professor PhUippi, of Santiago, in 1859 (tor
i-it.], on the plant now under discussion, Pippig
havin.g previously described it as Podoearpus
andina, a name retaiined by Pilger, the latest
monographer of the Taxaceae, and oft«n
wrongly applied to another species, P. chilina.
In the true Podocarps, however, the peduncle
and ovule-bearing scale become fleshy when
mature, whOe in Prumnopitys this receptacle
does not become fleshy, " receptaculam carnosum nulliim," the fruits being pseudo-termiinal
or sessile on a common rhachis.
In 1847
Endlicher proposed the najne Stachycanpus
for a section of the genus Podoearpus distringuishied by this character and included in it
P. spicata, P. andina, P. ferruginea, P. falcata,
and P. taxifolia, and this section,
fruit,

:

;

Fig.

8.

prumnopitts elegans at kew

period of the season.
It is sweet, juicy, and
and although it has not much flavour other
than sweetness, this may be said of nearly all
the dessert Apples that keep well over Christmas, as they lose the spicy flavour which characterises them when they are gathered.
D'Arcy
Spice Pippin is an exception, and AUington Pippin is at its best at the present time the best
not being very good. Cox's Orange Pippin also
keeps its flavour' well, but is now pasit its pa-iime.
To i-eiturn ito the cooking test, Chelmsford Wonder was found, as in previous years, to be one of
the best of cookers, while its skin is very thin
indeed, and the waste in core is simiall.
It
requires a little more sugar than Bramley needs,
and the latter is to be commended for fairly rich
flavour. bu.t its waste in thickness of akin amd

(in

foregboukd).

NOTES ON CONIFERS.

firm,

—

core

is

considerable.

commonly known

Dumelow's Seedling, more
Wellington, is justly famous

as
as one of the best cookers.

and juicy, and

its

Its substance

12 to 15 feet high.

XVIII.— PRUMNOPITYS ELEGANS.*
This

known

South

America.n

Conifer,

Yew,

as the Plum-fruited

is

sometimes
compara-

of

tively recent introduction, having been first sent

England in 1850 by the Veitchian collector,
Richard Pearce. In the Andes of Southern Chile
it is an alipine tree having a. vertical range of

to

* Pitimnopiti/.'^ elegant, Philippi, in

Linnaea. XXX.. 731

(1859-()0): Lindley in Gard. Chron.. 1863, p. 6: Carriere.
Trait,' Conif.. ed. 11.. ()S2 (1867); Masters in Journ. R.
Hort. Soc, XIV., 244 (1892); Kent in Veitch's Man. Conif.,
ed. II.. 157 (1900): Clinton-Baker, Ilhist. Conif., III., 83

(1913)

;

Bean, Treet a< d Shrubs,

ii.

225 (1914).

Podoearpus andina, Poppig, Nov. Gen. et Sp.. III.. 18
ex; Endlielier, Si/nopn. Conif., 219 (1847); Oay, Fl. Chil.,
v., 403 (1849); Pailatore in D.C. Prod., XVI., 619 (1868);
Gordon, Pinef.. ed. II., 361 (1880)
Beisaner, Nadelkolzk, ^i
;

species having fruits on a loose
which does not become fleshy,
was afterwards established as a genus by Van
Tieghem, who gives an elaborate account of the

containiing

.spike the axis of

and affinities of our plant, correctly
it as Stachycarpus andinus. One hesitates
however, to disturb a nam© in common use, and
the substitution of Stachycarpus. a name practically unknown to the majority of botanists aiitl

structui'e

citing

would certainly lead to confutherefore hesitate to adopt it. A. Bruce

horticulturists,
sion.

I

Jackso'ii.

t Figured by Veitcli in
Clinton-Baker, loc. cit.

Man. Conif,

p.

l.M;

(1900)

(1909).
is

flavour excellent, while

soft
it

is

Stachftcarpun andimis.
France, 1891, ]>. 162.

Van Tieghem,

in Bull. Soc,

I

BotI

§

Bardy Coniftrout

Trees.

Pinet. Dan. in Journ.

Ii.

Bort. Soc, 329 (1892).
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DEGENERATION OF POTATOS.

referred to

The question of degeneration of Potatos is
well worthy of considera.tion in these days of the
necessity for an increased production of food.
I am firmly of the opinion tlhat in the great

CHROXICLE.

concerned, point out that degeneration in Potatos has been caused by the methods
of selection and the lines followed in -producing
is

certain improvements, which have in some instances favoured other unsuspected modifications,
which have resulted in sterility of the tubers.
The improvements cited are increase of crop
improved flavour smooth and even surface im:

majority of cases Potatos destined for seed
purposes do not receive good treatment, and at
the present time every endeavour should be made
to encourage those seedsmen and growers who
make the production and selection of seed sets
a speciality.
The whole history of the cultivated
Potato reveals the necessity of wise and judi
cious planting for the production of seed tubers.
The importance of keeping stock in a high state
of excellence is realised by every producer of
foodstuffs, and the recent sales of pedigree Shorthorn cattle in the North of .Scotland, record
prices being the rule, show that the stockbreeder,
at least, is determined to maintain his herd in
an efficient condition.
If it pays
the stockbreeder to give huge prices for stock, it wall
also pay the Potato grower to buy seed Beits that

have been carefully selected.
The avera^
Potato crop per annum is something above six
tons per acre.
I saw crops raised last autumn
which yielded a return of 20 tons per acre.
This is an instance of a commercial and not am
experimental planting of Potatos.
In trials
last season I saw returns well over 40 tons per
iicre, and this simply instances what the Potato
i-s
capable of doing if soil conditions and the
.eefl are right.
There can be no question, I think, that degeneration in certain Potatos i.s an accepted fact.
How, considering average conditions, could it be
otherwise? A decade ago this matter was the
subject of an article in the Jninnnl nj the Hoard
nf AgricuUure.* In that article it was pointed
out that during the i;ast few years many inquiries
had been addressed to the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, a.s to the reason why Potato tuber.i
failed to form sprouts at the proper season, even
when placed under proper conditions for doing
.so.
This condition of things, it was stated, was
not confined to this country.
In Germanyt
serious

were sustaine<l owing to the
Potato sets. The German experience

losses

sterility of

was that very few of the eyes produced sprouts,
and the sets at the time of lifting were not
shrivelled and dried as Is the case under
normal conditions, but were solid and firm
and in many cases had artnally increased in size.
The results of investigations made by Dr. Schleh
and Dr. Speikermaiin proved the absence of any
specific disease, and failure was attributed to the
practice of growing the same kind of Potato from
sets produced on the spot for a long time.
A French investigator. Dr. Delacroix.t described the occurrence, on a large scale, of a
similar sterility of Potato tubers.
In this case
there was also an absence of any specific disease,
and the trouble was considered to be due to de-

cadence and
the

loss

employment

of

vitality

brought about by

of the asexual

method

of repro-

duction invariably followed.
We have thus three very definite cases of
decadence recorded over ten year.^ ago. and the
non-sprouting of seed sets was undoubtedly a
very common occurrence last spring. The writer
':f
the article in the Joiirnnl nf the, Roar3 of
ArjriruUure to which I have already made reference states that the sterility, or failure to form
sprouts, was investigated by experiments conducted at Kew, and extending over three years.
The non-sprouting trouble was .accompanied by

combination of two distinct specific conditions.
These were stated to be fl) more or less arrest
of the development of the vascular system of
the
tuber; (2) comparative absence of the ferment
or enzymie called diastase from the
tub&r.
The results of inve.stigation, so faraathe article
a

:

;

;

munity from disease.
The summation of the matter simply nmiuints
to this
The demand by the public for ware
:

is
for tubers
that possess a shallow eye,
so as to avoid waste in paring.
I admit, of
course, that no Potato should be pared, but the

majority

of
consumers still require education
this point of domestic economy.
Whilst a
tuber with a shallow eye may be an improvement from the culinary standpoint, it is the
result of certain methods of inter-breeding and
selection which have been accompanied by
a
serious degeneration in the case of many varieties
of
the fibix)-vascular system.
In short,
shallow-eyed tubers are defective in a means
whereby the starch stored in them can be utilised
by being converted into a liquid condition in
order to feed the young shoot emanating from the
shallow eye.
It is declared that in many highgrade Potato diastase is produced in such lamall
quantities that it can only convert a very meatire
proportion of the starch that is present into
sugar.
Thus the shoot must emerge from the
eye usually at the apical end of the tuber in

upon

—

—

Now,

above facts may explain another
During the l.ist ten years the country

the

matter.
has had

to combat Wart disease due to
Synchytrium endobioticum. I have obsei-ved that
many of the most consistently immune varieties
to that di.sease are sorts having deep eyes. That
was a type of Potato that was practically driven
out of commerce, but as necessity knows no law.
growers who have to deal with infected soil con
ditions have been compelled to accept them. Are
these deep-eyed

immune

varieties

— they

possess

undoubted vigour and they are heavy croppers

— able

to develop such a sufficiency of diastase
that they feed the shoot so thoroughly and satisfactorily that it gives it great power to resist

the attacks of the fungus whicli causes wart dis
ease?
On the other hand, are shallow-eyed
varieties unable to develop sufficient diastase to
enable them to feed the shoot so that it has the

power or stamina to resist attack ? These are
points which scientists might consider.
In an
attack of wart disease it is known that infection
takes place through the eyes of the tuber, and
investigators have stated that the starch grains
nre the last to be attacked, and remain white

and uninjured in the affected cell.*
Has the
spread of wart disease been promoted by de
generate varieties of Potatos?
Our hitherto loose methods in the importation

have also resulted, to a certain extent, in the introduction of the disease known as
of seed sets

Macrosporium

solani. Dr. Hornet has instanced
least three separate occasions upon which
" leaf curl " disease has been introduced
into
Scotland from the Continent with the Potato
known as "President." This disease is, I am
afraid, spreading very rapidly in Britain, and

at

may require to give it serious
It is, apparently, a disease of a con
character, and would seem to require

authorities

attention.

tagious

control, otherwise another certain source of degeneration is likely to arise.
Had wart disease
only been rigidly dealt with on its first appear-

how much

destruction might have been
saved
Let us try and avoid more trouble in
respect of notifiable diseases amongst Potatos,
but this can only be done by encouraging the
!

selection of sound seed by careful growers.
It has yet to be proved," I think, that
vegetative methods of propagation are responsible
fo--

• ^'"nal nf Board of Anre.ulture..
Vol. XIV.,
^UeutHche Liinhoirtxehe Premr, Ni.s. 01, 94, No.
9.5,
;

Comp. Rend., Dec,,

degeneration.

1.

iin.l

p. 1006,

Take,

for

example, the case of

97
•

190.'i,

Et

show

tliaf

the

cuttings

Dahlia
James Cocker." Mr.
Pobert Fife, an undoubted expert upon the
Dahlia, assures me he has propagated that variety
from cuttings for over forty years, and he sees
no sign of degeneration. He maintains that it
is still as good as it was when he handled it
first.
I have yet to learn, too, that Potatos
raised from cuttings will degenerate provided
'

are well

cultivated.

I

ha\e

some heavy crops raised from cuttings, but
further experience with the tubers so raised is
necessary before any statement can 'be made on
this method of propagation.
It is clear that tliere has been degenenation in many varieties of Potatos during the last
twenty years, but I would attribute this almost
solely
to
inter-breeding coupled
with bad
methods of seed selection, and careless cultiva
tion.
George M. Taylor.
.'een

U,S A. Dpp. Acr. Ban
Jo^ir. R.U.fi., Vol,

A DAY'S TRAMP

IN

FOOTHILLS

IN

THE HIMALAYAN
OCTOBER.

St.uiting out from .Motiana (7,984 feet above
sea level), w-e skirted some precipitous rocks with
many waterfalls. Here was the wild Maidenhair
in profusion, and' a red succulent plant of the
Sedum class, making a bright show of colour, but
not now in flower.

We

a state of semi-starvation.

ance,

old

—

—

the

13

the

PI. Inrt., Circ.

XXXYI., Part

M. March. 1910.
May, 1911.

III,,

also noted a delicate pale blue Hawkweed,
a branching Harebell, a wild white Scabious, and

belated Begonia still in bloom.
.\long the
watercourses w-hite Spiraeas were flowering, and

a

day we saw several plants of wi'-f
I)oronic\un, and a most beautiful Delphinium of

l"lcr in the

blue shade. The coolies, who seem to be very
fond of flowers, presented my wife on the wav
with bunches of wild Violets and Cinerarias. The
ground in places was carpeted with Potentill.-i
nepalensis, makinig a rich glow of colour.
We
passed an orchard at the hamlet of Kodiali, and'
shortly afterwards we had tiffin, when the woods
not thicker, .and .selected a .site near some magnificent Deodars, while .S))ruce, Firs, and Hollv
gave the locality quite an Knglish aspect. After
an hour's steady climb we suddenly debouched
upon Narkanda (9,132 feet), showing a wonderful

nanorama

of snow mountains beyond the wooded
Pine slopes.
The next morning we took a walk along the
Bnchi road, covering just four miles in the hour.
Here the lateral growth of the Pine 'trees is
but feeble, but in height they more than atone

We

for their lack of Ibreadth.
came to huge
slabs of rock, which run straight up in jagged
blocks, giving the effect of flying buttresses of
some eiant cathedral, and well named "The

Cathedral Rocks."
Their 'bare sides are
softened by greybhie clumps of a beautiful rock
Campanula, the feature of which is the length of
its stigma; the natives call them " Sinseri." and
these,
combined with Maidenhair and wild
Cinerarias growing in the crevices of the rock,
could not have been bettered by any rock garden
in.ide hv human skill.
On the return journe\'
a laiige .tnake crossed our path, and we had
inucli
difficulty
restraining the natives from
stoning it, but the snake seemed eager to hide
itself in the jungle opposite, and quickly achieved
its Durpose.

We p.assed .some terrestrial Orchids, now. alas!
dving down
no seed remained, but what was
Ipft of st«m and leaves resembled' a Bee Orchid.
The sun had now gone in, and it was so cold
that when we reached the Dak Bungalow at
Xarkanda we had to warm ourselves by a fire
Iiefore tiffin.
The afternoon we spent admirintr
the panoramic effects of the snow mountains, and
''i» better to do this we climbed un 800 feet, and
from here we could see Simla, and .Takko Mountain, nearly fifty miles to the south, and obt.T'ned a complete view of the range of snow
mountains to the nortli.
ChrirJrs Orr White
;

iOnp/nin),
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CHROMCLE.

have plants in readines.^; for forcing
are available.
to

^Thc Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Bv

F.

JoBUiN, Gardener

ChiY,

M.P..

Ford

to

Spender

Lieut. -Ool.

Manor, Lingfleld,

Preparations for

Surrey.

Forcinq.— A

sufficient

quantity of leaves a.iid sta.ble litter should
be prepared as fermenting material for the hotFallen tree leaves are to be preferred
beds.
to manure, a.s they furnish a more gentle and

warmth.

an isolated bed is made, it
should be about 18 inrfies wider than the fraane
Mix the materials well toto be placed on it.
lasting

If

when

pits

General Remarks.— Roots of Rhubarb and
Seakale should be prepared for forcing according
to demand, selecting the strongest crowns for the
purpose. A Mushroom house, or any dark, warm
structure will be found suitable for forcing these
plants.
Set up seed tubers of early varieties of
Potatos in trays or boxes place the very earliest
varieties, sucli as Sharpe's Victor, May Queen,
and Midlothian Early, in a warm pit for growing in pots andl frames later.
;

THE ORCHID HOUSES
By

J.

Collier, Gardiner to Sir Jbmmuh CoiauN,
Bart., Gatton Park. Reijate.

of
seedling
raising
SEED-sowiNQ.-The
Orchids is now very general, and in many establishments hybrids "are the principal feature of
Many of the seed vessels are
the collection.
ripenmg, and with the turn of the year, bringCarrots —Young tender Carrots may be
grown in brick pits for very early supplies, using
ing lengthening days, the conditions become
favourable to the successful germination of the
only sufficient fire-heat to keep out frost. Tlie
Orchids may be dealt with in two groups,
sweetest and most delicious roots are those grown
seed.
in frames during April and May.
Should the epiphytic a.nd terrest.rial. Seed of the terrestrial

gether, turning them at short intervals, to allow
the rank gases of fermentation to escape.

Fro.

weather continue favourable, prepare a bed and
sow the seed with as little delay as possible.

Two

roots over a long time,
and a second sowing made a month or six weeks
Early Gem,
later wiU continue the supply.
Chamipion Scarlet Horn and Improved Early
Hoiiit are suitable vairieties for forcing.
lights will afford

French Beans.— In winter French Beans give
only very light ci-ops, and they need much room
and fire-heat batches raised during the next two
months are much more productive. Kidney Beans
require plenty of warmth, light and room, and
unless these conditions can be provided it is unwise to sow seeds before March, when climbing
French Beans, such as Tender and True, are much
more profitable. The climbing varieties may be
planted out and the shoots trained close to the
Magpie. Ne Plus
root-glass on strings or sticks.
T'ltra, and Canadian Wonder may be sown in
8-inch pots from this date forward.
;

Peas.— Peas are not amenable to hard forcing,
nnr are they very profitable under glass, but an
early crop may be bad, and the best results are
obtained by growing dwarf varieties in pits. The
plants need plenty of light and air. Seed of such
varieties as Little Marvel, Laxtonian, Pioneer,
and Excelsior may be sown at once in small pots

9.

— HOUSE

OF seedling

[January

12.

1918.

may be substituted. The temperature must be
kept equable andl the surroundings moist. In a
close frame there is less evaporation of moisture
than in the house itself, therefore there will be
The following
less need for frequent waterings.
Place a piece of new
is the method of sowing
canvas, cheese-cloth, or some such porous material about 4 or 5 inches square, on the palm of
the ihand, and cover it wiit«h finely-chopped
Sphagnum-moss. Wrap the edges of the cloth
about the moss, forming it into a ball. The ball
should be pressed firmly into a well-drained pot
or deep Orchid! pan without side holes, of a size
Let the surface
just large enough to hold it.
Fill the sides with
be i inch below the rim.
chopped Sphagniun-moss, from which the larger
heads have been removed. The seeds sometimes
fail to germinate on the canvas, when a good
crop is secured on the Sphagnum-moss, while
The material in the
the reverse often occurs.
pots should be watered thoroughly, and when
the superfluous moisture has drained away, the
seeds may be sown on the canvas. Transfer the
pots to the cases.
The soil should never be
allowed to become dry, and the pan should be
shaded from strong sunlight.
:

—

orchids.

group, which, so far as potting purposes are concerned, miay include Odontoglossuras and Cochliodas, is best sown around the base of a plant of
the same genus.
Some raisers are successful in
sowing on pots of about 60 size containing
medium-sized seedlings, whilst others have equally
good results by using larger pots containing older
specimens
If large specimens are used as host
plants, select varieties of no particular mierit for
example, some of the 0. EdWardii crosses such
plants may be utilised during successive or alternate seasons. The plants should be repotted at
least one month previous to seed sowing, and
it
is
always advisable to sow in several
pots, in order to ensure a crop of seedlinigs.
water the compost freely,
Before sowing,
seed evenly ovei- the surface.
.a.nd scatter the
For several weeks afterwards use extra care
in watexing, or much
of the seed may be
In dealing with Cypripedinms,
w.Tshed away.
.select plants that have been recently repotted or
those with compost in a sweet, healthy condition.
With epiphytic Orchids, and particulai-ly those of
the Cnttleya groups, a different procedure must
be adopted. It is best to have suitable cases
in which to hasten the germination of the Seeds.
If cases are not available, a propagating frame
;

:

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Bv

W

J.

c:ci.sE,

HaU,

Gar.lener
Newcastle,

t(i

Mi's.

Dempster, Keele

StalfoKlshire.

Figs in Borders.- Couisiderable economy in
fuel may be effiected by not stad'ting early houses
containing trained trees growing in borders. In
the meantime the work of pruning should be
completed at the earliest opportunity. Remove
old, exhausted, and weak growths wherever
there aire siufficient short-joimted, medium-sized'
shoots to replace them. Some of the new shoo-ta
at the base of old, established trees trained on
trellises near tlie roof-glas-s sihould be traimed
in to replace old, fruitless branches.
-A.fter the
work of pruning is completed tie the branichesi
in bundles and sling them tempora.rily to the
trellises

with stout

and wash the
limewash the

cor<i.

.Scrub the wood'wor'fc

with soap and water, and
The trees may then be
cleansed thoroughly of insect pests, such a«
scale and red spider, by means of an insecticide.
When tying the branches permanently allow'
sufficient space for light and air to enter the
Give the borders attention, removing old
tree.
top-dressings and mulchings, and replace with
a compost consisting of fibrous loam, mortiar
quantity of
rulbble, wood ash, and a small
glass
walls.

January

12.
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manure from a spent Mushroom-bed. A mujch
of half -decayed manure may be applied with advautage when the fruits are swelling.
Should
the borders be dry give sufficient water to wet
the roots thorouglhly before the trees are started'
into growth until that time the houses should
be left open and kept as cool as possible. When
forcing is started maintain la moisit atmosphere.
The night temperature should be 50" to commence with, gradually increasing the ajnount
of warmth to 55° when the trees break into
growth.
The opportunity may be taken when
pruning to select a few well-ripened sihoots,
some 3 or 4 inches long, a« cuttings. They will
root readily in a moist atmosphere and, with
careful pinching, form fruiting trees in twelve
;

months
Fioa IN Port.— Early Fig trees in pots in
active gix>\Vth .require plenty of water at the
roots.
Use tepid water both for watering and
syringing, which should be done twice daily.
Maintain a moist atmosphere with a free circulation of air.
Late ti'ees in pots for successional fruiting
should also receive attention.
Follow the treatment recommended for Figs in
borders.

fruits as late in the season as possible.
I would
advise that a .small plantation, at least, be form^ed.
Ground for planting this small fruit should be

prepared at once by deep trenching.
Dig in a
lair amount of farmyard manure as the work
proceeds. The canes sihould be cut down to the
base and planted in rows at 4 feet apart, allowing
a space of 2 feet between each set of stools.
Planting should be finished early in February.
It is immaterial whether the plantation is made
in a light, open situation or one shaded by other
fruit trees, pro\ided the shading is not very
dense. Where the ground contains roots of other
fruit trees it is not possible to trench in the
same thorough manner as in the open, but it
should be kept well cultivated. During the past
season our best crops were obtained from canes
that were rather heavily shadowed by early standard Cherries. In this instance the variety was
the Hailshamberry, which with us is one of the
best of the Brambles. The old Belle de Fontenay
is not to be despised!; it is one of the dwarf est
and wants but little support. November Abundance, a more recently introduced variety, has
also proved to be excellent for its late fruits.

Mblohs.—

With inefficient labour it is not advisajble to sow Melon seed too early, for unless
a .suitable temiperature is maintained the plants
will be ruined in their early stages of growth.

Where

ther? is no difficulty in this respect,
select seeds of an early variety, sow them singly
in small pots, and plunge the seedjpan in a bottom heat oif 75°. When the seedlings are through
th'? surface place tffie seed-pans near the roofg!lass, to ensure sturdy growth.
The plants may
be repotted once before they are placed in large
recepitacles

Piiop»a4TiNo Vi «•?«.— Should

young

vines

he required for planting this year they may be
raised from eyes inserted at the present time
in unoc-cutpied Melon or Cucumber pits.
Place
the eyes singly in 2J-inch not« filkd wit^ fiibrous
loam. The temperature should be 65°. and tilie
it.mflfohere not too moist.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN,
By

Jas.

Hudson-, Moad Gardener at Gunnerebury Houae.
Acton, W.

PouiT Tneen on W«ll« —Take advantage
of every favourable opportunity to complete the
work of pruning and training. With good management, the work may be done without much
discomrfort to the .fltiiff.
If wall nails are used,
the French nail of wrought iron is much more
durable than the older kind of cast iron. The
point is more blunt, but with care this
defect will not occasion any trouble.
Medicated shreds have now almost siuperseded the
older sort made of ordinary cloith.
The shreds
may be had in reels of various widths, to be cut
into suitable lengths.
1 have been forced to use
tihe tips of the yelloiw Willow for tying, and they
arj quite suitable when in expert hands.
The
use of wires on fruit walls docs away to a great
with the need for nailing.
e:, tent
The wires
are strained horizontally along the wall, but perpendicular strands of tarred string must he supplemented for Peach and Nectarine trees or any
kind of tree trained in fan shape. I am not in
favour of galvanised wire, and have discarded it
for wrought or annealed wire. I found that the

young growths of Peaches and Nectarines were
killed when they came into contact with the
galvanised wire. To remedy this T had recourse
to painting, and found that to he efficacious. This
also needs to be done occasionally in the case of
the wrought wire. In wiring walls, a mistake is
frequently made of arranging the wire at. say.
one inch away from the wall, whereas it should
be as close to the wall as possible, to prevent
cold currents of air pa.osing behind the trees

AUTUMN-FRUITINA RtaPBFRRIFS.— I
recommend
Raspberries.

the

cnltiv.ifinn

The

of

nre

.<itronely

autumn-frnitinc

most

useful,
rooking
purposes.
for
dessert
and
They are in .leason with us from the middle of
August to the middle of November. In Franc*
T have seen the canes bearing very heavy crop*.
In one instance I noted that the plants were
temporarily covered with odd lights to obtain

both

fruits

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

K.

Harbiss. Gardener to Lady Waittaoe,
Lookinge P.^r.., Berksiiire.

Chrysanthemums The bulk of the cuttings
should be inserted without further delay, so that
the old stools may be disposed of. Any varie-

ties

which have failed to produce

sufficient cut-

tings should be placed in a warm house and
syringed twice daily. Recently-rooted cuttings
must not be coddled, or they will make spindly
growth. Place them on a shelf near the roofglass in a house from which frost can be exThese young plants must not be ex
cluded.
posed to cold draughts.

Winter- Fi-OwtRiNo Pflargoniums.

Afte

Pelargoniums have finished flowering they should
be placed near the roof-glass in a light, airy house.
where the growth will become somewhat hard
ened and suitable for cuttings. When ready, the
shoots may be taken off and inserted around the
sides of 4inch or 5-inch pots in a compost con
Pass
.sisting of loam, leaf-mould, and sharp sand.
Place
the soil through a ^-inch meshed sieve.
a little fine sand at the base of each cutting, as
it is inserted in the pot, as a precaution against
damping.
Make the soil firm around the base
After watering the soil, place the
of the shoot.
j)()ts on a shelf in a house with a temperature
of about 50°.

8cHiz»NTHus.— \Mien the earliest plants of
Schizanthus are ready for transference, they
should be given their final shift into pots about
7 inches or 8 inches in diameter. Use a fairly rich
(rompost, such a.s a mi.xture of loam, leaf-mould,
manure from an old Mushroom-bed, and sharp
sand. When potted, place the plants on a oool
base in a light house or pit. Unless it is required
to hasten the plants into flower, do not employ
warmth, except to exclude frost.
artificial
Godetias, Clarkias, and other annuals may be
afforded similar treatment. These plants are all
subject to attacks of aphis, which may be destroyed by light fumigations with a nicotine compound.
RiCHARDi* AFRICANA.-The

earliest plants of

15
may be inserted in shallow pans filled with fine
Place them in the propagating case and
shade from bright sunshine until roots form.
This Begonia may also be propagated from leaves,
but this method
of
increase should only be
adopted when cuttings cannot be procured, as
sand.

cuttings always

make

the best plants.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
B>

Brotherston. GamJener to tie Earl
Haddington, Tymngliame, East Lothian.

R. P.

Gladiolus. —Gorans

ot

Gladioli sihould not
he cleaned bare, a.s used to be the custom. It
is far better to allow tihe outer skin to remain,
and also any small corms that may cluster about
the old one, until the time for "planting both.
I have allowed a large quantity of the plants,
chiefly seedlings and two-year-o'ld corms, to remain in the ground with a layer of soU spread
above them aiter tlhe foliage was removed. The
strain at present grown is muali hajrdier than
the old seedlings from Gandaveesls, and also
much less liable to disease, while the plants increase immeaisurably more.
of

Spanish Iris.- The shoots of Spanish Irises
here are well aibove ground, whicili is somewliat
weedy, though forked over in October.
The
weeds are mostly Chickweed, which is not easily
eradicated by hoeing.
A light forking is fanbetter, and it can be done when the surface is
not dry enough to permit of hoeing.
A thick
dressing of soot is very beneficial to the Irises,
and sihould be applied not later than February.
Flag Irises should liave been cleaned and surface-dressed.

Annuals for Filling Bros.- It is not
necessary now to apologise for utilising aonuaJs
in flower beds. Rather, the person who neglects
them, and especially in these times, might be
expected to make his apologies. A flower garden may be furnished very pleasingly with
annuals alone.
A numiiber of beautiful kinds
are tall-growing and need much labour in staking and tying tJhose I am about to recommend
need no support. I have also discontinued the
growing of Antirrhinums on account of the
labour involved in producing strong plants. The
two plants that have given the greatest satisfaction are Godetia Sohaminii fl. pi. massed with
a broad band of Saponaria calabrica around it.
I am using these plants for the third year in
succession.
Two years ago Verbena venosa was
mixed with the Godetia. but the raising of
the Verbena entails considerable labour, and
perhaps is not worth it.
A mass is very
beautiful by itself.
Last year a few 'beds here
;

"

were

filled with com.mon Marigolds-, and of t^hose
are the improved varieties Lemon and
Orange coloured, which are aI.<io very effective.
The blue-grcy Cornflower is also fine, and otiliers
of blue shades to plant are Lai'kspur Emperor,
Phacelia
Campamilaria,
and
NigeUa Miss
Jekyll.
I strongly recommend Tagetes signata
pumila for its clear .yellow.
This plaint is
eiasily raised in beat.
April is soon enough to
.sow the seed's, and when they are inserted thinly
tlh'9 seedlings do not
require transplanting till
they are ready to dibble into the ground at the
end of May. Silene Armea-ia is aliso a good subject, but requires some attention to associate it
properly.
All the Emperor Larksipurs aire useful.
I raise them in March in heat a.nd transplant from the seed-box whilst the seedlings are
still small, after hardening thera.
The Nemesias
are so well known as to need no recommenda-

tihere

Ricliardia africana are flowering, and in order to
keep the flowers fresh for as long as possible, the
The
plants should be grown in a cool house.
roots need plenty of ."rtimulants, and they must
never be allowed to become excessively dry.
Later plants may be hastened into flower as rei|uired by growing them in more warmth.

admirable.

B'aoNiA Gloirb de Lorraine.— As plants
of Begonia Gloire de Lorraine pass out of flower
they should be partly cut back and placed closely
Allow
together in a moderately warm house.
them to rest for a week or two by reducing the
amount of water at the roots. At a still hnter
period the shoots should bo .shortened and the
plants placed in a moist, warm house, to encoiir.nce the growth of suitable shoots as cuttings.
The roots must be watered very carefully, or
many of the plants will die. Spray them two or
three times daily with lukewarm rain-water.
When the young shoots are large enough they

oolours or separately.
The seeds should not be
sown till April in a cold frame, thence dibbled
flowering quarters, at a few inches apart.
Though comparatively tall, the plants do not
need stakes ,o.s supports. Besides these I shall
note only Virginian Stocks for carpeting Gladiolus Nasturtium Aurora (Dwarf), for very powr
soils, and Tropaeoliim aduncum as a trailer.

A very valuable, easy-to-produce piant
be found in the old Ageratiim mexica.num,

tion.
is to

which

in

rich soil

attains considerable propor-

For associating with pink flowers it is
Seeds sown in heat in March provide
large plants by the end of May, and should the
stock be limited from seed, it may be rapidlv increased from cuttings taken from the seedlings
and in turn from the rooted cuttings.
There
arp also the Single Asters, either in mixed
tions.

linto

;
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
and

Editore
would

—

Publisher.

m

delay

obciate

antwert

U

their communications and snre ut much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and alt plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publixhing and Editorial, are distinct,
and miirh unncce.^sary delay and confusion arise
;

when letters are misdirected.
Illustrations.— rAf Editors will

be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
gardens, or of remarkable
for reproduction, of
responbe
but they cannot
trees, etc.,
flowers,
sible for loss OT injury.

Notice

Special

Correspondents.

to

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their

correspondents.

Local

News.

— Correspondents

greatly oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
bring under
desirable
to
any mutters which it is
the notice of horticulturists.

Letters for Publication,
plants

for

naming,

EDITOES,

as

should

will

well as specimens of
be addressed to the

Wellington Street, Covent
Communications should be
Garden. London.
41.

WHITTE.N I.IN ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent as
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept us a guarantee of good faith.

Meait Tbuperaturh
de<luo«i from observaliona
yeais at Greeimirh, 3K,2.

Atbraqb

Actual Tbupbraturb

:

vegetables, fruits
for

the

during

enmiuv
bhe

la«t

w«ek
flftj

—

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, WelMngton Street.
Oiv.Mit Garden, Londml, Thursday, .Tanuarv 10,
10 .a.m.: Bar. 29.5; temp. 43.0°. \Ve.ather— O.aa
.sioTKal
sunshine.

Our readers

will scarcely
surprise
at
the
many omissions of prewar events to be found
feel

ill

tin'

Almanac

for

The highest number of
pensioners the committee can recommend,
liaviiig due regard to the financial outlook,
is fifteen, yet the list of approved candidates includes the names of fifty-eight aged
gardeners and gardeners' widows. What
disappointment there must be after such an
election, notwithstanding the timely help
the Victorian Era and Samaritan Funds
mercifully contribute to those who prove
If we realise
unsuccessful at the polls.
tliese facts as we should, we shall each and
all do our utmost to compensate in some
degree at least for the losses our charities
have to bear owing to the war, in order
that the stream of charity be not dried nor
the necessitous lack the kindly help that
This is
has previously been given them.
surely a ca.se where sympathisers would do
well! to purchase National War Bonds for
presentation to the Funds.
In view of what has already been said,
it is a source of pleasure to see that the
Itoyal Horticultural Society will continue
tM hold the fortnightly meetings, thus providing the only public occasions on which
gardeners may meet each other and their
friends, and inspect .sea.sonal displays of
lent Institution.

Our cerritpondtnti

obtatmjig

CHRONICLE.

1918 which we issue

with the present number. The times are
nut of joint, and the immediate issues
before the country far too serious to allow
inrlividuals or societies to indulge in
amenities that in tinie.s of peace not only
contribute to tli© joy of life, but in the
case of the great hortiouiltural exhibitions
aaid village flower show.s, have educational
results of the greatest value.
In present
circumstanoeis the labour tJiey occasion
and transport faciilities needed for their
.staging cannot be provided; consequently
the great provincial shows, such as Shrewsbury, Wolverhaanpton, York and Newcastle, are abandoned, as they have been
since 1914, and the Chelsea and Holland Park shows of the Royal Horticultural
Society, which lapsed last year for the first
time, are omitted from the calendar.
It is profoundly to be regretted that the
violent interruption of our everyday habits
injuriously affects the gardening charities.
Both the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution and the Royail Gardeners'
Orphan Fund have been in the habit of
promoting annual banquets that served to
raise very large sums of money over and
.above the amouTits obtained from the
usual subscriptions and donations.
The
committees of these essential institutions
are now deprived of this valuable source
of income, whilst the need for financial
help increases from year to year. In
liroof of this, we may draw attention to
the announcement in another column of the
forthcoming annual meeting of the Benevo-

and

The food question dominates all others
for the time being.
The whole industry of
gardening is bending itself to the task of
raising increased food crops, and skilled
gardeners, including both professionals
and amateurs, are leading and helping the

movement, first by doing all the practical
work they can accomplish themselves, and
secondly, by advising and encouraging tiie
e.xperienced in the cultivation of their
allotments and waste land. Do not let any
of us for a moment ,lose sight of the fact
that the most that can be done in these ways
is the Iea.st that will .suffice to .solve the food
problem now to be faced by our people,
nor indulge in ignorant optimism that
would weaken our efforts and dull our enthusiasm. These primary calls on the services of gardeners must be met fully and
In addition, they must attend
frankly.
as best they may to the collections of valuable plants, the neglect of which would
cause serioiis waste of accumulated efforts
on the part of plant collectors and plant
breeders and give what care they can to
the morei peirmanent features of the garden, in order, for instance, that trees and
shrubs may not be aillowed to suffer unnecessarily in the pre.sent crisis.
So shall we tide over the period that
must elapse before a satisfactory peace Ir
established, when we may confidently anticipate an era in which gardening of all
types will spread abundanth', more appreciated than ever for the calm and seductive
enjoyment it will afford after a period of
unparallfled unrest.
less

;

Th« ViCTOBiA Mf DAL.— Owing

to the death

Medal

of

Honour

of the Royal Horticultural Socdety, the Council
has aipipointed the following gentlemen to this
viz.
Mr. W. .Tackson Bean, Mr.
Chittenden, Sir Hehbert Maxwell, Bart.,
F.R.S., n.C.L., LL.D., Dr.
A. B. Rendle,
F.R.S.,
Sir
Aibert Kaye Roij.tt, LL.D.,

distinction,

F. J.

D,0,L,, Litt.D.

:

12,

1918.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.- The .seventy-eighth annual general meet
ing nf the members and subsfribers of this iiisitiitution will he held at Simpson's Restaurant,
101, Strajid, London, on Thmrsday, the 24th
inst.
at 2.45 p.m., for the purpose of receiving
,

the report of the comimittee and the accountB
of the institution (as audited) for the year 1917,
electing officers for the year 1918, a.nd for the
election of fifteen annuitants on the fundis from
a list of 58 candidates. The chair will (be taken
by Sir Haiiry J. Veitch, treasurer and chairman of committee, at 2.45 p.m. The poll will
be open ait 3 p.m. and close at 4 p.m.

Trials at Wisley.- The Royal Horticultural
Society will carry out trials of the following
vegetables at their gardens at Wisley during
Climlbiag Beams of all kinds {-^ pinit of
19l8
smallar, 1 pint of larger), Brussels Sprouts (5
ounce), Kale {-^ ounce). Vegeounce). Carrots
table Marrows (one packet).
The quantity of
seeds required should be sent so as to reach 'the
Director, R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley, Ripley, Surrey (Horsley station, L. and S.W.Ry.), from
whom the iiecessary entry forms may "be obtained, on or before January 31, 1918.
A trial
of autum.n-fruiting Strawberries will also be
carried out.
Twenty plants of each variety intended for trial, or a packet of seeds, should
be sent to the gardens on or before Februarv
:

—

(-j-

28,

1918.

Waste Leather

flowers.

nf five holders of the Victoria

[January

as a Fertiliser.- In
the
course
of
an iirticle on the u.ses to
which condemned Army bix)ts can he put, the
Journal of the Boijal Society of Arts states that
on account of its nitrogen content, leather -vvaste
is regarded as possessing considerable potential
value as a manure.
It decomposes very slowly,
however, and requires special treatment to make
Chrome-tannei material is ftjiind to
it effective.
he hurtful to plant

life.

The North of England Horticultural
Society.- This

Society has just issued a "state
and it is satisfactory to find
£632 in the Society's accounts
out,
and a credit balance obhas bern wipeu
The acting secretary, the Rev.
tained of £74.
J. Bernard Hall, contributes to the pamphlet a
detailed programme for reconstruction after the
termination of the war a programme that sugi^ests a very wide range of activities.
meiit of affairs,"
that the deficit of

—

The London School of Economics and
Political Science (University of London).

—A

course of public lectures has been arranged
by the London School of Economics in connection with the Ministiy of Food on " Problems of
Food Control in Time of War." Another course
of public lectures has been arranged in furtherance of the aims of the Imperial Studies Committee of the Univei-sity on " The Empire, its
( -ommerce
and Commercial Requirements, " the
subjects dealt with being artificial manures,
fodder, meat, fibres, timber, wood pulp and
paper-making materials, leather and tanning
materials.
.4 new course of lectures on " Busi-

Organisation " is also announced in the
Department of Commerce. Particulars can be
obtained from the Secretary of the School, Clare
ness

Market, W.C.

Food Production in Ceylon.— The Ceylon
Board of Ajiriculture is taking active steps to increase food production in the island, and to that
end has issued instructions and circulars to cultivators, including principal headmen, presidents
Tt
of village tribunals, and local authorities.

bj

recommends in particular the greater production
Yams, Sweet Potatos, Manioc, and vegetables

of

of all kinds
an,
to
Potash from Kelp. According
in the Popular Science Monthly (New
York) the undertaking recently established in
California for obtaining supplies of potash from
seaweed is proving so successful that one firm
alone is producing three timiee as much potasli

article

—

Janoary

12.
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was previously iniport«l annually from Ger
many. The Kelp is cut by means of a reaper
wliich cuts the weed 4 feet belnw the water.
The Kelp is carried from a boa t^ harvester by

as

who

Station,

an active

is

CHRONICLE.

member

of the Tech-

nical
Advisory
Committee
Mr.
P.
G
Dallinger, Assistant Director of Supplies, and
:

in charge of subjects relating to the
Potato ; Mr. Thompson, also of the Supplies
Division ; and Mr. French, who is general secretary to the Department.
The membership of
specially

a continuous belt elevator U> a crushing mill.
It is stated that sufficient potash is being obtained by these.means to supply not only American needs but also those of all the Allies.

the Order has been conferred on the Hon.
Alicia Cecil, Assistant Director of Horticulture,
whose services in building up a comity horticultural organisation have been of great value to
the Department and Lieut. Ascp.oft. in charge
of th« spi-aying section of the Horticultural
Di\Tsion

Thb Order of the

British Empire. The
.servicee rendered by the Food Production Department are recognised in the list of new members of the Order of the Britisli Elmpire. The
Director -General, Colonel Sir Arthur Hamilton
Lee, K.C.B.. M.P., as a result of whose untiring
energies the Department ha.s grown rapidly in
strength and effectiveness, becomes a Knight

;

Shortage of Baskets and Bags.— Enquiries
amongst fruit growers

and

market gardeners

17

the canals and inland waterways of this
country, by the County Purposes Committee,
which was asked to investigate and report uii
tliis subject in September last by the Corporation
of

London. The report states that a number of
industries suffer through the deficiency in chea])
water transport, which throws an unnecessary
of

burden on the railways ; and further suggests
that the whole system of the inland waterways
of the country should be brought under one control,

that of the State.

Oil from the Biouhvb* Not. -The Brazilian
' Bicuhyba " nut, which
is found principally in
the States of Xlinas Geraes and Espirito Santo,
is understood, states the Journal
of llir Royal
Society of ArL^. to have been tested in the United
States as an oil-producing nut. The flesh is said
to contain slightly more than 60 per cent, of
fats, and the shells a little more than 4 per

The

cent.

flesh

of

the nut

constitutes about

three-fifths of its entire weight. At current prices
for the Bicuhyba nuts, the cost of the extracted
oil would be about l^d. per lb., without freight.

Prices for Home-qrown Onions.— The
British

Onions

Order,
dated
Dcccmlier 24
the Food Controller under the
Defence of the Realm Regulations, provides tliat
no person shall sell Bntisli Omions bv wholesale
1917,

made by

except

to

a regular wholesale

dealer

or to a

retail dealer, a.nd no person shall buy
British
Onions by wliolesale except a regular wholesale
dealer or retail dealea-, and no wholesale dealea'
or retail dealer sliall sell or dispose by wholesale of British Onions purchased by him except
in the ordinary course of his business ae a dealer
ni Onions.
Kvory sale of a quantity exceeding
7 lbs. shall be deemed to be a sale by wholesale.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause a
grower whose whole ci-op of ]5ritiiJi Onions does
not exceed 10 cwt. may .sell such Onions by retail
subject to tilie restrictions imposed by tlie subsequent clauses of this Order. No person (excejit
a regular wholesiUe dealer or retail dealei- purchasing for re-salej sliall in any week directly
or indirectly purchase a greater total ijuantity
of Britisih Onions than 7 lbs. i.u all, and no
Britisih Oaiions shaTI be purchasexl, whellier by
one person or by several, for consumption in any
household in excess of a quantity of 7 lbs. in
all in any week.
The maximum price on the
occasion of a sale of British Onions by reiUi.il

shall 'be at tJie rate of 3d. per lb.
No additional
may be made for packages or for giving
credit or for making delivery.
The maximum
price on the occasion of a .sale of British Onions
liy the grower shall be at the rate of £15 per
ton on the basis (i) that the Onions are either

charge

loaded by the seller into trucks at the seller's
raii'way station or (at the buyer's option) into
a ship or barge not less convenient to the seller:
(ii) that bags (if required) are suppliwl by the
buyer, and (iii.) that no commission is |)aid.
If
bags are provided by the seller the price per ton
may be increased by a sum not exceeding 10s.,
whether the bags are returnable or not
the
maximum price and terms of sale .s;hall be varied
as mentioned in that clau.se.
The maximum
price on the occasion of any sale of British
Onions other than a sale thereof by the grower
or a (wle by retail shall hp at the rate of £19
per ton, on the basis that the Onions are delivered ex warehouse or market at the seller's
customary place of sale and that bags are provided by 'tlip ."leller.
;

{Photograph by E. J.
I'm.

10.— PRI-MNOPITYS ELEGANS
FRUITING BRANCH .SLIfaiTLV REDUCED) FROM TREE AT
YATTENDON court, BERKSHIRE
:

(

(S««

Grand

Wallii

Mr. Lawrence Weaver, who, as
.'^upplieji Division, is doing a work
the great value of which is highly appreciated
both by the Government and by the leadeirs of
the country, "becckmcs a C.B.E. A like honour
i.s
conferred cm Prof. T. B. Wood, who has
rendered conspiouoos service to the Board of
Agriculture, and who was recently appointed a
Development Commissioner, and on Viscount
GoscHEN, hea.d of the Labour Division of the
Food Production Department. Among the list
of Officeira of the Order arc Mr.
Charles
Croae,

head of the

Martin, who, as Assistant Director of Horticulture, was ccmijpicuously successful in obtaining the production of large quantities of last
year's fruit crop
Profes.ior R. .1. Russell,
F.R.S., Director of Rothameited Experimemt
;

p.

12.)

have revealed a very senious shortage in baskets
and bags. All fruit growen's, market gardenesre,
and others who may have baskets and bags in
their

possession are .%sk6d to take evei'y precaution against loss or damage.

Rubber from Weeds.- A
vestigations carried out in

note* on the

Germany claims

in-

that

promising results have been obtained by extracting rubber from weeds, and in particular from
Euphopbia Peplus.
It is claimed that 1 hectare (2i acres) will yield 42 kilos of rubber
a.n/1

120

kilos of fatty substances.

Euiphoilbia

Cyparissus promises even better results.

Canals and Waterways. -A
Jgric. XewK, Barbados, Nov.

Duke of Bedford and Spencer Pickering.
(London: The Amalgamated Press, Ltd.) Price
?s. 9d., post free
Journal of the Board of
Agriculture, \'ol. X\I\'., N(.. 9, December, 1917.
Price 4d.
TAe Vegetable Garden. Bv F.. J. S.
Lay. (London: Macmill.ui \- Co., Ltd.) Price
Is. (id.
Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information,
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. No. 9 and 10,
1917. (London Jas.Truscolt&.S,,n.) PriccGd.—
By T. 1).
Somatic Mutations in Sunflowers.
Reprinted from the Jouriiol of
A. Cockcrell.
Heredity, Vo\. VIII. No. 10, Washington, U.S.A.
the

—

—

:

report has been

issued on the subject of the use at present
•

Publications Received.— 5i:((cen(A Report
of the Wobarr> Experimental Fruit Farm. By

3,

1917,

made

,
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ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.
EARLY POTATOS.

mixed

should endeavour to produce as many new Potatos as
The
possible before the old stock is exhausted.
ground should be dug deeply, and, if necessary,
applied.
manure
horse
decayed
of
a dressing
Pulverise the soil thoroughly, and leave it e.x,posed to the weather until the time for planting
The seed tubers should be selected at
arrives.
once and placed in shallow boxes to sprout.
Choose moderate-sized tubers, and let them be
fully exposed to the light in a place that is not
A room
too warm, or exposed to cold draughts.
or shed having a temperature of 45° is suitable.
At the time of planting the ground should be
forked over and trenches made with a spade
A layer of well-decayed leaf6 inches deep.
mould or the material from a spent Mushroombed may be placed in the bottom of each trench to
a depth Oif 2 i'nches, and as planting proceeds
place the ma.terial carefully around the plajits
with the hand«. Allow at least 2 feet between the
rows ajid 1 foot from plant to planit. When ihe
young shoots begin to show through the surface,
ca,reiful attention is necessary to protect them
from excessive cold. Dry soil may be placed
aground the stems as they push through the
ground, or *he borders may be covered with

All who

possess

early

borders

thatched hurdles, which are easily removed when
the -weather is warm. Neglect of covering soon
results in the destruction of a valuable crop.
One oi the best Potatos for early cropping is
May Queen. A few early Potatos may also be
grown close up to a south wall on whidh fruit
Soil for the purpose may be
trees are trained.
placed just under the wall, and removed as soon
as the crop is lifted. Old soil which has been
used for growing Melons, if exposed to the
weaither duriri'g the winter, will be suitable for
the pm'pose. /. D.

MAlsrURING FOR POTATOS

(.-^ee

p. 9).

Japonica expresses doubts as to the wisdom
of autAumn digging and manuring of ground of
a distinctly porous nature intended for a
Potato crop. For many years I grew a considerable quantity of both early and late Potatos oil
such land, and was forced to the conclusion that
it was not a profitable method, and, had labour
permitted, I would have delayed all digging and
manurihg of this light soil until the early
My method
spring, but this could not be done.
for the Potato crop was to bastard-trench the
ground during the winter, as circumstances permitted, and at planting time to spread over it
a quantity of well-decayed manure which had
been especially reserved for the Potatos.
The sets were planted in drills, and I found
that not only was the manure well mixed with
the soil through the drill making and filling,
with, later on, hoeing and earthing up, but that
it remained just where it was wanted, in reach
An additional advantage
of the Potato roots.
was that by this system the crop did not suffer
from summer droughts as was the case when the
manaire was buried under the top spit in the
oirthodox manner.

am

convinced that the often-repeated ad-vice
to spread chemical manures along the bottom
of Potato drills is a wasteful mistake, for long
before any roots can get to it all the virtue of
the sulphate of ammonia and supei-phosphate of
lime, which in these days form the base of Potato
manures, will be washed by rains into the subsoil.
A far better plan is to delay the apnlication
of chemical manures until the haulm is
4 inches or 5 inches high, and then to spread it
alongside the rows and hoe it in as soon as circumstances permit.
A gptierally suitable mixture for this purpose would be sulphate of ammonia 3 parts, .superphosphate 5 pai'ts, well
I

spread at the rate of 3 ounces to
the yard run between the rows.

and

4 ounces to

GROUND OPERATIONS.
The

correspondence on this subject makes it
abundantly clear that no hard-and-fast rules can
be laid down in gardening. The measure of success depends on local conditions and the practitioner.
Many of us have found that it pays
best to dig certain heavy soils as early in the
winter as possible, throwing the spits up roughly
to allow frosts and winds to exert their beneficial influences in disintegrating the lumps, so
that when seed time comes the clods fall to pieces,
giving that fine tilth which the old-time writer
ever insisted on, and which is so essential to perfect seed germination and the raising of healthy
and vigorous seedlings. But in opposition to this
generally practised method, Mr. Edwin Beckett
tells us that towards the end of February is the
ideal period for digging heavy, tenacious soils,
and we know what he has accomplished by that
method, so that in his particular case it is no
doubt correct. But I see several objections where
a considerable area of heavy land is so treated
The period
in these days of labour shortage.
for

cultivating

limited, for

if

dition they

heavy soils is generally strictly
not caught when at the right con" set as hard as bricks," and

will

even a moderate tilth becomes an impossibility,
and one may have to wait weeks for the right
weather conditions to again occur. Consequently,
the seed .sowing would be late if all the required
ground had] not been dug, and except in favoured
instances this would be the case.
Many light
soils may be dug, levelled, and sown within a
couple of days of rain, even in the early spring,
when 'tibe air is not so drying as it becom-es later
in the season.
A. C. Bartlett.
Having hadi a few years' experience in
the cultivation of Onions on the heavy clay soil
of Middlesex, it may interest Mr. Davis and
others to know that the following method of
preparing the beds ha£, without exception,
pro'ved the best meains of obtaining good results.
Before the winter I incorporate with the heavy
soil aSihes from the garden fire, spreading them
over the ground to a depth of 2 inches. The
soil is thrown up roughly in digging.
The beds
are 5 feet in width at the base, sloping to 4 feet
wide on the surface. An alley is formed between the beds 1 foot wide and 1 foot in depth,
and the soil from the gully is thrcywu on to
the beds, leaving it rough, to be disintegrated
by the weather. The clods break readily after
they have been subjected to frosts, and when
the surface has been made fine again, the beds
are in condition foj- the final preparation in the
spiring, when I sow a mixture of soot and salt
lightly over the surface, and finish off for the
planting of box-sown Onions, or for sowincr
the seed direct, as may be, drawing the drills
at right angles to the alleys.
Heavy soil prepared roughly with the ashes and afterwards
fini.ohed off with a light coating of lime T have
found to answer for both Leeks anid Cauliflowers
raised under glass.
IT. /. Taylor.
GnriJen^, Stol-e Pngcs, Bvcls.

Frmncwood

PREPARATION OF FRESH ALLOTMENTS.
I LIVE in a large manuiacturing toTvn where
plots of building land and other almost derelict
.spaces have been, or are being, laid under contribution for allotments. They are prennred for
the reception of crops by thorough wnrkinc of
the s"il. usnallv bastara trenching.
Unless the
tii.-f h^ badlv infected with Coltsfoot,
Sorrel, or

Couch Grass

it 's

ral

in

dug

for if there is any natuit resides In the iwrf
to break it up -with th«
.ina'^'e nnd nlacc it between the subsoil and
the
surface layer as the work proceeds. It is unlikely
that the supply of manure will be equal to the
ferfilitv

such

The method adopted

in,

soil
is

demand, therefore the needs of those crops that
require it should be met first. Onions, Potatos,
Peas, and Beans require much more manure
tlian the Brassica family.
A medium that is
tood'ioh will produce loose Cabbages and Savoys,
leaves
at
the
expense
of
flowers in Cauliand
flowers, and it is one of the causes of loose Brussels Sprouts.
The succal^nt growth induced also
renders those that have to pass the winter liable
to suffer from the severity of the weather. Farmyard manure, in addition to .supplying the
elements of fertility, adds humus, which improves
the physical condition of the soU.
Humus is
necessai-y in some form, therefore where manure
is unobtainable, a substitute must be sought.
There are many decaying leaves will serve the
purpose well, and may be incorporated with the
;

soil

now.

Spent

hops

aire

ueeful,

and oan

be obtained cheaply from a brewery. Leaves and
tops from vegetable crops, if free from disease,
should be placed to rot down, and be dug in
as required.
It should be home in mind that
these materials are not equal to manure. In all
cases they should be supplemented by artificial
applied nearer cro]jping time.
It is
convey the proper meaning by suggesting the weight of manure to apply to a definite area of soil.
The different samples vary
from wet to dry, and^ ratio of manirre to straw.
A dressing for crops that require an abundance of
manure should be four inches thick. Half that
thickness is sufficient for the less aggressive
kinds. The work of digging should now proceed
with all possible haste. It the soil is left as it
fertilisers,
difficult

to

falls from tJie spade the weather will exercise an
ameliorative influence.
Many of the war-time
plots ao-e as badly in need of lime as of manure.
It is well known that to mix these two substances
is bad practice, but they can be applied at
the
same time by spreading the lime over the surface after the mamure has been dug in.
It will
gradually work down, sweeten the land, and
not interfere with the proper action of the
manure. Air-slaked lime should be employed at
the rate of one stone to 40 square yards. No attempt should be made to work the soil further
until the middle of March, when it will benefit
by being forked over.
As it dries after that
date, early vegetables may be sown.
In the
Soutli of England it may be profitable to sow

but in our dour Northern climate I have
never known it to be so. Geo. H. Co-ptey, Barton Park, Bradford, Yorks.
earlier,

PARSNIP CANKER.
Serious

were caused to Parsnip growers
through the disease known as Parsnip
canker. The subject has since been investigated
by the Food Production Department, and it has
been found that the trouble is not caused by a
special fungus disease, but is due primarily to
the presence of superficial cracks which are
formed in the shoulder of tlie Parsnip root
during the growing season.
The cracks are
losses

last season

formed in great abundance when a spell of wet
weather follows a di-y period during August and
September. In the case of Carrots and Turnips,
somewhat similar cracks become healed over by
the fonnation of a layer of cork, but the Parsnip
root is unable to form this protective layer, with
the result that insects, fungi, and other soil

organisms easily gain entrance and set up decay.
In the most badly affected districts the
trouble has probably been aggravated by faulty
culture, such as over-manuring and lack of lime.
In order to reduce the amount of cracking to a
minimum it is advisable (1) to select moderately
good soil where liming has not been neglected,
and (2) to sow late the end of .\pril rather than
in February or March.
A dressing of salt previous to sowing, 5 cwt. per acre on heavy soil
and up to 10 cwt. per acre on light land, would
also probably prove beneficial.

—

—
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hold

not

themselves

the opinions expressed

responsible

U><

by correspondents.)

The Defertilisation

—

of Flowers by

(*ee p. 4).
The failure of flowers to get
may be due to a variety of causes, as
known to gardeners, but I do not recollect

Insects

fertilised
is

well

anyone having described the cause mentioned
by Mr. Brown.
The depollination of flowers,
used by the same author, is the more correct
term for the action of insects, because those
flowers w-ihich are habitually self-fertilising take
the earliest opportunity of placing the stigma
in contact with the pollen, and after the poUen
tmhe is well protruded and fixed, the depollination of the flowers would be difficult or impossible for insects, and fertilisation follows with
certainty.
Theie are, or were, many seli-fertilising vairieties of Pelargonium zonale and its
hybrids with P. inquinans, also of other species,
wbidh regularly set fruit in the open or under
I have, for many years, watched the
glass.
Syrphidae,
and they are
poUen-devouring
numerous in individuals and species. Pollen is
scarce in the highly des'eloped flowers of Pelargonium in this country at aU times, excapt from
June to Septemiber inclusive. At other timee
only a few of the 5-7 antiljerifercnjs stamens
produce pollen, or none at all. The filaments
seldom even elongate, in species other than the
zonal group, when the light and heat are not
equal to the retjuirements of the plants.
The
poUen-devouriiiig insects are by no means confined to the
Syrphidae, for other Diptera
Most honeybees
and beetles are also guilty.

are assiduous pollen-collectors, and probably no
sajnple of honey in this country is without pollen in its contents, whUe the proportion to
honey is often large. When pollen is plenitiful
the Syrphidae fertilise the flowers as well as
eat the pollen. I ibelieve they are the principal
inseota which se4 the flowers of Veronica speciosa, its hybrids, V. Colensoi, V. pimeJioides,
V. -parvifloira, and nmany others.
Some years
ago very diligenit search failed to find pollen
in the anthers of Saxifraga cernua, visited by
Syrphidae and other Diptera, yet I collected
individoial grains of pollen, belonging to several
other geneira, on the petals and ijvterior of the
flowers, so tiluut, in summer at least, the insects do not niaJiage to devour all the pollen
they carry away by design or accident on their
feet and hairy bodies.
/. F.

CuPRCsaus FORMOSENSis.— In
Mr.

Elwe.s'

may mention

letter

that

in

your

reference

last

issue,

to
-I

plant has not proved
having been either actually
winter killed when about 4 feet high,
or 90 .severelv injured
by frost as to be
rendered wo^thle^ss.
This, of course, is quite
otmsistenit with its
having flourished in the
milder climate enjoyed by mv friends Sir Herbert Maxwell and Mr. "F. R. S. Balfour, at
Mani-eith and Dawyck respectively. T cannot believe that it would ever succeed at Colesiboume.
where your correspondent Mr. H. J. Elwcs has
to com'end with worse soil and climate than
this

hardy at AUlenham,

fall

to

my

lot

in

Hertfordshire.

Although a

close,
heavy clay like mine is one of the
worst locations for all but a small minority
of Conifers, it suffices for about half a dozen
of the genus Pinus, such as P. sylvestris, P.
Cemlbra, P. austriaca, which are pretty satisfactory with me.
No Picea or Abies, however,
cjin be depended upon to ma,kp good growth a.fter
thrair roots have got out of the mould in which
they ha\-e been plantinl into the virgin clay,
though for the first ten or fifteen years of their
life they may
show a promising appearance.
Larch<«, if the ground round them be well
hrokem uip, and if (a very big " if " in our

they eacape serious injury from spring
make useful enough timber, but I doaibt
they would ever make verv old or finie specimens. Indeed, I sihould neither get nor deserve
the im.any interesting visitore whom I have the
ciasel

fiio»ts,
if

pleasure of seeing at Aldenham, if, as in many
enrdena, a pinetu.m we(re the principal featurt.
Virnry Gihhf, Aldrnham, Elstrte.

T"»
in

o-^r>»i»"o

OF

ftpoi Fa.

1

w

«

iiiterfste

Mr, Bcrk-M's r^marku o-n p. 8 on the .<it«rApples, and his com,ment on what he

ing of

ignorance of " the most elementary
rules governing the keeping of fruit." He proceeds to attack the laying out of the fruit in
single layers, remarking that, at Aldenliam, he
does not hesitate to " pile the fruit one on top
of another, even to six or seven layers," emphasising, however, the necessity of their being perfectly sound, and bringing, as a proof of Ihis
case, the condition of the stray fallen Apple
found dui'ing winter under the leaves.
On
p. 5 Mr. Jas. Hudson (of whom it is no disparagement to Mr. Beckett to say his advice
calls

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Editors do

l,The

:
;

is

the

equaUy entitled

to respect) states, in his renot let the fruits

marks on the fruit-room, " Do

touch each other if it can be prevented," and
again, " Be careful in handling, and take up
each fruit separately, so as not to mark it."
ThiLs we have two extreme views from sources
both of which are entitled to the highest respect.
Mr. Hudson, I admit, does not refer
specially to Apples, as Mr. Beckett does, but,
as his remarks are general, it may be taien
who shall
that he includes that fruit.
Alas
decide when such authorities differ?
Not the
present wiriter, for he only follows from afar,
but in view of the importance of the storing of
fruit in the coming season I humibly beg to draw
two
vour attention
to
these
statements.
"'
Puzzled."
!

19
and

old gold Soleil d'Octobre (decorativt), clear
yellow; Purity (decorative), salmon-red and lilac
with apricot-coloured centre
Higida (decorative)
Yellow Star (decorative), sulphur-yellow
Mrs.
White (decorative), rose-carmine; Jo
Ballego (decorative), orange; Salman Queen
;

;

;

;

(decorative), salmon; Dream (decorative), apricot with amiber
Carmen Sylva (decorative),
;

salmon shaded yellowish Ulac

den Cactus), clear yelow

;

;

Brandaris (gar-

Mea Vota

(decorative),

orange-shaded apricot Ada Finch (Anemone-flowered), white and yellow
Marie Cats
(decorative), pure white, centre shaded green;
jiars (decorative), carmine shaded am,%iianith
Sunflower (decorative), dark yellow Buff Queen
(decorative), old gold
shaded with cinnamon
colour; Begonia surpasse Zeppelin, clear orarageclear

;

;

;

red.

Haarlem Trul Gardens.

Certificates of the

Anemone japonica

des Blanches; A. j.
Loreley
A. j. Queen Charlotte
Dahlias
Burgeraeester de Gyselaar
Brennende Liebe
von Hindenbiirg; Halley Thorbecke (Paeonyflowered), pure yellow Dream (decwative), apricot with anilber; Artistique (decorative), rosywhite; Porthos (decorative), lilac; Pink PerfecGerm
tion (decorative), salmon-rose; Louise
(decorative), yellow with apricot; Yellow Star
Requiem (decora(decorative), sulphur-yellow
Kalifsdoohter (gardenvelvety-hrown
tive),
Cactus), carmine rose; Ana (Collerette), rose,
collerette white; Melody (Collerette), purple,
collerette white; Senate (Collerette). orange-scarVelours d'Utrecht (single).
let, collerette yellow
dark velvety-purple; Crawley Star (Star), lilacrose and brown Golden Glory (small-flowered).
clear orange; White Pearl (decoi'ative), pure
white; Titanic (decorative), lilac; Worth Star
Ciieaate

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

8aLvi« splendens v«p. purpurea -In the
Chronicle of December 1, p. 218.
I
drew attention to a ruddy purple form
of Salvia splendens which had originated as
a sport in the Camhridge Botanic Garden,
ilr. Watson, of Kew, to whom I have forwarded
a specimen, is well acquainted with it. It was
(iardeiiers'

Kew from a Continental nursery, probably that of Messrs. Haage and Schmidt, and
it is included
in their catalogue as S. splendens var. purpurea.
Mr. Watson informs me
that it comes true from seed.
The above information I give for thos? who may be interested.
The origin of tihe Continental plant
appean* to be unrecorded, but as the same thing
has appeared as a sport at Cambridge it pro
baihly originated in the same way.
P. Trwhi
Lynch.
sent to

soci£:ti£:s.

;

;

;

(Star), rose.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.
DKcicMBErt

6.

Cnmin.ittee

pre/fc.nt:

The Rev.

J. Crombleholme (in the chair), Mesisa-s. R. Asliworth. I). A. Cowan, J. Cypher, A. G. EUwood,
A. R. Handley, A. Haniiier. J. Howes, A. J.
Keeling, .1. Lupton, D. McLeod, W. Shackleton, II. Tliorp, and H. Arthur (secretary).

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

GENERAL BULB GROWERS' OF HAARLEM^
We are informed that the following awards
have been made by the respective committees of
the General Bulb Growers' Society of Haarlem.
Holland, during July, August, September, and
October. 1917

Ciiltleiid

white flower with purple marks on
from John Hartley, Esq.

lip,

Awards

:—

orange-red
Velthuys
Mrs. Frank
Pendleton,
creamy-white shaded ro.se. with
purple-red spots
Dahlias
sulphurea (decorative), sulphur-yellow; Vauubaak
(decorative),
scarlet and orange; E. F. Hawes (Cactus), dark
velvety -pui^le Velours d'TTtrecht (single), dark
velvety-purple
Franz
Lud'wig
(PaeonyScarletta,

;

;

;

:

;
;

flowered), clear mauve; and Pres.
(decorative), Ulac-rose.

Awards

Washington

tlie

of Merit.

Hraxso-Cnttleya Penelope (Dii/hyniin (jiijfi-f
Fnhin], Odontoglossum (Ihtdyfs (rlrrhoKiim

FiRST-ci.Ass Certificates.
Gladioli
primulinus
shaded brick-red
Mrs.

Helen Langleij The Knowle var.
Undine
X Myrn Peelers), a.

{Diisfelfiorfei

large

X
X

crispoHirrTyamtm), Cymbidiiim Schtegclii Axhworth's var., Odontioda Miir.i, and licnnnlhera

from R. Ashworth, Esq.
Cypripedium Formidable (Masternanum X
Alport.
Alpha, and Laelio0.

Clarkei, all

Alc'ihiadex),

Cattleya Jacinth (C. Trianae

X

L.-C. Pizairro),

from 6. (Jhatrix. Esq.
Cypripedium Col. Hennah (Leeanum Clinkaherryanum X Aniinoiis], from the Hon. Robert
James.
var.,
Tjaeli.o-Cattleya Bella alba Beardwood
Col. Sir J. Rutherford, Bart., M.P.

from

of Merit.

Gladiolus primulinus Hesperia, salmon; G. p.
Lactitia, salmon-rose;
G. p. Salmonea,
clear
salmon-red
G. p. Jane, yellow witlh clear salmon markings; G. p. Maiden's Blush, salmonrose spotted white;
G. p. Sylphide, apricot,
spotted clear yellow; G. Lena.' purple, spotted
brown; G. Lily Lehmann ; G. Red Canna, dark
purplish-red; G. Yellow Standard, vellowishgreen shaded lilac G. Goliath. G. Mrs! K. Velthuys, G. Prince of Wales, G. Aurora, G. Golden
West, G. Mr. Mark, G. Liebe.ifeuer, G. War,
G. Nora; Dahlias Penserosa (decorative), lilacrose:
La Reine
milk-white:
(decorative),
Renselaer (decorative), dark velvetv-red
Moor
(Paeony-flowered), dark brown; Melody (Collerette), clear purple-violet, collar pure white, from
seeds: Cunera (decorative), lilac and creamywhite; Mont Blanc (deoorativp), pure-white,
shaded rose; Adagio (Collerette). rose-violet,
;

;

:

;

collar

cream; Orange King (decorative), amber

®bttuari2.
Oscar H. Will.- In

the

course

ol

.m

iibituarv notice of the late Oscar H. Will. c)i' the
lirni of' Oscar H. Will and Co., Bismarck, N.D.,
the American- Florist (September 15, 1917) refers
to the fact that it is due to Mr. Will's work in

plant-breeding that North Dakota and Montana
are now able to produce between 10,000,000 and
20,000,000 bushels of corn annually, where 20
years ago they produced only a few hundred
bushels.
Mr. Will's experiments were based on
varietie.? of corn which he obtained from the
Dakfit.i Indians, flnd from these varieties he raiser'
a number of strains suitable for growing in the
climate of the N.W. States.

—
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CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

sowing Oats vaaiefl in different localities
fanmera still favow hand-sowing, and

Oats.

some

;

with

taken the place of hand-sowing, especially where
the acreage is lai'ge.
Twenty acres can easily be sown Ln one day
with two hoi'ses one horse will drag one 15-feet
machine on a fiat sui'face. Many adhere to the
drill, aaid for even disitiibution of the seed no

an increase of milk. For calves,
Oats are valuable feed. For ewes and
lambs Uiey are valuable, as they increase
When
the quantity of milk in the mother.
fed to poultry nothing is better for laying Jiens,
and when ground wliole for fattening chickens,
and especially turkeys, Oats aid considerably
in putting on flesh of high quality, particularly
white in colour and fine in texture. Oats
are also good food for pigs, either used whole
The straw is valuable as fodder
or as meal.
some farmers even use Oat stnaw
for catJtle
in the place of Hay tor horses, but I do not think
it has the same value.
The straw is also fed
largely to store cattle in wintei', and appreciated' by tlhe animals when hiarveeted Ln good

sary

giving

too,

;

;

method

is

better,

but

in

some

soils t/he

neces-

preparation of the land is not easy, and
often, when the necessary tilth is ob-

too
tained,
ferred
strong

all

rain falls, and sowing lias to be defor days or even
weeks.
I
am a
believer in the Massey-Harris Cultiva-

with a seed-box attached, which drops tlhe
seed evenly in front, and the aotion of cultito(r,

Basic Sl.\g for Tomatos
H
l!;i.--ic
.sbig
C.
is not quickly soluble, and would nut be sujtable as an ingredient for manure water. Y'our
suggestion to mix the slag with the soil of
the iborder should be adopted, applying it at
the rate of 4 oz. to the square yard. Superphosphate is a quicker-acting phosphatic
manure, or you may use bone meal with the
:

Wi'h good cultivation Oats yieJd heavily,
although no kind of cultivation no matter how
good can assure good quality of grain if the
weather is unfavourable in the growing season
No cereal crop is so amenor at harvesit-time.
a.ble to the effect of stimulative food as the Oat.
Sulphate of ammonia sown at the jiroper time
gives beneficial results, and for quite a moderate
outlay.
Nitrate of soda is probably more beneficial, but obtaining this feriiliser in bulk is now

the

weather

and

method

of

cultivation.

ihe

heaviest and best quality crops are, as a rule,
obtained from early sowing, although even
this
method
may be good or bad, according to circumstances such as situation,

heavy

and light soil, wet and diy sites.
In the South of England some of the best
Oats are grown from seed sown in February,
especially on chalk soils, whereas if the same
land was sown in April and a dry season followed, tile growth would be poor and the crop
and quality inferior. In chalk soils, therefore,
an

early start is inipei-ative.
With ordinary
cultivatiim the Oat crop varies in its yield from
40 to 60 bushels per acre.
When the latter
figure is ubtainedi, and that is not excessive
Oats of good quality weighing not less than
40 lbs. per buslhel it is easily seen that the Oat
crop is remunerative at the present Groverniment
price of 43s. 9d. per quarter.
Oats may be
grown in succession to many other crops. Perhaps the best results are obtained after a good
crop of Wheat, with the land clean and in good

—

heart.

Following a Wheat crop, the ground can be
ploughed early in autumn and a good surface
olbtained.
The Oats are tflien sown on a
.itale fallow
in Feibruai-y without any further
ploughing preparation.
Good Oat crops may
al.i^o
be obtained after Potatos or Mangolds.
Oats are also usually a success after she^p fed
roots or Rape, especially when sown, early, .the
iploug.hiiig being done quickly behind the sheep
in March.
THie freshly ploughed land usually
provides a good tilth for the seed.
As a rule Wheat is sown on Clover ley, al
though some prefer Oats for this rotatioai, because, when the leys aJ'e reserved for winter
tilth

ploughing, it provides work for the horses when
the fallows are too wet to be interfered witli
the ley giround is then in good condition iby the
action of frost at tlhe end of February or early
in March to receive the Oais.
The method of
;

flowers

in

The quality of
it.
J.
Daffodils,
Hyacinths, and
a great measure on the
plants received in the pre:

vating

Tulips

uniform

cultivation the
vious year, and on the character of the
weather.
If the condit'ons were not favourable
in
the
previous season
the flowers
would be of inferior quality, whilst smallsized
bulbs often give small flowers.
In
the
case
of
well-ripened
bulbs
of
first
size weak liquid manure may be given from
the comimencement of forcing, but it would
not be necessary if fertilisers were added to
the soil.
In the case of Daffodils a muoh
greater factor in success is attention in watering.
There should be no stint of moisture
in the
atmosphere or at the ixxits of the
plant.
In the early days of Daffodil forcing
great losses were sustained owing to insuif(icient
supplies
of
root-moisture and
airmoisture.

the soil paiitly
buries the see<j at a
depth.
How much harrowing is required after sowing the seed depends upon such
ciroumstances as light or heavy soils, and of
comimitting the seed in the various manners indicated.
After the drill and cultivator once harrowing is sufficient if there is a good surface
tilth.
For reasons of space I must postpone
further remarks on Oats until next week in the
meantime, do not let us overlook the extreme
value of the cTOp. E. Molyneux.
:

—

out of the question.
Where grass land is to be broken up in the
spring Oats will give a better return than any
other crop, cei'tainly more than any other cereal.
The roots of th« Oat plant appear to revel in
Uieiwly
broken up gna,ss, partly decayed, esipecially when wirewojim is not present.
The yield of the Oat crop varies, like all
cereals, according to circumstances, including

.

coimpo'St.

Feeding Forced Bulbs

cond)ition.

—

12, 1918.

marked success, but the broadcaster machine,
which covers a space of ZU feet, has lai'gely

From a utilitanian point of view the Oat
crop is aJiead. even of Wheat, in the many
uses to which it can be applied in nonnal
times. As food for horses in bard work good
Oats are the mainstay. For cows in milk
no food is better than Oats when crushed
for

[January

LAW NOTE.
YEW-l'UI.SONIXU OF ANIMALS.
The death of grazing animals through eating
Yew trees has given rise to many
law suits.
It has been established for many

the leaves of

years that where the tree stands on ground belonging to .someone other than the owner of the
field in which the animal was grazing, but overhangs such field so as to bring the branches of
the Yew within the reach of the animal, the
owner of the tree is liable for the injury done
to the an'mal.
It is interesting to learn, however, from an
article in .S7«ii«' Gazette, of December 26, 1917.
lliat an exception to this rule of liability is to
be found where the owner of the Yew tree is the
landlord of the field in which the animal is
grazing.
This was established, it seems, in the

Appeal Court

last

November.

The

plaintiff

:

;

—

decision on this point, as
a valuable precedent.

—

it

would have proved

in

Licence for Seed Export
J. IT. '/'. Write to
the Board of Trade, Export
Department,
Whitehall, London.
:

Mouse

I'mnomi.

:

short-tailed field

The animal is an albino
mouse or field vole (Aa'vioola

agrestis).

Pears Becoming Sokt and Woolly Before
Ripening
There are a few varieH. J. O'.
ties of Peai-s which go soft and rot inside
:

before they are obviously ripe, notably Jersey
Clratioli.
These should be used when they are
just off the baldness of unripe fruit. But if
all your varieties behave the same, the complaint is not a familiar one.
It may point to
a lack of moisture in the soil in the latter
you
might
part of tlhe season, and
try a few

had

taken from the defendant the lease of a field
adjoining other grounds owned by the defendant.
A mare was put out to grass in this field, and
ate, with fatal results, of
a Yew tree which
overhung the field, but was standing in the
landlord's garden.
It was held that as the defendant could not prove that the Yew was not
already overhanging the field when he took it.
and that therefore he took the field with his
eyes open, as it were, he must take the responsibility for whatever danger existed there.
It may be enquired whether a landlord is
under no obligation, w^hen he lets a piece of land,
ti see that tliere is nothing on his own land
which will be injurious to that which he has let.
It appears that the answer is in the negative
the contention being that a tenant must use his
own eyes, and judge for himself when viewing
the land before taking a lease whether or not
there is anything on it. or in close proximity to
it, which will be dangerous or noxious.
If" the
plaintiff in the case referred to took a field with
a poisonous shrub near it, he could not afterwards claim damages because the shrub caused
injuiy to his mare.
Had the circumstances been slightly different
there would have been another line of attack open
to the plaintiff, and that ls. that the tree was
n.it overhanging the field when he took it, but
became overhanging during his tenancy.
In
point of fact the plaintiff was not able to pursue
this line, as he had no evidence to produce
but
the opinion was expressed in the Court .of Appeal though not given as a decision
that probably, in the case of the danger having arisen
after tile lease had been taken, the defendant
woiJd have been liable for tlie death of the mare,
iii spite of
his favoured position as the landlord
Tt is a pity that the absence of
of the plaintiff.
evidence prevented the (^ourt from coming to a

depends

experiments on different ix>ws or trees, as fol(1) A good mulching with rotten fanmyard mianure (2) a dressing of 4 lbs. of nitrate
of soda or sulphate of ammonia (the former
from choice, if obtainable) per square perch
of land
(3) the same quantity of agricultural
salt
(4) liberal watering when the fruit is
lows

.

:

;

;

;

matuninig.

The Propagation of Certain Hardy
and Shrubs

Trees

H. W. Aralia chinensis and A.
spinosa may be increased by seeds, but seeds
do not always mature in this counti-y. Both
species may be propagated by suckers as well
as by cutting the stout roots into pieces 3-4
inches long and planting them in boxes in
gentle warmth during February or Maivli.
l3aphne Mezereum is raised from seeds, which
are best sown immediately they are ripe.
They germinate freely in a moist soil out-ofCold,' wet, heavy soils ai'e not suitdoors.
Hamamelis arborea and H. japonica
able.
Zuccariniana are generally increased by grafting in February and early March on weJlSelect
virginica.
estalblished plants of H.
well-ripened scions and place them in a warm
occaoverhead
case and syringe the shoots
sionally.
H. virginica, the common siwcies, is
two
The
out-of-doors.
raised from seeds sown
first-named cannot be depended upon to come
or
year
a
which
often
take
true from seeds,
more to germinate. There is no book dealing
exL-lusiveiy with the propagation of hardy
ornamental trees and shrubs, but the propagation of many of the species is dealt with in
general works on hardy trees and shrubs.
:

Communications Received.
iMi-
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that time more generally cultivated, and,
taken as a whole, perhaps none were more
beautiful.
Tricky plants to grow these
Heaths are, especially the hairy-leaved,
hard-wooded species.
In their best days
only a few gardeners really succeeded with
them, they are so exacting with respect to
water at the root and ventilation.
It is a
pity they have lost favour, though they
would have a poor chance in these times
of hustle and high-pressure culture.
A
few species are still grown at Kew, chiefly
such as those grown for market.
The
curator of Kirstenbosch, Cape Town, ought
to get together a collection of those Heaths,
which are the Rhododendrons of South
Africa.

many

poor-looking things are
is not always easy to
furnish a convincing answer.
Some plants
oarry a good character in their faces, but
a great many possess no charm for the
eye: their labels are the key to their virtues.
Sir Joseph Hooker, when he wa.s
director, loved to walk in the gardens and
to talk plants, and even he often failed
to recognise the cultivated examples
their
labels were needed to set him discoursing
on their botanical or economic peculiarities.
In his younger days he was somewhat prone to take a detailed interest in
matters cultural, but he learned in time
that the art of the grower is not acquired
by collecting nor yet by studying plants
botanically.
Few botanists have ever
shone as cultivators.

and

it

Hard-wooded

greenhouse shrubs less
years ago occupied a prominent
favourite garden plants.
It
is surprising how many good things have
entirely gone.
In the 'eighties there was
plenty of interest in indoor plants. Nurserymen wore keen on them, many sfood

than

place

Collections of species representative of
the genera and orders of the vegetable
kingdom are grown at Kew, whereas in
non-Ix>taiiical establishments onlv attrac-

.

.

Hardy fruit garden, the
22

ask why so
cultivated,

—

Societies—

.Ulotment holders, com-

Gardeners have been known to
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Plums, winter hiida of .;
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UXDKK
desire of the Editors,
lliu

abovt;

heailiiig,
it is

aiiil

In

proposed

to describe in tlie following series
of articles some of the objects of interest
to Ix! seen at Kew in each month of the
year, and therebj* to satisfy, in .some de-

gree at least, the desire e.xprt.ssed by Sir
Herbert Maxwell in the concluding article
of his most interesting series of letters on
" A Galloway Garden."
In

January, even Kew

is

under

tlie spell

Plants generally are at rest,
tiiough every week produces evidences
spring
of
revival,
and a walk
the
through the grounds reveals, to the gardener especially, much tint is interesting.
Uhododendrons everywhere show proiiii.M.'
of a great display of bloom.
The weather
last year was to their liking, pilenty of rain
and not too much sunlight and heat, affording just those conditions which these
mountain shrubs enjoy. The plants in the
Dell look exceptionally promising, and so
do the Azaleas in the glade near by.
Chinese Rhododendrons now occupy a
separate area near King William's Temple,
and they also flourished last year. It is, of
course, too early to pass judgment on their
liorticultural
qualities, especially
with
respect to hardiness.
Many of the species
are growing happily in the open in ordinary conditions at Kew, and they are
of winter.

Ft

;.

11.

— BI'DDLEIA

[Pliotograph by E.

ASIATICA

(See

is

more or

less

and

varieties in the spirit of the

collector of postage stamps,

preciate the "botanical " plants that are

China.

when probably 200 species and hybrids
were grown in the Cape House.
They

The most striking object in the Bei-beris
is the new flagpole, which is waiting
to be sot up where the old one .stood.
It
isa magnificent "stick," as the Canadians
call

it.

Popular feeling favours

its erection in time to carry the flag of victory.

Who

will set it up, and how it will lie
done, are questions often asked.
Kew is a museum of living plants, and,
like all museums,
it contains a large
number of objects that possfts,s no apparent

'

and they ap-

grown at Kew.
Capo Heaths were an
in

winter at

Kew

attractive feature
thirty years or so ago,

all disappeared, partly because the
plants are no longer in fashion, but chiefly,
so far as Kew is concerned, because the art
of growing them has gone.
The collection
was a good one sixty years ago, as is shown
by an illustration in Wanderinris at Kew.
by P. H. Gos.se, published in 1856, who
speaks of the collection of Heaths of the
Cape of Good Hope as being a very fine
one.
He also says that few plants were |)t

Wariit.

visitors to

true of the other collec-

There are fanciers who cultivate

species

J.

FLOWERS WHITE.

private collections were kept up, and many
Kew displayed a knowledge and
love of them which rarely shows it.self now.
Mr. Elwes keeps tlie flag flying, and Sir
Frederick Moore, of Glasnevin, and Mr.
Lynch, of Cambridge, retain still a liking
for a good indoor plant that is not an
Orchid.
Nurserymen cannot afford tx>
stock plants that nobody wants, ,so they
have ceased to bother about Aroids, Palms,
Ferns, Dracaenas, Crinums, Marantas,
Crotons, Dipladenias, Boronias, Aphelexis,
Correas, and the many other champions of
former days. Were it not for Orchids we
might look upon indoor decorative gardening as having parted with all elegance

There are, for
example, over a thousand sjjecies of
Orchids in the living collection at Kew,
not a quarter of which number would be
passed as good garden plants.
And this
tions.

:

22.)

tive plants find a place.

worth watching by gardener.s interested in
what wilil most likely eventually prove th<'
most valuable of the evergreen shrubs from

Dell

p.

have

and

taste.

A

tour through the plant houses at Kew
even in .January affords much enjoyment
who have eyes to see and are not
without knowledge of the vegetable kingdom. The great Palms, Cycads, Pandanads, and other striking representatives of
tropical vegetation appeal to most people;
lie collection of Agaves, Aloes, Cacti, and
to those

I
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dry-country plants
the Ferns, of
which the number of representatives is
very large; and the less tropical trees and
shrubs in the great Temperate House are
all nationaj treasures in their way,
and
iiught to be a.s greatly prized as the collections in the British Museum, which have
lieen the subject of discussion in the Press

up and planted with vegetables. The whole
of the flower garden in front of the Palm
House will be used foi- a crop of Onions,

lately.

varieties resistant to

otlier

;

and Cypripediunis in the Orchid department are good,
though the fogs in the first week of tlie
Ipomoea
])reseut month injured them.

The Calanthes,

with

Rriggsii,

crimson

its

flowers,

Laelias,

long sprays of bright
is
the best
climber

T

Range, as Brownea Crawfordii is the most showy of the big
shrubs in the Palm House.
Acacia dealthe
bata,
Luculia
gratissima,
and
Malayan Rhododendrons are the pick
of the plants in flower in the Temperate
House. A noteworthy winter gr?enhou.se
plant is Begonia Sanderae.
It is in the
in

way

the

B.

of

semperflorens magnifica,

but

and the flowers are a plowing scarlet.
This is a new hybrid, which was
sent by Messrs. Sanders from the Briiges
shorter,

nursery, together with other precious "efugee plants, soon after the war began.

There is always a .show of flowers of some
kind in No. 4, but .January and August
ai'e its two " off " months.
Veitch's winter-flowering Begonias (.socotrana x tul>erosa) were the glory of the hoiise throughout December, and they are still good. The
.secret of their cultivation is to keep them
free from mite, and this is easily done by
sulphur fumigation, using for the purpose
the vapori.ser and preparation supplied
bv Mr. J. T. Campljell, Manchester.
Until we were made acquainted with
tliis
mite destrover these Begonias, as
well as many otlier indoor plants, were
often spoilt, the watering-pot, ventilator,
or defective fertilisers being suspected.
Begonia socotrana is still worth a place
as a winter-flowering plant.
So also is
the Kew type of Primula sinensis.

Pycnostachys Dawei is good this year,
but
is
Coleus
thyrsoideus
unhappy,
whereas formerly it was one of the wintei'
suoc6s.ses at

Kew.

grown

in

pots outside

all

summer,

and

housed in October, coming into bloom in
December.
The flowers are in catkinlike
racemes,
white
and
deliciously
fragrant.
Another good winter plant is

Columnea magnifica, as it is easily
grown in a cool house or frame, makes
shapely pot specimsens in a year, and
is

in

flower

Boinarea

for

WART
A

about

two

months.
bloom, its

patacoc«nsis is in
rope-like .stems twining aWut the girders
of the roof, from which the flower-heads
hang like clusters of red Honeysuckle.

Last year some of the flower-beds and
borders were devoted to Cabbages, Turnips, Beet. Kohl Rabi, Cauliflowers, and
other vegetables, which were sold to the
employees, who were thus provided witli
fresh, wholesome vegetables at reasonable
prices.
It is intended this year to grow
more, and altogether about 6 acres of lawn
and flower-bed will be ploughed or dug

DISEASE OF POTATOS.

V.4LUABLE

summary

of the trials of

wart disease

is

con-

tained in the Jounud of the Board of
Aijricidture.* As is now well known, certain varieties of Potato are so susceptible to
this disease that it is useless to attempt to
grow them on land infected with the species
of the wart disease organism, Chrysophlictis endobiotica.
By a stroke of even-

handed

justice which nature by no means
always displays, other varieties are enresistant to the disea.se.
It
is
therefore possiMe to continue to use land
infected with the disease for the cultivation of the Potato crop.
Needless to say,
the use of infected land, even when immune
varieties only are cultivated, is always
likely to lead to the spread of the disease,
for immune varieties grown on infected
land, allthough they have no disease in
them, may well carry the spores of the
disease on their coats.
Mixed with the

tirely

19, 1918.

but we believe that there are few,

if any,
tubers of this variety to be had at present.
Seedling No. 1 (Gardener) and Crown
JeweJ (Toogood) are other early varieties.
Of .second early varieties tested by the
Board of Agriculture at Ormskirk in"l917
and found to be immune, the folllowing
may be mentioned
King George, a
heavily cropping variety, but not of the
first quality; Great Soot, too well known
to require description here, and later than
King George; Sir Douglas Haig and
Southampton Wonder, similar to Great
Scot; The Ally, a heavy cropper of fine
quality.
Other second early immunes are
Conquest, Mr.
Breese, Border
Queen,
Snowball, and The Duchess.
The list of immune main crop varieties
includes Abundance, and the numerous
varieties of that type Langworthy, What's
:

—

:

Wanted, Golden' Wonder, Rob Roy, The
Lochar and Lein.ster Wonder, The Templar,
.several coloured rounds or ovaJs, such as
Kerr's Pink Shamrock, White City, St.
Malo Kidney and Majestic. A full list of
these immune varieties is published in Food

dirt on the lifted tubers, these spores will
infallibly lead to an outbreak of the disease if they are planted with the immune

Production Leaflet No. 21, to be obtained
free on application to the Board of Agricultiire.
Needless to say, those whose land
is not in infected areas should refrain from
I'lanting immune varieties,
except for
.seed-raising purposes, as it is important

This indeed is one of the chief means
whereby the disease has spread, and is
spreading, and it will require well-con-

that all the available seed .should be at the
disposition of those whas<^ land is infected
with Wirt di.sea.se.

.seed.

sidered and resolute action if the distribution of this disease throughout the whole
of the country is to be prevented.

ORCHID

There is no need to insist upon the extreme importance of Iseing prepared for
such an eventuality, and evidently the
existence of immune varieties enables preparations to be made. It is evident that
if no risks are to be run provision must
be made for there always to be available
more than enough .seed, of immune varieties, to plant the whole of the areas infected
with the disease. This evidently means the
working up of very large stocks of the best
varieties of " immunes."
The .sceptical may be inclined to ask,

"

Buddleia asiatica (see fig. 11) is worth
knowing as a greenhouse shrub. It is

Watson.

ir.

[January

How do you know

that

immune

.an

variety will always remain immune? " Altliough it is not possible to return an ab.solutely C/Onfident an.swer to this awkward
question, yet it is encouraging to observe
that all the evidence so far obtained goes
to .show that immunity is an absolute, and
not a relative, quality.
An immune
variety remains immune so far as experi-

—

—

ments go even when it has lost vigour by
Imving been grown in \insuitabl© .soil or
di.sfcricts.
Of early kinds, the number of
immune varieties is none too many. They
include Al (Sutton), a round, mediumsized, white-skinned, 3'ellow-fleshed variety,

moderate cropper. Early
Early Border, is simiJar to Al
a

Prolific,
.

or

Resi.stant

Snowdrop (Dobbie), a kidne3' with white
.skin and fle.sh, a good cropper of fairly
good quality, and Edzel Blue, a round,
a good
with coloured skin, white flesh
cropper and of excellent quality, recommended highly for gardens and allotments.
;

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LAELinCATTLEYA IRENSIS USK
PRIORY VARIETY.
A

FINE flower of this cross between Cattleya
Dowiana aurea) and LaelioIris (bicolor x
Cattleya bletchleyensis (C. Warscewiczii x L.
tenebrosa) is sent us by R. Windsor Rickards,
Esq.. Usk Priory, Monmouthshire. It measures
65 inches across, and the petals are 2 inches
wide the whole flower is compact in shape, ajid
has a pecidiar g'low in the colour <A the lip.
The sepals and petals axe light yeUow with a
The
slight veining of rose on the outer halves.
lip. which discloses C. bicolor in its short side
lobes and pronounced median isthmus, and C.
Warscewiczii in its expanded front lobe, is
bright crim«on, changing to light pui^ple towards
the crimped margin of tJhe front lobe the side
lobes bear yellow lines from base to margin.
The very stout column is white, tinged with
The flower ivviolet on the upper surface.
sembles a very fine Cattleya Adula in its general
aspect, but Laelia ten^^brosa gives depth of
colour to the lip.
;

;

LAELIO-OATTLEYA

EUPHENO.

F. C. Puddle, gardener to W. H. St.
Scampston Hall, Rillington,
Quintin,
Esq.,
Yorkshire, sends a flower of a new hybrid between L.-C. Prince Leopold (C. chocoensis x
L. cinnabarina) and Cattleya Dowiana aurea,
wliich makes another useful addition to the

Mr.

hybrids with various shades of yellow and red.
The flower, which is 6 inches across, has sepals
and petals of orange colour, with a copper
tint
the lip, with the side lobes well advanced
before the coliurm and recurved at the tips, is
distinctly narrowed in the middle and only
moderately expanded in the front lobe the colour
is blood-red, with yellow lines from tlie base to
the centre, where they merge in a yellow tint,
running into the deep-red, front lobe.
;

;

—

.Iantary
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BUDS

THE WINTER ASPECT OF THE
OF PLUMS.

Tilt sysU-iii;ilii-' |ioiii.il.ij;i,-^t i-s alway.s on tlio
look-out for some simple character which will be
Such a, charof use in diagnosing varieties.
aj:ter must obviously be constant and distinct,
and if possible one that is available the whole
year. In Plums the presence or absence of down
on the stems is a useful guide, but a close examination shows that even this is not quite so constant as might be wished. Many of the varieties
to
the
with " smooth " shoots, according
.

pomologists, will be found to be slightly downy
in parts, especially just above the axillary buds,
and a minute examination will reveal a series
which pass from the smooth to the downy in a
graded order. The study of tree cliaracters has
never been given in this country the attention it
deserves, and it is therefore to French authors
we turn in a search for a character which will
be more constant than downiness and one equallyavailable during the winter. This will be found
"
As a "telescoped
in the bud and its support.
and undeveloped shoot the bud should not have
had so many opportunities to vary as have such
structures as the leaf and flower. This is quite
borne out by the facts, so that we may say that
the bud in winter state is the most constant
It might be excharacter of any on the tree.
pected that all Plums of a similar character
would sihow resemblances also in the buds, but
If we take the so-called Gages
this is not so.
(."see fig. 12), it will be seen that they differ among
themselves in a remarkable manner. The prominent "support," which is the remains of the
tissue carrying the vascular bundles to the leaf,
is a cfharaeter usually associated with this class,
but it is by no means always sufficient to assist
identification.
In suoh varieties as Golden Es-

peren and Reine Claude de Bavay it is not more
marked than in the ordinary Plums. In Coe's
Golden Drop, Late Transparent Gage and Ange-

The size of the
it is very marked.
a considerable difference, being very
Denniston's
Superb,
Green
Gage
and
the
small
and large in Late Transparent and Oullin's
Gage. TJie shape is perhaps the most striking
The short, rounded, conical forms,
feature.
lina

Burdett

buds

.show,s
in

Angelina Burwith a neatly
the bud scales
In other
are closely applied to each other.
fcii-ms, as Early Transparent Gage and Oullin's,
they are untidily wrapped, as the figure of the
former well shows. The curved form of Golden
Transparent is very characteristic and is not
fonnd, .so far as I know, in other varieties. The
diipction taken by the bud, if closely applied
to the wood or leaning away from it, is a very
constant character, and varies only in that the
lower buds on the .thoot exaggerate this tendency
Cop's Golden Drop is a good example.
a liUle.
while Late Transparent Gage shows the opposite
c.vtreme.
The buds may also be downy or
smooth, or in some cases the scales arc edgetl
with hair. Other points, suoh as the shape of
the leaf .scar, and the ridges left by the vascular
Turning to other
bundles, will be noticed.
classes of Plums, the small conical bud of Pond's
Seedling and the loosely wrapped and oval Belle
de Louvain could not be confu&ed in the winter
as

Count

in

are

(h'tt.

Althann's

usually

wrapped appearance

and

associated

— that

is,

state.

Damsons, too, the differences are
marked the round, downy bud of Fareleaning away from the wood could
not be confused with the smooth buds of Bradley's King and Prune Damson, while another
downv hud. Frogniore Damson, would be readily
picked out by its large size, vertical position
and its iprnniinent support.
In

the

I'cHKillv

leigh

;

Damson

Space will not permit the presentation of drawings of many types, but those shown will establish the fact that these bud clnracters are of
some considcraljlc utilitv for diaijnostic purposes.
/;.

.1,
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THE EFFECT OF ONE GROWING PLANT
ON ANOTHER.

23

also said that Flax and Onions may fail if
iwn too often on the .same land.
Put Ihrsr
^imply ohservations which. <'\c\\ if mnocl.
iniL;lil
lia\p some other explanatii>n
no <lircit
experimental evidence is forthcoming.
The view that plants excrete poisonous sub
stances has been revived by the experiments of
ilr. Spencer Pickering recently described in the
<:'airlfiierf'
Chriwirh.
Plants were found to
suffer considerable diminution in growth if they
received water that had washed part of the roots
of another growing plant.
The effect seems to
be quite general the washings from the roots of
it

is

'.;r.

•ii>'

;

Fuo.M liiiu' iiiiiiioiiiuriiil gardencis liuu- been
convinced that certain plants injure others, and
in

many

cases

it is

firmly believed that the harm-

mouths, if not
good' gardeners are as convinced of the reality of '' Onion sickness " ot
soil as they are of the reality of the Onion itself.
This body of opinion has gradually crystallised
and has led to the view that plants excrete something from their roots which is poisonous to other
plants of the same kind, though not necessarily
ful effect persists in the soil for

years.

Thus many

to plants of a different kind.

There are fashions in science as in other walks
and for a long period it was customary to
regard the plant as being completely analogous to
the animal.
On this view it was only natural
to e.xpect a poisonous excretion, and consequently
there was full harmony between the man of
science and the practical man.
In more recent years, however, a good deal
of doubt has been thrown on the idea of a poison
ous excretion, and it has been shown that con
siderable difficulties ari.se in accepting this view. In a good grass
field, for e.xample, the plants are
as crowded as they can be, and
yet they show no signs of "sickness " or of being poisoned.
If
the soil is poor, they may, of
course, go hungry, but that can be
remedied by the addition of suitable fertilisers; there is nothing
in the appearance of the plants
to suggest that any other factor is
concerned.
On the other hand. Dr. Whitney, the chief of the Bureau of
.Soils of the United States
Department of Agriculture, pul)lished some years ago the view
that plants do excrete a toxic substance. wliicJi, liowever, may be
precipitated or otherwise thrown
out of action by fertilisers. The
fact.
Uierefore, that fertilisers
improve plant gi^owth is not taken
solely to show that they provide
plant food
it is supposed
that
they also have this, and perhaps
other effects as well.
of life,

;

growing Mustard checked the growth of JIustard
grass checked the growth ot frnit trees, and so
on.
Further experiments established the highly
interesting point that these washings lost thenpoisonous quality very quickly, so that they would
not necessarily affect the soil after plant growth
had ceased. Thus the experiments are quite consistent with the Rothamsted field experiments
;

just described.

.\nother set ot Rothamsted experiments, howappears to be more difficult to reconcile
with Mr. Pickering's results. Dr. Brenchley has
for some time been growing Wheat alone, weeds
ever,

;

This view was seriously controverted both in England and in the
I'nited States, but, like other con
troversies carried on in a friendly
iillin'>^
spirit, it led to a great clarification
of ideas, and to a considerable
amount of work which has proved very helpful,
and has resulted in a considerable advan<e of
knowledge.
In the main, the British investigators have
taken the view that there is no evidence of a,
persistent toxic excretion. This seems to be indi
cated by the Rothamsted experiments.
;\t the
present time the famous Broadbath field is carrying its 75th succ«s.sive crop ot Wheiit, and the
plants look remarka<bly well, fully as good
as any on the farm, and better than a good deal
The crop of Mangolds
of Wheat in the district.
that has just been pulled is the 42nd in succession, and it is well above the average, and indeed
has not often been exceeded during the whole
Similarly, Barley has been grown for 57
period.
years in succession, again without any sign of
suffering.
Leguminous crops, however, cannot
be grown in this way, and after a short jieriod
they fail so far as experimental evidence goe.*
they are the only crops that will not grow year
after year on the same land.
There are observa;

tions to the effect that other crops fail also

;

it

will make magnificent
a freshly cleared wood (pro
vided the soil is suitable: c.;/., the clay patches
on the Downs), for one year, but not afterwards;

is

said

that

growth on the

Foxglove
soil of

Fig. 12.-

-winter buds of plums.

,.t

fillfc'e.

II.

linl'U'

Wheat mingled with weeds, and
some highly interesting results.'
Hlack Bent or Spurry were grown
with Wlieat they made less growth th»in when
gi'own alone; the Wheat, on the other liaiul,
This
ma<ie more growth per individual plant.
doe.s not mean, of course, that Wheat shoukl
always be grown with weeds; the plant wouUl
have .(l(»ne better had no weed been pre.wnt
iiwleed, otiher planits grown witliout weeds did
do better but it suffered less from the presence ot these weeds than it would have done
from an equal number ot Wheat plants.
In
these experiments Spurry proved moire Imimiul
alone, and also

has cbta'ned

When Poppy,

—

than tlie others, its straggling habit smothei-i'iig
the young Wheat, giving it a bad check from
which it never properly recovered.
Chark»ck

and Wheat settled down to some sort of equineither gaining the mastery over the

librium,
other.

So far as could be seen, however, the effect
solely one of comi>etition for food, and it
made no difference to the individual Wheat
.plant
whatever its competitor was another
Wheat plant or a plant ot some wholly different

was

—

order.

The phenomena could
•

New

Plitjtiilogiat, 1917,

all ibe

.XVI,

ri3-7(!>

explained

;
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h\ supposing that the iimiiber of plants the -soil
rould caJTy depended on the amount of plant
food present in the soil and the amount of spa<^e
available for growth if the food and apace are
to be shared by many plants each individiual
will get a smaller share and will therefore make
;

Jess

growth' than

if

there are

fewer plants to

pai'ticipate.

At first sight this seems difficult to reconcile
with Mr. Pickering's experiments, which would
lead us to expect that a large number of plants
would suffer not only from starvation but also
from mutual poisoning, and therefore that there
would be less growth not only individually but
also collectively than w^ien a smaller number is
grown.
A way out of the apparent discrepancy may.
another of Mr.
lai
found.
however, be
Pickering's experiments plants grown in pots
divided up into comiipai-tments so that each individual root was kept distinct from its neighbour
made no better growth than plants grown in
undivided pots where the roots of the different
plants mingled freely. Thus the toxin prodiiced
by each individual plant does it as much .harm
as
th« toxin produced by its neighbour.
Further, Mr. Pickeiing ako found, working in
open soil, that the total growth was the same
.whatever the number of plants (within certain
.limits as to .distances apart), or, in other words,
the weights of the plants were inversely pro.portioned, to the bulk of soil available.
This is in ifuU agreement with Dr. BrencWey's
results, .and it can be explained perfectly well
without assuming the existence of a toxin, requiring only the jiecognition of the fact that the
full crop-bearing capacity of the soil has been
reached. If, with Mr. Pickering, we suppose a
toxin to be present, we must further suppose
that .it is at least as harmful to the plant itself
,

This fui-ther assumption

any other.

as to

volves

some

possibilities

in-

which would lead to an
is safer and more

interestiji.g discussion, ibut it

to

]irofita.ble

which we may
/:.

await the further experiments
be sure the subject will call forth.

Russell.

J.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
THE TT'RKEV

0.\K A8 A

PLANTATION

Mr. T. W. Bolas describes the Turkey Oak correctly wlien he says that it is very
rapid in gi-owth. and produces clean boles when
tlie side branches are kept limited or within due
.proportion. Next to the common Oak (Quercus
ro.bur peduni-ulata) it is the moist widely disp. 3,

my

observations go.
Tlie species is relatively jjk'ntiful from the South
of England to within three miles of the Moray
Firth, and probably tlirives further north.
On
the seashore its gi'owth is limited, like tliat of
all other forest trees, by the fierce gales from tbe
sea in summer, when growth is being made. Nine
miles from the coa.st, in river vaUeys, it forms
quite as large a tree as tlie common Oak, and in
private parks is preferred for its beauty, being
of a dark
green and amply supplied with
branches. By the side of green lanes and ancient
bridle paths in the .South of England it forms
stately trees 60 to 70 feet high, handsome
and mnbi-ageous, and there ite seedlings may
.be seen of various heights, when not cut down.
There are many fine trees in Surrey, and I hawe
never seen the top in a decaying condition, such
as is seen in hundreds of dilapidated old trees
of the native species.
Just how old the
large Turkey Oaks may be it is difficult to
say, but jaidging from their size I should say
anything from 100 to 150 years the species was
introduced in 1735. Many of those to which I

tribute

1

in Britiiin, so far as

;

are growing on London clay, but wliere
well-drained the tree grows better and taller than

refer

I

have stated.

./.

F.

19, 1918.

THE TURKEY OAK AT MONREITH.
not aware of any reason for sharing the
expressed by Mr. Bolas (p. 3) as to
the reasona.ble longevity of this tree. I happen
to know the exact age of that one whereof I
gave the dimensions on page 218, Vol. LXII.
same
It s.tood beside a Beech, evideaitly of the
retui-n
age, planted by my grandfather on his
campaign,
Coruna
the
from
1809,
in March,
wliere he lost an arm, and neither tree slhowisamy
I All

The Week' sV^ork.

doubt

svmiptom of decay.

Herbert Maxwell, Movreith.

THE KITCHBN GARDEN.
By

F. .JoRUAiT,
Cl.AV, M.P.,

Gardener to
Ford Manor,

Onions.— Seeds

Lieut. -Ool.
Lin.gfleld,

Spender
Surrey.

Craig, Premier, and

of Ailsa

Cranston's Excelsior Onions should be sown at
about this date under glass in a temperature of
to 50°, to obtain large bulbs.
"To produce
Onions for exhibition purposes, rich, deeply
trencJied ground .is necessary, but wibether the
bulbs are intended for exhibiting or for home
use, the utmost attention should be given to this
important crop, owing to the restrictions placed
on the importation of this vegetable. For spring
sowing, James' Long Keeping, Veitch's 'Main
Crop, and Brown Globe are all good varieties,
and much may be done to accelerate the crop
by raising these varieties und.er glassi at the
beginning of next month in cold districts, and
especially where mildew or the Onion fly is
troublesome, and .planting them out-of-doors in

55''

FROM SOLDIER-GARDENERS.

LETTERS

HORTICULTURAL DUG-OUTS.
Mr. Peters' remarks on
222 of the issue for Decemgives his long experience
my sugas a proof of the correctness of
gestions regarding th? use of a dug-out for
root
Forcing. He has not been so successful with
and fruit storage. It is possible, as he will doubt-

WAS pleased

I

tliis

ber

subject on
1

to i-ead

p.

He

last.

agree, that the conditions for successful
storage could be arranged. I seem to harbour a
Meanwhile, however, I bow
belief that it could.
Mine, as I said before, are
to his experience.
merely suggestions, but only experiment and experience can prove their value.
less

My other critic, S. A., has, I think, misunderPerhaps that is through my careless
stood me.
writing and wording. I have not the advantage
of having a copy of my article, and life out here
not conducive to the super-development of
is
memory. Perhaps he has made the mistake of
thinking that the curvilinear roofed iron dwellings I spoke of, I believe, as "French dugouts," are really dug-outs. As a matter of fact,
they are often "built on the level, and are then

barricaded with sandbags. In such conditions
they can be completely dry and very warm
the" ventilation and light are by no means ideal,
but they could 'be made so but for a state of
war. In my fourteen years' experience of bothy
life in ten different counties I have seen good,
bad, and indifferent bothies, and this I know,
that if all bad been as comfortable aiid as
healthv as these iron buildings could ea-sily be
made in normal times. I think very few young
men would have found it possible to complain.

have not advocated— I do not advocate— the
any form of dwelling which is inits full sense, but let S. A. remember
''
French dug-out" or
that ill normal times a
a wooden hut may be made ideally sanitary.
after the waimaterial
building
it
Don't mistake
will be dear, labour will be dear, and capital
These
will be for a time timorously outiayed.
huts and other tempon-ary buildings, being of
I

TREK.
On

[January

erection of
sanitary in

;

for Army pui-posas, will .prolbably
be cheap. I have yet to learn that brick or stone
are esseinitial to health or to comfort, though it
prdbably may seem .so to many niral and urban

no further use

district councils.

me

A. I have no intention
myself in, even though
Pea grower and an
advocate of deep tillage. I always contrive to
level.
Soon after
ground
keep my head above
my return, I hope to " buy me a house," and
a
it is not going to be a French dug-out nor
wooden hut, but some form of these structures is
uoing to be in the vicinity to be used as a
" sanctum sanctorum " where I can reply to my
critics and welcome my friends, and I hope the
two will be synonymous.
If, however, it happens that I am engaged in
work which demands the comfortable housing
of men, I shall continue to ensure their best
comfort, at a minmnmi of expense. Is that retroMistake

after the
I

am an

war

not,

S.

of digging

enthusiastic Sweet

I
gressive ?
It is not my idea of retrogression.
must give S. A. the credit of misunderstanding
me or myself the discredit of not explaining myWillia7n
F. Bnwh.i,
well.
sufficientlv
self

Ti.E.F.

April.

Cucumbers.— Make

a

sowing

of

Cucumber

seed at once in 3-inch pots, plunging the latter
in a bottom heat of 75° to 80°.
"When the plants
ha\'e made three leaves, transfer them carefully

to 5-inch pots filled with a light compost consisting of loam, leaf-mould, and sand.
Place a
small stake in each pot to make the plants secure,
and plunge the pots in fermenting material arranged in a light position near the roof-glass.
Maintain a warm, moist, growing atmosphere,
and let the night temperature be 65° to 70°.
according to the weather. "Water the roots carefully.

Salads.- Salads are getting scarce, but a daily
supply of Mustard and Cress is easily obtained,
and these .plants furnish a salad that is always
Sow the seeds fairly thickly on
appreciated.
Water
soil, pressing them firmly into it.
the soil and germinate the seeds in a moderate
temperature, excluding light until the seedlings
Chicory may be forced gently in a
appear.
Mushroom bouse. Endive may be blanched in
any cool, dark place, or in the pits or frames
in "which tlie plants are grown.

fine

WiNTBR Crops.— Autumn-planted Cabbages
have suffered in many places from excessive
rains, which have checked growth considerabh'.
and favoured the spread of slugs. At the first
opportunity, when the weather is mild, loosen
the soil about the plants of all winter crops.
Cold Frames.- Such plants as Cauliflowers,
Lettuce, and Endive which are growing in cold
frames require careful attention, keeping the
soil stirred between the plants and the ground
Admit
clear of weeds, to prevent damping.
air on all favourable occasions, increasing the
_

amount gradually.

General Remarks.— Make sowin.gs in pans
or boxes, filled with fairly good soil, of Tomato
Mag'num Bonum, Brussels
Gem, Lettuce All the Year
Round, Cabbiige Sutton's Earliest, Leek The
The
Lyon, and Broad Bean Green "Windsor.

.Sunrise, 'cauliflower

Sprout

Dwarf

in 4-inch pots, to be
Seeds of this vegetable may
also be sown in the open in favourable districts
on warm borders. Every effort .should be made

Broad Beans mav be sown
idanted out

later.

to have plants in readiness to fill all available
spaces as soon as the condition of the weather
All available labour should be conpermits.
centrated on getting pits, frames and ground
early
that will be needed ready in time for
Sowings of the vegetables named
planting.
when
date
the
to
according
regulated
should be
young plants" will be required in the spring.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN
Bv

Jas.

Hudson, Head Gardener
Acton,

at

Gunnersbury House.

-W.

MULCHINO Fruit TRERs.-Mulching

should

matured
consist of a light surface dressing with
farmvardi or stable manure. It should be broken
somewhat finelv and spread aronndl the trees.

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.
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Excessi.e mulchings encourage rank growth.
Mulching is more necessary for light soils than
heavy ones, and for well-drained soil than
for low-lying or wet land.
Fruit tr?e border.-i
that are sloping or narrow need careful mulching.

fo"

ToP-DRE8>iNC Fruit Trees.— When adding
new loam

to the roots of the trees, first carefully
reinove the surface soil around the roots for a
away from the stems, especially in
the case of trees that have for some years borne
heavy crops of fruit. This process also supplies
an opportunity of giving the trees a little artificial manure in which there are good percentages
In using such
of both phosphates and potash.
a manure, however, do not exceed the proportions
recommended by th<; makers. Many estates can
supply their own requirements of loam without

and leaves is placed on the stages, the mounds
of soil, composed of turfy loam, well-decayed
manure, and a little charcoal, lieing placed at
distances

eciua!
i.s

along the bed.

When

the

.-oil

warm, the plants are set out. A moist atmo
is promoted by syringing the plants and

.sphere

their surroundings twice daily,
(lull davs.

and once only on

fair distance

anv

difficult V.

\V.

CirisE, Gardener to Mrs. Dempster,
Seucastle. Staffordshire.
Hall,

J.

Early Peaches.— In most gardens the early
will be clo.sed for forcing later than
usual this year, and, however brief the respite,
the trees will benefit greatly by the longer period
of rest.
The flower-buds on these early trees
are swelling, but before the flowers open fumigate the houses to destroy green and black
aphides.
If the one fumigation is efficient, it
should not be necessary to fumigate the house
again until the fruits have set.
Peach and
Nectarine trees will only submit to gentle
forcing, and until the flower-buds show colour
the temperature of the hou.se should not exceed
45° at night, with a rise of 10° by day. During
the flowering period maintain sufficient fire-heat
to keep the thermometer at 50° by night during
very cold weather a few degrees lower will cause
no harm, but excessive fire-heat will result in
:

trees casting their flowers.
Admit air on
favourable occasions, and if the top ventiare open about one inch at night until
the flowers begin to fade, so much the better.
.Maintain a dry, buoyant atmosphere, to en.«ure
the pollen being dry and readily disseminated.
When the trees are in bloom, touch the flowers

the
all

lators

midday with a rabbit's tail tied to
Pollinating the blooms in this way is
the ca.se of early Peaches and Xec
Immediately the flowers are set, light
sprayings with tepid water twice daily, accord
ing to the weather conditions, will assist the
embryo fruits to swell.
lightly

at

a cane.

in

Early Vines.— In

starting

early

vineries,

a

temperature of 50° to 55° is sufficient,
rise of 10° during the day before admit
ting air. but this is not necessary till the buds
arc on the move.
Maintain a moist atmasphere.
to assist the vines to start into growth freely,
syringing the houses twice daily, according to
the weather, and always using tepid water. Put
vines which were started last month are advance<l sufficiently for the shoots to be thinned,
but this must be done with caution, or shoots
night

with a

containinc tlie embry ) inflorescences may he re
plunged in hot bed
If the pots
.are
material the dung should be renewed before the
heat gives out. Regulate the work of .syringint;
and damping according to the weather, for an
unduly moist atmosphere is not conducive to
healthy foliage.
Pinch the side .shoots two
leaves beyond the bunches, and allow the lead
ing shoot to continue growing for the present.
Examine the pots for w-ater, and when moisture
is necessary, afford sufficient to thoroughly wet
the roots, using tepicl water, and tepid lir|ui(l
manure when the latter is u.se<l. Tie the lateral
shoots bv degrees to the trellis, or they may
snap at the base. Maintain a night temperature
of 65°, with a rise of 10' during the day bef.n-e
air is admitted.

moved.

CUCUMBERS.-To meet the demand for earlv
Cucumbers. «<jw seeds at once singly in small
and plunge the ))ots in a bottom heat
ranging from Y.S" to 80°
The phnts may bo

|xits.

repotted once, although this is not necessary
plenty of heat is available.
Pines are
no longer gi-own in these gardens, and we
find the Pine-pits well adapted for growing
Cucumbers. These pits have an excellent supnly
of hot-water pipes, and there is no diffictiltv in
maintaininc a night temperature of 65°. with a
.\
hot-bed of stable litter
ris,-"
of 15° bv dnv
if

Harbiss, Gardener to Lad.v Wahtaoe,
Lookinje Par... Berkshire.

Roses in Pots.— Batches of Roses may now
be safely introduced into a slightly heated temperature as required, selecting plants which have
made fairly strong, well-ripened wood. Before
placing them indoors, see that the drainage of
the pots is quite deal'. Cut back all weak growth,
and if necessaiy slightly cut back the flowering
Remove

all useless wood from climbing
tie the flowering growths neatly
Forcing by the excessive use of arti
ficial heat must not be attempted, as this will
cause the flower-stems to be weak, and of little

varieties,

Keel*

Peach houses

essential
tarines.

K.

wood.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Bv

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
n\

and

to stakes.

use for decorative purposes. If forcing is neces
sar\-, make use of the sun's rays by closing the
house in the middle of the day, but open the
When
top ventilators a little dm-ing the night.
the flower-buds begin to open, the roots must be
•vatered with a concentrated fertiliser and soot
water alternately. Roses require plenty of fresh
air when the weather is favourable, but cold
draughts must always be prevented, or mildewAs a precaution again.st
will attack the foliage.
fumigate the house occasionally, and
aphis,
should mildew appear, dust the foliage with
(liiTTers of sulphur.

Cyclamen. —

Seedling Cyclamens which were

will now be in need of a
either be potted into small imts.
or pricked out into pans or boxes. There will be
less likelihood of a check if the latter method

raised in the

They

shift.

autumn

m.i\-

is adopted.
A light, sandy compost should be pro
vided, and the pans must be efficiently drained.
Keep these young plants growing slowly in a
A night
moist atmo.sphere near to the glass.
temperature of about 50° will suit them, but the
temperature may be allowed to rise 20° higher
during the day by the judicious use of sun-heat.
The old plants which are flowering must be
carefully watered, using stimulants of moderate
To prostrength until they are in full flower.
long their season of flowering, keep the atmosphere cool and dry. admitting plenty of air
when outdoor cimditions are suitable.

Cleanino Plant Houses.— To keep plants
in a healthy condition it is r.ecessaiy that their
surroundings be perfectly clean. Before the bi^sy
season arrives the glass and wood-work inside
and out .should be thoroughly cleansed with soapy
water. The materials on ihe stages, too, should
When ai ranging the i)lants
receive attention.
again on the stages, see that they are not placed
Climbing plants may now
too closely togetiher.
receive the necessary pruning or thinning, and
When
be again tied neatly tio their suppoi-ts.
this is done, remove an inch or two of the suvfac soil from the rooting area. <and replace with
fre.sh

materials

By

Coi.i.m.
Bart..

Gardener
Gatton

Denorobium.— The

Sir Jkruiiah
Park. Reieaie.
to

flower-lnnls
both species

iif

ComAN,

many

IVii-

and hybrids,
drobiums. including
are showing, and the flowering season may be
extended by removing some of the more forward
])lants from their resting quarters to a house
having a slightly higher temperature. A careful
selecticjii is necessary, both in regard to variety
Only wellthe rondition of the plants.
rooted and thoroughly ripened specimens should
be chosen. anfU preference should be given to
Having
hvbrids of D. nobile and D. aureum.
selected the plants, they should be given only
sufficient water at the roots to keep the pseudo
l)utbs plump, for it moisture is too liberally apnlied. it will cause many of them to start rapidly
into growth, and the flower-buds will turn yellow
and drop, or the plants will produce flowers of
They should be first placed in
inferior quality.
a house where the temperatui'e is a few degrees
warmei- than that in which they have rested,
(inallv translferring them to the stove or warm
division.
T^nless early flowers are especially de
and

sired, forcing should not be hurried

vnly suffishould be employed to cause growth
develop gradually.
With this treatment the
blooms will be larger and of greater substance
than when nmch fire-heat i.s employed. Keep a
sharp look-out for slugs, or they will damage
the flower-buds as soon as the latter begin to
develop.
Traps of damp bran or Lettuce leaves
sliuukl be placed' .about the .stages near the
plants, and the pests searched for at night-time
and in the early mornings. Plants of tall-growing species, including D. moschatum, D. fimbriatujn. D. clavatum, and D. dixanthum. .should
still be resting, and remain dormant for the next
two months. D. Dalhousianum should be grown
in the w^armest house at all times, and should
not be kept excessively dry at the roots during
the resting season.
Afford the plants sufficient
water to keep the stems and leaves fresh and
plump, for if these plants are kept too dry during
their period of rest, the next season's growth will
often be deficient in streiitrth.
;

I'ient w,-irroth

t.)

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
B;

Brotherston, Ga;ndoiier to the Earl
Haddington, Tyningliajne, East Lothian.

R. P.

Sweet

Peas.

— .Sweet

Peas cim, as a

a!

rule,

be

utilised

in the fux-nishing of the flower garden
rather than, as in pavst times, taking
up space in the veget-able quarters.
There
are many ways of utilising Sweet Peas.
row of a white sort is very pleasing, or we
may have blue tones, or blue and yellow with
Canary Creepers (Tropaeolum canariensis) intermixed.
t)r pink, either all pink or associated
with colours that go with pink. or. last of all,
a mixture of Sweet l-'ea colours.
It is many
yeai-s
since I employed Sweet Peas in the
flower garden, and their employment was stopped
solely beciuise of high winds, which wrecked
them when at their best. To have strong plants
worth the labour to sow thickly in
it
is
cutting-boxes, the seedlings to be transferred
singly int) 4-inch jTOts, when large enough
for the shift, growing them slowly in the cool,
and pinching the tops to ensure several shoots
from each.
Only the stronger-growing sorts
should be chosen, such as Dobbie's C'ream,
King White, Edrom ]?eauty, and Edith Pearson.
Sow at once, and cover the boxes with some
mouse luciof material until the plants are safe
from the allcntion of these animals.
pix>per.

A

Snowdrops.- I incline to the belief that the
of common Snowdrops which we established here are constantly being renewed by
seedlings, the older plants dying after a time.
ma.s.ses

There are comparatively few clumps of one
variety, and any noteworthy sort that attracts
It is
one's attention invariably disappears.
therefore of importance to add new material to
the surface to give seeds the best chance to
germinate, while it increases the vigour of
Any very
I'orms that have become established.
light .soil passed through a fine-meshed sieve and
spread thinly and evenly over the ground occu|)ied by the Snowdrops suffices, and, of course,
there is no time to lose, the earlier forms being
soon due above ground. Some years they appear
with the New Year, but this is a late season.
Strong-growing species, such as Galanthus Impcrati and G. plicatus, may instead of soil have a

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
J.
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thin surfacing of rotted

manure

applied.

the best time
to trim Ivy, but I find that the work
can be done now without the labour entailed
causing any derangement of work in general.
a great mistake to miss cutting Ivy
is
It
annually, apart altogether from the unsightliBut it is not imfollows neglect.
iK-ss tliat
yiortant to cut close in, .so long as the shoots
that break away from the main body are cut,
and those which grow beyond bounds at the sides
of windows, doorways, .and the tops of walls.
Much saving of labour is effected by spreading
canvas sheets U^ catch the clippings.

Trimminq Ivy.—This

is

not

of ycai-

clean-up of lawns on which
and other rubbish has .accumu-

Lawns.— .^

final

leaves, sticks,
lated recently

may

be made after a period of
wet, when other work is at a standstill. Owing
the very open weather subsequent to the
stoppage of grass-cutting in autumn, our lawns
are very rough, and it will be necessary to put
to

a heavy roller over them as soon as they arc in
condition to bear it.

—
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

between February 1 and May 1, 191S. to
Director of Vegetable Supplies, b'^.
Upper Grosvenor Street, London, S.W. i.

tlie

and

Editors

—

Publisher.

Our concajmuiciitx

tu
would obmate delay in oblainmg answers
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the nolicc
rcluliiiq
letters
that
all
printed weekly to the effect
to financial matters and tu advertisements shnuld
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications inli'iiilcd for publication or referring
to the Liternni drpoii mint, and all plants to be
named, should l:r ,in.,h,i i„ the Editors. The two
departments, rubU^hnin timl Editorial, are distinct,
tninece!<sory delay and confusion arise
iind t/nuii
irhcn lellcrr: are misdirected.
Illustrations.— r/ie Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
gardens, or of remarkable
lor reproduction, oj
be responbut they cannot
flowers, trees, etc.,
sible for loss or injury.

Notice

Special

—

Correspondents.

to

The

Editors do not undertake to j)ay for any contribntious or illustrations, or to return unused comby special
illustrations .unless
municutions
or
'irningciucnt.
The Editors do not hold themselves
irsjiuit.^tblf
fur any opinions expressed by their
,,„,,:,'<nnlci,ls.

—

Local News.

Corresiwndenls

will

greatly

oblige

to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under

by sending

tlie

notice

horticulturists.

of

Letters for Publication,
phiiits

miming,

for

EDITORS,

a.s

should

well as specimens nf
be addressed to the

Wellington Street. Covent
CommunkaHuns should be
Garden, London.
41.

WKITTBN 0\ ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE I'.IPER, sent as
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

AVERAGE Mean Temperature fur the ensuing
deduced from ob.servations during the la-st
ye!i.rs

-VcTUAL

Uicenwidi,

at

Temperature

wi^.k
tiftv

38.9.

:

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 11, Wellington Sti-eet,
Covent Oarden, UMulon. Thur.idaii, January 17,
10 -a.m.
Bar. 29.3; temp. 37.5°. Weather—Snow,
:

f.ill.

means whereby il is
and increase the :ir:'a
Food Controller jno.is
ceeds to deal with the crop as a whole,
from November 1, 1918, he will take over
all the crops except those grown on holdings containing less than one acre of
Potatos and those grown for own con-

Having

The

1918 Potato
Crop and

State Purchase.
I'JIS

aiuiouucemeiit

—

the arraiiKemeirt.s luiule
At- .
^
'>\ the Aluustry OI l<<Kxl
for tht' dispoKai of tlic
,

,.

Potato crop are opportune, for

ilioates to all oo'iicerned

that the

i

it

iii-

Gowrn-

prepared to encourage the hirge.st
production of Potatos.
Tlii.s
attitude its undoubtedly wise, for although
tlie bulkinevss of the Potato crop makes the
task of traiLsportiiig it extremely difficult,
nevertheless it is the crop whicli of all
others produces the largest amount of food
per acre.
Furthermore, there should l>e
iiniple time between now and the lifting of
the crop for the perfection of arrangements
already bu'ing made whereby large quaniiient is

possible

tities of

Potatos

may

be dried and milled

and rendered available for use in bread
making. In order to encourage the growing of Potrito.s on the largest possible .scide,
tlie Food Controller has- announced that
lie is prepared to enter into contracts with
fai'mers for the delivery as and wlien re(piireil of approved varieties of main crop
Potatos at the following prices (f.o.r. or
Novemlier 1 to Janua.ry 31, England a.nd Wales, £6; Scotland,' £5 10s.:
Febi-uary 1 to March 31, £7 and £6 lOs.
f.o.b.):

—

;

May 1,
£6 10s.

1910,

to end of season,

£7

;ind

These terms will only apply to ficreages
in excess ol the totail acreage of the farm
in 1914, and they will only ]ye granted if
the 1918 acreage under Potatos on a given
farm is not les.s than that of 1917.

A further condition lays down that any
conditions with respect to spraying, harvesting, or pitting enforced by the Board
of Agriculture, must be duly followed out.
Tliose who wish to grow on contract under
these terms must apply for contract forms

19, 1918.

had

not
been
lieM,
Inil
the
(hrougli
courtesy
of
the
Royal
Horticultural
Society a special cla.ss for seedling Roses
had been provided by the Society at
one of the R.H.S. fortnightly meetings
in .Tuly, and a modest and unpiretending
show, on a non-competitive basis, was
held in the Drill Hall in the autumn. The
publications issued by the Society during
the year had consisted of The Bo-ie Annual
and a revised list of Roses, with instructions in pruning.
The Council had decided to form a library for the use of
members, towards which a few liooks had
already been purcha.sed.

The

programme

of

Society

the

for

Scotland^ £5.
March and April: England and W:des,
£(;; Scotland, £5 10s.
Mav to end of sea.f»on England and
Wales, £6 10s. Scothvnd. £6.
Growers will have the right to retain
any seed they may require for their own

Holland,
had' been
carefully and anxiously considered by the
members of the Council, and it had decided to arrange a series of shows of
modest dimensions, so as to continue the
work in a quiet way. There would be a
spring show at the Drill Hall on May 7, a
sliow at Regent's Park on .luly 4 in aid
of the Red Cross Funds, a special meeting on July 16 for the display of seedlings,
and an autumn show at the Drill Hall on

use.

September

prices)

:

19'18,

November and December: England and
Wales, £5; Scotland,

£4

10s.

January and February: England and

£5

Wales,

10s.

;

:

;

not at present contemplated to take
over or fix prices for the 1918 crop before
Should, however, the food
November 1.
situation require the fixing of n>.iximuni
prices, the prices will not be less than tlie

He

It is

:

—

to 15, £14.
.July IG to 23, £12.
July 24 to 31. £10.

.Tulv

<ii

tiie

sumiition or for experimental purposes.
The price at which the crop will l^e taken
be regulated by the size and
ovei'
will
quflJity of tlie crop, but will not be le.ss
than the following scale (for f.o.r. or f .o.l).

followinii'

The

detined

liopcd to maintain
under Potatos, the

[January

1

August, £8.
September to Octoljer, .£7.
The corresponding arrangements for tlie
Irish cro)} will be announced later.
The object in di.scriminating between
Scotch crop and that grown in England
is to discourage the consumption of Potatos grown in the neighbourhood of the principal consuming areas.
With the scheme before him the grower
should he in a position to judge what
part of his acreage he .should devote to early
and what part to late Potatos. In forming that judgment he will be guided by
liis estimate of demand, the suitability of
his .soil for early varieties, and his general
tlie

and Wales

Although eacli
programme.
must decide for himself, we for our
hold the view that on patriotic

cropping
per.son
jiart

ground.s,

at

all

.soil

—
—

early

rea.s.onabIy

is

skilled

events,

should prepare to plant

gi'owers

pi-ovided their
a oonsidei'able

breadth of second early varieties. For it
is important in the coming year that there
should be a large supply of Potatos and
that the supplv should begin to come in
lai-ge volunije as early in the season as is

m

po,ssible.

At the

annual

meetin;,'

the National Rose
Society held on Tuesd:iy
Holboi'ii
last
at
the
Restaurant, the President, Mr. E. J. Holland, in moving the adoption of the report
of the Council, .stated that 210 new members had Ijeen added to the Society in the
jia.st year.

The National

of

Rose Society.

Th<'

ii.suaJ

spring

and smnmer shows

Mr.

.said

10.

invited

gramme.

discussion

on

The Council had

this
proascertained

that in three cases the shows would involve no preparation, while in the case
of the summer show the proceeds would
Mr. H. R.
iro towards an excellent object.
Darlington seconded the motion, observing that he had at first been against holding any shows in the current year, but
finding that the shows at the Drill Hall
would involve no expense or preparation,
wliile in the case of the summer show use
could be made of accommodation provided for otlier purposes, he felt unable
Mr. Frank Cant
to press the objection.
questioned the policy of holding the proposed shows, while Mr. Pemberton, who

was supported by Mr. Burnside, moved an
pinendment askins: the Council to reconits proposal for the summer show
and to hold it in a hall, instead of at
The recommendation of
Regent's Park.
the Council, however, was supported by
Mr. Burge.ss and Mr. George Paul. The
amendment on being put to the meeting
was lost by a large majoritv, and tlie re-

sider

port of the Council adopted.

The treasurer of the Society, Mr. Preston Hillary, made a statement as to the
finances, and moved a resolution, which
was carried unanimously, suspending the
operation of certain

riiles,

in

order to

make a contribution
Red Cross funds. He mentioned
tliat, after purchasing £1,000 war loan,
the Society had a balance at the end of the

enalile the Society to
to the

year of £321.
Mr. H. R. Darlington then stated that
Council had decided to award two
tlie
Dean Hole Medals, one to Mr. E. R.
Tdndsell and the other to their nresident,
Mr. K. J Holland. The Dean Hole Medal
Avas tlip hiffiiest honour the Societv had

power to confer, and it was
in its
for good work done in conDuring the
nection
with the Rose,
1890 to 1911
twentv-oiie vears from
\rr. Tiindsell had won the Amateur Ch.omit

awarded

January

19,
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Cup

no

fewer than nineteen
times and had carried olif the Jubilee Challenge Trophy given at the Provincial Showon twelve occa-sions.
The.so were feat.s
that were unique in the annals of the
Society.
Contest in various forms had
an ennobling influence on those who engaged in it, bult the peaceful <x>nte.sts
of their Society
involved long years
l-iiouship

of

preparation and

many

'"

days of fresh
air in the wind and the sun," that were
no less delightful in the memory than

on " Some Biological Problems of Tu
day" has been arranged, and will be held at
Cniversity College on Mondays, at 4 ii.ni
be
ginning January 21.
The following are piirti
cidars with regard to the fir.st five lectnies
(1) " The Problem of Food," by Professor \V. M.
Bayliss; (2) "War Bread and'lts Constituents."
by Professor F. G. Hopkins; (3) "Accessory
Food Factors (Vitamines) in War Time Diets,"
by Miss E. Margaret Hvme (4) " Alcoholic and
other Beverages," by Professor X. R. Cushxy
(5) " The Possibilities of Increased Crop Production." by Dr. E. J. RrssELi., F.R.S.
The le-tures are open to the public without fee or ticket
lectures

27

increased value of the crop.
Rose growers who
have not hitherto used acid phosphate ishould
take note of these striking re.sult.s for applir.itiini
in more propitious times.

.

—

Chinese Cabbage.— According

Xew

to a note in

Plant Introductions * the Pe-tsai or Chinese

Cabbage (Brassica pekinensis), trials of which
have been made in this country, should be
planted in autumn. It sown in spring it bolts.
It is recommended to sow in July and to harvest

;

;

after the first frost.

If the green leaf tips are
cut off before cooking it will be freed from its
penetrating Cabbage odour.
A variety (No.

pleasant and healthful in their pursuit.
The medals he had the honour of presenting, on behalf of the Society, would remind them of those hours of recreation,
and also of the great Dean, first president
of their Society, and the Homeric conflicts
ho waged with Mr. Newdegate, of Asburv,
before the Society was formed in the earhseventies.
Mr. Holland had not only won
a liigh place as an exhibitor, but had devoted much time and work to the service
of the Sociotv.
The first recipient of the

Dean Hole Medal was Mr. Pcmberton, one
Mr. Lindsell's most serious opponents,
and one of the very few who had ever
wrested from him the Amateur Champioiisliip; it wa.s very sati.sfactory to see him
amongst thorn on that occasion.
of

National Dahlia Sochtv.- The

annual

general meeting of the members of the National
Dahlia Society will ibe held on Monday, the 21st
inst.. at 35, Wellinstoii Street. Covent Garden,
the offices of the Biitish Wholesalf Florists'
F.'rK'raliori.

SociETE Nationale d'Horticulture oe
France.— The administrative ronneil of the
Societe Nationale d'Horticdlture dc France, find
inj; it im])Ossible this year to arrange for the
ii.siial annual elections, has decided to e.\tend for
one year its own powers, ancj the powers of the
various admini.strative committees.
The committees will be entitled to co-opt additional members, should such a course be rendered necessary
by the resignation of exi.sting members or by any
similar cause.

The Selborne Society.-

Steps

iire

being

iiKorporatc the Selborne Society, and
it.s
objeits,
.mi
that it may not
be liam)iered in its efforts to bring home
to the public, more especially through its lecturers, the great value of science to the community. Existing members will be registered
upon demand without entrance fee or re-election,
and diplomas will be granted to lecturers, guides
and teachers who satisfy the Society that they
are (|ualifie(l to carry on its work.
Full particulars can be obtained from 83, Avenue ChamtaU.-ii

t-j

widen

to

w.r.

bers,

1.

Fig.

Breakino-up Grass LAND.-Under the above
lu'adini;.

the

/Jiiili/

Tili-ijnipli

:

break up the land without becoming liable
to pay any penalty or to bear the cost of putting
to

to grass again.

If the

owner

suffers

any

direct or substantial loss, he is entitled to apply
foi- convpenisation to the Defence of the Realm
(bo.sses)

Commissiom."

University Lectures.- In connection with
I

111'

|lic>

M

Merit" by

E.II.S.

Orciliid

Committee,

p. 29.)

reports that, writ-

SirJoHN OiiANT Lawson, the President of
tliu Hoard of Agriculture (Mr. Prothero) says
" Where the tenaTit's agreement or lease either
prohibits him from breaking up grass land or
makes him liable for a money payment if he does
.so, an on-der under the regulations enables him
inn" t(j

down

13.— i,aei,I()-cattley\ oenius bryndir vah.

Awanl.-<

wrirk of the Imperial Studies Committee of
I'uiveisily of lyfindon, a course of ten public

Commercial Fertilisers for

Roses.*-

The

conclusions reached by Mr. Mi'ncif. as the
result of a long series of tests are that the nitro

gen required by Roses is best supplied cither
by farmyard manure or by green manuring that
acid phosphate should be used generously, either

2,052a in Inrcntury of Seeds and Planl.n Imported July J-Seplrmber .W, 191.',) is described
fine, very white, of mild
and sweet flavour, and weighing up to 10 lbs.
as being particularly

;

at the rate of 4-8 tons to the acre in the nursery

or in compost with soil at the rate of 40 80 Ib.s.
per 100 cubic feet. By the use of acid phosphate
in the quantity prescribed, the author obtained
an increase of bIo.ssom of 4,400 flowers from 1,000
plants, whence it follows that the cost of the
fertiliser is insignificant in comparison with the
*

By

Tht Use of
V.

W.

Coittn

.Muncie.

Ir

:ial Fertilisers

in ftrowina

littfies.

of Illinois Agv. Exp. Stii. Hull. 196.

Publications
Its

Life-History

Received.— The Mistletoe :
and Associations with Primi-

five Religion, Folklore, and Superstitions.
By
Daniel
Morris,
Sir
K.C.M.G.
Reprinted
(roin

the Bournemoul)!

Guwiiiaii.

Bv John Galsworthy. (London
&'Unwin, T.td.) Price 6d. net.
•

Ntw

Inilustry,

Plant Introductions, 1917-18.
1

..S.A.

Dept. of Agrii'ulture.

:

— The

(jeorge

Land.
Allen

Bureau of Phint
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ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.
EARLY SPRING-SOWN

BRASSlCAt^.

which pre
winter
wea.ther
many of the
destroyed
year
vailed
last
spring
Cabbage plants in this neighbourhood, and in consequence there was a great
shortage, and prices for a time ruled high. Cabbages that were planted direct in their permanent quarters and in sheltered sites came through
those in the seed-beds were
fairly well, but
To augment the supply of plants I
ruined.
adopted a plan which was an entire success and
which may also be followed in the case of early

The

severe

Cauliflowers and Brussels Sprouts.
deep cold pit which had been previously
filled with freshly fallen leaves and prepared for
early Potatos was planted about the end of
.Tanuary, at the same time drawing two shallow
drills between each line of Potatos, into which
were thinly sown seeds of the above-mentioned
Brassicas. The seed germinated splendidly, and
the conditions suited the young plants admirably.
In due course, as the rough leaves were formed,
the seedlings were pricked out in skeleton frames,
and gradually hardened off, making fine plants

A

The method, which

for setting out in April.

I in-

tend to repeait, has much to recommend it, and it
is a great saving of labour, there being no boxes
to clean, crock, and prepare, no watering, labour
entailed in shifting saved, and lastly, the plants

much

lifting

more

better and

easily,

less

care

being needed than when the roots are closely conThey were all ready to shift
fined in boxes.
before the Potatos made much growth, and the
loosening of the soil benefited the latter cru]).
E. Beckett. Fnfa Gardens, Qiieev.'itown.

PARCHED PEASE.
a recipe of the mode of preparing
these ? I take it that the treatment is somewhat
that of baked Beans, for which I have no satisCertainly if parched Peas
factory procedure.
are as good as the baked Beans which one gets
in U.S.A., they ought to be wortJi resuscitating
from antique cookery books. H. E. D.

DRIED PEAS.
Mangetout Dwarf Breton Pea (sans
parchemin hatif nain breton) is excellent in its
dried ripe state. I have lately tried it as pease
pudding, in croquetU^s made thereof, and also
whole in stew and soup. It is of excellent flavour
and melting consistence its thin skin or pericarp

The

;

not obtrusive, in fact,

it

disappears in the

have had for sever.al years
is a good 3 feet in height, and should not be
sown or planted too tliickly, as each plant makes
The flowers are white,
a bush of growtli.
and the production of pods very free over a con-

cooking.

The

strain I

The seeds are rather small,
siderable period.
yellow, and round, but they swell well, and the
It
discounts a loss in size.
productivity
great
rather liable to mildew, for which a sprayis
ing or two with 1 per cent, lime-sulphur seems
to do good, as with other Peas. For mangetout
(purposes only pods with thin, papery shucks
with about four
.should be kept for sowing ;
years' selection all hard pods seem now to have
I think that the variety is
been eliminated.
worth considerable cultivation. After all, what
pods
is a better breakfast than some of these
tossed in the fat of the fried bacon

mangetout Peas?

—bacon

and'

H. E. Durham.

DEGENERATION OF POTATOS.
reasons adva.nc6d by Mr. George M.
Taylor for the degeneration of Potatos are fairly
numerous, plausible, and in certain cases generally accepted by those who have studied the

The

matter.

Doubtless,

many

main to be discovered,
be accomplished by the

other causes at work remuch has yet to
Exceptions,

so that

pathologist.

are destroyed by frost in the autumn, it is necessary to sow regularly as soon as the young plants
from the previous sowing are through the sur-

Kidney on the same border consecutively
and may still be doing so.
The old Scotch Champion was in the Height of
its vigoiu' in the seventies of last century, and
Deep-eyed Potatos have not been
is still grown.
driven out of commerce, for Great Scot, Sir
Douglas Haig, and Southampton Wonder, the
modern representatives of Champion, have deep

to

Aslileaf

fifty-one years,

for

audi are

eyes,

certainly vigorous.

On

the con-

Schoolmaster has not very deeply sunken
it has been in commerce since 1876.
is immune to wart disease, and is still cultivated
Starch is the last to
to a considerable extent.
be attacked by wart disease, and that evidently
ti-ary,

eyes

;

though

some other fungi. During the past
season I examined two varieties of Potatos that
seemed to be attacked by leaf curl, though the
haulm showed no signs of disease till attacked
by late blight (Phytophthora). Under the microscope I could find no trace of mycelium in the
blackened portions of the tubers, and concluded
applies to

that the disease was bacteriosis (Bacillus solanaThe tissues were reduced to fragments,
but the starch was abundant, pearly white,
with the hihun and lamination of the grains still
It is my opinion also that
distinctly visible.

oearimi).

vegetative methods of propagation need not be
Besides the cases I
the cause of degeneration.
have mentioned, others could be cited of
longevity under cultivation and in a wild
.iSome plants have no other method of
state.
increase, and many of them have existed for

The improvements

centuries.

Has anyone

is

liuwever, can be cited that run contrary to any
thesis that one may advance to support an
For instance. I know of a case where
opinion.
a
gardener, and his father before him, grew

effected

by man

all cases conducive to
floury, white WTieat
another instance, where improvements have rendered such varieties unable to
withstand sevei-e winter's and uncongenial soil and
Again, Potatos are often grown comsummei-s.
mercially on soils that are not the most suitable.
Seed tubers of the varieties King Edward VII.,

amongst Potatos are not in
longevity, and high-grade,

may be

"cited as

Queen Mary, and Evergood realise 10s. more per
when grown on the best Lincolnshire silt land, than the same varieties when
grown in dark soils. /. F.

ton, wholesale,

cultivation,

dry periods should receive a liberal supply of
Weak
clear, soft water at regular intervals.
liquid manure may also be given with advantage
A mulching of
when the pods are swelling.
farm-yard manure will do much to retain the
moisture in the soil, but this should be applied
the plants show

before

the

slightest

signs

of

from drought, or very little advantage
be gained by it. As soon as the plants have
been carefully staked, the ground between the
rows should be hghtly broken and the mulchdlistress

will

ing applied, placing
to the steins.

The

first

sowing

some

may

a time when moisture is
early varieties may include
at

needed.

Duke

of

SecondAlbany.

Alderman, Discovery, Matchless Marrow, and
Quite Content, which for large, well-filled pods
has few equals.

Main-crop Peas should be sown thinly on rich,
If
deeply-cultivated soil in an open situation.
the soil is dry at the time of sowing, make the
drills a day previous to sowing, and water it
thoTOughly, using soft water. The seeds should
be sown the following moniing. Main-crop Peas
are frequently affected by mildew, but early
mulching will do much to prevent this trouble.
Main-crop varieties may include Royal Salute.
4 feet; Eureka, 3 feet; Perfection, 3^ feet; and

Ne Plus ITltra, 6 feet. The last sowing
made in .Jime; at Windsor the last
made as near the middle of that month

should be

and a liberal
Rich
supply of manure are needed to grow good Peas.
moisture,
and dtiring
Tlie plant needs plenty of
deep

best variety.
If seeds are sown in pots or boxes under glass
at the end of January and grad/ually prepared
for planting at the end of March or early in
April, an advantage of a few days may be
gained, especially if the spring is unfavourable
For this purpose The
for plants in the open.
Pilot may also be sown with Gradus, Early Giant,
;ind Bountiful.
If early dwarf kinds are preferred. Little Marvel, Langley Gem, and The
Second
Sherwood are good in every respect.
early and main crop Peas should be sown thinly
in an open position, the distance between the
rows being regulated by the height of the varie."Vs the season advances the seed drills may
ties.
be taken out a little deeper than is usual for
early crops, so that after the seeds are covered
with 2 inches of soil there may still remain a
sufficient space for earthing up the plants without forming a ridge, which is sometimes the
:means of casting raiunwater .away from the roots

selected

PEAS.
soil,

Certain varieties of Peas take much longer
matare their pods than others, and this fact
should be considered at the time of sowing. For
instance, Gradus, Discovery, and Alderman sown
at the same time would form a very good succession, but these varieties should not be sown
in the open before the end of March, or many
Round-seeded, hardy
of the seeds may perish.
sorts only should be sown in the open for the
first crop, and for this purpose The Pilot is the
face.

of

the material close

sowing

is

It has been found that late varieas possible.
ties sown from the beginning to the middle of
June give much better vesults than early sorts
sown in sheltered borders in July. It is necessary fox these late-sown Peas to be given strong
s/ticks, as winds are often high and destrucFor this sowing. GladOctober.
tive in
stone, 4 feet; Rearguard, 4^ feet; Distinction.
4 feet, and Autocrat, 4 feet, will give pods
throughout September and October, until the
Peas are often
plants are cut down by frost.
attacked by birds during both spring and autumn,
and to prevent this it is sometimes necessary to
Dunn, Froqmore, Garden:^,
.7.
net the rows.

Windsor.
be

made

in the

open

as

early in January as the state of the soil pei-mits.
and varieties with a hardy constitution shouid be
chosen for sowing. The situation should be shel-

Make the seed drills
tered! from cold winds.
4 inches deep and the same in width, running
them from north to south in order that the
For
plants may receive all the light possible.
the earliest sowing the seeds should be sown
finest
the
inches
of
with
2
covered
and
thickly,
The remaining soil may
soil from the drills.
be placed on the windward side as a shield from
cold ea.st winds.
In order to maintain an unbroken supply of
pods from the beginning of June until the plants

COMPETITION FOR ALLOTMENTHOLDERS.
Thj; Sulphat; of Ammonia Assoiia.tion offers
prizes to allotment-holders in England and Wales
for the largest amount of food produced on plots
In awarding the prizes the
of a given area.
judges will consider economical methods of cultivation and the husbandlike manner in which the

The prizes will
has been managed.
of War Loan Bonds of the value of
£25, £20, £15, £10, and £5 respectively. Particulars ot the competition may be obtained from
the Northern offices of the A.ssociation. Gas
(Iffices. Crowlands. Snuthport.

plot

consist

A

I

Januaky
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
{Ike

Cuprebbus FORMOSCNds

(See

p.

19).

for

—

think Mr. Vicary Gibbs is right in attributing
his failure with this Cypress to soil rather than
We have only one plant here,
temperature.
oiven me as a small seedling by Mr. Ehves. ll
was kept in a cold frame through the winter of
1915-16, planted out in spring when 12 inches
high, came through the severe winter of 1916-17
uninjured without any. protection, and this year
it has taken no notice of 23° of frost, which we
had on the night of January 7-8. I think this
may be taken as proof that the species is thoroughly hardy on suitable soil. It is true that
but
here we have a mild western climate
Dawyck, where this Cypress has proved hardy, is
being
there
in a" very cold district, the winter
Herbert
far more severe than in Hertfordshire.
;

Maxwell,

Moiireit/i.

Wash no.—The need for lime washing
near at hand, so attention may be caUed to a
])ractice advocated in some recent French books
of adding one part of clay to two of lime (by
volume) as a means of causing the lime to adI give the suggestion for what it may
here.
be worth, as I have not yet tried it. H. E. D.
Lime

i

is

Storing Apple* (see pp. 8, 19).— I am sorry
that your correspondent Puzzled is perplexed as
to the advice given by Mr. Hudson and myself
in the issue for January 12 on the storing of

Apples. Mr. Hudson is a foremost authority on
matters appertaining to horticulture, and even
our two articles I think I can claim there is
Last autumn
little or no divergence of opinion.
we harvested the largest crop of Apples ever obtained at Aldenham, and we carried out the
method I recorded in my note to the full. Xever
have we had better fruit, and certainly never
so few decayed in store. Though we have a large
fruit-room, it was not nearly large enough to hold
our crop of Apples, even when every possible
inch of space was occupied. The space that would
have been retjuired if we had acted on the principle so often advocated of laying the fi-uits out
all

in

What 1
would have been beyond us.
pai-ticularly wished to emphasise was the fact
singly

that the majority of inexperienced growers err
on the side of keeping store-houses much too
warm and dry, and as an example to illustrate
that this was not necessary, I mentioned the
case of the fallen Apple, which, receiving protection from frost under fallen leaves, keeps so
well, being doubtless assisted in this by the
This was not.
moisture from the damp earth.
as Puzzled suggests, a proof of " the necessity
of their being perfectly sound," or, as he may
At
mean, the aidvisability of piling the fruit.
this season of the year the fruits are becoming
considerably fewer, and the later varieties can
be thinned out to occupy more room, but this
does not alter my opinion that piling does no
harm, and mo.st likely assists the keeping of
Apples. In confinnation of my previous remarks.
I shall be pleased to show Puzzled, or anyone
else interested, the re-sults of fruit stored in
Edwin Heckett.
tlie way I recommended.

Your correspondent. Puzzled, is troubled
in mind at what he conceives to be a conflict
of opinion between two gardening experts,
Mesjfs. Hudson and Beckett.
He need not be;
Mr. Hudson, speaking generally of storing fruits,
says that where possible they should not bo
allowed to touch one another, and very sound
advi.-'c, too. having regard to the readiness with
which damaged or diseased fruit will infect
sou.'il.
Nevertheless. I cannot imagine a practi-

man

proiX)sing to apply this rule to a comparatively
hard,
cheap,
abundantly-produced
fruit like Aiiples.
If it had been so applied at
.Miii'i'ham during the last two yeara, instead of
a modest fi'uit-room. one built on the scale of a
coloA.sal ballroom would have been requisite to
hold the output of the orchard.
I may remark
that if there were such a conflict of testimony
as Puzzled represents, which there is not. affirmative evidence is much stronger than negative.
If one of two men, of equal character and
capacity, were to warn me against doing a thing.
and tlu' other were to tell me that he had him
self done it for years without disadvantage. 1
I
should not hesitate to make the experiment.
am at a loss to underatand whv Puzzled should
<al

quote some further excellent advice of Mr. Hudas to the careful handling of fruit and
separate taking up of ea^h. There is nothing in
Mr. Beckett's writing in conflict with this, and
none is likely to be foimd in that of any sensible
man. Vicary Oibbs.

Allwood Bros.
Their new variety Marion
Wilson was shown, and there were also excelcerise-coloured
lent blooms of the
Destiny. (Silvei- Banksian Medal.)

reference to the controversy as to
methods of storing Apples, my experience
indicates that the fruit keeps best when not
spread out thinly, as it is less likely to shrivel.
Fortunately this is the case, as the space in a
frost-proof fruit-room is much too precious to
allow of laying out the Apples so that they do

Prcxent: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
Messrs. Jajs. O'Brien (hon, secretary),
W. Bolton, A. Dye, Walter Cobb, J.
Shill,
J. Cypher, Frederick J. Hanbury, J. Chaaiesworth, A. McBean, C. H. Curtis, T. Armstrong,
Fred. K. Sandei', Pantia RaHi, R. G. Tlmraites,
•J.
Wilson Pottea-, and C. J. Lucas.

son's

hold themselves responsible
Editors do
the Ojrinious expressed 6i/ carrespondents.)
not

In

not touch each other, and such a method would
be useless to a market grower who needs to store
My plan, w^hich has proved
large quantities.
quite satisfactory for years past, when the Apples
for storing have been properly selected for
soundness, is to place about 20 lbs. in a handled
tray 2 feet by 1 foot, really a Potato sprouting
box, and pUe u)) full trays to the ceiling, one
tray being empty and turned upside down at
the bottom of each tier, to avoid too mucJi dampness from the earthen floor, which has been
found a cause of rotting when the bottom tray
has been filled. The filled trays are placed in
The Apples are two deep in
tiers, 14 in a tier.
a tray, and packed closely. The space available
is 18 feet 9 inches
fruit-room
inside rafters in my
by 14 feet 6 inches, with a height of 10 feet
ways along the
passage
two
4 inches. Allowing
length of the i-oom and one across the top, 1,092
to 550 busliels.
500
containing
stored,
trays can be
according to the proiwi-tions of heavy and light
Uie top
between
space
a
there
is
As
varieties.
layer of Apples and the handle in each tray big
enough to get the ami in, the fruit can be inspected at any time by walking down a passageway. At the present time we are getting a little
over a bushel of 40 lbs. of sound Bramleys out
of two trays, and from a lot of 21 bushels recently sold", only twelve Apples had to be taken
out as unsound." The quantity named came out
As a matter oi' fact, double the
of 41 trays.
number of trays of Apples can be stored in the
fruit-room in "the course of the season if the
latest varieties are kept out of it until the end
of November, while less late varieties are being
Further evidence bearing upon the
marketed.
subject in dispute is afforded by the fact that
even " drops," stored in great heaps wherever
a place under cover could be found for the extraordinaiy quantity blown off tlie trees by gales,
kept at least as well as " drops " in trays. It
and ceris doubtful whether any more rotted,
tainly there was much less
heaps. SnvHirrv Cnnrrr.

shrivelling

in

the

;
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Orchid Committee.
chair),

K

Aw-ARD OF Merit.
Oenius Bryndir variety (see
13, p. 27) (L.-O. Coromt! x C. Enid), from
Dr. Miguel Lacroze, Bryndir, Roehampton.
well-formed flower of exceptionally attractive
coloui'.
The sepals and petals axe Apricot-yellow
witli a slight rose shade, and the lip vinioiiscrimson with gold lines fa-om the base to the
Laelio-Cattleya

fig.

—

centre.

Cyprijiedium
Mutthewsianum Usk Priory
variety (Thalia Mrs. Francis Wellesley x Hera
Euryadcs). from R. Windsor Rickards, Esq.,

Usk

Moimiouthshii-e.

Prioi'y,

—The

flower,

in

its colouring and perfect form, is nearest to C.
Thalia Mrs. Francis Wellesley. The doa'sal sepal
is white,
with small emerald-green base and

many

lines of claret-purple spotting, clianging
to rose in the smaller spotting towards the mai'The petals and lip are tinged with
brownish-pui^le, the mai'gins being pale yellow.
igin.

Preliminary Commendation.
{Armstrongiae
Apollo
x
from Messrs. Armstrong and

Odontof/lossum

Queen Mary),

—

Brown,

One of
Orchidbua-st, Tunbridge Wells.
the finest of a dozen new Odontoglossums flowering for the first time staged by this fii-m. The
large flowea' had a blush-white ground heavily
blotched .and tinged with reddish-purple.
Odontoglossum Peerless Orchidhtirst variety
{OssuUtonii x eximiwr)\), from Messa-s. Armstrong AND Brown. The flower is dark cJaret
with white margins and tips to the segments. The second of the cross to receive commendation
Groups.

—

'pui"ple

The Duke

of

Marlborough, Blenheim, Wood-

stock (Orchid grower Mr. J. Smith), exhibited
Cypripedium Curtingo (Curtisii x Flamingo), a

very distinct hybrid with purple-tinted, dorsal
having a broad white margin: and C.
Leacurtis (Leeannm x Curtisii), with an attrac-

sepal,

tive flower.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

—

15.
The first meeting of the lioyal
Horticultural Society in the New Year took
last, in the Drill Hall, Buck
Tuesday
place on
ingham Gate, Westminster. The exhibition was
small, but there was a good attendance of visitor.
Of the few exhibits, Orchids fonne<l the
majority, there being, besides, only a group of
Carnations, a stand of dried Beans of the Haricot type, and a few floral paintings.

January

Floral Committee.
Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),
Geo. Paul, .lohn Heal, W. J. Bean, J. Green,
W. P. Tihomson, J. W. Barr, C. E. Shea, W.
Howe, C. Dixon, H. J. Jones, C. R. Fielder,
E. F. Hazelton, G. Reuthe, S. Morris, R. C.
Notcutt. James Hudson, J. Jennings, W. B.
Cranfield, Chas. E. Pearson, E. H. .Tenkins, and
J. F.

McLeod.

Award

of Merit.

variety of the
Carnation Dr. V. G.
perpetual-flowering type, with a moderate-sized,

Ward.^A.

The
well-formed bloom of rose-cerise colour.
stems are stiff and stout, whilst the calyx is
Shown
perfect.
Hall. Byfleet (gr.

bv F. C. Stoop. Esq.. We,9t
Mr. G. fnrpentei-).
GROtrp.

Tile only collection staged

perpetual-flowering

R. Windsor Rickards, Esq., Usk Priory,
Monmouthshire, showed Cypripedium EuryIiiades Mirium, a noble flower of fine sha/pe
a)Kl C. Commodore (Memoria Jernimghaaniae X

Alcibiades illustre).
Dr. Miguel Lacroze, Roehampton (Oix-hid
grower Miss Robertson), staged a finely-flmvered
Bryndir
Odontioda "Madeline,
specimen of
variety, the large flowers having a pale yellow
ground densely blotcihed with Indian red.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Orchidhurst.
Tunbridige Wells, were awarded a Silver-gilt
Flora Medal fc- a group of Odontiodas, Odontoglossums, and other Orchids.
Messi-s. Charle.sworth and Co., Haywai-d's
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for
a group rich in their handsome hybrid Orchids,
chiefly Odontoglossums and Odontiodas.
Messrs. Jas. Cypher *nd Sons, Queen's Road
Nunneries, Cheltenham, were awarded a Silver

Banksian Medal for a group of Cypripediums
white Calanthe
with white Laelia anceps.
Harrisii, and white Cypripediums.
Messrs. J. AND A. McBean, Cooksbridige, were
.awarded a Silver Banksian Medal foi' a gi'oup
in which their
were a feature.

famous strain

of

Cymibidiums

Southgate, were
Mesasrs. Hassall and
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a group of
Capella magbeing
C.
finest
Cymbidiums. the
nififum (Wicanianum x Pauwelsii).
Cym.showexl
Albans,
St.
Sanders,
Messrs.
bidium Albatross (Gottianum x grandifloram),
with cream-white flowci-s lined and dotted with
Co.,

redddsih-rose.

was an exliibit »f
Messjs.
by

Carnations

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, showed
Odontoglossum La Seine, a showy hybrid of un-

-

leeurded parentage, with light claret-red flowers
with a narrow blush-white inargin.
Walter Cobb, Esq., Normanhuret, Ruispei-,

a

plant

well-flowered

Miltoiiia

of

Phalaenopsis Cobb's variety.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: Messrs. W. Puupa.rt (in the oluiir),
S. Rivers, A. W. Metcalfe, W. Bates, Ed.
Beckett, 0. Thomas, Ed. Harriss, A. Bullock,
P. D. Tucker, F. Perkins, W. H. Divers, A. R.
Alkui, E. A. Bunyard., and F. Jordan.

Award

of Merit.

—

Apple St. Cecilia. A medium-sized fruit, of
strikingly handsome appearance, said to have
been raised from Cox's Orange Pippin ci'ossed
with an unknown variety. The seedling showed
evidence of Cox's Orange Pippin in its general
appearance, with rather more colour, and more
conical siliape.
The flesh is solid, jaicy, and of
excellent flavour ; the stalk is rather deeply set,
and somewhat slender.
The eye is shallow^
The variety is one of the best new dessert
Apples of recemt times.
Shown by Messrs.
.John Basham and Sons, Bassaleg, Newport,
iMon.

Dried Beans from Wisley.
An exhibit of much interest was shown from
the Society's ga.ixiens at Wisley, a collect:.L i of
driel Beans of the Haricot type. The cropping
qualities of the several vai'ieties were deino 1strated, the amount of produce obtained in each
case from one ounce of seed benvg indicated.
The best cropper was the Dutch Brown, which
ga.\e 2 ,1b. 15 oz. from one ounce of seed sown.
Thiis was followed bv Long White Canterburv,
with 2 lb. 11 oz.
Long-podded White, 2 lb.
;

oz.

(Jlnry

(of a pale liver-colour),
(a buff-coloured variety),
'ent-pour-un (pale brown),
2 lb. 5 Oz. Oris .Alaraicbe-r (mottled). 2 Lb. 4 oz.
Cent-pour-un (same colour a.s Dutch Brown, but
smaller), 2 lbs.
Comtesse de Chambord (pea.rlv
white), 1 lb. 15 oz.
Pei'fectinn
(iblack
and
white, 1 lib. 11 oz.
The samples were exceedingly .good,, and the e.\hiblt amply demon
;

2

II).

5

iiz,

2

lb.

5

i>z.

I'.iittcr

K (ilshi"

:

.l:iiiiir

:

(

;

:

;

;

the pos.sibil-ty

.=tra-ted

—

January 9. The annu.il general meeting of
the above society was held on the 9th inst. at
the Municipal Offices.
The Mayor, Mr. Coun-

of

A.

growing and drving

Haricot Beans in this countrv.

W.

Pearce. J. P., jjresided.
The Chairman of the Council, Professor
Lyttel, M.A., submitted the 55th annual report,
which stated that nearly 8,000 visitors attended
the summer show. A floral bazaar held on the occasion for the bei'.efit of the Red Cross and Order
of St. .John realised a net profit of £50.
The total receipts for the year amounted to
£516 3s. 3d., and the expenses 'to £392 19s. lid.,
leaving a profit of £123 3s. 4d. on the year's
working, whilst the total assets are over £153.
It had been decided to hold a Rose Show at
cillor

H.

House on June

.Stonehaui

.South

26,

a

I'ruit,

ORCHID.
i.~Onmmittee present: The Rev. .T.
Crombleholme fin the chair). Messrs. R. Ashworth, .J. Cypher, .J. Howes, A. .J. Keelirj'' D
McLeod. J. McNab, W. Sh.a,ckleton, H. Th<n'p.
and H. Arthur (secretary).

AWARDS.
FiR.ST-CLASs

Certificates.

<'!/pripeili„m

I'er.tiii.^,
a well-shaped flower.
dorsal sepal being 3 inches across,
white ground, heavily .spotted crimson
broad petals are mahogany-red
and C.

the round,
\vith

a

:

(he

;

I'eisni.'f

far.

Beta, the dorsal sepal

is

almost solid

crunson, with white margin
lip and petals
honey-yellow veined crini.son, both from
R
Lee, Esq.
('.
Christopher ear. Cnuul Diihe NirhnUi.'<
i.l/'.w Camm x Lreuiiiiiii Corona),
a large flower
:

W

of perfect shape, the dorsal sepal measuring
4
inches across, porcelain-white, with a green base
and numerous white spots, the lip and petals are
greein'sh-bi-own
from S. Gratrix, Esq.
;

.\

i'!//oip.',li,i„i

WARDS OF Merit.
/'i/ro„n,.<

WrsI

I'oiiit

ear.,

'".";
V,
.Urwono

and

''""''»">" {-\rtoeus lo,„,le,,r„.,r x
.lvnu,„ihumuie), l„,tli fn,m S. Orathix.

Ks.|.
''.

f.7,.,,7,,
(.l,-/»,-»..
huuilviini.e x Colden
iind C. Colden Doirn {Cuhlen (lein
x
SoiiArderar), from T. WoRSLEY, Esq.
n,loiifor/lo!<>>iim
eximiiim Prrfeetion {rrispiim
I'erfection x ar/tenti.<!.v„iiiiii). from Dr. Craven

<.l»r,i)

Moore.

lions

:

folluuio^

—

JA,r,/e

.S',7/-,,

wixkI (gr. Mr.
;

'yphep,

and

Waa-rington,

o4'

new

have been

varieties of OaJts

finder, all desirahle black varieties.
For late
sowing White Waterloo is exceUent.
Hallett's and Bennett's stnains of Black Tartar are no doubt very desirable where the Black
Tartarian Oat is required. The Thousand Dollar Oat was iiintrodoioed from Amerioa and resieiectedi by Professor Middileton, of Camlbridge
University.
E_ Molyneux.

John Lbbmann. -Fnllowing

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Oats.

(Concluded from p. 20.)
Where the soil is dry and cloddy more harrowing and rolling will be required light soils
cannot well have too nrach work behind the
;

as

Siowitig,

the

w'.th

the

hor.svjt}

treading of the soil
a firm and an advan-

repeia.ted

makes

tageous seed-bed.

In

stiff,

wet

soils less

work

wise, as sucJi soil should not be kneaded too
much. Fed' Oats I prefer to see a smooth rather
than a clcddy surface.
In the latter tihe seed
germinates irregularly, and when rolled later
(many of the plants are buried by the clods and
never ocme thiT)ugh again.
Where rooks are troublesome it is a good plan
to dress the seed with some preventive such
as Coi-vusine.
Some find a difficulty in preparing the seed with this mixture, finding it rathier
"sticky" to handle. If a tin of Corvusine is
stood in hot water for twenty minutes it will
be found, that when warm no difficulty will be
e.xiperienced in mixing it with the seed, and
the latter can then be sown easily and at once.
is

newly-plouglied grassland much harrownecessary belhi,nd the sower to obtain
tilth to bury ithe seed properly and
provide a firm base fen- the roots as well as
to haimper the pix).gre£is of wireworms as much
as poss-ble.
To aid Hiis a heavy roller sihould
be drawn over the plot several times alternately
with harrows.
The quantity of seed required per a'cre varices
considerably in different localities and circumstances.
Where seed is sown from home-grown
stocks^ it is wise to reject the small seeds by
screening, as these tiny Oats, so common in some
sa,mples, cannot produce .'uch vigorous plants as
full-sized Corn.
Seedsmen prepare their seed so
well bv screening that small seeds are never seen
in their samples
tln^y evidently prefer the more
even -sized grain. In the general seeding of Oats
of the Tartaria.n variety I sow four bushels
per acre, sometimes five w.here bii-ds are likely
to be troablesome in outlying fields and where
tdie land is, perhaps, in moderate condition only.
Oats do not require so much space as Wheat
the tillering properties are not so pronounced as
in Wheat, therefore the plant requires less room.
In extra rich soil, say, behind sheep with
ca.ke-ifed roots, leaving a good dressin,g earlv
in the season, three hushels of seed would suffice.
Some of the stronger-growing varieties require a greater distiinice, and three bushels would
suffice.
Some persons sow onlv 2| bushels. I
am a finn believer in plenty of seed as a s.afegu,aI^d against the many pests farmers have ito
contend with.
As to variety, much depends
upon requirements and local fashion. In some
counities White Oats only are grown
in others
is

sufficient

:

"

;

Black Tartar (Avena orientalis), which
was introduced into Britain at the end of the

black.

eighteenth century,

is

the oldest of present-day

ipopuilar varieties, an,d in
'I'he

Garton,

as&iduioois in raising

during the past twenty-five years, including that
popular White Oat Abund,aaice, one of the best
of White Oats grown.
It is the result of a
cross between White August and White Swedish.
Other White varieties po'Ssessuig much merit
are Lea<ler and Hero. From the same finn oanie
Stonm King, Yieider, Bountiful, and The Gold-

Vegetable, and Carnation Show on the Pier on
23 and 24, and an Autumn Show, mainly
to encourage local food production, on October
15 and 16.

In

.lANi'ARy

Messrs.

most

19, 191U.

.July

ing

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND

LJAmiAuv

SOUTHAMPTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
,

showed

9

—

—

:
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some counties the (prinOat grmvn.
In favounaible seasons
as iman-y as twenty sacks per acre, o,ften

cluselv

on

th.'

death of ilr. Elijah Ashworth and Mr. Oswald
0. Wrigley, both well-known nam^s in the Orchid
world, we have to record the death of Mr. John
Leemann, of West Bank House, Heaton Mersey,
Manchester, which took place at his residence on
the 14Ui inst., in his 75th year. The West Bank
House collection of Orchid's was one of the oldest
and best in tlic Midlands, and has been frequently referred to in our columns. M.r. Leemann
had a special liking for fine Odontoglossoms and
rare
varieties
of
Cattleyas,
a
full
collection of white forms of which was included
in his collection.
He was a Fellow of the Royal
Horticultural Sjciety, and frequently exhibited
plants before the Orchid Committee, securing
awards for some of them. Of late years he
has been more closely in touch with the Manchester and North o'f Eng'md Orchid Socictv.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
for Ci'T Blooms
.{.
H. Sown in
autumn for spring, and again in spring for
summer and autumn flowering. Antirrhinum.
Nelrose, Clarkia, Firefly, and Stock-flowered

.\nniials

;

Larkspur in variety. In spring, for flowering
the same season, sow Aster, Comet and single,
Chi-ysanthemum Morning Star, Esohscholzia
in variety, Ciodetia Schaminii fl. pi.. Nasturtiums The Pearl and Aurora, Shirley Po))pies

Sweet Scabious, Sweet Sultan,
autumn, for spring flowering, SchizaTi
wistoneisis.
Migr ,nette and Sweet
Peas should also be included in the list of kinds
(several times),

and

in

.

thus

grown.

Names

of Fruits
Winter Nonesuch.
very

poor

ir.

//.

f niits

:

;

H. E.
Apple Round
G. A. ]V.
Bruised and
cannot be identified.

Round Pear Broom Park large
(Thanks for2s. forR.G.O.F.—
1. Newtown Pippin: 2, Court

7?.

;

Pear decayed.

Eds.)— F. C.
Pendj Plat;
.\dmirable

;

5,

3,

Allington Pippin:

Margil

'4,

Small's

Hanwell Souring.

6,

;

B.
Apple not recognised most likely a
local variety.
Peas Under Glass E. L. As the bed is 4 feet
wide, you will be able to grow two rows of
Peas in each bed, allowing a space of 2^ feet
ir.

;

:

between the rows.

If the bed Ls 4 feet from
the roof-glass, varieties that grow 2^ feet hitrh
such as Early Giant and Daisy would be the
most suitable. If the space is 5 feet, Gradus
and Duke of Albany would be suitable. Dwarf

Harbinger and Little Marvel
wunld give good returns, but these should be
urown within 3 feet or 4 feet of the roof -glass.
Do not sow the seeds thickly. Use rich soil
mixed with a little decayed manure, and make
it moderately firm.
When water is necessary,
L'i\'e sufficient to moisten the bed thorouchly.
Very little fire-heat is required a temperature
of 45° at night will be warm enough in cold
weather. Air should be admitted freely in mild
weather, but cold draughts are
harmful,
varieties such as

:

favouring the sijread of mildew.

cipal Black
ni.,li,ls

,1/,,/,,/

tn

ISvmiicIi).

.'-'iink.

(

w.rc .welded

W,

t.,

.oil..,,

Lee. Esc... Hev
Silrrr Meilal to Me.ssrs.
H.

'hcltcnliNni.

it yiel'ls

weighing 42 lbs. per bushel.
The ear, or
panicle, grows one-sided.
The straw is the most
va.luable of all Oats as food for cattle or for
cutting into chaff for hoo'ses.

Comniunioatinns Keceived.
f«]«l
.1,

iKWile

\r,— A.

0.

aii,<l

(;.-

;i.l,lr.-(.o
]:.

\V.

- ruz7j\vl (kimlli
ui'iiiii-fdl— A.
C. ]l

;,s

K.-

.1"

W-

C'nn-t;iii(

Tlfii.lci

H. n — H B — .» V W. W.-.T. T.
.T.
D. .1.— \V. G.— E. W. C— Sir
W. M., G!iisn.;,viu-T. W. B., AMffli-.iliatl^W. E. B.—

R.

R.— .Ta]ir,ni.-;i--.T

VV.

M—

V.
11

E.

D

W.

-.1

—

—
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shrubs there were only a very few, the
most striking and worthy of mention being
a
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PLANT COLLECTING

Louicera,
allied
to
L.
xerocalyx,
with yellow flowers and pale orange fruits.
Of Rhododendrons they
secured
fourteen
species mew to me, but,
unfortunately, the
majority were in fruit, and of two only foliage
was collected. One of the latter is a shrub of
9-12 feet, with bright green, buUate leaves, as
seen in R. bullatum Fr., and a heavy grey -white
tomentum.
The yoimg wood is also heavilv
toment«se, and from the description given it
must be a very handsome shrub.
I mean to
make every effort to find a plant in flower or
fruit, and have ordered m)- men to make a most
exhaustive search. The other parties who were
over on the Bei-ma-Shan were more successful,
and made a fine haul of herbaceous material
Acniiitum, Delphinium, Trollius, Aster, Senecio,
Cremanthodium,
Saxifraga,
Gentian.
Meconopsis. Anemone, Primula, Androsace, Potentilla, Corydalis, Draba, and several other good
crucifers.
One of the best finds they had
was a Boraginaceous plant, which I cannot
place.
It is a lovely thing, and I have every
chance of getting seed of it. A cushioy^plant of
5-12 inches diameter, or even more, i^ habitat
is on cliffs and boulders and stopy -screes at
14-15,000 feet.
The foliage is small," imbricated
on the stems, coated and fringed with silvery,
glistening hairs
the flowers are stemless, solitary, and embedded in the foliage at the end of
each stem, brilliant blue, and about the size of
those of Cynoglossum amabile.
The flowers are
freely produced, and it is the finest thing of its
kind I have seen for some time.
:

;

IN CHINA.

SHIEMALATSA, TSEDJEONG, UPPER
MEXONG, VIA WEI HSI, N.W. YUNNAN'.
oar arrival at SUemalatsa the
SINCE
has contuiued

weather
very dry and warm. There
is even,' sign of a third year's drought
serioiis affair for the inhabitants of the valley,
but there is a plentiful supply of moisture on the
ranges from daily rain and the melting of the
snows, so the Alpine flor. will not suffer, though,
as a result, the seed harvest may be earlier.
Daily the lower valley is like a furnace ; scarcely
a breath of wind, a sky so intensely blue afi to
make one blink, and a sun, for brazeiuiess excelling anything I have ever experienced.
The
climate resembles that of Mandalay; yet, on the

—

ranj^;;s, alxjve 9,000 feet or so, the air is cool and
bracing, with lots of snow about, and, as I say,
an abundance of moisture. Of course, it is all
caused by the range acting as a rain screen. It
is a trj'ing country to work in, the changes of
temperature are so great and the slopes of the
mountains so steep and broken. I shall be very
plea.«ed when the season ends and I can get off
south.

mentioned in my last letter, the Tibetan
of Sarong is only a day's journey
There the most prominent features
of the SaJwin Mekong divide are the two
sacred mountains Doker-la and Ka-gwr-pu, to
which numberless Tibetan.s make yearly pilgrimages.
The latter is pronounced "Karki'bu,"
though I spell it as given on the maps by Davies
and Ryder. Two parties of my men have been
up there recently, but judging by the results,
and the infoi-mation Uiuy give me, it does not
appear to be a very productive area.
They tell me both mountains are very rugged—
they certainly appear so from a distance broken
cliffs and jagged peaks and spurs, huge areas of
dwarf cam and rock taking the place of the rich
alpine meadows we have at this latitude.
The
country is taboo to me, this season at least, as I
am bound by a promise to the Consul and the
Clhinese officials not to enter actual Tibetan territory.
I regret this very much, as I should have
liked to secure photographs of the region and
the people.
The herbaceous material my men
brought back was not particularly interesting
it included a new Meconop-sis, after tihe M. bel'a
type, a number of Senocios, Cremanthodium.i,
Gentians, Sau.ssiireas, and a cushion Primula
akin to
P.
dryadifolia.
Of lower level

As

new

I

province

to the north.

—

One of the Meconopsia collected was that
which I have in fruit only— under No. 13.169 of
the 1914 collection.
In habit it much resembles
a dwarfish M. integrifolia, but the whole plant,
and especially the capsule, is smothered in golden,
shining, rather bristly hairs, never seen in Uie
type.
In determining the Meconopsis of 1914,
Sir D. Prain put down No. 13,169 as M. integrifolia.
I have little knowledge of the genus excepting from a collector's standpoint, and therefore cannot dispute his decision, but it must be
a very distinct variety, for the flowers are white
and smaller than those of the type integrifolia.
However, I hope to secure seed, and if you are
successful in flowering the plants the point will
easily be settled.
(The Bei-maShan is a portion
of the Mekong- Yangtze divide.)

—

Another party of men went far south on thus
divide, principally to find the original type of
Meconopsis epeciosa as seen by me in August,
They were successful, and I shall, if all
goes well, collect abundance of seed. I have no
knowledge of the Himalayan Meconopsis, but
Meconopsis speciosa is the only species in Yunnan
which is scented. It is deliciously fragrant, the
fragrance resembling that of our own Dutch
Hyacinths.
Altogether since we came here we have been
most successful, and if I bag seeds of all the
finer things I have found I shall be most plea,sed.
The herbarium numbers fully 1,000 species from
Teugyuch. to date that is, and that takes some
1905.

getting when the total is over 14,000 species, I
excellent reports of my Teugyuch and

have

Talifu men, discounting those at Lichiang, and
their spoil should add another 500 species.
In
going over my field book I find Rhododendron
comprises some 15 per cent, of the total, and
over a certain altitude in N.W. Yunnan Rhodo-

dendrons dominate

in the flora.

They are so numerous, species and varieties,
that I now find myself in a perfect tangle over
them, and have given up even attempting to
group them in the field. Most of the species of
which only incomplete material was collected in
recent years I have secured, as well as those of
Pnalics and Monberg's collections, and I find
groups of species, or one may call them varieties for the time being, formed round such as
R. sahienense, R. Forrestii, R. Roxeianum, R.
flocriiierum. and R. sanguineum. I have at least
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five or six fine forms akin to R. saluenense, and
the same of R. sanguineum.
If what I have
found are only varieties, then these two species
sport as much as the variable R. dichroanthum
of the Tali Range, or even more so in the case
of the latter.
Of the first there is apparently a
different form on every range and divide.
Of
course, it is impossible for rae to deal with these
differences here they will have to be worked out
very carefully. Any information I might now
give would possibly add to the confusion later.
The original type of R. Forrestii, that with the
black-crimson flowers, and red under surface to
the foliage, I have not, so far. rediscovered. All
the plants I have seen, though having the habit
of the tjTJe, have blooms of a brilliant crimson
or cherry-scarlet, and much larger leaves. However, I have found another distinct species with
the same creeping habit, with lanceolate foliage,
I5 inch by ^ inch, and pendulous flowers 2-3 in
a cluster, of a soft, dull rose throughout; a, very
fine and most interesting shrub, but apparently
very rare.
R. sanguineum and its affinities
have formed a magnificent group, all the members
of which have splendid flowers and bear most
freely.
The type, which I introduced in 1914
has blooms of the richest scarlet, fleshy, and
enamelled on the exterior, of large size and
abundantly produced. It is a shrub of 1-3^ feet,
the tomentum on the under surface of the leaves,
short, adpressed, and silvery-white.
Another,
a form with identical foliage, has flowers blackcrimson the colour of dried bullock's blood.
Yet another form or species in the same class has
rose blooms lined with white down the centre of
each segment of the coi-olla, with the base white,
reminding one of the striped pink and white
Camellias.
Of this the tomentum is much
heavier and of a light biscuit shade.
;

—

Another form has blooms of the same size and
consistency as the type, but of a most delightful
shade of lemon-yellow, without variation, the
tomentum on the under surface of the leaves veiy
heavy and .soot-coloured.
Another plant has
pure white blooms, %vith a buff-coloured tomentum on the leaves. R. Roxeianum^ a new sp.,
collected in fruit in 1914, has blooms pure white,
spotted vivid crimson.
In occasional specimens
the margins of the corollas are flushed rose.
There are many forms in the foliage of this
species, but no variation in the flowers.
It does
not run into R. proteoides, a new sp., also collected in 1914 in fruit only, flowers dried, of
that I am now convinced.
This last-named R.
proteoides also varies very considerably in colour.
The type, as seen in scanty specimens in 1914, is
palo canary-yellow, beautifully marbled deep
crimson.
I
have specimens bearing yellow,
v/hite, white flushed rose, and pure rose flowers.
R. campylogynum is as variable as any, with
flowers from almost light pink to the deepest
plum-purple, the type shade of the Tali plant.
There is also great variation in size of foliage.
I have specimens with leaves as large as those
of R. hypolepidotum number of flowers and
.stature of plant which is anything from 2 inches
to 2 feet.
I could write columns on what I have
in hand, and what I have seen points to the fact
that we are approaching very close to the optimum of the genus, which I reckon is not very
far from here, probably some short distance N.
and N. of the mountains of Sarong.

—

New

PRIMtTLAS.

What 1 write of Rhododendrons applies also to
the genus Primula. I find groups of new farms,
or sub-species, collected round the types. I have
found what I take to be a new species of the section Omphalogramma, and I expect many others
will be discovered yet. There must be connecting
links between P. Elwesiana of the Himalayas and
those we know here.
All the rock and bog
species of the high alps, such as P. dryadifolia.
P. bella, and P. amethystina, are, I find, the
nuclei of groups of species or varieties, a point
to be settled later.
I have five plants all distinctly related to Primula dryadifolia, and yet

;
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The
quite apparently distinct from the type.
same applies to the known members of the
round
formed
has
group
a
quite
section
Nivalis
the beautiful P. calliantha. Of them, one lovely
j.hint was brought in recently, which, with the
foliage of the oalliantha, has much longer and
scapes, each bearing 2-5 blooms of
the most enchanting shade of lake-carmine, with
the eye dull grey, each bloom l^-lj inches or
eveji more in diameter, and deliciously fragrant,

more slender

A glorious plant Another, equally fine, of the
calliantha group, has lovely rose-pink flowers.
that
I have so much to attend to at the base
Last week I was out for
I do not get out much.
!

three

days on a portion of the Range totally
The first day we had a most ex-

to me.

hausting climb of 6-7,000 feet, a steady grind
from 6.30 a.m, till four in the afternoon. The

))idotum,

etc.,

are

last-named the most evil
glandular Rhododendrons.
through a thicket of it

I

one's way
a thing ever remembered. The odour is really sickening. After
surmounting the cliffs we were quickly on the
enclosed valley,
real alps, and camped in a small

To brush

is

in the centre, at about 12wilderness of Rhododendrons
and many species of Primulas enclosed by jagged
flanks
limestone spurs, some 2,000 feet higher, the
Conifers
of which were clothed with forests of
main
the
(Abies sp.). In the distant background
The
peaks of the Range were much higher.
formation of the floor of the valley is a reddisb,

with boggy
13,000

feet,

26, 1918.

!

consider the
smelling of all the

abundant.

[January

That is the boggie.st place I've been in for many
The soil overlying the I'ed slate and formd.iys
ing the meadow, is a sloppy black peat, slimy
and greasy, with pot-holes I could not fathom with
All the Rhododendrons were
a six-foot pole.
in full flower, and I have seldom seen anything
to equal the display of colour, the masses of brilliant scarlet blooms of R, sanguineum, the flaring
magentas and lakes of R, saluenense, the dark
plum shades of R. campylogynum, the cherry-red
of the new form of R. Forrestii, and the greenyyellow of Ei. trichocladum, all distinct, yet all
blending most delightfully. R. Roxeianum and
iNeuticum have white flowers spotted vivid
crimson, with very bunchy and compact trusses
the latter has the best habit, and is quite a handsome shrub. As already mentioned, occasional
specimens are faintly washed rose, but the type
Another species seen has large foliage,
is white.
.nfter the style of R, praestans, and huge trusses
flowers the rose-pink of
of large rose-pink
Dicentra spectabilis in form resembling those

from the base of the cliffs, the Rhododendron
ixeuticum, flocis met, and such species as R.
cigerum, and another akin to it, Wardii, hypole-

belt

;

new
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meadow

A

—

of

—

Rhododendron Beesianum.

Another species of much the same size and
habit has pale yellow, fleshy blooms of the form
R, platyphyllum, a new
of R, campanulatum,
found by Kingdon Ward in 1913, was
abundant in every shade, from pure white to
deep rose. Even in heavy rain and mist it was
a wonderful sight how it would appear in sunspecies,

;

shine I can well imagine. On the open portions
of the boggy slopes were many herbaceous plants
Callianthemums, Anemones. Pediin full bloom
cularis,
Swertias, Calthas, Gentians, a large
v\hite-flowered Pingaicula, and a particularly
fine species of Diapensia, v/ith large, fleshy, rose-

—

pink flowers, produced so freely that, though
seme of the cushions were 18 inches in diameter,
scarce a sign of foliage showed, A perfect mat
of blossom. Of Primulas there were many. First

new ?) omphalogramma, a plant of 8-14 inches
in height, with large trumpet flowers of rich
purple-blue, lined white inside, and with fringed
corolla lobes.
Primulas brevifolia and amethyttina, with their beautiful pendulous blooms of
richest shades of purple-blue, were abundant,
whilst the banks of the streams and rills were
sheeted with the lovely yellow, orange-striped
flowers, and bright green foliage of Primula
serratifolia, perfectly foiled by clumps of the
)"urple spikes of Primula musoaiioides.
Over all
the more open spaces, in patches and soatteu'ed
masses, sufficiently abundant to give the surfaces
a rosy-purple flush, was a new and very dwarf
form of Primula bella, with large blooms of a
deep shade of purple-lake and tiny moss-like
foliage.
On the cliffs above a portion of the
n^padow I saw for the first time in flower Rhododendron proteoides.
It is an attractive rock
j-'lant, with large blooms of a creamy or canaiTyellow, beautifully marbled deep crimson towards the base. Amongst the dwarf scrub was
found a new Vaccinium, a shrub of 6-18 inches,
or even 2 feet, with large, ovoid, glossy, dark
L'roen, coriaceous leaves, and stumpy, curved,
terminal racemes of fairly large, rosy-pink
flowers,
good foliage plant, exempting the
flowers, which are attractive.
The interesting

the

-GROWTH

OF A CLUMP OF

SNOWDROPS ON
(See p,

up the faces of rugged limestone
hand and foot work all the time,
Over that
in drenching rain and blinding mists.
portion I had to dispense with boots, the going
was so bad.
last 2,000 feet

and

slate cliffs,

Mekong

valley is excepone day per week,
often not even that, but the slopes are so
Consesteep they do not retain the moisture.
quently there is a comparatively barren belt extending as high as 2-3,000 feet above river level.
The vegetation of this belt is characteristic of
the climate and soil stunted trees and shrubs,
mostly Conifers and Oaks a more or less xerogreat
with
vegetation
herbaceous
phytic
stretches of Bracken and coarse grass. The lower
belt of Pine forest is likewise very unproductive,
the only flowerimg shrubs a few gnarled specimens of R. Fortnnei (fomia ?), Beyond that,

This portion of the

tionally

dry,

rain

possibly

—

—

SIX SUCCESSIVE

NEW

(

A
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laminated slate, tUted to right angles, with much
broken and crumbly surface exposed, and, as I
pay. on this a wilderaess of Rhododendrons, the
So much
first I have seen not on limestone.
for the Rhododendrons and limestone theory so
I have specimens
far as this area is concerned
of the formation which I will forward later.
The valley is about 1^ mile in length by fully
mile in breadtli, and the whole extent of it is
covered by dense growth of such species as R,
sanguineum, saluenense, campylogynum, Forrestii
and trichocladum. The more open situations were
heathed over to a depth of li-25 feet, a perfectly
enchanting tangle of foliage and bloom, whilst
!

-2

more sheltered corners amongst scattered
Ccnifers, on dry banks, and by little rills, were
Roxeianum, ixeuticum,
such sjiecies as R,
platyphyllum, and several O'thers unknown to
rne.
Talk of Rhododendrons being bog plants

in the

!

and new Vaccinium modestum was everywhere
as an under shrub, and also on the open turf
and rock. The flowers are large, dull crimson
tinged green, and not particularly striking,
though the fruits are, but the foliage is dense,
of a most charming light, fern-like .shade of
green, as seen in the young foliage of our home
Bilberry, Here and there were clumps of Poly-

gonum polystaichyum, with its large spikes of deep
blood-crimson blooms, and everywhere amongst
the dwarfer Rhododendrons and along the margins of the scrub were large groups of the beauti
ful Lilium ,apertum var, tibeticum Fr,, with
its shining, dark chocolate-red nodding blooms,
so abundant, indeed, their fragrance filled the
Another beauty, though
air with sweetness.
scentless, showed in smaller numbers in more
sheltered situations, Nomocharis pardanthina Fr,
The fuUy-expanded,
are

most

effective,

large flowers of this species
beautifully fringed wilh a
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silvery

regularly spotted deep
crimson.
That is the type as seen on the Tali
Range also, but there is another kindred plant
here both were collected on the C'hungtien
]>lateau in 1914, and introduced by me then, and
may be seen at Edinburgh, where they flowei-ed
last season
not so tall, nor so floriferous, with
coarser foliage and smaller blooms, not fringed,
and suffused a dull purple-rose, with many
minute crimson spots at the base. It is, I now
consider, quite distinct from N. pardanthina. A
rarer plant than any. with its Heath like blooms
and foliage, is Diplachne multiflora Hook., of
which several groups were seen on the barer
Owing to the nature of the
rock surfaces.
sliining

surface,

—

—

did not then have an opportunity to
explore the full extent of the valley or beyond
Therefore I write only of the spot where we
it.
steadily in sheets all
camped.
It rained
that night, all the next day, and following night.
when
we
out
on
our return journey it
set
and
was raining as steadily, with clouds of driving
mist half obscuring everything. I went principally to secure photographs of some of the best
plants, and after sleeping and sitting drenched
and miserable under a shelter of Pine branches
for two nights and the greater portion of two
days, was forced to take them under the exist-

weather

I

the flavour of both parent-s, and the
yellow-coloured flesh of Cox's Oran.ge Pippin
especially. In size the fruit is larger than Cox's
Orange Pippin: it has splendid flavour, is especi
]>ossesses

ally

firm in

the

flesh,

and

full

bining sufficient sweetness and a
much favour.

of juice, com-

cmpness

that

fiD<ls

The
only

colour is intensely brilliant crimson, not
on the sunny side, but aU over.
The

growth
thought

is more vigorous than I at
one time
it to be.
Some growers nurserj-men
particular find the tree shy in fruiting, but
an open exposure and thin training do much to
inci-ease fruitfulness.

in

—

—
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142), the author holding that it was a natural
h.vbrid between L. anceps and L. autumnalis,
a
contention which the present home-raised foi-ni
seems to prove. L. Finckeniana may pro\e to be
uf the sanve parentage.
The flower sent is nearest to L. anceps in form
and size, though intermediate in features. The
sepals and petals are silver-white with a rose
flush on the outer parts. The lip is white at the
base, witih fine purple lines on the side lobes,
and the narrowly triangular front rose coloiu'.

COLOUR VARIATION.
Mr. F, C. Puddle writes " I wonder if we
shall ever get to the bottom of the law of colour
combination in hybrids?
I am just flowering
:

many

Apple reminds me of
that handsome Californian variety, Wine«ap,
which is quite one of the best of foreign Apples.
/'.
Mnhjnnix. Swnnmnre Park Farm. B>!<liop's
In

re.'ipectfi

this

Walthfrm.

some home-raised batches of Cattleya Freya
(Dowiana aurea x :\r,intinu) and C. Sylvia
(Dowiana aurea
l';ilu,il, ,,nd in each hatch I

They have been developed some
but most are ver\- weak, especially
groups and scenes. WTien I left Lichiang some
ing conditions.

are

;

fair,

my men came here by a different route, via
the Yangtze valley, Wei Hai, and the Liti-ping,
to secure flowering specimens of species collected
only in fruit in 1914. They also ascended a portion of the Kari Pass, cast of Yeh-chik in this
of

valley,

and were most successful, bagging many

good things, besides most of those they were inOf their lot the finest is
structed to secure.
Rhododendron glischnim, a shrub which, when
Mr.
it flowers at home, will cause a sensation.
Williams has a stock of it from the 1914 seed I
It is a magnificently foliaged tree
gathered.
species, with big trusses of large, campanulate
blooms, of a most wonderful shade of plum-rose,
with

markings, and a deep crimson
Even the dried specimens are
Oeorge Forrest.

crimson

blotch at the has?.
a

delight.

GROWTH OF SNOWDROPS.
The

illustrations

Snowdrop

dump

in

fig.

14

show

the same

photographed annually on the
a Norwich garden, to

inday of the year in
The
dicate the relative severity of the winters.
exceptional hardness of the present winter com7)ared with those of recent years is shown by
this year's record, in which the shoots are but
How greatly
just appearing above the ground.
tlie seasons vary is indicated by the record of
1913, the photograph for that year showing the
first

plants alreadv almost in flower.

APPLE WILLIAM CRUMP.
ORCHID
I HAVE long looked for an Apple i)0.ssessing
merit tihat could worthily be classed as a sucNo Apple apcessor to Cox's Orange Pippin.
proaches Cox's Orange Pippin in quality during
the months of December and .lanuary. By some
it is considered a November Apple ; it is not so,
as by that time the fruit does not possess that
fulness of flavour and quantity of juice it
subsequently develops. By the end of .Tanuary,

however, these qualities are failing, except under
exceptional circumstances of preservation, although it is possible to preserve the fruit until
{he middle of April.
The variety known as William Crump {see
15) was raised by Mr. Crump, of Madresfig.
fiold Court Gardens, from Cox's Orange Pippin
and Worcester Pearmain (fig. 17). It
(fig, 16)

NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

NEW

HYBRIDS.

—

Lak.lia
Crawshayana. A very interesting
cross between Laelia anceps and L. autumnalis,
seed-bearer,
which
the
the
in
latter
is
F. C.
Puddle, Scampstou
is
sent by Mr,
The flower bears
Hall Gardens, Rillington.
a strong resemblance to L. Finckeniana, supposed
to be a natural hybrid between L. anceps and
L. albida, illustrated in the C'ardeners' C/irn.
nlde, December 30, 1893, p. 804. The flower is
of
interesting as disproving the suggestion

Reichenibach in Gard. Ohron., January 14, 1888,
Gouldiana might be a natural
p. 41, that L.
hybrid of L. anceps and L. autumnalis.
It appears to be identical with Laelia Crawshayana Rchb. f. (Gard. Chron., XIX., 1883, p.

have had flowers with yellow, white, and mauve
sepals and petals.
I have now the first flower
open of a batch of Laelio-Cattleya Ingramii (C.

Dowiana aurea X L. Dayana) x Cattleya Fabia
(C, Dowiana aurea x C. labiata), and this has
white sepals and petals. All these have Cattleya
Dowiana aui-ea twice in their parentage,
Flowers sent to illustrate these remarks all
have white sepals and petals with labellums
showing rose and punple in varying degree, but
tending to show that the colour of the petals
parents had been eliminated, while the
dark tints in tJheir lalbellnms ihad been changed
Colour in some crosses
to a much lighter shade.
is known to vanish when crossed one way and
It will b
to intensify in the reverse cross.
nec6-=.sary in scientific records for future use
that the mjile and female parent be indicated,
In the
so that reverse crosses may be made.
of the
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years of Onohid hybrid isaition tlie seed
bearer and polWn parent were recorded by the
usual signs, but the iniormation was in many
cases unreliable, and the practice was therefore

The Week's Work.

;

Puddle

also

Moonbeam

sends

(B.-L.

a flower of

Je«sopii

x L.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN,

Dayana), pure white with a pale yellow oisc to
lip, tJhe Brassavola Digbyana in B.-L. Jes-

.JOBU.iN,

the

sopii totally vanishing, the rose
"of

LETTERS

FROM SOLDIER-GARDENERS.

WHAT GARDENERS MAY LEARN FROM
THE ARMY.
n.
Inciner.\tors ORi Refuse Destructors.

My

Gardener

.M.P..

and claret-purple

L. Dayana, the yellow of L. xanthina, which was strong in B.-L. Jessopii, also
disaippearing, probably to retura in the next
crossing if a suitable combination is arranged.

Up

of the

rd

to

Ma

Broad Beans.— To

Lieut. -Ool.
Spender
Lingfleld, Surrey,

obtain

early
_

pods
.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

of

Broad Beans the seed should be sown at tlie
opportunity, as recommended last week
first
under " General Remarks." The earliest sowings
most
appreciated, as Broad Beans are not in
are
much request when Peas and Runner Beans are
The varieties Beck's Dwai-f Green
plentiful.
Gem, Early Longpod, anl Broad Windsor for
the second crop, are suitable sorts to grow.

Early Radishes. -Radishes may be grown
amongst other early crops, or, better still, in
The seed
separate frames, if any are available.
germinates rapidly, and should be sown thinly,
Let
or the plants will fail to "bulb" quickly.
the plants receive as much sunlight as possible
the frames will not need much ventilation but
all the light possible. For Radishes a frame may
be prepared similarly to that intended for Carrots, sowing the seed broadcast, and covering it
with a little fine soil. There are numerous good
early varieties a mixture of oval, turnip-shaped.

;

remarks under this heading evoked
some comment and criticism. This is all for tftie
I
am not writing dogmas, but suggood, for
Now, there is nothing new aJbout
ge.'itions.
The novelty is in the word
an incinea-ator.
It ie probable that
rather than the idea.
last

;

before the war the word nevejr occurred in
Now, however, it
the plebeian vocabulary.
has come to stay. It is an essential institution
on sanitary grounds where a number of men are
billeted, and 1 doubt not that many a soldier
who takes to gardening will construct an incinerator for the burning of his garden rubbish, inuch

same way as we have been accustomed to
with the time-honoured smother fire. There

in the

do

it

Cherries
trees in pots

in

;

The Orchard House.— The orchard house
should be cleansed thoroughly, and any necessary
painting or repairing attended
to at once.
Arrears of pruning
should be completed, as in most
cases the fruit-buds are becoming promine'it.
Trees planted
in borders should be carefully
washed with an insecticide.
Brown scale insects can generally be found on
established
growing in borders, although the pot trees may be
trees

of the pest.
The roots
soon be active, therefore
the top-dressings should be applied to both trees in pots and
borders at once.
It is not advisable to re-pot trees at this
period
this work is best done
in the autumn or just before
the leaves commence to drop.
The co.npost for top-dressings
shoull consist of loam of a tenacious character, mixed with
well-rotted manure, mortar rubble or chalk (some form of lime
IS necessary for all stone fruits),
clear
will

the more common. An uncommonly good type
feet
is a square brick structure, roughly about 4
square and 4 to 5 feet high, provided with an
opening at the bottom for draught and for withdrawing ashes another higher up, which can be
covered in with sheet iron, for piling in the
refuse
a movable cover of sheet iron to keep
down the flame bars of iron to keep the fire
above the ground and a pipe or stack to take
This could be cheaply constructed
olf the smoke.
;

;

;

;

;

by anyone, and would prove an efficient method
of disposing of rubbish, burning soil, and pro-

;

called

a

glorified

brazier.

Undoubt-

edly the best form for garden purjioses is one
that is solidly enclosed except for providing an
inlet for draught and an outlet for smoke.
It
would pi'ove a much neater contrivance than
the old smother fire, and would equal, if not
exceed, it in efficiency.
William F. Unidcs,

B.E.F.

forcing of Cherry

A

of

Owners
viding valuable ashes for the garden.
of a greenhouse would be quick to realise that
the top would form a good place for warming,
drying, and sterilising potting soil and for drying
In fact, my imagination runs
]30ts and boxes.
so high that I am not so sure that, provided
there were a sufficient amo^mt of rubbish or earth
to be burnt, we couldi not form a hot-bed over
the top.
Another type which is often seen has simply
a layer of bars about a foot from the ground and
This has no
a square enclosure of sheet iron.
top, but one couH easily be devised, as well as
a chimney.
Yet another type is a square or
circular stack of open-work brick, by which I
mean bricks built with open spaces between them. Usually, but not always, bars are
provided.
The bars are, of course, any iron
that happens to be available, such as the uprights
used for barbed wire, oo' iron windoiw bars.
This type is not covered in. A very crude kind
of incinerator is sometimes seen which practically represents a wire-netting basket.
Iron
stakes are driven or secured into the ground a
bottom is made of strong wire netting a foot
or so above the ground, and the sides also ara
enclosed with wire netting, so that we have what

Pots.— The

must not be hastened unduly by an

excessive amount of fii-e-heat.
night temperature of 40° to 45°, with a rise of 5° by day, will
be warm enough to commence with, gradually increasing the amount of warmth when the trees
are in flower.
Admit air on all favourable occasions, and take care to ventilate the house freely
during the flowering period, but cold draughts
must not be permitted. Syringe the trees once
or twice daily according to the weather, as a
diy, close atmosphere would cause the young
fruits to drop.
Watering must be done with
extra care
at no time should tlie roots suffer
for want of moisture.
Fumigate the house with
a nicotine compound before the flowers open to
keep the trees clear of black aphis.

are various types, according to the material at
hand for construction. I will describe a few

might be
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The plant is hardy,
ture and a change of soil.
and should the weather and ground be favourThe crop sucable, planting may be done noiv.
ceeds best in deeply-dug but not excessively rich
The tubers should be planted about
ground.
10 inches apart, and the soil moulded over them
beyond an occasional cleaning of the ground,
nothing further will be required.

eai-lier

discontinued.
Mr. F. G.
Braisso-Laelia

[January

and
LE cox S OR.\NGE PIPPIN,

and

king-rooted

varieties

sufficient

noticeable
Make the

bone meal to be
the

in

mixture.

ramme-,

boU firm with the
and allow space in

the

for

(See p.

S3.)

forms

the

daintiest

ings.
The protecting material should be allowed
to remain around the pots for some time to come,

artificial

warmth,

or the latter

dish.

Mushrooms.— Too much

frost.

is

to give the bordeis a

;

;

Leeks.— Tliese vegetables usually keep sound
very late in the season, and the crop should be
reserved, as much as possible, as there will be a
demand for them when the Onions have all been
used.
Leeks may be lifted and bedded in soil,
but there is no necessity for doing this unless
the ground is required for other purposes.
If
extra fine Leeks are needed for exhibition purposes, a pinch of seed should be sown at this
date.
Lyon is a popular variety for exhibition.

Jerusalem Artichoke. — The Jerusalem
Artichoke often succeeds where other vegetables
would fail, and the tubers provide an agreeable
variety at a time when only a few kinds of vegetables are available. Although the crop succeeds
with very little trouble, this should be no excuse
for growing the plants on the same cn'ound year
after year; ground Artidiokes pay for good cul-

future

top-dress-

may be cracked by the action of
During mild weather take the opportunity
thorough soaking with clear

and especially during very

cold, frosty weather,
a frequent cause of failure with JIushrooms
in houses, and quickly exhausts the beds.
A
little
extra fire-heat may be necessary if
the weather continues wintry, but 50° should
not be exceeded
in very severe weather a
fall of 5° in the temperature will do no harm.
Be careful not to use an excess of moisture a
gentle syringing with tepid water is generally
all that is needed at this season, and when no
fire-heat is used syringing will not be necessary.

pots

water. As a preventive against attacks of green
and black aphis fumigate the house twice before
the trees are in flower.

ToMATOS.- The

winter-fruiting

Tomato

plants

will be benefited by light top-dressings composed of loam, decayed manure, and a little wood
ash.
Remove all superfluous foliage and expose
the fruit to the light.
Maintain a warm, buoyant atmosphere, with a free circulation of air.
Succession plants in 5-inch pots should be placed
in their fruiting pots directly they require more
root space.
A light compost made with loam,
manure fixim a spent Mushroom-bed. mortar
rubble, and a little bone meal will be suitable.
Pot the plants moderately firm, and allow space
in the pot for subsequent top-dressings.
Place
later plants near the roof-glass in a warm house
having a temperature of about 60°. To provide
plants for a further succession sow seed very
thinly in pots, pans, or boxes, and germinate
them in a temperature of 60°. Directly the seedlings are large enough to handle place them
singly in small pots without undue pressure of
the soil.
Place the plants on a shelf near th"
roof-glass,
and to prevent damping afford
waier sparingly
until
the plants are well
established.
Cold
will
draughts
result
in

serious

injury.

Januart
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THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

COLLIKR,
Bart.,

Gardner
GattoD

to Sir Jkumiah CoiauN,
Park, Etifat*.

CVPRIPEDIUM. — Many

of the late autumn and
winter-flowering Cypripediiims are passing out
of flower.
As soon as possible after blooming
the plants should be examined, and any that
require re-potting or dividing attended to.
It
is much the best time to divide the plants when
they are being re-potted, as it can then be better
seen how to carry out the operation without
cutting through the roots, as every root is valuable to a divided plant.
After the plants are
broken up the strong growths should be selected
to make large specimens, and the weaker ones

A

fjotted into smaller pots.
growth that has
flowered is the most valuable for propagating
purposes, as it will often break into two or three
shoots, whereas a new shoot will complete its
growth before giving off other shoots. If it is
not desired to increase the stock, plants that require increased rooting-space may be shifted into
receptacles two sizes larger than those they have
occupied.
Specimens already in large pots may
be re-surfaced with fresh compost, first picking
out some of the old soil from between the roots
and replacing it with new material.
All the
strong-growing species, such as C.
insigne
and its varieties, Sanderae, Harefield Hall,
Laura Kimball, and Sanderianum, also hybrids,
including C. Thalia, Mns. Francis Wellesley.
Euryalus, Hitchinsiae, Beeckmanii, and Leeanum should be potted in a mixture of
three parts good fibrous loam from which all
the small particles have been removed, and one
part peat or Osmunda-fibre, with a sprinkling of
crushed crook.s to ensure the free passage of
water.
For smaller plants and le.ss vigorous
species, employ more peat or Osmunda-fibre, adding a small quantity of chopped Sphagnum-mos.<s.
The pots should be filled one-third their depth
with material for drainage, this in turn being
covered by a thin layer of coarse soil.
The
plants, and especially those that are pot-bound,
should be watered thoroughly a day before being
disturbed.
After taking the plants from their
receptacles, remove the drainage and all decayed
soil from among the roots, and place them in
the pots with the roots spread out.
Work the
compost between the roots, pressing it firmly and
filling the pot almost to the rim.
Take care not
to b-eak the roots.
If the potting material is
already moist, these newlvpotted plants will not
reouire much water, but will be benefited by
light sprayincs o/erhead two or three times on
fine
days. When the roots have penetrated
into the compost a liberal amount of water should
be afforded them. Where a special house is devoted to Typripediums the temperature should
range between 55° and 60°.
With sun-heat
it may be allowed to rise 5° or 10°.
Cyprinedium seedling.s .should he placed in the warmest
ho\ise, and potted on .is they require it.
Thrins
are very injurious to these plants, attacking the
voung leaves. The insects should be destroyed
by frequent fumigations.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN
Bv

]\s.

Hrosox, Hoatl

r..ardtn<'r at

Acton.

Gunncr.sbiiry House.

W.

MORELLO Chcrmies. — In

gardens

where

there is a con.-siderablo amount of wall space devoted to fniit trees, the Morello Cherries are frequently left until Fehniary before they are
nailed or tied.
With the shortage of labour the
trees will probably be trained in m.iny gardens
even later than usual this spring, but so long as
the work is finished some time in February not

much harm

will result.
The Morello Cherrv is
one of the easiest of all wall trees to regulate
and train. Strong young shoots from the base
should alwavs be retained, whilst old, stubbv
growths at the extremities of the branches should
be cut awav. The shoots should be trained in
fairlv thicklv, as fruit-bearing spurs have not
to be considered, as in the case of dessert
r'herries.
If siuns of gumming are apparent, a
slight coating of .Stockholm tar over the affected
part will he effectual in stopping the complaint.
.\ftpr the tree.-i have been pruned and trained
winter dressing of linnid fJishurst T'ompound will
.t

destrfuving the larvae of insect pests.
Having done this work, lightly fork that part of
the border nearest the trees, and apply at once a
li()uid dressing of concentrated manure (see last
.nssist

in

CHRONICLE.

week's calendar) to assist the trees in the stoning
period.
I have had my best success with this
fruit by simply securing the main branches to
the wall and allowing all the fruiting wood to
hang loose from the wall. The trees may not
look quite so tidy as those trained in the orthodox
manner, but fruit, not appearance, is the first
consideration.
I have found also that the fruits
keep cleaner under this system.
Standard
Jlorello Cherries, after the Kentish system of
culture, should be grown more extensively in
private gardens.
When well cared for these
trees carry hea\y crops of fruit, and the Cherries
ripen somewhat earlier than those on north
walls.
The weeping form of standard tree is the
best to plant such a tree is easily kept in order
by allowing the young shoots to extend and
taking out the old, scrubby shoots. See that the
main stems are secured firmly after the pruning
is finished.
Do not place farmyard manure close
to these trees, otherwise the growth would be too
gross.
Those who may not have grown the
Morello Cherry in grass orchards should make
the experiment.
I have seen most satisfactory
results under this system of cultivation.
May
Duke and the Kentish Cherries are also suitaVjle
for growing as orchard trees in private gardens.
Wliere the trees have been trained somewhat on
the open system, without good results. I would
advise the same treatment as is adopted for
Morello Cherries, for I have tried it, and found
;

the result satisfactory

SwEBT (OB Dessert) Cherries.— In some
gardens the pruning anil nailing of Sweet
Cherries may not yet have been done. If
this is so I would advLse that some consideration
be given to the extension of
growth, so that places bare of fruit-bearing
•spurs
may be refurnished with fruiting
wood. Althouirh tJie leaves of these Cherries
are somewhat large, yet the growths may be
trained fairly closely, as the leaves usually .stand

out horizontally. Bank, over-luxuriant growths
indicate that there is too much manure in the
soil.
Should it be necessary to cut out grossitrowing shoots, coat the wounds with styptic
knotting, and do not on any consideration apply
anv manures near to the roots, but rather starve
the trees into a fruit-bearing condition.
If the
case be a ba<l one resort to ixx>t pruning.
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the plants are in active growth, but they
should be sprayed two or three times daily with
luke wai-m rain-water.
Other batches of these
bulbs may be started at regular intervals.
till

GLOXINIA.-The first batch
may be started into growth.

of Gloxinia plants
Partly buiy the
boxes or pans of finely-sifted leafmould, and place the boxes or pans on a shelf
in the plant stove.
When a little growth has
been made shift the tubers into 5-inch or 5-inch
pots, according to theii- size.
A compost consisting of loam, peat, leaf-mould, finely-broken
charcoal, and sharp sand, forms a suitable rot)ting medium for these plants.
See that the pots
are clean, and afford ample ma.terial for drainage.
Seed may be sown now for raising a batch

tubers

in

plants for autumn flowering.
The seed is
very small, and to ensiu-e it being evenly distributed should be mixed with a little very fine
sand before sowing. Cover the seed-pans with a
sheet of glass and place them in a propagating
jjit until the seeds nave germinated.
of

THE FLOWER GARDEN,
Brothebston, Ganlener to the Bart
Haddington, Tynmgliame, Bast Lothian,

Bj

R. P.

MvosOTiDiUM NOBiLE.— This

fine

name for ill -doing, and it was with some reluctance that a filled a warm corner with a number of
strong plants and put others out in a rockery.
Last winter we had, but on only one night, "a
frost of 25° to 29°, which destroyed those on
tlie rockery, but the others recovered, flowered,
and made good growth, with large leaves, through
the summer.
This winter the plants are protected as pre\-iously with tiffany sheets, which
are lighter than those of canvas. From my experience with the plants grown in pots, it is
clear that tliey are very gross growers. Hence I
do not see that in the colder regions it will ever
be possible to get results such as are obtained at
Enys, or even at Logan House, in Gralloway. The
more vigorous the growth in summer, it is clear
the more liable will the plants be to be cut off
a

in winter.

Herbaceous Paeonies.— The soil should be
turned back from the roots of herbaceous
Paeonies and a layer of cow manure the best is
obtained in parks or meadows spread evenly
upon them, and the .soil returned above the
manure.
Very large clumps are kept vigorous
and proliferous W'hen annu.ally surface dressed
in t.hi.s manner, cowdung of the kind recommended giving better results than are obtained
from any other animal manure.

—

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
Carnations.— Cuttings of Carnations that
in November are sufficiently rooted
for potting into 5inch pots.
The .soil should
consist of loam mixed with finely-broken brick
rubble .and sharp sand.
Cuttings rooted later
should be potted into 3 inch pots when the^- are
ready for a shift. Recently-potted plants should
not be exposed to cold draughts, and should be
watered with great care. With the lengthening
days, old plants will be growing more freely, and
it will now be safe to give the roots an increased
amount of stimulant. Let the surface .soil be
carefully pricked up with a pointed stick, and
afterwards ai>ply a top-dressing of bone meal
and soot. Admit plenty of air when the weather
is favourable, and use fire-heat with moderation.
Another bat<-h of cuttings may be inserted if
necessar\'.
Plants of .Souvenir de la Malmaison
Carnations should be kept growing in cool conditions ; afford water to the roots very sparingly.
were inserted

Cinerarias.— Plants of the earliest batch of
Cinerarias are coming into flower.
If desired
they mav be grown in a little more warmth to
hasten their flowering. The lates.t plants should
be grown in a cool house, using fire-heat only in
times of severe frost..s.
r*inerarias need to bo
watered verv carefully at this season the pots
are filled with roots, and the latter may be given
diluted linnid manure or soot-water occasionally.
Examine the i>lants carefully for aphis, which is
casilv di'stroved by light fumig.aiions with a
nicotine compound.
;

HiPPEASTRiiM (4MARVLLi«V-Some

of

the

most promising Hippeastrum bulbs mav he placed
in a light, warm house.
First thoroughlv soak
the soil with water, then remove a portion of
it to make room for a top-dressing. The materials
for this purpose

may

consist of loam, leaf -mould,

manure from a spent Mushroom-bed. and sand.
At this time of vear it is wise to plunge the pots
in a hot-bed.
Very little water will be needed

of

plant hag

Helleborus.- The

earlier

—

plants

of

Helle-

borus have been producing flowers for a long
the great Christmas Rose (H. niger)
Not
having been much finer than usual.
less
certainly
with
bigger,
perhaps,
but
The later-blooming varieties,
tinted flowers.
surfaced-drcssed,
should
be
not
already
if
material.
friable
surfaced with any light,
The compost, should not merely be placed
around the plants, but scattered amongst
the leaves as well. Some of the species are very
strong-growing, and have root systems in proportion.
These require much space and very liberal
treatment, which results in tall and strong flowerThe
.scapes. abundantly furnished with flowers.
less vigorous species should be treated similarly
to the true Christmas Roses, and all folia ire removed that exhibits tendencies to unhealthiness.

time,

East Lothian Stocks.- No delay should
occur in raising pl.ants of East Lothian Stocks
strong, abundantly-flowering specimens are
if
looked for. Means should be adopted in moistening the soil never to wet the surface of the compost,
as
the seedlings are very liable to
damp off. Use a brisk heat to induce a rapid
germination
but once that has been effected
an intermediate or even a <»ol temperature is to
be preferred. The best varieties for gener.al purposes are those of white, mauve, and purple
Crimson, if of a good strain, is also
colours.
worth growin.ET. but there are many strains of
dubious reliability in the m.arket.
Autumnal Crocuses —The surface soil
should be lightly skimmed from about autumn
Crocuses, and a Layer of fresh material substituted before the current year's foliage begins to
shoot that is. of course, if the plants have been
established long enough to need this attention.
;

:

—
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eOirORIAL NOTICE.

course,

come
PubUsher.

and

Editors
would

m

delay

obviate

- Onr ,-onen»'"dcnti<
oHainuig anawers w
time ana

their communications and save us mucli.
the notice
trouble, if they would kindly observe
minted weekly to the effect that all letters rclatmy
adverttsernent^ should
to financial matters and to
all comthat
and
Publisher;
the
be addressed to
munications intended for publication or referring
all plants to be
to the Literary department, and
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
unnecessary delay and confusion arise

and much
when letters are misdirected.
Illustrations.— r/ie Editors will

be glad

to receive

suitable

drawings,
to select photographs or
or of remarkable
for renroduction, uf gardens,
be responflowers, trees, etc.. but they cannot
sible for loss or injury.

and

Correspondents.

to

Notice

Snecial

—

The

contriEditors do not undertake to pay for any
butions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or Illustrations unless by special
The Editors do not hold themselves
arrangement.
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
Iiocal News.
local
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under

—

the

notice

of

horticulturists.
as well as specimens of
be addressed to the

Letters for Publication,
plants

should

naming,

for

Wellington Street, Covent
Communications should be
Garden. London.

EDITORS,

41.

WRIITEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THH PAPER, Sent as
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept us a guarantee of good faith.
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old-fashioned
Food Production wars armies were accus,.
by H.n/I. Forces at
tO a
Home and Abroad, touxed tO live
greater or less degree'
on the country in which they fought. The
national armies of to-day, with their
enormous requirements, need the resources
of the world for their provisionment.
Nevertheiless, tlie longer the war continues
and the greater become the demands which
the armies make on food and transport,
the more are they driven, in a new sense,
" to live on the country."
But the only
way to do this is not to requisition, but
to produce, and it is inte.resting to find
that a national army can no longer devote
itself solely to the work of destruction,
but must undertake work of construction also. It is easy for the critic to protest that the work of food production
would be better done if those whose work
in life it is to produce food were left in
that occupation.
Of course it would be
better but the fact remains that none of
the combatants in the present war has been

In
,

the
,

,

—

,

;

able to pursue this better course. Each of
the combatant nations has had to drain
its
man power away from the land,
and each has had to .return again to
the land many of the men which were
absorbed into the Army. In this country
the carrying out of the programme
of food production depends largely on
tEe man power relea.sed by the Army.
But in addition to this " better way,"

there is another supplementary method
of food production which, when judiciously and cautiously userT, should prove
of great as.si-stance in providing food
and saving tonnage, and that way, of

26, 1918.

extended during the coming year, and we
hope that, by the establishment of seedlingraising

nurseries,

it

will

be

possible to

thi.s

.secure a considerable increase of the areas

one appears by no means easy of appliexcept to the doctrinaire, to whom
cation
Military duty, freall things seem easy.
quent movements from place to place, proemergencies, the
for
reserves
vision of

under vegetable crops. Nurserymen would
readily undertake the work of seedlingraising, and the frames and glass in their
possession would enable them to do it with
rapidity and economy.
The next few months are months of vital
importance, for during that time much
more land must be brought under extensive and intensive cultivation if Scarcity,
now a visitor, is not to become an inmate
of our households.

.say,

like

.so

excellent

ideas,

—

multifarious duties of road making, water
supply, transport, and the like, have all
to be taken into consideration. In spite,
however, of the difficulties, the British
Armies have found it possible to do a large
amount of cuWivation behind the lines in
This work
the various theatres of war.
liegan in a somewhat sporadic way. and in
many oases more as a means of satisfying
our British love of gardening than in
response to a recognition of the importNow,
ance of increasing food supplies.
with the evident need for production of
reduction of tonnage for the
food and
carriage of foodstuffs, it is being systematised and extended in the zone occupied by the BrJitish Armies in France.
What we may call the agricultural activities of the Armies of France fall into
the cultivation of Arni\three categories
gardens, assistance to French cultivators
in the British zone, and the establishment
The supply of seeds and
of Army farms.
seedlings for the camp gardens is being
assisted by a number of p^piniferes (nurseries) established by the French authorities, in accord with our own, in convenient
distributing centres. In the.se garden.s
large numbers of transplantable seedlings
are being raised, with the object of supplying the requirements of the many camji
gardens which are already in existence,
:

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuiag week
deduced from observations during the last fifty

[January

as well as those of new camp gardens which
are likely to be established.

The a.ssistance which the Armies in
France have given during the past years
of the war has been considerable, and is,
needless to say, greatly appreciated by the
French farmers who have resumed the
cultivation of their lands, and who are
The third
often sadly short of labour.
means of increasing production, that of
establishing Army farms, is evidently only
to be resorted to when, for one .rea.son or
another, considerable areas of suitable
land are likely, if not occupied in this way,
The limiting
to be left uncultivated.
factor to any such scheme of cultivation
is, of course, labour ; but we may be .sure

that the genius for organisation which is
shown by the British Army will be able
to supply sufficient labour, skilled and un.skilled, to bring many acres of unused
land into cultivation, and thereby to
make a valuable contribution to the food
supplies of the Armies. When we turn to
consider the Armies at home, it is evident
that the first claim on their a.ssistance, so
production is concerned,
far
as food
should be for helping farmers .short of
lalx>ur, and we are glad to know that the
military authorities are fully alive to the
importance of the Army giving all the
Over and above this form
help possible.
of help, the Home Armies are doing
notable work in the cultivation of camp
gardens. This work, we believe, will be

National Chkvsanthemum Society.—The
annual general meeting of the National Chrvsanthemum Society will be held at Carr's
Restaurant, Strand, on February 4, at 6 p.m. It
is proposed on this occasion to present the late
secretary. Mr. Richard A. Witty, a testimonial
in

recognition of his services.

"Scottish Journal of Aoriculture."—
T'nder this title the Board of Agriculture for
Scotland will issue a quarterly official journal
containing articles, notices, etc., relating to agriculture, forestry, and other subjects of rural
The first number will he
interest in Scotland.
published at the end of the present month. The
price of the journal will be 6d. per copy, and
the annual subscription 2s. or with postage 2s. 8d.
Copies inay be obtained through booksellers, or
direct from H.M. Stationery Office. 23, Forth
.

Street.

Edinburgh.

CUND'LL Mano" to be SoiD.-Thc

Timr.i

Lord Furness has decided to
Cundall Manor estate bv auction, am.d

renorts that

sell

his

h.as

i-istr"cted Messrs. Knight. Frank and Rptley
The estate is
to offer it at an early date.
situated between York and Darlington, and comnbout
acres,
with
a
good manor
1,300
nris^s
house, 10 farms, the village of Cundall, and some

well-grown woodlands.

Sugar for Jam-makino.— Tho.se who grow
fruit, and who are accustomed to use part of it
for iam-making. should take note of the announcemient made by the Ministry of Food that an allo-

cation of sugar for this purpose cannot be counted
on this year. The economical should be able to
save a certain amount of sugar from the weeklv
ration, which is considerablv larger than the
Opiman ration, and bv using the sugar thus saved
with glucose and a little saccharin, should vet
be able to make a certain amount of jam.
may take it that the announcement is due in part
to the orobable shortage of sugar, and in part
to the fact. that a large proportion of our home!-'rown fruit will be required for pulping, and
that all the pulp so made will be needed for
iam -making to sunply the Army and the civil
Tioijulation.
Small fruit growers should therefore keer> only such quantities of fruit as thev
require for the'r own use. and should make a.rrangemen^s betimes for bottling or canning that
nart of their surplus which they cannot make

We

into jam.

'n Fba Nce.— Three
CoMpiiRE-MoRFi,, and
RouziC. have been appointed by the French
Ministries of Agriculture. Reconstruction, and
Foreign Affairs respeotivelv. to stimulate and develop food production.
Monsieur Le Rotrzic,
states the Bevne Hort.icole, who was last year
vei"y successful in organising the production of
T'otatos, will now be chiefly concerned with increasing the cultivation of fruits and vegetables.

Food Production
MM. Cornier,

deputies.

T.F

Onions. -Under the title " Controlled Absentees " the Daily Telegraph observes that control (as applied to foodstuffs) and disappeaj-ance
are becoming almost synonvmous terms. One of
the latest illustrations on the subject is centred
Onion.
the home-grown
On Monaix>und

—
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day.

14th

tlie

inst..

the

price

English
opera

of

Onions

as
fixed
by law came iiitu
Academically, legally, and so forth.
Onions were 3d. i)er pound
but it
so happened that from the very day that attractive price was to rule there were practically
no Onions obtainable except those from foreign
tion.

Kiiglish

;

lands,
of
which the pries is mirestricted.
CJrowers had ample warning that they were to
be limited to 15s. a hundredweight on "and after
Jan. 14, so they hastened their sales whilst the
market remained open and favourable.
Most
jjrobably there will be a smaller crop of Onions
ne.xt year.
Farmers are not keen to grow them
when the prosipeots of limited prices loom in the
distance.
Onions are a troublesome crop to
raise; the cost of seed is enormously high, and,
all things considered, Potatos are more profit-

French Onions have advanced steadily in
price.
Shopkeepers must now pay up to 35s.
and 36s. a hondredweight, first hand, for them
whilst Spanish Onions at Covent Garden work
out at an average of 35s. to 37s. for the same
quantity.
It must be borne in mind that the
freight on Spanish Onions is about 30s. a case
of approximately 120 lbs.
The situation at
present is that the public must be prepared to
pay at least 5d., if not 6d.. per pound for foreign
Onions.
In the pa.9t this vegetable was much
able.

useful when a bumper season overtaxes
the fruit-storing accommodation. Another advantage is that during a rainy fruit harvest
Apples can be * saved " much more quickly.
a.s boys
can build up the clamps almost as
quickly as men can pick the fruit, and omce
they are in position all danger of less from
windstorms is over. Although it is advisable
to leave out any doubtful fruits, yet e\-en if a
bad one is overlooked the rot does not s^jread
in the heap to an_\-thing like the same extent
that it does in a house. I have just taken the
variety Alfriston into the fruit-room from the
outside clamps, and in 7 or 8 cwt. of fruits
there were not 2 stones of bad ones.
I always
instruct tihe pickers to d^rop all defon-med,
pecked, or badly s]K>tted Apples linder the
trees, and then, about fortnightly during the
season, these and all windfalls are gathei-ed
into
sacks for the cider mill.
Oiir
c'der
makers paid £3 10s. per ton for this class of
larly

37

" I have proved that A)i]iles keep
these
quite
as well banked up in heaps as they d.i laid out
singly." In the same article it is nientiimed how
the fruits have to be gathered into large liaskets.
:

how

tlie fruit is removed off the trees bv lifting, not twisting, how the fruit-i-oom is 'freely
aired, kept at a low temperature, with windows

unshuttered, and how windfalls of late varieties
witli skins unbroken are also stored.
The same
metliods have been continued to this day.
A
few days ago the fallen fruit? were examined
and found still in good condition, and windfalls
of Nortliern Greening and Alfriston in past years
have kept into April. An important point in the
preservation of late Apples is not to gather them
until they are fully" matured.
7?. P. Brot/icrgton, Tiininijhamc Gardens, Prcstmil-irl-.

Horticultural Duo -outs, -Mr.
remarks on

p.

177, Yol.

Howies'

LXII., conveved

to

mind the impression that he regarded some

mv
of

:

too cheap to be appreciated

;

now that

it is

scarce

and dear many will realise that Dean Swift was
right when he wrote
" This is every cook's opinion,
No savoury dish without an Onion."
:

Frozbn PoTAToa —Frozen Potatos should
not be discarded, but dried sufficiently to ex
The drying may be
tract the water content.
done in an ordinary oven at baking heat. The
tubers .^ihould be sliced and spread out evenly
and the oven door left open, leaving the Potatos
until they are chip dry.
Then they may be kepi
To usf
in a dry place for a considerable time.
these Potato chips they should be boiled in ju.st
sufficient

water to produce a mashed Pototo

re

suit.

Publications Received.— /'ro</uc(ioe Plant
Hatbandry. Bv K.irv Cadnius Davis. Ph.D)
CPhiladelphia and London: J. B. I.ippincolt Co.
Price 7s. 6.1. net.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(.The

Edilors do not hold themgehrs retpontilile
the ojnniong expressed by correspondents.)

for

Damaoe to Trees by Snow. -Serious
damage was done by the rec<'nt snow to trees
and shrubs in this locality, principally during the
night of Tuesday, the 15th inst., and the following day.
Many fine specimens were practically
ruined.

The

trees

which suffered most were

Birch. Oak, Elm ,-ind Scotch Fir. large branches
being twisted or snapped in an extraordinary
fashion owing to the heavy weight of snow on
Fortunately, at the time of writing
them.
(.January 18), the snow is gradually disappearing, and many of the shrubs and small trees are
.nlreiidv

resuming

their

Ilrrkril,

.\l,l,nlmm

HmiRe

natural
.shape.
Cnrdini-. EUtrer.

/v.

The Storing of Apples.— Mr.

Beckett's
on
reference
to
8
the
often
perfect
]>,
preservation of fallen .Apples found covered
I!e<kett's reference on ]>. 8 to the often perfect preservation of fallen Apples found covered
with leaves in the orchard in mid-winter leads
logically to the conclusion that bhe nearest approaich to si;miJa.r conditions is the ideal to be
aimed at for the proper preservation of latekeeping Apples. For some years I have kept my
latest varieties, such as Rr.amley's Seedling,
Northern Greening, Alfriston and others in the
orchard until after New Year's Dav.
They
are carefully stacked in heaps or clamps, of
the shape of a Potaio pit. on the short grass
frf the headlands, Ibeing placed
in position by
hand,
and all bad or pecked
fruits
rejected.
The heaps are then covered with
one thickness of brown paner, and over this
is
pliac-!d
dried Bracken Fern, or grass to
deiith <jf 1 foot, finishing off with a rough
th;itching of straw.
Late Apples keep perfectly
in Ui s manner,
and the method s particu-

a

rough, otherwise unsaleable, fruit this seasion.
Windfalls always
keep muoh better if loft
where they fall until they caji be .sent away.
They begin to rot at once if placed in heap's.
Apples liave kept wonderfully well here this
season, and this I attribute to the Uinprecedented scarcity of .small birds last summer. These
usually peck a gwd percentage of the fruits,
all of which afterwards rot in the store, besides
spreading disease to their neighbours.
Nearly
all varieties of Apples bore heavy crops last
se>>ason, the two exceptions here being Gascoyne's
Scarlet Seedling and King of the Pippins.
T. E. Tomahn, Besshorough Gnrdens, PUtown.
Irelanil.

We have a fairly large fruit-room here,
but were the Apples to be spread in single layers
it would need to be extended to manv times
its
present dimensions.
.As long ago as 1886, when
writing in the jDiirnnl of Tldrticiillurp on " Keeping Apples," among other remarks I wrote are

temporary biiildings used in war as good
enough for dwellings at home. There is no mention of the better arrangements for liglit and
ventilation which he now states would be necessary.
I thank him for the explanation, but may
I
ask him would such buildings, even improved as he states, compare well with a properly constructed modern cottage or bothy, and
be favourably regarded not only by gardeners but
the

the genera! public ? One can lint notice also tliat
the house Mr. Rf)wlos hojjes to buy on his return
is not
to use his own words " going to be a
French dug-out nor a wooden hut." He intends
having such a structure for use merely as a retreat, and not to live in.
May one hope that if,
in the future, Mr. Rowles is connected with the
housing of workpeople, he will use as his standard of comfort and hygiene his own residence,
and work up to that rather than down to a previously fixed minimum of outlay.
Si/tliici/ .l.s//more. Tl'ilm Leigh, WatrrloovHle, Hanf.i.

—

—
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ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.
THE SOY BEAN.
the food possible should
be grown, I think it important to draw attention
Bean, Glycine hispida,
Soy
the
to the value of
often known as Soya hispida (see fig. 18).

Just now, when

all

general
This sunimer past, owing to its
a
grown
have
I
importance,
economic
small crop, and am much pleased with tlie
Beans
other
with
compares
How it
result.
production
I do not know, but I have found the
Garden equal to nearly
ill the Cambridge Botanic
in the
interested
been
have
I
acre.
per
II cwt.
Dutch Brown Haricot Bean distributed by the
a
grown
have
Royal Horticultural Society, and
small CTOp of it also. In this case the crop per
acre works out at about half tliat of the Soy
Bean, but I refer only to one trial, and have to
admit that half of the bed for some reason did
not do perfectly well compared with the other
In a circular just received from the R.H.
half.

" Only

after one has travelled
where the Soy Bean reigns
supreme, and has seen the wharves and the warehouses, the stations and tlie platforms, laden
with bags of Beans, and noted the thousands of

Porter says

:

tliTOUgh tiie region

queer-looking stacks with pagoda-like roofs with
wliioh the country is dotted, and which serve as
temporary stortJiouses for the produce while
awaiting sliipment, doe.i cue realise that it (the
growth of the Bean trade) is not a fable, but a
veritable fact in the histoi-y of international
And the manifold uses,
commerce.
agricultural and industrial, as well as dietai'y, to
which the Bean can be put, invest this generous
vegetable with incriasing importance, and the
.

.

.

future of the Bean crop with romantic mystery."

it is said that the Dutdi Brown Bean
a yield as high as 60, and in some recorded
I have carefvilly weighed the
100 fold.
quantity of Soy Bean that was sown, and find
been at the rate of 123 fold,
has
that the produce
though weight per acre is no doubt the most
important consideration. My Soy Bean is of an
old stock grown for many years in a small patch
on the herbaceous ground. The seeds are black,
and I mention this because it is a yellow-seeded
form thit is imported, and certain other attracThis black-seeded
tive foi-ms can be obtained.
Soy, however, I have found much liked, and
very satisfactory for table, though probably the
yellow or brown might more generally be approved from the point of view of appearance.
According to the best of my judgment it has a
mudi better flavour than Haricot Bean. Vilmoriii says in Lcs Plantes Potageres that the
varieties in China are almost as numerous as the
In this work
varieties of Haricots in Europe.
four kinds are enumerated ordinary Soy, with
yellow seed, the Etampes Soy, the early Soy of
Podolia, and early Soy, with brown seed, the
It may be that
last two being the earlier kinds.
the Soy plant in this country must be grown in
the shelter of a garden and not in fields, but
experiments would settle the question.
The Soy Bean is well known as being used in
making the well-known Soy sauce, and this, until
a recent time, was almost all we knew, but now
It can be
it is described as universally useful.
eaten just as Haricot Beans are eaten, and is
valuable for the oil it contains, which, according to an article in the Daily Mail of December 13, 1915, is used in the manufacture of at
least fourteen different articles, from salad oil
and margarine, to dynam;te and soap. Among
seventeen other pi-oduots may be mentioned that
o-ives

cases,

•-'

it an excellent subject for waiin districte,
those around Marseilles, where Spinach is
apt quickly to go to seed. It is being girown,
however, with the gr-eatest possible success, on
an experimental farm near Juvisy (not far from

like

Pariis), by Monsieur Louis Selle, gardener to
He states as
the Union of Foreign Colonies.
" The culture of the Chenopodium is of
follows
the easiest. I sow the seeds on April 15, pricking the seedlings out into open ground on the
When the plants
25th of ithe same month.
are sufficiently strong, usually about May 15 or
transplant them to their permanent
20,
I
The plants do equally well in a dry
quarters.
or a damp place.
Last year we commenced
cutting in July, and the crop continued available until blie first frosts."
:

artificial mUk,
che«6e, and coffee
It
said
that if
Germany
is
allowed) to import this Beaji she
is getting food for her men, her cattle, and
her guns. The Chinese cultivated the plant for
over 2,000 years, chiefly on the plains of Manohuiia, and are said to have kept it to themselves.
The Japanese apparently have the credit
of realising the value and the possibilities of
this Bern. The exports from China rose rapidly

CHINESE

flour,

Writing
the

from seed sown early

being

after 1903, so that now the Bean is second on
the list of China's exports, with a value approaching £8,000,000. Germany very soon made
enquiries, and, recognising its value almost at
once, rescinded the import duty, and installed
plant for the Bean in their oil mills, importing
the Bean through Vladivostok, often in British
ships chartered for the purpose.
The yellow
form is said to contain more nutritive matter
than the other kinds, and the Bean exported is
almost exclusively yellow.
The quantity of oil
extracted varies from 15 per cent, to 19 per cent.

Bean

his book on Japan, after a visit to
centres of Manchuria, Mr. Robert P.

in

CABBAGE

(see p.

27).

I became
acquainted
with
this
vegetable
through a note in The Daily Chronicle, where it
was called Chinese or Celery Cabbage, and
stated to be largely grown in Canada.
I have
since found that the plant is also known as
It is the
Pe'tsia and Shantung Cabbage.
quickest-growing vegetable in the open with
which I am acquainted. Seed sown out-of-doors
<jii May 10 last season, between Roses, gave plants
ready for use on July 20, each head weighing
from 4 to 6 lbs. In shape the plant is somewhat like a Cos Lettuce, and the flavour when
boiled somewhere between Lettuce and Cab'bage,
The vegetable was not highly appreciated by my
employer, but in these days of limited food, the
plant is well worth the serious consideration of
If this vegetable could be grown
all cultivators.
for cutting from the middle to the end of May,

substitute.
is

it, preferred to that popular vegeThe Revue Horticole describes its culture in France in an interesting article, stating
that it was discovered about forty yeai-s ago,
near Marseilles, by Honore Roux, and placed in
commerce in 1910 by Messrs. Vilmorin, Andrieux
and Co. This plant is easily gi-own in almost
any soil, but prefers a fair admixture of calcareous matter ; it also needs plenty of warm sunIt is noit affected by drought, -which
shine.

have tasted

makes

—

of

A LITTLE-KNOWN VEGETABLE.
Ckenopodium amaranticolob, forms an excellent substitute for Spinach, and is, by many who
table.

Society

^

There is a keen demand
400 square-yard plot.
for the new allotments, and further land will
doubtless be acquired. It is computed tlhat there
will shortly be about 12,C00 holders in and around
The local Press is doing its best to
the city.
encourage this excellent movement. In particular, the Daily Post is raising a large fund out
of which to provide the means for judging the
allotments, holding a show of produce, and
giving prizes for the best-cultivated plots. The
Parks Superintendent, Mr. W. H. Morter, has
the management of the scheme.

in

March,

it

would pro-

be useful as food for milch cows and other
animals requiring green food, when grass is not
always plentiful. Plants ra.isedi from seed sown
in a border facing west on Septejnber 10 last appear to have withstood the recent severe weather
ciuite well, although the young plants have been
lifted by tlie action of frost, and the soil about
them will need treading when weather permits. I
am wondering if the plants of this sowing will
go to seed instead of forming heads. Slugs are
very partial to the young plants. /. E.
ba^bly

Fig. 18.

A

the toY bean.

peculiar point, I note,

of these Beans. Before they

the changing shape
were quite ripe they

is

were kidney-shaped. When dry, black, and ripe,
they became round as a Pea, and on being soaked
and cooked, they again showed the kidney-like
form. JR. Invtn Lyncli, Botanic Ganhn, Camhriihjr.

ALLOTMENTS AT BIRMINCiHAM.
part of last year the Parks Committee at Bimiingham secured 630 acres of land,
and parcelled it out into 6.280 plots. This year
t,he Committee has obtained an additional 500
acres, which are to be divided into plots of 320
square yards each. This is a reduction of some
eighty square yards on the size of the plots allocated last yea.r, as it was noticed that many
holders were not able to cultivate the whole of a

In the

ea.rly

A PRIZE ALLOTMENT.
The

Rev. George Jack, St. Mungo's, Soutih
Leith, has won the Gold Medal of the Scottish
Horticultural Association for the best allotment
The area of
of 1917 in Edinbui-gh and Leith.
The
his allotment is one-twentieth of an acre.
total weight of produce amounted to 1,530 lbs.,

The
of which 783 lbs. consisted of Potatos.
market value was rather more than £8, and Mr.
Jack's outlay was £3 3s. 4d.

—
Januaby

.

;
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but regret was felt that the Glasgow Federation had not affiliated with the Union.
The
draft constitution was submitted and agreed to
with a few amendments.
The following officebearers were appointed.
President, Mr. John

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Seientifle

Committee.

Hynd, Dunf emiline

January 15. Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles,
M.A. (in the chair), Col. H. A. Rawson, Messrs.
\V. Hales, W. C. Worsdell, H. A. Rawaon,
E. J. .\llard, J. W. Odell, and F. J. Chittenden
(hon.

secretary).
refuse as manure.

Town

vice-presidents. Councillor
Mackenzie, Bo'ness, and Mr. Orr, Hamilton
secretaiy, Mr. Archibald W. Fisher, of J. h.
Hill, M'Dougall and Co., Hill Street, Edinburgh treasurer, Mr. J. M. Campbell, Falkirk.
;

;

— Mr.

Chittenden said
he had secured an analysis of a sample of town
refuse similar in appearance to that shown by
Mr. Hudson at the last meeting, which showed a
high content of lime, about 2 per cent, phosphate, and 1^ per cent, nitrogen.
Mr. Odell
said he had also an analysis, and his showed a
lower percentage of all these manurial substances
than the one referred to. Experiments are being
made at Wisley, Rothamsted, and Long Ashton to ascertain its manurial value.
Variation in shade of French Beans.
Mr.

—

Fraser showed seeds of the variety

Mont

d'Or.

BRITISH WHOLESALE FLORISTS.

—

Jant.vev 14. The first annual general meeting of the British Wholesale Florists' Federation
at Essex Hall, Strand, on Monday, the
14th inst. Mr. Gej. Monro, junr. presiding. The
report of the committee and statement of accounts were presented. The income for the year
1917 was £342 2s. 6d., representing ordinary income by subscriptions, £191 10s., and donations
to the promotion fund £150 12s. 6d.
Current

was held

,

working

,

expenses

were

£192

2d.,

14s.

and

£139

remarking upon the difference in shade of seeds
of the same harvest.
This difference is common
in French Beans, and appears to be the result of
differences in ripeness and of weather effect
rather than of a constitutional character.
Oil -hearing seech for cultivation in England.
At the instance of Dr. Keeble a discussion
took place ujwn the kinds of plants which might
be grown for their oil in England. They appear
to be few, and none seems to produce a palatable
oil.
The oil bearing Flax, Rape, and other species
of Brassicas, Sunflowers, Coreopsis, with perliaps .some Malvaceous plants such as Malope and
Lavatera, seem practically the only ones which

16s. was spent on offices, furniture, advertisements, and other initial expenses.
The
president, in presenting the report, referred to
to the deatli of Mr. Walter T. Ware, who was a
generous supporter of the Federation from its
institution in March, 1917.
Mr. Monro pointed
out that membei-s had devoted over 50 per cent,
of their open land, and much of their glass, to
food production. Good work had been done in
connection with the British bulb growing industry, the Com
Production Bill, railway
transport, and vegetable seed production, and a
system of recording the exact position of wholesalers and others connected with the flower trade

are likely to succeed as oil-producing plants in
this countrv.

had been

—

NATIONAL DAHLIA.

—

Januaby 21. The annual general meeting of
the National Dahlia Society was held on Mon^
day last at the offices of the British Wholesale
Florists'
Federation, 35,
Wellington Street,
Strand. The president, Mr. Reginald Cory, was
in the ohair, and presided over a small attendance of members. The Committee's report for
the previous year, which was read by the Ihon.
secretary, stated that the membership was satisfactory, and that the exhibition held on September 11 had been a complete success. Ohher
matters were referred to, including the awards
made by the Floral Committee to new varieties,
the competition for the Cory Cup. and the regret/ted loss bv death of three members, Messis.
.7.
S. .Stredwick, E. .1. Such, and .J.
I.
E.
Lowles.
The Committ-ee had decided to discontinue the holding of conference.; and the
publication of the Dahlia Year-book.
Lists of
varieties and .selections of the beet sorts in
the various types were compiled and published
in the Schedule for 1917.
Reg.arding the Cory
Cup competition, the conditions to be obseired
in future had been simplified.
With reg.ard to
finance, the income of the Society during 1917
wa« £81 Os. 5d., and there was a balance in
liand at the end of the year of £17.

new

The rejiort was adopted by a unanimous vote.
The n«xt business wa« the election of officers.
Mr. Reginald Cory was reappointed president,
Mr, J. Cheal chairman, Mr. .1. B. Riding hon.
fpcretary, and the other officers were also reelected. Messrs. H. Stredwick .and A. E. Vnsey
weire appointed to two vacancies which existed

The sum of £10 was voted
honorarium to the hon. secretary in recognition of his services.
The d.ate of the annual exhibition was fixed
for TuesKlay, Sept<>mber 10, to be held in conon the Committee.

.OS ,an

junction with the Royal Horticultural Society's
fortiic'ditly meeting in the Drill Hall. Buckingham Gate. Westminster.

SCOTTISH NATIONAL UNION OF
ALLOTMENT HOLDERS.
.Taxi-ahv 12.
Tlir lir.st inetiii.' ..f this .Society
was held at Gl.-is<,'<>w on the 12th Inst.
Mr.

.Tames Soott presided over a good attendance of
representatives from
different
parts of the
country.
Satisfactoiy accounts of the progress
made since the preliminary meeting were given.

instituted.

The report and financial statement were
adopted; Mr. Geo. Monro junr., was re-elected
president; Messrs. Geo. Cobley and Co., audiwas
re-elected,
tors;
and the committee
with the addition of Mr, W. T. Mason
and Mr. F. .7. Forster, Covent Garden, to fill
vacancies. The question of instituting a Florists'
telegrivph delivery scheme was discussed, and
this raised a further point of extending the
scope of the Federation so as to include the retail

florists,

and thus have one large, strong

body representing the flower trade. The matter
was referred to the committee for consideration,
and report to a special general meeting, the

39

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

How

TO Deal with Codoh Grass.

The hurried ploughing up and seeding with
Oats of old Sainfoin leys last spring is, I fear,
answerable for much land being badly infested
with Couch grass. The adverse weatlier of last
September delayed the harvest, which, in its
turn, delayed until it was too late in the autumn,
any operations for the eradication of this pestilent weed.
The correct manner of dealing with a CoucJi
crop in an Oat, Barley, or Wheat stubble, is to
plough the land, but not too deeply, as soon as
possible after harvest, thoroughly burying the
surface grass.
As soon as this grass decays, choose fine weather, and " run back,"

whidi means plough in the same furrow, thus
exposing the original surface to sun, air, and
wind.
When the soU has lain long enough in
that position to become dry, plough across the
furrows, disintegrating the Couch as much as
possible.
With a continuance of dry weather
use the drag often, to get the Couch on the
top, collect it in heaps with chain harixiws, and
bum it as fast as possible. When the first batch
of Couch has been cleared, plough again, repeating the dragging process and burning until tlie
biilk of the weed has been cleared.

The months of April, May, and June are often
favourable for cleansing land from Couch. For
instance, a stubble ploughed in the autumn too
late to do more at that season, will be in a good
condition to tackle in March or April should
the we.ather be dry. Plough sufficiently deep to
move all the Couch, but no deeper, as a greater
depth of soil would hamper the work of cleaning.
Repeat the process advised of dragging and
Large fires are more
burning in small heaps.
This is. however, not permissible,
satisfactory.
owing to the order goveniing lights in the open
When one batch of Couch is cleared
at night.
plough again the oftener the land is ploughed
the more thorough will be the cleansing process
and the better the cultivation for the succeed;

ing crop.
If the cleaning is done in June. Swedes may
be sown. Turnips in July «ind early August, to
If
be followed in spring with Oats or Barley,
is required in the particular field, sow
with Mustard early in August, plough in this
crop when about 2' feet high at the end of Seiitember or early in October, and sow with Wheat

Wheat

general feeling being in favour of including the
Mr. Monro expressed the hope that a
retailers.
Federal or Central Horticultural Council might

at once.
Or, instead of

be established.

Rape or KaK' and feei
plough

ber,

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
.January
association

15.

— The

was held

aniiaal
in

meeting

of

the Goold Hall,

5,

this
.St.

this date, Mr. J.
The
Highgate, vice-president, in the chair.
ordinaiy revenue account showed a deficit of
£37 ls,"lOd,, and there was a decrease in capital

Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on

£46 19s. 4d, The Horticultural
Fund showed an increase of £68 48.

of

at

Swedes or Turnips, sow with
once,

these to sheep in Octo

and

sow

with

Wheat.

.\nother plan mav be adopted after cleansing Uie
land if Wheat is reqnire.d and no sheep availKeep the
able for clearing the Rape or Kale.
land in summer fallow, repeatedly ploughing it,
give a dressing of farmyard manure in September or October at the rate of 20 tons per acre,
plough at once, pressing the soil if light in texE. Molyture, and sow the Wheat forthwith.

Institution
5d.

The

Marquis of Linlithgow was re-elected honorary
president; Mr. Robert Fife was elected president Messrs. J. T. Chisholm, Edinburgh and
East of Scotland College of Agriculture, and
D. T. Johnston, Dalmeny Gardens, were elected
vice-presidents.
Seven councillors were elected

©bituar^.

;

The four small explace of those retiring.
hibitions which it was proposed to hold in conjunction with the monthly meetings in 1917 had
to be abandoned, but prizes were awarded for the
in

best .allotments.

ROYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL.

—

.Ianuaky 9. The annual general meeting of
society was held in Dowell's Rooms, 18.
George Street, Edinburgh, on this date, Mr.
McHattie, vice-president, in the chair. The accounts showed a balance of income over expendithis

ture of £83 4s. lid., and, after allowing for depreciation on investments, a decrease in capital

Alexander GniooR--Gn Monday,

21st inst.,

were laid to rust in Alleiivale Cemetery,
Aberdeen, the remaiiiis of Mr. Alexander Grigor,
who for many years took a prominent part
horticulture in Aberdeen and the north
in
tliero

of
Scotland.
He commenced his professional career in the service of Mr. John Gordon,
of Civiigmyle, and hater was appointed gawienar
Kincardine
Lodge, Aberdeenshire, from
it
whence he went to Fairfield, Aberdeen, where
lie was head gardener for the long period of 30
On the death of Mr. Gill, the projirietor
years.
of Fairfield, Mr. Grigor was appointed managing gardener at Duff House, Banff, where he had
been for the past eight years. M;r. Grigor w<as

nresident. and Messrs. Thos. Smith, .Stranraer,
\Vm. Muir, Linlithgow, and (Jeo. Anderson,
Whittingehame
elected
to
Gardens,
were

a keen supporter of the Roval Horticultural
Society of Aberdeen and the North of Scotland
He was 72 years of
Horticultural Association.
age, and is survived by his widow, six sons, .and
His
eldest
son, John, has been
daughters
three
for many years gardener at .Seapark House,
Forres, whilst Richard is gardener at Dalswin-

vacancies on the council.

ton,

of £60 38. Id.
(Jiesident,
Mr.

Lord Elphinstone was re-elected
E. Dawson was elected vice-

Dumfries.
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MARK
roVENT i;ARDEX,
Plants In Pots, &c.

:

Asparagus plumoSU8, per doz.

—

..

Sprengeri

Aspidistra, green,
per doz.
Begonias, Gloire de
Lorraine, 48*8,
per doz.

— 60s
— 72's

Caoti, various, per
tray of 16'a ...
per tray of 12"s

—

Cocos Weddelliana,

—

48'fl,perdoz.
60's,

..

per doz....

Cyclamen. 48s, per
l>affo(iils, single, on
buUn, per doz.

Remarks.— Xot
lepmrt-inent
The
uf Feni9, Palms,

*

,

6

0-80

Fruit

:

Average Wholesale Prices.
s.d.

Juiniurii 23.

Average Wholesale

s.d. s.d.

Sieboldii,
Alalia
per doz.

e: rr s.
Prices.

E

[January

26, 1918.

a

Februaby
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Anyone who has cultivated a number of bulbs
Tulip species must be aware of the extraordinary extent to which the leaves may vary
both in shape and size, as well as in number.
of

the case among stocks of collected bulbs, imported direct from Central Asia.
Some leaves are pointed and some rounded, some
long and narrow, others so short and broad as

Tliis is certainly
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T. Greigii or T. Fosteriana.

I

remember

see-

Haarlem, a large bed of
collected bulbs of T. Fosteriana in full bloom,
and I was struck by the fact that some bulbs
had very glaucous leaves, while in other cases
the foliage was of a bright, vivid green. There
were likewise variations in the flowers of these

ing,

on ray

last visit to

collected bulbs, but

Mr. Hoog agreed

witli

me

that he was unable to couple any difference in
the leaves with any variation in the flowers. It
was therefore quite impossible to differentiate
They
the plants into one or more sub-species.
were obviously all T. Fosteriana, but it would

be extremely

difficult

to

draw up an adequate

diagnosis of this species.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

The number of leaves produced by the bulbs
42

Apple St. Cecilia
Cocos Duclfera
PyracBOtha Glbbsil
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TULIP SPECIES.
gardener who values his peac« of mind
should attempt to tackle the difficiilliea
that underlie the nomenclature, the relationships, and the classification of the wild

No

of

species

Tulip.

apparently given
this
can hardly

Herbarium botanists have
them up in despair, and
surprise
anyone who has

characters
on which
of the various
of the genus.
The present notes
are intended rather to point out the inherent
difficulties of the subject than to suggest solutions

tried

to

to

base

find

a

specific

sound

classification

members

of

them.

In the first place, the constituent parts of a
Tulip are conspicuously few in number, and the
opportunities for finding specific differences are
correspondingly scanty.
The bulb, the leaves,
the stem, and the flower are practically all we
have upon which to rely, for the capsules, and
especially the seeds, of the different species are
scarcely,

if

Let us

at

all,

distinguishable.

take the bulb, .nnd, though there
he would be a rash man who
would undertake to sort out a number of specie.s
by their bulbs alone. Among other plants, for
instance among Irises, it is easy to separate a

are

first

differences,

number

of sq^ecies

by

their root-stocks alone, for

no one could mistake the pink-fleshed rhizome
I. Pseudacorus or the green-skinned rhizome
of I. Milesii for those of any other species.
Among Tulips, the diagnosis is by no means so
simple. It is easy, of course, to separate the bulbs
of certain groups, such as Tulipa Greigii and
T Kautmanniana, from those of such Balkan
species as T. Hageri and T. Orphanidca, but to
separate tho bulbs of the several members of each
group is practically impossible.
of

Stress is sometimes laid on the hairiness or
smoothness of the inner surface of the outer
skins of the bulbs, but though it is easy to distinguish such intensely woolly coats as those of
T. praecox and T. montana. it will also be found
that nearly every Tulip bulb produces some hairs
on the inner side of its outer coat, even if the
degree of hairiness varies among individuals of

Some gardeners say that the
the same species.
bulbs, which have very woolly coats in the wild
state, become less woolly under cultivation
statement which does not agree with my experience, and of which more definite proof is reAt any
quired before it is accepted as a fact.
rate, bulbs of T. praecox are still clothed in
densely woolly coats aft«r several years of cultivation in this garden.

—

different individuals of the same species is
apt to vary. I have never seen a flower-stem
nroduced when there was only a single leaf,
but, on the contrary, it is extremely rare for a
bulb, which produces two leaves on the same
axis, not to flower, though it does sometimes
happen that immature or young bulbs seem to
exhaust their energies in the effort of producing
a second leaf and a stem, and thus fail to develop
the flower, of which, however, some rudiment is
always apparently present. Some species, such
as Hoogiana, and especially Schmidtii, produce
quite a number of leaves, set close together rather
hish up on the stem, a fact which seems to
indicate that the bulbs -should be planted deeply,
otherwise the plants are apt to be top-heavy
Botanists
and to snap off at the ground-line.
sometimes describe Tulips as having a definite
number of leaves, but if they would carefully
count those on a number of specimens, some
strong bulbs and some weak, they would see, I
For
think, that the number is never constant.
instance. T. sylvestris usually has three or four
leaves, but a strong bulb produces five, while
T. Sprengcri seems to flower equally well on
of

stems that bear three, four, or

five leaves.

Of the known species of Tulip, only Greigii
and the nearly-related Micheliana are supposed
to have brown markings on the leaves. These are
very vivid when the leaves first appear above
ground, but soon fade to a greater or less exherbarium specimens they may
Yet I have one
easily be absent altogether.
bulb of T. Fosteriana. which I found by chance
among a number sent from Haarlem to a neighbour's garden, which always produces leaves
fivintly but distinctly marked with longitudinal
tent, 80 that in

brown

streaks.

Nothing could be simpler nor less characteristic
than the ordinary Tulip stem. It is true that
it may be quite smooth or minutely papillose or
hairy, arid that attempts have been made to
separate species on this ground, but that this
character is unreliable is shown, for instance, by
T. praestans, in which the whole plant is usually
covered with minute hairs, but of which occasional specimens are entirely smooth, though
they differ in no other respect.
T. praestans is interesting in another way, and
seems to afford evidence that there are in the
wild state small local races of Tulips, most of
which can he included under a specific name,
and of which tho outlying groups form connecting links between the species. It is apparently
a fact that the original importation of bulbs to
which the name praestans was given, contained
nothing but specimens with bright red filaments
to the anthers and flowers without any trace of
basal blotch on the segments. About 1912 or 1915
Mr. Van Tubergeti, wishing to get a further stock
of bulbs of T. praestans, arranged with a col-

41

go to the identical district in which
had been originally found, and very
me specimens of the bulbs on
Curiously enough, every one of
their arrival.
these proved' to have black filaments to the
anthers and a faint basal blotch of black, which
fades entirely away when the flower has been
open for a few days.
lector to

the species

generously sent

notoriously no sate guide to specific
and Tulips are no exception
One instance, that of T. praestans,
has just been given, and it is only necessary to
raise T. Kaufmanniana from seed to discover
that the marking on the backs of the petals
They may be
varies in almost every instance.
almost white, or pass through grey and pale blue
to pink and deep red. Moreover, there are sometimes scarlet blotches near the base on the inner
surface of the segments, which latter may be
white in the upper part and yellow below, or
wholly yellow, or even wholly bright scarlet.
T. Greigii may apparently have a pure yellow base
or a black base, or a base of any combination
The anthers,
of patches of the two colours.
again, and the pollen may be yellow or purplegrey, or almost black, while the flowers themselves are usually scarlet, but not infrequently

Colour

is

difference in flowers,
to the rule.

yellow blotched with scarlet.
puzzle for the herbarium botanist
provided by the Tulips of the Balkan group
which such names as Orphanidea, Hageri
and bocotica have been given. Some of them
mes as
are described by the authors of the'
.\nother

is

to

i-tions
having differences in the rel.ntive ,
On examining a
of the filaments and anthers.
number of flowers last April, I was inclined to
think th.at some help in classification might be
found in this character, but, having one morning
cn-efully marked some plants that had long,
narrow anthers, to distinguish them from others
with short, broad anthers, I was astonished on

returning to the plants in the afternoon to find
that I had apparently made mi.stakes in attaching
the labels. It was not until I had investigated
matters very closely that I realised what had
happened. Before the anthers burst, they were
an inch or more in length and very narrow. On
opening, however, they contract to less than half
that length, and become twice as broad as they
were at first. Pried specimens would therefore
have to be very carefully examined in order to

determine at what stage they were gathered .nnd
dried and whether the anthers had burst and
contracted or were as long as they were when
In any case, it is
the flower first expanded.
obvious that the relative length of the anthers
and filaments is a very unreliable character on
which to base specific differences.
It would be interesting to know if anyone can
suggest any reason why some Tulips produce
" droppers " or bulbs .at a distance from the
Small seedlings of any kind of
original bulb.
Tulip are very apt to do this, and some species
never seem to grow out of the habit. T. Kaufmanniana is nn inveterate offender, though some
bulbs even of this .species are content to produce
an offset at the base of the mother bulb. The
majority, however, produce one bulb where the
bulb fliat has flowered was planted in the previous autumn .nnd another -it the end of a stolonlike growth, usually at a depth of several inches
below the upper bulb. It might be argued n
priori that tho dropper went down until it
came to more congenial soil, but here in this

poor sand I find that the droppers go down
through the layer of good soil and old manure,
above which I endeavour to plant mv Tulips, until
thevget into dry. hungry sand, which can hardly
T. praecox has a curious
be to their liking.
habit of forming quite small offsets at some
distance from the parent bulb, while the stolons
sent out by T. saxatilis poke their noses into
any hole in the rocky pocket in which T succeed
in making this fine species flower annuallv. with
the result that I rarely succeed in finding all
Sometimes in
the bulbs when I take them up.
the case of this Tulip the stolons meet with a
rockv surface, and then, because they cannot

'

—

;
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go down or extend any further, they actually
It was instances
protrude above the surface.
of this kind that showed me the end of the
stolon thickening until it became a bulb without producina any roots. The nutriment is derived from the parent bulb and its leaves, and
jiot from the soil in which the new bulb is
formed), so that the roaming habit is nut due
to the attraction of a layer or pocket of rich

obtained an accurate idea of the various species
The inquiry, though
that form the genu.s.
undoubtedly attractive, and I shall be
very grateful for any help from those who have
special knowledge of the Tulips of any locality,
specimens of
undoubtedly
or who
possess
wild Tulips, which are not easily obtainable.
W. }t. Vylnf, Charlrrhdnse, (lodaJminq.

2,

1918.

FORESTRY.

baffling, is

food.

Another question to which it would be intefind' the answer is, why do some species
offsets, though the original bulbs are
apparently quite vigorous and healthy, and grow
on from year to year and flower annually ? T.
Greigii is a well-known instance, and others are

[February

The new
fig.

dessert Apple St. Cecilia, illustrated
raised from Co.\'s Orange Pippin

was

19,

For

the best cutis of Ash suitaible for aeroplane construction the price has gone up by leaps and

form no

in

higher than during the past twelve
months. All kinds of timber have not, ho\vever, fared alike in that respect, the greatest
demand being for Ash, Scots Pine and Spruce,
prices

and poles suitable for mining purposes.

APPLE ST. CECILIA.

resting to

THE HOME-GROWN TIMBER TRADE.
Nevee in the history of our country hae the
demand for home-grown timber been greater or

crossed with an

unknown

variety.

The

seedling

bounds, some logs being sold recently for 6s. per
cubic foot where felled;
In connection with
this price it is well to remember that the high
value is for picked trees, rough timber from the
field and hedgerow being procurable in considerable quantity at from 2is. to 2s. 6d. per foot.
Scots Fir, which previo\is to the war could
be bought in quajutity at from 7d. to lOd. per
foot, is now fetching Is. 4d., and a plantation
of vei-y fine trees, averaging 40 feet each, was
sold at fully one-fourth higher than this price.

Spruce is also in demand ; it is scarcer than
the Scots Fir, and has been sold of late at unheard-of prices, Is. 4d. per foot being realised
in the Metropolitan area for trees of 35 cube feet
and upwards, where lying in the woodland.
The pre-war price was about 7d. per foot.

Both Scots Fir and Spruce are particularly
valuable for Government requirements, the timber being largely used in the making of ammuaiition cases and boxes of all kinds, as well a.s
for trench work.
Othei- coniferous timbere, such as the Corsican and Weymouth Pine, Douglas and Common Silver Fir, have be«n sold of late at lOd.
per foot, though in one instance at least Is. 2d.
was accepted for tliat of the Weymouth and
Corsican Pines. Larch timber finds a ready market at prices which range from Is. 2d. to Is. 6d.
per foot, but it is scarce when com,pared with
the Scots or Spruce.
It is the most useful of

and is always in
Elm has been much sought after
of late, the price varying according to the district and quality from Is. 2d. to fully Is. 8d.
.per ioot, but the price is curiously erratic even
ill the same county.
For the best quality of
0<ilc prices range high, 3s. 6d. per foot being
paid for a large parcel of Surrey-grown trees.
Jiu'me-gTO'Wn conifea'ous woods,

good demand.

Welsh Oak, though not generally of large size,
is of excellent quality and of a rich, deep colour,
and' the thinnings from a plantation in Denbighshire lately realised 2s. 6d. per foot in the

woodland.

Beech has found a very remunerative market
and vast quantities of the timber have
been felled in Buckinghamshire and Bedfordshire.
That from the chalky Chiltern HiEs is especially valuable, and sells at Is. 4d. pea- foot in
the wood. For Government purposes Beech timber is much in request. Birch and Alder suitable for clog soles and light furniture have advanced in pa-ice with the war, and about lOd.

of late,

Fig. 19.
(R.H.S.

new hesrert

its relative T. Micheliana, and such species as
ingens, Hoogiana and praestans.
Fortunately,

with

and

per foot
apple

st.

Awniil of Merit, January

the

exception of Hoogiana, MicheUana
Eichleri,
these
wild
si[]ecies
produce

seeds
fairly
readily,
though the ripening
pods fall an easy prey to fungoid disease, and
though the process of obtaining flowering bulbs
from seeds is a lengthy one and takes at least
five or six years.

It seems, then, as if a study of the habits of
wild Tulips leads only to negative conclusions
and to tlie conviction that little help can be obtained from dried herbarium specimens towal^d.'5
the determination of the limits of the distribution of each species; yet no real knowledge can
be obtained of a genus of plants until we have

has

much

cecilia.

1,^.

Sycamore

of the excellent quality of the Cox's
is a dessert Apple of

Orange Pippin parent, and
first-rate

quality,

keeping

longer than

Cox's

shown at the R.H.S. Exhibition on January 15, by Messrs. John Basham and Sons, were
solid and juicy, without the least sign of shrivelling.
To these qualities is added a strikingly
handsome appearance, the fruits, though of small
fruits

being as shapely as the best of Worcester
Pearmain, and coloured a deep red all over, enhanced on the side next to the sun. The stalk
is rather deeply set and somewhat slender.
The
illustration shows the fruits in their natural size.
The variety will prove a valuable addition to late
dessert Apples, .and a successor to Cox's Orange
size,

Pippin,

may

be considered

an average value.

demand

at all prices from Is. 6d.
and some two hundred trees
in Wales lately fetched 2s. 6d. per foot.
For
Poplar timber deimamd was never so great as
is in

to 2s. 6d. per foot,

1918.)

at present nor prices higher, as

per foot

cuibe

ber' of trees

usual selling price

where

much

as 2s. 3d.

having been received for a num-

some 50 miles from London.
is,

however.

Willow for

Is.

The

4d. per foot

limbs and
cratches, as well as other important purposes,
is scarce, and remains but a short time on the
•market when offered for sale.
Lime wood is
.being asked for at prices which average Is. 4d.
per foot, but it is scarce. Timlbei- of the Lebaaion Cedar, of which considerable quantities,
chiefly wind-fallen, have of late been procurable, is being sold at a consideraible advance
in price over pre-war times.
Some big logs,
containing from 90 to 110 feet, were dispoeed
felled.

artificial

—

February

2,
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the usual price bpiiij»
fni-nierly 7d..a!id even at that low figure it could
Hornbeajn is in denot always find a market.
mand and from 7s. 6d. per stem 6 to 8 feet
liirii;
lias been reali.'sed, while pieces 18 iuihes
long by .not less than 8 in-ches in diameter fetch
Several of
Is. each and upwards for skittles.
the less common and smaller -growing timbers
iave found a ready market of late, particularly
Holly, Elder. Acacia, Apple, Yew, and EverFor Holly, some of the sticks fully
.green Oak.
15 inches in diameter, 2s. 6d. per cube foot was
offered where they lay 3 miles irom a railwnay
station. Ten tons of Holly suitable for skewers
was lately offeredi, and a truck-load 5 inches to
12 inches diameteir at 4s. 6d. per foot n«t.
Wood of the Gean or Wildi Cherrj' is selling
well, and nearly
a hundred trees in Kent,
averaging 25 feet each, fetched Is. 6d. where
they were felled.
Walnut in small quantities
has been offered of late, and for some seasoned
logs 4«. 6d. per foot was obtained. It is useful
in many ways, a.nd for gun and rifle stocks has
no equal, as, apart- from quality and beauty of
graining, the timlbar does not rust metal with
which it comes in contact. Of late, timber of
the Sweet or Spanish Chestnut has been finding
a better market than proba.bly ever before, good,
sound logs bringing Is. 8d. per cubic foot
quite 6d. more than the average of three years
ago.
of recpiitly at Is. pel-

—

;

fruit,
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THE GENUS GOGOS.

The [wpular

it.

little

Cocos Weddelliana

now a Syagrus. as also is another similar little
Palm formerly called GJaziova insignis,
now to he known as 8yagrus insignis. Butia is
not a happy gciieric title, as it too closely rei.s

WiiKN writing some notes on " (Sardon

,

m

"
I'aliii.s

the

(iardencrs' Ohroiiirle 33 years ago I
under " Cocos," that of the "thirty or so
species then known about twenty were in cultivation at Kew and elsewhere, and that they
showed a much wider range of variation tliaii
any other genus of Palms. The differences in

stated,

habit and leaf -structure betweeai C. nucifera. C.
plumosa and C. Weddelliana. for example, are
very striking. With rega.rd to C. nucifera. the
Cocoa Xut. there is the remarkable fact oi its
being found wild in most tropical countries, and
that its origin is obscure.
Do Candolle. in
Origin of Cultivated Plants, ijiicliiies to the idea
of an origin in tlie Indian Archipelago, whence
it had been distributed to other countries ages
ago by ocean ciu-rents. It is essentially a seaside tree, rarely, if ever, thriving away from
the coast. All the other species are natives of
tropical America.
Dr. 0. Beccari, in a revision
of the genus Cocos, has reduced it to a single
species, namely, C. nucifera, the others being
regarded by him as members of other genera.
.\ list of these, in accordance, with Beccari's revi.sion, is published in the Kew Bulletin, Nos.
9,

Brazilian

Bntea, a genus of Leguminosae, of which
B. frondosa is a sihowy Indian tree with valuable economic properties.
Anyhow, it is satisfactory to have the Cocoa Nut set out as a distinct monotypic genus, seeing that in its way it
is as singular as tlie Double Cocoa Nut, Lodoicea

.semibles

sechellarum, and that
able of

all

it is

tropical trees.

by far
TI".

the

most valu-

IT'.

WALL FRUIT TREES.
DESIGN, PLANTING, TRAINING.
An enormous number of wall-trained trees are
and irregular in form to bear
evenly and regularly.
The average fruit tree
of any shape or size carries enough wood to
make a dozen. The form and substance of a tree
determines its capacity for bearing. Large and
shapely trees, whilst attractive to the eye, are
too long in coming into profit, are the most difficult to deal with and are never entirely under
control.
Soil, climate, situation, space availtoo large, massive,

—

Firewood is scarce and dear, a cord of Beech
or Oak being, roughly
speaking, one-fourth
higher in price than was tlie case before the
war. while faggots for fire-lighting have also
advanced fully 25 per cent. Charcoal for heating the trenches in France and Flanders is much
in demand at adivanced
prices, while timber
suitable for charcoal for gunpowder-making
a re-ady and remunerative market.

The ma.ximum

prices for

home-grown

find.«

timlier

by the Controller of Timber Supplies will
in regulating the output and value of
native wood. A. D. IT".

fi.\ed

go

fair

THE ROSARY.
nO.SES

OF CALIFOPNIA AND NEVADA.

A

RECENT issiio of the BuUelin of the Tnrrei/
liotnnical Chih contains a paper on the Roses
of California and Nevada, by Mr. P. A. Rydberg, who is monographing the American species
for the North American Flora.
Thirty-four
si)ecies are admitted for the area in question, one,
however, being the Sweet Briar, the only member of the Caninae, which is found as an escape
from cultivation. The indigenous species are arranged in three sections, Cinnanioniea with 29,
Minutifoliae with one, and Gymnocarpae with
three.
No fewer than twelve species are described as new. An analytical key is given, with
details of localities and collectors.
Four of the
species are in cultivation in Europe, namely,

Rosa nutkana, R. californica.
1!. gvmnocarpa.
R. .1. /?.

li,

pisocarpa, an<l

mr'
10, 1917, the cultivated species being renamed as
follows: C. Arechavaletana = Arecastrum Romanzoffianum
C. australis = Butia capitata
C,
Bonnetii = Butia Bonnetii
C. campestris = Sya
grus campestris; C. capitata = Butia capitata:
C. comosa= Syagrus comosa
C. coronata = Syagrus coronnta C. Datil = Areca.strum Romanzcltti
aiuim
C. elegantissima = Syagrus Weddelliana
C. eriospatha^ Butia eriospatha
C. flcxuosa =
Arecastrum Romanzoflianum C. insignis = Syagrus insignis; C. longifolia = AttaJea exeeJsa C.
mamniillaris = Biitia Yatay
C.
Norma/nbyi =
Normanbya Mueller! C. nucifera = the Cocoa
Nut; C. pernambucana= Syagrus botryophora
C.
plumosa = Arecastrum Romanzoffianum
C.
Procopiana = Syagrus macrocarpa; C. Romanzoffiana= .\rccaxtrum Romanzoffianum:
.schizo
phylla = Butia Bonnetii; C. Weddelliana = Syagrus Weddelliana; C. Yatay = Butia Yatay.
The following do not appear to have ibeen dealt
with in this revis.ioini C. amara, C. Blumenavii,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

TREES AND SHRUBS.

;

;

;

ECCREMOGARPU.S SCABER.

;

Among the many plants remarked on recently
as having withstood the severe weather of last
winter, I noticed no reference to Eccremocarpus
scaber. ThJs plant is growing here on the southeast side of a dwelling among a medley of Jasmine giowths, through which

it has clambered
up and over, looking very pretty with its scarlet
and gold tubuUir flowers. The species did not
survive the winter with me at Highgate, but it
came through last winter here unharme<i. No
doubt the roots and top growths of the Jasmine

afforded the plant protection, while the soil is
light and on the drv ."side. C. T., AmjiffiiH Pork
nonh'n^. ndlorilKhirr.

(

'.

:

C.

boti-yophora.

C.

Butiei.

C.

Gacrtncri.

C.

Mikaniana, C. Marie Rose, C. Sancona, C. Yuruniaguas.
It will be seen that plumosa, one of our

most

popular Palms, has the misfortune to be rechristened with a name that has little chance
of ever being taken up by gardeners, ako that
flexuoaa, Datil and Arechavaleitana are identical

able, type of tree, domestic needs, and [lersonal
capacity or inclination, have to be oouMdered,

but the prime necessity is a tree that will mature
early and bear regularly.
If we allow that the world moves ever so
slowly, and that waste is inexcusable, the big
anri complicated forms of espalier, f.in shaped,
and less definite wall-trained trees should be re
garded as olwolete ; at least, they are not desir
able for Pears or Apjjles, and in passing one may
say that the Apple has not yet come to share the
wall space it merits.

Single Coirdons are the simple.st, surest, and
i)ix>fitablo of all known or conceivable foi-ms

most

of fruit trees for walls,

and should jiredominate
everywhere.
The more one understands the
nature of fruiting trees, it will be apparent that
but little wood is wanted, and with fewer
bran.ches the pruning grows less, .simply because
little or no excessive growth is allowed to occur.
If a tree is planted well above the surrounding
land, as a maiden, or by pruning is made liglht
in structure, given an inclination of about 45°

—

or a few points less for the first two Oir three
years and no more than finger-pinched till the
desired height and number of spurs are obtained,
it will not be able to develop an over-robust root
.system, nor to make a trunk or lateral growth too
coarse or imperfect to yield good fruit freely.

—

—
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Wall

—and

trees

all

others

if

thej'

are to be

—should

have shallow and light
root systems, and any risk of drought should be
met by mulchiiig. The mulch is of especial
value, as where a soil is well drained and freely
aerated the mulch promotes and preserves the
finest type of fibrous roots, thus promoting and
supporting fruit. It may be said with empliasis
tha.t no Cordon Pear or Apple tree needs more
than a barrowful of soil, provided such soil is
composed of suitable materials placed on a cool
but drained base, and receives a sweet, noiu-ishing mulch during times of mucli heat and cold.
We do not improve much in forming and managing trees, and though there are good books on

under control

the subject, the vast majority of men cut blindly
and train and trim without reason.
A Pear rod an inch or so in diameter at its
base, and tapering like a whipstock, will support
sufficiently vigorous fruit spurs over thirty to
similar rod of the average Apple
fifty years.
will not prove profitable ovea- more than half

A

that length of time, or, say, fifteen to twentyBut in either case it is long enough,
five years.
for we should not strive to make true the jingle
and absurdity of planting Pears for our heirs
or even Apples.
The stock ^as dwarfing or free is a pro-

—

—

nounced factor in tlie wood growth of Pears and
Apples, but it is necessary to limit the soil supply and the root range that the head growth may
be limited, light, and always well ripened.
A Cordon tree should be widest at its base,
the lower spurs complex or multiple, fairly
stout, and spreading 6 to 9 inches on either side
It is always necessary to have
of the stem.
heavily built spurs at the lowest parts, or the
super-growth will overwhelm and exhaust them.
The spurs should be shorter, lighter, and further
apart as they ascend, then the sap will be evenly
apportioned, and every part of the tree bear
fruits of even size and quality.
Gordons will form trees from 10 to 12 feet high
It is not wise to
if planted 3 to 4 feet apart.
plant them closer, as where very close planting
interfere
with
each other, and
occurs the roots
there is insufficient space, light, air, and eunheat for leaf development.

The

bordeo-s

in

which wall fruit trees are

planted should always be raised several inches
above the ground level, and cut off by such

means, and by good drains, from any soakage
of watcT from adjacent land.
Neither leaf mould nor strong dung should
b"? incorporated with soil intended for fruit trees,
but lime, mortar-rubble, woo<3 asihes, sand, or
any clean, gritty matter, with a spad-^ful or two
of fibrous soil about the roots at plajiting, aa-e
valuable additions.
If the soil of a border or extended space to
carry Cordons is heavy, uneven in form and
quality, or infested with weeds, the whole mass
should be thrown out to leave an open trench
from early wnnter till Februaa-y or March. This
treatment will clean and improve the soU, show
what draining, if any, is needed, and secure a
true foundation at a uniform depth for all the
materials required by the roots.
Drains should never be placed under the
planting lines, and in the case of wall trees they
should run not less than 3 feet from the walls.
Excepting unusually heavy soils, or where much
water drains towards the wall, a border may be
so raised and composed as to obviate draining.
After forming a border planting should be deferred for two or three weeks to aUow the soil to
Unless trees can be
settle to its former level.
set out in the early autumn it is better to nurse
and protect them through the winter and plant
A tree is aided by
in Marcli or early in April.
cutting or preparing its roots in autumn, as then
spring.
A tree does
callus
foo^med
by
the
a
is
best planted when it may move in the roots but
not in the head, for root growth should always
precede head growth in a newly-planted tree.

No

,

tree

was ever planted too high.

The

best

examples of high planting are the millions of

fine trees

CHRONICLE.

on the raised banks of British hedge-

rows.
It is true that Pears on Quince stocks should
be planted to cover the union of stock and scion
but it is sometimes safer to apply a thick bandage and to keep it on indefinitely.
Cordon trees should be inclined away from the
strongest light, otherwise they will grow thick
at the top and bare at the bottom. The angle or
slope of a tree should be according to its native

the tree the more it should
from the upright line. Therefore, if
several sorts of Pear or Apple are chosen for
ordons, tlieir habits and needs should be
known, for it neither looks well nor pays to have

vigom-.

The stronger

be' trained

(

trees running at different angles on one stretch of

waU.
Trees should not be planted within a foot or
15 inches of walls. The jamming of trees against
walls is a common cause of disease, irregular
For Cordons
growth, and unprofitable results.
a stake or smooth rod should be pressed in a foot
or two to one side of the planting site, and at
planting the tree should be leaned over and tied
so that its roots are kept steady and the head
A thick
prevented from cha-fing bv the wall.
bandage should be placed round the stem and
the stake to prevent rubbing and cutting of the

The stake or pole wiU serve for the first
bark.
two or three years, according to the length of
the Cordon at planting, after which time fairly
long pegs sihoaild be driven into the wall at
intervals of 3 feet or so and the tree drami over
and inwards and secured, so that it slants towards the top of the wall. There should be no
forcing or bending or close nailing in of the
main stem, nor is there any advantage in nailing
any other growth to the wall. A. C.

ThcWcek'sWork.
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covered with ashes, placing a ridge of soil over
the ashes, which will ensure a much later and
equally satisfactory crop.

Shallots.— The

bulbs should be planted at

the first opportunity in an open situation on wellAllow a space of 12 inches
pi-epared ground.
between the rows, and not less than 5 inches
between the bulbs, giving the larger growing
varieties a little more room than the smaller
sorts.
Bury the bulbs ratlier more than half
their depth. The ordinary English variety is one
of the best for general use ; the large red-skinned
varieties give larger bulbs.

Pea and Bean Sticks.- Get

together

a

of Pea sticks, shai-pen the points and
them in bundles of the same size. Stakes for
Runner Beans should also be got ready in the
same manner. Doing work of this kind now will

supply
tie

when the busy season

ease matters

arrives.

Arrears of Work —The work

of

digging

and trenching has been delayed by tlie recent
se\ere weather, and with a depleted staff this
will mean disorganisation in the spring, unless
Pay
.special efforts are made to overtake arrears.
attention to early borders first, adding leaf-moidd
and any otlier light compost available, as there
To secure good
is a scarcity of animal manure.
crops, all soil should be moved deeply more or
cii'Cumstances.
less, according to

THE HARDY FRUIT
Bv

Jas.

HudsOK, Head Gardener
Acton,

at

GARDEN,
Gunnerebury House,

W.

Strawberries.- W'here new Strawberry

beds

were made

last season it will be well to take
the first opportunity, when the soil is fairly dry,
of treading around the plants to make them firm
after the frosts. Having done this let the ground
Older plantations should have
be lightly hoed.
the soil lightly forked up around each crown and
or if this were done in the
rows,
the
between
late autumn the ground should be merely hoed.
In the case of plants growing on heavy soils, or
those in old beds, apply a light dressing of wellrwtted manure, spreading it on the surface and
.lUuwing it to remain there for the present.

Autumn (or Perpetual-fruitino) Strawberries. -I prefer to plant autumn-fruiting

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
JoRuAN, Gariltuer to
Clay, M.P., Ford Manor,

By F

Spencer
Lieut.-Ool.
Lingfleld, Surrey.

ToMATOi.— In raising seedling Tomatos aim
at securing dwarf, healthy plants that will produce their first cluster of fruit 12 or 15 inches
from the soil in the pots. If the plants come up
thickly in the seed-pan thin tliem early, and shift
them singly into small pots when they are of a
suitable size, and continue to grow them in the
same house. The soil for potting should be light
in texture and wanned to the temperature of the
house. Grow the plants on shelves near the roofglass, and water them carefully with warm water.
Pot the plants before they become pot-bound,
for neglect in this matter would cause tliem to
grow spindly, especially if the first pots are of
small size.

Forcing Pits.— Wliere the fermenting matewas prepared as advised in a previous
calendar it will now be ready for making into
hot-beds for the forcing of early Potatos. Pack
the material firmly together and cover it with
about 1 foot deep of rich, light soil. As soon as
this is warmed through, plant the Potatos previously sprouted in boxes, making the rows 15
inches apart and putting the sets 10 inches apart
in the rows.
rial

FORCiN«.— Continue to insert fresh batches of
A.sparagus, Rhubarb, and Seakale in heat, selectLet the clumps
ing strong roots or crowns.
be well moistened with tepid water and weak
If plants
liquid manure to hasten the forcing.
of Seakale in: the open have not been covered,
First clear tilie
these should be attended to.
ground of weeds and then lightly fork the siu'Cover the crowns with a heap of fine coal
face.
ashes. Place Seakale pots over a portion of the
plants, and surround them with sweet fermenting material com,posed of leaves, or leaves mixed
wi"th stahle litter, sufficient to create a gentle
The rewairmth, and to exclude the cold air.
mainder of the bed should have tlie crowns well

Strawberries early in the spring rather than in
When new beds are required and
late summer.
it is better to form these in alternate years-— the
site should now be chosen, in a warm sunny situaLet the ground be trenched two spits deep,
tion.
provided deep digging does not interfere with the

—

Use farmyard manure if obroots of fruit trees.
tainable, and ground lime; place the manure in
the second spit. Select the best possible runners
from the old beds, lifting the roots with
a ball of soil. Set three plants in a group
at about 6 inches apart, allowing a space of 2
between each group, and the same distance
between the rows. Plant when the ground is in
good working condition, and make the soil firm
My reason for advocating spring
afterwards.
planting is to ensure a good growth before the
These Strawautumn flower trusses appear.
berries have a tendency to develop a plentiful
not, in conand
do
trusses,
flower
supply of late
sequence, make such good plants when planted
varieties
proved
list
of
is
a
following
The
late.
St. Antoine de Padoue, St. Fiacre, Continuity,
Merveille de France and La Perle.
Winter Washes.- Advantage should be
taken of fine, still days to apply a winter wash
1 do iiot advise the use of conto fruit trees.
centrated alkali washes too frequently, for it has
a tendency to harden the bark of Apple trees.
If used two sea,5ons in succession it should be
missed on the third, and a mixed winter wash
Where, during the past spring,
used instead.
there were attacks of Cat-3rpillai-s. I advise that
wash
be used in good time, the spray
mixed
the
ing to be repeated, if necessary, later. Be careful not to exceed the strength recommended by
the makers certain specifics can be used at an
feet

:

;

increased strength in the dormant season. It is
well for the operator to wear mdiarubber gloves
and a mackintosh as a safeguard against injury to
Where American
the hands or to the clothes.
Blight is a source of trouble strong measures
the trees can be
where
and
to,
must be resorted
effectuallv treated by hand I advise the use of a

;

Febrfary

2,
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strong mixture of paraffin and soap applied with
a stiff paint brush. The pest is often present in
the soil on the roots of the trees, and it may be
attacked there with a sterilizer, of which there
are several on tlie market.
Lime sulphur spray
is the most effectual specific in many instances.
Trees of Cox's Orange Pippin Apple in these
gardens are sometimes atlected with mildew, and
lime sulphur is an excellent remedy for mildew.

Use

this

wash

first

when growth

is

dormant, and

again later if necessary. It will also destroy red
spider; indeed, lime sulphur is a most valuable
preparation generally for the fruit grower.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Cherrib*.— (-'herrj- trees growing in borders
may be allowed to start into growth with little
or no fire-heat. A little artificial warmth may be
used at night during the flowering period, but
only sufficient to maintain a drj- atmosphere. By
these means a succession of fruits to those from
pot trees may be maintained. The house should
be cleansed thoroughly, and the trees washed
with a suitable insecticide.
house is not
usually devoted entirely to Cherries.
Cordon
trees do exceedingly well trained up the front of
mid-season and late Peach houses, where very
little fire heat is required.
The following are
Werder's
suitable varieties for the purpose
Early Black, Govem-jr Wood, Early Rivers,
Elton. Frogmore, Early Bigarreau, Bigarreau de
Standard fan-trained
Schreken and Downiton.
trees do equally well on the back walls of fruithouses, if cool conditions can be maintained. All
varieties may be grown in the orchard house, and
in these unheated structures a succession may
be obtained by planting Florence Bigarreau,
Napoleon, Geant d'Hedelfingen, and Late Duke.
Autumn planting is always preferable. A moderately light, rich loam should form the bulk of
the compost used for the border, with a suitable
proportion of mortar rubble, burnt garden reIn restricted
fuse, and decayed leaf-mould.
borders the rootfl are well under the control of
the cultivator.

A

:

Early Vinery —When

tiie

shoots

of

PLANTS DNDER
By

E.

Strawberries. -Successional batches of pot
Strawberriei may be placed on shelves in Peach
that

have

just

been

started.

In our

much

the best to
Before the
winter the plants in cold frames.
plants are brought into the glasshouse the pots
are placed on their sides and the foliage tho
roughly syringed with an insecticide. A little of
the surface soil is removed and replaced with «
Great care mu.st be exercised in
rich compost.
watering, as very litt'e moisture is required until
Reserve plants in cold
the roots are active.
frames nuist not be allowed to suffer for want of
water.
district,

I

find

it

Pot Fruit*.— Provided there is sufficient
space, a few early varieties of Plum and Cherry
trees in pots may be placed in Peach houses that
have just been starte-i. Syringe the trees with
an insecticide or fumigate them in the house.
The roots will not need much water until top
Syringe the trees once or
growth commences.
twice daily, and do not let the temperature rise
become excessively
atmosphere
or
the
hi0li
too
close.

Pax-,

Lady W-Iittaoe,

Beikahiie.

Clerodendron

FALLAX.-If cuttings of
lerodendron fallax are available they may be
inserted singly in small pots filled with a light,
sandy compost.
Let them be sprayed two or
three times daily in bright weather and shade
them from sunshine until roots are formed. This
plant may also be raised now from seeds sown
singly in 3-inch pots and plunged in a hot-bed.
Cover the pots with a sheet of glass, and shade
them till the plants are through the soil. Red
spider often attacks the leaves, £ind may be kept
in check by syringing the foliage regularly with
rain-water.
I

Caladium —Batches of Caladiums may be
placed in their growing quarters as required. If
large specimens are desired several bulbs may be
placed in each pot, those of 5 or 6 inches in
Later the plants will
diameter being suitable.
need more root-room, and bigger pots will be re(|uired.
A fairly rich compost sliould be emI>!oyed, as the Caladium is a gross feeder whem
When potted, place the plants
in active growth.
in a house haN-ing a moderately warm temperature and water them with extra care until they
When the plants are growing
are "weU rooted.
freely, close the house early in the aftemocuis
after spraying them with rain-water.
Freesia.- The main batch of Freesias should
be kept growing in cool conditions. If necessary,
a few may be liastened into flower in a warmer
house.
Let the roots have plenty of stimnlant
ur the flower-stems will grow weak. See that the
stems are neatly and sufficiently supported with
stakes.

useful greenliouse plant
be throwing up flowers, but unless
l)'.oijms are required early the plants must not be
A shelf near the roof -glass in
forced unduly.
the greenhouse is an ideal position for Lachenalia
When tlie pots are full of
until they flower.
roota the' latter should be given diluted liquid
manure and soot-water alternately.

Lachenalia —This

will

soon
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;
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the small particles washed
from aanong the drainage, afterwards adding
fresh rooting mateiial. Plants that have overgrown tlieiir receptacles may, if thexe are numerouis pseudo-bulbs behind the leading growth, be
divided ajid made agaJn into shapely specimens. Wliether the pieces are potted up separately, or several together, it is not necessary to
retain more than two or three pseudo-bulbs behind
eacli leading growth.
Shallow pans or Teakwood baskets may be employed for these Mexican Orchids, and they should be of sufficient
In re-potsize for at least two seasons' growth.
ting, keep the rhizome of the plant just on a
level with the top of the receptacle, which should
be about half filled with clean crocks for drainage.
A suitable compost consists of equal parts
of coarse Osmunda and Al fibre, with all the
dust removed. In re-potting, nress the compost
firmly, especially along the rhizome of the plants,
and insert a few pieces of crock in the compost
Gix5W the
tn assist thj free passage of water.
]ilants in a hou56 having an intemiediate temperature, standing them in a light position near
[lointed stick,

early

vines are sufficiently advanced for training they
should be brought down to the wires by degrees,
according to their stiffness if bent much at fir.nt
they will enap at the base.
As the shoots ad
Vance sufficiently to be thinned, retain the
strongest or best situated, with the most promisIf the spurs are regular, one shoot
ing bunch.
will be sufficient; the othe.s .should be removed.
An extra shoot on a spur is not injurious to the
vine, but space is necessary for the foliage to
develop. Daily attention must be given to stopping the shoots, usually two leaves beyond the
bunches. A night temperature of 60° should be
maintained, but a rise of 10° or 15° will do no
harm. Regulate the amount of damping according to the state of the woather, only lightly
snrinkling the floors and bare spaces on wet,
duU days. Admit air every day more or le.is,
but do not permit cold draught® to reach
the vines. Coarse tiffany stretched over the venti
lators will prevent cold, gusty winds from reach
ing the tender foliage.

houses

HiRRlss.

GLASS.

bluuni
partly devein

the flowers are produced from the
loped pseiido bulbs, and should be kept sufficiently moist at the roots to keep the Sphagnummoss green and healthy. Care must be taken
that water does not lodge in the centre of the
young growths, as this might cause the young
Plants requiring fresh
pseudo bulbs to decay.
rooting materials should be attended to when
roots begin to develop from the new shoots. This
Orchid is best grown in well-drained, shallow
pans, using a very thin layer of Osmunda-fibre
and Sphagnum-moss for a rooting medium. Susiiend the pans from the roof rafters, in a cool

house.

Platvolinis QLUMAOEA.-This useful species
commenced pushing up its new growths, and

lias

may

be repotted at any time between the fading
the flowers and the ripening of the young
Well-drained shallow pans, that
pseudo-bulbs.
may be sus;:endcd from the roof, form the best
receptacles.
The plants need plenty of water at
the roots all through the growing seasjin, and
of

should be grown in an intermediate temperature.
The rooting medium may consist of two-thirds
.\
1
or O.imnnda-fibrc, one-third good fibrous
loiim with the small particles removed, adding
some chopped Sphagnum-moss, and crushed
crcjcks to render the soil porou-s.

Mexican Lai^liab.— Plants of Laelia albida.
L. autumnalis, L. Gouldiana, L. furfuracea, and
tho.se of the Laelia anceps type, should be afforded very little water at the roots after they
have finished flowering, it being only necessary
If
to keep the pseudo-bulbs from shrivelling.
fresh rooting material is necessary it should be
afforded as soon as roots develop from the bases
of the new pseudo-bulbs. Well-established specimens growing in receptacles sufficiently large for
their needs should' not be disturbed unnecessarily,
but where the old compost has become loose and
decayed it should be carefully removed with a

and

all

the roof -glass.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Propagating. Cuttings of by far the greater
luimber of flowering plants used in garden decoration root best ill warmth in a very moist atmos])here at this season, and no material is better
adapted for rapid and certain root-production
than moderately coarse sand, and sea-sand is
suitable.
Cuttings should all be in a growing
state when taken, and, in opposition to the generally received opinion, the cuttings of neai'ly all
kinds of flowers produce roots without cutting
All that is
the slips across below a leaf node.
needed is to cut them off the stock plants above
a leaf, when they will be in a proper condition
It is very
to insert in the ixx)ling material.
important that the cuttings should not flag, and
when many are taken at a time they should be
thrown into water till ready for insertion. The
.sand bed should be soaked with tepid water a
few hours previously to inserting the cuttings,
thus ensuring that the sand is neither too wet

There are two rapid methods of
not too dry.
One consists in making a depression
insertion.
of the correct depth and width with a narrow
sheet of glass by pressing it into the sand.
The cuttings are then rapidly arranged in the
slit,

nee<l
is

and they may be touching each other if
be where .space is limited. After the slit

filled

the sand

is

pressed against the cuttings

and another depression made parallel to the first,
The other
and so on, till al! are inserted.
method is more suitable for large slips. Each
one is grasped between the finger and thumb,
the index finger lying along the cutting, and
It is almost
with it is pressed into the sand.
Where
as rapid a proceeding as the first-named.

cuttings are rooted in boxes a very sandy compost should be used, and I find that girls do the
work more rapidly and effectively by making
holes for the cuttings across the lines, then
dropping a cutting into each hole and pressing
Either glass or paper should be
a section down.
placed over the cuttings till the latter are
sometimes both are necessary when the
rooted
sun is strong. There are a few plants which do
Ice plants
not succeed when treated ns above
for instance, and especially the variegated Ice
plant. The cuttings of this plant need no " making " after removal from the plants, andi are inserted in boxes like the others, but they should
The.se
not be watered till roots have formed.
need no bottom heai. Pelargoniums form another
These
treatment.
special
demands
class which
I always cut under the leaf, though they root
sometimes away from one, but the usual method
Varieties vary considerably in the
is the safest.
way roots are produced of some a percentage is
always lost, -whilst of others, as Paul Crampel and
the ivy-lea.f varieties, every one roots. All root
with least loss when inserted singly in small pots
Water with extra
filled with a .sandy compost.
;

;

;

care until calluses have formed. A high temperature is to be preferred, and for the first few days,
should the sun be powerf jl enough to affect the
leaves, a slight shading, such as newspapers
afford, should

be spread over them.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

such

sibility of the existence of

—

Our correspondents
to
obtaining answers
would
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relatinij
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

and

Editors

Publisher.

Notice

Special

in

delui/

obviate

—

Correspondents.

to

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
respoimble for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

APPOINTMENTS FOR FEBRUARY.
FEBRUAKY

JICIXD.VV.

Me*^t.

Ca

at

TUESDAY, FKBBUARY 5—

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY

8

—

Royal Gardeneis' Orphan Funjd Annual Meeting and
Election of Candidates, at Simpson's, Strand, 5 p.ni.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12—
Roy. Hort. Soc.'s Conis. meet.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21—
Manohe^er and North of England
TUBISDAV. FEBRUARY 25—

seedlings two plants failed to contract the
In spite of their surroundings,
disease.
and in- spite of efforts mad© to infect
them, thase two plants remained immune.
They were seedlings of the "wild Hop,"
Other seedlings of
obtained from Italy.

same origin, some 70 in number,
proved susceptible.
In 1916 a precisely similar observation
was made .seven seedlings of the "wild
Hop," out of a total of about 160, proved
resistant to mildew.
Another i'esi.ster also appeared in the
form of a yellow -leaved Humulus Lupulus
obtained from Messrs. Bide and Sons, of
Farmham. This golden Hop resi.sted all

Oi-chid Soc. meet.

efforts

The

Roy. Hort. Soc.'s Coins, meet.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27—
Ela-iii

Hort.

,Soc.

nifet.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last fifty
years at Gr
vich, 39.5.

—

Actual Temperature
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 11, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, January Jl,
10 a.m.
Bar. 30.2 temp. 41.5°. Weather—Foggy.
;

;

;

Tlie Hop
growers of
Mildew Resistant England liave two pests
Hops.
with which to contend
mould "
or
red
mould," caused by the mildew fungus
Sphaerotheoa Humuli ; and tlie blight
caused bj- the insect Phorodon Humuli. The
:

'

'

'

latter,

if

treated with a, suitable insectigrower very great
but the mould, if it maJies its

cide, does not cause the
iwi.xiety,

a-ppearanoe in dull, damp seasons, may, in
spite of assiduous sulphuring, cause very
serious losses.
Mr. Salmon, whose mo.-it
recent investigations* we now describe,
estimates that the ravages of red mould
in 1916 cost tlie growers many thousand.-of jiiHinds, f<u' many acres had to be left
iMijiirk<-il
and the less sever'eily afEected
Hops .sutl'ered a serious reduction in price.
Th<' species of fungus which attacks the

Hop, Humulus Lupulus, also attaclts the
genera of the Hop family but it
been shown that the fungus (Sphaerotheca Humuli) is, like other specievs of

otlier

;

hits

mildew, a si>ecialieer it develops biologic
forms which concentrate their attention
each on a separate host, and, as a defect
:

of this quality of specialisation, become
less apt to attack any other species of
plant.

This being so, it should not perhaps
prove impossible to discover a variety of
Hop which the highly specialised mildew
might he unfitted to attack ; in short, to
discover mould-resist.ant Hops. The pos*

On

Salmon,

P»rtits of the
s. E.

Hop

Agric, College,

Retiltant

Wye.

to

Mildeii;

liy

E.

S-

annual general

Orphan Fund

ineethi;; uf the

be

will

lielrl

Koval Gardeners'

at Simpson's Restaur-

London,

ant. 100, Strand,

W.C, on

Friday, the
for the j)ur[iosu of receiving the repoi't
and statement of accounts for
the past year; to elect officers for the ensuing
year ; to elect by resolution foitrteen children to
the benefits of the Fund ; and to transact such
other business as may arise.
The chair will be
taken at three p.m.
8tli inst.,

of the committee

ti

—

meet.

Assoc,

which required

favourable to the development of mildew.
So favourable indeed were the conditions
that, generally speaking, it only required
Hop plant to be brought into the house for
it to be attacked. Nevertheless, among the

the

4--

Natioaal Clirysanthemuin Soc. .\nn.
Restaurant, Strand, 6 p.m.
Scottish Hort.

for experimental purposes

them to be cultivated under conditions

2. 1918.

RovAL Gardeners' Orphan Fund.— The

I'csi.stant

was converted to a certainty liy observations made by Mr. Salmon in 1011.
In that year seedling Hops were rai.sed
and grown under gla.ss in large numbers

foTiiis

[February

to induce

immune

it

to take mildew.

seedlings of

1914

were

planted out and grown on at Wye. One
jiroved to be a male, and the other a
In the bad mildew year of 1916
female.
they retained their immunity throughout
the sumniier and early autumn, but mildew
appeared in October on both seedlings.
From these facts it is reasonable to conclude that varieties of Hop may be found
which possess complete immunity with
respect to Hop mildew, and from analogy
with what has been done in the way of
breeding forms of jilants resistant to
other disea,se.s (rust of Wheat, wilt of Cotton, etc.), it is probable that mould-resistant races of Hop may yet be rai-sed, to
the comfort of the Kentish men and the
profit of Briti.sh agriculture.

In connection with the subject of immumity, Mr. Salmon draws attention to
the following interesting fact concerning
the Virginia Creeper '(Vitis hedeiracea).
This plant when growing in the United
States is commonly attacked by a mildew
(Uncinula necator), but no record is
Icnown to Mr. Salmon of this fungus attacking Virginia Creepers growing in this
country.
He suggests that this is not a
case of innnunity, but that freedom from
attack liere is due to the ab.sence of the
biologic form of the fungus which makes

and alone possesses the
attacking the Virginia
In support of this view, Mr.
Salmon jjoints out that a precisely similar
state of affairs obtains with respect to the
Hop in Japan. There the Hop is never
attacked by mould, but specimens of
a

speciality of,

.secrets of success in,

Creeper.

Japanese Hops raised in this country
prove 'to be completely susceptible.
Mr. Salmon does well to warn us that
trouble may l>e in store if we once allow
of the introduction into this country of
American-grown Virginia Creepers. They
will of a certainty bring the mildew with
them, and once arrived here it may make
itself painfully at home.

Denmark Prohibits Trade

in

Sceds.—

According to the Bouid of Trade Journal H.M.
M'iTuster at Copenhagen reports that the Danish
Ministry of the Interior ha-s issued a notice forbidding, pending the issue of further regulations,

trade

in

all

kinds

of

seeds,

including

root seeds, and gardeni seeds, whetheir
Danish or foreign origin, both of the 1917
and of previous hajrvests.
Moreover, all diefield seeds,

of

such seeds, notwithstanding i-unnimg
forbiddeu until fnrtlier notice.
Bird-seed ds, however, e.xceptcd.

livei'des of

contracts, ai'e

Lecture on PoTATO-OROwiNa.-The
President and

Council of the Royal

Horticul-

tural Society have arranged for a lecture to be

delivered at the Mansion House, at 3 p.m., on
Wednesday, February 13. The subject of the
lecture is " Potato Growing Spring Work in

—

Seed and Planting," and the lecturer is Mr. W.
CuTHSERTSON, J.P., V.M.H. Admission will be
by ticket only, which can be obtained from the
Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society,
Vincent Square, Westminster, on written application accompanied by a stamped addressed
envelope.

The National Chrysanthemum Society.

— The

meetings of the Execntiw I'dmniittee of
National Chrysanthenuun Society will be
on Februaiy is, September 23, October 21,
November 18, and December 2, at Carr's restaurant. Strand.
The Floral Committee will meet at
Essex Hall, Essex Street, Strand, at 3 p.m., on
September 23, October 21, and November 18, and
the

lield

at the London Scottish Drill Hall, Buckingham
Gate, S.W. 1, at 11 a.m., on Tuesday, Novem-

ber 5, when Chrysanthemums wiU be exliibited
in conjunction with the R.H.S. meeting.

Edward Mawley Memorial.— There

being

a general desire amongst members of the National
Rose Society tliat something should be done to
mark the esteem and affection with which the

name of Edwahd Mawley will always be remembered by lovers of the Rose, the Council
propose that the memorial should take the following forms
1. A stained-glass window to be
erected in St. Michael's Chiu'ch, Berkhamsted.
2.
A medial of an approved design, to be en" The
Edward
Mawley
titled
Memoaial
:

Meidal. "

every

Two

medals

of tiiese

the

Summer

w'ill

be awarded

Show

of thie
and one for nurserythe most worthy exhibits respectively
The Council have apin each of these sections.
pohited a Special Committee to carry these pi'oposals into effect, and the Committee now appeals for donations to the fund which has been
Subscriptions are
established for the purpose.
limited to £1 Is. but smaller amounts may be
desired
to include the
contributed, as it is
largest possible number of names in the list of
Subscriptions should be sent to
subscribers.
the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Peeston-Hfllary, 25,
at

yeaa-

Society, one for amateurs,

men,

to

,

Victoria Street, London.

Lectures on Food Production.— Mr. F. .T.
Chittenden, head of the Royal Horticultural
Society's School of Horticulture at Wisley, is to
deliver a course of six weekly lectures on " Small
Gardens and Allotments for Purposes of Food

Production," at Bishopsgate Institute, E.C., on
o'clock, commencing Febru'The subjects of the individual lectures
ary 20.
Feb. 20. "The Soil a Source
will be as follows
Digging and Trenching It" Feb.
of Supplies

Wednesdays, at 1.15
:

:

:

—

February
"

How
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Ensure Water and Air Supplies to
Crops " March 6. " The Mineral Supply and its
March 13. "' The Nitrogen
Effect on Crops "
Supply and its Efiect on Crops"; March 20.
" Seed Sowing" March 27. " Tiansplantini; and
27,

to

;

;

;

.Spacing."
Bishopsgate Institute is in Bishopsgate, three minutes' walk from Liverpool Street
Station, and admission to the lectures is free.

Pyracantha Gibb«m

(see fig. 21).

— This

a

is

new species introduced from China by Mr. E. H.
Wilson.
The Hon. Vic.\ry Gibbs exhibited a
specimen at the Royal Horticultural Society's
meeting on January 5, 1915. under the name
Pyracantha crenulata, and it received an Award
of Merit from the Floral Committee.
In our
of
9 of
that a

description

eminently practical one under economic limita
tions.
If these respective honoured and skilful
growei-s had gone to the trouble of pointing out the
conditioning

factors

of

their

advice. Piizzlnl

would not have been able justly to lay claim
iioni

de plimie

to

SOCIETIES.
GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

lii.<

in respect to this

matter. I have
the South as well as in
the North of England under the respective
systems of Messrs. Hudson and Beckett. During
the past }-ear or two I have experimented with
the effect of covering Apples laid out singly on
shelves with ordinary but<?her-blue paper.
Experimenting with 24 varieties (18 kitchen and six
dessert), an average loss in weight of 7.8 per
cent, over a period of three months was observed

kept Apples and Pears

4t7

ANNUAL MEETING AND ELECTION OF
PENSIONERS.

in

—

January

24.
The 78th ajuiual meeting of the
Royal Benevolent Institution took
Simpson's Restaui'ant, 101, Strand,
Lniidnn. on Thursday, the 24th ult.
Sir Harry
\'eitch presided, and thei-e was a moderate
attnidance. The secretary. Mr. G. J. Ingram,
read the notice convening the meeting, and then

Gaaxleners'
(ilace

at

jirooeeded

to read the

report of the executive

plant

the
the

in
the issue of
year, p.
we
23,
P.
crenulata had
been in cultivation in this country- for some
considerable time.
Wilson's plant has since

January
stated

same

form

of

been found to be a distinct species, and
has been named P. Gibbsii, in honour of Mr.
ViCART Gibbs, in whose gardens at Aldenham
the plant illustrated in fig. 21 was photographed.
Mr. E. Beckett describes the species as one
of the finest of evergreen, berried plants in the
very e.\tensive collection at Aldenham.
The

about the

fruits are

size

of haws,

but rounder,

and of a dull red colour. He states that the
growth is strong, and that the plant forms a fine
bush in a short time. It is perfectly hardy, and
succeeds well in almost any situation.
Pyracantha coccinea

a popular wall-plant, fruitin such a position
than in the open. Mr. Bjx^kktt is of opinion that
P. Gibbsii will be equally satisfactory for such
ing

more

freely

is

when grown

a purpose.

A New Sinccio.— Senecio

mw

minutive
land,

(iroundsel,

di.saivered

Femaldii

native of

common Groundsel,

it

is

a

di-

Newfound

by Dr. Greenman.

Like

(.in-

wid

belong.! to the section

normally discoid heads, and occasionally ilv
velops a ray. The flowers are orange-scarlet the
new species can only be regarded as of botanical
interest, and Ls not likely to possess any garden
;

value.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(.The

Edilorg do not hold ihrm^rlies rcHpiintiblt
the opinionfi expreifaed by rorTenpoiidenti.)

Storinq Apple*.— I
reading

Mi'.

Jot

wa.s niuch

interested in
Hciki>tt's system of storing Apples,

I
indorse his remarks, unorthodox
p.
8, and
though they m;u' be.
During my probationary
career in a garden in Wiltshire, the Apple crop
was an abundant one, and storage space limited.
The gardener under whom I then served used to
store the fruits in heaps in barrels and in disused stables, well protecting them from frost.

They had very little ventilation, yet the fruita
kept plump and sound. Since then, as occasion
has arisen, I have never hesitated to store
.\pples several layers de'p. and have alway.fouiid tliat they keep much better and longei
than when spread out thinly.
I>ast season w.gathered the best crop of Apples ever harvested
liere, and the fruits were .sti)red thickly, with
the result they are keeping better than we have
had them before
Are not mistakes often made
bv gathering the fruits before thev are mature ?
The fruits from trees growing in heavy, undrained clays should perhaps hang longer than
is
flinty,
necessar>' on warmer,
and betterdrained soils, where they mature earlier. K. F.
llnzellon.
fielrl,

North

Mymmn

Park Gardens.

Tlnt-

Hertfordshire.

Mr. Hudson's methods are perfectly corwhen they can be afforded. His is the ideal
How often, however, can ideal methods
The
practicable under average conditions?

rect

method.
lie

economic side of

fruit, flower, and vegetable production is. as a rule, of no concern to the pi-ofessional gardener.
He has been encouraged in the
everything.
past
produce the best of
to
under these
regardless of cost, and
it
is
circumstances that Mr.
Huds^m and most
of his colleagues write.
Mr. Beckett's method
of keeping fruit is not the ideal one under
luxurious conditions, but it is an excellent and

Etc. 21

—

I'VIIAIANHIA

the uncovered samples a loss which was reduced by one-half in the case of the covered
fruits.
In respect to this loss of weight over a
prolonged period, varieties of equally reputable
keeping qualities showed considerable discrepancies.
Lane's Prince Albert, for instance, lo.st
weight at double the rate of Bramley's Seedling, although both varieties looked apparently
as sound as each other at the end of the test
(mid-.Ianuary). The great fundamentals of good
fruit keeping are, in my opinion, (a) thorough
maturation of fruit on the tree, fb) careful handling, (c) a cool temperature in the store, (d) an
equable atmosphere.
Apjiles will then keep as
long as their inherent keeping qualities allow.
C. W. Mayhe.w, Mnr-peth.
in

IJUillSll

Al

AI.Ill.Ml A.M.

committee,
tracts

of

wlliich

the

following

are

ex;

:

Extracts raoM

Tiia

Report op Executive Committee.

.Vnniual
'Ilhe Oiniiiiiilti't' <leeply rpg.ret8 that the 78th
Report is not. so favuuiable as couM be wi.shed from
a financial point of view but the insistent claims on
the public for war charities have seriously told upon
the income of all old-established institutions, and on
none more than the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent In-

Htitution.

The enforced abandonment of the Festival Dinner.
Ann.nal Ai)i>e,il, for the pa-st three yoatis
witih
ilB
has naturally resulted in a much diminished income,
but, notwithstanding, thn Committee are thankful to
he in a p(«ition to report that, with their limited Rcwjrvc Fund, and wiUlout at pre.scnt encroaohingr u|)on
their investments, they have been able to maintain their
work as heretofore and to continue the benefit* to the
annuitants, as well as to give a much needed aid from
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Marshall, Walter

Fund to those applicants who have
appl'ied for its help.
At the last election 18 candidates were added to the
funds, making 262 in all. The Committee now recommend an election of 15 this day from an approved list
of 58 applicants.
They feel they are not justified in
the Good Samaritan

doing more than this, thus filling the vacancies caused
by deaths during tJie past year. The 45 unsuccessful
candidates will be left to rely solely upon the grants
which can be mad© from the two supplementary Funds,
viz., the Victorian Era Fund and the Good Saniarita-n
Fund the income only of each being available.
The Committee desire to express their sincere thanks

—

to all the supporters of the Institution, and especially
would they mention the kindness of Her Majesty Queen
Alexandra in again graciously allocating a grant of
money from the proceeds of " Alexandra Day." Also

those noblemen, ladies and gentlemen who have
allowed their gardens to be opened to the public and
proceeds, or part of them, to be given for the benefit of the charity, viz., the Rt. Hon. Earl Beauchanip,
the Rt. Hon. Lord Northbourne, the Lady Battersea
Sir ilramk Orisp, Bart., J. P., LL.B., C. W. Dyson Peirrine,
Esq., and the Rt. Hon. Lord HindHip.
The Committee very gratefully place on record their
sincere appreciation of the Golden Wedding Gift of
£500 from Sii Harry and Lady Veitch, which has been
invested for the benefit of the charity, and they heartily
congratulate them on the happy occasion.
They further desire to ofler their warme.st thanks to
the Honorary Solicitor, W. A. Bilney, Esq., J.P.
to
Messrs. George Cobley and Co., the Honorary Auditors;
to the Horticultural Press, and to many otJier friends
for their invaluable services to the Institution.
It is also neces.sarv to refer to the kindness of Sir
Harry J. Veitch, Arthur W. Sutton, Esq., Geo. Monro,
Esq., and Edward Sherwood, Esq. (Trustee), for generouBly giving a year's allowance of money to four
candidates, who ai'e most grateful tor the help afforded
them and who othei-wise would have been amongst those
still waiting.
The several Auxiliaries are still doing excellent work
for the Institution.
It is with profound sorrow and regret that the Committee have to record the death of many staunch friends
and supporters during the year. Amongst the foremost
of these was Mr. Leopold de Rothschild, one of the
warmest friends the Institution ever hod. He was President at the Annual Festival Dinners in 1889 and again
in 1913 when, through his instrumentality, large sums
were raised for the funds on each occasion. Other
friends who will be greatlv missed are Messrs. 0. 0.
Wrigley, W. J. Lucking {a subscriber for 60 years).
to

tlie

;
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HARRY

J.
J.

of

INGRAM.

ment,

secretaj-y presented the financial statethe figures of which are given below.

A telegrajn was then reaid from Mr. Arthur
Sutton, regretting his inability to be present at
the meeting, and renewing his offer, made in
previous years, to nxake a grant to the Society
sufficient to place on the funds the most needy
unsuccessful applicant.
Sir Harry Veitch moved the adoption of the
Report and Balance Sheet, and tihe thanks of
the meeting to the Coirunittee for theii- services
during the past year.
He said that he was
thankful tfltat the Society had up to the present
been able to pay its way without toucliing any
of the investments, the realisation of which in
present ciircumstances would be little short of
a calamity.
The lack of funds was in part due
to the om^ission, for the past three years, of tlhe
festival dinner, which in former' tjmes used to
be the means of obtaining generous subscriptions.
Formei'ly it was the practice of the treasurer to keep a large sum on deposiit, but the
deposit liad now shrunk to a.bout iClOO. The expenditure on pensions amounted to about £4,000
a year.
The Committee had been considering
whether it would not be poesi'ble to increase the
amount of the pensions, on account of the great
rise in prices of food and other necessaries.
It
had to be borne in mind that the receipt of anything over £30 a year was in itself a disqualification for a pension, so it would be seen that the
income of even tihe best-off of the annuitants
was very small. The Committee ihad therefore
a-greed to recommend the taking of £120 or
£130 from the Good Samaritan Fund, to supple
ment the usual allowances, during the remainder
An anonymous sympathiser
of the wax period.

For the Year ending December

,,

.,

eluding interest)
,,
,,

Annual Subscriptions
Donations, including Special
Gifts

,.

,,

Harry J. and Lady
Sir
Veitch's
Golden Wedding
Gift
Legacy, W. Y. Baker, Esq,
N.
,,
N.
Sherwood,
Esq.
Robert Tait,

,,

Schroder

,,

Board

,,

Esq....

L. Stonard, Esq.

.,

.,

Agriculture,
special purposes

Dividend and
Tax)

Interest

,,

Income Tax refunded

,,

Deposit

Legacy)

...

Annuity

of

Interest

for
(less

(Wolfe's
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Committee.

Secretary'.

The

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS OF THE GARD ENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
To Balance
with
Treasurer
January 1, 1917
Balance
with
Secretary
January 1, 1917
Deposiit Account
Wolfe Legacy (in
,.
,,

Ware, and

VEITCH,

Treasurer and Chairman

GEORGE

T.

31si, 1917.

[February

2,

1918.

Fbbexjary
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large, milky-white flower, with ver}- famt blush
on "some of the inner petals. The finest variety
was Mary Allwood, by reason both of the beautiOther noteful colour and of the perfect form.
worthy varieties were Wivelsfield White, Marion
Wilson, and an unnamed scarlet seedling. (Silver
Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. H. B. M.\Y AND Sons, Edmonton,
were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for
exotic Ferns, with groups of Primula obconica
grandiflora interspersed, and a row of Palms at

the back.
ilr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, exhibited hardy
plants in variety, including a box of Saxifragas
in a great number of species and varieties, also
some excellent little shrubs and Conifers in pots.

(Bronze Banksian Medal.)
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed ornamental trees and shrubs as pot specimens. He

Hamamelis in flower, inH. arborea, H. mollis, and a hybrid
named' Russelliana. of which H. Zuccariniana
was the seed parent, and H. arborea the pollen
parent.
The hybrid has a spreading habit, and
in this respect resembles H. arborea. but it is in
respects
more like the seed parent, differmost
ing chiefly in its rather longer and brighter
vellow petals, which are, furthermore, not so
twisted as in H. Zuccariniana.
Messrs. H. Chapman. Ltd., Rye, showed the
had

also large plants of

cluding

new Daffodil of the season in the variety
Scoutmaster, a bicolor Aja.x variety, with a
short, wide trumpet, prettily frilled at the edges.
and with cream-white perianth. The stem is long
and wiry, and the flower stands up well.
first

Orehid Committee.
Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart,
chair).

Sir

Harrv-

J.

Veitch.

the

(in

Messrs.

Jas.

O'Brien (hon. secreitarv). William Bolton, W.
White. J. E. Shill, R. Brooman-White, W.
Hatcher, R. 0. Thwaites. J. Charlesworth, R.
Rolfe, Pantia Ralli, J. Wilson Potter. Fred.
Sander, E. R. Ashton. and T. Armstrong.

H.
H.

Colonel Leith, Grey Court, Riding-MiU-onTyne (gr. Mr. Jas. Reuwick), showed Odontoglossum Colonel Leith (Rossii x Uro-Skinneri).
an interesting hybrid, intermediate between
The sepals and petals are
the two parents.
The lip is
densely spotted with chocolate-red.
tinged* with pale lilac, tlie tiesliy crest being
with rose
tinged
column
whitish and the slender

Groups.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Orchidhurst.
Tuiibridge Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for a fine group of Odontiodas, Cattleyas,
and Odontoglossums. The finest plant of a selection of their famous strain of Odontoglossums
flowering for the first time was 0. Corona
(eximium x Menier St. Vincent), a large and
The inner parts
broadly proportioned flower.
of the sepals and petals are claret-red, the outer
white.
The lip is
margins
segments and the

white in front, and marked with purple around
the yellow crest. Other fine new forms were
0. Orissa (ardentissimum x Hylandianum), 0.
Fabia splendens (Aglaon x eximium), and
Sophro-Cattleya Niobe (S.-C. Saxa x C. Octave
Doin), a pretty new hybrid, with neatly-formed
flowers of cream colour slightly tinged with pale
The lip is yellow at the base, the front
rose.
and margins of the side lobes ruby-red.
Messrs.

Charlesworth and

Hay wards

Co.,

Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for
group of Odontoglossums, Laelio-Cattleyas,
Cypripediums, and others. Specially noteworthy
were Vanda teres alba, pure white Odontioda
and
Joan var. pulcherrima, brilliant scarlet
Odontoglossum Thwaitesii rubescens.
were
Southgate,
Messrs. Hassall and Co.,
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a group of
Moira.
Alexanderi,
including
Cymbidiums,
Svbil. and Capella, and the new Odontoglossum
a

;

;

Sybil

(Thompsonianum

x Aireworth),

a flower

K.

of medium size, dark claret in colour, with white
tips and margins.
Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, staged e, small

First-class Certificate.
CypTipeilium Euryhiwlfi^ The Bar'onest (Ald-

Cymbidium Albain which were noted
one of Uie largest and best-formed flowers
Digbyano
(B.C.
Fascinator
Brasso-Cattleya
Mendelii x C. Enid) ; and the pretty Saccolabiiun bellinum magnificum.

A.

AWARDS.

—

Shown by Mr. J. E.
hiades x i tra EuT\jaili»).
The Dell Gardens, Englefield Green. A
grand Cypri|)ediuin, and one of the finest deThe large
velopments among Eurj'ades crosses.
and perfectly-fonned flower has a cireular, white
dorsal sepal, of fine substance, with a pale, gamboge-yellow base, the surface benring large, deep
claret blotches, changing to rose towards the
margin.
The petals are broad, honey -yellow in
<olour, with claret spotting on the basal half,
the outer half and the lip being tinged with deep
mahogany-red.
Cnltlcya Monarch Bryndir variety {Trianae x
EmpresK Frrderick), from Dr. Miguel Lacroze,
[{onhamptoii
(Orchid
grower Miss
Bryndir,

group
tross,

;

SiiiLL,

perfectly-formed flower of large
The sepals, and nearly
size and verv' fine colour.
orbicular crimped edged petals, are light blush
rose, the well-rounded lip rich ruby-purple in
front, with gold lines running on a rose-coloured
ground from the base, and a light yellow patch
on each side of the tube.
Robertson).

.A

Preliminary

Commendation.

OdnnloglotiiK ^'Gatton Princess (Qtitert nf (Intton X eximium), from Sir .Jeremiah Colman.
Bart., Gatton Park, Surrey (gr. Mr. Collier). A
worthy descendant of 0. Queen of Gatton, wliich

the finest yellow-ground Odontoglos.<ium, its
perfect shape being reproduced in the seedling,
although the dasirable yellow ground Inis been
lost.
The surface of the flower is almost covered
with deep ruby-claret blotches, the white appearing only in slight markings and at the margins of the segments.
is

Other Novelties.
Colman. Bart., showed flowers
Cypripedium insigne Gatton Park variety, an
improvement on Harefield Hall and Odontioda
Bradshawiae. raised from two forms of BradSir .Jeremiah

of

shawiae, the bright red flower .showing a further

advance towards Odontoglossum, and elimination of the features of Cochlioda Noezliana.
Dr. Miguel Lacbozb exhibited Soiihm LaelioCattleya
Isabella
(S.-C.
Marathon
X C.
Fabia), of indifferent shape, but very bright
colour, and Brasso-Cattleya Bianca majestica,
a blush-white flower flushed with pale pink.

Fruit

and Vegetable Committee.

Proinl: Messrs. W. I'oupail (( hairman). W.
Bates, W. H. Divei-s. Edwin BocUett, A. Bui
lock, E. A. Bunyard, G. P. Berry, J. G. Weston,
and Owen Thomas.
the Society's gardens at Wisley a collecof Onions was exhibited, representing 87
st<>cks raised from autumn-sown plants, and 43
It was clear
.stocks from spring sown stocks.
from a comparisfin of the two exhibits that the
autumn-sown plants were in every way superior
they were firmer,
to tliose sown in the spring
larger, and had the dee)) ru.sset brown skin which

From

tion

;

betokens late keeping

cpiality.

The following

were the best Autumn Triumph, Giant
Zittau (Harrison's strain), Froxfield, The Sutton
Globe, Yellow Giant Zittau, and Brown Globe.
The latter was not exceptionally large, but the
specimens were very firm and solid. The weight
of the produce obtained per hundred plants was
given, and the best croppers were Autumn Triumph, 62^ lbs. ; Trebons, 60i lbs. Giant Zittau
Wliite Spjinish, 47^ lbs.
(Harrison's). 54^ lbs.
Yellow Giant Zittau. 46i lbs. ; Cranston's Exvarieties

:

;

;

;

celsior, 40i lbs.

Mr. A. Dawkins, Chelsea, allowed splendid
bulbs of Onion Autumn Triumph.
Messrs. Laxton Bros.. Bedford, exhibited
seedling Apples, many of which had Cox's
Orange Pippin in their pedigree. It was to be
regretted that the fruits were jiast their best
condition, and it was difficult to appraise their
Some were of exceedingly gof)d flavour,
merits.
and a few, including Laxton's Superb and Worcester Pearmain x Cox's Orange Pippin, atCourt Pendii Plat, a
tractive in appearance.
vcrj' late-blooming Apple, and valuable on that
account as escaping injury from spring frosts,
w.as used as a parent with Cox's Orange Pippin.
The fruit resulting from this cross was of good
The reflavour, and a promising late Apple.
ciprocal cross gave a fruit very like Cox's Orange
Pippin, and seemed as if it would prove a valuable acquisition. It was named William Watson
most of the others were shown under numbers
;

only.

49
Messrs. Waierjsr, Sons

and Crisp, Ltd., Twy-

ford, exhibited a new Apple named Park Royail,
closely resembling Bess Pool.
The fruits were
lit
good appearance and in fine, solid condition.

CROPS AND STOCK_ON^THE HOME FARM.
SE.ASONABLE ReMABKS.
Although the frosty weather hindered the
sowing of late Wheat, it has had a beneficial
effect on the land, and the soil will be in excellent condition when the time arrives for the
sowing Oi
spring
Corn Oats, Barley, and
Wheat. Where stiff land has been ploughed
after
Wheat, Mangolds, Turnips, Potatos,

—

and

other crops, the pulverising effect of
frost on sucli land will be beneficial in
providing a good 1 1th in February and March
for the early sowing of Oats.
W henever poskeep the plough going, even while the
siible,
frost is keen, but when the ground is too hard
for this work other occupation must be found
for the liorses, such as
getting manure on
the land for the Potato and Mangold crops, and
the carting and spreading direct on the land of
gas lime. The value of gas lime is much under-

the

rated by many, especially where finger-and-toe
or club disease is troublesome to Turnips and
Brassicas.
Where Potatos are to be grown on
the same site a second season, or where grass
land is to be ploughed for this crop, gas lime
spread over the surface at the rate of 2 tons
per acre will have a sweetening effect and do
much to check wireworms and slugs. Personally, I do not fear wireworms to any serious extent in Potatos in newly ploughed-up grass land
the effect these pests have is more imaginary
than real. If the lime is freish from the gas works
it will be well to allow it to lie on the surface
for a time to lose its more caustic properties,
and especially where a heavier dressing than
When used
is necessary should have been given.
in excess, gas lime is injurious to crops for a
Chalking the land is excellent
season or two.
work for frosty weather; not nearly enough
chalk is employed on the landi. When one considers its sweetening influence on soils, acting
in the same manner as lime, only in a lesser
degree, in setting free the humus collected in
the soil, especially where heavy dressings of
manure have been employed for such crops as
Mangold and Potatos, its value is considerable.
Our forefiithers valued this natural means of
;

enriching the land much more than we do. Stiff,
heavy, clay soils are much improved by a dressing of 20 tons of chalk per .acre. Spread it direct
from the cart on to the land, when frost will
cause the lumps to crack and crumble. Chalk
has a more lasting effect on the land and crops
than slaked lime, which is, however, more rapid
in its action.

Good roads arc a convenience. Many people
when repairing roads that have deep ruts
fill
the depressions with hard materiaJ, such
as stones, broken bricks, and coarse gravel,
instead of clearing out the loose soil and mud
first, with the consecjuence that the road is little
Thoroughly clear away
better than previously.

a solid foundation
all soft matter to ensure
before applying the stones. In cases where extra
soft and deej) pl.aces are present a layer of hedge
trimmings or faggots will m.ake an excellent
foundation .and .save much hard material.
Tlie clearing .awiiy of refuse in the, rick yard
Str.aw
work to do in winter.
useful
is
should be carted into the y.ards for the
temporarily
heaps
to
be
into
store cattle or put
thatched to preserve it in good condition until
Where Corn that is much infested
required.
with Docks or Thistles has been thrashed the extreme refuse should be deposited in an out ofthe-way corner where fowls can scrat-ch it
over.
On no account should such litter be added
to the manure heap or carted into the yard, as
the weed seeds it contains would do much harm
The cutting of hedges is useto future crops.
Many hedges in
ful occupation for the staff.
this p.art of the country have been neglected in
the last year or two and they need, drastic treatment to get them in good condition again. 1
am cutting many overgrown hedges around
cornfields close to the ground, .as from experience gained last harvest there is a difficulty in
drying the Corn properly within several yards
Edwin Molynenx.
of overgrown hedges.

— —
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(Pbttuar^
anEyr

uahden, Juuinnti
Cut Flowers, ^c. Average Wholesale Prices
s.a
LiiUniir, cull.—
Animsi--o.

:

—

—

(Klcliaidias),

1

an

cif

o

1

i

u

aluum, louK

s,d.

m
..

3.6- 4

rubruni, per
doz. long
short,

...

o 0- 6

per

3 6- i
Lil)-of-the-Vallej,
per doz. bun ... 36 0-42 U
Grand
Narcissus,
Primo per doz.
bun
8 0-10

—

—
—

doz blooms

...

urnatus

..

Soleil d'Or
Orchids, per doz;—

Cypripediums

U

0-15

6

0-80

3

6-40

Pelargoniums, double scarlet per
doz. bunches... 12 0-lS
doz.
Koses, per

—

blooms

Richmond

12 0-15

Snowdrops, per doz

bun

4 tt- 6

Tulips (single), per

—
—

C- 5

I

bun —

Mauve

00 0-65

Prince of Aus60

tria

—
—

4

doz.

(double),
doz. bun.
Murrilo

—

per

60
VlotetB.perdoz.bun. 6
...

—

0-80

general inei-ease in the
quautieii of cut flowers during the past week, and prices
an-e gi'ea.tly
reduced, espeeiaaly for coloixred' varietie*.
Hom«.g:rowin Daffoddllst, such as Golden Spur, Priaicepfi,
and Eiiipewr, are nrriviiig: in good condition. Boxes ol
t^
:r
PhiEiaaaaiit-Eve Nojik-i ^^^i ^ recedved from ^tihe
i

i

l

:
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NOTES FROM KEW.— II.'
Cyiiibidiums are a great hortiHYBRID
The introculturai acliievement.

duction of C. insigne from Aniiam
about ten years ago iiiatle tlieiii ]ioissible.
Before we posseesed this. species our garden
Cynibidiunis wore either on the coarse,
dull-coloured side, tyi)ificd by C. liowianuni, or were not good
garden plants, which 1
think is uii honest opinion
of
eljurneiiin.
Not only
is
C.
iiLsigne a winter-

CHRONICLE.

biums, and others, from no evident cause.
It does not appear to be due to excess
of moisture during the resting season, nor
to drought.
Since I have been connected
with Kew, Odontoglossums have lost practically every root during the winter, even
although the plants had filled their pots in
sumnier with roots like a ball of twine.
And it is the same to a large extent with
Cattleyas.

Tiiis

accompanied

by

annual

loss

of

considerable

roots

is

shrinking

of the pseudo-bulbs, 8o that when the plants
begin to pick up in spring they have losses

before they can make new
not a question of soil of
that 1 am certain ; but it may be one of
atmosphere.
There is poison enough in
the air at Kew, and especially in winter, to
cripple expanding flowers and foliage.
Orchid roots are said to have a porous,
paper-like skin which absorbs moisture
from the air. Every part of the living
root does this. In dry weather this papery
covering prevents transpiration from the
root-cells, and in wet weather condenses
and supplies water to thein. To put it
roughly, the outer bark of Orchid roots
is a water-catcher and holder from which
the root cells are fed.
The following experiment with Orchids
may be of interest to growers. About three
years ago half a dozen small plants were
potted in ordinary sponge to test it as a
.sulwrtitute for peat fibre.
Sponge, lieing
clean and lasting, ]>osses.<es in its oilier
to

recover

growth.

It is

(iioperties, so it

;

was thought, exactly what

51

experiment is being repeated on a larger
scale with Cattleyas, Dendrobiums, Vandas, Phalaenopses, Bulbophyllums> Stanhopeas, Odontoglossums, and Oncidiums.
Sponge "trimmings" can be purchased
at a reasonable price compared with the
present price of Osmunda-fibre.
Besides,

Osmunda and

all

Fern roots

in use for this

purpose break down too quickly, and are
then mischievous.
Tlie genus Celmisia continues to puzzle
British gardeners.
A few years ago we
thought at Kew that the secret of growing
the plants had been hit upon ; a corner outside the Temperate House, shaded all day
by the walls of the building, was heaped

with sandstone and peaty soil, in which
about a dozen species flourished for
several years, but after that they steadily
declined,
and we could not perceive
why.
Captain
Dorrien-Smith,
who
visited New
Zealand some ten years
ago, brought home a collection of living
plants and information as to the conditions
in which Celmisias grow wild: he considered that a wet soil and full exposure
to sunshine were the essentials to success.
So some were tried in the rock garden at
Kew, where they have been for about five
years.
The plants are evidently hardy
enough to live through our winters, as they
look little tho worse for the recent severe
frost.
Still, thoy have not made good.
I saw the plants at Tresco, in fact, helped
Captain Dorrien-Smith to plant them, nine
years ago, and they may have done bettor

C

flowering species,
.stately

it

i.s

also

and handsome, and

is overlong it
a good fault.
Bj'
croeBingC. inpignowitli tho
other species breeders have
produced a race which i.s
if

the .spiko

i.s

likely to hold

for ever n
foremost place among the
best decorative Orchids.

There i.s a good set of these
hybrids at Kew, thanks
largely to Sir George Holford, who presented some
of his best varieties, and

they aro now in flower.
Cattleya
treaj,ment
appears to suit them exactly,
except that, being gross
feeders,
they
need
a
strong, loamy soil.
The
spikes of flowens
when
cut
are
for
superb
decorative uses, and the\
keep fresh for week.s toi
long, perhaps, for tho.s.
people who soon tire ol
things beautiful.
A
plant
pathological
in
quest of a promi.s
ing subject for rc\search mighi give his
attention to the behaviour of Orchid roots.
Every experienced Orchid grower lia.s
been troubled by the death of the roots

—

of
•

Cattleyaa,

A

>

Odontoglossums,

Dendro-

previous article appeared in the i«U6 of January-

19.

^^^jiA^sJBSS^LXf'
(see

epipliytic Orchids require.
intere.sting,

freely in

the

plants

and about the

The

result

i.s

having

s|i<>iipc',

rooted
the roots

and leaves lx>ing quite healthy. Althoiif;ii
the same sponge has been in use over threi'
years, it is still tough and porous.
The

p.

52).

than the Kew plants,
struggling with, for

Celmisias are worth
we could discover
their secret and get them lo do their best
in this country tliey would a<id a new and
charming feature to the Alpine garden
The species growing in the Kew rockery
if

;
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are C. verrbascifolia, C. Mumix>i, C. grandiflora,
C. petio'lata, C. Lindsayd, C. spectabilis (see
fig. 22), C. Jiierac.ifolia, aaid C. holocericea.
Tii« first Bhododeiidi-oii to flower omtside this
year was R. parvifolimn, the second being K.
niucTOnulatum, which, might well be called the

but they are none the worse. I may state that
fire-heat is not used in the Himalayan wing of
the Temperate House unless frost is sevea-e, a
few degrees not mattering for the inmates of
this house.
Evidently the Lobelia cannot bear

Japanese form of R. dauricum, another early

There is some danger of the beautiful Malayan
Rhododendrons raised by Messrs. J. Veiitch aad

species.

frost.

When

flowers are scarce out-of-doors,
these Rhododendrons are most welcome, otherwise they are of the small fry of the genus. The
few days of suusihine between Janua.ry 21 and 25
brought them out with a rush, as ako it did the
Winter Sweet, Yellow Jasmine, and the Witch
Hazels (Hamamelis).
group on a large scale
composed of Hamamelis, Yellow Jasmine and

Sons being
tion of

Winter Sweet would (be a pleasing feature in
any large garden or park wdth Christmas Roses
as a ground setting the combination would be
fine foroing

(see

fig.

the greenihouse at

23).

Kew

The only collecKew. At the

at

more heat than other Rhododendrons, for they
are stove rather than greenhouse plants, and
they easily get out of condition. But they are

;

sitnil.

What a
mosum .is

is

foi-med a part of Messrs. Veitch'.s "stall," and
it was Mr. Jolin Heal's boast that he ihad been
able to show them at every meeting for several
years without a break.
The plants require

A

better

lost to cultivation.

them known to me

R.H.S. fortnightly meetings some years ba.ck an
exhibit of cut blooms of these Rhododendrons

bush Rhododendron

worth whatever their successful cultivation may
cost, and it is to be hoped some nurserjinen

raceIt has been forced for
for tlie past tlu'ee winteiis.

will

continue to gi-ow them.

No

one has suc-

[Febeuary

9, 1918.

nental garden by the late Lord Ilchester,
which
I find, on compaj-ison,
is
B. oflScinalis (But.
Mag., t. 8401), a Chinese species, introduced
by Wilson and flowered in a greenhouse at Kew
in November, 1910, continuing to flower
till
the following Februai-y.
It has grey-green,
lanceolate leaves and fra.grant flowers in compaet a.\illai-y tufts; the blossoms are mauve
colour with a ring of red at the mouth of itihe
tuibe.
Both this species and B. asiatica are worth
growing in pots with Chrysanthemiuns to flower
under glass in winter.
How is it that soil beds under glass so
quickly get out of condition?
Good loam or
peat, or a mii.\ture of both, may be used according to the requirements of the plants to be grown,
but in a few years it becomes a close, fibreless,
sludge-like mass, in which no plant can grow
healthily.
This does not liappen when the beds
are in the open.
Beds in the Palm House and
Temperate House at Kew invariably belhave in
this w.ay, and it is no light maitter to renovate
them and not injure the plants. IF. Watson.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

NEW
Cymbidium
hybrid,

raised

(Lowianum

HYBRIDS.

—

Virgo. A
between

of this new
Woodhamsianum

flower
C.

ebumeo-Lowianum)

x

and

C.

Pauwelsii (insigne X Lowianum), is sent by Mr.
Walker, gardener to G. Hamilton-Smith,

W.

Esq., Nortlifiide, Leigh Woods, Bristol, in whose
gardens hybrid
Cymbidiums are "well represented.
In this cross, as in the case of C.

Woodhamsianum,

C.

Lowianum

closely

is

fol-

lowed in every featm-e, and the influemce of C.
and C. eburneum, except in inconspicuous
details, obliterated. It is a weU-foi-med flower,
4 inches across, having sap-green sepals and
petals with darker lines ajong the nerves.
The
lip is cream-white tinged with green on the side
lobes, the front lobe bearing the broad chestnntred band characteristic of C. Lowianum witliin
the whitish margin.
Odontioda luminosa. A flower of this handsome hybrid, raised from Odontoglossum Rossii
rubesoens and Odontioda CharlesTvorthii (Oochlioda Noezliana x Odontoglossum Harryanum),
is sent by Richard Ashworth, Esq.,
Ashlands,
Newohurcb, near Manchester, in whose garden
insigne

—

the

plant

first

flowered

in

1915.

The

neatly

formed flower is very atti'active, and has a remarkable contrast in colour.
The sepals and
petals are deep vinous-red with a faint gold
shade the lip, which plainly indicates 0. Rossii,
ie cream-white at the base, with a prominent
;

claret-coloured crest, the front lobe being bright
rose shading to rose-purple in the centoe.

IiENDRON RArEMOSUM

and large plants, with pure white flowers,
liave
been in bloom in the Temperate House
for the
past fortnight.
In the same house there are
big, bushy specimens covered
with bloom of

Pyrus fioribunda, P.

spectabilis, and P. Seheidieokeri, .three of the best
shi-ubs for forcing.
tree-like specimen with many

A

branches bearing

huge heads of bright yellow flowers of
Seueoio
grandifolius (Ghiesbreghtii), and a good
show of
Acaioia cultrifonmis, A. pulchella, A.
pravissima,
A. junipeiiina, and A. longifolia, with

numerous

other species to follow sliortly, are the
present
of this house.
Several tail, big-leaved plants growing
with
the Himalayan Rhododendrons
arrest the attention of v:si.toiis.
There are tree
floral attractions

Mount Kenia,

Lobelias from
an account
in the har-

British East Africa,

of which, with illustrations,

appeared

deners' Chronide, Mairch 4, 1916,
p. 125.
The
Kew plants are about 10 feet liigh, with a thick,
unbranched stem and broad leaves a yard long
when they flower they promise .to be" imposing'

Recent frosts have nipped their leaves som«wha't.

:

FLOWERS

ODONTOGLOSsnM
I'.U.E

PINK AND WHITE.

ceeded in hybridising Rhododendrons pi-oper
with
these Vireyas, as Blume, a Dutch botanist, called
theni; indeed, there are very good characters
of
habit, foliage, flowers and
fruit to suppoi-t
Blnme's vde-w that they are not Rhododendrons.
Among the many successes of Mr. John Heal
in hybridising I would give first place to his

work with these

plants.

Cuttings of

tihe

young

shoots,

if inserted in a close propagating frame,
root freely at any time of the year. The
plants
are always making new gi-owth, consequently

they have no definite flowering season growing
shoots and open flowers occur together, as
may
be seen on the plants in the Temperate House
at Kew, where for .some time there
has been a
good show of the flowers.
;

Mr. H. Kempshall, Abbotsbury Gardens,
writes me that in the
winter garden tliei-e
Buddleia asiatica is grown as a climbei- to flower
in winter, and that he has measured
flowersprays 27 inches long, tJheir fragrance being
delightful.
He also grows, under the name of
B. Columbae, a plant obtained from
a Conti-

SEEDLINGS.

—Mr.

Ashworth

also sends flowers of three finely coloured seedling Odontoglossums.
Two of the varieties have
heavy violet markings, and it is desirable that
this colouring should be preserved, which might
be done by fertilising with their own pollen and
selecting from the progeny, rathej than crossing
with brown or red-tinted forms, which generaJly results in suppressing the violet. The one
labelled No. 1 is specially rich in colour.
No. 2
is
between 0. Lambeauianum Mars and 0.

crispum Thompsoniannm (which makes

it

a form

of 0. Aireworth), a finely shaped flower mainly
of violet colour, the white ground showing only
at the margins and in a few places between the
large, confluent, violet blotches. No. 3 is a cross
with 0. loochristiense (harvengtense), and has
lost the yellow of that parent, the flower being
pure white heavily blotched with purplish-brown.
Flowers of 0. exceUens Ashworth 's variety, a
large canary-yellow bloom with some dark red
blotches on each segment; 0. Gladys, and a
fine pure white 0. crispum xanthotes are a.lso
sent by Mr. Ashworth.
Cypripedium Stone-Hotjst:. A flower of this
pretty new hybrid between Cypripedium Leeanum Olinkaberryanum (Spicerianiim x insigne)

—
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and C. triiimphans (nitens Sallieri x oenanthum
saperbum). is sent by H. Worsley, Esq., Sherfin.
('.
Leeanum ClinkaBaxenden. Lancashire.
berryanum influences the form of the<rors£j sepal,
which is broad and finely shaped, pure white
with an emerald green base, from which radiate
lines of rose-purple spotting in the

The broad

medium

area.

petals are undnlat-ed at the margins

and bear closely-arranged lines
spots on a pale greenish ground.

of

dark purple
lip, which

The

larger than that of either of the parents, is
reddish-brown, with margin and base of pale
yellow. The starainode in form reverts to the
original species in its ancestry, and is a compound of C. Spicerianum and C. insigne.
is

— The
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sum illustrated in fig. 24

Odontoglos-

a hybrid between 0. eximium (ardentissimum X crispum)
and O. Menier St. Vincent (amabile x gandavense).
The plant was shown at the Royal
Horticultural Society's meeting on Januajry 29
last, by Messrs. Armistrong and Brown, Orchidhurst, Tunbridge Wells, amongst a number of
hybrid Orchids flowering for the first time. The
hybrid well demonstrates the advantage of puris

mentary new ones also. The result is frequent
blocking by the roots of h«dge shrubs or the
which I planted some years ago
Black Poplar and Cupresisus.
The former is a

shelter trees

bad offender, and we have found

its roots rtuifield to a distance of eight or ten
yards.
The roots of Black Currants will block
Apple
drains lying at a depth of 3 feet.
pipes, but
roots occasionally get into the
It is a great
rarely block them entirely.
mistake, in draining land, to lead a number
of single tows of pipes into separate outlets in a ditci,
whether they have to go
under a hedge or not. The two or three pipes
close to the place of outlet for the water in
them are almost certain to drop, through the
loosening of the earth around them, and then
Or the outlet
there may be parti.il blocking.

ning up into the

may

be blocked by earth scraped over it by
The fcetter way is to
mice, rats, or rabbits.
lead the ?ingle drains into a main drain, or more
land renders it more
the
lie
of
the
than one if
necessary.
Then the outlet or outlets can be
bricked up or cemented. But, apart from such
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the main, in order that the pipes may be
constantly washed by a stream of water.
Similarly the single drains led into the main were
found more or less full, and a 4-inch and a
3-inch drain were followed and cleared, while
2-inich drains are being left as they are, as it
is easier,
if not cheaper, to lay fresh drains
than to follow the old ones, clear them, and
of

The same

re-lay tJiem.

difficulty witJh iron silt

has been experienced in two other

drained

fields

in earlier years.

The

Premature Hatching of Insects.
finding of a Mottled Umber caterpillar,

aibout half grown,

on an Apple tree on January 25. reminds one of the desirability of an
occasional warm spell in winter, to be followed

by somewhat severe

frost.
That stem-mother
aphides are often hatched prematurely is well

known, and their destruction shortly afterwaovis
by frost is of more advantage than almost any
amount of spraying. Possibly the extraordinary
immunity from aphis attack last season was due
to premature hatching followed by frost. That

suing a definite line in hybridising, the basal
speoies in the parents being 0. crispum and 0.
Pescatorei, -with the introduction of rich colour
through 0. VuyLstelceae in 0. Menier. 0. Corona
excels in size, form and colour any of its parents,

the inner parts of the segments being dark claretred, the margins and tips white, with a slight
rose shade obtained from the purple tint of the
reverse side. The lip, which is white in front,
is marked with ruby-purple at the base.

THE MARKET JRUIT GARDEN.
.Tanuarv was a month of great fluctuations of
temperature.
In the first half of it the wind

was generally

in a cold quarter, and frosts were
frequent, while in the second half the weather
was mild as a rule, and occasionally quite warm
for tJie time of year. A frost of 17 degrees on
the night of the 8th instant raised the question
whether it was not the maximum for my station
during my seventeen years of residence in my
present home. Reference to my first record for
sixteen winters previous to the present season,
however, showed tbat it had been exceeded
twice, namely, by 20 degrees on the night of
February 2, 1912, and by 19 degrees on that
These figures refer only to
of March 4, 1909.
registration at the level of my house, 100 feet
above sea level. Greater severity has been twice
noticed at a much lower level, namely, 23 and
22 degrees, but there haa been no regular record
for that position, and possibly the latest severe
frost was several degrees greater in the lower
than in the higher position. Again, in the matter of rainfall, the danger of assuming that a
"
very heavy one for 34 hours was a " record
was demonstrated by reference to a daily
register bepun here at the beginning of 1901.
For the day and night of .January 15 last the
measurement was 1.73 inch. This was equalled
on December 21, 1909. and exceeded on three
3.06 inches on .July 23,
occasions, as follows
1903 2.28 inches on October 26, 1909 and 2.07
:

;

;

But measure30, 1912.
ments exceeding 1 inch for twenty-four hours
rare.
In
the
past month
extremely
have been
r.iin or melted snow was me.isurable on 15 days,
amounting to 3.77 inches. In the first h.tlf of
the month snow was more frequent and heavier
than ufnial, but .showed no appro,ich to the
depth reported in many parts of the country.
inches on

September

Drains in Fruit Plantations.
Winter never fails to show that a drain here
in one or some of my fruit plantations
is blocked, so that the pipes affected have to be
t.aken up and cleared.
The most frequent cause
and there

is the filling of the pipes with the roots of
Black Currants or shelter trees. Drains in one

made before it came into my possession,
run under a hedge into a ditch, and some supple-

field,

causes of blocking as are referred to above,
drain pipes, in course of time, get gradually
This is particularly the case
filled with silt.
where the silt is heavy, as it is where there
At the present time
is much iron in the soil.
I am draining a recently purchased field, the subsoil of which contains more or less ironstone
in places, which is not astonishing, as the district was an important iron-smelting one in the
distant past, before the industry was monopolised by the coal districts. About tJiirty years
ago this field was drained in good style, tlie
single drains tieing led into a 6-inoh main. This
I knew nothing of when I began to lay a main,
hitting upon precisely the same position for it.
As soon as the work was begun the outlet of the
old main was discovered, water still i.ssuing
feebly from it. We then followed the old main,
taking up the pipes and clearing out of them
the silt, permeated with iron oxide, with which
they were partially or wholly filled. Fortunately
there is a spring, which runs all the year round,
in a ditch at the side of the field ,^t which the
main starts, and this has been led into that end

was the case in one of my planta.tions of
young Apple trees is -oei^tain, as a number of
badly infested trees were quite cleared of Aphis
avenae (or Fitchii, as formerly called) by a fnxst
I have no evidence of the
of only 2 degrees.
destruction of Apple suckers or caterpillars by
this

fii)st,

but

possibly

more subject

fruit-growei-s

to late frosts tlian

in

diistricts

my own

is

may

have such evidence.

Apple Stocks.

Remarks concerning the Doucin as an Apple
stock in the Report of experiments under the auspices of the Wye Agrioultur.al College at East
Mailing, Kent, to the effect that it grows as freely
as the Free stock, are strikingly confirmed by
the growth of trees in my orchards grafted on
Doucin, Crab, and Free stocks respectively.
Nearly all the trees in three of ray Apple
orchards were grafted or budded on my own
farm, .and it is only to these that I am about
to refer, because, of course, I have no certain
evidence of the trueness of stocks in cases of
purchased trees. The Doucin, Crab, and Free

—
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stocks used wotb rcmairkably goad ones, and, it
may be said, equally good.
Now, in two
orchards there are several varietjee of Apples
raised partly on all three stocks, and in one
other orchard Doucjn and Crab can be campaxed.
On several occasions I have inspected these
trees, in order to note any differences in growtli
from the different stocks, and on eacih occasion
my mote was "No difference. " This means no
difference, ao far as I could see, in average sizes
of trees dn rows or parts of rows of the thi'ce
The only distinction noticed
or two stocks.
has been more marked lack of uniformity of size
in trees on the Free stock tlian in trees worked
on the other stocks. This is not surprising, because Free stocks are generally, if not always,
raised from the pips of mixed varietieis of
Apples from cider mills. Perihaps the most remarkable lack of difference in growth is fooiid
in two orchards in which trees grafted on stocks
supplied to me as Broad -leaf English Paradise
are a« big as trees grafted on Doucin stocks side
by side with them. But it is possible that the
stocks supplied to me as English Paradise were
Doucin stocks, as it is reported that some nurserymen send out the latter under the name of
the former.
In all the cases referred to the
trees have been planted from eight to eleven
years.

No Sugar for Home-made
The announceiment

that there

of sugar being available for

is

Jam.

no prospect

home-made jam

is

alarming purport to fruit-growers.
Householders are advised to save sugai' for jam
out of their very meagre weekly allowance, but
it is doubtful if many will exe-rcise the necessary self-denial.
It is to be hoped that the
one

of

authorities will find later in the season that
they can do better than they expect at present
in respect of the sugar supply.
Otherwise, in
the event of the Plum crop bciing a good one,
it is almost certain that the demand
will be
so very mudh below the possible supply that
half the crop will not pay for picking and marketing.
The demand for several other kinds of
fruit will also be affected by shontness of sugaa-,
but tliat for the Plum crop will be most seriously
reduced. Counti'y cotta-gers, who grow fruit in
their gaiMienB, and rely largely upon jam as food
for

their

venienced

children,

sugar

if

be eeriousily inconjam-making shmild be

will
foi'

lacking.

Dearness of Sprayinq Stuffs.
Another serious

biixis.
So far as I have observed, lime-sulphur,
trees not subject to scab, has no other effect
than that of cleaning them of moss, and for
one season this cleaning process may be omitted
without serious disadvantage. Arsenate of lead
has advanced in price, but not greatly at present.

on

Fortunate Scarcity.

Apparently bullfinches were killed off extensively by the severe winter of 1916-17, as hardly
one has been seen on my place this season. Up
to the end of January no Plum buds aippear to
have been eaten by birds, and this immunity
may be attributed to the extreme scarcity of
bullfinches.

Apples Rival and Barnack Beauty.
Being desirous of planting these two varieties
Apples somewhat extensively if they are
free growers and good fruiters, beaT fi-uit of
good quality, and are not subject to canker or
sc^ib— I shmild be greatly obliged by statements
on these poinls by readers who have grown the
two new varieties foi- some years.
Southern
of

Orniver.

F.

Jordan, Gardener to Lieut. -Col. Spender
M.P., Ford Manor, Lingfteld, Surrey.

CiLEKY.— The first sowing of Celery should be
made at about this date. Choose a quick-maturing variety, not liable to run to seed, such as
White Gem or Sandiingham White.
Sow in
gentle heat and do not allow the plants to suffea'
from drought at the roots or to receive a check
from any other cause until growth is completed.

PoTATOS.— A thorough change of seed is
necessary to secure the best results with Potatos,
and also much depends upon the care with which
the tubers aj-e selected and prepared.
For

"seed" purposes choose moderate-sized tubere
and place them in shallow boxes or trays to
Arrange the trays in a light, airy posia place that is safe from frost, to enthe development of strong, healthy
sprouts.
Examine tubers in store at short intervals after this date.
sprout.
tion in

courage

Horseradish.— To obtain long, straight roots
of Horseradish it is necessa.ry to make new beds
from time to time. Dig the ground deeply and
mix with it a liberal quantity of manure and
decayed vegetable refuse. For planting choose
straight, moderate-sized
pieces of roots with
crowns, and take away all side growtlis.
Plant
with an ordinary dibber in rows made 12 inches
apart and allow a distance of 9 inches between

—
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the sets.

Mint and Tarraooh.— Lift

roots of Mint,
them in boxes, and force them gently
an early vinery or Peach house. Green Tarragon may be treated in a similar manner.
The
young shoots will soon be ready for use. Gave
the permanent beds of TaiTagon a dressing of
leaf-mould oa- manui-e from a spent Mushroom-

sunlight, short of subjecting the leaves to injury
by scorching. Many of the plants wiU be near
the completion of their seaison's growth, and
about to send up flowex-spikes.
Great care
should be taken to prevent injury by slugs, which
are very destructive to the young, succulent
flower-spikes.
As soon as the infloi-escence appears wrap a piece of wadding around the base
of the leaf that shields the spike.
This, whilst
moderately di-y, wiU prevent slugs from creeping
up the stems.
As the flowea'-spikes develop
secui-e them to neat sticks, and place the plants
on the .stages facing the light, to cause the spikes
to grow in an arching shape, thus adding to the
beauty of the plants when in bloom.
In
even a small collection of Odontoglossums some
of the plants will need repotting at intervals
througSiout the year. The bulk of the plants are
generally repotted in August or September, but
any that may require fresh rooting materials and
are pushing forth young roots from the base of
the current season's growth may be repotted at
this period.
For a few weeks after root disturbance little direct watei'ing at the roots will be
needed, provided the surroundings of the plants
are kept moist.
Plants of Odontoglossum grande
and 0. Insleayi leopardinum should still be resting, and will require little or no water until
growth becomes active. If these plants are not
allowed a long season of rest they will fail to
flower in a satisfactoi'y manner.
0. citrosmum
is on the
point of starting into growth, but
should be kept dry at the roots unfjil the flowerspikes are seen pushing up thi'ough the centres
of the young shoots, then the plants should be
watered copiously and the atmosiphere of the
house more charged with moisture.

place
in

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

bed.

Vegetable Marrow. — Sow a few seeds of
such w-wieties of Vegetable Marrow as Epicui-e
and Talble Dainty in smaU pots to have plants
in readiness for planting out in frames or growThe

ing in 12-inch pots for early supplies.

plants

should receive no check to gro\vth at any stage
endeavour to keep them strong and sturdy by
careful attention to euch details as watering and
ventilating.

Harriss, Gai^lener to Lady Wantage,
Lockinge Park, Berkshire.

Violets.- Whenever the weather is suitable,
admit plenty of fresh air to Violets growing in
frames, as a close atmosphere is conducive to
damping. Look over the plants regularly, and
remove decaying foliage. Well water the roots
when necessary, and if a stimulant is needed
sprinkle well-seasoned soot between the plants
previous to watering, which should be done early
in the day to permit of the foliage becoming dry
before nightfall.

difficulty for fruit-growers is

the dearness of materials for spraying.
A good
brand of soft-soap, for which I paid 18s. 9d.
per cwt. in 1914, is now quoted at 65s. 8d.,
which is almost prohibitive for extensive use.
Lime-sulphur also has gone up greatly in priceso much that I shall limit my use of it to application to trees subject to scab, unless some should
be also required to protect Plum buds against

A

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
t'LAY.
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The Cool House.— Odontoglossums, Odontiodas and theu- hybrids are in all stages of growth,
and the greatest care should be exercised to ensure the new pseudo-bulbs being well matured.
The plants should be placed in full exposuae to

The Week's Work.
By

[February

the; ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, Gar<l€ner to Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart., Gaiton Park, Reigate.

Oncioium.— Plants of winter-flowering Oncidiums, such as 0. concolor, 0. Forbesii, and 0.
^-aricoBUm should be kept on the dry side at the
riKits after passing out of flower, but give the
roots sufficient moisture to keep the pseudo-oulbs
plump. The plants will soon commence to grow
afresh, and any that require re-potting should be
given attention as soon as new roots develop
from the yomig growths. The-^e Orchids are best
grown in pans of just sufficient size to accom
modale them, as the roots need a restricted space.
The plants should be suspended from the roofrafters in a house having a night temperature
ranging from 52° to 56°, allowing it to rise to
50° or 62° as the season advances.
A suitable
rooting medium is a mixture of equal quantities
of Al fibre, half -decayed Oak leaves rubbed
through a |-inch sieve, and chopped Sphagnummoss, adding sufficient crished crocks to render
the compost porous. Pot moderately firmly, and
place the base of the young shoot well down in
the coniK.st. in '.rde-' *'i,it »'""w Kvkt- rr av
soon grow into it.
This miinimises the danger
of injury from slugs and wood lice, both pests
being ^particularly fond of the young roots of
Onoidiums.
0. m,acranthum and 0. lamelligerum are sending up their flower-spikes, which
shoulJ be trained under the roof-glass or around
sticks.
When the flower-spikes have grown to a
reasonable length pinch out the tips
this will
make them branch, and the flowers will be finer.
:

The Propaqating House.— The propagating
house and oases .should be cleansed and the walls
whitewashed in readiness for the season's work.
Get ready the materials for making a hot-bed
Oak or Beech leaves well mixed with stable litter
will provide suitable materials for the purpose.
The leaves and dvmg should be thrown into a
heap to ferment before placing them in the ipropagating frame.

Humea

eleqans.- Plants of Humea elegans
will soon be ready for shifting into pots 8 inches
in diameter, which ai'e large enough for flowering size.
Use plenty of material for di-ainage;
many Humea plants faU through the soU becoming watexJogged. Use a light, open compost

When potted place the plants
in a light house near the roofthe roots were watered previous to
potting further watering will not be necessary
Shade the plants
for several days afterwards.
from direct sunshine and do not force them into
flower by the use of much fire-heat.
and pot fiainly.
on a cool base
glass.

If

HVDRANQEA HORTENSI8. - Common Hydrangeas should receive attention and be repotted or
Old plants should
top-dressed, as is necessary.
be well thinned of weak, useless shoots, retaining
only those which promise to give good trusses
of flowers. In repotting make the soU very firm.
The compost should consist of a mixture of loam,
lime
horse-manure,
well-decayed
leaf-mould,
rubble and sharp sand. Plants raised from cuttings rooted last year should be transferred to
5-inch pots. If the wood was well matured when
the cuttings were rooted most of the plants
shonM flower in the commg season. A portion

Febrtjaht
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the batch may be placed in a moderately
warm glass-hoiise for early flowering.
Euphorbia'^ PULCHERRIMA. — When plants

of

of
PoinseUias (Euphorbia pulcherrima) have
finished flowering they should be gradually dried
off and the pots placed on their sides under
the greenhouse stage for a few weeks.
Aft-er
that period
they should be brought
into
a moist,
warm house to produce suitable
shoots for cuttings. Some of the more promising
of the plants which were rooted last year should
be selected for growing again next season.
The
stems should be cut down to within 1 foot of
the roots, and when growth is active the balls
of roots slightly reduced and repotted in 7-inch
pots.
These plants should produce three or four
flowering sihoots, and will be valuable for indoor
decorations.

""OT-PRUNiNQ OF Robust Growing
™^ °^ ^^^ ^^'"^ Claude section, and
Tv!""^""
the lYansparent Gages, are strong
growers, and
wall trees may need root-pruning to bring
them
mto a fruiting condition. As these Plums will
possnbly be occupying walls that
have good
aspects, the root-pruning needs
to be done as
soon as possible, and before any earlv ci-ops
are
planted in the borders.
It should not be done
too drastic a manner.
If the trees are recently planted and tie strength of
the top
gi-owth indicates the presejice of strong tap-roots,
open up the soil and sever the tap-roots without
disturbing the other roots more than is necessary.
Checking excessive growth in this manner
IS preferable to hard pruningas the free use
of the knife makes the plants susceptible to
gumming or canker.

m

Salvia •PLCNOCNa qrandiflora.-

If cutthis .Salvia are
available a batch
inserted.
Dip the shoots in an
insecticide,
as
red spider may be present

tings

be

them.

THE HARDY FRUIT
By

Jas. Hudso.n', Il.aJ

GARDEN.

Gardener at GuttnersLury House,
Acton. W.

The Alpink Strawberry.— Having
vated

FRDITS ONDER GLASS.

The

cuttings
may be dibbled
rather thickly in pans or boxes filled with light,
sandy compost. After watering the soil with
lukewarm rainwater place the cuttings in a propagating case and keep them shaded from direct
sunshine until they have rooted. Salvia Pitcheri
may also be propagated now. When well grown
this is one of the most beautiful of the autumnflowering Salvias.
The plants must not be
coddled at any time, or the growths vrill become
too weak to flower. Insert five or six cuttings
in a 5-iiich pot and place the latter under a handlight in a cool house or pit.
When well rooted
transfer the cuttings to 7-inch pots and grow
them in a cold frame, subsequently placing them
out-of-doors for the summe.-.

on

culti-

Alpine Strawberry for more than
twenty yeans past, I am enabled to write very
confidently in its favour as a most useful and
highly appreciated addition to dessert fruits.
Its use chiefly, in these gardens, has been as a
dish for the breakfast-table.
By far the beet
the

method

of cultivation is to raise plants each
spring from seed. A few packets of seeds should
be ordered now, not that there is any hurry to
sow the seed, bat the matter should not escape
notice when the seed order- is dispatched.
At
least four varieties are well worthy of cultivation, viz.
Berger, a round, dark-red fruit;
Belle de Meaux, a larger fruit and of a
darker colour, often as dark as the well-known
Waterloo; Rouge Ameliore, or Improved Red,
a long, tapering fruit of paler colouring
and
Large Red Alpine, a fine tvpe of the fruit, of
similar shape to Rouge Ameliore, and most prolific.
My plan is to sow early in April and
raise and cultivate the seedlings exactly as in
the case of early Celery. In late, or backward
di^riots, the sowing would be better made
towards the end of February. The final planting
need not be done before September, when
a suitable plot of ground happens to be vacant.
This is the Quatre Saisons, or Four Seasons
Strawberry of the French gardens
it,
may be
had in bearing from the third week in June
until the first week in October.
To accompli^
this my practice is to allow the younger plants
to crop for the first time in the autumn these
the following year will he the earliest batch.
;

;

;

Orchard Trees on

Grass. Those who

grow fruit trees in gra.sfi orchar<ls should extend
the circle of bare ground around eaOh tree whilst
the latter are .still increasing in size.
When increasing the circle fork up the soil lightly and
remove any suckers or weeds that m,iy be present. Next apply a light dressing of rich manure
on the surface and bury it under the surface
later by hoeing.
The mulch should be applied
every second or third year. Do nni use animal
manure if the tree* are making an excessive
amount of growth and not fruiting sati.sfactorUy.
In the ame of dwarf Apple trees on the Paradi.sc stock
allow a circle of about 5 feet in
diameter.
For Pear trees on the Quince the
circle should not exceed 4 feet, as a rule.
For
Plums somewhat less than this area will suffice.

a

Bj'

W.

J. Gotse. Gardiner to Mrs
Dempster
Keele Hall, Newcastle, Staffordsliire.

Apricots.- During the period

of setting

and

stoning of the fruits of ApricoUs the
liouse
should be freely ventUated ; the flavour
of hothouse Apricots is vastly superior to

those
grown out-of-doors. Failure to obtain crops on
pot trees, and established trees in borders,
is
generally the result of a close atmosphere, excessive fire-heat, or a lack of moisture at
the
roots.
If the trees suffer from either of these
causes the flowers will drop freely. When
starting the trees into growth let the night temperature rajige from 40° to 45°, but the maximum
degree must not be exceeded. The exceptional
mild weather has hastened the development of
the trees, the blossom-buds being on the point
of bursting into flower.
Up to the present we
have used no fire heat in the Apricot house.
During the flowering period the hot-water valves
will be opened just sufficiently to maintain a dry,
buoyant atmosphere, which is essential to secure
a good set.
Admit a little air through t3ie top
ventilators at night.
The flowers should be
touched very lightly with a rabbit's tail at midday to pollinate them. When the fruits have set
syringe the trees once or twice dailv, according
to the weather, with tepid water,
"frees in pote
and borders require abundant supplies of water
during the growing season
neglect in this respect will cause the fruits to drop.
Trees that
are carrying heavy crops should be given liquid
manure or other .stimulants on frequent occasions.
There is still time to plant fruit trees
under glass, but the work should be done forth
with.
Light, fibrous loam, mixed with mortar
rubble or chalk, provi I_\i a suitihle rooting
medium, and suffiHent should be used to make
the border a good depth
efficient drainage is
essential.
Newly planted trees should be
syringed and watered with extra care until the
;

;

roots are estiiblished.

"Muscat" ViNERV.-In starting the Muscat
vinery let the night temperature be 55°.
When
the vines have started to grow freelv
increase
the amount of warmth gradually to 70°.
The

day temperature may be .^Ilowed"to reach 80° or
a few degrees higher bv sun-heat, but it is
a
mistake to excc«l 70° by the use of fire heat.
Maintain a close, moist atmosphere to induce
the buds to break freely.
Always use water at

the same temperature of the house when syringing the plants or damping the bare spaces. The
house should be s^-ringed .and closed early in tihe
day to create a moist atmosphere, and at the
same time let there be a slight rise in the tem-

perature.
A dry atmosphere is necess.-wy when
the vines reach the flowering stage and until the
flowers are fertilised.
At forenoon, pollinate
the flowers vnth a rabbit's tail or tap the trellis
with sufficient force to disperse the pollen. To
assist the setting of the fruit, allow the top
ventilators to remain open a little at night.
After the fruit has set, syringing should be diiscontinucd. so far as the vines are concerned,
but all bare spaces should be damped, the borders watered, and the house kept well charged
with moisture, or red spider will prove trouble-

some.

General Remarks.— The

exceptionally

mild

weather experienced during the past fortnight
has already had its effect on fruit trees under
gla."*.
The oare bestowed in retarding growth.

little

hre-heat will be necessary at night
to protect the
opening flowers. Late Peaches and
Nectarines
are responding to the warm weather
bv sweUincr
their buds.

The tying

of

the shoots should hi

completed as soon as possible, or many of
the
buds may be broken off. Cherries, Plums
and
Apricots
cold houses are starting into growth
as if in defiance of one's wishes to
keep the
trees dormant for the present.
Economise in
fuel by closing the early houses soon
after
and thus making the most of sun-heat.
There
should be no attempt to drive the fires
for

m

2pm

several hours later.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

of

may
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and the curtailment of forcing generally,
appears
to have been of little use.
In any case

R. P. Brotherston, Gardener
t« the Earl of
RtDDI.VGTON, Tj-ninghanie, East Lotiian.

Lobelia --The store plants of Lobelia compacta should be kept moist by sprinkling
them
frequently overhead. This treatment
will favour
the production of aerial rooU,
which again
allows for the rapid propagation of every
piece
that can be removed for tliat purpose.
When
ready the cuttings should be dibbled closely together in ordinary cutting boxes.
Stand' the
cutting boxes on hot-water pipes, where
these
are convenient for the purpose, and keep
the
cuttings excluded from the air bv sheets of
glass
or paper. These will produce more cuttings,
and
in due time will form a thick mass of
material,
which needs only parting into pieces of a suitable size for planting when that time arrives.

Antirrhinums.— There is a good deal of
labour attached to the raising of Snapdragons
from seeds, including pricking off and transplanting.
This can be obviated, and the
plants still do well, by sowing thinly and afterwards thinning the seedlings to about 1' inch
apart, transferring them directly from the seed
boxes to the flowering quarters.
The plants
should be spaced rather closer than usual, and,
previous to planting, their roots be drawn
through a mixture of loam and water, sufficiently
thick to stick to them.
If well treated in the
preparaUjry stage the difference at first ajiparent
will siM)n pass away.

Trimming Box EoaiNas.-This is one of the
uninteresting operations that is likely to be
neglected in these pressing times, and at may
even be beneficial to aJlow the plants to grow
for a year untrimmed, following a season
of
drought or great heat, but as a rule it pays to
trim tlhom every year, and where the Box marks
off flower-beds it is, of course, even more
important that it should be cut than where it edges
borders in the kitchen garden.
Weather that
put a stop to other work has permitted the clipping of Ivy, and now a similar opportunity is
waiting to lightly trim all Box edgings. In these
gardens they are all square-topped, and require
to be carefully cut. Where the edgings are kept
low and merely serve as dividing lines they are
very expeditiously cut with a scythe.
It may
be noted that rough edgings when cut at this
time of year a.re apt to get seared by frost, but
it is seldom that this happens if the growth is
slight, as it is when annually cut.

PRUNiNe DEeiDuoua Plants —Young
standards of such plants .as Labunium need to
be cut back for the first few years after attaining the desirwl height of stem'in order to ol)tain
a stout, well-furnished head.
Older plants
should also be examined, and shoots that are
seen to be of no advantage cut out. Some shrubs
give more trouble than otheri! certain Crataegus
require almost annual overhauling to keep themi
duly thinned. But all may be induced by oareif ul
pruning, which means t(he removaJ of weakly
growth as a rale, to ra.ake rapid growth, and to
form handsomer specimens than if left to nature.

—

MuLCHiNO.- A mulching of cow-dung, placed
over the roots of any plants that are in an
unsatisfaotory condition, is a valuable aid to
growth. Rhododendrons, Az.aleas, Picea nobilis.
Ilex niaderensis, Sciadopiitys verticillata, and
Qtiercufi glauca are a few which respond very remarkably to this treatment.
In the dressed
grounds it i« important to witlidraw a portion
of soil from above the roots, then to apply the
mulch, which ia covered with the soil formerly
withdrawn.

—
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
Editors
would

—

PubUsher.

and
obviate

delay

in

Our correspondents

obtaining

answers

to

their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
should
to financial matters and to advertisements
combe addressed to the Polisher ; and that all
munications intended for publication or referring
to be
plants
all
to the Literary department, and
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise

when
Special

letters

are misdirected.

Notice

to

—

Correspondents.

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
The Editors do not hold themselves
arrangement.
respomible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

Local News.

—

Correspondents will greatly oblige
to the Editors early intelligence of Iccal
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

by sending

liOtters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the
EDITOBS, 41. Wellington Street, Covent
Communications should be
Garden, London.
WRllTBN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent as
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

APPOINTMENT FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY, PEBEUAEY

12Roy. Hort. Soc.'s Corns, n

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from obaervafcions during the last fifty
jears at Green\noh.
Actual Temperature :—

39.0.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
CoTent Garden, London, Thursday February 7
10 a.m.
Bar. 29.9; tenip. 50 3°. Weather— Dull.
;

so
parasitic fungus Bolrytis cinerea,
destructive of Tulips and other plants, sets
to work in this way, secreting oxalic acid,
and thereby poisoning the tissues, through
which it subsequently spreads.
At the same time there are difficulties in
the way of accepting the toxin hypothesis
in the case of the supposed sterility of the
soil beneath trees, and in any case the first
thing to do is to ascertain whether the soil
owes its effect only to poverty or to the
presence in it of some actively poisonous

substance.

This Mr. Sen has done, and has found
that the soil taken from beneath the trees
(Tamarind) which he chose produced a
strikingly inimical effect on the growth
therein,
(Maize)
planted
seeds
of
After two months the Maize seedlings in
the "Tamarind" soil were poorly grown
and sickly, whereas those sown at the same
time in soil taken from neighWuring grass
land were vigorous. Observations made
in the open confirm the conclusion that,
has
vigorous tree-like growth
where
For exoccurred, there the soil is barren.
ample, a row of Bamboos was cut down
and the soil brought under cultivation,
with the result that where the Bamboos had
Chemical
been there growth was poor.
analysis of the soil enabled Mr. Sen to
throw new light upon these phenomenia,
for they showed that the soil taken from
beneath the Tamarind tree contained an
excess of soluble salts stick as

Trees and Soil
sterility.

Tte well - known and
much-debated fact that
i]^q

g^j|

bg,jeath

trees

generally exerts an adverse effect on plant growth h*s been investigated recently,* with interesting resulte, by Mr. J. N. Sen.
The fact itself bears two Mpects one,
that the shading, the drying, or other effect
of the growing tree may interfere seriously
with the growth of any other plant within the range of its shadow.
The other
aspect is more important, namely, that
the tree as a result of its own growth sets
up conditions in the soil which are adverse
to plant growth: that the tree actually
sterilises the soil.

—

Again, this sterilisation

—

if

it

might be due to one of two causes.

occur
Either

the roots of the tree rob the soil of so much
mineral plant food as to impair its fertility ; or the roots might excrete a poisonous substance (toxin), the presence of
which in the soil hinders germination

and growth.
The former view has often been put

for-

ward, but ha^ never been verified experimentally. The latter view, as our readers
are aware, has recently been promulgated
by Mr. Spencer Pickering as the result of
his experiments on the effect of one plant
on another (see Gard. Chron., Oct. 27,
1917, p. 170).
To those familiar with
the general facts of plant life, there is
nothing a priori improbable in the toxin
hypothesis.
Among fungi, for example, it
is common enough for the plant to excrete
a poison sufficiently strong to kill the host
plant.
It was shown long ago that the
* Agric. Journ. of India. July, 1917, reported
Newi, Barbados, Nov. 3, 1917.

in Aarie-

sodium

sul-

phate, known to exercise a harmful effect
on plant growth. The anialyses also showed
that the excess of salts was greatest in the
surface layers of the soil, and decreased
towards the deeper layers. Having established this interesting fact, Mr. Sen proceeded to offer suggestions as to how the
accumulation of soluble noxious salts is
brought about. He puts forward the view
that the movement of such salts is related
with the water-movement in the soil. The
tree in its growth absorbs large quantities
of water, and hence the soil in the neighbourhood of the roots is drier than that
more distant. A movement of water tending to redress the balance takes place and
the soluble salts are carried dissolved
in the water, the water is taken in by the
It is
roots, and the soluble salts are left.
moreover, that the excess of
possible,
soluble harmful salts is increased by the
bleaching out of these substances from the
fallen leaves and other debris but of the
two the water-movement already described
appears to be the more important agent
in effecting the accumulation of salts.
;

not easy to see how this simple explanation can apply to the case of grass
and trees investigated by Mr. Spencer
Pickering, and recently described in these
columns nevertheless, the possibility that
Mr. Sen's observations provide the clue
to Mr. Spencer Pickering's results must
not be ignored.
It is

;

The Surveyors' Institution.— The next
ordinary general meeting of the Surveyors' Institution will be held in the Lecture Hall of the
Institution on Monday, the 25th in&t., wlien a
paper, on " The Effect of Taxation on the Development of Mineral Estates,"

will

be read by

[February

9, 1918.

(late Professor) D.wid Bowen,
chair will be taken at 5 oclock.

Captain

The

R.E.

Classification of the Primulas of the
Petiolaris-ssnchifolia Section. -Mr. W. CJ.
Craie is known in the Primula world as a keen
student of the genus l^rimula, and especially of
the

by P.
and P. sonicJiifolia. He has now pubfurther contribution to the subject in

section typified in his classification

petioilai'is

lished a

Notes from the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, January, 1917, pp. 249-277, based on
the Calcutta,
Edinburgh, and Kew Herbarium
specimens.
Eleven species
are
described as new, and the section as it now
stands comprises 25 species.
The enumeration
is
preceded by an, historical sketch,
by a discussion of the grouping according to
affinities, and by a key to the species.
The key
is based primarily on characters offered by the
leaves, supplemented by modifications of
the

and their corolla. Synonymy
and geography are given in the enumeration, as

flowers, their calyx,

well as altitudes. Practically all the species occur
at elevations of 10,000 feet and upwards, and no

fewer than 15 are recorded frorn 12,000 to 16,000
feet, while the greatest elevation given is 5,000

metres— albout
Primula

is

16,400

feet.

This

section

of

wholly Indo-Chinese.

Plants of Colombia. -Mr.

H.
Pittiek's
contribution on " New or Noteworthy
Plants from Colombia and Central America" includes a number of Moraoeae—two species of
Coussapoa, and four of Cecropia, Of Roupala,
the northernmost type of the Proteaceae in the

sixth

New

World, three new
Roupala extends as far

species

are

described.

north, as Mexico.
It is
closely allied to the Australian and Asiatic genus
Helicia, which reaches temperate regions in

Eastern Asia. Among other novelties are several
species of arboreous Caesalpiniae
nearly a
dozen species of Combretum, and half a dozen of
Cordia and as many of Bignoniaceae.
;

American Anemonbs.-Iu Ehodora
Mr.

M.^ L.

"forms"

of

Feenald

for 1917,
colour

some

describes

American Anemones.

Anemone

a species closely allied to A. virginiana,
presents three variations, namely
the ordinary
white condition; rhodantha, with red flowers,
and inconspicua, with thick, leathery, greenish or
greenish-white sepals. A. virginiana has
usually
greemsh-yeUow flowers, and the variety leucosepala,white flowers. A. multifida offers several
variations, both in colour and number of
sepals.
A.
m. sanguinea bears flowers of a bright red,
whilst
those of A. m. leucantha are of a
pure white.
The usual number of sepals is five, but in
the
variety polysepala they are 14-16 in number
and
bright red in colour.
These are all relativelv
small-flowered species.
riparia,

:

VlTis NOVAE-ANGLIAE.— Vitis novae-angliae is
the name given by Mr. Feenald to
a New England vine, which has hitherto been
regarded as a

hyhrid between Vitis Labrusca and V.
vulp,ina.
Although this vine is in many wavs intermediate
between the two species named, the author gives
good reasijns for raising it to specific rank.

The Genus Athyrium.— .ff^orfora for September. 1917, contains an interesting
article by
F. K. BuTTEBS on the genus Athvrium
and the
North American Ferns aUied to A.'Pilix-foemina.
It is illustrated by figures in the
text, and the
species of Athyrium described and
discussed are
A. asplenioides and A. angustum, with numerous
varieties of the latter.

Basket -MAKING by Soldiers. A scheme
for the training of disabled soldiei-s in basketmaking has been organised jointly by tlie
Ministry of Pensions, the Ministi-y of Labour,
and the Food Production Department.
The
financial arrangements are in the hands of the
Ministry of Pensions, which will defray the cost
of training and the capital expenditure involved
in the workshops.
The Food Production De-

partment will supply an organiser for the scheme.

—
Febhuaky

;
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will treat with the hical Wa4- Pensions Committees and gene;-ally assist in bringing together
the fruit growers, who are suffering from a shortage of baskets, and the basket works.

who

Club for Women Landworkers.— A

club-

house for members of the Women's Farm ajid
Garden Union and the Women's Na.tional Land
Service Corps Iras been opened at 51, Upper
Baker Street, in a house adjoini-ng the offices
Bedrooms are available for
for both societies.
the use of coujitry members.

War

—

Items.- 2nd Lieutenant

Hugh

these have been published since the appearance
Forbes and Hesislet's Enumeration of
of
Chinese Plants, and Dr. Takeda makes considerable emendations in the synonymy of previous
writers on the genus. The first record of Chinese

made by Robert Fortune, who discovered M. Fortunei and M. Bealei the former
was published by Lindley in 1846, and the latter
species was

;

57

M. japonica and M. Bealei are both
cultivated in that country, as well as in this

Japan.

but these very distinct plants have been nuicli
confused in literature and cultivation.
The
author states that " these two species may show
some resemblance in foliage under abnormal circumstances, yet an absolute distinction can always
While M. Bealei
be seen in the inflorescences.

Colvin,

Cheshire Regiment, has lately reof the
ceived the V.C. for conspicuous bravery in the
field,
and has received a hearty welcome at
Chester, which he visited on his return home.
Mr. Colvin's fatter is head gardener at Rose
Bank, West Did.sbury, and his son entered the
gardening profession at an early age, being employed as an apprentice by Lady Storet in her
Later, however, he
gardens near Lancaster.
lived in Belfast, and enlisted there in 1908 in
He served for
the 8th (Royal Irish) Hussars.
si.x years in India, and went to France in December, 1914, obtaining his commission iu April,
1917.

Pte. C. Pascoe. late inside foreman at
the Friary Gardens. Old Windsor, was awarded
the n.C.M. for gallantry in bringing in wounded
on September 2. 1917, from the front line under
Pte. Pascoe joined tbe Royal Berks in
fire.
January, 1916, afterwards being transferred to
tlhe
17th Manchester Regiment as .stretcherTwelve men from th« Friary gardens
bearer.
One has
are serving in France and Salonika.

been killed and several wounded.

The Fertilisino Rain, -The philosophy of
that " the pro|>eTty of rain is to
wet," does not. according to the most recent
investigations,* suffice to explain the beneficent
«ctinn of showers on the growth of plants. Long
ago it was suggested that r.ain was an important
purveyor of nitrogen to the soil, but meaaure-

Touchst'One,

ments show that the amount of combined nitrogen brought down by rain is almost negligible
a mere 4 or 5 pounds per acre per annum.
Recent experiments indicate that the favourable
influence exercised on crops by rain is to be
ascrib'^l not only to the moistening but aleo to
the aeration of the soil. For rain is a saturated
solution of oxvgen.
In support of this view
it is found by Russell and Appleyard that when
the course of the bio-chemical activities of the
soil is followed they do not run so closely parallel
with the fluctuations of moisture-content as
might have been expected. But when a compari.son is made between the changes in the rate
of bio-chemical activity on the one hand and
the rainf.ill on the other a closer agreement is
observed.
It therefore seems probable that the
hastening of .soil decompossition. with the resultant liberation of plant food and the more
vigorous gro\vth of crops, are to be ascribed only
in part to the water of the rain, and the other
virtue of the rain b».side that of wetting is to
air.
Oxvgen brought in .solution to the root? is
no doubt rp.ndily absorbed, root action is stimulated, nnd the plant flourishes more vigorouslv
Mr. Watson may find herein a clue to the
cause of deterioration of greenhouse soils to

which he refers on

p. 52.

The 0*nu« Mahonia
T.I

the

.T.niuarv,

XntcR.
svnopsis
of
hiiT'ih

Mahonia.
There is

as

1917.

in

the OloWorid.—

nnmbor

of

the

Erlln-

H. TvKFOA contributes a
World
Old
species
of
distingui.shed
from
Berberis.

Dr.
the

a large number of j)reviously undescribed
Chinese species.
Ten species are
recorded from India, whereof seven are here
first defined
but several of these have been
;

from varietal to specific rank. Including
species not seen by this author, 25 species
to inhabit China; two-thirds of

raised
five

are

now known

I'hotograph

Fig. 25.

doritis pulcherri.ma

bij

E.

J.

WaUw.

rOLOUE OF FLOWERS VARIES FROM PURE WHITE TO CRIMSON.
(See p. 58.)

by Fortune himself

in

the (lardevers' Chronicle

of April 12, 1850, p. 212, both under Berberis.
In addition to the Indian and Chinese species

there are three or four in Formosa, and one each
in Jlalacca, Annam, Siara, Java, Burma, and
the Philippine Islands ; in most cases the
species are endemic.
It will come as a surprise

Set., III., Pt, 3,

to

many

readers that no species

is

a native of

has racemes rather straight, stout, and densely
beset with small bracts, those of M. japonica are
rather slender, straggling, and loosely furnished
with large ovate bracts and the flowers of these
two species are totally different." Dr. Takkda's
excellent paper is to be illustrated by 37 plates,
but the plates were not ready for issue with the
;

letterpress.
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The Canning of Fruit and Vegetables
America.— The

IN
in

America

active propaganda carried on
to increase t}ie canning of fruit and

vegetables has, according to Gardening ' proved
remarlcably successful, and as a result our contemporaj'y states that there are " one billion
cans of home-canned fruit and vegetables on the
It addis
pantry shelves of American houses."
with justice, and in view of the need for presenting food, that they are the most important
collection of cans the world has ever seen.

Local Societies.— The

eighteenth annual
meeting of the Croydon Horticultural Society
was held on January 15, Mr. A. Alderman in
the chair.
A report of the yeai-'s work was
read by the secretary, including t<he financial
-which
showed that the Society held
statement,
The president
a credit balance of over £50.
(the Mayor of Croydon), tlie chairman, Mr. A.
Alderman, and the other oflSciale of the Society

were re-elected^

The Lewishaon HorticulturaJ Society's
annuai nreeting was held on .January 21. It was
reported that the membership is 1,100, and the
members hold 81 acres in allotmenrt»s. The financial statement showed a cash balance of £266.
Mr. H. J. Jones, the chairman, wasi re-elected,
and Mr. W. Payne was appointed secretary, in
•

Webber, who resigned.

place of Mr.

The ninth annual meeting of the Watford
Horticultural Society took place on Januaj-y 23,
the Rev. W. Hartley Parker in the chair. The
report of the year's work was read, and the
financial balance was stated to 'be nearly £20.
The Earl of Clarendon was re-elected president, Mr. F. J. McLees was again appointed
hnn. seci-et.ary, and the other officials were diily
elected.

The annual report of the Chester Paxton
Society has been received, and gives an account
much useful local work. The Society has given
assistance to allotment -holders, including the
publication of a helpful pamphlet on the growing of vegetables, and the donation of a number
of prizes and cultural certificates for the best

of

allotments.

Publications Received.— 77ie Seed Trade
(The Seed World, Chicago, 111.)
Experiments with Potatos at
Gardens, Wisley, 1917.
Reprinted

Bayer's Guide.
Price

ifl.OO.

R.H.S.
from

—

Jouryial of the R.H.S.,
(London: Spottiswoode, Ballantyne
the

DORITIS
The

XLIII.

Vol.

&

Co., Ltd.)

PULCHERRIMA.

of

this

from Cochin China by M. Gndefroy Leboeuf who
found it growing on ieolated rocks in tihe midst
,

of

a small thicket of Conifers, never on trees.

The plant
it

is

very easy to cultivate, so easy that

might be used as a bedding plant

stand our

if it

would

summer

climate.
Free flowering, with
spikes erect, the flowers keep fresh for weeks,
whilst the plant never gets out of condition. The
flowers vary in colour from crimson to lilac and

almost pure white.
These colour variations deceived Eeichenbach, who named one of them
Phalaenopsis antennifera, another P. Regnieri"
ana, and a third P. Buyssoniana.
W. M'
.

*

Oardtning,

.Tan. 1, 1918.

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

THE VALUE OF RABBITS.
At

when flesh food is dear
no garden of half an acre or more
should be without a few rabbits, even if other
the present time,

a.nd scarce,

stock

is

kept, for rabbits will eat quantities of

which no other stock wiU eat.
They outclass pigs altogether for consuming garden refuse. They will eat almost anything herbaceous,
including the stalks of Brassica plants and Jerusalem Artichokes, fruit-tree prunings, fence clippings, and much of the dry garden litter which
is usually collected for bedding.
Apart from the
stuff

flesh food produced, the value of the manure
obtained is worth consideration.
No special variety need be kept. Perhaps a
Dutch doe crossed is as good as any for the purpose.
One doe will often be sufficient, but if
two are kept they should
be
timed to
kindle about the same time, so that the
young can be run and dealt with together. Alternate lots of young may be sold early if space and
food are not available. A buck need not be kept,
as it can easily be borrowed, and the young bucks
should be killed when half grown il space is not
available for their separation.
The doe should
be kept in any large, plain box, with a wire door
in front.
The young, when six weeks old. should
be run on a large floor, such as that of a tool
house or old carriage house, where they can
gc»t exercise
and be easily fed with garden

refuse.

They ea.t a surprising quantity of green food,
and therefore it ds important that a nxmi'ber
should not be kept in excess of the food available. There is most garden refuse in the autumn.
Far convenience, when there is no garden refuse,
a small plot of Chicory, Lucerne, or Thousandheaded Kale should be grown.
Very little
bought food should be afforded at present prices.
A little bran and linseed or other cake may be
given dry to counteract effects of much green
food.

r. T.

Taylor.

ONIONS.

No

vegetable crop

is

more remunerative than

a well-cultivated plot of Onions.
Rich soil and
deep cultivation are necessary to grow good
bulbs, and it has been proved that the best results are

obtained, and especially in districts
is cold ,and heavy, by sowing
the seeds thinly in boxes of finely-sifted, rich
soil about the first week in February. It
is often
a difficult matter to get the soil in 'the open in a
suitahle condition for a seed-bed before the season is too far advanced, whilst seeds sown in

where the ground

oold,

pretty little
Orchid
(see fig. 25) was recently told in the Orchid
linriew by Mr. Rolfe.
The plant has been
grown in quantity at Kew for years, as
the
of
result
a
cheap
lot
of
imported
plants purchased in Messrs.
Protheroe and
Morris's Auction Eooms
It
was formerly
called Phalaenopsis Esmeralda by Reichenlbach,
who ought to have known better, for it is not in
the least like a Phalaenopsis.
He described it
in 1874 as a lovely gem with spikes of amethystcoloured blossoms, which had been introduced
story
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damp ground

are a long time before they
germinate, and give only weak plants. The seed's
should not be germinated in a high temperature,
and the seedlings should be ready for transplant-

[Febrttart

9, 1918.

bulbs are desired the plants in a portion of the

bed should be thinned to 6 or 8 inches apart. As
soon as the plants are well through the ground
hoe the surface lightly in order to destroy
small weeds, but do not hoe deeply, as the
soundest and best-shaped bulbs grow on a firm
surface. Frequent dustings of soot and lime will
do much to promote healthy growth and keep the
Onion maggot in check.
If suitable varieties are selected

sound bulbs
be harvested in July from plants raised in
previous autumn.
We have a quantity
of bulbs of the variety Long Keeper still in good
condition from plants sown in August. 1916.
and hai-vested in the following July. Wroxton
Globe is another good Onion for autumn sowing.
Transplant the autumn-raised seedlings in rich
soil as soon as the ground is dry enough in

may
the

spring.
The ground for
sihould be prepared in the

spring Onions.

J.

autumn-sown Onions
same manner as for

Dunn.

CORN INSTEAD OF RHUBARB.
Major Dent, Chairman of the West Riding
Executive Committee, recently convoked a conference of the Rhubarb growers in the Leeds
district to consider what portion, if any, of their
market gardens could advantageously be ploughed

this

spring for the

production of

com

crops.

About 3,000 acres around Leeds are devoted to
Rhubarb growing, and in the past two years
the disposal of the produce has presented some
difficulty owing to the lack of transport, the high
price of fuel and labour, and tlie shortage of
sugar.
It wias suggested that 1,000 acres could

be spared for the growing of more essential food
crops this year
and the conference passed a
resolution " that in the national interest the 1914
area of Rhubarb land should be reduced by onethird in 1918."
A committee of five growers is
now engaged on an inspection of the ground
with a view to the ploughing of the oldest and
least healthy portions of the stools.
It is hoped
to devote 2.000 more acres this year than last
within the County Borough of Leeds to the
growing of necessary food crops.
;

TOMATOS.

A

SOWING

of Tomato seed should be made now,
and the seed germinated in a house where the
temperature is kept steadily at 55°. There are
many things to guard against in Tomato growing
at this season.
Do not pot the plants in a cold
shed.
A temporary potting bench should be
erected in the Tomato house itself to prevent the
plants receiving checks through a sudden lower-

ing of the temperature by the frequent opening
of doors.
The use of cold, wet soil for potting is harmful, and other points to observe are not to pot the seedlings too firmly,
and to use warm water for watering. For seedlings thumb-pots are large enough.
The compost
should consist of leaf-mould and coarse sand,
and should be warmed before it is used. Place

ing early in April.
In favourable districts the main crop of
Onions
should be sown as early in March as the
condition of the soil permits, and although
the ground
may have been trenched in the autumn, very
careful preparation of the soil is necessary.
The
work should be done at the first favourable
opportunity by forking the surface of the bed
and breaking the soil as fine as possible. When
the time for sowing arrives, and the
ground is
dry enough to crumble under the foot, the
bed
should be carefully trodden and raked evenly
on
the surface before the drills aje drawn.
The
drills cannot be too shallow, provided
the soil is
fine enough to cover the seeds..
When the soil
is not thoroughly
pulverised it is a difficult
matter to draw the drills as evenly as is necessary, and many of the seeds being buried
too
deeiply produce plants thaA give thick-mecked
Onions.
When the .seeds have been sown and
covered with the soil, press the rake carefully
and lightly over the surface, which should aftea'wards be rolled. If the seeds are sown sparingly

the plants in the soil up to the seed-leaves, and
grow them near the roof-glass. Later the plants
should be shifted into 3-inch or 6-inch pots, adding
fibrous loam to the compost, and making the soil
firmer than at the first potting.
Place a neat
stake to each plant. Water the roots very cairefully, and ventilate the house when the weather
is favourable.
For the final potting I use 10-inoh
pots, and for soil equal parts of loam, coarse
sand, or mortar rubble and old Mushroom-bed
manure. Do not damp the floor and staging to
excess, as a saturated atmosphere is harmful.
Ventilate freely, but not to such an extent as to
cause a sudden fall in the temperature. When a
number of trusses are set give the roots stimulants freely.
Nothing is gained by leaving the
fruits on the plants to ripen
when turning
colour they should be gathered and placed in a
warm, dry place to complete their nipening.
C. Davis, Holy Wells Path Gardens, Ipswich.

very little thinning will be necessary
bulbs are intended foo- ordinary use, but

Allotment holders who require artificial
manure and have difficulty in obtaining supplies

if
if

the

large

;

ARTIFICIALS FOR ALLOTMENTS.

—
February

9.

;
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should communicate at once with one of
the agents recognised by the County Agricultural
Executive Committees and the Food Production
Department for the sale of artificial fertilisers.
Lists of agents for each county may be obtained
on application to the County Agricultural Executive Committee, or to the Food Production De
partment. 72. Victoria Street, London. S.W. 1.
In order to obtain the most favourable terms
allot.ment holders should combine to place la.rge
orders. The advantage of doing so may be illustrated by the prices which have been fixed for
sulphate of ammonia when purchased between
January and May of this year For 2 cwt. and
less than 1 ton, 18s. per cwt. ; for 1 cwt. aivd
for quantities not
les."! than 2 cwt., 19s. per cwt.
less than 28 lbs. and less than 1 cwt., 21s. per
cwt.
Prices for superphosphate and basic slag
may be obtained from the agents.
IiK-a!ly

:

;

VEGETABLES AT KEW.
During 1917 vegetables were grown
sriderable qua.ntitie8 in the nurseries

at

in

con-

Kew

Gar-

The outbreak

of the

war has impeded the de-

velopment of the new Pathological Department,
and a considerable portion of the ground set
aside for experimental purposes is in the meantime let in 20, 10, and 5 rod allotments to the
garden employees.

exhibition to encounage food production
in the Institute of Hygiene, 34, DevonStreet, London, W.
during the week

was held
shire

The row

of

Pea sticks were suitable as supports.
Beans was 26 yards long, and the

plants gave 25 pints of excellent Beans.

There seems one slight disadvantage with this
French clim'ier, in that it requires sticks for
support but the pods ripen on tie siticks, whereas a drying-shed is required to ripen the dwarf
;

FOOD EXHIBITION AT THE INSTITUTE
OF HYGIENE.
An

59

Runjier, and

,

ending February

2.
Vegetable foods formed a
part of the exhibition, and fiere were
shown nutritious dishes made from Nuts, uncommon cereals, Pine kerneU, and Beans. Experts gave demonstrations in the preserving of
fruits and vegetables by bofcUdng and drv'ing,
and methods of cooking.
The Royal Hort.icultural Society showed a
series of lantern slides illustrating vegetable and
fruit production and soil management, garden
tools, se?d testing. Potato storage, greening and
sprouting of seed Potatos, fertilisers, the Wisley

large

kinds.
I am unable to say what the average weight
of tubers would have been from a row of Potatos
26 yards long, but I think the 25 pints of Beans
would represent more in food value than the
produce of the row of Potatos, and there is not
the least doubt but that this simple method of
growing Haricot Beans amongst late Potatos
would well repay cottagers and allotment

holders.

The following is a recipe for cooking Haricot
Beans The d'ay previous to cooking, place the
required quantity of Beans in a basin sprinkle
them with a small amount of bicarbonate of
soda, and then fill the basin witJx bailing water
cover with a plate and leave to soak for about
16 hours. Just before they are cooked rinse the
:

;

x^lf

13!

„

Fig. 26.

ploughing the palace lawn at

some of the tic. vei beds were planted
with vegt<tables having more or less orimmental
such ae Beet, Koihl llabi, Can-ot, Chi
neso Cabbage, Couve Tranchuda. (Portugal Cabbage), and Kales.
In the coming season an increased area will be cropped with vegetaibley.
The illustration in fig. 25 shows the ploughing up
of ithe large open lawns in front of Kew Palace,
which it ia proposed to plant with Potato British
(.)ueen. Women gardeners have cleared the Violas,
Iberises, Phloxes,
and other spring flowers
from the beds in front of the Palm House,
and are trenching the ground preparatory to
planting Onionis, the young plants for the purpose having been raised under glass.
This jwrtion of the flower garden is about half an acre
in extent. StiTl more of the nursery beds devotee)
in pre-war days to the growing of TuKp aind
Daffodil bulbs. Polyanthus, Aubrietia, Iberis,
and the hundred and one things required to furnish the flower garden, beds, and borders, have
recently been cleared to grow larger ."rapplie.'a
than last year of Parsnips, Carni.t.'i, Leeks. Tuj-dens, and

.MM

ki

Torriip Flea-beetle trap, and a large
Haricot Beans grown at Wisley.

urits of

foliage,

nips. Cauliflowers,

Cabbagee and Potatos.

large bodig planted last autimm
TTarbfnper l^k very pronoising.

with

Two

Cabbage

HARICOT BEANS.

r.ii

MO

^'-.PW,..

);/,"(,„,,,,,,;,

/,

months old at planting time.
" opportunisitB " it is not wise

and before the Potatos were through the

in all operations, nor wise to

soil,

a

seed of Princess of Wales Bean was
The Bean sticks were placed in
and the seeds were covered
with soil, thu.9 obviating trajnpUng between, the
Potato rows afterwards.
The Bean row and
Potato rows ran north and .south, and when the

7.

Wallis.

GROUND OPERATIONS.
In reply to Mr. Bartlett (p. 18), my belief
that digging liglht ground foiu" or five mcmths
before the time for planting or sowing might
cause it to lose much of the 'humus and other

is

plant foods present, as
ficial

bacteria,

ful ones.

I,

well

as destroy bene-

and favour the increase of liarramanure six to twelve

—

too, use old

—

;

pint of

in one basket.

sown

<m,ay

thej-ein.

/.'

Beaiiii with cold water.
When the Beans are in
the saucepan cover with cold water and simmer
for 1^ hour.
As evaporation takes place add
boiling water at intervals. A little bacon rind
cooked with the Beans improves their flavour.
G. H. H. W.

HAVE threshed the remainder of the Beans
I grew last season for use as Haricots (see Gard.
Chron., Dec. 1, 1917, p. 216).
I have aaothcjvariety, The Princess of Wales, a French
climber, that may be recommended both for
quality and cropping.
In fact, the quality,
when cooked as a Haricot, is not inferior to that
of the Dutch Brown.
Last season, when planting late Potatos, the
space of one Potato row was missed in the centre
of the plot.
This ai'ea was marked at cvach end
by a peg, and about the second week in May
I

,

What may

Gardeners are
to be dogmatic

have all oui- eggs
seem a contradiction

poeition immodiately

be only a difference of conditions.
Mr. Beckett is quite correct, as he has studied
his kind of soil, and found out by experience

Beams were fully grown tlioy cast but little shade
on the Potatos. The growth of this French

the best way of dealing with it. One great point
in Mr. Beckett's favour is that clay soil freshly
dug keeps wet longer, and is colder in the spring,
with the result that bacteria are later in starting
thc-ir good work.
,Japot\irn.

climlber is not so strong as the opdiraairy

f»(;a.rlrt,

—

ilicniscUcs

Editors (In not hold
Uie ojiinions exjircssed

[February

and

rcsiioitsibic

for

by correspondents.)

is

used for

Our Apple

was placed on the shelves more than a foot deep
indeed, some sorts were in layers 2 feet thick.

marks on cordon
cordon Pear or Apple

'

:

No

needs more than
a barrow'ful of soil," and yet they should
It is not
be "planted 3 or 4 feet apart.
wise to plant them closer, as, where very
interfere
roots
occurs,
the
planting
close
Supposing we place the
with each other."
trees at his minimum distance, 3 feet, allowing
the sod to be 2 feet deep and 3 feet wide, we
have 18 cubic feet of soil, which it would take
The lower spurs
a rather large barrow to hold.
are to spread 6 to 9 inches on e.ithea- side of the
stem, and "shorter, lighter, and furthei- apart
as they ascend; the sap will be evenly apportioned, and every part of the tree bear fruits of
even size and quality." If the stems are given
tree

45° dt is difficult to midei'stand
the sap will be evenly apportioned on the
" No tree was ever
sides of the stem.
planted too high; the best examples of high
planting ai'e the mijlions of fine trees on the
It is true
raised banks of British hedgerows."
some fine trees are to be seen in such oosiitionis
been,
fed
by
the water
or
have
are,
where they
in the ditches, but still finer specimens are to be
found on comparatively level ground in some of
nur parks. I can point to some which measure 30
As to saying that
to 45 feeit in circumference.
no to-ee was evex planted too liigh, there is ample
proof, in most of the southern coimties, that
no fruit tree ever gets half enough water in an
ordinary season, or why do thev succeed doubly
As
as well when amply supplied with moisture.
to waiting till April, this is one of the worst
I would not
months to plant deciduous trees.
choose August, but would rather ]ilant in that
month than in April, and sprinkle whitening and
water over the leaves to check transpiration. During such a wint'^r as the present, with the exception of a week or two, planting could be done
with more certainty of success than in the spring.
tree does best planted
A. C. rightly says:
when it may move in the roots and not in the
head." This object is best nttnined wihen 'the
transplanting takes place immediately after the
primary leaves have commenc»d to change colour
in the autumn, supposing no late green growth
" The st-ronger a
has been allowed to form.
tree, the more it should be inclined from the
uprig^ht line." Are not strong-growing varieties,
when well managed, also correspond-inglv strong
at the base? And in planting a border must we
leave out the strong growers, which in some cases
may happen to be desirable ones, in order to
keep to the angle of 45°? If cordons are to be
pla.nted, I should prefer not to lean them to
the right or left leaning the top back to •'''o
wall is another matter which I will not now discuss, and certainly I would not leave half the
I
wall liaTe, as it must be under .4. C's plan.
also entirely disagree with winter and early
Wm. Taylor.
spring mulching.

an inclination of

how
two

"A

;

Conifers at Dropmore Damaged

bv

Snow— During

the past three years the Conifers
gardens have suffered much damage bv
unfavourable weather. The gale on March 28,
1916, ruined the beautiful Cedar avenue, last
season much damage was done by storms to valuable trees, and now the recent snow has caused
in these

extensive

damage

to

many

fine specimens.

A

large tree of Cedrus atlantica in the pinetum is
wrecked, and a fine old plant of Abies cephalonioa bas a huge limb torn off 50 feet in length
and 5 feet 10 inches in girth, at the place where
it joined the main ti-unk.
In falling the limb
stripped a fine Thuya dolabrata of its branches.
Pines have suffered somewhat, but no damage
has been done to any of the Douglas Tii-s, their
weeping habit enabling them to rid themselves
of much of the snow.
Chns. Pngr. Drnpinnre
Grirrlens. Maidenhead.

The Storing of Apples
29, 37).

—Our

fruit store

is

(see

on.

8,

19,

a large eellax undea-

the house without either a window or ventUation
except a slide in the door about 1 foot square,
which I never clo.se in the coldest of weather. The
door faces due north, and the cellar is quite
dark.
It has shelves all around and a raised
centre on which I keep Pears and dessert Apples.

We

always get a
excellently well.
good price for Apples in the spring on account
I have
of the firm, sound quality of the fruits.
exhibited fruits of Annie Elizabeth at our local

They keep

saow on August Bank Holiday the following year
One of cur varieties is nam.ed
after gathering.
Raglan, but l' cannot find the name in any list.
for making Apple moulds,
Apple
splendid
a
It fs
the fle.sh. when cooked, being of a stiff nature.
7'. .WiKon. Ardrn Hill Gartlcn.s, Atkerstone.
,/.

Mealy Bug on Vines.- Noticing youx remarks on Mealy Bug in the reply to Conxtntit
Header, on p. 40 of your issue of January 26, I
send you my experience in eradicating the
these gardens in
January, 1912, I found the vines smothered with
the
vines the houses
pruning
After
Bug.
Mealy
were thoroughly washed with Calvert's carbolic
soap and boiling water, adding a wineglassful of
The vines were then
paraffin to each bucketful.

On taking charge

Dest.

of

scrubbed with very hot water, and afterwards
scraped of all loose' bark. Sheets of brown paper
were laid underneath, and then burnt. The
vines were afterwards thoroughly washed twice
with Wood's nicotine soap and hot water, and,
when dry, painted with a mixture of clay, nicotine, soft soap and sulphur, of the consistency
The walls were given a coating of
of paint.
After the vines
hot Erne with paraffin added.
had started into growth they were examined
regularly once a week for Mealv Bug, and any
that were detected destroyed with methylated

by a small paint brush. That season very few bugs were found, but the vines
received the same treatment the following season,
since when not a trace of Mealy Bug has been
found. J. M. Itichards.
spirit applied

"Notes from

a

Galloway Garden".—

I should like to express through your columns
the debt of gratitude your numerous readers owe
to Sir Herbert Maxwell for his admirable series
of " Notes from a Galloway Garden," so appreciative of the real beauty of the many subjects
touched upon. There is "perhaps no departrnent
of gardening of which the average gardener is so
deficient in knowledge as that of trees and shrubs,
with the result that in many pleasure grounds

only the more common varieties of trees and
The notes regarding
shrubs are to be found.
hardv border flowers and their grouping in
fhrubleries were equallv valuable and delightT. M. E.
ful reading

"Duo-outs" in the Garden (see pp. 24,
Mr. Eowles states that I overlooked the
fact that suitable conditions for the storing of
I quite agree this might
fruit might be made.
be done, but the question of expense has deterred me several times from putting a concrete
arch to my roof to keep out the drip, which will
find its way through more or less, especially after
heavy rains. These are not ideal conditions in
which to keep either fruit or Potatos. For fruit
it would be much cheaper and more satisfactory
I have grown
to build a proper fruit-room.
several acres of field Potatos, and much prefer
the old-fashioned pie, or well-made clamp, for
the storing of all maincrop Potatos. I am glad
this subject has aroused a little interest and dis
cussion, which has bix)ught to light the advantages and disadvantages of these underground
I have found my dug-out very useful.
stores.
37).

TI'.

—

Peter.^,

Birds

Givons Gardens, Leatherhead.

«nd

Insects.— To balance the good
likely to be

there is
a plague of caterpillars this spring, judging by the
Motile seen lately. Amongst others the Mottled
Umlber moth (Hylbernia defoliaria) has been
Although not of such painiful
very plentiful.
interest to fruit-growers as the preceding, I
may mention also that I caught four sipecimens
in "one night of the striking little " Decembex
Moth," which I had always consideredi rather
unoommion- untU this season, whilst during late
Oiotolber and Noveimiber that very pretty moth
the Feathered Thorn (Himera pennaria), the
caterpillar of which feeds on the Oak. was unusuT. E. Tornalin, Be!t!>horn-ngh Garally plentiful.
dens. Piltoirn, Ireland.
effect of the scarcity of birds,

1918.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Committee.

Seientifle

;

(see p. 43).— In his refruit trees, .-1. C. states

Wall Fruit Tree*

9,

SOCIE TISS.

shelf is about 3 feet from the floor,
storiiig Potatos and other roots.
trees are mostly large specimens. Last
-year they bore very heavy crops, and the fruit

The bottom
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:

Jlessrs. E. A. Bowles
:
the chair), J. Fraeer, W. C. Worsdell, W.
Arkwright,
F.
and
J. Chittenden (Ihon.
Hales, J.

January

Present

29.

(in

sec).

Potato Reproduction.

—Mr.

Arkwright showed

a Potato oif the 1916 crop, which, remaining unplanted, had continued to throw out shoots and
The tubers were sucproduce small tubers.
cessively absorbed and shrivelled as new ones
were produced. The fonmation of young tubers
from pith cells inside the old tuber, when the
development of shoots is entirely suppressed, was
referred to by Mr. Woi'sdell.
Bowles showed a
Hi/hrid Galanthus. ^Mr.
number of seedlings raised b"y Mr. Chapman, of
Rye, apparently the result of crossing Galanthus
Whittallii with G. Fosteri, and slhowing characters of both parents in the foliage and to some
extent in the flowers.

—

We give the following extracts from the Report of the Council, which will be presented at
the one hundred and fourteenth aimual genea-al
oiieeting of the Society, to be held in the Council
Room, Vincent Square, at 3 p.m. on Tuesday,
February

12, 1918.

The Report of the

Council.

In the beginning of the year the Govea-nment
sought the Society's co-operation in still further
•organising the country and stirring it up to iriake
an adequate effort to produce aU tlie fruit and
vegetables required for home consumption, and
the Director-General of Food Production asked
the Council to release Dr. Keeble, the director
of the Society's gardens at Wisley, to take the
head of the Horticultural Section 'of his Department, under a joint arrangement between that
Department and the Society.

R.H.S. Panel.
of the y»ar the Council set
up a Panel of iExpert Garden-Advisei's, and
nearly 2,000 names from aU parts of the Kingdom are now inscribed upon it.

At the beginning

Connection with the Government.
In the summer a promise of a grant of money
was received from the Treasury to assist in defraying the expenditure the Society was incurring on Government Food Production work.
This enajbled the Oomieil to enlarge its efforts,
and a Conference was held at Wisley towards
The Society's Special
the end of September.
Representatives appointed by the Council to
deliver lectures throughout t.he country during
the winter 1917-18 were present at this Conference.

Food Production Publications.
Society's Food-Production Pamphlets and
Leaflets have been of great help to the nation
during the year. Since the war broke out approximately" 500,000 pamphlets, diaries and leaf-

The

concerning food growing and preserving have
been issued by the Society.

lets

Representations Made to the Government.
Throughout the year the Council have been
keenly alive to the" interests of horticulture in
everv" direction, and representations have been
made to Government Departments on the following matters (a) Potato prices (b) the pro(c) the revision of sugar for fruit preserving
:

;

;

lease of

making

tinplate for the

of fruit pre-

serving cans and canning apparatus (d) the provision of further allotment land and security
(e) the preservation of valuable
of its tenure
gai-den stock; (f) the exemption of necesisary
growers
from military service (g)
fi-uit
expert
the offer of help in extending the cultivation of
(h) the importation of bulbs
school gardens
and (j) the need for
(i) the carriage of plants
speedy return of empties.
;

;

;

;

;

Dutch Brown Beans.
Mrs. Labouchere most kindlv sent the Society
samples of this Bean in 1915, and they were
grown in a few private gardens, and aLso at Wis-

—
FEBRnARY

;

THE GARDENERS'
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War

The trials proved so satisfactory,
Jey in 1916.
aiid the quality as a food Bean so superior to
kind which we had previously
the
anything of
grown, that the consent of the Government was
ton
of the Beans to be imported
a
for
secured
last spring. They were widely distributed among
certain quantity was grown
and
a
Fellows,
the
at Wisley, from the produce of which a large
TVip=o will be disstock has been secured.
tributed to the Fellows in March next, by the
saime organisation, and in exactly the same way
as the surplus plants and seeds are always d-s-

CHRONICLE.

Relief Fund.

The work of the Society's War Relief Fund
has made considerable progress during the year,

tributed.

Lectures, &c.

The Society iopes to continue its food campaign unremittingly throughout 1918, and would
be g'.ad to increase it, if funds and staff peirmit.
In this connection almost aU the lectures ara-ang^d for 1918 are more or less directly connected with food production. A Potato lecture
will be given in London at the Mansion House,
at 3 p.m. on February 13, when the Lord Mayor
A second will be lield.
will occupy the chair.
in Westminster, at the Caxton Hall, at 3 p.m.
lon Wednesday, June 19, at which the ff Hon.
R. E. Prothero, President of tie Board of AgriMr.
culture, has been asked to take the chair.
W. Cuthbertson, V.M.H., .IP., will be the lecThe ordinary
turer on both these occasions.
Fellow^s' tickets will not admit to these two lecspecial tickets can be obtained by applytures
ing to the Secretary of the Society. Vincent
Square, Westminster.

but it has undergone a certain transition. As
already stated above, the work falling on the
Council and on the office staff had become more
Accordingly an
than they could accomplish.
outlet was sought for distributing the work
attendant upon the Fimd by foi-ming a new Committee and setting up a separate department for
This was
giving undivided attention to it.
effected by appointing four membea-s of the Council to act jointly with four members of the
Ladies' Committee. The offices of the Fund are
at present at No. 17, Victoria. Street, Westminster.

Obituary.
with deep regret that th" Council have
to record the death of many Fellows, particuGeorge Abbey, Elijah Ashlarly the following
worth, Lord Auckland, 'L. H. de B. Crawshay,
C. T. Druerv, V.M.H., Lieut. H. L. Fositer,
Alfred Hemslev, W. Marehall. V.M.H., Geo.
Massey, V.M.H., Earl of Mount Edgcumbe,
0. G. "Orpen, Marchioness of Ripon, Chas. Roas,
V.M.H., Leopold de Rothschild, Geo. Schneider,
E. D. Till, WiUiam Thompson, Ph. de Vilmorin,
and Walter Ware.
It is

:

New V.M.H.
Owing to the death of five holders of the VicMedal of Honour, the Council have ap-

;

toria

pointed the following gentlemen to this distincMr. W. Jackson Bean, Mr. F. J.
tion, viz.
Chittenden, F.L.S., Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart.,
F.R.S., D.C.L., LL.D., Dr. A, B. Rendle,
F R.S., F.L.S., and Sir Albert K. Rollit, D.C.L.,
LL.D., Litt.D.
:

Gifts to

War

Hospitals,

Camps, &c.

The Society has sent out very large consignments of bulbs, seeds, and books, during the
yea.r, to the base hospitals and camps in France,
and to the Prisoners of War Camn at Ruhleben.
The thanks of tlie Society are particularly due
to all who assisted by sending gifts for this
purpose.
The Society also provided the flower
stall at tbe Albert Hall bazaar for St. Dunstan's
May,
over which the Counte.«s of LimeHostel in
rick kindly presided, many of the Fellows sendvaluable contributions.
very
large
and
ing

Numerical Position.
following table shows the Society's position with regard to numerical strength during the
past year
652
Deuths and Resignations
572
New Fellows

The

:

WiSLEY Gardens.

face of this fact the existing staff

is

greatly to

work

accomplished.
Some most useful trials have been conducted,

be

congratulated

on

the

varieties
of
wart-resistant
particularly
of
Potatos. Reports on these trials will shortly be
issued.
A vahmble exhibit of wart-resjstant
Potatos, with cooked specimens, with the same
variety uncooked, was shown at the Society's
fortnightly meeting on October 23, when it attr,act°d much attention.
Experiments on the pruning and pollination of
fruit trees are being continued, and numerous
ne^v crosses of vines. Strawberries, and Rubus

are being grown.
The Society has made an offer to the Serbian
Government to give free training in gardening
to six young Serbians at Wisley, if the cost of
their maintenance can be otherwise pro\'ided.

University Degree in Horticulture.
Th» Council wish heartily to thank Sir Albert
K, Rollit, Chairman of the Horticultural Education Committee of the Senate of the Univerof London, for the great interest he has
in securing the institution hy the UniThe Syllaversitv of a Degree in Horticulture.
bus of Courses of Studies and Examinations will
be found in the University Calendar for 1917.

sity

shown

80

Numerical Loss

13,911
13,831

Total on December 31, 1916
Total on December 31, 1917

The work at the Society's gardens has gone
on unijiterruptedly, though, of course, it has
suffered very great inconvenience by the removal
In
of almo.st the whole of the regular staff.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
February 4.— Mr. Thomiis Bevan presided at
the annual meeting of this society, held at Carr's
Restaurant, Strand, on Monday, the 4th inst.
The Annual Report of the committee and Statement of Accounts had been circulated among the
members, and were therefore taken as read. The
report referred to the work of the society during
1917, including that of the Floral Committee,
in

connection

with

new

varieties

submitted

accounts showed a credit
Albert Kaye
Sir
about £17.
of
balance
president
Mr. Thomas
Rollit was re-elected
committee
executiv-i
the
of
Bevan, chairman
Mr. Jolm
Mr. E. F. Hawes, vice-chairman
hon.
Payne,
Harman
treisurer;
Mr.
C.
Green,
and Mr. C. H.
foreigJi corresponding secretary
general secretary. The whole of the
rurli.i,
retiring members of the committee were reMr. H. J. Jones was elected
elected, and
Mr. E. Such.
late
the
in
the place of
Following the formal business of the meeting,
the chairman presented a testimonial to the late
secretary, Mr. Richard A. Witty. The presentation consisted of an illuminated address and a
Several members spoke in appreciation
clock.
of the services Mr. Witty had rendered, and Mr.

award.

for

The

;

;

;

Witty suitably acknowledged the

gifts.

Revision op Piutzel's Index.
The revision of Pritzel's Index has not
escaped attention, and, as a first Step, two Committees have been set up with a view of finding
(a) the amount of information which those for
whose benefit the revi.'iion will be mainly undeirtaken would wish the new Pritzeil to includ'^
and Ih) the amount of information which those
familiar with the preparation of works of th:s
class consider that it may be possible to incorporate.
By the aid of these Comm.ittees it is hoped
to get matters in hand so as to he able to republish the work as soon after the wax ais pos-

January 14.- The nM.nt.Iilv mci'ting of this
Society was held in tlu- IMI.S. Hall on .Mcndav,
Mr. A. Bedford presideil. Four
the l4th ult.
new members were elected. Two members withdrew interest from their deposit accounts
amounting to £7 Os. 4d. The sum of £61 18s. 9d.
was passed for payment to the res])ective nomiThe sick pay for
nees of deceased members.
the month on the ordinary side was £77 3s. 8d.,
Section
State
£34, and maternity benefits

sible.

£10

",

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

IDs.
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CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Barley.

WiiERE the land is specially suitable, and the
season favourable. Barley forms one of the most
The Government price of
profitable farm crops.
bSs. per quarter for malting samples cannot but
be remunerative when we consider that even a
fair crop of five quarters per acre is easily produced, and at this low estimate means a gross
return of £17 per acre.
Barley can be grcfwn on shallow soil overlying
chalk, as the roots do not penetrate so deeply as
The roots of Barley not only
those of Wheat.
start fron the seed, but also adventitiously from
the lower part of the stem, just below the soil.
If on
Barley tillers more freely than Oats.
tlie farm there is a choice of soil, then dioose
for Barley that which is light in texture and
naturally drained, for example, tliat overlying
chalk, and one in which Turnips are grown and
fed off by sheep. Such stimulative foods as sheep
droppings ars all in favour of the Barley crop,
provided, of course, this is not excessive fixjm a
too liberal allowance of cake or previous manuring for the preceding crop. If the soil is too ridi
the quality of the Barley is deteriorated, and
there is considerable risk of the crop being lodged
by heavy rains and winds as the ripening stage
If the land is clean, as it should
approaches.
he, a good crop for Barley to follow is Wheat,
provided the land for this cereal is an good
Good quality Barley may be expected
heart.
even if the soil is not altogether thin, but of a
calcareous nature.
A Clo^ er ley is a good preparation if the
ploughii-g and pressing were done in the early
wiiit-ir to enable a good tilth to be obtained at
This preparation is not always
sovVLug time.
available, and does not admit of a second ploughwhich
spring,
is considered necessary for
in
ing
a good tillage for this crop, and especially if
the surface soil is of an adhesive, cold, and ungenial chai'acter.
An ideal preparation

would be sheep-fed Turnips during dry weather in November and December, ploughed at once 4 inches deep and again
ploughed twice if possible previous to sowing,
and give;i plenty of "work" to ensure a fine
surf ict and a good tilth.
The autumn ploughing of Wheat stubble
ensures such a preparation, as the pulverising
effect of winter frost and wind on the surface
would be assured, and, if di-y weather ensued
in February, then plough and cultivate well to
disintegrate all particles of Couch, sliould this
weci bo present, thus bringing it to the surface
to be picked off and burnt.
How the seed should be sown varies according
to circumstances. Drilling is the best method,
as the seed is deposited at a uniform depth,
thus ensuring an even and regular germination
and future growth. Consequently the ripening
This is highly improcess is simultaneous.
portant, as where the ripening is unequal the
quality of the Barley is uneven, and the later
ripened ears dilute the superior or earlier
ripened com, which is fatal to a good sale.
Broadcasting the seed, or even sowing with a
Massey-Ha(rria cullbivator, altlhough mora expeditious, does not commit the seed at such an
even depth, and this is in many instances the
cause of the crop being, to use a local term,
"hedge grown," which means that the crop contains both ripe and green ears.
"
March is a good time to sow if the "season
land in good working order is assured. Early
in April is not too late in the Southern Counties
provided the weather is favourable to growth
during May and June. Early-sown Barley as a
general ru'le produces superior corn, and the
ri])ening is more unifonn.
February,
In some districts drilling is done
and even in January, but this should only be in
favourable situations, where late spring frosts
are not common, as the growth is liable to be
checked, which cannot but be detrimental, as
irregular growth is not ''onducive to success.
The quantity of seed sown per acre varies in
districts as a rule Uiree bushels are sufficient, as
the tillering properties are greater than in Oats.
The application of stimulants during the
growing stage requires much thought and judgment much depends on the soil and the previous
Too much manure is injurious, while too
crop.

—

—

m

_

;

:

—

—
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results in a defective yield of both straw
and corn ; also in the quality, which is important.
Although March and tlie early part of
April is considered to be a good general time to
little

sow, good crops have resulted from May sowbut this can only be by tlie aid of showery
weatlier and bright sun from then onwards
ings,

through June and July. 1 merely mention this
to show those who Cannot sow earlier for Various
reasons that it id still possible to obtain a reasonable crop, but not ot tJie highest quality, by
sowing late.
WiUi Wheat and Oats a complete change of
seed is beneficial, but in the case of Barley it is
not so imperative, as when a particular variety
proves satisfactory the same strain of seed may
be employed successfully for several years on

CHRONICLE.

many yea.i's GoveiTior of the New BiveaCompany, who has died at Myddelton House,
WaUhani Cross, at the age of 87. Many of our

readers are familiar with the beautiful gaideas
ait Myddelton House, which are the especial care
of Mr. Bowles' son, Mr. E. A. Bowles, a very
keen horticulturist, the chairman of the R.H.S.
Scientific Committee, and a member of the Floral

there

is

may be

little

ciioice

necessary.

of

land,

For instance,

is

desired,

and

some stimulant

Turnips
or Swedes grown as the previous crop were
if tlie

carted off for store-fed cattle, then the land
under such conditions would need manuring.
When preparing the soil for the seed, sow
evenly over every acre 3 cwt. of superphosphate,
and when the Barley is well through the soil add
1 cwt. of sulpliate of ammonia per acre, which
will give a fillip to growth.
The following are desirable varieties
ChevalieT.
The most popular of all Barleys,
introduced by the Rev. D. Chevalier in 1830. A
well-grown ear produces sixteen grains on each
side of the raohis.
HalUtt's Pedigree Chevalier.— Selected by the
late Major Hallett in 1861. A prominent feature
of this strain is its tillering properties.
In every
respect is this a good variety for general use.
Archer's Stiff Straw. A vei-y prolific Barley,
and, as its name implies, it is not so liable It.
lodge, owing to the stiffness of its straw.
It is
an exceedingly good variety for general use.
Goldthorpe. ^Thls Barley was introduced in
1889 by Mr. Dyson, of Goldthorpe, and is highly
prized by many.
Standioell.
This sort is said to ripen earlier
than any other variety, which is a distinct point
in its favour.
E. 'MoTyneu.r, Swanmore PariFarm, Bish-op's Waltharn.

E. L.
Elizabeth.

1,

9,

D'Arcy Spice Pippin;

2,

1918.

Annie

W.

Victoria or Czar
v?ould be a suitable variety as a polleniser for
Kirke's Plum, which can scarcely be termed an
early
variety.
Coe's
Golden Drop might
serve, though it is one of the least selffertile Plums. Nearly all the Gage Plums fruit
better when pollenised by other sorts, but

Denniston's

:

If.

Superb

Gage

is

a,

self-fertile

variety.
Proha.bly this Plum would be too
nearly off blossom when Kirke's was in full
bloom to be a good poHeniser for it, but a ti-ee
or two might be tried, as the variety is well
worth growing.
This may also be said of

Oullin's

Camellj.\
.-1.
D. H. The ashes spread over the
surface of the borier would not in themselves
be hai-mful to the Camellias, but they might
conceal the fact that the border was getting too
dry, and thus lead to slight neglect as to watering. Further, we do not think the composition
of the soil you are using is quite suitable
it
should consist mainly of fibrous, turfy loam,
such as the top spit of an old pasture, the re:

:

Golden Gage.

PoiATos FOR Sandy Soil
B. J. E. M.
The
variety King Edward VII. is an early maincrop and one of the most productive, but while
it is quite suitable for sandy or heavy soils it
does not succeed in sJheltered gardens of re:

sti-icted space.
The tall haulm even gets destroyed by aphides and the tubei* fail to
mature, remaining watery and tasteless.
Do
not, therefore, plant King Edward, Arran
Chief, or other tall growers in closely fenced

The variety Sir John Llewelyn
of medium height, and produces large,
kidney-shaped tubers of excellent quality in
sandy or chalky soils. Other dwarf or moderate growers, of good quality and productive,
are
Early Puritan, Duke of York, and
Sharpe's Express.
Somewhat earlier and
equally good are Harbinger, Midlotliian Early,
Witch Hill, and May Queen, the last being
one ot the earliest. In case the first-iiamed
may be sold out, the other six wUl give you
gardens.
is

:

—

—l\

Pollinating Plums

Committee.

the same faim.

In some oases, where Barley

[February

J. P., for

—

choice of substitutes. May Queen is excellent
for early borders and forcing, but may not
crop so heavily as tlie others in sandy soil. All
are white-skinned and white-fleshed except
Duke of York and Midlotliian Early.

—

C. E.
Red ('iirr\nt.? Attacked by Fundus
The dark red excrescences on the shoots of
your Red Currant are the ascigrous stage of a
fungus known as Nectria cinnabarina. the
common name being Coral-spot Disease. The
fungus is commonly seen on dead branches,
and especiallv on old Pea-sticks. The species
also commonly lives as a parasite, and in the

—

:

entrance
case of living plants,
gains an
The fungus
in the bark.
spreads in the interior tissue, and :s often
present in parts not apparently affected. Cut
out all the disfigured branches well below the
pustules, and burn them, together with all
fallei twigs or branches,

through wounds

John Pope.— By

the deatli of Mr. John Pope,
whidh occuiTed on the 26th ult., in his 71st year,
a well-known and highly esteemed personality
has been lost to Midlajid hortdcuJture. The dnjceased's family Trad been aissociated with the nursery business for upwards of 130 years.
Thei
founder of the firm Mr. Luke Pope who was
born in 1740 and died in 1825 at the ripe age
of 85 years, was the gi'eat-grandfather of the
late John Pope.
The business was established

—

^n/a

at Gibb Heath, in tiie Handsworth district of
Birminigiliam, whei-e it was continued until 1865,
when, owing to the growtli and changed conditions of the neighbourhood, together with the

increasing
atmospheric impurities, the business was transferred to King's Norton, at
that time an open agricultural
district
in
Worcestershire, about five miles from Birmingham. About seven years ago the failing health of Mr. Pope necessitated the closing down of the business, with the exception of
the Daffodil portion of it, which is still being
carried on by his two daughters. Deceased took
an active interest in .all matters relating ito horticulture. He was maiinly responsible for the establishment of the King's Norton Floral Society,
and for a time acted as hon. treasurer. His ooiineotion with the Biraniiiffham Chrysanthemum
Society extended over very many years. He was
also a wai-m supporter of the Birmingham Gardeners' Mutual Improvement Society since its inception in 1386. The part he took in assisting
the late Mr. Robert Sydenham to found and
carry on the Midland Daffc>dil Society wi.ll be
within the recollection of early members and he
also served on the Daffodil Committee of the
Royal HorticulturaJ Society. His remains were
interred in King's Norton churchvard on the
30th ult.
:

/'ry/u.,/^3d

Turk

—

Li-KE POPE, teinijiis 1740-1825.
niiainder being made up of tough peait and welldecayed leaf-mould from such trees as the Oak
and Beech. To this compost some silver sand
may be added to keep it porous, hut the soil
must be made very firm and thoroughly well
drained. Charcoal added to the compost will
serve to keep it from becoming sour.
Names of Fruits. — In the naming of fruits, we degire
to oblige
our correspondents as far as we can,
but the tash would become too costly and too
time-consuming were there no restrictions. Correspondents should observe tlie rule that not more
THAN' six varieties be sent at any one time.
The
specimens must be good ones; if two of each
variety are sent, identification will be easier.
The
fruits should be just approaching ripeness, and
then should be properly numbered, and carefully
packed
in
strong
boxes;
cardboard is often

smasJied in the post.
A leaf or shoot of each
variety is helpful, and in the case of Plums.
and Nectarines, absolutely essential. In
cases it is necessary to l-now the district from
which the fruits are sent.
By neglecting these
precautions,
correspondents add greatly
to
our
labour and run the risk of incrensed 'delay and
incorrect
determination.
We do not undertake
to send answers through the post, or to return
fruits.
Fruits and flowering plants must not be
sent in the same hoi.
Delay in any case is unavoidable.

Peaches
all

Ohehvood.

Claygate Peai-main.
:

reeret to

Henry Carington Bowles,

11.

I.

—

:

aeration of the soil.
First thoroughly drain
the
land,
and then topthe sward with some rich compost,
such as old potting mould mixed with
sufficient

dress

well-rotted
rung.
Sweepings from gravel
roads, provided they are free from motor oil
and petrol, would also be beneficial. If the
lawns ar<? not used in winter, dress them in
late
autumn with farmyard and stable
manure, and use a brush-harrow to disintegrate the litter in the spring, afterwards
finishing the process with a wooden rake.
About the middle of February or beginning
of March, give the turf a dressing of some
nitrogenous manure, such as sulphate of ammonia, at the rate of OU'- ounce to the square
,vard. and repeat the application after an interval of a few weeks. Do not employ phosphatic
manures, as they tend to encourage the
growth of Clover, which is present in the
turf you sent.
It worms are troublesome,
use corrosive sublimate in the proportion of
half an ounce dissolved in fifteen gallons of
water. When the worms come to the surface
thev should be swept up. as thev would poison
fowls which might eat them.

;

;

;

:

HeNRY C«>»iNOTON BowLE*.- We
record the death of Mr.

T. L.

Ashmead's Kernel
16, Fearn's Pippin
27,
Sturmer Pippin
5, Gascoyne's Scarlet
17,
Egremont Russet: 1, Royal Russet: 9, decaved 28. Cox's Orange Pippin 24, not recognised probably
a
local
variety.
O. B.
Reinette Van Mons. /. E. A. Glon Morcean.

/. H.
The unsatisfactory condition ot
your turf is apparently due to lack of drainage.
The sample you sent us is in a very
sodden condition, and the weak, unsatisfactory
growth of the grass points to in-

;

—

—

Communications Becelved. — S. A— J. H. P.—
G. H. H. W.— A. W. R— C. A. 0.—J, G. W.^J. K,—
N'.
R C—T. S ^U. H. S.— W. W.— A. O — F J —
R.

I.

L.— F.

.S.— L. S.
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resting or drying of the bulbs requires
and judgment, as they must
be subjected to drought when they are growing. Water should be wLthiheld as they are completing a period of growth ; this Ls rather difficult to e.xplain, but it may be most clearly explained by saying that the young seedlings make
ithejr growth in pexiods or cycles, with little or
jio rest between if they are kept supplied with
This
water, heat, and artmospheric moisture.
slight natural pause in their growth may be told
by observing that there are no young leaves
showing in the centre of the plant. The observaat cultivator will anticipate this period by
.gradually withholding water ; such a period witTi
young plajits should occur about October and
,

.considerable care
iiot
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HIPPEASTRUMS.

HIPPEASTEUMS,
are

still

known

which

in

many gardens

as Amaryllis, are propa-

gated from seeds and offsets ; the flowers
are easily cross-fertilised, and, as a rule, the
plants produce seed freely, bo that the usual
method of propagation is by seed.
When the seeds are harvested they Should be
dried for a few days, and then sown in pota
or pane filled with light, sandy soil, taking care
The seed-pan
not to cover them too deeply.
should be plunged in a propagating case having
lipat of 65" to 70°.

a bottom

When

Large

enough

to

lia-ndle

the seedlings

should be pricked off into pans of liglit. rich
soil, and later they should be pfitted singly into
The pots containinc tli- seedlings
small pots.
should be plunged in a mild hot-bed, where, in
a temperature of 60° to 70°. combined with a
moist atmosphere, they should make rapid proThe plants should be afloi-ded larger pots
gress.
as they require increased root space, but very
large pots should not be used until the plants
reach a flowering .lize receptacles 5 or 6 inches
If well
in diameter are quite large enough.
grown, a goodly proportion of the seedlings
should be of flowering size at the end of two
;

years.

After having attained to flowering size and
fully comploted their growth, the plants sihould
be rested by withholding water and lowering
the temperature.
Where large quantities are

grown, and suitoble

available, the
seedlings, inetead of
in pots, may
If this method is
be planted out in bods.
adopted the seedlings should be pricked off into
pans or bo.xes and grown on for a time until
they are large enough to plant out. The most
suitable place to grow the bulbs in this manner
is the bed of a propagating house where there

conditions

being grown

is

bottom

heat.

flowering.

The potting or repotting of the plants is possibly the most critical stage in the culture of
Jlippeastrums, for unless great care is exercised
from over-watering before
they usually suffer
If, through overthey have made new root«.
the plants fall an
weakened,
growth
is
watering,
easy prey to t.he bulb mite, which seems always
to be present in a collection.
Plants in flower may be removed to a warm
conservatory or greenhouse, and when flowering
is over they should be returned to their growing house and plunged in the bed. During the
summer they should receive a moderate amount
of fresh air, and muat not be densely shaded,
as they benefit by a consider.ible amount of sunshine." Wlien the bulbs are in full growth and
the pote filled with healthy roots, ample supplies of water are necessary, and dilute liquid
manure or soot water should be used twice a
weeJ<, altcrnalid with a concentrated fertiliser.
As the plants complete their growth, T,vater
should be gr;uhiiilly withhold, the plants lifted
from the bwl and removed (o a cooler house,
where they sliou'd be exposed to full sunshine.
WTien it is desired to have n Kntch in flower
very early, strong plants should be selected and
started early th" previous season, to allow them
early, say during
to complote tli«>ir growth
At tlio completion of growth they
August.

layer of clinkers should be placed at the
of the bed for drainage, and over t<he
clinkers a layer, some 6 inches deep, of good

loam, mixed with a little bone-meal,
leaf-mould, and coarse sand. The bulbs may be
planted 6 inches apart, and, with attention to
syringing and watering, they should make rapid

mellow

when a proportion

have attained flowering size, they
should be lifted and potted for flowering, but
before this is done they require to be rested by
a gradual drying off, and if possible a lower
of the bulb.s

temperature.

all

flowering bulbs.

secticide.
Hippeastrums should not be igrown in
houses containing other plants.
The bulb mite. niii7.op;!yphus Robini, is said to
be accompanied by Yeast of Gluten (Sacoharomyces glutin), a fungus which shows in red
patches on the pla.irts. Some authorities say it
is caused by the attacks of the mites, others hold
that it precedes an attack. I myself believe that
mite is always present in a collection, and is

more or

less liarmless, until

some error in

culti-

as over-watering, weakens the
plants and lays them open to attack.
If a collection becojnes badly infested, prompt
and drastic measures are neceseary ; iha bulbs
should be shaken out, all loose scales and decaying parts removed, and the plant washed care-

vation,

such

in an insecticide.
Pl.ice the bulbs head
to drain, and afterwards dust them
with powdered charcoal, lime, and flowers of sulphur. They should be potted in fresh compost.
The house should be cleared out and thoroughly cleansed, removing and destroying laJl

fully

downwards

plunging ma.terial. The walls of the plungingbed should be well scrubbed with hot water and'
soft soap, and afterwards spi-ayed with a strong'
solution of carbolic aoid.

All wall surfaces should then lie iwashed with
to which is added a good liiandful of
flowers of sulphuT to every bucketful of limewash. J. C.
ft-esh lime,

PLANT NOTES.
HIPPEASTRUM ACKERMANNII OR
ACRAMANNII.

Regarding the general collection, as tlho plants
complcite thciir growth they should be t,iken from
the bed and removed to a cooler and drier house,
Early in tlie
and water gradually withheld.
New Year they should be examined, and all
shaken out,
be
should
repotting
plants requiring
cleano<l of all loose scales, the decayed base of
with an
washed
the bulb and decayed roots,
insecticide, and afterwards du.=ited with lime,
powdered charcoal, and flowers of sulphur. Afterwards repot them in clean, carefully drained

name is referred to as Aci-amannii, with the fol" This received the name of
lowing explanation
Acramannii (and also the erroneous one of Ackermannii), and was the resu.It of a cross by Messrs.
Garraway and Sons, of Bristol, in 1835, between
Hippeastrum aulicum, II. platypetalum, and H.
psittacinum.
It was named Acramannii in com-

using receptacles

of

'a

small size.

The

compost Should consist of good medium loam
with the addition of a little bone-meal, soot, leafmould and sand.
Plants in good condition at the root should^
have some of the surface .soil remoiTed, replacing
it with a top.<lressing of a rich compost.

Propagation by Offsets.
yeajs,

from

Red spider attacks plants grown in a dry atmosphere, but can be kept in check by syrihging
witji cjear water.
Tlirips are often troublesome,
arbd may be kept in check by the same means and
by fumigating. Mealy bug and bulb mites are
the worst enemies. If mealy bug gains a footing
on the plants it is very difficult to eradicate, as
the pest gets between the scales of the bulbs,
where it is difficult to dislodge. The only remedy
is sponging and bnislLing them out with an in-

Tkerb seems to be a difference of opinion with
regard to the correct name of this old hybrid
Hippeastrum or Amaryllis, as it is still frequently
In Nicholson's Dictionary/ of Gardentermed.
ing, and in the two Keu) Hand Lists of Tender
Mononolyledons of 1907 and 1915, it is spelt

.progress.

At the end of two

detached without injury if left until they
have grown to a considerable size. They shoul<}
be potted up in small pots and treated in every
respect like the older bulbs.
Unless it is desired to increase any partiouJar
sort by this means, offsets are best suppressed

should be removed to a cold frame in full exposure to the siin, and water gradually withAfter a good rest the plants may be
held.
had in flower curly in the New Year. Those
seleoted
th.-vt do not require repotting should be
for the earlif^t flowering batches, for, being
established at the root, they readily start into
flower and yrowth.

pots,

A

bot<lfim
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Propagation by means of offsets
dt

is

:

pliment to G. Acraman, Esq., of tlie city of
This was unquestionably the finest
Bristol.
hybrid yet raised, but a few years later was
by
a seedling of the same firm, flowered
eclipsed
in 1850 from Hippeastrum aulicum crossed with

Acramannii
named
Johnsonii,
hybrid
the
pulcherrima, from a resemblanee it bore to tlio
This lost ds of great interest,
original hybrid.
as one of the parents used by Messrs. Veit-ch
some years later, in the production of the first

Hippeastrum raised at Chel-ea. "
is

adopted

desired to increase the number of
The offsets should
any particular variety.
be detached when the plants are being repotted, taking care not to damage the base
The offsets are the more readily
of th« bulb.

whem

Ackermannii. This would appear to be conclusive evidence of its correctness, but in an article
on HippeastTums in Hortus Veitdtii, p. 467, the

W.

T.

AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS IN THE
OPEN.
It

may

interest

readers

who

cultivate

the

Agapanthus as a hardy pjanit to learn that
Agapanthus umbellatus, in a dry border facing

—

;
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south-west, and sheltered from the north-west,
north, and east, remained quite fresh and green
until the fourth week of December, when the
foliage

was touched by

frost,

became

flaccid,

and lost some of its colour. The plant is unprotected in winter, save by its own foliage, which
I find sufficient to save it in the spring, when
the young leaves are most liable to injury.
plant of A. Mooreanus, with the same exposure,
but not so sheltered, lost its freshness early in
November, and the old leaves are now soft and
colourless, although it is in other respects hardier
S. Arnott, Sunnymead,
than A. umbellatiis.

A

K irJcciid brig/itshire.
COLUMNEA BANKSII.

Among

the

ment on

inasmuch that it is
equally as showy as the male parent, C. Oerstediana, and much more robust in growth.
While
either

more valuable stove plants that

have been introduced to our gardens during

parents,

SPECIALLY USEFUL ROSES.
One of the most experienced of English
rosarians reoently gave it as his opinion that of
aU the many new Eoses annually brought into

C. Oerstediana unfortunately has been lost here,
C. Banksii lives on quite happily.
The hybrid

shows clear traces of tlie C. Schiedeana in cerobscure markings of the flower, but the
leaves are much smaller, and in the colour and
size of the flower and also the shape of the leaf,

commerce, not more than two or three survived
the third year of their introduction to an interested but critical public, and he believed this
to be true alike of those varieties which did or
did not receive the distinction of a Gold Medal,

tain

it

is

entirely different.

and

In colour of flower, in

Award of Merit, or similar mark of approbation,
when exhibited. He added that the
proposition would be found to be equally true
if applied to the new Roses observed while growing and reported on at the trial grounds at
Bagatelle, in Paris.
Seeing that the number
of new Roses introduced into commerce yearly
is 200 to 300, this would give only about 1 per
cent, of new Roses that become popular varieties,
and the inquiry of a bystander whether raisers
were aware of the kind of Roses sought for by
the public, was in the circumstances not unnatural.

most nearly resembles C.
is 3 inches long, and
measures about 1^ inch
across ; the upper
lobe measures about f inch in width and
the same in length, while the narrow lip is
I inch long, and rather more than | inch in
habit,

foli.age

The

16, 1918.]

THE ROSARY.

C. Oerstediana, perhaps tlie finest of the three
species first mentioned above, and is an improve-

Oerstediana.

Maxiodltowv,

Febbuaey

it

corolla

Raisei's

take

very

considerable

trouble

in

and selecting seedlings before putting
on the market.
Only small numbers
of the best seedlings are retained and propagated, and many stories are told of Roses
satisfactory
being
that have proved really
saved from the rubbish-heap by some accident
it therefore seems to be the case that any real
test of the suitability of a Rose for garden purposes can only be applied by trial in the garden.
It this be so, we must not e-xpect to be able to
form a final opinion of any new variety until
it has passed the only (est that is worth consideration and the variety has been in actual cultitesting

them

vation for three or four years.

Let us consider the best dozen Roses for garden
purposes, confining ourselves for the moment to
the Hybrid Teas, as perhaps the most popular
class among the generality of Rose growers.
The first half-dozen will require little consideration, and we may take as easily pre-eminent
Mrs. E. G. Hill (pink), Caroline Testout (pink),
Mrs. Edward Powell (crimson), Mme. Ravary
:

Mme. L^on Pain (salmon), Mme.
Edouard Herriot (copper).
The next half-dozen will be more difficult of
selection, but we shall probably not be far wrong
(yellow),

—

General McArthur (crimson), Gruss an
Teplitz (crimson), Ophelia (blush pink), Prince de

with:

Bulgarie (apricot), Mme. Abel Chatenay (pink).
Papa Gontier (pink).

my own garden and private preRichmond should have had a place, but
conscious that some do not find it a success, and have therefore omitted it.
What, then, are the qualities that secure these
Roses their pre-eminence as garden plants ?
Judging from

ference,
I

Fig.

recent

years

are

several

handsome

1. Possibly one should put first continuity of
flowering, or at least a constant succession of
flowering periods, with no long flowerless intervals between them. In this particular Richmond
is unsurpassed among the H.T.s, but Mrs. E.
Powell is nearly as good, and a better grower.

27.—coltimnea banksii.

species

of

Columnea, including the erect-growing C. magnifica,
C. Oerstediana, and C. glabra, all of
which have large scarlet flowers, the last two
being of pendant habit. For long before these
species were introduced we had the pretty C.
Bcandens and the sombre-coloured but curious
and attractive C. Schiedeana, and now to these
have been added certain hybrids raised at Kew
and Cambridge, so that it would be easy to
make up a charming group of these useful basket
Gesnerads. One of these hybrids is illustrated in
fig. 27.
It was raised by Mr. G. H. Banks, now
of the Botanic Garden, Glasgow, when foreman
of the Cambridge plant houses, and I have
pleasure in giving it his name.
It was raised
between C. Schiedeana, the mother parent, and

breadth.

The

am

When
exterior of the corolla

is

sparsely

and the corolla is curiously saccate at the
base, the pouch probably secreting honey.
The
mouth of the corolla is marked by obscure
yellowish lines from the influence of C. Schiedeana. There U a curious thick scale-like gland at
the base of the ovary. A hybrid raised in these
gardens and at Kew between C. glabra and C.
Schiedeana has also a more i-obust habit than C.
Schiedeana, The cultivation of Columneas is not,
as a rule, difficult C. Oerstediana and C. glabra,
however, require careful
treatment.
These
plants, though belonging to a different tribe of
hairy,

:

the Gesneraceae, strongly recall the genus
Aeschynanthus, but the members of the latter
genus are Asiatic plants, while Columneas are all
natives of tropical America. 7?. Irwin Lynch.

the
for

the revival of gardening took place in

17th and 18th centuries the Rose held
some time no very high place, and was quite

secondary in interest to the Tulip, the Carnation and the Daffodil.
This is often put down
Dutch William and the
particular interests of the gardening writers of
those days, but there was another and better
reason for it. The Rose was then only a summerflowering plant. When, under the influence of the
three forms of R. indica, it became perpetual,
or at least autumnal, its status rapidly and wholly
changed, and with the growth of its perpetual
character during the first half of the 19th century it easily outdieta.nced its competitors as a
garden favourite. Continuity of flowering into
late autumn is therefore of capital importance.
2. Closely associated with the last character
to the Court influence of

!

February
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The
copious and healthy foliage.
antithesis of the flower and the leaf is a poetical
conception, " and which will ye honoure, Tel me
I pray, this yere, the Leafe or the Floure," and
Perhaps he was right,
the poet chose the leaf.
that

is

for the

of

wrong

reason, as

may sometimes happen

with great men ; for it is very certain that
One
without the leaf there will be no flower.
has only to notice the dire destruction of all
autumn flowering that may result in a garden
from an attack of black spot, that strips the
leaves from the plant and ends its flowering for
the year ; this will convince the most sceptical
how closely healthy foliage is connected with
beautiful blossoms.
In this connection there are some Roses on
my list to which exception might be taken, for
ilme. Abel Chatenay and Papa Gontier are somewhat sparse in foliage, and Gruss an Teplitz and
Prince de Bulgarie, though when healthy they
have copious and particularly beautiful foliage,
are both rather readily attacked by black spot
disease.
To those who find the dwarf Papa
Gontier too poor in growth I would recommend
the climbing variety.
3. Hardiness is, of course, a necessity, and
without it a variety rapidly disappears, but in
this respect there is little to complain of as a
rule among new Roses.
4. Colour is certainly important, in the sense
It is certainly the
that it should be definite.
case that in the past we have been offered too
rather
washy
colouring. In this
many varieties of
respect the late autumn flowers of Mme. Ravary
leave much to be desired, but a good yellow
variety that will retain its colour through the
late autumn is still wanting ; the second flowering of General McArthur is often poor in colour
if hot sunshine prevails.
5. Form in the flower is the character that is
Mrs. E. G. Hill,
most wanting in my list.
Ophelia, and Mme. Abel Chatenay have flower.'
that are nearly always well formed, while Caro
line Testout, Mme. Ravary, Mme. L^on Pain,
and Prince de Bulgarie are usually fairly well
shaped, but most of the others are capable of a
good deal of improvement in form, particularly
in the centre of the flower, which often has relatively short petals.
6. Rain resistance, or the power to open the
flowers well and retain them when open for a
certain period of time in tolerable condition
during wet and stormy weather is, in this country, of the utmost importance for a garden Rose.
To accomplish this, the petals ought not to be
too densely packed in the flower, lest the out«r
ones perish while still wrapped tightly round
the blossom, which rots before it can open.
Again, the petals must themselves be stout and
leathery in texture to be able to resist rain as
well as disease.
For its size, Mrs. E. G. Hill is
particularly good in this respect and after two
days' rain the beds of these plants will be found
;

full of fine

flowers.

Mme. h6on Pain

is

rather

by rain, but produces a fresh set of
flowers so quickly that the spoiled blooms are
hardly noticed.
7.
The power to produce a fair proportion of
good flowers without disbudding is another useful
easily spoilt

The variety Mrs. E. G. Hill will do
as will many of the H.T.s, both early and
but in the late summer or second flowering

quality.
this,

late,

they are apt to push up a single strong shoot bearing very numerous flowers, which are of little use
if not thinned, while others somewhat resemble
the II. P. s, and normally carry a group of flowers
at the apex of the shoots. There would be much
to be said in favour of a Rose that would habitually bear a number of branches, each carrying
a single flower at the apex.
8.

the good garden Rose must be a
grower, producing stems stout enough
the flower erect, or nearly so, and
grow .so wildly as to be unruly and
for the restraint necessary in garden
borders.
In this respect few varieties

Finally,

vigorous
to carry
yet not
unsuited
beds and

—

—

unwise and unfair, as I hope to show ; it
was voiced by Rivers in the fifties and Shirley
Hibberd in the six"ties, and we hear it to-day.
Now, if we begin to try to improve annuals, as
Jlr. Wilks did his Shirley Poppies, we may sow
the seed and begin to select and breed from the
best plants in the course of ^ season.
It is not
so with Roses, as it is often some years before
seedling Roses flower.
Finally, a stock of the
selected seedlings must be budded, and a prealike

rejected.
The
best are brought into commerce, and the public
is able to purcha.se them and commence observations for the purpose of approval or rejection in

liminary observation affirmed oi

the ensuing season.
The late Sir Michael Foster once remarked that
the most interesting part of gardening was the
raising of seedlings and the watch for improve-

ments on existing types. The raisers have done
the preliminary work of hybridising and the
rejection of the obviously worthless, and it remains for the gardener to enjoy the process of
subjecting the results obtained to the final test
of cultivation in the garden.
In this spirit he
will secure much interest and satisfaction from
the study of new varieties.
Wfiifr Jtost.

TREES A ND SHRUBS.
THE RED

OAK.

At least three species of the Oaks of eastern
North America bear the name, or merit th«
name, of Red Oak, by reason of their xichlycoloured autumn foliage. But Quercus coccinea
has, perhaps, the strongest claim to this distinc-

My attention was attracted an late
autumn and early winter to some trees of this
species growing on a small estate here in Hention.

field,

65

Mme. Ravary, which

habitually makes
numerous short-jointed branches, which ripen
quickly and well. This good habit of growth, as
it is called, is alike an absolute requisite and the
point where new Roses most often fail.
It is to qualities such as these that we must
devote our attention in experimenting with and
selecting new Roses.
The complaint that too
many new Roses are offered that we are overdone with varieties is a very old one, and is

excel

Su.s»»x,

called

"Red Oaks," held by the
When we arrived at Hen-

Rev. H. B. Dunlop.
field at the beginning of October, Scarlet Runner Beans and Dahlias were still flourishing, but
by the middle of the month these exotics were
in rags.
Soon the trees assumed their varied
autumn tints, which were very brilliant in this

The gold

of the Elms
and the crimson of Quercus coccinea were perhaps the finest and certainly the latest of the
auturtn tinting, the foliage surviving 8° of frost
district of noble trees.

We

in mid-December.
had sunny days at the
time, which brought out the most striking colour
effects.

NOTES FROM AMERICA.

THE JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE.'
The

so-called Jerusalem Artichoke

is

really

a Sunflower, Helianthus tuberosus, and a native
United States. It is one of a group of
tuber-bearing Sunflowers, and was known to the
Indians as an important source of food before
the arrival of the white man. According to Dr.
V. Havard, the tubers were mentioned by Champlain as early as 1503, and were brought to France
by Lescarbot, who, in 1612, described them as
being " as big as small Tui'nips, excellent to eat,
with the taste of Artichoke, but more agreeable,
and multiplying in a wonderful way." Parkinson, in 1629, said tliat the tubers were commonly
offered for sale in London.
In spite of this excellent start, the plant has of late years been
little used in America, except more or less as
food for hogs, which do their own harvesting.
Vilmorin has long advocated its use in France,
offering four varieties in his catalogue,
Sutton's
catalogue (1917), just received, lists three varieties, with a statement that six pounds of tubers
planted gave a yield of 18 stones.
Here,
we raised them this
in Boulder, Colorado,
ground at th«
year in
unfertilised
rate
9.65
tons
to
the
acre.
They were
of
planted 3 feet apart in the row, which were made
Apparently they could be more
2 feet apart.
crowded without disadvantage. There were no
have used the
pests of any consequence.
tubers a great deal as a vegetable, and like them
very much.
According to published analyses,
they have about the same food value as Potatos,
with a little more protein (2.6, as against 2.1 per
In other places
cent.) and less carbohydrate.
very much larger crops have been recorded. Thus
in the State of Washington it was reported by
of the

We

W. H. Lawrence

that,

in 1909,

Red Jerusalem

Artidiokes yielded at the rate of 20.26 tons to
the acre, and in 1910 the White variety, on sandy
soil, cropped at the rate of 38.9 tons per acre
When fertiliser is used, H. Blin concludes that
potash is the important element to be supplied.
In view of all these facts, it seems that this
plant should be more freely grown, especially in
war times, when it is so important to get a
maximum yield. T. D. A. t'ockerell, Boulder,
Colorado.

THE EFFECT OF ONE PLANT ON
ANOTHER.
Mr. Spenceb Pickering's
Oct. 27, 1917, p. 170) in

crucial

test

(see

growing three Mustard

plants in separate pots and submitting one
tray containa
of them to seepage from
ing soil in which Mustard had been sown
or was growing, proves that plants of tlic same
species develop an aversion from growing in the
company of each other. This aversion, or toxic
is well known and pronounced with
Mr. Pickering repeats his
experiment as related in the third column of
The whole tenor of the experiments,
p. 170.
and the assertion tliat the roots of grass form a
poison detrimental to tree growth, has not been
proven at least, the evidence as submitted in
the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle is inconclusive. There has been much controversy on
the question of growing grass in orchards, for a
Thomas Meehan, while
half century or more.
editor of the Gardeners' Mnntldy contended that
he could never see that evil results followed.

principle,

The Red Oaks house, Mr Punlop informed
me, was baiJt in 1838, and the original Oaks
were planted about the same date
There are
several trees, all more or less damaged by the
terrific windstorms that occasionally speed over
the Downs,
The best spooimon is about 50
feet high, with a .spread of 76 feet and a girth
of 6 feet 8 inches. Examples, of similar dimensions, exist in West Dean Park, Chichester.
But this Red Oak is still very rare in the
United Kingdom, though it must have been introduced very early, as a specim"n is said to
have been growing jn Bishop Compton's garden

Cruciferous plants.

;

Growing

about ten years old, retained their brilliant foliage longer than any other kind of tree.
The
leaves, it may be added, are elegant in shape and

in
especially
in
orchards,
grass
trees,
in
my experience
of
old
the overserve
as a check on
production of wood, .^nd acts in the very
same manner that root-pruning does in deIt is virtually a check.
veloping fruit-spurs.
Young Apple orchards, on the contrary, are benefited by being kept clean and the soil cultivated,
but it is a common practice toward the end of

delicate in texture, with brittle-tipped ultimate
lobes and borne on long, slender stalks.
W.

the summer to sow the ground down to winter
Wheat or Rye. Grass in orchards removes from

Fulham

in 1691.
At Henfield, as I was
by Mr. Park, the gardener, Quercus coccinea rarely bears Acorns, and never more than a
very few so few that they are germinated in pots
to escape being eaten by mice. Some young trees,

at

told

—

Bntting

Hemshy.

the

case

seems

to

the soil great quantities of moisture, and in a

•

—

—
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sense robs the trees of nourishment, yet it may
effect of causing the young growths of
the trees to ripen.
The evil, if any which I
very much doubt in the case of old trees is
physical, and not toxic. Alex. MacElwee, Philadelphia.

have the

—

SUNFLOWER SEED

—

According to a report* to the National Paint,
and Varnish Association (U.S.A.), oil from

Sunflower seeds
in

mixing

may be

is

used instead of Linseed

Almost as good as the

paint.

concerned. Sunflower oil
said to be superior to Linseed oil for varnish.

latter so far as paint

is

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
P. Jordan. Gardeiier to Lieut.-Col. Spbndbr
Clay, M.P., Ford M.-inor, Lingfleld, Surrey.

By

EikRuv PEA«.-Rough pits answer well for
dwarf early Peas, with or without
large frames can be simUaffly
The best results usually attend the
utilised.
forwiai-diing

glass coverings

;

the plants in small pots,
shallow boxes for planting out either
open ground. Sow the seeds
thinly and genninate them in a cool house. Make
a shiillow hot-bed in a pit, and cover it with a
layer of fairly good soil to a depth of not lees
By the time the Peas are fit
than 9 inches.
to transplant the soil will be warmed through.
tiu-i'es,

of

raising

od-

in pits or in the

STANOERIA PARADOXA.

16, 1918.

Parsnips.— This valuable winter vegetable is
easy cultivation, provided dt is grown in
deeply-dug ground free from fresh manure.
Parsnips may foUow a Celery crop, as the soil
for Celery is worked to a good depth. If exhibition roots are required, make holes 3 feet deep
anid 15 inches apart with an iron baa', filling them
with a light, rich compost, and sowing three
seeds on the top of each station.
The Parsnip
requires a long season of growth, therefore the
seed should be sown as soon as the weather is
favouiiable and the soil in a suitable condition
Sow the seeds thinly in drills
to receive them.
of

practice

Stanqehia might be called a freak genus of
an order, Cycadaceae, which occupies an isolated
position in the vegetable kingdom.
The plant
has a stem that suggests a Turnip, and leaves
which in form and venation so closely resemble
some Ferns that when first introduced it was
mistaken for one, and was actually described as
a Lomaria.
The inflorescence is a cone, in the
male plant cylindrical (see fig. 28), and in the
female plant short, after the style of an Artichoke (see fig. 29). The plant grows wild in South
-Africa, the largest forms of it being found in

[February

peated as STiocessdonal sowings of Peas are made
to keep up a constant supply. The round-seeded
or summer Spinach is the most suitable kind for
early cropping.

The Week's Work.

OIL.

Oil
oil

-

the tropics, whilst in the more /temperate regions
quite stubby. A botanist might find mateLn the variations for half-a.-dozen species,
or, if reasonable, look upon them all as forms
of one.
The plant has been in cultivation since
1851, when it was sent to Mr. T. Moore, Chelsea
Botanic Gardens, as a Fern. The largest specimen
I have ever seen is at Kew, and it came from

made 16

inches apart, and thin the seedlings to
The Student is a reliable
6 or 9 inches apart.
variety, and gives roots of good quality.

Rhubarb.— The growtli of Rhubarb may be
hastened considerably by placing pots over some
of the crowns, as soon as they show signs of
starting into gu-owth, covering the pots with long
strawy litter and leaves. The ])resent is a suitable time to make fresh plantations of Rhubarb,
using stools that have been forced in deeplycultivated, heavily-manured ground, as the roots
grow deeply. Allow a space of 4 feet between
the rows and 3 feet between the roots of moderate-sized varieties, but for strong-growing sorts
the distance should be 4 feet between the roots
in the rows.

it 16

rial

THE HARDY FRUIT

FiQ Treks on WALLS.-It is time to reof the protective material, whether
evergreen boughs, Bracken Fern, or straw, from
Figs trained to walls. In a few weeks it can
be taken away entirely, and the nailing and
If the trees
training of the trees attended to.
are growing strongly, and not very fruitful,
I am of the
root-pruning may be necessary.
opinion that if root-pruning were done more
generally in the case of Fig trees in the open,
there would be greater crops of this fruit. In the
rase of vei-y luxuriantly growing trees, do not
To sever
liesitate to prune the roots severely.

move some

Hermann Wendland, who grew it in the botanic
gardens at Herrenhausen. The cones illustrated
were produced at Kew, the three males by the
big plant which for many years has been cultivated in the Victoria House, the conditions there
being evidently to its liking. W. Watson.

FRUIT REGISTER.

UNDESIRABLE APPLES.
published lists of Apples, which include
something like 800 varieties, could be much reduced with material gain to the community.
There are some who advocate the planting of
numerous sorts on the ground that if one fails to
crop others may not. If the latter are varieties of
poor quality there is not much gain.
Nurserymen are not in favour of so many varieties ; too
often to them it means occupying valuable space
for some years with sorts that can only satisfy
the whims of a few customers, when trees of
other sorts would prove much more satisfactory.
Gardeners in large establishments plant many
varieties, arguing that their employers like to see
a well-filled fruit-room, with much variety.
I
need hardly say I do not write for this class of
cultivator, but rather I try to teach those with
little experience which are the niost desirable
sorts to grow. The following varieties could easily
be dispensed with for a start, as there are others
more valuable in season at the same time
Baumarm's
Reinette,
Mabbott's
Peai-main,
Nanny, Yorkshire Beauty, Wealthy, Manks'
Codlin, Belle de Poitou, Beauty of Stoke, Barchard's Seedling, Bess Pool, No Surrender,
Lemon Pippin, Cockpit, Bedfordshire Foundling, Crimson Bramley, Dr. Harvey, Duchess's
Favourite, Domino, Gloria Mmidi, Hawthomden,
Gravenstein, King of the Pippins, Broad Oak,
British Queen, Woi-msley Pippin, Red Astrachan,
Ashmead's Kernel, Alfriston, Scotch
Bridget, Bougemont, Castle Major, Scarlet Nonpareil, Queen
Caroline, Schoolmaster,
Scarlet
Pearmain, Syke House Russet, Yellow Ingestre,
Bamack Beauty, Baron Wolseley, Calville
Blanche, Calville Malimgre, and Cardinal.
E.
:

I

Fig. 28.

male cones of stangebia paradoxa.

As an

early crop is most needed, such varieties
as Little Marvel, Eight Weeks, Laxtonian, and
Pioneer should be selected
the three former
may be put out rather thickly in rows 15 inches
apart, but for the stronger varieties allow a
space of 18 inches.
;

Peas on Early Borders. -There

8ud

W<yrU, Nov.

6,

1917.

is

always

a risk attending very early sowing of Peas out-ofdoors, and especially on heavy soils. The Marrowfat varieties being more tender than round
seeded sorts, the surest way is to sow as advised
above, and better plants result than when i-aised
in heat.
If the soil on a warm border is an a
suitable condition such varieties as Pilot and
Excelsior may be sown these would closely fol;

low those rajised im frames, and furnish a supply
until the taller varieties are ready for use.

Spinach.— The weather has not been favourable to the growth of Winter Spinach, and the
first opportunity should be taken to sow a few
rows on a warm border. Scatter the seeds rather
freely in shallow drills

• See the

downward-growing tap-roots it is neces-ary to open a wide trench at, say, some 3 feet
from the wall in the case of medium-sized trees,
md 4 feet for large trees. Excavate the soil to
depth of about 4 feet, and work under the
Ijall to search out the gross-growing roots right
up to the wall itself. In cases of extreme root
growth, if the soil be too much on the wet side,
the bottom of the border may need to be concreted.
Place on the concrete a layer some 6
inches thick of old broken brickbats, with the
mortar still adhering to them. Provide a drain
to carry off superfluous moisture, and take means
to prevent the Fig roots from passing beyond
this drain into soil that will only be productive
of leaf growth.
Some are over-cautious in disturbing the roots of Fig trees, but I am convinced that it may be advantageously done in
many instances.
Figs in pots, as an example,
may be shaken free of the soil and repotted in
fresh compost without giving the tree only the
slightest check.
In no case is a large border
advisable, for the Fig fruits best when the roots
are in a restricted area.
,-trong,

The

Molyneux.

GARDEN.

;

later'

made midway between rows

sowings
of

Peas,

may

be

and

re-

SiTKS Suitable for Fio Trees.- In fruit
gardens enclosed by large walls it is not a difficult matter to find a suitable place for Figs.

The trees require the maximum amount of
warmth and sunshine, and shelter from cold
winds. The roots need a strong calcareous loam,
with a free admixture of rough material, such as
broken mortar rubble or limestone. In making
new borders keep the surface somewhat higher
than the surrounding soil to allow excess of
moisture to pass readily away.
For outdoor
cultivation no variety equals the Brown Turkey,
either in productiveness or in flavour; it is also
as hardy as any ; in fact, Figs are much hardier
than is generally believed.
glass coping to
the wall is a distinct advantage.
Trees that
have been trained for about two years in pots
are the be,»t to plant out-of-doors; they will
not be too vigorous in growth.

A
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THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir
Bart.,

Jerguuh Colman,

Gatton Park, Reigate.

Pluonb.— Plants

of P. maculata, P. Walldchiana, P. praecox aod P. lagenaria will, as they
pass out of flower, soon develop new roots
from the base of the young shoots, and at
that stage they require repotting. After renioving the plants from their pots, the greater portion of the old soU should be removed from the
In reroots, and the pseudo-bulbs separated.
potting, place several of the plants together in
number according to the size of the receptacle,
allowing a space of about 1 inch between each
pseudo-bulb, taking care not to injure the young
Grow the plants in a position near the
roots.
roof-glass in a house having an intermediate
Afford the roots water sparingly
temperature.
until they have grown well into the new compost,
after which give them copious supplies of moisture until the new pseudo-bulbs are fully
matured. Syringe the plants overhead on bright
days in order to keep down attacks of red spider.

A

.

suitable compost may be made with good
fibrous loam and peat in equal parts, with sufficient crushed crocks and silver sand added to
render the mixture porous.

CvMBiDiUM.— Plants of Cymbidium Tracyanum are passing out of bloom, and those that
require to be repotted should be dealt with at
once.
This species, like many other Cymbidiums, resents root disturbance, therefore, if
there is sufficient room in the pot for the plant
to complete its new growth it will be better to
Moreover,
defer repotting for another season.
all Cymbidiums flower most freely when the
Use a compost consisting
roots are pot-bound.
of two-thirds rich fibrous loam and one-third
peat or Osmunda-fibre, mixed with a liberal
quantity of crushed crocks. Place a double row
of potsherds over the bottom of the receptacle
for drainage. Pot rather firmly, without damagC. insigne, C. Lowianum, C.
ing the roots.
eburneum, and their many hybrids, are developing flower-spikes, and require liberal supplies of
Soak the compost thowater at. the roots.
roughly, but allow it to become moderately dry
between each application, as nothing is more
harmful to Cymbidiums than merely damping
All
the surface when the roots need moisture.
the above-mentioned Cymbidiums grow best in

gatmg is to save the old plants and cut the underground stem into short pieces, which duly form
rootis and produce shoots.

The Mixed Border.— H the flower border
has not yet been forked over, let this be done
forthwith.
Make a point of doing this work
when the stems of the plants are cut over at
the end of the season, then all that is necessary
at the present time is to break clods with the
back of a rake and level the surface smooth,
removing all rubbish that may have accumulated during the winter. When this work
is deferred until the spring special care is needed
that the pushing blades and flower-spikes of
bulbous plants are not damaged or destroyed.
Roses growing in the border should be pruned
before proceeding to fork up the soil, and a
week or two hence, when the surface has been
sufficiently weathered, it will greatly improve the
appearance of the border to rake it smoothly.
Carnations.— It is a mistake to delay the
planting of Carnations from pots once the ground
I have reduced my stock
is in fit
condition.
of these plants very considerably, their propagation at a critical period for labour being difficult, but much labour may be saved in preparing
the groiuid.
I have been very successful with
even show varieties and Picotees planted in uiidug ground, and those who still cultivate a large
number of Carnations may safely treat their
plants similarly.

Sweet Peas.— The

sowing

of

Sweet

Peas

be no longer delayed.
Sow the seed
thickly
cutting
in
boxes,
covering
them with boards until they have germinated, as a preventive of mice eating tliem.
When strong enough the plants should be
potted singly into 4-inch pots, and after becoming established, the tops pinched, and finally
planted towards the end of April. No position
is better suited for Sweet Peas than in a row
alongside a path, where the flowers are effective
Doris Usher, Edward
and easy to gather,
Cowdy, Royal Purple, Debbie's Cream, Charles
Duplex Spencer, Queen of Norway,
Foster,
Meiiio Christie, Nubian, Afterglow, Asta Ohn,
Edrom Beauty, King White, Rosabelle, and
Thomas Stevenson afford a good selection of

should
rather

colours.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

a moist atmosphere, in a house having a night
temperature ranging from 52° to 55°, with a
during the day.

rise of 5° or 10°

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

Brotberston. Gardener to the Earl of
Haddington, r>'ninghame, East Lothian.
R.

P.

Stock Plants for Propao»tino.—

Place
summer-flowering Chrysanthemums in a
to induce the rapid production
of shoots suitable for cuttings. See that moisture
If the
is never unduly withheld at the roots.

stcKjls of

warm temperature

stock of tall Lobelias is insufficient, the stools
of these, too, should be placed in warmth, and
watched lest rot should destroy them. In any
case no long time should elapse before dividing
the clamps in pieces and arranging them in oatting boxes in a compost of half loam and baH
leaf^mould.

Pentstemon and Verbena venusta.—
Pentstemoas may be increased if the boxes in
which the rooted cuttings are growing are placed
If the plants are well rooted
in gentle warmth.
the use of a little manure will cause rapid
growth, and when the tops are suffioiently extended they will strike root quite freely
inserted in sand and kept damp in the
if
propagating pit. Seeds of Pentstemons should
be sown forthwith, the seedlings being very
they
making progress, and. if
slow in
are ."imall when planted out, the season's display may or, indeed, almost certainly will be

—

—

Another splendid flowering plant for these
times is Verbena venusta, a little diflicult to manage when not understood, but if the seeds are
steeped for 48 hours in warm water, kept
warm, sown and barely covered, the seed container placed in a .<dove temperature and the
soil kept quite wet, the Re<'dlinga will appear
shortly in va.'st numbers. The seeds continue to
germinate for a long time, and the earlier seedpoor.

lings should be pricked out into other receptacles
Another way of propaas they become ready.

Early Fios.- The earliest Fig trees in pots
Maintain a
require frequent supplies of water.
moist atmosphere, as the trees are very subject
Pinch the shoots at
to attacks of red spider.
the fourth leaf, and Keep the growths neatly tied
Liquid manure or other stimulants
to stakes.
may be given the roots once or twice weekly
when the fruits are swelling, but not if
The
the trees are making excessive growth
feeding should be continued until the fruits of
Established
trees
advanced.
crop
are
the second
need constant attention in pinching and disbudding tho shoots. It is necessary to remove
all superfluous growths in their early stages, to
prevent an undue strain on the resources of the
free use of the syringe will do much
trees.
to keep red spider in check, and in this respect
especial care is necessary where the trees are
:

A

growing on trellises near the roof-glass. The
large Fig at Keele furnishes the whole roof of
a house 61 feet long by 21 feet wide. The border
is 4 feet wide, 45 feet long, and 2^ feet deep.
Seven varieties are grafted on this fine old tree,
The
and two heavy crops ripen annually.
tree is syringed with warm water twice daily,
except in cold, dull weather, until the fruits
commence to ripen, then a drier atmosphere is
Directly the fir.it crop is gathered
maint.nined.
temperature of
syringing is again resorted to.
60° should he maintained in the early house,
with a rise of 10° by sun-heat.

A

Early Strawberries.- When
Strawberry plants

in

the earliest
pots have set their fruits,

commence syringing again with tepid water twice
daily during fine weather. Feed the roots with
either liquid manure or a concentrated fertiliser
once or twice weekly until the fruits show
colour.
These fertilisers should not be aiaedl too
liberally, as strong doses would cause the fruit
to have a bitter taste. Maintain a free circtJa-
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tion of air, and see that the plants do not suffer
for want of water.

Melons.— If the early Melon plants are not
very promising it will be better to make a fresh
sowing, for weak plants rarely fruit satisfactorily.
The weather has been favoui'able to
Melons, and with the lengthening days the plants
should grow freely. Prepare the pots or beds a
few days in advance of planting, to allow tho
soil to become warmed through.
Place a heap
of firm, turfy loam on a hot-bed formed of short
manure and leaves. Plant firmly, whether in
pots or beds. Plunge the pots into the fermenting material. Maintain a night temperature of
70°, rising to 85° by sun-heat.
Do not water
the roots excessively, as this would cause the
plants to collapse, and, unless the weather is exceptionally fine, one light syringing early in the
afternoon at the time the house is closed will
suffice.
Place a neat stake to each plant preparatory to training them up the trellis. Make
a further sowing to provide plants for successional cropping.

The Vinery.— Where young Vines -were
planted in a restricted area of an inside border
last year, the containing walls of turf will be
fomid to be a mass of fibrous roots. Presuming
the border was made 4 feet wide at the time of
planting, a further similar area may now be
added. Tlie bulk of the material for forming the
border should consist of firm, fibrous loam, mixed
with rough mortar or lime rubble, crushed bonea
and charcoal or wood

ash.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Harriss, Gardener to Lady Wantaqi,
LockingQ Park, Berkshire.

Dracaena —Old

plants of Dracaenas which are
becoming bare of leaves at the bases or are other-

wise unsatisfactory may be made use of for propagating young stock. Specimens with good heads
should be stripped of their lower leaves and the
stems notched an inch or two below the remaining foliage.
Over tho notdied portion of stem
place a little turfy loam and fine sand. Cover this
with a handful of moss and tie tho whole tightly
together with raffia. Place tho plants in a house
having a warm, moist atmosphere, and syringe
them frequently with lukewarm rain-water. Never
permit the moss to become dry. In a few weeks
the stems above tho notch should be sufficiently
rooted to be severed and placed in a suitablesized pot. Afterwards grow the plants in a close
atmosphere and shade them until the roots have
become established in the soil. Wafer the roots
with extra caro until they have filled the pots.
Another method of propagating Dracaenas is to
cut the stems of old plants into small pieces and
bury the portions in boxes of fine sand. Place
tho boxes in a warm house and keep the sand
moist.

Roses in Pots.— Pot Roses which were
placed indoors in the New Year are in active
growth and flower-buds are forming. If the plants
are well rooted, water may be given more liberally
The use of stimulants will givo
than hitherto.
vigour to the flowers, and diluted soot-water, supplemented occasionally by a concentrated fertiliser, may bo used.
The Rose maggot will be
active now, and must be watched for and destroyed. Climbing Roses are growing freely, and,
if desirable, they may be hastened into flower by
closing the house for a few hours in the afternoons, but the top ventilators should be opened
in the evenings, more or less, according to the
Keep the roots well supplied with
weather.
water, and if not already done, top-dress the
Use disroots with well-decayed horse manure.
cretion in ventilating the houses, for if too mucli
air is admitted in unfavourable weather mildew
will attack the plants.

Hybrid Coleus.— A batch of Coleus plants
may be raised from seed sown now in pans filled
with sandy soil. Sow the seed rather thinly, to
allow the young plants plenty of room to
develop before they need potting. Water the
Place
copiously, using a very fine-rose can.
a sheet of glass over the seed-pnns and germinate
the seeds in a warm, moist atmosphere. Cuttings may bo inserted around the edge of a
Place them in the propagating case
4-inch pot.
and shade them from bright sunshine until roots
soil

form.

—
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EDITORIAL NOTiCB.
Publisher. - Out

and

Editors

correspondentB

to
obviate delay in obtaining ajiswers
their comvianications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much U7mecei;sary delay and confusion arise

would

when

letters

are misdirected.

Notice

Special

Correspondents.

to

—

The

Edit&rs do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
XiOtters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the
41. Wellington Street, Covent
Communications should be
Qarden. London.
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
2)rinted. but kept as a guarantee of good faith.
Jllustrations. The Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
fur reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot
be responsible for loss or injury.

XiOcal Ne'ws.

—

EDITOBS,

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
JiUXDAY,

;

FEBRUAEY 18—

Wholesale
Roriiatg'
Pedenatiooi,
GenenaJ Meeting, Eases Hail, Esses Street
W.O., 2.30 p.m.
Bi'itish

Special
Straawi,

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21—
Manchester and North

England Orchid Soa meet.

of

AVBRAGB MiUN TfiMPERATURB for the enBUing week
deduced from observations during the last fifty
years at Greeniwich,

i59.6.

Actual Tempeeatueb :—
Office, 11, Wellington Street,
OOTeiit tiQiden, London, Thursday, February 14,
10 a.m. ; Bar. 50.7 ; teanp. 46.5=>. Weather— Dull.

Hardeners' Chronicle

The

chief

problem which

Some Problems every owner and culti^ garden has to
"FooS^sftua?ron*:* ^^^^
<>i'

consider is the means
whereby the garden may be best employed
in order that it may make the household
-which it supplies as self-supporting as
possible ; or, if the garden be a large one,
how large a surplus for the general use
it can be made to produce.
The problem is not one which is easily
discussed in general terms, for the discussion must turn on the size of the garden
in relation to the numbers to be supplied

from it.
Even though the garden is just large
enough to supply the household in ordinary
times, it cannot, unless a special efiort is
made, suffice under present and prospective conditions, for it must, if possible,
be made to produce more nitrogenous food-

than were needed when meat was
and cheap, and it should somehow be made to contribute towards eking
out the limited amount of fat available f o
food purposes.
Inasmuch as leguminous
jlants, Peas and Beans, are the chief
vegetable producers of nitrogenous foodstuffs, it would appear desirable that
a
larger area of the garden should be devoted
to them.
But at the same time it has to
be remembered that though Peas and
Beans are remarkably rich in proteins
(nitrogenous foodstuffs), the yield per acre
is far lower than that of crops such as
Potatos, which are weight for weight far
poorer in nitrogenous food substances.
stuffs

plentiful

Thus the amount of protein contained in
the air-dry seeds of Haricot Beans is about
23 per cent., whereas the Potato in its
natural state contains rather less than 2
per cent.
Allowing that good garden cultivation
will produce one ton of Beans (seed) to the
acre, and that 12 tons of Potatos
no large
yield for a garden
are produced on a corresponding urea, it follows that the Potato,
owing to its richness in carbohydrates
(starch), produces more actual food than
does the Haricot.
There is, however,
another aspect of the problem which luusi
be borne in mind, and that is that whereas it would be extremely difficult to live on
Potatos alone, or on Potatos and fresh
green vegetables, it would be fairly easy
to live on a diet of Potatos, Haricot Beans,
and fi'esh vegetables. To obtain enough
calories
.3300 per day to supply the
energy needed for active life, 11 pounds of
Potatos must be eaten per day a ta*k
which would be beyond the stoutest
stomach ; but if Beans are added to the
diet in fair quantity, and the Potatos reduced correspondingly, a diet sufficient for
flesh-forming as well as for energy-produc-

—

—

—

—

—

ing purposes would be obtained.
Fresh
vegetables would supply the essential
accessory food-bodies (vitamines), and the
only food substance likely to be deficient
in such a diet would be fat.
Yet, as Darwin observed in reference to men in South
America accustomed to hard manual
labour, their diet consisted solely of Beans
and bread.
If, however, the garden is to supplement
the butcher's shop as a source of nitrogenous food, and to that end Peas and
Beans are grown more extensively, it
seems evident that the pleasant luxury
of
such things as green Peas must
be forgone,
for
in
their fresh and
unripened state Peas are by no means
rich in nitrogenous
foodstuffs.
It is,
therefore, to be concluded that of such
crops as Peas, Broad Beans,
Runner
Beans, and Haricot Beans a certain and
considerable proportion should be harvested in a dry state.
Unfortunately, not
all Peas are equally palatable when eaten
dry. Harrison's Glory is said to be a good
one. Little Marvel certainly is. If soaked
for 24, or better 48, hours and cooked
with a little bicarbonate of soda, the latter
Pea, within our own experience, makes a

good dish.

The

advantages of

soaking

previously to cooking are twofold.
First,
the Peas are softened, and therefore more
digestible.
Second, and more important,
is the fact that when soaked for 48 hours
(with an occasional change of water to prevent the growth of moulds and bacteria) the
Peas re-develop the health-maintaining
vitamines, which disappear during the
process of ripening, and hence the wellsoaked Peas are more nutritious than are
those which are cooked after only a brief
immersion in water.

We conclude, therefore, that gardeners
with ample space should grow as many
Potatos and especially Second Earlies
and also as many Peas, Haricot Beans, and
other leguminous crops as possible.
At all
events, the present writer is so convinced

—
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of the propriety of this course that he is
lierbaoeous
turning tiis
borders
into
" vegetable meat "-producing borders, and
intends to plant leguminous food plants in

place of the Mowers.
Add to these measures a couple or more pigs, and the garden
should produce enough to supply the household, and hence help to take the sti'ain oii
the trade supplies.

In the case of
so

clear

tlie

whether

small garden
the

it

programme

is

not
jus^

sketched holds, and indeed it is probable
that the main space should be devoted to
second early and main crop Potatos, Onions
(from autumn sowing or transplanted seedlings raised under glass), and the usual
green crops, not forgetting the big yielding Parsnip
and the accommodating
Jerusalem Artichoke.
The big garden could do no better work
than devote all the space to be spared to
increasing the breadth under Onions. Imported Onions will be scarce, and gardeners with suitable ground can help to
supply the shortage.
Reverting to the small garden the pig,
as
fat producer, may
be impossible
although in this connection it is to be remembered that competent persons claim
that household and garden
waste combined will suffice to feed the animal. But
although impossible in one garden it
should be easy for several neighbouring
gardens to co-operate in pig-keeping on a
small scale provided that there is someone who understands pig management.
In default of some arrangement of this
kind, rabbits and poultry should be tried.
The difficulty of obtaining grain for
poultry is said not to be an absolute
bar to success in poultry-keeping
though here we speak without
personal experience, and only on information received. In any case, part of the
difficulty can be got over if the open parts
of shrubberies and waste garden ground
generally that is, ground not to be used
for food crops
with suitable
is planted
varieties of Sunflowers, the seeds of which
when well ripened would be available for
poultry.
A point on which some readers may btable to give information is the use of Linseed as food (for human beings or poultry).
We are informed that seed of Linseed
soaked in water and swollen to a jelly-like
consistency forms an excellent basis for
soup.
If so, its richness in fat might
make Linseed worth growing. Lastly, it
cannot be urged too strongly that all
ground cropped with early food plants
should be successionally cropped with
garden Beet (for its sugar), and also
with Turnips and Carrots, as well, of
Nor
course, as with the usual Brassicas.
should the imperative need of exercising
forgotten.
of
seeds
be
economy in the use
Gardeners can in particular help other
small cultivators in this respect by raising
seedlings of transplantable plants for distribution in their neighbourhood.
We would welcome on behalf of our
readers further suggestions from persons of
experience on means to make the gardens
of England in the coming year most useful
to the country as well as to the owners.
:

—

—

—

—

—
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SUQAR FOR Jam- MAKING. —The Royal

Horti-

cultural Society has addressed a communication
to
Sir
Chaeles
Bathukst,
Parliamentary
Secretary to the Board of Agriculture, drawing
attention to the waste of fruit which will result
if,

as expected,

of

jam-making

no extra sugar for the purpose
is

allowed this year to growers

of fruit.
The Society points out that the refusal of sugar to private fruit growers appears
to be based on the argument that to grant it to
countrj' growers

is

—

unfair to town populations

and brought away dried fragments of about
a dozen different apecieis of plants, which are
now in the Oxford University Herbarium, but
there is no Aoaoia ajnong them. Dampier's smajl
collection was the first sample of the Australian
flora brought to Europe.
The first specimen,
apparently, of a North-west Acacia (A. bivenosa)
was brought to Europe by B.WDrN's expedition

69

fully described and figured, partly from
Cunningham's original specimens at Kew. Several

new

species

are

described,

among them A.

Heimsleyi and

A. Hammondii, and both axe
most useful feature in all Mr.
Maiden's descriptive work is a critical cooitrast-

A

figured.

ing

of

the

differential

characters

of

allioJ

species.

:

but the prime requisite is to save the whole
fruit crop throughout the country.
The suggestion to collect all the small growers' produce
and convey it to factories appears to the Council
to be impracticable ; different dates would have
to be fixed for the collection of the different
fruits.
The sugar grant of last year provided
tens of thousands of households with excellent
jam, which has been used as actual food, and
has released a large quantity of other food stuffs,
notably butter and margarine.
Finally, th«
Council points out that anyone possessing a good
fruit and vegetable garden can, if he is enabled to make the best use of it, so far reduce
his demands upon the public food supply that
it is only necessary to encroach upon it so far
as meat, bread, and salt are concerned.

Dried Potatos in Frano«.— The French
Mini.stry of Agriculture has issued a leaflet recommeniding the drying of Potatos for use when
fresh Potatos are not obtainable.
There are
various ways of drying Potatoa, but the simplest
method, which has been employed for many
years by farmers' wives in the Ardennes, is to
plunge them in boiling water, peel them, and
dry them in the oven. Before use, the only preparation necessary is several hours' soaking in
Besides being useful for human
cold water.
food, dried Potatos can be fed to 7X)ultry and
other farm animals, thus saving grarin stuffs.

A Paper Weed- killer.— An

interesting

method* of kiUing weeds in Sugar-Cane fielda
Hawaii consists in spreading over the fields,
after the dormant canes have been manured,

in

stripe of tarred or asphalted felt paper (weighin<r
lbs. to the 100 square feet).
The pointed
of the young cajies grow through the
paper, which is weighted with stones, and the
softer-tipped weede, failing to penetrate it, are
.^mothered.
A similar practice has been employed in this country in making lawns.
The
seed is sown on a treated perishable fabric.

9

sihoots

The Qenu* Euoalyptu*.— The

thirty-second

of Mr. Maiden's Revision of the genus
Mucalyptus treats of seven (Nos. 161-167) cloeely
allied species inhabiting New South Wales ajid
Queensland. E. Blakelyi ia here descrribed for

part

the

of

is

Kew

special

Seeana

and E. dealbata, of Allan Gun
figured partly from type specimens

time,

first

NiNGHAM,
in the

Herbarium.
interest

described

to

None
the

of the speciee

horticulturist.

ia

E.

a graceful and useful
species, ranging from Port Macquarie to Moreton Bay.
E. exserta is one of the richest in
oil.
E. HowLttiajia wa.5 named, by F. Muellee,
after A. W. Howm, " the most dietinguished
citizen Gippsland, Victoria, has produced, who
possessed a marvellous first-hand knowledge of
various branches of Natural History."
His
Eucalypts of Gippsland is an admirable piece of
work.
The species in question, which is apparently raj-e, reaches a height of about 100 feet,
is

with a butt 12 feet

as

in girth.

Australian Acacia*.- The Acacias

of tro-

Western Australia form the subject of a
most interesting paper by Mr. J. H. Maiden,
F.R.S., read before the Royal Societj of New
South Wales on June 6. 1917. A condensed biblio-

Fig.

pical

summary precedes the systematic secbeginning with William Dampier, who
visited Cygnet Bay in 1688. In 1699 he explored
the aame coast, as captain of H.M.S. Roebuck,

graphical
tion,

•

InUmational Sugar Journal, Oct,

1917.

29.

stangehia pakaboxa

:

female plant

with cone.

(See p. 56.)

in 1804,

some 25 years after the

first settlements
Maide'J enumerates and dis"
cusses 55 specie.s from the
Nor'-west " of Western Australia, but this, it should be explained,
does not include the Northern Territory, from
which 46 other species are listed. A. delibrata,
a very obscure species, has been rediscovered.

on the East

coast.

Publications Received.— //I'nts for Allot,
ment Holders and Cottage Gardeners. By
George Bunyard.

Productive Plant Husbandry.
By Kary Cadmus D.ivis, Ph.D. (Philadelphia
and London J. B. Lippincott Co.) Price 7s. 6d.
net.
The Best Book on Gardening. (London
:

:

Temple

Press, Ltd.)

Price Is. 3d. net.

;
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ON INCREASED FOOD

ALLOTMENTS.
The Food Production Department's scheme

in-

tended to add 500,000 more plots to the allotments of tlie country before the end of March is
making good progress. In one week recently
about 260 acres of land were taken up for allotments, providing nearly 4,000 new plots. Portsmouth has added 1,000 more plots, Newcastle-onTyne 420, Ashington (a mining village) 364, and
Port of Blyth (Northumberland) 260. It has
been stated "that one in twenty of the population
This
of Luton (Beds.) is an allotment holder.
900
is a high percentage, but at Tenby, out of
aUotmemts.
have
to
sa.id
450
are
householders,

STKINGLESS FRENCH BEANS.
The pods of the Stringless Frencli Bean possess a character or property that does not seem
During the
to be appraised at its full value.
past summer I purposely allowed the pods of
the Climbing French Bean Mont d'Or to hang
on the plants for a fortnight or more after they
were fit for use. The seeds were fully formed,
and almost as large as the mature ones. Even
then the pods were tender and buttery after
being boiled whole, with only one slender thread
at one of the sutures. The seeds could not but
The
have added nutritive value to the dish.
endocarp is wholly devoid of the cartilaginous
membrane which makes other French Beans, and
Scarlet Runners in particular, stringy and uneatable if not consumed at the proper time. The
early flowers and all others of the French Beans
are self -fertilising, and begin setting their fruits
whereas Scaras soon as they are developed
let Runners drop thedr early flowers in large
numbers. After the latter begin fruiting they
often give a much greater produce than can
be consumed at once, and the result is waste.
During the past season many of the pods were
left on the plants till brought down by frost
and wind. Mont d'Or has chrome-coloured pods,
but there are green-podded varieties, both dwarf
and climbing. All the French Beans constitute more tender and delicate food than the
varieties of Phaseolus multiflorus, and if the
stringless ones were introduced amongst the rest
they would provide a succession in the event of
a glut of the ordinary type, or, in other words,
could be allowed to hang on the plants till the
excess of the others was overtaken. /. F.
:

THE BUXTON LIME FIRMS COTTAGEGARDENS ASSOCIATION.
have responded more readily or
successfully to the demand to grow more food than

Few

districts

has that part ot Derbyshire within the scop© of
operation of the Buxton Lime Firms. These firms

employ some 1,500 men, and the problem so sucattacked was to enable these men to
provide themselves and their families some

cessfully

7,500 souls

—with

—

as

much home-grown food

as

the Association was
farmed, established allotments, and cultivated in
addition about 100 acres of vegetables, the work
being done by women under skilled instruction
liberal encouragement was also given to school
As a result some 2,000 tons of food
gardens.
150ssible.

To

this

end

were grown where none grew before.
Furthermore, herds of goats were started in
two centres, and members were encouraged to
purchase the progeny of the herds on a system of
easy payments. Rabbits and pigs were also provided on similar terms.
An enthusiastic account of this notable piece
work is given in a little pamphlet* written
by Mr. James Clayton, with the object of showing what large employers of labour can do in
the way of setting on foot schemes not only of
of

immediate

utility,

but of permanent value.

THE CULTIVATION OF ONIONS.
A

BULLETIN describing the method of cultivation which has proved successful in the Horticultural Department ot the Harper Adams -4gri* *' Two Thousand Tons of Food where there was
Before." High Peak Ifnos Offices, Buxton.

None

eat

for

National Union of Scientific Worker*.—
It is a commonplace nowadays that science does
not occupy its rightful place in the national life,
and that the interests of its workers receive too
little attention from those who direct the State.
The originators of the National Union of
Scientific Workers believe that the only remedy
is for scientific workers to adopt the form of
organisation which experience shows to be the

most

effective for
dustrial influence.

exercising

political

and

settled
the union will not be
preliminary organisation is comwe
summoned,
meeting
general
plete! and the
would urge that any divergence from the views
potent
quite
as_
originators
is
the
by
expressed
an argument for taking part in the preliminary
organisation as complete concurrence with those
views. Norman B. Camfbell, General Secretary,
of

the

" which
report of the case on " Yew Poisoning
appeared in the Gardeners' Chroncle for January
that I
questions
but there are
20,
p.
12,
consider require very thorough investigation,
aspect,
legal
the
than
which go much deeper
have never yet seen exI
which
and
often
have
I
though
with,
haustively dealt
searched for the facts. The poisonous nature
admitted.
generally
be
to
seems
of the Yew
The questions are, what part ot the tree, in what
state of growth or decay, and to what animals
or
is it poioonous—or are there different species
Here is my experience. I
varieties of Yew?
have positive knowledge ot a field in which there
are Yews of all ages, unfenced, and in which
horses, cows, and sheep have grazed for many
years without any record of injury, on the evidence of our familiar friend, the oldest inhabitant.
.

men

Experienced

of

sound

local

knowledge have

not the slightest hesitation in putting their animals in this field they scout the idea of danger
but they have never been able to explain their
Personconfidence, except from use and wont.
ally, my experience of some Yews has gone far
to "remove mv doubts, which I confess were very
active at first, though I have never yet had any
satisfactory scientific ex-planation to relieve them.
On the contrary, in the adjacent field are several
old and well-grown Yews, which are and have
been fenced for many years for the express purpose ot protection, and one cannot but believe
that this must have been done for good reasons,
though I have not been able to ascertain their
From what I have been able to gather
history.
from books, I surmise that the injury is usually
due to an internal irritation, caused by the
animal eating the dried leaves which have
fallen from decayed or lopped boughs into
but I can hardly believe this
the herbage
is_,
I
It
explanation.
exhaustive
an
is
believe, admitted, and in my own experience
;

;

;

v.

Arbitration.— "

Why

do

people Uring such a case into a couit of law inBtead of getting an expert arbitrator to settle
the matter;
asked a learned judge the other
day. As nobody ventured to reply to his. Lordi&hip's question it is to be assumed- tliat the riddle
'

in-

finallv until the

North Lodge, Queen's Road, Teddington.
Yew PoitONiNO.— I ^ni interested in

or depends on quantity eaten, or the species,
sex or age of the tree, or season of the year.
Now, what is that condition ? I hope that
some of your contributors who have made
a study of the subject will give us the benefit
reasoned opinions or reference to
of their
Accui-ate knowledge on all matters
authority.
connected with the economical use of pasture land
is obviously becoming more valuable, and I hope
you will consider tlie discussion of this subject
worthy of space in your columns. Puzzled.

Litigation

This form is that of the
great labour trade unions, and of such professional bodies as the British Medical Association
and the National Union of Teachers. A close
imitation of the policy of any of these bodies is
not contemplated, if only because our needs are
different; it is the form of organisation that we
propose to follow. The originators of the scheme
feel that it would be absurd for them, or for
any self-appointed body, to lay down at the outset the constitution or the policy of the union.
For the present they are confining themselves to
setting up a preliminary organisation which will
enable a meeting to be summoned which shall
have the authority necessary to decide these
the pamphlet (for
in
Accordingly
matters.
which all who are interested are earnestly requested to write), the chief part is given to a
description of this organisation, although indications are also given of the directions in which
when
it is thought that the actions of the union,
Since
formed, are likely to be most effective.
the policy

shoots

and possibly for some m.ediBut I am bound to believe
cinal purpose.
that there must be some condition of extreme danger, whether it is as above or toxic,

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Editors do not hold themselves respomible
i/ie opinions expressed by correspondents.)

young

animals will readily
quantities
in
small

that

observed,

the

16, 1918.

without injury,

Copies of the Bulletin (No. 1918/lA) may be
obtained on application to the Principal, Harper
Adams Agricultural College, Newport, Salop.

{Tha

have

I

cultural College, published by the College, gives
details of the cultivations employed, together
with illustrations of the crop.

PRODUCTION.

[February

is Lnsoiuble.
The case was an interesting one
for suburban gardeners.
It appeared that the
accepted, as monthly tenant for his furnished house, a lady, whose hu&bajid was on
military service. For many years he had devoted
hinisek to his garden, and after twelve years'
eftort had created a
httle pleasauuce entirely
secluded from any overlooking. Such conditions
naturally necessitate a thick screen ot trees and
shrubs.
Unfortunately,
the
tenant had a
great passion, for light and air, and in her view
tlie privacy of the gai'den was too dearly bougnji,
in respect of these desirable aids to health.
Thea-efore, after taking possession of the houee,
she had an interview with the owner, who listened sympathetically to what she had to say,
with the i-esult that the lady came away believing herself at liberty to remove ail planitmg
which she deemed superfluous.
The landlord,
on the contrary, was conscious only of having
given permission for reasonable pruning and
thinning to be carried out.
Those who have
practised tree-cutting know how insidious is the
appetite for using axe and saw. They will appreciate the fierce joy of a lady who, objecting
on principle to trees near a house, finds herself
at liberty, as she supposes, to effect what she
The conconsiders to be an improvement.
sequences may be imagined. The tenancy lasted
some seven moiitlis, and the owner "revisited his
home anticipating the delights of a spring garWhen he had last seen his house, which
den.
was the oldest in the road, it wns as a patriarch
among its neighbours. The front was then obscured from public view by the long, leafy
Imagine his stupefaction at
growth of years.
the sight of a staring, clean-shaven front which
he had thought never to have seen again. The
cherished Thorns and Labui'nums and Almonds,
the kindly Laurel hedge and other aids to seclusion had disappeared. The door-side Jessamine,
daily witness of a thousand farewells and homecomings, was cut to the root, and all that reimained was tier upon tier of nails in brickwork
bearing' tags of cloth. The tragedy ot the thing
burned into the owner's brain, and excusable
The world's
indignation leaped into flame.
worst tragedies spring from the misunderstandings of honest people, because such are unheld
hy obstinate conviction of right. The explanjations and compensation demanded by the owner
iplaiutiff

of the ruined garden were not meekly met, and
legal proceedings were the out<xime ot the affair.
need not follow out the details of the case.

We

the end of the first day's proceedings the
if it was necessary to indulge in
further expense. He hinted that he thought the
lady had exceeded her rights as tenant, althouglh
^o
the" landlord might have taken more trouble
He thought it was to
ascertain her intentions.
everybody's interest to settle the matter. The
suggestion of the learned judge was accepted by
The defendant
the advisers ot both parties.
atrreed to pay the sum asked as compensation,

At

judge asked

each

side

p"aying

its

own

costs.

The

case

ended with a repetition of the onening enquiry
" Why do people take such ca.=es into a court
some i-esiponsible
ot law instead of inviting
:

I
an expert arbitrator?
Lordship's advice to all who are
of
snare
the
in
unnecessarily
tempted to set foot

authoa-itv to appoint

commend

litigation.

hiis

Anti-Litigant.

;

February
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SOCIETIJBS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

—

FEBBUARr 12. The one hundred and fourteenth annual meeting of the Fellows of fhis
Society was held on Tuesday last in the Council
Room of the Vincent Square Hall. The exhibition, as on the occasion of the last annual meeting, was held in the Drill Hall, Buckingham
The attendance was modeGate, Westminster.
Orchids
rate, and there were few exhibits.
were the principal subjects, and the Orchid Committee recommended three First-class Certificates
and one Award of Merit to novelties.
The best exbibit in the Floral section was a
group of indoor flowers and Ferns exhibited by
Messrs, H, B. May and Sons. The Ferns include<i
a collection of hardy kinds, as well as choice
There were also groups consisting of
exotics.
Primula obconica, Cineraria Feltham Blue, and
Columnea magniiica, the
the scarlet-flowered
iatter shown as small specimens in pots, fJoiwer^lessrs. Allwood Bros, showed
ing profusely.

Awards or Mebit.
Freesia Stvcef Lavender. This Freesia is a
delicate shade of lavender, and a pleasing colour
acquisition in this popular florists' flower.
Freesia Chapmanii aurantiaca. TTiis is quite
a contrast to the last-named variety, being rich
Both
yellow, with shading of orange colour.

—

—

shown by

ilessrs.

H.

J.

Chapman, Ltd.

OFchid Committee.
Present
chair).

:

Sir

Sir Jeremiah Cobnan, Bart, (in the
Harry J. Veitch, Messrs, Jas.

O'Brien (hon. secretary), W. Bolton, J, Wilson
Arthur
Dye,
Potter,
R,
Brooman-White,
Frederick J, Hanburv, C, J, Lucas, W, H.
White, A, McBoan, .J. Cypher, J, E. Shill, T.
Armstrong. J. Charlesworth, S. W. Flory, R, G.
Thwaites, F. K. Sander, Walter Cobb, Pantia
RaUi, E. R Ashton, Stuart H. Low, and R, A.

71

unrecorded), shown by Mr. Balmforth, gardener
to Mr.s. Ogilvie. The Shrubbery, Oxford, One
of the finest of Odontiodas. which, while acquiring the rich red colour of the Cochlioda Noezliana strain, is equal in form and size to a good
Odontoglossum.
The plant bore a spdke of
eleven large flowers of a rich clajret-red colour,
the white ground tint being only visible in thin,
irregular markings on the segment.
The lip Ui
pink in front, and thfe yellow crest has a white
blotch with red markings.
Cymhidium .Hexnnderi album {ehiirneo-Lowinniim x invqne), from Messrs. J. A. McBean,
C'ooksbridge.
A. beautiful flower, and the first
The
white variety of this popular hyibrid.
flowers are large and of fine subst,ance.

—

—

Aw.\rd of Merit.
Gntton Emperor

Odontoqlosium

(Lamheaui-

nntim X hybrid unrecorded), from Sir Jeremiah

Rolfe.

a collection of Perpetual-flowering Carnations,
the selection embracing the newest and best
varieties.

The other exhibits in this section were mainly
Messrs H.
hardy plants, including Alpines.
Chapma-V, Ltd., staged seedling Irises, raised
Danfordiae,
and
allied
from I. reticulata, 1.
species; also hybrid Freesias, two of which re-

of

Awards of Merit. The variety Market
is of exceedingly robust habit, and prolarge
trusses of white flowers of a more
duces
regular shape than the type. Saxifrages, coloured
ceived

White

Primroses, Crocuses, bulbous Irises, Anemones,
Daisies and other spring flowers, were shown by
Messrs, R, Tlxkek and Sons
several exhibitors,
had delightful little plants in pots of Sa.xifraga
Gloria, S. Griesbachii, S, Faldonside, atid others.
Another excellent exhibit of these plants was
shown by Mr. G. G. Whitklkgg. This exhibit
included masses of S. apiculata alba, S. Boydii
alba, and S. Boydii Gloria, among the finest of
Messrs. Pipees disearly-flowering Saxifrages.
played hardy plants and dwarf shrubs in pots,
The chief features
suitable for the rockery.
were dwarf Conifers and hardy Cyclamens.
Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons' exhibit of Alpines
included a dark form of Daphne Mezereum ; the
tiny plant was crowded with its fragrant blossoms.
Messrs. W. and J. Brown rxhibited a group
of their double white form of Primula malacoides,
and now varieties showing a little colouring, including Mauve Queen and lilacina compacta
plena.
Messrs. Barr and Sons' exhibit of
Alpines included species of Crocus such as C.
Tomasinianus purpureus, C. corsicus major,
and the variety Lemon Queen,
The only award made by the Fruit and Vegetable Committee was a Silver Knightian Medal
for a collection of vegetables staged by Messrs,
Sutton and Sons,

Floral Committee.
Present:

H. B.

Messrs.

May

(chairman), J.

CJreen, G. Rcuthe, J. Heal, .1. W. Moorman,
C. R. Fielder, W. H. Page, C. Dixon, J. Dickson,
E, F, Hazelton, W, P, Thomson, J, Hudson,
E, H. Jenkins, T. W. Barr, W. B. Cranfield,

Fig.

Bean, R. C. Notcutt, E. A. Bowles, S,
W, G. Baker, J. T. BennettPoe, H.
Cowley, W. Howe, J, F. McLeod, P. P. Roberts,
C, E. Pearson, and J, Jennings,

W.

J.

30.

—nus

cantab.

(See -^.waipda by the Floral Oommittee.)

Morris,

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates,

First-class Certificatf-s,
(see fig, 30).— This beautiful bulbgained an Award of Merit on February
It belongs to the reticulata group, and
10, 1914.
bears pale blue flowers, with a touch of mauve
it has a white ground in the throat, and orangecoloured ridge. The plant is hardy, and is easy
Shown by Messrs. H. Chapman,
to propagate.
Ltd.
/ris

ous

Cantab

Iris

Hamamelis

—This

well-known springa native of China, and was

mollis.

flowering shrub is
It is condiscovered and introduced in 1879.
sidered to be the finest of the Witch Hazels, and
is especially valuable in gardens on account of
its flowering so early (it is often in bloom on
New Year's Day). Shown by Messrs. R. Veitch

and Son.

Cypripcdium Furyhiades Shillianum (see fig.
31) (Hera Eiiryades x Alcibiades), shown by Mr.
J, E. SniLL, The Dell Gardens, Englefield Green,
magnificent hybrid, and one of a very re-

—A

mjajkable batch raised at The Dell, including
Baroness, which was awarded a First-claaa
Certificate at the previous meeting. The variety
Shillianum has a fine white dorsal sepal, with
an emorald-greem 'base and heavy claret-colourod
blotching changing to ro.so in the smaller spotThe petals are
ting in the upper white area.
the broadest and most flatly arranged of any
ground
yeUowish-cream
have
a
of the class, and
tinged with purple on the upper half, and
mahogany-red
lower.
The
lip
is
spotted on the
with a narrow yellow margin.
Odontioda Mtmoria F. M. Ogilvie [parentage

The

CoLMAN, Bart., Gatton Park

(gr.

Mr. Collder).—

desirable hybrid, with floral segments of a
clear dark violet colour and slight white margin

A

The well-formed lip bears" dark
tips.
purple blotches before the yellow crest, and the
front lobe is white.

and

Preliminary Commendations.
Odontioda

Dora

{0dm.

Airexoorth

x Oda.

Schroderii), from Messrs, Charlesworth and
perfectly formed
Haywardfl Heath.—
Co.,
flower of a deep bronzy-red colour, the lip white
with red blotches around the crest.

A

Odontoglossiim Nora (illustrissimumx Dora),
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge Wells.— A l>eautiful hybrid of remarkable and rich colour— dark Tndiiaii o-ed with a
very slight siilver-white edge to the petals. The
broad lip has a white ground evenly spotted

from
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over its whole surface with Indian red
unusual feature in Odontoglossums.

—a

tnost

Groups.
JMessra.

Armstrong and Brown

a Silver Flora Medal

wei-e

awarded

for a group of remarkably

profusely-flowered Odontiodas,
including
Cattleyas,
and
Cattleya Clotho nvagnifica (Enid X Trianae), a
large and ricUy-coloured flower; La«Ko-Cattleya
Queen Alexandra, of good form and colour and

and
Odontoglossums
well-grown

;

Cattleya Trianae alba.
Messrs. Charleswokth and Co. were awarded
a Silver Flora Medal for a group of CypriOdontoglossums.
and
Odontiodas
pediums,

X Harryanocrispum) is a pretty novelty, showing pronounced features of 6. Hirryanum.
Messrs. J. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham,
were awarded a Silvor Banksaan Medal for a
Odontoglos.'iura

Careras

(Phoebe

Silver Banksian Medal for a group of Cymbidiums, the best of which was tie new C. Sybil
sulphureum, a large white flower with faint

yellow s.hade.
Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, were awarded a
Silver Banksian Medal for a group of CymA
bidiums, Lycastes, and Brasso-Cattleyas.
pretty novelty in the group was Brasso-Cattleya
with
Enid
B.-C.
Mrs.
Leemamn),
X
J.
Orioii (C.
a well-formed pink flower.
Dr. Miguel Lacroze, Bryndir, Roehampton
showed
grower,
Miss
Robertson),
(Orchid
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Meuse Bryndir variety
and Cattleya Serbia Brynddr variety, both of

good fonn and colour.
Mr. Balmforth, The Shrubbery Gardens, Oxford, exhib'ted Cypripedium Winsum (callosum
Sanderae x Winifred HoUington). a large white
flower profusely spotted and tinged with purple.
Messrs. Floet and Black, Slough, showed

[February

16. 1918

Crimson Globe, and other Onions Prizetaker
Leeks Celeriac ; A 1 Kale All the Year Round
Turnips Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, Corn Salad,
;

;

;

;

and other kinds.
Mr. James Udale, Droitwich, exhibited several
of
late
Apples, including Reinette
Guise, Reinette Van Mons, and Keddleston
The last is one of the richest-flavoured
Pippin.
dessert Apples, in season from November to

varieties

March.

ANNUAL MEETING.
The 114th annual

general meeting of the
the Council Chamber at

Society took place in

Vincent Square on Tuesday, the 12th inst., at
3 p.m.
There was a good attendance, presided
over by the president, Field-Marshal Lord Grenfell.

The

secretary read

the mnnufes of the last
annual meeting, which were
adopted, and the president then
introduced the report of the
Committee.
He stated that he
and the members of the Council
were most grateful for the unvarying support given them by
the

When the war
was foreseen that some

Fellows.

began
of

it

the

would break
and this
case, but
Fellows had since

Fellows

away from the

Society,

was found to be the

many new
joined,

the number was
encouraging. Seventy-

and

now very

new Fellows had been admitted at the last meeting. The
lessened numbers had, however,
made a considerable difference
six

in the
tions,

revenue from subscripwhich was £17,(X>9 in
1917, as against £20,000 in 1913.
The food-production activities
of the
Society had been farrea hing in their effects.
They
inaugurated a fruit and

had

vegetable production campaign,
which had now spread over thewhole country, long before the
Government had taken any
cognisance of the need for such
a movement. Further, no letter
which has been received at the
office of the Society asking for
help and information had been

unresponded to, though on an
average a thousand letters a day
were
delivered
at
Vincent
Square. The Sjciety had set up
a special Food Production Committee, which had given much
excellent advice
another important branch of work was
the panel of expert garden ad;

visers,
lecturers, and
demonstrators, on which 2,000 names
Experts
had been inscribed.
were invited to a consultative

conference at Wisley in Seplast, in order that the
instruction to be given and the

tember

demonstrations and special
Fig.

31.

-CYPRIPEDIUM EURYBIADES SHILLIANUM.
(See

Awards by the Orchid

group in which remarkable fomis of Cypripediums wen-e the chief featui-e.
The best
novelty was C. Lloyd George (Beeckmannii X
aureum Hyeanum), a bold flower of excellent
form the basal half of the large, white dorsal
sepal is emerald green with feathered lines of
pale purple. The broad petals are like those of
C. Beeckmannii,
and are yellow tinged with
purple, whilst the lip is of a darker tint.
C.
Scipio has a handsomely blotched upper sepal.
Messrs. J. and A. McBean were awarded a
Silver Banksian Medal for a group of Cym;

bidiums, including C. Schlegelii, C. Pauwelsii,
and many forms of C. Alexander!, the two best
of which were the pure white variety album and
the blush-tinted variety Ma-rgarita.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. were awarded a
Silver Banksia.n Medal for a group of flnelyflowered hybrid Orchids.
Messrs. Hassall and Co. were awarded a

N.\T.

SIZE.

C<>minittee.)

and distinctly coloured hybrid
Odontoglossums and Laelio-Cattleya Trident
var. ignescens (L.-C. Diana x C. Trianae Backseveral

fine

housiana), a pretty flower of neat shape, the
rose petals showmg the reddish feature of C. T.

Backbousea-na and with
bright ruby-red colour.

well-rounded

lip

of

lec-

might be standardised.
tures
Besides the personal lectures
and demonstrations, a number
printed for circubeen
had
lectures
of
lation, and about 3,000 lantern-slides had been
lecture had been arranged at the
prepared.
Mansion House, to be delivered on the 13th
inst. by Mr. W. Cuthbertson, on the cultivation
and a second lecture of a similar
of Potatos
nature would be delivered by Mr. Cuthbertson
Hall
on June 19. On this food proCaxton
at
duction campaign over £2.0(X) had been spent.
Many gifts of seeds and bulbs had been sent

A

;

'

Fruit

and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. J. Cheal (in the chair), W.
Poupart, E. A. Bunvard, F. Perkins, A. R. Allan,
A W. Metcalfe. 'H. Markham, G. Keif. A.
Bullock. F. Jordan, P. A. Tuckett, Ed. Beckett,
Owen Thomas, John Harrison, F. R. Ridley, and
James Vert.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons were awarded a
Silver Knightian Medal for a well-staged collechigh quality, including
tion of vegetables of
Superb Early White Broccoli New Red Intermediate and Favourite Carrots; Ailsa Craig.
;

camps and hospdtal.s in France, and had
The president
been most gratefully received.
had himself visited a hospital at Boulogne
where such gifts had proved invaluable. The
work at Wisley, both experimental and pracThe laboratory
tical, was still going on well.
was finished and paid for, a.nd was a very
Owing in great part
handsome building.
to the loyalty and spirit of exhibitors, the
continue the
enabled to
Society had been
to the

—

Fbbeuaky
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fortniglitly meetings, and he wished, in the name
of the Ck)ancil, to thank all who thus helped
to maintain the quality of the meetings, which
had been held for more than a hundred years.
The thanks of all were due to Sir Albert K.

EoUit for securing the recognition by the University of London of the Degree of Horticulture.

Sir

Harry

J.

Veitch seconded the adoption

report, observing that he would add
words on the subject of the financial
position.
There was one item which was in
abeyance, and seemed likely to remain so until
the end of the war, and that was the rent which
they would receive from the Government for
the Hall in Vincent Square, which had been
taken over for the accommodation of Australian
No arrangement as to remuneration had
troops.
yet been come to with the Government, but it
was hoped that the sum paid would be a considerable one, and would enable the accounts
of the Society for the year to show no loss. The
Society had issued about 40 pamphlets on different subjects, all of which were much sought
after.
He would call attention to the fact that
there was one slight error in the printed state-

of

the

a few

President

announced

that,

owing

to

The number of Fellows of the Society
was given as 13,259, but it should be 13,851.
The number was

assistance.

ment.

fast

increasing

;

at

the

first

two meetings of the year more than 200 Fellows
were elected, and, as the president had already
remarked. 76 were elected at the meeting held

With reference to investments, last
it was resolved at the annual meetifig to
increase the amount of War Loan stock held
by £10.000, This was done, but it was found
necessary in the autiimn to realise £17.000 of
this eitock to meet current expenses, leaving
£3.000 still held. A slight loss was made over
this transaction, but even then the price had
been higher than it was at present, and the
sale had enabled the Council to pay off an advance which had been made by the' Society's
bankers, thus freeing the Society from debt of
any kind. Altogether, the accounts were in a
healthy and satisfactory condition, takinj; into
account the difficulty of the present circumto-day.

year

stances.
J. Wallace took exception to the action
the Council in selling the War Loan stock.
considered that the whole £20,000 should
have been held, and that in a couple of years

Mr. R.

of

He

it would have been possible to pay off the bank
balance and discharge all iiab lities.
Sir Harry Veitch, in reply, said that the
Council considered it desirable to have a certain
sum available in case of any sudden emergency,
and they had only sold out sufficient for this
purpose.
It was true that a small sum had been
lost on the transaction, but if it had been carried
out later more would have been lost. The Council had wished to end the year out of debt, and
so thought it better to pay off the bank debt of
ten thousand pounds and start with a clean slato,
besides settling an outstanding liability in connection with the Wisley garden.
The report was adopted unanimously.
Mr. (". E. Shea moved that the Fellows record
their emphatic protest against the decision of
the Food Controller that no sugar be distributed
this year to private fruit-growers for the purjiosc
of making jam, and approving the memorandum
addressed by the Council to Sir Cliarles Bathurst
(see p. 69).
The secretary then read the memorandum referred to, antl Mr. Shea continued
that the Fellows were there to support this action
It had been admitted that the
of the Council.
submarine sinkings of sugar had been rather
less serious lately, and that the stocks of sugar
in the country were, if anything, larger than
they were last year. It was freelv said that the
large jam-factories were getting all the sugar, to
the dotrimontof the private grower and the small
fruit-farmer.
The plan of collecting all the
fruit from the small growers and making it into
jam and preserve in central factories was quite
impracticable and doomed to failure, and would
mean the complete loss of enormous quantities
of valuable food.
Mr. A. W. Oke seconded the
motion, and suggested that the Council send a
deputation
to the Rutrar Controller on the
matter.
The Rev. G. H. Engleheart supported.
and said that althougTi the Society should not
offer iiny captious criticism, yet they should be

;

Parlia-

mentary duties, he was obliged to leave the
meeting, and Sir Harry Veitch took the chair.)
Sir Albert K. Rollit moved that a special vote
of thanks be passed to the Rev. W. WUks, who
had been a Fellow of the Society for fifty years,
and secretary of the Society for thirty years,
on that day. Sir Albert referred to tie very
special and strenuous exertions which had been
put forth by Mr. Wilks and his staff during the
last three years, owing to the extra work occasioned by the war conditions, and by the fact
that it was almost impossible to obtain adequate

The motion was carried with acclamation.
Mr. Wilks, in replying, said that he thanked
Sir Albert and the other Fello%vs present most
heartily for their generous praise, and testified
to the loyalty and devotion of the members of
the staff, who had certainly worked inordinately
hard.
The Society was unable to obtain more
assistance, and if help had been obtainable they
would have nowhere to accommodate extra staff.
The time must be close at hand when the
Fellows would have to look for a new secretary,
and he trusted that whoever they chose would
be able to get up in thirty years' time and say,
as he himself could say, that he had had the
happiness of being secretary to the most united
and pleasantly condticted Council that could be
found.
The chairman then handed the Victoria Medal
of Honour to Mr. W. J. Bean. Mr. F. J. Chittenden, Dr. A. B. Rendle. and Sir Albert K. Rollit.
A vote of thanks to be conveyed to I^ord Grenfell for his presidence closed the proceedings.
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The special appeal for help to assist the Commitlea
in carrying on the beneficent work of the Fund which
was made by the treasurer in May was not quite so
successful as in previous years.
Your Committee,
however, most gratefully acknowledges the gift of
£100 from Messrs. Hurst and Sons an appreciable sum
from the treasurer to level up the investment in 5 per
oent. War Stock to £1 100, a certificate for a 5 per
cent. War Loan Bond from a lady supporter, and generous gifts from Messrs, Sutton and Sons, Sir Jolin
T.
D. Llewelyn, Bart., Mr. Whitpaine Nutting, Mr.
Reginald Cory, and Miss Flower.
Generous subscriptions and donations were also received from Sir Frank
Crisp. Bart., Messrs. Rothschild and Sons, and Mr.
Tom Smith, and your Committee gratefully accords
them its warmest thanks.
The Bournemouth Gardeners' Improvement Society,
the .\ltrincham Gardenera' Improvement Society, the Scottish Horticultuiml
Association, and the Dumfries and District Horticultural Society are most cordially thanked for their
kindly efforts on behalf of the Fund, as are also the

to place their accumulated knowledge
and experience at the disposal of the Sugar Controller in this matter.
He had noticed in the
latest pronouncements emanating from the Sugar
Control signs of giving way, and beUeved that
Lord Rhondda was himself sympathetic towards
the private fruit-grower.
Mr. W. H. Page
also supported the motion, which was carried
unanimously. The suggestion of Mr. Oke that
a deputation be sent was put in the form of a
resolution, and carried, the deputation to consist
of Mr. C. E. Shea, Sir Albert K. Rollit, Mr.
A. W. Oke, Mr. James Hudson, Rev. W. Wilks,
and Mr. Owen Thomas, with power to co-opt
if desired.
(At this point of the proceedings the
willing

honorary

local

secretaries,

;

The members

Committee who

of tlie

items

The following
more

offer fliemselves for

re-election.

Mr. Reader, your Committee deeply regrets, cannot
longer continue to act as one of the auditors, owing
the pressure of other engagements.
Tie therefore
does not seek re-election, and on his retirement the
Committee desires to place on record its high appreciation of his past services,
Mr, W, A, Bilnev, J,P,, has
kindly consented to fill the position vacat<'d hv Mr.
Render and the Coinmittee has very great pleasure in

recommending

his

election.

THE ROYAL GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND
Cash Statement fob the Year ending December

£
:

General
...
Local Secrc-

Committee.
IVspite the indehtortness to IIk- Hank of £800. tlie
in.
on tho whole, in a very sati.'faclorv condition. .The subscriptions donations, and other contributions received diirine the year have exceeded) (jeneral
expectations, while (Jie workine expenses have bieen
considerably reduewl
Vour rommiltee would ffladly
welcome .any help towards discharpine the debt, owinj;
*
'
to the Bank.
The full benefits of the Fund were bein? received at
the commencement of the vear by 107 children, and,
as in the previous year. 16 candidates, all of whom,
in
accordance with rule, had been reoeivi.n!r half
allowances while waitine for election, were added to
the list at the annual meeting. Kinetepn of the children ceased to receive the weekly allowance during
the year and most of them were suhsequpntlv given
extra grants towards providin? an outfit on commencing to earn their own living.
These gift.s are ineluded in the item which appears in the .accounts a^
"f!rants in Aid."
The amount disbursed in allowances during the year was £11 5s, less than in the
previous year, while grants in a'Vl al.so show a dccrea-se amounting to £13 13s. 5d,
At the ensuing
anntial meeting the Tommittee recommend the election
by resolution of the 14 candidates.

Donations

SO

...

General
Local Seoretariea

:

4

176 10
20 4

.,

Response to Special Appeal
Legacies: Mr. N. N. Sherwood.
Mr. Robert Tait
Dividends on Slock
Income Tax returned

„

Loan from Bankers*

,,

,.

„

Balance

last

£

d.

s.

6
6

U

J.P...,

196 14 11
605 2 6
500
50
396 1 10
30 14 11
600

Account
EXPKNDITURB.
d,

By Allowances

to

Grants

,\id

,.

.,

in

Orphans

...

.,

Secretary's Salary
Rent. Insuranoe, Firing and
Lighting. &c.
Printing and Stationery ...
Advertising
Annual General and Committee Meetings
Postages
Bank Charges, Interegt, &c.
Petty Ca^h
Sundries

..

Purchase

.,

Loan

,.

,,
,,
,,

Fund

,,
,.

£

e.

d.

:

Emma

Sherwood Memorial "
" Maybud Campbell Fund ",,,
" James Campl>ell Fund " ,,,
"

,.

from Report of Executive

d.

s.

205 15

255 19

„

,,

:

Extracts

31, 1917.

Rbceifts.

To Subscriptions

ex-

important

bv rotation

to

tariea

scribers, was taken as read.
tracts from it refer to the

retire

are Mr. W. Bates. Mr. W. H. Divers, Mr. C. Dixon.
Mr, J, McKerchar. Mr, H. B, Mav. Mr. J, W, Moorman.
Mr. W. Nutting and Mr. George Reynolds, all of whom

ROYAL GARDENERS' ORPHAN FUND
FEnniTARY B.-Tlip annual general meeting of
the subscribei-s to the Royal Gardeners' Orphan
Fund took place at Simpson's Restaurant, 100,
Strand, London, on the 8th inst.
Mr. Edward
Sherwood presided in place of Mr. H. B. May,
who was unfortunately prevented from attending
owing to indisposition, and it was agreed that
a note be sent him expressing the sympathy of
the members, and their hope that he would
shortly be fully recovered.
The secretary, Mr.
Brian Wynne, read the notice convening the
meeting, and the minutes of the last annual
general meeting, which latter were duly confirmed.
The report of the committee for the
year 1917, which had been circulated to the sub-

George

Mr.

especially

Carver. Mr. T. Neve, and Mr. W. Rowe, to whose
kindly efforts the increased receipts from local secretaries are mainly due.
Your Committee deeply regrets to record the heavy
loss which the Fund h.as sustained during the past
year by the death of three of its vice-presidents, Sir
James WTiitehead, Bart.. Mr. I^wpold de Rothschild,
CV.O., and Mr. William Marshall. V.M.H,. also a more
than usually lengthy lis.t of other generous supporters.
To the initiative of Sir .lames Whitehead was ent&elv
due the raising of the standard of the Annual Dinner
from a comparatively small and onlv slightly remunerative function to the series of most successful annual
festivals.
Mr, Marshall was elected a member of the
Committee in 1890. and for the following ten years
was annu.ally
re-elected
chairman.
Other valued
helpers whose scr\-ices to the Fund will not soon be
forgotten are Jlr. Walter T. Ware, whose gifts of
flowers so often helped to adorn the tables at tlie
Annual Festival
Mr, John Mnrgetson, Mr, George
Burt, Mr. Thomas Jeflrera. Mr. H, Richardson, Baron
do Sontellinho. M, Philippe L de Vilmorin, Mr. James
Hunter, Mr, A. E. Vinden, and Mr, A, McVinish.

13
13
13

;

5

per

of £19 10s,
lid,
cent. War Stock,,,

from B,ankers

repaid.,.

£3,014

Having inspected the

Securities

Books and Vouchers supplied to
the above Account to be correct,

us.

7

examined the
we hereby certify

anfl

PF.TER

R.

BARR,

FRANK READER,
.Tanuary

1 8,

Auditors,

1918.
to

the

Bank

on

December

31

—

— ——

;
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NOTB. Investments.
3 per cent. London & County Consolidated
£7,240 15 10
Stock
2,000
3 per cent. Canada Stock
L. & N.-W. Railway 1 per cent. Preference
340
Stock
Great Indian Peninsula Ry. Guaranteed
514
3 per cent. Stock
Metropolitan Railway 3i per cent. First
570
Debenture Stock
80O
5 per cent. War Stock
" THOJtSON MiJMORLlL TRUST "

East Indian Railway B. Annuity of £14,
430 11

cost

" EMiiA Sherwood Memorial "
Metropolitan Water (B) 3 per cent. Stock
" Matbud Campbell Fund "
Metropolitan Railvyay 3^ per cent. Preference Stock
" James Campbell Fund "—
5 per cent. War Stock ...
._

516 15 11

391

300

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the
report, said that the overdraft at the bank of
£800 was in consequence of the adverse condiThe special
tions brought about by the war.
appeats had not brought in as much money
as was hoped, and had not compensated for the
omission of the annual festival dinner.
The
fund had received two legacies during the year,
but it behoved everyone to make a great effort
to help to clear off the overdraft and get the
Fund once more on its former sound footing.
Mr. Poupart seconded, remarking that it was
something to be thankful for that the Fund,
though short of money, was able to continue its
good work. The report was adopted.
Mr. Poupart then moved that the resignation
of Mr. Frank Reader, one of the auditors, be
accepted with great regret, and that he be
thanked for liis past services.
This was
seconded by Mr. J. W. Moorman, and adopted.
Mr. J. McKerchar moved that Mr. W. A.
Bilney, J. P., be elected auditor in place of Mr.
Reader.
This resolution was seconded by Mr.
Leech, and carried.
Mr. J. F. McLeod then moved that Mr.
Edward Sherwood be re-elected treasurer, and
thanked for his past services.
The resolution
was seconded by Mr. J. W. Howe, and carried
unanimously. Mr. Sherwood replied briefly, expressing pleasure at his re-election, and avowing
that there was very little work connected with
his office, though there was at times a certain

amount

of anxiety as to the state of the funds.

Mr. McLeod moved that the retiring members
the committee, namely, Messrs. W. Bates,
W. H. Divers, C. Dixon, J. McKerchar, H. B.
May, J. W. Moorman, W. Nutting, and George
Reynolds, be re-elected en-hloc, which was
unanimously agreed to.
Mr. Sherwood moved that Mr. Brian Wynne
of

be re-elected secretary at a salary of £200 per
annum, /remarking that the members of the
committee had the greatest confidence in Mr.
Wynne, and felt that they could not have a
secretaiy who had the interests of the society

more at heart, or who was more z'ealous in its
service.
The motion was unanimously carried,
and Mr. Wynne made a suitable reply.
Mr. Sherwood then moved that the fourteen
candidates before the committee should all be
placed on the funds.
Their names are as follows :— Chilton, James Harold
Dodd, Mar;

garet

—

;

Haslett, Albert Victor ; Haslett, Frederick Ian
Hobbs, Rose Mary Grace Hubbard,

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Seeds for Speing-Sown Chops.

Owing

to various causes, and especially unfavourable weather at the time of harvesting seed
last summer, tliere is likely to be a scarcity of
some kinds of seeds.
I would strongly advise that all orders should
be placed in the hands of seedsmen at once to
ensure the best delivery possible.
With a view of assisting the inexperienced I
give tlie quantities required per acre in their
various sections for spring sowings.
Turnips and Swedes 2 lbs., Mangold 8 lbs. ;
Clover (Broad Leaved) 15 lbs. ; Italian Rye
Grass, when sown with Clover to increase the
yield of hay shotdd be used at the rate of half
If sown as a crop of green
a bushel per acre.
grass for sheep when weaning lambs, for which
purpose it is excellent, 1 bushel per acre will be
required. Trefoil, or suckling Clover, more commonly known as Black seed, which is useful for
mixing with Italian Rye Grass for sheep food
or hay, sliould be sown at the rate of 5 lbs. per
acre.
Spring or winter Vetches, 2 bushels
Maize 1 bushel when grown for milk cows, of
the Horse-tooth variety.
Rape, when sown broadcast, 6 lbs. ; when
drilled 4 lbs.
Sujjar Beet, 6 lbs.

Onions, 8 lbs.
Trifolium, when sown on rich soil, 20 lbs. on
soil, 30 lbs.
Barley, 3 bushels.
Oats, 4 bushels (sometimes 5 bushels are used).
Cabbage for cattle if transplanted, ^ lb ; if
drilled for permanent growth, 3 lbs. ; Carrots,
Parsnips, 7 lbs. Lucerne, 20 lbs. Peas, 3
71bs.
;

moderately rich

;

;

;

bushels.

:

Kathleen: Hubbard, Stanley; McCallum, Alan
Fielder; McCallum, Gladys Edith Reeve, William Herbert
Robinson,
Charles Kenneth
Robinson, Victor; Sleigh, Daniel James; Sleigh,
Mary Elizabeth. This was unanimously agreed
to.
The chairman announced that he had
received a letter from a lady, Mrs. Ward, offering the sum of £13 a year for the support of
the candidate Victor Robinson, and enclosing
£12 for the remainder of the present year. It
was agreed that the offer be accepted, 'and that
a letter of thanks be sent to the donor.
A
letter had been received from Mr. H. B. May
thanking Mr. Sherwood for taking the chair in
his place, and for his labours as treasurer of
the Fund.
A resolution to this effect was proposed and carried, and Mr. Sherwood replied
that it had been a great pleasure to preside over
the nieeting, though he hoped that on the next
occasion Mr. May would be well enough to be
there himself.
The Fund was a subject verynear his heart, and he trusted before very long
to see it again on its former secure footing.
;

;

Moss ON Lawn

Your
to

The

fact of the soil

collects

first step,

drain

—

A

Potatos Discoloured
W. S. The tubers are
affected by the disease known as " sprain," an
obscure compla.int which causes discoloiired
:

rings inside.
properties or
may he used
require to use

It does not affect their cooking
taste, and "sprained" tubers

for seed, but you wiU scarce!for this latter purpose.

them
Primula malacoides

/. IF. So far as is known,
the foliage of Primula malacoides does not
cause skin irritation, as in the case of P.
obconica.

Manuee C. A. 0. If you
road sweepings are free from
oil, you should scatter
the manure on the ground. Leave it to dry thoroughly, and then rake out of it all the sticks
and paper into a heap and burn them. If,
however, you have reason to think there is
petrol in the mass, make it into a compost
as you suggest.
Place it in a heap with a
fork, and get out of it with the fork as much
of tlie paper and other useless material aa
are sure that

suitable soil for Onions is a deep,
Where convenience exists the plants
stiff loam.
should be raised in cold franres, sowing the seed
in boxes early in February, hardening the seedand transplanting them 4
lings thoroughly,
inches apart in rows made 1 foot apart in April.
The earlier germination of the seed under glass
assures a quicker growth, and the plants escape
If not already done,
attacks of the Onion fly.

no time should be

lost in

manuring and plough-

ing the land, following with a subsoil plough to
second ploughing
ensure deep ciJtivation.
crosswise early in March will improve the tOth
for planting and the sowing of seed in the open.

A

Eaelt Geass.
Italian

Rye

and

incamatum are
Remove all Docks and

Trifolium

making rapid growth.

well roll the plot to press stones below the reach
of the grass-cutter as well as solidifying the soil
about the roots of the grass, which, after frost,
is often loose and not in favour of free growth.
Where the grass is pale in colour sow evenly
over the plot 1 cwt. sulphate of ammonia per
acre, or 3 cwt. of superphosphate of a strengt-h
less

T.

and stagnates just below.
therefore, should be thoroughly
the groimd.
Endeavour to favour
the growth of the grass by applying a nitrogenous fertiliser, such as sulphate" of ammonia,
in the spring.
Apply it at the rate of about
1 oz. to the square yard, at intervals of a
few weeks.
Namjs op Plants. Corresj>on3enlt not answered in thU
issue are requested to be so good as to consult
the following number.
Oonifers, Co. Longford.
All seedling forms
of Cupressus Lawsoniana, which is a very
variable plant, hardly any two being exactly
alike in a bed of thousands of seedlings.
number of the more distinct fomis have received varietal names, but your plants are
roughly typical of tlie species, though No. 1
is very near var. pendula.
surface,

Road Sweepings
Onions.

The most

not

M.

/.

:

of your lawns being sandy, and getting very
dry in smrmier, would not account for the
presence of the moss.
It is probable that the
subsoil is improperly drained, and that water,
although it percolates quickly through the

:

Potatos, 14 cwt. of tubers weighing from 1 nx.
to 2 oz. each.
Sainfoin, 4 bushels.

than 30 per cent.

STIMnLATING THE

WhEAT

CeOP.

If there is any suspicion that the land is not
in good heart to carry the Wheat crop to a successful issue, and the plant appears weak, sow
1 cwt of sulphate of ammonia per acre during

the present month.

tar,

petrol,

as

:

tlie

and motor

possible.

Sunflowers

C. W. M., Morpeth.
The average yield of Sunflower seeds in Russia, where
they arp extensively grown, is about fifty
bushels of seed to the acre.
As a general
rule, 100 bushels of seed will yield thirty-three
bushels of kernels.
The average yield per
head varies, and it would not be difficult to
experiment on a small scale to arrive at the
yield to be expected in this country. For the
production of Sunflower oil, the Russian Sunflower, a large-seeded variety, pr ducing a
single head, is the best, but for kerrels, which
are largely eaten in Russia, the small-seeded
kinds are grown.
:

T. 0. Tomato seeds should be sown
compost consisting of one-half loam and
one-half leaf-mould or manure from an old
Mushroom-bed. The seeds should be dibbled
in separately, Ij inch apart and ^ inch deep.
From your description of the seedlings, it is
evident that you are keeping them in too

Tomatos

:

in a

;

;

[Febettaey 16, 1918.

E. Molijneux.

damp and

close

an atmosphere

plenty of ventilation.

;

they need

Pull out the seedlings

_

®bituari2*
We

regret to record the
Thoma* Wilson.—
death, on the 24th nit., of Mr. Thomas Wilson,
for some twenty years gardener to Lady Strathmore at Glamis Castle, Forfarshire. His death
was due to the after-effects of an operation
which he had to undergo last November. Deceased was a skilful gardener, and designed and
laid out several portions of the gardens at
Glamis Castle. lie was also entrusted with the
laying out of Lady Strathmore's gardens at
Inchdownie Clova.
He leaves a widow, one
son, and three daughters.

which have '" diamped off" and sprinkle .sand
and powde'ed charcoal on to the space where
they have been then place the seed pan on
a high shelf near the roof-glass of the house
where they are growing, so that they may be
in a dry place and receive the maximum of
;

light.

C. L.
The article you mention can
be used for the fumigation of all plant houses
where the plants are liable to attacks of mite
or red spider.
The address is Limd Street,
Cornbrook, Manchester.

Vaporisee

:

Communications Received.—J.
L.
2s.

L.
E.

A. P.— L.
S.
H.^I. O.^I. R. B.— O. W. H,— Mrs. A, (thajiks for
6d. for R.G.O.F. box)— H. A. D.^B. W. F. F.—
J.— W. S.— E. B.-J. B.— S. B.—.K. J. P — C. N.—
O.

..
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Turkestan Irises, it seems
sandy soil, and for some
have been able .to save seeds

seedlings annually.
I like, if
possible, to grow the plants in a oold frame
which is kept closed in summer and un
covered all the winter, until the flowers
appear. Then for a month or more there
are always flowers to be seen, for strong
bulbs send up three flowers in Succession.
The fourth Iris was a remnant of a
batch of hybrids of I. Bakeriana and I.
reticulata which gave me some exquisite
little plants, most of which, I am sorry to
say, I have lost through inattention and
lack of time since 1914.
Early Crocuses have one advantage over
early Irises.
Once an Iris flower has expanded, it remains open and a prey to
any vile weather. It is. therefore, Ijest to
pick the buds and stand them in low bowls
filled with damp sand,.
Crocuses, however,
open in the sun, but close when the sun
I'aise

75

a deep

mahogany. The contrast

striking.
C. chrysanthus

is

very-

easier to identify,
though the colour of its flowers is usually
not golden.
The distinguishing mark is
to be found- in the black tips at the base of
the anthers. This feature is present in the
fine butter-yellow form that Van Tubergen
named after Mr. Bowdes, and also in the
latter's
variety,
Bullfinch,
which has
white petals heavily veined externally with
dark purple.
is

The forms of C. biflorus are very numeiand one of them is known as th6
" Scotch " Crocus. Others are pure white
when open, but have beautiful blue-grey
ous,

backs to the petals.
All of these Crocuses are of the easiest
possible cultivation in well-enriched light
but they must have a sunny position,
where they have the Ijest chance of opening
whenever the .sun does favour us in Jan-

soil,

uary and February.
fi'rhoiixe. Godalming.

IF.

Ti".

Dykes, Char-

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Rosenbachiana
Odoutioda Memuria
Iris

Potato " seed

'

F. M. Ogilvie
tubers, sprouting

ORCHID

..

Rbododeiidron parvilolium

EARLY SPRING FLOWERS.

hybrid Odontioda illustrated on p. 81,
fig. 55, of which the parentage is unt'ortunately
unrecorded, was awarded a First class Certificate
by the Orchid Committee at the meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society on the 12th inst.

in temperature after a spell of oold
weather. From the middle of December to
the middle of January the soil was aLuiost
continually frozen on the surface.
On

The plant is a worthy represeut;itive of the excellent cultivation and fine quality of the Orchids
acquired by the late Fergus Menteith Ogilvie,
Esq., and is well worthy of its place in this

January 14, and a^ain on January 17,
we had three or four inches of snow, and
yet on the 27th four different Irises and

important collection.

CYMBIDIUM SHILLIANUM.
FlowI'IRS of

twenty different Crooises were in

full flower in the

of

Amasia,

open.

in

Northern Asia Minor,

and large flowers measure over 4 inches
across, while the blade of the falls

is

I

relative

of histrioides of
a distinctly
redder .shade of purple, with falls curiously mottled with two shades of the same
colour.
It is one of the many forms of
this Iris which come from further south
in .'\sia Minor, and whirh are u.suallv supplied liy the trade as histrioides instead
of the true plant.
These forms are neither
so large nor so sturdy as the type, hut thev
respond to the same treatment and are
verv welcome earlv in the New Year,
On January 27 the first flower of
I.
Ro.scnbachiana Csee
fig.
ap32)
peared, with its astonishing combina-

a

cross

eburneum

in the clear white, for the green tints
of both 0. grandiflorum and the C. Lovvianum in
C. Pauwelsii are entirely eliminated.
The only

just

over an inch in breadth.
The colour is
generally a deep blue of the .shade that
the Repertoire de Couleurs calls steel-blue
(230, I.), though in some flowers the colour
is distinctly paler.
The centre part of the
bl.-.de is
blotched with this colour on a
white ground,, and there is a central,
aised ridge of orange. This Iris .scpm.s to
succeed in the light sand of my garden enriched with leaf-soil and old manure better
than most of the other members of the reticulata section. The bulbs should be lifted
and replanted after a short interval every
f<'W years, or whole colonies sometimes fall
victims to disease and die outright.
The next Iris to appear was a southern

Cymbidium Shillianum,

between C. Holfordianum (eburneum X grandiHorum) and C. Pauwelsii The Dell variety, are
sent by the raiser, Mr. J. E. Shill, from The
Dell Gaixlens, Englefield Green.
They are large
and of wax-hke substance, showing much of C.

The first Iris to appear was I. histrioides.
The true plant cuuies from the neighlxnirhood

M. OGILVIE.

The

is ajstoiiishing how quickly the earliest
i'i" spring flowers respond to a slight rise

iieaily

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTIODA MEMORIA,F.

Fla. 32.

—IRIS

ROSENBACHIAN.\ (sce text).

goes in and keep their flowers unspotte<l
until the sun shines again.
My earliest Crocus, with golden-yellow
flowers, is apparently the C. Olivieri of

Gay, according to Maw'e monograph. It
is remarkable for its broad leaves, which
appear with the flowers. Crocus Imperati,
with its
pinkish-purple
flowers, and
striped backs to the petals, was out even
l^fore the snow came, but its milk-white
albino form with a golden base waited for
the disappearance of the snow.
The great disadvantage of Crocuses is
that they can only be distinguished by
rooting-up the plant and inspecting the
coats of the corm, and by pulling the plant
to pieces in

order

to

count

its

real an<l

basal spathee.
Thus I have at present
three or four golden-flowered Crocuses
which I hesitate to name, though I suspect
them of being forms of C. aureus. C. gargaricus is even deeper in colour and a
form of C. Balan,sac, which I owe to the
generosity of Mr. Bowles, has three golden
inner petals, but the otiter three so
heavily coloured on the exterior as to be

colour in the flower is a pale yellow shade at the
bases of the petals and on the column, and rosered blotches inside the margin of the lip. A line
of rose-red also runs from the crest to the front
of the lip.
Hybrids of its class are now very
numerous, and there is a certain resemblance
between the results of some different crosses, but
all

vary in some respects.

ODONTIODA

BRADSHAWIAE.

We

have received from Mr. Balmforth, gardener to Mrs. Ogilvie, The Shrubbery, Oxford,
a very singular abnormal development of
flowers of Odontioda Bradshawiae (O. crispum X
C. Noezliana), in which three joined flowers
present a seemingly double bloom 4 inches across
and bearing some resemblance to a decorative
scarlet Dahlia.
The flattened pedicels joined together disclose the amalgamation of three flowers
one stalk, which carries on the joined columns,
each with its more or jess perfectly formed
labellum, into the centre of the flower.
From
the centre spread in tolerably regular order the
fifteen segmentj forming the sepals and petals o£
the flowers, .and most of these are fully developed.
The scarlet ray of segments bears the yellow
crests of tHe lip, one of which is quite perfect
in the centre.
o.n

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM JOHN
HARTLEY.

;

A FLOWER

of this fine Odontoglossum, which
secured a First-class Certificate at the meeting
of the Manchester and North of England Orchid
.Society on the 7th inst., is sent by John Hartley,

—
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Yorkshire. The
Esq.,
variety is one of the most beautiful forms of
0. crispum which has yet appeared, and is of
the same class as 0. crispum Aldworthii, for
which the Davidson Cup was awarded at the
Chelsea Show of the Royal Horticultural Society,
May 23, 1916. The variety John Hartley has

The Knowle,

Morley,

nearly equal sepals and petals, which expand
to 4 inches in width. The ground colour is
white, tinged with violet from the colouring on
the reverse side, but the greater part of the
surface is covered with ruby-red blotches, the
tint of which is brightest on the well-displayed
fringed petals. The lip is white, with a fringed

crimped than in ordinary C. Trianae, is rogepurple in front and lighter in tint at the base
and edges of the side lobes, the prominently distinct feature being a closely arranged series of
yellow branched lines running from the bjise to
the front lobe, and two pale yellow patches, one
on each side of the opening of the tube.

RHODODENDRON PARVIFOLIUM.
Rhododendron parvifolium
34)

is.

in the

(see figs. 33 and
mild days of early and mid-Febru-

ary, a very valuable plant.

In the

[February

23, 1918.

but it differs in the stamens, the filaments of
which are hairy at the base, and the growth is
not procumbent. R. parvifolium, makes a good
companion to R. praecox, which is already
swelling its buds, and preparing to succeed a
while later.
It is flowering here with R.
dauricura, which is said to be earlier, and resembles :R. praecox to a great extent, but differs
in smaller flowers and in not being erect. It is a
native of Siberia, Korea, etc., and is perfectly
hardy. For the photograph from which the illustration was prepared I am indebted to my foreman, Mr. F. G. Preston, i?. Irwin Lynch.

Cambridge

TREES AND SHRUBS.
HAMAMFILIS MOLLIS.
The history of this beautiful Witch Hazel,
which was awarded the R.H.S. First-class Certificate on the 12th inst., is interesting. The species
was discovered and introduced in 1879 by Charles
Maries when travelling in China on behalf of
Messrs. James Veitch and Sons.
Plants were
gi'own in the Coombe Wood nursery of the firm
for twenty years or so without attracting particular attention.
Eventually the late Mr.

George Nicholson, of Kew, brought the shrub
prominently into notice, and there was soon a considerable demand for Hamamelis mollis, as the
beauty of the older kinds of Asiatic Witch Hazel
had by that time led to their being extensively

Though

planted.

all

the species are bea.utiful,

H. mollis

is generally regarded as the finest.
remarkable that a large number of winter
or very early spring flowers are yellow.
For
example, besides this Hamamelis we have Bar-

It is

berries,

Jasminum nudiflorum, the

Forsythias,

Winter Aconite,
yellow blossoms.

Narcissi,

W

.

and Crocuses,

all

with

T.

FLORAIRE, GENEVA.
One hot day

at the beginning of last July
knocking at the door of the simple
of M. H. Correvon, the friend of all
true flower lovers, who gives the warmest of
welcomes to
anyone from
England.
His
house faces the Alps, and, hidden in the blue
depths of the mountains, is his Alpine garden,
which, owing to the exigencies of war-time, few
can now visit but himself, and he but rarely.
His home garden Floraire^ was a riot and

found

little

me

home

—

—

tangle of colour.
Close to his door, and creeping everywhere, was
little Heeria elegans, a large-flowered Mexican
"
plant of gay magenta, and a long "dry waJll
was covered with the pale blue Borago,
showing to greatest advantage so grown. Here
also was Stachys Corsica, running or creeping
everywhere, with white flowers; Androsace
foliosa, pinky-white
a Saponaria from Cyprus,
and everywhere was Acantholinum venustum, a
mass of rose-pink flowers 6 inches high. Here.
pink,
too, was the lovely Lavatera maritima
This, with Teucrium orienwith grey foliage.
Eryngium
and
caespitosa,
Oenothera
tale,
me more forcibly
appealed
to
florairiense
than anything else for beauty of colour and for
decorative purjKises. The Teucrium', with lovely
deep mauve little flowers like Linaria, was of
graceful branching upi'ight form 12 inches high,
and deeply cut and greyish foliage. The Oenogrowing magnificently, the pink
thera was
flowers deliciously scented, while the Eryngium
was the result of crossing E. alpinum and E.
;

—

Fig. 33.

rhododendron p.utviroLiuM in the Cambridge botanic garden.

margin, and there are red-brown blotches around
the bright yellow crest. The column, as in many
other highly developed forms of O. crispum, is

dark claret-red on the upper

side.

CATTLEYA TRIANAE.
Mr. Willum Bolton, Wilderspool, Warringtwo flowers, said to have been taken
plants of an importation of Cattleya
Trianae.
The one is an ordinary form of that
variable and widely distribated species, with pale

ton, sends

from

sepals and petals and purple-fronted lip.
other flower exhibits quite new features for
the species, and is in effect intermediate between

lilac

The

C. Trianae and C. Mendelii.
The sepals and
petals are tinged with rosy-lilac, with fine white
veining.
The lip, which is more elongated and

Botanic Gardens the plants grow nearly 3 feet
high, and are covered with little clusters of from
four to six bright rosy-purple flowers. The species

Watson in ShodnrJemlronf,
Gardening Series, as an erect,
virgate shrub, with leaves oblong, scaly, green
above, rusty beneath, ^ an inch long. They are
slightly aromatic when crushed, and the plant
is evergreen.
The flowers are i to | inch across,
and suggest those of R. amoenum, but that,
perhaps,
is
chiefly
because of
similar
a
is

described by Mr.

Present-Day

In the Edinburgh Botanic Garden the
to peg down the stems and cover them
with soil, when they root into it and produce a
much better furnislied specimen than is otherwise
possible.
The species is allied to R. lapponicum,
illustrated in the Botanical Magazine, tab. 3106,
colour.

practice

is

Bourgatii, of much finer purple colouring than
usually see in Eryngiums, and which M.
NeaT to
Correvon secured in his wanderings.
the dry wall was the Opuntia collection not in
bloom, and altogether too prickly and learned

we

—

for me, but a Scabiosa Pterocephala near by
A shady alley was bordered
I admired much.
On«
by ramping, headsti'ong Clematis vines.
called Mdme. Julia Correvon originated in the

—

;

Fbbbuary

with

garden,
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veIvety-er:mson

blooms 2 inches

across.

Grenoble M. Correvon had found an
Astragalus, with Vetch-like leaves 12 inche.«
long, of a bright green, and pale yellow, fuzzyheaded flowers, rather like a Phlomis, but
It made a strikingly handin heads, not whorls.
some and spreading plant for a specimen bed.
Morina longifolia had prickly and AcanVhuslake foliage with a delicious scent of lemon.
and long spikes of pale pink and w-hit« flowers
in whorls.
Rudbeckia maxima, with large pale

At

yellow flowers and
very showy.

very glaucous

leaves,

was

Campanula alliariaefolia, with single white
flowers, wa6 shown off well by a background of
blue Anchusa seedlings, and Campanula persicifolia, in a double
variety, was exceedingly
the doubting having turned the bloom
rows of petals, and
had not been spoiled by the doubling, as is
usually the case. Next to it was the rare Linum
hirsutum, growing 18 inches and 2 feet high,
and very beautiful.
pretty,

into a flat flower with four

it

PonteHeria cordata, an aquatic, with
spikes of flowers, was attractive, and so

Cherry

closing me some Viola florairiensis seed, has set
me delving into the recesses of my memoi-y and
my note-book, while guns are firing all over and
round my house, an air raid being, in progress.
It is well that we have pleasant memories to fall
back on even amidst the clatter of shrapnel and

the booming of the guns.

Alice Martineav.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
SAXIFRAGA

BURSERIANA

MAJOR.

With the dawning year one begins to look
forward to the flowering of Saxitraga Burseriana
major.
It is, with me, generally the earliest of
the Burseriana varieties, of which we have now
so many.
It has often bloomed in' January and
February', sometimes to its own undoing, as in
severe frosts its white flowers have been ruined,
while sleet, rain, and snow have also attacked

77

has a curious

CAMPANULA RADDEANA.
Campan-ula Radde.axa, which comes frmn tlitCaucasus, is easily increased by division, and
soon spreads to a moderate degree without be-

coming un4uly aggressive. I am not aware ifseeds can be obtained, but tliey may probably
be offered by a few specialists in such plants.
In reasonable conditions this Bellflower never
fails

give

to

soil

AUSTRALASIA.

NOTES

dahurica, and G. Cruciata.

was obliged to tell him of the exquiGentiana Farreri that Professor Bal
fonr had shown me at Edinburgh, flowering in
I

But

little

settled,

the rain instead of shutting
well-conducted Gentians do

Dianthus

Courtoisii

hybrid, found by M. Correvon at Davos, it grow.<
li foot high even in dry soil, and is rose-pink
in colour.
One of the gems of the garden was
Viola florairiensis, a mauve hybrid obtained bv
crossing two Alpine species.
The plants I saw

had flowere<l without ceasing for

five

the

rare,
tiny Rosa berberifolia
a
a pretty little white flower; Inula
Trieste ;
Hypericum Coris,
;

from

neat foliage and small yellow flo%vers;
ghitinosa, a small plant or herb with
insignificant little white flowers, and exquisitely

j.retty,

St.ichya

scented when the leaves are bruised
Valeriana
florairiensis,
whitish
Dioscorca c.iucasica, a
rare and elegant large-leaved climbing plant
Astragalus alopecuroides
Digitalis lanata and
Genista horrida, a dwarf plant like a tiny Spanish
Broom, end my list of plants that specially interested me.
Space forbids my mentioning the
herbaceous plants, flowering so vividly in that
sunny spot, where two varieties of the Matileja
Poppy were blossoming as profusely as if this
were California! I have written too much, but
a charming note from M. Correvon today, en;

;

;

where an assured market is at hand, there
arc 10 to 25 acre blocks suited to poultry raising
oi- market gardening.
In the country districts
there are blocks of 25 to 160 acres for the growing of field crops, dairying, etc., and also larger
areas for mixed farming— sheep and cattle raising,
and other agricultural purposes.
The climate of the State is excellent, and
facilities, such as roads, r.ailways, post offices, and
.schools, are quite up-to-date.

khododendron parvifolium, showing KLO'VVERS AND FOLIAGE NATURAL SIZE.

Fig. 34.

'

Pcganum with

and capabilities
thus, close to large centres of popu-

in size according to the district
lation,

;

love beds,' and alone are
my great treasures."
However, there was Little show, but
had I been earlier I should no doubt have
waxed enthusiastic also.

most of the districts already well
and served with every convenience for

in

of the soil

years in

the same place
they are never without bloom
from January 1 to December 31. This should
be a very valuable plant in English gardens, and
I hope to grow it, together with the new rosp
coloured Primula florairiensis.
Spigelia mari
landica was very pretty, the blooms dark crimson
with golden lips.
M. Correvon waxed enthusiastic over some
beds arranged for suibjirrigation. " These," eaid
he, in hia quaint English, "are what I call my

VICTORIA.

transport, the Closer Settlement Board has purchiiscd large estates, and by judicious sub-divi
sion has made available for selection land already
in full production. This land is in blocks varying

up, like all otlu-i
in wet
weather.
specially
marked.
.\

I

ON

view of the post-war emigration intended by
some of our men, the following may be of interest and service to such as are thinking of VicThis State, <\ith its
toria as their future home.
area of 80,000 square miles and its 1,400,000 population, is by far the most developed of the six
States which together form the Commonwealth
of Australia. Thus the area remaining of virgin
Crown lands is not large, and, for the most. part,
cossists of heavily timbered country, or areas
but recently opened up by roads and not yet
served by railway.
In

A long border of (ientians must have been a
wonderful sight when the flowers were at their
There were still a good many in bloom
best.
at the time of my visit.
Among them were
Gentiana phlogifolia, flowers of richest blue, with
Phlox like leaves; G. Walujewi, G. tibetica, G.

saw

a.

was a

—

I

in

tree,

buds.

ensifolia,

Grown

satisfaction.

not too heavy nor of a poor, dry character,
it
will
give every
satisfaction,
and prove
a permanent inhabitant of the rock garden or
retaining wall.
There it will give perpetual
pleasure with its lax racemes of wonderfully
large,
drooping, deep blue bells, but little
elevated above
its
carpet of small, glossy,
prettily crenated leaves.
I think it prefers a
semi-shaded place. S. Arnott.

;

Here

of resenting the conditions in

mauve

Bigarreau jaune (I have said bofore it was a hot day)
the fruit was yellow
and very sweet and refreshing, and it is the
one Cherry in Switzerland that the birds will
not touch.
I think it would be worth trying
in this country to this end. Pentstemon Digitalis
was very charming pale pink flowers, with
yellow and brown tracery inside, and woolly

site

way

some gardens, and of bidding farewell to them,
but in most cases it may be ranked among
plants whicli are " easy " to cultivatf.

(See p

76.)

disfigurement.
It is, therefore, worth
while to give the plant protection.
A cloche or
bell-glass, tipped on one side to admit air, is
helpful, and even a sheet of glass, just a little
elevated above the flowers, is a sufficient safeguard. This shelter should be placed over the
plants in good time, as even the dainty red buds,
thick-set on the charming grey, spiny foliage like
a rough carpet, will suffer in severe we.ither.
it

to

its

MORISIA

;

HYPOGAEA.

MoRisiA HYPOGAEA is a small plant in point of
stature, but often grows into a spreading tuft
curiously cut polished green leaves, with
good-sized, bright yellow flowers.
This Alpine
likes
a poor, gritty soil, as it becomes too
big and untidy-looking in rich compost.
I
of

have always found that it does best in full sun,
and in soil where rain drains away rapidly. It

The seasons are well defined, and the temperature ranges fioni the night frosts of 2-6° experienced during June, July and August, to the
80-100° in the shade of December to March.
Rainfall is fairly regular (quite regular in the
southern half of the State), being from 10 to 15
inches in the extreme north-west corner, where
two million acres of Wheat show the main in
dustry. Twenty to thirty inches ig the average
of the fertile, well-watered Gonlburn Valley and
northeastern districts, where Wheal, wool, and
dairying share equally, supported well by vineyards and fruit-growing.
The S W. corner is favoured with 25 to 40
inches, and here are some hundreds of square
miles of wonderfully fertile country, used mainly
for dairying; its price per acre, £50 to £130,
is

sufficient evidence of its productivity.

The S.E.

—

—

or Gippsland quarter is the least
developed, owing to its country being in the main
heavily timbered ; but its forests are pierced
by numerous rivers and by large areas of rich
river flats, and today Gippsland has fifty towns
and villages, prosperous under a certain rainfall
of 30-50 inches.

The main industries are timber
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cutting, the growing of field crops, dairying,
stock-raising.

and

centre of the State enjoys 20-35 inches of
rain, and produces Wheat, wool, fruit, and dairy
As the central district includes the
products.

The

three cities of Melbourne, Ballarat, and Geelong,
intensive culture is also prominent.
Industries already well established, yet inviting many new members, are the breeding for

pure stock or meat market of all farmyard animals ; the growing of field crops for market, viz.,
Potatos, Onions, Carrots, Sugar Beet, Lucerne
and Hay ; the growing for inter-State consump-

jams

for

such as Apples, Pears,

all

tion, or canning, drying, preserving for
e.xport, etc., of fruits

stone fruits, nuts, citrus fruits, and berries of
market gardening as in England,
all kinds ;
differing only in that the use of glass and heat
I
is necessary in the raising of early plants.
hope shortly to deal with yields, markets, expenses, and returns, of fruit and field crips.
That the settlement is well distributed is
shown by the disposition of the population, which,
Melbourne, the
roughly speaking, is as follows
with its suburb.? holds 600,000
capital city
people; Geelong, 45 miles 8.W., Ballarat 75,
and Bendigo, 120 miles N.W., each contain about
Scattered all over the State are 30 odd
30,000.
towns of from 3 to 10 thousand people ; and there
are about 250 smaller and younger townships
(villages).
The class of neighbour that might be
expected and the prosjierity that everywhere
exists, can be judged by the facts that this State
has sent approximately 100,000 soldiers to tke
war, and has subscribed well over £1,500,000 to
the main war relief funds, apart from the innumerable local funds.
Its
latest
item in
this line is £155,000 to " Our Day " Fund at
the end of October last. G. Errey.
'

:

—

—
—

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
CAMPANULA AMABILIS.
Among

border Campanulas C. amabilis ia
certain to occupy a good position in the future.
The plant is already a favourite with those who

know

it.

When grown

in rich soil

it

grows about

3 feet tall, but it looks equally well when in a
poorer compost and only about 2 feet in stature.
It is of comparatively slender and graceful habit,
and bears a multitude of large, deep blue flowers
of much beauty.
In some places, it must be
admiffed, the plant has not been long-lived, but
I think this must be attributable mainly to want
of care by allowing it to become overgrown by
other subjects, or from want of top-dressing in
spring.

A.

BULB GA RDEN.
HOME-GROWN

BULBS

CoLTivATORS of the

OF

LILIUMS.

different Liliums have
long recognised the fact that many species are
extremely difficult to establish permanently.
Imported bulbs of some species will absolutely
refuse to grow in a satisfactory manner after
they have had their basal roots cut off.
This
is particularly noticeable in the case of Lilium
monadelphura (or Szovitzianum).
I
once had
under my observation a large quantity of bulbs
of this Lily
imported from the Black Sea
region.
Though they were in splendid condition they never gave satisfaction.
Some compai-atively small English-grown bulbs similarly
treated became thoroughly established.
Lilium
giganteum is a species ir which the planting of
large bulbs is sure to disappoint.
It has been
often suggested that bulbs raised from seed in
this country would be the most likely to succeed in our gardens.
Such bulbs have, untU
recently, been unobtainable from the ordinary
trade sources, but latterly more attention has
been paid by traders to home-grown bulbs.
W. T.
.

ThcWcck'sWork.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

F. JoRD,ui,

Gardener

to Lieut. -Col. Spender
Lingfleld, Surrey.

Clay, M.P., Ford Manor,

Cucumbers.— A
management

of

very important detail in the
spring-sown Cucumbers is to set

the plants in their fruiting quarters before they
become pot-bound. As a rule, as soon as the
seedlings are developing their rough leaves they
may be planted, but the heap of soil should
be warmed before this is done. As the main
shoot approaches the trellis the laterals should
be pinched at the first or second leaf, and the
main stem itself stopped later to preserve an
even balance of growth. The extra sap received
by the side growths will favour their fruiting.
By pinching other laterals at the first leaf, a wellbalanced plant will soon be fonned. The roots
at this stage wiU have grown freely in the soil.
With a brisk bottom-heat the temperature of the
house should range from 66° to 70° at night,
and 75° to 80° by day, allowing a rise of
5° to 10° with sun-heat after closing the ventilators and damping the bare spaces liberally with
moisture. The plants will be greatly benefited
by light top-dressings of rich, open soil each
Do not
time the roots appear on the surface.
over-crop at this stage unless the demand for
fruits is pressing, and prepare another house lor
a succession crop, if not already done let the
structure be thoroughly cleansed.
;

Herb*.— During mild weather let the herb
border receive attention, or plant a fresh one if
If it be decided to plant
considered nece-ssary.
a new border, choose a site that is easily accesground that has been thoroughly
sible and
trenched and well manured. All kinds of herbs
are easy to cultivate, and should be planted
together as much as possible, or there will be
Alint is someloss of time in collecting samples.
times difficult to grow in dry, sandy soils, and
coolest
and dampest
planted
in
the
should be
situation. Leaf-mould, road scrapings, burnt ash
freely for
be
used
and similar materials should
lightening heavy, tenacious soils.

A

few seeds of certain kinds
Sebd-sowing.—
may be sown on gentle hot-beds.
Lettuces, Carrots, and Tui'nips that have been
gently forced are of superior quality to those
grown out-of-doors. Early Lettuce is usually
rather tough when grown entirely in the open.
Good results are obtained with these three crops
by growing them in cool frames covered at night
with mats. Cauliflowers, both early and successional varieties for planting out on a warm
border, may be forwarded by sowing in this
manner.
Cauliflower plants that have been
of vegetables

wintered in cold frames should still be grown in
the frames, but given abundance of air in order
Unless frost
to keep them dwarf and hardy.
prevails, tran.'iplanting may be done during the
second or third week in March. Seeds of Dwarf
Gem Brussels Sprouts may be sown in the same
manner for early supplies, and successional sowing.s of this green crop may be made at the beginning of March.
Make frequent small sowings of Radish on gentle hot-beds.
Sow the
seeds thinly and water them freely to encourage
rapid germination and quick growth. Ventilate
the frame liberally as the plants increase in
growth with brighter and warmer days.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier. Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart., Gatton Park. Reigate.

Aerides, Saccolabium, and Angraecum.—
Plants of these three genera are showing signs
of renewed root action, and any necessary reIt
potting should be carried out at this stage.
is not desirable to repot the plants unless it is
absolutely necessary. If repotting is decided on,
first remove the old potting material from between the roots and wash the smaller particles
Aerides and the
from amongst the drainage.
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stronger-growing Angraecams are best grown in
pots, while Saccolabiums and the smaller-growing Angraecums succeed best in Teak-wood
baskets. Plants that have become leggy through
losing a number of their lower leaves should be
shortened by cutting away a portion of the stem,
In
but retaining a sufficient number of roots.
repotting, arrange flat crocks over the bottom of
the receptacles, place the stem of the plant as
in the basket as possible, and then
carefully place clea^i crocks between the roots to
one-half the depth, filling the reinaining space
with clean Sphagniun-moss, mixed wiQi potFill the receptacles to their rims with
sherds.
the compost, arranging it in the form of a mound
Cover the
in the middle of the pot or basket.
surface with a layer of living Sphagnum-moss.
Cleanse the plants thoroughly from scale insects,
which infest the stems and axils of the leaves.
Water the roots copiously, and place the plants
Keep the Sphagnumin the warmest house.
moss green by lightly spraying with clear water
until growth is active, when water may be given
Aerides Lindleyanum, A. crassifolium,
liberally.
A. crispum, and A. Warnerii are best grown in
in a house having an intermediposition,
an airy
ate temperature.
Cattleya and Laelia. - Cattleya Trianae,
0. Percivalliana, C. chocoensis, and many hybrids
that flower at this season, will now be pushing
their flower-spikes tlirough the sheatlis, and the
plants should be aiforded a liitle extra water at
the roots, withholding moisture again as soon
as the blooms are fully expanded, after which
very little water will be needed until the plants
The roots of dormant
again begin to grow.
Cattleyas and Laelias should be kept comparatively dry, until their flower-spikes develop or

low down

Well-matured specimens
growth recommences.
require only just enough moisture to retain their
Notwithpseudo-bulbs in a plump condition.
standing that Cattleya Mendelii, C. Mossiae, and
others in a resting stage are developing a number of fresh roots, they must still be watered
with extra care, affording each plant a moderate
quantity of moisture whenever the compost becomes quite dry. Although the present is not
the usual time for repotting, any plants that have
commenced to make new growths and are beginning to push fresh roots from the bases of
the last pseudo-bulbs, may be repotted if necessary. The work is better done now than when the
young roots have attached themselves firmly to
the sides of the pots. During the winter months,
Cattleyas and Laelias are very subject to the attacks of scale insects, which should be removed
by sponging the leaves and rhizomes with an
insecticide, taking care to dislodge the pests from
around the eyes at the bases of the pseudo-bulbs.
The creatures secrete themselves underneath the
outer skin, which should be opened carefully and
the pests removed by the aid of a small brush.
If scale is allowed to remain unchecked, it will
Seedinfest the young growths as they develop.
lings of these plants should be kept growing
without a check until they have reached the
they should be
If possible
flowering stage.
afforded a warmer temperature than the parent
Greater success is obtained when a house
lilants.
is devoted entirely to the raising and growing
A temperature of from 60° to 75*
of seedlings.
and a moist atmosphere are suitable conditions.
Shift the plants into larger pots as they require
increased room, and never allow them to become
Employ as a rooting medium equal
potbound.
proportions of Al fibre, Osmunda-fibre, and
Sphagnum-mo=s cut the materials rather short,
and add some crushed crocks to keep the mixture
Vaporise the house frequently to keep
porous.
down thrips. It is at this period of the year
that the small yellow thrip insects multiply so
fast that if immediate means are not taken to
destroy them they will cause great damage to
From this time onwards it will be
the plants.
good practice to vaporise each house once every
fortnight, and on the alternate weeks the plants
;

should be lishtlv sprayed overhead with som»
It is best to d»
safe but effectual insecticide.
this just before sunset, as this minimises the
danger of th^ foliage being scorched by th«
Before commencing vaporising or
sun's rays.
spraying, very little damping down should b«
done", but a moderately high temperature should
be maintained, so as to induce the insects t»
emerge from the places of their concealment.
_
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THE HARDY FRUIT

GARDEN.

Protectino the. Blossoms of Wall.

Trees.— Last

year, in consequence of the phenomenally late season, I decided to risk any
possible danger of injury from frost, and our
trees escaped.
This year it will not be expedient to take such a risk, as the flower-buds
are already sweUing much too fast.
My plan
is to prutect
the blossom with half-inch fishnetting made on the square mesh, which causes
it to hang true ; this I find gives ample protection.
When short of this netting I have
used two thicknesses of one-inch netting, also
made on the square mesh this I found to
answer well. This netting is 9 feet wide, but
does not touch the ground by about 3 feet. It
is fi.xed at the top of the wall to a running wire,
and liglit Bamboo rods are arranged slantwise
from the wall and secured against any possible
movement, the netting being tied to the rods.
This device afiords ample protection to keep the
blossoms dry, which is most essential.
A few
hives of bees are near to the wall, and the bees
do not mind the netting in the least.
;

Wall Copings of Glass.— Wall copings
afford the best means of protecting fruit blossom from spring frosts. To fix such copings
at the present time

is

not,

perhaps, advisable,

but they repay the outlay.
Where such copings are provided 1-inch mesh netting is quite
suHicient. and it may be allowed to hang nearly
perpendicularly with sufficient stakes to prevent the netting beating in the slightest degree
against the trees. I am not in favour of using
thicker material than these nettings unless the
garden is in a very cold district.
Heavy
screens should be hung with rings from the top
of the wall in order to be easily movable in
bright weather

» Pruning Newly Planted Trees.— In
aiitumn

the

1916 I

of

plant<'d standard trees of
do not favour severe top pruning
when planting, the shoots were only
shortened about one-third their length. Short,
stocky shoots developed last season, and these
are now closely studded wth fruit-buds. Fruit
trees planted now should
bo pruned more
severely, as the roots would be inactive for
some time. In the case of late-plajited Apple?
and Pears I would also remove all the flowerbuds, apply a mulch to the roots, and water
the trees immediately they were planted. Standaid trees should be supported to stakes
directly they are planted, whilst bushes and
pyramids sliould be made secure against spring

Damsons.

As

I

gales.

The Storing of FRuiT.-Some useful notes
on this subject have been published in recent
issues of the Gardeners' Chronicle, including
those from the Hon. Vicary Gibbs and Mr.
Edwin Beckett. It must be remembered that
my advice to spread tha fruits thinly on the
shelves was given at a time when many of the
latter were empty.
When our Apples were
first placed in store some were arranged at least
six layers deep, but as soon as space was available they were given more room, and doubtless
Mr. Beckett has done the same some weeks ago.

mixture of rich, firm, fibrous turf, ^-incli bones,
and lime rubble. A simiUar temperature and
treatment as previously advised will suit these
also, but very little water must be given umtil
the root.s have taken full possession of the soil.
Vines planted in borders last year should be
allowed to develop slowly. Aim at building up
a sturdy, short-jointed rod, without undulv
forcing the plants.

Pot Vines.— The grower must use his discretion when thinning th^ bunches on pot \'anes.
Some of the bunches may require heavy thinning,
others very little
at the same time a properly
thinned bunch will be free from small or stoneless berries, and still retain sufficient Grapes to
form a pea-feet bun.ch. Overcropping pot vines
usually ends in failure, so far as size of berries
and colour go, which are the most essential
points in Grape culture.
Six, or, at the outside, eight, bunches, according to the vigour
of the rod, are quit? enough for the vino to
carry.
Lateral grovrths should be pinched and
tied out to .secure an even balance of foliage
over the trellis, pinching the sub-laterals to
one leaf.
Suiitable top-dressings of rich materials s.hou!d be applied occasionally in
sm.all
quantities and well watered with chilled water.
Diluted liquid manure used warm is beneficial,
but if given in strong doses the young roots
will collapse and the foliage flag during bright
weather.
Discontinue direct syringing, but
keep the walls and bare spaces moist. A temperature of 65° at night and 75° by day, with
air according to the weather, will be suitable
conditions.
A few degrees higher may be
:

allowed with sun-heat when the house

as advised for the early houses in a previous
calendar
will
apply
to
successional
vineries, except that the temperature should be a
little higher as the season advances.
When the
buds are swelling a temperature of 60° at night
and 70° by day, with a minimum temperature
of 65° .it the flowering period, will be suitable.
Take .advantage of sunnv d.ays to let the temporatur" rise to 75° or 80" when the houses are
closed.
By these me.^ns a ^eat saving of fuel
will

result.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

IhRRlss. Oardcner to Lady WiNTlOl,
Locking Park, Berkshire.

Propaoatino Edoino Plants.

By W.

J.

GmsB, Gardener

Koele Hall,

Newcastle.

Young Vines.— There

Mr« Dempsieb,
StaflorcUblK.

to

still time to propagate vines from eyes, and prunings that were
heeled in on a border outside for this purpose
should receive attention.
No advanUge is
gamed by delaying the work after Februarj-.
Eyes that were inserted in .small pots a.s advised last month will soon be r( idv for shifting
into 6-inch pots.
ITse a composst consisting of
loam, bone-meal, and mort.Tr nibble, and plunge
the cuttang pots inrto a bottom heat of 70° to 80°
and keep the atmosphere moist. Light syringings
will keep the buds damp (nough for
the present.
.uard agai^n.sit a .sudden lowering of the temperature, which would give a check that would
senoiLTlv ininre the young plani^!
Out-back
vinM should be shaken out. as soon as the buds
have .started, and shifted into 10-inch nnt«.
The s<mI for these vines should consist of a
is

It is neces-

sary t^ propagate fresh batches of plants used
as edgings to plant-.stages about twice a year,
aa old specimens when overgrown are uneiglitly.
Such plants as Paiiicum variegatum, Pilea muscosa, and Selagiiiella are easily increased from
cuttings, which, if rooted and grown in a moist,
warm atmosphere, make useful plants in a few
weeks.
The cuttings may be dibbled into
3i-inch pots filled with a sandy compost.
Well
water the cutt-ngs and place them in a propagating case to root.
Isolepis gracilis may be
increased by division of the roots.
Place the
divided portions in S^-inch pots and arrange
the pots closely together in the plant stove
until they have made suiitable growth.
m.ay be rai.sed

from seeds sown during the next two or three
weeks in pans. Let the seed -pans be thoroughly
washed and place in them plenty of drainage
material. The compost should coiisist of a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and .sand which has
been passed through a fine sieve.
Well water
the soil before sowing the seed.
Care is necessary in handling the seed, or much of it will
be lost.
It is a good plan in the case of all
small seeds to mix it with a little very fine
sand to ensure it being evenly distiibuted.
When sown, lightly cover the seed with sand
which has been passed through a hair-sieve.
Cover the pans with a sheet of glass, and on
the glass place a sheet of brown paner until
the seeds have germin.-ited.
Place the pans on
a shelf in a moist, warm house. The old tubers
which have been resting may be placed in boxes
of clean, sifted leaf-mould "and the boxes stood
near the roof-gla.ss in a house having an intermediate teni'perature.
If necassary the stock
may be increased bv <lividing .<!ome of the
largest tuibers. When sufficdeint growth has been

the plants

may

be potted singly

ceptacles of suitable sizes and
in a moist, warm atmosphere.

.in

re-

grown on gently

When

the plants
have filled their pcrts with roots they may then
be given cooler treatment.

Olivia (Imantopmvllum).— Plants of Olivia
are developing tlieir flower-spikes, and meed
copious supplies of water and stamulants, or the
flowers will be lacking in colour.
After flowering any repotting necessary may be done. This
plant is easily increased by division of the roots,
which can be done while the work of repotting
is in progress.
Provide a rich rooting medium,
as the Olivia is a gross feeding plant.
If the
plants have been repotted in recent years they
need not be di-sturbed now, for specimens grow
and flower satisfactorily in the same pot for
several yeaj-s provided they are afforded plenty
of stimulants during the growing season.

The Forcing House. -There

should be no

difficulty in providing a good supply of flowering plants, as the various kinds of forcing subject« require very little fire-lieat to bring them
into flower.
Before using flowering plants in.

the dwelling grow them for a short period in
It may be necessary to retard

a cool house.

some of the later batches of isfarcissi and
Tulips by placing them in a cool house or frame
on the north Siide of a wall. LUacs and species
oi Prunus and' Pyrus may still be lifted from
the open ground and placed in the forcing hou«e
as required.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

closed.

SuccESsiONAL Vineries - The same management

BBQONiA.-Tuberous Begonias

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

is
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made

By

R. P. Brothersion, Gardener to tlie Earl of
HiDDiNOTON, Tyninglianie, East Lothian.

Calceolaria.— If pyramid

or standard plants

of Calceolaria amplexicaulis are required, transfer
the plants to 7 or 8-inch pots, and grow them in a
temperature of 55° to 66°. Exercise care that they

suffer no check to growth from lack of moisture
at the roots.
Once started into free growth,
the plants make remarkable growth.

HUMEA ELEGANS. —Plants of Humca elegans
that have been kept on the dry side through the
winter will from now onward require more
moisture at the roots.
Do not be tempted to
raise the temperature by the use of fire-heat.
Camomile.— I grew a quantity of this medicinal herb last year, and was not a little surprised at the long-continued bloom produced and
the fairly good effect the plants gave in the
The .))lant is easy to cultivate, and rooted
pieces detached from old plants at the. present
time and set 9 inches apart will do excellently
m^ass.

well in beds.

Transplanting Shrubs. -This note is rather
a caveat than any advice.
It is usual to transplant shrubs about this date, but, of all seasons,
probably thei'e is no worse than the present for
the well-doing of the slirubs themselves.
The
best time is autumn, on the whole.
But -wheai
circumstances do not permit of transplanting
them, the next best time is when the buds are
on the point of bursting.
The work needs to
be carried out without delay in order that the
roots are not dried, and a soaking of water
must follow immediately on planting, a mulch,
if it be even of dry .soil, following, when
nothing more will be needed.
I
have moved a
great variety of shrubs and trees at the point
of growth indicated,
including tall Conifers,
Hollies, deciduous anid evergreeii Oaks, dwarf
shrubs of various kinds, and Apples, and have
never had a failure.
.So,
if possible,
refrain
from transplanting, as I am doing with a lot
of large shrubs, till growth is on the point of
breaking.
These
include
Daphniphyllum,
Japanese Oak, Cornus Mas, tall andl old Yews,
and more common subjects.

WiLLOWS.-The cutting over of dwarf and
the pruning of standard Willows grown for the
colour of their bark, Dogwoods and others of
a like nature should soon be seen to. When cut
year after year a little in advance of the portion cut the previous year, the shoots gradually
become weaker and when this is observed, by
cutting below these snaggy portions, and the
soil properly dressed with manure, the original
vigour will be renewed.
Willows mav always
b-i cut down to the ground level wdth advamtage.
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eOlTOKtAL NOTICE.
Publislier. -

and

Editors

Oar correspondents

to
obtaining a-nswers
in
obviate delay
their commanications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
relating
printed weekly to the effect that all letters
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher ; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

would

Notice

Special

to

Correspondents.

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
Local News.
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
Illustrations.—r/ie Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
fur reproduction, of gardens,
or of remarkable
flowers, treeSf etc.,
but they cannot
responbe
sible for loss or injury.

—

APPOINTMENT FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

American plant parasites that we shall do
well to be on the look-out for the advent
of this latest addition to their number.
penetrans

Tylenchus

specialist parasites

;

that

falls
is,

it

among
only

the

afiects

known) a few plants, and in
respect differs greatly from its forally
Heterodera
radicioola, which
midable
IS known to infest no fewer than 500 difIndeed, it is not
ferent species of p'lant.
improbable that this latter eelworm is of
all pests that which does the most damage
(so far as is

this

to garden crops. Therein lies an additional
why Potato growers should keep a

reason

sharp look-out for the appearance of the
minute pustule which is a sign of the pre.-.euce of the newly described Potato eelworm, and should above all avoid planting any seed tubers the aspect of which is
open to suspicion. Microscopic examination of suspected tuloers is a ready means
of determining whether the eelworm is or
for the parasite once seen
is not present
under the microscope is easily recognised,
and its size about l-25th of an inch
makes it visible even with a very low
magnification. Although care in the selec;

—

AVKRAGE M»AN Temperjiure for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last fifty
years at Greenwich, 40.1.
ACIOIL TEMPERlinttS:
Gurdeilera' Chronicle OfBoe, 41. Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London. Thursday, February 21,
10 a.m.
Bar. 30.1
temp. 45.0°.
WeatherBright sunsliine.

—

:

;

The pathogenic troubles
A New Parasite
of Potatos.
in battalions.

^he Potato are wellnigh endlees; they come
not as singile spies, but

*>f

The

latest addition to the

parasites of the Potato

is

Tylenchus pene-

nematode worm allied to the wellknown root and stem parasite, which
causes trouble in Cucumbers and many
other .plants. An attack by this parasite
may be recognised by the presence of numbers of minute pimples on the surface of
the Potato tuber.
Each pimple is perforated by a minute opening, through
which the parasites escape from the Potato,
and no doubt pass through the soil into

the best means of preventas it is of so
ing the spread of this pest
many others another means consists in
solution
weak
with
a
treating the tubers
of corrosive sublimate, the poison used successfully for the treatment of Potato scab.
Mr. Cobb's account of this pest contains
excellent illustrations of Tylenchus penetrans, and a full description of the characters which distinguish it from the other
tion of seed

is

—

—

other tuber.s.

is

number

may become

If the infection
of blisters or pimples

severe the

considerable; the separate swellings run together, and the surface becomes shrunken
owing to the collapse of the tissues.
Mr. N. A. Cobb, of the Bureau of Plant
Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture, who has published a description* of
this parasite, states that Tylenohus penetrans also attaclvs the roots of Violets and
causes serious damage to the plants.
In
the case of the Potato the damage done by
this nematode is apt also to be serious. An
attack leads to reduced yield and small
and unsightily tubers.
The reduction of
yield is to be ascribed to the fact that the
parasite gains access not only to the tubers,
but also to the root-system. That the pest
is
likely to prove troublesome may be
judged from the fact that it has already
been found in plants growing under such
different climatic
conditions
as tho»se
which occur in Florida, Georgia. North
Carolina, New York, and Michigan and
;

have

already had

so

many North

[February

England and Wales

a,

number
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of migratory wild

birds, including the curlew, the knot, the whimbrel, tlie golden plover, the red shank, the god-

the woodcock, the teal, the
mallard,
the
shoveller,
the
white-fronte<l goose, the pinkfooted goose, aiwl the grey leg goose.
By the
same Order the time for the lawful sale, exposure, or offer for sale, or possession of any
of these birds is extended to April 15, 1918.
wit,

the

snipe,

widgeon,
poachard,

the
the

Honour for

M. D. Bois.-The French

Academy

of Science has bestowed on Monsieur
Bois, Editor of the Revue Horticole, the
Parville Prize of a thousand francs.
This distinction is given as a reward
for services
rendered to the cause of science.
The prize
marks in a tangible manner the valuable work
done by M. Bois for many years in introducing
and popularising in his own country the vegetable productions of the colonies.

D.

James
A.
Flowers in Season.— Mr.
Paice sends from Aldenbam Vicarage Gardens
spikes of Iris stylosa, which he states is flowering magnificently in the Vicarage Gardens this
season.

Prices of Copper Sulphate for Potato
Spraying.— Maximum prices have been fixed for
copper for agricultural purposes.
Potato growers are urged by the Food Producsulphate of

Depaitment to place orders for this material
with their usual merchants or dealers without
delay, and to take delivery as soon as possibk'.
The prices are based on a sliding scale, and deliveries early in the season will be made at a
lower price. The price for sales of quantities of
not less tlian 1 ton by makers f.o.r. at works is
£48 per ton in January-February delivery £50
per ton March-April delivery ; £52 per ton MayAugust delivery. The prices for sales by merchants, dealers, chemists, and others, ex store,
shop, or warehouse, are as follows
tion

;

:

Date for delivery.

parasitic eelwoSns.
Quantity included
in sale.

trans, a

we

——

—

2

Horticultural CLUB.-The annual

general
meeting of the members of the Horticultural
Club will take place on the 26th inst., at
at 5 p.m.
2, Whitehall Court, Whitehall, S.W.,
president, Sir Frank Chisp, Bart., will preOn this occasion the house dinner, which
side.
usually follows the business meeting, will not
take place. Whitehall Court is situated immediately at the back of the War Office, and the

The

Room is on the second floor.
Allotments in Olabqow.— A memorandum

Club

issued by Mr. James Whitton, the Superintendent of Parks at Glasgow, on the subject of the
allotments under his direction, shows that there
was a keen demand for allotments in the Glasgow district in 1916 and 1917. The number of
plots provided amounts to about four thousand,
the average size being from 200 to 260 square

The

yards.

intention at

of varying sizes,

i.e.,

was to let plots
and 300 square

first

200, 250,

but it was found that in the great
yards
majority of cases 200 yards was all that one
holder could cultivate well, and all plots now let
are of this size. The results during 1917 were
very satisfactory, and the crop of Potatos alone
on all the plots combined amounted to about 1,800
tons.
The Parks Department has given a great
deal of assistance to plot-holders in such matters
as the erection of tool-sheds, fencing, and in the
;

provision of a certain

Government

amount

of skilled advice.

Seed-testinq Station.—

Over 4,000 samples of seeds have been reecived
for testing at the Government Seed Testing Station, under the Food Production Department,
at 72. Victoria Street, .since the station was
opened in November.

The Killing of Micratorv Birds.—The
Board
ing to

of Agriculture has

March

31,

made

an Order extend-

1918, the time for killing in

cwts. and over

..

..

56 lbs. but leas than 2 cwts.
28 lbs
56 lbs.
Slbs.
28 lbs.
„
,,
4 lbs.
8 lbs.
„
,,
1 lb
4 lbs.

.fan.-

Mar.-

Feb.

April.

64s.
56«.
68s.

Cfis.

6Jd.
7d.

7d.
7*d.
8jd.

£7s.
69s.

8d.

The Onion MAOOOT.-From

May-Auy.
inclusive.
.

568.
SSs.
608.

per cnt.
,,

„
7d per lb.
Sd.

9d.

experiments

Mr. A. Gibson at Ottawa* it apdamage done by the Onion maggot (Hylemyia antiqua) may be in large measure prevented by spraying the plants with a
mixture of sodium areenite (ioz. ), molasses 1
pint, and water 1 gallon.
The sodium arsenite
is dissolved in the water, which must be boiling, the molasses are then added, and when cool
carried out by
pears that the

the mixture is ready for use. It may be applied
by means of a watering-can, and owes its effect
to its attracting and poisoning the adult flies

Local Societies.— The

annual meeting of

the Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural ociety
was held on the 2nd inst.
the presidciit, Mr.
The I.nancial
J. A. Christie, was in the chair.
statement showed that there was a credi' balance
of more tlian £98.
Mr. J. E. T. Pol-ard was
elected hon. secretary, and the other off cers were
:

re-elected.

The

Merton

Horticultural

Society's

annual meeting took place on the 29th ult., when
Mr. E. Peterson, the president, occupied the
chair. The officers were re-elected, and three newmembers added to the committee. The Society
has a credit balance of nearly £12. It was decided to hold a show on August Bank Holiday.

Publications Received.— 77ie Peaches of

New

York. By U. P. Hednck. (New York
Agricultnral Experiment Station.) Sweet Pea
Annual for 1918. National Sweet Pea Society.
(H. D. Tigwell.) Transactions of the Royal
Scottish Arboricultaral Society, Voh XXXII.,
(Edinburgh: Douglas
Pt. I., January, 1918.
and Foulis )
•

The Canadian

H ortictilturi.il,

Dec,

1917.

—

—

Febbuary
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
{The

Editors do not hold themseUea responsible
ine opinions expressed by corres-poTidents.)

for

Effect of Sunlight on Growth. -In your
issue of December 8, 1917, p. 231, you referred
to a collection of "sports" exhibited by me at
the Royal Society, illustrating, amongst others,
proliferation,
spur-peloria,
and
leaf-division,
fasciation, which had been produced at will in
It may interest
sunlight by selective screening.
some of your readers to know that a specimen
of

Tropaeolum tuberosum, showing pre-arranged
now deposited in the Botany sec-

leaf -division, is

tion of the National History Museum, South Kensington.
The experiment was repeated dui'ing
last summer at Dr. Rendle's request, and was
quite successful, the leaves, either entire or with
different numbers of lobes, being grown in sunlight where desired, up a stem exceeding 4 feet
in height and upon lateral shoots. H. E. Bawson
(Col.), Home Close, Heronsijate, Hertfordshire.

Thb Storino of Apples.— The

remarks

do not know how they would succeed as standards. The soil here is rather a heavy loam with
a clayey subsoil.
W. Stephenson, Brkhendonhuri/

81

ON INCREASED FOOD

LECTURE ON POTATO GROWING.

Gardens, Hertford.

RtLiEViNQ Labour.— On

p. 4 Mr. Brotheradvises grassing flower-beds.
Surely this
must be wrong advice at this time they should
be filled with dwarf Beans, Carrots, or other
vegetables that are suitable
last j'ear every
odd corner in my garden where there was a
blank space, flower-beds, rockery, and odd

rNDER the auspices of the Royal Horticultural Society, a public lecture on Potato growing was delivered in the Mansion Hou^e, Lon-

ston

;

don, on the 13th in&t, by Mr. W. Cuthbertson,
V.M.H. The Loixi Mayor preeided, accompanied by the Lady Mayoress, and he was supported by Lord Lambourne, Sir Jeremiah Colman. Sir Harry Veitch, Rev. W. Wilks, Mr. F.
Rogers (representing the Board of Agriculture),
-Mr. Rjlliy ,'nf the Fruiterers' Companiy). and

;

corners,

PRODUCTION.

was sown with dwarf Beans, and from

these we harvested several pounds of Haricots.
.\ large landowner in the district filled all his

of

Hudson and of Mr. Beckett bear no sort of
contradiction, as Mr. Hudson was apparently
writing of choice dessert Apples and Pears near
ing ripeness, whilst Mr. Beckett was dealing witli
the storing of late Apples. I have placed Apples
.Mr.

boxes 4 feet deep in October and taken them
February as fresh and sound as when
I prefer boxes that will hold about one
bushel, but they are not always at hand, and
when there are hundreds of bushels from the
orchard they must be stored as best one can.
Doubtless the object of having lattice shelves in
fruit rooms is to see each fruit at a glance and
determine readily when it is ripe for dessert. A.^i
a young man I have put Apples and Pears in
in

out in
stored.

on lattice shelves and in lattice
drawers, with the result that the fruits shrivelled
Like Mr. Beckett, the Apple in
the grass set me thinking. I dissent from the
statement of ^. C. p. 151, that fruit gathered
wet is better than when dry. That may be the
case if the fruit is quite sound and free from disease, and of the harder and later kinds, such as
Norfolk Beauty, Lemon Pippin, French Crab,
and Northern Greening. He also states that fruit
should be gathered before it is ripe this requires
to be qualified "Fit to gather" and "ripe"
are two quite distinct terms.
Even Ribston
Pippins and King of the Pippins are gathered
before ripe, not to mention all the fruit that lasts
from November till May. But the fruits are
" fit to gather" when they part easily from the
tree.
There is one point to remember all fruit
is best in its season
when that season is past it
is of less value, even if it keeps sound. Japonira.
single layers

by Christmas.

;

:

;

Qrowth

of SNOwoROPa.— 'The illustrations
Snowdrops in fig. 14, on p. 33, are interesting
so far as they go, but would have been much
more instructive had exact details of temperature, rainfall, and sunshine been given for the
district in which they are growing, during tin'
of

month

of December, or at least the last fortniglit
thereof, in each case; also the date in each ye;ir
when the leaves first appeared through the surface.
Perhaps the contributor of the photograph
can supply these data. If not, may I suggest that
in succeeding years the clump "be kept under
careful observation, and the.se details recorded.
So far as one can judge with rough records, temperature alone is of far more importance than
rainfall or sunshine at that period of the year.
C. NirhnUon, Chingford.

Apples Rival and Barnack Beauty.— In
reply to Sonthcrn Grower's inquiry, on p. 54, as
the merits of Apples Rival and Barnack
Beauty, I may state that I have grown them both
for upwards of ten years and they have never
failed to give good average crops.
Rival is a
good grower, and the fruit has a very pleasing
appearance, which, for market purposes, is in its
favour. The fruits keerp well into December, and
are usually very hrm, a point of importance for
varieties to travel well when packed for market.
Barnack Beauty I consider a most useful late
-Apple, .nnd the flavour is quite up to the average
for- .Apples after the turn of
the year.
In appearance the fruit cannot compare with Rival,
but on the sunny side they develop a bright
crimson colour. The fruits are of good average
size, and remain firm well into February.
trees are all bush or trained specimens," and I

Fig. 35.

odontioda memohia

%y

k.

m. ogilvie

:

n

i

WHITE markings;

to

(See p.

flower borders with Beets and Carrots. I would
what is cultivated, and
rather grow crops that need little attention to
save labour. //. E. D.
say, do not uncullivate

Yew

Poison inq

(see

p.

70).

Puzzled will

the question of Yem poisoning of animals
dealt with on p. 63 of the R.H.S. Gardeners' Diari) for 1918.
I venture to suggest
that in the case of the particular field to which
h"? refers in which ai'e Yews that have never
proved fat-al to animals, the ground is in good
fertility, the stock well fed, and therefore tiho
animals do not eat the Yew greedily. A.
otherspoon, Mount Ballan, Chepstow.

W

I'

CLARET-RE0 WITH

rl.NK.

a number of other distinguished people interested in cultivation.
The large hall of the
Mansion House was crowded to it« utmost
capacity, and many people were unable to find
seats.

find

fully

l.U'

75.)

Mr.

Cuthbertson commenced bv saying

th:it

1916-17 200,000 new allotments were created
this country.
The«e allotments occupied
more than 13.000 acres of land, and more than
a million people must have been directly mtere.<!ted in them.
He advised that the Potato
crop should be tli<> chief con.lide ration on all
allotments, and proceeded to give hints on their
" I should like to eugcultivation as follows
iti

dn

:

—

—

—
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gest tliat you do not require to buy all the
If you
eeed Potatos you require every year.
are growing from Scotch or Irish seed, dig up
a number of roots in the summer or early
autumn before they are quite ripe, allow the
tubers to lie on the ground for a few days to
become green, and then put them away in
boxes in a cool, shady place to be kept for
This is the metiiod followed
seed next year.
by many of the largest and most successful
Once-grown seed,* that is, tubers
(TOwers.
which have been grown from Scotch or Irish
seed, will generally, if properly handled, give
as good a crop the second year as the first, but
after that the virtue of their origin seems to
one-half or three-quarters
Fill
have gone.
of your Potato land with this once-grown seed,
and buy every year from Scotland or Ireland
as much fresJi seed as wiU plant the other half
or quarter of your land, and then save as many
tubers from it aa will plant a half or threequarters of the ground the following year.
" Yon may ask why Scotch or Irish seed is
The real reason, I think, is that it is
best.
leso ripened, less matured, and, coming from a
colder to a warmer climate, it brings with it
the vigour of the colder climate, and this tells
largely on the cropping results for two years.
*

Fig. 56.

planting to allow the cut surfaces to dry. Even
in February it is well worth while to box seed
in six weeks' time sets will sprout satisfactorily.
Any box 3 inches deep will do to hold them.
" Among the early varieties tried at Wisley
by the R.H.S., Midlothian Early and Duke of
York are considered to be the best first ear lies.
May
These two Potatos aire nearly identical.
Queen is another good early sort, but we always
find difficulty in keeping it north of the Tweed.
If you lift the crop of Midlothian Early or Duke
of York when the tubers are ripe and store them
you will find they will be quite good for eating
Other early varieties (though not
until October.
quite so early as Midlothian) which are commended by the R.H.S. after cropping and cookExpress, Sir John
are Shai-pe's
ing tests,
Llewelyn, Stirling Castle, and Witch Hill.
" What are called mid-season or second-early
varieties are a big class, but do not grow very
many of them perhaps about as many as you
do of the earlies. The two mid-season varieties
I should advise are British Queen and Great
The former is kidney-shaped, the latter
Scot.
round.
" The late or main crop section is by far the
most imiportant of all. For many years Up-toDalhousie
Date has stood at the head of it.
;

;

Seed Potatos should be sown in boxes. Wellsprouted seed will increase the crop by 20 to
25 per cent.
The big Ayrshire and Lincolnshire growers have buildings specially erected
for the purpose and made to hold thousands of
large boxes.
The object is to get strong,
stubby, dark green sprouts on the tubers at
planting time.
By watching the sprouts carefully in the early stages, you can form an
opinion whether your seedsman has supplied
jxiu with a pure stock or not.
The sprouts of
some varieties are black, of some they are
purple, of some pink, some are green, and some
nearly white.
If youx box of tubers is producing sprouts all of the same colour you may
be satisfied that you have secured a fairly pure
stock.
If course it is possible that two varieties having the same coloured sprouts might be
mixed and so not able to be detected.
" Ideal seed tubers, are betwielen two and
three ounces in weight, but to get all seed
Potatos that size is impossible.
I should advise you to plant sound tubers anywhere between 1^ and 4 ounces, and tubers larger than
4 ounces j-ou should cut into two or three sets,
according to the size of the tuber and accordTwo
ing to the number of eyes (see fig. 36).
strong eyes, at least, should be left on every
Cut the tubers into sets a few davs before
set.

The Factor, Duchess of Cornwall and
Dobbie's Prolific are all closely akin to Up-toDate. Varieties of the Up-to-Date class did remarkably well in 1917, but for some years previously they had not been doing so well. They
want extra good cultivation, and they must be
The wise man, I think, would plant
sprayed.
Up-tohalf of his late variety space with an
Date type and the other half with Arran Chief
or King Edward or Golden Wonder.
" There are many new varieties on the mar-

Seedling,

'

'

The most rem'arkable novelties I have seen
are Majestic, a distinct, heavy cropping, white
kidney, from the raiser of Up-to-Date Mr. Findand Kerr's Pink, a round
lay, of Markinch
variety, flushed with pink, a good keeper and
ket.

—

—

cooker.
" Both Majestic and Kerr's Pink are resiistant
There is no remedy for those
to wart disease.
varieties which are susceptible to the wart disfortunately
a number of varieties are
ease, but
immune. These only should be planted in. inThe best available immune
fected gardens.
Second early, King George and
varieties are
Great Scot; main crop. Golden Wonder, The
Provost, Kerr's Pink, The Lochar, Tinwald
Perfection, and The Ally. The three last have
each gained gold medals presented by Lord
Derbv for the best immune variety of the sea:

23, 1918.

son in the important trials conducted yearly by
the Board of Agriculiture at Ormskdrk.
"All land is the better for an occasional
dressing of lime. If yours has not had one recently you might give it a top-dressing before
you begin to work it down for plantimg say
4 ounces of the finest powdered lime to the
square yaixl. Lime unlocks, and makes availIt pirevents
able, the plant foods in the sodl.
a soil from becoming too acid too sour, to use a

—

—

common

expression.
planting on a small scale, set a line
across tlie patch, and with a spade take out a
trench or opening an the shape of a V, but
with one side straight 3 to 4 inches deep.
Along the bottom of this sprinkle a little artificial manure ; 2 ounces to the square yard will be
enough.
If you have any old potting soil or
wood ashes, or leaf -mould, make the trench a
little deeper and spread these materials along the
bottom.
Lay the sets in the trench carefully,
sprouts upwards, giving the tuber a gentle press

"

When

—

Push back the soil taken out and
into the soil.
restore the level surface, thus leaving the tubers
covered with 2 to 3 inches of soil. Watch. careappearance of growth above
fully for the
ground, and whenever you observe it, draw soil
with a hoe from either side on to the top of

Fig. 37.

sprouted set suitable fob dividing.

[Febeuaby

seed tuber with a single speoui.

If the sprouts on your tubers are long
it.
you will require to ridge up the soil over
them at once. If the growths push through

again while there is still a danger of their being
injured by frost, do not be afraid to draw
When
up more soil and cover them again.

danger of frost

is

over,

—

draw up more

soil

plenty of it this time right up against the
stems, brinigiing the soil from the middle of the
AU that it is necessary to do after that
row.
Never
is to keep the plot free from weeds.
work the land, or even walk between the
when the ground is wet, particularly
drills,
If you have not time
in the case of heavy soils.
to plant as I have described, after setting the
line take out slits with a spade at the proper
distance and get someone to put in the sets, after
which allow the soil to fall back on them; or if
working single-handed use a trowel.
" In deciding the distance at which to plant,
there are several things to consider, such a«
strength of soil, strength of haulm, whether
On modeearly, second early, or late varieties.
rate' la'ud plant early varieties in rows 24 inches
apart, placing the sets 12 inches apart iri tie
row second earlies 28 by 14 and late varieties
30 by 15. For confined gardens I mean small
plMs" surrounded by high walls or high hedge*
earlv varieties should mostly be grown, and
;

:

—

—a

Febeuaky
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In this
they should be given plenty of room
ooimection I advise keeping the new variety
Majestic in view. The liaulm is not too strong
and the plant gives plenty of tubers. On an open
allotment the right proportion of the different
classes to plant is one part early, one part second
One often reads the
early, and four parts late.
advice that sets should be disbudded that is,
that before planting, the growths from all the
eyes, except one or two, should be rubbed off.
I never myself pay any attention to these recommendations, nor do any of the big growei-s. Even
in our trails, where we often get an average yield
of 4 pounds a root, we do not disbud.
"If you have planted good, sound, iealthy
tubers you are not likely to have much trouble,
except with ordinary "'blight' (Phytophthora
If your seed has not been of the
infestans).
bost ycu may have 'leaf -cur!,' for which there

—

is no"

leg."

known cure. You may also have blackThe latter is observe<i by the wilting and
'

If the stem is
slight yellowing of the foliage.
If the
pulled "the base is found to be black.
stem is cut across above where it is black, little
corners
at
the
observable
brown sixjts will be
It is not often a
black-leg."
sure indication of
large percentage of plants is attacked, but those
that are diseased sliould be dug up and burned
tops and tubers too if any have formed, as the
disease is carried in the tuber.
black leg
"Ordinary Potato disease, r,r 'blight,' can-

—

'

'

'

it can be prevented, and the
only preventive I know of is spraying with Bordeaux or Burgundy mixture while the plants are

not be curecl. but

The Government

prescrPption is
4 lbs. sulphate of copper, 5 lbs. washing soda.
40 gallons water: this is called Burgundy mixThe materials are d(isso!ve<l separately
ture.
and then mixed, adding the soda to the copper
The specific should be applied with a
solution.
fine sprayer, the object being to coat the entire
surface of the plant with the spray, which will
dry on the leaves and stems and «o prevent the
still

healthy.

I)o not
spores of til'? funsus attacking them.
b> crmtent with spraying once: give two, or
even three, doses at intervals. Green fly may
Tlie Bordeaux or Burgundy
attack the haulm.
mixture, if applied in time, will help to destroy

made by

Bordeaux mixture is
pest too.
using lime instead of soda, and the formula is
nsn,illy 5 lbs. copper sulphate. 5 lbs. lime, 50
gallons water.
Lord Lanibourne rose, on behalf of the Royal
Horticultural Society, to propose a vote of thanks
to
the Lord Mayor for presiding, and to
this

lecture. H-°
orcasitui im wjiich the
welfare of the citizens of T/ond<Kn or the people
of this country were ron<eriie<i, the Mayor was
alwavs ready to render lli'' utmost assistance,
and be felt ."sure he spoke in the name of all present in expressing deep gratitude to him and to

Mr. Cuthberlson for his interesting

had noticed that on everv

the I>adv Mayoress not onlv for presiding over
the meeting, but for lending the Mansion House
Tyird T/nmibourn'! referred to
for the oco.ision.
the work done by the Tf.H.S. in stimul.%ting
food production, and metvtionwl that the Society
had been the first to call attention to the danger of a scar<-itv of foo.d. TJie vote of thanks
was carried with acclamation. Mr. Puthbertson
briefiv .icknowledse*] nt. and the Lord Mavor,
in j-eply, said ho immen.selv appreointe<l the kind
way in which T.,ord L,i.mboum» had spoken of
him. and the honour done him by the members
of the audimce, who h.nd come in such large
numbers to hear (he lecture. He was onlv .sorry
thnt his own enrdener w,n« unable to be nreFcnt, but he should send him a copy of the TXimphlet in which th^ lortiiro hnd ben'n printed.

HARICOT- BEANS.
A

si.tr.HT error

my

article on Haristates that a pint of

crept into

cot Beans (p. 59), which
seed was sown, whereas it .should have read half
pint of Princess of W.-iles Bean was sown.
O.

H. n. W.

A POTATO

—

—

OOMPETITION.

A STJCCBSSFUi. Potato competition was held in
Olencairn, Dumfriesshire, last year, and at a
recent meeting it was agreed to hold a similar
competition in the ensuing season. Mr. Macara,
merchant. Moniaive. h,as offered the prize-money,
and Mr. T. Oliver, who is on active service, will
contribute the seed tubers, as he did last year.
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CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

SOCIETIES.

Increasing the Area fob Corn Crops.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Seientifle

Thi ploughing

of grass. Sainfoin, and leys
for cereal crops is a matter of extreme ui'gency,
and should engage the serious attention of
farmers, large and small.
Many such fields
would be much more profitable under the plough.
Many pastures have not been sown with seed of
suitably selected pei^manent gr;isses, but are

"
having " fallen down
to grass from a worn-out Sainfoin or Clover
ley, and all too often the tui'f is composed largely
with Couch and other obnoxious grasses and
weeds.
They are dressed occasionally with
manure, and receive surface attention, consequently a little improvement is manifest, but
a full crop of hay and grass is not forthcoming
fix>m such fields.
In this county all Sainfoins over five years
old, and all leys, are to be ploughed and sown
with cereals before March 31. In some districts
Sainfoin will produce a full crop of hay for
eight years, provided the ground was suitably
prepared for sowing the seed.
The order to
plough in such circumstances is a trifle hard on
some farmei's, but such grass-land is in the
minority, and on the whole it is a wise order,
and will increase the corn acreage considerably.
In the same way the ploughing of all leys
whether of Clover, Italian Rye Grass, or other
annual grasses, that gave a crop of hay last

what

is

locally

known

as

season, will result in a considerable increase oi
the corn crops also.
Those who are, or are about to be, similarly
engaged, and intend to sow Oats, should ]>lough
the heavier soils first, as more time is required
to bring heavy land into a working condition
for sowing t^an in tlie case of light soils, such,
Lighi soil should
for example, as overlie chalk.
be ploughed at the end of February or early in
March, and sown forthwith.
The subsequent
crop will better escape injuiy from wireworms,
as the^e pests will be occupied among the roots
of the turf.
In the meantime, by the aid of
fertilisers, the Oat plant will grow rapidly, and
once the second pair of leaves is formed the
plant is practically safe from attack.
In the
case of turf, or ley ground, carefully skim the
surface to ensure the grass being buried wh«n
ploughing 5 inches deep.
Some ploughmen do
not turn the furrows over, but set them up edgewise, thus enabling the grass to grow and at
the same time forming a deep opening in which
the seed drops, and too often fails to germinate.
Use a heavy pressure behind the plough in the
furrows to ensure a firm seedbed.
Sainfoin is often densely infested with Couch
grass, and some think it is better to summer
fallow such ground to destroy the Couch and
sow with Wheat in the autumn. If an Oat crop
this year inucli of the Couch grass
is grown
will be decayed when ploughing after harvest.
and the Couch is more easily biv)ught to the
surface, collected, and burned.
The land will
then be clean for a crop of roots the following
year.
In this way a crop of Oat.s will be obtained this year amounting to at least ten sacks
per acre. Green Couch is much more difficult to
remove from tlie soil than that partly decayed.
The ground should be dressed with fertilisers
at the time of sowing the Oats, and the manures
should be obtained at once. Four cwt, of agricultural salt. 3 cwt. of superpho.spbate (30 per
cent, strength), and 1 cwt. of sulphate of ammonia per acre should give good resxilts.

Manoolps

is Ci.amps.

As a rule the Mangolds are keeping well this
season, but the roots will soon commence to
sprout, which .if allowed to continue, would
exhaust much of the nutriment in them. The
admission of air to the roots by the removal of
the soil covering will give a check to growth.
Some few of the roots that were .subjected to
frost when lying in heaps in the fields, or that
were handled during frosty weather and bruised,
and decaying, and should be removed. This
goes to show that a slight frost may injure the
roots if they are difnturbed in a frozen condition.
It is better to allow them to remain undisturbed
The sound roots may
until the frost has thawed.
be fed to sheep and pigs. E. Molynciix, Hwnnmore Park Farm, Bishop's Walthnm. JJanipahnp.

Committee.

Feeruaky 12. Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles (in
the chair). Dr. Rendle, Messrs. Worsdell, Hales,
AUai'd, Baker, Eraser, Holmes, and Chittendem
(hon. sec).
Abtwnnal Damson-stone.

—Mr.

Bowles showed

a stone of a Damson having four instead of two
edges, which Mr. Worsdell took for further
e>aminatioin.
Eelworm in Gardenia Boots. Mr. Fraser
showed specimens of GamJenia roots with galls
upon them produced by the root-knot eelworm,

—

Heterodera radicicola.
Food Value of Fruits.- A dnscussion took place
on the relative food values of common fruits.
The Grape has a very high food value, and the
Apple also .stands very high in this respect.

—

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.

—

Febri/ary 5. ^The first ordinary monthly
me«ting of this Association was held on the
5th inst. Mr. King, senior Councillor, occupied
the chair, and introduced the new president,
Mr. Robert Fife, who delivered his inaugural
address, taking as his subject " Food Production
in War Time." Mr. Fife referred to the acuteness
of the present shortage of food, and emphasised
th? urgent need of

more intensive

cultiv,T.tion dn

only cm the
farm, but by means of allotments and the employment of all available ground in private garWith regard to the subject of manuring,
dens.
was
h-> laid great stress om the fact that there
a vast amount of loss of fertilising ingredients
disposal.
in our present system of sewage

'oixier to ni;iintain oirr supplies, not

0bitiiarv»
Rtv. Charles Hbnrv BULMER.-The Rev.
Henrv Buhner, M.A., p,i.sse<l away on

Charles

For 49 years
13, "in his 85th year.
he was" ri>ctor of Credonhill, Herefordslure,
almost witliin eight of the former realm of

February

Thomas Andrew Knight at Wormsley. Up to
the last lie was a keen pomologist and rosarian,
and was one of the founders of the National
Tlie effect of his work dn
Hose Society.
to bo seen in many plantations of
Dom.ology
fruit trees, and in more lasting mode in thelast great work on pomology that this country
i.-i

has

produced— the Threfnrdshire Pomona of Dr.

Graves Bull and Dr. Robert Hogg. We understa.nd that it was largely due t-o his initiative
that this work was ever produced, and many
of the specimens which were figured therein
were selected bv Mm. He was a constant conto The Journal of
tributor in former days
Horticvltiire, over the nom de plume of Here'
His spirit of enqiiiry led'
ff.rdshire Incumhent.
him to experiment in the making of cider and
p»rrv, and further to imbue hiiis two sons with
his interest in the subject, an interest which
proh.as culminated in the growth of what is
bablv the largest cider works in existence. Beloved bv all in his old parish, gentle and
psitient. he was untiring in helping others to
that he haid acquired.
anto
regret
death of Monsieur Op"t Eynde. a wellthe
nounce
known fniit grower of Hoeylaert, near Brussels.
Monsieur Op't Eynde wns not onlv a grower himself, but for very many years he had taken a
great interest in the associations of fruit growers
He filled for
in the district in which he lived.
twenty years the office of president of the
Syndicate of Belgian Grape Growers, and that
of president of the Brussels Horticulturists'
he was also vice-president of the
Auction
Belgian HnrticiiHural Council. Deceased was the
step-father of Monsieur H. van Orshoven, who
came to this country at the commencement of
the war, and has charge of the London office of
Monsieur
the Belgian Ministry of Agriculture.
van Orshoven w.as for some time on the staff of
the
the Oard('ner!>' Chronicle, and conducted
French and Belgian page published in this paper
for the benefit of Belgian gardeners in this country for over a year after the war broke out.
the lore

G£r«ro Op't EvNOE.-We

;

—

—

—

—

;
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COVEXT GARDEN.
Cut Flowers, &b.

.(Richardias),

per doz. bl'ms.
Azalea, white, per

bunches

doz.

Camellias,

4

..

.I

0- G

6-30

CaTnations.perdoz.
blooms,
best

'

0-40

3

bun.
..
Daffodils (sinKle),
per doz. bun.

13-16;

!

^ ^

8 0-10

...

\

3 0- 4

I

4 0-

Freesia.perdoz.bun. 3
Heather,
white,
per doz. bun.... 9
Lilium longitlorum,
lonR

Hum

ancifo
album, lonK ... 3
ubrum, per

1:

6-40
I

50'

s.

pink, per doz.

:

wliitc

blooms

Richmond

12
IS

bun

2

O-l.',
0-2.'i

6-36

doz. b'u

White La Heine

30 0-30
.54 0-60

— Mauve
— Fellow Piince 42 0-48
— Prince of Austria
48 0-64
— Yellow(double),
54 0-60
perdoz. bun.
— Murrilo
4S 0-54

d

s,

Narcissus, con.—
Gloiiosa

—
—
—

0-80

6

lb.

6-80

4

...

;

—

_
_

j

Eia>iARKS.— The market continues to be fairly well
Supplies of French
supplied with English Apples.
Gra^jes
Apples have increased during the week.
Spanish White (.\lmeiria)
are a much shorter supply.
sold
in barrels of about
plentiful,
fairly
Grapes ace
Oranges and Lemons are
42 lbs., also by the 12 lbs.
The principal forced
to hand in limited quantities.
vegetables on sale are Asparagus (English and French),
Be.ins (Dwarf), Potatos, Mushrooms, Cucumbers, SeaSome good samples of Roscoff Caulikale, and Peas.
Vegetables and roots are plentiful.
flowers are on offer.
E. U. R., Corrnt Garden Market, Fehriianj W, 191S.

6

d

bun

5

Single

3

s d.

0-10

0-80
0-00

-Mderman Parfitt presided at the meeting held on MonThe subject of the discussion was the
day, January 28.
three best cropping and cooking Potatos in the first
early, second-early, and maincrop sections, introduced
bv Mr. H. C. Loader. The Gardens, Erlegh Park. The
number of the votes given by the members were First
earlv, Mav Queen (29), Ninetyfold (10). Empress (10),
Windsor Castle
Second early
and' Ringleader (10).
Maincrop
(20), British Queen (10). and Epicure (5).
Arran Chief (19), Up-to-Date (19). and King Edward
During the evening Mr Shuttleworth, from
VII. (16).
the Food Production Department, gave a short addre.«s
:

:

0-60
0-40

on Potato spraying.

BATH GARDENERS". — The fust paper read to
Bath Gardeners' Debating Society
o' the
during the present .season was bv Mr. W. Strugncll.
Hon. Walter Long.
Rood Ashgardener to the Right
t*'ii.
Mr. T. Parrott (chairman) presided over a good
attendance.
Mr. Strugnell dealt with war-time vege'nble culture generally, and discussed various methods
of Potato production, the merits and demerits of spraymembers

Berberis, per doz.

bnn

hair Fern) best,
per doz. bun...

trails,

doz
Ivy leaves, per doz.

6-30

2

Sprengeri

RE.\tvRKS.— .\

...

10 0-15

of 6 trails

supply

plentiful

of

cut

and the cultivation

One vice-president and four
tlie Pea.
f the Onion and
new ordinary members were elected, and the Silver
Me<lal gained last season for the greatest number of

2
flowei-s

0-26
con-

exhibition

flowers continue very erratic.
Carnations are now
plentiful, and easier in price, but the ni,ajority
blooms are only of medium quality. The chief varieties
are Enchantress, Delight, Ladv Mever. Perfection. Rose Pink. Windsor. Beacon (scarlet). Triumph,
and Carola (orimson). A few white, mauve, and bronze
Tulips are <;till obt a' nable ; their prices remain firm.
k larger supply of Roses would be welcomed K few
blooms of Sunburst are offered in excellent condition.
Thejre! is an
abundant supply of Single Violets and
Snowdrops
Primroses are making their first appearance.
There 's now a gw>d surplv of English homegrown Daffodils .and Pheasant-Eve Narcissus. Arums
(Richardias) and I.iliums are sufficient for the demand.
Lily-ofTth-^-Valley is again cheaper, and the condition
good.
Accommodation
has been
arranged for a
limited nuantity of pot plants and roots. " Ferns and
Palms are in good demand. The chief flowering plants
Cine
.IS,
Daffodils
Cyclamen,
Marguerites.
ista-s and Acacias.

points

was formally presented

Mr.

to

H.

GriflTin.

tinues to arrive from France and the Channel Islands.
These consignments arrive in better condition during
the colder weather, as some of these flowers are from
four to six days on the journey.
.Vrrivals of Fr^^nch

oil

Averaee Wholesale

:

Artichoke, Chinese
(Stachy)perlb. I
Clobe. perdoz. 10 0-12
.Terusalem. per
i bnshel
2 0-26
.l;paragus(EnKli3h).
per bundle ... 10 0-12
National, per

—
—

—

'

—

i'

—

bimdle

23

(Paris Green),
per l)undle
...

0-90

3
3

French, per

FrenchCChannel

'•jribus.
per tally
Carrots, new. per
doz. bunches ...
per l^ag
...
CatSri*ce,

—

Cauliflowers perdoz
Ce' ''ac. perdoz

Ce

'.

Cli

.ry.

per bundle
per lb. ...

4

2
2
6
3

4
fi

fi

0-60
6-30

0-30
0-80

bunches
...
Rhubarb,
forced,

fi

16-40
9-0

10

perdoz. ...
,..
per tally...
Seakale. per punnet
SbaIlots.perdoz.lbs.

Spinach, per bus. ...
Cucumbers, perdoz. 18 0-24
..
,
« Swedes, per bag ...
T,
Endive,
per doz ... 4 „«- 6„
Turnips, per bag ...
Garlic, per lb.
...
C8
Turniptops.per bus.
Greens, per bag ... 2 0-26 Watereress.perdoz.
.

—

0-40

should
should
evenly

T.

11'.

:

inches
Keep
syringe the trees with quassia extract.
the house cool until the trees come into bloom,
when a dry, buoyant atmosphere should be

maintained, and a temperature of 50°, with
ventilation.
Fork the surface of the border
lightly, and dress with Le Fruitier manure,
according to directions, using a little fresh
compost as a top-dressing. Syringe the trees
regularly after the fruits are set, and see that
the roots never suffer for want of water.

Potatos J K. The varieties Kerr's Cigarette
and Skerry Blue are not listed in any of the
leading Potato merchants' catalogues, and we
do not know where they can be procured.
They may still be grown in some private
:

.

gardens.

5

2

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

0-70
6-30

16-20
10- 2 3
8 0-10
1 10- 2

1

"0-80

6 0-

.s

10-16
3 0-40
1 6- 2

10-

l

o

:

A

punnet of .Seakale
Market contains 3

— approximately

for 7J. years Gardener to Col.
Lwvso.N', Staveley Lodge. Melton Mowbray,
dener to C. C. ClJRTIS, Esq., Langtord Hall,

Mr. L. Jones,

W.

A. W.
as Gar-

Newark,

Nottinghamshire.
S. Leprer. for 3i years Gardener at Dalton Hall.
for 1 year at Newstead .\bbey, and previously" for 5i years under Mr. F. .Iordan. as GarPriory.
dener' to Ladv XuNBURNHGLME, Warter

Mr.

Beverley

;

as sold
lbs.

in

one dozen crowns.

weight

J H. P. Flower of sulphur
painted on liot-water pipes are injurious to
Peaches in the early stnges of their growth,
and will kill soft-wooded plants, such as
After growth is
Calceolarias and Cinerarias.
matured, sulphur may be used with advantage
but be careif the pipes are not made too hot
ful to see that the foliage is dry when the sulphur is employed. It would' not be particularly
efficacious as
a
preventive of disease in
Tomatos, and for this purpose the plants should
be sprayed with a suitable specific.
Syringe
the plants occasionally with quassia extract
and du.st with soot to protect them from

Sulphur on Pipes

:

.

;

rabbits.

J. G. W. The maggots eating the Artichokes are those of one of the
Bibionidae, apparently Bibio pomonae ;
they
are known as Fever Flies and St. Mark's Fly.

10-13

Protecting Apple Trees Kihiai-e. Hay bands
would not injure the Apple trees, and these
could be smeared over with tar, but they would

in the ground.

Artichoke Eaten

.

.lavoys.

Veltheimia Ttridi-

//.

7?.

:

Peach trees in late houses
be pruned at once, and no more shoots
be left than are necessary to secure an
train them about 4
balanced tree
Tie the shoots to the trellis and
apart.
TF.

:

SE.4KAIJE: A. J. C.
in Covent C^arden

0-26
16-20

m

Parsnips, per bag ..
Peas, per lb.
...
Potatos.new.perlh.
Radishes, per doz.

0-40
0-60

Chelsea.— Seeds.

13-16
2 0- 5

0- 6
0- fi

London Road. Brighton.— Seeds.

0-40
0-60

Valencia,
per
case f 4 tiers)
38 0-40
(5 tiers^
... 38 0-42

—

6,

A. riiWKlNS, 408. King's Road.

2

bnn

Islands), per lb.
Beatroot, per bus.
Bri'"r,h!r.
Sprouts,

Tii.iEv's,

3 0-10

Mushrooms, per lb.
Mustard and Cress.
perdoz. punnets
cwt.
...
spring, perdoz.

Pl.\nts

.

cheapest

York.

Prices.

Herbs, per doz bnn.
Horseradish. perbnn.
T.eeks,
doz. hun.
Lettuce. Cahbage,
rdoz.
...

ions.

O-?.*;

8

^

:

harbour many insect pests during the winter
months, and last only for one season. The
and best protection from sheep or
•;il)bits is li-inch mesh wire netting, 2 to 3
Place
feet high, cut y inches to a foot wide.
two stakes to the tree and fasten the wire to
them ; the wire should be sunk a few inches

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

more

Veeretable.^

of Fruits
F.
S.
Striped Apples,
Colonel
"Vaughan
(syn.
Kentish Pippin)
greenish, Isle of Wight Pippin.

<

Moss, gross bun...
Smilav, per bun.

bunches 18 0-21

the selection of seed Potatos,

ing

bunches...

medium,

doz.

—

foliage,
doz, bunches...
Cycas leaves, per

lone
per half-

dozen

— ~

Carnation

8 0-10

plu-

Names

Peaches

READING AND DISTRICT GARDENERS.-

s.d.

Asparagus
mosns,

_

:

folia.

Cut Foliage, &e.! Average Wholesale Prices.
Adiantnm (Maiden-

probably

IF. T. 11'.
After you have thoroughly
cleansed the house, dress the rods with Gishurst compound, rubbing it well in with a
stiff brush.
Prick up the border and top-dress
it with Le Fruitier.
Close the house, but do
not use fire-heat, for a fortnight, then use a
little artificial warmth to keep the temperature of 50° at night, gradually increasing to 65°
by the time the vines come into flower, with
a rise of 10° during the day, with ventilation.
Examine the border at short intervals, and
water it copiously once a fortnight or once a
month, according to the nature of the soil.

Names of

..

—

is

suitable stock for dwarf trees.

Grapes

I

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

per doz. bun.
15 0-lS
Violets, Panna, per

6 0- s

...

,s

.

Double yellow

Soleil d'Or
...
4
Ranunculus, scarlet,

9 0-lS

..

(Acacia),

Paper

0-40
0-40
0-30

Average Wholesale Prices.

d. s

—

bnn

per basket ...
Narcissus, }er bas-

—

3
3
2

ornatus
Soleil d'Or

Violets, per doz. bun. 3 0- 5

Anemones, double

Mimosa

Colman,

Gros.

per

Lemons, per

case... 38 0- 46
Nuts, Barcelonas
...150
Per bag
42 0,
60to701b3. ...34
Cob, per lb.
1 3
1 4
i
Dates, per box
*
..
oranges, per case
76 0-120
Black
Grapes,
„avel, per case 55 0-60
Alicante, per lb. 5 0-00,
Tangerines, per
box
14 0-16
Almerias, per
Walnut3,kiln dried,
barrel (3J doz.
per bag
... 62 0-130
45 0-70
lbs,)

...

French Flowers

mixed

Orapes, con
I

cooking, per bus. 10 0-20
Russets, French,
.u...o..ofalMUt

23, 1918.

the best stock ior standard Plums. The Myrobalan (from cuttings) is also used. The " Common Plum " is named by one authority as a

s.d.

I

—

Sunburst
...
Snowdrops, per doz

—

4

single,

0-36

Tulips (sinsle), per

0-40

per

—

_
—

1

Ion

.

)0

Orchids, per doz:
Cypripediums
^
,,
^„ 4 0-60
pelargoniums,"dou.
ble scarlet, per
doz. bunches... 12 0-lS
Roses, per
doz.

'

9 0-10

— Henry living
— Princeps

1

—

The Mussel

budding and grafting.
s.d.

s.d.

'

—

—

—

—

American var.
Oroton leaves, per

Enireror
Goldtn Spur

bun ...
Grand
Primo per doz.
bun

per doz.
Narcissus,

0-50

2

white,

per. doz.

—

—
—

Prices.

Lilvof-the-Valle;,

Arums

—

20.

s d

s.d.

—

Frhraari,

s.d.

Almonds, per cwt. 170
Apples :—

Average Wholesale

:

Average Wholesale Prices.

HifilFrult:

i^r

[Febeuaei

:

Salopian. The Apricot is raised
from seed as well as by budding or grafting.
"Various stocks are used to suit different varieties of the fruit.
The Brussels, Mussel, Black
Damask, and St. Julien Plum stocks are used
for budding or grafting, .special knowledge
being necessary for selecting the stock most
.siiiitable for the variety of Apricot to be raised.
Peaches are best raised by budding, the Black

Fruit Stocks

:

Damask and St. Julien Plum
among the most suitable. Plums

stoclcs

being

are raised

by

W. T. W. The disease may possibly
have been present in the fruits, and as it is impossible to remove the soil, this should be
dressed as you suggest and left at least a fortnight before planting. Thoroughly cleanse the
glass-house, and, if empty, burn a few handfuls
in it.
Mix the boneraeal with
of sulphur
the road scrapings, and keep the potash and

Tomatos

:

manure for dressing the borders later,
the plnnts are in fruit.
fish

when

'Communications Received —r. W. O.— W. M. M.
W.— C. W.—H. C. P.— I. C. S. T.
—Mrs. E. P. R.—
C.-^I. D.—C. C. B.—C. J. C—
—E. M.^I, F.— A.
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into heaps and gathered in
quantity from beneath desirable trees.
In the ca.se of the various Conifera© this
method of seed-collecting will not answer
indeed, in the majority of instances
sucli seeds should be gathered, or, rather,

picked from the trees, just before they be-
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Fruit
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at Aldenliuni
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Simple suppoits
Btrawbeiry beu, a simple method of protocling

COLLECTING TREE SEEDS.
pre-war limes the great bulk of Coniterous tree seeds used in this country
ContiueuiLil
from
was
obtained
fiounxjs, but for several years to come we
shall be compelled to rely mainly on seeds
from our own woods and plantations. \\ ilh
a well-arranged system of collecting and
harvesting tree seeds there is no reason why
there .should be a scarcity, as we have
ample supplies of old trees of the various
kinds that will be largely planted in the
near future, from which the necessary
amount of seeds may be ooUected. Great
care will, however, be necessary in choosing the particular trees from which seeds
are to bo collected, the best being produced
by healthy trees in the prime of life and
grown in conditions favourable to their
perfect development.
Unhealthy trees will
often iK'ar a heavy crop of seed, but although the inducements to collect such are
great, where quantity and not ([uality is
the point of considei'ation, they should bi'
discarded, and those from the most robust
specimens carefully selected. Trees growing in milling districts or wherever
atmospheric impurities are present should
be ignored by the seed collector, as shotild
any others growing in unfavourable soil

IN

and climatic conditions.
Such trees as the Scots, Corsican,
Austrian, and Weymouth Pines, the Larch
and Silver Fir, produce cones freely
while amongst hardwooded species, the
Ash, Oak, Beech, Elm, Poplar, and Birch

may

be propagated in
from home-saved seeds.

quantities

Rcirardinfr the lx?st way of collecting
tree seeds little need be said, the exigency
of the case pointing out the best method

to be adopted.

The ."seeds of not a few
be collected as they fall, and this
especially applies to those of the Oak,
BfVch, nnd Rim.
Tlii> sffds of tliose trry^.*!
trees

may

hooked

stafE

,

100

,,

43,000

,,

12,000

,,

75,000

35,000

Silver Fir

„
„

Sycamore

,,

4,624

,,

36

Walnut

with

64,500
14,960

and when only a
few cones are borne near the top of "the
tree, the seed-oollector must have recourse
to climbing up the stem and branches; but
in such cases, so as to avoid injury to tlie
bark, he should be provided with a pair
of rubber shoes or slippers. Great care is
required in the collecting of such seeds as
those of Abies nobilis and A. Nordman-

These figures must only be taken as
approximate, the seed of various trees of
the same species seeming to vary in number to the pound in a rnai-ked degree. The
results of careful analyses of one or two
kinds may be cited as examples. In one
case the number of seeds in 1 lb. weight
of Soots Fir was 69, GOO, while in another
it had increased to 90,600; and in the
Larch the numbers were 33,900 and
68,000.
These differences are, however,
readily explained by the individual seeds
being heavier in one case than in another,
probably owing to the age and health of
the tree from which they were collected,
the situation and exposure to which it was

niana, the cones, when fully ripe, falling

subjected,

which to draw the branches towards one
will assist in procuring an abundant supply.
A bag or satchel should also be used
by the seed-^joUector, and into this may
be put such
kinds of
cones as
fall
readily apart, and from which the seeds
easily escape and are lost.
Sometimes, as
in the case of rare seeds

to

on

the slightest touch.
This,
however, applies equally to almost every
sj>€cies of Abies, whereas, with the Pines
and Spruces, the cones remain intact for
an almost indefinite period of time, and
that, too, although the seeds may have
pieci'.^

fallen out

on becoming

ripe.

After being collected, the seeds of all
except those which are mi.xed with
sand to promote the rotting of the seed
cases, should be thinly and evenly spread
out in a sunny spot until thoroughly dry.
They may then be deposited in a cool, airy
place, and in thin laj-ers, until wanted for
sowing. An occasional turning of the heap
is
all-important, and should never be
neglected.
The smaller and less common
seeds may, for convenience, be hung in
calico bags, but they, too, should be occasionally examined to ascertain if they are
damping or heating.
The number of plants of various kinds
that may be expected from a bu.shel of
seed of average quality varies very much
The quantity may be approximately given
as follows:
Hors© Chestnut, 2,.')06 Oak,
f),000:
Spanish Chestnut, about .1,000:
Walniit, .").000; Norway Maple, 12,000;
Sycamore, about 12,000: Ash, 14,000:
Beech, 10,000; Elm, 1,000; Birch, fully
16,000; Holly, 17,000; Sc^ts Fir 9,000.
To 1 lb. of .seed Spruce Fir, about 9,000
Larch, .1,000 and the Clu.stor Pino, Silver
Fir and .some others, about .TOO ujiwards.
For convenience in regulating orders
for sowing, the following table will show
at a glance the approximate and relative
number of .seeds of the various commonly
cultivated forest trees contained in 1 lb.
weight
Abies nobilis
About 19,400
Abio."!
Nordmanninnn
10,000
Aah
6,800
Beech
2,700
trees,

:

—

:

;

—

Douglas Fir
Horse Chestnut
TTombeain
Lavch
Ixiwson's

and

other

circumstances.

However, for all nursery purposes the
above figures may be accepted as a fair
standard.

The time of collecting and the aftermaiiageinent of the different forest seeds
vary so much that a brief description of
those kinds most commonly planted will be
found useful.
Alder seed should be gathered from the
trees in October, and sown in spring
say,

—

May.
Aiili

seeds are ripe in Octol>er,

when they

should be collected and kept in moist
sand during the winter, to bo sown in
March.
Austrian, Coreican and Weymouth Pine
seeds are treated in every respect like those
of the Scots Fir, varying the kiln heat
according to the looseness of the conebracts.

Beech seeds are collected in OctotM-r and
November, placed in sand, and sown in
April.
The young plants are readily
affected by frost, and should, therefore,
not be sown earlier than the time mentioned.

;

:

:

large

light,

.

War

item
Ware, the late W. T.
Week s work, the—
Flower garden, the
Fruits under glass

long,

the cones of Coniferous

10,800
4,600

,,

Pinus austriaca
Pinus Laiicio
Pinus PinasteiPinus sylvestris
Spruce

—

fully ripe, as in falling the seed*
get loose from the oone-scales and are lost.

Orchids, hybrid

About

Oak

come

nator

Apiculture in East Atrica
Apples, new, I'lom Ked-

Lebanon Cedar
Norway Maple

Cypress

95,200

36
9,968
6.5,000

131,400

Birch seed .should be collected' from the
trees just before it becomes ripe in August,
else it is .scattered broadcast, and lost for

March is the time of sowing.
Cupressus Lawsoniana seed is u.=ually
ready for collecting in October, but should
not lx> .sown before the first week in April.
The seed of Douglas Fir is, in most

cultivation.

oases, readily removed from well-ripened
cones by tTireshing or by pulling the oone
to pieces, but, in some instances, particularly where the quantity is large, kilndrying is resorted to. The seeds are x\^.i
in Deceml>er, and should be gently watered

and

.sown in

Elm

May.

are ripo in June, when they
may either Ix? sown at once, or
.ed and
kept in stock for planting in ivlar^h or
April.
Hawthorn seed, or berries, may l>e sown
when collected, or the outer coa1>i' «^ rotted
off by keeping them during the-:> I'nter in
moist snnd.
.seeds

•

—
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be collected in autumn and
kept till spring.
Holly berries require to be placed in sand
for about eighteen months to cause the fleshy
outer coating to rot, and may be sown in Marcli.
The mixture of sand and berries, which should
be in about equal proportions, should be turned
They are usually sown with tlie
frequently.
Band with which they have been mixed.
Horse and Spanish Chestnut seeds may be
taken together, the collecting and sowing being

Hazel Nuts

sown

may

at once, or

by the
begin'n.ing of November, and may either be sown
square
seed
to
One
4
spring.
tiU
kept
at once or
inches will be close enough to plant.
nearly alike in both cases.

They

are ripe

Acorns may be gathered or swept from the
ground in November, and either sown at once
One
or stored in a cool, dry place till spring.
Acorn to every 4 square inches will be ample in
Sow in spring or autumn.
the seedubed.
The cones of Scots Fir are better not collected
till early in January, and the time may even be
extended to Marci. When quite ripe they have
changed from bluish-green to a light grey colour.
As the cones part tardily with tlie seeds artiThis confioial means liave to be resorted to.
sists in placing the cones thinly over a kiln
a temperature of froim 75° to 112°.
They should be turned every third hour, and
the kiln should be
about
tbirtv hours
after
heated

to

[March

2, 1918.

beating and turning them freely, the seeds come
out without much trouble. In all cases, howevea-,
wherever possible, it is wise policy to dispense
with artificial heat or kiln-drying, as, unless this
is carried out most carefully, the vitality of the
seeds is greatly impaired.
Sycamore seeds are ready for gathering in
October, but should not be sown till the end of
March or beginning of April.
Walnuts are collected, when ripe, in autumn,

and sown in

late spring.

Yew seeds are usually waehed free of the pulpy
matter before being sown.
In the case of large seeds, such as those of
Araucaria imbricata, Pinue Sabiniana, and
P. macrocarpa, the best way is to cut the cones
and carefully remove the seeds, but
this should be performed with great care, so
that the hard seed coating may not be injured.
With Conifers in general I have invariably
found it the best plan to allow the seed to remain in the cones until wanted for sowing. By
keeping the cones in a cool, dry place, and
occasionally turning them, there need be little
fear but that the seeds wiU turn out well. .1. /.*.
Webster.

to pieces

NEW APPLES FROM BEDFORD.
In the issue for October 20, 1916, p. 168, we
some particulars of the work extending
a period of twenty-five years done by
.Messrs. Laxton Bros, in the raising of seed-

C'ave

over

kinds of fruit. On a visit to the
we were shown some thousands of crosses

lings of various

nursery

had
Plums and

which

been made, principally amongst
Apples, with the names of the
dates of pollination, and other information recorded in the pedigree book. In the
autumns of 1915, 1916 and 1917, the firm showed
a considerable number of the new fruits
at the fortnightly meetings of the Royal Hortiparents,

cultural Society,

^

some

of

which gained awards.

At the meeting on January 29 last they exhibited a number of the seedling Apples, which
attracted attention from fruit growers. It was
unfortunate that the fruits were not in first-rate
condition, circumstances having made it imperative to gather them before they were quite ripe.
In consequence the majority presented a somewhat shrivelled appearance, and were not in the
best form. The flavour of most of the Apples
was exceptionally good, and the Committee expressed a wish to see certain of the varieties
again another season, when it was hoped they
could be shown at their best.

The principal parents were Cox's Orange
Pippin, King of the Pippins, Court Pendij Plat,
Wyken Pippin. A handsome variety, a ci'oss between Wyken Pippin
and Cox's Orange Pippin, is named Laxton's
Superb (see fig. 38). The fruit is rather larger
than that of Cox's, and, as will be seen on reference to the illustration, it is of somewhat
similar shape.
The tree is stated to be a very
heavy cropper, and the variety should furnish
Another
a valuable late-keeping dessert Apple.
seedling of extremely good flavour was named

Ribston Pippin, and

Fig.

38.

desseet apple laston's superb.

W. Watson
Larch conee, when

a rather bright
brown colour. They require to be collected from
the trees.
This should not, however, be done
till spring, though occasionally they are gathered
in December. The scales part from the seeds far
more readily than those of the Scotch Fir, and
ripe, are of

consequently require less heat when in the kiln.
Maple seeds are ready for collecting about
October, and should not be sown till the beginning of April.
Mountain Ash, indeed all members of the
Pyrus family and others of a like kind, require
the berries to be placed in sand, and when the
outer fleshy coating lias rotted away they may
be sown either in autumn or spring.

cooled down and tlie cones extracted as quickly
as possible.
By beating with a flail the seeds
are readily removed from the cones, and it is
best to do this before the latter have cooled
or immediately they are removed from the
kiln.
The seeds are then swept together and
for sowcollected, and stored until needed
ing.
When not required for sowing at once, the
seeds should be thinly spread out on the floor

and slightly moistened with water from a finerose watering can. They should then be turned
about until perfectly dry before being stored.
Silver Fir seed does not require much, if any,
artificial warmth to cause it to part from the
cone. By placing the cones in the sunshine, and

it was raised from Court Rendu
Plat crossed with Cox's Orange Pippin, and is,
The
apparently, a very late-keeping variety.
;

fruits are of

medium

size

A promising unnamed seedling was raised
from Allington Pippin crossed with Cox's
The fruits take a very high
Orange Pippin.
colour, and are about the size of Cox's Orange
Pippin, with a flavour almost equal to that fine
The season of this fruit is said to be
variety.
from November to February. A variety of very
sweet flavour, of medium size, is the result, of »
cross between Court Pendfi Plat and Ribston
Pippin.
The flesh is firm, and of a greenishyellow colour, which generally betokens good
The first-named parentin
an Apple.
quality

—

..

March
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was used with the object of securing late blossoming, which is an advantage in enabling the
The
flowers to escape injury by spring frosts.
" Wise Apple," as Court Pendu Plat is called
on account of its late-flowering habit, was also
used as a parent with other varieties, including
Co.x's Orange Pippin.
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SIMPLE SUPPORTS AND SHELTERS.
The

support illustrated in

1 (above) is a

fig.

means of using a stretched string or cord, the tenof which can be regulated from time to time.
My main use of it has been for Asparagus,
which I have du long double-row lengths near a
path without support the winds we e.xperience
break off and bend down a number of the shoots.

sion

;

The

uprights are made of old galvanised piping,
which, when split by frost, can sometimes be

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

removed from builders' yards for little moore
than mere thanks.
The sockets for driving
into the soil may be about 2 or 2^ feet long, and
are plugged with a pointed piece of wood
if
they are of 1-uich pipe, the main rods should
be of ^-inch piping, which slips nicely into them.

CYMBIDIUM ALEXANDERI WARREN
HOUSE VARIETY.
A NUMBER of small seedling plants flowering
the

for

gardens

time

first

The

at

Mrs.

In

Warren

;

Bischoffsheim's

House,

Stanmore
well show

The main rods may be

(Orchid grower Mr. H. Haddon)
the beauty and variation in this favourite cross

between C. insigne and C. ehurneo-Lowianum.
fine
white or blush flowers vary considerably in the rose or light purple markings
in one form the ground colour is
of the lip
pale yellow with red-brown markings. The most
remarkable is The Warren House variety, which

The

:

;

;

has flowers of wa.x-Iike texture, blush-white
in colour, with a slight rose line in the middle
of the petals.
The base of the lip is closely
lined with deep claret colour, which merges on
each side in front into patches of dark claretpurple.
The front lobe is white, with dark

;

purple spots within the margin.

ODOXTOGLOSSUM FASCINATOR.
A fLowER

of

:

between 0. crispum

this cross

and 0. Adrianae (crispum x Hunnewellianum)
is
sent by Mr. .las. Renwick, gardener to
Colonel Leith, Greyconrt, Riding Mill-nn-Tyne,
The flower,
in whose gardens it was raised.
which is equal to 0. crispum in size, has equally
brf>ad sepals and petals of a clear white, the
sepals bearing several very large, bright claretcoloured blotches, and the frinfjed petals a
cluster of blotches of the same colour, with

smaller spotting on the basal half. The lip still
bears distinct traces of 0. Huniifwolli.nium in
the fimbriate margin with reddish markings, and
largo chestnut-red
the curled, apiculate apex.
blotch appears in front of tlie yellow crest.

V

V

A

HYBRID ORCHIDS.
(Continued from January

simple supports
above, iron piping
inserted in sockets below, wooden pegs
for carrying cans bails.

Fig. 39.

:

;

5, p.

4 or 5 feet long, as required, remembe>ring that a foot or more will
be below the ground level. At 4 is shown the
simple arrangement where only a single string
is needed
the two ends are tied on the rods
w^ith a rolling hitch, and by rotating the rod
the string is wound on to the desired tension
the small diameter of the rod and the friction
In this case
in the socket prevents unwindiiiig.
a fi.xed stick only js needed at the one end.
If two strings are needed' the arrangement B
must bo adopted to make independent rotation
of either rod possible a loosely fitting ring or
liook of stout wire replaces the hitch of the
.string, and a collar of some materi.al is wound
and tied on to prevent the ring from slipping
down in the figure this collar would be at the
letter A on rod, when the gear is as figured
with the ring on the other.
Ordinary coir
twine is suitaible, .^.s it does not vary so much
with weather, as, for inst.ance, does maniilla
twine.
It is little trouble to give an occasional
twist should need be.
In long lengths fixed
.stakes at about 10 yards or so distances will
help to support and prevent sagging of the cord.
A very simple raidisseur, which oe used on
large Loganberry plantations about here, is
It consists of a
easily made by blacksmiths.
flattened ring like the link of a chain made of
The flat sides a.re drilled to take
flat bar iron.
a ij or I bolt, which, too, is drilled in take the
end of tile wire. The wire is passed through the

XJ

Hybrid.

upright support against which the " limk " beds;
stretching is done by turning the bolt and fixation by locking down the nut, two spanners
For small and temporary garbeing required.
den work a mortise slot cut in a piece of Beech
or other hard

Rrasso-Cattleya Fascinator
BrasBo-Cattleya OrtoD
Cftltleya Mcmarch Bryndlr var.
.

Cymbidiiim Atalanta
Cyrabidlurn Beryl

Cymbidiiim Erin
Cymhidiiim Pearl
Cymbldium shillianum
Cymbidiuni VirKo

Sanders.
Armskrnni; and Brown.

Baron B. Schroder.
O. Hamilton Smith. Esq.
Charlesworth and Co.
W. H. St. Quintin, Esq.

-

..

Duke of Marlborough.
Duke of Marlborough.
Cypher and Sons.

..

OdontoKlossnm Bella..
Iterham
Odontoirlo&Hum llruno
(idont*»t:IoB8iim

eximium x Hylandlaniim
nitidiim x coeruleum
..
eximium x Menier .St. Vincent
Rossti X Uro-3kinneri
Lambeauianum x hybrid
Queen of Oatton x eximium
.lasper x Olympia

<)doiito;ilossuiii I'-urns

Corona
Colonel LeIth

Oatton Emperor
Gatton Princess

J.

Baron B. Schroder.

niveiim Goll ith x Actaeiis Bank House var.
Leeanum Clinkjiberrvanum X triuraphans
L..C. Bola X C. Hardyana..
L -C Florentia x C. MagKie Raphael alba
Oda. becchensis x 0dm. lier Majesty ..
Odra. Aireworth x Oda. Schroder!
Ossulstonit X Jasper
Ar,m8tronKiae x Queen Mary
Vuylstckciie x Rossi!
Vuylstekeae x Arachne

Odontioda I'laokebtirne
Odontioda Norali

..
..

..

Dora
.iirdentisaimum x Hylandianum
ThompBoiiiantim x Aireworth
S.-C. Saxa X C. Octave Doin
SophroLaelio-Cattleya Isabella Sryndlr S.-L.C. Marathon x C. Fabia
illufltrisvlmum x

i

!

Colman, Bart.
and A. McBean.

Sir J.
J.

Paiiw*-lsli

X Klamineo
Leeaniim x Curtlali
Betokmanii x auretim Ilyeanum
Thalia X Heryl

Laelio-Catbleya Asterias
Laello-Cattleya Clfodoxa

OdontoKloisum Nora
OdontoKlossum Orissa
OdoutoKloasum Syhil
Sophro-CattI" ya Niobe

Sanders.

Curtisil

Cyprlpediuni Lloyd Oeor((e.
Cypripediuin Mar^a
Cypripediiim Hnowdrift
Cypripedium Stone-Hrmse ..

Laurentia

Dr. Mlpuel Lacroz*.

erythroslyliim k Lowianum
Lowianum x Pauwelsii
f:randin<irum x gattonenso
erandillorura x Alexanderi

x Pauwelsii
Minus Yotin(?if x Mrs. Wra. Mostyr.
Arthurianura x btltatuhim

Cyprtpedium CurtiiiRO
Cypripedium Leiuuirlis

Odontt)Klnsaum
Odontoiflosaum
OdoiiU»KloBsum
OdontogloBsnin
Odoiito loHsum

Trianae x EmpresB Frederick

Woodhamsianum

Cyprlpediuni Amata
Cypripediura Cet'i

Odontoglo&auni Alcimeda
Odontoj5l"88uin Apollo

.<^ander8.

Holfordianum x

..

W. H.

.

8t Quintin, Esq.

H. Worsley, Esq
St. Quintin, Esq.
St. Quintin, Esq.

W. H.
W. H.

C. J. Phillips. Esq.

Charlesworth and Co.
Armstrong and Brown.
Armstrong and Brown.
Armstrong and Brown.

C J. Phillips, Esq.
Armstrong and Hrown.
.

C. J. Phillips, Esq.

Armstrong and Brown.
Colonel LeIth,
Sir .7.
Sir J.

Colman.
Colman.

Cliarlesworth and Co.

AiTOStrong and Brown.

Armstrong and Brown.
Hassall and Co.

Armstrong and Brown.
Dr. Miguel Lacroze.

j

CORRECTIONS.
b'or

of good service.

simple support made of pegs and cane.t is
shown in the bottom figure. In its shorter form
I use it for supporting dwarf Beans which are
to ripen seeds, though some have to undergo the
cruder method of being swathed over from time
This swathing does not entirely preto time.
vent lo.ss by moulds in wet weather, especially
In higher form it is
with the later sowings.
useful tor Broad Beans, which are apt to be
blown down by gales green Corn and other crops
may he aided, and one year a Pea, which was
said to be only M.30 high, grew In Ml. 25, and
was saved from collapse by a few c.incs. The
pegs may be 2^ to 3 or 4 or 5 feet in length,
condemned cask-staves do
as the case may be
excellently for the former when cut and split,
and last for years if occasionally doped with
preservative.
A series of holes is drilled about
eqiiidistant for the canes to pass
| inch gauge
will suffice for the ordinary 4-feet and selected
The method of use will be clear
9-feet canes.
from the illustration, but when long canes aje
used a "peg is preferably threaded on a cane at
I use these supports in independent
its middle.
rows obliquely across narrow Strawberry beds
the netting there is nothing to
supporting
for
catch the netting, which is readily thrown on or
9-foot canes are used, and the obliquity is
off.
;

;

;

..

[

Brasso-Laello-Cattleya Anzac var. Vesnvlus, in the table on p. 8, Jan. 5, read .Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya.
of Laello-Cattleya Gatton Yellow recorded Mar. 11, 191«, p. 140, is Haroldiana x Ophir, not luminosa

The parentage

wood might be

A

B.-C. DlKbyanoMcndalii x C. Enid
B.-O. Mrs. J I^entann x C. Enid

x Ophlr

;

guided by the width of the bed.
The same perforated pegs are useful for hold-
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ing

frost shelters

Such degenerate stock should not be planted,
It would
or put on the market as seed tubers.
be a boon to the cultivator, and assist in our
food supply, if the authorities would immediately put an end to tliese weak stocks by buying
the tubers for mixing with flour.
I dio not imply that all stocks of Up;to-Dates
are degenerating, but I do believe that when
inherent weakness attacks an individual stock
that no amount of selection or even a change in
soil will bring back the lost vitality.
Last season good and bad stocks were planted
as seed tubers were scarce; therefore it is highly
important this season that growers, large and

wheoi aj-ranged as follows
" Pea-guairds," or pieces
:

Or<iin.ary wire netting

netting of wider mesh and
strength for the breadth selected, axe bent to a
waterproofed
strips of
arching only
paper are attached on the upper side by two or
Canes of sufthree zigzag lacings of twine.
ficient length to project somewhat beyond their
ends are then tied at a few points along
each side the whole then looks somewhat like a
Red Cross stretcher, but upside down. The
ends of the canes are tucked into the holes in
Protecthe pegs in succession along the row.
tion from early and late frosts may thus be obtained and from light and air often plants thus
sufficient

of -wire
slight

;

;

small, should

;

G. H. U.

son.

ON INCREASED

JOOD

make a thorough

selection of their

stocks of seed Potatos, and plant only from such
varieties that grew and cropped well last sea-

sheltered in non-frosty weather will forge ahead
H. E. Durham.
of all others.

W.

NATIONAL KITCHENS.

PRODUCTION.

AND

ALLOTMENTS,

PIGS.

Now that there is every prospect of the
" National " kitchen materialising, I should like
suggest that, where possible, allotments be
cultivated for their benefit by voluntary labour.
There must be a large number of people who
have not sufficient time to cultivate allotments of
their own, but who would gladly give one or
more evenings a week, or even devote week-ends,
knowto a healthy outdoor occupation, with the
ledge that they were thereby helping their

VEGETABLE PLANTS FOE
ALLOTMENTS.

to

The Committee of the Elstree Cottage Gardens Society has set aside land for the sowing
and raising of large numbers of vegetable plants
suitable for growing on the adjoining allotments. The plants will be raised by a skilled
gardener and sold at a reasonable price to allotment and cottage garden holders. The plan is
well worthy of adoption generally, as the obtaining of plants in this way wiU save much
trouble to those who are not in a position to

country.

Most

local

authorities

have

allotment

com-

[March

2, 1918.

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

F.

Jordan. Gardener to Lieut.-Col. Spbndbr

Clay, M.P., Ford Manor,

Lingfield,

Surrey.

AUTUMN-»owN

Onions. -Take the first
opportunity, as soon as the soil is in a suitable
condition, to transplant autumn-sown Onions.
To obtain the beet results select ground that
has been trenched and manured as recomrnended
Home-grown Onions are
for the summer crop.
sure to be a valuable crop next season, and if
plenty of plants are available a large area of
ground should be planted. Lift the plants carefully and put them in rows made 15 inches
apart, allowing a space of 6 or 8 inches between
the plants in the rows. Make the plants firm in
the ground and water tliem, if necessary,
Stir the soil
directly after they are planted.
between the rows on frequent occaeions until
the plants are well established.
8PRiNa-80WN Onions. -Make a sowing of
Onions on the first favourable occasion, selecting
ground which has been thoroughly prepared for
Give the soil a light dressing of lime
this crop.
and a heavier dressing of wood ash, or any
Such
other suitable material of a light nature.
applications will help to bring heavy soil into
Fork the soil lightly
a workable condition.
and level the bed for sowing with a wooden rake.
Sow t.he seed thinly in shallow drills made not
less than 12 inches apart, and cover the seed
by treading the diisploced soil in the drills again.
When the rows have been well trodden in this
manner make the surface level again by the
use of an iron rake. Onions raised from seed
sown in boxes, as recommended in a previous
calendar, should be transplanted before they
become spindly. Place the largest seedlings in
a box bv themselves and continue to grow them
in a light position in a house or frame having
Keep the atmosphere
a temperature of 55°.
close untU the plants are well establiehed, and
the amount of
increa.se
gradually
afterwards
ventilation to harden the plants in readiness for
of April.
middle
the
about
out-of-doors
setting
Lebkb.— Prick out early Leeks, and make the
principal sowing of this vegetable as soon as the
soil and weather are suitable, in a similar manner
to that advised for Onions.

SIMPLE METHOD OF

I

(See

attend to the wants of the seedlings. Seed from
a reliable source can be purchased cheaper in
bulk, and the bast stocks and varieties obtained.
Members of the Brassica family, Celery, Onions,
and Leeks, are amongst those which can be easily
raised under these conditions, and the venture
should prove advantageous in every way to those
concerned.

Edwin

Beckett.

DEGENERATION
Three

IN

POTATOS.

seasons ago I bought seed of

Up-to-

The first
Date Potatos from Cambridgeshire.
year after planting the crop showed marked
As an experiment, planting
signs of weakness.
from this stock was continued, and by the third
become so weak that many
stock
had
season this
of the tubers produced but very little growth,
which was infested by leaf curl ; consequently
the yield in small tubers was much greater than
the yield in ware tubers.
Now by this extra yield in seed tubers one
can see how easily trouble becomes multiplied,
especially when planting ic continued for a few

seasons from a degenerate stock.
Last season I selected a few tubers from the
healthiest roots of these Up-to-Dates, with the
intention of giviiig them a trial this coming

season but I have been informed by a grower
who has already tried this experiment that even
from these selected tubers a percentage of weak
plants will result each season, which is a pa-oof
that suoh stocks ai-e suffering from inherent
weakness.
;

p-

mittoes who could organise and supervise the
movement.
Pigs might be kept on the refuse from the
allotments generally, and the refuse might also
be collected from any eating houses in the
locality and fed to the pigs, inste.ad of carted to
the dust destructor. The pigs would also supply
a certain aunount of manure to the land.
This would, in a way, be a revival, on a small
scale, of the old

manorial system of land

culti-

and the workers might be encouraged and
rewarded with a certain proportion of the produce of the land. Sidney Oetzm/mn.

vation,

SOY BEAN.
38 Mr. Lynch mentions the use of the
Soy Bean as a Coffee substitute. PaUleux and
Bois give high praise (Le Potager d'une Curicux,
" Le Soya est sans con1885) in this respect.

On

p.

du cafe.
donne un bon cafe au lait dont I'arome est
In Haute
du Moka."
sensiblement celui
Garonne, Tyrol, and other districts is it called
" Feve de Cafe." " Si tous les cultivateurs consacraient tous les annees dans leurs jardins un
petit espace au Soya, ils obtiendraient sans
bourse delier le cafe necessaire au dejeuner de
leurs families." Sowing is advised from April 25

Broad IBeans — Make another sowing of
Broad Beans to obtain plants for early supplies.
Choose the Windsor type, following with such
varieties as Seville. Long Pod, and Bunyard's
Exhibition where the larger-podded typee are
desired.

Oeneral Remarks. -March is one of the
busiest months in the kitchen garden, and arrears
of work should be completed fort.hwith in order
that nothing may hinder future sowing and
On light soils work may
planting operations.
be pushed forward in almost all kinds of weather,
but heavy ground is best left alone until more
Daificult; weather
favourable conditions prevail
conditions generally prevail at the beginning of
March, but remember that opportunities lost
now can never be regained this season. As the
Sim gains power the ventilation of houses and
frames should be freely increased during the
day, but close the lights early with sun-heat, and
cover them at night with a suitable protection

during very cold weather. On wet daysexamine
roots in store and prepare soils in readiness for
future use.

tredit le meilleur de tous les succedanes
II

to

May

10,

after rain.

The

distance apart

is

most .important, and should be not less than
M.50 for S. d'Etampee, and M.35 for other
This Bean is excellent a« "flageolet."
sorts.
H. K. D.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
House,
Bv Jas Hudson, Head Gardener at Gunnersbury
Acton. W.

Watering

Fruit Trees. -If

the soil

ini

which fruit trees are growing is suspected of
Trees,
let it be watered copiously.

being drv
for

instance,

*

that

are

planted

against

walls

very

sloping to the paths, are
in borders
In such inliable to become dry at the roots.
stances water the trees freely before they come
this attenneed
may
too,
Apricots,
into flower.

The soil about young trees that were
planted last autumn, having now become settled

tion.

•

March

2.
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Late Peaches and NeorARiNEs.-Tne

to its former level, should be trodden wien
the ground is rather dry, and afterwards watered.
Those planted against walls may be nailed or
Such trees should be pruned
tied to the wires.
moderately the first season.

latest Peach and Nectarine houses should be.
The
freely ventilated during mUd weather.
trees cannot be retarded much longer, as the
buds are almost bursting into flower. At the blossoming stage a little fire-heat should be used to
Sharp frosts on a fewkeep the blossom dry.
days made it necessary to open the valves a
little at night, for it is not advisable to allow

of
such berrj-bearing plants as the Loganberry, the
Phenomenal Berry, the American or "Cut-leaved

BramBLEB.— The

pruning

and

training

Bramble, and the Lowberry having been comshould be mulched with
roots
the
pleted,
manure. I am most favourably impressed with
the Lowberry the plant repays well for generous
treatment, "and in ordinary conditions grows

the temperature to fall much below 40°
it should not exceed that degree.

;

still,

;

THE ORCHID HOUSES

All of these berry-bearing plants
stronclv.
should be given plenty of room to develop. Our
plants are supported on strained wire fencing
about 8 feet" in height: the growths in our
caae are already nearly all tied, and a top-dressing will be given in the general clean-up that
will follow. "Being short of good stakes I have
had recourse in some cases to the market garden
method of tyins: the Raspberry canes in bunches.
This system will answer well, as the growths are
not of excessive vigour or length.
Small Fruits.— All plantations of Currants.
Gooseberries, and Raspberries should be cleanel
of all rubbish and the ground lightlv forkeH
In doing this keep a sharp watch for Bindweed,
that must be dug out entirely, even if a
few roots of the bushes have to be disturbed i'l
doing it. So far. 1 am pleased to note that but
little harm has been done by the sparrow this
soring sometimes this bird is troublesome in destrfiying the buds, but sparrows also clear off
some of the insect p^sis.

By

Bart.,

Gdisb. Gardener to Mrs Dempster,
Newcastle. Staflordshire.

J.

Hall.

Outside Vine Bokoehs.- Leaves

or litter
placed on the borders for protection, together
with about 2 inches of the surface soil, should
be raked off. The roois are getting active, and
they will be encouraged to grow near the surface by applying a top-<lressing of rich matetlaoe a light dresising of short manure
rial,
over the fresh soil, and, should wet weather
continue, galvanised iron sheets, placed viith a
slight tilt, will afford prot<>etion from excessive
rains, but the protection should b« removed
For the predirectly the weather is fine again.
scmt it is not advisable to give out^iide borders
this i.s
a heavy di-e.-wing of farmyard manure
beat applied directly after the thinning of the
bunches, and even then the bor<lers should be
prolect'Ml <lnring very wet weather.
;

E»RLV Peaches and Nectarines.— VVatch
trees veiy carefully on which the fruit
set and swelling for apliis, and at the
signs of the pe«t take preventive measures,
or the earliest growths will be ruined.
If black
fly once gets establi.ihed around the base of the
young gh<x>te, one fumigation has hardly sufficient effect to destroy the insects, and a second

the
is

first

fumigation

is

syringing.
usually too

many

necessary, followed by a vigorous
young shoots freely
of the young growths of Peach
and Nectarine trees are allowed to remain, with
the result that the wood fails to ripen. No hardand-fast rule can be laid down, but two, or at the
most three, shoote are quite enough for furnishing the succeeding year's fruit-bearing wood. If
too many shoots are left they will grow weak,
the foliage thin, and the fruit, for wajit of sun

Disbud the

repotted in the autunvn may be attended to now.
iioot-bound specimens may be shifted into larger
pots in doing this do not disturb the roots more
than is nfecessary.
Others that have overgrown thei^ receptacles and have become bare
towards their centres may be broken up, and,
after cutting away all decayed parts, be potted
again into small pots, or several pieces may be
placed together in the same receptacle to form
neat specimens.
The pots or pans should be
about three-parts filled witli drainage materials,
and on top of the drainage should be placed a
thin layer of Sphagnum-moss.
The compost
should consist of a mixture of good fibrous peat,
Osniunda-fibre, Sphagnum-moss, and leaf-mould,
in
equal proportions, with sufficient crushed
crocks and silver-sand to ensure porosity. In
repotting, do not press the materials too firmly
about the roots. These plants will grow well in
the warmcsfl* and shadiest part of the Odontoglossum house.
As soon as the flowers of M.
tovarensis fade and the flower-spikes are cut
away, the plants will commence to make new
growth, at which stage freslr rooting materials
This Orchid is
should be afforded the plants.
best grown in shallow pans and suspended from
the roof-rafters. It is best wintered in the intermediate house, but during the summer the tern
perature of the cool house is most suitable to its
Masdevallias of the Chimaera
requirements.
such as M. bejla, M. Wallisii, M.
section,
Carderi, M. Backhousiana, and M. Houtteana
should, if necessary, be afforded additional
rooting space. These plants grow liest in shallow
Teak-wood baskets, and, as the flowers are produced on descending .stems, crocks should not be
A layer of Fern rhizomes
used for drainage.
laid over the bottom bars serves the purpose of
The compost may consist of
drainage well.
equal portions of Osmunda or A 1 fibre and
Sphagniun-moss, chopped rather finely.
For a
few weeks after root disturbance little direct
watering will be needed, but the surroundings
must be kept moist. After the plants become
well HKited, healtliy specimens may be soaked
two or three times a week, and sprayed overhead
on frequent occasions to ward on attacks of
small thrips and red .spider.

;

air, will be poor and flavourless.
A good
method is to allow one .shoot at the end, one in
the centre, and another at the base, on the upper
sid« if possible, of every fruit-beaning shoot
growths
intermediate
trained
in.
All
the
It is advisable tb reshould then be removed.
move even the centre shoot should it interfere
with the training in of the growth at the base,
which is, of cour-ie, the fruiting shoot for next
year.
Ry tying tho shoots close to the base and
bringini; thrm nearly flat against the tree, unsightly bends will he nrevnted. The thinning of
the fniits, as w.ith the shoots, is best done by
degrees, removing the .smallest and worst placed
.specimens.
Fruits pointing upwards to the sun
are the best situated, and may be left until the
The
final thinning is done at the stoning period.
borders mav require water, which should be sup-

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Gardener to Lady WaNTAOI,
Lockinge Park. Berkshire.

lltRRISS.

Tree Carnations.— Water

Tree Caj-nations

in flower rather more liberally than heretofore,
and, to aid the development of good blooms,
sprinkle a little concentrated fertiliser over the
surface of the soil about once a week.
The
growths will need constant attention in tying to
keep them upiiight. Some of the more promising

and

plied liberally in a tepid stnte.

Jerbmuh Colmam,

Gattoa Park, Reigate.

gated about once
against aphis.

a

fortnight

as

a precaution'

old roots of Cannas may be
shaken free of the old soil and repotted. Use a

Canna.— The

compost and pot

ricli

may,
roots
pots.

Choice

firmly.

varieties-

necessary, be increased by dividing the
and potting each portion singly in small
For plants for ordinary decorative pur-

if

poses pots 6 inches or 7 inches in diameter are
large enough for a flowering size.

Coleus thyssoideus.— Plants of Coleus
thvTsoideus have finished flowering, and may be
cut back and placed in a moist, warm house to
A few
produce suitable shoots for cuttings.
of the best plants may be shaken otit and repotted into pots one size larger than the old
ones.
Such plants will make specimens suitable
in a large conservatory.
A few
foa- gi'ouping
cuttings struck in May or June viilX provide
This
useful plants for flowering in small pots.
Coleus may also be raised from seed sown at
the present time.

;

FRUITS UNDER GLASS
Keele

Collier, Gardener to Sir

strong-growing
of
Masdevallia. -Plants
Masdevallias, sudi as M. Harryana, M. ignea,
.M. Veitcshiana, and M. Chelsonii that were not

;

By W.

J.

89

.

may be

shifted into larger pot,s.
Plants which were treated in this way here last
yev are still producing good flowers. It is important, however, that such plants be kept perfectly free from insect pests and rust disease.
Regular .sprayings with a suitable .specific will
the growth
keep the plants clean.
Stop
of young plant^s as they become large enough,
Souvenir
and support them to a neat stake.
de la Malmai.son Carnations are growing freely,
and if they are not already efficiently staked this
Water must still be
should be done at once.
.-ifforded with extra care till the pots are full of
Houses
roots, and stimulants given sparingly.
containing Carnations should be lightly fumi-

of the old plants

BouvAROiA.-lt

is time to attend to the prothis useful plant.
The easiest
to sliake out the roots, cut them into
portions, and lay them in pans of fine

of

jjagation

method
small
sand.
in

a

is

Well -water the

warm

soil

and place the pans

house.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Bv

R. P. BnoTHnnsTON-, Gardener to the Earl of
East Lothian.
Haddingto.n, Tyninghanie.

EoaiNQS OF Paths -Now is the proper
time to trim grass verges, to straighten parts
which have got out of line, and renew those
which have died. Where the parts to be reiiowe<l are«narrow, it is better to britig forward
a foo'.-w;de part of the lanvn, and to fill in the
part behind the former, than to put a narrow
strip alongside the path, which is subject to
removal.
.\nother .idivantage fi-oni bringing
the grass forward is that the narrow part bared
mav b? renewed by means of seeds where good
It detracts considerably
turf .cannot be had.
from the good effect of edgings when portions
of the lawn near them goi out of the general
level, either too high or too low.. In the former
be slit witji a spade
case, the turf should
crosswise to the walk and then beaten and the
In the latter, it must be
edge straightened.
turned back and enough soil introduced to bring
it up to the level.

Larkspurs.- Stock-flowered

and

Emperor

strains of Larkspur* are the two best suited for
garden decoration.
The former requires so
much attention in .staking and tying that F
have not grown it since 1914.
The other type
requires no stakes.
The present is a suitable
plan has
time to sow the seed of both kiindis.
been to sow thinly in cutting-boxes, germinate
the s9eds in a cool struotiire, a.n'd tianisplant the
seedlings from the boxes to the bods when they
Pliunts
attain a height mot exceeding 1 inch.
older and stronger than that are apt to die in
numbers, while small ploiits seldom go off, and
in the end the smdJIer plants make quite as
large and as fine material as those produced
with the expenditure of greater labour.

My

Violas.— Viola plants should be -posseBsed
long ago with an abundance of roots and, particularly if the space they occupy is required
for other plants or crops, they may. be transferred to the quarters they are to fill throughout the season as soon ns the weather and soil
Varieties of
are suitable for their remov.T<l.
V. gracilis may be plamted out at the same time,
and anv other hardy plant, such as Nepeta
Mu.ssinii, Anthemis tinctoria,
mile, which have been rooted

and Double Camo.along with them.

Daffodils.- Before Daffodils make further
progress any weeds that have appeared since the
beds were attended to in autumn should be removed and the interspace Dutch hoed. A slight
dre^ssing of snperpluKsphate sca.ttered evenly over
l>arc spaces before the hoe is used will be of
great advantage, not only to the flowers, but also
to the flower-stalks, causing them to lengthen,
and to the leaves, which it broadens a.iul deepens
in colour, with th,e result that a better quality
of bulb is produced for next year's flowering.
Narcissi of the Poet.ic.ns section and a few other
late kinds should be left in the meantime if the
bl.-uies

have not yet broken through the ground.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
Publisher. — Our

correspondents
Editors and
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble^ if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department^ and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
vrhen letters are misdirected.

Special

Notice

to

Correspondents.

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

—

Correspondents will greatly oblige
Ijocal News.
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local

events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

Ijetters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the
EDITOKS, 41, Wellington Street, Covent
Oarden, Ijondon.
Communications should be
WRiriBM ON ONE SIDB ONLY OP IHB PAPSR, sent aS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed
by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Illustrations.— rAe Editors
and to select photographs

will be glad to receive
or drawings, suitable
for reproduction, of gardens, or
of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot
be responsible for loss or injury.

APPOINFMENTS FOR MARCH.
THURSDAY. MARCH 7—
TUESDAY. MARCH 12—
Boy. Hort. Soc.'s Corns, meet.

THURSDAY, MARCH 21—
Manchester and N. of England Orchid. Soc. meet.

TUESDAY, MARCH 26—
Boy. Hort. Soc.'s Corns, meet.

AVERAGE MaiN IBMPERATDRB for the ensuing
week
deduced from observations during the la^t fifty
40.8.

—

ACTDAL Tbmperaturb :
Gardeners- Chronicle Office. 41, Wedlington
Street
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, February 28*
10 a.m.
Bar. 29.6
temp. 42.5°.
WeatherBright sun^ine.
;

For many years
Commercial

has

been

measure

a.

of

there
certain

antagonism,

or at least of disunion,
not only between individual fruit-growers,

but between

the

different

fruit-growing

districts.
As a result, commerciaJ fruit
growing has been disregarded as an industry, and the general public
liave formed

the idea that the British fruit-grower
,s
backward as compared with his Colonial
and American confrere.
In the decade prior to the war commercial fruit-growing in the British
Isles
made progress by leaps and bounds. Many
new plantations were laid out, worthless
varieties
were top-grafted,
up-to-date
spraying became a matter of usual routine,

and growers concentrated on producing a
large bulk

of

produce

of

only

a

few

selected varieties.

With this new era local prejudice was
gradually being cast aside, but the advent
of the war stopped further progress for the
moment.
During the

and margarine becoming

short,

jam must make good the deficit.
The idea was recently conceived

ture, responding to the toast of " Fruit
in a sympathetic speech urged
the necessity for each industry' in the coui;
try to organise itself and to prepare a constructive policy to be put into operation at
the termination of the war.
In this connection Mr. Prothero mentioned that a Fruit Section had recently
Ijeen formed in the Food Production Department of the Board of Agriculture,
which, by working in co-operation with an
Advisory Committee of Fruit Growers,
would be a very valuable asset to forward

first two years of the
fruit-growers found themselves in a
difficult position, their labour went
the Army and munition works, their

war
very
into
pro-

movement.
There are very many directions in whicli
commercial fruit growers have leeway to
make up. The inauguration of a campaign to induce growers to top-graft their
usele.ss varieties
of
Apples with sound
this

varieties of sterling merit, such as

2,

1918.

fruit growers must remember that they
have been given a golden opportunity in
which to reorganise their industry and
make it both active and progressive. If
they allow this opportunity to pass British
fruit growing will not hold its own after
By their co-operation and enterthe war.
prise the growers themselves, with the
help of the Government, can secure for
their industry the great position which it
deserves.

that the
ancient Guilds in the City of London
.sliould play a leading part in the policy
of reconstruction after the war.
AVith this
the Worshipful Company of
in view
Fruiterers, acting in conjunction with the
National Fruit Growers' Federation, convened a conference, which was held in the
Council Chamber at the Guildhall on Friday, February 22.
At this conference
members of the Fruiterers' Company and
representatives of the
various
Fruit
Growers' Associations in the country discussed and passed a number of important
resolutions with a view to placing their
industry on a sound foundation.
A luncheon, given by the Worshipful
Company of Fruiterers, took place later at
the Mansion House, by kind permission of

Growing,"

Manchester Orchid Soc. meet.

Fruit-Bpoiving.

of butter

Lord Mayor.
The President of the Board of Agricul-

Scottish Hort. Asso. meet.

:

:

the

TUESDAY, MARCH 5—

years at Greenwich,

duce was looked upon as a luxury and not
a necessity, and the increased cost of production caused profits to diminish.
Times have changed, however fruit may
still be regarded by some as a luxury, but
everybody agrees that when manufactured
into jam it is a valuable food. Enormous
quantities of jam have been used by the
Ai-niy and at home, and with the supplies

[March

Bram-

Seedling or Newton Wonder, would
produce beneficial results in a short while,
and will serve as an illustration of one of
the lines along which progress is required.
To illustrate the point further, it does
not pay commercially to grow Peasgood's
Nonesuch, because it crops poorly, and is
very subject
to
Devonshire
canker
Quarrenden, because it cankers and scabs
badly.
Ecklinville Seedling, Potts' Seedling, and Dumelow's Seedling all suffer
badly from scab
Yellow Ingestre and
Northern Greening are too small for commercial use.
ley's

The Flowering

of the Aumond.— The

forwardness of the present season is exemplified
by an Almond tree growing at Wandsworth,
near the Common, about five miles from the
This tree is now (Februcentre of London.
ary 23) in bloom, exactly two months earlier
than last year, when the flowers first appeared
on April 23. Previous to last year the flowering
dates, reckoned backwards, were February 18,
March 9, March 2, January 25, February 24,

March
20,

11,

March

February

28,

March 23, March
March 21.
It will

12, April 1,

March

7,

be seen by this record that the present date of
flowering is the earliest but two.

The Late W.

T.

WABE.-Mr. Walteb

of Inglescombe, near BaAh, who
died on December 16, has left a fortune of the
value of £137,092, the net personalty being
£119,828.
The testator bequeathed £250 each
to the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution and
the Royal Gardeners' Orphan Fund, and legacies to servants and other persons in his employment.

Thomas Wabe,

Apiculture

in

British

East Africa.—

The gathering

of beeswax in the East Africa
Protectorate is almost entirely in the hands of
the natives, who obtain the product from w.jld
hives in the country, remarks the Journal of the
Boyal Society of Arts.
Very little scientific
apiculture is practised, and that only by the

European settlers in the highlands.
Notwithstanding the present small production of honey
and beeswax, the higher altitudes of the Colony
are peculiarly well adapted to apiculture. Clover
is an abundant crop, and other flowers are plentiful.
There are two rainy seasons, no winters,
and so far no serious bee diseases have developed.

The Government
settlers

is

During the

is

giving every encoiu-agement

and the active interest of the

to the industry,

being

aroused

to

the

opportunity.

year ended March 31, 1915, the
beeswax amounted to 1,563 cwt.,
valued at £10,000. For export, the product is
packed in bags containing 5 frasiJas (180 lb.).
There is no export duty.
fiscal

total export of

Sunflower Skeos

— The

as

Food for Poultry.

seeds of the giant strains of Sunflowers
are rich in oil, and are a valuable food for poul-

The only seed available in quantity is the
American Giant strain. Seed may be obtained
fi-om leading retail seedsmen at a price which

try.

;

;

By heading

these trees back and topgrafting them with the strong growing
varieties previously mentioned, liability
to disease is removed, and in four or five
years large crops of excellent quality will
be obtained.
At the same time, the
British fruit trade benefits not only by the
increase in the bulk of these varieties, but
also by the removal from the markets of
small and diseased samples.
There are many other ways in whicli
immediate progress can be made, but

should not exceed 3d. per oz.. 9d. per 4 oz. or
Is. 3d. per 8 oz.
One ounce is sufficdent for
8 rods, and li lb. will plant an acre. The Food
Controller will be prepared to purchase ripened
seed in quantities of ^- cwt. and upwards, at a
,

price to be arranged later.
The j'ield, which
depends on the season, should be at the rate of

not less than 12 cwt. per acre. It is important
that only vacant land be used this culture is not
intended to interfere with the planting of food
or forage crops already arranged for.
;

War

Item.

We

regret to hear of the death
J. Salsbury Smith, son of
Smith, managing director of the firm of
James Smith and Sons, nurserymen, of Darley
Dale, Matlock. Lieut. Smith was only nineteen
years of age, but was a youth of great promise,
especially in scientific pursuits.
He had only
been at the front six weeks when he was reported missing, and later the news of his daatk
-

in action of Lieut.

Mr.

J.

—

I

March
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and burial was sent by the German military
authorities.

Local Societies.- Councillor

R. A. Thorpe,
presided at the lecture delivered by Mr.
W. F. Giles, of Messrs. Sutton and Sons,
Reading, to members of the Watford Horticultural Society on Wednesday evening, February 13, the subject being " Serviceable Vegetables and How to Grow Them."
The attendance was good, and the lecturer's remarks were
followed with keen interest.

J. P.,

Primula malacoioes alba plena. -A group
semi^ouble variety

Primula malacoides (see fig. 41), shown, at the R.H.S. meeting on the 12th ult. by Messrs. W. and J.
Brown, was one of the most attractive exhibits
in the hall.
The flowers, wliich are produced
of

this

of

E. Molyneux.
more Park, Hampshire.
decoration.

The

Farm, Swan-

—

91
just
high.

now the

Gardens,

Langley

It flowers every season;
flovver-spdke is about 3 inches
set.

U.

G.

(see p.
66).
Owing
to the variations of Apples in certain localities,
many fruit growers will differ from E. .1/. as

Strickland, Aldercar
.Mill, Derbyshire.

to " imdesirable varieties."
Schoolmaster is of
unequalled quality for cooking to those who appreciate a tart Apple.
It combines tlie acidity
of
Dumelow's Seedling (Wellington) with a
I'ich
flavour,
and is at its best condition
during January-, February and March. Barnack
Beauty is a profuse cropper, of beautiful appearance and fairly good in flavour: the
fruits are at their bes:t in April.
Bedfordshire
Foundling retains its briskness long
after Blenheim Pippin has become insipid.

article on Hippeastnime p. 63. the writer refers
to the trouble caused by mealy bugs if they ob-

Undesirable Apples

Hall

Mealy Bug on Hippeastrum s.-In

the

,

tain a lodgment on the plants.
Some years ago
tho late Herr Max Ledchtlin, of Baden Baden,
wrote on this subject in a contemporary journal
" There is a very simple way of
as foUows
getting the plants ^at least all Amaryllideae
perfectly clean by planting the bulbs for a year
or two deeper than usual, tJuait is to say, so
deep that the dry points from which the "green
shoots spring are just level witTi the soil. The
:

—

in profusion, give the effect of being white, but
on closer examination some of the petals display
faint traces of colour, and there is a little yellow
in the eye. The foliage is almost as attractive as
the flowers, being of a delicate pale green, of
Fern-like form.
The plant makes a charming
subject for the decoration of the conservatorv
and greeniiouse in winter and spring, and is easy
to cultivate.
We are indebted for the iUustration to Messrs. Hurst and Son, who inform us
that they will distribute seed to the trade next

autumn.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
iTht

Editors do not hold themsehet retpomible
ttie opinioni ezpreeied by coTTeipondent$.)

Apples Rival and Barnack Beauty

—

Rival is a free-growing variety.
p. 54).
fruits are of handsome appearance, of
flavour, and, for market purposes, of a
which packs most attractively, especially

tor

(see

The
good
shape
where

the 401bs. case is used.
Last season bushel
boxes of Rival from thie district realised 278. 6d.
each in the Dublin market. This variety, in one
part of the kitchen garden here, is inclined to
canker a little, but the trees are rapidly growing out of the disease, whereas those in another
part of the garden and in the orchard are quite
free from canker.
It is probably a question of
soil or drainage, and I find that the best method
of dealing with the complaint is to cut the
cankered part clean out. I find that subsequent
dressing of the wound is not necessarj', as
it

is

astonishing

how

quickly

the

damaged

^rt

heals and new bark forms around a
branch when it is left to nature.
I
have
never seen scab on my trees in the garden,
but tlie fruits on the orchard trees were
slightly affected by this fungus last season, and
this in a year when varieties subject to scab,
such as Bismarck and Cox's Orange Pippin,
were unusually free from the complaint. With
regard to Barnack Beauty, young orchard trees
of this variety, seven years planted, are growing strongly, and making regular and shapelv

heads.
'The great value of thie variety is the
late-keeping qualities of the fruits, and as a
market variety, in its attractive colour nnd appearance. The fruits keep well until mid-April,
and perhaps later— ours are usually finished at
about this date.
T find that,
like Allington
Pippin, the tree bears heavily in alternate seasons, but no doubt this characteri.stic could be
modified by judicious thinning when a heavy crop
of fruit has set.
The fruit is not of the first
quality as regards flavour, but is probably equal
in this respect to the majority of Apr>l6s"on the
market in April. The tree is not quite free

from canker here, but its slight tendencv t-o this
disea.^e is more
than counterbalanced by it."f
strength of growth.
The fruit, which is bright
and well coloured, does not suffer at all from
smb.
T. E. Tnmnlin, BesshoTough, Piltown.

stvlosa

fsee

p.

80).

—With

me.

Iris

stylosa opened its first flowers in November at the
foot of a south wall, and the plants have con-

tinued

bloom ever

in

since.

This

Iris

is

un-

doubtedly one
plants,
else

is

of the most useful of hardy
the flowers appear when but little
bloom out-of-doors. The blossoms last

as
in

has

many compeers

in

Novem-

Hampton, Miildlmex.

Kilkenny.
Iris

Hawthomden

ber, but is a certain cropper for the cottager's garden; whilst Nanny is of delightful
aroma when well coloured in October. Gravenstein has the remarkable property of firm flesh
in the beginning of October, and pleasant mellowWill Taylor,
ness at the beginning of February.

fresh for a long time in water, provided the
spikes are cut at an early stage, as all flowers
.«hould be where they are required for indoor

Hippeastrum Acramannii

(see

p.

63).

—

have a bulb of " Amaryllis " Acramannii pulcherrima.
It wa^ sent me by my father, who
brought the plant from The Lawn, Swindon,
Wiltshire, into Hampshire, in about 1872.
No
doubt the original bulbs were procured from
Bristol or Bath, as my father was often, an exhibitor at the West of England shows in those
days.
I have had my bulb twelve years, probably more, and as yet it has produced no off-

creature dislikes moisture, and soon lodges betweein the leaves; by searching two or three
times carefully it can be exterminated.
grow Amaryl'ids, for convenienc<?' sake, above
the soil, but it is unnatural and likely to promote the existence of insects." I have never
had an opportunity to carry out this treatment,
but the experiment seems to me well worth
trying.
If. T.

We

Pe-Tsai.interesting.
years, and
writers and
if

sown

fair

I

.so

head."!

E.'s remarks on p. 38 are Tery
have grown Pe-'Tsai for many
experience agrees with that of
friends in that it invariably bolts
early, yet he records getting very
J.

my

from

apparently

May

sowing.

In China

it

is

available all tlirough the winter.
E.'a garden?
Has he really f;ot
Pe-Tsai or is it Pak Choii or isonie other kind ?

Where

is

J.

—

allusion to a Cabbagy flavour is against
being Pe-Tsai. Cooked like English Cabbage
find no more favour with me than tliat
Pe-Tsai forms a good salad eaten raw.
article.

The

its

would

it

//.
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The Effect of One Plant on Another.—
On taking charge of these gardens some nine
years ago, I found an orchard of young standard
fruit trees which had been planted on about f
The
acre of a field in the rear of the gardens.
grass had been allowed to grow close up to the
trees, and was not even mown, with the result
that all but three of the trees had lost their
On examining them I found
heads entirely.
that they had been grafted low down near the
ground, and that the stems were still green,
although their tops were dead. I had the grass
cleared away for a distance of 6 feet, and .gave
the roots of each tree a dressing of basic slag
and one barrow-load of farmyard manure in
November. The next year the stems sprouted
at from 2 to 3 feet" from the ground, the
old tops were cut down to just above the
new growths, and the trees treated as maidens
The trees have reand trained into shape.
ceived the same treatment each autumn since,
and the newly-formed heads are now 9 to 10
Last
feet through, clean, and very healthy.

~

'

[March

kept clean, but since the grass was allowed to
grow the trees had fallen back year by year
Is not all
into the state that I found them.

NOTES FROM AMERICA.

THE CUT-FLOWER INDUSTRY.

this conclusive proof of the iX)isonous effect of
the grass to the roots of fruit trees? This should
help to remove any doubt that the cause of degeneration in such fruit trees is toxic and not
pliysical.

C.

While

the war has natui-ally made some difference in the volume of sales of pot plants and
cut flowers in the United States, the reports on
Christmas business go to show that it was very

Capp, Old Abbey Gardens, Lrk-

ton, Suffolk.

with pleasure, and generally
with instruction, but his remarks under the above
heading on p. 64, are open, however, to an objection which I have made before in your columns.
It is quite useless to tell us which are the twelve
best Roses without telling us under what conditions of soil, aspect and situation the decision has
been arrived at. In naming the twelve best Eoses
White Rose says " the first half-dozen will require little consideration." and proceeds to

name

h'ose's notes

siix,

and

large,

'Specially Useful RobES."— I always read
White

I
in

in

some

sections broke all

records.

To

counteract in some measure the outbursts
against the culture of flowers in times of war,
the Society of American Florists has inaugurated
a publicity campaign, and will spend $50,000
this year, chiefly in fuU-page advertisements in
magazines of the largest circulation, advocating
the buying of flowers.
are having a very severe' vfinter, the

We

ground having been frostbound since November 22.
The opening week of the New Year
broke all records for intensity of cold, the maximum shade temperature in Boston not rising over
zero for two or three successive days.
To make
matters worse for everyone we were suffering
from an acute shortage of fuel, and the intense cold did great damage, and caused much
suffering.
Many commercial and private ranges

among them Madame Eavary and

Madame Leon Pain.
both in my Kent and

2, 1918.

have grown the former
my Hampshire gardens

ever since it was introduced, and I h,ive never
had a single bloom on it worih looking at, nor
I
think it has now
will it grow with me
dwindled away in Kent to a couple of weedy
specimens.
Madame Leon Pain has never

—

greenhouses are closed wholly or in part.
to an in.ability to secure coal.
Wood
being largely used as the substitute, and while
coal prices are held down by the Government,
the wood has doubled in value.
Efforts to induce the fuel administrators to reof

owing
Is

fuse coal to florists and others owning greenhouses on the ground that they are non-essentials
and luxuries, have been unsuccessful so far, and
we trust will remain so. Many greenhouses are
being devoted to vegetables where formerly

flowers were grown, and their
if the war continues.

number

will in-

crease

The

various national societies continue their

manner, and all
have had good exhibitions, witli the exception of
the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, which
lately voted to eliminate money jjrizes from its
1918 schedule; all other societies are proceeding
in former years. Profits on exhibitions, where
admission charges are made, are being mainly deactivities in a slightly modified

i-i

\oted to the Red Cross.
Food production holds the centre of the stage
iiere as in Great Britain. Last year saw a tre
mendous boom in small gardens, or " war gardens," as they are termed here. In spite of late
lieginnings,
unfavourable weather, and some
ither discouragements,
an estimated yield of
.'-<350.000,000 worth of vegetables was produced
in these new gardens in 1917. and we hope to
double these figures during the present year.
One great result of this war will be that we
.shall have far more tillers of the soil than ever
before, and horticulture will, as a result, receive
W. N. Craii/. Brookline,
a great stimulus.
Mass., U.S.A.

•

Fig. 42.

the storing of apples

;

the interior of the feuit-koom at aldenham in February.

season each tree had a crop of from two to three
bushels of first-class fruit.
The three trees

which had not
planted
similarly
results.

lost their

heads were lifted and

in a row by themselves, and treated
to the others, with the same good
The varieties include King of the

Bismarck,
Dr.
Blenheim Pippin,
Harvey, Ribston Pippin, Warner's King, Cox's
Orange Pippin, Lord Derby, Gascoyne's Scarlet,
Bramley's Seedling, and Lane's Prince Albert.
After the first season the whole of the grass was
trenched and the ground cropped with vegetables, and this treatment is still followed, with
tlie result that we get first-class fruits and vegetables.
Another orchard of the same size in
the same field of established trees, some 50 or 60
years old, had been neglected, and the grass
allowed to grow. These trees were covered with
lichen and growth was stunted.
They gave a
plentiful crop of worthless fruit.
The whole
orchard was cleared of grass, the latter burnt,
and the ashes spread over and dug in the soil.
The roots afterwards received a dressing of
basic slag, and the soil was hoed and kept clean
during the following season.
The trees have
regained their vigour in leaf and growth, and
Pippins,

the fruit now is all that could be desired.
I
was told by an old hand on the place that this
orchard, under the care of a former gardener,
had produced good fruit when annually dug and

been a success with me. Of the second halfdozen, perhaps I do not know enough of the
variety Ophelia to say much Gruss an Teplitz
grows fairly well, but produces paitry blooms
Papa Gontier produces some good flowers, but
Now I am
gives out after a couple of years.
not saying for a moment that these are not capital
Roses in many gardens, but for me they are no
'The soil of my Kent garden is a
use at all.
strooig, holding loam, partly over clay, partly
over sandrock, and it is well drained, as the
ground slopes sharply to the south we are
My Hampshire
about 400 feet above sea level.
gaiiden had a like soil over a thin bed of clay
with gravel beneath, but was only about 40-50
Now the four best Roses
feet above sea-level.
I have ever grown (I am not dogmatising, only
giving my personal experiencej are Antoine
Rivoire, Caroline Testout, Hugh Dickson and
Lady Hillingdon, and fair and awav the best of
the four is the first-named. Antoine Rivoire. The
plant grows well, is in flower all the season, the
blooms are always of good shape, and ha.ve thick,
shell-like petals that are unharmed by sun or
rain.
My old friend Mr. Edward Mawley used
to decline to give the best twelve Roses for any
garden except his own.
My experience, after
forty years, is. that it is impossible to name the
best twelve or twentv-five Roses for any garden
out of one's own district, j?. P. S.

THE STORING OF APPLES.

;

:

;

WAS much

interested to read the note by
your issue of Jan. 12, p. 19. The
opinions of Mr. Beckett and Mr. James Hudson
I

Puzzled

in

are certainly entitled to the highest respect, but
Puzzled will be quite safe in following the adIt may
by Mr. Beckett on p. 8.
some of your readers to know that when

vice given
interest

picking the Apples here we take clean flour oi'
sugar barrels, each holding about two and a-half
bushels, into the orchard and place tlie Apples
in

them

as fliey are picked.

No

lining of any

used in the barrels, but each Apple is inspected to see that it is perfectly sound, and
When thr
care is taken not to bruise it.
barrel is full it is placed in a moist cellar with
a soil floor, where the temperature does not fall
below 35'^, and the Apples keep perfectly,
sort

is

Having
retaining their flavour and firmness.
tried both methods extensively, that of laying
them out singly and piling the fruits thickly
together, I have no hesitation in saying I consider the latter method much the better. Arthur
Thatcher, Mount Desert Nurseries, Bar
K.
Harbor, Maine, U.S.A.

—
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SOCIETICS
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

—

February 25. There was only a small exhibition on the occasion of the fortnightly meeting in the Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, on
Tuesday last. The Narcissus Committee held
its first meeting for the year, and the largest
and most important exhibit was a group of
Tulips, for which the Committee awarded a
Silver-gilt Flora Medal.
Orcliids again formed an attractive feature of
and five novelties received
exhibition,
the
awards from the Orchid Committee.
Several novelties were submitted to the Floral
Committee, and Awards of Merit were recomfor two new Saxifragas. Hardy flowers
and Alpines were contributed by a number of
growers, but the displays were not comparable
to the e.xhibits of spring flowers which were
formerly made. Saxifragas formed a feature of
most of these collections, and specially good
plants were staged by Messrs. R. Tucker .\nd
Sons, whose group contained Saxifraga Obristii

mended

(white), S. macedonica, S. Griesbachii, S. oppositifolia Latina, S. Burseriana minor, and the
T. Temple West,
beautiful yellow Faldonside.
Esq., Gatton Point, Redhill, showed a somewhat similar exhibit, the two best Saxifragas of
which were S. Irvingii and S. Burseriana
crenata, the varietal name being derived from
Of even
the irregular notchings in the petals.
more outstanding merit than the Saxifragas,
however, were the plants of Lycopodium clavatum an<l L. dendniideum, for each of which a
Mr. G.
Cultural Commendation was awarded.
Reuthe's exhibit of shrubs and Alpines included
the delightful, blue-flowered Crocus Aerius. and
uniflora
Shortia
of
a niagnifici'nt specimen
graiidiflora.
Messrs. H. J. Chapman, Ltd..
showed a number of Daffodils, hybrid Freesias.
The
and Irises of the reticulata section.
Freesias included a new variety named Opal,
delicately shaded with rosy-lavender. The Committee expre-sised a wish to see this variety on a
future occasion.
R. L. MoSD. Esq., Sevenoaks
(gr. Mr. C. Hall) showed two large groups of
composed of
flowering plants, one entirely
Primula malacoides. the other of .''chizanthuses,
with a row of Epacrises .along the front. Messrs.
AixwooD. Bros, again contributed some fine
Carnations of the perpetual-flowering type, and
Messrs. H. B. Mat and Scns' group of beautiful
Ferns, interspersed with flowering plants, was
well worthy of notice.

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee found
nothing for their consideration.
At the three o'clock meeting of the Fellows,
Mr. F. CmTTENDEN delivered an address on
"The Relative Food Values of Garden Crops."

F.

T.

W.

McLeod, A. G. Jackman. ,T. Hudson,
Barr, T. Stevenson, C. R. Fielder, R. C.

Reginald Neville, A. Turner,
(;.

Di.xon,

Jenkins,

J.

W. Moorman,

E. Shea, C. E. Pearson. E. H.
B. Cranfield, and W. A. Bilney.

C.

W.

Awards

of Merit.

—

kewensis
rosea.
Saxilraga
This
dwarf
Alpine Saxifrage belongs to the red-stemmed
section, the spiies arising from a dense tussock
silvery-grey foliage.
The flower-slcnis are
about 2J inches long, and bear small, pale pink,
bell-shaped blossoms about half an inch wide
across the mouth
The stems are arching, which
gives a marked character to the variety. Shown
by Mr. G. Reuthe.
This is a
Saxifrntja Hurseriana sulp/nirca.
hybrid between the rich yellow Faldonside
variety and S. Burseriana. The flowers are pale
sulphur-yellow, about the same size as those of
S. Burseriana major, but with the circular outline of Faldonside.
The plant is very free in
flowering, a specimen in a large 60-sized pot
Raised by
bearing 18 well -developed blooms.
Mr. G. H. Simpson Hayward, Incomb Manor,
Stow-on-the-Wold, and exhibited by Messrs. R.

of

—

Tucker and Sons.

Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
chair). Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. ,Tas. O'Brien
(hon. secretary), William Bolton, R. BroomanJ. Luca5, Walter Cobb, W. H. White.
Frederick J. Hanbury, J. E. Shill, J. Oharlesworth. E. R. Ashton, T. Armstrong, Fred.
Sander, Pantia Ralli, J. Wilson Potter and R. A.

Whdte, C.

many new and

rare hybrids.

Sophro-Cattleya Atreus g!oriosa

X C.
scarlet

(S.

A

plant of
graudiflora

Lawrenceana) had thi-ee brilliant dark
flowers, and is the first of this cross

which does not show the rose tints of C. L;iwThe group included a plant of Cymbidium Beryl (Lowianum X Pauwelsii), with a
fine spike of flowers which have a chestnut-red
zone on the lip and Cypripedium Myson (Mrs.
W. Mostyn X Fairrieanum), with intensely dark
pui'ple lines on the white ground of its dorsal
renceaiia.

:

Rolfe.

AWARDS.
First=class Certificates.

sepal.

Laelio-Catfhya Schroderae [L.-C. Bella alba
xC. Maqqie Baphael alba), shown by Mr. J. E.
Shill, The Dell Gardens. Endefield Green.—
A distinct hybrid of perfect shape the broa.d
sepals and petals are clear white and the wellrounded lip violet-crimson with a narrow silverwhite margin and yellow lines and disc.
{amabile
X
James
St.
Odontoglossxtm
;

.Amethyst), from Messrs. Charlesworth
noble
Co., Hay wards Heath.
plant
fine
the
Odontogiossura,
bearing a strong sT>Lk6 of large,
The
perfectly shaped flowers.
sepals and petals are violet-mauve

—A

broad

with

and

Charlesworth and Co. were awarded
Flora Medal for a select group
Odontoglossums, Odontioda.s, and others.
Among interesting new hybrids was Odontonia
Irene (Miltonia Warscewiczii X 0dm. haatilabium), wjth dark purple sepals and petals and
well-displayed blush-white Up.
Messrs.
Sanders were awai-ded a Silver
Banksian Medal for a group in which the best
Messrs.

a
of

Silver

margins and

white

tips.

Awards

of Mekit.
Beatrice

Laelio'Cnttleyn

Bn/ndir

[C.
railistorjlossa)

var.

X L.-C.
from Dr. MiGUEL

Schroderae
.

Bryndir, Roehampton
(Orchid grower Miss Robertson).
advance on other
distinct
A

Lacroze,

—

The
varieties previoussly shown.
sepals and broadly ovate petals
The
blush-rose.
coloured
are
of the lip

front

i-s

ruby-purple,

and waved at the edge; the disc
is

yellow.

Lnelio-Oattleya Eunice alba (L.
anceps alba X C. chncoensis alba).
from Messrs. J. and A. McBean,
A pure white
Cooksbridge.

—

showing much of the
flower,
character of L. anceps alba, but
the plant is dwarfer and the
form
flowers much l^rge^.
with a purple spot on the lip

A

was also shown.
SophroT^elio-Cattleya

hletch(L.-C.

vivicans

var.
blrfchletfcnsis

let/flora

X S. grandifinra).
from Messrs. Stuart Low and
One of
Co., .Lirvisbrook. Su-iwex.

—

the most brilliant of dark scarlet
hybrids, the oolour being nearest
to a d.nrk Sophronitis grand iflora,
but with a deeper red shade. The
lip has yellow markings at the
base.

Floral Committee.
Present: Messrs. H. B. May (Chairman),
W. J. Bean, R. C. Notcutt, S. Morris, G.
Reuthe, H. Cowley, E. A. Bowles, J. Green,
J. T. Bennett-Poe, J. Heal, W. P. Thomson,
J.
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ing

Orchid Committee.

Preliminary Commendations.
Aeridovanda Mundyi (Aerides
X Vanda teres) (see
fig. 43), from Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park, Surrey

vandarum

—

(gr. .Mr. Collier).
A specially interesting hybrid, as being the first
croas between these two genera.
The flower is fairly intermediate
between the parents, V. teres showing plainly in
the lip with its medi.in isthmus and other charTlio sejKils and petals are silver-white
acters.
with a light ro.se shade. There were three plants,
each about 5 iiichoa in height and four years old.

Odontioda Juliet (Oda. Brndshawiae X 0dm.
promercn.t), from Messrs. Charleswoetii and
The flowers are of fine form, reddish-mauve
in colour, with slight rose markings.
Co.

—

Odontioda

Armstrongii

Orchidhurst

variety

X 0dm. .4rmstrongiae), from
Armstrong and Brown, Tunbridge
The sepals and petals are broad and

{Oda. Vuylstekeae
Mess.rs.

Wells.

—

overlapping, deep roay-mauve in colour, with a
few white markings. The broad lip is white in,
front with rose spotting, and there is a lajge

mauve

blotch

in

front of the yellow crest.

Groups.
ARMi'TRONG AND Brown were awarded
a Silver Flora Medal for a varied group containMe.'isrs.

Fig.

4,"^.

aeridovanda .mundyi.

(Sco Awards bj

tlic

Orchid Comniitlec.)

plants were the new Brasso-Cattleya Calypso, a
very large flower of a clear blush-rose tint, the
broad petals being arranged wing-like beside the
very ample clear ix)se lip, which is crimped and
fringed at the margin; and Cymbidium Elfin, a
white flower of fine substance and with attractive purple markings on the front of the lip.

Messrs. Hassat.l and Co., Southgale, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a good
group of Cymbidiums. including forms of Sybil,
Corona, Alexanderi, and Castor.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. were .awarded a
Silver Banksian Medal for a group in which, the
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleyas and forms of
Cattleya Trianae, including the fine varieties
Mrs. De B. Crawshay and His Excellency, were
prominent.

scarlet

Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., showed Dendrobium Queen of Gatton and pans of Sarcochilus

Hartmannii and S. Fitzgeraldii, with eighteen
spikes on each specimen.

——

—
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pathy in his illness and thanks for his services
from the meeting to the secretary, Mr. R. Hooper
Pearson, Sir Frank Crisp undertaking himself to
send the message.

Bridson Seatle, Esq., Upper Richmond

Road, Putney, exhibited Odontioda Graireana
pink
var. May, with cinnabar-red flowers and
labellums.
Ethel
Dr. Miguel Lacroze staged Odontioda
pereulvar. Bryndir (Oda. chelsiensis x Odra.
spotted
are
segments
the
of
centres
;
the
turn)
with orange-red.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee,
Present: Messrs. E. A.
J. T. Bennett-Poe, W. B.
Poupart, Geo. Monro,
man, G. W. Leak, and C.

W

the chair),
Cranfield, G. Reuthe,

Bowles
junr.,

(in

Herbeit Chap-

H. Curtis (hon. sec.).
brightness and freshness of early spring
was imported to the meeting by exhibits of
Daffodils and Tulips shown by Messrs. H. Chapman, Ltd., and Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd. The
former showed numerous good seedling Daffodils
derived from King Alfred and a sturdy variety
named The Parson, with white perianth and
Messrs. Bath had a splendid
creamjfc trumpet.
display of Daffodils and Tulips grown in bowls
exhibit was well arranged
the
containing fibre;
on a low staging, and bowls of Polyanthus,
pots of Enchantress, Van
with
together
Narcissi,

,;

!

[Mabch

2, 1918.

Brasso-Cattleya Enid {C. Enid x B.-C. Leefrom the Exors. of the late John Leeman, Esq.
nianii),

Awards of Appreciation —1st

Class.

Mr. Geo. J. Ingram was elected auditor, to
act with Mr. R. Pinches, in place of the late
Mr. C. T. Druery.
Several members expressed the hope that the
Committee would arrange occasional meetings
when
of the Club, and 4 p.m. on the Tuesdays
th6B.H.S. fortnightly meetings were being held
was suggested as a suitable time and dates. The
matter was left to the discretion of the secretary

Groups.
Large Silver Medals were awarded to R. Ashworth, Esq., Newchurch (gr. Mr. Davenport),
and Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, for

and Committee.

groups.

Odontoglossum exultans {excellens x crispum),
and 0. Orissa (ardentissimum x hylandianum)
from Messrs. Armstrong and Bpown.

The

der Neer, Yellow Prince and Prince of Austria
Tulipe were particularly good. (Silver-gilt Flora
Medal.)
Mr. .1. A. Jardine, Wandsworth, showed boxes
of small seedling Daffodils to illustrate his
of raising these bulbs.

Fruit

method

and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. W. Poupart (in the chair),
A. D. Tuckett, W. Bates, A. Bullock, Owen
Thomas, E. Beckett, F. Jordan, Ed. Harris,
A. R. .\Uan, E. A. Bunyard, G. P. Berry, and
W. Wilks.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.
February 11.—The monthly meeting

of

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
this

11th
Society was held in the R.H.S. Hall on the
chair.
inst., Mr. Arthur Bedford in the

Two memwere elected.
deposit
bers were allowed to withdraw from their
accounts sums amounting to £23 2s. 6d.
The sum of £117 15s. 6d. was passed for payment to the nominees of two deceased members.
The sick pay for the month was (ordinary)
£81 3s., (State section) £28 3s. 4d., and mater-

Two new members

nity claims) £9.

The annual general meeting wiU be held at the
R.H.S. Hall on the 11th inst.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCaiO.
January 17. Committee •present: Messrs. R.
Ashworth (in the chair), J. Evans, J. Howes,
\ J. Keeling, J. Lupton, D. McLeod, J. McNab,
W. Shackleton, H. Thorp, and H. Arthur
(secretary).

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
ANNUAL MEETING.

— The

FiasT-cLASS Certificate.

meeting of the
Horticultural Club took place on Tuesday, the

February

26.

annual

26th ult. the president. Sir Frank Crisp, Bart.,
in the chair. The attendance was small, and the
hon. secretary, Mr. R. Hoopei- Pearson, was not
able to be present, owing t<) indisposition. The
hon. treasurer. Sir Harry J. Veitch, was also
absent, in consequence of having to attend »
meeting of the War Horticultural Relief Fund.
The minutes of the preceding annual meeting
The report of the
were read and adopted.
Management Committee for 1917 was then read
we publish the following extracts
Towards the end of June, 1917, the Hotel
Windsor was commandeered by the Government
for official business, including the room which
formed the headquarters of the Club. This unexpected event had the effect of disorganising the
Club for the rest of the year. As the holiday
season followed close upon the loss of the room,
little could be done in regard to getting another
one until September. From thence onwards enquiries were made at all sorts of places in the
neighbourhood of Westminster, with a view to
obtaining headquarters similar to those which
the Club possessed at the Hotel Windsor.
Eventually an agreement was arrived at under
which the Horticultural Club agreed to accept
the hospitality of the Farmers' Club for a
period of six months, or, provided both parties
are agreeable, until the termination of the war.
Regarding the personnel of the Club, there
have been many losses owing to deaths. Among
these may be mentioned Mr. William Marshall,
an honorary member and one of the founders of
the Club, and Mr. C. T. Druery a very old
member of the Committee. Six new members
have been elected.
,

;

Cypripedium Garlani var. Lady Northbourne
(Hera X Lord Wolmer), a round flower with
white dorsal sepal, apple-green at the baae,
petals
heavily blotched with purple-brown; the
and are
are IJ inch broad, have a green ground,
From
reddish-brown.
blotched and veined wdti
the Hon. Robert James.
Avv/RDs OF Merit.
Cypripedium Lord Wolmer var. Duke of Marlborough (Euryades X Leeunum), from the Hon.
Robert James
Gratrix,
C. Diadem var. Lady Beatty, from S.
Esq.

:

The

total

showing a net

number

of

members

is

now

193,

seven during the year.
The president. Sir Frank Crisp, read the Statement of Accounts, which had been sent by the
treasurer, and proposed the adoption of the
loss of

Report

and Balance-sheet, which
unanimnuslv.

The members
were

of the

was

carried

Management Committee

and Mr. H. Somere Rivers appointed to the vaca.ncv caused by the death of
the late Mr. C. T. Druery.
It was decided to send expressions of symre-elected,

February 7. Committee present: Rev. J.
Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ashworth, D. A. Cowan, J. Cypher, A. G. Ellwood,
A. Hanmer, J. Howes, A. J. Keeling, J. Lupton,
D. McLeod, W. Shackleton, H. Thorp, and H.
Arthur

(secretary).

AWARDS.

the value of the Cabbage crop been
better proved than during the present winter
19° of frost did the plants no injury. Our cows
were fed with them and Mangolds early in
November, and have continued ever since to
give satisfactory results, both in the quantity
and quality of the milk produced. It is surprising what a large quantity of food an acr9
of Cabbages will supply.

The two forms

—

of

Drumhead

—Early and

Late

are all that are required, although several
other sorts render good service. Greater breadths
of this food should be grown throughout the
country.
Cabbages are useful as food for all
kinds of stock, pigs, and poultry.

Pigs.

At the present moment pigs appear to be under
cloud
whether they will survive the difficulty
of finding food suSicient to maintain anything
approaching their normal quantity during the
next two years is a problem. All who have the
smallest opportunity to keep them should do so.
Prices are remarkably good for all classes, eepeLast week I
cially breeding stock and stores.
saw a sow and three young ones nine weeks old
sold for £28, and a barren sow, on the weight
system, for a similar sum. Surely such prices
.should be encouraging to the pig-keeper

a,

;

When, however, we are told that pigs can he
kept on grass with the addition of refuse, vegetables, etc., one is inclined to wonder if one's
I keep a number
experience is of any value.
of breeding sows which give, as a rule, ten pigs
each litter, two litters yearly, or certainly three
Such stores at twelve weeks old
in two years.
Whether in the future
will realise £2 each.
My sows
this can be repeated is a question.
have a yard at night, with plenty of litter for
warmth ; the more they have the greater is the
manure made by day they run a small paddock, adjoining, where they eat grass. Cabbages,
;

Mangold,

Sugar Beet, and small and diseased

In the evening
Potatos, when there are any.
they are given a email quantity of meal and
food, but now
the
favourite
Bran is
water.
quite unobtainable since 4 per cent, more flour
The sows
bread.
wheat
for
from
the
is taken
Exercise is a
flourish well on such a ration.
_

First-class Certificates.

Odontoglossum Promerens

Cabbage for Cattle.

Never has

var.

Gratrixae,

0.

exultans var. Vulcan, 0. Louise var. The Premier,
O. Thwaitesiae var Rubellum (Harryanum X
Rossii rubescens), and Cypripedium Sir Wm.

Chance West Point var. (Memoria J erninghamiae
X Thompsonianuvi), from S. Gratrix, Esq.
Odontoglossum .AmiUus (Amethyst x illustrissimum), and Cypripedium Desdemona var
rotundum {Alcibiades X Mrs. Carey Batten),
from Dr. Craven Moore.
Cypripedium Saladin (Chapmanii X Olenus),
and C. Thisbe, from T. Worsley, Esq.
Odontoglossum crispum var. John Hartley
(parentage unknown), from John Hartley, Esq.

Awards of Merit.
var.,
Ashlandi
Odontioda Schrdderianum
Odontoglossum Caroline (loochristense X Pescatoreii), and 0. Monte Video (T hompsonianum X
Lambcauianum), from R. Ashworth, Esq.
Potter
x
(Wilson
Vivian
Cypripedium
Euryades), and C. Clonis (Aeson giganteum X
exul), from T. Worsley, Esq.
Cypripedium, Desdemona var. Conyngham, from
Dr. Craven Moore.
Cattleya Monarch (Trianae Royal Monarch x
Empress Frederick), from S. Gratrix, Esq.

With this there
in pig-keeping.
is seldom, if ever, cramp or stiff joints, or anything of a more serious character.
As the sows approach parturition they should
ba isolated, and after that event should_ be fed
on more stimulating food, such as middlings
and milk, if possible. When the young pigs are
a month old they should be encouraged_ to drink
milk and eat from a separate trough in an adjoining stye, to which they can easily gain access
through a small hole in the partition.
No matter how good a mother to her young
a sow is, the bulk of them have a strong tendencv to gobble up all the food, leaving the
young pigs destitute. It is wise to encourage
the young pigs to eat meal and milk many timea
daily, a little at a time; they thrive all the
better for any extra attentyion given them in this
salient point

respect.

I hope that circumstances will be soich that
for the pigs in this minor way we shall be in
a position to give this much food, because I iaJl
the aid;
to see how they are to be reared without
of some small quantity of meal.

—
March

2,

—

.

The poultry keeper is in a dilemma as
to the necessary food for chickens and a small
of Corn or meal for the laying stock.
Much may be done to supplement the at one

amount

time general food of tail Corn and the various
meals by the growing of gi-een c'rops such as
Cabbages, Mangolds, and Turnips. Mangolds, if
given too freely raw, cause scour, but not when
boiled.
By slicing them they are more easily
cooked, and with small Potatos, adding quite
a small quantity of meal, a good food is pro-

overturned, not broken across like the second.
The state of the wood of the first tree might
have been important, but it was not proved.
As to the pollarding, and the argument that that
made the tree top-heavy, it was admitted that
there might have been some inference of that
kind if an ordinary wind had brought about the
breakage, but it was proved to have been uprooted by quite an exceptional gale.

In an ordinary farmyard, after tkraahimg
any kind, hens find much food among
the straw, and, indeed, for a long time afterwards, if the hulls and caving are carefully put
A portion of the
into a heap and kept dry.
refuse food can be used daily, and it will afford
the bird exercise in scratching, thus encouraging
egg prodxiction. Grain of any kind that is fit
for human food must not be used for poultry.
ricks of

there

is

COVEXT GARVEy,
We

Liverpool.

It

bub occasionally several time* in one day.

Cut Flowers. &e.

.Samples of Irish

—

i.d.

(Richardias).
per doz.

bl'ros.

5 0-

Azalea, white, per
diji. bunciies...

Camellias,
white,
per. doz.
Carnations, perdoz.
blooms,
best

0-40

3

8-30

2

—

American

var.

Croton leaves, per
bnn.

...

DafTodils (single),
per doz. bun.
Barrii

—
—
—

EmperorGolden Spur

...

— Henry Irving
— Princeps

2

(i-

0-

4

0-40
0-50

3
4

5

6-60
6-40

doz. long

0-50

long

4

French Flowers

—

mixed

..

the first tree an exceptional gale broke oft
the top part <if another tree, which fell on the
adjoining stable, and did damage estim.ated at
£28. The neighbour sued in the County Court
and obtained judgment. An appeal was taken
by the tenant to a Divisional Court, but the two
judges comprising that Court took opposite sides.
The case was then carried to the C/iurt of Appeal,
and defendant was held not liable. The legal
question was: Was there negligence T The fall
of the first tree did not show danger, for it was

doz.

6 0- S

0-40
6-46
6-60

bunches ... 3
per hag
.,.
3
Cauliflowers, per doz 4
doz.

Celeriac, perdoz...,
Celery, per bundle
Chicory, per lb. ...

16-46
6-0

Mauve

42 0-48

Vcllow Prince 36 0-42
Prince of Austria
36 0-42
Murrilo
... 48 0-64
VloIeta,perdoz.ban. 2 6-50

bunches
...
Rhubarb,
forced,

16-2

per doz
Savoys, per tally...
Seakale.per punnet

16-22

Spinach, per bus....

4

8

0-30

Cucumbers, perdoz. 18 0-24
Swedes, per bag .,.
Endive, per doz. ... 4 6-60 Turnips, per bog ...
Garlic, per lb.
...
8
Turnip tops, per bus,
Greens, per bag ... 2 0-30 Watercresa.perdoz.

0-

0-

1

(J

:i

l

<>-

2

6-

10-

1

O

Average Wholesale Frlees.
s.d.

s.d.

s.d.

—

Almonds, per cwt. 170
Apples :—

—
—

0-6

2 0-

1

—

:

6-

8 0-10
2
Shallots,perdoz.lb8. 8 0-10

—

7

bun

1 6- 5 o
Valencia,
per
case (4 tiers) ... 35 0-4'2
(5 tiers)
... 36 0-42 O
Parsnipa, per bag... 6 6-70
Peas, per lb.
...
2 6-30
Potatos, new, per lb. 10-13
Radishes, per doz.

—

—

spring, perdoz.

j

J

cooking.perbus.lO 0-25
Russets, French,
in cases of about
60 U) 70 lbs. ... 42
48

—

Dates, per box
..
14
Grapes.
Black
Alicaute.per lb. 5 0-70
Almerias, per
barrel (3^ doz.
lbs.)
45 O-70

—

Grapes, con.—
Gros. Colroan,
per lb.
4
...
Lemons, per case... 38
Nuts, Barcelonas,
per bag
...160
Cob, per lb. ... 1
Oranges, per case
60
navel, per c;ise 60
Tangerines, per

ad.

—

—
—
—

6-8
0- 46

8

—
—

0-55

18

—

Walnut8,kiln dried,
per bag
... 52

0-1:10

100

...

O

0-120

O

EngU^

Apples ore now liiort.
ning. but fairly largo supplies of French Russets are
available. English Grapes are becoming scarcer, but
there ore fairly large stocks on hand of Almeria (Si>aui8h)
Grapea. Oranges and Lemons remain a "limited commodity. For<»d vegetables on sale consist of the following: Seakule, Asparagus, Mushrooms, French Dwarf
Beans, New Totntos, and Peas. Outdoor vegetables and
roots continue plentiful.
E. U. K., Covent Garden
Market, February 27, 1928.
of

—

—

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

8 0-10
6
4

0-80
0-60

bun
ShiRle

;

6
3

0-60
0-40

Prices.

BATH GARDKNERS'.— A

(lecture

on

"How

la.

OniuiKs " wa.s given mi February 18 at the OddHall by Mr. W. Taylor. Mr. C. F. Laing^ion
(vico-chainnaii) presided ove*' a good attendance. Mr.

Grow

fellows'

Taylor saic^ although the Onion grown in the ordinary
way appeared to lie nearly on tihe sui-facc. it Wl;^l^» a
deep-rooting and gross- feediiiig vegetable and paid a"or
good tillage. DeoJing with the early sowing of seed hi
boxes, Mr. Taylor eaid transplanted Onions had the advanfcag'e over tihose 'eft where they were sown, in regard
to the attackfl of tjhe Onion fly, as the bulb was pl«ce<l
below tlie eurface, and it was very seldom the fly found
it..

3.<1

per doz.

llerberis,

bun

5 0-

Carnatlon

foliage,

bunches

..

4 0-

Cycas leaves, per
doz
Ivy leaves, per doz.

3 0-

doz.

bunches...

bunches 18 0-21
...

—
—
—

Average Wholesale

I

medium,

.Hprengeri

12 0-15
10 0-15

Sunburst
...
Snowdrops, per doz
bun
2 6-3 6
Tulips (single), per
doz. bun —
— WhiteLa Heine 30 0-36

—

...

hair FenObest,
per doz. bun... 8 0-10
Asparagus
plumosua,
long
trails, per halfdozen
2 6-30

-

0-60

Ranunculus, scarlet,
per doz. bun. .. 15 0-18
Violets, Pai-mn, per

S.d.

— —

4

6.(1.

ketPaper white

0-40
0-30

—
—

0-26

2

Remarks.— Supplies

—
—
—

(Aracia),

LAW NOTE.

—

—
—

blooms—
Richmond

Narcissus, con.
Gloriosa
Dotible yellow
Soleil d'Or
...

bun
single,

3
2

Pelargoniums, double scarlet, per
doz. bunches... IJ 0-13
Ro8'-*s,
per
doz.

d.

s.

Mimosa

— ornatus
— Soleil d'Or
Orchids, per doz:—
— Cypnpediums

0- 4

1 S- 1 6
Onions, French, per
cwt.
... 34 0-38

Sprouts,

per J bus.
Cabbage, per tally
Carrots, new, per

doz.
;t

Mustard and Cress,
per doz. punnets

—
—

Average Wholesale Prices,

:

Anentones, double
pink, per doz.

Cut Foliage, &c.

but no complaint was made about the danger.
There was no evidence that the tree which fell
first had been decayed. Three months after the

.'V

5 0-10
(1 0- S

lanctfol ium
album, long ... 3
nibrum, per

Adiantum (Maiden-

The Scottish Court of Appeal has given a verdict in a case concerning the liability for damage
caused to a neighbour by the fall of a tree growing
in the garden of an adjoining house.
Inside the
defendant's garden, close by the boundary wall,
was a row of Poplars. The trees were of considerable dimensions, being 8 feet in girth near the
base. The trees were all pollarded, and overhung
the neighbour's buildings.
First one of them
was uprooted' by the wind, and did some d.image,

4

13-16

Lilitim longlflorum,

—

Primo per
Vmn

I

Broad(Freneh)
per pad
..
12 0-14
French(Channel
Islands), per lb. 3 0-46
Beetroot, per bus.
J
Brussels

Prices.

s d. s d
Herbs, perdoz bun. 30-40
Horseradish. perbun. 3 0-60
Leeks, per doz. bun. 16-40
Lettuce, Cabbage,
perdoz.
...
2 0-26
ilushrooms, per lb. 2 0-2 6.

i

:

Fruit

doz blooms ... 3 6-40
Lily-of-the-Vallej,
per doz. bun ... 30 0-36
Narcissus,
Grand

...

Freeaia,per doz. bun. ;{ 0- 4
Heather,
white,
per doz. ban.... 9 0-12

per basket ...
Narcissus, per bas-

DAM.\GK BY FALLING TREES.

fi

Average Wholesale

—
—

a.d.

per

short,

;

—
—

Averagre Wholesale Prices.

:

Amms—

re-cleaned black Oats may he obtained on application to the Oats Distribution Committee of the
Bristol Channel and West of Eneland Corn Trade
Association, 56, Queen Square, Bristol.

fall of

Ed8.

prepared

336 lbs. The Department can also supply farmers
with !>cottish White Seed Oats of such varieties
as " Abundance," "Leader," " Yielder," "Victory," " Recxjrd," "Banner," and " Waverley,"
at prices varying from 58s. to 659., f.o.r. Scotland in hired railway sacks. Tn the case of the.se
Scottish Oats farmers must be prepared to take
a complete parcel, as the Department is not
prepared to divide it. Particulars of the parcels
available may be obtained on application to the
Food Production Department, 72, Victoria Street.
S.W. 1. In view of the scarcity of certain varieties of seed Oats in England, and of the increasing diflficuUics of transport, it is most important
that provision should be made for obtaining seed
Oats immediately. .Samples of Manx Oats and
of Iri.sh Black Tartarian Oats may be obtained
on application to the Oats Distribution Committee of the Liverpool Corn Trade Association,
.Street,

are responsible for the quota-

must be remembered that these quotations
do not represent the prices on any particular day,
but only the general average for the week preceding
the date of our report. The pricee depend upon the
quality of the samples, the way in which they are
packed, the supply in the market, and the demand,
and they may fluctuate not only from day to day,

considerable scope for ranging,

to supply farmers direct with not less than 25
quarters of one variety of seed Oats. The varieJManx White Oats of the
ties offered are
(1)
"Abundance" type, f.o.r. Liverpool in returnable sacks, at 65s. per quarter of 336 lbs. ; (2)
Black Tartarian Oats, recleancd. at 65s. per quarter of 336 lbs., in non-returnable bags, f.o.r.
Bristol ; (3) Black Tartarian Oats, in non-returnable bags, f.o.r. Bristol Channel ports, Liverpool,
Manchester, or Fleetwood, at 62s. per quarter of

Brunswick

who

salesmen,

tions.

—

9,

S7.

cannot accept any responsibility for the eubjoined

cipal

Vegetables

Artichoke. Chinese a.d. s.d.
(Stachy)perlb. 13-16
Globe, perdoz. 12 0-15
Jerusalem, per
* ...
2 6-30
i bushel
A sparagus (English),
per bundle ... 10 0-12
National,
per
bundle
27 6
(Paris Green),
per bundle
...
IQ

—
—

They are furniehed to us regularly every
Wedneiday. by the kindness of several of the prin-

woods, hens do remarkably well,
and let us hope that, by chicken-rearing time
March and April food of some kind will be
more plentiful. E. Molyneux.

is

Februari/

95

There is very Little business in pot plants owing to
the growers being unable to get their supplies to market.

Beans —

report*.

in

Seed Oats.
The Food Production Department

R K e: T s.

m: JL

vided.

especially

,
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POTTLTEY.

Where

— —

10 0-16

...

Moas. gross bun...
Sniilax, per bun.
itt

(I

trails

2 07 02 0- 2 C

Rbm.\RKS.— Large supplies of cut flowers are arriving
this week. Daffodiils are the most plentiful, large quaMities of these blooms being sent from CtornwuLl, Scilly, and
Guernsey.
Home-grown varieties consist of Emperor,
ftnpress, Gol<leii Spur, Princess, Sir Watkin, and Victoria
these are now at their best,
Roses are now
becoming more plentiful; Richmond and Sunburst are the
best 80 far offarcd. Pxicoa remain firm. Tulips are more
plentiful and the qualitj' i« much 'better. There are some
fine bJoonia
of
mauve, pink, and bronze Dtarwins.
Liliums and Richardias are not so plentiful this week,
and prices are firmer. Supplies of Lily-of-the-Valley are
sufficient for the deonand. Violets (Princess of Wales)
are i-eaching the market in excellent condition, and the
supplies are equal to requiremnts. The majority of the
Violets sent fi-om the Soutih of France are un«aleiable

APPOINTMENTS.

GARDENING

Fuivt^er to Loohiel (Oaraeron of Lodhiel),.
at Aohnacarry, Fort William, in sruccesaion to the
Esta.te*'
late Mr. Scott, on the Eari of Mouat's
at Danmwjy and Oastle Stuart.

Mr. Feaks,

Mr. Kobert Scott

(tJie

eldest son

of Mr.

William

Scott, u-ilio rcceii'tly tetired, after over 30 yeairs' eerfrom his port aa Head Gardener at Drumpark,
Irongmay, Kirkcudbrigbtsliiire), who has been for 6^.
years Superinte'iident on the Estate of HolmeBdale,
Pittsfield, Massac hu setts, U.S.A.,
as Supcirintendenc
Gardener to Mr. Andrew Carnegie, Sihadowbrook,
Lenox.
vi(fb,

;

SCHEDULE
TTational Carnation

RECEIVED.
and Picotee Society's

{Southern Section) Exhibition, to bo held in
the Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, Westminster, on Tuesday, July 16, 1918. Hon. secretiiry, Mr. J. J. Keen, 64,.
The Avenue, South amp ton.

when they

arrive here. Otlier flowers are reaching the
nxiarket in fair condition, and the euppliee aire a trifle
larger this week. The chief supplies consist of Aiiemonee
(de Caen), single mixed, Paper-white Narcissus, Acacia,
cannrnc Rajiunciilus, wihite and pimk Stocks, French

Roman

Hyacinths, and

Parma

Violeis.

CATALOGUE
StTTTON

&

Sons, Reading

RECEIVED.

—Farm

seeds.

———

E
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[March

mixture of artificial manures.
Potash and
any stimulating manures containing nitrogen
have more immediate effect upon the growth
of fruit trees than upon fruiting, but growth
is essential to obtain length of branches which
gard.

not on occasion require immediate nformal on upon various po nt
of practice.
But either liom an unwillingness to inqu re, or (rom
not

knowing

obtain

h;s questions

lest

person ignorant
wisest

to

make

llie 'nniiirv. ifiey

information they are in want

ilie

alarmed

wfiom

of

3!

that

should

of.

appear

which he ought

And

trifling,

to

man who

too often
let

or

know.

to

fail

no one be
those of

He

is

a

the

for how little do
is conscious of his ignorance
If
know I—except that they know little.
one
unacquainted with a fact, hoivever common, it is probable
:

the wisest really

man

is

that

hur.dreds

ol

others

the

n

same

position

as

himself

ar-

To ask a question, then
equally in want of similar .n'crmation.
it
to consult the good oi others as well as ol one's self."Qardeneiit' Chrmiicle. So. 1, Vol. J., Januani ?. 1S',1
A. T. H.
The easiest method of
treating Acorns is to sow them thinly broadThe Acorns
cast in beds about 3 feet wide.
should be 1 inch or so apart, and be covered
with about 2 inches of fine soil trodden firmly
after sowing.
They should be sown in March
as soon as the ground is in suitable condition.
Acorns germinate in the first year, and should
remain in the seed-bed until the end of the
second year, when the seedlings sJiould be taken
up, the roots trimmed and shortened, and laid
in the soil until the following spring, when
they can be planted out in nursery rows 6
inches apart and 1 foot from row to row.
Mice, rooks, and pigeons will search for and
de,stroy Acorns after they are planted, and this
must be guarded against.

Acorns

:

Asparagus

Aspai'agus beds should
if. A. 0. B.
be well drained.
If the soil is wet and of a
heavy texture raise the bed about 1 foot above
the ground level in light soils Asparagus beds
may be made on the flat. Trench the groun-d
2^ feet deep and give it a heavy dressing of
manure. In the case of heavy land use plenty
of light soil, road-scrapinos, aJid other mate:

;

Make the bedis
rials that would lighten it.
4 feet in width, allowing for three rows of
plants to each bed, one in the centre, and tliose
at the sides 10 inches from the edge, placing
the plants alternately with one another.
Expose the roots as little as pcssible, spread them
out carefully, and set the plants 15 inches
apart, covering them with about 3 .inches of
fine soil.
Connover's Colossal and Reading
Giant are suitable varieties.
Bebdincs Pelargoniums B. The blooms should
be picked off the Pelargoniuih plants until the
latter ad'e placed in the beds.
;

6'.
Buttercups on a Lawn
U. Ploughing
would not kill the weeds, whilst the application of weed killer would render the soil sterile
to growth for a long time.
Goats would not
exterminate the weeds
indeed, tlie manure
from the animals would probably cause the
weeds to grow faster. Trenching the ground
18 indies deep and burying the weeds at
the bottom spit would get rid of them, and
the land would grow a full crop of green food
the first year, and afterwards any other crop
under good management. The mowing of seeds
;

;

year in such land witliout adding fine
the rows would be a difficult matter.

tlie first

soil in

Jerusalem Artichokes /. W L. The Jerusalem Artichoke cannot be depended upon to
;

.

flower in this country, consequently it is useless to grow for producing seeds as food for
poultry.
It would be far better to grow the
giant Russian Sunflower for poultry food.
The tubers of the Jei-usalem Artichoke could
be used as food for pigs, but certain other
crops would be more profitable in this respect.
To obtain a heavy crop of the tubers the ground
should be well cultivated by deep digging and

heavy manuring, as recommended on

Manures for Fruit

p.

90.

Fruity.
Potash, in the
form of kainit or otherwise, is beneficial to all
kinds of fruit when the soil*does not contain
enough in an available form, and witldiolding
it
from a mixture in' the Woburn experiments had more effect Uian the absence of
any other manure, but it is improbable that
you can obtain potash at the present time.
Moreover, dung in nearly all experiments has
had a greater effect than pota.sh alone or any
:

As soon

as the cotyledons are well developed,
place the plants in 3-inch pots filled with the
at the

same kind of compost, and grow them
same temperature as advised for the

A

;

been accidental.
:

;

;

;

;

Salt

:

J.

W.

Common

salt is

sodium

chloride,

and

is often used as a weed-killer, or as a preIt is occasionventive of wire-worms in soil.
ally employed as a top-dressing for Asparagus,
as it helps to retain moisture in the soil, but
it is in no sense a plant food.

Scabby Potatos Constant Deader.
The grey,
silvery patches on some of the tubers are the
" silver scurf," caused by the fungus Spondylocladium atrovirens.
This is not a serious
disease.
The rusty-brown markings tinder the
:

skin of the other diseased tubers are characteristic of
the common "blight" of tlie
Potato.
Obta.in the free illustrated leaflet on
Potato spraying from the Food Production
Department, 72, Victoria Street, London.

S.W.

1.

Seakale and Globe Artichokes
Seakale
B.
should be planted in March, and Globe Artichokes in April, in deeply dug and well-pre:

pared ground.

Sugar Beet
January

5,

:

B.

M.

P.

See

p.

,

If
Prune the vines at once.
E, B.
the pruning is deferred until April the cut
"
saip
flow
of
bleed,"
and
the
surfaces will
Dressing the wounds
be difficult to stop.
with Thompson's Styptic is the best means of
preventing " bleeding."

Vines

:

8 in the issue for

1918.

The Cultivation of Canteloup Melons

:

,S'.

/?,

For general porposes the variety should be
sown in three batches, from March 15 to

seeds.

The provision of light shading, occasional
sprayings, and a little ventilation during the
sunny hours will be all Uie attention needed
by the young plants. Eight or ten days after
the plants are jiotted a hot-bed. 10 Uj 12 inches
thick, should be made out-of-doors in a well
sheltered and sunny situation to accommodate
a frame filled with sufficient soil for plunging
the pots.
Set the plants in the frame as
soon as the bed is sufficiently warmed, allowing the necessary space for future growth.
From this stage the plants should be kept
moist at the roots, shaded during the brightest
parts of the day, and allowed a little ventilation daily.
Cover the lights at night to maintain an even temperature.
When the fourth
leaf develops stop the plants at the second leaf
and remove the cotyledons close to the stem
with a sharp knife. At that stage prepare the
final quarters for the plants.
The most suitable place is a situation facing south, and
sheltered from cold winds.
Make a trench 8
to 10 inches deep and 2 feet 6 inches wide, and
fill it with horse-straw manure, which should
be firmly trodden down and watered if necessai-y.
Place the frames over the manure in the
trench and fill them with rich garden soil,
mounding it 3 or 4 inches higher in the centre.
When brick pits or very deep frames are used
the manure bed is made inside the pits or
frames, instead of in a trench.
When the
compost is warm to the hand set the Melon
plants in the centre
two are generally sufficient to each light, though some growers set
three in a triangle.
Keep the lights closed
and shaded fi-om 9 a,m, to 3 p,m. tiU the
plants are well established.
Afford only a
little
ventilation
at
first,
increasing
the
amount gradually
discontinue the shading
altogether as growth proceeds and the weather
gets warmer. Close the lights late in the afternoon and cover them at night.
The plants
will require watering on a bright morning
within 12 to 15 days after they have been set;
tJiey should be kept rather dry within reason
till the fruits are the size of a Walnut, but
from that time the ground should be kept in
a moist condition, consistent both with the
growth and the weather
Early in July the
frame should be ventilated at night and the
protective material dispensed with altogether.
During hot weather the lights may be removed,
but should be placed in position again when the
atmospheric conditions are not so favourable,
When the Melons have been 15 to 20 days in
their final quarter the two shoots growing
from the base of the leaves will have developed into two stems, bearing five to seven
Direct one of them towards the
leaves each.
front and' the other towards the back of the
frame, and stoji them at the fourth or fifth
leaf.
This operation will cause side shoots to
develop, and these will eventually bear the
Stop the side growths at their
best fruits.
second leaf, or the leaf immediately over
The fruits set freely without artithe fruit.
ficial pollination provided the details in regard to ventilation have been well ,^ttended to.
Leave two fruits of even size tri each plant;
this number may be exceeded when the growth
is very lu.\uriant, and when only medium-sized
The fruits should be
fruits are required.
turned occasionally to ripen them evenly. The
remov,al of crowded shoots or decayed leaves is
all the pruning necessary.
;

periments have been tried with it.
Three
pounds per tree of fair size, as far as the
spread of the branches, would be a good dressBasic slag or other phosphatic manure
ing.
by itself has failed to show any obvious effect
upon fruit trees, and at Woburn its withholding from a complete mixture of artificials
seemed to be beneficial, though this may have
/. N. B.
1, Cupressus pisifera var. squarrosa
2, Cryptomeria japonica
var. elegans ; 3, Thuya dolabrata.
1
J. 0.
and 5, Picea excelsa 2, Picea Omorika 3,
Pseudotsuga Douglasii
4, Thuya dolabrata.
W. M. M. Cypripedium gigas (Harrisianum
X Lawrenceaniun). This plant has never been
recorded uiider the name you give. Dublin.
Daphne Laureola (Spurge Laurel). L. S. Apparently a form of Berberis aristata. It might
]iossibly be B. umbellata, though your description of the colour of the fruits does not agree
with that species, as B. umbellata has oblong
red fruit, whilst B. aristata and its varieties
have long red fruits covered with bluish-white
bloom, which would give them a purplish appearance.

1918.

April 16.
Insert the seeds in shallow pans
fiiUed witli soil consisting of one-half good loam
and one-half well-decayed manure and germinate them in a temperature from 65° to 70° F.

will be capable of furnishing sooner or later
the greatest quantity of fruit that a tree can
with
bear.
Similarly
Strawberries,
such
manures affect the size of the plants more than
the number of fruits, though vigour in plants
is essential to size of fruit.
dressing of
dung at the present time would be the best
application for Strawberries.
Potash manures
have proved particularly valuable for bush
fruits, but there is enough potash in dung.
A moderate dressing of dung, say, 15 tons per
acre, is quite sufficient for Strawberries, and
an extra quantity did no good at Woburn.
As dung and potash alone are slow-acting
manures, the present is a good time for their
application.
When kainit can be obtained, 4
cwt. per acre would be a fair dressing. Where
dung is not obtainable, a complete dressing of
artificials, such as 4 cwt. of superphosphate,
2 cwt. of nitrate of soda, and 4 cwt. of
kainit or 2 cwt.
of
sulphate of potash
]ier acre might prove, valuable for all kinds
of fruit, applied in April or May.
The
jiresent times is too early for the a.pplication of nitrogenous manures, as tliey are
liable to be washed away before they can be
utilised, if applied too early in the season.
Such a mixture proved highly beneficial to
bush fruits, and particularly to Gooseberries,
at Woburn, but a liberal dressing of dung was
better still, and at present a complete dressing
of artificials is not obtainable, owing to lack
of potash. !Most soils contain enough iron for
fruit, and there is not sufficient evidence of
.applications of sulphate of iron having had
any regularly beneficial effect. Very few ex-
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chuenensis, which were nicely in flo'ft'er,
were spoilt, though some of the less forward
buds escaped and developed later. Earlyflowering Rhododendrons are not an unmixed blessing, except in those parts of
the country where frost is less destructive.
Whilst on tlie subject of Rhododendrons,
I may mention R. praecos, a good, showy
plant outside in earlj^ spring, but of far
greater value for forcing. The bushes may
be lifted from the open ground in January
and placed in a little warmth, where in
about six weelvs they 'will be in full bloom.
R. strigillosum is flowering outside, and,
notwithstanding a difference in the leaves,
I

believe this

of R.

is

barbatum.

:

examples of the plant in the Azalea
garden, and the rich red-brown colour
of many of the upturned leaves is as
effective as

many

merely a Chinese form
Other Chinese species (so

and

'

..
Linneau..
..
Manchester and North

of England Orchid.. 1
.Spring (lowers
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ILLUSTRATIONS.

NOTES FROM KEW.— lU.*
Kew

in

since the coiiiinencement of the war). Tlioie
is not much in February for seekers after

Kew

is

Kew, and

—

was.
Tho market gardens have been replaced by a network of streets and roads,
Fleets of motor-'buse.s
lined with villas.
and Army lorries roar through the main
road from early morning till midnight and
after, carrying workers of lx)th .sexes. One
wonders if the trardens are to lie stifled out
of Kew by smoke and other poisons which
fill the atmosphere and make the healthy
cultivation of plants far more difficult than
it was when Kew was a little village in the
country.
The mild weather durinnr the first half of
February brought many plants into active
growth.
Foi tiinate.ly, a change set in on
the 17th, and, we had alxiut ten decrees of
Harm as
frost on four successive nights.
well as prospective good were done, for
whil.st growth was arrested some plants
paid the penalty of coming out ton soon.

Rhododendron Nobleannm. R. bai'batuni.
R. dahurioum, R. Fargesii, and R. sut•

ou<\

Pri'vions articles appeared in the issue* of Janiuary 19

February

9.

how

or perhaps

Snowdrops and Bluebells

in

—

forward.
The Roso Garden near the
Pagoda is in fine order. It has been considerably enlarged, and the plants having
rooted well.
They promise to make a gorgeous display this year. I would like to see
a garden of Roses of the tea and hybrid
tea varieties
in which the plants wore
allowed to grow au naturel no pruning
whatever a-Lso, as far as possible, on their
own loots. Ono of the parks might very
properly start such a gard<'n. The orthodox treatment for these Roses i.s severe.

as a

large proportion of the vi.sitors nowadays
are soldiers, either Colonial or from a distance, they find plenty to interest them.
On week days comparatively few people
come three or four hundred the average
and they aro mostly men in khaki.
Most folk are busy with other matters in
the 'week. Those who knew Kew twentyfive years ago, a quiet village famous for
its great, national garden, would find it
It is no longer a
much changed now.
village, but an important part of the
borough of Richmond, and the present
Mayor is a Kew man, aa his predecessor

—

singular

lost,

Several of the Prunes are in flower notwitlistand.ing the frost, but the great army
of spring-flowering trees and shrubs will
not be at their best until after this notice
has appeared.
Roses are in danger, for
many of them have new shoots 3 inches
long, the Ramblers generally ibeing most

February, four or
five thousand visitors pay tlieir pennies
to enjoy themselves in the grounds and
houses (only one museum has been open

floral delicrhte, l)Ut

is

;

continllt^^

to attract and interest the public a-s
much as ever it did. Given a fine

Sunday afternoon

Daffodils,

—

.

things considered,

It

have

the wild gardens and 'woods.
The great
displays of Tulips, Hyacinths, etc., in
beds have ceased, and the beds are being
got ready for the growing of vegetables.
The Crocuses make some show, and the
Daffodils have begun with pallidus praecox in the enclosure near Cumberland
Gate. Here and there patches of the pink
Heath Erica carnea a*re cheering. Gardeners should make more use of this plant
for early spring effect.
Another good but
neglected shrub of the same order is
Pieris japonica
the tassels of white bells
are like bunches of Lily-of-the-Valley.

Societies

Cypripediura plant growing in sponge wa:
Saxifraga Burseriana tulphurea
Spinach, winter, at Atdetihani
Spring Cabbages at Aldenhaui
Telopea speciusissima
Tulipa Kaufmanniaua

ALL

flowers.

of the leaves

never had, anj' felt covering on their
undersides.
Its absence doos not appear
to be due to exposure to wind or to any
climatic condition.
One is reminded of
Greyia Sutherlandii, which has some shoots
with glabrous leaves, others with decidedly
hairy ones. Magnolias and Azaleas will be
a great open-air floral fe;ist at Kew in a
few weeks.
The only bulbs in tli© gardens out-ot'doors are Crocuses on the grass mounds,

heroines

Week's work, the..

97

—

;

It is a

thcusand

]

II

11

OF CYI'RII'EDKJM GHOWING IN
SPONGE-WASTE.

I'LANT

"treeing"
now in flower are R. oreodoxa, R.
Davidii ami R. Fargesii, and it is not easy

called)

them justifioation for their sepaThey seem slight variants of
one si^ecies, and may well be called R. Fargesii. which is, I suppose, the oldest name.
Cut life is too short to worry over names,
and the vagaries of the taxonomist too
Over many names are less
confusing.
troublesome than wrong ones. Besides,
" Let them name it who can, its beauty
remains the same."
Forsythias are in full blow and the Lilac
buds have burst. The earlv Magnolias,
stellata and Yulan, are rapidly approaching perfection, and will, if they escape
frost, make a brave .show at Kew before
to find in

rate names.

March .is out. What
crandifloia
M.
1.=

.

a

noble

There

evergreen
are

<rofn!

pities that the

Almond

Kew. What
pictures would have grown up by this time
if twenty years or so ago there had been
planted as man)' Almond trees about the
gardens as there are, say. Limes and ChestAnother pitiable happening is the
nuts.

has not been

.

made more

of at

of the fine collection of Ivies,

formerly one of the prides of the arboretum. Ivies are named b-y and cultivated for their juvenile habit and foliage, and. as with " br(>i«cn " Tulips, tlieir
characters
depart when they change.
Howe\-er, there is int«res.t in the variety of
tree forms that may now bo seen at Kew.
Possibly I am in error, though I think I

have read, it in an authoritative -work, in
saying that when once an Ivy has changed
to the adult or true form, it cannot be induced to develop shoots of the juvenile or
ereepinnf form. Also that the change is not
controllable.

Thanks to the generosity of the lato Mr.
0. Wrigloy, Bury, Kew possesses a good
collection of varieties nf Clivia inininta.
Many of the plants aro in flower in the
warmer end of the Temperate House. It is

—

;
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leniarkable, seeing how many seedlings of this
Clivia have been raised in gardens, that so little
The
variation in colour has been obtatned.
flowea-s are all orange-red with a yellow throat
some are a darker shade than others, but no-

Variety in size and form

thing very pronounced.

of petal, and in the number of flowers in. the
umbel, Has been got by breeding. So far as I
know, only one hybrid Clivia has been raised,
namely. C. cyrtanthiflorum, its parents being C.

and C. nobilis
recommend it, probably

miiiiata

;

and as it had little^ to
no longej- exists. The

it

genus is related to Cyrtanthus, also to Vallota,
and it is not far removed from Nerine, a fact
which may interest Mr. Elwes and the Rev. J.
Jacob, (llivias are good-natured plants, and ai'e
suitable for standing in windows
they are- able to withstandi much

ment, as

much perhaps

and halJs, as
rough treat-

as Aspidistra.

well as floor plants in the

Palm House

They do
at Kew,

about as severe a test as any of a.
Other plants that can stand
plant's endurance.
the same treatment are Aspidistra, Curculigo.
some of the Crinums, the largest of the Hymeno-

which

is

those of S. Reguiae except that the colour of
the sepals is not rich orange, but a washed or
yellow ; the petal-sheath is blue.
pallid
hybrid of this character may be taken as an
indication of what might be done in tropical
gardens in the way of crossing big, striking

A

species.
Musas offer splendid maiterial.
A
Cycad has been raised in Europe, and
the glorious Brownea Crawfurdii was raised in
a garden in Cork. But no giant hybrid of artificial origin has come from a tropical garden.
Calcutta, Ceylon, Singapore, Jamaica, Trinidad
and Demerara ought to do work of this kind,
not merely for scientific amusement, but with a
view to improved races of food fruits and other
economiic values.
A Temperate House veteran was in all
its winter gloi'y in February, namely, the big
specimen of Camellia reticulata the bountiful
disiplay of bright crimson Paeony-like flowers are
every year a source of wonder and delight to
visitors.
Mr. Wilson once told me that the
common foi-m of this Camellia in China was
white-flowered, and that he had sent seeds of

hybrid

[iMarch

9,

1918.

The purple-leaved Begonia
Mrs. Peterson, a variety of Gloire de Lorraine,
is another effective plant in No. 4.
The WarataJi, Telopea speciosissima, is in flower in the
The illustration in fig. 47
Succulent House.
shows the inflorescence in the early stage before
the cluster of flowers in the centre had expanded.
In the rock garden Squills and Chionodoxas blue the ground in places. Primula Winter! is also nicely in flower btr.ind a rock and
under the shelter of a pane of glass. The pick
Saxifragas are the three hybrids
of
the
Petraschii, Paulinae and Faldonside, and tlie
rate forcing shrub.

bright-coloured form of
as Wetterhorn.

The photograph
(

I

(fig.

'ypripedium growing
referred in

my

in

S.

44)

oppositifolia

shows a

known

plant

of

sponge waste, to which

last notes.

Watsoii.

If.

:

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
SAXIFRAGA BURSERIANA SULPHUREA.
The

full-sized illustration,

fig.

45, depicts the

new Saxifraga Burseriana sulphurea raised from
Faldonside X S. Burseriana by Mr. G. H. Simpson Hay ward, and exhibited by Messrs. R.
Tucker and Sons at the meeting of the RoyaJ
Horticultural Society on the 26th ult., when the
plant received an Award of Merit.
As will be
seen on reference to the figure, the flowers are
large and regular in outline ; the colour is pale
sulphui'-yellow.
Judging by the fine specimen
exjiibited, the new variety grows vigorously and
flowers with freedom.
It makes a good com-

pandon to Faldonside, the delicate colour of the
petals contrasting pleasingly with the intense
yellow of the older variety.

PRIMULA MARVEN.
Primula Marven, the

result of a cross

be-

tween P. marginata and. P. venusta, is one of
the most delightful of Primulas, though at present a rare one. I last saw the plant in bloom in
the gardens of Dr. John MacWatt, at Morelands, Duns. Dr. MacWatt, as is well known, is
a special authority on the European and other
Primulas, and his collection of these flowers a
very extensive one.
There it was a pleasure
to see Primula Marven, just as I saw it in the
raiser's garden at Kaimes Lodge, Edinburgh,
some years before. This beautiful Primula is
like an Auricula in general a.ppearance, but the
flowers are blue-violet.
The flower-stems are
sturdy, and the leaves possess an elegant golden
margin, derived from P. marginata.

RANUNCULUS ALPESTRIS.
Although Ranunculus aJpestris is not a difplant to cultivate when its wants are supplied, there have been many failures to cultivate
it satisfactorily.
Where it thrives the snowy
ficult

Fig. 45.
(E.H.S.

saxifraga burseriana sulphure/
.\ward of Mtrit, Febm.iiy

26,

1918.)

by a yellow eye, are charmand the spikes are raised above the dainty
glossy leaves.
The roots need plenty
of moisture
in a di-y, parched soil the plant
will look unhealthy.
It needs to be planted in
a wet soil or in moii't shingle or stones, 'such
as a wet moraine, and there it will be comattractive,
growing
pellingly
sturdily
and
healthily.
In a soil of medium moisture the
flowers, brightened

callis

(Pancratium) and Eucharis.
There are a
other monocotyledonous plants that can

few
rough

it,
the following list of which may be
useful to gardeners who have to funiish large
tropical houses :— Anthuriom, Alpinia, Beschom-

Bromeliads (aaiy large species that are not
too spiny), Calathea, Canna, Carludovica, Cordy-

evUi,

line,

Cychinthus, • Bieffenbachia,

Dracaena,

Hodychium, Heliconia, Maranta, Marioa, PanSpathiphyllum, Sansevieria, Strelitzia,
and Zingiber. Palms and Cycads are, of course,
taken for granted in this category.
Strelitzia kewensis, a hybrid between the treelike S. robusta and the comparatively dwarf,
decidedly beautiful S. Reginae, is a remarkable
plant which flowers every year and is in flower
in the Mexican and Succulent Houses now.
The
species first flowered in 1910, when a photograph
of it was reproduced in OariJ. Chron., April 2,
1910, p. 217. The cross was made in 1898, so that
the hybrid was then eleven years old. In habit
and leaf characters it takes after 6. Augusta,
the male parent, the leaf-blade being ovate and
about 18 inches wide, and the leaves distichous
on a decided stem.
But the flowers are like

•dan-us.

'

I suppose
it to Messrs. James Veitch and Sons.
they failed to grow, but another attempt might
be made to introduce the plant.
There is a good display of flowers in No. 4
Greenhouse fewer bulbous plants than in former
years, but a good-sized group of Hippeastrums

—

plants, chief
variety of hard-wooded
latter being a number of bushes of
Rhododendron (Azalea) Kaempferi, with salmonpink flowers.
Kew is indebted to Professor
He
Sargent for this most serviceable shrub.
sent seeds of it from the mountains of Japan
about 30 years ago.
Many plants were raised,
and for yeans they have occupied a large bed in
the formal garden behind the Palm House. They
are quite hardy, but the flowers expanding eai'ly,
they are liable to be spoilt by frost. Some of the
most showy bushes were marked for special cultivation, and several were forced for the conserva-

and

a-

among the

February and this, they were
very attractive. The plants known as rosaeflora,
Hexe, Hinodegiri and amoena are, I believe.
va.rieties of this vei-y variable species, and not
of I. indicum, as is generally supposed.
Certainly R. Kaempferi deserves attention as a firsttory, where, last

ing,

trilobate,

;

plant

is

fairly satisfactory.

S. Arnott.

FRUIT REGISTER.

PLUM SUPREME,
Plum Supreme,

sent out by Messrs. Laxton
a cross between Denniston's Superb and
Victoria, and is a splendid variety in every respect.
The tree crops heavily the second year
after planting.
I know of no Plum superior to
this variety for making jam or bottling.
As a.
second early dessert sort it comes in at a most
useful time. The colour is similar to Denniston's
Superb, and the flavour is good. The fruit does
not crack during wet weather, which is a valuable asset. E. Molyneiix.
Bros.,

is

—

March

9,
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

to G.

Hamil-

ton SmitTi, Esq., Xorthside, Leigh Woods, Brissends flowers of a hybrid C3^mbidium named
Lyra, raised from C. eburueum and C. Gottianum (eborneom x insigne). The second introduction of C. eburneum has resulted in a
change of foi-m towards that species, the sepals
being broader than in most hybrids of the section and the lip more openly displayed.
The
sepals and petals are white faintly tinged with
the lip is white striped and spotted over
rose
its entire surface with dark purple.
tol,

;

CYMBIDIUM

SYBIL.

Me. Walkee

also sends three flowers of CymSybil, a cross between C. eburneum and

bidium

Some

of

these seedlings

to my possibly prejudiced eye superior to
well-known type.
It remains to be seen
which of them, if any, will prove to have a good

seem
the

CYJIBIDIUM LYRA.
Mh. W. Walkee, Orchid grower

slightly predominate.

C. PauweLsii.
The flowers show the great
variation obtained from plants raised from
seed of the same capsule.
One flower is entirely white with a yellow callus on the lip;
another blush-white with a band of rose on the
front of the lip and small spots on the side
lobes ; and the third is pale buff colour with
faint rose markings on the lip and a green hue
on the outside Of the sepals.

m

my light sand. They all dwindle from year to
year, and yet sdndjarensis, persica, Willmottiae
and Tubergeniana are among the best
Juno Irises.

of

the

Why

constitution.

Does any reader know a dwarf white-fliowered
Colchicum from Croatia, which flowers in midwinter or very early in the year?
It has two
or three leaves of a very dark grey-green, lying
nearly flat on the ground, and sends up 4 or 5
sturdy little flowers, with an occasional variation bordering on pink. The plant is quite hardy
here, though last winter was sufficiently trying,
and I was actually able to save a number of
seeds of it last summer.
Most of my latest Crocus species are now passing over.
The most richly coloured is the
Corsican C. minimus, of a deep lilac colour, with
strongly marked darker feathering on the outer
segments. C. aerius deserves to be better known,
for some of its forms are very beautiful, particularly a white form with blue featherings on
the outer segments, and a dark purple base.
The milk-white form of C. Imperati goes on
flowering for an astonishing length of time, and

do small Tulip bulbs explore the neighbourhood by means of running stolons, while
larger bulbs of the same kind are content to flower
where tJiey are planted and not send out runners?
Some year or two ago, Tulipa Orphanidea wa&
growing in a pocket in my rockery, and when
the bulbs were lifted one was overlooked.
Today I dug up four small descendants of that
small bulb, which had scattered themselves about
so that the farthest were a foot apart, and
each had sent out a stolon 2 or 3 inches in length,
evidently with the intention of spreading yet
further. I have watched them carefully. The first
year there was one leaf, and therefore one bulb.
The next year there was one bulb in the same
place and 'another 2 or 3 inches away.
By this
year each of those two had given rise to two,
for my experience is that a bulb usually forms
in the position of the original bulb, as well as
another at the end of the stolon.
R. Dykes,

W

.

Charterhouse, Oodalming.

PTEROSTYLIS CUETA.
It is not often that a report is obtained of
successful culture of many of the pretty Aus
tralian terrestrial Orchids, but specimens of
Pterostylis curta have grown and flowered very
freely in the Warren House Gardens, Stanmore,
and are now in bloom in the cool Odontoglossum
house, one plant bearing over fifty flowers. The
bright green leaves are closely arranged near
the base of the plant, the roots descending and
bearing on each one or two small tubers.
The
inflorescence is about 6 inches in height, each
stem bearing a single erect flower.
The three
upper segments are closely approached and
arched over the column, which is whitish tinged
with green.
The bottom greenish sepals are
connate in the lower half, whilst the free halves
are erect and acuminate.
The lip is lanceolate,
erect and attached to the column at the base
by a short strap ; it is highly sensitive, and
like other members of the same genus, gives
ready facilities for fertilisation by insect aid.
When the flower expands fully the lip reflexes

over the lateral sepals, and quickly springs back
when an insect alights on it or if it is artificially

The

irritated.

species
t.

is

some time,
position in front.
The
the Botanical Magazine,

lip rejnains closed for

but again returns to
figured

in

its

3,086.

Fig. 46.

tulipa kai'Fmanniana

:

coloub of floweii^

,

WITH YELLOW CENTHE.

IIITK

MORE SPRING FLOWERS.
At

the risk of repeating myself,

I

cannot help

recommending every gardener to endeavour by
hook or crook to get seeds of Iris Rosenbachiana, and not rest content until he has a whole
frame full of seedlings. Just at present I have
some 40 or SO plants in bloom, and each one is a
neighbours. The astonishthe ease with which they are grown.
It is only necessa.ry to top-dress the soil with old
manure and well deoayod leaf-mould in autumn,
to put a light on to the frame to protect tlie
flowers when the broad shoots come through the
soil, and to leave it on all through the summer
so that the soil may become as hot and dry as
possible.
Then for six weeks early in the year
that frame will always be the chief attraction of
the garden.
After trying for years to raise Iris reticulata
from seed without success, I have this year had
a number in flower. When I say without success, I mean that seedlings of the blue purple
type have always given me red-purple Krelagei.
Now, however, seedlings of these red forms have
flowered and given me leds and blues in approximately equal numbers, though the reds
little different to its

ing thing

is

the recent frosts seem not to have harmed it.
foliage is characteristic, for it writhes about
horizontally on the surface of the ground.
The
richly coloured C. banaticus is only just ap-

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY

The

pearing through the surface.

Tulipa

Kaufmanndana

(see

fig.

46)

is

PLANTS.
RHODODENDRON

RIRIEI, HEMS.

AND

WILS.

very

early this year, the first bud opening on February 23. It is not even then the first Tulip species
to flower, for it is always beaten in the race by
the little T. biflora. The latter seems to have
numerous forms or closely allied local species. It
is curious that a Tulip that comes into flower so
early should yet be able to produce six or even
eight flowers on its branching stem.

This Chinese species of Rhododendron was
first

described

in

the

Kew

Bulletin for

1910,

There has also been recently in flower a
hybrid for which I am indebted to the kindness
of Mr. C. G. Van Tubergen, of Haarlem.
It
results from a cross between the Mesopotamian

by Dr. Hemaley and Mr. E. H. Wilson.
was discovered in Szechuan and introduced
by Wilson whilst collecting on behalf of Messrs.
James Veitch and Sons about 1904. I have no
knowledge that the plant flowered in this country before 1916, but it may have done so.
This
year it is blossoming in several places, and -an
opportunity is thereby afforded of adding to
and amending the original description.
The
type specimen in the Kew Herbarium has only

Iris sindjarensis and the form of Iris persica
known as Heldreichii or stenophylla.
It has
large flowers of a pale bluish-lavender shade,
paler
rather
than the lighter of the two shades
of colour in the flowers of Heldreichii.
It is a
pleasing flower, but not so striking perhaps as
the original cross with the typical I. persica.
Alas, these round-seeded Juno Irises are not for

one damaged flower.
In the first place the
authors describe the flowers as white, a statement copied by Lieut. -Comm. J. G. Millais in
his new book Rhododendrons and the Various
Hybrids, and by myself in Trees and Shrubs
Hardy in the British Isles. All the flowers I have
seen or had accounts of are purple with a black
patch at the base of the corolla.
There may.

p.

Ill,

It

;:

;
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The
ten blooms.
2i
wide, of an elongated bell-shape, five-lobed,
purple (of a shade resembling R. campanulatum),
with a black patch surrounding the ovary. The
stamens are ten, quite smooth and scarcely as
as

inches

is

the style is rather longer
long as the corolla
than the stamens, and free from down or scales
the ovary is covered with a minute felt calyx
with five unequal, subulate teeth 1-16 to 1-18 inch
Opening at this early period of the year,
long.
;

;

the blossoms will be liable to damage by frost,
and for that reason the species will probably
be better suited for gardens in the S.W. counties than for places where the sprir^s are colder.
The plant itself appears to be quite hardy.

W.

J.

Bmn.

The Floba of thb Northern Territory
OF Australia.'
record of what was known of the botany
of North Australia existed only in a scattered
condition in various publications therefore the
present consolidation wiU be welcome and useful, though wanting in uniformity of plan and
The book contains too much of
composition.
matter that is out of place in a work of this
kind, and too little information on some points of
For example, under each
practical interest.
genus the various, often numerous, synonyms are
whereas specific synonyms are often
cited,
omitted. Of course, many genera are unliampered
by synonyms, whilst others have from halfBut a short aca-dozen to five-and-twenty.
count of what the book contains will be of
more service tlian a criticism of details. Taking
the matter in sequence the map comes first.
This is a route map of the " Barclay Expedi-

The

;

tion," from 12° to 26° S. lat., crossing 131° to
137° E. long., and filled up with the names of the
Among the commonest
characteristic plants.

genera are Brachychiton, Capparis, Eremophila,
Bauksia, Grevillea, Hakea, and Persoonia, but
only one species of Acacia is included, and not
one species of Eucalyptus, though both these
genera are represented by very numerous species
No member of Cycadcae,
in the territory.
reConiferae, or Paimae appears in this
A short preface
cord of characteristic plants.
and introductory note are followed by a list of
the new genera and species described in the
volume. Spathia is a remarkable new genus of
Gramineae.
The systematic enumeration occupies nearly 300 pages, and the descriptive part
is practically limited to keys to the genera and

Mr.

Maiden

separate
synopses of the species of Acacia and Eucalyptus,
and Mr. Cheel of the rest of the Myotaceae, including an elaborate review of the varieties of
Melaleuca Leucadendron, while Mr. Hamilton
There are
is responsible
for the Cyperaceae.
also lists of fodder, poisonous and fnedicinal
plants, and a list of popular names and of valuable woods.
No analytical summary is given,
and there is no sketch of the general vegetation
B. H.
of the country.

species.

W

contributes

.

• The Flora nf the Northern Territonj
By Alfred .T.
Bwart, D Sc, Professor of Botany in tlie University of Melwith appenrtioes by
hourna, and Olive B. Davies, M.Sc
.r
n Maiden. F.R S., Director of the Sydney Botanic Gar-

A A. Hamilton and Edwin Cheel, IlluatraIsab-1 Conkson, B.'-'c,
by Ethel McLennan, B Sc
Ellinor Arch r, B Sc., ani Margaret Flockton. Svn., pp 3S7,
PnWished by the authority nf
with 27 plites and a map
(McCarron. Bird &
Minister
Home
and
Territories
for
the
Co., Melbourne ) 1917
dens, and by
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The Week's Work
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

F. JOKDAN,

Uardencr

to

(Jut, M.P., Ford Manor,

Lieut.-Col. Spender
Lingfield, Surrey.

TOMATOS.— Make a sowing of Tomato seed to
obtain strong plants in readiness for planting
Grow the seedlings in a
out-of-doors in May.
light position in a warm glasshouse after they
them strong and sturdy.
keep
to
potted,
have been
Pollinate the flowers as they open, and, as soon
top-dress the roots
swell,
to
begin
as the fruits
with rich loam. Water the plants with weak
little cencentrated
a
sprinkle
and
stimulants,
fertiliser on the soil in the pots at short intervals.
Conappear.
they
as
growths
side
all
Remove
tinue to pot on young plants for successional
fruiting, using a slightly richer compost for the
Admit a little air on all favourfinal potting.
able occasions, and let the temperature of the
house range from 55° on cold nights to 65° by
day.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

,

1918.

O'Brienianum, and E. Boundii are rooting
and plants that have become unsightly
and require repotting should be attended to at
The long, straggling stems should be
once.
taken oft just below where the new aerial roots
are developing. The stems may be potted singly
111 small pots, or several may be placed together
The plants require an
to
form specimens.
and during their
intermediate temperature,
growing season a plentiful supply of water at
Epipkronites Veitchii is a pretty
the roots.
freely,

if jiot,

corolla

9,

E,

form in a wild
Mr. Wilson's memory as to colour
He describes R
must have been at fault.
Ririei as a bush up to 20 feet liigh. The leaves
are narrowly oval or obovate, 4 to 6 inches
long, li to 2 inches wide, dull dark green above,
and of a greyish-silvery or metallic hue beneath.
I liave seen trusses with six or seven flowers,
but Wilson states that they carry as many
of course, be a white-flowered
state

[March

bigeneric hybrid, raised from Sophronitis grandiIt is very
flora and Epidendrum radicans.
similar in habit to the last-named parent, and
The
continually develops roots from the stem.
treatment of the plant should be similar to that
recommended for E. radicans. The plants grow
and flower well in pans suspended from the roofrafters of an intermediate house.

Management of the Houses.— March

:

Celery.- Guard against crowding seedling
Celery, which should be pricked ofi in boxes as
soon as .the plants are large enough to handle.
Fill the boxes with rich, light soil, and grow
the plants in a light position, free from draughts,
house or frame of moderate warmth. The
main sowing may be made at the end of the
present month. Sow the seeds thinly, and keep
the house close until the seeds have germinated.
Afterwards admit air in gradually increasing
in a

Suitable
quantities on all favourable occasions.
main sowing are Aldenham
varietie.-; for the
Prize Pink, Wright's Giant White, Standard
Bearer, and Major Clarke.
French Beans. -Frequent applications of
of
liquid manure should be given to plants
French Beans from which pods are being

Plenty of water and atmospheric
gathered.
moisture are necessary to keep the plants in a
Top-dress later plants with
healthy condition.
spent
rich loam mixed with manure from a
Mushroom-bed. Grow the plants in a light posito
tion, and svringe them freely twice a day
prevent attacks of red spider. Continue to sow
seeds at short intervals to ensure a constant
supply of pods.
RADisHES.-Where a constant supply of
Radishes is required, seeds may be sown about
every ten days. The plants may be raised in
cold frames, or even in sheltered positions outSowings may also be made on warm
of-doors.
borders and the plants protected in very cold

by untrimmed Pea sticks and strawy
Webb's Crimson Globe and AVood's
Frame are two excellent varieties for early use.
For later sowings use a mixed selection.
Carrots in FRAMES.-Thin seedling Carrots
weather

litter.

frames to about 2 inches apart and water
to settle the soil about the
Increase the amount of ventilation during
favourable weather; Carrots grown in an excessively close atmosphere make too much top
growth. Make further small sowings, in frames
for the present, on gentle hot-beds, to encourage
quick growth, of the varieties mentioned in the
Calendar of January 12.
in

them afterwards
roots.

By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir Jersiciah Colman,
Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

of E. vitellinum are developing fresh roots, and any that require repotThis Orchid reting should receive attention.
Therefore any plants
sents root disturbance.
that are growing in pots sufficiently large to accommodate their new pseudo-bulbs may remain
in the same receptacle for another season, provided the compost is not impoverished or sour.
Newly potted plants should be watered sparingly until after tlie young growths are 2 or 3
inches long, when moisture should be applied

liberally until the new pseudo-bulbs have coinThis species grows well in
pleted their growth.
Epidendrums
a light position in a cool house.
such as E. Burtonii,
section,
radicans
of the

—

:

exercised in the use of the blinds.
It is advisable to be on the safe side by not unduly
at the
exposing the plants to the sun's rays
same time the blinds should not be allowed to
remain down longer than is absolutely necesAlready the warmth from the sun has,
sary.
on several occasions, had the effect of raisiag
the temperatui'es of the houses higher than is
many of the jilants.
Cold
necessary
for
winds often alternate with bright bursts of
sunshine, the external temperature being, perhaps, only 40° or eflen lower
in these conditions it is not advisable to admit fresh air
in sufficient quantities to keep down the tempei'atui-e, but to lower the blinds.
When the
outside temperature rises to 45° the amount of
ventilation may be increased, and shade afforded
with discretion.
Open the ventilators under
the stages, if possible, on the side of the house
that is sheltered from the wind. These remarks
apply more especially to many of the plants in
the East Indian, or warm house, including
Phalaenopsis, Angraecum, Bulbophyllum, and
the warm-growing Cypripediums, also to the
cooler houses containing Odontoglossums, MasdeFor
vallias, and cool-growing Cypripediums,
the present the Cattleya and intermediate housee
will only require shading for an hour or so
during the middle nf the day, Plaats in these
last-named houses that require an extra amount
of shade should be placed at one end, where
they may be dealt with independently of the
;

;

others.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By

JiS.

Hudson, Head Gardener at Gunnersbury House,
Aoton,

Epidendrum.— Plants

a

;

W.

The Mulberry.— The

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

is

busy month for the Orchid grower, and, with
increased light and sunshine, eacli division
wiU require more attention in the matters
of
ventilating,
shading,
and
atmospheric
moisture. The temperatures may range a few
degrees higher than hitherto, and the atmospheric
moisture may be increased. For the present
the temperatures should be as follows
East
Indian, or warm house
day, 70°, night 66°
Cattleya and intermediate house
day, 65°,
60° ;
night,
Odontoglossum, 'or cool house
day, 55° to 60°, night, 55°.
Each house
will need damping two or three times daOy.
Every attention should be given the plants to
enable them to make strong, healthy growths
The young shoots and leaves ai'e very tender,
and wiU soon be scorched and disfigured if exposed to direct sunlight.
Discretion must be

Mulberry,

Morus

nigra, is principally regarded as a decorative
tree rather than from the utilitarian standpoint
for its fruits. It is a fruit, however, ^,hat amply
repays for special attention in cultivation. The
roots need plenty of moisture, and they should
be mulched occasionally with animal manure.
The trees are often growing in situations where
it

is

difficult

to give

them

this

attention

;

for

It would, however, be
example, on lawns.
worth while to lift the turf from around
of the exhausted soU,
some
removing
such trees,
and replacing it with good turfy loam and well
down finely. It
broken
manure
farmyard
rotted
when doing" this the soil is found to be dry, let
Make the
first.
water
of
soaking
good
have
a
it
surface dressing as firm as possible, and sow
to rein April with grass seeds in preference
advantage to
turfing, although it would be an

•

Mahch

9,
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the tree to allow the soil to be clear of growth
in a circle from 6 to 8 feet in diameter for a
season.
In addition to giving this attention to
the roots, thin out all weakly shoots and remove
In transplanting a Mulberry
the dead growth.
tree do not mound up the soil but plant it
quite on the flat, or even a trifle below the level
of the surrounding soil.
The present month is
I have
the most suitable time to do this work.
noted the Mulberry for some years past, aud
am of the opinion that.there are different varieties, for the fruits of some trees are much
superior to those of others. Colonel Durand, in
his book, Tfie Making of a Frontier, alludes to
the fine varieties of the Mulberry that he met
with in Northern India. A well-known characteristic of the Mulberry is its prolific cropping,
and at such times as the present the berries
will be found most useful for preserving.

Grjiftino Applfb «nd Pe*R8.- Thefollowing
remarks apply principally to what may be
termed double grafting, or the gi-afting of established trees, rather than to' gralting young
carried out in fruit tree nurseries.
Double grafting is performed by nurserymen
in the case of certain varieties to improve
both their fertility and the flavour of the
fruits, but this has reference to Pears rather
than to Apples, and does not call for remark
here.
Before re-grafting is decided upon in
the case of established trees there should be

stocks

some

as

justifiable reason

for

its

performance.

losses.

MoNTBRETiA. - If the soil is in good condition
Moiitbretias may be planted forthwith, putting
4 or 5 of the corms in little clumps and the griSUps
6 to 9 inches apart, according to the variety.
Let them be inserted at least 6 inches deep in
soil that has been freely manured.
Of the dark
varieties Vulcan is the most telling in the mass,
and perhaps the best of all for bedding purposes.

R*NUNCULU8.-The

old-fashioned strains of
Ranunculus are very quaint, but the most effective are of the section known as " French."
The corms should be planted as soon as convenient 2 inches deep, claws downwards, and they
need not be more than 2 inches apart, with just
space between the rows to permit of hoeing.

Hollyhock.- Nothing is gained by keeping
strong seedhng Hollyhocks longer out of
the
ground.
The Hollyhock is faiflv hardv. and
the sooner the plants are established
in the
ground now the better they will thrive throu.rh
the summer.
Provide a deep rooting medium
with a large percentage of rotted dung incor-

SucKCR GnowTHB.- Take an

early opportunity to remove suckers before the trees start
into growth.
Po.s.sibly Plums
aje the most

troublesome trees in this respect. The suckers
Plum trees need to be rooted out frojn
wherever they arise, and this is sometimes a
troublesome- task
I have known suckers from
Plums to appear on the op|,osite side of the path.
Sever the suckers close to the roots and cut them
clean away
do not casually sever them, for

of

;

:

a repeti-

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

By W.

post,

or

coarse

leaf-mould,

at

the

bottom

of

each pot for drainage. Much labour is involved
in watering Pelargoniums, and
many of our
old plants which were kept over last autumn
are being left in the cutting-boxes in which they
have been ever since, and they will have only a
surfacing of new soil mixed. wiUi superphosphate
to carry them on.
Eight or ten days previous
to placing the plants in the beds a sharp knife
will be run lengthwise and crosswise between the
plants, and to remove them from the boxes one
side of each box wih be removed and the plants
carefully lifted out, planted without delay, and
soaked with water. At one time not a few gardeners used to tie the roots of each plant in a
handful of moss containing a little soil, and then
place them close together in boxes, which also
was a means of saving labour in applying water.
Cuttings of these plants may be inserted now, but
if the heat available be insufficient to favour
quick rooting it is to be preferred to delay inserting thf-m for a few weeks longer. When striking quantities of the cuttings we have found them
do quite well in a bed of soil in one of the
heated pits, and in cutting boxes. But no doubt
3-inch pots are better, water being more easy to

GorsB. Gardener to Mrs Dbmpstbr.
Newcastle. Staflordshire.

Ntw

V.NE BonOERs.- Where

it

nitended to plant young vines during
the
next SIX weeks, the borders should be
ma^e in
advance, for a weUprepared boi>der
is essential
to success.
The depth of the border should be
in prtjportion to its width,
but it should never
exceed 3 feet.
For an inside border 12 feet
wnde allow a depth of 3 feet, and, if another
feet has to be included for the outeide
border, make the depth 2 feet.
A width of 4 feet
will be ample for the first year, or
probably
two. Efficient drainage is a verv important
det.T.il,
especially if the ground is'in a low situa-

Y

tion and naturally

damp.

On some

soils it

is

not necessary to provide much drainage material, but a littl' attention in this
respect may
be needed, and the grower must use his discretion.
The bulk of the compost should consist of firm, rich, fibrous loam, chopped roughly
into modeiatcsized pieces.
To the loam add
a limited quantity of half-jnch bones, charcoal
and vine manure. Lime in some form, for preference mort.ir rubble or broken bricks, with
the mortar still adhering, is necessary to keep

the soil sweet.
The proportion of Ume used
should
depend on the nature and texture
of
the loam.
Some growers, when making
new vine borders, place the materials in

probably

better

to

shed where

with

good

101

drawing the foliage and flower-spikes.
When
growth has advanced sufficiently the plants
should be removed to shelves near the roof-glass
in a vinery or Peach house.
In these houses,
with a maximum amount of sunlight and air,
the fruits will set readily. Vacant places in the
pits may be replaced by other plants, and thus
maintain a succession for forcing.

Cordon Plums. -Cordon Plum

trees

markably well when grown in borders
cessional and late Peach houses.
The

do

re-

of sucearliest

dessert varieties are in flower in these gardens,
together with the Peach and Nectarine
trees, are a beautiful sight.
The Plum trees invariably carry an excellent crop, and the fruits
finish well.
Tha ti5p ventilators are left open a
little at night, and to their fullest extent during
warm, sunny weather. It is useless to attempt
to hurry the growth of Plums; they must develop slowly at all stages of growth if the fruit
13 to be well finished ; moreover, the fruit never
ripens properly in a close atmosphere, being
without flavour or colour.

and,

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Harriss. Gardener to Lady WlNTAOl,
Lockinge Park, Berkshire.

Cyclamen.- Old Cyclamen

Hall.

IS

is

Pbl»boonium.— Pelargonium plants may bo
transferred from cutting boxes to pots at any
convenient time, though tiere is no hurry.
Strong plants should be placed in 4 or 6-inch
pot«, arranging some of the roughest of the com-

J.

Keele

Preparino

layers,

E. P. BROTBEflSTON, Gardener to the Earl of
IUddi.vgton, Tyninghanie, Eaot Lotbjan.

for preference.

FRUITS DNDER GLASS.

an

mean

cow manure

porated,

sized

carelessness in this respect might
tion of the evil.

or

It

excellent means of obtaining a goodfruiting tree of a new variety, or one
that is not already in the collection.
Never
select
an unhealthy tree for the purpose,
but one that is in full vigour, and, for preference, one that has not been remarkable for its
fertility in the past.
Judgment is needed as to
the amount of grafts that can be inserted on
the stock to make it a shapely specimen.
I
have had experience with horizontally-trained
wall Pears that were re-grafted ; re-grafting such
trees offers one of the simplest and be.st means of
adding a new or choice variety to the collection.
TTie best systems of grafting are cleft grafting,
rind or crown grafting, and notch grafting.
is

withhold, and fewer losses resulting.
They will succeed in a very high temperature
and root all the sooner in considerable warmth,
but not a moist heat, else there will be many
give

results,

but

it

mix the compost under an open

can bo turned several times before
it is placed in the vinery.
Make the soil firm
by treading, for in a loose soil vines are apt to
make a few long, thong-like roots, instead of
short, fibrous roots that would permeate the
whole border.
The turf retaining wall in one
year, or at the most two years, should be a
mass r>f fibrous roots then the border may be
extended.
it

plants will continue to flower for some time to come if careful
attention is given to watering.
Draw down tlie
blinds in bright weather or the flowers will lose
their bright colours.
This remark applies to all
plants in flower.
Cyclamen plants which have
been selected for producing seed should be stood
on a shelf in a cool house in full exposure to the
sun.
Give the roots plenty of stimulants till tlie
seed is ripe.
Young plants that were transferred from the seed-pan into boxes in January
are ready for placing in 3-inch pots.
compost consisting of fibrous loam, leaf -mould, finely
crushed brick rubble, and coarse sand is suitable.
Grow the plants near the roof-glass in a
warm, moist house, and spray them twice daily
with lukewarm rain-water.

A

<»RiMUL» OBCONICA.— To obtain plants of
Primula for flowering in late autumn

this useful

and winter sow the seeds now

in

shallow pans

filled
with a compost consisting of loam, leal
mould and sand.
Thoroughly so;ik the soil with
lukewarm water before sowing the seed. C<)ver

the seed lightly with very fine soil, place a sheet
of glass on the seed-pan, and place them in a
moderately warm house.
Cover the glass with
brown paper until the seedlings appear.

Primula malacoides. Make a sowing of
Primula malacoides to obtain plants for autumn
if necessary another sowing may be

flowering

;

made later to raise plants for winter flowering.
The seeds may be treated as a<lvised for Primula
obconica.
Grow the plants in cool conditions all
summer.
When the flowers are
developing, water the roots with extra care, or
of the flower-spikes will damp off.

through the

many

detrimental to the trees when in flower, therethe hot-water valves should be openetl a
at night to. dry the air.
Close-the valves
again in the morning at 9 a.m. unle.ss the

CiN'R>RiA The latest batch of Cinerarias
should be grown, in very cool conditions in order
to extend their flowering season as long as possible.
The house may be thrown wide open
during fine, congenial weather, and the blinds
lowered during the hottest part of the day.
Fire-heat may be entirely dispensed with except
when very severe frost threatens. Cinerarias
need careful watering at all times, but a
more liberal supply of moisture is neces.sary now
that the pots are filled with roots and the
days are longer.
Stimulants may be given at
every alternate watering.
Watch for the leaf
maggot, which ia very destructive if allowed
Lightly fumigate the house occato spread.

weather

sionally to destroy aphides.

—

Arricotb.- Established

Apricot trees
are
looking remarkably healthy this season, and are
a mass of b!o3.som.
A cold, damp atmosphere
is

fore

little

will

is cold and wet.
seriously check the

Drought

at the roots

growth of the trees,
noC good practice to water
trees in flower. I would not hesitate to give sufficient tepid water to carry them through the
flowering stage and thus prevent a check to

and.

although

it

is

root action.

STR*wB<TRRiva

IN PiTS
Strawberry plants
in a bed of leaves with the crowns near
roof-glass should do exceptionally well now,
aa the days are lengtheninc and the sun gaining

plunged
tlie

in power.
Plenty of a:r should
the dav when the sun and air are
should only be gentle, for the
bear much without having the

be given during
wairo. The heat
plants will not
effect of

unduly

Chpvs'n-'h

m>m«— Repot

young Chrysan-

themum plants as soon as they are sufficiently
rooted, or they will receive a check to growth.
Use a rich, open compost, and pot (Irmly.
Do not expose the plants to cold draughts,
which are prevalent at this time of year.
Recently-potted plants should be kept in a close
atmosphere for a few days, and afterwards
grown slowly in cooler conditions.
Another
batch of cuttings may, if necessa.ry, be iniierted
now. The shoots may be dibbled rather thickly
Stand the
into boxes containing sandy soil.
boxes on a hot-bed in a cold pit and keep them
close and shaded until roots develop.

—

!
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
Publisher. ^ Out

and

Bditors

cot respondents

to
obviate delay in obtaining answers
xoould
their communications and save us much time and
trauble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
and that all comhe addressed to the Publisher
munications inteTided for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial^ are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
;

Special

Notice

Correspondents.

to

—

The

Bditors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustTOtions, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement.
The Editors d9 not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
corre&yondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
liOcal New^s.
by tending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
Illustrations.— r/ie Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
remarkable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of
be reaponflowers, treest etc.^ but they cannot
sible for loss or injury.

—

APPOINTIJENTS FOB MARCH.
TUESDAY. MARCH 12—
Boy. Hort. Soc.'s Coins, meet.

AVBRIQI Mban lEMPBRAinBE for the ensuing week
deduced from observatioos during the last fifty
yeaj'B

at

Greeiiwioh,

41.5.

—

ACTDAL Tbmpbraiurb
Gardenera' Chronicle Offioe, 41, Wellington Street,
Oovent Girden, London, Thursday, March 7,
iemp. 44.6°. Weatht'r^Dull.
Bar. 30.1
JO a.m.
:

;

:

suggestion made
the President of the

The
The Development

bj'

Board of Agriculture
at the Fruit Conference
referred to in last week's issue on p.
90, that the Board would welcome the
HSrtrc«*t"upo.

formation of an advisory committee of
both to be
deserves
growers,
fruit
adopted and extended. We should like
to see established, if possible at once,
Committee,
Advisory
Horticultural
a
comprising representatives of all the
craft of
and
industry
the
sections of
horticulture.
It is true that the interests of horticulture are diverse, but it is
no less true that all the various sections

have

some

common

interests.

For

ex-

ample, all are interested in securing a
simplification of the regulations, schedules, and bye-laws which govern railway
transport, and all are concerned in know-

ing what conditions will obtain with respect to imports in the critical transition
period beween the beginning of peace and
the full ensurement thereof. As an illustration

of

this

community

of

interests

between different sections of the horticultural trade we may mention the suBject
Hitherto at all
of agricultural baskets.
events in recent years we have relied in
large measure on imported baskets, with
a serious
the result that there is now
To
shortage of certain kinds of basket.
no
means
eas}',
remedy that shortage is by
for the makers of baskets are busy with
what may be presumed to be more remunerative basket work; and inasmuch
as they can have no assurance that their
services will be wanted after the war,
they could hardly be expeoted, except on
patriotic grounds, to turn their energies

—

—

large measure to the making of agricultural baskets. Nor is this the only
in

aspect of this important subject which reThe variety of agriculquires attention.
tural baskets is almost as great as the
variety of weights and measures, and wo
feel sure that if an advisory horticultural
committee were established, one of the
subjects to which it would give attention
would be that of the simplification,
standardisation, and better utilisation ot
the indispensable packages and baskets
used for the distribution of horticultural

prcduce.

Then, again, there is the question of
the better utilisation of early districts for
the production of vegetable crops which
before the war were imported in such vast
quantities.
To assume that " whatever is
is right," may be well enough for poets,
but it is not satisfactory to practical men.
A return of imports would show, we think,
that much of the produce hitherto brought
to this country could be raised as well and,
ultimately, as cheaply in this country as
Holland, France, Italy, and other
in
countries.
Yet another subject which might well
engage the attention of such a committee
is that concerned with the popularisation of
vegetables as food.
It is truly deplorable
that at the present time, when food generally is scarce, that the public is apparently unable to make use of the root and
green vegetables, of whicli there ai'e plenty
in the country.
The reasons for this inability are partly our insufficient marketing arrangements ; but mainly the deplorable ignorance of cooking which characterises the British people.

How many
know how

to

instance,
and enjoy vegetable
systematically use

households,

make

for

[March

9, 1918.

will not be less than those indicated in the following scale For delivery on or before November 1, £15 per ton f.o.r. or f.o.b. ; for delivery
from November 1 to January 1, £16 10s. per
ton f.o.r. or f.o.b. for delivery after January 1,
:

;

£18 per ton

f.o.r.

or f.o.b.

New Allotment

Holders' Union.-

A

meeting of allotment holders wae held on Monday, the 4th inst., representing federations from
towns in the Kochdale district. An address was
given by Mi". Cyril Harding (of the National
Union Executive, and secretai'y of London and
Southern Allotments Federation), and it was
afterwards decided to form a Norfch-Western
Branch of the National Union. A provisional
council, with Mr. E. Noble, 71, South Street,
Rochdale, as secretary, was formed to make the
necessary arrangements.

New

Roses at Bagatelle. - We have
received from the curator of the Rose gardenB
"
at Bagatelle the following announcement
trial of new Roses will be conducted in the park
of Bagatelle, near Paris, in 1918-1919, as in paat
years.
The plants, as far as possible, should
have been raised in pots, and several specimens
five at least
must be sent to the Rosary of
Bagatelle before April 30.
A notice must be
attached as to their origin and parentage, stating, if necessary, any special treatment required
for the plants. Tlie varieties sent will be planted
in the public Rosary as soon as they reach BagaThey wUl remain tliere until the month
telle.
of October of the second year, so that the jury
may be able to study, during two seasons, the
flowering and habit of growth. Parcels by
rail should be addressed to Roseraie de Bagatelle au Bois de Boulogne, en gare de NeuillyPorte-Maillot-Paris, and letters to Le Conservateur des Promenades de Paris, 4, Route du
Champ d'Entrainement par Neuilly (Seine)."
:

A

—

Poultry Keepers' Club.- It

i.s

proposed

form a new society, in the form of a federation of all the existing poultry societies and
clubs, with the above title. Its object is to form
to

How many
soups?
cooked Leeks or Celery as articles of winter
diet, and how many know how to cook a
Cabbage or Savoy? It is no exaggeration
to say that if the ignorance of cooking
which characterises so many of us were

a central organisation to deal with food-supply,
freightage, and other questions of interest to
The inaugural meeting,
aU poultry-keepers.
which is open to all poultry-keepers, is to be

removed the consumption of vegetables
could be increased by 50 per cent., and

Potato*. — About

altogether to the benefit, not only of the
producer, but also of the people at large.

Needless to say, there are many other
subjects, some of more pressing importance than those already mentioned, that
are ripe for consideration by a horticultural advisory committee, and it is therefore to be hoped that as swiftly as may be
in the present difficult circumstances such a
committee taking all horticulture for its
province may be set up, with the object of
advising and assisting the Board of Agriculture in promoting the interests and
providing for the extension of British

—
—

at the

held

Lnst., at

Holbom Restaurant on

the

16th

2 p.m.

Government Dibtribution

of Seed

20,000 tons of seed PotaAos
have been ordered this season through the Food
Production Department of the Board of Agriculture.

Shakespeare's Heroines and American
Roses.— Catalogues and advertisements of
American Roses indicate a happy thought on the
part of a Rose grower in the United States in
naming his new Roses after Shakespeare's
heroines.
If the Roses have anything of the
immortal beauty of the heroines European raisers
will have to look to their laurels. Happy though
is a certain incongruity
Wliat lover •of Shakespeare's
not ? would admit that
is
" Rosalind,"
example, is
a " glorified
for
Ophelia "? The latter Rose, if it is to be true
to its namesake', should be fragile and delicate
and of pale hue, the former robust and sturdy

the thought be, there
in its
ladies

practice.

— and

who

—

'

horticulture.

and

The 1918 OwmN Crop. -In

view of high

freights and restrictions in shipping, it is urgently important that the home production of
For
Onions should be increased very largely.
many years past the percentage of Onions grown
in this country in relation to the quantity consumed has been small, and therefore no necessity
exists to interfere with the ordinary trade channels in order to ensure the grower a market. In
order that the grower may be ensured an adequate return for his crops, the Food Controller

announces that in the event of

its

becoming

necessary to fix any maximnjn grower's prices
for the British Onion crop of 1918, the prices

of brilliant colom'

The Marketing of Surplus Produce
FROM Allotments.— Schemes for creating
marketing organisations in each county have been
prepared by the Food Production Department,
and are aheady being put into operation in some
The essential part of every scheme is
counties.
the establislmient in each village of a collecting
depot, to which all surpluses, however small,
may be brought for packing and despatching to
market. The Ministry of Food is giving encouragement to suci schemes by undertaking to
treat the Potato crop raised by small cultivators
crops of
in, 1918 on an equal footing with the
Provided that the
Potatos grown on farms.

March
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cultivators in each district will combine so that
their produce may be bulked and transport may
be saved, the State will purchase all the surplus
main crop Potatos grown on holdings, no matter

how

small.
Each small grower will therefore
be able, whilst retaining for his own use all he
needs, to sell all he does not want.
There is
no question of commandeering the produce of
small cultivators. The Food Controller is merely
inviting recognised mai'keting organisations to
sell their surplus produce to him if they wish to
do so. The Ministry of Food is prepared in a
similar way to purchase surplus fruit grown by
small cultivators.
To insure that the smallest
surplus shall be used it wdl be necessary for the
collecting depots to be linked up with one
another and all of them to be brought under a

County Marketing AssociaCon.
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not be provided for housekeepers generally, even
this should involve a reduction of the quantity
allowed to the great commercial jam-makers.
Poor people, even if they do not grow fruit, can
often buy it cheaply, and then they can make
jam at half the price they have to pay in the
shops, and much better jam, too.
Now that
butter is at a prohibitive price and margarine
scarce, the poor rely on jam largely as food for
their children, and might be helped to make it
by being <granited permission to buy tiie necessary sugar, instead of being driven to the shops
for it.
if

Afteb

week, February was generally a dry month, and mild in temperature.
Consequently the month was well suited for
work on the land, including the digging
of orchards.
Rain fell on 10 days, amounting
to only 0.95 inch.
The comparatively high
temperature has had a marked' stimulus upon
vegetation.
The leaf-buds of Lilac, Deutzia
scabra, Ribes sanguineum, the Gooseberry, and
the Black Currant were bursting on the 2Sth,
and the Elder Ie.if was one-quarter out. Snowdrops and yeUow Crocuses were in full bloom
on the 20th, while Pear and Plum fruit-buds
were swelling on the 25th. These are indications
of a somewhat early season, though some records
its

first

The Keeping of Apples.
Never before have
in

my

experience

late

as

Apples kept so well
have kept this-

they

The Gardener*' Roval Benevolent
INSTITUTION.— In accordance with the resolution adopted at the annual general meeting, the
committee of the Gardeners' Boyal Benevolent
Institution have sent to each unsuccessful candidate at the election the sum of £2. This is in
addition to the amount which will be granted in
due course from the " Victorian Era Fund."

Sugar for Jam.— The Food Controller, after
consultation with the Royal Commission on the
Sugar Supply, announces that, so far as can be
foreseen, it will be possible to allocate approximately 10,000 tons of sugar during the coming
fruit season to enable private fruit-growers to
convert their own fruit into jam. The allocation will be made by the Food Control Committees, with the help of the War Agricultural
Executive Committeeo.
Each private fruitgrower
to
whom sugar is issued wUl
be
lequired to give
an undertaking that
the sugar will not be used for any other
purpose.
Every applicant to whom sugar
is allotted will be credited with having 15 lb.
of jam in his possession for every pound of
sugar supplied to him, and will be expected to
forego the purchase of jam for his household to
No private fruit-grower will be
this extent.
allotted for this purpose more than 10 lb. of
sugar in respect of each person who is receiving
rations of other commodities as a member of his
hou-iehold,

except on an

express

undertaking

that he will, if required, place at the disposal of
the local food committee the jam made with
sugar allotted to him beyond that amount. Tlie
actual amount allotted to each applicant will depend, however, on the supplies available and the
All jam taken over by
applications received.
the local food committcea will be paid for according to quality, at prices not exceeding the
controlled wholesale prices.
In determining the
quantity of sugar to be allotted, due regard will
be had to the quantity of fruit likely to be available, the number of members of the household,
the facilities for preserving possessed by the
applicant, and the general circumstances of each
case.
The Ministry of Food is also taking steps
to instal a number of pulping stations in the
principal fruit-growing districts in addition to
those established last season by the Food Production Department, which have now passed into
It is estithe hands of the Food Controller.
mated that fruit pulped by the process adopted
by the Department will keep for at least two
years and can be made into jam at any time by
the addition of sugar.
When fuller details are
settled they will be announced in the public
prefi.s. and it is specially requested that no one
will write at present to the Food Controller or
any other Government Department a.'sking for
any further particulars, as the Controller is
already overwhelmed with correspondence.
It
is expected that the di.stribution "ill take place
at the boginning of June.

Publications Received.- Superflaovs
Wood in Fruit and other Trees The Remedy.
:

By

C. M.nrtin, County Horticultural

Instructor,

Wight. Price \%— Northern Allotment
Holder's Guide. J.nnuary, 1918. (Newcastle-nnI.

of

Tvne

:

Northern Allotment Central Association,

West Lodge, Walker.)

il.MA,

THK WARATAH SHOWl.N
DEVELOPMENT.

have surpassed them, notably those of 1913 and
Not a single Plum or Gooseberry bud has
been found to have been eaten by a bird up to
1915.

the time of writing, bullfinches being conspicuous
by their absence from my orchards.

Indications of Fruit Blossoming.
Pears, Plums, and Apples alike show
a
general abundance of fruit-buds, and, whether
we are to have plenty of fruit or not, there is
promise of a good show of blossom. Unless a
sharp check comes soon, blossoming will be dangerously early. Sugar being lacking for homemade jam, except by the comparatively small
proportion of housekeepers who grow fruit, a
half-CTop of Plums will be better for growers
than a whole crop, and probably the same may be
said in relation to Gooseberries. It is much to be
regretted that sugar for home-made jam should

riEADS AT AN EAIUA' STAGE OF

;

In the last week of February fruits
Seedling were packed without
1 lb. rotten to a
bushel of 40 lb., while the proportion of
fruit containing a surface rot-spot
or two
was only 5 lb. out of 85 lb., and such Apples
were fit for use with no considcrahlc waste.
season.
of

Bramley's

finding

more than about

Newton Wonder and Chelmsford Wonder have
kept equally well, and so have D'Arcy Spice.
Pippin and Mannington's Pearmain. By the
way, the occurrence of 4° of frost in my fruitroom on one night in January obviously did no
harm to the fruit. Someone, writing in this
journal some time ago, expressed the opinion that
Apples Jteep best if gathered before they are
ripe ; but my Bramleys and Newton Wonders
were allowed to hang on the trees last autiunn
longer than usual.
Moreover, I notice that extensive investigations carried out by the Ameri-

;
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can Department of Agriculture in reference to
the cold storage of Apples led to the conclusion
that the picking of eitlier immature or overmature fruit leads to early decay. Other con-~
elusions are that Apples keep better in a temperature of 32° F. than in a lower temperatui-e

that a delay of even two weeks between picking
and cold storing often greatly reduces the keeping properties of Apples; and tihat caa-elessness
in the handling of the fruit previous to storing
is as much responsible for ba-d keeping as unsatisfactory conditions during storage.

Sooty Blotch and Apple Stoeage.
Experiment.s carried out by me this season
indicate that sooty blotch in Apples neither inA number
creases nor extends during storage.
of extremely slightly blotched Apples were
October,
and
in
la.st week
in
the
placed in a tray
of February not the slightest development of the
malady had taken place. In another tray 34
badly blotched Apples were mixed with 34 quite
clean ones, and there was not a single instance
of the disease having spread from the former to
It is useful to know that there is
the latter.
no need of taking out for immediate sale everv

from over-ripeness. Yet ihey wasted in weight
nearly 25 per cent., all having been weighed
when stored and when marketed. If the husks
had been green, of course, the waste would have
been greater still, though much of the loss was
caused by the depredations of rats and mice.
If I ever store Cob nuts again, they will be proby smaU-mesh wire netting.
Notwithstanding the waste, the nuts paid well for keeping; for, whereas the last lot sold before October
made only 9d. per lb. gross, those kept till February made Is. 2d. to Is. 4d. gross, rail cai'riage,
commission, and toll to come off in both cases.

tected

Brown Hot

in Figs.

reason to fear that my hitherto prosperous little plantation of Figs has been nearly
ruined by brown rot. Last month all the halfsized fruit which always grows after picking
time, and dies off, instead of being clean and
healthy, had assumed the " mummified " appearance characteristic of fruit destroyed by the
worst of all fungous diseases of fruit. The Figs
have been picked off and burnt but in very
many cases the stems below them were found to
have withered, the disease having extended from

There

[Mabch

Women

as

9,

1918.

Obchard Diggers.

Possibly it has been mentioned on a former
occasion that, while women do the work of digging with forks in fruit plantations passably
well, they make it very expensive.
Before the
war, and before wages rose materially, I used to
pay 30s. to 40s. per acre to men, the latter price
where Black Currants were spreading all over
the ground, and impeding the work.
The men
used to earn 4s. to 5s. 6d. per day, and probably
they would require higher piece-work rates now
that wages are 25s. a week.
But the women,
who work an hour less per day than men, and
get 15s. if they work all the week, have made
the cost £3 10s. per acre.

is

Rival and Barnack Beauty.

am

obliged to the correspondents who have
given testimony of their experience in growing
two
these
Apples, which has been of a satisfactory character.
Southern Grower.
I

;

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

WINTER SPINACH AND SPRING
CABBAGES AT ALDENHAM.
Winter Spinach has done remarkably well in
tiese gardens this season.
usually make four
or five sowings, and aU except one has been a
complete success. The prickly-seeded variety is
generally regarded as the most hardy, but I
find no difference in this respect between other
Winter Spinacli, and oui' cold, heavy land cannot be regarded as a favoured one for this wholesome and useful vegetable. Frequently Winter
Spinach is sown too early, with the result that
if a mild autumn follows the plants suffer considerably.
I
have often found that sowings
made as late as the first week in October give the
best results.

We

The photograph reproduced in fig. 49 shows
bed of Harbinger Cabbages on a warm border
The photograph was taken on
December 31 last, at which time a large perThe
centage of the heads were fit for cutting.
seed was sown at the end of July and the seedNot a
lings planted out early in September.
single "rogue" has resulted from the sowing.
E. Beckett, AldenJiam House Gardens, Elstree.
a

in these gaixlens.

LEEKS.
constitutes one of our most useful
vegetables during winter and spring, and is, moreover, one of the hardiest of plants, no amount of

The Leek

seeming to do it any damage. To obtain
good specimens seed should now be sown in pans

frost

Fig. 48.

— vsfiNTES

spinach at aldenham house gardens.

when selecting for long keepthough when space in the fruit-room is not

blotched Apple,
ing,

the late keeeping fruit that it
desired to store, of course, it is well to clear
out the disfigured specimens. Apples have paid
very handsomely for keeping this season.
sufficient for all
is

No Prospect for Cob
It is impossible that

even a

Nuts.

fair crop

oi

Cob

nuts can be produced this year, if the condition
of plantations generally is like that of mine.
One may walk past twenty or more trees consecutively without seeing a single catkin in fully
three-fourths of the space in my principal plantation.
So far as they are available near by,
the branches from wild nuts containing catkins
have been cut off and placed on some of the Cob
nut trees but I think that the female blossoms
were forwarder than the development of pollen
in the wild catkins.
Tlie portion of my Cob nut crop gathered after
October 1 was stored, and kept till the latter
part of February, the last lot being sent to
market on the 27th. At the time of storing the
husks were quite brown, the nuts of the last
few pickings having mostly fallen off the trees
;

In such cases cutting
back was necessary, and Fig trees are intolerant

the fruits to the steins.

much pruning. Another point of iU omen
is
that the tiny Figs which form at the
bases of those which always drop oft when
they are healthy, and form the crop which
ripens,
have not developed at the bases
of the mummified fruits, while, of course, they
could not form on the withered stems that have
One very large tree in an
had to be cut off.
out-of-the-w-ay place, which was forgotten when
the rest of the trees were attended to, is now
thickly studded with "mummified " Figs, which
are covered with mould.
of

Scab and

Brown Rot on Apple Wood.

In pruning varieties of Apples subject to
scab on the wood, and particularly Cox's Orange
Pippin, it is found that a large proportion of
last season's growths must be cut off in consequence of being covered with scab.
There is
also a good deal of brown rot on spurs of a few
varieties, particularly Lord Derby, Domino, and
Early Julyan, although the blossom trusses attacked by the disease were cut off in the latter
part of May.

or boxes, using a light, finely-sifted compost.
Crock the receptacles well, place some rough turf
or leaves over the drainage, and fill nearly to
the top with the soil. Press the compost firmly,
and sow the seed thinly on the surface, covering

a rose can.
it with fine soil and water with
Place the pans or boxes in a warm greenhouse,
and cover them with glass and paper to retain
the soil moisture. The seeds will soon germinate,

and when the seedlings appear, remove the
and paper and stand the seed pans on a
close

to

the roof-glass.

As

the

plants

glass
shelf

gain

remove them to a warm frame and
admit air on mild days to keep them sturdy.
When the plants are large enough to handle
they should be pricked out. about 2 inches
apart in boxes 2 feet long, 1 foot wide, and
5 inches deep. Carefully crock the boxes and
fill
them to the top with a compost composed
of two parts loam, one part leaf soil, and one
part old hot-bed or Mushroom-bed manure,
strength

with a little sand. A 6-inch potful of bonemeal to a barrow load of soil will also be beneMix the soil thoroughly, and press it
ficial.
firm in the boxes. An important point in pricking out is always to take care to lift as many of
the young roots as possible, and in inserting them
As ihe
in the soil take oare not to bruise them.

March
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boxes are fiUed water the plants, and grow
Keep
in a warm frame close to the glass.
close for a few days, but afterwards admit
plenty of air, and about midday syringe them
with tepid water. When the plants are strong
enough they may be removed to a cold frame,
covering the light with mats at night in case
On warm days remove the lights for
of frost.
a time, and, with care in watering, the plants
will
do well until planting time arrives.
The best Leeks are grown in tren:;hes, which
should be made ready during the winter. For
a single row, 15 inches will be wide enough,
and for a double row 2 feet. Mark out as many
rows as are desired, and take out the soU 1 foot
deep, placing this on both sides of the trench.
Then shovel out the crumbs and place a good
dressing of farmyard manure in the trench, thoAfterroughly incorporating it with the soil.
wards put back some of the soil taken out
Fork over the
to a depth of 4 or 5 inches.
ridges between the trenches, and leave all in a
tidy condition. The time for planting varies according to weather conditions, but some date in
April is usually the host time, provided the plants
The trenches
have been properly hardened.
should then be raked over and made firm, taking
Have the
care to do this during dry weather.
boxes close by, lift the plants with a trowe'
trencli
the
down
middle
of
the
them
and place
Plant
(if a single row) at about 1 foot apart.
wati r
and
firmly, rake over neatly when finished,
On warm Hays the plants
in with a ros« can.
may be syringed or damped overhead during th^

them
them

As soon as they commence to gro^v
afternoon.
blanching should commence, which is attained b\
gradually building up the soil from the ridgiround the plants, placing a few inches at a tini.
up as far as the leaf growth, and eo on, until
Befoi
stem of quite 2 feet is blanched.
earthing up is commenced, however, the trenchcehould be well watered with diluted li<|ui.l
manure. Stiff paper or tin collars about 9 imhcs
long are sometimes used, placed over the plant?
soon after they are put out, and drawn up evers
As the woil;
time the soil is put to them.
proceeds it is advisable to tie the foliage witl
a piece of raffia to prevent soil from lodging in
the crown of the plants. When the final earthinuup is finished the banks of soil should be made
sloping, and patted down with the back of
spade, so that superfluous moisture from 'icavy
Those who
rain or snow may not be retained.
have not the advantage of warm houses or frames
this way
T,(eks
in
growing
need not despair of
arc
if the directions as to sowing and planting
carried out. The seed will germinate quite well.
though more slowly, in a cold frame. The varieThose, such as Broad
tie.s differ in appearance.
Flag and Lor.don, which have very wide, strong
Others, such
foliage, are reckoned the hardiest.
are
as Lyon, Prizetaker, and International
They
stemmed.
long
the
leaf
and
in
narrower
P. W. Thatcher,
are all good sorts to grow.
Cnrlton Park Gardens, Marlcet Uarhorough.

seedlings to eight.
French Beans germinate
rapidly dn a temperature of 65° to 70°. At all
stages of growth they require an abundance of
moisture. The atmosphere should also he kept
humid, except when the plants are in bloom,
for a moist atmosphere at that stage would
militiite
against
a
good
"set" of pods.
Top-dressings of equal pai-ts fibrous loam and
well-decayed manui'e should
be applied as
needed. After the pods have set and commence
to swell the roots should be given weak liquid
manure and soot-water, applied alternately. Red'
spider is a great pest of French Beans, and measures should be taken to destroy the insect aA
soon as it is detected.
Fumigation on every
other night of six days will usually destroy red
spider, and salt and water is a good insecticide
to use. Sutton's Superlative and Osborne's Early
Forcing are two excellent varieties for forcing.
Peas may be sown under glass at once for
planting out the third week in March. Boxes
1 yard long and 9 inches wide may be used.
The bottom boards should be made to slide out
when planting the plants will thus receive only
a slight check when they are planted. The seed
Any of
wilt germinate freely in a cool house.

through the surface, and must be kept in check
by frequent applications of soot or lime, applied very early in the mornings, whilst the slugs
are still feeding.
When the seedlings ai'e 2
inches high they should be carefully thinned to
9 inches or 1 foot apart in the rows, according
Very little attention
to the nature of the soil.
is necessaiy during the summer beyond keeping
One great adthe soil between the rows hoed.
vantage in having a good plot of Parsnips in
every garden is that is ensures a supply of
nutritious vegetables in winter, when other crops

may be

destroyed by frost.

/.

105"

Dunn.

VEGETABLES FOR FORCING.
PoTATOS grown in pots or planted out in the
border of a cool house return a good yield. Receptacles 9 inches in diameter are suitable.
They should be efficiently drained with potsherds
and half filled with a compost of which the
One
staple should be good,
fibrous loam.
sprouted tuber may be just buried in each 9 inch
pot and the soil well watered. The development
As growth
of the plant will be fairly rapid.
proceeds top-dressings of rich soil should be
added until the pot is fiJled to within hiJf an

:

,

;>

;i

PARSNIPS.

A

WELL-CULTIVATED plot of Parsnips provides
useful food, and this vegetable is deserving
Early sowing
of a more extended cultivation.
is to be recommended, but there is still plenty
of time to make preparations for sowing the

much

In these times
seeds in deeply dug ground.
labour for very deep digging is difficult to find,
but good crops may be obtained from land
which has been dug in the ordinary manner without the trouble of double digging. Choose rich
land .and an open situation. The soil should be
thoroughly broken with a fork, and when the
BUrface has been made fine and level, sow the
seed thinly in drills made 18 inches apart and
Choose a calm day if possible
one inch deep.
for sowing the seeds, as they are light and easily
Cover them lightly
carried away by the wind.
at once, and in doing this do not rake the drills,
Slugs are often
as this would disturb the seed.
troublesome as the young plants are breaking

Frc;

49.

— IIAKltlNGER

CABBAGKS ON A
(See

Stimulants may be given in
inch of the rim.
applied to excess they impair the
;
An application once a
flavour of the tubers.
week is sufficient, and I commence giving the

moderation

stimulant as the young tubers begin to swell.
Sulphate of ammonia and dilute liquid manure
from the farmyard are given alternately. Last
vear our Potatos were attacked by aphis. This
spreads with astonishing rapidity, and
Iiest
I would suggest that if observed prompt meaAn apsures be taken for its extermination.

proved insecticide or paraffin soft-soap wash
Potatos require
should be used as a specific.
much the same treatment in an inside border as
The rows may be made a little
those outside.
closer, say 18 inches apart, and the sets put
10 inches asunder. No rainfall will reach them,
therefore it is necessary to attend carefully to
Duke of York and May Queen are
watering.

two good varieties for early forcing. Frencli
Beans are forced into early bearing in great numThe plants should be grown in pots 8 or 9
bers.
inches in diameter. The pots should have plenty
of drainage material, and be half filled with
Twelve or fourteen seeds may be
good soil.
sown in each pot, subsequently thinning the

p.

WARM BORDER

IN DECEMBER.

104.)

the early varieties are suitable.

Broad Beans

raised in this manner come into bearing much
Geo. H.
earlier than those sown in the open.

Park Gardens, Bradford.

Copley, Hortoii

THE POTATO CROP.
The Food Production Department's Commissioner for the Lincolnshire, Rutland, Nottinghamshire, and the Soke of Peterborough areai
sends some extremely in6eiresting particulars
supplied by leading local agriculturists as to

the cropping of their

holdings

"land part of his district.

The

in

the arable
with re-

figures

spect to 9,800 acres of land in the three estates
concerned show that 2^- per cent, only of the land
is now pasture, the -whole of the rest being, or
about to be, placed under cropping. In reply
to questions as to what progressive farmers
had done by way of altering their methods to
produce the maximum amount of essential food
crops (cereals and Potatos) Messrs. W. Dennis
and Sons wrote " Since war broke out we have
broken up and converted into arable approxi:

mately 1,000 acres of grass. Our cropping under
Barley has been considerably reduced in favour
Oats have also been cut down, but
of Wheat.

—
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not to the same extent, and again in favour of
Wheat. The cultivation of Onions is an innoMustard for seed has been cut out envation.
Flax is a new departure."
tirely.
districts
Potato-growing
eastern
the
In
farmers have begun to draw out the ridges, and
worse
the
for
change
should
weather
the
unless
planting will begin shortly.
The acreage of well-established pasture land
and of old grazing land in this area ploughed
up for Potatos is stated to be very large.
The tractors are ploughing a great deal of grass

land 10 inches deep, and the latest model steam
cultivators, working on land belonging to the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners, are ploughing four
furrows each 14 inches deep and 18 inches wide
These cultivators are reported
in many fields.
as leaving the loam in perfect condition for the
drawing out of ridges with the Potato plough,
the turf being completely buried and a strip of
ground 2 yards wide turned over at each jour-

The fine,
in season from October to April.
healthy foliage, clean, smooth wood, a,nd handsome crimson-covered white-fleshed fruits are all
points in its favour. Is Mr. Molyneux sure that
in some districts Mank's Codlin is not required ?
The fruits are in season when there are plenty
My
of other Apples, and the skin is very oily.
I adtrees of Hawthornden fruit every year.
mit that the variety is subject to brown i-ot in
some places. May I suggest that Mr. Molyneux
add Hoary Morning and Rosemary Russet to his
list? Lemon Pippin is verj' poor in quality, but
the tree fruits well in some places, and is a late
variety. Is it possible to get a census from, say,
fifty districts, giving a list of the best twelve to
twenty sorts from large and small gardens,

nurserymen, and market growers? I would willingly take two districts and find out the sorts

Mr. Molyneux's note in reference to
the elimination of useless varieties of Apples
reducing
the
of
desirability
the
suggests

number

increase in the

number

new

of

four weeks ending Febunder the Cultivation of
Lands. Order by local authorities, was at the
rate of about 10",000 plots weekly. These figures,
however, take no account of the large niunber
of new allotments provided by private arrangement.
allotments
16,

for

laid

the
out

MUNITION WORKERS' ALLOTMENTS.
the Food Production Department, the Ministry of Munitions has under-

By arrangement with

taken to communicate with all mimition factories
and to recommend that steps shall be taken by
the managements to secure land for cultivation
by the munition workers. The produce of the
allotments, it is proposed, sliall be available for
the munition canteens.

ALLOTMENTS IN SCOTLAND.
The demand

for

new allotments

in

Scotland

still on the increase, and public bodies are
endeavouring to meet it with praiseworthy
In Glasgow and Edinburgh many new
activity.
allotments are being asked for and provided.
Hiawick Food Production Committee has acquired additional land, for which they have beDumfries Town
tween 70 and 80 applicants.
Council has also secured more ground, and had
neighbouring
while
the
applicants
upwards of 70
burgh of Maxwelltown is also adding considerLord Elphinstone has
ably to its allotments.
offered a piece of land to the mining village of
Elphinstone for allotments.
is

;

Rosenbaohiana

(see

p.

75).

of

vegetables,
the
to

new

varie-

have been mainly responsible
improvement in the cropping capaand qualities of our vegetable and fruit

tor the great

city
crops.

—

Dykes has adopted what appears to be a

for

Mr.

satis-

factory way of growing Iris Rosenbachiana, i.e.,
in a frame, closed in summer, but open in
winter until the flowers appear. I presume the
frame is kept closed until danger from late frosts
is over?
In the open, frost is often destructive
to this Iris.
By the way, does Mr. Dykes find
much variation in the colour of his seedlings ?
Imported plants vary considerably in this respect.
S. Arnott.

—

Undesirable Apples (see pp. 66, 91).
I
agree with Mr. Molyneux that there are far too
many varieties of Apples. In his list of condemned sorts there are three or four I consider
worth a second thought King of the Pippins is
one.
The tree is a small grower, taking up but
little room, and when grown on a good loamy
soil the fruit is of the best quality, its crimson
colour next the sun, chrome-yellow on the
shade side, and firm yellow flesh are all
desirable
qualities.
The variety, however,
is
very
poor on some soils.
Bess Pool
has two faults
The tree takes a long time
to fruit, and it requires a lot of room
but it
has proved to me one of the most useful Apples
:

"

:

;
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throat; Odontoglosaum crispum Trojan, both
from S. Gbateix, Esq.
{LairrrnceLawre-crispuiii
Odontoglossum
anum X crispum), bright yellow with crimson
spots; Odontioda Dorothy (Oda. Vuylstelcei x
0dm. crispum), exhibited by P. Smith, Esq.
Oda.
Odontioda Xeres (0dm. elegans X
Charlesworthii), a large, chestnut-red flower,
with broad, flat lip, from Col. Sir J. Rutherford, Bart.
0. Diana Hamilton {Cochlioda Noezliana x
0dm. amabile), shown by J. H. Walker, Esq.
Miltonia Venus (vexillaria x Phalaenopsis)
from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.

Awards

of Merit.

OdSontoglossum ardentissimum Tiger, Lycaste
Bessie Brown, Cattleya Trianae Mooreana, and
Dendrohium Ophir {anreiim x signatum). exhibited by S. Gratrix, Esq.

Odontoglossum liighfieldense (Harryanum x
from Ri. Ashworth, Esq.
Groups.
Large Salver Medals were awarded to R.
Ashworth, Esq., Newchm-ch (gr. Mr. Davenport), and Messrs. Cypher and Sons, Cheltenham, for collections.
Vuylstekei),

_

It would, however, be an inestimable
to the food producer if in this progressive
introduction of new varieties of superior degree,
a corresponding elimination of presumably superseded sorts was effected. An organisation for
the testing of new varieties is needed, and at

LINNEAN.

boon

the same time proscribe worthless and too-much

The R.H.S. has done something in
alike sorts.
this direction, but the great defect of their work
is that their trials have been conducted at one
Furthermore, their power is only
centre only.
Tests would
a moral or suggestive nature.
have to be instituted with due regard to the besoil and
various
haviour of any variety under the

of

Eng

climatic conditions existing, for instance, in

land and Wales

;

and

it

is

here that I wish to

necessity of such a searching test bv
reference to Mr. Molyneux's condemnation of
Domino. This Apple is certainly inferior in Size
when compared with Earlv Victoria and Lord
Grosvenor, and may be even slightly inferior in
quality, but here in the North of England it
proves one of the most consistent of croppers,
and exhibits a remarkable freedom from canker
when grown in cold, clayey soils. With regard
to the other varieties he mentions, I would plead
only for King of the Pippins and Duchess's
Favourite, which I include in the very few
dessert sorts that are a success.
Chas. Waita

show the

Mayhew,

Northumberland

County

Horticvl-

turist.

SOCISTISS
;

;

;

Highly Commended : Improved Musselburgh, Large Early Poitou, Large Rouen, RenCommended :
ton's Monarch, and The Lyon.
Giant Wonder.

Sons.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.
February

21.

Committee present: Rev.

J.

the chair), Messrs. R. Ashworth, J. .1. Bolton, D. A. Cowan, J. C. Cowan,
J. Cypher, A. G. Ellwood, J. Evans. J. Howes,
A. J. Keeling. J. Lupton, D. McLeod, J.
McNab, W. Shackleton, H. Thorp and H.

Arthur

;

experimental work.
Botrytis cinerea developing upon living Cabpossesses a certain mode-spore.
If this
strain be inoculated into Tomato fruits, the
mode-spore is different in size and shape and a
third host produces a third mode-spore.
The
fungus growing upon Onion bulb shows a characteristic mode-spore, and if this strain be inoculated into Cabbage, Tomato, etc., the mode-spores
differ from each other and froim those produced
by the first strain. Variations and combinations
of these experimental inoculations were carried
out with strains of different origin, the substrata
being living plants, steamed tissues, and synthetic media, and the sizes and shapes of the
mode-spores were recorded.
It became evident
that the
species
Botrvtis
cinerea
is
not
" ungeheuer variabel " (Lindau), but that its
apparent variability is due to the fact that it
contains
great
number of " ejjfjnentary
a
species" or "Jordan's snecies " wllich are
morphologically distinct. The size and shape of
the snores of the " elementary soecies " show
two kinds of variation
(11 normal variation,
which is always present upon whatever host or
substratum the fungus develops, and the range
of which is characteristic of the elementary
species; and (2) "modal v.iriation." which is
the variation in the size and shape of the modesnore, and is directlv and constantly induced by
the particular substratum. In nature the " elementary species " are usually found upon par-

bage

:

Crombleholme

the meeting of the Linnean Society held on

21st ult., a paper by Mr. William B.
Brierley, entitled " Experimental Studies in the
Specific Value of Morphological Characters in
the Fungi," stated that in all systematic treatment of the fungi there is implied constancy of
morphological characters, and particularly of the
size and shape of the mature reproductive bodies
or spores. An experimental study of the specificity of these criteria is in process, the work
being carried out primarily upon the fungus
This species is contained in
Botrytis cinerea.
the " Polyactis " group of the genus, and the
species in this group are separated partly by
reason of their different hosts, but more critically by minute differences in the branching and
septation of the conidiophore and by the size
and shape of the spore.
The published spore-measurements of Botrytis
cinerea show a singular lack of uniformity (MarLily, 20-25 ,u x 15 ^ ; Lorrain
shall Ward on
Smith on Gooseberry, 8-11 fix 4-6 /n ; R. E.
Smith on Lime trees, up to 30^; etc.), and
during the present investigation observations of
the mode-spores of Botrytis cinerea growing upon
different hosts, or separate infections of the same
host, have shown that this variation in size and
shape is a very marked feature of the fungus (on
Alder twig mode-spore 3 ii x 2 /x ; on Tomato fruit
10 M X 10 M : on Onion bulb 6..') m < 3.5 m on Lily
n y. 10 m; etc.).
Pedigree cultures derived from single spores
of the fungus growing upon different hosts were
made, and these were used as the basis for all
critical

The following awards have been made to
Leeks by the Royal Horticultural Society after
Wisley
Awards of Merit : Champion,
sent by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.
International
Prize, sent by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.
Prizetaker, sent by Messrs. Sutton and Sons
and
Royal Favourite, sent by Messrs. Sutton and

trial at

At
the

U

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
TRIAL OF LEEKS.

editors do not hold themselveB reiponiible
tne opinions ezpressed by coTrespondentt.)
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AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.
Cattleya Snow flake Gratrixiae [labiata alba
x Diisseldnrfei Uitdine). a well-formed white
flower with
canary-yellow markings in the

;

'

;

—
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ticular hosts, but they readily attack other plants
arid, when growing saprophytically, are onini-

vorous.
of the fungus
nature are therefore not morphological constants but resultants of the strain of
the fungus and the substratum upon which it is
developing and the only method of critically
identifying the particular elementary species present is to isolate it in pure culture and obtain
its " modal variation " upon a series of stan-

The

size

growing

and shape of the spores

in

;

dardised media.
The presence of modal variation in the size
and shape of the spores has been ascertained in
three species of Penicillium and one species of
Stysanus which have been investigated, and it
is suggested that it may be of general occurrence
in the fungi.
Other morphological characters of Botrj'tis
cinerea.
rapidity of growth, minute details of
physiology of parasitism, septation and branching of conidiophore, structure of sclerotia, etc.
are being investigated, and are yielding results
of a similar nature, and it appears not improbable that the present species in the Polyactis
group of the genus must be regarded as hoiit
forms of elementary species of Botrytis cinerea.
"Modal variation " is not due to physiological
starvation or repletion or other known nutritional conditions resulting from various substrata.
It is suggested that it may be due to

in different food-substrata.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Stobino Land.
Stobino is a term used to denote crossploughing, which disintegrates the particles of
clods, disturbs grass or other weeds and expose.^
the soil to air, wind and frost, making it all
the more friable when the time comes for sowing whatever crop is intended to be grown.
During dry, frosty weather no opportunity
should

be miseed in storing land intended for
Mangolds, or Spring Corn, and espeBarley that is to follow Wheat.

Potatos,
cially

—

—

preferable.
Keep the plants free from weeds, and.
thin
them to
flower-heads
form,
the
as
four of the strongest on each plant. In a small
plot the application of liquid manure to i.ie
roots during dry weather would be a distinct
benefit to the plants.
In a field crop sprinkling
superphosphate or sulphate of ammonia on the
surface soil occasionally would aid growth, and
especially if the surface soil is occasionally
stirred to enable the rain to wash the stimulant
freely

amongst the

roots.

Jerus.u-em Artichokes for Pigs.

With

the diminishing quantity of cereals, pigkeepers must provide substitutes on which pigs
can be kept a considerable part of the year with
but little meal.
The Jerusalem Artichoke produces a large crop
of tubers with good cultivation, and the cooked
tubers provide much desirable food for small
pigs, supplemented by house scraps and a small
quantity of meal. Sows appreciate the tubers in
a raw state. Too often this Artichoke is allotted
out-of-the-way comers where it grows for many
years, even without re-planting.
Plants grown
in sucJi unsuitable situations cannot produce
hea\'y yields of tubers, but well-manured and
deeply-cultivated land of any kind in the ofen
will grow large crops of this Artichoke.
Tlie
tubers should be planted at once in rows made
2 feet a|)art, allowing a space of 15 inches between the plants in the rows. As planting proceeds sprinkle superphosphate over the tubers to
aid their growth.
The subsequent treatment consists in keeping
the land free from weeds and stirring the surface
freely during dry weather.

An error crept into last week's remarks on
With regard
the subject of the prices of pigs.
to the sow and young pigs sold for £28, it should
have been stated that the young ones numbered
nine, and were three weeks old.
Further, the
barren sow sold by weight realised £22, not
£28 aa stated
E. 'Mohineux.

Sunflower Seed for Fodder.
In view of the shortage of food for poultry,
Sunflowers might be made more use of for this
purpose,

and

also for

pigs.

If

the seeds are

matured they contain much oil, which is valuable when the seed is crushed and added to
Sunflowers
other food, and especially for pigs.
require not only a long season of growth to
mature the seed properly, but much sunshine
at the ripening stage. If only a few plants are
grown the plants could be advantageously
raised under glass if even a cold frame only
be gained by that
is used si.\ weeks would
method, and with a reasonable amount of sunshine success might be anticipated.
It is wise to grow a tall and a dwarf variety
in the same row, as the plants would then
receive more regular sunshine than if all were
Giant Russian, referred to on p. 74,
tall plants.
the best variety.
If seeds of that variety
is
are not procurable the American Giant form
should be planted. Deeply cultivated and wellmanured soil is necessary to ensure success.
Deep autumn ploughing would be an advantage,
and ploughing again in the spring to obtain a
Ample space i.s required
Food surface tilth.
The rows should not be closer
or the plants.
than 3j feet, and the plants thinneS to 15 inches

—

A R K e: T s.
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©bituar^.

salesmen, who are responsible for tbe quotaIt must be remembered that these quotations
do not represent the prices on any particular day,
but only the general average for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the eamples, the way in which they are
packed, the supply in the market, and the demand,
and they may fluctuate not only from day to day,
but occasionally several times in one day. Eds.

cipal

tions.

Pliints In Pots, &e.
All 48's, per doz.

7

Araucaria excelsa
Asparagus plumo-

7

Average Wholesale

:

0-80
0-80

sus
10 0-12
Sprengeri
vi O-io
...
Aspidistra, green... 36 0-42

—

Ferns and Palms
s.

—

32'8

21 0-24

nidus, 4S's

...

10 0-12

...

8 0-10

Cut Flowers,

was widely knowu by reason of the fine
arboretum which he estiiblisbtd at la Maulevrie,
Angere.
This collection is an important
one, and particularly from the point of view
of trees and shrubs which do well in the west
of France.
The arboretum occupies about 17
acres, and was planted entirely by Mr. Allard,
who undertook the work after a series of voyages
of investigation in the Mediterranean region,
including Northern Africa.
The first plantations were made in 1863, and the Sequoias in
the collection date from that year.
The imnear

portant collection of Oaks was planted in 1876,
and comprises more than 100 species, varieties
and hybrids.
Beside these trees the aiboretum
contains a rich collection of Camellias and of
cultivated
Theas wliich fruit in the open.
Among the most interesting and rare specimens
noticed by Parde in a report published in
1908 mention may be made of Fitzroya patagonica, ],ibocedrus tetragona, Picea Morinda,
l^uercus crassipes, Sequoii pendula {20 metres
high), Picea Omorika pendula, hybrid Chest'
regia),
nuts (regia X nigra and cinerea x
I'iobinia dubia (Pseud-aca^ia X viscosa), Fraxinus glabra X penn.sylvanica, and hybrid Oaks.
T'nfortunately no catalogue of the arboretum
has been published, but there is a certitude that
the arboretum*will be continued, for Mr. Allard
has bequeathed his estate to the Pasteur Institute (Paris), with the c^indition that the Institute shiU provide for the maintenance of the

fte.

collection at la

Ma

ilevrie.

.1.

M

Nephrolepis,

Prices.
in

variety, 48'8
... 12 0-18
24 0-86
S2's
Pteris, in variety,
48's
8 0-12
large 80's
...
4

—

—
—
—

0-60

Average Wholesale

:

3 0- 3 «

small 60's
...
72's, per tray of

Priees.

s.d. 8.d.

Anemone

fulgtns
per doz. bun...

Lilium, con.
3

0-40

6

0-70

——

Arums

—

doz. bunclies,..
per. doz.

3

0-40

Prime, per doz.

6-30
6-40

— ornatns
— Soleil d'Or
Orchids, per doz;^
— Cypripediums

13-16

Pelargoniums, double scarlet, per

bun

—

American
bun.

var.

...

D.ifTodils

—

—

2

(single),

Barrii

4

Emperor

6
4

...

Hetu-y Irving
Prinocps
.«ir

Watkin

...

3
4
4

5

\'ict(>ria

0-50
0-80
0-50
0-40
0-60
0-60
0-60

doz. long

3

6-40

4

6-50

French Flowers

—

bun
single,

Mimosa

mixed

..

—

...

Cut Foliage,

0-40
0-40
0-40

doz.

Ladylove
Niphetos

S 0-12

0-50

—
5 0-

6 0-

6 0-

&C.-I

4
5 0-12
8 0-12

Richmond

Sunburst
Snowdrops, per doz

bun

Tulips,
per doz.
lilooms —
Darwin, various

—
—

Single, white

—

3

...

lied
Doulile, red

0-36
0-40

3
2 6- 3 a
2 6-30
8 0-40

..

Yellow
Pink

.

3

0-30

...

4

0- 4

li

Violets, per doz, bun.

Narcissus, con.
Oloriosa
Soleil d'Or

—

kctPaper white

3

blooms—

Average Wholesale

:

(Acacia),

per basket ...
NnrcisHus, per bas-

—
—
—
—

yellow

Anemones, double
pink, per doz.

per

Roses,

.

Freesia.perdoz.bun.
white,
Heather,
per doz. bun.... 9 0-12
Llllum longlflorum,
long
6 (1- 7

— lancifollum
album, long
^ — rubruni, per

3
3

doz. bunches...

per doz. bun.

Golden Spur

6-40

fJrand

2

Carnations, per doz.
blooms,
best

Croton leaves, per

3

...

Lily-of-the- Valley,
per doz. bun ... 24 0-30

Narcissus,

white,

Camellias,

—
—
—
—
—

per

short,

doz blooms

(Klchardias),

per doz. bt'ms.
Azalea, whitp, per

Prices.

—

—

a,

d sd-

...

8 0-10

...

4

Ranunculus, carmine.

0-00

0-90

per doz. bun. ... 8
scarlet
16 0-18
Stocks, white, perpad 6 0- 8
Violets, Parma, per

—

—

bun

4
3

Single

Average Wholesale

0-60
0-40

Prleas.

s.d. s.d-

A4liantum (Maidenhair Fern) best,
per doz. bun... 8 0-10
ptuAsparagus
niosus,
long
trails, per halfdozen

— —

doz.

•

—

d.

Cinerarias
10 0-12
Genistas
18 0-24
Marguerites, white 9 0-10

Average Wholesale

:

cunea.48'8,perdoz. 9 0-10
elegans
...
9 0-10
Asplenium,48's, per
doz
9 0-12

—
—

s. d. s.

BoroDia
megastigma
IS 0-24
Cyclamens
21 0-24

d. s.d.

Adiantun

Cyrtoniium, 48's

Prices.

d. b. d.

a.

Aralias

...

Q. Allard.— The Hevae Uorlicole announces
the death of Mr. G. Allard, vice-president of
the French Dendrological Society.
Mr. Allard

6.

caanot accept any responsibility for tlie subjoined
report*.
They are furnished to us regularly every
WedneBday. by the kindness of several of the prin-

blooms

—

.

107

Eucbaris, per doz.

Screening Oats for Sowing.
It is wise to screen homegrown Oats before
sowing after coming from the thrashing maSeed obtained
chine, ^o remove the small corn.
from a seedsman does not require such attention, as the seedsman removes all weakly corn.
fail to see how email, immature Oats can
I
produce a plant as strong as a larger, more
solid seed.
In screening there is no loss whatever, because the rejected Corn can be used as
I treat Wheat for sowing in
food for horses.
the same way, as evenness of seed gives a more
even and desirable crop.

—

—

CHRONICLE.

Dibbling the seeds 2 inches
apart in the rows.
deep, two in each hole, is the most certain way
of sowing, and the seeds are then more out of
the reach of rooks than when drilled in shalIf a large area is to be sown say
lowly.
several acres and the soU in good tilth, then
drilling, under favourable conditions, would be

—

some growth -stimulant or accessory food-factor,
which is constantly .present to a different degree

—

—

—

medium,
bunohea 18 0-21

Sprengeri

...

10 0-16

Rerberis, per doz.
6

Carnation

0-80

foliage,

doz. bunches...

4

0-60

Cycas leaves, per
doz
Ivy leaves, per doz.

3

0-60

2
7

0-26
0-80

2

0-26

bunches...

Moss, gross bun...
Smilat, per bun.
of 6 trails

Bemabks.— There is a shorter supply of flowers thia
week, and the prices of Lilium longiflorum amd Rioliardi.as
Owing to rough weatJier
are increased.
(.irrnns;
there were no flowers from Scilly and Ouernsej' during
Friday and Saturday Jast, but fairly large consiynments
(ire being recedved this week, chiefly consisting of DaffoTulips are
dils, which are arrivimg in good condition.
increasing in quantity as well as quality .there is now a
good selection of Darwiix Tulips of various shoxlcs.
Hoses are increasing daily in numbers, such varieties
Lndjnlove, Sunburst, and Richmond being offered in
ri«
Prices are on the down gra^c.
excellent condition.
Lil.V'-ot-the-VaHey continues plentiful in supply, and daily
consignments aire reaching the market, chiefly from one
;

-
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noticeable among the consignWhite Narcissus appears to be

Little change
of French flowers.
over,
but more
geffing
Aaicmones are dheaper.

grower.

is

ments

Vegetables
Artichoke, Chinese
(Stachj')perlb.

—

:

Stock

white

is

Average Wholesale
s.d.

arriving.

Prices.
a d. s.d.

s.rt.

Herbs, per doz bun. 80-40
Horseradish, perbun. 3 0-40
Leeks, per doz. bun. 16-40
Lettuce, Cabbage,
2 6-30
per doz.
...

13-16

Globe, per doz.

Mushrooms, per lb. 2 6-30
Mustard and Cress,
per doz. punnets 13-16
Onions, French, per

—
—

cwt

34 0-3S

spring, per doz.

bun

1 6- .0
Valencia,
per
case (4 tiers) ... 35 0-42
(6 tiers)
... 36 0-42
Parsnips, per bag... 6 6-70
Peas, per lb.
2 6-30
...
Potatos,new,perlb. 1 3- 1 S
Radishes, per doz.

bunches
...
Rhubarb,
forced,

16-26

per doz
2 o- 2 9
Savoys, per tally ... 8 0-10
Seakale, per punnet 2 6-30
Shallots.per doz. lbs. 8 0-10
Spinach, per bus.... 6 0-80
Swedes, per bag ... 11 6- 2 6
Turnips, per bag ...
Turnip tops, per bag
(72

1I)S.)

Watercress. per doz.

Grapes, con.—
Gros Colman,
per lb.
...

—

Lemons, per

0-30

'

'

—
—

,1

lo- 1

s.d.
4

8 d.

0-80

case... 38 0- 46

Nuts, Barcelona,
—
per bag
...150
Cob, per lb. ... 1 9-1 10
Oranges, per case
42 0-1.50
navel, per case 50 0-55

—
—
—

'I'angerines»per

—

ISO
ICO
?trawberries,forced,
per lb
16 0-26

Walnuts.kiln dried,
... 6« 0-130
per bag
English seCected Apples are
there is still a quantity of inferior
sampies'on offer. Forced Strawberries are arriving daily
The market is well supplied with
in lamited quamtities.
English Grapes for the season of the year, and fairly large
Forced
quantities of Almerias (Spanish) are ovailable.
vegetables are now commencing to ijicrease daily in quanVegetables and roots (outdoor) are fairly plentitity.
but buyers complain that, owing to the. shortage
ful,
E. B. R., Cotent
of meat vegetables are selling slowlT.
Garden Market, March 6, 1918.

Remarks.— Supplies
now wTv limited, but

of

[Maech

9,

1918.

—

—

Maech

—

..
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bound and chilled to the core, made none
of those false starts
^begotten of the union
of the sun with the soft south wind
that
in more normal seasons almost invariably

—

No. 16S9.—SATURDAY

y
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26, 1918.

lead to subsequent waitings.
Hence it came about that February,
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LILIES IN 1917.

RETROSPRCTIVELY,

..

patience.
islanders are so used to the tricks of
that incomparable conjurer the clerk of the
weather that he is seldom able to spring a
surprise upon us; we may, therefore, acknowledge the more ungrudgingly that
with the coming of May, the sudden transition from winter to "summer may be laid
to his credit as a great coup.
The magician waved his wand, and in a trice the
earth was instinct with budding life. All
the pent-up energy' of tlie early months of
the 3'ear burst forth and made a garden
picture of inexpressible beauty.
Chaos it was, in truth, viewed from the
.^standpoint of the regulation horticultural
time-table,
inestimable
but chaos of

We

:

.

Land women's wages

—

'

the years as they
the main, very

beauty.

gardener's

Lilies sliared in the general rush to the

point of view; there are differences, of
course, but they do not amount to much—
a fine and dry autumn one year, an abnormally wet one the next, and so on, the
effect Ijeing seldom sufficiently pronounced
to make anytliing more than a hazy picture
on the mental camera. But onc€ in a wliile
there comes a season so different from the
reet that it makes for itself a red-lettered
place on life's calendar and is not for-

managed it to such purpose that
weeks they had made more growth
than they usually put forth in twice that
time.
At the beginning of May no gardener could, h:ivi' suppiKsed that by the
middle of the following month the normal
order of things would have been re-established.
Yet Ko it was with Lilies, and a
little later on, coixed by week after week
of cloudless skies, they had not only made
up all leeway, but were rather in advance
of their usual dates.
Had the promise of
midsummer been fulfilled one could have
written utigrudgingly of the p.ast season,
but the comparative absence of sun in July
and an overplus of rain generally had the
inevitable effect of spoiling a Tjily year that
promised remaikably well.
Not one of the European or Asiatic
Sfecies showed the least trace of the harsh
treatment meted out to them during the
long winter but the lyilics of the Western
United States had obviously received a
severe check, and were una'ble to throw off
the effects of it. In the majority of cases
this took the form of stunted crowth and
paucity of flnwer
but .some few species,

alike

tlie

gotten.

There have not been many such seasons
comparatively recent times, and a
glance through memory's diary for fiveand- twenty ycar.s reveals but a couple
the great frost of 1894 and the tropical
in

summer

of 1911.

Men

of riper experience

than the writer can lay claim to will no
doubt recollect the severe winter of 1860,
when the common Laurel was killed outright, and gardening people do not need
to he told

To

what that

implies.

this short tally of

the winter of 1917 .iliould certainly be
added, not perhaps because of an exceptional degree of cold, but b}' reason of the
inordinate lenglli of it, and the cruel grip
which frost and polar winds combined to
keep on spring, foiling it week after week
in romor.seless spirit, and giving way to the
sun -so grudgingly that in true Canadian
fashion May was almost on the stage before
there was the sign of a nest or a vestige of
green in the hedgerows.
But though the experience was an inexpressibly disagreeable nnc to a generation
of gardeners accustomed to

,a

Ions' seriRs of

gentle winters, the crowding of March,
April, and May into one had its compensations,
and the astonishingly Ix-autifnl
transfonnation scene the sun set for us

when

at la.st winter had been finally
worsted was by no means the Ica.st of them.
During the early months of the j-ear
everj-thing, in horticultural parlance, was
kept in its place, and plant life, frast-

splendid stems and flowered remarkably
well
better, in fact, than others that had
been kept out of reach of tJie frost.
A
more noble Lily in every way than L,
regale, L. Sargentiae has still to prove itself such
a good garden plant as the
former. Cold has evidently no bearing on
its well-being, but early winter rains have,
and cultivators of this beautiful plant
would do well to keep the bulbs as dry as
they can while they are dormant from
October till about the middle of January.
The species needs as sunny a place as can
l3e found for it, and soil from which lime
is absent.
L. Sargentiae is one of the most
delicately fragrant Lilies we have, and in
that respect takes after its cousin, L. sul-

—

phureum.
It is

in

the

pretty generally known that, except
case of a few species, such as

pardalinum,

L.

croceum,

was evident on every hand

in five

for the seed tJiat fell to the

;

such as Kelloggii, maritimum and occidentale, foimd themselves unable to make
more than a meteoric appearance, retiring
below ground, in rather precipitate fashion
after a few weeks of half-hearted existence.
At the time of writing, all these Lilies arc
well above ground, so evidently no permanent harm has come to the bulbs.
An oversifrht by which a ba.skot of bulbs
of L. Sargentiae and Willmottiae came to
be left in the open last winter, unprotected
and expo.sed to the unspeakable rigours of
the first five weeks of the year, justifies the
conclusion that the.se two species are frostproof, and incidentally opens a channel for

When

remembered and retrieved, the bulbs were mere lumps of ice,
and must have been in that state for some
time; yet in due season they threw up
reflection.

Martagon,

pyrenaicum, and one or two more, Lilium
seed does not usually germinate if left to
arrange matters as liest it can, so that
colonies of self-sown plants are by no means
common. Those versed in such matters
lead us to suppose that refrigeration has a
Ijenefioial effect on the germination of many
seeds, and we may perhaps look in that
direction for an explanation of the wonderful crop of self-sown Lily seedlings that

sun, and

:

memorable seasons

109

last summer,
ground in the
must have been frozen

previous autumn
before the year was out.
Some of the Chinese species in particular
were con.spicuous in this respect, and the
ground under plants of L. Willmottiae,
Tliayorae, and regale was green with the

"grass"

of innumerable seedilings. It
same with the Californian L.
and many of the European species,
which, however, sow themselves pretty re-

was the
Roezlii,

gularly.

not to be expected that many of
will survive to adofor heavy toll is taken of such
things by shigs, earwigs, woodlice, and the
countless hosts of predatory insects that
have somehow to pick up a living between
dusk and dawn. A winter of exceptional
severity seems to have no terrors for these
creatures, for they were in unusual force
last summer, and as the ranks of their
natural enemies the birds were .severely
thinned by the cold, they were able to do
ovon more harm than usual.
In connection with the germination of
Lilium seeds, the following note from Mr.
11. J. Elwes draws attention to a peculiarity that is not, perhaps, so well known
as it should be:
It is

these

"windfalls"

lescence,

—

"In mv monograph
L.ilinm Hf'SO)

T

of

tlie

genus

stated, on the author-

Duchartre that the seed
of L. mnnadolphum does not show its
Lubliock,
cotyledons alxive ground.
in his book on Sefrllirinx. Vol. IT., p.
.577, writing of tlio Liliaceae, says

ity of Professor

that the cotyledon in this family is
always aerial, and carries the seed up
The
with it during germination.
late Mr. Wolley-Dod stated that in
this species this is not the fact, and I

sowed a quantity of seed in the open
ground some years ago with the view
to testing

it.

These

first

appeared

—
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above ground in the second season after
sowing, bat as slugs might have eaten off
the cotyledons, I was not certain of the fact
In November, 1916, I sowed two
until now.
pans of seed of this Lily, which have been
kept in a cold frame facing north ever since,
and are now (Feb. 23) just showing their
first true leaf above ground, six weeks or
two months before the parent plant will
An examination of these seedvegetate.
lings shows that the gennination has been
subterraneous, though I could find no reand the
mains of the testa in the earth
rootlets of the tiny bulbs prove that the
shall
yeir.
I
be glad
germinated
last
seeds
to know whether this is the case in any other
spe;ies of Lilium."
Seed of L. monadelphum usually begins to stir
Boon after the turn of the year, and the under;

Fig. 50.

offer a .=atisfying explanation of this vagary.

L.

mona,delphum

in

takes

the

business

of

life

and many species have flowered,
seeded, and rene.ved their race before it has arrived at the flowering stage.

leisurely fashion,

So far as the writer is aware, nothing very
in the way of Lilium species made an appearance in 1917, and under the conditions prevailing one could hardly have expected it to
have been otherwise. Fron Messrs. Wallace a
plant was received of L. Duchartrei, raised from
seed received from Mr. Forrest, while Mr.
Bowles sent a young flowering specimen of a
Lily he had raised from seed sent home by Mr.
Farrer from Kansu
This proved to be a species

new

16, 1918.

of the Eulirion group, of which a good many examples are to be found in herbaria, generally
tacked on to tliat misnamed and much misunderstood Lily, L. Brownii leucanthura.

to the rule.

The connection between the Lily described
under that name {Bot. Mag., t. 7,722) and L.
Brownii is indefinite, for though herbaria contain many specimens ii;am Western China labelled
_" L. Brownii," the species has not yet been reported from that country, and none of the many
so-called forms of L. Brownii collected there of

if ever ripens seed in Great Britain has
the raising of one's own stock a little difficult, but nowadays, when seed of nearly every
species is to be had, in one direction or another,
by those who want it, growers shoidd not have
any trouble on the point.
Once established under suitable conditions, L.

recent yeai"s can be referred to

it, the bulb of
unique and unmistakable. The origin
of L. Brownii is not known with certainty, and
though the plant is cultivated in Jap'anese-nursei'y
gardens, there is no record of it as a wild plant
of Japan. It may possibly turn out to be a cultivated fonn of the Lily sd inaptly named L.
japonicum colchesterense. which is now known

which

is

lilium brownii in

ground development referred to by Mr. Elwes
can be watcli'ed by anyone intei-ested in the absorbing study of the minutiae of plant life.
Sometimes the seed of this aud other species will
lie dormant for a season, and it is not easy to

[March

.mr.

vorke's wood-garden

.vr

that there

is

comparatively

little

difficulty

in

raised from seed
and L. Brownii is no exception
doubt the fact that this species

establisliing colonies of Lilies
in th's country,

No

seldom

made

Brownii can be relied upon to go on and flourish
from year to year, for fcvv species are more proin the production of offsets.
That fine hybrid, L. Parkmanii. seems to have
appeared oui.e more, having been regenerated by
Mr. Hayward {Gard. Chron., Sept. 1, 1917, p.
86)'. and it is to be hoped may not be allowed to
lific

go out of cultivation again.

hillbrook, Buckinghamshire.

be a native of Western China, as Mr. E; H.
Wilson found it in Hupeh some years ago, and
sent bulbs to the writer at the time. The
bulbs of L. Brownii and the so-called varieties
are as
different
as.
shall
we say, those
of
L. speciosum and
Henryi.
Though L.
Brownii is not to be included in the list of
species that will grow anywhere, the illustration
(fig. 50) of a wonderful old colony of it in Mr.
Yorke's wood garden at Hillbrook shows of
what this fine Lily is capable when handled with
sympathetic appreciation of its needs in the way

The cold winter seems to have suited L.
speciosum remarkably well, and if only the
weather in the late summer had been a little
kinder, there would have been a magnificent display of this species.
The photograph (fig. 51)
shows an unusually fine flowering head of L.
speciosum magnificuni. .1. drove.

of soil and location.
It is in the initial stages that would-be growers
of L. Brownii usually find themselves gravelled,
and that is because, knowing no better, they
rely
on bulbs imported from Japan, which
are as troublesome to establish as are all Lilium
bulbs sent to Great Britain from countries afar off.
The writer has pointed out again and again

meeting of the Eoyal Horticultural
on the 26fch idt., Dr. Miguel Lacroze,
Bryndir, Eoehampton, thowed as Odontioda
Ethel var. Bryndir, a very pietty hybrid result;;
ing from crossing Odontioda chelsiensis and
CharlesMessrs.
Odontoglossum percultum.
worth and Co. had previously given the name
Odontioda Ethel to a croi" between Cochlioda

to

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTIODA ETHEL
At

the

Soeietj',

II.

—
March
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Noeyliana and Odontoglossura hastilabium, and
Odontioda Ethel has also been exhibited by
-Messrs. Flory and Black.
In view 'of the older
plant having priority as to name, Dr. Lacroze's
plant has been entered on the records as Oda.
Ethel II., following the precedent of Cypripedium Helen II., which was a duplicated name
under similar conditions.
Oda. Ethel II. is a
specially attractive flower, the inner parts of the
segments being densely spotted with orange-red
on a light ground, the margins and outer thirds

pig cannot thrive on such a diet he is more dif
ficult than a human being.
It is curious that no one has given advice—
at a time when, beside food cards, that is the
only plentiful commodity on the subject of
Maize. The early-ripening kinds such as I saw
growing at Wisley last year should be a useful
crop now that gardeners are going in for live
stock.
Raised under glass and pricked out,
early varieties of Maize should do well in sunny
districts, and the amount of " straw " which

losy-lilac.

plant
produces should
make it addivaluable.
Even for its industrial
uses it might be tried, as I believe it makes
an excellent paper of the better sort.
fruit-grower who attended the recent conference gave me a most interesting account
of Mr. Prothero's speech, and among the many
points to which he referred I was particularly
struck by his reference to the multiplicity of
forms of agricultural baskets.
1 myself have
often tried to fathom the mysteries which lie

—

the

tionally

CYPRIPEDirM BELTROILUS.
Jas. Smith, Orchid grower to the Duke
of Marlborough, Blenheim, Woodstock, sends a
flower of Cypripedinm Beltroilus, a rather ornate
hybrid between C. bellatulum and C. Truilus
Lord Nelson (insigne Harefield Hall X nitens|.
raised at Blenheim, and now flowering for the
The do''>al sepal is white on the
first time.
upper half and gamboge-yellow on the lower
part, with heavy blotdies of Qhocolatc-browu
changing to light purple in the smaller spotting
The petals are 5 inches fiom
of the white area.
tip to tip, 1^ inch wide, and show strongly

Mr.

A

down

of

satisfaction,

thoreiii

is

my

for the

1916. and not used during "She winter nor until

the

May, when they were again casually used. A
certoin amount of snow and rain had caused the

trust that British birds will refrain from HunPartly
nish tricks and leave the seeds alone.
in desperation at the impossibility of obtaining
manure except at a prohibitive price, and then
with no prospect of getting it carted, and partly
already installed the
to self -provide, I have
piggery. We built the sty partly of old noticenot yet occuboards.
It looks neat and trim
pied and, facing the run, is a board still bearing the propitious sign, " This eligible residence
to let."
The trouble will, of course, be to obtain the offal or cake, but that trouble is, I
believe, to be overcome by -a licen.'ed allowance
for young pigs.
I should have liked to run the
pig on the extensive system, but this ie a small
place, and so perforce the pig must do the best
it can with what offal we can give it plus household and garden refuse. The third oil-producing
organism, in addition to the pig and Sunflower
excellent as a sign for a wayside inn is the
goose, and if any of your readers knowledgeable
in the raising of geese would give me a few encouraging hints I would willingly do my bit
in the way of fat-production by becoming a
goose-herd.
Cobbett, in one of the early pages
of his journal [UutiiI liiilts), says of fat hogs
the boot of profiteering was
at 7s. 5d. a score
on the consumes' leg in those days, and we
heard nothing about it that, fattened on Peas
and Barley meal, they " may be called the very
best meat that England contains." I shall try
Peas on a piece of newly turned up grass land in
the hope of obtaininc; a supply for tire pigs, because I cannot help thinking, first, that Peas are
a good crop to take on such ground, and second,
th.it their richness in nitrogen ouffht to make
it
possible to do the animals suflicicntly well
with chat Potatos, poor Parsnips, Beet, and
Artichokes from the garden.
All these latter
things are rich in starch or sugar, and if the

pflluent to overflow the underlying saucers, so
that some ammoniacal odour developed. On being
allowed to dry out again under .<vhelter one was
again put to use for several months without
smell or congregation of flies. In May a sample
was taken and compared with the original (raw
Heather peat)
:

PERCENTAr.E.S IN AIR-DRIED MATRllIAL.
OriRinal

—

—

—

USE FOR PEAT.

laid

in

outlinc-d

Everywhere

—

:

which

I

—

I was cheered by the memory of those ancient
words of great encouragement " Only be strong
and very courageous; quit you like men," and
so I set to work to root out rampant Asters to
make way for the oily Sunflower. A. N.

programme

novitiate I had

—

grass, the herbaceous borders to be bright again.

The grave inconveniences of fermenting
urine in open vessels for manurial purposes,
as do the Chinese, led me to try to reinforce some peat.
Two 12-inch pots were filled
therewith, and alternately used as a garden urinal
as they became saturated.
They wei-e started in

and
in the borders
propose to plant Sunflowers, and
this will, at all events, justify me in digging
over the ground, which is thickly carpeted with
two years' accumulation of Larch needles. I
for myself.
shrubberies

of

Endives.

NOVICE.

in essentials that

cloistered calm of

look dowdy ; that, a plant of Primula Winflowering in its pale blue beauty in a cleft
rock),
and a batch of brillia'nt-coloured
Primula obcooiica, well repaid me for my visit.
I returned to my Cabbages and Kale and my sty
and my goose-steps with, as it were, the re-newed assurance that we have only to be resolute in the practice of this
present utility
patriotic gardening for the sun of beauty to rise
again, the lawns to be sown again with green
teri,

antiseptic power of peat is well known.
Last autumn, besides a dressing of broken peat
(black, brick peat-refuse from fuel blocks, not
fresh Heather and Fern peat), a good surface
sprinkling of peat was given to Lettuces under
cloches ; whether from this cause or some other
the plants did not damp off.
In replanting it
w,as interesting to observe how the roots had
seized upon and invaded bits of the peat, and
the same fact was observed in the case 'of

When I read the leiiding ai-Ucle on the crop
ping of a garden in war-time 1 experience*! a
thrill

among a group of its fellows with creamywhite and magenta flowers, and it made them
less

all

The

The ground
the influence of C. bellatulum.
colour is yellowish tinged with rose and profusely spotted with claret-red.
The lip. which
is larger than that of either parent, is pale yellow
on the margin and infolded side lobes, the surThe broad lower sepals
face being rose colour.
are pale yellow with claret lines.

CONFESSIONS OF A

Ill

Fig. 51.

—A

NITICUM

KlNK MMKE OF LILIIJM SPECIOSOM MACGROWN IN THE WOOD AT UILLBROOK.
(S<* p. 110.)

behind the strike and sieve and half-sieve and
pot. On the chance of these lines meeting their
watchful eyes I would suggest that the Royal
Horticultural Society might confer a boon on
everybo<ly by holding an exhibition of agricultural baskets in connection with one of its fortnightly shows, ea<;h exhibit to be clearly labelled
with its name, county of origin, and use. Perhaps such an exhibition would bring homo to
those engaged in distribution the possibility of
reducing the number and even improving the
type.
I am told that cane baskets are to be
put on the market this year, and it will be of
interest to learn whether their " life " is less
brief than that of the basket made of withies.
At the end of February I went through the
north-east wind to Wisley to see whether spring
was at hand, and among the many signs of life's
awakening which I saw was a plant o^ Daphne

Mezereum, pure snow-white with no
cream, nor sign of puishing

leaf.

tr3<:e

of

It stood peer-

;

;
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NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
JUBAEOPSIS

•

the Temperate House,
magnificent tree in
it has grown happily for probably fifty
In Chili the stems of this Palm are
tapped for their delicious honey -Uke juice. There
are probably many gallons of juice in the Kew

a

where
years.

W. W.

tree.

ThcWcck'sWork.

CAFFRA.

based, trigonous nuts are Ij inch in diameter,
with the three vents or pores at the sides instead
They differ from the nuts of
of the base.
Jubaea in being narrowed to a point at one
end, Jubaea. being pointed at both ends. Jubaea
'spectabilis, the Coquito Palm, is represented by

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lieut. -Col. Spender
Cuv. M.P., Ford Manor, Linffield, Surrey.
Asparagus. — For the formation of new
Asparagus beds the first week in April is quite
soon enough toplaut, where the soil is light, but
on heavier soil planting may well be deferred
One or two-year-old
til the end of that month.
plants may be transplanted with little injury to
the roots, especially if they are home-grown.
Where the nature of the ground and the position are favourable to growing Asparagus on
On
the level, this proves a good method.
unfavourable ground, such as heavy clay,
the ground should be trenched and enriched
with plenty of manure, road scrapings,' garden
refuse and wood ashes, leaving the surface
as rough as possible until the time for plantOn heavy soils it is desirable to plant on
ing.
raised beds, about 1 foot above the ground level.
The beds should be 4 feet in width, thus allowing room for three rows of plants ; provide 2 feet
alleys between the beds

TREES A ND SHRUBS.

variegated-leaved foi-m of Agatbaea caeStill, it must be rea worthless thing.
at that time variegated-leaved
In proof of this it
plants were very popular.
may be mentioned that at the International
Horticultural E.xhibition, 1866, a prize of £5 was
offered for 50 hardy variegated alpine and

PRUNUS

PISSARTII.

sight, for

A

is

useless

to attempt to pollinate

damp atmosphere.
Fruit Trees in Pots.— The earliest
will now require water more often, with,
sionally,

Fig. 52.

—

iuiui...i.i:.ivi.KUiN

A

few early varieties of Potatos
POTXTOS.—
be planted in a sheltered position, such
as the foot of a south wall in front of glasslarge amount of soil is not necessary,
houses.
but it should be light and rich.

A

to the dull weather and
moist atmosphere, heavy, clayey land is not yet
sufficiently pulverised to be easily workable.
To sow seeds of choice vegetables in cold,
so
ground
is
prepared
wet,
and badly
is
It
much labour and expense wasted.
better to delay seed sowing a fortnight or so
even a few days make a great difference in the
The
state of the ground, especially in March.
seed should, however, be sown directly the soil
The following
is in a fit state to receive it.
vegetables may all be sown outside on a south
border or other warm position Carrots ChamTurnips
pion, Scarlet Horn, and Early Gem
Early Milan and Snowball Cauliflowers Magnum
Bonum, Forerunner, and Early Mammoth Brussels Sprouts Dwarf Gem, Matchless, and Exhibition
Lettuces Cabbage and Cos and Cabbages
-Marjoram and Basil
Earliest and Emperor.
should be sown in gentle heat for planting out
afterwards.
Gradus and Early Giant Peas may
be sown to succeed those recommended in the
Calendar of February 15.

SiED-sowiNQ.— Owing

;

;

Early Beet.— A

Concentrated

trees
occafer-

or

may

;

light stimulants.
may either be used

as weak solutions
scattered on the surface and watered in.
Weak soot water, given every week or ten
days, will improve the fruit and foliage. Syringe
the trees with tepid water twice daily; in the
morning when the temperature increases, and
once again early in the afternoon, when the
house is closed. The last syringing should be
done in time for the foliage to get dry, or nearly
so, before night.
On bright, sunny days a
tilisers

praeco.x.

:

before do I remember Prunus Pissartii
so beautiful as it is this season. The trees are a
mass of bloom, and very effective, with the white
petals set in a background of purplish tints.
In previous seasons this tree has been one of the
first to suffer from the depredations of the bullfinch, and these birds have always done their
destructive work so well in destroying Uie flowerbuds that Ichave never seen more than a dozen
or so blooms on our trees before. O. H. H. W.

houses in

established

the trees are in full flower. Standard, halfstandard, dwarf fan-trained, and' cordon trees
appear to vie with each other in flowering. At
this stage of development the valves of the hotwater pipes should be opened a little to maintain
a dry, buoyant atmosphere, and the amount of
ventilation increased to favour the setting of the
fruits.
This may also be assisted by pollinating
the blossoms daily by the use of a rabbit's tail.
Directly the fruit is set, should there be the
Keep
least trace of aphis, fumigate the house.
a sharp watch for grubs that attack the
foliage ; they can generally be detected by observing the neatly folded leaves in which they
Hand picking must be resorted to, for
hide.
if allowed to go unchecked the grub will destroy
Ftuniall the foliage and eat into every fruit.
gations or insecticides are useless against this
pest.
night temperature of 45° with a rise
of 10° by day will be warm enough for trees in

flower, as it
flowers in a

;

Never

to

mild weather
effect on trees in late houses.
It has
the flower-buds of Apricots, Cherries,
Peaches, Nectarines, and some of the earliest
Pears, to burst, necessitating a little warmth
in the hot-water pipes.
In a house of this description shelves near the glass can be reserved
for successional batches of Strawberries where
they will receive the maximum amount of
sunlight and air. Even at this period water
must be given witli great care until growth
is more active, for it is as injurious for pot fruits,
and even established trees in borders, to be overwatered at this stage as to suffer from drought.
Watering should be done only in the forenoon
for several weeks yet, once a day will be sufficient
A constant circulation of air must be
mamtained, especially as the trees come into
flower.
Admit a little air at night through the
top %entilators, except in frosty weather. Aphis
must be kept in check by fumigating, followed by
^ igoious
syringings
of
tepid
water.
The
s\ ringings must cease when the trees are in

a

T.

of the

entirely

The Orchard House.— The

membered that

W.

devoted

caused)

lestis,

Davies.

gardens

Cherry trees presents a very beautiful

had, its

Thk value of this Rhododendron for greenhouse decoration is referred to by Mr. Watson in
" Notes from Kew,'' on p. 97. An interesting
feature connected with its early history is that
when shown at a meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on March 12, 1851, it was only
givea a second-class certificate, which is now an
obsolete award. Strange as it may appear when
viewed in the light of present-day events, a firstclass certificate was at Uie same meeting awarded

herbaceous plants.
R. praecox was raised by the late Mr, Isaac
Davies, of Orms'cirk, to whom wo are indebted
for many other beautiful varieties of R.hododendron. The parents were the Himalayan R. ciliatum and the purple-flowered R. dahuricum.
From R. ciliatum and R. virgatum was raised R.
multiflorum, remarkable for its great profusion
of pale blush flowers. Pi.tie Qu^en and Queen of
Dwarfs are two others much in the same way,
but dwarfer, and with pure white flowers.
A very desirable race of greenhouse varieties
was obtained by the intercrossing of R. multiflorum and R. Edgeworthii, the latter being reR.
markable for its large, fragrant blossoms.
Edgeworthii is of somewhat straggling habit, but
the
in the progeny this is counterbalanced by
dwarf habit of R. multiflorum. The varieties of
this group were Coimtess of Derby, Lady Skelmersdale, Countess of Sefton, and Mrs. James
Sbawe, all with large, delioiously-scented blossoms, which are white or slightly tinted. Another
interesting hybrid, R. Daviesii, was raised from
R. retusnni and R. javanicum. R. Daviesii was
very pretty, but of somewhat ungainly growth.
This is but a tithe of the varieties raised by Mr.

The Cherry HousE.-One
these

flower.

RHODODENDRON PRAECOX.

-to

16, 1918.

varieties are best for early supplies.
Give arr
on all favourable occasions, and protect early
sowings made in the open from frost and birds.

PLANTS.

Seeds of Jubaeopsis caffra, a new and very interesting Palm, have lately been received at
Kew from Pondoland. It is, according to Dr.
Beccari, a member of the Cocos family, and a
near ally of the Chilian Jubaea, therefore as
much a stranger in Africa as a Phoenix would be
The species was disif found wild in America.
covered in 1909 by Mr. C. Ross in East Pondoland, but had never been introduced into cultiThe leaves axe pinnate and its broadvation.

[March

;

small sowing of Beet may
he made on a gentle hotbed or warm border,
thinning the seedlings to 6 inches apart. Globe

higher temperature

will do no harm, but top
and bottom ventilation must be increased, and
the fires kept to the lowest limits, as the sun
gains power.
A night temperature of 55°, or
even a few degrees lower, will be ample warmth.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah
Bart., Gatton Park. Reigate.

Re-pottino.— Many

different

Couun,

species

and

hybrids are responding to the influence of the
spring sunlight, and the development of new
roots and top growth show that the resting season is over. No time should be lost in re-pofcting
Anguloa Cliftonii. A. Ruckeri. A. uniflora, and
A. eburnea. After their long season of rest these
Orchids are becoming active at the roots. They
are strongly-rooted plants, and require a compost
formed of equal parts fibrous loam, passed
through a ^-inch sieve in order to remove all
the small particles, and Osmunda or A 1 fibre,
adding a little Sphagnum-moss and crushed

;

;

March
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ci-ocks.

Pla<;s sufficient cracks in the
pot to ensure effective drainage.

bottom of
Anguloas

the
should be grown in a light position in the intermediate house, or in the lightest and warmest
part of the Odontoglossum house.
C'oelogyne
Massangeana, C. Dayana, C. Lowii, C. barbata,
and C. Mooreana are making new gi'owths, and
the plants may be i-e-potted.
Orchid pans suspended from the roof rafters form the most suitable receptacles, with a rooting medium similar
to that advised for Anguloas. The plants should
be grown in the warmest position in the Cattleya
house.
C.
pandurata Ls also making new
growth, and plants that have overgrown their
receptacles may be re-potted.
If any of these
plants have sufficient rooting space for another
season, but the soil has become sour or exhausted, it may be picked from between the
roots by the aid of a pointed stick, all small
particles washed from among the drainage, and
new materials substituted.
The new compost
should consist of a mi.xture of equal parts good
fibrous loam, A 1 fibre, and Spliagnummoss, the
whole chopped rather small, and well mixed with
crushed crocks. The plants should be grown in
pans, and suspended from the roof rafters in the

warmest house. In the pro:;?ss of re-potting cut
away the old back pseudo-bulbs, leaving only
two or three behind each leading ;ro.vth. Plenty
of room is necessaiy in the pans, as the rhizomes
will extend some inches each year.
After being
potted water shoida be applied rparingly until
the plants hace rooted freely in the new compost, after which they should receive liberal
suppr^ until the nev pseudo-bulbs are complete].
Plants of Bulbophylluni yrandiflorum,
B. Ericssonii, B. Reinwardtii, B. virescens, and
others that have commenced root-action should
be afforded fresh rooting materials, while others,
including B. anceps, B. barbigerum. B. Lobbii,
and B. saltatorium which are developing their

Howerscapes will be better repotted later in
Those having a creeping habit arc
grown in Teak-wood baskets.
Pl,-<nts of
this type that have overgrown their receptacles
may. if the compost is still in good condition,
have their roots and pseudo-bulbs trained round
and pegged down to the compost, thus making
Plants of more comthe plants more shapely.
pact habit are best grown in shallow Orchid

however, to gain a litle time over plants
raised from seed sown at the same period.
The
runners may now be planted, three in a group,
allowing a space of about 18 inches from group
to group, and the same distance between the
rows.
If the runners receive careful attention
for the next few months, and all flower trusses
sible,

and off-sets are removed until the first week in
July, a fair crop may be expected in the autumn,
mainly during the latter half of August and
through September. These spring-planted runners wiU not, however, be so good as the f-t-vdlings planted out last autumn.
Well-decayed
leaf-mould is one of the best manures for Alpino
Strawberries, and is preferable to farmvard or
stable manure.
Next to the leaf-mould I would
advise the use of manure from a spent Mushroombed.
Plantations that were made last autumn
may soon receive a light dressing of lime, repeating the application at a later" date to keep
slugs in check, and otherwise assist growth.

The BLOaaoMiNQ Period.—The cold weather
has retarded the flowering of fruit trees, which
is an advantage, for the buds were developing
too fast.
The fruit-buds of Apricots are being
retarded, and so are those of both Peaches and
Nectarines.
Plums in the open and Damsons
are showing well for fruiting.
With Pears and
Apples the show is but partial; some kinds look
promising; of Pears, Catillac is very good, and
so is Bismarck amongst Apples.
Oiu- trees
of this Apple have not failed to furnish a crop
for twenty years past; it is the earliest variety
at Gunnersbury to flower, but the tree never
fails to sot a good crop.
So far I have not, in
consequence of the cold weather, fixed up the
netting on the fruit walls.
This should not be
done before the flowers are just on the point of

expanding.

By

E.

Il(RRiss. C.ardoner

to

give them a very light dressing of Peruvian
guano when the flower-trusses appear. I do not
favour the making of new plantations in the
spring, but in cold and late districts spring-

may be a

A

very
distinct success.
successful cultivator of the British Queen variety
recently informed me that the best system with
growing this variety was to plant in rows at
6 inches from plant to plant, and at the ordinary
distance between the rows.
I hope to try this
method as an experiment. Perhaps some others
planting

many readers of the Oardrnrrs' Chronicle
may have tried this method, and their experi-

of the

Euphorbia

A

pulch<rrima

start .should be
this plant before

(Poinbettia).—

made with

the propagation of
the weather gets too warm
the bulk of the stock should be rooted before
the end of April, a*, after that time, the cuttings do not root readily.
The old plants may
be placed in warmth and moisture to make suit
able growtli for cuttings.
When the shoots are
2 or 3 inches long shift the plants into a cooler
bouse for a few days before taking off the cuttings.
Tlie shoots "will root better after this
troiitment, as the foliage will rot l)e so liable
to flag.
Take the shoots off with a heel and
insert them in small pots filled with fine sand.
Plunge the pots in a hot-be<l in a propagating
case and shside them from sunshine until they
have rooted.

care

needed to cultivate Begonia Gloire de Sceaux
perfection.
A check to growth, especially
during the later stages, will be almost sure to
cause an attack of the leaf disease, to which
this plant is subject.
When the plants have
finished flowering they should be slightly cut
back and placed in a house having a warm, moist
atmosphere, to produce shoots for cuttings.
When the .shoots are large enough, insert them
singly in thumb-pots filled with light, sandy soil,
and plunge the pots in a hot-bed in a propagating case. From the time the cuttings are rooted
they should grow steadily in a genial atmosphere. Spray them with tepid rain-water twice
daily and shade them in bright, sunny weather.
A compost consisting of fibrous loam, peat, decayed leaf-mould, old lime rubble, and sharp
sand in suitable proportions forms a suitable
to

rooting

medium.

Much

care

necessary

is

in

ence would be valuable,
I do not advise the
planting out of the earliest forced Strawberries
from pots?. Rather wait a mont^, when the
weather will be more genial.

water at the roots, especially when the
plants have been recently re-potted. When they
commence to open their flowers, a cooler and
drier atmosphere will be necessary.

Alpink Strawberries. In my remarks on
55 I drew attention to the value of Alpine
Strawberries, and recommended that the plants
be raised from seed. I have to-day made an examination of the plants in these" gardens that
were set out in October last, and I rould not

Schizanthus and Clarkia. Some of the
earliest of these useful annuals are coming into
flower, and, as the pots are full of roots, plenty

p.

a failure. The soil will be first trodden
firmlv and then kept hoed as required.
By
planting runners in the early spring it is pos<letec,t

.

them

singly

into 3-inch

pots and keep

them

growing slowly near the glass in a cool house.
Shift tlieni when ready into 5-inch or 6-inch
pots, using a compost of loam, leaf-soil, manure
from an old Mushroom-bed, and sharp sand.

Pot Rose*.— Roees wliich have finished
flowering should be placed out-of-doors to make
for later batches.
For the present they
can be placed closely together in a sheltered
position.
They must receive regular attention in
regal^d to watering, and stimidants must be given
about once a week. Syringe the foliage occasionally with a mixture of soft soap and sulphur
to keep it free from. mUdew and aphis.
When
all danger of severe frost is over, the pots should
be plunged in ashes in an open situation.
room

Climbing Rose*. -When

the
trees
have
flowering, the old flowering wood must
cut hard back to encourage the growth of
young shoots, which will be required for next
season's flowering. Only sufficient of these shoots
to cover the trellis should be retained, trained
about one foot apart. Plenty of water must be
afforded while the trees are in active growth,
apd this should be supplemented occasionally
with diluted liquid manure. It is necessary tha"t
the foliage be kept free from mildew and insect
finished

be

and during warm weather the trees should
be sprayed with rain-water each afternoon.

pests,

affordin<;

—

of stimulants should be used.
Attend to the
staking of later plants Clarkias especially must
be carefully attended to in this matter. ' Grow
the plants in cool conditions, using fire-heat
only in times of severe frost. Lightly fumigate
the house containing annuals in pots at regular
;

R. P. Brotherston, Cii-tfenor to the Eail
Haddington, 'rjninghame. East Lothian.

Honeysockleb.- Varieties

Lockingu Park. Berkshire.

Beoonia Gloire de ScEAUX.-Kxtreme
opporearliest
tunity to lightly fork the soil of Strawberry
plantations; and, if needed, apply a light dress1 shall not apply
ing of well-decayed manure.
manure to our plants just now, but intend to
the

in 3-inch pots.

greenhouse or conservatory during the summer
months. It may be raised from seeds sown now
in boxes or pans in a light, sandy compost When
the seedlings are large enough to handle, pot

By

Lady Waxtaob,

is

Strawbebribs.— Take

may be made

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

best

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Jlignonette

Another sowing of

Statice Suworowii.— This is an easily
grown plant, and is useful for furnishing the

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

the year.

Cirrhopetalnm pulchrum. C. elepans, C.
pans.
elegantissimum, C. Colletlii, and C. ornatissimum
are also showing root-.iotion, and should be dealt
Many species of the
with in a similar manner.
genus Meg.arlinium are sendinc up their flowerre-potting
should be deferred
their
spikes, and
Catasetum macrocarpum, C.
for the present.
f'liftonii, and C. tabulare should be re-potted,
using a similar compost to that advised for
C'oelogyne pandurata.
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intervals to destroy aphis.

of

Lonicera Periclymenum will now require pruning. Those growing on arches should be cut hard back with
a
pair of shears; if necessary, save some of the
longer shoots to replace outw<n'u ones. The lateflowering Dutch Honeysuckle, if filling the space
allotted to it, should have all the growths pruned
hard back, which induces the productiom of a
limited number of vigorous growths instead lof
of

quantities of \yeakly ones. When in good condition, these yield enormous racemes of flowers,
which require attention to keep them fastened
securely to the supports. The Trumpet Honeysuckle may also bo pruned now. Should Lonicera
Standishii have finished flowering, this, too, maj
be closely cut, but it does well in bush form

without very much pruning.
Robes.- Winter mulchings should be removed
forthwith from Roses, and pruning commenced,
to be followed by lightly foirking the surface
soil.
Where other plants are grown with Roses
a charming effect is produced by masses of
Fellenberg and Hermosa, carpeted with Nepeta
Mussinii planted very close.
Every alternate
plant should be cut in June, so as to continue
the effect when those uncut have finished flowering.

Tuberous Beoonias.— The

tubers should be

removed from their winter quarters, and placed
in heaps in a late vinery or other suitable place,
where they can be kept moist without being
often watered.
Mats or canvas sheets spread
over them help to keep them moist, and induce
simultaneous growth in all the tubers. Usually
it is the best plan to box up the tubers after roots
appear with the shoots. A suitable compost is
one of
half
loam and half rough leaf-

Do not quite cover the tubers with
but
after
this
a week
or two,
they should be completely covered. One good
soaking of water will suffice the .plants for
several days, especially if shading is used. They
should not be kept too long in a glass structure
as soon as it is safe to transfer them to a cold
frame, this should be done. There is no need to
try to hurry growth, as it progresses very rapidly
during the latter weeks of May.
Large tubers
with several shoots should be divided before
Labour may be saved
planting them in boxes.
by planting tubers in April similarly to Potatoa,
but the plants will flower rather late in the
niould.
for
soil

season.

—
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

are there, by the agency of sunlight, converted into nitrites.
He concludes that
the first st.age of synthesis of organic nitrogen compounds is carried out by the green
leaf aided by sunlight.
Incidentally, the author states that no
ozone occurs in the^air a.t surface level, and
that the odour of fresh air is probably
caused by nitrogen trioxide, which, he believes, is formed by the action of sunlight,

ADVEBTISEMENTS

should be sent to the
PTTBLISHEB- 41, Wellington Street,
Coveut Garden. W-CEditors and Publisher- — Our correspondents
obtaining answers
obviate delay
in
to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they 7could kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. TJie two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

would

Special

Kotioe

—

Correspondents.

to

rich

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement.
The Editors do n4>t hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

Letters for Publication,
plants

naming,

for

EDITOKS,

41,

ultra-violet

in

rays,

on

air

and

aqueous vapour in the upper regions of
the atmosphere.
He suggests that rain
brings down the combined nitrogen in the
form of nitrates, and thus makes a contribution to the fertility of the soil.
This
hypothesis has often been put forward, and
two or three decades ago it was commondy
held that an important source from which
soil nitrogen compounds are obtained is
the nitrogen of the air. The discovery of
nitrogen fixation by the nodule organisms
of leguminous plants, and by certain soil
bacteria, helped to divert attention from

The

as well as specimens of
be addressed to the

should

Wellington Street. Covent

Garden. Xjondon.

Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, SCnt OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, hut kept as a guarantee of good faith.

APPOINTMENTS FOR MARCH.

this possible soitrce of

supply of combined

nitrogen, and it is therefore interesting to
note that on the basis of Professor Moore's
recent observations these old ideas appear
to be in course of rehabilitation.

THURSDAY, MARCH 21—
Mancbeeter and N. of JEngland Orohid. Soc. meet.

AVBBAOH Mban Tbmperaturb for the ensuiuf week
deduced from observatiooB during the lafit fiity
years at Greenwich, 41.9.
:

Royal Vi«it to Readino.— Im

;

curious how 'little
known with certainty

It is

The Manufacture

is

of Nitrogen Compounds by riants. oi

,•

.-,

the

cesses

i

•

i

chemical prothe meet

— among

—

important which occur in Nature which
enable tlie living plant to build up organic
nitrogen compounds from the nitrogen
contained in the inorganic nitrates which
the plant absorbs from the soil. The question has, of course, been the subject of
endless speculation, and of much experi-

mentation, but no one has yet been able
to trace to the general satisfaction of mon
of science the sequence of chemical processes

whereby nitrogen brought into the plant m
the relatively simple form of nitrates is
promoted to become an integral part of the
complex organic nitrogen compounds the
proteins on which the life of the living
organism depends. The most recent observations* throw some light on this

—

—

obscure subject.

Profesisor Moore,

who

is

responsible for these observations, claims
that dilute solutions of nitrates exposed
to sunlight
undergo conversion into

—

This chemical change from
nitrate to nitrite
involves an uptake of
energy, and the source of the energy employed in the operation is sunlight. Furif
ther, according to Professor Moore,
green leaves are immersed in the solution
of nitrates exposed to sunlight, nitrites do
not accumulate in the solution, and from
this fact he concludes that the nitrates are
Professor Moore
absorbed by the leaves.
infers from these observations that in the
normal life of the plant the nitrates absorbed by the rocKt. pass into the leaves and
nitrites.

—

* " Thf^ Formation of Nitrites from Nitrates in Aqueous
Solution hvthe Action of Snnlifftit and the Ansimilatinn of
the Nitrates by Green Leaves in Sunliaht." by Prof. B.
Hloore. A paper read before the Royal Society, Dec. 13,

1917.

~

course of

tlie

the visit of the King and Queen to Eeading on
Tuesday last, they inspected fche e.stablishment
of Messrs. Sutton and Sons, and were exceedingly intere.sted in the various processes connected with this vast seed business.
Their
Majesties were particularly impressed by the
preparations being made for executing a large
order for flower seeds from the Director of
Registration of the graves of soldiers in France
for beautifying tha military cemeteries, a work
in which the Prince of Wales takes the keenest
interest.
Both the King and Queen expressed
themselves delighted with evei-ything they saw,
and especially with the efficient w-ork being done
to increase the amount of food grown in this
country.

The Growth of

Tubes.— Measurements

made by Mr. A. Mallock, F.R.S. and reported
at a recent meeting of the Ro.val Society, show
that trees exhibit a well marked daily periodicity
of variation in girth, with a maximum at
night and a minimum soon after noon.

16, 1918.

the fonn of lead arsenate, has a marked effect
in stimulating ammonifying and nitrifying soil
bactetTa.

Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds.- The annual report of the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds constitutes a
iniferesting record of useful work.
The
report comments unfavourably on the ill-advised
action taken by public bodies during the year

most

encouraging and even remunerating the wholeslaughter of birds, many of them of the
tlie farmer and gardener, and
especially condemns the formation of so-called
in

sale

utmost value to

" sparrow " clubs.
The fact is also mentioned
that owing to the scarcity of insectivorous birds
consequent on their destruction, there was last
summer a plague of catei'pillare and other pests
in many parts of the country, which destroyed
great quantities of valuable food.

Glass Jars for Preservinc-AH who have
not already obtained a sufficient stock of glass
jars for preserving fruit and vegetables during
the coming season are advised to place their
orders with local retailers without delay. If the
orders are deferred the jars may be difficult to
obtain, and the prices which will have to be paid
may be liigher than they are at present. Glass
jars with screw tops and rubber rings can be
obtained from most makers at the following

maximum

prices

:

—

5s.

9d.

per dozen for

2-lb.

when purand when the

jars in not fewer than 20 gross lots

chased co-operatively by societies,
purchasing society accepts delivery at the railway
and undertakes distribution 6s. 3d. per
dozen for 2-lb. jars in not fewer than 20 gross
lots when distribution is undertaken by the restation

Actual Tbupbratxtrb
Oardenurt' Chronicle OfBoe. 41. Wellington Street,
Ck)vent Garden. London, Thursday, March 14,
10 a.m.
Bar. 30.1
temp. 49.5°. Weather—Fine.
:

[March

;

tailer to the members of the society or organisation placing the order. For small quantities the
maximum prices per dozen are :^-6s. 6d. per
dozen for 1-lb. jars ; 7s. 6d per dozen for 2-lb.
jars ; 10s. per dozen for 3-lb- jars ; lis. 6d. per
These prices may not
dozen for 4-lb. jars.
apply to orders placed after March 31, inasmuch
as after that date makers may find themselves
There remains
obliged to increase tlie prices.
another two weeks therefore in which purchasers may be certain of obtaining glass jars
Another advantage in placat the above rates.
ing orders at once is that delivery in time for use
an the early part of the season should be secured.

Co-operative Baiket Making —The Food
Production Department has established a cooperative basket-making society to supplement
the short supplies of agricultural baskets for

maxket work.

British Flax.- The President

of the

Board

the product of

of Trade has appointed a Committee to investigate the question of increasing the supply of flax
The Chairman of the
in the British Empire.
Committee is Lord Colwyn (formerly Sir

and soaking the root of a plant known
by the Chinese as " cunao," and drawing oft and
According
concentrating the liquor therefrom.
to a report by the United States Consul-General

Frederick Henry Smith, Bt.), and the ViceChainnan Sir Frank Warner, K.B.E. (President
The address of the
of the Silk Association).
Committee is Gwydyr House, Whitehall, S.W. 1.

CUNAO OR Chinese
known

Gambier. The dye

Chinese Gambier

as

is

ci-ushing

Hong-Kong, rema.rks the Journal oj the
Society of Arts, there are two qualities of the
product reaching the Hong-Kong market from
Canton and other ports, one of which is the product of Kwangsi and Yunnan Provinces, coming
in

from Lungchow and Luk Po
and fr.3m Mengtse and Yunnan-fu

largel.v

in

Kwangsi,

in

Yunnan

The other quality is tlie product of
Indo-China and certain other parts of Yunnan
Province. Usually the Indo-Chinese product is
employed for the first dyeing of a cloth or for
Province.

the coarser

work

in other

materials, while the

Chinese product is used for the second or finishing 3ye, because of the deep, rich brown gloss
it

gives cloth.

Arsenic as a Stimulant of Nitroqen
FIXING B«CTeRi».— Experiments carried out by
.J. E. Ore.wes, of the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station,* show that arsenic, particularly in

" .Tnu'ti

nf

.Tan. 26, 1919.

A

jric.

Research, VI., 2

;

see also Agrie.

J\r«iis,

Controlled

of

Prices

Onions.

— The

Food has fixed the followMinistry
of
home-grown Onions (f.o.r.
for
prices
ing
Early autumn (up to
or f.o.b. to growers)
late autumn (Nov. 1
f.o.b.
filSf.o.r.,
Nov. 1),
to Jan. 1), £16 10s. f.o.r., f.o.b.; winter and
spring (after Jan. 1), £18 f.o.r., f.o.b., provided
that growers can make the necessary arrange:

—

;

ments

in time.

Superfluous Wood

in Fruit Trees.C. Martin, County Horticultural Instructor in the Isle of Wight, advocates* the systematic compression of the wood of unfruitful
force
trees making too much growth in order to
He has devised
them into a fertile condition.
or
one
on
either
bolted
a simple form of band
both sides by a screw, which can be tightened

Mr.

Mr. Martin recommends that the
will.
smooth band should be put in place when the

at

Superfluout Wood in Fruit and other Trees.

March
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down, and holds that this method will
sap
do away with the labour of root-pruning. The
"throttle" has the advantage that by a turn

Growers of fruit trees who have not yet done
winter spraying should attend to this
matter at once, before the buds on their trees
become active. Fruit trees, as a rule, in most
parts of the country, remain dormant until about
Apple, Pear, Plum, and
the end of March.
Cherry trees and bushes no doubt benefit greatly
by being winter sprayed, although it should be
clearly understood that damage may be done by
spraying with winter washes if the work is delayed until the buds begin to burst. Trees which
are covered with moss and lichen should he
their

released.

Government Control

of Potatos.—

Important pronouncements were made by Major
E. A. Belcher, Director of Vegetable Supplies,
Ministry of Food, at the annual meeting of the
National Federation of Fruit and Potato Trades
The outstanding
Associations on the 12th inst.
There are only sufpoints of his address were
ficient stocks of Potatos to see us through the
Compulsory use of Potatos in
present season
Loss consebread is to be left to local option
|uent upon restriction of market areas is to be
Minimum
made up to growers of 1917 crop
:

:

115

vigorously meanwhile.
Strain
twice through sacking before filling the spraying
machine.
Cover the treas thoroughly with the
wash so that a thin coating of lime remains upon
them. It is best to make the application when
the buds are just beginning to break, for any
slight injui-y to the outer leaves of the buds will
not cause any permanent damage to the trees.
The effect of this wash is to prevent the eggs of
gallons,

FRUIT TREE SPRAYING.

is

of the screws the pressure can be increased or

CHRONICLE.
stirring

from hatching out, and
thus to reduce the numbers of such pests as
aphis and apple sucker.
The ordinary Knapsack Spraying Machine
may be used in applying these washes, but care
must be taken to clean all the valves and internal
varioiLS injiu-ious insects

:

:

price for 1918 crop is to be £5 15s. a ton.
Factories are being established to manufacture
by-products from any surplus, or any Potatos
unfit for human food of the 1917 or future crops.

Prisoners of War

in

Agriculture.—

Nearly 9,000 prisoners of war are now employed
on the land in England and Wales.

Land Women's Wages.— The minimum wage
women enrolled in the Land Army has been
increased from 18s. to 20s. per week, and for
those who have passed tlieir efficiency test 22s.
is now the minimum.
Efficiency tests are being
held weekly in Monmouth, and will be so held
until all the women land workers have been
officially tested.
Owing lo the increased number
of recruits n«)w training centres for women have
for

been opened in Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire.

The Hungarian Fruit Trade.— VVe

learn

Board of Trade Juurncd. that the HunGovernment has established a Central
Vegetable and Fruit Company to control trade
in vegetables and fruit.
The whole country complains of the shortage of these commodities and
of the bad condition in which they arrive at the
market.
The Central Company recently pro
posed to overcome this evil by taking control of
iiiim the

garian

the whole trade.
This plan has compelle<l
dealers and producers to combine and form the
National Company of Hungarian Vegetable and
(known aa
Fruit
Producers
and
Dealers
"Frugal"), with a share capital of 4,000,000
kronen, cubscribed by 34] producers and dealers,
as well as by the Agricultural and Commercial
Society, the " Agricolo," which itself represent*
The new company will, in
30,000 producers.
agreement with the Hungarian National Food
surplus HunOffice, negotiate Uie export of
gariai
fruit
and vegetables, especially to
Austria.

Nettle-fibre.— According to the Journal of
Itnyii' Society of Arts, the prospects of the
brilliant.
Nettle-fibre industry are none loo
First it is necessary to obtain the Nettles and
plant them out singly, and both the planting
t/ie

and harvesting require labour at the same time
Wlien harvested
as the more valuable crop's
there is a yield from wild Nettles of about 10.
and from cultivated Nettles of up to 30 per cent.,
of bast
to a

fibre.

The

fibre

Vienna method, by

is

the stems, when a fibre suitable for
cordage and jute-spinning is recovered.
Upon
a Danish system the Nettles are cut and stacked
for the winter, their tops and leaves are removed,
and retting is done either in a pond or in four
The stalks are
days' immersion in hot water.
dried, broken, sc itched and liaoklcd. and by this
system a cordage and sacking fibre has been
obtained.
All textile fabrics in enemy use are
collected from the battlefields and .<iubjprti>d to
Nettlee.xamination in British laboratories.
fibri sjndbags and rap and coat linings have
roasting

been

identified.

Publications Received.— TAie Garden
from Jartaary to December. Bv R. S. Brown.
(London Morton & Burt, Ltd.) Price 6d.
;

—

prepared, according
steeping and then

(Seo

FlO. 53.
ODONTIODA WINDSOR.
Awards by the Orchid Committee, p.

118.)

first

sprayed with a caustic soda wash.

To prepare

enough wash for treating ten trees, dissolve 2
lbs. of powdered caustic soda (purity 98 per
cent.) in a small quantity of water, and when
the soda has dissolved make up to 10 gallons.
See that the trees are thoroughly drenched with
the spray, but do not let the wasli get on the
has a caustic action.
If caustic soda cannot be obtained, or if the
trees are not in a very unclean condition, limewash may be used. For this purpose best quicklime must be employed. The lime must not be
air-slaked.
For treating 10 trees slake 10 to
15 lbs. of lime by adding just as mAich water as
the lime will take up. When the lime is broken
down to a fine powder add water up to 10
skin, as

it

To
parts of the machine thoinughly after use.
save the Knaps.-ick Machine from the clogging
effects of lime-wash, a coarse garden syringe
m.ay be used, though it is more difficult to apply
the wash evenly and thoroughly by this means.
number of eggs which are to be
traep at the present time indicates
every likelihood of a bad attack of
catei'pillara similar to that which took place last
Therefore, frjit growers should be preyear.
pared with a poison spray, such as arsenate of

The

large

found on fruit
that there

is

lead or nicotine and soft soap, to use immed!
ately the attack develops. Every care should he
taken to preserve the fruit crops from injury, and
spraying is one of the best means of preventing
loss from disease and insect pests.

—

—
;

;

;
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ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.
WINTER GREENS ON NEWLY TURNEDUP PASTURE LAND.
Large quantities
Aldenham during

of Brassicas were gixjwn at
past season on newly

tlie

broken up rough pasture, witli splendid results
The illustration in fig. 54 shows
in every case.
breadths of Sprouting Broccoli and Scotch Kale
Autumn Giant Cauliflowers with Colewort Cabbages were grown between the Broccoli and
Kales, the Cabbages and Cauliflowers being
now cleared. Edwin Beckett, Aldenfiam House
Gardens, Ehfree, Herts.

ONIONS.
Owing

to the reduction of imports it is necessary to increase the crop of home-grown Onions,
an<i it is important that the greatest economy
should be practised in Uie use of seed. Experienced growers who cultivate Onions by transplanting are aware tliat this metliod has many
It economises seed
advantages over sowing.

(li lbs.

for

of seed

will suffice to

planting one acre,

raise the plants

against 5-7 lbs.

as

re-

and germinated in a tempei-ature of about 45°. A
hot-bed is prepared, chiefly of leaves, and 4 inches
of good sandy soil placed on the top. From the
seed boxes the seedlings are pricked out 4 inches
apart on the hot-bed. The frame is kept closed
and well protected at night. As the days lengthen
and the sun has more power, a little ventilation
is given, but the frames are closed early in the
afternoon and covered just before dusk. From
a
this stage the plants are freely ventilated ;
little later

the lights are
at night.

and replaced

drawn back in the day
Celery must not be

allowed to suffer fix>m lack of moisture at the
roots.
Dustings of soot should be applied when
is damp, to ward off attacks of Celery
growers imagine that Celery must
Many
fly.
he grown in trenches, but much of the Celery

the foliage

exhibited at shows is grown on the surface, and
witl' half the labour expended on Celery grown
Trenches are opened 4 feet apart,
in trenches.
These are
18 inches deep, and 12 inches wide.
filled with half-decayed horse manure, which is
trodden down, and the soil again levelled. Early

from the thickness of a lead pencil to that of a
man's thumb.
Some venturesome enthusiasts at Moulden, in
this county, planted a few Potatos the first week
Another grower in the same vilin Februaiy.
lage planted a bushel of seed Potatos at the end
of the second week of that month.
Admitting
how wonderfully early the sandy soil of Moulden gets warm, it can scarcely be more than
once in a hundred seasons that such planting can
prove successful. Early February is too soon for
setting Potatos out-of-doors, no matter what the
soil and position, unless it be in a garden in the
extreme soutli. Radishes were sown at the same
time between the rows of Potatos here alluded
to, as an extra crop, and the whole surface was
covered with straw litter.
C. T., Ampthill
Park Gardens, Bedfordshire.

FEEDING PIGS FROM SMALL GARDENS.
Of the two adjuncts to the home supply of
food, mentioned on p. 68, I would prefer pigs
to poultry.
The pig will eat any waste refuse,
within reason, from the household and garden.
In towns and populous neighbourhoodg the keeping of pigs is forbidden on account of the smell
arising from dirty and badly kept sties ; but
the piggery can, and should, be kept as clean as
a fowl-house.
pig, or several, could be kept

A

in a small wooden house, the bottom of which
should be boarded to prevent tlie animals from
grubbing up the floor; a small square run outside the house is all that is necessary. Fowls are
~ always
troublesome, unless they are allowed
to run at large, or have a good-sized run.
They
require more dry and hard food than pigs, which
means corn or seeds of some kind. One can
always calculate upon feeding a pig to a given
size, but fowls will not always lay unless their
special requirements are attended to at different
seasons.
Pigs fatten best and most quickly

Fig. 54.

winter greens planted

Transplanted
quired for sowing one acre).
plants also produce a bigger crop, and are less
liable to be attacked by the Onion fly. Tlie extra
labour required for transplanting is set off by the
smaller amount of weeding which is required.
Seedlings raised in beds or boxes in houses or
frames in a minimum temperature of 40° and

maximum

of 55° require to be transplanted into
boxes or frames before planting them in the
open. Sowings in houses or frames may be made
in the case of later
until the middle of March
sowings it is not necessary to shift the plants
into boxes or frames.
Air iihould be given whenever weather conditions are suitable.
The seedlings should be well
hardened off towards the end of' Maroli preparatoiy to planting in April.
Plant at 4 inches apart in rows, which should
be made 1 foot apart (or more if horse cultivation is to be practised), and in planting take care
that the plants lare not put too deeply in the soil,
which should be pressed firmly about the roots.
;

CELERY ALDENHAM PINK.
Growers of early Celery, whether for market
or home use, should give this variety a trial.
From a sowing made at the end of February,
good heads
ber.

The

My
seed

will

be ready tor use early

in

Octo-

method of cultivation is as follows
sown very thinly in shallow boxes,
:

is

in

old pasture land.

May

Uie plants are taken up with a good ball
planted 1 foot apart in the trenches
filled with manure, made firm at the roots and
watered. Water must be given the roots freely,

in

of

soil,

also

weak

liquid manure.

Blanching

is

done by

means of brown paper bands 6 inches wide
the first band placed around the base when
the plants are about 8 to 10 inches high, and
Raffia.
of
tied
with
three broad
bands
Further bands are required as the plants develop, and it is advisable, when putting on extra
bands, to remove the ones put on previously, to
permit of examining the plants. C. Davis, Holy
Wells Park Gardens, Ipswich.

CARROTS AND EARLY POTATOS.
A LARGE batch of Carrots was lifted in these
gardens on January 24. The roots were in excellent condition, thus disproving the idea held
by some gardeners that it is detrimental to the
well-being of Carrots to leave them for so long
This particular sowing was
in
the ground.
made in ground of a somewhat heas'y texture.
The crop of another smaller sowing is still in
the ground on the outskirts of a vine border,
where the soil is lighter and somewhat raised
above the surrounding level. This lot will come
in after the store Carrots are finished, and before the spring-sown batch is ready.
The seed
was sown on July 31, and the roots vary in size

when confined witliin the limits of their sty and
small run.
For these reasons one or two pigs
would be more easy to accommodate in the
neighbourhood of a gardener's house, that of
the tenant of a country house, or an allotment
holder's residence, in districts where pig-keeping
is allowed, tlian it would be to keep poultry in
sufficient numbers to be of appreciable benefit to
the household.
From the garden the pigs could be fed with
Potato cliats, Turnips, Swedes, Kohl Rabi, Beeta,
Mangolds, and the parings of Potatos and Turnips during winter. All these vegetables should
be boiled and given to the pigs warm. In addition to the above there would be a considerable
variety of waste scraps from the household. All
the above would be available during some part
of summer, when a considerable amount of green
food could be given in the raw state, including
Cabbage, Turnip, and other leaves of the
Brassica tribe ; also Beet, Clover, Lucerne,
Vetches, and fresh, green grass.
In districts where Oats and Barley are the
staple products of the farm, meal seeds, Barley
dust, and
even Barley meal, are available.

Barley dust is the waste product in the shelling
of pot Barley, and where Pearl Barley is made
the dust is much richer, because it includes a
portion of the meal.
The latter is used ae
human food, in the shape of Barley bread and
but
it is also used for
Barley meal porridge,
If a well-bred pig
feeding or fattening pigs.
gets fairly good food for five months, and is
then given Barley meal almost exclusively, it
will give 120 lb. of the finest pork, especially if

whey, buttermilk, and sour milk are added to
the food when available.
Where Wheat and Mangolds form the staple
products, sharps or middlings (the rougher parts
of the grain of Wheat) are available as a supplementaiy food to the products of the garden
also brewers' grains. Peas, Oats, and Maize.

—
March
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Nothing gives finer pork than the waste products of milk in the malcing of butter and
Tliese and skim milk should be used
cheese.
most freely just after the pigs are weaned at
In the way of
the age of six to eight weeks.
utensils a copper, or merely a large metal pot,
would be necessary to boil the requisite food.
The animals require frequent feeding, but no
more food should be given at one time than they.
can consume completely.

for

In addition to re-cropping the spaces occupied by first and second eajly Potatos, something may be obtained from the space occupied by maincrop and late varieties. Nothing
is gained by planting these closer than 2^ feet
between the rows and 1 foot between the tubers,
and if every sixth or eighth row is missed the
spaces may be filled by Haricot or Runner
Beans or Peas, leaving the Bean crop to be
harvested for winter use. Last season we secured
an appreciable extra crop by planting one Broad
Bean every 2 or 3 feet in the rows of late
Potatoe.
We failed last season to grow Haricot and
Butter Beans from seeds obtained at the grocers.
The seed was germinated under glass, and the
seedlings yjlanted out in the third week in May.
The plants did not come into flower until September ; they were grown alongside ordinary
Runner Beans, which yielded a good and abundant supply of pods until the plants were cut
down by frost in October. /. E.
(see p.

28).

I HAVE it on indisputable authority that deterioration concerned various skilful growers in
Devon prior to the " terrible year 1845," and
that these men took what seemed to them the
Their method
best means to combat the evil.
was chiefly selection and careful treatment of
sets ; frequent change of sets was, in those days,

When

the crop showed
rarely, if
signs of ripening these men singled out all the
plants which were greener and more vigorous
than their fellojrs, marking ea«h with a stick.
At digging time these selected plants were carefully scrutin'sed, and if the yield was satisfactory all the tubers, except the chats and very
They were laid out U>
large ones, were saved.
green before being stored for the winter. Only
the largest of these seed Potatos were cut before
being planted, for cutting was not considered
desirable.
As is now held in some parts of
Scotland, it was believed to induce glas-^iness
and soapiness, so that sets larger than the
present regulation size were planted, but at
In this respect there was no
greater distances.
the
fixed distance except between the rows;
amount of space allowed each set dejiendcd on its
By this
size
a sound, <;ommon-sense method.
plan, although homegrown sets were used, a
variety retained its vigour and productiveness
for a long time.
Considerably later, in 1880, in the report of
the House of Commons Committee which dealt
with the deterioration of the Potato, more particularly with regard to its resistance to the
disease, then called Penospora infestans, it is
staled that all the witnesses concurred in the
necessity for the production of new varieties, as
all Potato.", had deteriorated in their disease-reThe late Director of Kcw (then
sisting powers.
ilr. Thistleton-Dyer, Assistant Director), one of
the witnesses before the Committee, wrote a little
" I do not doubt the possibility (not neceslater
sarily practicability) of eventually getting diseaseresisting kinds," and went on to say that he
confelt that too much stress was laid on the
sequences of deterioration.
The principal cause
of the mischief was, as with go many other cultivated plants, that we grew in great masses species
that in nature are scattered about in different
" We grow the Potato in large
habitations.
areas.
Nature does not; we put our eggs, at
any rate large parcels of them, into one basket.
Nature knows better." And that last sentence.
ever, practised.

—

either poor croppers or of poor quality, so that
unless we can grow our Potatos more nearly after
for those

BEAXS AND PEAS.

DEGENERATION OF POTATOS

science in questioning the practicability of raising disease-resisting varieties, for the continued

and careful Irish experiments have, so far at
any rate, shown that the " dUease-resisters " are

—and that not practicable except
relatively small quantities
consumption — we must resort to timely

Nature's plan

J. F.
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have no doubt, largely explains the great susceptibility of our Potatos to late blight disease.
Sir William Thistleton-Dyer showed great preI

home

is

who grow

spraying as a preventive of disease.
But so far as the deterioration of the Potato
regard to its vigour and cropping powers is
concerned, this can be remedied if more care is
exercised in the selection and sprouting of the
The stocks in the hands of tlie reputable
sets.
traders are right.
It is the character of the
seed Potatos sold by many greengrocers and ironmongers that is wrong. Too often these are
merely small Potatos riddled from the ware late
in the winter and palmed off, relatively cheaply,
on an unsuspecting and unavoidably ignorant
Fortunately,
public as suitable for planting.
many of the local authorities, realising this, have
sternly refused to grant seed Potato licences to
these tradespeople unless they show that the sale
of j)roper sets has been a recognised part of their
This is a move in the right direcbusiness.
tion.
A further step would be for the seedsman to educate the greatly increasing Potatogrowing public to the undoubted fact that just
as it is necessary to deal with reputable firms and
to pay a fair price to be sure of reliable seeds
seeds that will grow, and that are true to nameso it is essential to make sure of reliable Potato
But one m,ay scan the advertisement pages
sets.
of any horticultural journal for such an announcenuMit in vain. The golden opportunity is allowed
in

to pass.

experience with cheap seed Potatos may be
In 1916 I obtained possession of land
late in the spring, when good sets were unobtainable, so perforce I bought a quantity, cheaply
enough, so far as pric^ goes, which, as I well
^.nticipated, proved to be merely smalls riddled
from ware. They were moist, and the sprouts
bad been rubbed off, but it was a case of planting
these or none, and there was no time to attempt to sprout them. As was only to be expected, there were many blanks, and the crop
was. to quote your fruit crops reports, " under."

My

of interest.

The crop was clamped when dry, till towards the
end of December, when the ware was sold, leaving the small tubers. At that time I had bought
"once-grown" Lincolnshire sets for the next
vear's planting, but in view of the shortage T
As I
decided to increase the area of Potatos.
found that by then the price of reliable sets was
almost prohibitive, I decided to use the best of
the small tubers as sets, and to carefully watch
Early in .Tanuary sufficient sets were
results.
boxed and placed under glass to spront, and by
the end of March most of them had made good
In duo course they
shoots, and all were greened.
were planted, and from these home-grown sets I
bad almost three times the yield of the previous
year, though decidedly below that from the Lincolnshire " once-grown " sets, which gave a
bumper crop. This tends to show that our stocks
are right, but that our cultivation is wrong when
we take Potatos from the clamp and plant them
without proper preparation in greening and
A. 0. Bartlett.

sprouting.

LIME AS A SOIL DRESSING.

:

of lime will in many instances
add to the value of vegetable
not too late to apply a dressing
of 1 to 5 cwt. of lime per acre, and any soil
which is sour from an excess of manure, too
much water, or other cause, will give a greater
and bett.er return for such treatment. Lime is
in itself a plant food, and its presence in soils
is doubly valuable on account of setting free
other plant foods, and especially in liberating
/. E
the potash in clav land.

A DBESsma

increase
crops.

and

It

is

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
{The

Editors do not hold themselves responsible
the opinions expressed by correspoTuients.)

for

Undesirable Apples. -1 am pleased to find
suggestion to reduce the number of
varieties of Apples meets with support.
I was
doubtful at first about eliminating King of the
that

my

knowing how prone the tree is to
and how poor the quality is in some disdecided to include it in my condemned
list.
This variety is in season with Blenheim
Pippin and Cox's Orange Pippin, and, being inferior to both in quality, was another reason for
discarding it.
Bess Pool has no particular merit
in flavour ; high colour is its great asset. Mank's
Codlin is too small ; besides, we have Keswick
Codhn, Grenadier, Lord Grosvenor, Lord Suffield, and, above all, the newer Rev. W. Wilks,
which will cut out several other sorts when its
wonderful
cropping qualities become
better
known. Any one of those mentioned are superior
to Mank's Codlin in evei-y respect.
I retained
Pippins, but

cankei-

tricts, I

Ne\y Hawthornden in .the place of the older
variety as the latter is t*)o prone to scab and
other diseases. My experience in the North of
England is that Lord Sutiield is far superior
to Domino.
Duchess's Favourite is too small
and IS in season virith others that are superior
to it.
Doubtless there are many other sorts not
required.
In all cases where new plantations of
Apples are made, numbers of one or more welltried sorts, such as Bramley's Seedling, Newton
Wonder, Norfolk Beauty. Cox's Orange Pippin,
and James Grieve, should be included in the
E. Molyneux,
Bishop's Waltham.

selection.

Swanmore Park Farm,

——

Mr. E. Molyneux has rendered a public
service in drawing attention to the large number
of undesirable Apples
which are so freely
grown. Considering the wealth of reliable varieties, both of culinary and dessert Apples, it is
surprising that valuable space should be allotted
to sorts tluit have no special merit.
Mr. Molyneux will not be surprised to find some adverse
friendly criticism as to those condemned by Mm,
for certain varieties do remarkably well in one
locality, and aro practically failures in others.
Generally, I am in agreement with his list of
undesirables, with the following exceptions
King of the Pippins is, in my opinion, one of
tlie very best dessert Apples.
The tree makes
a shapely specimen, especially as a pyramid or
bush.
With us this variety rarely faik to produce good crops. The fruit is of medium size,
of pleasing appearance, good in flavour, ajid is
at its best in mid-winter.
Red Astrachan is one
The fruits are
of the best early Apples here.
of good appearance and have a nice flavour, but
inu.st be eaten directly after they are gathered.
Scarlet Nonp,^reil is a valuable late variety, with
The tree is a constant
a flavour of its own.
Wlien properly kept the fruits are at
bearer.
their best condition at the begimiing of March.
More surprising, in my opinion, is the large
number of worthle«3s Pears which are cultivated'
If something could be done to
in this country.
reduce both the list of Apples and Pears it
Edwin
would be a boon to all concerned.
rtrrhptt,
Aldenham Bouse Gardens. Elstree,
:

Hertfordshire.
(see
108).—
p.
have been troubled with White Fly for the
two seasons, and fumigating with nicotine
preparations has had no effect other th.m causing
t-he insects to drop off the plants, to return again
as soon as air is admitted in the morning. During the past winter I have fumigated several
times with cyanide. I use sodium cyanide ioz.,
phosphoric acid \ oz., and 1 oz. of water for
This strength will kill
each 1,000 cubic feet.
all fully developed insects, but it is absolutely
essential to fumigate again after an interval of
a week or 10 days, as by that time other insects
will have hatched out, and the fumigating should
be continued until all the eggs have hak-hed. No
plants have been injured at the above strength,
even young fronds of Adiantum Ferns being
It is essential that the cyanide
unharmed.
ijhould be broken into pieces not larger than a
The water should be placed in the rePea.
Q. H. Head, Fulwell
ceptacle before the acid.
Purl; Gardens, TwicJcenham.

Alevrooes (Whitb Ply)

We

past
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Charlesworth and Co.— An

on Tuesday

last

as the precedmg
and was of about the
ones of the present year,
difference
the last show the only
i=»
were more Daffodils. T1k> only
b^g that there novelties
''ecommended^
were
made to
Committee, namely, two First-clas=.

the

The

Floral
eight sroups.

section
of Per^
May
B.
H.
Messrs.
uetual-fioweriiig Carnations.
handsome exhibit
AND Sons again contributed a
flowering
of
groups
or Ferns interspersed with
the grandiflora
pants such as Cinerarias and
A mass of the
obconica.

wL

The best exhibit in this
Allwood Bros.' coUection

Messrs

Ser

Tridescantia

showed Saxifrages
ReuIhe had also a number

AND Sons

Mr I

a-gain

in variety.
of Alpines,

Medal.)

Messrs

Madame de Graaff, and
ver Flora Medal.)
Fruit

clear

Cultural Commendation.
to H. T. Pitt,
a fine specimen
Esq Rosslyn, Stamford Hill, for
irrorata, with two wellof the rare Neo-Moorea

g^d

trusses of B. grande

developed spikes.

and B. ciliatum

Groups.

Pompadour

Polyanthus
fhev showed vases of
Messrs. P^'^J^^^'.^
h/finest ^imson variety.
pot plants of Olearia
Son's exhibit included
flowers, like those
white
starry,
ramulosa, with
Ve.etable Committee recomof pre
mended a Gold Medal for an exhibit
shown by Mr. Vin
vegeUbles
and
served fruits
dryand
tling
bo
CENT Banks on"behalf of the
ng section of the Food Plf/^.^^^'T-.^fP^^'r^'S

"Vt'Vrrtd

Board

ir^

of

to be

Agriculture).
finest of
fh'-e

This exhibit may be
kind ever staged at

its

G

E

h'.

Cowley.
A. G. Jackman. and H.

to Messrs.

to col-

Allwood Bros.

for Carnations.
,,
,
,
tr Ti
B.
H.
Silvrr Banksian Medals to Messrs.
plaoits
AND Sons for Ferns and flowering
Gn,L
R^
Messrs
;
Roses
for
Prince
Geo.
,

Mav
May

Mr^
and
Russell
W. Miller,
;

for Rhododendrons
for flowering shrubs; and
for spring flowers.

Sons

;

Mr. L.
Mr. G.

„

Bronze Flora Medals to Mr. G.
hardy plants and shrubs, and
Tucker and Sons for Saxifrages.

R.

„
Reuthe
Messrs.

i

for

K.

Knight

The Cattleyal included C Jnanae
C. T Impeiator
with rich purple lip like that of
purple feather of
broad rose petals with the

Tnd

n T Backhouseana.
Co.. Haywards
Messrs. Ch.arlesworth AND
Heath, were awarded ^S^^"/'°[* o^onUod°s
of Odontiodas
an excellent group, principally
The interesting and pretty
^d Odortoglofsums: with
clear, rose-coloured
Eulophrella^ Rolfei,
Irene (M
and the new Odontoma
flowers
dark
0. bastilabium). with
,

X

blush-white lip,
sepals and petals and
were attractive features.
n^(r„.A
Oxford
Shrubbery,
The
Ogilvie,
Mrs F M.
awarded a Silver Bank,
(.n Mr BaTmiorth), was
o finely^
group
select
but
small
a
iian Medal for
included a Plan^ ol
flowered Orchids, which
variety, with a
Odontorrlossnm Ceres Fowler's
Cattleya Tnanae Moorefine spii<e of 'flowers;
T. Rajah, the lastC.
and
Mafeking.
C
T.
ana
named being by far the bjst. Southgate, were
Hass.\ll & Co.,
Messrs
a g™up of
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for two clear
Cvmbidiums, among which were
from
variation
welcome
a
forms,

pui-ple

Srv-yellow

Orchid Committee.
(in the
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart,
Brien
Jas.
chair), Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs.
Bo ton,
secretarv). Gurney Wilson,
(hon.
Flory,
W.
S.
Brouman-White,
B.
A. Rolfe,

Present

W^

R

1.

Walter Cobb, W. H. White, Pantia
G.
Ha-ibury, R.
Armstrong, Frederick J.
Hatcher,
Thwaites, J. Wilson Potter. W. H.
Sander.
Fred
and
Raili,

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

X

(Ulustrissimum X
glossum Nora var. Harlequm
beautifully blotched
Dora) a large, while bloom,
Albert (crispum
King
0.
and
Colour
laret
wfth
violet-purple marking
X Armstrongiae), with

wlrscewiSii

Groups.

awarded
The following medals were

^^T^verJlora Medal

Orchid-

m

Alfred.

(Sil-

and Vegetable Committee.

W.
Present: Messrs. J. Cheal (in the chair)
AUan,
Poupart, W. Bates, Edwin Beckett, A. R.
Divers,
H.
W.
G Revnolds, Owen Thomas,
Berry.
E A. "Bunvard, W. Wilke, and G. P. dishes
ot
Messrs j. Cheal and Sons showed
Cornish
late-keeping dessert Apples, including
PipP"^,
Sturmer
Aromatic, Brownlees' Russet,
Ihe
Boston Russet, and William Crump.
very good, but
flavour of Brownlees' Russet was
WilCornish Aromatic was past its best stage.
variety, but
liam Crump was the handsomest
the mealy
although the flavour was excellent
in first-rate
longer
no
was
it
flesh showed that
condition.
„„„„.,
exwas
collection of autumn-sown Beets
at Wisley.
hibited from the Society's gardens
the longof
varieties
that
proved
The trial
winter cropping.
rooted type are of no value for
Turnip-rooted sorts,
but thai the Egyptian, or
well, and are
are capable of standing the winter
fibre, which
tender, the flesh being free from
develops in the tap-rooted kinds.

A

.

W

J^nings

Brown

l:'dgar

(chairman),
Present- Messrs. H. B. May
B Cranfield, G. Reuthe, S. MorTohn Heai
Bean, John
JW.
Barr, C. R. Fielder,
Hs J
C. E. Shea,
GrUn G Harrow, E. F. Hazelton,
J. DickDixon,
A Turner, J. W. Moorman, Thomson, G. Paul,
„„ P W Pearson W. P.
Jenkins, R. W. Wallace.
,r

and

awarded a Silver
hurst, Tunbridge Wells, were
which were
Flora Medal for a group
Odontoglossums
several excellent new hybrid
first time.
the
for
flowering
and Odontiodas
Odontioda
Among the more notable plants were
Mars), a large
0dm.
x
Bradshawiae
Mars lOda.
twoinner
and finely-formed flower with the
heavily blotched with
thirds ot' the segments
Odontoground
;
vinous red on a cream-coloured

King

;

an R.H.S. meeting.
Floral Committee.

W

Armstrong

Messrs.

^ -u » ^
„
R. Pearson and Sons contributed

ley,

To Mr Thureood, gardener

also

J.

WarFlorence Pearson. Vega, Whitewell, Great

it is
broad proportions of C. Schroderae
white with a light ye"o-/i^%^/Ve,-f'v"°^
Yeitch.
Lady
C.
to
near
characters
in general

shrubs in pos and a numtogether with choice
including K; /1""<1"^
ber of Rhododendrons,

,

which Giant
a good exhibit of Daffodils, in
few of the
Leedsii varieties were a feature. A
Norah
PfS'I^on.
Linton,
Louise
were
best flowers

Charlesx 0dm. exiniium), from Messrs.
ruby-

;

,

Fawn,

flower of a deep
to the lip.
red colour with yellow crest
«'''«><
Cattleya Cappei. alba [Schroderae
Armstrong and
Messrs.
Trianae alba), from
has the
Brown —The flower is of large size and

Prunus triloba, and a
an edging of
of Azaleas, set off by
Messrs. B. Iucker
multicolor.

.

Flammgo (a
bowls of Le Reve, Andromache,
Royal,
possible rival to Clara Butt). Cramoise
were espe^
Helene
Princess
Rev. Ewbank, and
The group of Daffodils included
ciallv good.
Silver Dawn, 'The
fine "blooms of White Sla^e,
Flora
(Silver-gi.t
and Evangeline.

WORTH AND Co.-A showy

floriferous

.,

H. Bath,

R.

theless

OF Merit.

;

soniae

,

Ltd., exhibited two
one case a fine display of Tulips,
fibre, the
chiefly Darwin varieties, grown in
made so
other of Narcissi. The Tulips scarcely
Nevermeeting.
previous
fine a display as at the
and the
it was a very useful contribution,
Messrs.

<Troups, in the

purplish-rose
has a wavv margin, is coloured
with gold lines from the base.
CooLOdontioda Alcantara var. rubra (Oda.

Kness

the

(hon. sec).

warnSophro-CattUya Mrs. J. Ansaldo (S.-C.
x C. Empress Frederick), from J.
pretty
Mumbles.—
A
Rosebank,
Esq.,
Ansaldo,
nearest to
flower of good size, and in shape
The sepals and petals are a delicate
Cattleya.
lip, which
the
shade
salmon colour with a rose

was shown by Mr^
cHmbin.' Banksian Rose
Miller exhibited
gLo Prince. Mr. G. W.
coloured Prmiroses and
good
uncommonly
::i
of hardy
collection
general
Polyanthuses in a
magnificent truss of Clivia
spririg flowers, and a
fine
Sch/oder, a
oj-g-^^^^^^jf^-,
«ell-flowered Wis
Mr. L. R. Russell staged
tarias

Mr. E. A. Bowles (in the chair).
Present
CranRev. J. Jacob, Messrs. W. Poupart, W. B.
Herbert Chapman, J. D. Pearson, G.
field,
Curtis
H.
Reuthe, W. F. M. Copeland, and C.

hamiensis

Primula

of

strain

AwABDS

alba.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee,

X

and three Awards o* l^«"t.
Committee awarded medals to

Certificates

Oenone

Saiidcrae
"^Odnntioda Windsor (see fig. 53) {Oda.
0dm iHustTissimum), from Messrs. Dlory
size and
in
equal
hybrid,
grand
and Black.— a
crispum, but the
s,hap6 to a good Odontoglossum
markings
white
sUght
with
colour is scarlet
Ihe
segments.
on the margins and tips of the
red, and there is a dark
lip is mottled with light
yellow crest.
red blotch in front of the

^e J
Sds
Orchid

16. 1918.

Buttejcup-yellow colour, and the white Cattleya

and

point of view,
one of the best, from a florist's
The finely proportioned flower has
ever raised.
of pale rose
and
wide,
crimped petals, 3i inches
openly displayed
colour; the equally broad and
from the
lines
gold
with
lip is violet-crimson,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
March 12.-The exhibition
foUowed much the same luies

flower,

ideal

[March

Cattleya Clotho var. General PersJiing {Enid
Trianae Grand Monarch), fr^m Messrs.

awarded a
*'M::srl Seders, St. Albans, were prmcipall
group
Silver Banksian Medal for a
of

hvbrid

C>'mbidiums.

Laelio-Cattleya

Elfin

^an-

'Luddemanniana Stanley! x /-•-*petals and
kmiana Rex) has ^^ite sepals andhas a broad
which
violet blotch on the lip,
(C

_

a

.bowed
"Me'ss^r^FLORV AND Black. Slough,
Odontoglossum
several new hvbrids, including
large
Ulustrissimum), with

Rosslyn (Rolfeae X
marked with da.k
white flowers attractively
(b.-ij.
Beta
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya
nurnle;
alba), of a clear
Psyche X C^ Maggie Raphael

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.
ANNUAL MEETING.
ProApril 11.— The annual meeting of this
Horticulvident Society was held in the Royal
inst., Mr.
11th
the
MondSiy,
on
Hall
tural
Charles H. Curtis presiding.
Conimittee stated
The annual report of the
ihe
to floui'ish.
that the Society continues
dealt
chairman pointed out that the Committee with
possible
manner
in the most sympathetic
served their country
those members who, having
came home injured but
in the fighting line,
after landomitted to claim benefits hnmediately
on
The turnover for the year was £4 875and
ing
was invested
th! ordinary side; £2,000
etc. The cost
benefits,
out
in
paid
£1 768 13s. 6d.
was £306 18s. 6d. the sum oi

of management
to wounded
£206 6s 8d. was paid in sick pay
Thirty-four members have
soldie,^ and sailors'.
paid to their
sums
the
and
action,
in
been killed
Reference was
nominees amounted to £244 3s
juvenile branch
made to the establishment of a
death ot Mr.
the
and to the loss sustained by
patron of the Society,

Leopold de Rothschild,
with the late Wi.
and Mr Wm. Marshall, who,
founder of the Society.
Shirlev Hibberd. was a
and accounts
report
the
adoption of

AftM

the

.tutnks were
Tno
Wnrlson

For 3^ tears

acLrded

to

the trustees, Messrs.
0. H. l^urtis.
the

Riley Scott, and

Mr

Jas. Hudson had made
during
of the Society, and

chief investments
investments rise from
i^it time has seen the
letter from the Society ;s
£2 000 to £52,800
splendid financial posibrokers referred to the
the security of its m^
tion of the Fund and
reappointed
Mr. A. C. Hill was
vestments

A

;

MiE..H

.
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secretary, Mr. Thos. Winter was re-elected treasurer, and the retiring members of Committee,
Messrs. A. C. Bartlett, T. R. Butler, A. E. Cresswell and E. F. Hawes, wexe re-elected.
Sir Harry- J. Veitch has consented to become a
patron in the place of the late Mr. Leopold de

RothschUd.

PREPARINfi THE LaND FOB M.ANGOLD, CaBBAGE,
and Potatos.

The

present fine weather should be utilised for
getting fallow land into a workable condition
for
these crops to be sown and planted in" April.
Cross-ploughing stiff soil disintegrates the clods
and disturbs Couch and other weeds which may
be trpable.some later if not interfered with
before sowing time arrives.

BRITISH GARDENERS'.

Trifouu^ incahvatum.

—A

Mahch 8.
meeting of the British Gardeners'
Association was held in St. Stephen's Hall,
Coventry, on Friday, the 8tii inst.. when Mr.
Cyril Harding explained the aims and objects
of the Association, which is now a recognised
trade union.
He made reference to the long hours, low rates
of wages, and other disadvantages under which
the gardener laboured, as compared with other
He emphasised the necessity of
skilled workers.
professional gardeners being organised to make
good their demands, and wound up with a
spirited appeal to all horticultural workers to
become members of the Association.
Mr. Harding stated that the chief objects
of Ills society were to secure a complete
to
organisation of all horticultural workers
improve the conditions of labour
to secure
reasonable working hours and higher rates
waj;es
to
settle
of
disputes between employers and employees
to provide temporar>assistance to members when out of employment
to obtain proper botliy and housing accommodation a compulsory character note and a weekly
At the
half-holiday and payment for overtime.
close of the meeting a Coventry branch was
formed, nnd ever twentv members enrolled.
;

Crimson Clover, intended to provide green
food for horses, cows, and pigs during May
and
June, is, generally looking promising. Where the
plant shows a want of chlorophvU or green
colouring matter in the leaves and general weakness it should be assisted by the application
of
sulphate of ammonia sown evenlv at the rate
of
1 cwt per acre, choosing dry weather for the
sowing.
E. Mohjnevx.

CorcH AS Food for Stock.
ExpKRiME»ns are being made to determine the
value of dried Couch-grass as fodder, and the
Board

of
Agriculture and Fisheries suggest
farmers when cleaning their land should
the Couch grass, and instead of burning
should store it when dry. Should the Couch-

that

collect
It,

;

:

;

;

;
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in the east than in the west.

In most districts
also been got in
but the seeding of these cereals is generally only
just beginning.
Spring work is well forward for
the time of year.
Seeds are, except in the north-eastern side
of the country, where they are often thin owing
to the dry summer last year, a goodi plant, growing well, and giving satisfactory promise.
A
certain area has in most parts of the country
been ploughed up for corn, so that it may be
e.xpected that the total area under Clovers and
rotation grasses will be somewhat reduced.

some Oats and Barley have

©bituar^*
Herbert J. Cutbu»h.— We announce with
deep regret the death of Mr. Herbert J. Cutbush, head of the firm of Messrs. Wm. Cutbush
and Son, nurserymen, Highgate and Barnet.
He died on Thursday, the 7th inst., after a long
illness, aged fifty-nine years.
When a young
man, Mr. Cutbush was called upon to take charge
of the nursery business in succession to his father,
whose early demise will be remembered by many
of our readers.
Mr. Herbert Cutbush showed
great energy, and in conjunction with his brother,
Mr. William Cutbush, built up a large business,
especially in landscape gardening, hardy plants,
fruit trees, Roses and Carnations.
The firm's
e.xhibits at all the leading London and provincial
shows made the name of Cutbush more famous
than it had ever been
the good humour and
pleasing personality of Mr. Herbert Cutbush did
;

as

much

as the exhibits to place his firm in the
forefront.
Some years ago Mr. Cutbush was

taken ill, and though there was partial recovery for a time he was eventually confined
his
home, leaving the conduct of the
business in tJie hands of his brother and his son,
Mr. Leonard Cutbush. Although death came as a

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

to

Saintoin.

The

recent order that

foin oV3r five years old

all

happy release from long suffering, a large circle
of friends and acquaintances will mourn the loss
of a genial and bu.'»iness-like man who had the
habit of always looking at the bright side of
things.
He died at his residence, Nornianhurst,

land carrj'ing Sain

must be ploughed

anil

sown with corn

the
will considerably reduce
acreage of this valuable hay crop and sheep feed
Sainfoin is much favoured for
in this country.
the best type of hay for sheep and horses in dis
tricts where it succeeds well.
In some cases
Sainfoin leys when over five years old arc worn
out; other fields of this crop host longer.
The
condition of the land when the seed was sown
is the governing factor of how long Sainfoin
will continue profitable.
No matter how .small
a qnantity of Coucli the land contains, that little
spreads quickly, and in time the gr.oss smothers
the Sainfoin so effectively that its life of serviceable use is limited.
The present price of .seed
being eight guineas per quarter, there is not much
encouragement to sow mor-" land with this crop.
Sainfoin is
valuable
feed,
and there
Still.
many who are sowing.
The present
are
dry weather affords a good opportunity of
getting in the .seed on autumn-sown Wheat,
or alone with Oats or Barley.
In all cases
the recent frost has pulverised the soil sufficiently to provide a perfect tilth for a seed-bed.
If sown with Wheat it should be done cro.sswisp
to the WHieat drills, .so that the harrowing of
the \Vheal in front of the drill and afterwards
will not drag up too many of the Wheat plants.
With the ordinary corn drill sow 4 busliels ner
acre of Sainfoin, followine the harrows after
the drill and rolling behind to make the seed
and Wheal plant firm. When sown with Oats or
Barlev the seed should be drilled, it matters not
in which direction.
The harrowing necessary
for the com serves for the Sainfoin too.

Trkfoii,

For sheep

and Italian Rvf Grass.

that are kept mainly on arable land
throughout the year a mi.xtnrc of Trefoil at the
rate of 6 lbs. per acre and 1 bushel of Italian
Rye |,t;uss provides much useful green food for
ewes and lambs in .Tune of the folhiwing vear.
If not required then, owing to other foods being
plentiful, an extra crop of hav is assured.
The
seed is sown with Oats or Barley, the harrowing
neces.sary for these cereals benefiting also the
grass seeds when sown by the aid of a separate
hand seed harrow.

Broadlands Road,

Highgate,

and

his

remains

were interred at Highgate Cemetery on Monday,
the 11th inst.
The funeral service was held at
•St.
Midiael's Church, Highgate.

William Clark.— We

regret to announce the
Mr. William Clark, nurseryman, Carrecently died at the age of seventyfour.
He was born near Tayport, in Fifeshire,
and began his professional career in a Dundee
seed business, after one or two changes becoming
manager to Messrs. Little and Ballantyne, of
Carlisle. Forty-five years ago he started a business in the same city in conjunction with his
brother a business which grew and^ flourished
and finally became one of the largest in the district.
Mr. Clark was one of the first English
nurserymen
to
export
Gooseberry
bushes
to America, and for some years did a large
trade with the United States. He was also an
authority on forest trees, and in 1886 gained
the first prize and "silver medal of the Royal
Arhoricultural Society for an essay on diseases
of the Larch and Pine.
Five years ago the firm
was eoiivorted into a private limited company,
when Mr. Clark retired from active participation
in the business.
He is survived by his widow
and one son.
'loath of

lisle,

the

L.ATE

.Mil.

HERBEHT

.1.

CUTBISH.

grass be found as the result of the experiments
to be unsuitable for. feeding alone, it
would be
of use,
view of the shortage of feeding stuffs,
to mi.v with other fodder, and, in any
case, if
shortage of labour and other circumstances
preclude its utilisation in this way, it can
afterwards be burnt as is now done," or, better still,
rotted down for manure.

m

Condition of the Chops.
crop reporters of the Board of Agriculreporting on agricultural conditions in
England and Wales during February, state that
the autumn-sown Wheat is everywhere looking
well and promising, especially in the
West,
w'here in a few places it is regarded as being
almost too forward. Winter Oats are generally
also a, good and promising crop.
Beans are
rather more variable, the plant being thin in a
few districts, but otherwise healthy and satisfactory.
The weather during February was very
favourable to field work, having been universally mild and open, though with rather
too
much rain in some of the northern districts.
Ploughing and cultivation accordingly made
rapid progress, and much spring Wheat was got
in under favourable conditions.
Wheat sowing
is not yet completed, and another 10 per cent,
of the total Wheat area probably still remains
to be sown, but this work is more nearly finished

The

ture,

in

who has

—

Thomas Tyrer.— We

regret to learn of the
Tyrer, head of the wellinsecticide and other chemical
manufacturers, at Stratford.
He died suddenly
on February 20, aged seventy-five.
Deceased
was educated at the Royal College of Science, and
was for many years consulting chemist in the
firm of May and Baker, of which he was eventually managing director, but for nearly twenty
years before his death he conducted his own busi
ness with conspicuous success. He was a member of the council of the Association of Briti.sh

death of Mr.

known

firm

Thomas

of

Chemical Manufacturers, and on

the executive

of the National Physical Laboratory.
a wide and intelligent outlook, and did
serve the interests of chemical science

country.

He had
much to
in

this

—

——

—
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Vegetables

IS.

oannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

Ws

They are furnished to us regularly every
Wedneiday. by the kindness of several of the prinreports.

who are responsible for the quotamust be remembered that these quotations
do not represent the prices on any particular day,
but only the general average for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon th«
quality of the samples, the way in which they are
packed, the supply in the market, and the demand,
and they may fluctuate not only from day to day,
but occasionally several time* in one day.— EDS.
salesmen,

cipal

tions.

It

Plants In Pots. &c.
All 4S's,

per doz.

s.d

Aralias

7 0- S

(

Arnucaria excelsa
Asparagus plume-

7 0- 8

(

Erica perjolilta

10 0-12
Sprengeri
9 0-10
Aspidistra, green... 36 0-42

—

Boronia
tigma

21 0-24
10 0-12
3fi 0-42
30 0-36

_ wilmoreana

I

18 0-24

jj^,.g^gi.it,p8^ ,fl,ite

Mignonette

I

...

week.

business is being done in pot pkirit«
Ferns are of much better quality, and
are Tfefiy'mg more ittentioii. Pink
Hydrangeas are being offered.

flo-n-ering '.plants

and white

Ferns and Palms

Average Wholesale

;

d.

d. s.d.

.

Pteris,
9 0-12

nidus, 4S's

...

10 0-12

...

8 0-10

Cut Flowers, &e.

in variety,

large 60'8

4

small 60's
72's, per tray of

3

Average Wholesale

:

s.d. s

d

8.d.

(Richardias),
8

0-90

doz. bunches ..
white,
Camellias,

4

0-50

—
—

per. doz.

—

American

Croton leaves, per
bnn.
Daffodils (single),
per doz. bun.
Barrii

Emperor

13-16

5

0-50
0-80
0-60
0-40
0-40
0-60

3

0-40

4

6

Golden Spur

...

Princeps

4
3

Watkin

...

Victoria

3

Eucharis, per doz.

blooms

0-4

Freesia.per doz. bun.

white,
Heather,
perdoz. bun....
Lilium longiflonim,
long
nibruni, per
...
doz. long

Primo per
bun

0-80

3

0-40
0-60
0-40

4

0-60

3
4

doz:—

Cypripediuma

per
doz.
blooms
Ladylove
...
Niphetos

—
—
—
—

Richmond

0-50

8 0-12
8 0-12

Sunburst
Snowdrops, per doz
3
bun, ...
Tulips,
per doz.
blooms Darwin, various 3

6-40

—

—

Single, white...

—

0-36

S 0- 4

Red...

3

Double, red

3

yello

4

6-30
6-30
0-40
6-30
0-46

s,

d s.d

Yellow
Pink

...

2

2

4

s.

d. s d,

Anemones, double

Ranunculus, carmine,
per doz. bun. ... 8

pink, per doz.

Mimosa

mixed

..

(Acacia),

per basket ...
Narcissus, per bas-

—

6

0-80

scarlet
15 0-18
Stocks, white, per
...'
pad
... 12 0-14
Violets, Parma, per
bun
4 0-60
Star
Allium,
per pad
...
10 0-12

—

ket—
Paper white

0-90

—

bun

12 0-15

Cut Foliage, &e.

I

Average Wholesale

Prlees.
s.d.

Adiantum (Maiden-

bun

perdoz. bun... 8 0-10
Asparagus
plumosus,
long
trails, per halfdozen
2 6-30

— —

doz.

—

16-40

medium,
bunches 18 0-21 o

Sprengeri

Remarks.

...

10 0-16

Carnation

Swedes, per bag ...
per bag ...
Turnip tops,per bag

,

6-601 Turnips,

4

—

0-301
0-40
0-40
0-40

2
2
3
3

;

(72 lbs.)

16-26

2 o- 3
8 0-10
2 6-30
8 0-10

0-60
0-30
30-66

5
2

30-36

VegetableMarrows,
24 0-30 o
per doz
Watercress, perdoz. OS

—

Average Wholesale Prlees.
!.d.

s.d.

—

» d.

0-90

4
per lb.
...
case... 38 0- 46
Nuts, Barcelona,
...150
per bag
Cob. per lb. ... 1 9-1 10
42 0-130
Oranges, per case

Lemons, per

—

—

strawberries, forced,
16 0-20
per lb
Walnuts, kiln dried,

per cwt.

0-110

...100

—

Apples are now much scarcer. Forced
Remarks.
Strawberries are avoiteble in limited quantities. English Grapee aire limited in supply, and Spajii^ kinds are
more in demand. Forced Marrows are now on offer.
Other forced Vegetables obtainable .ire Dwarf Beans, Asparagus, Endive, Mushrooms, Cucumbers, Seakale, Mint,
New Potatoe, and Peas. The market is fairly well supplied with outdtmr vegetables and roots. E. H. R.,
Covent Garden Market, March IS, 191S.

0-80

THE WEATHER.
WE.A.THBE IN SCOTLAND.
part

.Iter

tlu

mild

dull

and

of

showerj-,

February the weather
but tbe temperature

fell

shiarplv on the last dav, when a severe blizzard heralded
the ariveut of sprin(g. 'The total rainfall was 2.15 inches,
but showers were so frequent that there were only Ave
davs on whioh no rain was collected, the greatest fall
on' one dan- being 0.33 incli en tiie 17th. Sunshine
was vej-i' meagre, a tot.al of 61.8 hours for the whole
month, being .an aveJ.age of 2.2 hours per day, and a
The hipheiit barometric jiressure of
percentage of 22.
30.57 inches was recorded on the 25tih. and the lowest
for the
of 29.38 inches on the 9th. while the mean
month was 29.95 inches. The mean teni[>ernture was
41.5°, witHi a mean range uf 10.4°, and an absolute
range of 27°. On the 22nd the highest maximnm read-

ing of 67° was obtain«l, and on tbe Ist the Imvest minimiun of 30°, while the lowest, nia.\imum olid highest mininium of 36° amd 45° respectively were registered on
On the grass the mean minimum
the 2Bth and 23Td
temperature was 32°, with a lowest of 24° on the 1st.
There were eleven nights of ground frost. At 1 foot
deep tbe mean soil temperature' was 38.8°, rising durThe
ing tflie course of the monUi trojii 3,'S° to 41°.
ground was clear of snow till the 28th. when heavy
drifting accompanied a fall whicii flasted from 6 a.m.
to 11.30 a.m. The prevailing winds were southerly,
mostly from tbe soutdi-west and west-south-west. James
Malloch, Director of Studies. St. Andretm Training
Collecie Garden!!, KirUon of Mains, near Dundee.

4

0-60

3

0-60

2

0-21

0?ARDENING APPOINTMENT.

foliage,

doz. bunches...
Cycas leaves, per

doz

recently dischktrged from the Lon.
don Scottish Regiment, previously Gardener to Mrs.
GooDlMAN AlverBank, Clapham Park, and formerly
of Tring Park, Oompton Place, Edenlhall, Oumberlaiid, as Gardener to the Earl of Lichfield, Shugborouigh Hall, Stafford.

Mr. Geo Miller,

Ivy leaves, per doz.
bunches...
Moss, gross bun...
SmilaT. per bun.
of 6 trails

—

White flowers .aTe again increasing in
Lilium longiflorimi and Richardias (AjTunis) bovc
advanced considerabi.v in price this week. Lily-of-tberediuoed
Valley is
in' qiiantity, which has caused a further increiase in price.
Coloured flowers show little
change from last week Carnation p aa-e pufflcient for
the demand. Roses, although more plentiful, are not
mudh cheaper at present. Arrivals from the Channel
Islands have been irregular diiTin?? the lapt week, and
consignments axe smaller. Tihe non-am-ival of French
flowers caused disappointment to many buyers on tnvo
or tihree days of last week. Paper-white Narcissi appear to be nearly over, and tliere are very few white
flowers to take theijr pliace. However, White Stock and
Star of Betihleiiem (Allium) sboul'l he more plentiful
in a few davs.

:

alone? If it is necessary to enlarge the plantation, the best way to increase the stock is by
Take
division just before growth commences.
up the plant, pull it apart, and place the
pieces in small pots filled, with a mixture of
loam and leaf-mould, with plenty of material
for drainage. Grow the plants in a close, cool
frame until the roots are re-established, and
then gradually admit more air and harden
them off for planting outside.

Blue Hydr.\nge4s /•'. A. H.
tain Blue Hydrangeas it is

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

value.

Kent k Brydon, BairliTigioni. —^Farm seeds.
Perry's Hardy Plant Farm, Enfield. Middlesex.—
Alpojies amcl Perennials,

Foreign.
ViLMORiN, ANDRiEtrx & CiE,

4,

Quai de la Meigissene,

Pairis.

W. Atlee, Burpee &
pbia,
V.

Co.,

Burpee

Building's,

first

essential

to

.which the plants are
growing is free from lime, chalk, or any other
Water the plants with
calcareous substance.
rain-water and add to it about a quarter of
an ounce of sulphate of iron or sulphate of
ammonia to the gallon.
sure that the

Caloric Values

soil in

G. H. H. W. 1 lb. of Potatos
(edible part only) = 385 calories ; 1 lb. Haricot Beans = 1,580 calories ; 1 lb. beef (best
pai-ts) = 1,100 calories fdown to about 750 for
In making calculations of this
skin, etc.).
kind the amount produced from a certain area
of ground in a certain time should, of course,
also be taken into consideration.
:

Eably-flowebino Plants Damaged bt Insects
Dorset Gardener. The damage may be caused
by small black slugs or woodlice. Woodlice
can be trapped in pots filled with hay placed
near the plants. Slugs may be kept away by
sawdust, as recommended on p. 108.
:

Names of Fruits

:

shire Pearmain

;

Apple HerefordVicar of Winkfield.

W.

/. F,.

Pear

in the same manner
EiUtha Jnmieson-Orist. CalOld Nonpareil.

Most stewing Pears decay
as your fruits.ville

Plums
you

Rouge.
in Pots

H. E.
:

/.

S.-E.

—Jefferson,
—

The

name

varieties of

Dermiston's

Plums

Superb,

Philadel-

to the ventilation of the houses whilst the
Do not allow the house
trees are in blossom.
to be absolutely closed for any length of time,
and then only in frosty or windy weather.
Plums, on the whole, do better in a slightly
than is necessary for
lower temperature
Peaches.
If the Plum trees are "rowing in a
span-roofed Peach house, arrange them on the
northern or eastern side, away from the direct
If they are large specirays of the sun.
mens, give them a sharp tap every day when
the atmosphere is quite dry to distribute the
pollen.
The flowers can be brushed with a
rabbit's tail to pollinate them, but the best
means of ensurinc the fruits setting is to place
a hive of bees in the house. Kee.p the atmosphere dry, and do not allow the night temperature to exceed 45° to 50°, the lower degree
being preferable.

Potatos in Succbsstve Years

Delta.
If you
thoroughly dig the ground, remove all old
tubers, biuTi the weeds and haulm left over
from last year, and apply plenty of manure,
there is no reason why you should not have a
good crop of Potatos again this season.
know of instances where Potatos have been
successfully grown on the same plot for thirty
years without a break.
:

We

a Tannery
H. E. The sample of
tannery waste is of some fertilising value, but
its mechanical condition is very rough, and
it would want drying and breaking up before
The material sent contains
it could be used.

Waste from

:

a fair amount of lime, which is distinctly
useful on the land, and also a quantity of hair,
It is not
is of less fertilising value.
possible to say how much the material is worth
from the sample sent, as it is impossible to tell
from this how much water ds present in the
Generally speaking, these residues are
bulk.
worth haulage, but not a great deal more.

which

U.S.A.—Seeds.

Lbmotne & Son.

Rue du Mantet,

136-142,

Xamcy,

France.—Plants and peeds

Canada.
A. E.

In order to ob-

:

make

Golden Gage, Coe's Golden Drop,
and Victoria are all good bearers, and you
should have no difficulty in the fruits setting freely. Constant a.ttenition must be given

s.d.

6

Ignorant. As the plant
Bleti\ hyacinthina
happily established, why not leave well
is

Ouillin's

Berberis, per doz.

hair Fern) best,

per doz
Savoys, per tally ...
Seakale, per punnet
Shallots,perdoz.lb8.
Spinach, per bus....

17-18

S 0-12
4

spring, per doz.

bun

bunches
...
forced,
Rhubarb,

English,perbus.25 0-30
Russets, French,
in cases of about
66
60to701bs. ... 60
..
Dates, per box
Black
Grapes,
Alicante, per lb. 4 0-60
per
Alnieria,
barrel (3i doz.
50 0-70
lbs.)

THB

:

single,

:

10-13
35 0-40

2 0- 5
Valencia,
per
case (4 tiers) ... 35 0-40
(6 tiers)
35 0-40
...
Parsnips, per bag .. 5 0-66
Potatos,new,perlb. 13-16
Radishes, per doz.

—
—

Roses,

6-501 Violets.perdoz.bnn. 40-50
French Flowers Average Wholesale Prices.

—

Greens, per bag ...
Herbs, perdoz bun.
Horseradish,perbun.
Leeks, per doz. bun.

Pelargoniums, double scarlet, per
12 0-lS
doi. bunchi

9 0-12
7

doz.

ornatus
Soldi d'Or

Orchids, per

var.

6-30

2

Lily-of-tbe-Valley,
per doz. bun ... 30 0-36
Grand
Narcissus,

—

Carnations, perdoz.
best
blooms.

...

—
—

0-40
6-36
0-60
0-70

6 0-12

Cress,

cwt

0-40
0-40

2
3

per doz. punnets
Onions, French, per

—

s.

Lilium, con.—
per
short,

doz blooms
per doz. bl'ms.
Azalea, white, per

0-50
0-36

Prlees.

i

j

.Sir

4
5

8

Fruit

S 0-12

—
—
—

21 0-24

Cyrtoniiuni, 48's

—
—
—

2

s.d.

per
32'8

—
—
—

0-30
0-36

3

Almonds, per cwt. 170
Apples :—

eleg

—

2

2

2 6- 3 U

d.

s.

11

_
—

6-30
0-40

Garlic, per lb.

Prices.

Adiantum
til

2
3

Sprouts,

Brussels

—

REMAnKS—More
this

French(Channel

Cauliflowers perdoz
Celeriac, perdoz....
Celery, per bundle
Chicory, per lb. ...
Cucumbers, per doz.
Endive, per doz ...

18 0-24
9 0-10
12 0-16

oenistas
j

megas-

Mustard and

Beans:Islands), per lb.
Beetroot, per bus.

d. s.d.

8.

—
—

—

AHSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Prlees.

Cabbage,
perdoz.
...
Mint, forced, per
doz. bun.
...
Mushrooms, per lb.

16, 1^j.o.

Lettuce,

—
—

...
per J bus.
Cabbage, per bag ..
Carrots, new, per
doz. bunches ...
...
per bag

Prises.

Average Wholesale

:

s. d.

Average Wholesale

:

Artichoke, Chinese
(Stachy)per lb.
Globe, per doz.
Jerusalem, per
4 0-60
i bushel
Asparagus(English),
per bundle ... 10 0-12
per
National,
26 6-27
bundle
(Paris Green),
per bundle ... 10 0-10 6

[March

MoKenzie k

Co., Ltd., Oal^ar\', Alberta,
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time, from 1813 to 1819, at school, and
oocasioually employed in the garden and
plantations Ijelonging to the gentleman
above mentioned.
I then worked in the.
gardens at Haddo House, the seat of the
Earl of Aberdeen, until November, 1820,

when

I went to Lord Kennedy's gardens at
Dunnottar, was there one year, and in
November, 1821, I went to the gardens of
Robert Fergusson, Esq., of Raith, where I
worked for nearly three years, and on leaving that place I oame to the Garden of the
Society, being twenty-five j-ears of age and
unmarried. Robert Thompson."

Chiswick at that date devoted very considerable attention to fruit, and the large
collection of trees was just coming into
bearing, so Thompson, being put in that
department, had an unrivalledopportunity
for study.
The careful work of revising
nomenclature bore fruit in The Catalogue
of Fruits Cultivated in the Garden of the
fforficidtural Society of London. The first
edition of this work was published in 182G
and was not much more, than a list of

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Cauliflowers, seedling, at

Aldenham

13S, 129

Cynorchia purpurascens
HlppeaStrum reticulatum
Salviadicbroa
Thompson, Robert, portrait of
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Thompson had some part, though how
it is difficult to discover.
In the description of the Apple Court Peudii we read
of him as " a young man of first-rat©
ability in his profession, to whose good
sense and practical knowledge we are
happy to take this opportunity of expressing our obligation for assistance in the progress of the present work.
This work was
this

much

'

'

reprinted in 1841 as tlie I'omologia Brittanica, 3 vols., but the text was unchanged,
so Thompson appears again as a " young
man "
In 1835 Loudon published a new
edition of liis great Encijclopaedia of Gardening, and for this Tliompson prepared
revised and enlarged, descriptions and
classifications of the fruit sections, whicli
work was duly acknowledged by Loudon in
the preface.
A great deal of Thompson's
work for the Royal Horticultural Society
is to be found in the Transactions, and in
Series 2, Vol. I., are his excellent monographs on the Apricot, Gooseberry and
Cherry, models of careful and painstaking
work. From this and other work it would
seem that Thompson had some knowledge
of French and German, or was at least
assisted in this direction, as references ii.
French and German literature are fr*
1

quent and

THE HISTORY OF CULTIVATED
As Told

in

always be associated is the Gardener'
As,nstant, the "Gardener's Bible," as K

will

FRUITS.
The Lives of Great

been termed. This was published
This work was almost entirely
1859.
his own production, and it is difficult even
to-day to find in one cover so much sound
has

Pomologists.

in

KOliEKT THOMPSON.*
the world knows
men, and in few cascN
is the assertion truer than in thai
of Rol>ert Tliompsoii.
His work us a

has been said

IT

tliat

little of its jjreat

information conveyed in a clear and ordered manner.
With all respect for
a
rei'cnt
editions,
I
must confess

Poniologist, especially in the rectification
of
nomenclature, places
him in the
front rank; in my opinion he is our
greatest British Pomolojjist.
A man of

singular modesty, he preferred to work
behind the scenes, and so long as he
could bring order into chaos he .seemed
to care little wlio obtained the credit
for Riich work.
Lindley, Ixmdon, and
Dr. Hogg, to mention a few names
only, owed much to his ])ainstaking study
used it in their own
of fruits, and
puUlioations, not always with the acknowledgment that was his due. Of Thompshort
son's history not much is known
Gardeners'
obituary
notices
in
the
Chronicle and in the Journal of Horticulture published .shortly aft-er his death
comprise all the printed information I have
been able to discover
but through the
rule that held at Chiswick, unclor which
all entering the Garden of the Royul Horticultural Society recorded in a book an
account of their lives to date, I was enabled
to find authentic information as to his
early career.
The entry runs as follows
" Robert Thompson, admitted Orto'ier
21, 1824, iipon the recommend.ition of Sir
R. ForgiLsson. I wa.s Ixirn in the year 1799.
in the parish of Relit, in the county of Alierdecn, where my father had a .small farm.
From five years of age, and when fourteien
I was with my uncle, who was gardener to
Mr. Skene of Skene.
I was part of the
:

;

:

—

• Prf^irtiiH
14,

•nd

.Julv
26,

36,

.irficles apponred in
!ind .August 30. 1913.

19M, June

12,

our issues for June

Mav

nml .Sciptomber

reliable.

The work, however, with which his namv

4.

2.

December 5

1915

it
came
for the work as
in
hand,
master's
and
of culture it can yet be profitably
consulted.
The descriptions of
fruits "are excellent within their limitations
in many cases tree clinracters are
described, and in all we find the salient
A
characters selected with judgment.
glance through the 774 pages reveals the

l)reference
from
the

matters

'

:

names.

author as more than a fruit specialist.
Every subject is treated with authority
we find a trace of Lindley's pontifical

synonyms had

manner

;

In the second edition of 1831 the
largely been worked out and
brief descriptions were added.
When it
is realised
that some 1,400 Apples, 219
Cherries, and G77 Pears are dealt with, to
mention no other fruits, it will be seen that
Thompson's first seven years at the Gardens
were well occupied. The Society, in their
generously acknowledged that
preface,
whatever merit the catalogue possessed was
due to Thompson; who at that time (1831)
was in charge of the Fruit Department. The
third edition of the catalogue appeared in

1842. and was reduced by tlie omission of
many worthless sorts, and the synonyms
being given in italics in their alphabetical
The
order greatly faeilitaited. reference.
great amount of work this publication entailed can only be appreciated by tlinsc who
have attempted a similar task, and the evi-

dence

.still

happily exists in the MS. draw-

ings of fruits in the possession of the
Society, in whicli the process of revision
can Ije traced.
In 1827 the piiblioation of tlie Pomnlogical

Magazine was commenced, and

in

in the early chapters on physiology

of plant life, but nearly all has the true
ring of the man who has worked before he

wrote.

Of Thompson's work in the periodicals

He
of the day it is not so easy to speak.
contributed to the Suhiirhan Hnrficidturist.
Penny
CycloCyclopaedia,
paedia of Agriculture, Moore's Treasury
of Botany, the Edinburgh Philo.wphical
Magazine, etc.
His articles in the Gardenem' Chronicle were not signed, butmay
he recoffnised by the dou'ble dash (//) which
was all his modesty allowed. From this
mark we gather he was the chief
authority
referred to
by the paper
for
many years in matters
He retired
nomoiicl.ature.

of

fruit

from

the
Horticultural Society
in April, 1808, on full pay, and was towards the end of his life presented, with r
purse of £400, raised liy public .subscripBy
His death occurred in 1869.
tion.
emplo-\'Tnent

of the

the kindness of Mr. Brian Wynne 1 art
able to conclude this article by a very in-

—

:
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which very happily preserves for
Thompson as he appeared in Lis
days and I am also obliged to him for the

teresting note,
us a picture of
latter

;

"
loan of the portrait, this being. I believe,
the .first time that it has been reproduced. E. A.

Bunyard.
" I left Shrewsbury on the morning of March
1866, changed trains at Reading, from the
Great Western to the London and South-Western
Railway, and landed at Chiswick station somewhere about 10 p.m., long after the gardens were
I was in need of food and shelter for
closed.
the nicht. and' the station-master at Chiswick
kindly took care of my few belongings and gave
me a note of introduction to an innkeeper in the
village, about a mile away, who equally kindly
He
welcomed a stranger within his gates.
enquired where I was bound for on the morrow,
Oh, that's
and on learning my destination, said,
26,

'

Go into that room and you will find
all right.
Mr. Thompson there ; make yourself known to
found
I
him. while I get you some supper.'
n old gentleman sitting by the fire smoking the

was encyclopaedic, and when questioned on any
subject his answers were concise and to the point
but they were always given guardedly, and
I
seldom without the preliminary proviso
Mr. Barron used to claim for him that
think.'
he was the greatest living authority on fruits,
but when acting as pomological referee to The
Gardeners' Chronicle, as he did for many years,
he never was dogmatic in his identifications, but
although quite certain in his mind, almost inI think this
variably prefaced the name with
we think this is so-and-so. From Mr.
is.' or
'

'

'

'

Thompson I learnt a great deal concerning the
early history of the Royal Horticultural Society
and of the origin of Dr. Hogg'e Fruit Manual,
which was based on Mr. Thompson's records
and descriptions, then kept in the old fruit-room
at Chiswick. But that is another story certain
it is that owing to his shyness, extreme reserve
;
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a plant worth sending specially to Madagascar
for, in view of what is being done by breeders
Cynorchis purwith the genus Cymbidium.
purascens has a tuberous rootstock, and the leaves
The flowers, which are produced
arc annual.
in winter and last a month or more, are about
1^ inches across, the large, four-lobed, crenulated Up being the most striking feature, the
conspicuous white disc set in the middle of the
spreading rose-purple lobes and backed by paler-

The
coloured sepals being decidedly" pleasing.
plant thrives in an intermediate house, and the
at
Kew
for
16
flourished
has
now
it
fact that
years shows that it is not difficult to cultivate.
C.
there as usual this winter.
It flowered
Kewensis, a hybrid between C. purpurascens and
C. Lowiana, raised at Kew some years ago, has
also

flowered at

Kew

lately.

IF.

W.

ORCHIDS FROM WESTONBIRT.

for

generally, and Scottish caution, justice hae never
been done to him for the splendid work he did
Brian
pomology at Chiswick."
British

Mr. H. G. Alexander sends from Westonbirt
Gardens, Tetbury, some finely developed blooms

Wynne.

of .specially choice Orchids.

Laelio-Cattleya Orange Blossom, a new hybrid
between L.-C. Elmor (C. Schroderae X L.
Coronet) and L.-C. Trimyra (C. Trianae x L.-C.
Myra), is the most vivid self-coloured dark
Although C.
orange hybrid we have seen.
Trianae enters twice into its composition and
gives the hybrid large size and good shape,
the yellow and reddish-orange in L. flava, L.
cinnabarina, and L. harpophylla in its lineage
excludes all cyanic tints.
Iris
Laelio-Cattleya Aureole (C.
x L.-C.
luminosa), taken from a spike of nine flowers, is
,a bright copper-red variety with a ruby-colonred
front to the lip, which has a pink base with gold
veining.

L.-C. lima, between L.-C. Myra (C Trianae
L. flava) and L.-C. Tigris (L.-C. Dominiana
X L. Cowanii), all the parents of which were
raised at Westonbirt, is bright buttercup-yellow,
with a dark maroon lip much undulated at the
edge and having a yellow base.
Cattleya Enid alba is represented by a large
and perfectly formed pure white flower, the
ample lip of which is veined and tinged with
violet colour and the disc pale yellow.
Cattleya Snowflake, raised between C. Diisselalba x Mossiae
dnrfei
Undine (intermedia
Wageneri) and C. labiata alba, is a grand flower,,
and the largest of the Dusseldorfei hybrids, tie
petals expanding to nearly seven and a half
The whole flower is of fine substance,
inches.
pure white, with a slight sulphur-yellow shade
in the centre of the Up.
-

X

Odontoglossum eximium Copper Queen

a

is

very large flower of model shape, with a new
The sepals and petals,* which
'tint of colour.
are nearly equal in width, bear one large and
several smaller blotches of a bright copper-red
colour, which show through to the backs of the
segments, the margins and tips being white
I'Tsd with purple from the colour on the reverse

V-PURPLE.

.side.

HYBRIDS FROM SLOUGH.
churchwarden
He
of those days.
was very silent and reserved at first, but presently thawed, and then I found myself in the
presence of the great man the author of The
Gardener's Assistant in his usual somewhat shy
but most amicable mood. He looked me up in
the garden the ne.xt day, and the friendship
ripened.
For some forty or more years Mr.
Thompson had compiled a series of daily meteorological records at the gardens, and it became my
pleasure later, when he became too enfeebled
to come to the garden night and morning reguHis little
larly, to take the records for him.
office was next door to the bothy allotted to me
when Mr. Barron promoted me to be foreman of
the fruit department, and all old Chiswick men
wUl remember the bothy at the back of the early
vinery. My change of quarters led the old gentleman often to come and spend an hour or two
and smoke his pipe with me, before taking his
His knowledge of gardening
records at 9 p.m.

favourite

'

'

—

—

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough, send the
first flowers of the following three new hybrids
Sopheo-Laelio-Cattleya Marorand (Marathon X S. grandiflora), a pretty and neatly
formed flower with strong features of S. grandiflora, which has been twice used in its production.
The sepals and petals are copper-yellow, with
darker veining the lip is bright yellow striped
and tinged with red.
:

CYNORCHIS PURPURASCFNS.
Cynorchis purpurascens

(see fig. 55),

a

terres-

trial Orchid with a sohtary leaf 2 feet long and
8 inches wide, and a stout peduncle one foot long
bearing a large, globose head of showy rosypurple flowers, is as remarkable among its kind
as the great monophyllous Streptocarpus Dunnii
Both plants made their
is among Gesnerads.
debut at Kew, the latter in 1885, when its leaves,
3 feet by 16 inches, sprawled over a gravel bed
in the Succulent House, causing quite a botanical

sensation ; the former in 1902, when Sir Joseph
Hooker described the plant as the largest-leaved
Orchid known. The species was introduced from
Madagascar by Mr. G. Warpur, together with
many other interesting plants, including the
lovely red-lipped Cymbidium rhodochilum, which
flowered once at Kew and nowhere else. Tliis is

;

- Cattleya
Phrynb (L.-C.
S.-L. Gratrixiae) has clear yellow
flowers with rose-coloured markings on the front
of the lip, a peculiarity being the Cowslip odour
derived from Laelia xanthina in the old Veitchian

SoPHRO
Phryne X

-

L.4ELI0

hybrid L.-C. Phryne.
Br-^sso-Laella .J.\sper

(B.-L.

Jessopii

x

harpophylla) scarcely attains the merit
expected in a Brassavola hybrid in point of size,
being
lip,
its form, and elongated, recurved
dominated by L. harpophylla. The lanceolate
sepals and petals are bright chrome-yellow.
Laelia

—
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PLANT NOTES.
SALVIA DICHEOA.

Here is my list
Frau Karl Druschki

trict.

:

—

1,

;

not new, having been introduced by Mr. George
Maw, of Crocus fame, in May, 1871. The plant
floweired in his garden at Broseley, in Shropshire,
in August of the following year, and was figured
The
in the Botanical Magazint. tab. 6,004.
bright

FRENCH NOTES.

;

COLUMNEA

;

;

;

;

Anna Olivier 14, Lady Roberts.
Certain varieties are best worked on a freegro%ving old variety of the Seven Sisters type of
Rambler. For example, Gloire de Dijon, on the
13,

123

Caroline Testoiit

2,
3, Hugh Dickson
4,
'Mme. Abel Chatenay 5, Pharisaer; 6, Captain
Hayward 7, Mrs. John Laing
Antoine
8,
Rivoire; 9, Mrs. Foley Hobbs; 10, Juliet; 11.
Duchess of Wellington 12, General McArthur
;

Salvia dichkoa (fig. 56) is one of the most
beautiful of outdoor Salvias, but it is somewhat
tender, and must be grown in a sheltered position.
In the Cambridge Botanic Garden it has
been very beautiful on a border facing east,
against the low wall of one of the plant houses.
The species is not common in cultivation, but is

species

—

;

;

Seven Sisters type of stock, is deeper in colour.
and the blooms have more substance.
Some of the newer Roses have fewer petals
than those of 30 years ago, which is a distinct
gain.
Captain Christy and Climbing La France
are charming flowers, but having too many petals

HYBRIDS.

In supplement to Mr. Lynoh's interesting
notes (February 16, 1918, p. '64), mention may
be made of two hybrid Columneas raised in
France, both with C. magnifica as one parent.
The older, C. Lemoinei, was raised at Nancy
from a cross with C. glabra, and was put into
commerce by Lemoine in 1914. The other, C.
Vedrariensis, was obtamed in 1915 at Verrieres
by MM. Vilmorin, Andrieu.\ and Co., and resulted from a cross between C. Schiedeana ( $
)
and C. magnifica ( g ). As an ornamental plant
the hybrid

is

superior to either parent.

It has

which is
to
bicolor,
S.
in
colour,
while S. dichroa,
blue, has a white central lobe

allied

is

blue

largely
to the lower lip. In Index Kewensis >S. dichroa
is
referred
to
as
S.
bicolor,
but there
are considerable points of difference. The radical
and lower leaves of S. bicolor are deeply cordate,
sinuate toothed, and much cut, with spreading
teeth and lobes, while those of S. dichroa are
oblong-acute at the base, irregularly cut into
Targe obtuse lobules that point to the apex of the
leaf.
In S. bicolor the hairs of the stem are
spreading, whilst those of S. dichroa are reverted.
also

The plant grows from 2 to 3 feet high, and
the leaves are usually from 5 to 8 inches long.
The corolla is I3 inch long, bright blue in colour,
the lower lip of the same length as the npper.
and threc-lobed the lateral lobes are pale blue,
oblong in shape, and recurved, the central white
lobe being orbicular, concave, and pendulous.
The plant was collected by Mr. Maw at the
base of the Greater Atla.«, south of the city of
Morocco, at about 2,000 feet below Taemeroot.
The cultivation of this plant is not difficult, and
it may be increased by division in the sajne way
as most herbaceous Salvias, also from seed.
R.
Irwin Tjynrh.
;

THE ROSARY.
USEFUL EOSES.
The [>oints of a good Bose so ably laid down
by White Hasp on p. 64 deserve more than a passing notice.
His first and last points deserve
most attention from raisers of new Roses, but
the eight qualities he refers to are to be deEoses of the future.
varieties that I consider conform to
the standard of form and colour to be looked
for in the ideal Eose.
These are* Catherine
Mermet. Mar^chal Niel, Hugh Dickson, and
Frau Karl Dnischki. in their order of merit.
I am well
aware that only in very warm,
sheltered gardens are the two first-named a success.
Papa Gontier is the very best Eose for
dwelling-room decoration.
The" blooms may be
cut with long .items, whilst the colour and length
of petal are not equalled in any other Eose.
I
have had the best success with this variety on
limestone, and the plants grow vigorously for
years if not pruned too hard.
Papa Gontier,
The Bride, from plants under glass, and Hugh
Dickson grown in the open, with American
Pillar grown on poles, are four of the most
effective Eoses for indoor room decoration.
Kaiserin Augu.sta Victoria is fine for the
dinner
table.
The beautiful medium-sized
Wonms and erect stems are qualities in its
favour.
A pink and red variety of the same
habit hut more robust would be "an acquisition.
tady Eoberts makes a fine buttonhole Eose
when it develops that lovely bronze tint seen in
.some of the blooms, but the colour varies with
soil and season.
Many Eose-s of the H.T. section
are useful as coat flowers, and most of them as
all

sired in

There are

garden Eosfs for summer and autumn.
Mr. Mawley was a wise man (p. 92) not to
•name 12 Roses for any garden outside his dis-

Fig.

56.

salvia DifunoA

:

colour of

the blooms do not open in the absence of plenty
of sunshine and warmth.
Some Roses are best grown on what may be
termed the extension system, that is, tying them
Many Roses
tc stakes from 3 to 5 feet high.
The
a,ri ruined by being cut back too severely.
first year I train the shoots to one stake; then,
as the plants get larger I use two or three stakes,
and by this means obtain more flowers for cutting and the bushes live longer.
I consider this
method better than standards, "Bouquets on
broomsticks," as .lean Sisley used to call them.
Marie van Houtte, Mrs. .1. Laing, Hugh Dickson,

Mme. Lambard, Anna

Olivier,

and many

others are suitable for this treatment.
liuhra.

liosa

flowf.us lavender and white.
the habit of Schiedeana. and also the floral striation and form. From the other parent it derives
bright colour and size of flowers, and also its

In vigour-, the dimensiona of its
and foliage, time of flowering, the
colouration of the undersides of the leaves and
that of the veins, the hybrid is intermediate
between the two parents. The reciprocal cross
with magnifica as the female parent resulted in
similar but loss vigorous plants, a fact which is
not infrequent, and indicating tliat a hybrid
takes after tlie female plant in respect to vigour.
Columnea Oerstediana, discovered in Pajiama
by Warsccwicz in or about 1850, was not
introduced into cultivation by Lemoine until
1906, the species having been rediscovered in that
villous habit.

branches

—
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year at Costa Rioa by C. Werckle.

It

is

de-

;(cribed in Messrs. Lemoine and Sons' current
catalogie as a fine subject for growing in basliets,
with long, pendent shoots bearing scarlet flowers.

ThcV/cck'sWork.

A

dozen species of Columnea have been described in Bot. Mag., the prettiest being undoubtedly C. gloriosa Sprague (Bot. Mag., t.
8,378).
This species was introduced to Kew in
1909 from Costa Rica.
Coluronea erythrophoea Decaisne, wliich was
figured in Revue Horticole, 1857, p. 172, resembles, according to the plate, and except that
its flowers are
not striped, the
hybrid
C.
Vedrariensis.
A. M.

A WAY WITH BADLY GERMINATING SEEDS.
In a paper

dealing primarily witli certain
of mutation in Oenothera biennis, de
Vries has recorded some interesting observations on the germination of seeds in this genus.*
The small seeds of the Evening Primroses are
notorious for a high proportion of failures to

phenomena

germinate.
thera.

In some of the forms, such as Oenosterility has been shown

Lamarckiana, this

to be due in part to the fact that about one-half
of the embryos are so constituted hereditarily
that further growth is not possible. Their make

up at

such that they are doomed
to perish early.
This, however, accounts for
,only 50 per cent, of germination failures, whereas the actual failures frequently reach 80 per
cent, or even higher. Again, among those that
are
successful
germination
is
often
very
irregular.
Some of the seedlings appear within
a few days of sowing, others will take weeks or
even months, while some of the seed may remain dormant for years.
At first it seemed possible that this might be due to the hardness of
the seed-coat, and de Vries had some tests made
with one of the filing machines used at Svalof
for small, hard-coated seeds.
The results were
negative, owing apparently to the fact that the
hard layer of the seed-coat in the Evening Primrose is not the external tissue, but that of the
inner integument.
The softer outer coat prevented the filing of the harder portion inside.
Another possibility then presented itself to de
Vries.
Might it not be that the exceedingly
srnall
slits
in
the seed-coat through which
moisture is normally imbibed from the soil became full of air and penetrable only with great
difficulty by water?
To test this supposition de
Vries thoroughly soaked his seeds, placing them
/n small tubes of water and keeping them oversight at a temperature of 30° C.
The tubes
were then placed in an apparatus in which they
could be subjected to a pressure of 6-8 atmospheres at room temperature for 1-3 days, the
object being to force the moisture through the
fertilisation

is

minute

slits of the seed -coat.
The result was
eminently satisfactory, as may be judged from
experiment with Oenothera Lamarckiana, in which over 3,000 seeds were used.
It was found that 15 per cent, of these germinated by ordinary methods in the first two days,
and a further 3 per cent, in the two following
days. The refractory .=eeds were then placed for
thiree days in water under a pressure of 8 atmospheres. After this treatment a further 23 per
cent, of seeds germinated. The remainder were
then carefully examined and their seed-coats
broken with a needle. Only 5 per cent, of them
contained embryos, and of these many were in a
decaying condition. The result of the treatment
was that over double the number of seeds were
induced to germinate, the sum total being not
far short of the 50 per cent, which ,recent work
has indicated as the limit of gei-minable seeds
in this type of Oenothera.
Though it is hardly
likely that the process will be applied on a commercial scale to the seed of the Evening Prim-

the following

lose, it clearly suggests research

and

perhaps

profitable

lines,

on interesting,
with seeds of

greater economic value.
•
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freely less attention

THE KITCHIN GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to
CUY, M.P., Ford Manor,

Lieut.-Col. Spender
Lingfield, Surrey.

Frame Cucumbers.— Make
Cucumber seed

growing

in

Prepare the manure and
pits or box frames.
fallen leaves for making up the hot-beds, by
turning and mi.xing the materials several times.
Make the hot-bed 18 inches or 2 feet wider than
the frame to permit of placing fresh fermenting
material around the frame later when the
Place the
wannth of the bed is declining.
frame on the bed, but do not put the soil in
the former for a few days or until the temperaPlace
ture of the hot-bed is on the decline.
a compost of turfy loam and leaf-mould in equal
parts in mounds or ridges in the centre of each
light, and add fresh soil to the roots as it
Set the plants out when
becomes necessary.
they have made two rough leaves, choosing
Syringe the plants
a wann day for the work.
lightly and shade them for a few days until the
roots are established.

Vegetabi-e WIahbow.— Make another sowing
ilarrow seed in 4-inch pots to obtain plants
Abunfor setting in heated pits or frames.
dance of air must be given on all favourable
occasions, and the frames covered at nidit when
there is frost. With careful attention the plants
will furnish Marrows several weeks in advance of
those in the open. The lights sliould be removed
when the weather is warmer, and the plants will
continue to bear throughout the summer.
of

Spring Crops.- Use the hoe freely whenthe ground is dry enough for stirring.
Dust the surface with soot or lime where slugs
Cabbage and Winter Spinach
are troublesome.
especially will grow more freely when the soil
is kept clean and stirred frequently.
Lettuce.- Spring-sown Lettuce plants of
early Cabbage varieties are making rapid proVentilate the
gress in heated pits and frames.
frames freely on mild days, and dust soot and
lime between the plants to keep slugs away.
Transplant seedlings raised from a successional
sowing to maintain a regular supply of heads,
and sow more seed of Cos and Cabbage varieties
in boxes to obtain plants for growing on warm
ever

borders later.

Parsley.— Where the leaves of Parsley growing in frames have been picked rather closely
stir the surface soil with a small hoe and remove
all dead and decaying leaves to favour the deSow seeds of
velopment of fresh foliage.
Parsley in boxes to obt.ain plants in readiness
Such plants will be valufor planting out later.
able where Parsley out-of-doors has been injured
by the winter or where the supply is likely to
be short from any other cause.
Parsnips.- Parsnips still in the ground are
beginning to grow, and should be lifted, placed
in a heap under a north wall and covered with

Manure the ground freely
fine soil.
in readiness for future crops.

and dig

23,

1918.

and syringing:

will be needed.
See that the soil is made firm
before a mulch is applied.
Trees that were
planted last autumn and this spring should
receive attention; not much pruning will beneeded, but in some instances it is essential to
regulate the growth. Training to a proper shape
is an important detail in the management of fruit
trees at all times, but it is most necessary in.
the case of young trees.
wall of carefully
trained trees does not fail to create an impression upon an obser.vant mind; as to the foresight
and patience that have been bestowed upon the

A

a sowing of

to obtain plants for

in watering

it

Cold Fr«mfs. Remove

the lights daily on
all favourable occasions
from cold frames in
wliich such seedlings as Cauliflowers and Winter
In this way the plants
Lettuces are growing.
will get hardened and be ready for planting at
The plants may
the beginning of next month.
be protected on cold nights by covering them
used for forlights
be
mats
the
can
then
with
warding more tender crops.
;

plants.

Training of Young Pyramid Tries.—
Time should, if poseible, be foand to give some
attention to the training of young pyramid trees.
This type of tree should have a well-developed
stem with lateral branches radiating from it
of
an equal vigour. Sometimes
a
branch
becomes too large and spoils the balance of
the tree.
To obviate this depress all the
growths from the outset, as by so doing excess
of "vigour wiU be prevented.
A simply way
.to do this is to take old garden broom-handles,
cut each one in two, and drive them as stakesfirmly in the giround.
The shoots may be
seourde to the stakes in a pendent manner. Five
or six such stakes should suffice for each tree,,
and to this number the shoots may be tied down.
In five or si.x years the lower branches will become quite set, and to these afterwards those
of yoiniger growth may be secured without any
further need of the stakes.
For tying usemedium-sized tarred string.
Spraying.- It is almost past the time for applying winter washes to fruit trees, for their
use is not advisable when the flower-buds of
Apples, Pears and Plums are swelling.
If the
Plum trees have been attacked with Plum apliijs
the pest should be destroyed directly it is
detected, but specifics must not be used during
the flowering period. It will be advisable to be
prepared for an attack of caterpillars later. In
many gardens last season caterpillars wrought
much damage before it was possible to check
them.
It will be well to take the advice just
issued by the Food Production Department and
be prepared in time to combat this most harmful gaixlen pest.
Some prefer to use arsenate
of lead, others nicotine and soft soap.
Personally I am disposed to favour the latter speLime-sulphur spray

cific.

is

now coming more

into general use. It is a most efficacious remedy
It
for many fungous diseases and insect pests.
is recommended' for the destruction of big-bud in
Black Currants, but I have not used it for this

purpose.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Harriss. Gardener to Lady WANiiGB,
Ijockinge Park, Berkstiire.

Forced SHRUBS.-Wheu

shrubs that have
been forced have finished flowering they should
be pruned, repotted, or receive any other attention necessary.
The seed -pods on Rhododendron indicum (Indian Azaleas) should be picked
off, and should there be evidence of red spider
on the foliage lay the plants on their sides and
give them a vigorous syringing with an insecticide.
Afterwards place them in a moist, warm
atmosphere to make. fresh growth, a vinery or
Peach-house which has just been started being
suitable.
In summer the pots may be plunged
in ashes
in a sunny situation out-of-doors.
Ghent Azaleas may be repotted if necessary and
grown on for a few weeks in a house having
At a later stage
a warm, moist atmosphere.

they should be plunged in ashes out-of-doors until
they are again required for forcing. It is sometimes necessary to thin the growths of Azaleas,
the shoots may grow too weak to flower.
and
plants of Prunus triloba hard
them indoors for a week or two, to
Only sufficient shoots
start them into growth.
The
should be retained to form a good head.
roots may either be repotted or ton-dressed as
or

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN,
Newly Plant, d Tn-'rt. All planting of
fruit trees should by this date be completed,
even in late districts. Late-planted trees should
be pruned fairly hard. It will be advisable to
mulch the trees at once, and the roots should
Afterwards, if the weather
be well 'watered.
be dry, the trees should be syringed on a few
occasions, but when they commence to grow

Prune

place

requirements demand.
They must be
placed out-of-doors for the summer to ripen the
Pyrus floribmida may be reflowering wood.
potted or planted out in the open. Lilacs should
be pruned severely and planted out in well-preDeutzia gracilis, after being
pared ground.
forced hard, needs a year in the open ground
their

Mak. h
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make suitable growth for forcing a second
this will neceseitate having two sets of
;
plants in order to have good specimens for forcing every year.

to

time

Ferni.— The

repotting of Ferns should be
done now. but it may be remarked that Ferns
will grow in the same receptacle for two or
three years without disturbing the roots, provided the drainage in the pots is efficient.
Worms are usually the cause of trouble in this
respect, but they are easily got rid of by watering occasionally with lime-water.
Cut off all
old leaves and. place the plants in a warm, moist

house to make new fronds.

Heliotrope. — Cuttings cf Heliotrope may hi
now to obtain plants for flowering in

inserted

autumn. Insert the shoots in pans filled with
sandy soil and root them in a propagating case.
Standard Heliotropes are very effective for
grouping, and will last fur a number of years.
For this purpose select some of the strongest of
the young plants and grow them on in a moderately

warm

moved

till

a beneficial effect on the foliage.
laterals
into position' gradually;

Train the
pincli
the
strongest shoots, and allow the weaker ones to
grow unchecked for a little longer where any
space remains unfurnished. Insect pests should
not be troublesome at the present stage, but
steps must be taken to exterminate them directly
.

Old plants of this Plumbago may be repotted now. Shake out the roots
and repot them in a compost of fibrous loam,
peat, leaf-soil, wood ash, and sand.
A few cuttings may be rooted annually to replace plants
that are worn out. This Leadwort needs plenty
of warmth and moisture during its season of
active growth, and it will grow well in a light
position in the plant stove.
Stop the young
plants once or twice during the growing season
to obtain bushy specimens.

Browallia sreciosa major.— Seeds of this
pLiiit may be .=own now in pans and
in moderate warmth.
When large

useful

germinated

enough

for transference shift the seedlings
singly into 5^-inch pote and again later into
Pinch the growths once or twice
5-inch pots.
to obtain bushy specimens. Another sowing 'may
be made in a few wi>pk.s to obtain I'lants for
succcsaional flowering.
This Browallia will flower
:ill
through the summer and autumn.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Colman, Lady Downe's, Black
Pince and similar varieties of
Grapes in late houses are swelling their buds
much earlier than usual this season. The late
vinery should therefore be closed early in the
day to trap plenty of sun-heat, and the atmosphere should be kept moist now that the house
is warmer.
Very little fire-heat will be necessary untU the bud.s are breaking into growth
still, it is advi.sable to warm the pipes on dull
days and cold nights by opening the valves a
If the borders appear to be dry, water
little.
them freely with tepid water, as at this date
there is loss danger of giving them too much
than too little moisture. The house should be
syringed twice daily and a moist atmosph<'re
maintained until the vines are in flower. Black
Alicante, Gros Colman and Lady Downe's require plenty of time to finish their berries; it
is therefore necessary that these varieties should
be started in plenty of time to give them the
full benefit of the season, otherwise the berries
will not ripen by the middle of September,
which means extra firing to finish them, apart
from destroying their keeping qualities through
the winter. The same treatment as advised for
late vineries will be suitable for houses containing such varieties as Foster's Seedling, BuckCourt.
and
Madresfield
Sweetwater,
land
which can be grown in a mixed house with excellent results.
The temperature of the vinery
should range from 60' at night, with a little
air admitted through the top ventilators, to 95°
The changejible weather
on warm, sunny days.
make it necessary to
at this period
will
reduce the ventilation. ,^8 the sun loses power,
in order to raise the temperature a few degrees in the afternoon. If syringing of the vines
has been discontinued, .all bare spaces should be
damped twice a day. Syringing the bare .spaces
with weak soot-water twice or thrice weekly has

ViNERiE*.—

Alicante,

(Jros

Mrs.

;

grown in the shadiest part of the warmest house,
but M. vexillaria and its hybrids should, for the
present, be grown in the intermediate house, and
shaded at all times from bright sunshine.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

any are detected.

By

Late Strawberries.- The

exceptionally
mild weather has caused the latest batch of
Strawben-ies to grow freely, and the plants
should be fully exposed to the air. If the pots
are plunged in ashes the roots will not require
water every day, but they must not be allowed
to become dry, for even late plants are becoming
active in growth, and drought would cause a
serious check.
Mildew spreads rapidly on pot
Strawberries, and, as prevention is better than
cure, it is adrisable to immei-se the plants in a
mixture of soft soap, sulphur, and water, before
they are removed to the houses.
Dry sulphur
may be dusted between the plants in frames.

house.
Keep all side-growths rethe plants have attained the desired
.A.ttention must then be given to formheight.
ing the head.

Plumbago rose*.-
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R.

P.

Brotherston, GaixXener to

Tyninghame,

H.iDUlNGTON,

QOLDEN

Earl
Lothian.

ttie

Ea.=!t

c4

Yew— Prune

Golden Yews now, in
order that plenty of young, yellow shoots may
be produced during the summer and autumn.
Usually a trimming with a pair of hedge shears
is all that is required, but where either hedges or
single specimens have become overgrown, this
is the best time to cut them hard back.
The
same general rule sliould be followed with other
hardy evergreens with coloured foliage.

Dahlias.- Dahlias are easily propagated from
cuttings, which are prodiiced in plenty from
strong shoots in a Very short time. The old stools
should be placed in a warm house, the tubers
being merely covered with leaf-mould or other
light material.

THE O.RCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Lawns.— Grass lawns

Cou-IKK, Gardener to Sir Jbrkhub COLMiN.
Bart., Gatton Park, Reigatc.

Calanthb.- Deciduous CaUnthes are largely
cultivated to supply cut flowers during the
winter.
The plants may be grown with great
success
in
ordinary
glasshouses;
have
I
frequently seen good specimens in Melon and
Cucumber houses and similar structures, where
there is sufficient warmth and plenty of atmospheric moisture for the plants' requirements.
For the past few weeks the majority of Calanlhes
have

been

resting,

but

they

will

soon

cor'

mence

to grow afresh. Repotting should be done
just as the young roots begin to develop from
the base of the plants.
Previous to repotting
remove Uie exhausted soil and dead roots, and
let each pseudo-bulb bo cleansed thoroughly f i-om
scale insects.
Remove the back pseudo-bulKs,
retaining only those of the previous year.
Calanthes require a richer and more retentive
soil than most Orchids.
The compost should
consist of three parts good, fibrous loam, broken
up rather roughly, and with the smaller particles
removed, and one third partly decayed Oak
leaves, chopped Spliagnuni-moss, coarse silver
sand, crushed crocks, and a little bone-meal.
Pots 6 or 8 inches in diameter are suitable, and
they should be well drained ; each one will
accommodate five or six pseudo-bulbs of average
size.
If preferred, the pseudo-bulbs may
be
potted singly in small pots. Keep the base of
the pseudo-bulbs at least half-an-inch below the
rim of the pot, with the young shoot resting on
the surface of the soil, but in no way covered.
Press the compost moderately firmly around the
base of the pseudo-bulb. Recently potted plants
should be grown in a temperature of 65° to 70°.
Very little water will be needed for the first
an excess of moisture would cause
six weeks
the tips of the young growths to turn black and
thereby impair the health of the plant for the
When the new roots have
reet of the season.
grown freely in the compost and the leaves begin
to unfold, the amount of water may be increased, and from thence onwards the soil must
never become dry. Plenty of light is necessary
short of scorching the foliage, and the plant's surroundings slioiild lie kept moist. Healthy, back
pseudo-bulbs that were removed may be used
Arrange them on
for purposes of propagation.
a layer of Sphagnum-moss in a shallow receptacle, and place them in a warm, moist house,
where they will quickly produce new growth.
;

of Miltonia vexillaria are
developing flower-spikes from the partly deGuard against attacks of
pseudo-bulbs.
veloped
thrips, which, if not kept in check, will attack
causing them to become
flower-buds,
the tender
The foliage should be syringed on
deformed.

MiLTONiA.- Plants

bright days,

which

will

not only keep

down

thrips, but also be beneficial to the growth of
the plants. The syringing should be done sufficiently early in the day for the foliage to beThe house
come dry before night arrives.

should be"mi!dlv fumigated on frequent occasions
The above rewith a vaporising compound.
marks apnly also to such hvbrids as M. Bleuam^
and M. Charlesworthii. M. Roezlii should be

rolled

mown,

with a heavy

should be well swept,
and then

roller if needed,

—

required, twice the first time with t..e
knives slightly elevated, the second time set at
their usual height.
Portions of grass land which
are cut by hand-mowers, if at all rough, may be
mown with the scythe once and then run over
with the machine. Our hand-mowers are operated
by women working at short intervals, and it is
imperative that the work be never allowed to become too heav'y for female labour.
It t.akes
less time, on the whole, to mow frequently, and,
of course, is better for the appearance of the
lawn, while the condition of the machines themselves is at present a matter of great consequence, repairs and new parts being increasingly
difficult, and light running being one way of obviating breakdowns. Worms in grass are a nuisance,
involving much extra labour in cleaning up their
casts.
They may be destroyed by lime-water,
which may be prepared as follows To 1 lb. of
unslaked lime add i lb. of water, and wheji the
lime is thoroughly slaked, or reduced to powder,
iidd 3 gallons of water, and so on in proportion.
.•\pply the limo water to the lawn by means of a
the worms will duly .appear
rosed watering-pot
If the
on the surface, to be finally swept np.
if

:

:

moderately moist
required than if dry.

soil

is

less

lime-water will bo

FoRC»D 0»FPOOiL8.— Bulbs

of Daffodils that

have been forced are useful for planting on grass,
and may be inserted at any convenient time.
Shako tlie bulbs free from soil and arronge them
in any haphazard method on the surface of the
lawn, then, with a spade, make a slit wide
enough to allow of tire roots and bulbs to be
withdraw the spade and press
properly buried
the edges of the .slit together, and the operation
;

Much trouble .and Labour will bo
completed.
saved if the bulbs are planted ,ts the flowers are
never found that the Daffodils
have
cut, and I
is

.«uffero<l,

at

]c:i!<t

Thk Rockeoy

to

any .appreciable extent.
is needed in the

Whatever

may now be

done, such as of
which have recently been rooted or
Use a
raised from seeds sown last year.
planted ;
little fresh compost in the sites to be
a stone or a few stones embedded around them
This
will be an effective substitute for a mulch.
Alpine Roses,
is also a suitable time to prune
down).
cut
be
variabilis
(to
varieties of Buddleia
Hydrangeas, Clematis of the Montana section
needing restriction, Vincas (Periwinkles), and

way

of replanting

cuf'tings
plp.iits

If Muehlenberkia
complexa has been frosted it should not be hastily
removed, as I have seen a very badly frozen
The
clump make new growths after a time.
Alexandria Laurel and Parkinson's variegated
Sage mav also be damaced by frost, but these
plants will probably break into growth again.
Th« B^o niBDPw Stones in the bog garden occasionally need to be raised to assure a
proper footing.' Weeds th.at mav have escaped

others getting out of bounds.

detection last autumn should be eradicated.
Phvllostachvs or other hnrdv Bnmhons are
almost certain to have been frosted, but though
the leaves may drop the canes are not always
killed, and accordingly they should not be cut
over until it is certain that they are killed.

—
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eonORIAL NOTICE.
ADVEKTISEMENTS should be sent
PUBLISHEB,

to the
Street,

Wellington
41,
Covent Garden, V7.C
and Publisher. — Our correspondmts

Editors

to
obtaining answers
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
and that aU combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or teferring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should he directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct^
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
Illustrations- The Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., hut they cannot he responliihle for losn or injury.

would

obviate

in

delay

;

—

Letters for Publication,
plants

as well as specimens of
should he addressed to the

naming,

for

EDITOKS,

41. Wellington Street, Covent
Communications should be
Garden. London.

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, SCnt OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not he
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

APPOINTMENT FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
SUNDAY, MARCH 24—
Summer Time commences.— Clocks
one

hoiiiT

to

be put forward

at 2 a.m.

TUESDAY, MARCH 2&Roy. Hon. Soc.'b Corns, meet.

Mean

AvERAGH

Temperature

for

<leduoed from observations
years at Greenwich, 43.0.
.\OTU.AL

the

during

week

ensuing
the

last

fifty

Temperature :—

Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41, Wellington Street,
Govcnt Garden. LonTlon. Thursday, March 21,
10 a.m.
Bar. 30.4 temp. 48.0°. Weather—Fine.
:

;

There are

no publica-

tions more interesting
to the breeder and aeclimatiser
of
plants
than the periodicail descriptive lists which
are issued by the U.S. Bureau of Plant
Industrj'.
That branch of the Department of Agriculture lays the whole world
under contribution, and provides for the
horticultural experimenter a rich supply
of promising material.
In scanning the present list,* the
thought comes insistently to the mind that
what the United States is doing for the
American horticulturist might and should
be done when the strain of war is past
by the British Empire for the horticulturists of the Empire.
Consider for a moment one group of
plants only
the fruit trees and shrubs
the list under notice contains descriptions
of seven Almonds from Spain, the Caucasus, and Turkestan; twelve Peaches and
Fruits for

Acclimatisation

—

—

Nectarines from China, Turkestan, Spain,
N.W. Frontier India, and Korea. (One
of the Peaches enumerated, the Sutter
Creek Peach, of good quality and large
size, is of special interest in that it is
remarkably resistant to Peach curl) ; 12
Apples (Malus sylvestris) from the Caucasus and Turkestan 8 Apricots (Prunus
armeniaca) from China, Manchuria, and
Russian Turkest-an and also Plums and
Plum hybrids and many Pears, including
a large number of varieties of the Chinese
Pear, Pyrus chinensis.
Of the many varieties of these several
fruits not a few might be valuable in
this country and in other parts of the
Empire, and it should not prove either
very diflRcult or very costly to establish a
headquarters station with outilying sta;

;

•

Nmv

Bureau

;

Plant Tntrnductions.

Seventh annual

list,

of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.

1917-18.

to estaJslish a central station for the study
of problems relating to the improvement
of fruits, and if the existing institutions
alreadj' engaged in this subject were in
one way or another afiiliated with the
central station, the larger scheme which
we have in mind, that of a Federation of
similar institutions throughout the Em-

Naturally,
might grow out of it.
however, the essential business of the
conference held at the Guildhall on
February 22 last was fo consider the
pire,

subject of fruit-growing in this country,
and to devise means whereby the fruitgrowing industry may be strengthened and
extended at home.

Destruction of

a

Veteran Palm.— The

litvue Horticoh for JIarch contains aa interesting account of the tree of Phoenix canariensis
on the isle of Teneriffe, commonly called the
" Palm of the Conquest " on account of its being
said to have existed there prior to the conquest
As this event
of the island by the Spaniards.
took place in 1496, the tree appears to be over
The
was
destroyed
tree
five hundred years old.
"by a gale on January 3 last, which broke the
trunk in two. The Canary Islands were formerly
thickly wooded, principally with Palms and

25, 1918.

store ought not to exceed the following

tions in relation with it where systematic
testing of new and promising varieties

could be undertaken.
At the recent conference of fruit growers
other and more pressing subjects naturally
engaged the attention of the experts, but
nevertheless this is a subject which undoubtedly should be kept in mind b}' all
who desire to secure yet further improvement in our fruits.
If steps were taken

[March

3s. 6d.

;

demand

14

the manufacturers
diately

—56

lbs.,

orders

if

imme-

are placed

and dehvery accepted as and when

facili-

Horticultural associations, farmers,
allotment-holders and others should therefore
make arrangements to combine their requirements, and to place orders at once with manufacturers or dealers for lots of one ton and upwards,
and with dealers or retailers for smaller quantities.
If any difficulty occurs in obtaining supplies, a communication should be sent to the
Food Production Department, 72, Victoria Street,
ties

,

;

; 7 lbs., 6d. ; 1 lb., Id.
The
crystals can only be met by

lbs., Is.

for soda

offer.

Lrf^ndon,

S.W.

The Supply

of Soft Soap.— The Food

Production Department has arranged that a sufsupply of soft soap shall be available this
season for fruit spraying, and the principal
makers have been requested to give priority to demands which are stated to be for this purpose.
Agricultural merchants who are in the habit of
supplying fruit and Hop growers with soft soap
ficient

for spraying, are recommended to place their
orders with makers at once, in order that the
soap may be delivered in lime. Ample allowance
should be made for delays in railway transport.
Merchants and growers who experience any difficulty in procuring supplies of soft soap should
communicate with the Food Production Department of the Board of Agriculture, giving paa'ticulars of the makers from whom their supplies
are ordered, and the quantities required.

Prizes Offered for a New Name for the
Jerusalem Artichoke.- A frequent observer
of the confusion of the work in the garden and
kitchen caused by the misuse of the words
"Jerusalem Artichoke" offers prizes for the
best English nanie sent in by May 1 for this

useful esculent.
The j^rizes will consist of
the .following works
Trees and Shrubs
Hardy in the British Isles, The English
:

Flower-

—

Garden and Home
Grounds
The Vegetable Garden, by

(last

MM.

Conifers.

edition).

Dried Potatos in Germany.— The drying
of Potatos for use during the winter and early
spring has, according to the Journal de la Sociiti
Nationale d' Horticulture de France, long been
practised in Gernianj', as being a more economical way of keeping the tubers than in their
Drying prevents loss, such as
natural state.
arises
from " blackening," sprouting, and
sweating, as well as rendering the stock less
bulky, and therefore easier to dispose of in a
small space. Moreover, dried Potatos are more
digestible than fresh ones, the water they normally contain being a hindrance to assimilation
The pracall farm animals prefer them dried.
tice had become so common in Germany in the
last few years (before the war that already in
1914 there were 488 factories engaged in the

Vilmorin-Andrieux (English translation). The
name must be one English word descriptive in
some way of the plant, absolutely distinct from
the present words "Jerusalem Artichoke." The
name Jerusalem Artichoke it considered a corruption of the ItaUan Girasole Artiocco or Sunflower Ai'tichoke, under which name it is said
to have been originally distributed from the
Farnese Gardens at Rome soon after its intro-

process.

Women Gardeners.— It
between

October

and

is

December

stated

the

that

Swanley

Horticultural College received 540 applications for
women gardeners and farmers.

Allotments.- In the week ending March 9
36 local authorities, acting on the advice of the
Food Production Department, agreed to provide
9,009 new allotments, with a total acreage of
6I85. At the head of the list was Walthamatow,
with 2,190 allotments and 146 acres, whilst
Keighley, with 1,500 allotments and 100 acres,
came

next.

Hippeabtrum reticulatum. — Hippeastrum
reticulatum (see fig. 57), was introduced to this
country from Bi-azil in 1777.
'Ine plant has
leaves 2 inches broad, and peduncles a foot long,
producing flo^vers in umbels of from three to five.

The blooms

are dull red, distinctly reticulated
of a darker shade, a whitish band
the middle of each segment, forming a sort
of white star. A variety called striatifolium, introduced about the same time, differs in having
scarcely any reticulating lines in the flower, and
it has a line of white along the mid-rib of the
leaf.
The variety is more common in cultivation than the type, the leaves being more attractive, whilst the flowers are quite as showy. Dean

with

lines

down

Herbert mentions imported

Soda Crystals for Potato Spraying.—
The Food Production Department

duction in 1617.
The plant is Hehanthus
tuberosus, a native of Canada and the Eastern
The judges are to be
States of North America.
Sir FK.4NK Crisp, Miss Willmott, and the donor
Names should be sent to Mr. W. P.
of the prize.
Thomsjs, 25, Bollo Lane, Chiswick

of the

Board

of Agriculture has arranged with the principal
manufacturers of soda crystals to supply this
product during the ensuing season at £4 7s. 6d.
per ton net in 2 cwt. bags, delivered to any
station in England, Scotland and Wales, in 5-ton
lots.
In large cities and other approved centres,
lots of one ton and upwards will be supplied at
the same price. For lots of less than one ton,
orders should be placed with local dealers. The
retail price of soda crystals sold from shop or

varieties

of

H.

reticulatum other than striatifolium, so that
the species is evidently variable in a wild state.
The same authority records a number of crosses
which he raised from H. reticulatum. and it is
possible that some of the plants aa'c still in cultivation.
Mr. Elwes has plants of reticulatum
hybrids. Although not to be compared with the
large hybrids raised by Lieut. -Col. Sir George
HoLFORD and Messrs. James Veitch and Sons,
they possess a beauty that appeals to some tastes.
between H. reticulatimi and other
Crosses
species have been made at Kew, but the results

—
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were poor. At Westonbirt, hybrids have been
raised between Hippeastrum and Clivia, and
the late Dr. E. Bon.wia crossed Hippeastrum
with Sprekelia. One wonders if the plants
A cross that
from these crosses ever flowered
would be valuable is Hippeastrum x Amajyllis
Herbert stated that whilst he
Belladonna.
found the species of Hippeastrum easy to
having raised at Spofforth no fewer
cross,
than thirty-five different hybrids from them,
every attempt to obtain a mule by the pollen
Yet where one
of any other genus had failed.
!

may

not succeed another

may

:

attempts made

Kew to cross Begonia socotrana with the South
American tuberous species failed, but a year or
two later Mr. John Heal was successful in
obtaining hybrids from these parents.

at

l''iG.

not far to seek, and your correspondent
to it in the cutting away of the
basaJ roots of the plants.
Denuding them
of their roots
is
part of the system in
vogue of preparing the bulbs for shipment
whether wittingly or unwittingly performed it
matters not and while directly responsible for
the losses of bulbs referred to, constitutes a
piece of vandalism which cannot too roundly be
condemned. Basal roots to a Lily bulb are a
vital necessity if the plant is to become permanent, and cutting them away for any cause
whatever is fatal to success. It is prosecuted
in part, I believe, so tliat tlie bulbs may be the
more conveniently moulded in moist clay prior
to packing, the chief object of which is to keep
them plump and fresh-looking till they reach
is

refers

—

57.

-HIPi-EASTRUM RETICOLATUM
(See

BULB GARDEN.
HOME-GKOWN BULBS OF LILIUM.
T. does well to direct attention to this
subject (see p. 78), and the fact that so large a
Ijercentage of imported bulbs more particularly
the huge consignments that in normal times
reach this country from Japan refuse to become established in our gardens, should provide
food for thought for all Lily cultivators. Had
liut a tithe of those liundreds of thousands of
Lily bulbs which, during the past thirty or
forty years, have reax.'hed these shores become

—

—

permanently established, our gardens today
would be redolent of the fragrance of their
flowei-s, and endowed with a grace and charm
all

too

rare.

The

reason

for

:

failure

—

result of the production of much stem-root, or to
collapse entirely as the flowering season apFor the shrivelled-up bulb with roots
pcoaches.
for the other there is none.
there is hope
Slowly resuscitating, the dried-up bulb may fail
to flower in the year of planting, but supported
by its roots is capable of "carrying on," of be;

coming permanently established.
roots

may

flower

—

COLOUR OF FLOWERS RED.

So far as it concerns the bulk this
mucli is at least achieved, the not inconsiderable
other part becoming a rotten mass in transit,
demonstrating the risk that is run. But better
and somewhat
a
dried-up
a thousandfold
shrivelled bulb, with its complement of basal
roots intact, than one fresh-looking and plump
at the moment of purchasing, destined only to disappoint in the end it may be to flower as the

basal

formed, but, coming to the end of their resources
as a result of it, finally succumb.
The Lily is one of those plants in which root
production is, I believe, in the main, periodical.
That is to say, the formktion of basal roots is
not continuous, but rather restricted to a limited
period.
In not a few Lilies their advent synchronises with the plant's maturity
the moment
when the bulbs would be ready for harvesting.
Hence, in the process of preparation for shipment both sets of roots, new and old, are destroyed.
In this way the doom of countless
thousands of bulbs has been sealed ere they
start on their journey to this country.
The
only remedy for this state of things is a system
of preparing the bulbs which shall include the
retention of all root-fibres.
Failing this, it is

125.)

uiir shores.

IF.

.*till

p.

127

if

much

Bulbs without
stem-root

is

for the Lily specialist at home to raise from
seeds or scales, or both, stocks of the choicer
not of aU. Apart from these methods,
those at ground level and below, as in
bulbils
L. auratum, L. speciosum, L. Henryi, and that
much larger array, as in L. tigrinum and L.
sulphureum, where they are produced high on the
Lilies, if

—

—

stem, being more distinctly aerial are prolific
sources of increase if they are watched. The first
of these, those that come at ground level and
below, are, I believe, very much a question of circumstance, and to some extent may be increased
at will.
I say this advisedly, having in mind a
large consignment received late from Japan years
ago that bad made considerable growth 12-18
Useless for potting, the
inches during transit.
only method of planting them that occurred to
me was that of excavating a bed, i.e., tlirowing

—

—
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out the soil to the right and left a few inches
deep, and laying the growths flat upon the
soil
and covering them.
To my sui-prise
many flowered quite 'ivell, though the greater
when it was
sui"prise came at lifting time,
seen that axillary bulbils had been produced
throughout the length of the buried jwrtion
stems, while tei"minatiiig at ground
of the
level as usual.
An interesting object lesson
per se, dt gave rise to the view that here, as the
outcome of circumstance, was revealed a possible
method of increase whicli, in the case of choice
kinds, might be of value. In any case it is well
worth the e.xperiment.
Garden Lilies of the
calibre
and permanent character of regale,
Hansonii, and excelsum,
with
Henryi,
are,
others equally good, ever in request, and if in
the above method a new string has been added to
the Lily propagator's bow, there need be little
fear for years to come of the supply of such good
Lilies being in excess of the demand.
E. H.
Jenkins.

is

is

a puzzle to me.

Lilium japonicum

is

of the Lily
is

certainly

widely distinct in flower, bulb, and habit from
To emphasise this point still
more, it may be pointed out that L. rubellum,
a
superficial
observer might well pass over
which
as japonicum. syn. Krameri, seems to be assigned
During the fifty
specific rank without question.
years or thereabouts that I have known L.
Brownii it has never varied in the least, so that
the fact of it having altered under cultivation is
difficult to imagine.
It is strange that so little
should be known of the origin and early history
of two of our most beautiful Lilies, namely, L.
Brownii and L. testaceum.
W. 7'.

ON INCREASED FOOD

PRODUCTION.

WINTERING SEEDLING CAULIFLOWERS

states (p. 110) that L. Brownii of
quite distinct from any furm sent from

23, 1918.

dressed with a rich compost and kept well supplied
with manure-water.
Edwin Beckett ^

Aldenham House

Gardeii.%

Elslree,

Hertfirrd-

shire.

THE MARKETING OF SURPLUS

colchesterense.

Though the raising of Cauliflowers in autum.n
an;l wintering the plants in cold frames or glasshouses is a very old practice, it is to be recommended in preference to the raising of seed in

LILIUM BROWNII.
Mr. Grove
gardens

List,

now regarded as the correct name
so long known as L. Krameri, and

lMarch

PRODUCE.
AM pleased

is drawn on
102 to the importance of marketing surplus
produce from allotments and to the better useof vegetables than has hitherto been the case.
The Food Production Department recently held
a conference in London on the subject, at which
I attended as a delegate from this county.
The establishment of mirkets in town centres
has come of late under the consideration of the
County Council of this county. The Agricultural
Committee has recently formed a special subcommittee to fonnulate a scheme of markets to
be supplied by the aid of motor transport from
areas within twenty miles of such markets.
As a member of this committee I have t<aken
part in deliberations on these lines, and we hope
in the near future to bring the consumer and
the pixjducer closer together without the aid of
the middleman, knowing so well as I do through
living in the country that huge quantities of
vegetables are wasted yearly solely through lack
of transport and sale.
By the scheme in hand
we hope with our own auctioneer to sell all
goods direct to the consumer, if they so wish,
Even if consumers do not
for their full value.
purchase direct, so long as the producer is able

I

to see that attention

p.

to realise full seasonable value

we

feel

we

shall

have done some good to the community. Such a
scheme in full working condition will encourage
growers, whether they be amateur or professional, to cultivate more extensively than in the
past, and if at times prices are low owing to the
laws of supply and demand, we sliaJI be pleased
if dwellers in towns obtain an advantage.
The goods are not intended to stop at vegetables and fruit. Such prod.ice as tame rabbits,
poultry and eggs will be included.
I agree, too, with your remarks on the cooking
of vegetables and the employment of a greater

How often are such
variety of vegetables.
crops as Leeks, Celeriao, Spinach, Jerusalem
.\rtichokes. Beet, Seakale, or Tomatos found in
cottage gardens, in addition to the ordinary
crops?
E. Molyneux, Swanmore
Bishop's Waltham, Hampshire.

HOMEGROWN POOD FOR

Park Farm.

POULTRY.

A goDd

poultry food, which may be grown in
many odd corners, will be obtained by sowing
Buckwheat the price of this seed last season
was proihibitive. Linseed, which is now very
expensive, may be grown in small quantities
for home use, and it will form a valuable food
;

Hi

China within recent years.

With

early spring, as is now frequently done with
of tlie quick-maituring varieties.
The ad-

this I entirely

agree,

-.'.nd I received Lily bulbs collected in that
country long hefore Mr. Wilson went east. The
bulb of the old L. Brownii is quite distinct from
any of the Chinese forms, and, in fact, from
any other Lily, but in that respect this species
is nearer to L. japonicum colchesterensen
The
early history of L. Brownii seems to be obscui-e,
but it is generally recognised as having been
named after Brown, nurseryman, of Slough, who
sent it out somewhere in the thirties of the last
century. In a catalogue of a prominent nursery
firm for the year 1874, now in my possession,
this Lily is priced at half a guinea each.
Fortv
years ago I was engaged in an establishment
where Lilies were a speciality. Tlie bulbs of L.
Brownii were obtained from Holland, and most
of them were fine, plump specimens.
Later, a
large number of bulbs sent from Japan and sold
in the auction rooms as L. Brownii proved in
many cases to be colchesterense. Up to the early
years of the present century the Dutch bulbs of
L Brownii left nothing to be desired, and after
that my experience of them ceased. The nomenclature of the Lily known as L. japonicum colchesterense, or colchesteri of the Kew Hand

FR.\.ME.?

some
-

vantages are that the plants give much less
trouble, produce far better heads, and, by selecting some of the strongest specimens, if suitaible
varieties are cultivated, they may be lifted in
mid-winter and either potted in 8-inch pots
sinjgly, planted in suitable boxes, three or four
in each, or in portable frames on mild hot-beds,
to produce succulent curds dui-ing April and
May. Magnum Bonum and Early Forcing are
amongst the best varieties for this purpose.
About the end of March and during AprU the
remainder of the plants may be- planted out in
various aspects in the garden for prolonging the
supply.
The illustration in fig. 58 shows the
plamts in these gardens in cold frames, the
lights of w.hich are removed on all favourable
occasions.
The varieties I most favour are the
two above mentioned, and Walcheren and Snowdon.
The illustration in fig. 59 dej)icts a batch of
Cauliflowere Ma.gnum Bonum and Early Forcing
potted in mid-winter, established in a cool
vinery prior to introducing them to a mild heat
for producing early heads.
The plants are top-

for all kinds of

stock.

It is a profitable crop

on newly broken land. In 1911, from plants
raised from seed sow'n in a newly-planted orchard
between rows of standard Apple trees, we obtained a good crop of seed, on soil which had

been dug two spits deep, without adding manure.
Sugar Beet, sown in the same orchard, and
given two light dressings of agricultural salt,
without any nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia, showed, on analysis, a sugar content of
tiom 1618 per cent. J. E.

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE KING OF TOMPKIN'S COUNTY.
TompThe tree
growth, and makes a good
The foliage is vigorous and

Thf. valuable late dessert Apple King of

County
strong and

kin's
is

is

of

American

free in

specimen as a bush.

leathery in texture, and

origin.

is in consequence less
many sorts to attacks of fungous
Spurs form evenly, but not too thickly,
along the branches, and the tree seldom fails to
carry a good crop. In these gardens it is one of
the most consistent croppers amongst dessert
Apples. The fruit is very bright, of good shape,
and brilliantly coloured on the side facing the

susceptible than
diseases.

March
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sun, tfie
flavour is
are apt
purposes,

shaded side being deep yellow.

The

On young trees the fruits
somewhat large for dessert
the trees become older and of

excellent.

to

be

but as
exuberant growth they bear heavier crops of
medium-sized Apples. At the present time the

less

larger fruits are very valuable for culinary purposes.
They have a pleasant flavour when
cooked, and require little if any sugar to sweeten

T. E. Tomalin, Bfsshorough
Pillown, Co. Killienny.

them.

NOTES ON MANURES
Ash Pit and othkr

Gardens.

MARCH.^

IN

Catch cropping provides extra keep
animals,
and this means extra manure.
Clover, Sainfoin, Vetches and Lucerne not only
increase the bulk of the manure of animals to
which they are fed, but they also enrich it, and
their residues when ploughed into the soil add
greatly to the stores of soil fertility.
In districts where the second cut of Clover is apt to
be poor, and where for any reason Clover seed
is not readily produced, it is well to consider the
advisability of ploughing up the ley directly after
the first' cut, and giving a bastard fallow in
preparation for the succeeding corn crop. This
method is practised with considerable success on
certain farms in Hertfordshire.
as possible.

aim of this Department

is to help the allotment
holders to organise themselves on business lines,

for

and any body of holders of allotments or small
holdings which needs a/dvice or assistance in
starting
best to

a society, or information as to how
manage one for the benefit of its memcan readily obtain such advice and Information by writing to the head oflfice of the
Agricultural Organisation Societv, Queen Anne's
bers,

Chambers, Tothill Street, London, S.W. 1, or
one of its country branches.
A useful booklet
been published by the Agricultural Organisation Society explaining how to form and work
an allotment society, and containing specimen
rulings of a simple "foi-m of account-book, model
bye-laws, and many useful hints in tJie mamageha.^

mejit of societies. A set of leaflets dealing with
the advantages of co-operative land-renting and
registration, and. descriptive
of the work of
societies, can be obtained on a.pplication. Model
rules for societies, both for those desiring to
register under the Industrial and Provident
Societies Act and for those which prefer to remain unregistered, as well as for the formation
of federations, are available for the asking. The
Allotments Department of tlie Society has nrepared a le,if!et giving full particulars as to how
a co-operative piggeries scheme can be worked

ResiliL'ks.

In view of the shortage of nitrogenous fertilisers
inquiries are being made by a number of correspondents as to the possibility of utilising ashpit residues and similar waste products as ferFrom samples and analyses that have
tilisers.
been submitted it appears that these residues
can without great difficulty be worked up tx) contain about J per cent, of nitrogen and of potash
and about 1 per cent, of phosphate. It must be
admitted that the material is not ^f great value
in spite of the noxious smell some samples
possess
no fertiliser, however, ought to be
judged by its smell. Ash-pit residue is cheap,
On
and can be obtained in large quantities.
heavy land it has advantages over and above
its fertiliser content, for it tends to lighten the
soil and make it workable.
If it can be purchased for about 5s. per ton it i.< probably worth
getting.
Allotment-holders on heavy land might
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iLlXUHING FOR POTATOS.
In a trial made at Home, East Suffolk, a plot
dressed with farmyard manure only gave a yield
of 11 tons per acre, while one receiving dung
and artificials (2 cwt. sulphate of ammonia and
4 cwt. bone superphosphate per acre) gave the
extraordinary crop of 16 tons 5 cwt. per acre
one of the heaviest recorded in field trials. A
third plot received in addition 4 cwt. of salt,
!bat in this case the yield was depressed, being

—

;

it useful.

find

SlAUOHTKR-HOUSE RESIDUES.
In large cities some provision (though not al
ways very much) is made fur the collection and
utilisation as manure of slaughter-house residues

;

but in smaller places the provision is very slight,
and in many cases non-existent. An ordinary
small township of 10.000 inhabitants, where, say.
600 bullocks and 1,200 sheep are slaughtered each
year, should produce something like 20 tons ol
blood per annum and about 10 tons of other
wastes of manurial value, which, if dried down
and well ground, would work up into 2 tons of
high-grade dried blood, 1 ton of high-grade me;if
meal and 5 tons of lower gr;de. These quantities
are not great in themselves, but in the aggregate
In any case, farmers or
they are considerable.
allotment holders able to secure such wastes
.should do so, and add them to the manure heap.
A number of other wastes are obtainable from

and

slaughter-houses,

might

be

utilised

as

ni.uHire.

Sewage Sludge.
.Mthough sewage sludges are usually of no
great fertilising value, they often are of some
use,

and when they can be obtained

for

Fig. 59.

-cAi'i.iKi

owkrs

or at a nominal rate they may be distinctly worth
It
collecting by allotment holders and farmers.
a great mistake to attach any exaggerated
is
value to them, but it is an equal mistake to
ignore them altogether. Some sludges contain a
good deal of lime others a fair proportion of
organic matter, although there is nearly always
a large amount of water. The weakness of most
of them is that the nitrogen is not easily available. Before making much use of them it is well
to have analyses made.
;

tons

14

14 cwt. in place of 16 tons 6 cwt.
showed that the salt had caused

;

further, the tops

injury.

The Cockle Park experiments have

indi-

cated that in the North of England a suitable
dressing for Potatos is 12 tons of dung, 5 to 4
cwt. high-grade basic slag, and 1^ cwt. sulphate
the dung is siiread in the
of ammonia per acre
split drills before planting, and the slag and
sulphate of ammonia carefully distributed on the
top of the dung before closing the drills.
;

BoNFLRE Ashes.

Now that hedging and threshing are going on
a certain amount of waste vegetable material is
being burnt, and it is well to remember that the
ash of this material is fairly rich in potash, of
which it contains as a rule about as much as
kainit.
The quantity of ash available is not
great, but it is valuable on light soils.
In such
cases a little potash goes a long way.
0.\TCn CkOPPINC and

The
fo- as
•

No.

solution of the

GrEKN

M,\NtIRINO.

manure shortage

much green manuring and

is

to go in

catch dropping

Jmirnal of tUt Board of Agr'.cullurt, Vol. XXIV.
11, Fehnmry, 1918.

wintihi.i)

(See p.

nothing

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The

Editors do not hold IhemnelreH rexjiansible
the opinions expressed ly correspondents.)

Holders.- Allotment

holders are

a vin-kkv.

successfully.
The Agricultural Organisation
Society, being the officially recognised body for
the furtherance of co-operative methods in food
production, is in close touch with all the Government Departments concerned, and its services
are at the disposal of allotment holders free of

At the present moment some 400 allotsocieties, with a membership of over 60,000,
are in affiliation with the Society. It is difficult
to over-estimate the value of this co-operation
it is at once a real help to
in food production
the individual members and a source of strength
/''.
D. Adand (forto the country as a whole.
marly Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of
charge.

ment

;

.Ijririilture).
for

The Orq an isation of Allotment
being urged

sides to form themselves into societies, or
joint purchase of their requirements, the .^ale of their surplus produce,

on

in

128.)

all

a«.sociations, for the

and the co-operative renting of land and owning

The Agricultural Organisation
of implements.
Society has formed an Allotment.^ and Small
Holdings Department under the direction of a.
The one
committee of which I am chairman.

Undesirable APPLES.-Mr. E. Molyneux is
doubtless right in asserting that lists of Apples
could be profitably curtailed, but one would like
There are large numto know where to begin.
bers of Apples in cultivation, I suppose someand it must be
varieties,
thing like 3,000
admitted that considerable confusion exists as
many old varieties.
to the nomencla',ure of
(Jertain varieties are peculiar to certain districts,
Scotland, and
at least that is my experii.ice
one would require to think twice before discardin favour
quality
good
ing free-fruiting sorts of

m

——
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of varieties which thrive elsewhere and are recommended as a congequence. Take the Tweedside fruit-growing district as an example. There
an Apple known as Melrjse White is largely
grown, and is greatly esteemed.
And yet
the name seldom appears in a modem catalogue.
Knowing the qualities of this variety I
should hesitate to recommend any modem Apple
to take its place, and it has been in cultivation
in the Border Districts for at least a century.
Advice upon discarding Apples can only really
be of local value, and this fact applies more
strongly to Apples and Pears than it does to

almost any other kind of fruit. Mr. Molyneux,
A big fruitfor instance, would discard Domino.
planting scheme is now in proce^ of completion
in East Lothian, in connection with work for disabled soldiers, and the adviser of the Scottish
Board of Agriculture recommended Domino as
one of the Apples that should be planted. I have
no experience of the variety, however, and can
say nothing about it. So far as my own experience goes I would not discard Ded Astrachan.
It is consistently one of our best hardy Apples,
and bears in abundance every season with me in
My only difficulty is that it is
East Lothian.
regularly attacked by those excellent connoisseurs of qjality in fruit the wasps and birds.
Nor yet w'oiild I discard Gravenstein. Here it is
one of the finest of all Apples, and is a great
bearer.
It has rich, highly sugared, sparkling
juice, whilst the aroma of the fruit is superb.
The true King of the Pippins I would discard,
for it is not equal to Golden Winter Pearmain,
a variety usually regarded as synonymous with
it, yet it is by far the finer fruit of the two.
There are thus two stocks in commerce of King
of the Pippins, and those fortunate enough to get
the true Golden Winter Pearmain have no reason
for complarint. The Apple is pre-eminently a
British fruit, and it is most necessary that a
list of varieties and synonyms should be comThat is where the
piled as soon as passible.
value of Wisley will come in, but only in trials
so far as nomenclature is concerned. It would
be absurd, for instance, to say that because Melrose White or Red Astrachan are failures at Wisley that, they must necessarily be failures on
George M.
Twecdside or in East Lothian.
Taylor.

—

Prunus PtssARTi

I

fsee p. 112).

—^At Hinton

Admiral, Hampshire, trees of Prunus Pissartii

—

are a magnificent sight ^there are about 60
standards, some of them from 20 to 30 feet high,
planted in one large climip, with Pampas grass
growing underneath. The purple leaves are just
opening, and the effect is beautiful never before have the trees been coveredi with such a
wealth of blossom. /. V.
;

Strawberries

(see p. 113).

— With

reference
to the remarks by Mr. Hudson on British Queen
Strawberries, I have not tried the method he
described with a main crop variety.
For the
past twenty-two years I have always planted
Strawberries 2 feet apart and even more in the
case of the stronger-growing sorts.
Plenty of
space between the plants facilitates the gathering of the berries, and also permits of working
the soil to keep it loose on the surface and
free from weeds. I do not advocate feeding
plants growing in heavy, retentive soils until
the fruits are well set, as I have known
an excess of stimulants to cause some varieties to produce all foliage and scarcely any
fruit
in light soils feeding would be an advantage in the early st»ges of growth. As regards making new plantations, it has always
been my practice to secure all the early runners,
both for forcing and planting out, by the middle
of July, and to make the new plantations about
the middle of August. By this system the plants
form good crowns by the end of October.
I
ha-ve had individual" fruits weighing 2 oz. from
such plants the following year.
It does not
make any difference whether the garden is in rt.he
north or .south
August is the best month to
make new plantations and the ideal month to pot
the plants for forcing.
I have a batch at the
present moment throwing strong spikes of
flower.
As regards Alpine Strawberries, including Black Prince and Givon's Late Prolific, the
be.st method is to allow .the plants to run wild
and make new beds everv two or three years.
;

;

Wm.
ham.

Fnlfnrrl.

,

Del rnr

House

Gardens, Aldeii-

SOCIETIES.
Seientifle

Committee.

Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles {in the
Everard im Thum, Sir David Prain,
Messrs. E. J. Allard, W. Hales, W. C. Worsdell
and F. J. Chittenden (hon. sec.).
Curious Fruit from Palestine. Mr. Worsdell
said he had ascertained at Kew that the fruit
which Mr. Bowles showed at a previous meeting
was that of a species of Astralagus, near to
A. macroearpus. It was peculiar in the rattling
noise made by the ripe capsules.
Mahonia with 'partially bipinnate leaf. Mr.
Bowles showed a leaf of Mahonia Aquifolium
from his garden in which one of the leaflets had
developed in a pinnately compound form with
12.

chair). Sir

—

—

three leaflets.
.4?! early-flowering
Wood Anemone. He also
showed an early-flowering form of Anemone
nemorosa, possibly the variety quinquefolia,
which always opens its flowers in February.
Potato tubers diseased. Potato tubers showing black discolorations in the flesh, from which
a somewhat viscous black fluid was exuding,

—

—

came from Cambridge and Sunderland.

This

black decay is probably the result of an attack
by a bacterium belonging to the Bacillus melanogenes group, and possibly produces the disease
called "black -leg," which was somewhat prevalent last year.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

March

Committee

present:
Rev.
J.
chair), Messrs. R. Aeiiworth, D. A. Cowan, J. C. Cowan. J. Cypher,
A. G. Ellwood, J. Evans, P. Foster, A. Hanmer,
.1. Howes, A. J. Keeling, D. McLeod, J. McNab,
W. Shackleton, H. Thorp, and H. Arthur (secre7.

Crombleholme

(in 'the

ROYAL SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL.

tary).

AWARDS.
{Empress Frederick x
Cattleya Hercules
Monarch
Colossus
;
C.
(Trianat Grand Monarch x Empress Frederick),
and Sophro-Cattleya Thwaitesiae Flammea (S.
grandifiora X C. Mendelii), from P. Smith,
Esq.
Cattleya Freda Sander (Mossiae Wageneri x
Mrs. Myra Peeters), and Dendrobium Cybele
album, from S. Gratrix, Esq.
Odontoglossum Gladys Conyngham [cirrhosum
Dr.
Craven
crispO'Harryanum),
from
X

Moore.
Odontiodn Hypatia Bolholt {0dm. ardentissiOda. Diana), from Capt. Horridge.

or Merit.

Mirum General Brussiloff and 0.
J. B. Lakin, from J. J. Bolton, Esq.
Brasso-Cattleya Enid roseum {C. Enid X
L.'C. Leemaniae), and Cypripedium Valentine
{Archimedes X Thompsonii magnificum), from
ExORS. of the late J. Leeman, Esq.
Odont-oglossum crispum Nirvana, from Dr.
Odontioda

Craven Moore.
Cattleya Lady Rowena Goldcrest {C. Suzanne
Hye de Crom x Warneri alba), from S.
Gratrix, Esq.
Odontoglossum Ardentillus, from

of Buccleuch was elected president, and it was
stated that the membership was 1,373, an increase of 35.
discussion took place on the recommendations contained in the Report by the Forestry
Sub-Committee of the Reconstruction Committee, and the following resolution was passed
" That this meeting of the
unanimously, viz.
Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society welcomes
the publication of the Report of the Forestry
Sub-Committee of the Reconstruction Committee, and urges the Government to adopt the
scheme of afforestation recommended in the Report, and to bring it into operation without
delay." Sir Hugh Shaw Stewart proposed as a
motion that they express the opinion that the
only way in which these recommendations could
be efficiently carried out was by the formation
of a central forestry authority for Great Britain
and Ireland, but it was pointed out that, no
notice having been given, this motion could only
A special
be dealt with at a special meeting.
meeting was therefore called for March 15, and
on that date, the President being in the chair,
the following motion was passed by an overwhelming majority " That this meeting of the
Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society, specially
convened, hereby approves of the recommendations of the Forestry Sub-Committee of the Reconstruction Committee, and particularly of the
recommendation that a Central Forestry Autho-

A

:

:

Wm.

Pickup,

Esq.
J.

20.
The annual business meeting
this Society was held at 5. St.
Andrew
Square, Edinburgh, on the 20th ult. The Duke

of

armainvillierensis)

Awards

—

February

First-class Chrtiticates.

mum X

23, 1918.

the lectures, writings and text-books ablydealing with both theory and practice, the position of domestic fruit gardens to-day was
wretched. Bad soil was the exception, four
out of every five seasons were fairly favourable,
and it was only want of intelligent management
which was the cause of this. Choice of varieties
to suit the different localities was of the utmost
importance, although in lists of selections by
pomologists
superior
varieties
were often
omitted altogether.
It took the grand Scottish
dessert Apple James Grieve thirty years to find
popularity, whilst the old culinary Variety New
Northern Greening, on© of the hardiest and
most reliable sorts, was as yet comparatively
unknown. Dealing with " free " stocks, he said
that so long as these were raised from seed there
would be, even on the same soil, variations in
the same kind of Apple, and that there should
be selection of these from the seedlings and
perpetuation of them afterwards by cuttings or
layers, thus giving the free stock the same
reliability as the broad-leaved Paradise had.
For Plums five or six different stocks were used
and as to whicJi was best for any particular
variety about as little was known to nurserymen
as to gardeners.
Pears should always be worked
on the Quince stock. He dealt with the questions
of pruning, manuring, lifting and replanting, and surface cultivation of the soil,
and he put in a strong plea for the institution
of experimental gardens, as training centres for
young gardeners and others, in every county in
Scotland.
He also thought that Apples ajid
small fruits could be as easily grown on allotments as Peas, Potatos and Onions.
Mr. Storrie was awarded a silver medal for
fruit trees, and cultural certificates for seedling
Cyclamen and Primula malacoides compacta.
Mr. D. Macdonald, Trinity Cottage Gardens,
Edinburgh, received a cultural certificate for
an exhibit of Camellias.
all

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
March

[March

Cym.bidium Alexanderi aurantiacum, from Mr.
Evans.
Cultural Certificate.
To Mr. J. Law, for a plant of Dendrobium

equipped with funds and powers, be created
Britain and Ireland, and urges the
to caTry these recommendations into
effect without delay."
rity,

for Great

nobile nobUius, bearing 160 flowers.

Government

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
March 5. — The monthly meeting of this

Association was held at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on this date. Mr. David Storrie, Carse
of Govvrie Nurseries, Glencarse, read a paper enYestitled " Domestic Hardy Fruit Culture
terday, To-day, and To-morro-w." He s^oke for
Scotland only. He pointed out that over 100
years ago a lively interest was taken in fruitgrowing by leading Scottish gardeners, and that
many of their methods of treatment are served
up to-day by writers on the euTaject. But, after
:

©bituarip.
William

B.

Boyd.— The

death occurred on

March

6. at his residence, Faldonside, Melrose,
in his 88th year, of Mr. William Black Boyd,
a prominent Scottish amateur horticulturist.
Mr. Boyd was pairticularly interested in alpine
and bulbous plants, which he cultivated with

great success, and especially Primulas and Saxi-

;

March
frages.
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It

wa£ with

his

assistance that

and often leave the eggs by standing up

the

Saxifrages, including Boj'dii, Boydii alba,
Cherry Trees, and Faldonside, were raised by
He also took a
his brother, Mr. James Boyd.
kegn interest in Snowdi-ops, C'hionodoxas, Scillas
Mr. Boyd was an expert in
and Narcissi.
Pteridology, and possessed a wide knowledge of
fine

British Ferns.

Take the hen

down

Re.^eing of Poultry.
not the time to encourage the hatching of chickens in large numbers, but sufficient
birds should be reared to retain choice breeds
and the best-laying strains of the type that sucHens
ceeds best in the particular district.
should not be kept beyond their second year,
as after that period they do not lay a sufficient
number of eggs to render them profitable.
At one time I kept as many as seventeen distinct kinds of fowls, and found them all useful,
some for egg production, others for table
chickens, whilst some provided broody hens,
an important item in the poultry industry, and
very necessary here, where hundreds of turkeys
were formerly reared in addition to 2,000
chickens, Guinea fowls, ducks and pheasants.
Those of tlie Wyandotte breed are the best
sitters, and especially the golden type, the hens
being light and gentle in manner.
The main point to observe now is strict economy of food and the production of as many
chickens as will provide the necessary eggs and
table fowls. Some of the most desirable breeds
for eggs are Wliite Leghorns, White Wyandottes, Rhode Island Red. Black Minorca, Buff
and White Orpington, and Light Sussex, with
an Indian Game cross on Buff Orpington. Light
Sussex and Silver or Dark Dorking hens are
useful for table chickens.
Cockerels from any of these breeds give table
birde of good quality, colour, size, and straight
in the breast.
Those hatched at the end of
March or early in April sell readily in November
Pullets raised at the same
for stock purposes.
period for egg production are even more .profitable.

A

good type of incubator is, as a rule, the best
hatching chickens, but now thathas increased in cost the economy is not
so great over that of setting the eggs under hens.
If an incubator is used a room free from floor
vibration is an absolute necessity the incubator
must stand level on a firm base. The thermometer in the egg drawer should register 101°
for two or three days before putting in the eggs,
which should be of good size, normal in shape,
and perfectly fre.sh. It is not neceesary that
they should be of one sort, but all should be
.As the eggs are placed in
less than a week old.
the drawer the date .should be written in pencil
on one side, and on the opposite side a cross.
This methoci of marking the eggs facilitates
their being turned twice daily, to prevent the
contents sticking to the shell and to coo! the
A quick w,iy of
eggs. for. s.iy. ten minutes,
turning the eggs is to wet the tip of the index
finger and roll over the eggs until the mark
underneath is uppermost. The eggs should not
be tnrned .nfter the eighteenth d,Ty. as this involves a risk of drowning the chicks by the
licfnid in the shell, hut they .should be cooled
Tlie thermometer
the
recommended.
in
as
drawer .should regularly register 103° or 104°.
but not more,
Whr-n hens are used for hatching it is wise
to put down two birds or more at the .same time,
as one hen may have a poor hatch and must of
necessity ,%ftcrwards occupy a coop even if she
has but four chickens, whereas if two or more
are set at the same time a full coop of chickens
is a-ssurod for each hen. which mejins economv
of space, time spent in feedinc, and general
attention.
When a brood of chickens has to
be made up from more nests than one do not
give a hen strange chickens after she has had
her own .several days, as she ouickly resents

method of

oil

;

strangers, so much so that .she often kills them
supposes. The hens
for " intruding." as she
should be taken off the nest for a quarter of an
hour daily at the same time— say. 8 o'clock; if
the removal ia irregular the hens becoms fidgety

off

Charlock (Brassica sinapis) is a great pest
in many counties on light soils, and especially
in the south.
It infests such spring-sown crops
as Oats, Barley and roots.
The seed of Charlock can remain dormant in the ground for many
yeans, and directly it is brought to the surface

by deeper ploughing commences to germinate.

Autumn-sowu Wheat and Oats are not

affected

by the weed, as Chaa-lock cannot witlistand frost.
This is one reason why wmfer Oats are more
generally grown in some localities than in
others, as the labour involved in checking the
growth of the Charlock is much less than in the
case of spring-sown Com, but it is doubtful if
the crop of
is equivalent.
The spraying of Charlock among Turnips,
Vetches or Mangold, or any plant with rough
leaves, is not practicable, as the solution adheres
to the leaves, as in the case of Charlock, and
injures the plant. Among cereal crops, however,
this danger is not present.
Another point In
favour of spraying the cereal crops is that the
root crops previously mentioned generally follow cereal crops, therefore it is reasonable to
suppose that if the Charlock among the cereals
is killed there wiU be le.ss seed of the weed to

Com

grow when the same land is cropped with roots.
Many persons who condemn tJie practice of
spraying their Com crops to destroy Charlock
have, I feir, done the spraying inefficiently
generally they have deferred the operation until
the weed was too sturdy and hard in the stem
The spraying should be done
to be killed.
No
directly the first rough leaf has formed.
harm accrues to the Corn crops by .<!praying,
though it may turn the leaves a little brown
at the tips.
This discoloration quickly passes
off, and I believe that the Corn is stimulated
For Corn
in its growth by the spray solution.
land a 3 or 4 per cent, solution (30 or 40 lbs.
of copper sulphate to 100 gallons of water) is
a safe quantity to use, with a sprayer which
distribute-s the .solution in the form of a fine
Fifty gallons per acre is sufficient.
mist

Peas for Pigs.

As the ordinary forms of cereal food cannot
be obtained in quantity Peas can be used as a
substitute for cereals

weaning period and

for small

until

killing

pigs after the
tinle ajrives.

is too late to ,sow tho ordinary field Peas, but
propose to grow garden varieties, such as SenaYorkshire Hero, F/clipse, or any other freebearing variety that does not grow moire than
Such varieties as these, and
4 feet high.
especially
the first-named, yield large crops.
if given liberal cultivation and supported with
In deeplyordinary Pea-sticks in good time.
ploughed, well-manured land I purpose growinig
several rows 200 vards long, and shall sow the
seed thinly, certainly not nearer than 3 inches
apart.
By Augu.st such rows should yield
much food for pigs in autumn, which is a
time when they require substantial fond, having
been receiving during the summer much softer
sreen victuals. If tho seed is sown in rows running north and south, and the plants carefully
mulched in dry weather, a good return can be
reasonably expected.

It

I

tor.

Nttrsery Wheat.
completed the sowing of nursery
fields of recently ploughed grass
hand, thinking that Whe'at is of more importIf
ance to the nation than Oats or Barley.
nursery Wheat does not give so heavy a yield
as some other varieties it is generally "strong"
in the berry, and that is what the miller reThe soil in one field is light in texture,
quires.
overlying a chalk subsoil. The ground, in addition' to having sheep fed cm it, was dressed with
farmyaird manure at the rate of 10 tons per
I

have

in

jn.st

two

and, if required, it will be given sulphate of ammonia at the rate of 1 cwt. per
acre.
The second, field is stiff soil with a
thick grass turf which had been a poultry run
for several years, so I am expecting good results
from this land without adding manure.
The
Wheat will be followed by Oats or Potatos next
season, when the turf should be thoroughly decayed.

Pkeparinq for Potato Planting.

No

Charlock.

Wheat

acre,

guietly.

CROPS'AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

is

the

eggs regularly, therefore, give her food and water, and return her
carefully to the eggs, closing the nest-shutter
securely and keeping all quiet until the following
day.
Some hens do not take readily to their
nest, although they are quite broody ; in such
a case keep the hen in the dark for a day or
two by covering the nest with a bag until she
settles

This

in the

nest, thus cooling the clutch.
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time should

be lost in getting the soil

into a friable condition by cross-ploughing and
by the use of the cultivator, disintegrating the
hard portions, often the result of ploughing the
ground when in a wet condition.
Land for
Potatos cannot be worked too much, especially if it was previously grass land.
Tjie more

the

soil is exposed to the surface the greater
be the oppoi-tunity for birds to clear off
grubs, such as wireworms.
The tubers, if not
already set up to sprout in bcxes^ should be
sorted in readiness for planting, rejecting very
small tubers, although " seed " purchased now,
having passed the Government I3 mesh sieve,
includes
more small tubers than formerly.
Any tubers tliat show the slightest sign of dry
rot or other disease should be rejected all such
details as these, if carried out now, will facilitate the work of planting later.

will

;

Carrots.
I

Grown in light loam free from
know of no crop that will produce a

stones
greater

yield per acre than Carrots, which are useful
Horses especially
as food for man and cattle.
enjoy a feed of Carrots in the spring, and the
roots act as medicine, making the animals' coats
The Belshine after a moderate grooming.
gian W^hite variety is the most suitable sort
The plants
for cattle, giving a large yield.
should be given more space than tlie Red Intermediate, which is one of the best varieties for

human consumption. Othor good garden
arc Red Surrey and Altrincham.

Kohl
In districts where a

Carrots

Rabi.
difficulty

is

experienced

of Turnips for
early feed tor fattening lambs, Kohl Rabi is a
good substitute, giving a great bulk of nutriThe Champion Short Top variety
tious food.
should be sown first, to be followed by Hardy
The cultivation is much the same asGreen.
Ten
that for Turnips following a straw crop.
in

obtaming satisfactory crops

tons of farmyard manure per acre applied in the
autumn before ploughing, and 3 cwt. of superphosph<ite when drilling in the seed early in
April at the rate of 2 lbs. per aero, will give a
considerable increase of crop. Kohl Rabi transplants easUy, and blank spaces in the drills may
be made good' in this way in fact, the plants
may be set out entirely by planting from a seed
bed, although this system entails more Labour.
Gaps in tho early 1 umip crop may be made
It the roots are
gocxi with plants of Kohl Rabi.

—

required foir human consumption they should be
pulled and stored in sand before they become tooold, for the flesh is liable to become tough and
tasteless as com,parcd to the young, succulent
roots.

Grass for Hay.
The time has arrived' to "lay up" pastures
from which Hay is to be cut this season. Before doing' tills any long, rough grass that woidd
inconvenience the grass-cutters later may bs
cropped by lean cattle from the straw yard—
the animals would eat the rough herbage down
bare and greatly facilitate the work of cutting
the Hay. A dressing of 4 cwt. of superphos^jhate
or 2 cwt. of sulphate of ammonia would give a
of the grass, previous tofillip to the growth
harrowing, which is benjeficial in scattering dropAfterwards firmly
ping,'? and removing mo.ss.
roll the surface, for this attention will prove of
much value in facilitating cutting the grass, in
addition to favouring growth, as the roots will
be consolidated bv pressing the loose soil on the
surface. Where obtainable a compost of decayed
manure, vegetable refuse, wood-ash a.nd quick
lime would make a vast improvement to the
growth of the turf, producing close, sweet herbThe lime and other materials are easily
age.

worked into the surface by harrowing and rollK. Mnlynevx, Swaning during dry weather.
'

more Park Farm,

Binhnji's

Waliham.

—

—

,

—
.
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Lily-of-the-Valley and Camellias are
quantities of Stock, Star of Bethlehem

Roses,

COVENT GATIDEX.

20

.Vnrc7i

for the

cannot accept any responsibility

Plants in Pots, &e.
per doz.

All 4S'.'i,
Arali.as

Average Wholesale

:

0-80]

7

7 0- 8

Arnucaria excelsa
Asparagus plumo-

I

!

sus
10 0-12
9 0-10
Sprengeri
...
Aspidistra, preen... 36 0-42

I

-

...

Cinerarias

...

36 0-42
30 0-36
18 0-24

_ Wilmoreana

|

Mignonette

more brisk

is

21 0-24
10 0-12

grica persolnta

Marguerites, white

18 0-24

Remarks.—Trade

Cyclamens

,,,„;„,„„

megas-

Boronia
tigma

Prlees.

d. a. d.

s.

in

...

9 0-10
12 0-15

tMa department.

Flowering plants, such as Ericas, white .ind pink
Boronias, Cinerarias, Genistas, Cyclamens, Acacias, Mignonette,

Daffodils,

Primulas are making a veiry
fine Hydrangeas, white and
of Lilium

and'

Some very

show.

bi-dglit

bhis, in vaJ'ious sizes, and a fev; specimems
longiflorum are also offered .Tt high prices.

Ferns and Palms

:

Average Wholesale

—

—
—

21 0-24

32'8

nidus, 48s

Cyrtomium,

.

Cut Flowers,

See.

:

per doz. bun...

s.d

per doz. bl'ms.
Azalea, white, per
doz. bunches...
Camellias,
white,
per. doz.

4 0-

...

8

0-90

4

0-60

2

6-30

2

0-40

—

American var.
Croton leaves, per
bun

13-16
3

...

6

...

3

...

3

—

6

0-60
0-80
0-40
0-40
0-40
0-60

3

0-40

3

Eucharis, per d
...

Freesia,perdoz.bun. 3 0-40
Heather,
white,
per doz. bun.... 9 0-12
Lilium longiflorum,

0-8

French Flowers

:

single, mixed ..
31imosa (Acacia),

6

6-30
0-60

per basket ...
Xarcissns, per bas-

6

0-70

2

...

—

Primo per
bun

2 6

di

3

ornatus

4

.Soleil

3

—
d'Or
Orchids, per doz;
— Catt'eyas
— Cypripediuraa

0-40
0-60
0-40

12 0-18
4

0-60

Pelargoniums, double scarlet, per
doz. bunches... 12 0-13
Eoses. per
doz.

blooms

— Gcneral.lacqueminot
3 0-40
— I.aiiy Hillingdon 4 0-60
— Ladylove
6 0-10
— Niphetos
3 0-40
— Richmond
6 0-80
— Sunburst
6 0-12
...

per doz.
blooms Darwin, various

Tulips,

—
—

Single, white

..

Yellow
Pink

—

Red

3 0-36
3 0- 4 u
2 6-30
2 6-30
3

Double, red
3
yellow
4
Violets.perdoz.bun. 4
.

—

0-40
6-30
0-46
0-50

icnlus.carmuie.
per doz. bun. ... 6 0-80
scarlet
16 0-18
Stocks, white, per
pad
...
9 0-12

—

Violets,

—

ket—
Paper white

...

Ranu

pink, per doz.

—

doz blooms

Lilj-of-the-Valle\
per doz. bun ... 30
Narcissus,
Grand

Average Wholesale Prices.

Anemones, double

bun

per

...

Daffodils (single),
per doz. bun.—
Barrii

— Emperor
— Golden Spur
— Prlnceps
— Sir Watkin
— Victoria

Prices.

Liliun

.^

Carnations, per doz.
blooms,
best

—

48's

—
—

short,

(Richardias),

blooms

in variety,
8 0-12
4 0-50
large 60's
...
3 0-36
small 60's
...
per tray of
2 016's

Pteris,

fnlgtns

Arums

—

12 0-18
24 0-86

82's

Average Wholesale

s.d.

Anemone

—

8 0-10

...

d

in

10 0-12

...

48's

Prices.

d. s.d.

s.

Adiantum

cuneatum.48'B,perdoz. 9 0-10
elegans
9 0-10
...
Asplenium,48's, per
doz
9 0-12

12 0-15

Cut Foliage, &c.

:

Parma, per

bun.
...
4 0- 6
Star
Allium,
per pad
... 10 n-i2 o
.

Average Wholesale

Prices.
s.d.

Adiantum (Maiden-

Berberis, per doz.

hair Fern) best,

— —

doz.

—

bunches 18 0-21
...

Carnation foliage,
doz bunches...
Cycas leaves, per
doz
Ivy leaves, per doz.
bunches...

medium,

.Sprengeri

0-80

bun

per doz. bun... 10 0-12
Asparagus
pinniosus,
long
trails, per halfdozen
2 6-30

10 0-15

Moss, gross bun...
Smilax, per bun.
of 6 trails

4

0-60

3

0-60

2
7

0-26
0-80

2

0-26

—

Remarks. Supplies show little change from last week.
White flowers appeaj- to be more in demand, and prices
are flnner for best snuill blooms, which are required for
foundation work in flori.'sts' designs. Roses are increasing in. number, and ape oheaper. Lady Hillingdon and
Niphetos are on sale, tl)e latter variety being the mosti
in demand.
TJie supplies of Carnations are suffici.ent
lor the demand, and blooms are improving in quality.
.

and Richardias (Arums) have been despatched

to

this week for Palm Sunday, and larger quantities
these flowers will be required for the Easter fesA general rise in prices is thereforei
tivities next week.
expected during tiie next few days.

Wales

subjoined
They are furniehed to us regularly every
reporte
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal salesmen, who are responsible for the quota
It must be remembered that these quotations
tions.
do not represent the prices on any particular d»y.
but only the general average for the week preceding
the date of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the way in which they «r*
packed, the supply in the market, and the demand,
and they may fluctuate not only from day to day,
but occasionally several times in one day. Edb.

Wo

dearer.
Largel
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species.
There are analogous features in
the families Rosaceae and Legumiuosae.
In Neujrada procumbens (Rosaceae), a
native of the desert regions of North
Africa and the Near East, the floral envelopes, the calyx and petals, persist and surround the hypocotyl of the seedling in
exactly the same way as in Gorteria. But
here, as will l)e readily under.stood, there
is only one flower concerned, and not an
inflorescence, as in the Compositae.
It is

Government

Potatos.

pric

frames

Leeks
Lettuce

means of distribution of seeds in the
For in all probflora.

South African

rhodo-

'

Pigs, feeding,

creased

Beans

the

Orchid Dotes and glean-

i

Harity has been found in any papers on
such subjects.
Ma-rloth did not mention
it in his presidential address to the South
African Philosophical Society for 1894,
which gave an interesting account of
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133
140

134,135
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PROTECTION OF GORTERIA AND

NEURADA

SEtDL.NCrS.

contrivances for tlie effective
distrilnitioii of seeds are many and
varied, tliere seem to be coniparativelj- few whicli are adapted for this purand
at the same time serve as a propose

WillliST

tection

for

tiie

young

seedling.

A

re-

markable

example, however, occurs in
G-orteria, a genus of Compositae, represented by four species, natives of South
Africa. AH four plants are very closely re-,
lated and difficult tp distinguish from one
another.
In each flower-head there are
several flowers surrounded by an involucre
of rigid spiny bracts, the latter being
oonuato at the base into a more or less
woody cup (see fig. CO). The heads are
solitary at the end of each branchlet.
They eventually break off at the apex of
the peduncle, and fall bodily to the ground
with the persistent flowers and ripe
achen^s inside. After rolling about in the
wind for they are extremely light they
probably become
wholly or
partially

—

—

covered by sandy soil.
At length one
achene germinates, to the exclusion of the
romaindor, whilst still enclosed in the
iiivolucro of bracts,

and

i)nslie.s its

radicle

through the hole at the bottom of the head,
where it was attached to the peduncle.
The plumule emerges from the space between the bracts at the top of the involucre,
which is held a pri.soiicr around the hypocotyl, and it remains there durinpr the
entire life of the plant.
This persistent
involucre is present on everj' specimen pre
served in the Kew Herbarium, and would
appear to be an
important generic

Fig. 60.
'ing iHT.si8ti-i»t

i

voung plant of gokteria personaia.

"lucre o( bracts encircling the hypocotyl

itself to animal.".
.Marloth (I.e., p. 79)
states that there are few instances in the
South African flora in wiiich the whole

character not previously noted.
No doubt 'this feature of Gorteria is
familiar
to
many
South
/.frican

plant or its inflorescence is blown about by
the wind. He records as examples the umbels of Brunsvigia (Amaryllidace.'ie) and
a species of Stachys (Labiatae). To these,

botani.sts,
for at least one species is
common on the Cape Peninsula, a
favourite
and
convenient
collecting
trround for tlio,';e in the neighbourhood of

then, may be added Gorteria.
This remarkable method of distribution
and protective germination is very p'robably quite unique in the family Com-

Capo Town.

positne,

But no vf<Tenro

to thf p.^en-

with

its

upw'irds

of

12,000

(iiat. size)

and

lungiliiilinal secti

111'

samt

(enlariicil).

somewhat

cutIous that this genus has
been found to be represented in
South-West Africa, a second species having
been discovered a few years ago by a Ger-

lately

man

collector

named Dinter,

in Hereroland.

Hans

It

at

Orumbo,

was described by

Di'.

Schinz, of Zurich, as Neuradii
austroafricana.
It is very closely a?lied
to N. procumbens, and shows the same
peculiarity in germination.
spirally
In
Leguminosae,
the
the
twisted pod of several species of Medicago

:

encircles the seedling during growth in a similar
way to Neurada, but it is not so strikingly perIn the
sistent as in that genus and in Gorteria.

Leguminosae, then, we have a third type, the
fruit, giving protection to the growing seedling.
this characteristic in several
I have noticed
species from the Mediterranean region, namely,
in Medicago santellata, Ali., M. elegans, Jacq.,
M. sphaerocarpa, Moris., M. turbinata, Willd.,
M. globosa, P.resl., M. Gerardii, W. and K.
M. agrestis, Ten., M. Tenoreana, DC., M.
ciliaris, Willd., M. Echinus, DC., and M. disciA
formis, and perhaps in a few other species.
similar condition occurs in one or two Oriental
species of Hedysarum.
As some confusion has existed in herbaria
regarding the limitation and distribution of the
species of Gorteria, I have added the fgllowing
key, amd all the available records of collectors.

KEY TO SPECIES OP GORTERIA.
Stems mostly diffuse, hispid flower head
tary at tlhie end of each branclilet
;

1. Gorteria calendulacea, DC, Prodr. vi. 501
DrSge, Zwei Pflanzengeogr. Docum. ±\ji, 104;
Harv. in Harv. and Sond. FI. Cap. Hi. 470;
Bolus and Wolley-Dod, Fl. Cape Penins. 288.
Disbrib.— South Africa Cape Division Lion
Mountain, dry stony places below 1,000 ft.
Oct., Drige.
Drege (I.e. 102) states that, ke also gathered a
plant of this species between the Paarl Mts
and tJhe Paarde Berg, in the Paarl Division
I have not seeJi this specimen.
The species
m«y now be extinct, for it has not again been
collected since its discovery by Drege in 1840.
It is a email diffuse plant characterised by its
broad ray-flowers, which are about as long as
the involucral bracts.
2. Gorteria personata, Linn.
Sp. PI. 1283
Thunb. Fl. Cap. ed, Schult, 698; Less, Syn.
DC. Prodr. vi. 501
SI
Harv. in Harv. and
Sond, Fl. Cap. iii. 470; Bolm and Wollev-Dod.
Fl. Cape Penins, 288.
Distrib.
South Africa Tulbagh Div. sandy
places at Nieuwekloof, near Tulbagh, 9.O0O ft,.
Sept,, MacOwan. 826; Tulbagh Road, Schlerhf.er, 9.001;
Drakenstein Mt.. lirJimanv. 2,248.
Cape Div. Table Mt., TlcMnrt. 368; eastern side
of Lions Rump, Table Mt., Dec, Burrhell, 135;
Signal Hill, Sept,, Wolley-Dod. 1,578: Lion's
Head, over Sea Point, Sept., Wnlley-Dorl. 1,591.
Mossel Ray Div.
sandy hills near the landing
place, Mossel Bay, Oct., Burchell 6,236; Attaquas Kloof, Gill. " South Africa." without pre;

:

;

;

;

.

Hnrvey, Pappe.
Gorteria diffusa. Thunb.

cise locality,
3.

697
in

;

Less. Svn. 52

Harv. and Sond.

;

Cap.

Fl.

DC. Proi^

Fl.

Cap.

iii.

O. a/Hnis. DC. I.e.
O. liiffv-sa, var. intermedia, Harv.

:md_Sord.

.

vi.

ed.

501

470.

in

Harv.

I.e.

—

South-West Africa
Little
Namaqualand
Groen River, karroo-like places
1.000-2,000 ft., Aug, Dr>ai: a: near Ookiep.
Mnrrl^ in Hcrh. Ifiolin. 5.769, 5.770 Minn B'lith
Distrib.

:

:

;

Foxmell; Br.nckdam, 2,000 ft., Sept., ScliUr.hter.
•drv mountains near Kookfontein. 3,000
Aug., Bnhi^. 397: Karee Bergen. 1,500 ft.,
.-\ug.,
Hrhlcrhtrr. 8,225 Eenkiet, lower rocky
sloT>es, Penrnnn. 3.092 Vanrhvnsdorp
dry stony
h-Uls below 500 ft., Nov., Drffji. h. Worw^teo-",

11,153

;

;

ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

NEOMUOREA
Ai

the meeting

IRRORATA.

of the

Royal

Horticultural

on the 12th inst., Mr. Thurgood, gardener"to H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford
.Society

Hill, received a Cultiu-al Commendation for a
noble plant of the rare Neomoorea irrorata (see
61,

tionally

Mr.

62).

specimen was addiinasmuch as it was a

Pitt's

interesting,

plant acquired at the
part of the
The plant
aispersal of the Burford collection.
bore large, green pseudo-bulbs, each with a
having
and
plicate leaves,
broad,
pair of
two upright spikes ol many pretty flowers,

which are more than 2 inches

across, the sepals

peculiar red-brown
being of a
The lip, which in
with yellowish-whit€ bases
structure somewhat resembles Houlletia, is strawyellow spotted and barred with dark purplebrown. The species was described from the type
plant at Glasnevin in Card. Chron., July 4. 1890.
and sp..
p. 7. as Moorea irroi-ata Rolfe N. gen.

and

;

ft,.

:

l>«tween Sla,nfcenh»iivel, French Hoek and Donkerhoek. below 1,000 ft,. Oct,, Drfne c; Hex
River Valley, Aug., Wolley-Dod, 4,022,

[March

30, 1918.

greenish-yellow flowers have petals spotted with
purple, whilst the lip front and sides are bright
red.
The species would probably be of value to
raisers, and if hybrids of it could be obtained
they would tend to break the monotony of the
now rather overworked hybrid Cypripediums of

But the plant gives another instance
opportunity to perpetuate rare species
by home-raised seedlings, and thus ensure for
gardens the continuance ol what was known
The plants have
to be a rather difficult subject.
doubtless all vanished, but if seedlings had
been raised they would have been much more
amenable to culture than imported specimens.
I have often urged the necessity for obtaining
true seedlings of rare imported species, and it is
to be hoped that growers will give the matter
Mr. Warpur, the collector,
their attention.
rhodochilum always
stated that Cymbidium
grows on masses of Platycerium, and some of
his plants were on that Fern when distributed.
The specimen in Lord Rothschild's gardens at
Tring Park was growing on a mass of Fern, and,
suspended in a warm house, it did well for some
time.
Others which were potted in the same
collapsed.
manner as Cvmbidiums
quicklv
J. O'B.
to-day.

lost

of

petals

;

;

—

:

:

original

shorter than th-e involoicre
1. G. calendulacea
JRay flowers usually very nan'ow, oblong oi
linear, clearly notched or toothed at the
apex, usually equalling or longer than the
involucre, rarely shorter.
Inner involucral bracts at flowering time
with long bristle-like points glabrous in
2. G. personata
the upper part
Inner involucral bracts at flowering time with
short glabrescent apices, ciliate and
flat nearly to the apex ... 3. G. diffusa
Stems usually erect, glabrous or sparingly
flower -heads crowded, corymsetose;
bose ; involucral bracts slender, densely
villous with long silky white hairs
4. G. corymbosa

:

4. Gorteria corymbosa, DC. Prodr. vi. 501
Harv. in Harv. and Sond. Fl, Cap. iii. 470.
Little
NaAfrica
Distrib.— South- West
maqualand Gariep, on the Orange Eivei', nea-r
Verleptpram, below 500 ft., Sept., Drige,
Vuurdood, on hilk, 1,700 ft., Sept., SMechter,
11,445 Great Karasberg dry banks of riverine
giavels in Dassiefontein River bed, .Jan., Pearton, 7,928,
/. Hutchinson.

figs.

soli-

Ray-flowers very broad, broadly ubovate,
ix)unded and entire at the apex, rather

Harv.

;
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Srluilt.

—

;.;:,:

Fig.

61.

flower of neomoore,v

colone brownish-bed.

irror.w.^
nat. size.

:

the fact that Moorea had been applied many
years ago to the Pampas Grass having escaped attention, and this necessitated the change of name
to Neunioorea.
It was first shown from Glasnevin at the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on March 22, 1892. when it was awarded a
First-class Certificate. For some years the native

habitat of this Orchid was unknown, but it has
since been recorded from the region of the
Province of Santander. S.
Alberto River,
America. The plant bears much resemblance to
Lycaste gigantea, and grows in the same region,
but botanically it is widely separated.

RHODOCHILUM.

CYMBIDIUM

W

The statement by
W. on p. 122 that this
beautiful Madagascar species " flowered once at
Kew and nowhere else " is incorrect. The plant
.

Kew, and subsequently

in several

flowered
gardens. Dr. Hodgkinson showed it at the Manchester and North of England Orchid Society's
meeting. May 13, 1904, and secured a First-class
Certificate for it. a similar award being given
when Mr. Bradshaw. of Southgate, showed it
at the Roval Horticultural Society's meeting on
May 9, 1905. At the Tempi*; Show, May, 1906,
Messrs. Wm. Bull and Sons included a fine specimen in their group, the plant forming the subject of the supplementary illustration in Gard.
Chron., June 17, 1905.
The handsome, pale
first

at

MORE SPRIWC FLOWERS.
The

time when the scent of the Crown Imalways
is
is wafted about the garden
interesting, for it is a time when most plants
that disappear under ground in winter are reappearing.
Some might be inclined to call the
scent of the Crown Imperial a smell and to dislike
Where
it,
but to me it is never displeasing.
the scent comes from and how it is dispersed
in
puffs or whiffs many yards across the
garden is always a mystery, and surely there are
not many plants whifh give off so distinct a
scent at such an early stage in their annual development. For those who do dislike the scent
there is a form or species, Fritillaria inodora, but
it is apparently a rare plant, and I only remember
to have seen it once doing really well, and that
was in a sheltered corner of the late Sir Michael
It
Foster's garden on the hillside at Shelford.
is rare probably because it flowers early in April,
and therefore often suffers badly from rough
weather by reason of its early development.
This year the beautiful dark Anemone, with
its drooping heads, that I take to be montana,
has come into flower several days in advance of
This is not always the case, and yet
Pulsatilla.
the two groups of plants are growing within a
few feet of one another and have been undisIt seems as though the night frosts,
turbed.
which have 'been frequent of late, have checked
Pulsatilla, but have had little effect oa monperials

tana.

Kaufmanniana

now

at its best,
indeed.
It
is
curious how each individual flower seems to
grow from day to day. At first the buds seem
very small, but after a few days they develop
The
into normal or even very large flowers.
form in which the flowers are wholly yellow,
seems to open a few days after the white and
yellow type, and also after the rare scarlet form.

Tulipa

and

its

best

Possibly the last
allied

species.

very

is

is

It

is

good

really a different but closely
breeds true from seed when

any rate the first of my
seedlings that have flowered are wholly scarlet,
and it is also capable of producing two flowers

self-fertilised, or

at

on the stem, though

I

have never known this

happen in the case of the type. Moreover, the
flowers never seem to open out flat in the sun,
as do the white and yellow forms, which seem
to come indiscriminately from seed of either.
very fine early Tulip has resulted from a
cross between Tulipa Greigii aurea and T, Kaufmanniana, I owe my original bulb of this plant to
the generosity of M, Denis, of Balaruc-les-Bains,
to

A

but, if my memory is correct, the cross was made
It ineither at Haarlem or at Oberlahnstein.

—
MAHfH
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creases slowly by offsets, and flowers wiUi Kaufmanniana, and therefore well in advance of
The colour is a clear, soft yellow, with
Greigii.
a broad band of scarlet down the centre of the
outer petals, and the shape is rather
the
of
back
that of Greigii, the most shapely of all Tulips.
Two early Tulips are also in flower under the

Polychroma and Pulchella, though it
is not certain that they have much right to these
names. Each Tulip species seems to have been
described on a totally distinct plan by someone
who was blissfully ignorant of the allied species
with which it might be compared and confused.
What I have as Polychroma has flowers of a

names

The

results of manurial experiments on Apples
where the soil is lighter and less

at Millbrook,

rich in available potash than it is at Eidgmont,
are strikingly different from those of the latter

At Millbrook the

station.
sults of

manuring with

six years are given as follows

:

More than

Less than

of

pale pink of a curious globular form, while Pulchella is a deep red with a blue base.
As usual, Iris orchioides alba was the first of
the tall Turkestan Juno Irises to come into

general average reand dung for

artificials

Normal. Normal. Normal.
Leaf

98.5

size

Weight of Prunings
Weight of fruit ...
Size of

fruit

85
75
81

100.7

100
100
100
100

129
135
196

of prunings indicates growth of new
For MUlbrook we have the results of
wood.
no manure tabulated in the detailed statistics.
Taking the results of no manure as 100, a single
dressing of artificial manures, including nitro-

The weight

Bower, closely followed by a pale lemon-coloured
seedling of I. bucharica. I. orchioides alba increases very fast here in the shelter of a cold
frame, which always remains open. It is distinctly smaller than the type, but a valuable
W. R. Di/lv'. Charieraddition to the group.
hovff. Oodalming.

MANURING EXPERIMENTS ON

FRUIT.

The

Sixteenth Report of the Woburn Experimental Fniit Farm, by the Duke of Bedford
and Mr. Spencer U. Pickering (Amalgamated
Press,
London), summarises the results of
manuring experiment's on Apple trees from 1895
to 1915, previously dealt with for the first eight
years in the Fourth Beport. The lack of fruit
in 1916, it is explained, rendered that y^ar a
blank in relation to the experiments. So far as
the original trials on the Ridgmont Farm are
concerned, the almost entirely negative results,
at least in the manuring of Apple trees, shown
in the Fourth Report, are stated to have been
confirmed in the years thit have elapsed since
the date of that report
Wood formation, sizes
and weights of trees, sizes of leaves, and weights
of fruit are declared to have been entirely or
almost entirely unaffected by the annual application of artificial manures or dung.
It is a
pity, however, that, with the exception of one
account of wood growth, this is not demonstrated in the tabulated results for Apples at
Ridgmont. The comparisons of results are between those of less than normal applications of
manure, normal, and more than normal.
The
"less than normal," In some cases, if not in all,
include the results of no applications of manure,
but as the re^u'ts of small dressincs are incorporated with those of none, there is no comparison between the products of manured and
unmanured plots.
Mr. Pickering mav have
abundance of evidence to prove that Apple trees
and f'pir crops at Ridmnont have not generally
been bonefited at all by man.ires. but all that his
tabulated results, with one exception, show is
that no regular advantage has been gained by
increasing the dressings of manure described as
"less than nonnal." The obvious comment is
that even a small dressing annually may have
been .-mnle for the trees, so that any extra
quantity was mere surplusage, which, on the
whole, did no good.
The results of manurial experiments on Apples
at Ridgmont rcall to memor>- those given in a
Bulletin issued from the New York .Aericultural

Exnc-iment

Station in 1911. entitled "Is it
Neress.irv to Fertilise an .Apple Orchard?" In
this case the resu'fs of various dressings of
manure, Inclndinir dune, •'or fifteen years, were
compTpd with those of undressed land, with
almost as general a lack of benefit from the
manures as Is in''Icatpd In the report for Ridgmont. T"ci''entally, however, it was stated that
a cover crop was erown every year and ploughed
in.

Thprefore. there was no comparison between

no ma"nre and manure,

as litieral crrppn

manur-

ing was carried out anmia'lv, nnd this,
parently, was all that the trees required.

ap-

135

new

wood, the double dressing gave extra
advantage, while tne treble dressing of 36 tons
per acre annually increased the growth and fruit
still more. Tlie increase in weight of fruit is more
astonishing than the augmented growth of new
wood, because liberal manuring is expected to
force wood growth, whereas such forced growth
is usually against the production of fruit.
It
can hardly be supposed that the application of
so great a quantity of dung annually would
prove remunerative, or that it could be obtained
by all growers in extensive fruit districts, even
if they desired to apply it.
The results of omitting in turn from the complete dressing of artificial manures each of the
constituents are interesting, but puzzling. When
potash was omitted there was a great decrease
in wood growth and weight of fruit; but the
omission of phosphate showed increases in both
cases over the results of the complete manure,
while the omission of nitrogen made no considerable difference.
Mr. Pickering explains
that the soil at Millbrook contains sufficient
phosphate and a fair supply of nitrogen ; but, in
reference to the latter, he states that as the soil
is
a coarse sand, nitrate of soda is quickly
washed out of it. It might be supposed, however, that a soil which loses nitrogen easily
would need specially to have it supplied frequently.
Experiments on Gooseberries, Red Currants,
Raspberries, and Strawberries were carried out
Those on Gooseberries gave the
at Ridgmont.
most remarkable results of any mentioned in the
report.
Although neither artificial manures nor
dung had any considerable effect upon Apples on
this farm, so far as the tabulated results show,
both, and particularly dung, had a great effect
on Gooseberries. Taking 100 as representing the
produce of unmanured land, artificials equivalent to 12 tons per acre of dung gave 116 as the
average of 13 years, and when the quantity was
equivalent to 30 tons of dung, there was a

further increase to 207. Wlion dung itself was
applied the increases were vastly greater, rising
to 636 for 12 tons per acre, and 1,210 for 30
Moreover, the effects of the dung were
tons.
cumulative, the crops of the last two years of
the period being represented by the figures
4,830 and 4,220, against 100 for unmanured land.
A great proportion of. the bushes on the unmanured land died before the end of period,
only 23 remaining out of 180 in the last year.
The deaths were much Itss, but still considerable, on the artificially

manured

plots,

but com-

paratively small on the dunged plots. Red Currants and Raspberries responded moderately to
dressings of artificial manures, but much more
to dung, though not nearly to the same extent as
Gooseberries.
The results of manuring Strawberries were too irregular and disappointing to
allow of any lesson being derived from them.

Fia. 62.

PLANT NOTES.

— INFLORESCENCE OF NEOMOOREA lERORATA.

PRIMULA VEITCHII.

4 NAT. SIZE.

the Primulas which have come to us from
the Far East within the last few years, P.
Veitchli ranks as one of the " easy " growers.
It has found its way into a good many gardens,
a.nd is a plant which is exceedingly obliging in

Of

(See p. 134.)

gen, phosphate, and potash, gave 141, a double
dre.<;sing 125, and a treble dressing 163 in weight
of prunings; while the corresponding figures for
weight of fruit are 141, 142, and 168 and those
For
for size of fruits are 132, 142, and 163.
dung the results are still more remarkable. Still
letting 100 represent no manure, the figures relating to weight of prunings are 151 for a single
dressing, 213 for a double, and 227 for a treble
dressing ; while the corresponding figures for
weight of fruit are 156, 186, and 242; and those
^or size of fruits are 191, 272, and 251. The increases are all the more remarkable considering
the fact that the Millbrook plots have been
allowed to run to grass.
A single dressing of
dung is 12 tons per acre, and it might have been
supposed that this applied annually would have
been ample. The figures show, however, that in
weight of fruit, as well as in growth of
;

its

ways,

flourishing

showing a preference

A

in
for

almost any
good,

soil,

but

new loam and

well-rotted cow manure
It has prettily
renders it still more vigorous.
formed leaves, soft-looking in their texture and
of a good green colour. The flowers are a kind
of mageiiita-purple ; purists in colour-tones assert

old

leaf-soil.

little

that they are rather aggressively magenta. But
a good deal must be forgiven to a plant which

grows so satisfactorily as Primula Veitchii.
It will grow in the border, in the rock garden,
and even in a moraine if it has access to some
good soil beneath the upper layer of gravel or
chips.
It likes partial shade, but can be grown
Propagain full sunshine if not too dry a place.
tion is effected by division or seeds. S. Arnott.

.
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DWARF BEANS

PRODUCTION.

IN FRAMES.

About 8 indies of soil
house to germinate.
should be placed on thd hot-bed, using similar
Care must be taken not
soil to that in the pots.
to let the plants grow too large before planting.
The main shoots should be pinched out a da.y or
Allow 14 inches each way
so before planting.
between the plants, and support the side growths
with small sticks obtained from half-worn Birch
The lights must be kept closed until
brooms.
new growth is visible, but afterwards ventilate

when the weather is favourable. Syringe the
plants twice a day, but not enough to saturate
the soil. Lightly dust the surface soil with soot
to ward off slugs and act as a stimulant to
C. Davis, Holy Wells Park Oarthe growth.
dens, IpstmcJi.

LETTUCE.
Lettuces successfully under glass,
every care is necessary to prevent the plants
from getting crowded and growing weakly.
If the seeds are sown in gentle warmth the boxes
should be removed to cool houses directly germination commences. Place the boxes in a cool,
light, airy house, where the plants will grow
sturdily, and later prick the Lettuces oft 2 inches
apart into other boxes. When thev have made
sturdy little plants about one inch high transfer

To

raise

_

and admit air freely. The
lights should be removed when the weather is
favourable, and air admitted to the frames at
Take
night, when there is no danger of frost.
the boxes out of the frames for a week or ten

them

to cold frames,

days before the Lettuces are planted out in order
to harden the plants.
Seeds may be sown direct in the soil in a
frame, and the plants thinned when large
A sowing may now be made in the
enough.
open, and successional sowings at intervals of
Any
until the middle of June.
weeks
three
rough, low frames are suitable for raising
few
a
are
needed
really
All that is
Lettuces.
boards nailed to stakes driven into the ground.
If these are covered with lights they answer as
well as frames of the best quality.
The ground for Lettuces needs to be deeply
dug in autumn, but where this cannot be
done, let it be dug as early in the year as
On that
be cleared of other crops.
it can
dug early manure should be wheeled during
frosty weather, and left in heaps ready ^for
spreading some time previous to planting.
the manure
I prefer to do this and fork
same time, breaking up the
the
at
dn
All
the land
proceeds.
woi-k
well
the
as
soil
that was turned up roughly last year became
conexcellent
in
and
was
thoroughly pulverised,
dition for planting after it had been forked over
grow
and left for two or three days. Lettuces
freely in well-worked soil, and if the surface
has become fine from exposure the seedlings are
easier to plant and grow more quickly than
when the soil is rough and lumpy at planting
time.

Lettuces dislike fresh manui-e, but the roots
take to rotten manure freely.
Give the plants in the boxes a good watering
a few hours previous to planting them the roots
will then lift with plenty of earth attached, and
may be transplanted without check if tJie work
Shallow drills
is dons carefully with a trowel.
one foot apa.rt should be made as planting proceeds, and the plants placed one foot apart in
the row. After they commence growing the hoe
should be run through the ground to loosen the
The more the hoe is used the quicker
surface.
the plants will grow, and they will be ready for
;

cutting fully a fortnight earlier than those that
are only hoed to keep down weeds. Applications
of soot strewn over the bed in their early stages
during showery weather assists growth.

weather Lettuces do better on
borders that are not fuUy exposed to the sun.
Nortli borders can be selected, and if 3 inches of
the sifted material of a spent Mushroom-bed be
laid over the soil it will keeji the roots cool and
moist, save much waterinu, and benefit the
I'Ut thii.se who grow large
plants considerably
breadths for the market cannot well practise
They are not essential if the
these methods.
ground has been well worked, liberally manured,
and the hoa is kept constantly at work. James

During

Good crops are obtained from Dwarf Beans
Four-lighted
grown in frames on hot-beds.
frames are the best to use, as the whole structure
can then be easily raised as the plants grow.
Seed should be sown singly about the middle of
March in 3-inch pots, and placed in a warm

[Maech

The Week's Work.

hot, dry

:

A. Paice.

LIME.
Lime

alkaline
properties
which
possesses
neutralise or counteract soil acidity.
Sour soils
encourage disease in Rotates, and wherever
diseased tubers were dug last season lime should
be applied to the soU this season before planting
commences. Wherever pig or farmyard manure,
sulphate of ammonia, or nitrate of soda is used
lime sliould be present in the soil, as without lime
the manures cannot perform their proper function.
Lime is especially valuable on dry land, as
it helps to liberate the potash present.

Lime on a

clay soil not only liberates plant food,
It is well known as a
drainage.
fungicide and i. remedy for the prevention of
club-root; therefore land intended for the cultivation of Brassitas, and especially the soU for
the seed-bed in which the plants are raised,
should receive a light dressing of lime previous
Club-root often origito planting or sowing.

but

30, 1918.

it assists

nates in the seed-bed, and if not checked, may
be carried to other parts of the garden when
transplanting the seedling Brassicas.

Lime may be applied to the soil in several
common being that of slaked
For this method fresh burnt lime (quick

forms, the most
lime.

may be placed on the land in small heaps,
covered with soil, ana allowed to slake naturWhen it has become a dry powder mix it
with the. soil tliat covered it, and spread it
evenly over the land so as just to whiten the
When small quantities are only
surface soil.
occasionally required air-slaked lime can be used,
or the quick lime can be kept in a dry building
until it slakes naturally, when it may be used as
lime)

ally.

occasions require.

O.

H. U.

W

(p.

104)

Gardener

F. Jordan,

to

Clay, M.P., Ford Manor,

Lieut. -Col. Spender
Lingfield, Surrey.

PoTATOS. In gardens in wann districts the
general planting of this important crop may be
proceeded with wjien the soil is in a workable
condition.
No hard-and-fast rule can be laid
down, as the weather during spring changes
quickly, and the nature of the ground must
always be taken into consideration. Seed Potatos
are cheap and plentiful, and those who recognise the advantage of a change of seed and the
selection of suitable varieties will be assured of
an increased crop. Early varieties with moderate tops may be planted one foot apart and 2
varieties with
late
between the rows
feet
stronger haulm need a distance of 2 feet 6 inches
between the rows. The young slioots are very
tender, and a little fine soil should be drawn over
them on the least sign of frost.
Peas.— Successional sowings of Peas should
be made at short intervals, according to the demand, in deeply cultivated and well prepared
ground.
A few' isolated rows, liberally treated
at the roots, will produce more Peas of better
double the number of plants
quality than
;

_

suitable
If
together and starved.
are available choose tall growing varieand
pods,
finest
the
produce
these
as
ties,
Those who prefer
are the most profitable.
dwarf varieties have choice of such sorts as
Daisy. Peerless, Rentpayer, Stratagem, and those
Early
recommended in previous calendars.
Giant, Senator, Centenary, Hercules, Glory of

crowded
stakes

Devon, Stourbridge Marrow and Duke of Albany
niav all be relied upon, with Gladstone, Ne Plus
and Autocrat for latest supplies.
Broad Beans. -Malie further sowings of
Broad Beans. Seville Long Pod and Bunyard's
Exhibition are large-podded sorts, and amongst
the most useful varieties.
Turnips.— Make further small sowings of
Early Milan and SnowbaU Turnips on a warm
border, covering the seeds with light soil or wood
Thin the seedlings early and make further
ash.
sowings if the earlier seedlings have been checked
ITltra,

by frost or other

causes.

other seeds than
to be sown
April, such as Broccoli,
Sprouts, Cabbage, Cauliflower,

General REMARKS.-Many
those
this

LEEKS.
Mr. Thatchek

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

already

month

recommended need

and

in

Kale, Brussels
Spinach.
Celery, Lettuce, Parsley, Savoy, and
word of caution is necessary, as when plants
long
raised
are
vegetables
of
kinds
various
of
before they can be finallv put out. a bad start
failures may be traced to
is made, and many
Plants sown in April will,_ with
early sowing.
by
ordinarily good culture, grow to a good size
to
the end of May, or by the time it is safe
Bv all means raise eaily supplant them out.
be
can
protection
and
attention
plies where
not be
afforded the crops, but the seedlings must
SmaU sowings at short
neglected in any way.
intervals are best at this early season.

A

states that the

Leek

one of the hardiesit of plants, and one of the
With him, so far, I
most useful vegetables.
agree, but the method he advocates in cultivation is not reasonable now that labour is so
is

scarce.

The saving of unnecessary labour is of the finst
impoi-tance in the cultivation of all crops, and I
beg to point out to your correspondent that most
serviceable Leeks may be grown without the
aid of fire-heat in glasshouses or cold frames
in fact,
(unless early produce is required)
very few cultural details described by Mr.
of
produdtion
in
the
reqnij'red
Thatcher are
Leeks for ordinary use. Certainly the Leek refor
need
no
quires good cultivation, but there is
coddling the plant. The Leelc is one of the most
useful vegetables for growing as a catch crop,
as tlie plants may remain in the seed-bed without
much injury until land becomes vacant.
;

Good

serviceable Leeks

may be

obtained by

in the open during March, and when
sufficiently large transplanted on well manured

sowing

land into" holes 7 inches to 8 inches deep made
with a setting peg, in rows 12 inches apart, setting the plants out to about 9 inches apart in
The plants should be well watered
the rows.
The subsequent treatment
as Uiey are planted.
consists in keeping down weeds and stirring the
surface soil on frequent occasions during dry
weather.

G.

B. H. W.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
to Sir Jirihuh
Bart., G»tton P»rk, E«if«t«.

Bv J COLLUB. OArdener

Couuh,

majority of plants
bloom,
Laelia anceps will have passed out of
anv necessary repotting or top-dressing
observed
are
roots
new
as
soon
as
done
should be
the last deto be emerging from the base of
without
veloped pseudo-bulbs. Rather deep pans
or
A
1 fibre cut
side holes filled with Osmunda
rather roughly will suit their requirements.

Mexican LAELiAS.-The

of

and

up
Specimens

growing in receptacles sufficiently
should not be
large for the next season's growth
has bedisturbed, but the old compost that
removed
come loose and decayed should be
stick, the
pointed
with
a
roots
the
between
from
drainage, and
small particles washed from the
outnew materials substituted. Plants that havecentre
ill the
open
become
.^rown their space and
and useless
should be taken out of the pans

March
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pseudo bulbs and

decayed roots cut away,
leaving only three or four behind each lead.
If
large specimens are desired place several growths
in the

all

same receptacles

or to increase the stock
of any particular variety the portions may be
potted up separately. The pans should be filled
to one half their depth with clean crocks for
drainage, the rhizomes resting on the surface of
the compost, which should be level with the rim
of the pan.
Press the materials rather firmly
around the rhizomes, and insert some pieces of
crock at int-ervals to ensure a free passage of
water.
After repotting, water should be poured
around the outer ed^es of the soil to induce root
action.
If too much moisture is applied at this
stage the roots will decay, but as the season advances the amount of water should be increased,
;

and atmospheric moisture
quent overhead sprayings.

maintained

CoELOQVNE cRitTATA.— Aft«r

by

fre-

passing

out
of flower plants of Coelogj-ne cristata will soon
commence to push forth new roots from the base
of the young growths, and should be repott«d
necessary.
Specimens that have overgrown
their receptacles and are in an unhealthy condition may be broken up and the portions made
Healthy plants that have
into smaller jjlants.
sufficient rooting space should not be disturbed
Those that require repotting should
in any way.
be afforded ample drainage, and a compost congood fibrous loam,
equal
parts
sisting
of
1 fibre, and Sphagnum-moss.
Osmunda-fibre or
After repotting the plants should be shaded
from bright sunshine, watered sparingly at the

are not suffering from drought at the roots.
Syringe the trees twice daily except in dull
weather, and expose them fully to the light.
Pinching, disbudding and removing superfluous
shoots will keep the trees free of useless growth
and expose the fruiting shoots to the sun and
air.

Late Fio».— All necessary work in the late
Fig house should be completed at once, and the
trees made ready for starting.
If the borders
have been top-dressed and watered the buds will
soon commence to swell. Where these late houses
are heated, the amount of ventilation may be
reduced at night, and, in cold weather, the hotwater valves opened a
little,
otherwise the
ventilators must be opened to their fullest extent
by day and a moderate amount of air allowed
to enter at night, except in frosty weather, until
the season is further advanced. These late trees
will only finish one crop of fruit well.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN

if

A

roots,

and

frequently

overhead

sprayed

until

When well rooted they
root action commences.
will require copious supplies of water each time
the soil becomes fairly dr>'. This useful species
is easily cultivated, and has a vigorous constitution
it will thrive in almost any house with an
;

By

Jas.

and where the drainage

soils,

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
J.

Keelc

OmsB Gardener
nail.

Newcastle.

to

Mr»

Dbupsto).

.Staflordiibire.

Early Vinfrie*. Important

work

that

needs to be done now in early vineries consists
thinning the bunches, stopping sub-laterals,
gradually tying the shoots to the wires.
Young vines should not be cropped excessively,
for although the Grapes may be satisfactory for
the one year, and the berries finish well, the
vines in the following season will exhibit weakness. Regulate the crop according to the strength
of the vine, remembering always that colour and
finish of berry are the two essentials in Crape culture, and these cannot be achieved if the resources
of the vine are taxed to their utmost. The thinning
at the earliest
of the berries should he done
opportunity, for delay in this respect throws an
unnecessary strain upon the vines. After thinning the bunches, mulch the inside borders with
short stable manure, and well water them, espe
Damp
cially portions under the hot-water pipes.
the bare spaces twice daily with tepid water and
twice or thrice weekly with diluted liquid
manure. Soot water may be placed in the
evaporating troughs, or syringed about the house,
without wetting the bunches soot water used
in this w.iy has an invigorating effect on the
in

and

;

fiiliage.

Early Fig Houac— The

fruits

on early Fig

show signs of swelling, and the day temperature may be increased a little.
On mild
nights admit a little air through the back ventilators, and let the night temperature range about
65°.
As the season advances, and the sun gains
power, large trees growing in restricted borders
will require liberal supnliea of water and stimulants if the crop be a large one.
Care must be
exercised in feeding the roots, for an excess of
stimulants would cause gross, unfruitful wood to
develop.
Top dressings of turf, mortar rubble,
and a little wood ash encourage the growth of
surface roots that are so neces.<iary to fruiting.
If the crop is a large one. the fruits should be
thinned, and it is not advisable to delay the
thinning, or the fruits will fall in considerable
number?. Overcropping and spasmodic temperatures are the chief causes nf fniit drooping, and
I am convinced that if the thinning be done in
the earlv stases. by removimr all misshapen,
badly placed fmits, and the night temperatures
kent fairlv steady, there will be no trouble in
this respect, provided, of course, that the trees
trees

Guimenbury House,

is free,

many

The bulbs should be buried

watered. The ground under the fruit trees
sTlould be kept well hoed, so that all available
rain will penetrate, instead of passing off. Let all
newly planted fruit trees be watered, if occasion
ari.ses.
Do not crop vegetables too close to these
the young growth

ia

not coming

well, continue to syringe the trees on all
days.
In the case of choice trees, or
larger trees than the average trade size

where
have been re-planted, it will be advisable
mulch them, at any rate for the first season.

to

:

Sweet Peas,-

Sweet Peas in pots should
all the fresh air possible, but wi1*i means
hand to protect them from frost or cold winds,
which are injurious to them. Slight manurial
have

at

applications will benefit well-rooted plants.
In
the more northerly parts seeds may be sown in
the open, allowing for the ravages of mice when
arranging the seeds.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

EaPALiER Trained Trees.-

See that all
are made secure before too
carried by espalier trees. See
also that the supporting ties are sound, and not
too conspicuous.
trellises

much weight

is

R.

P.

Brothbrston, Gardemsr to th« KafI

IIaddinoton,

Tjninghame,

XoM

U

LotihLaJi.

Annuals for BeddiNQ -Sow

hardy annuals
in flower-beds, either broadcast or in lines.
For
fine seeds, such as Godetia
bchaminii fl. pi.
(Double Rose), Silene Armeria, and Malcomia
raaritima. the first-named
seeds are distributed

method is preferable.
most evenly and with
fine, dry sand, and
scattered over the bed or border.
For larger

The

least waste

when mixed with

'

seeds,

such

Saponaria calabrica. Marigolds,
Xeranthemum annuum, Nemesia, and Chrysanthemums, shallow drills should be opened and
the seeds be very thinly arranged therein.
as

Half-hardy Annuaib.-Sow
annuals in shallow beds of

half - hardv
light soil in cold

frames, either in drills or broadcast. If the latter,
give more space to the seedlings, and place a
thin layer of light soil over the seeds. It will save
watering if some shading material is spread over
the sashes until the seedlings appear. French and
African Marigolds, Tagetes signata, Salpiglossis.
Schizanthus, Nicotiana affinis, and Zinnias sue
ceed better when sown thinly in boxes in moderate heat.
If sown thinly and transferred to a
frame shortly after the seedlings appear, they
need not be tran.splanted until they are ready to
be transferred from the seed-boxes to the positions they are finally to occupy.

Primroses AND ooLYaNTHusrsfihould
sown

also be

shortly.
Beds should be prepared for them
on a border in the kitchen garden, the seeds
being scattered rather thicklv all over the surface
of the beds, then patted down with the back
of a sp,ade and a very slight sprinkling of fine
soil over all, which also should be patted down.
I have frequently raised Carnations in a similar

HiRRiss. Gardener to Lady WilTMOi,
Lockinre Park, Berkshire.

Stove Plants.— Any

necessary repotting of
stove plants should be done before the weather
becomes warm. Prepare enough soil to pot the
whole of the plants which need it, and place it
on the stage at one end of the stove to get thoroughly warmed through before potting commences.
A compost suitable for potting most
stove subjects consists of fibrous loam, peat,
decayed leaf-soil, crushed charcoal and sharp sand
in suitable proportions.
The pottiug of stove
plants must always be done firmly. See that the
pots are thoroughly cleaned, and well drained
with clean potsherds.
For a few weeks after
potting the plants need very careful handling a
check of any kind will cause the loss of some
of the lower leaves.
Lightly spray them two or
three times a day with lukewarm rain-water, and
frequently damp all bare surfaces in the house,
to keep the .atmosphere moist.
Recently potted
plants must not be exposed to bright sunshine
until the roots are again active.
Much care is
necessary in watering the roots until they have
become established in the new soil.

Beqonia Gloire de Lorraine. -No time
must be

the main batch of cuttings
Cuttings of most plants will root more
than later when the weather is
warmer.
Cuttings of this Begonia are not so
liable to damp off if they are inserted in finely
.sifted sand ; the sand must be made quite firm,
or it will dry too quickly.
batch may be
grown in baskets for hanging from the roof of
the conservatory, where they are very effective.
A late batch of cuttings should also be propagated for flowering in small pots for table
rooted.
freely

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

E.

;

If

the trees be -of extra size the stems should be
enveloped in hay bands to keep the main stems
moist. Do not be tempted to take any fruit from
newly planted trees the first season, but rather
try to build them up for another year's crop.
stakes and

4-5 inches in depth,

and the plants can be used effectively in a
variety of ways
arranged in large groups, used
as dot plants, or mixed with Gladiolus brenchleyensis.
Seeds may be sown at once in the open,
and left in the seed-bed until the bulbs have
attained a flowering size.
The little bulblets so
freely produced in many kinds of Gladiolus may
be treated similarly. These are of much value
for increasing stock's, and they yield finer spikes
if not allowed to bloom too soon than
do corms
produced from flowering bulbs.

fruit

is hardly moist.
Apricots are flowering
well this year. These, and some other trees that
are somewhat high and dry, on which there is
an abundant show for blossom, will shortly be

Where

and

set vei-y early, Galtonias
flower as a rule too soon to be useful in autumn.

light

ground

trees.

drills,

GALTONiA.-Wlien

We

tbright

Bv W.

at

way, only they are sown in shallow
in firm soil.

trees suffer early in the season for want of water.
have had a remarkably dry spring, and the

away

intermediate temperature.

Hudson, Head Gardejier
Acton, W.

Th« WATERINa OF Fruit TREE».-On

137

lost in getting

now

A

decoration.

Carnations.— Young yilants must be potted
on before the roots become pot-bound. Plants
which are now growin" in 3-inch pots may be
transferred to 5-inch. A compost of good fibrou«
loam, with enough crushed brick rubble and
wood ash to keep it porous, will suit them. Pot
firmly, but take care not to damage the roots.
Place the plants when potted on a shelf near
the roof-glass, and keep them shaded from bright
sunshine until the roots are again active.

Cyclamen.- The flowering season of Cyclais now almost over.
Before discarding the
old plants, some of the best varieties should be
selected for potting on.
These old plants often
make finer .specimens than those which were
raised the previous autumn from seed.
After
flowering, place them closely together in a cold
frame and keep them rather dry for a few weeks,
men

they

may

then be partly shaken out and repotted

into 6-inch or 7-inch pots, .according to the size
of the corms.
When potted, plunge the pots in
ashes in a shallow frame quite near the glass.
and afford water sparingly until roots are plenti-

The .young plants which were rai.sed last
year must be kept growing in a genial atmoPot them on when necessary in a light
compost.
As the weather becomes warmer,
gradually reduce the fire-heat, eventually plunging them in ashes in a cold frame.
ful.

sphere.
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eonoaiAL notice.
AI>VEBTISEMEN"TS
PITBLISHEB, 41.

should be sent to the
Street.

Weillnffton

Covent Garden, W-C
and Publisher.

Editors

— Our

correspondents
to
obtaining answers
their communicutions and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distiTict,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

would

delay

obviate

in

;

Special

—

—

—

Notice

Correspondents.

to

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communi9at4ons or illustrations unless
by special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responmble for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
liOcal News.
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
Illustrations-— r//e Editors will he glad to receive
and to select photographs or drttivings, suitable
remarkable
for reproduction,
of
of gardens, or
flowers, trees, etc.,
but they cannot be responsible for Ions or injury.
liStters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the
41. Wellinerton Street. Covent
Communications should be
Garden. London.
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, Sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

—

EDITORS,

APPOINTMENTS FOB APRIL.
TUESDAY, APRIL 2—
Assoc, meet.

Scot. Hort.

THURSDAY, APRIL 4—
Manchester and N.

of Englaiiiid

Oi-cliid'

Soc. meet.

TUESDAY APRIL 9—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Ooms. meet.
.APRIL 18—
Manchester amd N. of England Orchid Soc. meet.

THURSDAY,

TUESDAY APRIL 23—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet.. National Auricula and
Prim. Soc. Annual Exhibition, London.

AVBRAEB Mean Tbmpbraturb for the
deduced from observations during

ensuin;
tiie

last

week
fifty

Te*\rs at Greenwich, 45.6.
AOIUiL TmtPIRATDRB
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden. London, Weduesdav, March 27,
10 a.m.
Bar. 30
temp. 46.6°.
Weather— Dull.
:

:

;

The present

tiine is

de-

stroying many illusions
wliicli have obscured correct perceptions in many
departments of human interest. For something like half a century the alleged
superiority of the German in science as
well as in some other walks of life has
been continuously trumpeted forth by the
writers of the Fatherland till their statements have almost come to be accepted at
their face value by nations whose selfassertiveness happens to be inferior to
that of the Teutons.
In things botanical
this has been greatly helped by the socalled history of botany written many
years ago by Julius Sachs.
Everyone
reading this work (of which there is an
English translation) would naturally be
impressed with the view that outside
" German botany "
there was little or

Theophrastus.

nothing worthy of his serious attention.

The older

writers in particular

are dismissed as being little more than grandiloquent muddlers.
Aristotle and Theophrastus were pernicious triflers, obscuring all that was scientific by nebulous
philosophy. Even Caesalpino, one of the
ablest writers of the sixteenth century,
while g'-iiHginalv admitted to be within
measu'-able distance of genius, is held to

have been

miserably

seduced from

the

It must, however, be borne in mind,
when attempting to appraise the importance and value of such a work as that of

30. 1918.

culture extends beyond current theory and
practice.
Theophrastus divided the vegetable kingdom into Trees, Shrubs, and
Herbs, a basis of classification which persisted even in the works of our own distinguished fellow-countryman, Ray, who
flourished in the seventeenth century.
And, indeed, from the point of view with
which the older writei's were mainly concerned, it was probably as good as, if not
actually better than, any other system
which could have been devised.
It is naturally impossible in this place
to attempt to give an adequate account of
the botanical work as a whole of Theophrastus, but perhaps enough has been
written to indicate the general character
of the treatise that now lies ready to the

path of science by the influence of the old
Greek writers. It is with special interest,
then, that we welcome the admirable
translation by Sir Arthur Hort of the
" Enquiry
into
Plants,"*
which was
written by Theophrastus about 2,200
years ago.
A perusal of this book, now
so well rendered into English, enables us
to gain a vivid impression of the wealth
of observation, ordered and synthesised
by a very acute mind. In spite of much
that is mythical and obscure, it fills us
with admiration, for it is a veritable
treasure-house
of
information
and of
thought which has lain practically hidden
from modern botanical and horticultural
students.
One comes, indeed, to realise
the gulf that separated the gifted and intellectual Greek from the clumsy hodmen
so characteristically proclaimed by Sachs
as the " German Fathers of Botany."

[MARrH

of anyone who wants to know something of botany and horticulture as it was
understood in those ancient days.
It is fortunate that the task of translation should have fallen to a scholar who

hand
•

is

also a successful horticulturist, for

no

Theophrastus, that -the methods which
have resulted in the development of
modern science were almost entirely undeveloped at that remote era. Facts, of
course, had their value, but there was no
wealth of painfully acquired experience to
draw upon which should direct what we
now call scientific inquiry into fruitful

small difficulty in a work of this sort consists in the identification
of the plants
known to and described by the old writers.
Sir Arthur Hort h:i.s attacked the problem
with a considerable measure of success,
and he has also made plain some of the
structural features e.g., the glumes and

There were no sign-posts in
channels.
those days to distinguish the paths rh-at
broaden out into the wider avenues of
knowledge from the many tracks that lose
themselves in the morass of error.

biguously referred to in the original text.
There are a few slight errors in nomenohiture
^.{f., in the use of the word Sycamore for Sycomore (Fig), which can easily
and most
be amended in a future issue

The book

of interesting observations and reflections, and these are enough
to show how far men had even then adis full

vanced in the useful knowledge of the
vegetable kingdom.
Parts of it, indeed,
recall chapters to be found in botanical
horticultural
works
written within
and
the recollection of many of us. The main
structures of plants, the stems, leaves,
roots, &c., of plants are recognised, and
their more important peculiarities ami
properties are discussed in a way in
is oddlv mingled with
Although it is
the flavour of antiquity.
evident that the processes leading to the
formation of the fruit were not clearly
understood, it is plain that the need for
pollination was at least partially grasped,
and that its significance, so far as essentials
are concerned, was more clearly
recognised in ancient times than by the
" German Fathers of Botany " some 1,900
years later.

which modernity

In not a few of his chapters Theophrastus offers interesting and even instructive reading to-day.
Thus in the
pages devoted to timber, its" qualities, and
the conditions that afiect its value, the
discussion would hardly compare unfavourably with that to be found in more
than one modern treatise. But quite apart

from utilitarian considerations, the light
thus cast on ancient methods of cultivation
cannot fail to excite pleasure in the minds
of those whose interest in botanv or horti• Tlieonfirniituit.
Entiniry into olants. and minor works
on KioufB and weather sisjns. With an En^Iiab tran?lfltinn
hv Sir Arthur Ftort. Bart., M. A., formerly Fel'ow of Trinity
College. Cam>iridcre.
In two volnmea. (London
WilHuTn
Heineniann New York G. P. Putnam's Sons.) MCMXVI.
I

:

;

Price 10s.

:

|);ile.s

of

Wheat, whicli are somewhat am-

;

peo])le

would

re-cognise

Muscari comosum

more readily as the feathered Grape
Hyacinth than as " purse-tassels." But,
after

all,

these are not very serious faults,

and do not greatly detract from the excellericf'

of the translation as a whole.

The inclusion

of the lx)ok in the Ijoeb
Classical Library is in itself a guarantee
of good technical work on the part of the
publisher, and the presentation of the
Greek and English text on opposite pages
will appeal to those who desire to compare
good index of the Greek plant
the two.
names, together with the key-indices in

A

English

and

Latin,

add

to the value of a
(innftl interest and merit.

measure

in

no

book

of

small
excep-

Tuesday's Mectino at the Scottish
Drill Haul. -The

fortnightly meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society was held as usual
on Tuesday last. The show was » small one, and
Orchids
there was only a. moderate attendance.

again con.stituted the principal feature of the ex-

The most interesting plants contributed
by the Orchid ists were Dendrobium Alpha var.
Eleanor and Brasso-Cattkya Doris La-ngiey
A report of the meeting will be pubvariety.

hibition.

lished in OTir next issue.

Supplies of Superphosphate. - Owing
an unexpected increase in the output

to

of superthat farmers
phosphates, there
and allotment-holders may be able to secure addiThey should place their orders
tional supplies
at once with their usual merchants or co-operative societies, even if they require delivery so
late as May.
If merchants say that no further
supplies are available, inquiry should be addressed promptly to the Food Production Department, 72, Victoria Street, S.W. 1. Superihosphates are especially valuable in increasing
the Pot.' Vi crop. An Order is about tc be issued
is

a

possibility

—

Mabch
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fixing the prices for the sales of small quantities
stores.

from merchants'

QOVKRNMKNT PRICBS FOR POTATOS.— The
letter of
tary-

Mr.

to the

March

J. R.

Cltkes. Parliamentary Secreof Food, in the I'imes of

Ministry

20, refers

to the

method

of

payment

for

Potatos of the 1918 crop to be taken over by the
Oovernment. It has been suggested in some
quarters that the prices to be paid would be
inequitable owing to

the

fact

that

farmer.s

in

the southern counties do not expect a crop much
more than half as large as that gathered from
As
the Fens and warp lands of Lincolnshire.
Mr. Cltnes points out. Lord Rhondda's sdieme
provides that the purchase price of this year's
Potatos will be assessed ultimately -with due
regard to the size of the crop and the quality
" The intention," says Mr.
of the produce.
CoLYKBS, " is that a Joint Commission of the
Board of Agriculture and the Ministry of Food
shall visit each area in which Potatos are grown
and assess the price locally after hearing evidence from representative growers on the yields
obtained, the qualitf of tho Potatos, and the cost
of production. The prices actually quoted in the
scheme are only minimum prices, and are intended to meet the case of what are ordinarily
the cheapest Potatos, i.e., those grown on the
black lands of Cambridgeshire."
Mr. Cltnes
"
"
further points
is

;

Heudon comes next with 36

acres and 540 allot-

Other figures are Edmonton, 27 acres
(405 allotments) ; Willesden, 24 acres (360 allotments ; Enfield, 23 acres (345 allotments) ; Wandsments.

:

and Reigate, 21 acres and 315 allotments
Birkenshaw, Otley, and Bilton, 20 acres
Willerby. 19 acres Rotherham, 20^ acres
15 acres
Guildford, 14 acres ; Swinton
(Yorks), 11^ acres; Leyton, 11 acres; and Hella-

worth
each
each
Hale,
;

;

;

;

;

ton, 12 acres.

Soda for Potato Sprayinq.— The

Food

Production Department has arranged with the
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ment-holders and others should make arrangements to combine their requirements, and to
place orders at once with manufacturers or
dealers for lots of 1 ton and upwards or with
dealers or retailers for smaller quantities.
If
any difficulty occurs in obtaining supplies, the
Food Production Department, 72, Victoria Street,
London, S.W. 1, should be communicated with.

The Value of Soot.- Good soot contains
at least 3 per cent, of nitrogen, and is specially
suitable for all

members

of the

and the Onion crop, as well

Cabbage family

as being beneficial to

out that the
increased acreage
on the acreage under Potatos

to be calculated

in 1916, which was the lowest for some years
past.
Consequently, farmers are likely to be
treated more liberally than if a pre-war acreage

were taken as the

ba.eis.

A Trek Yucca. -The

tree

Yuccas

of

America

in New Zealand, where
the Cabbage or Ti trees,
Cordyline australis
and othei's, representing
ihem there. The dividing line between Yucca
and Cordyline is an arbitrary one. For example,
the plant illustrated in fig. 63, which is now

have their counterpart

there are no Yuccas,

known as Yucca gnatemalensis, was for many
year* known in gardens as Dracaena or Cordyline yuccoides.
It is represented in the Temperate House at Kcw by a tall specimen which
flowers every year, and is by far the largest
Yucca there, being about 35 feet high, with
leaves 4 feet by 4 inche.s, : nd erect panicles of
creamy-white flowers not unlike those of Yucca
which flowers frequently in gardens. A
Yucca Y. filifera, which was obtained
from a garden at Cannes had a short
career in the same house at Kew. It had a clear
stem of 25 feet and 3 feet in diameter at the
base, bat it never became established, and died
without flowering. Y. filifera is one of the most
remarkable
and interesting trees of North
America. It has the dimensions of an Oak, being
wide-bra nchini;, 50 feet or so high, the trunk
5 feet in diameter, and it bears pendulous
panicles 6 feet long by 1^ foot wide, of white
" In the distance they look
star-shaped flowers.
like t'leaming waterfalls pouring out from the
ends of tho branches." There are other big tree
Yuccas in the Southern ITnited States.
They
gloriosa,

still

larger

—

—

in 1891

are nnfortnnately too tender to thrive out-ofdoors in any part of the United Kingdom, and
as thev are not suitable for greenhouse cultivation, they, like other American giants, are be

yond the pale of British horticulture.

But

this

does not apply to Y. guatem.alensis, which is as
happy in a big conservatory as the tree Cordylines.
The specimen at Kew is more than 50
years old.

ALLOTMSNTB.-TTp

to

Week-end 242,066
allotments under the

la.st

plots hnri been laid out for
Cultivation of Lands Order, 1917.
Additional
areas of Wandsworth Common, Garratt Green,

Stre.-ittinm Common, and Tooting Bee Common
have Vippn provisionally scheduled for allotments.
Thirtv five local authorities last week agreed to
lake .ste'-s to acquire 440 acres of land for allotments.
The largest acreage added is that of
Camberwell, with 40 acres and 600 allotments.

Fig. 63.

— ruccA

[Photograph by C. P.

gdatemalensi.'

principal manufacturers of soda crystals to sup
ply this product during the ensuing season at
£4 78. 6d. per ton net in 2 cwt. bags delivered
to any station in England, Scotland, and Wales,
in 5-ton lots
In large cities and other approved
centres, lots of 1 ton and upwards will be supplied at the same price.
For lots of less than
1 ton, orders should be placed with local dealers.
TTie retail price of soda crystals sold from shop
or store ought not to exceed the following
56 lbs., 3s. 6d. 14 lbs.. Is. 7 lbs., 6d. 1 lb..
Id. Horticultural
a,ssocialions.
farmers, allot:

;

;

;

IV THE

IK.MI'ERATE HOUSE,

FlnflilL

KEW.

crops during the early summer, if sown between the rows.
It also darkens the colour of
soil,
and increases its jiower of absorbing

all

the

heat.

.'V
dressing equivalent to the usual application of sulphate of ammonia would be at tho
rate of 10 cwt. or 40 bushels per acre, or 7 lbs.
per rod. Heavy applications should not be given
to the foliage of tender crops, such as Carrots, or
burning may result. !3oot should be stored under
cover for a time before it is used on a growing
crop.
A good sample weighs 28 lbs. per bushel

heavier samples are usually of poorer quality.

—
THt:
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ROYAL VISIT TO READING.

We

now

give further details of the Roj'al visit
to Messrs. Sutton and Sons' seed establishment
at Reading, announced in the issue for March 16.
Their Majesties the King and Queen were
received at the entrance of the premises by the
proprietors, Mr. Arthur W. Sutton, Mr. Leonard
Sutton, and Mr. Martin H. F. Sutton, and con-

ducted to the Museum Reception Room, where
the visitors' book was signed, and various presentations made.

After ii few introductory words by the senior
partner on the founding and history of the firm
and the work carried on, their Majesties inspected the very interesting collection of exhibits
there arranged, which comprised the wild types
of Solanum, the berries and seeds of the Potato,
preserved specimens of lubers showing the diseases to which the Potato is liable, together with

GARDENERS'

CHRONICLE.

A large collection of the seeds of all kinds of
Peas and Beans showing the varying coat colours
proved of considerable interest, as also did
specimens and models of many types of vegetables, together with their respective seeds.
A fine exhibit of Lumiere transparencies, showing many vegetables and beautiful flowers in
their natural colours, was much admired, as were
also the educational examples
of grasses and
Clovers, and the cases containing insects injurious to farm and garden crops.
Samples of radio-active ores, which at one
time it was hoped would prove of manurial value
were examined, as also were the many publications issued by the firm, the contrast between
the first edition of Mr. Martin Sutton's Permanent and Tempm-arji Pastures and the presentdaj' issue being specially marked.
After inspecting the Roll of Honour contain
inj the names of over 220 employees on active

[March
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The Royal Party then proceeded to the Farm
Seed Stores, which have a capacity of over 300,000
cubic feet, and noticed tlie enormous quantities
of root and grass seeds, and inspected in detail
the special seed-cleaning machinery and the process
of mixing grass and
Clover seeds
The Seed Testing Laboratory was next visited
by their ^Majesties (see fig. 64), where samples
of food-producing seeds are tested before distribution, and the analytical purity determined by
aid of the microscope and other instruments.
The Loading Floor, from which goods are
despatched to the stations, was passed through on
the way to the Pea Picking Room, where imperfect seeds were being removed from large
quantitie.'i of Peas and Beans.
This work -is

done by women,
The " Stock Seed " Room, containing all tlie
" Mother Seeds " from which the supplies are
grown, was noticed, and in the Flower Seed Order
Room a large order from the Director of Graves
Registration, B.E.F., fur seeds for beautifying
the military cemeteries in France, was being prepared for dispatching.
In the Potato Department large quantities of
Potatos and Artichokes for the various base
depots at home and in France weae being got
ready, women carrying out the work formerly
done by men.
T'heir Majesties then saw the Despatch Office,
and also the Invoice Office, where girl typists
make some thousand invoices daily ; passed
through the Ledger Office, where aboat 90,000
customers' accounts are kept, and finally into
the Oixier Filing Room, where evei"y customer
has a bundle to himself arranged on shelves on
the principle of a library.
At the close of the visit His Majesty expressed
the pleasure the visit had been, enabling them to
see the important work the firm were doinig in
helping to keep up the fond supply of the countrv.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
{The

Editors do not hold themselves reaptntiblt
the oinnions expres$ed by coTrespondenU.)

Varieties of Mulberry.— On

p.

for

100 I ex-

pressed the opinion that there were varieties of
.Mulberry that were superior to others.
I have
consulted Colonel Algernon Durand's work
on The Making of a Frontier, and he states
distinctly with respect to this fruit that there
are quite superior varieties to be met with at
One in particular was called
Hunza Nagar.
" 8haktut," " the
King Mulberry," a large,
" The very dogs feed on
luscious, purple fruit.
them." the author states. I do not in any sense
mean to imply that we have not got this variety
in this country, but I do think there are inferior
sorts in cultivation.
Colonel Durand also remarks upon a most superior Muscat Grape, and
one that was "reserved for the royal family."
This was at Chitral, and the Grape in question
was said to have been imported from Central
.since

Fig. 64.

royal visit to reading

H

\l

THE KINfi IN MESSRS SUTTON AND SONS SEED-TESTING
LABORATOSi

Asia.

/.

Hudson.

Jerusalem Artichoke.— On

up-to-date commercial varieties, and

many

photo-

graphs of scientific interest.
Their Majesties were much interested in the
many useful forms of the genus Brassica, such
as Cabbage, Kale, Savoy, Brussels Sprouts and
Broccoli.

The extraordinary development of the Beet
and Mangold from the wild type, showing the
range from the garden forms to the enormous
roots of Mangolds used as food for cattle, together with Sugar Beet for the extraction of
sugar, was of special interest.
Mr. Arthur Sutton explained the methods of
selection and seed production, showing types of
roots used as " mother roots " for the production
of " stock seed," and the plants which are used
for the growing of commercial seed.
Their Majesties then examined the wild Pea
fonnd by Mr. Sutton growing wild in Palestine,
a very primitive type, and saw models of the
present-day varieties, pods of which have been
grown up to 8 inches in length.

service, their Majesties made a tour of inspection
of the various departments.

In the Shipping and Export Office the Royal
were much interested in a chart of the
world showing every place where the fimi has a
distributing agency.
Photographs showing the
cattle in New Zealand feeding on roots grown
from seeds sent out by the firm, were commented
visitors

upon.
Passing through the Pea Granary, the Vegetable Seed Room was visited, where over a thousand ordere are being executed daily, and where
the Royal party was able to see in execution
many commands from the Anny and Navy Canteens' Board for seed to produce vegetables in the
military districts of this country and overseas.
The Drying Room for removing the superfluous
moisture from seeds before they are sent across
the tropics was of special interest, as also was
the large Farm Seed Order Room, where root
and other seeds are got ready for dispatching to
customers.

126 it is
p.
that the name Jerusalem applied to an
" is considered a corruption of the
Italian
Girasole."
Speaking for myself, I
disbelieve
profoundly in this derivation.
I
doubt if any evidence can be produced that
Italians have ever called this vegetable " Girasole."
more probable that
I think
it much
Jerusalem Artichoke stands for a false Artichoke, or a vegetable resembling an Artichoke,
on the analogy of " Jerusalem pony," which was
an old-fashioned slang name for a donke,v.
Similarly, the word "Horse Chestnut" is used
for a nut superficially resembling a Chestnut.
Of course, if historical evidence can really be
produced that this Canadian tuber was introduced originally into England from Italy under
the name Girasole Artiocco I should have to
reconsider my opinion, but until that is produced
Vicary
I shall remain a "doubting Thomas."
Oihbs.
stated

Artichoke

Undesirable Apples.-A variety of Apple
unfavourably mentioned by Mr. Molyneux on
66 Duchess's Favourite is a far better
.\pple in the Midlands than Worcester Pear-

p.

—

—

;
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Scarlet Nonpareil is of excellent flavour in March and April
continues
tlie searipened,
and
grown
and
if well
son after Cox's Orange Pippin is finished. Red
Astrachan is the best in flavour of the very
early varieties in this district, but should be
eaten directly it comes from the tree. Bess Pool
is chiefly valuable in districts liable to late frosts
in spring, as it is one of the last to open its
flowers. Anyone who has tasted Yellow Ingestre
grown in good conditions in Kent would hesitate
a long time before condemning that variety,
ir. H. Divert, Westdean, Hook, near Surbitoii.

main, and ripens at the same time.

FeEDiNa Pias from Small Gardens.—
(p. 116) discourses mi a seasonable subject,
but his remarks may confuse those of inexperience by making them believe that the various
foods he mentions are all obtainable from small
gardens. I know the difficulties amateurs have
to contend with in obtaining supphes for even
one pig. I agree with J F. that all the foods
he mentions in his lirst paragraph are distinctly
useful and desirable but in a small garden howare such things as Clover, Vetches and Lucerne
If J. F. is
to be obtained at short notice?
thinking of a kitchen garden of some acres in
eKtent, then I agree thai much food suitable for
pigs can be obtained.
Further, I do not think
J. F. is conversant with the present Government
orders to those who grow Oats, Barley and
Wheat, or he woula not suggest that pigs can be
fed exclusively on Barley meal.
The law prohibits the use of Barley and \Mieat for such a
purpose unless they have been condemned as
unfit for human food.
J. F. talks of whey,
buttermilk, and sour milk
but how can such
prodncti be obtained by the owner of a small
i;arden ? He goes on to mention WHieat, brewers'
f>Tains, Peas, Oats, and Maize.
Why, even on a
farm of the .*ize of this one at Swaomore 800
acre*
I have not seen a sign of Maize for many
months; »nd .as for brewers' grains! No, no.
J. P.
If you had written this article in pre-war
times I could have agreed with you; but if you
hold out such hopes of pig-feeling to the owners
of small gardens at the present time, I fear there
will be much disappointment.
E. Mohjneux.

J. F.

.

;

;

—

—

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Cabbage fob Cattle.

Another

season, if that were necessary, has
pro\ed the great value of Cabbage for cows,
No other green crop
pigs, sheep, anu poultry.
can produce so much food for cattle on the same
area.
If early and late Drumhead varieties are
sown early in April, the former will be ready
for use in September and the late variety from
November onwards. The head^ kept quite good
here this season until the early part of JIarch,
thus providing a succession of good food for six
months. Another point in favour of a good Cabbage crop when fed off by sheep is that a heavy
manurial dressing is left behind for the succeeding straw crop of Oats, spring Wheat, or Potatos.
These Cabbages are mild in flavour and do not
taint either milk or butter, especially if fed to
the cows, as all such food should be, after milking.
One pound of seed is sufficient to raise
plants for one acre, but when sown in drills.
as is sometimes done to save the labour in
planting, 3 lbs. of s«ed is necessary.

The seed-bed should be on an open site.
and the soil deeply cultivated and well
manured.
If this is not done by the aid
of farmyard manure dug in in the autumn,
freely
superphosjahate
should
scattered
be
over the surface previous to harrowing and
sowing the seed.
A fine tilth is necessary
to ensure an even germination of the seed, which
should be sown thinly, as the plants are stockier
and grow more sturdily after transplanting,
which should be done directly they are large
enough to handle. The land should be fresh
ploughed preparatory to planting, as it simplifies
this work, setting the early variety in the second
plough furrow and the later sort in the third
furrow, as it requires n>>re space. Drv' weather
is best for planting, as there is not the same
trouble with slugs as when the work is done
during showers or a continuous period of wet.
Dip the roots in a thick mixture of soil. soot,
and water immediately before planting.
WiuKWon.M.

Early -FLOWERiNo Shrub*.— The

glorious

weather experienced of late is having a verj'
noticeable effect on all vegetation. Early-Howering shmba are a fine feature in gardens just now.
Here we have beautiful specimens of Prunus Pissartii in Sower, also plants of Korsylhia suspensa
var. Fortunei, 10 to 12 feet high and as much
through, literally wreathed with bloom.
Never
before have I seen them go perfectly beautiful.
Prunus Cei-a.xus pendu!a will soon be out, and,
judging by the amount of buds, will bo equally
fine.
Ribes of various sorts are gorgeous, whilst
Magnolia conspicua var. Alexandrina is already
opening its flower-buds, and will soon be a grand
sight, provided frost does not occur before they
are developed.

7?.

Lfgg,

77.

Melk.'/tavi

House

Gardeni, Willfhirt.

HiPRlABTRUM RITICULATUM.- On

126
p.
m.ido of hybrids of Hippeastrum
reticalatum.
In the eighties of the last century-

mentioB

is

more than one hybrid

of this class

was brouglit

prominently forward.

It was claimed for them
that iHieriting the late sununer or autumn
flowering <|iiality of H. reticulatum they would
greatly prolong the flowering season of hybrid
Hippeastrums. One of the best known was Mrs.
Garfield, raised in the then prominent nursery of
Mr. B. 8. Williams, of Holloway. The hybrid
was said to have been obtained bv the intercrossing of H. reticulatum and a garden form Defiance.
On October 11, 1881, the plant was
awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal
Horticullur.-vl Society.
Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, obtained a First-class Certificate for the

—

Autumn Beauty

in 1883, and for Autumn
1885, both raised from H. reticulaAll of these plants showed strongly the
influence of H. reticulatum.
Previous to those
above mentioned some hybrids of the same
section were, I believe, raised by Mr. J. O'Brien,
when in Messrs. Henderson's nursery at Maidenhead.
One' of the best known of these was
It is questionable if any of them
O'Brienii
could be obtained at the present time.
It may
be noted that when these different varieties were
raised the genus was universally referred to as
Amaryllii..
W. T.

variety

Charmer

tum.

in

Tile wireworm is one of the worst insect peats
The crj-ature
the farmer has to contend with.
eats the stem of Oats and Barley immediately
above the seed in the spring, and ahso devours
Swedes and Turnips
the young growths of
Oats are
directly they show through the soil.
perhaps Uie most injured cmp, being so often
Sainfoin
ley, the
sown on a broken grass plot or
grass and Couch roots forming a happy hunting
ground for wireworms. There are sonic arable
fields much inftwt^-d by these pests, especially
if no special moans are taken to eradicate them

when the crop

is

not a cereal.

Clean cultivation

and frequent moving of the soil, together with
an autumn dressing of gas lime or a crop of
ploughed in, are preventive
green mustard
measures. Where there is the slightest suspicion
that there may be wireworms in the soil, a fillip
be given
to the growth of the corn should
directly it shows through the soil, in order to
hasten the formation of the second and third.leaf,
as after that stage wireworm does no harm.
No stimulant is better than nitrate of soda or
sulphate of ammonia sown evenly over the sur
face at the rate of 1 cwt. per acre, or, if the
field is not in good heart, a second dressing of
The
half the ouantity named two weeks later.
soil should be made quite firm by the aid of
the ring roller, as wireworm cannot travel so
Some think rolling
easily in firm as in loose .soil.
is siilTiciont to check an attack without the aid
of the manurial stimulant, but in this belief I
faith.
I would also emphasise the absolute nece-ssity of applying the stimulants quite
it is useless waiting until the plant is
attacked and then expect to check damage

have no
early

that montli. Last year we had only fourteen dry
days, which hindered work on stiff arable land.
With the continuous light frosts the surface soil
has been in a favourable condition for sowing,
of which full advantage has been taken.
Wheat on the whole looks remarkably well
the plants are stout, even vigorous, mainly lying
near the ground, and now assuming that curl
in the leaf which is so pleasing to see.
Late
December-sown patches have thriven splenaidly
of late, and with the assistance of sulphate of
ammonia given in February these plots are very
satistactory.
Any Clover, grass or Sainfoin seed
to be sown among the Wheat should be planted
at once, not only for the welfare of the seeds
themselves, but for the advantage to the Wheat
also, as it derives considerable benefit from harrowing and rolling, which consolidate the soil
about the roots. Apart from seed sowing, the
Wheat should be rolled firmly, especially in the
case of light soils
it
is
impossible to make
land too firm for the Wheat plants, provided it is
done during favourable weather. Where the soil
has caked on the surface and it can be seen that
the roller does not make any impression, draw
heavy hai'rows over the Wheat to crack the surface soil, and thus provide grit for the firming
of, the plant.
Some pei-sons are afraid to harrowtheir Wheat, especially if the plant is thin.
They need not be the more it is pulled about
the better it grows, consequent on admitting
air to the roots.
Onls.
The seed recently sown is fjermiiiating
rapidly,
\\liere the plant is pale in colour, 1
cwt. of sulphate of ammonia sown evenly over
each acre would greatly assist the growth this
dressing, coupled with the customary rolling,
should show very good effects.
The .sowing of Barlev and Oats should be
pushed on with all possible speed, as where this
is defetrcd until the end of April and we have
a continuance of dry weather, as is foreshadowed
by some weather experts, the early growth would
be checked, and that means "hedge-grown"
crops unevenly matured at harvest time.
The rolling of Sainfoin and Clover crops should
be done at once, as much growth is in progress.
Not that the rolling does much good to an established plant, but it certainly facilitates the cutting of the Hay crop later by pressing stones
into the soil out of the way of the grass-cutter.
Autumn-sow-n Vetches look none too
I'c^c^c'!.
the continuous rains in October did
well so far
not favour an early and strong growth, whilst the
many fi-osts experienced since have loosened the
would be adsoil "so much that firm rolling
;

;

*

—

;

—

—
;

vantageous.
a suitable time to sow a plot to aiioceed
crop for sheep food, or as green food
cows or pigs in August and onwards.
are such an important crop that every
farm should have a plot. I purpose growing two
acres, having the plants now in the seed-beds to
plant one acre next month, which is no doubt
the best method of ensuring a crop. The sowing
of the remaining batch is now claiming attention.
The varieties I recommend are Bedfordshire
Champion, .James' Long Keeping, Brown Globe,
and Rousham Park Hero. Sow 8 Ihs. of seed per
acre wifh a hand seed-drill. The tilth should be,
the
of the best and the soil made quite firm by
Previous
aid of the roller during dry weather.
to sowing an^ working the surface soil artificial
manure should be evenly sown over the plot at
the rate of 6 cwt. per acre. Use either a concentrated fertiliser or 4 cwt. of superphosphate,
supplemented by 2 cwt. of sulphate of ammonia
with the harrowing necessary to olntain a desired

Now

the

is

first

for horses,

OmoM

tilth,

the

manures

will

thoronglily

b'e

incor-

Sow the seed in shallow
porated with the soil.
made 14 inches apart this distance will
afford space for hoeing, which is necessary many
times during the season.

drills

;

;

already done.

Seasonable Reminders.

Various items previously dealt with in this
column are sufficiently important to refer to
again now, as a reminder that such det'ails await
consummation, for in the hurry of much, work
some may be omitted. Never within my experi_

ence

141

has

such

a

continuance

of

favourable

weather lasted during the month of March, al1915 we had onlv seven wet days during

thouL'Ii in

ARTiPifiiAL MANirnn FOR Potatos.
Ckrtain manures, such as potash, are very
and, apart from the various manures
.scarce,
prepared by vendors, one has to depend largely
upon superphosphate and sulphate of ammonia.
For Potatos I use a high-grade superphosphate
(35 per cent.) at the rate of 4 cwt. per acre,
2 cwt. of bone flour, and 2 cwt. sulnhate of ammonia. If the hone flour is not u-serf, add 1 cwt.
more superphosphate, and use a liberal dressing
M.
of sulph.ite of ammonia as the plants grow.
Mnlijnexix.

-M —

—

,
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BA JL

Vegetables

All 4S

,

Average Wholesale

—
—

Aralias

Araucaria excelsa
Asparagus plumo-

0- s

Cyclame

0-8

Cineuiri.

10 0-12
...
9 0-10
Sprengeri
Aspidistra, green... 36 0-42

—

Boronia
tiema

megasIS 0-24

REMARKS. —
,1,..

,,,,

the counli
of flown
this week.
there is a good

i,.;

1

iMwht,

I

.

t>0

„',.,..
i,r

,,,

l,

iTe

..

,1

i!!

titles

don

iMW

111.

French(Channel

4
4 03 0- 6

Celeriac, perdoz....
Celery, per bundle

7 0- S
2

Chicory, per

variety, 48-6

—

_ 32's
— nidus, 48's

Cyrtomium,

—
—
—

10 0-12

...

8 0-10

48's

Cut Flowers. &e.

Lili

fulg' lis

per doz. bun

(Richardias),
S 0-10

per doz. bl'ms.
Azalea, white, per

—

American

var.
1

Daffodils (single),
per doz. bun.
Barrii

3

—

—
—
—

Golden Spur
.Sir

Watkin

French Flowers
s.

:

—

mixed

•

I

d

.

6

0-60

Paper white

...

12 0-15
:

—

3

3
Double, red
4 0-4
yellow
Violets.perdoz.hun. 40-50
.

.

d
Ranunculus. carmine,
per doz. bun. ... fi 0I,

s

d

8

15 0-18
scarlet ..
Stocks, white, per
9 0-12
pad
Violets, Pnrnia, per

bun

4

per half2

6-30

medium,
bunches 18 f-21 o

0-60

Allium,
Star
... 10 0-12
per pad

Prices.

bun.

perdoz. bun... 10 0-12
pluAsparagus
long
mosus,

doz.

2

Red,..

Berbeiis, per doz.

hair Fern) best,

dozen

Carnjition

0-80

4

0-60

3

0-60

2
7

0-26
0-80

foliage,

bunches ..
tlv^^
Cycas leaves, per
doz
Ivy leaves, per doz.
bunches...

Moss gross
Smilav,

6

per

bun...

—

:

—

—

,,,

1

I

,,

i

Ganle

Coverit

March

Marl-i-l.

Daniel*. -We

W.

27,

191S.

W.

Mr.

to

announce

the

Daniel's,

advamce in pi-ice. Home-grown Daffo<lils, svlhich axe
arriving in good condition, should be sufficient for
demand, Roses and Carnations are an-ivijiig in excellent condition, but the colder weather may dieok the
.4.mongst the French
supplies before the week-end.
flowers. White Stock. Star of Bethlehem (Allium), and

allso

now
tIhe

sell freely.

^ears.

the

regret to announce
Mr. W. J. Ewart, a well-known
Mr. Ewart was gardener to
gardener

dea.tli

Scottisli

of

Miss Dawson

Powfoulis,

at

Falkirk,

for

ove.r

ana was an e.Kcellent all-round
gardener and a sraccessful grower of Orchids,
thirty years,

particularly those of the cool section. Deceased,
wlio was 72 years of age, has left a widow, two
third son was killed
daughters, and two sons.
sergeant
in aotian at Loos while serving as a

A

the

m

Cameron Highlanders.

Ronald BiRKiN8H*w.-We regret to announce
the death of Mr. Ronald Birkinshaw, eldest son
Caldecote
of Mr. T. W. Birkinshaw, gardener at
Towers, Bushev Heaith. Deceased was a signalrecently,
sunk
was
ship
his
man in the Navv, and
to his relahi? name being" afterwards conveyed
war he
the
Before
lost.
those
tives as among
was employed
Hickleton Hall.

r.

in

the

gardens at Hatley Park,

Huttou Hall, and Mote Park.

GARDENING APPOINTMENT.
two years Cardeiier
G.

W.

Ba->rter. (™- the rast

Hiarrietsham,
K A Embiricos, Esq., Hauteville,
Lodge,
Kent' as Gardener to W. Burness, Esq., The
Parniiam Royal, Slough, Buclunghamshire.
to

SAFFRON

AND

WALDEN, BISHOP 8TORTFOBD
FARMERS' AGRICULTURAL

DISTRICT

ASSOCIATION.of

this

A'KiOciation,

J.

other information would be

ac-

E.

Apples
Russet
:

Apple known

as French,

not veiy commonly grown

is

Leices-

Tlie

L. S.

.i.

m

tershire, but the' old Royal Russet, which is
very similar, does well in that county. There
are, however, many better varieties of Apples
than either of these Russets, and you would do
especially if your orchard space is
well,
limited, to oho'ose Apples which would yield

a more remunerative return.
Camellias and Genistas C. M. L. Both these
plants may be propagated from cuttings inCuttings of Genista,*serted in September.
should be placed in a gentle bottom-heat until
they are rooted, which may not be until tiie
In the case of Camellias,
following spring.
choose well-ripened growths without fiowerbuds, insert the cuttings in sandy soil, and
place the cutting-boxes or pans in a cold frame
until Uie following February, when tney shmild
The
be introduced into gentle bottom-heat.
shoots will soon form roots i.n moderate
warmth. Care must be taken to protect the
from frost during the winter.
cuttings
Genistas may, if desired, be treated m the samemanner as "Camellias, but a.re better placed
Use clean silver sand
direct in bottom-heat.
which the
or very sandy soil for the soil in
cuttings of both plants are inserted.
Damping Off C. F. It is true that an
moisture
excessive amount of atmospheric
:

is

cause

the commonest

of

damping

but this condition
brought about by keeping the

can

seedlings,

soil

ott

also

m

be

too moist,

to grow too
or by allowing tlie seedlings
the seedlings
thickly together. Occasionally
wire-worm or eel-worm
fall over as a result of
you should examine your seedat the roots
are not attacked
lings and make sure that they
We would advise you to keep
way.
in this
the pans each
the soil drier, and to examine
;

i'e.a;ret

Park Superintendent
and Cemeterv Registrar, Dewsbury. He died on
the 15th inst., aged 69 years. -Mr. Daniels had
been superintendent of Dewsbury Park for 18
deatli of

bun.

2 0-26
Sprengeri
... 10 0-15
of H trails
be
1^'ill
u^ reiltjw^iw win
l.a.Ige qUWIlULiWS
of OUl
Ol
cut flov
Remarks.—
itMMAKlCS. Large
q
quircd this week for the Easter festivities. White flowers
will be tihe chief attraction, and high prices ai-e anticdpated for tJie .best blooms of Richardias (Ai-ums),
Oaimations, white
Lilium lomgiflomans w;bite Roses,
Coloured vaiieties iyiU
Tulips, and My-of-tlhe- Valley.

coloured Anemones phould

:

W. J*MEB EwTART.- We
6-40
6-30
6-30
0-40
6-30

8
2

Pink

Average Wholesale

Adiantum (Maiden

trails,

—

—

Cut Foliage, &c.

— —

doz.

.

...

Narcissus, per basket

—

per

I

(Acacia),

per basket

12 0-lS
4 o- o n

-

bun
single,

3

Single, white
iTellow

1

pink, per doz.

—

4

blooms
Darwin, various

—

Anemones, double

Mimosa

0-40
0-60
0-40

3

Average Wholesale Prices.

d. s

Prices,

...

0-40

3

—

Any

ceptable.

:

I

...

Tulips,

blooms

0-30

s.d.

170

.

...

;

I

Freesia,perdoz.bun. 3 0-40
white,
Heather,
per doz, bun.... 9 0-12
Lilium longiflorum,
7 0-80
long
rubrum, per
doz. long "... 4 6-60

2

i

...

1

Eucharis. per doz,

—
—

blooms

5 C- 6

Victoria

:

Grapes, con.
Gros Colman,
Apples 6 6-90
...
per lb.
Engli3h,perbus.30 0-46
Lemons, per case... 40 0- 48
Russets. French,
Nuts, Barcelona,
in cases of about
...1-W
0-65
per bag
60to701bs. ...
17-18 Oranges, per case 100 0-135
..
Dates, per box
strawberries, forced,
Grapes S 0-20
per lb
per
Alnieria,
Wa4nuts,kiln dried,
barrel (ij doz.
.. 100 0-110
per cwt.
65 0-7O0
lbs)
KEMARK.S.—Supplies of English Apples are decreaising
moicli defflrer
dailv. Frenrh R.us^slIs ai-e on offer, hut are
.arket, but eup,,.
_,
,,.
,^,,,^
Gros CoHman. G
|-,,;iii
l.ii-'j .in.iiiiii. s of .Vlmeria
plies are ver\ bmi' ,,i
,-,:,.
-;i|.|,',:.-.s
of forced
,1
(Spa.nigh) Gi- .p
.....li-li
.and Oonti.! i',;.',
i, ,,-,.,Strawberries
tiiiuh mui. ijlLlililiil, and supplies of
Dental .\spaiagiiquantities of
I-'air
Vegetable Marr-ow: aae increasing.
aie
Ououmbcir..^ are on offer, but supplies of Mushrooms
Ohicory ind bauliflowers a.re fairly plentiful,
shoff.tei'.
E, B. R.,
increasn.
showan
.,-irf
Be-a.n«
and
D
-ik-.ile
and St
..

— G iieralJacque3 0-40
minot
— hady Hillingdoii 4 0-50
— Ladylove
6 0-10
— Niphetos
3 0-40
— Richmond
6 0-80
— Sunburst
6 0-12

3

...

0-36

.'iO

(72 U.S.)

Pelargoniums, double scarlet, per
doz. hunches... 12 0-lS
doz
Roses, per

I

6
...

Princepa

—
—

3- 1 6

0-50
0-80
0-40
3 0-40
3 0-40

Emperor

2 6- 3

»

.Soleil

Carnations, perdoz.
best
blooms,

Croton leaves, per
bun.

p

— ornatus
—
d'Or
Orchids, tier doz:—
— Catt'eyas
— Cypripediuins

6-30

2

per. doz.

s.d.

short,

bun

S 0- 6

doz. bunclies ..
white.
Camellias,

—

Lily-of-the-Vallej
per doz. bun ...
Grand
Narcissus,
Primo per doz.

Arums—

_

0-36

3

Tiirniptops,perbag
i

X

8 0-12
4 0- S

...
large 60'8
...
small 60'8
72's, per tray of

doz blooms

4 0-

...

-

Average Wholesale Prlees

:

s.d.

Anemone

,

12 0-18
24 0-36

...

...

in variety,

Pteris,
48's

21 0-24
...

g2's

,

Average Wholesale

:

s.d.

in

Nephrolepis,

ciinea-

48'8,perdoz. 9 0-10
..
9 0-10
elegans
Asplenium,48's, per
9 0-12
doz

tum

—

Fruit

Almonds per cwt.

d.s. d

s

^

'

—

Prices.

d.

d. s.

.

Adiantum

Average Wholesale

natural, perdoz. 3 0-46
Savoys, per tally ... S 0-12
Seakale, per punnet 2 0-23
Shallots, per doz. lbs. 8 0-10
bus.
.Spinach, per
^
2 0Swedes, p'er baa
4 0Turnips, per

6-40
8-10

Surrey?

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

16-30
16-19

y, getabieJIarrows,
Horseradish.perbun. 8 0-40.
12 0-15
perdoz
10
Leeks, per doz. bun. 4 0- 4 6 Watercressperdoz.

fredy.
:

—

—
-

various sizes
loiilv of Feins, Palms of
doubt, sell
S'^flowerSTpl^'^tall of w»iich will, no

Ferns and Palms

bunches
forced,
Rhubarb,
per doz

!::

...

bun

...

Cucumbers, perdoz. 9 0-12
Endive, per doz ... 2
--OS
Garlic, per lb.
n
Greens, per bag
Herbs, perdoz bun. 2 0- 4

but

to i-ecoird,

lb.

—

spring, per doz.

,

0-60

—

10

20 0-24

cwt

2 0- 5
Valencia,
per
33 0-35
case (4 tiers)
(6 tiers)
... 33 0-3S
Parsley, per strike ..26-30
4 0-50
Parsnips, per bag
10- 1 3
Potatos,new,perlb.
Radishes, per doz.

0-36
0-36

new, per
doz. bunches ...
...
per hag
Cauliflowers per doz

quaii-

and large

0-80

Carrots,

required for Ijon-

lu-.es

0- S

3

have been despatched

|i(ii-

7

7

Islands), per lb. 2

10 0-12
36 0-42
30 0-36
18 0-24
Genistas
Marguerites, white 9 0-10
12 0-16
..
MiRnoiielte

8ti7

...

Broad, per pad

Beetroot, per bus.

:oluta
Wilniori

El

—
—

Will some readers kindly advise as to the best
variety of trout for an inland lake of about
3 acres? There is a fair supply of fresh running,
About what number of fry and onewater.
year -olds would be a good stock for this area of
water? Also when is the best time to place the
Where can a reliable supply
fish in the lake ?
be obtained near to the district ot Godst-ijne, in

0-60

3 0- 4

per doz. punnets
Onions, French, per

I

Green),

(Paris

per bundle

s.d. s. d
21 0-24

4

12 0-14

bundle

—
—

16-3

bun
...
Mushrooms, per lb.
Mustard and Cress,

per

Naiional,

Beans :-

Prlees.

d. s.d.

per do

0-10
11-10
SU-10

d. s.d.

perdoz.
Mint, forced, per
doz.

30, 1918.

ENQUIRY.

8.

Cabbage

Lettuce,^

3

-

per bundle

but

:

-

_

3- 1 «

1

-Lulls

for the
cipal ialesmen who are responsible
that these quotations
It niust'be remembered
tions
particular day,
do not represent the prices on any
week Preceding
but only the general average tor the
depend upon the
the date of our report. The prices
which they ««>
quality of the samples, the way in
the demand,
and
market
the
packed, the iupply in
day,
and thev may fluctuate not only from day to
occasionally several times in one day.— ED8.

Plants In Pots, &c.

s.d.

—

BUbjoined
cannot accept any "responsibility for the
They are furnished to us regularly every
report*.
prinWednesday, by the kindness of several of thequota-

[Makch

Average Wholesale Prices

:

Artichoke, Chinese
(Stachy) per lb.
Globe, perd"Z.
Jerusalem, per
J bushel
Asparagus(English)

n.

COVENT GARDEN, March

We

—

.

-«
the

ninth
the
report of

meeting
.ammKil
the committee ot

mamaeement showed tliat it is in a flourishing condifor the
tion with a memberfhip of 338 and a turnover

Mr
rear of £65 257, on a paid-up capital of only £88.
Agricultural
S Oorbett, General Direcboa- of the
J
OrgBoiisatiOTi ,Sociiety, to which the association is fffih;
congratulated tIhe members upon the results of
•ated

co.operathe year's won-fcing, amd said the principle of
tion "among farmers was spreading.

damped,
day remove any seedlings which have
and charcoal
and sprinkle a little wood-ash
the house well
Keep
space.
vacant
the
over
ventilated

;

a

high temperature

is

not alone

With,
to keep the atmosphere dry.
shouia
reference to vour second question, you
apply to the "makers, viz., the Molassine Com5.
pany, Ltd.. 28. Mark Lane. London, E.(/.

sufficient

Winter Greening/. T.
French Crab).— H. K. Sturmer Pippin.
The Tomato leaves are
.¥.
r.
TOMATOS
have al^ the
affected by disease, and they
by
appearanc4 of lia.ving been attacked
liver of sulwith
Spray the plants
a-phides.
to
phur in the proportion of half an ounce
la.rge_ table2 gallons of rain-water, and add a
well
snoonful of soft soap, mixing the whole
Attend carefully to the rentilatioo
together.

Names of Fruits

:

(syn.

;

need plenty of
of the house, for the plants
is unfresh air a moist, stagnant atmosphere
;

the spread
suited to the Tomato, and favours
of disease.

" hi Doubt," Dublin.
Peach trees should be well watered just before
will genethev come into bloom this watering
flowering period,
rally cany them over the
be allowed
but" on no account should the roots
when the trees are
to suffer from drought even
Fork the borders lightly m w,h,_ich
in flower.
apply a dressing
planted,
are
oia Peach trees
manure, and water the soil
artificial
of

Watering Pe.vch Trees

:

;

It is not absolutely necessary to
copiously.
set of
pollinate the flowers to r>'ain a good
depends on the weather, but best
much
fruit ;
results generally follow this practice.

D.
Commnnications Beceived.-W.
^0 J w —.laponica— H. E.— Hortus— S. A.—

W W -0

H.

n.

W.-A.

C.

i
-\.

B.-H. W.-J. E

B.

S.

W,—

...

April

6.

:
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"tlier sprinir tlowers,

and now waiting

to

Everywhere
be planted with vegetables.
else Kew presents much the same features
In No. 1
as it did in pre-war Easters.
house, near the main entrance, the Aroids
are looking little the worse, although
visitors are not permitted to see them.
The big ti-ee of Amherstia nobilis never
promised better for a display of flowers

(SBxbtmxi

Cljrrrrark

-SATVIWAY. APBIL

CONTENTS.
Appointment

Pluto

LaelioCattleya

Bdiley, vaiietieB of
Batsford Park, sale "f

from gar-

Pigs, feeding,

dens

.,

Eucaln^tus, the j^eiuis ,.
Farm, crops and stock on
the home
Food prodaction, on increased Chinese Cabbage
Jerusalem Artichokes
•Soy Bean, the ..
Hippeastrum reticutatum
Kew, notes from
Leicester, exhibition at
Leith Hill. Surrey
Market fruit garJen, the
.

Obituary—

..

..

..

Jeffersonia
Potatos, need

. .

for

tended planing of

. .

power of

. .

SocietiesRoyal Horticultural
Sunflower seed
Sutton, Mr. Leonard
Timber, hnnie-grown
Week's work, theKlower garden, the

,.

ings -

Orchid houses, the
Plants under glass

Worsley

]

..
.

..

:

..

.

]
]

.

]
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
dubia ..
Lysiehitum camtschatcense
Phelypaea foliata

tree in
at the present time is the Japanese
subhirtella.
It is so elegant, its
branches evenly disposed, yet in no sense

or formal, and its pale pink flowers,
almost wliite in the distance, are delightful.^ This is a tree for the villa garden as
much as for the park, and it ought to
become a rival in the affections of the
people with Laburnum, Lilac, Almond and
Hawthorn. There are many trees of this
Prunus scattered over Kew there is a
particularly fine grouj) of it south of the
Palace lawn, with double red and white
The Birches,
Peaches for companions.
with their white, brown and blackish
trunks, arc worth attention, the Kew
collection being a particularly good one,
and most of the trees are of fair size. The
Elms also are worth inspection, some of
them, particularly Ulmus montana vegeta,
the Hiiiitiiiirdon
Elm, and Wheatleyi,
Wheatley's Elm, are far better than
the English and Scottish Elms as trees
Groups of flowering
for parks or roads.
shrubs growing among the collections of
trees are a noteworthy feature at Kew.
Broom, Forsythia, Spiraea,
Berberis,
Lonicera, Magnolia, Philadelphus, Ribes,
and others liavc been planted in masses
here and there for decorative effect and
they are quite a success.
The Rhododendrons in the Dell looked
plump and happy on Sunday after the
drenching rain of tlie previous day. Some
of the early ones were in flower, R. Farbarbatum, campanugesii, strigillosum
latum, niveum, Davies' Early White,
Handsworth Early Red, Rosa Miindi, The
grand bush,
Countess, Lti.scombei
(a
covered witii bloom, and a number of
smaller ones, a yard or so high, equally
floriferous, proving the merits of this
hybrid) Altadereiise, an old bu.sh, laden
with dark red flowers Smithii album, a
white arboreum cross, also old and several
big veteran early Arboreum crosses, redflowered and gay, but nameless. The best
of a set of hardy varieties obtained from
Messrs. Reidol, Dresden, about ten yiais
ago, is one named Professor D. Reichenbach, but T am afraid it would not stand
a chance against the Waterer class. England stands a long way aliead of all other
countries in the breeding of RhododenCamellias in full flower in the
drons.
Dell are puzzling to visitors, who are as
surprised to find them growing and flowerstiff

;

intrii--atum

NOTES FROM KEW.-IV*
Kew season
THEgiven
reasonable

oj)ens at Easter, wlieii,

weather in March,

there is certain to be a feast of
flowers for the crowds that visit tlic
The average number of visitors
gardens.
to the gardens since a cliurge for admission was instituted is less than one-tenth
of what it was in ])re-war times.
The
numbers on last Good Fridaj-, Saturdaj',
Easter Sunday and Monday were: Friday,
•"$,690
Saturday (a wet day), 264; Sunday,
4,572 Monda)-, 10,650.
For comparison
I give the numlx'rs recorded for the same
days ia 1914: Friday, 62,700; Saturday,
21,«00; Sunday, 6^,590; Monday (Baiik
Holiday), 147,765.
Although a great
falling off is revealed by these figures, it
speaks well for Kew and for our people
that 80 many came to see the gardens with
the clouds of war hanging heavier than
;

;

ever.

The allotment workers

digging their
on the green in front of the main
entrance to the gardens on Good Friday
were a surprise to many visitors.
Kew
Green is more stone gravel and sand than
still,
clod;
no stone, no clod must remain
unturned where good can be got out of it.
Cabbages and Potatos do well on maiden
soil, though poor, therefore the well-to-do
Kew folk who, coats off, have tackled Kew
Green need not feel that they are working
j>lots

ill

The most beautiful flowering

Kew

.Urt.riM)nia

Khododendron

red Peaches and groups of Forsythias in
the shrubberies are good to see.

Prunus

.

Tom

the left, in the enclosure where the historical Corsican Pine stands, the great
expanse of Daffodils is rapidly approacliing perfection, and the double-flowertJ

^

.

Fruits under glass
..
Hardyiruitgarden.the
Kitchen garden, the

I>ick, i. Harrifuni

:

ex-

Shrubs, early flowering..
Snow,
the
protective

Orchid notes and glean-

*^ypripeilium

]

Plani notes—

nest month, and a good nximber of
Anthuriums are in bloom. The Belladonnas in the border in front of the house
To
are well advanced in leaf growth.

vain.

Further indications of the same kind
inside the gardens are the ploughed up
lawn in front of the Palace, wliere Potatos
will be planterfi.ext week, and the emptv
flower-beds, which
formerly were filled
with Tulips, Daffodils, Hyacinths, and
•Previous «rticlci> .ip.'>e*red In the
F«hni»ry B, and March 9.

itsiies

of January 19,

;

:

;
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ing ill the open air here as they would:
be to find parrots in the woods.
There are jays and pheasants in the,

woods at Kew, and hares have been shot
there recently.
Birds of many kinds arc
numerous, especially blackbirds, and they
are as destructive as monkeys, or the grey
squirrels which have taken possession of
Kew as rats do of a barn where poison,
traps, and the gun are not used.
However, like Lysander Pratt, we can find
good in bad and bad in good, and the
squirrels, like the geese and ducks, are a
source of amusement to some visitors ; the

blackbird's singing charms most people,
and hares and pheasants have in these
times a real value. For his size, the titmouse does a big lot of mischief in
the garden. He pecks holes in the Rhododendron flowers to get at the honey
secreted at the base, and he prefers the
honey of the red-flowered sorts to all
others.

Bamboos at Kew no longer excite the
experts, who appear to have learnt all they
wish to know about them. It is to be
feared tliat Bamboos are untidy plants,
looking

decidedly

dishevelled

in

early

summer, which is intolerable in the wellgroomed gardens.
They show up best
in winter, and a good quartet of them is
nitida, fastuosa, which

is

15 feet high at

Kew, nigra, and japonica, or Metake, as
is still called in the nurseries.
Nitida
a most elegant plant, quite unlike anything else, its clusters of bluish, quill-like
stems supporting a canopy of thin, graceit
is

ful

foliage,

sorts

being admirable.
The four
the weather better than

named stand

any others

at

Kew.
garden

is worth visiting now
only to 'see the Magnolias. M. oonspicua,
Soulangeana, and stellata, arc already

Tlie Azalea

if

in flower, and tlie others will soon follow.
Speaking of Magnolias, one cannot but
say specially nice things of stellata, which
There are
at Kew is a champion shrub.

large beds of it on several of the lawns,
it is plentiful in the shrub borders, and
it is one of the very best forcing plants
know.
The weather often spoils the
I
frost turning its snow-white flowers
brown, and heavy rain or strong wi.id
pounding most of the beauty out of them.

effect,

All the same, it

is

a glorious, e.-irly-ftower-

ing shrub.
In the garden round King William's
Temple are the Chinese Rhododendrons.
Few are in bloom lutescens, an elegant,
twiggy, small-leaved slirub with cowslipAzalea-Iike flowers; Keiskei, a
yellow,
yellow-flowered, prostrate little g'ant, just
the thing for a rockery; Fargesii, with
crimson buds, and pink, open flfiwers
adenopodium, a good pink, with felted
leaves; rubiginosum, pink, with big red
anthers; racemosum, and intricatum (see
My boy called the last-named
fisr.
65).
•'
blue Heather." It is a great catch from
tlie Far East; some good judges declare it
is the pick of the whole of the Chinese
:

Rhododendrons

so

far.

Decorum

looks

very promising, its fat buds holding back
wisely till the weather is safer, its fellowcountryman, adenopodium, having been
being earlier.
snoilt by frost through
Other noteworthy Rhododendrons flower-

—

;;
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ing in the same part of the gardens are dilatatum, a showy plant of the Swamp Honeysuckle
fulgens, and Metternichii.
Near by in
type
the same bed as the Witch Hazels are several
bushes of Corylopsis Willmottiae bearing yellow,
Hazel-like tassels. It is probably a good border
shrub for this country.
Among the Spiraeas. Thunbergii and arguta
ar^ the only two species in flower, and there is
nothing yet to catch the eye among the LegumiOsmanthus Delavayi, an evergreen with
nosae.
small, ovate, dark green leaves and numerous
branchlets, each bearing a little cluster of snowwhite, very fragrant flowers, is happy a.gainist
a south wall, thoiigh it is probably quite haHy.

Tile plants in the rock garden are

coming on
Frost has not done any appreciable harm,
the rain last week has made the plants
generally wake up and get to business.
There
are good groups in flower of Primulas cashmeriana, denticulata, and its two varieties superba

6,

1918.

and

there is a better it is the great patches of Erica
carnea at the north entrance to the rockery, but
we must not call this a rock plant.

and

Proceeding to the houses, we may begin with
the Alpine House, where there are many choice

fast.

;

[April

alba,

rosea,

chioiiantha.

Auricula

(type)

frondosa, and the blue and yellow forms of the
Primrose. Chionodoxas Lucilae and sardensiisare now almost weeds here, and the gromid
in places was blue with Uieir flowers a week

common

or

two

ago.

Anemone

Pulsatilla clothes a slope

and the white variety occupies
" lower down, with the yellow Bungea. " pocket
ana near by. Theise are now in full bloom, and
at the south end,

THE COLLECTIONS INDOOES.
gems

in bloom.
For colour, Primula Mrs. H. J,
Wilson, a viscosa or hirsuta cross, is an easy
others of the same breed being less

finst,

That wonderful

bright.
foliata

(see

magnificently

iig.

parasite

Phelypaea

65) is in bloom.
It flowered
for the first time at Kew

and

in May, 1914, standing up on the border at
the back of the rockery like a bunch of bright
scarlet Gloxinia flowers springing from a rosette
of the featliery leaves of Centaurea dealbata, the
host plant.
Seeds of host and parasite are sown
together, and the Centaurea is then kept going
till the Phelypaea springs up two ycai-s later.
Its
home is the Crimea and Cauciisus, and seeds of
it may sometimes be obtained
froAi the Tiflis

Botanic Garden.
In the Succulent House (No. 5) various Aloes
are in bloom; the tree of Diospyros Kaki promises to have a big crop of fruit this season
Asparagus declinatus hanging round a high pillar
is
the perfection of elegance
and two other
climbers,
Petrea
volubilis
and
Juanulloa
aurantiaca, the former against the roof, the
latter trained up a pillar, are worth seeing.
This
house has felt the war woret of all. Some things
have had to go short, and the succulents have
gone shortest. The consolation is that they will
get over it.
No. 4, the people's conservatory, is quite a
flower show. Hard-wooded plants are well represented there is a big group of well-bred Hippcastrums; many specimen plants of Eupatoriuni
Raft'illii, with big heads of blue-purple flowers
Primula sylvicola, whicli is only P. sinomoUis
\\ ith a second name, P.
kewensis and its p.irent
verticillata, P. obconica and P. malacoides are
in fine floral array; Arctotis aureola, a glorified
ilarigold ; big bushes of ImpatieJis, Eranthemum
jiulcheUum, Prostanthera rotundifolia, a grand
lot of Begonia manicata, the merits of which a«
a winter-flowering plant are little known, because
the plant is generally starved Isolomas, a yard
high and well flowered, are the most conspicnoie
of the show things in this house.
Plants in the T Range are still generally in
tlieir winter sleep, so I mention only a few this
Clerodendron myrmecophilum, with
month
erect racemes of orange-red flowers ; a hybrid
Columnea which bears further testimony to tlie
merits of this genus under the operations of the
breeder; Streptocarpus Holsti'i, which is no
more a Streptocarpus than a robin is a nightinBegale, whatever the systematists may say
gonia venosa, remarkable for its large, earshaped, frosted leaves and very conspicuous
juembrajious, strong-nerved, inflated stipules,
which sheathe the stem as a young Bamboo culm
is sheathed; the white flowers, on long, reddish,
:

;

;

;

;

erect peduncles, are just ordinary.
When mentioning the Clivias in

the Temmonth, where they continue
that more
remarked
to be a great attraction, I
variety of colour ought to have been the outcome of the efforts made to improve C. miniata.
I might have mentioned also the cream-yellow
introduced' frojn
flowered Clivia which was
Zululand to Kew about twenty years ago and
was noted by me in Gard. Chron., April 15.,
It has flourished at Kew ever
1899. p. 228.
since, and seedlings raised there have flowered
and proved true to type. All attempts to cross
it with the darker-coloured varieties have failed.
There is a fine example of it in flower in the
Begonia House now, and I believe it to be a
distinct species, differing from C. miniata in
not developing offsets, the more crowded umbel
of flowers, and in the perianth being much
shorter and the segments more reflexed at th*'
There is also the colour difference. Protip.
perly grown, this distinct-coloured Clivia is a
perate

Fig. 65.

rhododendron intricatum
(See

Magnolia Kobus is also flowering freely against
a wall, with a good crimson Cydonia japonica
and the double-flowered Pninus triloba for its
companions. In a villa garden close to the Victoria Gate a crimson Double Peach and Magnolia
conspicua show that Kew has some local influence, but it really is surprising that Kew does
not exercise more on gardens generally, seeing
how easy it is for the thousands of visitors to
become informed as to what plants will gi'ow
and are to be obtained from nurserymen. Is it
that they are satisfied with the same old beefand-beer and bread-and-cheese plants in their
gardens, and come to Kew for the same reason as they go to the Zoo?

own

p.

:

flowers pale

li-lac (nat. size.)

143.)

thei-are A. obtusiloba patula, from

Burma,

is in

Saxifraga ligulata, formerly called Stracheyi, is as good this spring as ever it has been
at Kew, and the true Stracheyi is also to be
Omphalodes veraa, both
seen for comparison.
blue and white, is happy under tlie shade of a
Yew, a similar position agreeing with Anchusa
A short-stemmed, big-headed.
rayosotidiflora.
Aster-like plant, Townshendia Wilcoxiana, from
N. Amei'ica;, ought to find favour with rock gardeners, and Corydalis tuberosa alba is another
A group of Bulboplant with distinct claims.
codjum citrinum, perhaps the pick of the hoop
petticoat Daffodils as a rockery plant, is one
If
of the best pictures in the rock garden.
bud.

House

last

April

6.
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It likes more warmth
garden plant.
stove treatment suiting, it perBreeders of Clivias ought to try their
luck at crossing it with the other species, for
it does not follow from our failure at Kew that
indeed, we
the cross cannot be accomplished
have not given up hopes yet, for the attempt
has been made again this year.
Mention must be made of a few of the Orchids in bloom. Pleione yunnanense is flowering
when all the other species are in full growth
Liparis m^vrantha, which Kew owes to Mr.
Elwes, is the best of its genus, which Ls not
Cynorchis kewensis is
saying much, perhaps
uncommon-looking and is not unattractive. Other
interesting Orcliids are the blue Dendrobium
yellow
D.
fringed
the
Victoria - Regina-.
Harveyanum, the madder-yellow D. Thwaitesii.
several good spikes of Renanthera Imschootiana.
Cymbidium eburneum with eight perfect flowers,
a fat example of Cypripedium Parishii, and a
Vew good Odontiodas. Brownea Crawfurdii, in
the Palm House, continues to astonish visitors.
who call it a kind of Rhododendron, taking in
only the big bunches of flowers jnd not seeing

Hist-rate

miniata,

tlian

fectly.

;

;

flower

of

1916.

Two

features

ai'e
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nearest approach to the favourable conditions of
the latest March was in 1900, at least in dryness,
for in the March of that year rain fell on only
five days, amounting to no more than 0.69 inch.
That month, however, was a very cold one,
and there was hardly any sunsliine.
The
rain of the end of last month was needed to
soften clods in fields, and to bring up seed in
fields and g,•l.I^d©Ils. Foa' all kinds of work on the
land ploughing, sowing, planting Potatos, cultivating orchards, and hoeing, the conditions have
been excellent, and they cannot fail to have
a marked effect upon the food supply of the

specially

noticeable, viz., the breadth of petals inherited
through C. bellatulum, and the clear, pale-yellow
ground colour following the C. insigne Sanderae
The dorsal sepal is
in C. Actaeus langleyensis.
white with a pale yellow base and lines of
oblong purple blotches, and the petaJs, which
are each 2^ inches long and Ij inch wide, Primi-ose-yellow. changing to cream colour towards
the tips, and having slight dotted lines of
purple. The lip and st-aminode are light yellow,
the latter having an orange-coloured keel in the

—

centre

;

the foliage.
In the Temperate

House the Himalayan
Rhododendrons and the hybrids raised from
At present the
them are the great feature.
hybrids have it, more especially Mr. Gill's, of
His Glory of Penjerrick. Gills'
Falmouth.
Triumph and Beauty of Trcmough are three
He has lately added a
kings of their kind.
fourth, named Ernest Gill, after his sMdier son.
who. had he been Sir William Robertson himhave hojied for a better floral
.self, could not
In a comer of the rock pool
compliment.
Lysichitum camtsch vtcense fsee fig. 67). the bigspathed Arum from North Americi. is again
It is al.«i> flowering in a swamp outin flower.
side, proving both hardiness and adaptability
in a plant which stands well among the Arums
In the Mexican end of this
for showiness.
house Bninfelsias are the best shrubs in flower
They are planted ont, and they do not min<l
The true Howea Belmoreana, lately
shade.
in the

figured

liolnvictil

Mar)nzivt.

is

still

in

bloom; it is quite distinct from H. Fost*riana.
with which it had formerly been cnnfu.«ed. probably owing to the seeds of both liaving been
collects*! together in their wild home in Lord
ITowe'e Island and sent here as Kentia seed.s
simply.
I
have froquenMy been a.'isured that
the two plants were only varieties of one species.
.la both came up from the same batch of seeds.
W. W.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA PLUTO.
of this pretty new hybrid raised
between L.-C. Dominiana (L. purpurata X C.
Dowiana) and L.-(". Firebrand (C. Trianae x
L.-f. highburiensis) is sent by Pantia Ralli. Esq..
Ashtead Park. Surrey (Orchid grower Mr. W. H.
White). The bloom is more than 5 inches across,
and the petals nearly 2 inches wide. Both the
sepals and petals are old gold colour with a tinge
of rose, the petals having a dense .^potting of
The neatly formed lip is purplifihreddish-rose.
mauve with thin dark lines on a yellowish ground
The fleshy column is white, and
at the base.
the pollinia is scarcely distinguisJiable from true

A FxowER

fattleya. there being three species of Cattleya

and two of Laelia in the parentage of the cross.
As usual, however, the orange tint of L. cinna1>arina

through L.-C.

minence

in

highburiensis

takes pro-

the colour.

CYPRIPEDIUM TOM WORSLEY.
T. WoRRLEt, Esq., Carter Place. Haslingden.
sends a flower of this handsome hybrid between
C. Actaeus langleyensis (insigne Sanderae
x
Leeanum) and C. Helen II. (insigne Chantinii
X bellatulum), which is now fully matured and
displ.'iv<5 a marked improvement over tlie first

Fig. 66.

— " notks

fi<(i.m

kew
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GROWING ON

CENTAl'REA DEALBA
(Sp.-

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
It is seldom indeed that we are favoured with
as dry and sunny a Mar<h as the month that
The record of my prehas just passed away.
sent station extends back for eighteen years,
and during that period no March has equalled
the past month in meteorological advantages.

The

great majority of the days were sunny, and
some were quite warm, while up to the night
of the 27th rain had fallen on only five day-s,
amounting to no more than 0.26 inch. For the
28th 0.32 inch were measured, followed by 0.42
inch on the 30th, and the totals for the month
were only 8 rain days, and a total fall of 1,02
Frost, 2 to 5 degrees, was registered on
inch.
the screen only four times. The wind was very
cold at times, even on sunny days, but this is
invariablv the case in March.
alnio.st
The

p.

int.)

country, while they have enabled fruit gi-owers
who have had sufficient labour to transform
orchards from an exceptionaUy grassy and weedy
condition to one of uncommon cleanness for the
time of year.
Progress op Vegetation.
Previous to March the season seemed likely to
be a somewhat backward one in the development
Even now that the past
of fruit and flowers.
sunny month has promoted advance greatly, the
chilly nights have checked the effect of the sunshine, and my chronicles show many years of
earlier develo^jment in the latter part of March
than has been seen this season.

Record Prices for Apples.
In the latter part of March Braniley's Seedling and Newton Wonder were quoted in London
up to 30s. per bushel, as the lop price for very
"
This, I believe, is a " record
choice lots.
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The price
foi- cooking Apples.
for Bramley's was given in the price list
of the Board of Agricultme for the week ended
on Wednesday, March 27. The prices quoted in
this list are usually lower than those of trade
papers, and often below what I have obtained.
Jfholesale price

named

The Spraying
The

fruit

Season.
grower's tribulation is beginning,

was not begum earlier in the form of
winter spraying, which I missed for the first
time this season. There were several reasons for
missing it.
In the first place birds have not
touched a fruit bud on Plums, so far as I have
seen in many careful inspections up to the last
week of March, by which time the blossom was
on the point of opening, a stage in which it is
In the next place, the
not harmed by birds.
only benefit of winter spraying observed by me
moss off the trunks and
is that of clearing
if

it

branches of trees, and spraying in alternate years
would suffice for that purpose. Then there were
deterrents in the very high prices of spray -stuffs,
the great rise in wages, and the scai-city of male
labour. But now it is necessary to spray against

found, arsenate of lead will be added to the
It would be
aphis wash, to poison their food.
no doubt, to use the two separately, because arsenate of lead is best applied in a very
fine spray, while aphis-wash should be applied
But the two operations
profusely and forcibly.
could not be got half through before the opening
of the blossom, and after the fall of the petals
it would be too late to prevent a possible repetiArrangements
tion of last year's misfortune.
have been made for commencing operations upon
the earliest lilosBoming Apples on April 2, tolIpwing upon others as they become fit.
It is
gratifying to report that extremely few cater
pillars have been found at present, but this is
no security against their appearance in great
numbers later on, as it is early for the eggs to
hatch. In many cases a hundred trusses of blosso,m buds have been examined with a lens without finding one of these enemies. The worst case
was that of four out of fiftv clusters having

compact clusters of blossom buds,

in order that
the sprav stuff could be made to penetrate well
among the clusters. Moreover, this decision was
all the more justified
by the desire to kill
aphides, suckers, thrips. and caterpillars, so far
as po.'ssible, in one spraying.
With respect to
suck ere that does not mean much, partly because
these pests are such adepts in protectins: themselves low down between the stalks of leaves
and blossom buds, and partly because not half
of them are hatched when it is desirable to act
against an early attack of the aphis. In. regard
to caterpillars, however, in memory of the catastrophe of last season, when they destroyed millions of blossom trusses, I am even more anxious
to kill them than to destroy aphides.
Where
any considerable number of caterpillai^s are

THE KITCHIN GARDEN.
By

Jordan, Gardener to Lieut. -Col. Spender
Ford Manor, Lin^eld, Surrey.

F.

Clay, M.P.,

Cabrots.- Make a sowing of Carrots in
ground that has been well prepared ^me months
in advance.
This root crop needs a light,,
wann soil, which has been well manured.
Sow the seed in drills made one foot apart for
varieties having medium-sized roots, and 15
inches for the larger rooted sorts.
By making
crops of small roots

successional sowings good
will be always available.

Heavy ground should
be lightened by the addition of wood ash, road
scrapings, old potting soil, and similar materials.
should be
Varieties previously recommended
sown for early use, whilst Scarlet Intermediateis the best sort for general purposes.

Tarragon.

Sage,

Thyme,

Marjoram, and Sweet and
most useful herbs. Mint
:int\ Tarragon may be propagated easily by division
the others are readily increased from seeds
sown this month on a warm border in drills made
iMie foot apart.
Thin the seedlings to one foot
apart for transplanting permanently later, or
they may be replanted when large enough to
Sweet

and

Pot

l?ush

Basil,

are

the

;

li.indle

early in June.

Runner Beans.— In

gardens where means
200 or 300 small pots may be so.wn with
Kunner Beans. These pot plants may be put out
towards the end of May with very little check
to growth. Last year much of the seed of Scarlet
Runners did not -ripen, and old seed will of
It will,
necessity have to be sown this year.
therefore, be advisable to sow rather more
Sowing in tlie open should
thickly than usual.
be deferred for a few weeks.
exist,

Celeriac. -This delicious root vegetable
so extensively grown as its merits deserve.
.should be sown fortliwith in boxes filled
fine soil

and germinated

not
Seed
with

is

in gentle w.armth.

The

raising, hardening, and pricking out the seedlings should be done as in the case of Celery, but

instead of planting them in trenches they should
be planted on the level in deeply-dug and wellmanured ground. Where the soil is light in texture, or in dry seasons, the plante will need

watering.

Globe Artichoke*.- Deep

cultivation

of

is necessary to secure the best results
with Globe Artichokes, and much depends on the
Purple and Green Globe varj' considervariety.
aljly
a good form of the latter is probably the
New
best sort, and it is extensively grown.
beds should be formed every fourth or fifth
year. Detach some of the strongest suckers from
the old stems with roots attached to tlie buried
stems, and plant them in gixmnd that has been
deeply trenched and heavily manured, or a
better plan is to place a number of suckers singly
in 7-inch pots, grow them in gentle heat until
they are well rooted, and plant them when they

the soil

;

—

sionally found.
Therefore, if only for the destruction of aphides, it was deemed advantageous
to wait a few days for the separation of the

1918.

The Week's Work.

Herbs.— Mint,

guish

—

6,

better,

injurious insects where these are noticed to have
begun their work of injury. Experiments in
the United States, in two seasons, proved that
the only successful operation to control the aphi.s
on Apples is that of spraying when the pest
is found outside the unopened blossom buds,
just showing in very compact form immediately
The state
aftei- the biirsting of the fruit buds.
ment in the report of the experiments is that
the aphides are then outside the buds, waiting
to obtain an entrance, so that they can be easily
wetted by the spray-fluid and killed. Knowing
from costly experience the futility of spraying
after aphides have had time to curl the leaves,
it Tvas my intention to spray against them at
once after finding any considerable number of
them in a vulnerable position. But, whatever
their disposition may be in the United States,
they are not accommodating enough in my
orchards to remain outside fruit buds a day after
these have burst.
At least, that is the case
with the majority of them, and it does not
answer to spray for the minority only. As soon
as the tips of the blossom buds in their compact
clusters show, as they do immediately after the
bursting of the fruit buds which have enveloped
^he clusters, the aphides creep in among those
ips, or between the embryo leaves encircling
»hem, ajid are thus more or less protected against
spray fluid.
By the way, it would be a great
advantage if all writers on fruit would distin-

between " fruit buds " and " blossom
buds," limiting the former term to what may be
termed the parent buds the compact parent
buds and the latter to the clusters of buds
which will become blossoms. Now, only in one
piece of Worcester Pearmains were aphides found
to any considerable extent outside unburst fruit
bud-s, and then not in on© out of ten buds.
Where the fruit buds had burst it was necessary
to pull apart the blossom buds, as a rule, to
find aphides, and in the course of that operation
suckers, thrips,
and caterpillars were occa-

[April

—

lysichitum
Fig. 67.
" notes from kew "
camtschatcense flowering in the temperate
HOUSE (see p. 145).
:

been foimd to contain a

caterpillar.

Further,

of
it is to Vie mentioned that the proportions
trusses containing aphides, so far as they can
be found in the compact clusters of blossom
buds, are very small as a rule, while twenty to
fifty trusses of some varieties of Apples have
Mr.
been examined without finding any pest.
Theobald informs me that the aphides found by
me, some of which were sent to him, all be-

long to the species A. sorbi, othei-wise known
as the rosy aphis, a leaf curler, and the most
common of the aphides in this country. Thrips
(Euthrips pyri) have been found in gi-eater number than any other pest. They attack blossoms
and fruitlets, injuring many and killing some.
The fullest account of this pest I have seen is
in Mr. Theobald's Report on Economic Z,ooloqy
for 1909-10, publislied by Headley Brothers, AshObservation has proved to me that
ford, Kent.
many thrips are killed when profuse spraying is
carried out against the aphis. Southern Grower.

are suitably hardened

at a distance of 3 feet
apart each way. Subsequent culture consists in
mulching the roots, keeping the plants clean of
weeds, decaying foliage and rubbish, and waterRemove the
ing occasionally in dry weather.
protective litter from old plants, apply a good
dressing of rotted manure, and lightly fork the
dung into the soil. To secure large Artichokes
remove some of the flower-heads on the side

shoots.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

Gardener to L»dy WAiHiOi,
Lockinie Park, Berlubire.

E. Harris*,

Chrysanthemum. -Pot young
mums as soon as they are ready

Chrysanthe-

for a shift,
A mixture
using a fairly substantial compost.
of loam, leaf-mould, manure from a spent Mushsand
in pix>per
coarse
room-bed, wood ash, and
proportions, is suitable for Chrysanthemums.
crushed
bone
meal
or
little
a
potting
For later
All the
bones may be added to the compost.
plants may be shitted into cold frames, where
with careful watering and ventilating, they will

April

6.
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do better than iii warm houses. Recently-potted
plants should be kept in a close atmosphere for
a day or two, and shaded from bright sun, but
they should be ac<:ustomed to cooler conditions
as soon as they have recovered from the check
caused by disturbing the roots. Do not crowd
the plants at any time, as this would favour the
spread of rust disease.
Spray the plants with
an insecticide about once a fortnight.

Chironi* exiFCRA.-Chiroaia exifera is an
exceedingly useful plant for decorative purposes
during late summer and autumn, and is verjeasily cultivated. It may be propagated any time
in the spring when cuttings are available. Insert
the cuttings in pots or pans filled with a light
sandy compost. Well water them in with tepid
rain-water and place them under a handlight in
a Cucumber or Melon house. When rooted transfer them to a light hoUse having a medium temShift the cuttings into 3-inch pots
when they have rooted well, using a compost
consisting of loam, peat, leaf-mould and sand.
Pots 5 inches in diameter are large enough for
Great care is necessary- in
the final potting.
affording water to the roots, for carelessness in
Old
this mattej is often the cause of failure.
plante may have their roots slightly reduced a«d
be potted into receptacles one size larger than
before.

a single bud that has not flowered
make the
cut close to the "eye" at the top end, leaving
rather more of the stem at the bott-om to insert
in the compost.
The cuttings may be placed in
4-inch pots half filled with drainage, putting a
layer of Sphagnum-moss over the crocks, and fill
to the rim with a mixture of finely chopped
Sphagnum-moss and coarse silver sand. Insert
ttie cuttings in an upright position, and press
them into the compost at a depth sufficient to
hold them firm without covering the buds. They
may be rooted in a warm propagating frame.
Keep the materials on the dry side, and spray the
young plants lightly on bright days.
When the
young shoots commence to develop roots shift
them into small pots, using a similar compost to
that advised for established plants.
;

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

perature.

BOUVAROIA.— If Bouvardias were

treated

as

advised in a previous calendar plenty of young
plants should now be ready lor potting int«j
Grow the
3i inch pots filled with sandy soil.
plants on in a house having a medium temperature.
Pinch the young shoots two or three times
during active growtli to obtain dwarf, bushy
specimens.
As the weather becomes warmer
Bouvardias should be gradually hardened off and
placed in a cold frame. In view of the shortage
of labour the plants should be planted out towards the end of May, when danger of frost is
past, on a well prepared border sheltered from
rough winds.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

COLUut. Gtrdeccir to Sir JmniuB OouiiN.
Bart.. 0»tton Park. Beicate.

DlNOROBiUM.- Spring flowering Dendrobiunis,
|>articulaily those of the Nobile section, are
passing out of flower, and the necessarj- re|X)tting
or top-dressing should be done as soon as
roots develop from the bases of the young shoots.
Ordinary flower-|X>t« form the most suit-able receptacles, and the rooting medium should consist of a mixture of Osmunda-fibre. or Al fibre,
and fresh Sphagnum-moss, cut into shortportions,
and a sprinkling of crushed crocks. The whole
should be well incorporated together. Specimens
that require repotting, after being taken from
their pots, should have the compost shaken from
the roots, and all uselass pseudo-bulbs removed,
leaving only three or four behind each leading
shoot.
The pot .should be just large enough to
hold the plant comfortahly, and filled to about
one-fourth its depth with clean crocks to ensure
good drainage. Press the cximpost rather firmly,
but not hard when potted the base of the plant
should be level with the rim of the pot. Tie the
pseudn-bulbs to strong, neat stakes to keep the
plant secure in the pot. The surface of the soil
ma.y be covered witii a layer of chopped Sphagnum-moss at once, or later when the roots have
grown freely, the latter being the better plan.
After root disturbance water should be applied
with extra care, or many of the new shoots will
damp off. When the roots reach the edges of
the pots the plants should be afforded lihpr.il
supplies of moisture until the new pseudo-bulbs
are fully developed. Newly-potted plants should
be shaded for a few hours during tha middle of
the day. Healthy specimens that have ample pot
room, and with compo-st in a good condition,
should have a little of the old materials removed
from between the roots and replaced with new.
.Ml nendrohinms of this section require a hot,
moi.«it .-itmosiihere during their growing season,
and arc benefited by exposure to the early morning and late afternoon sun.
During hot weather
light sprayinf's overhead eaoh afternoon will be
beneficial.
The old pseudo-hulba that have been
removed may be propngated if an increase of the
stock is desired, selecting those with dormant
eyes that have not produced flowers.
In preparing the psendo-bulbs for rooting, cut them to
and

By

E. P. Brotbbrston. Gardecer to the Earl al
Haddingto.v, Tyninghame, East Lothiiu.

Peuaroonium. — Plants

bedding Pelar
be transferred to
Provided the plants
have not been coddled they will withstand a
comparatively low temperature with a little pro
tection.
In shelters the covering need not be removed day nor night for ten days or so. In
frames, on the contrary, the plants should be
kept covered in the daytime only when cold
winds lower the temperature. No water should
be given until the weather is more genial the
shading will keep the plants moist enough to
meet their requirements. Many other bedding
plants may be grown on in cold frames, but not
the very tender ones.

goniums may,

in

most

of

districts,

cold frames or cold shelters.

;

BitNNiALB.— Canterbury Bells and Sweet
liams are frequently not sown till it is too

late

obtain

in tlie north.

DAHLiAa,— Old Dalilia roots may be dividerl as
soon as sufficient growth has been made to enable
this to be done, and planted at once, the buds
to be 4 inches below the surface when planting
is completed.
The shoots will not appear above
the ground until danger from frost is past, and
the young shoots are considerably hardier than
the growths of Potatos, which, it may be noted,
are treated in much the same manner as advised
It is to their advantage, too, for
for Dahlias.
they flower earlier and are more floriferous than
those produced from cuttings, and, of course, Ihe
labour expended on them is much less. Young
plants should now, or shortly, be turned into
cold frames and carefully watered for a time.
Treated thus they will be more stocky than those
grown on in a glasshouse or cold pit.

;

Bj

Ji«.

:

;

recommended for outdoor

cultivation.

Of

tliese

Black Cluster, a hardy variety with blue-black
berries Peine Olga, one bliat has frenuently been
shown, tawny red when ripe, and of Muscat
flavour; Cambridge Botanic Garden, a black
variety that ripens its berries early and Sweetwater, usually called Dutch Sweetwater, also an
early variety, with pale green berries and a thin
;

:

skin.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J. GuiSB
Gardener to Mrs Dbmpstkr,
Keele Hall, Newcastle, Staflordshire.

Pot Vine*.- When pot Vines are swelling
their berries the roots require plenty of stimulants, both in liquid form and as top-dressings.
Weak liquid manure in a tepid state is an excel
lent stimidant for pot Vines at the same time a
change of fertiliser is advisable, and the liquid
manure may be varied by soot-water, guano, or
a concentrated fertiliser. When the Grapes are
well past the stoning period the Vines may be
forced a little more, but not by the use of extra
fire-heat at night, when the teniper.ature should
be kejit below 70°, with a little air. It will be
brought about by closing the house early in the
afternoons and thus raising the temperature by
sun-heat, with plenty of atmospheric moisture.
Ventilate the vinery with caution, .admittiuL!
fresh air gradually, and never so as to cause a
cold draught. Pinching the slioots should not be
carried to extremes if the roots have penetrated
the bed, and, as every leaf assists the fruit, good
lateral growths should be tied out to secure an
even balance of foliage over the trellis.
;

Unheateo Fruit

Houses. -Orchard-house

trees in pots that are still out-of-doors should be
placed under glass at once. They may be introduced into any unhealed structures which will
The house
afford pivjtection from late frosts.
.should be fully ventilated during the day, also at
night when the weather is mild, to retard the
flowering season as much as possible. F'umigate
the trees before the flowers open, as usually

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

dormant aphides are present on the buds, and

Hudson. He*d Gardener at Ounnemliiiry House.
Acton, W.

more warmth they become active and spread

Hardy Fruiting ViNF«.-The present month
is the best time to prepare the border and to
plant hardy Vines.
An impression seems to
exist that Grapes cannot be grown successfully
out-of-doors in even the most favoured parts of
The site is all-important as the
this country.
keystone to success. Vinfs should be planted in
a warm southern aspect, or one that tends to the
No elaborate
west rather than to the east.
system of wiring or training need be adopted all
tiiat is wanted are a few galvanised ."studs to
secure the Vines for the time being, others being
;

Give care and attention to the preparation of the border, as this
The border
is osscnti.al to obtain a good start.
need not be of gretit extent for the first sea.soii or

added as growth progresses.

Three good barrowfuls of compost should
two.
be ample for every Vine that is planted. Take
out the 7)resent .soil to a depth of 2i feet, mjike
up the lower 6 inches with brickbats or old
mortar rubble, putting some of the finer porThen fill up firmly with the
tions on the top.
soil to

ceed to plant the Vines after having carefully
shaken the roots free of the soil and disentangled
them. It is advisable to remove all the oldsoil
by soaking the ball in water, after which it will
be an easier matter to separate the roots. Spread
the roots carefully and evenly in the upper 6
inches of the border, and fill up with, first some
of the finer portions of the mixture, and then
with the ordinary compost. Make the soil fairly
firm, and water it once or twice shortly after
planting to settle it around the roots.
As the
Vines will probably not h.ive been pruned, it will
be safer to leave them as they are for the present.
The plants should be disbudded later. Too many
shoots should not be retained in the first year
the leader and three or four laterals will be
sufficient.
The compost should be chiefly composed of the best yellow turfy-loam obtainable.
One-sixth
of
the
three
barrowfuLs
might be of well-decomposed manure, and
some sifted lime rubble should be added
when on the dry side. Tlie compost should
be well mixed if not very dry turn it once or
twice more. A few varieties of Grape only are

Wil-

gwxl sized flowering plants, at least
It is better to sow some time in
this month, early or late, according to the
The plants will not develop so fast,
locality.
but on the whole they will be much superior
It
doubtful whether the
in every way.
is
old fashioned method of sowing thinly broadcast is not to be preferred to sowing in drills, in
which the seedlings arc apt to become drawn and
weakened through not having attention when it
is wanted, owing to pressure of other work.
to
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within 6 inches of the top.

On

this pro-

directly

the insects feel the effects of a

litt'e

quickly over the trees.

Melons. —If space is available for successional crops of Melons a good supply of young
plants should be provided. Fill a large box with
fermenting materials and place it in a warm pit.
.Sow a few seeds singly in small pots once a
fortnight, and plunge the pots up to their rims
Place the box ne.ar the
in the hotbed material.
roof-glass to ensure the seedlings making .sturdy
Early plants are well advanced, and
growth.
as they are tr.ained to the trellis will gain
Remove all male blossoms
in strength daily.
up to the time the female blossoms are ready
At this period the amount
for
fertilising.
of moisture in the atmosphere and at the roots
.should be slightly decreased, but not unduly.
When the fruits commence to swell more water
may be given, and liquid manure may be used
occaeionaJly imtil the fruits have reached their
full size.
The night temperature should not fall
below 70°, with a rise of 10° to 15° during the
day. Increase the amount of ventilation gradn
ally as the sun gains power.
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CDirOHIAL NOTICE,

make up about 500

ADVEKTISEMENTS

should be sent to the
PUBLISHBB. 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Q-arden. W-CEditors and Publisher- — Our correspondentB
would

obtaining oTiswera
to
their communications and save us -much time and
troubU, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial mattert and to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications ^tended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
nam^ed, should be directed to the EIditors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
obviate

delay

in

;

Notice

Special

to

Correspondents.

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or iUustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless
by special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents,

—

Local

Correspondents will greatly oblige
ITe^vsby sending to the Editors early intelligenoe of local
events likely to be of interest to our readcTS, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under

the notice of horticulturists.

Letters for Publication,

as well as specimens of

naming, shottld be addressed to the
EDITORS, 41, "Wellingrton Street. Covent
Garden, London.
Communications should be
WRHTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

plants

for

the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

APPOINTMENT FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TOESDAY APRIL 9—
Ttoy.

Hort.

Soc.

Ooms. meet.

AV8RAGK M«*N TBMPgRAiuRi for the
deduced from observationa during

enauing
the

week

laat

fifty

voars at Greenwich, 15.0.

Aotdal TntrnuTuRi :—
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden. London, Thursday, April i
10 a.m.

:

Bar. 29.7; temp., 50.5°.

Qrow more
Potatos.
to

make

good

Weather— Dull.

Gardeners who will take
thought and ask them.selves by
what counter
offensive they
the
ground

may

seek
recently

won by the enemy

will find the answer
at the head of this article.
The considerable area of ground which has been
occupied by the Germans has involved
a by no mean.s negligible loss of foodstuffs
both actual and potential. For it
is evident that much of the ground over
which the fighting has taken and is taking
place was under cultivation, and might
have yielded food for large numbers of
men.
To help to make the.se losses good
every man who has land capable of being
used for food production should resolve
forthwith to place yet anotlier piece of it
under food crops, and above all under
Potatos.
Little more than a square yard

—

garden ground will, if put under this
yield enough food to supply
as
measured in food units the total requirements of one man for one day. It is not
enough for gardeners to aim, as heretofore, to produce supplies sufficient for the
household. Every gardener ought to aim,
and to aim most strenuously, to produce
of

crop,

—

—

a surplus, so as to make a contribution
toward the feeding of the urban population.

On

of the 1,400 calories;
but even so, there remain about 900 of
the necessary calories which must be supplied by vegetables. Hence gardeners will
have to produce considerably more vegetables even for household requirements,
for to obtain the 900 calories just referred
to a person will have to eat upwards of
This would
2 lbs. of vegetables per day.
seem at first sight a formidable task, but
it has to be remembered that the Potato
may be eaten in many different ways, and
there is no doubt but that ©very household
will have to use this article of diet much
more freely than in the past. Therefore,
cooks ought to be instructed
if they have
not already learned
how to diversify the
forms in which Potatos may be presented
at breakfast in the form of scones
at table
as well as at dinner in the form of " plain

—

present

rationing basis, the
which are not yet rationed
liave to be utilised to supply some 1,400
calories out of the daily total of 3,500 required by an active and hard-working
man. Of these articles, it may be possible to obtain sufficient fish and milk to

—

—

l)oiled."
lbs. of Potatos per head, we
at the very considerable figure
per head per year, and there(if 6i cwt.
fore, the number in the household being
Ivnown, the total requirements in Potatos
are known.
Allowing 10 tons to the acre
a good garden yield
and it
as being
would be safer to allow 8 tons we arrive
supply
that
to
sufficient
at the conclusion
Potatos to supplement the rations an area
of from 5 to CA rods per person must be
cultivated for household use alone; this
without allowance for chats and diseased
tubers, and without providing for a surplus for distribution among those who
have no ground to cultivate. There is still
time to bring fresh ground under cultivation, and there never was a time in our
history when there was a clearer call to

Allowing 2

arrive

—

—

patriotic duty than that which summons
every able-bodied man and woman to spend
all the time they can spare or make to provide in the first place for their own needs,
and in the second place to produce a surplus.
No thinking man can doubt that
our armies holding oS the assaults of the
enemy food will win the war. But not
everyone realises so well as the gardener
how much may be done in the way of homepro3uction of food. Therefore we appeal
to every one of the fraternity who reads
these lines to redouble his own efforts to
increase the area of ground which he is
cultivating and to make himself a missionary to promote by example and by
precept the. work of growing more food.
Facts are stubborn things, but ignorance
The facts of the situais more stubborn.
tion are that, just as a motor-car requires
a known amount of petrol to run a given
distance at a certain rate, so a man requires a known amount of food to do the
If he has not that amount,
day's work.
Of the food
the work cannot be done.
which man requires none can be produced
more readily than the Potato hence the
appeal by the Prime Minister to grow more
Potatos. An extra million tons is wanted.
Most gardeners are already doing all that
but there are still some who
is possible
are living in a fool's paradise and pursuing the meticulous customs of peace-time
gardening. To them especially we would
appeal, and ask them to put aside all the
unnecessary things of the garden and
devote their whole energies to food production.

—

—

;

;

the

articles of food
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Sale of Batsford Park Estate.—It

is

reported that Lord Redesdale is effecting a
sale of a large portion of his property, amounting in all to about twenty thousand acres, and
including
the beaxitiful estate of Batsford,
;Moreton-in-Marsh.
The late Loixl^ Redesdale,
who died on August 17, 1916, was an enthu.siastic

horticolturiist.

Batsford was entirely his

own

creation.
The mansioai was constnicted of
stone obtained from a quarry on the estate, and
the garden and grounds, including the celebrated
wild garden and rock gardens, were created out
of the green-pastured valleys and picturesque
hills which formed tlie estate at the time of
purchase. Bamhoos are the chief feature of the
gardens, but there is also a fine collection of
trees and shrubs obtained from every pai-t of
the world.

Food Exhibition at Leicesi ER.-An
exhibition to encourage Food Pa'oduction, Food
Economy, and the Preservation of Fruits and
Vegetables has been held in the Museum, Leicester, during the past fortnight.
The -Ministry
of Food was represented bj- two cookery expei-ts,
an«| the Food Production Departmetit of the
Board of Agriculture by Mr. V. Banks, who
staged a contribution of bottled and dried fruits
and vegetables. Mr. Lowe, the curator of the
Museum, showed specimens illustrating food
values and the aa'ticles at [ireseiit available as
substitutes in place of those foods more gene
rally used before the war.
The Royal Horticultural Society filled a space of about 48 feet
by 15 feet, illustrating ga,rden tools, models of
flat-digging,
trenching,
and Potato-plantinig,
Haricot Beans grown at Wisley. mcdels of vegetables, garden seeds, manui'es and fungicides,
spraying machines, cases of models of insect
pests, a collection of the newer Potatos, and
homely methods of testing seed germination.
They had also a model of a cellar or room fitted
for the storing of roots and fruits, and a model
of a cropped allotment.
Three lectures on Food
Pixxluction were given by Mr. Chas. H. Curtis.

Mr. Leonard Sotton.— The sympathy

of

our readers will go out to Mr. Leonard Sutton,
Deputy Mayor of Reading, and member of the
firm of Messrs. Sutton and Sons, in the bereavement he has sustained in the death of his son.
Lieutenant E. M. Sutton, R.E., who was killed
in action during the recent battles in France.
Of his five sons who have joined H.M. forces,
four have laid' down their lives for their country.

Appointment.— Viscount Goschen

has been

a.ppointed Joint Parliamentary Secretary to the
Board of Agriculture in succession to the Duke
He will represent
of Marlborough, resigned.
Lord
the Depai-tment in the House of Lords.
is the son of the fiiist Lord Goschen,
Chancellor of the Exchequer from 1887 to 1892.

Goschen

HoME-QROWN Timber.— The Board of
new Order as to maximum

has issued a

Trade
prices

home-grown timber, replacing the Order
dated December 4, 1917. The principal changes
for

made are in the prices for converted softwoods,
but provision is also made for the certification
of port or city sawmills by the Controller of
Timber Supplies, to whom early application for
the necessa.ry forms should be made to obtain
All persons interthe benefits of the Order.
ested in home-grown timber should obtain a copy
of the Order, which will shortly be on sale
thi-ough the Stationery Office.

Lkith Hill, Surrey.— Wholesale destruction
on Abinger Common, Leith Hill,
threatened, and an attempt is being made to
At the -annual parish
secure its preservation.
of the timber
is

meeting held at Abinger on Saturday, the following resolution was .proposed by Lord Farrbr,
seconded by Lady Lugard, and cai-ried unani" That this meeting of Abinger parish
mously
desires to call the attention of the Board of
Agriculture to the proposed forcible felling of
all timber on Abinger Common, Leith Hill, by
the Timber Supply Department of the Board of
Trade without consent of the owners or com:

—

-

APBaL
moners.

6,
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and expresses the hope that the De-

partment will be able to save this spot of
and beauty from destruction."

special

interest

Protective Power of Snow. — A

corre-

writing to Si/mom's Meteorological
Magazine, says
" The following observation
shows the remarkable extent to which a covering of snow protects the ground and plant life
from intense cold. About 6 p.m. on January 13,
a minimum thermometer was placed on the
groujid in the centre of my lawn here, the temperature then being only a few degress below
freezing. Snow then fell to the depth of 1^ inch.
At 11 p.m. the snow had ceased falling and it
was a bright starlight night, and very cold. A
second minimum thermometer was then placed on
No more snow fell in the
the top of the snow.
In the morning the two thermometers re
night.
minimum temperatures
following
-corded the
(Jn the top of the snow, 2° below zero; under
the snow, 24', or a difference of 26°."

-sponderit,

:

several characters in a key to varieties, and this
is followed by a key to the numerous sub-varieties.
The bulletin concludes with a useful note
on the identification of threslied material.
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ON INCREASED FOOD

PRODUCTION.

CHINESE CABBAGE.
Durham (p. 91), I can only
experience with this vegetable is
Whether the plant is PeTsai or Pak Choii I do not know if he has a
few seeds of the latter to spare I will grow the
plants together this season, and state the results
later.
In the meantime, I have sent Dr. Durham
a little of the seed I gix>w as Celery Cabbage,
In reply to Dr.

—

PLAN T N OTES.
JEFFERSONIA.
The

soil.
.1.

BIN.\TA

(.1.

diphylla).

is

—

named by the Kew authorities last season, from
flowers and foliage, as Shantung or Chinese Cabbage thes' I hope he will grow and determine
for himself. Messrs. Ryder's state that the plajit
;

matures
Tliis

my

as recorded on p. 38.

;

a member of the
Berberidaceae, and coQsists of only two species,
one from North America, the other from Manchuria.
They are both small, tuft^ed i)erennials.
producing their flowers early in the spring before
the leaves develop.
Both are woodland plants,
and require a moist, shady position in rich, light
geaius Jeffersonia

that

sta.te

North Ameri-

in eight

runs to seed

:

my

weeks, and if sown in spring
experience was that the plant

:

Sunflower Seed.— It Ik,s been brought tu
the notice of the Food Production Department
that growers are unable to obtain supplies of
American Giant .Sunflower seed at the prices
mentioned in the notice recently issued by tliis
Department, viz., 3d. per oz., 9d. per 4 oz., or
A considerable quantity of this
Is. 3d. per 8 oz.
Sunflower seed has recently been released at a
price which enables retail seedsmen to sell at
these rates.
The Department will be glad to
supply retail seedsmen with the names of the
wholesale firms from whom they can obtain sup
plies of this seed. The seeds of the Giant strains
of Sunflower are rich in oil and a valuable food
tVir

poultry.

The Genu* Eucalyptus. —Eucalyptus
(Strata

is the most
widely diffused of all the
being spread nearly all over
Australian continent, and occurring in all
the States exc*pt Tasmania.
In the XXXITI.
-.iiid last part issued of his Critical
Revision of
the genus Mr. Maiden devotes ten pages of
letterpress and three plates to the elucidation of
this, which, after all, considering its wide range,
shows comparatively little variation, and has only
two obscure synonyms. Respecting its dislribu
tioii, Maiden says, on the authority of H. H.
" It is a common tree on the banks
I'ambage
r)f many of the rivers and large creeks of North
with
as-sociated
It
is
often
(iueensland.
'asuarina C'unninghamiana, and while usually
to ascend so far, can descend much
not able
further down the .streams, and this attribute or
quality ha« enabled it to cross the continent
from north to south and from cost to west."
(Irowing under the most favourable conditions.
Eucalyptus rostrata is a handsome tree, 100 feet
or more in height, with narrow, slender leaves,
.sometimes nearly a foot in length, and small
flowers with beaked buds, followed by subglobose fruits, usu,%lly about a quarter .of an
inch in diameter. This Gum Tree is most widely
known as the Red Gum, though several other

.Vufltralian Eucjilyjits,

the

:

<

species

bear this name

in

different

district*,

noU'ibly E. teretioomis.

WERS

BLUK.

VARiETirs OF B«puev-Mr.

II.
V. Hakdescriptive analysis * of varieties of Barley will be extremely useful to English students,
for the only other original source of information,
Beavon's Vnrielt/ of liarley, being out of print,
is not always accessible to them.
The scheme
of classificatron adopted by the author takes as
its basis that cultivated varieties of the genus
ITordeum are of one of four species, namely,
H. vulgarc, intermedium, distichon, and deticiens. the two former including the six-veined
varieties, distichon the two-veined forms, and
deficiens the
defectivelv two-veinod.
TI. viili,.\n'.s

gare is distinguished from intermedium by the
fact that the lemmas of the florets nrp awned
or hooded, whereas those of intermedium varieties are neither arched nor hooded.
The author
recognises 32 varieties, and
diagnoses their
• T"**

Harlan.

"

IrlnnHfi'dUo
Varittiei "' RnrUy,
U.S. Dept. of Atrric, Bull. No. 622.

By Harry V,

can species has been in cultivation in this country for more than a, century.
It grows about
6 inches high, each plant bearing several solitary, white flowers about 1 inch across.
The
leaves are deeply cleft into two lobes, and these
are sometimes again deeply lobed.
,1. DUBiA (see fig. 68) is 4 native of Manchuria,
where it grows in wooded valleys. The blue
flowers, f to 1 inch across, are produced in
.Vpril before the leaves are fully developed, but
they do not last long, the petals' dropping very

The renifoi-m leaves, 3 inches to 4
across, when fully developed, are borne

(juickly.
inche.s

It is a charming little
plant in its early stages, with the deep Lavenderhlue flowers borne on ruddy stems 3 to 5 inches
The plant illustrated was obtained from
h'gh.
Messrs. Regel and Kesserling, Pctrograd. in

on long, wiry petioles.

1913.

W.

I.

did not run to seed luitil after heads had been
formed. I am curious to know how autumn
raised plants would act in spring, and hojje to
sow again next autumn. I Tuive made two trial
sowing's this month in West Surrey; both sowings are looking promising, notwithstanding that
we are experiencing drought and sharji fros-ts.
It has been suggested that this vegetable may
prove a good field crop for cattle or sheep. /. C.

THE SOY BEAN.
In connection with the note by Mr. Lynch, on
the Soy Bean, in the issue for .lanuai-y 26, 1918,
p. 38, I should like to call your attention to an
article in the Botanic/il Journal for March, p. 84.
giving an account of expen'iments I have conducted during the past four years with a yellow
In one particular
seeded variety of this Bean.
the article

is

in error,

it

gives the

number of

—
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varieties known in China as four, distinguishing
them by the colour of the seeds. As a matter
of fact, there are many hundred.s of varieties
arown. The U.S.A. Department of Agriculture,
at its experimental farm at Arlington, Virginia, last year held

tinct

sent

varieties,

a trial of nearly 500 disI
they had collected.

which

them seeds

of

my

variety to

test with

hope of identifying it. They reported that it was an unnamed variety, probably from the vicinity of Harbin, a very prolific sort, not a pure strain, but one from which
better yielding sorts migJit be obtained by
theirs, in the

selection.
I was successful in inoculating my plants
grown at the Botanic Gardens last year with a
cidture of the Soya bacteria, received from
America, and they bore a number of nodules
on their roots. This does away with any
difficidty in future, since Ameraoan experience
shows that, to transfer the bacteria, it is

only necessary to dust the seed, when sowing,
with soil in which inoculated plants have been
grown.
,Mr. Lynch has sent me a few of his black
Soya seeds to try, and as in his letter he states
thaA he has grown this Bean at Cambridge for
eight years, he is certainly entitled to the credit
/. L.
of first success in its acclimatisation.
North, Curator, Royal Botanic Society, Fegent's
Park.

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKES.
attention of allotment-holders, gardeners,
nnd small cultivators generally is drawn by the
Food Production Department to the value of the

The

Artichoke both for purposes of
for feeding to

human

food and

pigs.

Recent investigations by the Royal Society
Food (War) Committee show that the Artichoke
eaten in moderation is an excellent human food
and that its food value as measured in calories
The composiis superior to that of the Potato.
tion of Artichokes and of Potatos is as follows
Total
Carbo- Calories
Water. Proteins, hydrates, per lb.
...
16.7 ... 365
79.5 ... 2.6
Artichokes
75.5 ... 1.8 ... 14.7 ... 310
Potatos
The Artichoke, moreover, gives large crops.
.\n average yield from field cultivation is about
10 to 12 tons, but in gardens and allotments it
should be considerably higher. Estimates of yield
obtained by the Royal Society Food (Wai-) Committee gives figures so high as 20 tons per acre on
garden ground. Other advantages possessed by
the Jerusalem Artichoke are that it is not subject
to disease and wiU grow in almost any soil and
situation provided there is an abundance of light
and air.
It succeeds best on a deep, friable,
sandy soil.
For planting, medium-sized tubers
should be chosen or larger tubers may be cut
into pieces, each with two or three eyes.
The
white-tubered varieties are generally preferred to
tlie pink as they are of a better shape.
In the
south, planting should be done during March or
the beginning of April, but in late districts and
in the North planting may be continued until the
end of April.
The tubers may be planted in
sliallow trenches or dibbled 4 to 5 inches deep,
in soil which has been previously well worked.
The usual distances at which to plant are 3 feel
between the rows and 1 to 1^ foot between the
sets.
The jdanting should be closer in poor soils
and wider in rich soils ; 14 lbs. of tubers will
jilant a rod of ground.
The only cultivation
necessary is hoeing to keep down the weeds and
the drawing of a little earth to the stem.
The
surface of the soil should be stirred during dry
weather.
Artichokes when fed to small ^ligs
should be cooked, but sows will eat them raw.
Under field cultivation and after the crop has
been lifted pigs turned into the field will clean
the ground by picking up the small tubers left
in digging, and
a further advantage of thus
turning in pigs will be the increased fertilitv of
the ground.
:

.

EditOTt do not hold themseU-et retpomiblt
the opinions expressed by correspondentt.)

EtRLY-FLOWERINQ SHRUBS
130, 141).

(see

for

has been

finer in flower this season than I have
noticed it anywhere beforn.
The tree usually
flowers well with us, but this year it has surpassed itself.
The typical P. cerasifera (the
Myrobalan) from whicli P. Pissartii is derived
has been equally fine, deserving the high praise
bestowed on it by Mr. Wm. Robinson, " the
showiest of all the Plimis," an opinion that has
always jjuzzled me. What is the reason of this
exceptional flowering?
Other flowering shrubs
have started the season well, and most flowered
freely last year.
I associate the early and free
flowering with hard, dry winters, another example of that much-debated mystery, " frost and
the plants' awakening."
Harold Evans, Llanishen, Cardiff.

Feedinq
It is, indeed,
special foods

Mr.

are

Molyneux on

so
p.

scarce
141.

as
I

no

Hippeabtrum reticulatum (see pp. 12b.
141).— The late Mr. B. S. Williams raised several
choice hybrids of Hippeastrum reticulatum in
the eighties, including those named Mrs. J. R.
Pitcher, Mrs. Garfield, and Mrs. W. Lee. These
varieties were all much finer in form and substance than the type, and the colours much
deeper.
All the flowers were distinctly reticulated, and the foliage had the line of white
I am afraid they are now
along tlie mid-rib.
extinct in this country, but I believe they are
still grown in the United States, as large numbers of the plants were sent to that country.

inten-

to

counti'y f anns and estates on which families may
be located. In my younger days we cut sufficient
green fodder on the banks of streams, ditch
sides, and waste places on the farm to keep a
cow and a horse from the time they were housed
at night till put out on the pastures in the morning.
I merely mention these things to show that
there is often great waste of good green fodder
than can be cut with the scythe and used for
various domestic animals. /. F.
I must take exception to the statement
by /. F. on p. 116 tliat the "bottom of the
small wooden house " the sleeping compartment
I take it being alone intended
" should be
boarded to prevent the animals grubbing up the
flix>r."
For a lU^e purpose countless numbers of
pigs have been tortured by having their snout
pierced by a ring or its equivalent, the object of
both being equally fallacious and wrong. Pigs
that exhibit unmistakable activity in routing up
the floor of the sty also demonstrate that they
.%re improperly and insufficiently supplied with
food.
The remedy, therefore, is obvious. A pig
that is given substantial meals sufficiently often
and with regularity will invariably lie down
afterwards. The animal that is always grubbing
about is not fattening at the same time. In my
youthful days my father kept pigs, and I had
to take my share in looking after the animals.
In only one instance was the floor of any sleeping
compartment boarded, and that only partly so.
Floor disturbance was, however, unknown', the
pigs being fed well and regularly.
From the
time they were six weeks or so old. Barley meal
scalded with the always cooked food was given,
the whole being of gruel consistency.
A frequent error made by cottagers in pig keeping is
that of giving raw food.
He will tell you he
prefers that the pig shall first "make a frame,"
and he will fatten it aftei-wards. He succeeds
without doubt in respect to the " frame "
it
could hardly be otherwise on two scant uncooked meals a day. In respect to cooked food

—

—

:

—

I

by

indicated

had

1918.

Doubtless there are reasons to
down daily.
be urged against the keeping of pigs by cottagers and others in popidous districts, though
in view of existing circumstances it is time
urban and other authorities relaxed their yelaws, and, with a certain reservation as to
cleanliness, made pig-keeping possible to the cotIt is doubtful if pigs can be
tagers at home.
kept on allotments, which are often far from
handicapped tor time
cottagers
the home, and
in a variety of ways could never feed the animals
properly. E. H. Jenkins.

Pias FROM Small Gardens.—
hard lines for the useful pig, if

say that the various foods I mentioned
could be obtained fmm a 10-rod plot.
I
merely set myself to enumerate the various foods
that a pig woxdd eat and thrive upon, leaving readere to determiaie what is avaUable in
their respective districts. Small gardens in many
country districts are by no means limited to 10
rods.
I know from many correspondents during
the past winter and previous ones that they have
large gardens and plots of ground running up to
half an acre or more. Some years ago I was talking to a clei'gyman in Berkshire, discussing the
amount of produce he could get from his garden
if he trenched a portion of it every year.
He admitted the truth of my statements, but said that
the amount of produce would far exceed his requirements. This would apply to many villa
gardens, a large portion of which is laid out in
lawns that give rise to a great deal of hard
labour and return nothing. Ground tliat cannot
be cultivated by the plough, being between
.sstreams, corners of fields, etc.. are to be found
in various parts of the country, and often lying
waste. Such land would provide a large amount
of produce for the household, pigs, and poultry.
A fair quantity of Clover, Vetches, and Lucerne
may often be obtained on waste ground on

6,

at one with

—

112,
Pissartii

pp.

— In these gardens also Prunus

am

your correspondent.
The way our pigs throve upon it left no room
In addition we made it a practice to
for doubt.
wash all root crops Potatos, Pai-snips, Beet,
Artichokes, etc. before cooking them, so that
a clean, wholesome, and fattening food was the
result.
Barley meal scalded with the vegetal)l'.s
named forms an ideal food for pigs. To this
end Jerusalem Artichokes might be grown on
hitherto uncultivated ground.
This crop requires but little attention beyond the planting,
and the plant succeeds almost in any soil cr
In simimer our sties were washed
situation.
for pigs I

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(.The

[April

H art us.
Artiohoki

Jerusalem

(see p. 140).

—Your

eminent correspondent, the Hon. Vicary Gibbs,
general explanation
word Jerusalem as a corruption of
the Italian word "girasole." There is a possibility of defining existing words too literally, so
that names may be mistaken for what they are
intended to be for example, Stilton, Cambridge,
etc., are applied to certain foods not produced
at those places ; also plant names, such as
English Iris, French and African Marigolds,
Artichaut d'Espagne, and Artichaut de Jerusalem are both names of Custard Marrow (Patisson).
So we have to accept their local and current meaning.
M. Gibault, the gold medallist
historian of vegetables, has in his work, Histoire
dc Leijmncs, a long article on the " Topinambour " from its introduction in the 17th century,
and there states that the English name is a corruption of girasole.
The popular French name.
" Topinambour," is derived from a tribe of
Brazilians called Ti/pinambas, who were amusing
Paris at the time of its introduction. Your correspondent also states that " girasole " has nev«r
been used by Italians, but this is not correct, as a
reference to a work on international names. of
plants, Catalogo poliglotto ddle piante, compilato dalla Gontessa di San Georgio, Firenze,
1870. gives girasol tuberoso as an Italian name,
as well as Tartufo di Canna and Tartufo bianco.
According to Heresbach, 1508, ex Johnston, the
word Artichoke is a corruption of Alticocalum.
compounded of the Arabic Al and cocalos, a Pineapple.
Alcachofa is the Spanish name.
The
word Artichaulx is given with instructions for
planting in a translation of Varro by Antoine
Pierre, Poitiers, 1543.
It may be a very difficult matter to give the Jerusalem Artichoke a
new English name that would take on, as so
many translations of meaningless descriptions
have been given, such as Pear, Apple, Potato.
Truffle, and may get relegated to old books, as
has been the case with Love Apple. Miller, in
1748, described under Corona Solis this smallflowering tuberous species as a native of Canada
called Jerusalem Artichoke. It very rarely flowers
north of Paris the tubers are not used as food
much in France, but they are much esteemed for
Consequently the production of newcattle.
varieties from seed is not resorted to, although
there are a few distinct varieties, round, smooth,
and irregularly long, purple and white skinned
also a pear-sihaped variety, all of which seem to
be repixjduced constant in shape when well cultivated, but beyond the colour of the skin no
particular notice is taken of them.
Some time
ago when the tubers of Helianthus decapetalus
declines
of the

to

accept

the

;

•

;

:

—

Apkil

D:
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were put on the market as a

rival to the

H.

it received the n.irae of " Heliantlai."
which seemed vevy appropriate. I would suggest
tliat Helianto (es for pljral) as a short name
for Jerusalem Artichoke, as the word would retain the association of the generic and popular
names. It is rather remarkable that so few of
the Compos.itae produce edible roots excepting
Sometimes
Chicory, Salsafy, and Scorzonera.
Dahlias produce big clusters of tubers, but I
have never heard of their use as food. J. M\iri-

iuberosus,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Committee.

Seientifle

March 26.— Pre.«e«^ Messrs. E. A. Bowles
MA. (in the chair), W. C. Worsdell, J. W. Odell.
W. Hales, and F. J. Chittenden (hon. secretarj).
.

—

Plants from Salonika.
Mr. Bowles showed
flowering specimens of a white form of Romulea
Bulbooodium, with buff shade exterioi-s to the
outer perianth pieces, and Ornithogalum divergens, both raised from bulbs sent from Salonika.
Seed from W. Imiies.^Mr. Woi-sdell said he
had compared a seed brought by Mr. Hales to
the last meeting with specimens in the Kew
Herbarium, and found it to belong to the genus
Dioclea.
The plants of this genus are widely
spread through the tropics, and the seed floats
long in the sea, being frequently wa.shed up upon
the sliores of tropical seas.
I''

rsi.ftent fiin/fvs.

—

Mr. Worsdell

also said

that the fungus shown at the last meeting from
Mr. WUks was Russula nigricans. Every year
this fungus growing in Mr. Wilks" wood" at
Shirley dried up and turned black in autumn,
and persisted in this condition fpr a long time.
I'olytmbTyonic acOTnf.—Mr. Hales showed an
acorn, one of many similar ones, in which three
complete embryos had developed and given rise
to three plants on germin.ition.
Others of the
same batch of seeds from Sussex produced two

and

,1 few one plant.
Potato Scab. Some specimens of the common
Potato .scab were shown. This disease, which is
only skin deop, and does not appear to affect the
weight of crop adversely, is due to the attack of
a
bacterium called Actinomyces chromogenus
(formerly known as OosjKira scabies). It is spread

—

by infection from old tubers for the most part,
and this may be obviated in a great measure by
steeping the affected tubers before they are
iilanted for sprouting in a solution of one' part
of foiTOalin to two hundred of water.

M.^RCH 26.— The

us.ial fortnightly

meeting was

held at the London .Scottish Drill' Hall, on the
26th ult
The exhibition was only small, but
Orchids were shown fairly numerously, and the

Orchid Committee reconunended two awards to
novelties and four medals to collections.
The Flonil (.'ommittee awarded two Awards of
Merit to novelties and nine medals to collections.

Besides

;

the

handsome

Rhododendron

Floral Committee.

Awards

of Merit.
Gill.

— This

tion in colour.

—

Dr.

new

Groups.
:

Silver Bankxian Medah to Messrs. R.
Bros.
Gill and Sons. Messrs. H. B. May and Sons.
and Mr. G. W. Miller. Bronze Flora Medal.<
to Messrs. Geo. Buny.vrd and Co. and Messrs.
Bronze Bankfian Mednl.<
R. Tucker and Sons.
to Messrs. J. Piper and Sons. Mr. G, Reuthe.
and Mr. L. R. Russell.

Orchid
Harry

J. Veitch. Messi's. .las.

(in

the

O'Brien

secretarv),

.•V

W.

Pre.tent

(eiioiiinnni

Colman,
Collier).

Me.ssrs.

X

Bart..

A

very

pretty flower of largo size, and a great improvement on D. Regium, while preserving its attracThe increase in size is in
tive characteristics.
tcresting from the fact that D. euosmum (endo
charis X nobile) is much smaller than the other
species used.
The flowers of the variety arc
coloured rosy lilac, the lip having a white base
slightly tinged with yellow.
BranKO-Catlleyn Doris Lanqley varieti/ [C.

Fruit

firet

Groups.

handsome

eximillus Orchidhnrst variety (eximium X illus
trissimum). with a fine spike of fifteen lightand Odontioda Royal
violet blotched flowers,
Gem, Orchidhurst variety (Odm. ardentissimum
reddish-claret
with
Vulystekeae),
Oda.
X
flowers quite different to varieties previously
shown, .\mong species were noted the rare Odon
toglosiium naevium. and a small plant of the
charming white Cattleya Schroderae Hercules.
Messrs. f Charles worth and Co., Hay wards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a
and
well-grown
Odontoglossums
of
Kroup
Odontiodas, and cut spikes of Eulophiella
Peetersiana and Neomoorea irrorata.
Messrs. Sanders. .St. Albans, were awarded a
Silver Banksian Medal for a group of hybrid
Cymliidiiims and other Orchids. The new Laelio
Cattleya Dnlce var. Sanderae (C. Mendelii X
L. ancejis alba), with white flowers having a
yellow disc t» the lip, and a pretty light rose-

Cooksoniae)

is

ing.

Orcliiillnust,

a pretty novelty, with vinous red

(lowers, having slight white markings and rosecoloured lip. the yellow crest of which bears
evidence of the 0. Hallii in 0. Crawshayanum.
Choice new varieties included Odontoglo.ssum

E. A. Bowles (in the chair).
Bennett-1'oe. Wm. Poupart, F.

and Vegetable Committee.

.Jus.
Cheal (in the chair),
Poupart. H. S. Hirers, Edwin Beckett, A.
Bullock, A. H. Allan. F. Jordan, W. H. Divers.
R. .\. Bunvard, John Harrison, George P. Bray,
Owen Thomas, and Rev. W. Wilks.
Dr. H. Watney (gr. Mr. E. Griffin), Buckhold.
Pangbourne. exhibited 36 dishes of excellent
Apples. -\11 were typicaJ fruits of good size and
colour, and \ery firm flesh.
The Society was
asked to sell tlie fruit and hand the proceeds to
the Red Cro.ss Fund. The principal sorts were
Cox's Orange Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, King of
the Pippins, .Annie Elizabeth, and Hanwell Sour-

l{oil,.i<hd'd

Armsirong and Brown.

Mr.
T.

Messrs.

Wm.

Mes-srs.

Messrs.

:

.1.

Pre.^itd:

x'B.C. Mailame Ph. Maron).
Flory and Black, Slough. This
flowered in its seedling stage in 1915.
The large flowers on the mature plant now shown
were of a bright ro.sy-mauve colour with yellow
disc to the lip, which has purple lines at the base
and on the front lobe.
Lord
from

hybrid

San-Luis
(eximium
x
of good size, and rich

Herbert Chapman, Peter R. Barr, Francis Barnhard, W. B. Cranfield, and Miss E. Willmott.
No award was made by this Committee.
A few novelties, including .some promising
Trumpet Daffodils, were placed before the Com
mittee by Messrs. F. Herbert Chapman, Ltd..
Rye. Mr. C. R. .Tardine, Wandsworth Common,
showed a few vases of Daffodils, including the
varieties Dutch Conqueror, Haarlem, Hamlet,
Lucifer, Seagull, and Sjiarkler.

WARDS OF MEKrr.

/Jrndrohiinn .Mfihn var. hJleannr

Regium), from Sir .Jeremiah
GatUin Park, Surrey (gr. Mr.

variety

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

Bolton, W. H. White, R.
Brooman-Whitc. R. G. Thwaites, Pantia Ralli.
F. .Sander. H. G. Alexander. E. H. Davidson.
Frederick J. Haiibun-. Walter Cobb. C. .1. Lucas,
and R. A. Rolfe.
(hon.

a

,1.
Ansaldo, Esq., Rosebank, Mumbles, sent
Laelio-Cattleya ,T. Ansaldo (Haroldiana x unrecorded). It is a salmon-tinted flower, with rubypuq^le front to the lip
Messra. Flory and Black showed their new
Brasso-Cfettleya Rosita (B.-C^.
Ilene
x C.
Dowiana). an attractive and distinct hybrid, with
well-forme<l cream-white flowers of fine substance, with margninl
spotting of
flush and
purple, tlio lip liciiriiig ilark claret-red markings.

Committee.

Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart,
chair). Sir

Roebampton, showed the

L.\croze,

Odontoglossum

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey
(Orchid gi-ower Mr.^ W. H. White), exhibited
Brasso- Cattleya
Digbyano-Schroderae
Bradshawiae (B. Digbyana x G. Schroderae alba).
The large white flowers have a broad, finely
fringed lip. The plant was specially interesting
in being part of the original specimen for which
an Award of Merit was given on April 5, 1904.

The following awards were made to collecSilver Flora Medal to Messrs. Allwood

tions

Miguel

Fascinator),
colouring.

Webster, Newland, Newton Abbot.

Tunbridge Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for a ^ji-oup of new and rare hybrids.
Odontioda .\ricl (Odm. Crawshayanum X Oda.

Edmonton.

Atreus (C. Lawrenceana X S. grandiflora).
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., showed Odontoglossum illustrissimum var. purpureum, the dark
violet flowers liaving white margins and tips
also an interesting collection of cut Dendrobiiun
flowers taken principally from plants raised at
Gatton Park, and showing extraordinary varia-

magnificent

variety is a cross between R. Lucombei and R.
Fortunei.
The truss is bold and compact, and
the individual flowers are unusually large and
of a bright rose-cerise colour.
The variety may
be described as a I'ose-cerise " Pink Pearl. Shown
by Messrs. R. GttL AND SoNS.
Primula Jiiliae i-ar Jewel. A cross between
P. Juliae and the garden variety " Hall's
Blue" of P. vulgaris. The habit of the new
variety is superior to that of P. Juliae. whilst
the flowers are considerably larger and of better
form.
The colour is lilac-magenta, and the
flower has a gold centre.
Shown by Mr. R. D.

Ernest Gill and Primula Jewel, an interesting
spike of Olivia (Imantophylhim lutea snperba)
was shown by F. Ribbv. E.s(|., Hardwicke
Orange. Shrewsbury.
The flowers, borni' in a
large head, are of pale citron colour, which is a
deeper tone in the centre. This variety is said
U) have originated in Basutoland.
Messrs. R.
Gii,i AND Sons, Falmouth, again set up a
collection
of
Rhododendrons, of
which the richly-coloured Shilsonii. Cornubia.
Thom|isonii, and Thomp-sonii grandiflora were
particularly noticeable. Mr. Reuthe, Keston,
also
exhibited
Rhododendrons and various
-Mpine-s.
Mr. L. R.
Russell, Richmond,
again showed Wistarias, Prunus triloba, and
Pyrus japonica in variety. Messrs. .1. Piper
AND Sons' exhibit included the fragrant
Viburnum Carlesii. Messrs. Geo. Bunyard and
Co. .sliuwed Forsythia viridis. Corylus spioata,
Magnoli.T, stellata, and other flowering shrubs.
Hardy flowers were shown by Mr. O. W.
MiLLEii,
Wisbech, and Messrs. R. Tucker
AND Sons, Oxford. Messrs. Allwood Bros.
contributed their usual fine exhibit of Perpetual flowering Carnations, whilst Ferns. Cinerarias. Primula obconica. and Genista fragrans
were ."iliown by Messrs. H. B. May and Sons,

coloured form of L.-C. Jay Sander, were the more
notable plants.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook.
Sussex, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal
for a varied group containing several showy
Sophix>nitis crosses, including Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Hon. Barbara Wilson (C. Fabia X S.-L.
heatonensis), a variety of vivid rose colour with
darker veining and mauve-purple lip, and S.-C.

Present: Mr. H. B. May (in the chair),
Messrs. W. G. Baker, W. B. Cranfield, John
Green. W. J. Bean, John Head. Geo. Harrow,
Wm. Howe, Charles Dixon, Chas. E. Pearson,
H. J. Jones, John Dickson, W. P. Thomson.
E. H. Jenkins, J. F. McLeod, C. R. Fielder, J.
Jennings, E. A. Bowles, and R. C. Notcutt.

Rhododendron Ernest
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•

(Silver-gilt

Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. .L Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed
splendid fruits of Crawley Beauty and Lane's
Prince Albert, with smaller collections of Lord
Derby, Beauty of Kent, .-Vnnie Elizabeth, and
other Apples.' (Silver Knishlian Medal.)

—

Wo regret to announce
J. Harrison Diok.
that we have received from New York the news of
the death, from appendicitis, of Mr. .1. Harrison Diok, Editor of 7'/ic Florists' Exchange, of
that city.
It will be remembered that prior to
his taking over his American appointment Mr.
Dick was Editor of the Journal of Horticultvre.
and earlier, assistant edit<n- of tlie Gardeninij
World. Before taking vip a journalistic career,
Mr. Dick served for some time in his native
country of Scotland as a gardener. He married
a daughter of the late Mr. A. J. Bruce, of
Chorlton-cum-hardy. who specialised in hardy
Mr. Dick piibinsectivorous and other jjlants.
lished several works on horticultural subjects, including Commercial Carnation Cnlture. Sweet
Peas for Profit, and a yearly puMioation, the
Gardeners' and Florists' Annual.

—

POTATOS.

and destroys

wee<i«.

afterwai-ds" aids

The

further

use of
in

tJie

cultivator
a good_

providing

The question ot
all-important.
manure is one for local circumstances. Farmyard manure is best ploughed in in the autunui,
which

many

is

localities

it

is

put

in

the drills

at the time of planting.

Baulking the rows

is

favoured

in

many

parts,

while plaiiting on the flat is practised in disrtricts
Abundant
where the annual rainfall is low.
rows
space is an advanUge both between the
of from
distance
a
tubers;
the
between
and
tall,
for
2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet is advisable
robust-growing sorts, and the tubers of such
apart
inches
sorts should be set at least 15
Dwarf varieties will succeed at a
the rows.

Cinerarias ...
Erica perioluta

-

'

tigraa

jia|..„erites,
•

..

..

be very

^viH

Ferns and Palms

end
:

—

...

Cut Flowers.

See.

=.u

4 0-

Heifers and steers are in demand
grown
milk and meat supplies, and they should be
aton vigorously into full size rather than an
tempt be made to fatten the steers prematurely.
sermore
much
are
In the former condition they
Twobeasts.
viceable than they can be as fat
straw-yard
vear-old heifers that were kept in the
of making manure
since November with the view
on
and consuming rough hay or bving entire y
should
good Oat straw. Cabbage, and Mangold,
the
grass
as
such
food,
of
be given a change

m

continuing the daily supply of MaijiEighteen Shortliorn heifers that have
fold.
probeen treated here in the way advised
cows by
mise to grow into useful milch
out
October, the bull having been turned
Heifers pa vwith them early in January.
valuable
ine about October should be very
plentiful. With
as milk at that time is never too
was
an abundant supply of rough grass which
which
saved for the ewes prior to lambing, and
plentiful,
being
they did not require, other food
in appearance
the" heifers will quickly improve
plenty
by the changing of their coats. Provide
Mangold ration of,
of water and continue the
daily.
animal
each
to
say, four or si.x roots
still

R n
^ "

JO 10
I

,
" g

per. doz.

J

]

,1

Carnations, perdoz.
best
blooms,

i

Croton leaves, per

— Frau

bun.

Barr

0-60
0-40
6-30
0-40
6-50

4
3

...

2
3

..

3

Victoria
Eucharis, per doz

.s

...

...

...

The
be carefully dried off fi-om previous milking.
animal will be benefited by that period of rest,
some
with
this
although it is difficult to achieve
animals of a heavy milking capacity. In stubborn cases the cows should be carefully fed on
good Hay and straw, with water at all times
available', in an open yard with shed accommodation, so that the animals can get abundant exerthem
cise.' When cows are thus treated— keeping
away from grass milk fever is almost unknown,
and' the cows produce larger and more healthy
calves than where they are^ kept more in the
house and deprived of exercise.
I need hardly say the animals should not be
allowed to get too low in condition, or the calves
as well as the mothers will suffer. They should
be given a small ciuantity of concentrated food
B.
2 lbs. of Linseed cake per day.
say,
Molyneux, Swanmore Park Farm, Bishop's
WaUfiam. Hnmp.^hirp.

per doz.
blooms
Darwin, various

—
—

Single, white...

Yellow
Pink

...

Red...

—
4 C-

...

i>-

«

...

30 0-34
30 0-34 0-

4

...
bunches
forced,
Rhubarb,
per doz

2

..

.'i

0-00
0-80
6-40
8-10

—

Seakale.per punnet
Shallots, per lb.
Spinach, per bus....
Swedes, per bag ...
Tomatos, per lb.
Turnips, per bag

-

0-40
0-16
.

2 6- 4
4

12-30
4

2

9-10
0-60
0-30

4 0-

r,

i

2

1

„„.„:_»'
'i

0-60

6-36

10-19

B —
nerbac
"*«
""
20-30
^"'S'f '°f
.per

3 u- i u
a
4

2

natural, per doz. 3 0-46
Savoys, per tally ... 8 0-12

v^getabieMwrow's.
B
^Q ^^^ o
,1"" ""'
„ S- « 10
Watercress perdoz.

'.

|

t,

RESlAnKS.-Supplies of Apples are now very Imi.ted
Oapea iba.vern.uJe
Tlia new season's Black Haanbiirgh
few bunoies of Grostheu' appearance this week, and :i
guppbes oT
Oolman are stilll obtainable. Tliere ai-e fa)!are on
Snanish Almeria Grapes. Forced Strawbetnffi
A few English Pineapples
ofier in limited quantities.
met wiin
and
week,
(Queen*) reiaohed the roajrket this
on
are
vegetables
a re-idv sale. The following forced
Oucumbere,
Aspaj-aglis (English and Pi-ench),
offer:
Tomatoe Peas,.
Seakale, Murfiiwms, Marrows, Beans.
and English
Sew Potatos, Broad Bt«n«, Mint. Radishes,
Garden Market,
.™d Frenrh salad... E. H K.. Cottnl
April S, UnS

-

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr.

J.

P;u-k

Mr

WynyardS. Coates, f'jr 2i years Foreman at
and formerly at
Gap-lens, Stotikton-on-Tees.

Moulton Padidooks and Eilvaston Oa«tle. as GardenerFabquhae, Esq., Dalton Holme,.
to GRANVILLE
Beverley, East Yorkshire.
Parks
'W Felstead. Spperintendent bi Public
Parks .md
'vVblverhampton, 3& Superintendent of
-\Uotments to the Cit.v of Korwich.

Tulips,

12

9

lb.

Horseradisn.peroun.
Horseradish, perbun.
Leeks, per d02L bun.
Cabbage.
Lettuce
...
perdoz.
M nt, fore«d, per
...
doz. bun.

...

0-40

3

as's)

7

...

Freesia.perdoz.bun. 3
Gardenias, per bos
8 0- S
(1'2's)
white,
Heather,
per doz. bun.,..
Lilium longiflorum,
long
rubruni, per
doz. long

Celeriac, perdoz....
Celery, per bundle

...

0-40
0-40

3

blooms

0-50

8

4
4 0-

...

6- 3

•i

...

— GtneralJacque- 0-40
3
minot
S
— Joseph Lowe... 6 0— Lady Hillingdon 4 06 0-10
— Ladylove
_ Lii.erty
4 0-80
— Madame Abel
0- 8 U
Chatenay
3 0-40
— Niphetoa
4 0-60
— Richmond
6 0-12
— Sunburst

Double, red

—

3 0- 4
3
2 6-30
2 63 0-40
3 6-30

6-40

0-46
0-50

4
yelloM
Violets,perdoz.hun. 4

.5

ANSWERS TO COR RESPONDENTS.
tlie note on Cymbidiuni rliodo"
chilura, p. 134, the word " Cypripediums
3. should read Cymbidiums.,
column
on line 6,

Correction.— In

Hortus.
Newly-made Grave
Decorating
There are various ways of fixing evergreens
and flowere to the walls of a grave. Where
;

French Flowers

:

Average Wholesale

s.d.

Anemones, double

sum
an enormous price— £50 is a common
proreahsed for a good animal of reputed milk
nearly
not
is
fever
milk
Fortunately,
duction.
improved
so common as formerly owing to the
methods of treating the animals at critical
treatperiods, and also to prompt measures of
ment of the illness bv the injection of a serum
into the udder directly the cow is affected.
Within six weeks of parturition the cow should

Karl

Druscliki

Emperor

—

blooms-

Roses, per doz

Daffodils (single),
per doz. bun.

-

Ranunculus, con.

bnn

2

single, mixed..
(Acacia),

6

Violets. Parma, per

0-701

per basket ... 5
Ranuncnlus.carmine.
per doz. bun. ... 6

—

;

0-80

Cut Foliage, &e.

:

— —

bun.
Carnation

y

...

...

6-30

bunches 18 0-21 o

Moss, gross bun...
Sniilax, per bun.

2

...

Sprengeri

10 0-15

...

in

0-60

3

0-80

2

0-26
0-80

7

0-26

good demand lly-QUgh-

and salesmen had practically cleared
The
by 8 a.m. on Saturday morning.

week,

their stocks
heavy,
ookler weather kept the supplies from being too
and there were no great fluctuations in prices during

the week.

On Tuesday,

April

2.

only small consign-

ments arrived from home growers, which were soon
There were no arrivals from the Channel
cleared.
being
Islands or France on Tuesday, the consignments
The majority of these flowers
held up since Saturday.
will I» useless and unsaleable when deUivered.

—

Fruit:

Average Wholesale
.d.

Almonds, per cwt. 170
Apples ;—

—
—

s.d.

—

English, per bus.30 0-45
Russets, French,
in cases of about
60 to 70 lbs. ... 45 0-5B

Dates, per box

Grapes
Almeiia,

..

17-18

per

barrel (Si doz.
lbs.)

Priees.

Grapes, con.

Gros

s.d.

ad.

Colmsn,

—

55 0-70

Black
Hamburgh, per lb...
Lemons, per case... 40 0- 48
Nuts, Barcelona,
...150
per bag
Oranges, per case 100 0-135

—
—

per cwt.

A

and ends, both of soil and brickwork, is required for the smooth lowering of the coffin
when the "decorations" are fixed in this
With regard to )>ayment for such
manner.
to thework, the rates would vary according
locality.

Names of Plants:
cinea;

2,

Berberis.

Deutzia gracilis;

Mitraria oocBerberis Thun-

1,
3,

An amateur
C. J. -W.
has
.rrower, as distinct from a nurseryman,
So ri"ht to remove any trees, shrubs or plants
been
have
may
they
from the soil, although
rule
planted bv him as tenant; however, this
might possi'.ilv be held not to apply to such
for
plants as it." is customary to take up
The landlord would
''potting" purposes.
have the right to claim compensation for any
;i-rowing things which were wilfully damaged,
Stones, formino; a
although not removed.
rockery, which merely rest on the. ground by
their own weight, may be removed.

Rights of Tenants:

Whtie Flies on Beassicas W. L. The flies
are known as Snow Flies, or Aleyrodes proleThey are vei'y common on Brassioaa.
tella.
:

8 0-12

.strawberries, forced
10 0-ai
per lb
Walnuts,kMn dried,

:

—

,

the soil is of a clayey consistency they are easy
With
to pin to the sides and ends of the grave.
them
friable soil it is impossible to fasten
securely by this means, and wire netting nailed
inches
to
up
4
mesh
to frames'is necessary.
across may be used, 'according to the material
available.
A space of 4 inches at the sides-

bergii.
2

of 6 trails

1

0-80

4

p„

^^^

»-<l-

6

foliage,

,

doz.
Ivy leaves, iper
^'
...
^..^^^^g'

„

REMARKS.— Cut Howois weie
out last

Priees.

doz. bunches...

L,

,

4 0- 5 u

8 0-10 o

8-d-

medium.

doz.

-

.

Berberis, per doz.

i

hair Fern) best,

...

.

'

perdoz. bun... 10 0-12
„,„
plu^
Asparagus
long
mosus,

dozen

bun.
...
Allium,
Star
per pad
...

Average Wholesale

8 d. s.d.

Adiantum (Maiden-

per half-

-

d

8.

15 0-18
scarlet ..
...
Stocks, white, per
pad
9 0-ls o

6-30
0-80

Mimosa

trails,

Prices.

-

!

pink, per doz.

Treatment of Cows Before Calving.
suffer
In some districts cows are more liable to
to
from milk fever than in others, owing mainly
consoft
the
the wet nature of the ground and
Anotlier cause
dition of the grass produced.
being in too fleshy
of milk fever in cows is their
are apcondition at the period when they
a
may mean a
fever
proaching parturition. Milk
are such
serious loss, especially now that cows

—

ble scarlet, per
doz. bunches ... IS 0-lS

var.

Princeps
Sir Watliin

0-;i6

per doz. bun. 3 0-40
Orchids, per doz:—
12 »-ls
...
Catt'eyas
4 u- 6
Cypripediuma
Pelargoniums, dou-

—

Golden Spur

6-30

2

...

perdoz. bun ... 30
n\ Narcissus, ornatus,

^

* °" " "

doz. bundles...
white,
Camellias,

—
—
—
—
—

per

Lily-ot-the-Valle),

(Richardias),
per doz. bl'ms.
Azalea, white, per

American

s.d. s.d.

doz blooms

;'»

—

to furnisli the

I

(5 tiers)

0-60

doz. bunches ...
...
per tjag
Cauhllowers perdoz

.

2 0-

Lilium, con.—
short,

tulgens

per doz. bun...

3

16'>

U-2'i

-

Parsley, per strike... 2 6ParsnipB, per bag... •> 0- C 6
4 C- 5 0...
Peas, per lb.
10- 1
Potatos,new,perlb.
Radishes, per doz.

U

<

—

0-50
0-36

4

...

...
small 60's
's, per tray of

—

'-•

C 0-

Cucumbers, per doz 9 0-12
Endive, per doz. .., 4 0-5
8
Garlic, per lb.
Greens, per bag ... 3 0-40
Herbs, perdoz bun. 2 0-40

Average Wholesale Prlees

:

» u.

Anemone

large 60s

—

7 O- S

O

4

per

case (4 tiers)

French(Channel

Chicory, per

S 0-12

48's

10 0-12
8 0-10

...

...

...

Broad, per pad

—

„ ,„ „
12 0-18
24 0-86

...

—
bun
— Valencia,

Islands), per lb. 19-20
5 0-60
Beetroot, per cwt.
Carrots, new, per

Pteris, in variety,

21 0-24

32'8

Cyrtomium,48'9

in

Onions, French, per
24
...
cwt.
spring, perdoz.

0-14

1-2

per bundle

.d.

»2'8

:^

6-30

2

Green),

(Paris

—
—

business done in

variety, 48's

—

s.d. s.d.

oMushrooms, per lb.
Mustard and Cress,
per doz. punnets 10

per

bundle

1918.

s.d.

13-16

3 0-10

Lauris
Naiional,

6.

,

Average Wholesale Prices
s.d.

Beans:-

9 0-10
«
-, ,c
,„ 0-ls
12

...

Nephrolepis,

^

nidus, 48's

...

white

d. s. d.

s.

_
—

36 0-42
30 0-36
18 0-24

...

Average Wholesale Prices

turn 48b, per doz. 9 0-10
...
9 0-10
elegans
Asplenium,48's, per
9 0-12
doz

—

little

0-li u

this weeli.

of

cunea-

Adiantum

...

Mignonette

13 0-24

plants before the

W

g^uigj^s

megas-

REMARKS.-There
lK,t

.

_ Wilmoieaia

...
10 0-12
..
sua
9 0-10
..
Sprengeri
Aspidistra, green... 36 0-42

Arums

Stoke Cattle.

open,

7

0-80

—
—
—

d

s.

21 0-24

Cyclamens

Asparagus plumo-

m

closer distance.

i

7 0- S

:

Asparagus (English),
per bundle ... S 0-10

Prlees.
s-d

d. 8. d.

9.

Aralias
Ariiucaria excelsa

Borouia

Vegetables
Artichoke, Chinese
(Stachy) per lb.
Jerusalem, per
...
i bushel

:

All 48-8. per doz.

[April

—

I'OVENT OARDEX, April 3.
Average Wholesale
Pots, &e.

Plunts In

the
In districts favourable to early planting
main crop of Potatos should be planted forthsoil is
with.
A thorough prepanration of the
ploughing
essential for Potatos, and an extra
always repays when the soil is in a suitable
the clods
pulverises
it
as
worldng,
condition for

R K £2 T S.
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CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

but in

m

—
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tilth,

—

— —

...100

0-110

Spray the plants freqiiently with

.5'

'ft

.-<i;i)i

and

Quassia extract.
E. D --E. R.—
Communications Keoeived—H. W.—
W.—
R. W
E C— J. P.—C. T.— A. P. .S.-A.
s!

A.-C. Ltd.-F.

\V.

C.--W. H.

C.

—

.
.

.

Apri-^ 13

..

.
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many

early Mardi in a tempeiuture of 65^ F.
The
seedlings sliould be pricked out into boxes,

shaped

gradually hardened

concentrated fertiliser at intervals. If too
fruits set in a truss the smaller or misWhen the
ones may be picked off.
plants reach the top wire they should be stopped.
If the foliage is verj- thick the ends of the leaves
may be taken off at the discretion of the grower,
The
to admit all the light possible to the fruit.
plants must not be over-waitered at this stage,
but when necessarj- give a thorough soaking on
two occasions, otherwise the fniits will crack.
If the planting-out system is preferred, place
two 9-inch boards side by side on the stage and
one edgeways each side of these, and fastened
Allow a space of one
to the bottom boards.
inch between the bottom boards for the water
Over the top place some pieces
to drain away.
of slate or potsherd, then a thin layer of small
Then fill nearly
crocks, and some turf over all.
to the top of the boards with the soil, making
Turn the plants carefully out of
all very firm.
the 5-inch pots aaid plant them with a trowel
about one foot or 15 inches apart, according to
the variety. Certain varieties are much stronger
growers than others, and should, of course, be
allowed the maximum space. A light mulch of
old manure is helpful in conserving the soil
moisture in liot, dry weiither, both for Tomatos
planted out and in pots. The plants in pots require a little more feeding to bring fniits to perfection than those planted out, for the reason
that the soil is the sooner exhausted. Feeding,
however, should not be done to excess, or the
plants would make rank foliage and little fruit.
As .soon as the fruits turn colour they sliould be
7?.
W. Thalcher, Carllou Park- Cnrgathered.
little
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ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.
INDOOR TOMATOS.

TOMATO
shallow

seed should be sown thinly in
pans or pots filled with a light
compost.
Cover the seeds with fine
soil, and water the seed-pans with a fine rose
Place a sheet of glass over the seedcan.
pan and cover the glass with paper, as the
seeds germinate best in the dark in a clo6e
atmosphere. As soon as the geeiilings appear remove the coverings and place the pan on a shelf
close to the roof glass to keep tlie plants sturdy.
When the third leaf appears prick the seedlings
into small pots singly

and grow them

in the

same

temperature as they were raised in. When the
pots are filled with roots shift the plants into
5inch pots, using a slightly rougher compost,
consisting of two parts fibrous loam, one part
leaf-mould, and one part manure from a spent
Mushroom-bed, with a good deal of sand. Grow
the plants in a house having a temperature of
60°.

Select the lightest position possible close

to the roof-glass.
There are two
in

The

pots

methods of growing Tomatos,

and

latter

planted out
metliod entails

on

beds

much

less

of

soil.

labonr

Whichever method is adopted
watering.
in
the compost to be used will be much the
Tomatos should never be grown in
same.
too rich soil, as this causes them to make gross
Two parts
growth which will not fruit freely.
good turfy loam from an old pasture, chopped up
roughly, one part leaf -soil, one part old hot bod
manure, and a 6 inch potful of bone meal to the
barrow load of soil makes a good compost. If
adv,\nce of the
If pots are used, those of 9-inch
potting time.
diameter are the most suitable. Cleanse and
carefully crock them, and place some turf, grass

possible,

prepare

it

a

little

in

over the crocks, to ensure
Pot the plants firmly, and
drainage.
leave about 3 inches of space to permit of a topdressing when the plants are beginning to
Any kind of house will suit
set their fruit.
Tomatos, provided they are placed close to the
glass, where they can get plenty of sun and air.
The latter is most important, as Tomatos will
not thrive in a close, stuffy house. If possible,
wires should be stretched along about one foot
from the roof and 10 inches apart, and the plants
trained up these, allowing room for the foliage
to develop.
A little air .should bo admitted
through the front ventilators, and the wires
tapped every morning to distribute the pollen.
After the first two trusses of fruit are set, and
the fjots are full of roots, the plants should be
fed with diluted liquid manure, and given a
side

downwards,

efficient
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Market Harhorough.

BRASSICAS.
Thc

of the Cabbage tribe
succession of green vegetables
year.
They all require ample
every month in the
room for development, resent drought in the
early stage of growth, and are all liable to the
This
club root, or "finger and toe" disease.
destructive pest attacks most, if not alt, Cruciwill

various
furnish a

ferotis crops,

members

and

is

difficult to eradic^ate.

The

capable of infecting the land, and
where the disease has appeared the ground sliould
not be cropped with (^rucifcrs for several years.
"Finger and toe" does not occur in plants
growing on limestone soils, and much may be
done to check its ravages by dressing affected
land with freshly-slaked lime. The lime should
be applied in the autumn, at the rate of 4 tons
Seed of the autumn section of
per acre.
Broccoli may be sown outside at the present
In the north we choose a warm position
time.

fungus

is

and sow thinly under hand-lights. A fine seedbed is essential, and advantage re.sults from
covering the seed with old potting soil passed
The same
through a sieve with a Jin. mesh.
procedure may be followed with the winter and
first and
the
seed
the
sowing
Broccoli,
spring
Immediately
third Week in April respectively.
the seedlings are ready for transplanting this
work should be done. It is important that they
should not become drawn in the seed-beds.
Allow the young plants a space of 4 to 6 inches
each way, and plant them in light soil. At the
beginning of June those of the autumn section
permaw.ill be ready for transferring to their
I am a stiiun?h advocate of firm
having repeatedly seen its
for Broccoli,
The ground should
superiority demonstrated.
but the content of fre-sh
quality,
good
be of
It is better to plant in
organic manure low.
sshowery weather than to use the watering pot.
but if this is really necessary, water the ground
thoroughly before and after planting. Broccoli
should be' pla.nted in rows 2 feet apart and 2 leet
The winter and spring
from plant to p^ant.

nent quarters.
soil

kinds are ready for planting out in the manner
described in the second and third week in ,Iune
A trinity of good varieties f(>r
respectively.
f-cpssinn is Veitch's Self-protecting, Snow's
Winter White, and Leamington. The cultivation of Brns-sels Sprouts in its main features is
It differs
thc same as suggested for Broccoli.
in
in that the seed should be sown under glass
'

off,

and transferred

the

to

May. A distance of 3 feet each
way is necessary for the plant's development.
Where it is desired, and the ground can be
final position in

spared, a suc<;essional crop may be obtained b>
sowing under handlights as advised for Broccoli..
The importance of a firm rooting-medium foi'
Brussels Sprouts would be difficult to exaggerate.
The best variety I have grown or seen is
Brj'don.
The plant fbrms "buttons!" from
the bottom to the top of the stem, and the
Sprouts rarely burst. Savoys may be sown in a
warm position on a light soil in April. The
seedlings may be transplanted as suggested for
Broccoli.
They will be ready for the final
transplanting in June, and require a space of
15 inches each way.
The variety Tom Thumb
is of excellent quality.
Cabbages may be had in
spring, summer, and autumn.
The experience
of Mr. Edwin Beckett with thc variety Harbinger (see p. 104) seems to hold out hope that
in certain conditions we may have Cabbage for
winter use. Varieties of the summer section are
sown under glass in February, those for autumn
cropping in a warm position out-of-doors the
first week in April, and those for spring use in
Geo. H. Coplei/, Hotthe open garden in July.
ton Pork. Bradford. YoTl-shire.

LEEKS.
Youii correspondent G. H. H. W. (p. 136)
thinks that Mr. Thatcher's method tp. 104) entails more labour tlian is necessary for growing
first-class Leeks.
I have ne\;er read a more complete and accurate method of growing good Leck&
It is so simple,
than that of Mr. Thatcher.
plain, and easily understood that a novice could
not go wrong by following out his instructions.
One ounce of seed sown under the conditions
Mr. Thatcher advocates would give better results than four ounces sown in the open ground.
More than that, the work is being done rea.lly
The advantage of early planted
in mid-winter.
Leeks is too well known to those who practise
One specithis method to be lightly set aside.
men grown- under Mr. Thatcher's method would
be worth a dozen under O. II. It. W .'s direcTa
tions, so where is the saving of laU'>ur?
))lant Leeks, especially in holes 8 or 9 inches
In planting Leeks for
deep, is utter folly.

market neither method is practised in this
(Mid and East Lothian), where at least
acres are' grown, mostly for the Glasgow
market. Leeks are, in fact, one of the market
Ltardener's staple crops, more care and attention
being devoted to them than almost any other. Of
late years one method has been to sow large
areas thinly in drills about the end of Mardi
or beginning of April, a«id by giving them some
top-dressing occasionally have them ready for
There is no
pulling by the middle of August.
blaBching, but by inducing a quick, healthy
growth the market is supplied with a good
locality
.tOO

sample which can be disposed of at a very
This method has been the
moderate price.
means of placing the vegetable on tlie market
would never have
forefathers
our
price
at a
Some growers who have glass acdreamt of.
thinly
in boxes in Febseeds
commodation sow
ruary, or in frames heated by manure, and after
hardening the seedlings plant them out by the
end of April in rows made 12 or 14 inches apart
The
and 4 to 5 inches between the iilants.
ot
regular sowings are made about the middle
Majrch.

Early

and the seedlings
Milan Turnips and

transplanted

after

McEwan Cabbages

July,
are cleared from thc ground, during' .limo,
and the first week of August. To plant an.r
Thc
material.
and
time
wasting
late.r is only
conbest results' so far as size and quality i.*
in
made
plantings
cerned are obtained from
As to
.Line and the first two weeks ot July.
root
of
the
the depth of planting, only as much
allow the plant to be
is put into the soil aa
the dibber.
its place by a gentle tap of

kept in

For a

girl to

plant 15,000

in a

day there

is

not

—
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much time

make

holes 8 or 9 inches deep.
Part of the tops of the leaves are cut off and
as much of the root as to leave only about onequarter of an inch so that the plants can be
handled quickly. It requires more hands dressing and handling the Leeks to the planters than
it does to plant them.
These plants are put in
only about 3 inches or at most 4 inches apart
in the rows, and 160,000 plants are required for
an acre. Witli all the outcry as to the shortness of the supply of food, the Leek grower at
to

present is very hard hit. The market price, or
the price tliat the grower has to accept ait present is Id., or at most l^d., for a bunch of
twelve Leeks. Growers here were asked to grow
vegetables for the Army and Navy, and having
(lone so tliey have been expecting that at lea.st
tliey would have easily got rid of them at a

drills,

like

winter Onions,

and

[April

pressive of these is the vast body of legend
and folklore which has the Peach for its
subject in that
counti-y.
The very interesting
discoveries of
Mr. Meyer,, who is

THE CARNEGIE DUNFERMLINE TRUST
AND ALLOTMENT HOLDERS.

China for cultivated varieties of
and vegetables, also give some ground
for upholding a Chinese origin.
Travellers in
Turkestan and Western Central Asia, such as
Schuyler and Lansdell, speak of the marvellous
growth of the Peach tliere. and its possible
'origin in this region and Eastward migration
cajinot be dismissed as unlikely.
In any event
the knowledge of this fruit goes back to very
remote times, probably the earliest mention being that in the "Shi King," compiled by Confucius, and as Mr. Hedrick does not mention

The

to

the Carnegie Dunfermline
to distribute 15 tons of
seed Potatos among their allotment holders, and
offer £90 in prizes for vegetable cultivation.
trustees

of

Trust have arranged

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
"The Peachbs of New York."*
The

arrival

of

the

valuable

mono-

fruit

graphs from the Geneva Experiment Station
is something of an
event in these davs when

'

searching
fruit

it

this,,

following

may

be of interest to quote the
" The
passage
Peadi
tree
is
:

IPhotograph by C. P.

Fig. 59.

13, 1918.

stand
where sown until the spring, future treatment
then being as usual. My first digging of Leeks
this season was from plants so grown. C. Turner.
left

lycaste deppei

:

Raffill.

flowers greenish- yellow blotched with brown.
(See p. 155.)

reasonable price, but very few Leeks have been
used by either the Navy or Army, and I think
market gardeners should know the reason why.
Yet foreign Opions have been sold at a ver\'
high price. James W. Scnlrtt. /nvercsk. MulInthinn.

LEEKS SOWN OUT-OF-DOORS.
In the article by Mr. Thatcher on p. 104, no
mention is made of open air seed sowing only
the warm greenhouse and cold frame methods.
The Leek is so hardy a plant that, for supplying all ordinary demands, an out-of-doors sowing will suit. To get early stems resort must be
made, as advised, to raising under glass, but
otherwise Leek seed can be sown out-of-doors

—

H.iid

yield

results

Seed can be sown

satisfactory
in

for

general

use.

August and September

systematic pomological work is being
this
country.
The high standard
the
previous
volumes on
Plums.
CheiTies, and Grapes is well maintained in
the latest book
on Peaches, and as the
lines on which it is laid out follow its predecessors, and are doubtless well known to
all students of fruit, they need not be recapitulated* here.
The history of the Peach, like so
many of our fruits, still remains' in its earliest
periods a matter for investigation. At first considered a native of Pei'sia, its original home is
now pushed farther back to Central Asia, and
even to China itself. Several facts lend support
to a Chinese origin, and not the least imso

little

done

set

in

by

Th' Peachtt nf New York. By U. P. Hedrick. (State
of New York Department of Agriculture, Albany J. B.
Lyon Company.)
*

:

in

and young,
abundant will be its
elegant

are

brilliant
fruit.

its

flowers,

There are Peach

the garden; the fruit may be used
as food."
Mr. Hedrick, quoting De Candolle,
names Theophrastus as the fii-st to mention
the Peach, but the Swiss author was mistaken
in this matter, as he would have seen if he had
read on and noted that the " Persian Apple "
was placed amon,^ clothes to keep the moth
away, an office for which the fugacious Peach is
ill-formed. The fruit was, of course, the Citron.
trees

in

The

origin of the Peach from the Almond,
which was favoured by Thomas Andrew Knight,
and later by Lindley and Darwin, is discussed,

and the author decides against

this theory.

It

Almond has not
been found wild in China according to Bretschneider, nor does a Chinese word exist for it,
is

interesting to note that the

,

.

.

April
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the identification of Loniero being a mistake. We
may, perhaps, picture a common parent like the
philological " Arj-ans," whose nakedness science
now clothes with inverted commas. These, however, are matters for the student, the gardener
be more anxious to

know

it
should
odorum),

if

•

acter.

The bibliography given is very full .and useful,
but we notice a curious omiss.io(n, that of " Die

however, that Lilium odorum has
frequently been disposed of by dealers (who
ought to know better) as Lilium Brownii, and
this possibly accounts for Mr. Grove's statement.
Twenty-five years ago it was plentiful, and large quantities used to come from
Holland and Belgium. The light, peaty soil of
Belgium products bulbs of splendid quality,
sometimes measuring from 10 inches to 12 inches
in ciniimt'erence.
Of late years, stocks have so
dwindled that this Lily has become almost unobtainable.
It never struck me as being quick of
increase on the contrary.
If any of Mr.
Grove's seedlings have flowered, it would be
interesting to learn if there has been any variation from the type tending to show its parentage, if a hybrid.
I myself have never seen any
such variation.
If it is a true species, which I believe it is,
then one day it will probably turn up from
China. If of garden origin, as its early history
seems to show, it must be descended from
Lilium odorum. which was in cultivation in
1801 and onwards.
The latter species is found in many parts of

varieties

believe,

used to receive a large number of smallsized bulbs from round the districts of Fou Chow
and Amoy. but it is a most difficult Lily to
In certain districts
e.stablish in this countrj-.
of China it is grown as an article of food, and
Many years
exported to the United States.
.ago a friend purchased some of these large
and sent them to me.
bulbs in Victoria, B.O
They me.isured 12 to 16 i^iches in circumference.
planted them, but they did not succeed well.
I

.

BULB GARDEN.
LILIUM BROWN 11.
READ with much interest the note by Mr.
Grove on "Lilies in 1917" in the issue of
I

The introChrovirlc, March 16.
obscure, and notthis Lily
is
withstanding all the recent writings of Messrs.
Wilsnn and Henrj-, we seem to be no nearer
On the conto discovering its original home.
mention by collectors
the
frequent
trary,
" Lilium Brownii " has only tended to
of
confusion, as the form usually .referred to is
Lilium japonicura colchesterense (or, as I think
of

not

too

many

ad'-

If L. Skinneri were less refractory it
would be immensely popular if we could all
grow it as successfully as the late Mr, 0. 0.
Wrigley grew it at Bridge Hall, Bury, for example.
He mastered its requirements as few
have done, and the groups of beautifully grown,
;

specimens of pretty well

well-flowered

all

the

known that he used to exhibit at Manmade many Orohid growers feel small.

chester
It is to be regretted that tlie collection of
Orchids, including many Lycastes, species, varie*ties, and hybrids, which made the Bridge Hall

Garden famous,

will sliortly be distributed by
public auction. Lycastes are large-flowered, some
of them exceptionally so, and they have attractions in their quaintness of form and unusxial
combinations of colour. They are also very fi'ea
flowering, and, with the exception of L. Skinneri,
anyone can grow them in an ordinary greenThere are a good number of hybrids,
house.
twenty or more, all of garden origin, and these
also are not without claims as garden Orchids.
About twenty-five species are known, most of
which are represented at Kew, where they thrive
fairly well, always excepting L. Skinneri, which
behaves execrably there. The photograph of
L.
Deppei reproduced in fig. ^9 represents
a
Kew plant. They all like a little loam
fibre in the compost, and they require liberal
water at all times except in
supplies of
when' they .-ire at rest, and even
winter,

to
soil
sliould
not be .allowed
the
With regard to L. • Skinneri
quite dry.
it as an easily grown
it is usual to speak of
Orchid. " One of the easiest of Orchids to cultivate," according to Messrs. Veitch and Sons'
MoTiud of Orrhidnrconit Plants. This may bo
quite true at Bridge Hall, but like so many
things that are easy, one has to know how they

then
get

.are

done.

H'.

IT.

HYBRID ORCHIDS.

I

Robt.

(Continued Jrom March

W. Wallace.

2, p.

H7.J

'

Hybrid.

Ae.

Aetldovaiida Mnnilyl..
Brasso-Cattlcya Koslta
BrasBo.Latilla Jaaper
Cattleya Hercules

Draco X Leeanum
Haynaldianam x Ilothschildianum
Mrs. Wm, .Mostyn x Fairrieanum
Lord Ossulston x insigne Handerae
Chapmanli x Olenus

I

Cypripediun
Cypripediun Sulailln ..
Cypripediun Tantroilila
Cypripediun Valentine
Cypripediun Venusiunum
1

1

..

Uendrolilum Pinl( I'cnrl
UelloCattl«ya Ellin
Laelio-Cattleya Eunice alba
J. Anialdo ..
Laclio-Caltleya Orange Blossom
LaelioCattleya Pluto
LaelioCattleya Primrose ..
LaelioCattleya

.

Dominiana X Firebrand
L -C. Trimyra X C. SchrSderae
L.C. Bella alba x C. Migt'ie Raphael alba

Laello-Cattleya Schrttderae,

Odontoglossur Amiilus
Odontoghmsiii iCertho
Odontoulossui Chcstan
idontotiloasui Koaslyn
I

1

I

I

.San-Luis

1

8t.

James

Odontonia Irene
..

Sophro-Cattleya Raniillies var, Mrs,
Ansaldo
Sophro-l.aelio.Cattleya Beta
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Margrand..

SophroLaelio Cattle.va Phryiie

..

Sophro-Laelio-Cattl-.va Virginia

..

.,

J.

Duke of Marlliorough.
T. Worsley. Esq.
Duke of Marlborough.
Mrs. J.

Leeman.

Duke
'r.

of Marlborough.
Worsley, Esq.

Sir J.

Colman.

Sanders.
.T.

and A. McBean.

Ansaldo, Esq.
Sir Geo. L Holford,
Pantia Ralli, Esq.
Sanders.
Baron B f. SchrSdcr.
J.

Armstrong and Brown.
C. J. Phillips, Esq.
C. J. Phillins. E>(|.
Col.l^ir .T. Rutherford,
C, .1. Phillips, Bsii

Charlesworth and Co.
Charlesworth and Co.
Armstrong and Brown.
Sir J. Colman.

Oda. Vuylstekeae X Odni. trinudians
Oda. Sanderae X Odni. illustrissimum
Amethyst X illustrisssimum
Scottianum x Thais
Kllburneanum X Fascinator
Kolfeae x illuslrissinium
e.ximium X Fascinator

Flory and Black.
Dr. Miguel Lacroze.

Amethyst
M. Warscewiczii X Odm. hastilablum
S. grandillora x C. Lawrenceana
.S.-C. Warnhamcnsis x C. Empress Frederick

Charleswortli and Co.
Stuart Low and Co.
J. Ansaldo, Esq.

X C. Maggie Raphael alba
Marathon X S. grandiflora
C. Phryne X S.-L. Oratrixiae
S.-L.-C. Marathon X L -C.St. Gothard

Flory and Black.
Flory and Black.
Florv and Blnck.
.Sir Geo. L. Holford.

araabile x

.

8ophro-Cattl'-ya Atreus Eflorlosa

Armstrong and Brown.

0dm. Crawshayanum X Oda. Cooksonlae
0dm. crispum Lueianl X Oda. Latona
0dm laudatum x Oda. Joan
0dm, elegans X Oda. Charlesworthii
Oda. Koyal Gem X Odni. eximium
0dm. Dora < Oda. Royal Oem
Oda. Ilradshawiiie X 0dm. Promerens
Oda. Bradsbawiae X Odni. .Vfars

Odontloda Ariel
Odontioda Cantuarie
Odontloda Celca
Odontioda Ceres
Odontioda Codehani
Odontioda Hilda
Odontioda Juliet
Odontioda Marvel
Odontioda Vuylstekeae-tripudians
Odontioda Windsor

'

Sanders.

Earl of Tankerville x Troilns
Troilus var. Archimedes x Thomptonli
Muriel IlolliuKton rar Venus X Fairrieanum
liinKlcyense var. J, Wilson Potter X Hera Euryades
nohile album X viridescens
f;. Luddenianriaiia Stanley! x L.C. Canliamiana Rex
L. aneeps alba X C. chocnensis alba
Ilaroldiana X unrecorded
Elinor x Triroyra

I

Odontogloa^ur

Duke of Marlborough,
T, Worsley, Esq.
Duke of Marlborough.

hellatulum x Troll'is Lord Nelson
Aeson piganteum X exul

1

Colman.

Flory and Black.
Flory and Black.
P. Smith, Esq.
Sanders.
(f. Hamilton Smith, Esq.

ehurneum x Gottianum

Cynihldiuin Lyra
Cyprlpcilium Beltrollus
C>prlpedluiii Clonls ..
Cypiipediuii Drauocannm
Cypripediun II High ton iae
Cypripediuii Myson ..

Odonto^'l--asui

Sir J.

V. teres

nrnialnTlllicrense X Empress Frederick
Parishli Sanderae x Pauwelsii

Cymhidlum Einn

Cyjiripediuni Vivian

Vandarum x

B.-C. Ilene X C. Dowlana
B.-L. Jcssopli X L, harpopbylla

.

I

Amerikani.sche Friihpfirsche" of Dr. Stoll, the
only monograph published in Europe on American Peaches.
Many of the questions raised by a study of
this work must be reserved till later, and it
remains to felicitate Mr. Hedrick and his able
assistants, Messrs. Howe, Taylor, and Tuber
gen, on a contribution to pomological literature
which will, we imagine, for long retain its plate
as the standard work on American Peaches.

Orndenerx'

LYCASTES.
The genus Lyoaste has

we

We

(hiction

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

mirers.

f'hina.

them, but reflection reminds us that our fantrained trees are very resstricted, and probably
more highly fed than the r>pen standards which
There are
the climate of Geneva permits.
doubtless many good varieties t« come from
.Vmerica to our gardens, and when we realise
how much we owe to that country- for extendonly regret that we
cannot pay bat^k our debt in kind. In looking
through the names of varieties described it is
interesting to note in the "Early Red Melocoton " a survival of the old Greek word which
passed from Italy to Spain, and perhaps with
al.«o note that the
the .lesuits to America.
" rule " which prevails in European Peaches
that a serrate leaf is glandless does not hold in
the American varieties, both globose and reniform glands being associated with this char-

Lilium

designated,

—

!
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cultivated in nursery gardens in that country.
For the last forty years I have seen and
handled produce from most Japanese Lily importations, but never once have I come across
a bulb of the true Lilium Brownii in any importation from Japan or China.
Nor have I
ever heard of its being grown in .lapan.
I

We

ing the Peach seasfin,

properly

be

Mr. Grove mentions that would-be growers,
knowing no better, rely upon bulbs imported
from Japan. He also states that L. Brownii is

the vast collection of varieties now gathered together in
America, at Geneva and elsewhere, offer anything
of interest or novelty. The answer is decidedly
Recent exploration in Chinese
in the affirmative.
and Russian Turkestan has revealed that the
variability of the Peach in European gardens
From
does not disclose all its possibilities.
Tsinaii. Shantung, comes a variety which will
tissue
paper,
keep until Februai-y if wrapped in
and it attains one pound in weight. A variety
The bewith while stones is also mentioned.
haviour of these new types in America will be
The historv- of
•followed with great interest.
the introdnction of the Peach into America is
treated at length, and makes a very interesting
chapter in the history of plant adaptation, but
we must pas3 on to the main part of the book,
namely, the descriptions of varieties, and refer
the reader only to the very interesting chapters
on culture, diseases, and to the instructive map
of thr distribution of Peach orchards in the
State r.f New York.
A sHsht feeling of dis
appointment will be felt by the British rea<ler in
that only two of the varieties originating in this
country are in the main list of tliose described
looked forward to .some valu;ind figured.
ihle work in the tangled nomenclature of some
f our old varieties, such as Royal George, but
,iLas
they do not prove acceptable in New York,
and are thus relegated to the second list of
varieties, which receive more snmmarj- treatment.
\ study of the coloured plates, which
are quite the best Mr. Hedrick has given us,
show the varieties we know well, such as
Waterloo, Alexander, and Hales Early, very
much smaller than we are accustomed to see
will

.

.

S -L. Psyche
.".-L.-C.
I,

Flory .and Black.
Dr. Craven Moore.
C. J. Phillips, Es'l.
C. J. Phillins, E3(|.

Charlesworth and

''..,
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FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE KING OF TOMPKIN'S COUNTY.
This variety

is

one of the best late-keeping

The fruit is somewhat ribbed
dessert Apples.
and large for dessert purposes, but it has high
colour, good flavour, firm flesh, and keeps well
The tree is a strong
till late in the spring.
grower, and tlie roots need .pruning frequently,
especially when planted in heavy ground. When
ttis has' been done and the plant brought into
condition it is a heavy cropper. Another point in favour of this American variety
The
is that the tree is very free from canker.
fruits illustrated in fig. 70 were gathered in the
Wmldi.
A. B.
first week in November, 1917.

a

fruitfiil

fashion.
Buds will probably be shooting from
the thick end of the prepared cuttings, and
when the roots are planted these crowns should
top-dressing of
be placed level with the soil.
salt applied either before or after planting Seakale is beneficial, and especially on light soils.
Remove all flower stems as they appear, and all
Seakale may also be
but the strongest shoot.
propagated from seed sown now in drills made
2 inches deep and 15 inches apart, but propagation by cuttings is cheaper and better.

A

AsPARAOus.- The

best

time

to

plant

Asparagus is when the shoots are developing,
Deep,
and two-year-old plants are the best.
rich, well-drained soil is necessaiy to grow good
Asparagus, and the ground should be prepared in
advance of planting as I advised on p. 112 in
the issue for Maroli 16.

Mark out

the beds as

I

April

13, 1918.

General Remarks.— If fine weather continues endeavour to catch up arrears of work.
Potatos, Carrots, Turnips, and other crops in
frames need plenty of fresh air on all favourable occasions, or their growth wiU be weak.
Thin the seedlings at an early stage of their
development.
Carrots should be 2 or 3 inches
ap.iit and Turnips 6 inches apart.
Cauliflowers
and Lettuce also require attention. Stir the soil
amongst them when the conditions are favourable.
Plants wintered in frames should be
planted out in fine weather, and vacancies
amongst other plants made good. The earliest
sown Celery is ready for transplanting into
boxes or frames provided with a moderate
bottom heat.
See that the plants are near to
tlie glass.
Peas and Beans that were sown in
pots in pits or houses should be planted out
after being gradually hardened.
Put sticks to
them at once, and some branches of evergreens
by the sides to protect the tender shoots from
cold winds for a few days.
In fine weather stir
tlie soil
between all growing crops with the
Caiiterbury hoe.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

COLLIBR, Gardener to Sir Jbrhuiah Coluan,
Bart., Gatton Park. Reicate.

Phaius — Many species of Phaius, including
P. Bluraei, P. Sanderianus, P. Bernaysii, f.
grandifolius, and P. tuberculosus, also such
hybrids as P. Norman, P. Phoebe, and P.
Cooksonii, which develop their flower-scapes
from March onwards, should be top-dressed or
re-potted as they pass out of flower.
A suitable compost consists of three parts good turfy
loam with the smaller particles removed, the remaining portion made up of Al fibre cut rather
short, and leaf-mould, with a liberal sprinkling
of coarse silver sand.
Ordinary flower-pots form
the most suitable receptacles, and should be
filled to one-fourth their depth with crocks for
drainage.
The plants have a robust root-system
and need ample pot room. Place the base of the
plant a little below the rim of the pot to allow
room for watering make the soil firm about the
roots and leave space on the surface for a layer
of Sphagnum-moss.
Water the roots sparingly
at first, but when they are established let them
Grow the
have liberal supplies of moisture.
plants in a house having an intermediate temperature, in a position where they will receive
without being subjected to
])lenty
of
air
draught*.
Shade the foliage from strong sunFumigate the house on frequent occalight.
sions to destroy thrips, and sponge the leaves
with an insecticide against scale insects.
;

Maxillaria —Plants of M. Candida, M.
M. picta, M. stricta, M. nigrsscens.
and M. Mooreana are becoming active at the
roots, and those needing fresh rooting materials

»

venusta,

should be given attention. The plants are best
grown in pots or pans, filled with a compost con.sisting of Osmunda-fibre or Al fibre, a little

chopped Sphagnum-moss, and a liberal amount
The receptacles should be
of crushed crocks.
well drained, and the materials pressed firmly
After thev are re-potted
between the roots.
grow the plants in a shady position and water
care, pouring the water around
the outer edges of the compost in order that it
may not lodge in the young growths. Such
species as M. Sanderiana and M. Lindenii that
flower at this season are best grown in Teakwood baskets, as the flowers often push downwards through the bottom of the receptacle. For
this reason Fern rhizomes should Ve employed
The.-se
for drainage in preference to crocks.
two last-named species, also M, fucata, M.
be
not
should
Hubschii.
and
M.
leucaimata,
potted until after they have .passed out of
All the species named are best grown
flower.
in an intermediate temperature.

them with extra

-.4PPLE

KING OF TOMPKIN

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Gardener to Lieut.-Col. SPENDBR
Clay, M.P., Ford Manor, Lingfleld, Surrey.

By

F. Jordan,

Seakale.— Where root cuttings in sufficient
quantities are at hand, now is a good time to
plajit them in land that 'is in good heart in rows
made 15 inches apart, leaving a little less space
than this between the plants in the rows. In the
case of permanent beds the rows should be
3 feet apart and the plants 2 feet asunder.
Plant three cuttings together in triangular

advised, and set three rows of plants on each
4-foot bed, allowing a space of 18 inches from
Connover's Colossal and Sutplant to plant.
ton's Perfection are two excellent varieties, but
such matters as position, kind of soil, and careful cultivation have most effect on the crop.
Choose a dull day for planting, and carry

out the work in an expeditious manner, exposing
the roots to the air as little as possible.
Now is a good time to sow fresh seed thin
apart as soon
foot
one
to
seedlings
tlie
Permaas they are large enough to handle.
have all the roughest
should
nent beds
material raked into the alleys, and be dressed
Salt
occasionally with a concentrated fertiliser.
especially op
is a good stimulant for Asparagus,
all
until
used
not
be
should
but
soils,
light
;

danger from frost

is

over.

.

ODONTOQL088UM - Plants of Odontoglossum
citrosmum having enjoyed a long season of rest
are pushing up flower-spikes from the centres of
the young growths, and may be afforded more
moisture at their roots, but no water sliould be
allowed to reach the centres of the growths, as
may cause the flower-spike to damp off and
Plants of 0.
the young growth to decay.
ma,y
crispum or hybrids that are not flowering
this
be "iven more rooting space, but do not do
Plants with
unless it is absolutely necessary.
this

.

April
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young growths a few inches long that are growing over the edges of the pots may be turned
out of their receptacles, all useless pseudo-bidbs
removed, as much as possible of the old soil taken
away, and the plants potted up afresh. After repotting afford water with great ca,re, as an excess
of moisture at this stage will cause the roots to
perish and the pseudo-bulbs to shrivel.
Plants
that have recently flowered should be afforded
but little water at the roots until after they are
in full growth.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

Scarlet Runners.— Runner Beans were admired denizens of the flower garden in the 18th
century, and in this year of the 20th century I
preparing to give them another innings in
To have early, strong plants it is essenthem under glass, planting one seed
in a 5-inch pot, and germinating the seeds in a
warm house, being careful to keep the plants

borders.

tial to raise

Pelargonium.— I'elargoniums of the fancy
section will soon be showing their flower-buds,
filled with roots stimulants
should be given to the plants. La.rge specimens
should be carefully staked.
Keep the plants
growing quite near the roof -glass in a light house,
and as the pote are

admit plenty of air when the weather
warm and genial. Pelargoniums should not be
shaded until they are in flower. Those which
have been propagated for flowering in late
autumn and winter should be stopped to induce
shoote to break from the base.
Let them grow
slowly on a shelf in a cool house till danger from
frost is past. They may tlien be plunged in a bed
and

calendar that Carrots sown and intermixed with
Godetia Double Rose are only slightly evident in
summer.
9l stump-rooted
variety
should be
chosen for this pui-pose.

am

HiRRISs, Gardener to Lldy WlXTtGI,
Lockinge Park, Berkshire.

B.

every 9 inches apart.
Besides the Dracaenaleaved. Whyte's Black and Dell's Crimson are
suitable varieties for this purpose, and both are
valuable from the culinary point of view. I am
using Beet in conjunction with single yellow
Dahlias.
I should
have noted in an earlier

ii=

well ventilated, and transferring them to a cold
pit or frame at the earliest moment it is safe
The plants should be pinched when
to do so.
quite small, and the pinching continued from
time to time till the plant assumes a dwarf habit.
Each plant when placed out-of-doors should
have a space of at least 3 feet, and if more than
one row is planted there should be a space of
Gather the
4 feet at least between the rows.
pods for use as they get large enough, and this
must be kept in view when planting, so that
facilities for getting to them may be provided.

of ctjal-aehes in a sheltered position out-of-doors.

VioLET».— Violets propagated last autumn
from cuttings should now be planted out in a
position not exposed to the full glare of the
sun.
Choose ground that was well dug and
liberally manured at the end of last year.
Tlie
soil should now be lightly forked over and the
surface levelled with a rake.
dressing of wellseasoned soot previous to this operation will be
beneficial.
The large single varieties may be
planted about one foot apart, and the double
Examine the plants
sorts allowed 9 inches.
carefully for red spider before tliey are planted,
and should there be the slightest evidence of
this pest dip the whole of the foliage in a strongThe leaves should also be subseinsecticide.
quently syringed with the insecticide at regular
Well
intervals during the growing season.
water the plants to settle the soil about the roots.
In the event of cuttings not being available, old
plants may be divided when they have finished
flowering, planting the most suitable portions as
Plants which have been
advised for cuttings.
wintered out-of-doors will be most suitable for
this purpose, as the young shoots will not be so
drawn and weak as those which have been grown
Spray the plants lightly every afterin a frame.
noon until they are established

A

EuPATORiUM ve«NAL«.- This Eupatorium

is

a most useful plant for winter flowering in the
If grown in cool conditions it
cool greenhouse.
f'hrysantheinums and give
follow
late
will
when
white blooms are scarce.
flowers at a time
I'lante which have flowered here tliis season have
not been disturbed at the roots for two years,
but they have flowered more freely, and the
This
flowers have been finer than ever before.
season we shall slightly reduce the roots and
re-pot them into receptacles of the same size as
Eupatorium vernale is easily propabefore.
gated from cuttings rooted in the spring. The
cuttings may be dibbled into small pots in a
sandy compost, and placed in a propagating
frame.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J.

Keele

Gmsi Gardener
Hall.

Nawoastle,

to

Mrs

DmrSTlK,

Staffordshire.

Early Peaohes and NscTARiNE«.-\Vheii
the fruits in the earliest houses are at the
stoning stage, do not attempt to hasten the proWhere it is
cess by the use of much fire-heat.
necessary to have ripe fruits very eajly more

warmth may be employed after the stones have
formed, and the temperature mav- be increased to
80" after the houses are closed, with plenty of
moisture in the atmosphere. The night temperature, however, should not exceed 65°, with a
little air admitted through the top ventilators.
The daily work of watering, syringing and ventiThere
lating should be carried out as usual.
need bo no hurry about tying the shoots too
neatly until the fruits are at their second swelling, but when that stage is pa.?.sed the final thinnins; and pinching of the shoots should be done,
and the tying completed. The thinning of tiie
fruits should be done with great care; beyond
removing any that are misplaced or very close to
each other, no more should be removed until after
the critical stoning period is passed, unless the
crop be a heavy one. in which case it is advisable to lichlen it somewhat, to prevent exhaufiPeach or Nection of the tree's energy.
have
least 9 square
at
tarine fruit should
inches of space; those growing behind branches
their
never attain
under the foliage
or
Some effort should be
proper colour or flavour.
made to turn or support these fruit^s with their
points to the sun. Pieces of laths, or labels, tied
on the trellis under the fruits will keep them in
Directly the final thinning is composition.
pleted old established trees may be mulched and
copious supplies of warm liquid manure, with
occasional dustings of a concentratefl fertiliser.
mav be given the roots. A li^ht mulching will
be beneficial to young trees carrying large crops.

A

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Brotherston, Gardccea- lo the Bart erf
Haddinqton, TyniDghame. BaM Lothiaji.
rooted in frann-s
"may be transferred to the positions in which
they are to flower. It is a curious fact that late
planting with these flowers, or at least with tlie
large-flowered section, has a very injurious effect
on the production of bloom. Spring-struck cuttings not sufficiently hardened may be kept in
the frame for a little longer, but the planting of
Plants (if
these too should not be long delayed.

By

B.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN

P.

PeNTSTEMON — Pentstemons

the hardv P. campanulatus should be pruned
hard, and P. hetcrophyllus planted as soon as
T\w latter plants need pinching,
convenient.
failing which the habit is loose.
Beet.— Ornamental Beet has long been given
a place in the flower garden, and seeds may be
sown at any time now, dropping three or so at

By Ju. Htmson, Head Gardener at Gunnerebury Hou»e.
Acton, W.

8trav*(berrie8.— It is advisable to prepare
for the making of Strawberry beds well in advance of planting, although it does not follow
Where
that the ground should remain fallow.
it is intended to plant pot specimens that have
been forced,. the ground should be got in readiness for planting by the end of April, and plant-

may continue until mid-May. I have not
found that planting earlier than this is on the
whole satisfactory. Such forced plants will, if
well cared for. yield a fair crop early in the
The varieties Vicomtesso
autumn following.
Hericart de Thury and Royal Sovereign are suitThe former .sort will give
able for the purpose.
ripe berries about ten days earlier than the
ing

157
and the two
over a space of

latter,

fruits

together will
famish
weeks.
Attention

five

must be given

to watering the plants until they
are well established. Having lightly reduced the
old ball and removed the drainage, let them be

planted quite firmly and well covered.
Give a
good watering at once, and apply a mulch if the
ground be light and shallow. Should the first
spikes show somewhat prematurely, a few of
these may be pinched off.
Do not attempt to
intercrop with anything else; this would only
result in failure.
These Strawberries should be
grown on an early border ; the two sorts recommended being both early varieties, the plantation
will be useful in subsequent seasons.
I hava
fomid the quality and firmness of Royal
Sovereign to be improved in these late crops.
Let the soil be dug deeply, and break it down at
once preparatory to planting; use well-decomposed manure in the second spit, and before
pUmting give a dressing of lime and hoe it lightly
'into the soil.
Make the ground firm before
planting.
The soil for an ordinary Strawberryplantation in t<he kitchen garden should have
been trenched for a previous crop, and when
the runners are ready for setting out it will only
Nothing can be done to
recfuire forking deeply.
it ]ust now, but having fixed on the site let the
ground be kept clear of weeds and aerated by
frequent hoeings. Whatever crop the ground may
be carrying at present, do not let any of it remain after the first week in August, even if it
entails a little sacrifice. Where late varieties are
grown for special late cropping, a border facing
north should be selected and held in readiness
Like
for planting the runners early in .\ugust.
the rest of the garden, it may just now be under
a crop, but do not neglect to keep an eye on its
future vise for Strawberries.

THE APIARY.
By CHLonis.

Spring Examination of Hive*.— From what
have learned from several very enthusiastic beginnere a large number of colonies have been
sacrificed by too inquisitive learners exaJiiining
the bees during weather that was highly unIt is a pity they have had no one to
suitable.
guide them at a time when we can ill spare the
because first, the honey is badly needed,
bees
and second, the bees are urgently required to
When the weather is
pollinate the fruit bloom.
warm in the middle of the day, and the sun
shining brightly, an examination of tlie brood
chamber ni.iy be safely made. The examination
should be thorough. First it is essential to make
certain that there is a queen at tliu head of
Next it should be ascertained that
each stock.
she is laying, in which case the brood and eggs
This done,
will be found in tlie central combs.
the queen may be stimulated to further egg production by unca])ping some of the honey. Where
tlie food stored is on the short side give the bees
it is too early to give them
a cake of candy
syrup.
In some instances bee-keepers .space the
combs widely this should now be changed so
that the space from centre to centre of the combs
I

;

:

;

is IJ-

inch.

up the
boards.
less

Remove

brood

all

empty combs and close

next by means of tlie division
are found to be queenhive 2 yards daily to-

Where colonies
move the queenless

wards another hive, and later unite the two
stocks or where a queen is known to be a drone
breeder she should be removed and the colony
;

united to another stock. In these days of sugar
shortage it may be possible to remove a frame
of well-sealed honey from a stock well provided
Remove all dead bees from the floor-board,
for.
keep the entrances well contracted, wrap up the
hive warmly, and see that the roofs are watertight.

Cleaning Hiveb.- Those who have a stock
of old hives will be well advised to cleanse them
thoroughly for the reception of possible swanns.
All hives", frames, and floor-boards that have
been in use should be thoroughly scalded, .ifter
this has been done they should be stood in a
position exposed to the sun, and when quite dry
painted with a c^arbolic mixture made of Calvert's No. 5 carbolic acid one part, and two
The empty combs should be
parts of water.
spraye<l with -^ teaspoonful of soluble phenyl in
one quart of water, but before doing this fumigate the combs with burning sulphur.

—
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

gives

whicn,

ADVEKTISEMENTS
PTJBIilSHEB

should be sent to the
Wellington Street,

41.

W.C

Covent Garden.

—

Our conespoiidenis
in obtaining answers to
delay
their covimunicaiions and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
Editors. The two
the
named, should be directed to
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and mui^h unnecessary delay and confusion arise
iiJicti- Ictlci'.'i are misdirected.

and

Editors

would

Publisher.

obviate

;

Notice

Special
Editors

do not

butions:

or

munications

to
or to

illustrations,
illustrations
or

arrantrement.
respoiisible
for
rorrespuuilcuts.

— The

Correspondents.

to

undertake

special

by

greatly

obltge
Local
intelligence of local
[ni sendinq to the Editors eafly
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
Illustrations-— r'le Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
for reiiroduction. of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., biit they cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.
letters for PubUoation, as well as specimens of
plants for miming, should be addressed to the
will

41, Wellingi^on Street. Covent
Garden. London- Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, SCnt OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

EDITOBS.

the writer.
If desired, the signature will not
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

be

THURSDAY, APRIL IBManchester Mild N. of England Orohid Soc. Tieet.

AVBRJGB Mean Temperatcrb for the
deduced from observations during
years

M

Greenwich,

ensuing
the

week

last

fifty

47.2.

.\cnjAL Temperatcrb :
Gardeners' CJironicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Ciovci.t G.uilen,
C/ondon, Thursday,
April
11,
47.5°.
Weather—
10 a.m.
Bar 29.6
tejn]!.
:

;

Raam.

The

(2uaiity of

The Seed Testing Station recently established

Food Production
Department has lost no
As early as
time in getting to work.
February over 2,400 samples had been
Of the seed
tested and reported upon.
Wheat tested, 47 per cent, of the samples
some
germinated 95 per cent, or over
by

^Seeds!*''"'

tlic

;

samples, however, germinated only 12, 10,
and even 6 per cent., and two were contaminated with the disease known a.s bunt.
Seventy-four per cent, of the samples of
Barley germinated 95 per cent, or over,
but some poor samples germinating only
Nine
50 to 60 per cent, were received.
per cent, were badly infected with the
spores of

''

closed

smut."

The germinations of the samples of Oats
were
40 per cent, germinated 95 per cent, or
:

—

-over.

54 per cent, germinated 80-95 per cent.
5 per cent, germinated 61-79 per cent.
1 per cent, germinated less than 50 per
cent.

Of the Scotch Oats none germinated less
than SO per cent.
M^ost of the samples received had been
well cleaned, but a few dirty samples contained weed seed, such as Black Bindweed, Cleavers, wild Radish, Cornflower,
ind Charlock.
As illustrating the seriousness of even
a small percentage of impurity, the Report
•

The Jounuil of

tki

Board of Agric, XXIV., No.

11.

Peas

;

per cent., with an average of 82 per

from 95 to 23 per cent. Cab; Kale,
bage, from 95 to 56 per cent. Beet, from
156 to 13 per cent., with an average of
S8 ; Onion samples germinated in the
best cases 100 per cent., and in the worst
4, with the. very fair average of 76 per
cent. ; Parsnips showed similar diversity
from 80 per cent, to 2 per cent. and
Carrot ranged from 74 to 6 per cent. It
evident from the figures relating to
is
vegetable seeds that there are some very
bad seeds on the market for e-xample, in
the case of Beet, 62 per cent, of the samples
germinated under 90 per cent., which, in
view of the fact that each so-ealted seed
may throw
in reality a group of fruits
two or three seedlings, is a very poor
cent.

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

APPOINTMENT FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

of

showing.
In the grasses and Clovers impurities
and germination both show a great range
difference between the samples; the
of
highest percentage of impurity was in
white Clover, which showed an average
impurity of 9.8 per cent. Red Clover
ranged in germination from 97 to 2 per
cent., and contained on the average 3.2
The Report inper cent, of impurities.
the greatest
sists on the importance of
care being taken in the purchase of the
Clovers,
which are
Rve grasses and red
sown in large amounts, and, as the figures
given indicate, often contain considerable
quantities of weed seeds.
In the case of red Clover, Dodder in
greater or less amount occurred in 34 per
cent, of the samples, and three samples
contained over 1 per cent, of this parasitic
weed.
The Chilian Red Clover gave the
highest germination, but was the worst
offender with respect to Dodder.
The general conclusion reached by the

Report is that there will be a large amount
of low-grade seed offered to farmers this
season, but that nevertheless good seed in
moderate quantities is available in the
case of the more important crops.

The Report

reflects the greatest

credit

on the personnel of the Seed Testing Station, which must have worked at the
highest possible pressure to achieve such
considerable results in so short a time.
We hope that a readable and attractive
summary of this Report will be published

and distributed widelv. There is ample
material in the Report for a series of extremely interesting articles, and we suggest that some bright-minded botanist
with a touch of imagination should be
employed to draw up from the material
on which the Report is based illustrated
articles, all of which should be directed to
.showing the wisdom of sowing good seed
and the folly of sowing bad.

13,

1918.

tural Society ha* decided that, in the General
E.xamiiiation, the questions shall cover a wider
field in practical iorticuJture, and be less botani-

The

cal.

and Beans were
generally good, but in some cases only germinated from 36-56 per cent., and the seed
liad been attacked by the Bruchus weevil.
Of roots, the range of germination of
Turnip seed was from 100 to 3 per cent.,
Swede samples
with an average of 86
showed germinations ranging from 99 to

The samples

for

unless

an example of a sample of Oats
though showing less than J per
was estimated to conof this weed to the

of Charlock,
10,000 seeds

tain
bushel of grain.

any contrireturn unused com-

pay

The Editors do not hold themselves
any opinions expressed by their

News — Correspondents

cent,

[April

Royal Horticultural Society'* Examinations. —The Council of the Royal Horticul-

standard

pass

for

be

will

and the e.xa.mination itself divided into
morning and aftei-noon sessions of 2^ hours
each.
The School Teachers' Examination will
be divided into two sections, the Ordinaxy Pass
and the Honours the latter being optional.
For the Ordinary, the questions will ba made to
raised,

—

refer distinctly to practical horticulture in school

and allotment gardens, and candidates will have
to produce a ceirtificate of having done practical
work, signed by some responsiblei person
ihe
e.xamination will be divided into morning and
of 2^ hours
each.
An
will be added to the
Ordinary for school teachers willing to take it.
Candidates will also be allowed to specialise on
such subjects as
(a) Hardy fruit growing
(b)
vegetable growing; (c) hardy plant cultivation;
(d), plant diseases and pests, any of wiuch may
be taken at
the candidate's
choice.
A
practical test of the candidate's knowledge and
skill will also be made under tbe supervision
of one or more of the examiners, centres for
which will be established in various parts of the
country.
Before sitting for Honours candidates
must have passed the Ordinary School Teachers'
Examination.
A separate certificate will be
granted to each teacher passing with Honoua-s.

afternoon

Honours

sessions

Examination

:

;

Gardeners' Rations. -We

informed

are

that the British Gardeners' Association has received information from the Ministry of Food
that gardenere are included in the list of those
entitled to a supplementary ration, and wiU be
graded under Class E. Enquiries should be addressed to the Local Food Office.

Mrs. G. H. Bard.— TJie many friends of Mr.
George Henry Bard, manager of Messrs. James
Carter and Co.'s nuraery at Forest Hill, will
learn with regret of the death on Tuesday last of
Mrs. Bard.
L.C.C. Gardeners.- Following an appUca
made to the London County Council by the

tion

British Gafdeners' Association, an increased wa;
bonus will be given to gardeners in the L.C.C
parks, tlie bonus to be brought to the level of

The Coun
that paid to other Council workers.
cil has increased the war bonus by 5s. per week
making 14s. in all. This increase is retrospec
live,

dating from January

1,

1918.

Home-made Jam.— There
doubt regarding the use to

appears to be some
which sugar for

home-made jam may be put. It is for fruit and
Rhubarb, and, in the discretion of the local
Food Control Committee, for Marrow. It is
very probable that sugar for Marrow jam will
In making
not be granted in most districts.
special

allotments of sugar through the Local
for provid-

Food Committees under the scJieme

ing fruit-growers with sugar for domestic preserving, no account will be taken of any sugar
saved out of the weekly ration. The saving of
sugar out of the domestic ration for jam-making
not only does not constitute hoarding, but is a
course desirable in the public interest.

Seed and Transport.- According

to

what

apjpears to be a well-informed statement,* the
.slowness of the transport of seed from America,
appears, in part at least, to have been due ti3

a failure on the part of the responsible authority
America to recognise that seed is food.
Hence, in spite of efforts made by growers,
shippers, and officials of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, the railway transport of seed
was held up. having to give precedence to the
in

We

believe that every effort
in good time, on this side, to
of seed supplies.
early
arrival
facilitate the

transport of food.

was made, and

•

The Seed ^orld, Chicago,

III.,

March

6,

1918,

Apkil
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EVE'S APPLE.

The interesting article on St. Cecilia's Apple
42 suggests to me that you might admit
a few words on another Apple, equally interest.ing botanically, and, to some, far more interesting
biblically and mythologically
No work, I believe, discusses the question
•on p.

couceming the species

the oldest recorded
the Tree of Knowtree is remajkable.
The Forbidden Fruit is the only fruit connected
-with man's, religious history; the runiegianate
is the only fruit used symbolically in the HebrewChurch and the explanation of these two fact?
seems logically to be that the Pomegranate was
And the Biblical evidence
the Forbidden Fruit.
bears out this conclusion.
BotanicaUy, the Pomegranate answers remarkably to the requirements of the Forbidden Fruit.
Tlie Forbidden Fruit is almost universally called
an Apple. The Pomegranate bears the names of
Grained .4pple, Granada Apple, Paradise Apple,
Punic Apple. -etc. Dr. Thomson calls it "a
Criiden calls it
large and delicious Apple."
" a kind of Apple," So otters. The Greek Garden of H'esperides, with its golden Apples, was
adopted from Moses' a<;count of the Garden of
Eden, a* Bryant, Faber, Paley, Hyggins, et nlii,
of

tree, yet the evidence that

was a Pomegranate

ledge

A. Bruce Jackson, and named, with the approval of the Kew authorities, after me. I, however, on the occasion of showing, was not the
fortunate recipient of any Award of Merit, nor
did ray e.xhibits receive any attention or recognition from any Committee concerned in its administration.
I was unable even to extract any
opinion of them from anyone coimected with the
show.
The two species were in the next year.
1914. sent to Kew for observation upon and
identification, and I have a long correspondence
on the subject before me. To the one called now
after Mr. Vicary Gibbs they for the. time being
demurred to giving any individual identity.
The one now named after me they consented
to regard as a new species, and gave me the
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tlie

Floral Committee of the R.H.S. in 1912.

The

Forrest plant was subsequently named Pyracantha crenulata var. Rogersiana by me at his
request,
but I was not then aware that
the Wilson plant formed part of his exhibit on the occasion mentioned.
Moreover.
I
want to make it clear that I alone am
i-esponsible for describing these Pyracanthas
as new, although the Kew authorities were consulted about them at the time. So far as I knew
there was no question of demur by Kew as regards the Wilson plant described by me as P.
Gibbsii, which I was the first to suggest should
be given specific rank. The Forrest plant raised
by Mr. Rogers from seed was sent by him to
Kew for an opinion, and was compared there

;

Now Chambers's Illustrntcd Enviii., 303, says the Pomegranate is
" of a fine golden yellow." Paxton says, " The
rind is of a golden hue " (Mngaziiic of Botany,
i., 64).
Tl^us the Apple of Eden, that ol Hes
perides, and the Pomegranate, are identified as
one. Gfn^ns calls the test plant a tree, and Dr.
Thomson. Dr. Fausett, Dr. Thorne, Jfwii>h F.ncyclopadia. Dr. Forster. et alii, epeak of the
amply prove.
cijclopcEilia.

" Pomegranate tree." But it must have grown
low enough to have its fruits plucked, and in
Chambers's it is called "a thorny bush" n\\<\ a
"low-growing tree." Eve's fruit was good for
Dr Thom
food and pleasant to the eyes.
son says the " Pomegranate fi-uit is as sweet to
the taste as it is pleasant to the eyes." Ayre
says. " Botanically %newed, the Pomegranate is
anomalous.
It is a type of a distinct order"
Paxton
{Treasury of Bihle Knowledge. 712).
.\ writer
says, " It forms one .solitary Species."
" Its peculiantiea are so great, in
remarks
:

many

botaniots, as to justify its
order, I'unicaccae " {Eii
Brif.).
This speciality remarkably suits a tree
It is " a stout,
chosen for a special purpose.
thorny bush " (Thorne), thus suitable for a pro-

the opinion of

inchisiori in a separate

hibitedi plant,

and

its

infringement was punished

Thistles. It has the unique " two
called
by botanists a
carpels,"
"crown," a suitable fruit to tempt the crown
In Eastern countries it is
of womanhood with.

hy Thorns and
whorls

of

of fecundity in women," and Eve
mother of all living. It contains
suitably symbolical of the
firirt
pair.
It has " blood-red flowers," and
seed.";
"dyed with red," symbolically suitable
for the fruit which made nece.«sary the blorrfl of

"the symbol
was the

fertile

innumerable

seeds,

Atonement. The Romans used every part mediBacon thu-s recommends it. All parts

cinally.

are used for various purposes.
and mythological evidence is
firmatory G.

Tlie

monumental

remark.-iWy

con-

it a name.
These are a few
outlines of my attempts to focus attention upon
two of the Chinese importations- by Wilson
and Forrest, that promise to be valuable for
our landscape, in. the, shape of evergreen,
brightly flowered and berried members of the
Hawthorn family, lighting up winter scenes,
among the deciduous surroundings of our hard-

honour of giving

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
iThe

EditOTt do not hold themteltei reipontibU
the opiniong eiprented by corretpondentt.)

PVRACANTHA
aicimnt of

this

Ol BBSi I.- Yoiir

new

.species

illu.strat

(p.

47.

far

ii.ii

and

fin.

21)

interested me verj' much.
I see that it was
exhibited by Mr." Vicary Gibbs in 1915.
I
should like to be allowed to point out that
smaller
another
[
exhibited this species, and
and darker-leaved specimen, at the Horti-

Square
'Vincent
cultural
Society's show
at
in
the month " of March, 1913.
The latter
your pages as
since been described
in

has

I'ynifantha

crenulata var.

Rogersiana by Mr.

trees upon our grassy grounds and park
I have planted a good many about the
lands.
urounds here, and in the park, and find that
those which flourish the best have been planted
{'Iiii:^.
in a stiff clay soil with a northern aspect.
I'nltmati Itoger», Stanage Park, Ifdilnorshirr.

wood

gather from Mr. Rogers' note above that
he exhibited these Chinese Pyracanthas before
I

w-ith dried

material of the Himalayan P. crenu-

but was not considered to be sufficiently
However, after
worth naming.
studying the plant for two seasons at Kew in
conjunction with P. crenulata and P. Gibbsii, I
found it worthy of varietal rank. Its distinguishing characters are set out in my paper which
Was published in the Gardtners' Chronicle for
At the time Mr.
Dec. 30, 1916 (p. 309).
specimens they -were
the
exhibited
IJogers
small plants in pots, and having neither fruits,
tlow-crs. nor names, would consequently not receive special attention in the shape of an Award
lata,

distinct to be

of Merit.

.1.

Ilriirc

J(irk.<on.

The Influence of Ksw. As
Kewite,

I

enjoy inimmsely

tlie

an

notes by

e

W

.

.\

W.

—

.
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In his April contribution he asks why
has apparently so little influence on the
of ornamental gardens and pleasure
I contend that Kew plays
grounds generally.
a much more potent part in determining the
character of our shi-ubberies and other features
At the same
of gajdens tham II'. IF. imagines.
time, I agree with him that the influence
exerted is not in proportion to the wortderful
advertisement the glories of Kew obtain through
This, I think, can be
its millions of visitors.
fairly easily accounted for. Up to the time when
a charge was made for admission, the bulk of
the visitors were simply people seeking pleasure
and a little interest, through observing the more
sensational aspects of the plant-world as demonetrated in, for instance, a glailng collection of
Begonias or Hippeastrums or in the truly beautiOf later visitors,
fuf breadths of Daffodils.
many, though keenly interested and observing,
are quite unable to assimilate the enormous array
of beautiful and interesting features presented
oil

Kew.

Kew

character

a
request from
a gentleman at Adelaide,
N.S.VV., for seeds, if I had them to spare. I was
unable to send them that year, but managed to
save some seed during the past season, which I
was pleased to send him, and which he has duly
received.
This little transaction has probably
been the means of introducing a most beautiful
plant to Australia. While on this subject, would
it be possible to clear up what seems to be an
erix>r in Nicholson's Dictionary nf fTardening.
where L. grandiflorus is described as an annual
It is certainlv a perennial climber.
climber?
G. Lamb. Mcmlel-et, HextahU, Kent.

cluded seasonable subjects, such as Daffodil.*, a
splendid variety of coloured Primroses, Fritil
Imperialis, Aubrietias,
Double Daisies.
Primula Juliae, and Saxifraga Beauty of Letchworth.
Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons showed

laria

excellent

Roses, including a large epergne of
variety. Golden Ophelia, as a centreOther conspicuous varieties were Joan,
Laurent Carle, Mme. Ravar^', and Dean Hole.
Mr. Geo. Prince also showed Roses, with a
background of yellow Rosa Banksia.
Messrs. R. Gill and Sons showed Rhododendrons, the chief feature of their exhibit being a
great mass of R. Falconeri, the trusses of whidi
Several
were of exceptional size and vigour.
Chinese species were shown, including R. yunnanense (white, with red spots), R. Davidsonii
Of the
(mauve), and R. Augustinii (blue).
their
piece.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
9.

—The

e.\hibition

held

in

13, 1918.

Committee awarded nine medals to groups, of
which the best was a collection of hardy flowers
shown by Mr. G. W. Miller. This exhibit in-

s o c I £: nr I E s
Aril

[April

conjunction

the fortnightly meeting on Tuesday last
was small, but included many items of interest.

with

new

large-flowered

Lady

type.

Alice

Fitzwilliam

and Gill's
blooms),
were the most noticeable.
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons showed their usual
white

(large,

T'rinmph

fine exhibit

healthy

fragrant

(red),

of Ferns, using as a centre-piece a
grande.
of
Platycerium

specimen

Groups of hardy flowering trees 'and shrubs
were shown by Mr. L. R. Russell and Mr. C.
Turner respectively Mr. Turner's exhibit in;

many beautiful Magnolias, doublecluded
flowered Almonds, some with white and some
with pink blooms, the very floriferous Prunus
triloba, and a dark red Ribes sanguineum named
splendens.
At the 3 o'clock meeting of the Fellows Mr.
F. Chittenden delivered an address on the subject of

" Some Experiments

in

Potato Grow-

ing-"

Flora! Committee.
Present: Messrs. 11. B. May (chairman), J.
Green, H. Cowley, John Heal, C. R. Fielder, A.
Turner, W. Howe, C. Dixon, John Dickson,
W. P. Thomson. J. Hudson, W. J. Bean, J. W.
Ban-, W. Cuthbertson, S. Morris, J. T. BennettPoe, E. H. Jenkins, C. E. Pearson, R. W. Wallace, G. Harrow, and Geo. Paul.

Award

of Merit.

—A

',

hybrid Tea variety
Hose Golden Ophelia.
raised from Ophelia, with medium-sized blooms
The colour is pale, clear
of very pretty shape.
apricot in the centre, with lighter margins.
The foliage is exceptionally vigorous, and very
The variety is recommended for
dark green.
forcing, and the blooms would be admirably
suited for coat-flowers.

Groups.

The following medals were awarded to collecMr. G. W.
tions -.—Silver Flora Medal to
Silver Banksian
Miller, for spring flowers.
Medals to Messrs. R. Gill and Sons, for Rhododendrons; H". B. May and Sons, for Ferns;
Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, for Roses Mr. G.
Prinie. for Roses; Mr. G. Reuthe, for haixiy
flowers and shrubs; Mr. L. R. Russell, for
flowering shrubs ; Mr. C. Turner, for flowering
Pipers, for
trees and shrubs; and Messrs.
;

shrill

Fig.

72.

odontoglossum wsper
(Ste

Aw ards by

by the gardens at almost any lime of the year.
Tliere are probably very few who visit Kew
with the main object of noting effects for application elsewhere.
Hence Kew remains unique.

There

are, of course, other factors at work which
circumscribe the influence of Kew.
A sense of
practicability mainly directs the average landscape gardener, whether operating in a public
park or around a private mansion, to utilise
plants which, though stereotyped, are easy of
cultivation.He believes in a healthy Laurel
rather than in a fastidious Rhododendron, to
put it in the extreme sense. I agree, however,
that there is a lack of enterprise on the part of
both the amateur and professional.
Cha.<. W.
Mnyhfw,
Northumherland
County
Horticulturist.

L*THY"<'« OB«NO'FLORU«.— In the

issue for
1916 (p. 105). you published a note
on the fertilisation and seeding of
Lafchyrus grandiflorus.
Almost by return "(allowing foir the postal distance) I received

Aug.
from

26,

me

IS

and Alpines.

roeh.^mpton.

v.\r.

Orchid Committee.

the Orchid Oomnijttee.)

Pr'seiit:

Sir Jeremiah Coiman, Bart,

(in

the

at an April show, Daffoconspicuous,
the groups of these
flowers consisting for the most part of either
seedlings or the very choicest and latest varieties.
The Narcissus and Tulip Committee recommended an Award of Merit to the variety

chair). Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. Jas. O'Brien
(hon. secretary), Frederick J. Hanbury, J. Wilson Potter, Pantia Ealli, E. R. Ashton, Fred
Sander, Arthur Dye, J. Charlesworth, S. W.
Flory, C. J. Lucas.'W. H. Hatcher, W. J. Kaye,

*
Jeannette (see fig. 71).
As •usual. Orchids were shown exceedingly
Several
weU" by trade growers and amateurs.
awards from the Orchid
novelties received

White.

As might be expected
were

dils

t'ommittee.
the floral section there were one or two
good exhibits of Roses, but the majority of the
coUections were early-flowering subjects, serving
to remind us that as yet spring has but just
begun.
One new Rose received an Award of
Merit, the name being Golden Ophelia this was
the only award given to a novelty in the floral
I

'

;

Mr.

section.

J.

Ansaldo, Mumbles, showed a

prettv coloured Primrose of the shade known as
"Bishop's Violet" {Rep. de QoiihiiTS. II., 189,
Ton. 4).
The flower is named after Mrs.
Ansaldo no award was made to it. The Floral
•

;

Walter Cobb, R.

A.

Awards

Rolfe,

and R.

Brooman

of Merit.

Odontoglossnm crisjmin Oahwood Triiinipli.
from Mrs. Norman C. CoeKSON, Oakwood.
.\
Wylam-on-Tyne (gr. Mr. H. J. Chapman).
grand home-raised variety, between 0. crispum
Phoebe and 0. c. Leonard Perfect, the latter
famous variety influencing the fine shape and
general characters of the flowej-, its rich I'uby-red
blotching being deepened and extended over the
inner two-thirds of the segments in confluent
blotches, the broad margins and tips being white.
The lip is white in front with chestnut-red
blotches in front of the yellow crest.
Odontoglossvm Jasper var. SocTiampton (see
fig. 72) {amabile x crispum), from Dr. Miguel
Lacroze, Bi-yndir, Eoehampton (Orchid grower

April
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A

iliss Robertson).
superb variety, and one of the
best of its section, the flowers being large, of

perfect shape, and beautifully blotched.
The
ground colour is white tinged with mauve; the
inner parts of the segments are closely spotted
with claret-red, and the lip bears dark red
blotches in front of the yellow crest. The spike
bore eleven flowers.

Odontioda Ermstii (0dm. Wilckeanum x Oda.
C/iarhstcorthii), from E. E. Ashton, Esq., Camden Park, Tunbridge Wells. A pretty and distinct hybrid of the yellow ground section, of
_ood size and shape. The segments are dark buffcllow, and the greater part of the surface is
/.eavily blotched with dark Indian-red.
The
yellow lip has a rose shade and dark red blotches
in front of the much-divided crest.

PRELIMINABr COMMENDATIONS.
The President, from
< H.AELESwoETH
AND Co., Haywards
A large and finely formed home-raised

OdonlDijhjssum crispum
ilessi-s.

lle;ith.

variety of the typical white-petalled class.
Odontoijlossum Amazon [crispum x miritm),
lom Messrs. Armstrong and Buowx. Orchidiiirst, Tunbridge Wells.
A small seedling of a
new cross, with large and broad-petalled flower,
the inner parts of'the segments bearing clusters
of rubyrcd blotches.
I

Groups.
ilrs. UGILVIE, The Shrubbery, Oxford (gr. Mr.
Balmforth), exhibited a selection of Orchids
which had previously secured awards, including
'Miltonia Hyeana F. M. Ogilvie, white, with a
maroon mask on the lip, Brasso-Cattleya Cliftonii
Magnifica,
B.-C. Fowler's
variety," and
the

.

.re Odontoglossum Harwoudii Shrubbery variety
VViganeanum x maciUatum auriferum). for
whicli a First-class Certificate was awarded on

golden-yellow, Ajax variety, larger than King
Alfred, with a beautifully frilled trumpet,
and waved perianth segments suggestive of
descent from Golden Spur.
This flower, some
white trumpet Daffodils, and a seedling of the
Red Beacon type, attracted much attention.
Messrs. Herbert Chapman, Ltd., contributed
a well-staged group of Narcissi. The exhibit
was rich in Poeticus varieties, including Marseillaise,
Stanza. Vilanelle and Harold Finn,
and near by, surrounded by many seedlings of
the King Alfred and other types, were the
lovely Curasao. Bernardino, White Queen, and
Great Wai-ley varieties.
(Silver-gilt Banksian
Medal.)
Messrs. Barr and Sons exhibited a large number of S' edlings and named varieties. Many of
the novelties were represented by one flower
only.
Of named sorts we made special note of
the flame-crowned Red Beacon and Red Emperor (the latter has no near kinship to the
popular Emperor). Cleopatra.
Socrates,
and
Florizel.
(Silver Flora Medal.)
Major CffunrHER. Alverstoke. Hampshire,
showed about a dozen and a half Narcissi, including the graceful J. T. Bennett-Poe varietv.
Mr. W. F. M. Copeland exhibited seedling
Narcissi.
Besides Jeannette. which gained an
Award of Merit, the varieties Queen Elizabeth.
Madge, and Marble were of considerable beauty

and interest.
Mr. Jardine showed a few Daffodils grown
in his garden at Balham.

Fruit
Present.

and Vegetable Committee.
Messrs. J. Clieal

Award

Sept. 26, 1911.
Meiisrs.

Armstrong and Brown were awarded

a Siher Flora Medal for an excellent group of
finely. flowered Od ntog'ossume and Odontiodas,
including several handsome novelties flowering
for the first time.
Odonloglossum ardentillus
Orchidhurst

variety carrietf a fine
thirteen handsomely blotched flowers
special merit were the pure white O.

spike of
others of

:

Promerens

xaiitliotes, (). eximium xanthotes.
crispum
Admiral Beatty and Memoria Lord Kitchener,
both raised at Orcliidburet. and the new 0.
."^ilonis (.lasper x Mars), with lilac-tinted sepals
and petals, the inner three fourths being claret<

Medal was awarded.
H. T. Pirr. Esq.. Hosslyn, Stamford Hill

(gr.

Mr. Thurgood), .showed Cymbidium Lowgrinum
Bosslyn variety, raised between C. Lowianum
('.

figrinum. of elegant habit.

.Messrs.

E. A.

Bowles

(in

the chair),

W. Poupart, W. B. Cranfiikl. .J. T. BennettPoe. Herbert Chapman, W. F. M. Copeland.
Henry Backhouse, F. Barchard. Peter R Barr,
G. Reuthe. R. W. Wallace, the Rev.
Jacob, and Chas. H. Curtis (hon. sec).

Award

of Merit.

—

This variety was
season, and no fruits were forthcoming on this occasion. We understand that
the award was made after asicertaining that the
variety wae distinct from Brantley's Seedling.
Prolific

show-n last

being earlier
it has
the general appearance
and good finalities of that popular culinary
;

Shown

variety.

by

Mr.

Herbert, Nutfield,

Surrey,
Tlie only exhibits were a collection of Potatos
of varieties immune to wart disease. t<i show
the respective qualities after cooking, from the
Wisley Gardens and four baskets of the fine
late culinary Apple Harrj' Pring, for which a
:

Bronze Knighlian Medal was awarded. Shown
bv Mr. W. Pfter"!. Givons Gardens, Leather
ir-nd

BRITISH FLORISTS' FEDERATION.
8.- (Inly .'ibout twenty n-tail florists
were present at tlie meeting nf this Association
held at Essex Hall, .Strand, on the 8th inst.
Mr.
George Monro, junr.. gave a statement of work
accomplished Mr. W, H, Page referred to the
ad%'antages of co-operation among growers and
salesmen during the past year
whilst
Mr.
Robert H. Page emjihasised the point that all
retailers should
join
an organi.sation already
established.
Mr. Morgan Veitch said that legislation during war, and difliculties after the war,
might be such that the flow^er trade would find
itself left behind unless every section of it com'
bined for the common good,
.\piiU.

;

Joseph

in

of Merit.

fig. 71).— A bold
invariety (2b.) of fine form/ and
witli flowers held well erect on stout stems that
are nearly 18 inches long.
The wide perianth
segnii nts are pale sulphur-yellow, and the wellbahinced trumpet is light yellow with a lemon
tinge, and has a frilled rim.
The novelty received the award as a show variety, but it promises to be useful alike for market and for
gardpn decoration. Shown by Mr. W. F. M.
.V,»,-,.sx,/.-

Herberfs

;

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.
'/'ri.-'tnt:

Apple

W.
W. H.

the chair).

'.

red
Messrs. CharleswortA and Co. were awarded
a Silver Bariksian Medal for a uroup comix)6ed
priniipally of finely-grown ana well-flowered
Or)oiit^>i;loFsums and Odontiodas, with Laelio-Cat
tleya Britannia, and Odontonia Milgali Sander
var. xanthotes.
Messrs. C. F. Waters and Co., Balcombe.
Sussex, staged a selection of profusely-flowered
D 'ndroliinms, for which a Bronze Banksian

fl'id

(in

Pnupart. Owen Thomas. Edwin Beckett,
Divers, G. P. Berrj', and W. Wilks.

JewDieflc (see

comparabilis

Copeland.

Groups.
Mr. Copeland, Shirley, Southampton, showed
nine ntw varieties of Daffodils, and the Rev.
G. H. Engleheart staged a number of fine seedling Daffodils, including an upstanding, rich

Mr, C. n. Curtis referred to some special cases
which the Federation had rendered great

assictancc he suggested every member should act
as a local hon. sec, and expreissed the hope that
ere long there would be a Horticultural Advisory
Committee to assist the Board of Agriculture,
A resolution was passed asking the Royal
Horticultural Society to call a meeting of reprenentatives of trade associations for the purpose
of taking steps to secure the formation of a
Board of Horticulture,
Some of the retailers present thought the Federation should offer them some induconiont to
join.
Mr. Ladds and the president pointed out
that the retail florists were not organised, whereas the growers and .'salesmen were, and were
now offering retailers all the help that a successful organisation could afford. ,Tnd the retailers
would have their own sub-committee to deal with
retail matters.
:
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CROPS AND STOCKON^THE HOME FARM.
REAJtiNO Calves.

The various orders issued by the authorities
vary^ so considerably that methods of procedure
require frequent readjustment.
Milk and butter
are so valuable that every means should be taken
by the dairy farmer to rear all the heifer calves
possible, in order that the milk supply shall not
be lessened in the future. The recent order relating to bull calves necessitates the home consumption of more milk, although these animals
will be weaned as early as possible, to save
the milk.
In the case of pedigree Shorthorn
calves of either sex, where size, and quality
are of the utmost importance for future stock
purposes, the calves should be allowed to run
with their mothers several months, which is the
means

of

producing ample bone and

flesh.

To

the utility farmer the
economical rearing of
heifer calves is of much more importance in
the saving of milk, especially during the winter.
The calf should be allowed to feed from its
mother four days after birth. After that period
it should be removed to a warm box and fed
artificially.
In the morning and evening give
the calf two quarts of new milk, preferably that
from its parent. At the end of a fortnight alter
this treatment by adding one quart of separated
milk to the four quarts of new milk for another
two weeks.
Then, in place of the new milk,
substitute warm skim or separated milk, adding
some calf meal, I prefer Bibby's Cream i'xjniva"
lent, of which one short pint is mixed with the
milk.
Continue this treatment for six weeks,
then, at that stage, or earlier, give the animal a
small quantity of good meadow hay.
When the calf is three months old, gradually
discontinue the meal, but give the separated
milk, to which add a little water, for so long
as is convenient.
At that stage the calves should
be given a little hay, chaff and concentrated
food.
The best food for calves is undoubtedly
soft linseed cake containing 9 per cent., or even
12 per cent., of oil, and crushed Oats, but both
of these foods are almost unobtainable now.
In
view of this fact, recourse must be had to some
other form of cake, of which there are several
on the market. If the calves are having separated milk with their calf meal, one part of
cake is suflficient. At four months old, in the
place of cake and Oats, give them an ample
supply of good hay, and at a later stage feed
them daily with cut Mangold, just a handful
to start with, increasing the quantity as it is
seen that no harmful effects in scour result. To
the Mangold add a sprinkling of cod-liver oil
condiment, or any other approved appetiser.
The time for turning calves out to gra.'js varies
according to the time of birth.
Many farmers
and cowkeepers put them out much too soon,
causing them to become " pot-bellied "-ptoo extended in. stomach. An empty barn or an open
shed, where it is dry and warm, is much the
best place for calves, and certainly until they
are eight, or even twelve, months old.
As "a
guide for an early turn out, a September calf
might, if strong, be given a grass run in May
or June.
In any case, it is better to err on the
side of retention in the shed, especfclly if the
calves can be given green Vetches or Tri folium
incarnatum in June and ,Inly, to be fnllnwed
later

with Cabbage.

Fbedino Dairy Cows.
For improving the quality of the cream, and
consequently the butter,. I am a firm believer
in the use of some form of concentrated food.
I prefer Bibby's Dairy Cal^elettes, which are
in nut form, more easily
handled, and keep
better in bulk, than the cakes at one time made.
By the addition of this cake the high colour of
the butter is maintained right through the winter,
at a time when there is little or no grass, the food
being chiefly Mangolds, Cabbage, and Hay. No
doubt the Tankard type of Mangold, with its
highly coloured flesh, gives colour to the butter
as well as possessing much nutriment.
Now
that
the
grass
is growing
freely
will
it
be wise to conserve any concentrated food
in
hand for next autumn and depend on
the
natural food for the present.
Here a
daily ration of 45 lbs. of cut Mangold will
be continued until the cows lie out at night,
which usually commences in the second week in

—

.
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addition to the Mangold, an allowance
of long Hay is given, which is considered to be better than chaffed Hay, as when
the latter is used the cows are apt to eat it
up too quickly, which from a digestive point
In all cases
of view is not an advantage.
roots should be given after milking, to prevent any risk of taint in the milk, the Hay
Some give
or cake "being given before milking.

May.
5

o£

Ill

lbs.

is

an abundant

.supply of Roses.
coloua-ed, .are being offe.re<l.
of Lily-of-the-Valley, of

omd

supply

Pricas.

•

Oat straw in the place of Hay. but I doubt if
that compares with good quality meadow Hay,
which for cows is superior to field Hay, Sainfoin.
Clover or Rye grass. E. MoJt/m'iix.

COVEXT GARDEN,
Plants In Pots, &c.

Average Wholesale

:

7

0- S

Cyclamens

...

7

0-80

Cinerarias

...

Erica persoliita
J. Wiimoreaiia

Prices.

s.d

10 0-12
sus
9 0-10
Sprengeri
Aspidistra, green... 36 0-42

—

21 0-24
10 0-12
36 0-42
30 0-36

,

18 0-24
9 0-10
12 0-16

Genistas

white

llav.snerites.

megae18 0-24 6

Mignonette

...

is ver.v quiet in this department, but
OJMl
ollis
Azalea
fine stpeciineii Hydratn;

Remarks.— Tradi ?
some very

are being offered.

Rliododendro-ms

Ferns and Palm's

Average Wholesale Prices

:

cuneatum. 48's, per doz. 9 0-10
9 0-10
..
elegans
Asplenium,48's, per
9 0-12
doz

...

—
—
—

32'8

21 0-24

nidus, 48'8

...

10 0-12

...

8 0-10

C.vrtoniium, 48's

Cut Flowers. &e.

Anemone

Arums—
(Ricbardias),
per doz. bl'ms.
Azalea, white, per
doz. bunches ..
white,
Camellias,
per. doz.
Carnations, per doz.
best
blooms.

4

0-60

5

0-60

2

6-30

var.

...

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

(single),

Barrii

—
—
—

Emperor
.Sir Watkin

...

Victoria
Eucharis, per doz.

blooms

3
3
3

0-40
0-40
6-50

3

0-40

Gardenias, per bos

0-40

3

9 0-13

T.iliumlongiflorum,
long

4

rubrum, per
doz. long
short,

...

4

6-50
6-30

...

4

Lilierty

...

3

.

mixed

..

:

3

0-60

...

9 0-12

blooms Darwin, various
Single, white

Vellow
Pink

..

2

...

2

0-26
6-30

16-20
0-40
d sd.

d.

Ranunculus, carmine,

per doz. bun. ... 6 0-80
16 0-18
scarlet
Stocks, white, per
..
9 0-12
...
pad

—

6-3
5

Violets,

Parma, per

bun

•'

Cut Foliage, &c.

:

0-60

4

Average Wholesale Prices
i.d.

Adiantum (Maiden

Berberis, per doz.

hair Fern) best,
per doz. bun...
ptuAsparagus

Carnation

mosus,
trails,

—

foliage,

doz. bunches...
leaves, per

medium,

Ivy leaves, per doz.
bunches...
Moss, gross bun...

bunches 18 0-21 o

Smilax,

Sprengeri

—

...

4

0-60

3

0-60

Cycas
3

doz.

s.d.

6 »- 8

long
per halt-

10 0-15

1

0-00

0-40

—

16-20
9-10
2 6-40
2 0-30
5 0-6"

Tomatos, per lb. ...
Turnips, per bag ... 3 6-80
— new, per bunch 2 6
Turnip tops, per bag

—

(72 His.)

0-30

I

...

...

2 0- 3

VtrgetableMarrows,
10 0-15
per doz
810
Watercressperdoz.

per

Ml11.

(

.\s

I,

ed qtiantitiet-. The lollowing forced vegeoffer
.\siKir.igus (English and CoutlneaiMushrooms, Peas, Bftans (Broad and
?rs.
Potatos, Tom.-itos. Seakaie, Vegetable Mar:

ofl-ea',

Miiiit.
and
and there
E. H.

P.K>ccoli.

—

Spring Cabbages are on
Radishes.
also 'some good Cauliflowers and

oj-e

Cacent Garden

R.,

MarM,

Ajiril

10,

1918.

of 6 trails

;

0- 2 6

with
Remabks. The prices of cut flowers gener.i
the exception of certain white blooms such iis Azaleas
'and Pelai-goniums, which aire required for making up
designs, are Icwer. "Hie small consignments of French
flowers are verj' uncertain and iireguilar. The majority
are unsaleable when they arrive, as tbey are too long on
It is reported tihat tJie import of these
the jonniey.
flowers may be stopped altogether for the remainder of
the season, owing to transport difficulties. Laj'ge consignments from the Channel Islands are also arriving this
week in an unsaleable condition, caused by the delay in
Hundreda of boxes have to be thrown away,
transit.
and many more scarcely repay the coiTiage. Tlieiv
,

;

:

near Dundee.

GARDENING APPOINTMENT.
Mr.

Cradwick,

C. J.

to

F.

CV)I.

C.

for the pj.^t six years G.udener
S-herlKinie House. Slierboi-ne,
Col.
Barhasi, Hole
to

Orakt,

Dorsetshiie, as Gardener
Park, Rolvenden. Kent.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Bees foe E.\amination

Api.
There is no evidence of disease, either in the comb or bees
It would appear from your letter
that the colony was a weak one. In the
comb you submit for examination the brood is
perfectly normal, but the presence of much
mould seems to point to a leaky roof, and, as
you suggest in your query, the stock has not
probably been wrapped up warmly enough to
maintain the requisite heat of the cluster. The
variety is the ordinary English bee.
Xames of Plants East Berl:'<. Norway Maple
:

sent.

—

Ranunculus
platanoides).
Delta.
(Lesser Celandine).
E. i?.
Keep the bulbs dry until the
They should" be firmly
beginning of July.
rooted in the pots, but as you say your bulbs
move easily from the top of the soil re-pot
The
tliem in July and start them into growth.
Kerine flowers in the autumn, the leaves and
flower coming up the same time.
Sugar Beet E. L. No doitbt Sugar Beet will be
more largely grown this season Oiaii in the
past, now that its merits as pig food are more
widely known. Boiled and mixed with meal
the roots form an excellent food for pig.s after
weining. They may also be given uncooked to
.?ow.t in reasonable quantities and to fatteniing
beast?. ,As food for poultry Sug.ir Beet is
useful when cooked and mixed with meal.
The cultivation of the plant is nnite simple;
may be grown like garden Beet, except
it
that more snace is required, as the foliage is
vigorous. The white variety is the more cominonlv grown.
I

Acer

Ficaria
Xf.rines

:

:

©bttuar^.
G. H. Green.— We regret to announce the
death of Mr. G. H. Green, of Enville Ha.ll Gaa-d«ns, Stourbridge he died after a very short illness, at the ripe age of 80.
Deceased went to
from the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Enville
Regent's Park, in 1861, as foreman of the conservatory,, which is one of the finest in England,
under the late Mr. Edward Bennett, and ulti-,
mately succeeded him as head gardener, a position he worthily filled for the long period of
45 years. On the death of the Countess of Stamford some 13 years ago, Mr. Green retired from
active service, and was permitted to continue to
The glass-houses
reside in the gardener's. house.
Enville contained fine collections of Orat
chids, stove and greenhouse plants, whilst many
houses were devoted to the cultivation of fruits.
Mr. Green also grew splendid crops of tigh-class

He leaves a widow, five sons, and
vegetables.
The eldest son is in Canada;
daugliters.
another son was for many years manager of
Messrs. W. Bull .and Sons' seed establishment.

two

Andrew Robeson Sargent. We

regret to

from the B'>sto7i TramcTipt, U.S.A., of the
death of Andrew Robeson .Sargent, son of Professor Charles S. Sargent, of the Arnold Arboretum. The late Mr. Sargent was a landscape
architect, and had. been as.?ociated with his
father in many of his activit.ies as a naturalist,
and was also associated with his brother-in-law,
Major Guy Lowell, an architect who attained
distinction by his plans for the Boston Art
Museum and other important buildings in various
parts of the United States. In 1909 the late Mr.
Sargent made a journey through Russia, Korea.
Java, and other European and Asiatic countries
for the purpose of collecting plants.
leai-n

bun.

;

:

continue available, buV
regards fc^nglish Grapee a few
.Inian are still available. There are
\ iiiap?s on. offcj-.
.Stoi-ks of Ahneria
LUIS'.
Forced Strawberries are availApiples

En,gli.-lh

mil!',

SCOTLAND

10-20

Spinach, per bus....
Swedes, per bag ...

''0-301
2

IN

yielding 9.2 hours of sunshine the total for the im_mthwas 76.5 hours, an average of 2.5 hours per da.\' and
The barometric pressure, witli a
a percentage of 21.
mean of 30.1 inches, varied between a highest of 30.47
inches on i'he 6tlh and a. lowest of 29.15 ini-hes <>n thfr
For the month the mean temperature was 41°
31st.
the mean maximum being 47.5° and the mean minimum 34.5°, giving a mean range of 13°. On the 24th
we had the highest maximum of 60° and on tlie 1st
the lowest minimum of 28°; the lowest maximum of
38^' wii-s on tlie 3rd ,i;xnd 8th, ;ind the highest minimum
of 43° on the 21st.
On 6 days the temperature fell
lielow 32°.
On the grass the mean minimum was 30°,
there were
with a lowest of 22° on the 3rd and 13th
16 nights of ground frost.
At 1 foot deep the soil
temperature fluctuated between 39° and 45*^, standing
42°
prevailing
winds
at the end of the month. The
at
were easterly and westerly. James Malloch. St. Andrews
Provincial Training College Gardens, Kirkton of Mains,

forced,

Seakaie, per punnet
Shallots, per lb.

—

THE WE.\THER

Th€ weather during- March was mild, somewhar dull,
and dry. With 16 days of precipitation ajid 10 raiadays there was a total fall of 1.08 inch, t-he wettest
day being the 30th, with 0.38 inch. Tliere were 10 .sunthe 22nd was a brilliant day,
less days in the month

—

per doz

0-30

4 0- 6

2

—

7 0-12
3 6-46
8
2
2 0-40
Horseradish, perbun. 3 6-50
Leeks, per doz. bun. 6
Lettuce, Cabbage,
..
perdoz.
Mint, forced, per
doz. bun.

bun

Rhubarb,

16-40

Cucumber8,perdoz.
Endive, per doz ...
Garlic, per lb.
Greens, per bag ..
Herbs, per doz bun,

24 0-26

spring, per doz.

natural, per doz. 3
.Savoys, per tally ... 10

0- S

7

cwt

;

0- a

;

2 0- S

...

Violets,perdoz.bun. 3

(Acacia),

per basket

Cel-Tiac, per doz....
Celery, per bundle

—

Sunburst

Average Wholesale Prices.

8 0-10.0

bun
single,

—
—

6-30
0-60

doz.

Richmond

Red

French Flowers
Allium, per pad ...
Anemones, double
pink, per doz.

—

rows,

Ladylove

Abel
Chatenay ...
Niphetos

0-70

Broad, per pad 6
French(Chaniiel
Islands), per lb. 2
5
Beetroot, per cwt.
Carrots, new, per

l:

0-26
0-60
6-30
0-60
0-50

Madame

2 6-. 3 6

...

6-30

16

Valencia,
per
case (4 tiers) ... 34
(6 tiers)
...
35 0-37
Parsley, perstrike .. 2 0-26
Parsnips, per Ijag .. 4 0-50
Peas, per lb,
...
2 0-30
7-09
Potatus,new,perlb.
Radishes, per doz.
bunches
...
1 6- S

16 0-20

—

0-50

2
...
minot
.Toseph Lowe... 4
l.ady Hillingdon 2

—
—

Green),

per bundle

2

Onions, French, per

6-66

per

1

3

8 d. s.d.

Mushrooms, per lb.
Mustard and Cress,
per doz. punnets

—

1 6

Beans:-

54 0-105

...

Prices.

s.d.

6 0-10

3

bundle
(Paris

per fwt.

Average Wnolesale

13-10

...

National,

taJ),

I'rau

per doz. bun ...
per doz.

6-50

2

per

doz blooms

per bundle
Lauris

—

Tulips,

white,
Heather,
per doz. bun....

mosa

Karl
Urnschki ...
fieneraUacque-

:

0-80

Sweet Peas.various,

(13's)
llS's)

—

—
—
—

8 d.

Walnuts, kiln dried,
55 0-70

—

doz. bunches... 12 0-lS
Roses, per doz. blooms—

per doz. bun.

—

...

0-60
0-36

4

3

—

Croton leaves, per

D ifTodils

8 0-12

...

Orchids, per doz:—
In d
...
Calt'eyas
Pelargoniums, dou-

0-40

2

(.ij

per
do

Artichoke, Chinese
(Stachy) per lb.
Jerusalem, per
...
i bushel
Asparagus (Engl ish),

ble scarlet, per

—

American

ety,

s.d. s.d.
Lilj-of-the-Vallej,
per doz. bun ... 30 0-36
Narcissus, ornatus,
bun. 3 0-40
I)er doz.

4 0-

—

12 0-18
24 0-86

Average Wholesale Prices

:

fulgens

per doz. bun...

..

17-18

..

—

barrel

—

Adiantum

:

bunches ... 3 0-40
5 0-60
per bag
...
Cauliflowers, perdoz 2 0- i

d. s.d.

s.

Grapes
AIn

d.

10.

—
—

-^ Russets, French,
in cases of about
60 to 70 lbs. ... 50 0-60

Dates, per box

s.d.

—

Grapes, con
Gros Colman,
per lb.
..
10 0-12
Black
Hamburgh, per lb.. 6 0-10
Lemons, per case... 40 0- 48
Oranges, per case 100 0-135
Strawberries, forced
per II
10 0-18

English,perbus.30 0-45

Vegetables

s.d.

All 48's, per doz.
Aralias

Araucaria excelsa
Asparagus plumo-

Boronia
tlgma

Jpril

—

lbs.)

MARKETS.

s.d.

s.d.

Apples :-

13, 1918.

THE WEATHER.

.Sweet Peas, both white
Tlheie is only a limited
mediiun quaUty.

Average Wholesale

Fruit:

[April

~

Vtoery with Eight Vines

:

R.

P.

You

will

probablv find that altliough your outside
border is walled in. the roots have gone through
the wall and extended to the soil beyond. Tnis^
being so. atid the walled-in part being not less
than 5 feet wide, it would be advisable at,the
end of August to cut a trench and sever any
roots which may have extended beyond the
boundary. Meanwhile, apply sui^erphosphate,
6 !b=.. and sulphate of ammonia. 1 lb. to the
)ierch. with a good sprinkling' of wood a.sh or
linrnt vegetable refuse to the surface, forking the mn>erials not more than one or two
The application of
incJies belcv the surface.
sulphate may be repeated in six weeks' time.
position
of tlv. border
the
and
If the summer
are hot. apply a light mulching of stable
.

manure

in

.June.

A 'dressing

of

.^laked

lime,

one peck to the perch, applied in late autumn,
would probablv be beneficial, but must not be
applied at the same time as nitrogenous
manure. Blood makes a good manure, but it
offensive in use. and it takes a considerable
time to come into action. The best way to
emnlov it is to mix it with soil, where it
will decompose and be useful for applying to
the Vine border in winter or early spring.
is

Communications Received.—
T1-\
J.'

H.^T. H.-C. P.-A.

J.—Pcmonn—R. E.— F.

0.

J.

L.—

F-— T- P'^t<"— I*^W.-E, B.-.T. W.-

-T.

.J.

P.-B.

.-f

A.

.

April

—

..
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cursorily, so that our notice is chiefly attracted by plants which happen to be at
their best or worst.
Rosa Rubra and R. P. S. are both kind
enough to tell
us
of
the varieties
which succeed best with them.
Both of
them include Antoine Rivoire, and seven
or eight j'ears ago I should have agreeii
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Arenga saccharifera
Primula Marven
Prunus subhiriella
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165

that variety, which

grow a large batch of
very charming early

is

in the season, but the

summer

flowers, b\

which I mean those of the second crop,
produced in August and onwards, are now
so poor with me that I conceive it is surpassed by others, possibly Ophelia, and
no longer holds a place in the first rank.
On Caroline Testout I think we all
agree; for hardiness and general good behaviour it has had few equals, and Hugh
Dickson, approved by both your correspondents, is undoubtedly a fine Rose, particularly when pegged down.
It is, as Mr.
Mawley once said, a Rose one can feel
proud of. Its failing as a garden Rase is
the long shoots of its autumnal growth,
which quite spoil any decorative effect, in
the garden at that period. Lady Hillingdon is placed high by R. P. S., and it is
a lovely Rose, with very attractive foliage.

sometimes think that though a Tea variety
prefers a rather more holding soil
my garden can afford it, for though
I grow liotween 40 and .50 plants of this
Rose in two batches, and have many pleas-

I

THE ROSARY.

it

Useful Roses.
I
I

-l

uf

AM

than

so eutirely iu agreement with tlie
proposition in the letter of
I'. S. (p.
92) iis to the difficulty

main
U.

iiauiing

tiie

any garden
and liave .so

best Itoses for

out of one's own district,

often stated it myself that, except as a
matter of courtesy, it might seem that
his letter scarcely calls for a reply, but
be raises some interesting questions, as also
does Rosa Rubra, who writes on the same
subject (p. 123).
Varieties of Roses vary greatly in different districts, and even in different gardens.
In a garden in the North of Scotland I have seen Richnioiid making
stronger growtli than Hugh Dickson,
though with me the latter will make shoots
7 feet long, wliile Richmond, which doe.s
well with me, seldom exceeds 4 feet. Moreover, Roses will behave differently in parts
I remeauber Mr.
of the same garden.
Leslie telling me that the beautiful exhilji
tion flowers that have so often brought hiiu
victory at exhibitions were invariably
cutfrom a particular part of his garden.
In forming an opinion of the most useful Roses one tries, of course, not to conaider one's own garden only, but to bear
in mind also the Roses of one's friends.
The late Mr. Mawley's adherence to the
proposition stated by R. P. S. wa.s wcl'
known^ yet no one, I think, was more
assiduous in collecting and collating the
views of other.s on popular varieties.
It was at his instance that year after
year, in the Rosfi Annual we reviewed the
,

,

opinions of well-known Rose growers on
varieties suited far various pnrpo.sos from
a nia.s.s of material that he had most carefully collected in elalx>rate detail from all

But, after all, one
can only know a Rose by living with it,
and that can only bo done in one's own
erarden. In the gardens of our friends we
|)arts of the

see the

Rose

country.

at

intervals,

and more or

less

ing flowers in the course of the -season, I
to get many of the long-standing

fail

flowers well set up on .stout .stems, which
are so well shown by Mr. Frank Cant and

Mr. Mattock. Possibly more attention to
disbudding might remedy this, but Mr.
Frank Cant has himself pointed out that
a Rose which requires disbudding is somewhat defective as a decorative Rose for the
garden.

Rom

Ruhra'.^ list is a -.'ood one, but it inthree varieties I cannot accept in the
class for garden purposes.
Duchess

163

spondents are quite satisfied with it in the
open. When I pruned it like other H.T.s
I
had much the same experience as
R. P. S. the plants gradually got weaker,
and became useless.
Since, however, ii
has been removed from the beds and
planted in a dry border where pruning
has practically been confined to the removal of old flower stalks, it has made

—

good growth and persisted j'ear after year.
Even better results are obtained from the
climbing form on a south wall where pruning is restricted as far as possible. After
ten years or so the original plant shows
some signs of wearing out, but younger
plants will take its place when this occurs.

The " Rose Annual."
The National Rose Society has recently
issued to its members its Rose Anniud for
1918.
In general character and appearance the volume follows the example of its
predecessors except that, doubtless owing
to the war, coloured illustrations are absent; it is, however, plentifully illustrated
with reproductions of photographs in black
and white.
The readable part of the volume (whicli
is prefaced by some reports and aocounti-;
which seem rather out of place) begins
with a pleasing account, written by the
Editor, Mr. Courtney Page, of the Rev.
F. Pago Roberts, a popular ex-president
of the Society, who, after 40 years of Rose

growing and showing, is still doing miicli
good work for the Rose. This is followed
by a number of articles of considerable interest to rosarians by various writers.
It
is
pleasant to see Mr. George Laing
Paul again among the authors; ho contributes an article on Rose growing by the
sea.
The cold winter of 1916-17 has naturally called for notice, and Rose growers
will find the present volume quite as inWhite Rose.
teresting as its predecessors.

cliide.s

first

is lovely in
fine weather;
good
bed
of
it,
and
would not bo without it, but it is
most annoyinjr when one is watching

jrrow

I

just

it

a

coming

into

flower

to

ex-

perience a wet night and find next morning all the outer petals glued together an<l
the flowers wortlilo.ss.
Tn this country it
is a serious defect.
Mrs. Foley Hobbs is

when set up in a box, but
has three serious faults for a garden
(I) It hangs its head; (2) it is too apt to
a lovely flower
it

A

YEAR

in vain to discover from
between Anemone
and
Anemone
Pulsatilla.
Some
authors gave differences in the foliage, but
a short examination of herbarium specimens wa«
enough to show that these differences do not
Although my plants have
exist in nature.
grown undisturbed for several years in their
present positions and within a few feet of one
another, the differences between the two species

.served.

Juliet is tho worst Rose in my garden
for black spot, and scarcely flowers after
the first bloom is over. Its peculiar colour-

ing

is

mv

not pleasing to me, but this

bad

may

tisto.

Finally, I should like to say a word
about Papa Gontiev.
This is almost my
ideal of a decorative Rose in many respects, but I gather neither of your corre-

.ago I tried

bool<.s tlie bot.-mical difference

montana

:

catch cold, especially early in the season,
and form flowers with hard, green centres;
(3) too many of tJie flowers as they grow
naturally on tho plant are, as it were,
hidden by the outer petals, and it is only
when srathered and placed in a vase or exIiibition box with the outer petals pushed
back that its beauty of form can be ob-

be

SPRING FLOWERS.

Wellington

of

are. if

my memory

is

correct,

much more

obviou.s

have been in former seasons.
should mention that I collected the plants of
Anemone montana myself on the upper part of
Monte Maggiore .above Abbazia in I.stria, while
my plants of Anemone Pulsatilla .are seedlings
of the ordinary garden type. Each plant of montana bears from 10 to 30 flower stems, rising to
a height of 15 inches, with a tuft of reduced
leaves half-way up the stem.
The stems of
Pulsatilla are much shorter and the tuft of leaves
is situated almost immediately below the flowers.
Moreover, the flowers of montana always droop
or. at most, face horizontally, while those of
Pulsatilla, when fully developed, are held erect
and open very widely. The colour of montar.i
is a very dark purple, and T found no variation
in the wild state that of Pulsatilla is always of
a paler mauve-purple, except in the rare choco
late-coloured form, which, by the way, when
crossed with pollen of the usual form, gives
plants with richly coloured, dark red-purple
this year than they

I

;
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In the wild state montana never seemed
produce more than on« or two flower-stems,
produce as many
,an<i yet here these same plants
flowi?v6.

10

as thirty stems.

How many gardeners grow the real Iris
Not many, it appears, for the plants
so labelled are usually toi-ms of I. Chamaeiris.
Even the so-called pumila coerulea is probably
"

pumila?

In good loam. Iris pumila is
a hybrid form.
capable of forming the most amazing sheets of
colour, but in my sandy ground the surface soil
has to be constantly enriched and refreshed, or
The chief interest lies in
the plants dwindle.
their early flowering habit, and in the fact that
no two seedlings seem to be identical in colour.
This vear I. pumila was especially precocious,
for the first flower opene<3 on March 25, and
now, in the middle of April, different seedling
forms are coming daily into flower. The purple
forms are of every imaginaible .shade, while others
are yellow with greenish or brown markings, and

some are almost white.
Can anyone, who has ever seen TuHpa Clusiana
growing wild, tell us where he saw it? It is a
most puzzling plant, for it is said to be wild in

and the scarlet linifolia are apparently
merely colour forms and not distinct species.
As an instance of the baffling characteristics of
Tulips, it may be mentioned that a collected
bulb of the latter is in flower here now with
two yellow and four grey-black antliers.
Tulipa pi-aecox has been, especially fine this
year with its sturdy steins nearly 24 inches high
and its deep red flowers that never lose their
I have
shape even in the brightest sunshine.
been unable to find any variation among these
plants, and a marked characteristic is the redpurple colour that is always present on the lower
part of the stem.
It is a pity that Tulipa saxatilis is not induced
to flower more often, for it is unique in its
broad, glossy green leaves and in its pale pink
The secret
flowers with the broad yellow base.
of their cultivation seems to lie in giving them
a warm position in ricJr, light soil, and especially
in lifting the bulbs annually and in keeping them
out of the ground until the renewal of growth
shows that the time has come when they must
W. B. Di/7;ff, Ohnrtrrliovxr.
be replanted.

with

hybridising

Bataliiiii

also

[April

'

Marven,

illustrated

26, 1918.

results,

success>ful

and

P.

73, is one of the best of
raised by Mr. R. Lindsay

iji fig.

these hybrids. It was
from P. marginata crossed by P. venusta, and
combines the characters oit the two species. The
leaves are grey and powdery, but almost entire
in outline, while the ^^olet-blue flowers with
white eye are oiften produced in trusses of a
dozen or more. The illustration shows its value
as a plant for the Alpine house, but it is quite
hardy, and does well in the rock garden. Another
hybrid (P. marginata X hirsuta] was raised by
Mr. W. Boyd, of Faldonside. It has the powdery-grey leaves of the former with the red

So far it has not proved
flowers o<f the latter.
amenable to cultivation at Kew. P. marginata
and P. Auricula were crossed at the John, Innes
Institution, Merton. the result being a plant very
with narrow
like the typical P. marginata,
crenate leaves and large lavender-blue flowers in
heads on slightly drooping stems.
W. I.

ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

OochilmJiiq.

CATTLEYA MENDOZA.

A

FLOWER

of a very brightly coloured cross between C. Fabia (Dowiana aurea X labiata) and
C.
Empress Frederick (Dowiana aurea
x
Mossiae), named C. Mendoza, is sent by Dr.
Miguel Lacroze, Bryndir, Roehampton, with

whom

it is flowering for the first time.
The
introduction of C. Dowiana aurea twice in the
parentage has resulted in improving the shape of
the flower, and has given breadth to the petals
and broader expansion of the Up.
The sepals
and petals are bright rosy-mauve, and the lip,
which has an undulated margin, is ruby-red,
lighter towards the margins and edges of the
side lobes. From the base to the centre of the
lip a clearly defined series of ora.nge-coloured
lines, arranged as in C, Dowiana aurea, increase
the bright effect of the colour of the sepals and

petals.

LETTERS'' FROM

SOLDIER-GARDENERS.

Sheiks .Saad, Mesopotamia,

December
It may
summer

19,

1917.

interest you to hear the results of our
here.
They are practically

crops

few Tomatos and Brinthat survived the early frosts are still
lingering on.
Frost this year set in very early,
following the first rains, and was particularly
severe, being a record for the past three winters.
Unfortunately, about 30,000 lbs. of Tomatos
Climatic
were partly spoiled owing to frost.
conditions during the months of June, July, and
August, too, were very much against xta; excessive heat we registered 133° in the shade at
and very rough winds did much
this place
damage to the tender foliage and flowers of
Melons and Cucumbers. However, we succeeded
in getting some very good Melons and Cucumbers
the largest Melon weighed 2b\ lbs., aJid
measured 38 by 36 inches, whUet the largest
Approximately
Cucumber weighed 17 lbs.
84,C00 lbs. of Melons, 53,000 lbs, of Cucumbers,
36.500 Bhindi, 25,000 Brinjals, and 37,000 lbs. of
Tomatos have been gathered the total weight
finished now, though a

jals

[Photti/raph by

Fro. 73.

the

D6partement du Gard,

— PRIMULA

in

the

MARVEN

south

of

France, and Uien so far away to the east as
Chitral. while there appears to be no doubt that
in Tibet there is an almost etemless form, which
other
is at present in flower here, but which is in
respects identical with the typical form.
Moreover, a close study of the habits and form
of Clusiana and etellata, when growing side by

has suggested the possibility that tlie^e two
Tulips are merely colour forms of the same
The foliage and the bulbs are indisspecies.
tinguishable the two plants flower at the same
time and the blooms open wide in the sun, with
their inner and outer petals held at precisely
Clusiana has
the same angles in both cases.
its outer segments "flamed " with pinkish red,
a white inner surface and a deep purple base,
while stellata is yellow, with the same external
red streaks and no basal blotch. To the latter
I attach little importance, because apparently
praestans may or may not have black shading at
its base, and Fosteriana may or may not have
black markings on its yellow base. As far as
is known, stellata is only found near the northwest frontier of India, and, if Clusiana is wild

side,

;

in Chitral,

it is

two are merely
species,

in the

by no means impossible that the
local colour forms of the same

same way that

the pale yellow

:

FLOWERS VIOLET

W.

Irving.

BLUE.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
PRIMULA MARVEN.
hybrids comprise
a beautiful group of Alpine plants, that, apart
worth growing
almost
from their flowers, are

Primula m.arginata and

its

charming ifoliage alone. They are all
quite hardy and at home in the rock garden,
either planted in a rocky crevice or on a sunny
this species is one of the few Primulas
ledge
that increase and endure for many years.
The typical plant is a native of the Alps of
Dauphine and Piedmont, and is a very old garfor their

:

den plant, well known for its powdery-grey
leaves, which have a wavy, golden margin.
There are several beautiful forms in cultivation,
two of the best known being the varieties coerulea, with large, pale blue flowers, and densi-

known as Dr. Stuart's Variety), with
darker-coloured flowers, produced in
denser heads rather later than the above. Other
garden forms are muUiflora and grandiflora.
while the best form of all is the variety Mrs.
Hall Walker, which has broad, beautifully margined leaves and large lavender-blue flowers
flora (also

smaller,

with a pale eye.
P. marginata has been

used as a parent for

—

—

;

;

to date, including summer and autumn crops, is
426,000 lbs., fruit and vegetables.
Autumn and winter crops are now giving good
These are similar to what one finds in
returns.
most English gardens, such as Turnips, Carrots,
Beetroots. Radishes, Lettuces, and Spinach. The
last-named is an Arab variety, called by the
Arabs " SiHj," and is an excellent sort to
have several acres under Cabbage,
ijrow.
from which good results are expected later;

We

this year we are trying Sutton's Giant Drumhead "and Early Market Cabbages, of which the

plants look very promising.
Apart from fruit and vegetable cultivation,
one rarely sees anything of interest to the horti-

—

Apbil
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

The Arab,

apparently, does not cnncern himself in the other departments of horticulturist.

culture, though in

some

have
clump of

of their gardens

seen good Roses, whilst an occafiional

PRUNUS PISSARTII IN FRANCE.
The

Tecent references by your correspondents
the glorious effect produced by Prunus

were very interestIn the large garden attached to a
ing to me.
chateau from which I write there is a fine, naturally grown tree of this species. As near as one
can judge it is quite 25 feet high, and it has
been wreathed in blossoms from the ground upIt has
wards, forming a beautiful pyramid.
been one of my delights to pay a daily visit
to and admire this fine tree, and to watch the
hive bees collecting honey and pollen from -te
In a garden in Stafthousands of blooms.
Pissartii.

when

I'lrdshire

I

in full flower,

grow

this

Prunue

as

IN

AN

IRISH GARDEN.
Nevbr have early-flowering trees and shrubs

Hollyhocks makes a welcome change of colour.
Edicard Aid ridge.

to

;

I

EARLY -FLOWERING SHRUBS
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the contrai-y, growing freely it is later in flowering than C. Watereri, and this year its branches
are thickly studded with flower-buds. Rhododen-

been more beautiful here than this season, and
judging by the numerous letters in Gard Chron.
recently on the subject, this seems to be the case
generally in the British Isles.
Mr. Watson, in his interesting remarks on p.
143, calls attention to the e.xtreme beauty o(

Prunus subhirtella. Tic illustration in fig. 74
shows a bush of this Prune in full flower here on
March 13, when it was the most beautiful object
in the garden.
P. Pissartii also calls for remark
this season.
It was much earlier in flower here

dron arboreum having this season escaped severe
spring frosts, which often destroy the whole crop
of haltf-expanded trusses during March, is making
a fine display. The huge bushes are masses of
glowing colour. A bed of Erica carnea has been
a beautiful sight since the middle of January.
This is the earliest warm colouring we get here,

and
and

provides a welcome contrast to the yellows
whites which predominate amongst the

it

earliest flowers.

A good effect is created by bushes of Pieris
planted amongst the Heaths.
This
shrub also flowered extra well this season, due
no doubt to the very late spring oi£ last year.

japonica

standards,

iiid as bushes in the shrubberies and woodlands,
rthere it flowers sparsely, although, beyond an
nccasional thinning out of the worn-out branches,

grow naturally. In the more formal
g.irden I have it planted in beds.
colour effect. These plants are cut down each

it is

left to

irts of the
r

ar, in February, to encourage the production
those long, slender, reed-like growths which
are the result of such treatment and generous
John Jeffery.
ultivation at the some time.
'if

P.

E.F..

Fmnrt.

NOT ES FROM FRANCE.
EARLY RHODODENDRONS AT
VERRIERES.

A

LARGE number of new Chinese Rhododendrons were collected by the late M. Philippe de
Vilmorin in his gardens at Verri^res le Buisson.
near Paris. The smaller kinds of the Lepidorhodium section have already flowered, R.
lutesccns and R. polylcpis among the earliest.
R. moupinense and R. oreodo.xa showed their
buds at the beginning of March, and were unfortunately frozen. R. sutchuenense flowered a
the plant was carefully covere<l with
mats every night, and blossomed beautifully a1
the end of last month. This species is equal to
any hybrid, not only because of its flowers, but
also beoan.^e of its sturdy habit and large foliage.
The tiny R. intricatum was covered with its very
small blur, flowers; curiously enough, they have
withstood morning frosts which have destroyed
thoee of the other kinds by the end of the
month. Later in March R. Keiskei. from Japan.
R.
rubiginosum
and R.
floribundum
also
llowered, as well as R. virgatum. which is near
l{. ciliatnm in the shape and colour of its flowers
and in il.^ welWeveloped calyx.
The winter frost.s have spoiled the flowering
buds of «ome forms of R. decorum, while others
have not .luffered. Th<> old R. lacteum has lost
little later;

a good part of its buds, as in every severe winbut the plant itself has never suffered any

ter,

harm from this cause. The fine yellow-flowered
R. campy locarpum, which has stood out-of -doors
for many years, h.os also lost some buds.

CTIPRESSUS FORMOSENSIS.

Two

.young specimens of Cupressus formosensis, planted a few years ago in M. de Vilmorin's arboretum at Verri&res le Buisson. near
Parii), grew rapidly, promising to be highly decorative and interesting.
But the hard winter
of 1916-17 has tried them very severely, the tops
of many branches having been killed by frost,
and the foliage much damagwi. The plants, however, revived in the summer, and la.9t winter
they did not appear to have suffered. It would
seem that this new species is likely to succeed
only in mild climates.
The swelling o'f the

branches .at their junction with the main stem,
noted by several writers, has also been observed
on the Vcrriires plants. S. Mottet.

Fig. 74.

prunus subhirtella

than seems to have been the
blossoms on
before the end of that month
beautiful sight, especially one
I noticed the first

in

lord bkssborough's gardens, piltown,

case in England.
February 15, and
the trees were a
group, which is

uj) by a dark Cedar and a Sequoia giganBullfinches arc very fond of the buds of this
Prunus, and often attack them before the end
of December.
Where this lovely Plum fails to
flower freely, the cause may more often than
not be laid to this destructive bird.
Prunus
triloba also has been splendid this year, but its
flowering was over by the first week in April.
small group o'f Cerasus Watereri, set in the
grass, is the prettiest sight we have here at present (April 8), but the prodigal manner in which
this Cherry flowers every year has a dwarfing

backed
tea.

A

effect

on

its

growth.

Cerasus

J.

H. Veitch

is,

on

co.

Kilkenny.

which kept dormant the tender young growths
until all danger of spring frosts was past. TTiese
young growths, by the way, give as pretty an
effect as another crop of flowers, their reddissh
bronze colouring being very conspicuous against
the dark green of the older foliage. Amelanchier
canadensis the Snowy Mespilus is at its very
be'st just now, and entirely justifies its jwpular
name. One standard tree in particular, over 17
feet high, is a ma.ss of snow-white blossom. Exochorda grattdiflora, the Pearl Bush, is flowering
remarkably early this season, the milk-white
racemes being already displayed on one bush in a
sheltered comer. Magnolia stellata is past its be.st.
but M. conspicua, thickly studded with flowers,
is still a beautiful object.
The male form of
Skimmia japonica (Formannii) has been wonder-

—

—

;
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T.

The Week's Work.

GLADIOLUS

THE KITCHBN GARDEN.

E. Tomalin, Bess-

Gardener to Lieut. -Col. SpaiTDIR
Cliy, M.P., Ford Manor, Lmgfield, Surrey.

By

BULB GARDEN.
BYZANTINUS.

Few Gladioli are sufficiently hardy to withstand an average winter in the North. Of the
hardier species and forms there is none known
to me so hardy as Gladiolus byzantinus. It is
rather hardier than G. communis, which comes
G. segetum, which
ne.xt in point of endurance.
1 grew for a few years before it succumbed to
a
hard winter, is next, I consider, but G.
armeniacum, sent oiit as hardy, is not so in the
North, as a rule. G. byzantinus lacks the imposing beauty oif the hybrids, but is worth growing as a border plant or in the wild garden.
The flowers are of a bright red, tinged with violet
or magenta, and are often slightly pencilled with
white in the interior. The plant grows about
2 or 3 feet high, and succeeds in any good garden
The,
soil, but needs
a well-drained position.
flowers appear about June or July. S. Arnott.

F. JORDiN,

POTJ^TOB.-The planting of late varieties of
Potatos shoiild be completed as soon as possible.
Early Potatos growing in pits or frames should
have plenty of air and be protected in sevea-e
weather by covering the glass with mats or other
Very little watering is necessuitable material.
sary moisture is best supplied by removing the
lights during a warm, steady rain.
:

Onion*.— Onions raised from seed sown and
treated as advised in previous calendars should
be ready ifor planting out on ground that has
been previously well prepared. Lightly fork the
surface soil when the weather is favourable, and
sprinkle it with wood ash and a little soot. The
plants may be hardened before planting them by
removing the lights altogether during fine
Make the surface firm, and in plantweather.
ing do not disturb the roots more than is necesAllow a space of 15 inches between the
sary.
rows and 6 inches to 1 foot between the plants
Plant firmly, and not too deeply
in the rows.
water the roots in dry weather, and syringe
for a few days atfter planting
overhead
plants
the
Careful attention
until they are established.
during the early stages of their growth and subsequent high culture' have much influence in increasing the size of the bulbs and the weight oif
the crop.

NOTES FROM AMERICA.

AMERICAN
In the

of

issue

RED

February

Hemsley gave merited praise

Red Oaks,

especially

OAKS.
16,

to

mentioning

p.

the American

Quercus coc-

Possibly a word from the nativ.e woods
where these species grow may prove of interest.
American arboriculturists are very proud
of the American Oaks, of which there are many.
Dr. Sargent, in Manual of the Trees of North
America, names 47 species, and this may be conMany of these
sidered an abbreviated count.
cinea.

We

Oaks have value as ornamental trees, and several
of them must be rated as species of high merit.
Several of these are locally known as Red Oaks,
though Quercus coccinea is almost always called
the Scarlet Oak.

The species to which the vernacular name of
Bed Oak is pre-eminently assigned is Q. rubra.
This

is

from

a widely distributed tree, ranging

\'

Scotia soutliward and westward to
ginia and Tennessee, and growing abundantly in
It is a beautiful
parts
of that territory.
most
tree, and is extensively used in park planting.
Red Oak is
name
Further soutli and west the

Nova

given to Q. texana ; and another species, distinguished as Q. pagodaefolia, growing in the
south-eastern States, sometimes takes the same

name.
Practically

all

the Oaks have showy red

foli-

age after frost, the foliage being retained late
into the winter. Several species carry their leaves
through the winter, releasing them only when
the new buds break in the late spring season.
The most brilliant colours usually show on the
Pin Oak (Q. palustris) and on the Scarlet Oak
(Q. coccinea), but Q. Catesbaei and the Bur Oak
(Q. macrocarpa), though displaying duller hues,
are equally agreeable to the eye, especially in
large masses in the open.
Several of these species are propagated by
American nurserymen ani widely used by
planters and landscape gardeners. The Pin Oak
(Q. palustris) has been somewhat extensivelv
planted as a street tree. The Scarlet Oak, Q.
coccinea, also

makes a

and park avenues.

ffood tree for village streets

Frank

.4.

Salsify and Soorzonera.— These two root
crops require similar treatment to Parsnips. A
few rows of each kind may be sown towards the
end of the present month in deeply-dug ground.
the seed
These crops may follow Celery
should be sown in drills made 15 inches apart
thinned
to about
eventually
and the seedlings
8 inches apart in the rows. In the case af stiff
holes
worked,
deeply
has
not
been
that
land
should be bored as for Parsnips, filling the holes
with fine, light soil, and sowing two or three
seeds at each station.
;

Dr.

65,

Wanc/h,

chusetts .Agricultural College, Amherst,
chusetts, U.S.A.

MassaMassa-

placed on the border to prevent rapid
Thsse young
evaporation of soil mjoisture.
Vines shoidd develop slowly a niglit temperature of 55° is suitable for the present, and 65°
during the day. Afford ventilation according to
the weatlier conditions, and, although atmospheric moisture is essential, do not make the
;

A

only now opening its first flowers, but
So far
it is bright with last season's berries.
as can be judged at present, later-flowering trees
and shrubs will be no less beautiful this season
is

than the earlier ones.
iorough, Kilkenny.

20, 19ia.

may be

The
fully in flower since the end of February.
bluoms have a delicious perfume, something like
close
shrub,
female
-the-Valley.
that of Lily-of
by,

[April

8eed-«owino.— Successional sowings of Broad
Beans and Peas should be made, according to the
demand, and stakes placed to those sown earlier.
Cos Lettuces, Cabbages and Cauliflowers, Scotch
and all other Kales, Savoys and all varieties of
Reserve some of
Broccoli should be sown now.
the Savoy seed to make another sowing a fortnight later. Turnips Early Milan and Snowball,
Vegetable Marrows, ridge Cucumbers, Spinach
and Radishes may also be sown. Lettuces intended to succeed those planted in frames should
be planted forthwith. To have a constant supply
of young Lettuce plants sow a little seed once a
Brussels
fortnight up to the end of June.
Sprouts sown early require transplanting at
4 inches apart in a sheltered situation.

FRUITS DNDER GLASS.
By W.
Se

Planting YntiNO Vines. — If the border has
been well prepared, and the soil made quite firm,
to any appreciable
it should not sink, at least
The
extent, and planting may be commenced.
Vines may be breaking into growth, but there
need be no fear of injury on that account if the
work is carefully carried out. Everything should
be in readiness f"r planting, so that the young
will
roots
not be exposed to the
fibrous
Turn the Vines out of their pots,
air for long.
remove the bulk of the soil carefully from the
roots, and immerse the latter in a tank of tepid
water. The roots will separate quite easily, and
should be spread out their full length, in various
directions, in sharnw holes made for their rePlace a Bamboo cane to the Vine, and
ception.
Cover
tie it to the lowest wire of the trellis.
with fine soil, make it quite firm, and
roots
the
give sufficient tepid water to settle it about the
Manure should not be applied as a mulch
"roots.
to newly-planted Vines, but a little clean litter

border too wet.

Sthawbebhies.- Where

the shelves

in

early

and successional fruit houses are filled with
Strawberry plants in various stages of growth
the work of ventilating and watering should^be
done with the greatest care, as the Peach and
Nectarine trees, or vines if a vinery is used, have
During bright weather the
to be considered.
plants should be examined twice daily for water
and tne syringe kept in constant use (but not
flowers are open), as Strawberries are
Liquid
to attacks of red spider.
manure, soot water, and concentrated fertilisers
are excellent stimulants .-for Strawberries, but
they should be given in a weak state to plants
swe'Uing their berries. Both feeding and syringing should be discontinued directly the fruits
commence to colour, at which stage the plants
should be removed to a cooler house, where there
is plenty of ventilation, and exposed fully to sunshine and air, at the same time reducing the
amount of water gradually. The trusses should
be propped up with forked sticks to prevent inWhen the later
jury to the stalks and fruits.
plants have set their rfruits, thin the latter to
eight or twelve, according to the vigour of the
Admit air freely to these successional
plant.
Late plants plunged in a bed of leaves,
plants.
or other moisture-absorbing materials
ashes,

when the

very liable

should not be disturbed until they are required
Remove the lights every morning in
showery weather, replacing them before
nightfall, and always admitting a little air at

for forcing.

mild,

night.

THE ORCHID HODSES.
By

J.

C0U.I1R. Gardener to Sir JlKIUUH
Bart., Gatton Park, Beieate.

OOUUH,

Cattleva, Laelia, and Laelio-Cattleya.—
Laelia pumila (and its many varieties), L. araoena,
L. Gravesiae, L.-C. Rubens, L.-C. Clive, L._-C.
Epicasta, are becoming
Cornelia, and L.-C.
active at the roots, and some of the plants may
require fresh rooting materials. When repotting,
the rooting capacity of each individual plant
should be taken into consideiatiou. Some make
strong, robust roots, others small and feeble ones,
and this tfact should guide amateurs as to the
size of the pots or pans to be used. The strongest
growers should, of course, be afforded the most
rooting space. The smaller-growing kinds of the
in wellpumila section should be grown
drained, shallow pans, and suspended from the
intermediate
off
the
part
roof-rafters in the coolest
house, or the warmest part of the cool house.

The stronger-growing hybrids from pumila, such

as L.-C. Epicasta and L.-C. Cornelia, should be
grown in pots on the stages in an intermediate
temperature. The dwarf-growing Laelia mono-

phylla is also developing new roots, and should
be top-dressed or repotted where necessary. Welldrained, shallow pans are the best receptacles,
and the plants thrive well when suspended from
the rooif of an intermediate house. L. monophylla is a rather difficult plant to cultivate, and
requires to be very carefullv watered at all times.
It is essential that the roots never be allowed
pseudo-bulbs
to become very dry, or the small
removed
will sKrivel. The flower-spikes should be
Many
from weak plants directly they appear.
flower
which
Laelio-Cattleyas
Cattleyas and
during the late autumn and winter are now commencing fresh root action, and should be re-potted
These include C. bicolor, O.
necessary.
if
Leopold ii, C. velutina, and the hybrids C. Iris,
C. Adula, C. Atalanta, L.-C. callistoglossa, L.-C.
Plants of
Nisa.
and L.-C.
bletchleyensls,
Cattleya aurea and C. Warscewiczii are also
of the
base
the
from
roots
new
developing
and any that were not
pseudo-bulb,
last
attended
be
may
autumn
the
in
repotted
Healthy plants of all the
to now if necessary.
requiring increased rooting space
should be afforded larger receptacles, taking care,
condition, not to disif the compost is in good
turb or injure tlie roots more than is unavoidWhere the roots are clinging so firmly to
able.

above-named

—

April

,
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the sidee of the pots that the plants cannot be
taken out without damaging them, the pot should
be broken and removed in portions. After taking
the plant rfrom the pot, cut away the back leafless
pseudo-bulbs, leaving two or three behind each
leading shoot, for if these useless pseudo-bulbs
are allowed to remain they will weaken the plants
and necessitate the use of larger pots. Unhealthy
plants in sour soil should be taken out of their
pots, all decayed roots and useless pseudo-bulbs
cut away, and the plants potted up afresh in
receptacles only just large enough to hold them.
Place them in a shady position in the house, and
water with great care. Plants that have sufficient
pot room, and are in a satistfactory condition
Those
at the roots, may be top-dressed only.
with long, heavy pseudo-bulbs should be secured
firmly tu stakes.

A

suitable compost ifor these

plants is formed of equal parts of Al fibre and
Osmunda-fibre, broken up rather roughly, a small
quantity of Sphagnum-moss, and a liberal addiPot firmly and place the
tion of crushed crocks.
compost to within about halt an inch cf the rim
Plants of C. Trianae have passed out
of the pot.
of flower, and are starting afresh into growth.
They should be dealt with in a similar maimer to
the plants above mentioned as sqon as young
roots appear from the base c*f the new growth.

leaf-mould, and sharp sand. Allow them to grow
steadily in a house having a moist, warm atmoThey
sphere, in a position near the roof-glass.
will need shifting eventually into 6-inch pots.
Some of the old plants may be transferred to
larger pots after slightly reducing the ball orf
roots.

Gloxinia.— Seedling Gloxinias raised from
seed sown this year should be pricked out as
soon as they are large enough to handle.
compost of loam, peat, leaf-soil and sand passed

A

through

suitable as a rootingmedium. Grow the plants on a shelf in a warm,
moist house, and shade them from bright sunshine.
Shiift them, when ready for transference,
into 3-inch pots, and again later into 5-inch pots.
These plants should flower in August or September. The earliest batch of old plants should
soon be sliowing their flower-buds, and, as they
are well rooted, the roots may be given a little
stimulant.
When the flowers are developing,
grow the plants in a cooler and drier house.
fine sieve

a

is

By

B.

HlRRISS. Gardener to Lidy
Lockinre Park, Brrkshire.

By

R.

P.

Brothbrsto.n, GardeoOT to the Karl «<
T^'ningh&me. East Lolbian.

Haddington,

order

th it (Jodiaeums (Crotons) may develop rich leafcolouring the plants should be grown in a warm
house having a moist atmosphere. When well
established they may be fully exposed to the
sun in a position near the roof-glass.
Diluted
soot-water is an excellent stimulant for both
Crotons and Dracaenas when the plants are
well rooted, and helps U> produce intense colour
Dracaenas require very similar
in the leaves.
cultural treatment to Crotons, except that they

A
should not be exposed to bright sunsliine.
little air may be admitted through the lop ventilators during the forenoon on warm days, but
the house should be closed early in the afternoon after spraying the plants with rain-water.
Sweet Peas

in

Pots.- Sweet Peas which

are being grown in pots or boxes for supplying
cut blooms should not he unduly hastened into
This
flower by keeping the .itraosphere close.
will weaken the flower-stems and render them
Plenty of air
unsuitable for decorative work.
When the
should be admitted at all times.
Hower-buds appear give the roots stimulants.
to bright
plants
the
not
expose
When in flower do
sunshine or the flowers will be scorched.

Euphorbia

pulchehrima (Poinsettia).—

Cuttings of Poinsettias should be inserted as soon
as they arc available. Grow the plants in cooler
conditions than hitherto for two or three days
before taking off the cuttings, which will root
more readily if removed from the old plants with
Place the cuttings in a propagating
a "heel."
case with as little delay as possible after they
are inserted, to prevent the foliage from flagging,

and for the same reason keep them shaded from
bright sunshine. Spray the cuttings two or three
times daily with lukewarm rain-water. A few of
the best o"f the old plants may be cut hard back,
and, aifter partly shaking the old soil from the

Two
roots, repotted into 6-inch or 7-inch pots.
or three shoots may be allowed to develop from
loam,
of
consisting
A compost
these plants.
learf-mould, manure from a spent Mushroom-bed,
and sharp sand will form a suitable rooting
medium

f<ir

Plants of Winter Honeysuckle should
iinined bard in order to secure strong-flowei>ing shoots for next year.
Forsythias trained
to
walls
should
also
be pruned
severely,
though they do well spur pruned as objects of
colour.
They succeed perfectly as buslies.
though custom has not as yet made their use in
that form usual. Purple-leaved Plums have been
extra profu.sely flowered, and these too may be
pruned, but not so drastically cut as either
Flowering Currants will soon
of the foregoing.
be past, and a little later the knife may
them.
Close pruning causes
used
on
be freely
the production of very lengthy shoots, which are
covered with flowers in March, and the annual
pruning serves also to keep the shrub within due
Prunus triloba and P. Davidiana are
bounds.
other early-flowering shrubs which should be examined at the present time, and relieved of feeble
growths, which, if left, serve only to weaken
lie

Wimioi,

the final potting.

Eranthemum PULCHELLUM.-The flowers orf
are of a rich, bright
blue, and a well-grown plant in flower is a very
When the old plants have
object.
striking
finished flowering they should be cut back and
the roots kept on' the dry side for a week or two.
After this treatment tliey will produce plenty
of shoots suitable for cuttings if placed in a
Eranthemum pulchellum

house having a warm, moist atmosphere. The
cuttings may be inserted in small pots filled with
a sandy compost, and the pots plunged in a
When rooted,
hot-bed in a propagating frame.
pot the plants singly in S^-inch pots filled with a
compost of fibrous loam and peat in equal parts,

Reorafting Old Trees.— The

grafting

of

fruit trees may still be done where the
growths are not too much advanced. The present is the best time to re-graft trees on walls
that face east or north. No time should be lost
in taking off the scions if this has not yet been
Select a suitable day for the work and
done.
do it as expeditiously as possible.
Trees Tied to Stakes. Before the seasou
is
far advanced make an examination of the
trees tied to stakes.
The stake may be solid and
secure in the ground, and tlie tie also satisfactory, but the string may be cutting the
wood and need renewing. Short pieces of old
rubber hose placed between the stake and the
tree are useful in preventing damage to the bark.

old

By Chlokis.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Winter Honevsuckles and other

COOIACUM AND O R AC AE N A. — In
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Shrubs.—

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
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them.

Calceolaria.— Plant Calceolarias now that
may become established before the hot sunMay tries them. Except in very warm

thi-y

shiiie of

more tender C, amplexicaulis should
not be planted until about the middle of May,
and standards not till later still. In very dry soils
a mulch of rotten manure or of short grass helps
to keep the soil about the roots cool and moist,
which is necessary for Calceolarias to succeed.
districts, the

Hydrangea. —Hydrangeas
may be put out-of-doors in
Long

established plants which

growing
a
it

in

tubs

sheltered spot.
is

known have

an abundance of roots will need plenty of water
and linuid manure on (frequent occasions, as well
If the
as slight surface dressings rich in manure.
plants were not pruned earlier, the weak growths
should be cut back or removed altogether. It is
sometimes necessary to disbud the stronger shoots
where it is observed that there is not space for
all to mature their flower-heads.
AoaPANTHUa UMBELLATUS.-Plants of Agapanthus umbellatus in tubs need no longer be
kept under glass. They are abundant root-producers, and are all the better for being turned out
of the tubs oi' boxes in which they are established, the ball reduced along with the roots, and

But this work is
autumn. Just at present water
with much caution until new

restored to their receptacles.
best rln"p 'V Inte
?h(i"'' he eiven

when the profus"

application of
manure water is good 'for them. There are two
rforms of this plant, one producing flower-heads
m.my times larger than the common form, the
white variety being also larger, but not to the
same deeree. They are easy to reproduce from
seeds, which are best sown as soon as they are
ripe and the seedlings grown rapidly on by freI also grow them in flower
quent renottings.
borders, but as a rule do not replant them until
In an airy
the flower-heads begin to push.
structure thev usually require no wat^r till the
above staee is reached, and, once re-established
in the soil, no tfurther attention is needed all
the summer.
gi-owth develops,

Feeding Bees.— With the great shortage oif
sugar, it is difficult to advise how best to meet
the situation, for, let it be remembered, more
bees die of starvation during April and May than
during any montlis of the year. When bees are
found dead in the hives with heads deep in the
cells, their death is due to lack of food ; yet
there may be much sealed stores in the frames
The young
on the outside af the brodd-nest.
beekeeper sees the bees working merrily, carrying in pollen, and thinks, in consequence, that
all is well with the colony, but he is deceived.
Every day larger and larger quantities of brood
are hatching, and there are more mouths to feed,
and tliough there may be much pollen, few
Where
nectar-yielding flowers are to be found.
syrup-tecding is possible, make it thin and feed
i.e., not in advance of the daily wants
siowly
of the colony, because cells are needed to raise
brood in, and not for storing food in the brood
Always give warm syrup, and wrap
chamber.
up the feeder warmly so that the contents of the
bottle may remain warm, and thus help to maintain a good temperature in the brood chamber
during such inclement weather as we have experienced during the opening days of the present
month. If stored food can be got ifrom other
hives, bruise the cappings of a portion of the
frame and place the frame next the brood. Some
beekeepers are using pink candy, adding ^ lb. of
candy to i pint of boiling water.

Water.- The

time of the year

h;is

arrived

require large quantities of water to
Unfortunately, bees
brood successfully.
may get moisture from a contaminated source.
Not long ago I saw a large quantity of
bees taking their supply from the liquid around
A friend of mine saw a hint
a manure heap.
in a paper which I thought was very good, and
he had found it excellent. Take a bowl of water,
these thin cakes
on it drop some melted wax

when bees
raise

:

or,

rather, flakes of

wax make

excellent floats

rest to take in a supply.
Last year I advocated a raised sheet of glass to
to protect it from
water
over
the
be placed
the infected faeces of the bees, for " Isle of
Wight " disease is often spread by this means.
Further, the warmed water causes the scent of
the wax to rise, and this draws th© bees to the

on which the bees can

drinking place.

Fitting- UP Sections.— The supply
making sections is limited, and all

oif

wood

will not
be able to get sections. Wlieie they can be procured they should bo fitted up in readiness for
crate usually
the time of fruit blossoming.
Wet the folding joints on
holds 21 sections.
both sides with a brush dipped in boiling water,
making a pile of the whole. When all are
wetted, invert the pile, and commence folding
When this plan is
the first soaked section.
adopted no joint will break rather than bend,
when
the wood is folded
as is so offten the case
It will be found best to use full shekels of
dry.
which is thinnest
preference
that
foundation, for
and having a worker base. When foundation
with a drone base is used ifor this purpose, the
As wellsealed sections never look so pleasing.
filled sections this year should not be sold for

for

A

less

than

will

pay to take a

2s.

lOd.

to 3s.
little

as

minimum

price,

it

extra trouble with them.

:

.
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and a French
net set 7.9, whereas
when it was enclosed with bees alone and
without a French tree companion it set
only 3.02 per cent.
Evidently this variety (Imperial) is in
a measure self-sterile, or, rather, only selffertile to a limited extent, and to this
to be ascribed the facts that in the open
and in the enclosure, in both of which
cases another variety of Plum was available for pollination purposes, the set of
fruit was far higher than when pollen from
another variety was excluded, and this in
spite of the fact that bees were present.
variety enclosed with
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APPOINTMENT FOR THE ENSUINC WEEK.:
TUESDAY APRIL 23—
Koy. Hort.
Prim. Soc.

C-Qms. meet. I
Aiuiual EshibitioD.

.Sml'.

til

Auvic-ula and

AvHRAGB MmN Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the la.st fiUy
years at Greenwich. 48.6.
Actual Tbmperaturi :—
Gardeners' Chronicle Office. 41. Wellington Street,
Covent Garden. London, Thursday, April 18,
10 ,a.ra.
Bar. 30.1
temp. 45.5°.
WeatherRainy.
:

;

opinion
is
divided on the subject

Expert
Bees and Fruit
produc ion.

of the importance of the
honey bee as an agent
pollination
of
of fruit trees.
No one, of
course, denies that the honey bee does visit
fruit blassoms and play a part in pollination, but the extent to which it makes
any difference to the fruit crop is by no
ineaus a matter of general agreement.

The experiments* carried out by Mr. A. H.
Hendrickson in California are therefore of
considerable interest and value.
In the course of these experiments Plums
of two varieties, French or Agen and Imperial, were closely studied, and careful
records were kept of the fruit set under
ordinary orchard conditions, in orchard.s
well supplied with hives, and also in trees
the insect visits to which were controlled
by enclosing them in insect-proof mosquito
netting, which enabled the experimenter in
some cases to exclude all insects from the
trees, and in others to introduce under
the netting hives of honey bees.
These ex-

periments were supplemented by tests on
the effect as measured by the crop of installing hives in a number of privately

—

—

owned orchards.
The results of these experiments were a
triumphant vindication of those who
maintain that the honey bee is an active
and important agent of pollination, and
hence of fruit production.
In the case of Imperial, when

all insects

were excluded, the percentage of fruit set
i.e., about
(to blossom formed) was 0.34
one in every -300 flowers set fruit.
In the open orchard 7.2 per cent, of
blossom produced fruit.
A tree of this

—

•

Th

tinn.

Cnmm'^n Hon*u Bee as an A(i*nt in Prime Pollina
By A. H. Hendrickson. Bulletin 291, University of
•

California publications, 1918.

tree within

Ijees

a mosquito

i.-s

In the case of the French (Agen) Plum,
the set under average orchard conditions
with bees in the vicinity was 13.2 per
cent.
when all insects were excluded it
fell to 0.43 per cent.
For one tree enclosed
with bees under netting it rose to 19 per
cent.
Here, with a 'manifestly self-fertile
variety, the effect of the bees on pollination

—

—

;

very evident indeed amounting to onethird as much again as the set in the open.
Similar results were obtained By introducIn one case the
ing bees into orchards.
is

;

found that his Jefferson Plum
orchard, which had never before borne fair
crops, produced a heavy crop when hives
were installed in the orchard.
That there is safety in numbers is indicated by the fact that in the experimental
orchard, whereas in 1916, with six colonies
of bees to 180 acres, there was an average

owner

set of 3.6; in

bees, tlie set

fourfold,

1917, with 115 colonies of
nearly a
cent.

was 13.2 per

increase.

A

point

—

which

will

naturally suggest itself to the orchardist is
that no reference is contained in the
Bulletin to other insect agents of pollination.
But, after all, although we could
have wished for evidence on this head, the
important fact is that the honey bee is an
invaluable fruit-producer; and a particularly fruitful friend of the grower in those
years when flowers are not- plentiful or
when wild bees are scarce.
Finally, these experiments are of great
Artificial
interest in another direction.
pollination tests bad indicated that the
variety Imperial is self-sterile, and yet, as
we have already seen, this variety when
enclosed with bees under mosquito netting
set fruit to the extent of 3.02 per cent, of
Evidently, therefore,
blos-som produced.
either self-sterility is a variable phenomenon ^apparent in one season and not
or bees are better manipuin another
lators of pollination experiments tban are
human beings, and indeed the delicate
persistence of the bee may well make it
agent of pollination than
a better
the average heavy-handed human being.
But, on the other hand, evidence exists
in the case of Apples indicating that selfsterility may be not absolute, but dependent on the .season or state of the tree, certain Apples appearing to Ije self-sterile
three years out of five and self-fertile in
the other two.
It is to be hoped that, at all events in

—

—

those districts from which Isle of Wight
disease is absent, fruit growers will install
or increase the number of their hives, for
at the present time every means of increasing supplies of fruit need to be taken.

[April
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Horticultural Society's

Meetings.— It having been

represented to the
President and Council of the Royal Horticiiltural
Society that altered railway services render it
necessary for exhibitors to commence packing at
5.30 p.m. in order to secure their evening trains
home, consent has been given them to commence
packing their exhibits at that time, and the
meetings will be closed at 5.30 p.m. until further
notice.

We

Flower* in Season.—
have received
choice blooms of Rose Marechal Niel from Mr.
Bates,
J.
Meaford Gai-dens, Stone, Staffordshire.
The blooms were gathered from

a tree

which has

occupied

its present position, in a late Peach
house, for forty-seven years.
The trunk is 15
feet high, with a girth of 5 inches

National Fruit Growers' Federation.The Fruit Growers' Conference, which took
place in February last at the London Guildhall,
decided to constitute a committee for the purpose of carrying into effect the resolutions agreed
to.
The first meeting of the committee took
place on Friday, the 12th dnst. at the Tavistock
Hotel, Covent Garden.
There were present
,

:

Alderman Mooee, Mr. Stanley Machin (representing the Fruiterers' Company), Col. Honeyball, Mr. G. W. Le.ak (official representative of
the National Fruit Growers' Federation), Mr.
DoNCOMBE GiBBS (secretai'y of the Federation),
and numerous delegates from the Associations
Alderman Moore
affiliated to the Federation.

was elected chairman. It was decided to invite
the National Farmers' Union (Fruit Section) to
nominate two representatives. The secretaryship
was offered to Mr. DnNCOMBE Gibbs, but he was
unable to accept the post owing to pressure of
work, and Mr. W. P. Seabrook was appointed.
were appointed to
Various
sub-committees
deal with the subjects upon which resolutions
were passed at the Conference. Th© Advisory
Committee to the Board of AgriciUture was constituted as followij

bech).

W. COLTH0P

:

Messrs. G. F. Glbnnt (Wis(Kent), L. Oakes (Pershore).
Marshall
(Middlesex), A.

W. G. LoBJOiT
(Guernsey), E. S. Warwick (Swanwick), with
Mr. Stanley Machin. The sub-committe« to deal
with the question of pulping and drying,
bottling and canning factories, is composed enMessrs. Hoptirely of West Midland growers
wood, Whiteley, Duncombe Gibbs (Pershore),
and Mr. F. May (Cheltenham). The committee
" The Guildhall Conference
is to be known as
Committee " (being a Joint Committee of the
Worshipful Company of Fruiterers snd the
National Fruit Growers' Federation].
:

Flue Dust as a Fertiliser.— The

fact that
dust from blast furnaces contains potash,
and is of great value as a fertiliser, has led many
people to suppose that flue dust obtained from
destructors, boilers, and factory furnaces would
This,
also be of value for application to the soil.
according to information on the subject given in
Leaflet No. 23, issued by the Board o-f Agriculflue

ture,

is

not the case.

Prices for Onions.- The
growers of Onions

is

attentio«

of

drawn by the Food Pro-

duction Department to the following announce" In, view
respect to the 1918 crop
of high freights and restrictions in shipping it
produchome
the
is extremely important that
tion of Onions should be increased very largely
and up to the fullest extent whici the snpply of
In the notice issued by the
seed will allow.
Department on March 7 it was stated that the
Ministry of Food had fixed prices for Onions.
The statement should have read as follows
The Ministry of Food announces that in the

ment with

:

:

any maxievent of
mum growers' prices for the British Onion crop
those
than
of 1918, the prices will not be less
scale " :— Early
following
the
in
indicated
its

becoming necessary tn

autumn (up to November

1),

£15,

fix

f.o.r., f.o.b.

—

April

Hate

autumn (November

f.o.r.

f.o.b.

,

£18,

1).
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;

1 to

January

1),

£16

f.o.r.,

f.o.b.

Potato* (Corky Scab) Suspension Orobr
OF 1 91 8. — By a recent Order issued by the
Board of Agriculture " the operation of the
i.«
(Corky Scab)
Order of 1914
Potatos
suspended until such date as the Board of
Agriculture
and Fisheries shall by Order
provided that such suspension shall
-direct

—

ARENGA

10s.,

SACCHARIFERA.

winter and spring (after January

Arenga sacch.\rifer.\, the Sugar Palm, grows
wild in Malaya, and is largely cultivated in
It has a
India for its sugar, sago, and fibre.
very stout trunk, large, pinnate leaves, and taillike clusters of flower-stems about 5 feet long.
In favourable conditions the tree comes into
flower when about ten years old, the flowering
period extending over about two years, after

169

the liquor are consumed.
Sugar is also made
from the sap. sago is extracted from the interior of the stem, a tree being reckoned to
yield about 150 lbs. of sago meal, and the black,
horsehair-like fibre produced round the base of
the leaf-stalks, as well as that extracted from
The
the leaf itself, has a commercial value.
genus contains about ten species, all natives of
They are tall, stout Palms with
the East.
ringed, unarmed trunks and large,
pinnate

;

operation
of
previous
not (i.l
affect
the
Order hereby
suspended or anything
the
duly done or suffered under that Order; or (ii.)
affect any right, privilege, obligation, or liability
under that
accrued,
or
incurred
acquired,
Order: or iiii.) affect any penalty incurred in
respect of any offence committed against that
Order: or .iv.) affect any investigation, legal
proceeding, or remedy in respect of any such
right, priviletre, obligation, liability, or penalty
and any such investigation, legal
as aforesaid
proceeding, or remedy may be instituted, continued, or enforced, and any such penalty may
be imposed, as if this Order had not been made."
Thus, after being a notifiable pest for about
three years, Corky Scab (Spongospora subterranea) is now, like many other diseases, to
;

This will make very little
left to itself.
as the Order has never been ad
ministered in any drastic way like either the
Gooseberrv- Mildew or the Wart Disease Orders
In fact, it has been a means by which the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries has endeavoured
to find out the geographical distribution of this
disease.
At the time the Order was passed the
American Government were scared by the po.ssidisease
of the
bility
of the introduction
into the States, where, however, it already
existed.
They had forbidden the import of
Potatos owing
Wart Disease, but an
to
effort was made to get them to give way
if
the
Potatos
were
accompanied
by a
certificate such as ie accepted by the South
African Department, to the effect that thiPotatos were free from Wart Disea.se and
had been grown at least five miles from the
nearest outbreak.
Owing to the fact that th'
English Board conld not give snch a cprtificjiti
with respect to Corky Scib, the Order was made
with a view to finding out the extent of the
disease.
The appearance of a diseased tuber
not unlike that of the ordinary, or .ocalleil
mechanical scab, and it is impossible to say witl<
ccrl;iintv
without a microscopic examination

be

difference,

i.-;

disease is present.
Speaking generally
.Scab ajiparently penetrates into the flesh
<if the tuber, and in a characteristic specimen a
distinct cavity is found, filled with a sandylooking mi.vture of dirt and spore balls. Tubers
which have made second growth arc frcf|iifiiUy
wliicli

Corky

attacked, and occasionally when the fungus starts
from several centres and has worked into the
tubers from different points, the unaffected parts
between may stand out like warts, giving a re
markable resemblance to Wart Disease. Many
alarming statements have been made as to vim
leiice of the disease, and so far no remedy h:i.>i
been found, nor is any variety known to be
immune.
Lime, the cure-all of the gardener,
only increases the disease.
There is no doubt
that this disease can do much damage, and in
worse
swinie parts it is as bad as Wart Disease
when it is considered that there are no immune
varieties.
Fortunately, such cases are the exception, and while the disease is generally distributed throughout the British Isles, it is
iisn.iUy only found to be dancerous in damp
loc-vlities, and if the land is drained the di.5ease
will disappear.
Corky Scab disease is not» infi"(M[uent in seed tubers, but such seed seldom
seems to pei-petuate the disease in ordinar\' soil.
Tt may be added that this season a large proportion of seed
Potatos from Scotland is
scabby, the tubers having the treneral appearance
if
Corky Scab, but the examination of a large
nnnibor of samples has only revealed one or two
is.» of the diseaae.
•

Fig. 75.

arenga saccharifera, the sugar palm,

in

flower.

which are narrow, with a
truncated or praemorse apex and curiously lobed
biise, this latter character distinguishing Arenga
Male and
from Didymospenna (WaUichia).
female flowers are usually produced in separate
spadices on the same tree, otherwise the inflor-

cutting off the inflorescence whilst it is young, a great quantity
wound,
a tree being
from
the
collected
sap
is
of
said to yield as much as three quarts a day for
is clear,
sap
fresh
the
about two years. When
pleasant in taste, and is a refreshing drink gener-

leaves, the pinnae of

Kept for a
by the natives.
while it becomes turbid and acid, and with
fermentation acquires an intoxicating quality.
It is sometimes flavoured with the bark of cer-

escences are arranged in threes on the same spadix, a female between two males. The flowers are
usually purple. The fruit is globose, fleshy, and
contains two or three seeds, about an inch long,

which the tree dies.

ally

By

apjireciated

little

tain trees,

and

in

this state large quantities of

oblong, slightly angjlar or compressed.
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LEEKS.
In reply to G. H. H. W (p. 136), my
wish to
on Leeks was intended for those who
have this vegetable during the autumn and winthe produce of
ter, and I venture to say that
five or
one well-grown row would equal that of
Surely
suggests.
IV.
H.
H.
G.
as
grown
six rows
we cannot put our heated greenhouses a:id frames
for
vegetables
forwarding
to better purpose than
indeed, we are
use during the ensuing seison—
Leek
urged to do so. G. H. H. W. says "The
heed
requires good cultivation, but there is no
him, but
with
agree
I
plant."
the
coddling
for
plants
during the early months of the year the
must be protected if good produce is required.

(.The

article

Edilore

.

the

is

utter folly."

disagree
these

by

G.

H.

H.

W.

(p.

136).

trouble by grubbing. In my young days we had
several big breeding sows, as well as a boar,
always on the premises. One cannot gauge the
antics of these big animals, as the old instinct
career.
will arise at vauious periods of their
Breeding sows should not be too highly fed after
nor
weaned
been
has
litter
the voung brood or
they
should they be made too fat just before
;

the remarks (p. 150) by J. F. I am
presentconvinced t hat he was not writing on
times
day opportunities, but was thinking of
to premisleading
are
Such writings
..one by.
thus my
sent-day would-be keepers of pigs, and
have to adapt ourselves to pronote p 141.
to that
ducing food quite of a different kind
and under different circumago,
of thirty years
As a farmer I know the value of pigs

We

By

stances.

and pig food.

FRENCH BEANS IN COLD FRAMESOne of the best methods otf producing French
once
Beans at their best is to sow two seeds at
plants in heat,
in each 60-sized pot,
plant
harden them off in a cool house, and finally
them singly in properly prepared cold frames,
inches
to
12
and
10
apart
inches
24
20
to
in rows
from plant to plant. About 15 inches of soil
decayed
should be placed on the top of 4 inches of
manure, and the plants set about 15 to 18 inches
cinder
sifted
the glass. A ridge oif finely
raise the

from

ashes placed around the inside of the frame will
off slugs.

Syringe the plants freely on fine days and
cover the lights at night when the weather is
Place a stick to each plant and pinch out
cold.
the point of the shoot immediately it is seen
above the seed leaves.
Heavy crops may be had in this way mucli in
advance of those sown in the open, and of much
We adopt this system both
superior quality.

and also for late supplies in
ifor
Nothing is gained by crowding the
autumn.
plants. When in fuU bearing, liberal supplies of
water and liquid manure should be given to the
roots, and the foliage kept well syringed with
tepid water on fine days, to ward off attacks of
red spider. We rely on the two varieties Canadian Wonder and Ne Plus Ultra for frame cultiearly crops

E. Beckett.

ALLOTMENTS AT CHESTER.
With

a view to stimulating allotment holders
to produce the maximum amount of food tfrom
their allotments, the Chester Paxton Society has
prizes and cultural certificates for the
best kept and heaviest cropped allotments in the
A panel of practical gardeners, who
district.
are members of the society, has been formed for
the purpose of giving practical advice to local
allotment holdersoffered

Seeds Advisory
The Seed OUTLOOK.-Theis agreed
that this
of this Department
country will be well advised to follow the example
as posfar
as
reducing,
in
iStates
of the United
seeds which the
sible, the number of varieties of
conthe
of
view
In
handled.
hitherto
trade has
of
siderable increase in the demand for seeds
and
Kingdom
United
the
both
in
crops,
food
diffithe
other seed-growing countries, and of
at preculties under which all seed-growers are
laboui\
sent working owing to the shortage oif
on those food
it seems desirable to concentrate
importance
crop seeds which are of outstanding
and for which the demand is large and steady.
Not only wiU a temporary reduction in the number of varieties on sale simplify field work
planting, harvesting, and in the care which has
to avoid
to be taken to isolate properly in order
crossing, but it will reduce office work at a time

m

Gardens, Devon.

vation.

E. Molyneux.

Committee

;

m

^
'

House

The Weather and Ghent Quinquennial,
903.— The keen wind and snow of the present

to mind vividly the weather of the
in April, 1903, which resulted in the
destruction of large quantities of fruit crops all
The sea was very rough crossing
over Europe.
to the Ghent Quinquennial Exhibition, but there
was no indication of the severe wexther to follow
indeed, the fine bed of Norma Hyacinths in the
hotel courtyard at Ghent was perfect at night.
The
In the morning they were under snow.
weather got colder, and the British members
of the jury, waiting in evening dress to receive
King Leopold, who at la.st arrived with his escort
covered with snow, could heartilv endorse His
Majesty's remark to Count Oswald de Kerchove
dear Count, you
on entering the building "
;

—

when the demands upon man-power are so mThe Department will be glad, therefore,
sistent.
contracts ifor seed
if seedsmen, when arranging
will cut down their requirements
season,
for next
and avoid asking for fancy
Tbe most urgent need of our
is that an adequate supply
of food should be provided, and the Department
coifeels confident that seedsmen will willingly
operate in meeting this essential need by conof
distribution
centrating their efforts on the
seeds of only those varieties which really matter
times.
happier
for
and leaving' the fancy sorts
Lawrence Weaver, Controller of Supplies, Food
Victoria Street,
7S,
Production, Department,
London, S. W. 1.
to staple varieties
sorts to be grown.
country at present

Scarcity of Pear Bloom.—The

fruit

prospects this year so far as bloom is concerned
are most promising in this locality, with the
one exception of Pears. I never remember seeing
acless bloom on Pear trees, which is partly
counted for by the heavy crops last season, but
very
carried
not entirely, as many trees which
few fruits last year, and were due to fruit heavily
In these gardens
this, are equally bare of bloom.
the only Pear trees which give a fair promise for
newly
planted fifteen
that
were
two
fruiting are
months ago. It will be interesting to learn from
parts of the
various
in
correspondents
other
country what are their prospects with regard to
Pears.' It is surprising to see the wealth of bloom
on nearly everv Plum and Damson tree, even in
the case of those that were borne down with

My

:

are indeed a magiciin by your agency I have
passed in a moment from the rigours of the
Noi'th Pole to the splendours of the tropics!"
./.
(See Gard. Ch.ron., April 25, 1903, p. 264.)
O'Brien.

Artiohokk.- A call has been
name for this vegeBut can we do better than adopt tlie
somewhat universal name, " Topinarabour,"

Jerusalem

made

to suggest an English

table.

which could hardly be confused with any other
Vilmorin gives the following list of
name.
A. du Canada, A. de Jerusalem, A.

synonyms

From

method labour is reduced to a minimum,
Between two
as earthing up is not required.
annually
and three thousand Leeks are grown
do credit
would
plants
the
in these gardens, and
A large number had stems
to anv exhibition.
bleached
from iO to 12 inches in length, perfectly
a few were
of 3 inches
diameter
and with a
G. H. Shoehruhjr. Bicton
14 inches in length.

ward

J. F.

litter.

this

-

(see
floor

I quite agree with Mr. Jenkins (p.
in Surrey.
give no
150) that young pigs that are well fed

transplanting,
seed-bed until they are ready for
prepared
when holes are made in previously
and
deep
inches
12
2i inches Ji
about
ground
The Leeks are then simply dropped
diameter.
being added,
in the holes and watered, no soil
treatment being the same as
subsequent
the

advocated

opiniom expressed by coTTeepondentt.)

We

out-ofare sown
as
is
m the
doors about the end of March, and left

1

1918.

week call
same time

barrel could serve as a sty for a small pig or
Old herring boats, 'turned upside down,
were used by some. Paving a sty could not be
never ringed
considered cruelty to the pig.
their noses, nor pared off the rim of the snout
pigs treated
seen
have
I
as
grubbing,
prevent
to

with
garden^

I
in

for

two.

Mr. Thatcher's advice on p. 104 is e.xcelwhere there is the labour to carry it out.
Mr. Turner (p. 154) advises sowing out-of-doors
in the spring,
in the autumn and transplanting
which is an excellent method. Mr. Scarlett (p.
holes 8 or 9
153) says: "To plant Leeks in

The method followed
follows: The Leeks

respontible

a pig-sty, it was merely to point out one
method whereby a sty may be kept clean in spite
of dung, urine, and any propensity for grubbing. Our pig houses were mostly built of stone,
A
and paved with water-polished pebbles.
wooden house, or even a large hogshead wooden

lent,

inches deep

themselves

of

W. Thatcher.

him

not hold

Feedins Pigs from Small Gardens
p. 150). — When I spoke of boarding the

:

R.

do

20,

fruit last year. Edwin Bcrkctt, Aldenham
Gardens, Elstvee, Hertfordshire.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

[April

:

Crompire, Poire de terre, Soleil vivace,
English,
Jerusalem
Topinambcux.
Artichoke; German, Erdapfel, Erdbirne; (in
Austria, 1 think, Topinambour) ; Flemish, AardSwedish, Jordarts
peer ; Danish, Jordskokken
koche ; Italian, Girasole del Canada, TartuPortuguese,
foli;
Spanish, Namara, Pataoa;
Russian,
Cravalha;
Topinambor,
Batata

de terre,
Tertifle,

;

Another
Topinambour Polish, Topinambur.
use for " Artichaux de Jerusalem" in France
is for the squash or custard marrows (PatisEon), and guests sometimes look incredulous when
we tell them Uiat they are eating Jerusalem
Artichokes served in this manner. H. E. D.
;

Mr. Vioary Gibbs disbelieves in-tlie derivation of this name from the Italian "Girasole."
That the Helianthus which produces the
tubers in question is known in Italy, like all
other Simflowers, by the name of "Girasole,"
" Turn as the sun," there is no doubt whatever.

The white tuber

itself

is

known by

local

names

of Italy, but I have com
called " Topinamburo " by garI agree, however,
deners in Southern Italy.
that it could never have come to England from
Italy as " Girasole Artiocco." In the first place,
The
there is no suci word as " artiocco."
dictionaries give " artichiocco " as being occain

parts

different

monly heard

it

sionally heard, instead of the universal term
for the Globe Artichoke, which is " Carciofo."
Fui-tiiermore, Italians, even the most ignorant,

a Cynara.
in
far commoner than in England
in the
and
vegetable,
fact it is a staple Italian
drier parts of the South its wild form infests

.never

The

compare a Helianthus with

latter

is

;

fields

ill-cultivated
its

and ornaments them

magnificent purple blooms.

I

with

will nriake en-

quiry, and let you have authoritative information as to the use of "Girasole" for the HeliCharles Lacaita, 13, Chester
anthus tuber.

Square, S.W.

In the issue for April 6 Mr. J. Murison
my letter to you on p. 140 c>n
It is a pity that he did not do
me the 'honour of carefully reading my letter
before replying he would not then have mis"Your corquoted me as he does. He writes
respondent also states that girasole has never
been used by Italians. This is not correct." Of
I
course I n'ever said anything of the kind
" I doubt if any evidence can be produced
said
replies to
this subject.

'

—

:

'

'

;

:

Italians have ever called this vegetable
" a
proposition.
different
very
girasole '
Etymology is a ma.tter for historical investigation, not for ingenious guessing. What is wanted
introis evidence that when this plant was first
duced from America some 200 or more years
route
roundabout
a
by
ago it came to England
through Italy, and was introduced to us by
"
Plant
girasole."
name
Dalians under the
Dictionary, published 1870. giving the name
" ffirasole' tuberoFO," as quoted bv Mr. MuriVicary Gihhs.
son, is valueless for this purpose

that
'

—

A

——
AiRiL
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sociEmcis.

Five new members were elected.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCdID.
Maruh

Committee

21.

present:
Rev. J.
Cronibleiolme (in the chair), Messrs. R. AshK-orth, D. A. Cowan, J. Cypher, A. G. EUwood,
J. Howes, A. J. Keeliiig. J. Lupton, D. McLeod,
J. -McNab, W. Shackleton, U. Thorp, and H!

Arthur

(secretary).

Five

mem-

bers were allowed to withdraw interest amounting to £13 lis. lOd., and three members over the
age of 70 years withdrew from their deposits sums
amounting to £114 18s. 4d.
The sick pav on the private side amounted to
£81 4s. 7d.. .-ind the State section £18 5s. lOd.,
and maternity claims to £6.
The trustees stated that they had invested a
further sum of £.500 in War Boiids and the Com
mittee empowered them to invest a cfurther £300
before the next meeting.

AWARDS.
FiBST=cnss Certificates.
iiiihi/a

I

I'll

Ilia

Hreiula

nohilior.

Brasso-C'atlht/a
Thorntunii),

Wigan x

Lady

(B.-O.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

and (Idontoijlossvm Samuel Gratrixiae, from S.
Gbatrix, Esq.
Odontioda Evansiae, from R. Ashworth,

Awards
/J'

of Mehit.

iidrnliium rhessinijtuno.nse Prince of Orange.
West Point var., Cattleya Enid

I.itdy Colman
Ciiii ri.niii-. and

S.

Odonlogloasiim
'Iratrix, Esq.

Windsor, from

McBean.
4.
Ai'ril
present:
Committee
Rev.
J.
Crombleholme (in the chair), Messrs. R. Ashworth, D. A. Cowan, J. Cypher, A. G. Ellwood,
J. Howes, A. J. Keeling, D. McLeod, .J. McNab,
W. Shackleton, H. Thoi-pe, and H. Arthnr

(secietarjri.

AWARDS.
First ri.Ass Ckrtificates.
l.wUo-Catthyn WeH Point Bex [L.C. bletchUyensie x
Empress Frederick), BrastoC.
Ciilltrya

ApiiUii

magnifica,

quixita,

and

/feijina.

Cnlllei/ri

Intcrtexia

Odontioda Red Cross, 0. ExWest Point var.. from

O. Coronation

Gratbix, Esq.
Odontioda Mirn {Odn. Brnds/inwiae x Odm.
mirum). flower with brilliant crimson marking.",
from P. Rmith, Esq.

8.

Awards
Odnntogtossum
Euf'iviilnr.

of Merit.

Lord

crispum

Li/raste Skinneri

Morley,

0.

Fairy Gem, from

S. OnATRtT. Esq.
/.iiiliii Cnlllii/a Mrs.
Temple Ashland's var..
Bras^oCattleya Joan (B.-C. Mary Oratrix x
C. Oetare Doin). and BrassoCatlleya langleytns'if Warbtirtonii, from R. Ashworth, Esq.
Odmitioda Brewii High field var., from Mr.
W. Shackleton.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
xcditivc com.Xi'Bn. 15.— .\ mei'tiii^' of thi'
mittee of the N'atioiial Chryisanthcnium Society
was held on this date at Carr's Restaurant,
Strand, Mr. D. B. Crane presiding. The schedule
for the current year was submitted, and is, in the
main, the same as that for last year.
A proposition that tho Society should join with
the Finchley Chrysanthemum Society in holding

as a whole, sheep of the Hampshire
breed have done very well in their lambIt is perhaps the most popular
of all breeds for close folding
which is the
main point to consider on an arable farm, where
so much depends upon the sheep dressing the
land to ensure satisfactory corn, hay and root
crops.
The weather has, on the whole, been
favourable,
especially
during
January and
February, which are usually the most important
months for lambing. There is a fair proportion
in fact, quite enough, considerof twin lambs
ing the scarcity of cake for feeding. The deaths

Down
ing

season.

among ewes

early-flowering

Chrysanthemum

Se|)tember 28 next,

in

society's

autumn

be

in ea<:h class.

conjunction

on

di.iplay

with

that

exhibition, was .agreed to.
It
was proposed to give iirizes in classes for seven
vases •! bloonn. three vases of blooms, seven
vases »f disbudded blooms, and three vases of
disbudded blooms respectively. Three prizes will
..'iven

The members of the Floral
meet
the same occasion.

•

Committee

will

Ai'Un. 8. The montlily meeting of this Society
was held at the R.H.S. Hall, on Monday, the 8th
inst.. Mr. Chas. H. Curtis presiding.

are low. and

among lambs

a

trifle

obtainable.
Lambs thrive well upon a good supply of green iood, not as well, of course, as
when thev could be given 1 lb. each of Linseed
cake and other appetising foods, but as fat
lambs are not lequired. what loss there is in
weight is compensated by a saving in expensive
food.
Purchasing Linseed cake at £20 per ton
•s a serious matter.
To the arable sheep farmer there is still
another side to the question in the shortage of
concenfrnled foods. T allude to the loss of
weicrht in the corn crops bv the feeding of sheep
on liirht arable land. With the penning system
on light land the sheep provide manure which
stimulate such cr<-)ps as Oat« and Barley.
No
farmer expects to find anim.al manure sufficient
for his six hundred acres of ar,able land.
In
this case he has recourse to artificial manures,
which at their present high price renders tlie
expenses higher in cultivation of the cereal crops.

many

breeds, I pin
a

White sow and
can
rear
three

successfully

such

more

litters

indeed,

;

my

faith to a large Yorkshire

Middle White boar.
One
a sow thus mated to

expect

reasonably

ten
in

No

twelve young ones.

giving

pigs,

two

many sows

years,
of

this

certainly
occasionally
breed rear

animal should be mated

until at least eight months old, and this rule
applies to pigs of both sexes.
In choosing a young sow for breeding, be sure
she has fourteen teats, or certainly not fewer
than twelve, because in case she should produce
an extra large litter the young ones which could
not claim a teat would not thrive. With youngpigs there is no such thing as give-and-take, and
the young animals adhere closely to their own

sucking teats.
The advantage

of crossing the Large White sow
witTi a Jliddle White boar is that the progeny
are stouter built, and more inclined to thicken
than those of the pure Large White breed, which
is more suitable for
bacon, whereas the cross
comes quickly to hand as porkers.

The Berkshire breed

is

much favour with

in

some persons, and where quick-growing pigs of,
say, four to six score are required, the Berk
shire has much to recommend it. The fault with
pure-bred Berkshires
often few in

number

is

that the litters are too
or eight represents a

— six

need hardlv say there are exceptions to this rule, and some who have an extra
good type of this breed obtain litters of ten, and
sometimes more. The cross with a Middle White
boar gives an improvement in numbers generally.
A large Yorkshire White or a Black Sussex sow
mated with a Berkshire boar also produces good
porkers.
Strange as it m.ay appear, ii white
boar crossed with a black sow invariably produces pure white progeny.
For bacon the Tamworth breed of pigs is quite
good the animals are healthy, and make within
a reasonable jieriod good bacon pigs.
For those
who require pork only tho Tamworth is not so
desirable.
Tlie food required for a breeding sow
is more easily obtained than for any other purpose. It is surprising what a quantity of natural
food a sow finds in a grass orchard, for ex.ample.
Cabbage, or leaves of any of the Brassica tribe,
from .June until November, provide half a
living
Mangtjld is then available until June,
with the addition of Tritolium, Vetches, Parsnips,
Jerusalem .Artichokes, Carrots, and diseased
I prefer to keep the small Potatos for
Potatos.
young pigs, as they form excellent food, espe
cially when steamed, rather than boiled.
If the
sows can have once a day some slops with a

good

litter.

I

;

;

small quantitv of meiil

bran

— no

difficulty

— middlings,

need

be

or preferably
experienced.
Free

exercise is a salient point in the welfare
sow, especially when she is pregnant.
I

am making

full

of a

use of Sugar Beet for young

\'f
roots are steamed slowly, and when
cooked are mashed into a jelly, mixed with a very
small portion of meal and fresh separated milk,
making in all .appreciative food. This is the
best practical use I have yet been able to
make of Sugar Beet, and for this purpose it is
a profitable crop to grow, nie allotment-holder
might easily provide a quantity of good pig food
by growing this root vegetable. The leaves, too,

"i

profusely furnished with,
is
Sow the seed i> drills
desir.able food.
18 inches wide early in April, where spring frosts
are not prev.alent, and a fortnight later in colder
districts.
Thin the plants to IS inches apart in
the drills and keep them free from weeds. The

which the plant

make

Pios.

No

other farm animal develops .so quickly and
cheaply as the pig.
Pigs may be kept by the
small cultivator during the summer and early
autumn period, when the garden provides a
certain amount of food.
At that period of the
year. too. the weather is f.ivourable. much more
so than the three months following November,
when warmth plays such an important part in
tho welfare of young pigs, and at a time when
" be/liliiK' " for the sty becomes scarce on the
allotment or small garden.

reasonable facility exi.sts for the keep
breeding sow a sty with a run out
,a
grass orchard, or even an open yard this
phase of pig-keeping should be encouraged, as
the more pigs that can be reared the better it is
in every respect for the community at large.
Young nigs are very dear, a eood type of pig at
seven weeks old being worth quite 40s.
For those who contemplate the keeping of a
I'reedintr sow T will bri.'fly describe a few of
the more desirable breeds.
A good cross between two approved pure breeds is superior to
Having tried
the progeny of any first cross.

Where

ing

in a

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

—

—

higher than usu.al. Barren ewes are more numerous than usual. Where these are above age and
useless for further breeding, thev should, if in a
fleshy condition, be sent to the butcher at once,
as mutton is in much request, and fetches a good
price when the quality is of the best.
Fortunately, green foods, including Turnips,
.Swedes. Rape, and Kale, are plentiful, .although
the plants are fast running to seed owing to the
warm weather of March. Fortunately, Rye and
Italian Rye grass are growing rapidly, and, with
these foods and a plentiful supply of Mangold,
the food outlook for the sheep farmer is promising.
-As drv food for suckling ewes and lambs
use good .Sainfoin hay. Pea chaff, malt dust,
P.alm kernel cake, and such other foods as are

<

an

L.^mbs.

;

crispo-Harryanum Georgius Rex, from R.
A.<!HwoRTH. Esq
I.'iflio Cattleya
Eunice alba (L. anceps alba
X '' chneoensix alba), from Messrs. J. and A.
'''.

alba

.\.nd

Taken

Esq.

Dvndrobiuin nobile King Georije. from H. H.
Bolton, Esq.
Ci'ttleyo
Clothn
Leeana
{Trianae
Grand
Moiiirrch X Enid M'ljeftic) (a Silver Medal was
also awarded), from W. R. Lee, Esq.

D.

Ewes

171

of

—

roots need not be lifted until .Janiuiry if it

more convenient

to leave

them

in

is

the ground, as

frost does not injure them, as they are well protected by the leaves and by the manner in which
the crown of the root is buried under the soil,
E. MnlyneiiT.

—

©bituar^.
Alfred Patrick.— Horticidture, CT.S.A., announces the death of Mr. Alfred Patrick, florist,
Mr.
of Auburn, New York, aged 69 years.
He
Patrick was born in Manchester, England.
was at one time gardener to the Duke of Manchester, and was in business in .South Wales for
several years.

—

—

—

—

,
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COVENT GARDEN,
Plants In Pots, &e.
All 48'8, per doz.

s.

Aralias

Average Wholesale

7

Prlees.
s.d. s d'

10 0-12
0-42
30 0-36

_ Wiln

(1

per bundle
Lauris

—

Ferns and Palms

:

—

Average Wholesale

Prices.
tl.s. d.

Adiantum

cuneatum.48'8,perdoz. 9 0-10
...
9 0-10
elepns
Asplenium,48'8, per
9 0-12
doz

—

—
—

21 0-24

32*8

nidus, 48's

Cyrtomhim,

...

48's

10 0-12

—
—
—

bunches
per hag

large 60'a

Cut Flowers, &c.

:

Average Wholesale

Prices.
s.d. s.d.

s.d. a.d.

Anemone

fulgena

per doz. bun...

4

0-50

4

0-60

6

0-60

Arums—
(Richardiaa),
per doz. bl'ms.
Azalea, white, per
doz. bunches,..
Carnations, per doz.
blooms,
best

13-16

...

Daffodils
(single),
per doz. bun.
Barrii

Emperor
Watkin

Sir

...

Victoria
Eucharis, per doz.

.loseph Lowe...

minot

(18"s)

Heather,
white,
per doz. bun,...

Star (allium),

3
9

012

per
Stephanotis,
72 pips ..
Stock, English, per

6

0-60

Liliuni longiflorum,

long

rubrum, per

doz. long

4 C- 6

flliort,
per
doz blooniB ... 2 6-30
Lilyof-theVallej
per doz. bun ... 36 0-42 8

Narcissus, ornatus,
per doz. bun. 2
Orchids, per doz;
Cattleyas
18

...

doz. bunches ...
Sweet Peas, various,
per doz. bun ...

per

Tulips,

—
~

2
4

6-30
0-60

3 0-

r,

0-60
6-30

3
2
3 04

.O

0-60

3 0- 3

<1

4

0-4

1;

4

0-60

!>

0-12

Darwin, various

16-26

Single, white,..

1

(i-

16-28
16-20
13-16

Vellow
Pink
..

Prices.
!.d.

Berberie, per doz.

hair Fern) best,
S 0-10

per doz. bun...
Asparagus
piumosus,
long
trails, per halfdozen

— —

—

2

6-30

bunches 18 0-21

Sprengeri

...

foliage,

doz. bunches...

medium,

doz.

bun.
Carnation

Cycas leaves, per
doz
Ivy leaves, per doz.

6

Cucumber8,perdoz

S 0-12

Endive, per doz

...

2

Garlic, per lb.

...

of 6 trails

Greens, per bag ...
Herbs, perdoz liuu.
Horseradish.perbun.
Leeks, per doz. bun.
Lettuce, Cabbage,
perdoz.
Mint, forced, per

3 0- 5
2 0- 4 o
3 6-46
2 6-40

bun
Mushrooms, per lb.
Mustard and Cress,
perdoz. punnets

3 0- 6
q n- ^
fi
.ib
3

English,perbus.39 0-46
Russets.French,
in cases ef

about

60 to 70 lbs.
Dates, per box

Grapes

—

...
..

60 0-60

18

—

2

Almeria,

per

barrel (3i doz.
lbs.)

70 0-76

0-30

16-20
3 0-60

16-20

Shallots, per lb.
.'Spinach, per bus.

Swedes, per bag
I'rmatos, per lb.
Turnips, per bag

6-161
1

.

3

...

2

...
...

new.per bunch
Tnrnip tops,per bag

(V2

!

Ills.)

9-10
0-50
0-30
6-46

3
10 0-12
d

—

-.;

16-26

!

WIS.

17.

.iriril

I

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

Grapes, con.—
Gros Colmar,
perlh12 0-1.";
Black
Ham
burgh, per lb..
0-10
Lemons, per case... 40 0- 70
Oranges, per case
86 0-150

—
—

Walnuts.kiln dried,
per cwt.
... 64 0-106

ioOK

/. //.
'J'/,e
Violet Book, by A. and I).
Allen-Bi'own, price 5s. 4d., post free, from our
publishing department.
:

Land H. I. B. The easiest way tomeasure the acreage of a piece of land of irregular outline is to divide it with a line into
triangles, following a,s far as possible the configuratinn of. the ai-ea.
Measure the area of
each triangle, add the totals together, and
make allowances for any irregularities outside
the base lines of the triangles.
Needless to
say, the smaller the triangles you mark out.,
the more accurate will your measurement be.

.ME.4SUEING

:

Names of Frcits W. D. and Son.?.
Pears
(oblong), Nee Plus Meuris
(round) Olivier de
Apple Lady Henniker.
Serres.
A. O. M.
Barnwell.
1.
Brownlee's Russet: 2, Lady
:

;

Lennox.

Potatos for " Seed "

A. L.
The regulation
Potatos varies according to the
variety, but as a rule the setts should pass
through a riddle having a 2- inch mesh. Large
Potatos can, of course, be cut before being
sown, but naturally this increases the labour.
If you wish to have full information on the
subject of the Government regulations, obtain
a copy of the Seed Potatos (1917) Order, which
can be had through any bookseller, or from-

H.M.

of
the Bath
8th iust. ; Mr. T.

Stationen'

Society was 1k-Ii1 on the
The chairParrolt presided 'over a gixid attendance.
.stated that their secretary, Mr. H. Sparey, had
resigned, and Mr. F. Morris liad taken on his duties
" Onion-Growing,"
pro tern. Mr. C. Wall, in a paper on
pointed out that the Oninn required a long season uf
growth, aJid being quite hardy could be sown early.
transplanting
in the open
By sowing under glass and
the space
la'ter. double the weight of crop i.s obtained in
required for sowing direct in the open.
l,ard*-iu-r,'

SOUTHAMPTON ANO DISTRICT GARDENERS'

—Daffodils, Tulips, and other spring flowers were exjudges
hibited at the above Society's spring show. The
awarded silver medals to Messrs. Vokes and Hartnell.
and bronze medals to Messrs. Vokes, Hartnell, Clarke,
a
staged
Bassett,
Son,
Rogers
and
and Beer. Messrs.
good collection of alpines and shrubs. The subject of
" by
the lecture was " The Evolution of the Daffodil
Mr. Cnpeland gave all the
Mr. W. F. M. Cepeland.
flowers he had staged to the local hospitals.

BAST ANGLIAN HORTICULTURAL.

The

April

meeting of the above Ckih was held on the 10th mst..
Mr. H. Perry presiding. Mr. C. H. Fox read a paper
on " Seed Sowing and Transplanting." He emphasised
after plaJltt.lie point that the less treading of the soil
Onions. Parsnips, Salsify.
better.
ing Potatos the
Celery, Xyettuce. Turnips. Peas. Beans. Carrots, and
other crops were dealt with, their sowing and subsequent treatment being ably touched upon.

TROUT.

This firm
Fishery Co., Dumfries, for advice.
H. E.
supplies everything he would require.
Andreir's Hospital.

DolUs HiV.

]Vin,:<dc>t.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

H

Mr

H. Henness.

Gardener
boaime,

BoosEY,

to

G.

B.

Reading,
'Esq.,

and 10 montlis
Bere Ourt, Pang-

for the past year

Tate.

Estj.,

Gardener to \\'.
as
Cbttage, Streatley-on-Tiiames,

Berkslhire,

Wood

Jlouse.

TROP.\EOLtrM SPEciosuM
In Older to obJ. li.
tain -success in growing Tropaeolum speciosum
it is necessary to pay careful attention to details.
The ground should be deeply trenched,
and the surface soil should consist of wellrotted manure, leaf-mould, and loam, passed
through a coarse sieve. The roots should be
planted at the beginning of 'November about
3 inches below the soil, and covered with a
layer
of
finely-sifted
well-rotted
manure.
Place a few large stones in front of the bed,
and a layer of smalle- ones over tVie manure,
to shade the roots and retain moisture during
dry weather, and water the plants on frequent
When first planting provide some
occasions.
iiiipport for the tendrils to cling to.
The plant
is at its best rambling over a bare wall covered
with galvanised netting, loosely nailed over
the surface to a height of 15 or so feet, but
it can also be grown over Holly hedsres or Yewbushes.
:

Vines
One shoot only should be left
C. B.
The first bunch
on each spur of your vines.
usually comes opposite the fourth or fifth leafstalk on the lateral, and supposing the rods
:

are 4 feet apart, three leaves may remain
If the space is less than
4 feet there will only be room for two leaves
should be stopped
and
the
laterals
develop,
to
are from 7 to 9 inches
as soon as they
Stable manure should not be placed
in length.

beyond the bunch.

In reply to J. E.. p. 142, trout require an
abundance of food in the form of water insects
and plenty of water plants are necessary for the
insects to tfeed on. He should write to the Solway

St.'

Imperial

Office,

2.

iiie«-tiiig

man

Wootton.

:

size for seed

Kingsway, W.C.

BATH GARDENERS".— A

Prices,

Strawberries, forced
per lb.
6 0-10

:

2

VtgetableMan'Ows,
9 0-12
^^^^^^
10-13 Watercress, per doz. 8- 10
very
now
are
Apples
English
Bemabks.—Supplies of
limited, but a few boxes of Russets conliime to an-ive
from France.
Of English Grapes a few new season
Black Hamburghs continue available. SuppUes of Gros
('<ilmar are finishing, and those of AlmerJa (Spanish)
Forced Strawberries are not
are also on the decrease.
The
Ko plentiful as usual at this season of the year.
following forced vegetables are on offer :— Asparagus,
Dwarf Beans, Broad Beans, Peas. New Potates. Mushrooms. Cucumbers. Seakale. Vegetable Marrows, and
E. H. R., Corcnt Garden
English and French salads.

on the border much before midsummer, and
then only in sufficient quantity to shade the soil
without preventing aeration. Up to that time'
depend on concentrated manure-s. of which
there are several on the market, or you may
apply sulphate nf ammonia at the rate of half
an ounce and superphosphate 5 ounces to the
square yard, repeating the dose of sulphate
A good sprinkling of ashes
early in June
from burnt wood or vegetable refuse would be
Liquid manure may be
beneficial at any time.
applied, diluted in summer, before the berries
commence to colour, and at a greater strength
when the vines are dormant. Shading should

Beirkshine.

not be necessary for healthy vines in well-con-

"W. Foord, for the ]>ast 18 moaiths (5ardenei- tn
Bathttrst, Esq., St. Margaret's-at-(?liffe, as Gar
dener to Henry Beecham, Esq., Ly-mpne Castle, near

structed and amply ventilated houses, unless,
possibly, for an hour or twi during a very hot
dav when the berries are stoning.

s.d.

—
—

2 0- 3
4J-0 6

REPLY.

'boa fallem off during the last few
both in London and the provinces, though the
supply of all Roses had beeai consider.i.bV larger Tip to
Darwin Tulips liave increased in number,
last Saturday.
tind thei^ is a good selection of vaxious shades at lower
prices.
The more favoured colour is mauve, but the
supply of mauve varie^iics is limited. Outdoor Daffodils
are now on sale.
Emperor and Victoria are the
best .s^Uang sorbs at present. Gtaj\ieni.as and small quantities of Stephanotis are arriving.
A few packages of
Prencli flowers are still being occasionally receive;!.
Pads of Spanish Iris, cut in tihe bud stage, arrive in good
condition, but other flowers, such as Stocks and Star cf
Bethlehem (Allium) are well advanced before the^' i-eacli
the niaa-ket. A few Anemones arriving ai^e practically
unsaleiible.
Supplies from the Channel Islands axe still
very irregulai, and the quality is affected by the delay
in transit.
This is a most unsatisfactory s6a.«on for
flower-growers in Guernsey and Scilly.

Apples :—

—

6-30
0-50

natural, per doz.
Savoys, per tally ... 8 0-10
Seakale. per punnet

—

s

Remarks.—Trade

Average Wholesale

per doz

6-30

0-28

days,

Fruit:

...
bunches
Rhubarb,
forced,

16-40

bunches...

Moss, gross bun...
Smilas, per bun.

10 0-16

Potatos,new,perlb.
Radishes, per doz.

0-80
0-70
0-50
0-30

Celeriac, per doz....
Celery, per bundle

0-26

doz.

blooms -

AveraRe Wholesale

Adiantum (Maiden

5

4

4 0- 6

Violets, per doz.bi
:

6

2

.'.

per

bunches

Red

—

Cut Foliage, &e.

doz.

0-30

...

...

Cauliflowers per doz 3

Market,

3 02

0-60
0-40

6

(12's)

——

Gen^ralJacque-

—

...

blooms
Gardenias, per box

—

Karl
Frau
Druschki ...

—

— Lady Hillingdoi
2 6-30
— Ladylove
2 6-30
— Liberty
2 0-30
— Madame Abel
6-36
2
Chatenay
— Niphetos
— Richmond
3 0-40
— Sunburst

—

—
—
—

0-80

10-13

hunches

—

var.

Croton leaves, per
bun.

doi. bunches... 1! 0-lS
white, per doz.
bunches
...
6
Primroses, per doz.

Roses, per doz blooms

—

American

Pelargoniums, double scarlet, per

—

—

0-60

5

,

8 0-10

...

doz.

—

Parsley, perstrike...
Parsnips, per bag...
Peas, per lb.
...

16-19

doz.

small 60's
72's, per tray of

0-70

pad 6
French(Chaimel

Beetroot, per cwt.
Carrots, new, per

^

1

—
—

6 6-10

Islands), per lb.

18 0-'
Qenistas
A7pi&rg»e„:;: Se tl° I Marguerites, white 9 0-10
Mignonette
... 12 0-15
megasBoronia
Roses, polyanthus 24 0-30
18 0-24
tigma
rambler (each) 5 0-12
21 0-24
Cyclamens
Remarks.—Trade stiH a-emams quiet in tihis de-partment. All Fenis are being offered in better condition.
Roses, including Polyanthas and Ramblers, are on sale
Cyclamens are now over.
in variously sized pots.

20. 1918.

s d. s.d.

Onions, French, per
cwt.
... 24 0-30
spring, per doz.
bun
1 C- 4
Valencia,
per
case (4 tiers) ... 26 0-34
(6 tiers)
... 26 0-34 o

0-90

6

...

[April

Prices.

>

13-19

Beans :—
— Broad, per

—

10 0-12

sus

s.d.

s.d.

17.

0-80 Cinerarif
0-80 Enca pe

Average Wholesale

:

Artichoke. Jerusalem per J bushel
Asparagus (Engl ish),

d. 8. d.

7

Araucaria excelsa
Asparagus plume-

:

April

VeRStables

—

—

TVTr

A.

Hyt.he, Kent.

SCHEDULE

RECEIVED.

Cottage Garden Vegetable
Fruit Sho'wr at Heath End House,
on Saturday, August

24,

1918.

and

Communications Beceived— W.
Bottled

near Basingstoke,

F
C.

— W.

B.

H.— W.

T.—T. W. H.—G,

—('..

H. H.

T.

J.

H—Miss

A.— R. N.— S. A.—

P.

R.—B.

H.

S.— B. & Sons— J. P.—H

W.— W. W.

Q.

G.

E.

O.

—

-

April

—

—

..
.
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body — consumed in the body by burnFor example, we find by burning
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is

and in its consumption liberates
energy which is used either as heat

ing,

maintain
muscular
Furthermore,

to

do
a

certain

our

temperature

and

other

just as all
efficiency
that

—

or
to
bodily work.
engines have
is,

are

able

put into use a certain portion and no
more of the total energj- liberated by the
combustion of the fuel, so the liuman body
has a certain efficiency, and can use for
doing work only a certain portion about
30 per cent. of the energj- liberated by the
combustion of the fuel supplied to it in the
form of food.
These facts afford us a starting-point for
finding out what is the ration of food whicli
will enable us to work.
To discover thi.s
we have to learn first the fuel value of our
food, and then the amount of food which
will supply the energy for doing our daily
to

(&Wiiitmv%

(Kljrimirlt
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CALORIES.

the bewildenaeiit ol
tin' drivtu' who
liacl but recently loarued to drive,
the car, after a sudden slowing
and a jerk or two, stopped.

Attempts to " start her up " again were
lifting the needle of the carhurettor equallj- so, nor did fumbling with
the magneto produce any
result.
Of
course, the break-down occurred in the
fruitless,

loneliest
settled

and gloom
Then with an in-

part of the

road,

on the driver.

task.

To find out the energy value of food is
easy.
All that has to be done is to burn
the food under such conditions that all the
heat pro-duoecr during combustion is used
to warm a known weight of water.
If we
ascertain tlie temperature of the water at
the beginning and at the end of the experiment, we are able to express the result
thus a given weight of food produces when
burned enough energy to do the work of
raising the temperature of a given weight
of water so many degrees.
In order to have a unit for comparison.
we ag^ee to define our heat unit or large
calory as the amount of heat required to
raise the temperature of a kilogramme
:

ILLUSTRATIONS./
Dick, portrait of the late J. Harrison

—

—

Npiration of despair, he bethought him of
the petrol tank.
He unscrewed the cap,
and found the tank dry. Tlie petrol had
given out. It was but an nffair of a minut«
or two to fill up and crank, and oft went
the oar with a driver feeling very foolish,
to think that he could have forgotten for a
moment that a car cannot run without

lbs.)
of water 1
(22
degree Centigrade. Since heat energy may l>e used to
do work, we are able to measure the
calory in terms of work, and by this means
to discover that the heat contained in
a calory when transformed into work
will
lift
425 kilogrammes one metre
that is, 1.4 ton one foot.
Furthermore,
since we know tliat the fuel value of the
foods wo cat resides in the digested parts
of tile food, we can, by finding out the
proportion of digested to undigested food,
correct the fuel values by subtracting from
them the values of the unused (undigested.)
food.s.
Wc thus get the heat values of food
actually u.scd in the Iwdy.
For example,
with respect to one class of food, the nitro-

genous foodstuffs known as proteins, we

know

the

petrol.

combustion

undergo complete
before combustion

This momentary lapse on the part of the
represents the habitual state of
mind of most of us with respect to our.selves as autocars.
Wc take our three or
four meals a day, and go about our daily
task and if we pay any attention at all to
food, it is rather from the point of view of
the pleasure it gives us than its worth as~ a
sourc<> of energy.
Yet at the present time
it is all-important that we should under-

they are split into simpler substances, one
of which (urea) is not used at all, but is
excreted.
It is, therefore, necessary to
deduct from the total heat value of a protein the he.at value of the urea which is
split off from that protein and discarded
unconsnmed by the body.
Again, since it is known that the food.s
used by the body for heat- and energy-producing purposes are fats, carbohydrates
(starch, sugar, etc.), and proteins, and
since it is possible experimentally to find
out the number of large calories in 1 pound
of each of these substances, and to discover also how much of each of these foods
is digested and consumed in the body, we
can compare these foods with one another
with respect to the calories they contain.

driver

;

.stand that just as n gallon of petrol will
serve to drive a car a certain distance and

no more, so the food we eat will enable us
do a "ertain amount of work, and, no

to

more
l>y

;

that just as the petrol

burning, r.nd in

rnim energy

^rhich is

driving the car, so

is consumed
consumption libeput to the work of

its

food— the

fuel of the

that, although
digested, they do not
in

thebody

;

proteins

are

testis

that

a given weight of fat develops 2.27 limes

much

heat as an equal weight of starch.
We also find that in an animal the proper'
tion of starch which aotuially gets into thebody and is consumed and produces heat
is less than the proportion of fat which is
utilised by burning in the body.
In this way it has lieen found that the
heat value of fat is upwards of twice that
of starch, and that the heat value of
protein is about the same as that of starch.
Evidently this knowledge is all-important from the point of view of rationing,
for althougih from the point of view of heat
production any one of these substances is
efficient, they differ in efficiency to such an
extent that it would require about 2^
times as much staroh as it would fat to produce the heat necessary for providing the
energy for bodily work.
It will be remembered that the large
calory has already been defined .i,s the
quantity of heat required to rSise the temperature of 1 kilogramme (2.21bs.) of water
IP C. This unit is too large for the present
purpose of estimating human food values.
So instead of the large calory we will useas our unit the little calory. This is easily
done with the metric system, for 1 kilogramme is equal to 1,000 grams, and one
the
little
calory
becomes,
therefore,
.amount of heat required to raise the teanperature of one gram (about 1/30 oz.) of
water 1° C.
We iare thus in a position to state the
numbei- of little calories in a given weight
of each of the essential foodstuffs contained in human food
1 lb. of pure fat yields about 4,208
as

:

calories.
1 lb. of

—

pure protein yields about 1,856

calories.

1 lb. of
calories.

pure starch yields about 1,856

The amounts of

fat, protein,

and carbo-

hydrate contained in each kind of food
l)eing known as a result of many chemical
analyses, it is e.asy to ascertain the nun^bei'
of oalories provided to the body for use
therein by a given quantity of such foods
as meat, milk, Potatos, margarine, etc.,
which maJte up a meal.
The following
table* gives this information
:

Food.

—

—

—
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ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.
POTATOS.
After

—

yeaiis,
I
of
fifty
of no crop that will so well repay
ior high-class culture as the Potato. Almost any
kind of soil will grow a crop of Potatos
good, bad, or indifferent; but to grow fine crops
of good quality tubers fit for e.xhibition and table
use, the best soils are those of the old red sandstone, and the worst kinds are strong clays of
aii

experieiice

Itnow

Heavy soils should
a cold, tenacious character.
be well dug or trenched in the late autumn or
winter, and at the same time a quantity of rich,
well-decayed farmyard manure should be added.
Light soils .should be prepared a short time beHeavy soils require
fore, or at planting time.
opening up, in order that the frost may pulverise them, and make them friable and mellow
to receive the seed tubers, but light "or sandy
when dug in winter, have a tendency to be

soils,

highly important to change the seed
year,
at
every
if
not
frequently;
It
is
year.
every second or third
least
important, too, that the seed be well sprouted,
and previous to planting all the side shoots
should be rubbed off, leaving only one, or
never more than two, strong shoots at the
The tubers should be ol medium size,
top.
and may be planted whole, with perhaps a thin
portion cut off the lower end to ensure the tuber
rotting, as few Potatos iform when the old set
remains sound and hard. Nothing is gained by
close planting especially is this true in the case
It

is

tubers

;

main crop varieties. The drills for early and
second early varieties should be 2 feet to 2 feet
3 inches apart, and the tubers spaced 1 foot or
so in the drills, whilst for late varieties, 2^ feet
robust varieties 3 feet)
orf extra
(in the case
by li feet should be allowed. Wide planting
helps to keep the crop free from late blight disease. The ground should be deeply forked prior
to planting, and a few days before planting
of

[April

enough

to

27, 1918.

admit of the work being done pro-

perly.

have grown as many as 60 varieties in one
yeai', but I do not grow many nowadays.
One, or
two 6ort.s at the most, of each sec1>ion will be
quite enough for general puri^oses. Early varieI

ties

should be planted in

March

in a well-sheltered situation.

or early in April,

Second early varie-

planted early in April will be ready to dig
in August, according to the season and locality,
and thus follow in succession the early sorts.
Late or main crop varieties, though planted in
March and April, will not jnature so quickly
as the second earlies. but will continue to grow
Such varieties may
till September and October.
be planted up to the month o'f May, and still
produce splendid crops.
All Potatos should be lifted as soon as the
tubers are mature and ripe, and seedi tubers
should be well " greened " before storing. Seed
selected in tliis way generally gives splendid
crops, even though grown on the same ground
for a number of years.
No methcd can surpass storing in " pits " or
" clamps," with plenty of Wheat straw and soil
for covering.
If the clamp is well made the
Potatos will keep fresh and not shrivel all
through the winter, and when required for
kitchen use, or for seed purposes, to be
" sprouted " previous to planting, they can be
ties

depended upon to have
good quality. Delta.

lost little or

none of their

SRCHID NOTES AND CLEANINCS.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM OAKWOOD
TRIUMPH.
Fine and richly blotched forms of Odontoglossum crispum were great favourites with the
late
Norman C. Cookson, Esq., Oakwood,
Wylam-on-Tyne, and the list of awards by the
Orciid Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society contains the names of a dozen of his
best, including the varieties 0. crispum,

CookCooksoniae, and
Leonard Perfect, for
which latter a First-class
Certificate
was
awarded May 12, 1908.
Mr. Cookson, who was one of the most successful Orchid hybridists, seeing the difiBculty
of importing handsome blotched forms of
crispum, and the possibility of improving on
them by home-raised seedlings of pairs of
selected varieties, set to work in that direction.
O. crispum Leonard Perfect, crossed with 0. c.
Phoebe, produced the handsome 0. crispum Oakwood Triumph, which secured an Award of
Merit at the Royal Horticultural Society on
April 9 last.
0. crispum Oakwood Triumph
(see fig. 76) adheres closely to the fine form and
bold markings of 0. c. Leonard Perfect, but the
rich ruby-red colouring on white ground is more
intense and broadly expanded than in the parent
variety, whose one defect of varying considerably in quality from one season to another seems
to have been corrected in the offspring by greater
depth of colour. It is pleasant for Mrs. Cookson
and her gardener (Mr. H. J. Chapman) to watch
the development of these interesting plants, in
which they had a common interest with the
sonii,

Fig. 76.

odontoglossvm crispum oakwood triumph.

too free and open, and, in consequence, do not
hold moisture so well, and, should a dry summer
prevail, tlie cix>ps are bound to suffer.

Whichever method

of preparation

always enrich the ground with plenty

is

of

adopted,

manure,

and if the soil is considered deficient in lime,
give a good sprinkling o»f lime over the surface
previous to planting. If burnt lime is cheap, and
not difficult to procure, apply it freely, not,
however, when the manure is diig in, but in the
spring, when preparations are being made for
Manure should always be applied
planting.
some time previous to lime. Lightly forked in,
lime will benefit most soils, rendering them sweet
and fit for almost any kind of crop. In the case
this
of light soils, marl may be added, and
material will as a rule make the use o<f farmyard
manure umiecessary for a season.
an excellent fertiliser
to 5 yards of
running drill, or, say, 1 lb. to 30 square yards, in
autumn, will generally prove a suitable dressing.
Sulphate df potash

for Potatos.

is

also

One open handful

again lightly forked, to

make

This remark applies to heavy
light ones.

The

and friable.
more than to

it fine

soils

sets are usually planted either

by means of a dibber or by drawing drills with
a hoe, but the best way is to plant with the
spade or fork, especially on heavy soile. By this
extra working when planting the soil is left
Whichever method
in a fine, open condition.
is adopted, the tubers should be set at a depth
of from 4 to 5 inches, according to the nature
lit manure is
of the soil and time of planting.
applied at planting time the seed tubers must
not come in direct contact with the dung. The
soil should be well hoed as soon as the Potato
tops can be well seen in the rows. Hoeing keeps
the crop clean, and promotes good growth. Previous to earthing up, it is good practice to fork
the spaces between the rows, that the soil may
be loose and dry. Earthing up should be done
twice, at intervals of a week or two. Draw the
sou well up into sharp ridges, and do it early
as soon as the " shaws " or " haulm " are large

originator.

COTTON'S "PLANTER'S MANUAL."
The

literature of fruit culture in Britam in
Stuart times does not offer much of interest, the
translation by Evelyn of Quintinye's classic work
evidently rather overawed the native writers.

Other authors such as Markham and Hartlib reon foreign works, and were little more than
translators, and it was not until Worlidge published his various books that really native works
could be claimed for this period.
A few years after Worlidge's Si/stemn Horticuhurae was published, the Plnntcr's Manual appeared, by Charles Cotton, hitherto known as a
poet and for his association with Walton in the
lied

—
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—
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Compleat Angler. The son of a rich landowner,
he travelled in France, and became a weU-kuown
figure of his day.

The book under consideration was published
and the title-page reads " The Planter's
Manual, being instructions for the Raising, Planting, and Cultivating all sorts of Fruit Trees,
whether stone-fruits or pepin-fruits, with their
Natures and Seasons. Very useful for such as
are Curious in Planting and Grafting.
By
Charles Cotton, Esq."
The preface is worth quoting at length
in 1675,

:

'

)

To the Reader,
Though this little

Treatise on Fruit-Trees
was only written for the private satisfaction of
a very worthy Gentleman, who is exceedingly
curious in the choice of his Fruits, and has great
Judgement in Planting yet having heard that
Gentleman say it had given him the greatest
satisfaction of any Bauble he had seen of this
kind, I began to think it might not be altogether
unuseful to the Publick also, and therefore sent
it to the Press, which is all the excuse I can
make, either for the writing or publishing of it
But I think it fit to tell you. That although the
Planter, who shall pursue the following Directions, may j.ossibly find himself defeated in his
expectation (especially in the more Northerly
Provinces of this Kingdom) as to the precise time
of his fruits' maturity, and that a Fruit planted
and extended against a good Brtck-wall, is more
proper here with us (where we have never too
much sun) than an Espallier Pallisadod at some
inches distance from it; yet he will infallibly
find his Industry abundantly gratified in the
promised effects, at a something later Season.
;

death to an overdose of the first-named
remedy. In his early days he was physician to
Maria de Medici, and is said to have had an extraordinai-y influence over her. This brought him
into conflict with the powerful Richelieu, who
his

promptly confined him in prison from 1631 to
1543.
After his release he was appointed
premier physician to Louis XIV., and as botany
and medicine were in those days closely allied
he took charge of the Jardin des Plantes. Here
he made several remarkable innovations, among
which was his substitution of anatomical lessons
for the rather vague discourses on the "interior
of plants" which had formerly held place. He

was the first to use quinine as a drug, according
to the BibJiographie Universelle, from which
these facts are drawn.

The

Instructions

were

found

among

his

papers after his death, and by the desire of
"curious" persons were edited by
Triquet and first published in 1653.
A third
edition appeared in 1658. which contains the
several
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fashionable in these days, and the old early N.
is not particularly beloved of
But a few- of the newer
doubles have become popular, and Mr. W. F. M.
Copeland has done not a little to add to their
popularity and increase their attractiveness. His
new vai'iety, Irene Copeland (see fig. 77), certainly has attractions which cannot be overlooked.
It was exhibited by Mi-. Copeland at
the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting of
April 9.
This variety is the result of crossing
a Giant Leedsii form with Sulphur Phoenix. It is
a round flower, with six rows of rounded, white,

Telamonius plenus

Daffodil specialists.

and fairly

flat perianth segments, and a number of pale citron cap segments, the whole making
a charming flowei- of circular, rose-like form,
with a diameter of 3J inches. The stem often
reaches a height of 20 inches, and is stiff enough
to carry the blooms erect.
It is particularly

stout just where it joins the flower, thus obviating that neck-weakness which is so great a defect in

many weighty

varieties.

Mr. Copeland

:

And although the reader will here meet with
names of Fruits he perad venture never
heard of before yet we know and sec, that more
tender plants, as Oranges, Lemons, Citrons, etc..
are yearly imported from much remoter Countries
than France; and seeing that (for ought I ever
heard) Fruit-Treos are no contraband commodity
betwixt Uic Nations, I cannot conceive but that
the Curiosity, pams and cost to
it is worth
furnish ourselves from thence with those of the
Beauty and
greatest
excellence,
both
for
Flavour nor why we should not better ourselves
this way. by them, as altogether to be debauched
by their effeminate manners, luxurious kickshaws, and fantastic fashions, by which we are
already sufficiently Frencliified, and more than
in the opinion of the wiser sort of men, is consistent either with the constitution, or indeed the
honour of the English Nation."
From this evidence it would naturally be asBumed that the work was by Cotton himself, and
several

;

;

until recently, when by
I held this opinion
chance hunting for certain varieties of Cherries,
turned shortly after to a scarce French
I
book entitled Instructions pour tes Arbrcs
Fruitiers, when the certain resemblances led
to a closer examination, which revealed the fact
tliat Cotton's supposed work is but a translation
and must therefore be deleted from his list of
writings.
This has not, to my knowledge, been
pointed out before; indeed, the Dictionary of
National Biography refers to him as a skilled
horticulturist, presumably on the strength of the

work under consideration.
This being

so, it will

be interesting to examine

the orlgin.nl of his translation more closely. The
Instructions form a small duodecimo, and were
first published in 1653, the author concealing his
identity
on the title-page by the letters
"M.R.T.P.D.S.M."
As often the caae in
anonymous French writings of this period, the
secret is given away in the " Privilege," and
here we leani that these letters refer to M.
Robert Triquet, Prieur de St. Marc. The preface furthermore informs us that Triquet was
only editor, and the book was written by one
Francois Vautier, physician to Louis XIV.
Vautier is remembered in medicine for his ad
vocacy of antimony and quinine as drugs, and
so far did he press his ideas that his brother
physicians were strongly antagonistic, and had
the last word in the conitroversy by attributing

Fig.

77.

narcissus Irene copeland.

addition of a chapter on the pruning and culture
of Oranges, Lemons, Citrons, Pomegranates and
Jasmins d'Espagiie. In the light of this knowledge it will be seen that Cotton's preface rather
cleverly abstains from definitely claiming authorship, though a casual reading would leave little
doubt on the point. The plagiarisms of horticultural writers are unfortunately many, and I
hope to show in a furthjr article some others
which I have traced, and which are of interest
ways, especially to those who wish
in many
to establish dates for the introduction of fruits
or plants, when it is obviously important to trace
E. 4.
the references to their original source.

Bnnyard.

NARCISSUS IRENE COPELAND.
Not many raisers have taken up the cause of
the double Daffodil with any degree of seriousness,
probably because double flowers are not very

is

to

be

congratulated

among doubles, and it
many other good things
for Daffodil lovers.

upon his achievement
to be hoped he has

is

in this section in store

C.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
AMERICAN RED

OAKS.

(See pp. 65, 165.

At the present day the Red Oaks, amongst
other ornamental species, are being planted in
this country, somewhat to the exclusion of our
native Quercus pedunculata.
The Red Oak (Q.
rubra) is the most widely distributed in Surrey
and the surrounding counties, including Berkshire and Middlesex.
The largest specimens \
have seen take rank with timber trees, being
50 to 60 feet high, with a trunk 15 to 18 inches
in diameter.
These are on the Bagshot sands in
west Surrey.
The species is sparingly used as
a street tree in north Surrev. In the same dis-

—
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on the old valley gravel, the Scarlet Oak
(Q. coccinea) is planted in greater numbers, but

trict,

The

the trees are younger.

largest specimens,

would seem to have been
planted tentatively 10 or 15 years ago they are
of beautiful, pyramidal habit, and colour up well
in autumn.
One is a Coronation tree. The inabout 35 feet

Jiigh,

;

tensity of colour varies with the individual tree
when raised from seeds. One variety has been
named Q. coccinea splendens. and this is very

Young trees, at least, retain their
leaves for several months during the winter.
T
was pleased to read the high praise bestowed

handsome.

on the Pin Oat (Q. palustris) by Mr. Frank

Waugh

A

I am more enamoured of it
coccinea, whether in the green or
because of its wealth of twiggy
and the glossy green leaves polished
surfaces.
The leaf-stalks are long
and slender, and' the tree as a whole is very
graceful.
I know of two pyramidal trees, 40 to
45 feet high, on a Sun-ey common, in open parts
of a wood, and they colour splendidly in autumn.
All three are also being planted in Berkshire.
(p.

than of
coloured
branches,
on both

7.

growing more than about 5 inches high, while I.
sindjarensis attains at least one foot.
The
leaves are about 6 inches in length, and, like the
flower, are intermediate in character between
those of the parents. The female parent was I.
sindjarensis, and compared with it the flowers
are a fuller colour, but they are without the
patch of colour at the apex of the fall which
forms so conspicuous a feature in Iris persica,
the male parent. It is much more easily grown
than I. persica, for while I. persica is certain
to disappear, this hybrid goes on from year to
year indefinitely, and has increased very satisi?. Irwin Lynch.
factorily,

166).

Q.

state,

F.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
FREESIAS.
At one time, not so very long ago, the only
Freesias in general cultivation were the different
forms of F. refracta.
The flowers were of
various shades of white and yellow.
The first
step towards other colours in the blossoms of
Freesias was the introduction of F. Armstrongii
about twenty years ago.
Tliis

species

wa« sent to

Kew by Mr. W. ArmPort
beth, who found
of

strong,
at

Humansdorp,

Elizait

wild

Cape

Colony.
In this species
the flower is a shade of
rosy-lilac,

deeper towards

the edges, with a lightcoloured throat
and a
patch of yellow inside.

This species, and perhaps
others introduced since
that time, have in conjunction with the older
kinds given us an eninely new race of these
litautiful

various
der,

flowers.

Now

shades of laven-

lilac,

pink,

yellow,

and a suspicion of pm-ple
to be found among

Fig. 78.

iris

sind-pers.

PLANT NOTES.
SIND-PERS.

IRIS

This is one of the most beautiful of Irises
flowering in March.
In the Cambridge Botanic
Garden it does well
front of the houses on a
bed wiiich is well drained, and is com-

m

posed largely of

two Juno
the

Irises,

stemless

I.

grit.

the

It
tall

persica.

is

a hybrid

Iris

between

sindjarensis and

The name,

it

may

be remarked, was given by Sir Michael
Foster according to his plan of taking the first
syllable of each name of the parents.
It was
raised by C. G. van Tubergen, and is one of
the best of his productions.
It was described
briefly by Sir Michael Foster in the Gardeners'
Chronicle of April 15, 1899, p. 226, and his
concluding remark was that " everyone who sees
it will, I am sure, want to possess it."
This,
indeed, must be the case with anyone who has
recently seen it in the Cambridge Botanic Garden, where it opened first in about the first
week of March, and continued quite to the end
of the month.
The general effect of tlie flower
is pale blue, but Uiis is relieved in the case of
the falls by a median lire of gold en -yellow,
marked also by small purple dots the standards,
as in all Juno Irises, are small and reflexed.
The flower measures nearly 4 inches across. The
plant may be regarded as half-way between the
two parents, although it is quite dwarf, not
;

are
the

more recent

The

first

forms.

of these coloured
be
recognised
to

kinds
by the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society was Tubergenii, said to be the result of a cross between Freesia refracta alba and F. Armstrongii.
The variety was given an Award of
Merit on March 6, 1906. Just over a year later,
namely, on April l6, 1907, a similar award was
made to Amethyst, also raised by Mr. Van
Tubergen. The first British variety to gain that
honour was Rose Queen, which, shown by
Messrs. Barr and Sons, was given an Award of
Merit on February 23, 1909.
Some years previous to that, however, a delightfully coloured
hybrid was raised at Kew, and attracted a good
deal of attention.
It still finds a place in the
Kew Hand-List of Tender Monocotyledons,
where its parentage is given as F. Armstrongii X
F. refracta Leichtlinii.
While the typical F.
Armstrongii possessed little or no fragrance,
some of the newer hybrids, owing to the influThe
ence of F. refracta. are sweetly scented.
rich yellow-flowered F. aurea, for which an
Award of Merit was given at the Temple Show
of 1902 when shown by Messrs. R. Wallace and
I
Co., does not occur in the Kew Hand-List.
am aware that there is some confusion in
the white and yellow forms of Freesia, so perhaps this golden kind may be regarded as one
As the coloured
of the varieties of F. refracta.
forms of the Armstrongii race have proved themselves as amenable to cultivation as those of the
refracta tribe, we may expect to see still further
improvements among them. W. T.
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The Week's Work.
THE KITCHKN GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lieut.-Col. Spender
CUY, M.P., Ford Manor, Lingfield, Surrey.
ToMATOS.— Give a light top dressing of loam,
a little artificial manure, and frequent applications of weak liquid manure to Tomato plants
that are ripening their fruits. Maintain a temperature of 60° "to 65°, with suflScient ventilation to keep the atmosphere sweet and buoyant.
Stop the plants when a sufficient number of
trusses have formed, and remove all side-shoots
as they appear. Where it is intended to plant in
borders, plants for the main crop should be
ready for transferring to their fruiting quarters.
Virgin loam should be used when this cto be
obtained, adding gritty material and a little
potash.
If the plants are to be grown in pots
pay timely attention to their repotting until
they are given their final shift, for plants that
become pot-bound seldom regain their former
vigour.
Plants intended for out-door cultivation should be grown on carefully under glass,
and hardened later in readiness for planting out
in the first week in June.

CucuNiaERS.— The recent inclement weather
and absence of sunshine have been unsuitable for
Cucumbers, rendering the plants liable to checks
unless extra care has been given in ventilating

and syringing. These remarks apply especially
to plants growing in pits or frames.
Fresh fermenting material should be placed round the
frames, and the lights covered at night by mats
or other protective material. Plants growing in
favourable conditions are making irapid progress, and should be given light top-dressings of
rich soU before they have covered the bed with

much growth.

Keep the shoots thinly trained,
and stop them at the second or third joint beyond the fruit, according to the space available.
Sow more seeds to obtain plants for successional
fruiting. Plunge the seed -pots in a mild bottomheat until the seedlings are well through
soil, when they should be placed near to
glass.
Prepare fresh beds as advised in
calendar of March 23. Use tepid water for
i-oots and for syringing
but little syringing
be needed for a few weeks to come.
;

the
the
the
the
will

Spinach.— Seed of this quick-growing vegetable should be sown every fortnight until the
end of May, in deep, rich, friable soil.
Thin
the seedlings to 3 inches apart, and afterwards
to 6 inches.
Sow in small quantities, as during
dry, hot weather the plants quickly run to seed.

Celbry.— Early Celery plants are ready for
pricking out on prepared beds in frames or in
boxes, the former method for preference, as
then the plants are not so liable to suffer from
want of water. The plants may be lifted
from frames with splendid roots ready for planting out, and this is the best system of growing
them where large quantities are required. Ventilate the frames carefully to harden the plants
tliat they may receive no check when finally
planted in the trenches.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN,
Disbudding.— Newly-planted trees on walls
should be disbudded in good time; it is better
to disbud freshly-planted Peaches and Nectarines than to cut them back severely earlier in
the season. In this way good fruit-bearing wood
for next season will be secured, as well as short,
spur-like growths, which will often set a few
fruits when longer ones fail to do so.
Trees so
treated may not possess quite the same vigour
as with a lesser number of shoots, but they will
Watch
not be nearly so liable to gumming.
them closely for the first season, and when short,
foreright shoots develop, do not rub them off,
but make them into spurs. Watch for the first
appearance of green fly, and syringe at once
with a solution of liquid Quissia extract. The
same treatment can be applied to young wall
Plums and wall Cherries. Disbud young Cherry

.
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pinch some shoots to encour;
age young spurs to form where there is rogm
free use of the finger and thumb;
for them.
when the shoots are young and sappy, as a means
of pruning, is much to be preferred to the use
of the knife in later stages of growth. It is more
quickly done, and if followed up until the
growths are controlled and well regulated, there
will be less likelihood of gumming or canker.
Apricots, too, raa\^ be treated in the same
manner. As soon as the young trees are seen to
be well established, cease to water quite so liber
The
ally, or unduly sappy growths will result.
object of the fniit cultivator should be to bring
these young trees into an eai-ly fruit -bearing condition", rather than to produce strong, exuberant

growths at once

A

shoots.

Pear Tree».— This season it does not appear
that there will be even an average crop of Pears,
and the present time forms an excellent opportunity of thinning out the spurs of Pear trees
Some varieties
where they are overcrowded.
form spurs much more closely together than
Espalier trained Pears are often overothers.
crowded with weakly spurs

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

COLUBR, Gardener to Sir Jbremuh Colman.
Bart.. Gatton Park, Reigate.

Lycabte.— Plants

Skinneri, L.
of Lycaste
Balliae, L. Gratrixiae, L. leucantha, L. costata,
lasioglossa, and L. lanipes develop new
L.
growth after they pass out of flower, and the
necessary repotting should be done at this stage.
Most Lycastes are vigorous-rooting plants and
require ample pot room, also a richer and more
Ordiretentive soil than many other Orchids.
nary flower-pots are the most suitable receptacles,
and for a rooting medium use a mixture consisting of three-parts good fibrous loam, with the
smaller particles shaken out. and one part made
np of partly decayed Oak leaves, chopped
Sphagnum-moes, with a liberal quantity of
Specimens that are pot-bound
cru.shed crocks.
should be shifted into pots that will be sufficiently large to accommodate them for at least
two years. Others that have sufficient rootingspace and with compost in good condition,
should not be repotted, but portions of the old
rooting materials may be removed from the surface and ivplaced by fresh compost. Plants that
are in .an unsatisfactory condition at the roots,
or that are growing in sour compost, should be
taken out of their pots, the roots cleansed of the
materials Ity washing, and the plants
old
potted afresh in small pots. Keep the crown
of the plants a little below the rim of the pots
in order to provide plenty of space for water,
of which Lycastes require liberal supplies, except when resting. After root disturbance water
should be applied with extra care until the young
It
rcmts have grown freely in the new compost.
is advisable to wash the undersides of the leaves
occasionally to destroy red spider, a common
The plants will thrive in
pest of this Orchid.
the warmer part of the cool division. Dense
recommended,
and the house should
shade is not
be freely ventilated.

SopHRONiTia aRANDirLORA.— This
is

developing roots from

Orchid
growths which have

recently flowered, and plants that require fresh
rooting
materials
shoul.l
receive
attention.
Shallow Orchid pans are the most suitable receptacles
they should be provided with plenty
of drainage materials, and the compost should
consist of Osmunda-fibre or Al fibre and Sphagnum-moss.
Cut the materials into short portions, as when used in a coarse state the rhizome
retains the moisture too long.
The plants
thrive in the cool Odontoglo.ssum house suspended from the roof, or they will grow
equally well on the stage if arranged close to
Afford the roots plenty of water
the roof -glass.
while they are active, but when the plants arc
at rest give only sufficient moisture to keep the

A liberal supply of water is needed by the roots,
but the amount should be gradually diminished
a« the pseudo-bulbs reach maturity, and entirely
withheld for a few weeks during the winter
months.
The foliage should be frequently
sprayed in order to destroy thrip and red spider,
which sometimes attacks the uiider-surface of
the leaves.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

The Orchard H»U8E.— Trees

• pathoolotti*.— Plants

Spathoglottis
that were not repotted last year should be attended to in that respect as they start into
growtli.
Fairly deep pans, or ordinary flowerpots, form the best receptacles, and a compost
similar to that recommended for Lycastes is suitable.
These plants require a warm temperature,
and should be well haded during bright days.
i

of

Apricot.

This I attribute to the use of a little
in the hot-water pipes at night, which
very necessary in cold, damp districts. Two
rows of pipes (flow and return) are sufficient for
these fruit houses, the cost of fuel, even in these
times of high prices, being very small. A temperature of 45° to 50° through the night, and
60° by day is suitable for mixed fruit houses.
Air should be admitted when the thermometer
registers 50°, and the amount gradually increased as the temperature rises, until it reaches
crops.

warmth
is

80°, for

much

as these trees require fresh air,

they must be protected from winds and draughts.
Maintain a moist atmosph,:i'e by syringing the
trees twice daily with tepid wat«r, except in
Keep pot trees moist at the
dull, cold weather.
When the fruit is
roots by judicious watering.
swelling the rootu may be given stimulants in a
weak state twice weekly until the stoning period,
Weak liquid
and then on every other day.
manure, guano, soot and lime-water used alternately will supply all the food necessary for the
proper development of both fruit and wood.
Robust trees require daily attention as to regulating and pinching the shoots, not only to prevent waste of energy, but also to keep them of
even growth. If the house was well fumigated before the trees came into flower, verj' little aphis
may be present, lut 't is astonishing how rapidly
this pest spreads on Cherries, Plums, Peaches
and Nectarines. Light attacks can be checked
by spraying with Quassia Extract or dusting
tobacco powder on the shoots, but badly infested
houses should be fumigated, and the fumigation
should be repeated if necessary". Choose a mild,
still night for fumigating, and let lie foliage be
Make the house as air-tight as possible to
drj'.
retain the fumee.

Late Peaches and Nectarine*.— All the
trees of Peach and Nectarine have set
their fruits, and the syringe may be u.se<i freely
Examine the borders, and if
on bright days.
dry afford copious supplies of clear water.
Short stable manure spread over the borders will
assist the trees at this stage, and prevent rapid
Disbudding and tying
evaporation of moisture
in, with a little thinning of the fruit, will require frequent attention, but the work must be
done gradu,ally. These late trees do not usually
cast their fruit if they are properly managed,
still it is advisable to make allowance by leaving sufficient for a final thinning at or near the
stoning period. Even late houses must he carefully ventilated and cold draughts prevented.

latest

PLANTS ;UNDER GLASS.

;

psiudo-bulb^ plump.

of

Plimi,
Pear,
Peach, Nectarine and Cherry
growing together here in the same house have
set their fruits, and all promise to produce good

By

E.

Harriss. Gardener to Lady Wahtaob,
T»okinge Park, Berksliire.

Glorioea EUPERBA.— The

Mowers of this
stove climbing plant are useful for decorative
Two or three plants trained thinly
purposes.
over the roof of the stove or any other warm
house will furnish a plentiful supply of flowers
through the summer and early autumn. Water
carefully plants which were started into growth
last month until their growth has made considerable progress.
WHen well established the
roots .should be given a stimulant.
Diluted
liquid manure from the farmyard and sootwater may be used about twice a wetk.
Gloriosis when in active growth require plenty
of warmth and a moist atmosphere.
The sun's
heat should be made full use of In preference to
much fire-heat. Give timely attention to the
training of the young growths or they will become hopelessly entangled.
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Rhododendron indicum (Indian Azalea).—
Remove the dead flowers from Indian Azaleas
when their blooming is over, and repot or topdress the roots as their requirements demand.
Grow the plants in a house having a warm,
moist atmosphere until they have ripened theiv
shoots.
A compost of fibrous loam and peat in
equal parts, some leaf-mould, and coarse sand,
forms a suitable rooting medium for these plants.
See that the pots are efficiently drained, and
afford water with great care tUl the roots have
become established. Examine the foliage cavofuUy for red spider, and should there be evidence
of this pest lay the plants on their sides and
drench them with an insecticide. When growth
is completed stand the plants out-of-doors in a
sheltered situation and allow them to remain in
the open until there is danger of frost in the
autumn.

COLEua THVRseiDEU8.-If Cuttings of Coleus
thyrsoideus are available insert them without
delay, as a long season of growth is required to
make good plants. Prepare a finely-sifted compost of loam, peat, leaf-mould, and sharp sand.
The cuttings are best rooted in small pots, and
it is important that the receptacles be plunged
in a hot-bed until root« develop.
WHien the
cuttings are rooted place them on a shelf near
the roof-glass in a house having a moist, warm
atmosphere.
WTien they are sufficiently well
rooted pot them singly in S^-inch pots, and stop
the leading shoots when they are about 6 inches
high to induce others to break from the base.
.\.bout three or four shoots should be retained
to form a good specimen.
At a later stage
shift the plants into 5-inch pots, using the
same kind of compost as before, but passed
through a coarse sieve. For the final potting use
7-inch or 8-inch pot.s. Another batch of cuttings
rooted in a few weeks' time will furnish plants
for flowering in small pots.
Seedlings of this
Coleus raised from seed sown early in March
require similar treatment.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R. P. BnOTHRHSTON, Garripner to (lie Bail
Haddington, Tj-niiifhanio, East Lothian.

of

Perpetual - flowering Carnations.— Old
plants of Perpetual-flowering Carnations may he
in borders or beds at any time now,
better.
The soil can scarcely
be made too firm about the roots, and a very
shallow basin should bo left round each plant
for the reception of water.
It is a good plan
to water the plants at regul.ar intervals, always
on the same days of the week, until root action
has commenced, for if the balls once become dry
it is <almo,st impossible to moisten them again
unless hot water is used, and drought at the roots
will be followed by a yellowing of ifoliage, which
renders the plants unsightly. Unless the stakes
are very strong and intact when the plants are
set out. one new. strong stake should be placed
to
each Carnation r.nd
the stems securely
fastened to it. This support will usually suffice
for the season.

planted

and the sooner the

S'OOKS — If the ground is ready for the reception of East Lothian Stocks they should be
planted forthwith, the soil having been previou.sly enriched with a dressing of decayed cow
manure. Those prepared in boxes require careful handling to preserve a ball of soil with the
roots, (Which is necessary to the satisfactory
establishment of the plants.
Stocks repay frequent watering until root-action has become
vigorous.

•

Gladiolus.— This is the period when most
Gladioli are planted (at any rate in the North)
from the pots or boxes in which they have been
forwarded under glass. The newer hybrid bedding varieties do not. require this treatment,
and they succeed well if planted much earlier
in the year.

Bedding Plants.- Houses may now
be
cleared of the more tender bedding plants, anil
these may be transferred to cold frames, where
they should remain until danger of cold winds
is past.
Lobelias growing freely will require
the tips of the little shoots taken off. and
Ageratums should be pinched to keep them
stocky.
Should there be indications of exhaustion of soil, slight manurial additions should be
made to the water when moisture is required.

—
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£DirOMAL NOTICE.
be sent to the
ADVEBTISEMENTS should
Wellington Street.
PUBLISHER,

41.

WC

Covent Garden.

and

Editors

Publisher.

— Our

coms-pondents

obtaining answers to
and
their coTntiiutiirutions and save us much time
trouble, if they would kindly observe the nottce
all letters relating
that
printed weekly to the effect
should
to financial matters and to advertisements
all combe addressed to the Publisher; and that
munications intended for publication or referring
plants to be
to the Literary department, and all
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
wlien letters are misdirected.

Notice

Special
Editors
butions

in

delay

obviate

would

Correspondents.

to

undertake

do not

pay

to

for

any

— The

contri-

return unused comby special
unless
The Editors do not hold themselves
arrangement.
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
illustrations, or tc
illustrations
munications or

or

correspondents.

'Sews —Correspondents will greatly oblige
to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
notice
the
of horticulturists.

liOcal

by sending

APPOINTMENTS FOR MAY.
SATURDAY, MAY 4—
Amioula

Nat.

(Northern

Soc.

Ann.

Section)

Ex.,

Mian<]ihester.

7—

TUESDAY, MAY
Boy.
meet,

meet.

Ooins.

Soc.'s

Hort..

Scot.

Asaxv

Hort.

THURSDAY, MAY 9—
.

Manohe«tca: and
Meeting.

N.

of

England

Orchid

Soc.

Ann

TUESDAY. MAY 28—
Roy

Hart.

Ooms.

Soc. "a

meeit.

.Weragb Mean Temperatuhb for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last fifty
yeiirs

at

Greenwioh,

49.2.

ACTUAL TKMPERATUaa
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 11, Wellington Street,
Oovemt Garden, London, Thursday, .April 26,
Temp. SLO". Weather— Dull.
10 a.m.
:

:

Messrs.

The Chemical

Life

"'"p'otato,*"*

J.

T.

Rauisay

C

Robertson, of
aud W.
tiie Department of Agri-

Ausan
Potato
inquiry into the composition of the
plant at various stages of its development
Their object was to ascertain the rate at
which the plant absorbs food from the soil
and the relative proportions of each of the
principal " elements " (nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash) contained in the
plant at various stages of growth. The reculture,

tralia,

are

sults

Victoria,

have published* the results

interesting,

and

of

of

practical

Talue.
In order to obtain them, the authors
made complete analyses of set, haulm, root
and tuber at four stages of the life-history
of the Potato, and at intervals of 33, 25,
31 and 35 days^-that is, roughly, at th«J
end of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and ith (last)
month of growth.
The first point of interest which appears
from th^e analyses is that 41 per cent, of
the total roof growth is completed during
the first month. In the second month the
plant performs 52 per cent, of its rootgrovrth, and at the end of that period rootgrowth is practically complete.
During these two periods the haulm
makes 22.5 per cent, of its total growi:h in
the first month and 49.8 per cent, during
the second.
In the third month the root
ceases almost entirely to grow, but the
haulm makes 27.7 per cent., practically
finishing its growth within three month.-?.
The authors rightly point out that this
*

Journ. of the Dept. of Agric., Victoria, XV.,

ii.

27, 1918.

The Royal Parks.- On the vote o-f £57,000
with the public Royal
parks and pleasure grounds of Ixindon on the
18th inst., complaints were made in Parliament
of the way in which the parks had been disfigured by the erection therehi of temporary
buildings. Sir J. Boyton declared that the whole
inner circle of Regent's Park was a stable for
motor-lorries, and the amenities of the park had
been entirely destroyed. Sir Alfred Monu, the
First Commissioner of Works, said he sympathised very heartily with what had been said
with regard to the condition of the parks. He
was not responsible for the buildings which
had been put up in Regent's Park, but he would

active and precocious root-development indicates that soluble food substances must,
if they are to contribute to the essential

for expenses in connection

and considerable root-growth which takes
place in tlie first month, be available from
Herein lies the justification of
the start.
supplying sulphate of ammonia and superphosphate of lime before or at the time
of sowing, and it would appear to follow
that the practice of withholding the sulphate of ammonia until the time of the first
earthing up is not to be recommended.
Analysis of the sets shows that much of
the nitrogen and phosphoric acid which
they contain is drained away from them
to the growing plant, and assists in building up root and haulm, but the potash contained in the set remains there, and does
not apparently pass into the growing
plant, but finds its way ultimately into
the soil. The potash absorbed by the roots
accumulates for a time in the haulm, but
later on passes to the tuber, where it, as
but
is well known, plays an important
obscure part in facilitating the accumula-

the erection of further buildings in the
parks so far as he could. It was certainly undesirable that any further part of St. James's
Park should be utilised ior buildings.

limit

Memorial to Miss Ethel Sarqant.— The

tion of starch in the tuber.
The second month of growth sees a great
accumulation of nitrogen, phosphoric acid,
and potash in the haulm. The nitrogen
from 62.9 lbs. (per acre of
increases
kaulm) at the end of the first month, to
the
end of the second; the phos164.2 at
phoric acid increases from 13.3 to 39 lbs.,
and the potash from 91.7 to 261 .7. During
the following month the third these
materiahi begin to migrate to the young
tubers, and as a result there is a falling
oS in nitrogen in the haulm (from 164.2
lbs. per acre of haulm to 143.3), and a
falling off in phosphoric acid (from 39 to
The potash in the haulm shows a
20.9).
from 261.7 lbs. per acre
slight inoi-ease
of haulm to 265.7, but the lime in the
haulm, on the other hand, shows a steady
and continuous rise 22.1 lbs. in the first
month, 68 lbs. in the second, 126.5 in
the third, and 131.4 at the end of the
fourth month.
No less interesting is the amount of food
removed by the plant and the amount returned by the haulm. A 10-ton crop of
tubers contains about 2 tons of dry matter,
and the haulm of such a crop 1 ton of
dry matter.
The amount of food contained in the haulm per acre is 45 lbs. of
nitrogen, 7 lbs. of phosphoric acid, 84 lbs.
of potash, and 51 lbs. of lime (and 25 lbs.
of magnesia), plus a little less than a ton
of organic matter.

—

[Aphil

—

—

—

The tubers of the crop receive from an
acre of land 81 lbs. of nitrogen, 31 lbs.
of phosphoric acid, and 144 lbs. of potash

:

that is, the equivalent of a dressing of
4 owt. of sulphate of ammonia, li cwt. of
superphosphate, and 3 cwt. of sulphate
of potash.
The authors conclude by drawing attention to' the high manurial value of the
Potato haulm. One ton of haulm suppliei^
three times as much nitrogen and phosphoric acid, and approximately ten times
as muck potash, as 1 ton of farmyard
manure. The large demand of the Potato
for potash is illustrated by tEe fact that
during the growing period it utilises
phosphoric acid, nitrogen, and potash in
the ratio of 1, 4 and 6.

Council of Girton College has decided to endeavour to raise a sum of money with which to
found a scholarship for the encouragement of
research in botan.v, as a memorial of Miss Ethel
Sakqant, whose original contributions to botany
i,'ained for her a prominent and honourable posiMiss S.aegant was
tion in the scientific world.
not only an original investigator of great ability,
but she also consistently advocated the importance of providing opportunities of research for
others. She was the first woman to preside over
a, section of the British Association and to serve
on the Council of the Linnean Society.
Subscriptions may be sent to Miss E. Lawder, 25,
Halifax Road, Cambridge.

Celery Leaf Blight— Celery leaf blight
disease is often carried in the " seed," and
growers are advised to disinfect their seed with
a solution of hydrogen pero.xide known commercially as 20- volume solution, but if that
cannot be obtained a 10-volume solution may
be used.
The seed to be treated should
be placed in a glass or eartheni vessel and
enough of the hydrogen peroxide poured iato
it
to cover
the
completely.
seed
Allow
the seeds to remain in the liquid for three
hours, and then pour the liquid off and use it a
Spread the seed in a
second time if required.
thin layer in the air before sowing.
Do not
return the seed so treated to the original packets,
fungus causing the disease may
be adhering to the paper of the packets and thus
re-infect the seeds.
If the plants become
infected at a later stage spray with Bordeaux
or Burgundy mixture.
as spores of the

The Graperies •f Bailleul.— An

incident

the fierce fighting around Bailleul. described
Mr. Percival Phillips' despatch in the Daily
Express, was the destruction of the famous
graperies which supplied the London market for
The black Grapes of the
a number of years.
Bailleul district were at one time almost the only
Grapes we received from France.' But we have
not had any of these Bailleul Grapes in London
For several years before the
for a long time.
war they all went to the Paris market. Another
battlefield, 'Waterloo, used to send its famous
black Grapes to London. Paris was formerly
the market for these Belgian Grapes, but in
consequence of a tariff imposed bv the French
they were sent to Covent Garden.
of

in

REaiSTRATION

OF

DAFFODIL

NAMES. — At

the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
on Tuesday, April 9, the President and Council
adopted a recommendation of the Society's
Narcissus Committee that Regulation 3 for the
registration of Daffodil names be suspended sine
Regulation 3 reads
die as from August 1, 1914.
as follows: "If flowers of plants registered be
not exhibited for confirmation of name at one
of the R.H.S. meetings within a period of five
years from the date of registration, the registration will lapse, and the name having been erased
from ths Society's list will again become free
for adoption."

—
Apbil
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A VETERAN AHUACATE TREE.

fruits sooner than the late tree, had sufficient
time to recover from the strain of fruit production and flower again.
But the instance quoted

The Ahuacate (Persea gratissima), known in
English-speaJiing countries under a number of

is far from being an isolated one.
In gardens
around Taplow, Maidenhead, and alongside the
W. Railway main line at Hanwell, Southall,
and West Drayton, many large Pear trees which
bore heavy crops last year are now smothered
in blossom.
The profusion of bloom on nearly
every Plum tree in Isleworth and Hounslow,
which bore such heavy crops last year that many
branches were broken down by the weight of

different namei, but

and

most commonly as Avocado

Avocado

Pear, has, since the remotest
antiquity, been a great favourite with the Mexicans.
Some of the earliest historians record
having found the tree in the dooryards of the
Aztecs, and the fruit was a staple food product
with them.
The town of Ahuacatlan takes its
name from this fruit, tlan being the Aztec place
tennination.
Today the Ahuacate is no less
highly valued by the natives than it was in the

time of Columbus, and in many
be found in immense numbers.

G.

decidedly refutes the theory that a fruitseason is followed by a year of scarcity.
A. C. Barthtt, The Orchard, Vxhridge Hoad,
fruit,

ful

Hampton.
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may

yet flower under the influence of warm sun,
but a crop of fruit like that of last autumn Is
past hope.
W. Roberts, IS, King's Avenue,

Clapham Park, S.W.
I do not think Mr. Beckett will be
in
his experience this year.
I
have
never had less bloom on my Pears since I replanted my wall twelve years
ago.
This
scarcity is especially noticeable on trees growing on walls.
I partly account for this by tlie
heavy crop taken last year, but this is not so
in all cases.
Trees that only gave me a few
fruits last year are equally bare of bloom
yet
the bush trees growing by the path in the garden
are mostly showing plenty of bloom, as also are
cordons planted fifteen months ago. Apples, on

alone

;

districts it is to

The tree shown in the illustration is growing
near the village of Atlixco, in the State of
Puebla. directly at the foot of the great volcano
Popocatepetl, and at an altitude of over 6,C00 feet.
where

freezing

temperature-;

are

exiierienced

every winter.
The owner of this tree, when
questioned as to its age. merely replied that it
was " muy anciano." " Is it one hundred years
'Yes. Senor, much more than that."
hundred yeare ? "
"Yes. Senor, fully
much."
The trunk is over 4 feet in
Jiameter. and despite its old age the tree is stiU

old?"

"Two

that

vigorous,

and

thousand

fruits.

annually about three
idea of the sizes of these

produces

An

from those shown in the
hand of the owner they weigh almost one pound

fruits can be gained
;

The

is in great demand among the
order to prevent its being stolen
it is picked a month or six weeks before fully
In
mature, and placed in th? house to ripen.
this way it softens sufficiently to be eatable, but
is far from being as good as when allowed to
The natives
attain full maturity on fhe tree.
gather the fruits in a very crude manner, pulllong
pole
provided
ing them off the tree with a
with a hooked wire on one end, and allowing
them to drop to the ground. When picking from
the uppermost liranches, some fifty feet above the
ground, it is not hard to see that it requires a
fruit of extraordinary strength of skin and
solidity of flesh to stand the terrific jolt to which
Some of the Mexican and Central
it is subjected.
American Ahuacates are remarkable in this respect, having a skin so thick and woody that it
/''.
W. 'Pnpenoe.
could almost be called a sh.'ll.

each.

natives,

fruit

and

in

HOME CORRESPONBENCE.
(rh4

themitlvBi rttptntiilt
tpiniont ezpreiied b]i coTTitfondtntt.)

MdiUTi do not hold
tilt

Anbmonk Puliatill*.—

for

confirmation of
the remarks of Mr, W. ]{. Uykes on p. 163, I
should like to say that here I have found
Anemone Pulsatilla very variable in colour.
Some flowers are veiy dark purple, others more
mauve. Seedlings raised from the former colour
invariably produce a large percentage of the
latter.
They thrive and do well here in Wiltshire, even on a herbaceous border, although, of
course, they seem much more at home on the
rockery. I{. H.
Ill

Bloom

'ScAHoiTY er Pear
(see p. 170).
It seems difficult to provide any theory which
will explain the condition of Pear trees this
year.
The trees generally are remarkable for
the absence of bloom, and this fact, taken in
connection with the abundant crops of last
year, tempts one to agree with the old theorjthat a heavy cropping sea-son is almo.st necessarily followed by a more or less fruitless one.
The evidence, however, is conflicting. In some
districts trees which cropped heavily last year,
and those which bore few or no fruits, are now
alike deficient in blossom.
In others there is
abundant promise of a full crop. Then we find
divergencies even in trees which bore heavily
laet year.
In my own garden, for instance, there

are

two large

trees,

growing side by

side,

which

bore heavy crops last year.
One, a Williams'
Bon Chretien, is white with bloom, while the
other, a late variety, not identified, has only
two trusses.
It may be suggested that Williinii' Bon Chretien, having been relieved of its

Fig. 79.— perse.\ on u

My experience agrees with that of Mr.
Beckett in a somewhat modified degree. Every
year at this season a large winter Pear in my
garden is one mass of white blossom, but the
crop varies cijnsiderably.
In 1914, and again
last year, it was very large, but in the intervening and the two years previous to 1914 the yield
was very small.
Within a few yards of my
Pear tree there is in the adjoining garden an
early Pear, less than half the height of mine,
which never fails to produce a good crop, and
this year was as usual one sheet of white blossom just before the cold spell of the last week
My tree usually comes into flower
or two.
later than my neighbour's, so I am hoping it

the other hand, give every promise of an abundant crop. This I am surprised to find, after the
lieavy crops taken last year.
Even varieties
that bear more or less every other year are showing well for bloom.
Plums, Apricots, Peaches,
and all bush fruits are most promising. T. I'lileman. Node Gardens, Welwyn, Herts.
Hero in these gardens, and in the locality
generally as far as I can see, scarcity of Pear
bloom is general. Williams' Bon ChrStien and
Pitmaston Duchess, however, are exceptions to
the rule, as they are bearing quite a wealth of

bloom

;

but others,

e.g..

Doyenne

du

Cornice,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, and several of the
Beurres have scarcely any blossoms. One hardly

—
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socic:t<ic:s.

knows to what extent even the little bloom they
now have may be damaged, seeing that on the
18th and 19th of April we had 10 and 9 degrees
frost respectively, on the latter date after a

of
fall

of

found

On subsequent examination I
blooms frozen stiff, and many were

snow.
all

Pliuns and Damsons are splendid everywhere, but possibly we shall hear of great damin
the
next issue of the Chronicle. Here we
age
had a quantity of snow on the 16th. enough to
give the country around quite an Arctic appearance.
B. H. Legg, Melhsham House Gardens,
ruined.

Wilts.

Weather Record*.— Will
in the relation

those

between garden or

interested
culture

field

weather variations, assist in the work
carried out over some forty years by the Eoyal
Meteorological Society, and, since 1890, on a
uniform plan initiated by the late Edward
Mawley in the annual reports on phenological
observations? Their value grows with the years,
but from the first the cry has risen for more observers, particularly throughout Wales, Scot-

and

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

—

April 23. The weather on Tuesday last was
about as wet as cou'.d be imagined at Westminster tliere was an all-pervasive darkness and
dampness, at once depressing to the spirits, and
so gloomy as to prevent anyone from properly
;

appreciating the delightful colouring of the new
Orchids and Daffodils on exhibition at the Drill

Both these clas.?es of flowers were well
Hall.
represented, and there was also a fine collection
of Himalayan and other Rhododendrons, various
Alpine and other early spring flowers, and
Auriculas and Primulas.
The Fruit and Vegetable Committee had very
The Floral Committee recomlittle work to do.

mended one Awai-d of Merit and awarded a few
medals.
The Orchid Committee considered
several novelties.
The Narcissus and Tulip
Committee recommended three Awards of Merit
and

five

medals.

This Committee awarded the

[Apeil

27, 1918.

leaves and sweetly scented deep rose-pink
flower of larger size than found in the usual
form.
From Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons,

set

Oxford.

Groups.
Messrs. R. Gjxl and Sons showed delightful
Rhododendrons, especially the rich-hued Norman Gill, Gill's Crimson, the clusters of R.
Nuttallii,
R. campy loglossum, and the fine
R. Falconeri. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons showed a largeflowered form of Daphne rupestris, the fragrant

Viburnum

Carlesii and Androsace pyrenaica.
Messrs. Felton and Sons showed some vases
charmmg Roses and of Double Gerbera.
(Bronze Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons contributed
Roses in fine form, their A. Hartmann, Emily
Gray and Golden Ophelia being prominent. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Mr. George Prince also exhibited Roses, his
group including Yellow Banksian bending over
larger-flowered varieties in low vases.
(Silver
Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons showed Ferns.
(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Mr. G. Reuthe and Mr. G. W. Miller showed
hardy flowers. (Bronze Banksian Medals.)

of

Orchid Committee.
Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart

(in

the

chair). Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. Jas. O'Brien
(hon. secretary), R. A. Rolfe, R. G. Thwaites,

Fred. K. Sander, T Armstrong, A. McLean, J.
Charlesworth, J. E. ShiU, W. H. White, Walter
Cobb, Frederick J. Hanbury, C. J. Lucas, R.

Brooman White, and W.

J.

Kaye.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.
Brasso-Cattleya Princess Mary (B.-C. Dighyano-Schmderae x C. chocoensis alba), from
Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.
A very
handsome and distinct hybrid, partaking much of
the fine form of C. Schroderae, but broader in
its parts and of fine substance.
The broad
sepals and petals are white with a slight blush
tint on the reverse side, the fine circular-fronted
fringed lip white, with rich orange disc and
throat to the tube.

all

Award

of Merit.

var.
Bochamptun (Oda.
x 0dm. ardentissimum) from Dr.
Miguel Lacroze, Bryndir, Roehampton (Orchid

Odontioda

Joan

Charlesworthii

,

grower Miss Robertson).

An

ideal flower, of

large size, perfect shape, and remarkably intense
dark colour. The broad sepals and petals were
entirely rich claret colour, with a dark maroon
shade and a very slight white margin.

Preliminary Commendations.
Odontoglossum Miguelito (Dora X Doris magA charmnificum), from Dr. Miguel Lacroze.
ing seedling, bearing one large claret-coloured
flower of fine shape and substance, the outer
parts of the segments being white and other
slight white markings appearing between the
large blotches.

Fig. 80.

phenological stations, 1916. also isophenes of 120,
and 160 days for 1916.

land,
and Ireland.
The accompanying map
exhibits
this
paucity ;
also,
however,
the
fascinating floral march across the land by the
isophenes, or lines of equal
flowering date,
counting Januaiy 1 as 1. Hence 120 stands for
April 30. In the parts named especially, but also
all over, we are anxious to enrol fresh observers
for the 13 common wild flower, 6 bird, and 5
insect records.
I shall be most pleased to send
the necessary forms and instructions.
Among
earlier observations are the first appearance of
Coltsfoot, Anemone, Blackthorn, swallow, honey
bee (visiting flowers). Any migrant records are
valued.
/. Edmund Clark, Asijarth, Riddles-

down Eoad, Purley, Surrey.
Early-flowerinq Shrubs
130,

141,

150).— Both

Prunus

(see

pp.

Pissartii

112,

and

Forsythias have flowered in South-west Scotland with more than usual freedom this spring.
P. Pdssartii has been charming, and Forsythia
intermedia, F. Fortune!, and F. densi flora have
been unusually floriferoiis. 5. Arnott, Maxwelltown, Dumfriesshire.

130, 140

Engleheart Cup to Messrs. Herbert Chapman,
Ltd., for the best dozen Daffodils not in commerce ; there were four entries. The Peter BaiT

Memorial Cup was awarded to Miss Willmott,
V.M.H., Warley Place, Great Warley, for the
year ensuing, as an acknowledgment of the good
work this lady has done in popularising
Daffodils.

Floral Committee.
Present: Messrs. Henry B. May (in the chair).
Sydney Morris, John Green, R. W. Wallace,
John Heal, J. F. McLeod, Geo. Harrow, C. R.
Fielder, E. F. Hazelton. G. Reuthe,

W. Howe,

H. Cowley. Thos. Stevenson, W. H. Page,
Arthur Turner, Chas. Dixon, John Dickson,
Chas. E. Pearson, W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, Geo. Paul, J.

H.

J. Jones,

W.

Barr,

W.

B. Cranfield.

and W. G. Baker.

Award

of Merit.

—

A dainty little
shrub of lowly Alpine growth, with short, closely
Daphne

rupestrls grandifiora.

Odontoglossum General Foch [ArmstTongiae x
from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown,
Orchidhurst, Tunbridge Wells. A good result in
which
for
violet
colours,
blue and
fixing
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown have made sucThe flower borne by the
cessful endeavours.
seedling plant was 3^ inches across, the ground
colour white, with the greater part of the surface
of the sepals violet, the fringed petals bearing
numerous irregular violet blotches. Lip ample,
white, with violet blotches in front of the crest,
which constitutes a distinct feature, as the
blotching of the lip is usually brown or red, and
not coloured like the petals as in this seedling.
Colossus),

Groups.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.
Mr. Thurgood), was awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for an effective group, in which were a
good selection of Miltonias. including a fine specimen of M. vexillaria Memoria G. D. Owen, with
four spikes bearing together 17 flowers. Among
the Odontoglossums were the fine O. Hallii King
Edward VII., 0. crispum Snow Queen. O. c.
Oakwood Ruby, and other rare forms.
Dr. Miguel Lacroze, Roehampton, showed
two good novelties in Brasso-Cattleya Beaumont

April
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VB.-<'. Cliftonii magnifica X C. Empress Frederick), a good blush- white flower with greenishyellow disc to the lip and Odontoglossum Gata;

inarca (Sceptrum x Fascinator), primrose-j'ellow

with dark spotting.
Messrs. Armstrong \kd Brown were awarded
a Silver Flora Medal for a very fine group containing a se'ection of new hybrid Odontoglossums. among which 0dm. Bullecourt, 0. eximium
Xanthotes, and other white forms were conAmong the shnwv Odontiodas, Oda.
spicuous.
Henry ii. with a rich spike of cinnabar-red
flowers, was the most attractive.
Messrs. C'harlesworth and Co. were awarded
a Silver Flora Medal for a group of fine Odontoglossums. Odontiodas, Laelio-Cattleyas. etc., with
well-flowered white Dendrobium Infundibulnm
and D. .Jamesianum.
Messrs. .Stfart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook.
Sussex, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal
for an attractive group, principally hybrids, the
new forms being L.-C. Marco (L.-C. Mena x C.
Schroderae), a pretty pure cowslip-yellow flower,
and
(L.-C.
Fer'onia
C.
L,C, Sextus
x
Schroderae), formed like C, Schroderae, blushwhite, with orange disc. Fine specimens of L.-C.
eximia. with fine flowers, L.-C. Dominiana, and
the white Brasso-Cattleya Qvieen Alexandra, with
four flowers, were al.=o shown.
Messrs. C. F. Watfrs, Balcombe, were awarded
a Bronze Banksian ^^pda! for a selection of wellflowered hybrid Dendrobiums. including a good
white form of D. Ainsworthii, and the richly
coloured D. splendidissimum var. Mrs. Havwood.
Mr. .T. E. Shii,[., The Dell Hardens. Englefield
Green, showed a splendid plant of Odontioda
Duchess, with a branched spike of many wellformed flowers, handsomely blotched with bright
red on blush-white ground.
Messrs. Flory anb Black, Slough, showed
their new seedling Cattleya Peter (Hardyana x
Venus), nearest to C. Hardyana, and witli yellow
sepals and petals tinged with rose, the rosymauve lip having the gold lines of C, Dowiana
aurea and the vellow patches on each siie of the
lip as in C. Warscewiczii, one of the parents of
C.

Hardyana.

Prefeiil : Mr. E. A. Bowles (in the chairl.
Miss E, Willniott, Rev. ,1. .Jacob, Messrs. P. R.
Barr, W, Poupart, F, H, Chapman, Herbert
Smith, W. B. ( innfi.-ld. Francis Ban-hard, H. W.
Wallace. W. F. M. Copeland, O. Reuthe. C. W.
Leak, .T. D. Pearson, .i,nd Chas. H. Curtis (hon.
seel.

Awards
l.^rint^ini

of Merit.
lirftid.

—A

l>eautiful

and

admired Daffodil with a white perianth
of excellent form. The crown of yellow hue has
a deep, frilled rim of vivid mandarin red. This
belongs to the Barrii class, though a three quarter
From Messrs. Herbert Chapbred poeticus.
man, Ltd., Rye, Su».sex.
NnrrhfiiK MisK E. M. Bowling. A very dainty
Oiant Leedsii varietv, with faultless whit^perianth segments and » frilled Apricot-tinted,
pink-flushed trumpet. This is not a largo flower,
hut so bi-aiilifnl and wellbalanced ns to attract
From Mr. W. B. Cran
considerable attention.
TiELn, Enfield Chase, Middlesex.
poelicus
Qiieenie
(.V.
Narcissus Spalrlinri
A beautiful double white form
ornntu! phvus).
of the popular N. ornatns, and particularly useIt
ful for market purposes and florists' use.
gained an Award of Merit as a show flower in
Slay. 1917. and on the present occasion was
granted a similar award as a market variety.
From Messrs. F. Crr.piN and Son, Narcissus
f5ardens. Spalding.

•greatly

—

—

Croups.
Mr. .\. RoMNsoN, Doncaster, is a new exhibitor at Westminst/er
he showed a great
variety of Daffodils, amongst which were Orangeman. Mrs. .T. H. Veitch, Coeur de Lion, Firebrand and Croesus.
Messrs. Herbert Chapman, Ltd., displayed a
fine lot of poeticus forms and such brilliant
varieties as Torso. Crimson Braid. Wliitewell,
;

.

and Debutante,
(Silvcr-gilt Banksian Medal.)
In their exhibit, which won for them the Engleheart Cup. this firm showed Bandm.ister and
Nell

Cwymne

in

capital

condition.

Major CimRCHER, Alverstoke, showed Will
Scarlet. Red Beacon, and Gipsy Queen in good
form.

M.

Copeland's group included
the handsome double Mary Copelaod and the
still more double Mrs. Maurice Malcolm, with
many dainty seedlings representing other sec-

W-

F.

tions.

Messrs.

Barr and Sons had

the best Daft'od'"

display, and gained a Silver-gilt Flora Medal
for their clean, bright flowers; Dolores, Red

Beacon, Pyrrha, Ruby (finely formed), Cossack,
Elvira, and Radiant were a few of the finer
flowers in this group.

and Vegetable Committee.

Fruit

Present: Messrs. Joseph Cheal (in the chair),
H. Markham, P. D, Tuckett, J, C, Allgrove,
Edwin Beckett, F, Jordan, E. Harriss, E. A.
Bunvard. F. G. Tresseder, W. H. Divers. A. Bn'lock, Geo. P. Berry, A. R. Allan and W. Wilks
A few seedling and other Apples were placed
before this Committee, but there were no other
exhibits, and no awards were made.

NATIONAL AURICULA AND PRIMULA,

—

April 23. War conditions and weather conditions combined to make this Society's exhibition, held in conjunction with the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting, a somewhat poor
In many classes there were no entries and
one.
Some of the flowers shown
in others only one.
were quite good, but there was an entire absence
of enthusiasm, and very few Auricula-lovei's
were present,
Mr, .1. T. Bennett-Poe was the only exhibitor
Mr. J. L. Gibson
of two show Auriculas.
showed the only grey-edged Auricula a good
plant of Marmion which gained a 1st Prize._

—

—

For four show Auriculas Mr. Gibson gained
first place, and showed, among others, a fine
violet self-coloured variety.

Mr. Bennett-Poe was first and second for
one .\lpine .Xuricula. and showed Dean Hole m
each case. Mr. .7. L. Gibson led in the class
for six .\lpine .\uriculas, with .T. T. Bennett-Poe.
StromboH, Phyllis Douglas, Claude Halcro, Mrs.
las. Douglas, and Prime Minister.
Mr. H.
Mason was placed .second. Mr. Gibson was also
awarded Isl Prize for six fancy Auriculas, show
ing Great Warley. Kate Xickleby, and .some good

W

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

ycirrt^^ui

Mr.

seedlings.
The 1st Prize in a second class for six Alpine

Auriculas was won by Mr. .7. T. Bennett-Poe
with Golden Dustman. Duke of York, Argus,
Dean Hole, Rosy Morn and ,7. T. Bennett-Poe
For four .\lpinp .\uriculns Mr. ,T, T.. Gibson.
Belmont. Surrey, won the first place for a good
set, and w.as followed in order by ^^r. .7. T.
Bennett-Poe and ^fr. H. W. Mason. Banstead.
Mr. G. W. Miller, Wi.sbech. secured the
1st Prize for a collection of Primulas and Auriculas, and had no competitors.
The best dozen
Polyanthuses also came fmm Mr, G. W. Miller.
who won the 1st Prize for a specimen Pnlvanlhus, for a dozen Primroses, and for six Prim
roses, the colours of the flowers in these classes
being bright and v.aried.

CROPS AND STOCKJIN^THE HOME FARM.
Vktches for Horses and Cows.

Vetches aro very useful for providing green
food of an appetising nature for horses in
.August and September when they are doing
extra work during harvest.
Cows, too, appreciate them, and .so do pigs, especially when they
are podded. Two bushels of seed per acre, with
half a bu.shel of Oats, should be sown broadcast
on deeply ploughed land that may have produced a crop of roots during the winter.
Manure freshly applied is not ab.solutely necessary.
Harrow the ground well after sowing,
and see that birds do not rob the seed.
Winter Vetches intended for ,sheep food, hay
or seed, should be rolled without delay, especially in light soil, as recent frost? have loosened
If it is not soon made firm again
the surface.
by the roller red rust may affect the growth.
Maize.

Cowkeepers who have not hitherto grown
Maize as green food for their cows are realising
advantages in increasing the milk
its
during August, September and October.

supply

181
The second or

third week in May is. quite soon
enough to sow the seed. If sown'earlier in stiff
soil, which is liable to be cold and wet, the seed
rots
or the growth may be injured by late
frost.
Plough the land deeply, working it
down to a fine tilth, so that when ploughed
.again for sowing the fine surface soil will" fall
on the seed.
This should be sown thinly in
the furrow behind the plough, the furrow being,
say, 3 inches deep.
This is better than drillirTg
the seed, as with the latter method some of it
is sure not to be buried more than an inch deep.
Rooks quickly find such stray seeds, and burrow
for more, often spoiling the whole plot.
If
the land was not previously manured,
scatter in the furrow some superphosphate. The
seed need not be sown closer than 8 inches
:

apart.

Trifolium Incarnatum

sown

last August or early in September to provide cattle food in May and June, is progressing favourably on well enriched land.
Liberal
cultural conditions in regard to manure and
Ithorough preparation are a great advantage.
Plots that are not making satisfactory growth
should be aided by a dressing of sulphate of
ammonia sown over during dry weather at the
rate of 1 cwt. per acre.

Mangold.

Now

is the time to make final preparation for
sowing of Mangolds.
The value of this
root is well known.
It may form the staple
food for dairy cows from November until the
middle of May.
For sheep Mangolds can be
used during the lambing period
Februarj-,
and from then onwards until August.
For
horses they can be used daily from January
until May, or later ; and for pigs all the year

the

m

round.

The

best preparation for this

crop is farmin in November at the
20 tons per aero, followed by 3 cwt.
superphosphate in the spring, previous to sow
ing.
The various manure merchants prepare a
concentrated form of manure for this crop which
saves the labour and expense of carting farmyard manure.
Agricultural salt is beneficial,
especially on light soil, as it conserves the
moisture in the soil 4 cwt. salt sown over the
|)lot ten days before sowing the seed,
and 5
'Wt. superphosphate per fcre will be suflRcient,
provided the soil has been well manipulated and
Sulphate of amis
fairly free from weeds.
monia sown evenly over the land at the rate of
1
cwt. per acre after thinning the plants is of
great assistance to this crop. No time should be
lost in getting in the manures to be applied, as
del,ay in delivery may occur.
Manure can be applied with the seed in the
drill, but it is better to sow broadcast, whatManure sown in the drill with
ever the kind.
the seed is liable to check the early growth by
distributing it over the plot it is made more
If the weather is
available for future growth.
dry, and the land in good working condition,
sow the seed in April. Early sowing provides a
longer sea.son of growth, and enables the roots to
The earlier storlie lifted earlier in the antumn.
ing of the roots renders them more secure from
frost. Early sowing, too, enables the plants to be
set out. thinned, and hoed before haymaking
begins, which supersedes such work as hoeing,
8 lbs, of seed per acre is sufficient to produce a
As to variety, this is a matter for
full plant.
circumstances.
For cows in milk grow Golden
Tankard. For sheep grow the Globe type, as it

yard manure, ploughed
rate

of

;

;

more bulk.
Mangold in clamps intended for food for
some months yet should be exposed to the
air,
and would be all the better if turned
check both root and top growth.
over, to
Such growth is now taking place, owing to
Should there be any
lack of air and light.
decayed roots they should be removed as
having a tendency to contaminate those in conyields

The sprouts should also be
tact with them.
removed, as if fed to cattle or sheep they are
apt to cause scour. In the case of cows, where
the roots are put through the slicer or pulper
the top (crown) of the root as well as roots and
dirt .should first be removed, giving the
all
Such detail.? are
animals only the clean root.
of the utmost importance in obtaining satisfactory results.

E. Molyneux.
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COVENT GARDEN,
Plants In Pots, &e.
All 4S'8, per doz.

d. s

.i.

Arallas

7

Araucaria oxcelsa
Asparagus plumo-

7

Prlnes.

Cinerarias

0-12
0-10
0-42

—

0-24 n

21 0-24

Cyclamens

Ferns and Palms
6.

:

Average Wholesale Prices

d. s.d.

cunea-

tum, 48'B,perdoz. 9 0-10

—

Ji.

s.d. a

fi.

0-8"
0-80

10
sus
9
SpreDgeri
..
Aspidistra, green,.. 36
Boronia
meifasIS
tigma

Adiantnm

April

Average Wholesale

:

elegans

,..

9 0-10

Aspleiiium,4S's, per
9 0-12

doz

— 32'8
— nidus, 48's
Cyrtoniium, 4S'9

21 0-24
...

10 0-12

...

8 0-10

<

[Apkil

27.

1918.

.

May

—

,.
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this continent frequently confused
the Potato with other plants of which the
tuber was eaten, thus considerably increasing the confusion in the nomenclaIt
ture of the Jerusalem Ai'tichoke
seems fairly evident, however, that where
a " taste of the Artichoke " is mentioned,
the
plant referred to is Helianthus
tuberosus, as by no stretch of imagination
could such a flavour be ascribed to the
ordinary Potato. It is, however, this confusion which has led to one of the earlier
names of the Jerusalem Artichoke,
namely, "' Battatas of Canada " ; it is
under this name that it is mentioned, in
1629, by Parkinson in his Paraciisu-.
The traditional origin of the French

from

Bavhtmxs

ffiljrnnidr
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THE JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE.
nearly three hundred years the
FOK plant
known to botanical science as

Helianthus tubcrosus has borne,
English gardens, the name of Jerusalem Artichoke.
In these latter days,
in

when many established beliefs are in the
melting-pot, the claims of this appellation
are being questioned, and efforts ai-e being
made to substitute another name, more
descriptive and more truthful. Incidentally, the discussion has widened into an
inquiry upon the subject of the introduction of the plant into this country, but has
done little beyond disclosing how liltle is

known

as to its origin.

Botanists have long occupied themselves with this same question, and the
names of Asa Gray, Decaisne, De Candolle, and Sohleehtendal will readily occur
to the mind in connection with this interesting point of historical research. The
care, however, with which these eminent
scientists have delved into the past has
produced a negative rather than a positive result, in that they have all come to
more or less the same conclusion that
of the origin
and
historical evidence
introduction of the Jerusalem Artichoke
and
tradition
that
is almost unobtainable,
varies so greatly as to be entirely untrustworthy.
It appears evident, however, that tlie
plant is a native of the United States or
of Canada (the term " Canada " in the
seventeenth century often included what
are now known as the United States).
Travellers at the end of the sixteenth and
beginning of the seventeenth centuries
used to tell of a native American plant
the roots of which were eaten V)v the
" Indians," and
which tasted like the
Articlioke.
At that time the Potato was
so little known in Europe that travellers

—

one

to give it, were it not that
supported by the authority of Monsieur Georges Gibault, the indefatigable
librarian of the French Societe Nationale

Florists

National Auricula and

.

so slight that

would hesitate

AncientSocietyofYork

Dutch Brown Beans

is

is

d'Horticulture. in his Histoiie des Ltgumrs
(1912). It would appear that in 1613. the
approximate year of the introduction of
the Jerusalem Artichoke into France, a
little party of the savage inhabitants of
the isle of Maragnon, Brazil, was brought
to France as a curiosity.
These natives
were called by the French " Toupinamboux," which designation is apparently a
corruption of the name " Tupi-Guarani,"
by which they were known to Brazilian
The coincidence, therefore, of
settlers.
"
the introduction of the " Toupinamboux
and of the strange, new tuberous vegetable
led to the tubers being called by the name
of the savage visitors /^afterwards still
further corrupted to Topinambaux and
Topinambour), though there is not the least
evidence that the Topinambour was ever
grown in Brazil, or that these particular
savages ever ate it

The name Topinambour, which

ialls sc

and trippingly from French
and was willingly adopted in other

pleasantly
lips,

Latin) countries, did not find
favour with the English. The vegetable
was introduced into this country in 1617
(chiefly

by a Frenchman, Monsieur Francjuoville,
It seems, therefore,
resident in London.
reasonable to suppose that it must have
come to us first under its quaint French
name but already in 1629 we find Parkinson describing it under the name of
;

Battatas of Canada. In 1640, however, in
the same author's Theater of Plants, there
occurs, probably for the first time, the
name by which it has ever since been
known to us, Jerusalem Artichoke.

How did Parkinson arrive at this extraCertainly he did not
ordinary name ?
think the plant was a native of Pale'stine,
for he himself had previously named it
" of Canada."
In order to obtain some
light upon the subject we must go to
Italy, which country had also, by this
time, received the new vegetable, and had
adopted it with some readiness. It was,
in fact, introduced into Italy before it was
known in this country, namely, some time
before 1616 ; tradition says, from I'eru,
though it has never been found to be indigenous to that country, or to any part
of South America. However that may be,
it seems certain that it was not introduced
into Italy through France, but direct from

;
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America.
The Italians would thus be
under no temptation to use the French
name, but would name it for themselves
which they accordingly did, by the beauti
ful name of " Girasole " " Turn-as-thesun."
Now, it is quite probable that
between 1629 (when Parkinson wrote his
Paradisiis) and 1640 (the date of publication of the Theater of Plants), when
English gardeners appeared to have
finally accepted the name of Jerusalem
Artichoke, the Italian name Girasole had
become known in this country. Topinambour, if ever used, had long been abandoned, owing probably, as before suggested, to the difficulty of pronunciation ;

Battatas " would have been found impracticable, on account of the growing
popularity of the true Potato, with which,
if it bore a similar name, the new tuber

"

would

have been hopelessly confused
what, then, more natural than to adopt
the simple Italian name of "Girasole"!
Once adopted, it would share the fate of
the majority of imported words its meaning unknown to the greater number of
people who used it, the word would immediately become converted to something that
English pronunciation, we
was known.
know, has changed considerably in the past
throe hundred years; and what little we
know of the rules it has followed would
lead us to infer a still closer resemblance in
1640 between the words " Girasole " and
''
Jerus.aleni " than exists to-day.
Having arrived, then, at the word
" Jerusalem " (which would be considered
in the light of an adjective), some noun
The
would be sought to tack on to it.
word " Artichoke " would naturally be
chosen to fill this hiatus, on account of the
;

taste of the new vegetabje, which was considered to resemble that of the inflores-

cence of Cynara.
A correspondent who has written so interestingly in these pages on this subject
over the initials //. E. D. mentions the
name " Tartufoli " as a synonym for Girasole.
But Monsiotir Gibault (op. cit.)
differs from him, and I am bound to say
I agree with Monsieur Gibault when he
says: "La plante appelee Tartufli, truffe,
decrite par Olivier de Serres en 1600,
n'est pas le Topinambour comme ParmenC'est la Pomme de
tier I'a cru.
.

.

.

.

.

.

terre."

We may mention one more so-called
synonym on which there appears also to
Lescarbot,
have been some confusion.
who was one of the earlier colonists in
Canada, writes

in

1618

deprecating

the

use of the foolish name " Topinambaux,"
Canada
of
natives
tlie
stating that
called the vegetables in question " chitripped,
Monsieur Lescarbot
quebi."
however, in making this statement the
name " chiquebi " was applied by the
Algonquins only to the tubers of Apios.
;

As an example of the danger of loose
derivation, and of the habit of mind
known to philosophy as " rationalisation,"
we give one quotation from the writHe wrote
ings of De Combles, 1749.
French taste
the
a time when
(at
for

Jerusalem

Artidiokes

had

considei--

declined): " Voici le plus mauvais
legume dans I'opinion generale cependant

ably

;

—

;
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.

.

legume avec les
ce
placer
dois
Lee fruits (tubercles) sont de la grosseur
oeuf cette plante est venue d'Amerique, (In
des Topinambours, d'oii elle tire son nom."
italics are my own, but are scarcely necesto point the moral to us, who know on
je

.

.

.

autres.

d'un
pays

The
sary

;

slight a foundation rests the assertion contained in those words.
The subject of popular nomenclature forms one
of the most fascinating of studies ; the pity of
it is that too much of the evidence on which,
faute de mieux, we must rely, is either altogether
erroneous or in the nature of the extract given
immediatelv above. M. fJ.

how

colour on ihe tips of the petals and the margin
of the lip, the colour on which is much more
highly developed on one side than the other, and
scarcely perceptible on the lighter side.

ODONTIODA LEDA.
An inflorescence of this bright scarlet Odontioda
medium size, sent by Eustace F. Clark,
of
Esq., Evershot, Dorsetshire, is specially interesting in that, although in the ancestry there are
several blotched Odontoglossums, the flowers on
the spike sent give not the slightest trace of
markings. In the slender habit and colour of
the flowers, and especially the form of the lip
and

yellow crest, the hybrid closely adheres

its

C. Noezliana, differing mainly in its larger
flowers.
The purple colouring on the back of
to

ORCHID HOTES AND CLEANINGS.
ODONTOGLOSSUM VICTORY VAR. THE

BAHONESS.
By

the use of a specially selected hybrid of
perfect shape of which the parentage is not
Odontoglossum
with
crossing
known for
crispura The Baroness, Messrs. Armstrong and
Brown, Orchidhurst, Tunbridge WeUs, have
raised a specially fine race, which they have

—

—

the column of C. Noezliana is also visible in the
hybrid. Oda. Leda was raised by Messrs. Sander
and Sons, who first flowered it in 1914. It resulted from crossing C. Noezliana and 0dm. Rio
Tinto (gandavense X sceptrum).

SOPHRONITIS GRANDIFLORA.
Severai, brilliant scarlet examples of this compact-growing little species were shown at the
Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on the

[Mat

4,

1918.

ON CALORIES.
{Conclude// from fage 173.)

We

must now turn to the other side of the
question and seek to discover how many calories
are required to enable a man to do the day's
bodily work.
The caloric requirements wUl, of
course,

depend on many factors, of which some

of the chief are

amount

and sex.
So far as sex

is

of

work done,

age, weight,

concerned caloric experiments

carried out in different countries indicate that a
woman's requirements are, on the average, about
80 per cent, of those of a man. But a complication comes in when age is considered, for whereas
persons of all ages requii'e food, not only for
work-doing purposes, but also for repair of
tissues, youth, the period of construction, requires more of the repair and constructional
foods that is, the proteins.
Hence, in any
system of rationing provision must be made for
supplying young children with sufficient tissuebuilding foods.

—

Again, the energy consumed per day will manifestly depend on the quantity and intensity of
Even during sleep, energy dethe work done.
rived from the combustion of food is required to
keep the bodily machine running but since all
that energy, needed tor the pumping of blood
through the body, the pumping of air in and
out of the lungs, ultimately runs down as heat,
it helps to maintain the temperature of the body.
This latter work, however, that of keeping up
the temperature of the body, is always a first
charge on the energy obtainable by the combusWhen violent exercise is taken all
tion of food.
the heat energy produced cannot be used, and
the body automatically takes steps to use up
the surplus heat-energy by promoting perspiration.
"The heat energy is used to evaporate water
from the surface of the skin.
Therefore, violent work is extravagant of fuel
in other words, men engaged in heavy manual
work use more calories than those engaged in
work of average heaviness, and these in turn use
more than those in semi-sedentary or sedentary
occupations. Hence a scientific system of rationing must be based not only on age and sex, but
also on occupation.
There are several means by which caloric requirements may be ascertained.
One. which is the best, but most laborious and
difficult, is to measure the work done by an individual, and at the same time to determine the
energy value of the food supplied. By experiments along these lines it has been found that,
as already stated, about 30 per cent, of the energy
supplied by the heat units of the food may be
used for the day's work. Accepting this fraction
it is possible to say that if the day's work of a
man requires so much energy, he must be supplied with food sufficient to provide Si, times
;

Fig.

named

their

81.

odontoglossum victory

" Victory " strain.

The

first

of

these hybrids was shown at the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on October 12, 1915,

and was awarded a Preliminary Commendation
the variety was described in Gard. Chron.,
Oct. 16, 1915, p. 253.
Since that time several
forms of the batch have been shown, all beaiing
the same characteristics of perfect shape and remarkably firm substance as in the original
;

The variety The Baroness, illustra.t6d in
fig. 81. is the latest of these hybrids which has
flowered, and shows the perfection of all the
The
floral points aimed at by the hybridist.
ground colour is white, the markings rich Indian
red with a shade of orange colour.

cross.

BRASSO-LAELIA JESTER.

-

A FLOWER of this cross between Laelia
Jongheana and Brasso-Laelia Jessopii (L. xanthina X B. Digbyana) is sent by Pantia Ralli,
Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey (Orchid grower, Mr.
W. H. White), in whose gardens it was raised
and is flowering for the first time. The flower,
which is nearest in form to B.-L. Jessopii, shows
little of the Laelia Jongheana parent, except in
the golden-yellow disc of the lip and the undulation of its fringed margin. The- sepals and petals
are sulphur-yellow with a slight tinge of rose

var.

the baroness.

the bright colours of the flowers contrasting pleasingly with the variously tinted
Odontoglossums and other Orchids in neighbouring exhibits.
Mr. W. H. White, Orchid grower to Pantia
Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey, sends several
examples of the bright scarlet flowers produced
in pairs, and not singly, as is usual in the species.
The production nf twin flowers has frequently
been recorded, and usually in favourable seasons
by plants well giown in a cool or cool intermediate house and suspended near the roof-gla,ss.
The production of two flowers is said to be more
frequent with some plants than with others.

23rd

ult.,

much energy.
Another experimental method of ascertaining
the number of calories required is to 'measure
the total output of energy in heat units (calories).
Experiments made in this way have shown that
in the case of a metal filer working at a known
rate 3.656 calories were liberated (and therefore
consumed) in a day, 8 hours of which were devoted to work, 8 to "rest," and 8 to sleep.
Evidently if we had sufficient experimental evidence of this kind we should have a complete
but we have not.
answer to our question
Recourse mnst therefore be had to a third
and less satisfactory method, that of collecting
statistics with respect to the amount of food
consumed, from large numbers of people belonging to one or other section of the community. In spite of the somewhat unsatisfactory
nature of this indirect method, the results obdifferent countries
and by many
tained in
Thus
different observers, are very concordant.
the dailv diet of a large number of English
acricnitnral families was, on the average, composed of Proteins, 3 oz. fats, 3 oz. and carbohydrates, 19 oz., representing a total of about

as

;

ORCHID SALES.
The sale by auction of the Orchids in the collection formed by the late 0. 0. Wrigley, Esq.,.
Bridge Hall, Bury, took place on April 16 and
two following days.
The buyers, chiefly
amateurs, showed keen interest in the sale. The
kind
will
of
the
be the sale of the
next event
extensive collection belonging to the late Mr.
Lcemann, Heaton Mersey, near ManThe sale will be conducted by Messrs.
Protheroe and Morris, on Tuesday, May 14, and
The collection is rich in
three following days.
hvbrids and named varieties of species.

John

chester.

:

;

;

—
May

4,
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The average

3,500 calories.

;
;

diet of

some 18,000

English munition workers proved t-o be
Protein, 4 oz. ; fat, 4| oz.
and carbohydrates, 14 oz.,
with a total caloric value of 3,460.
Evidently
bread, which makes so large a contribution to the
agricultural worker's diet, was replaced in the
case of the munition workers by an approximately
corresponding amount of proteins and fats.
From these and other statistics it may be in
ferred that a grown man of average weight (150
lbs.), doing moderately hard work, requires 3,500
calories per day.
As the work done increases or
decreases, so the caloric requirements rise or
fall very rapidly.
Thus, for very active physical
work about 4,500 calories per day are required,
and this number rises in extremely hard work to
On the other hand, for light sedentary
5,000.
work no more than 2,500 calories a day axe required, and those who do no active work whatever use no more than 2,300 calories.
With the table already provided in which the
composition of the varioas foodstuffs is given
anyone may work out for himself the amount
and at current prices the cost of a sufficient
ration.
To do this a reduction of 12 per cent, on
the caloric value of food " as bought " should be
allowed for waste in course both of preparation
:

;

and have emerged from the process to become general garden favourites. Other genera
that would seem equally to merit the consideration of the horticulturist have, from some cause
tion,

or other, been neglected, with the result that
they are not so frequently seen in cultivation as
their worth might cause one to expect. Among
such may be ranked the South Arfrican genus
Eucomis, of the order Liliaceae. Some species of
this genus have been in cultivation off and on for
more than a hundred years, and one species for
over two hundred years, yet they remain to-day
as when first introduced.
They are bulbous
plants that never seem to have become popular,
ix>ssibly because their flowers are not brightly
coloured.
Yet they are decidedly striking in
appearance, and more or less ornamental, if some-

what

stiff-looking.

The

tuft

of

small

leaves

which terminates the flower-spike is their
most striking characteristic, whilst the stout,
dense

spike

of

moderate-sized

flowers,

al-
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twice as tall ; the leaves are longer and broader
the pedicels longer and much more spreading
the perianth cream-coloured, instead of greenishwhite; and the ovary straw-yellow, in-stead of
green.
I have a suspicion that this species has
been introduced once before and wrongly supposed to be E. pallidiflora, b-it I have no knowledge that it still exists in cultivation.
The
following are its characters, partly compiled from
particulars sent to me by Mr. Pole-Evans, after
whom I have great pleasure in naming this \ery
fine plant.

Bulb ovoid, up to 4 inches in diameter. Leaves
9-12 to a bulb, 2^-4 feet long, 4-7 inches broad,
ascending, broadly strap-shaped-lanceolate, subacute, channelled along the midrib, unduhited
along the margins, soft in texture. Flower-stem
5-6 feet in total height, with the peduncle about
4 feet long and an inch thick, hght green the
raceme 12-18 inches long and 3^-5^ inches in diameter, lax below and dense above, with a tuft
;

—

and digestion.
It

is

also

easy

to

calculate

the

number

calorics contained in the rationed diet,

to ascertain the

of

and thus

number which must be supplied

from non-rationed articles.
Other points, however, require to be borne
in mind by anyone who desires to base his diet
on the ascertained facts relating to the human
machine
One is that if food is of a very low
grade as, for e.xample, in the rase of horses,
poor hay it may require so much digestive work
to bp Hone on it that the food if used alone,
although it will keep store animals alive during
rest, will not suffice for working animals.
Moreover, in addition to heat producing
and tissue building foods, the body requires a
sufficiency of mineral salts and of what may
be called natural preventive medicine foods.

—

—

These latter substances, known commonly as
vitamines (see Gard. Chron., December 22, 1917.
p.
251), occur naturally in eggs, milk, and
ill
fresh
vegetables,
and are essential for
the maintenance of the health of the body.
Henc« •very diet should comprise some of
the vitamine containing food 8tuffs, although
the
quantity
required
extremely small.
is
.\
which is made up
diai,
for example,
exclusivsly of canned foods is likely to be
followed by signs of malnutrition and disease.
The claims of fresh vegetables to a regular place
ill
the diet are based on the fact that they are
rich both in miner.'il salts and also in vitamines
To obtain the full value from these foods it
If
cooked.
is essential that they ho properly
vegetables are cut into pieces and immersed for
a long while in water, much of the " goodness " that is, the mineral salts, and probably
and lost.
also
the
vitamines is
dissolved
Herein lies the advantage of vegetable .soups, so
popular among the thrifty peasants of France
and Belgium.

—

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

EUCOMIS POLE-EVA NSII,
It

is

interesting to note

how

N. E. Br.*
certain

genera

some way appealed to the gardener, have
gained his favour, have been modified and improved by his methods of selection arid hybridisahave

in

N E. Br. Biilbiis ovnideua,
Folia 9-12, adscendentia, 7.'i-120 cm.
lotiKa, 10.18 cm. lata. lorato-lanceolata, ad coatam canaliculata, iindiilata.
Fedtinculus 120 cm. lonciiH, 2J cm crassus,
vJridiB.
Racemus :i0-47 cm. Iniieiis, 9-12 cm. diamctro.
Coma 23-90-foliata. foliis ohlongn.lanceolatis acutis. Braeteae 1-U cm. lonKae, 4-fl mm. latae, laiiceolatae, acutac.
Peilicolli 3-S cm. iongi, patull.
Pcrianthii sCKnienta 16 nlm.
I'^ntra, clliptico-oviita. aubolituBa, palide flnv(>-ai'>a. Stamina
10 Dim, longa; ftlamcnta basi dilatata, viridia.
Uvarium
conico-Rlobosum, in atyhini abnipto attcnuatiim, strami•

10

BucomiK Pole-Evatmii.

cm.

tietim.

82.

—

diametrn.

-EucoMis por.B-EVANsii gkowino in the groi'nds OF
UNION, PRETORIA.

not brilliantly coloured,
no
is
by
unattractive.
All the species hitherto
described range from about 1 foot to 2i feet
in height, but about three years ago Mr. I. B.
Pole-Evans,
chief
botanist
tlie
to
Depart
ment of Agriculture, Pretoria, found growing
along the edges of small streams on the high
veldt between Lydenburg and Machadadorj), in
the Transvaal, an undescribed species that is the
most gigantic of all Eucomis at present known.
Mr. Pole-Evans sent living bulbs and dried
specimens of the plant to Kew, accompanied by
the photograph reproduced in fig. 82 of the plant
as it grows in
the grounds attached to the
Laboratory at Pretoria. The illustration shows
an ornamental plant of noble proportions
the
fully developed flower-stem is 5-6 feet in height,
forming a large spike of cream-coloured flowers.
The newcomer should prove a welcome addition
to our half-hardy plants, but it would probably
not survive our winters if treated as hardy.
Specifically it is allied to E. pallidiflora, but, is
thougli

means

:

TIIK

BOTANICAL LABORATORIES OF THE

Bracts «bout
leaves at the top.
Pedicels
i-§ of an incli long, lanceolate, acute.
1^-2 inches long, spreading or slightly ascendingspreading. Segments wt the flower § of an inch
long, elliptic-ovate, sub-obtuse, cream-coloured.
Stamens shorter than the perianth-segments, with
the filaments dilated at the base and forming
Ovary globose-conieal,
a distinct cup, green.
straw-yellow.
A''. E. Brown.
of 23-90 small

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
SEDUM BREVIFOLIUM

POTTSII.

This variety of Sedum brevifolium surpasses
the type in

its

attraction.s.

It

is

of

cI(Kse-

growing habit, rising but a little above the soil,
and is alike pleasing when in or out of bloom.
The flowers are whitish and the leaves have
diverse tints of green, creamy yellow, red, aiid
In diy soils and
other hues difficult to describe.

.
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sunny plaices the plant colours weU, and is a
I befascinating subject for the rock garden.
was brought by the late Mr.
Potts, of Edinburgh, from Vienna a number of
years ago and introduced by him to^ several
lieve the variety

The Week's Work.

gardens.

lONOPSIDIUM ACAULE.
loNOPSiDitTM ACAULE, the Violet Cress, is particularly suitable for the shadier nooks and
Growing only an
corners of the rock garden.
inch or two high, it gives brightness and attractiveness to places where a few miniature flower*

The
are welcome in late summer and autumn.
plant has glossy leaves and small, pale, violetIn a shady spot it blooms for a
blue flowers.
long time, and frequently sows itself for another
Sown in the open from the middle of
season.
April to the end of May, the seedlings if well
Index
thinned soon reach the flowering stage.
Kewensis refers it to Cochlearia and gives its
name as C. acaulis, but the name of lonopsidiimi
Maund,
has been long established in gardens.
who called the plant lonopsidion acaule, stated
the
Register
that according to the Botanical
plant was received by "the London Horticultural Society from the garden of the Due de
Palmella, near Lisbon, in 1845. It is said to be
found wild on the basaltic hills, near Lisbon,
and occasionally on the limestone formation of
Estramadura." S. Arnott.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Thb Flora of Madras.*
The families dealt with in this part of
Gamble's Flora are eleven in number, and, apart
from the Papilionaceae, mainly composed of
woody elements. Celastraceae and Rhamnaceae
are represented by nine and eight genera respectively, showing a relatively large concentration
of these families; and Sapindaceae and Anacardiaceae by twelve and eleven genera, more
The
than half by a single species each.
occurrence of a Maple, Acer niveum, is noteBut the Papilionaceae constitute the
worthy.
bulk and important element of this part, comprising no fewer than 59 genera, some of them
numbering many species. Thus 75 species cf
Crotalaria are described, 31 of Indigofera, 20
of Tephrosia, 12 of Smithia, 24 of Desmodium,
17 of Rhynchosia, 11 of Flemingia, and 15 of
Dalbergia. Bentham and Hooker's classification
is followed with slight modifications in the limits
Each family is deof some of the families.
scribed in sufficient detail, followed by a key
to the genera the genera in their turn are deAll
scribed and followed by keys to the species.
is admirably and clearly set forth, and much less
common
formidable than repetition of characters
to all the species of a genus. Vernacular names
in several Indian languages are cited, and useful
Apa.rt from wellproducts are mentioned.
Jmown economic roots, timbers, fibres, oils. et.c.
there are references to other less familiar subThe root-bark of Ventistances. For example
Schleichera
lago maderaspatana gives a dye.
trijuga has an edible axil, ,nnd the seeds yield
an oil the best lac is produced on its twigs,
and the hard, durable wood is used for riceBuchanania Lanzan (Anacardiaceae)
pounders.
igives a copious gum, and the kernels of the seeds
;

:

;

are largely collected and eaten, as well as tho.«e
of B. lanceolata: and B. angustifolia. The heartwood of Gluta travancorica is dark red, mottled

with orange and black streaks, and is valuable
for furniture. Of Sesbania grandiflora the young
leaves, flowers and pods are eaten as a vegetable, and the huge tubers of Pueraria tuberosa
are sometimes eaten.
W. B. H.
Preiidenn/ of Vo<fra». By ,T S. Gamtile
C I.E., M.A F R.S., late of the Indian Forest Department.
Vol. I., Part 2., pp. 2ni-S9n. Celastraceae to Leeiiminosae
Papilionaceae. Published under the authority of the Secretary of State for India in Council. (London Adlard & Son
*

Flora of

thr.

,

:

and 'Weat-Newman, Ltd.)

Price

8s.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

F.

Jordan, Gardener to Lieut.-Col. Spendek

Clay. M.P., Ford Manor,

French Beans.— Make

Lingfleld, Surrey.

a

sowing

first

of

warm, sheltered position in
double lines, in rows 2 feet apart, thinning out
the plants later to 6 inches apart.
These will
follow plants grown in cold houses or frames.
A few seeds should also be sown in 3-inch pots
or boxes to replace any failures which may occur.
A further sowing should be made in ten days' or

French Beans

in a

a fortnight's time, to ensure a regular supply,
and again as required.
These plants are very
tender, and must be protected as soon as they
appear through the ground.
little extra attention at this stage may enable the crop to
be
gathered at least a fortnight earlier.
Magpie,
Dickson's Belfast, and Ne Plus Ultra may be
sown for early supplies, with Canadian Wonder
for general use 'later.

A

Climbino French Beans.— These Beans are
will produce a continuous
supply until late in the autumn. Give the plants
a little more space, and support with Pea-sticks
about 4 feet high. Otherwise treat as for the
dwarf kinds. Veitch's Climbing and Tender and
True are both prolific, and almost stringless.
most productive, and

Runner Beans. -Seeds sown as advised in
pots or boxes will now be growing freely. Continue to grow the plants in such a manner as
to keep them sturdy, but jjrotecting them from
frost, and plant them out towards the end of the
month.
Stake the plants At once, to prevent
their being injured by rough winds.
Sow seeds
on well-prepared trenches in double lines 9 inches
wide, and allow from 6 to 8 inches between the
seeds.
Protect the plants as soon as they appear
through the ground, and dust with lime and
soot, or slugs will quickly destroy the crop.
Beet.— The principal sowing may be made at
the beginning of this month on deeply d^ug
ground.
Let the rows be 15 inches apart, tliinning the seedlings later to not less than 6 inches
apart.
To obtain e.xhibition specimens boring
must be resorted to, and a little more room
allowed
but very large roots are not desirable
for ordinary- use. Dell's Crimson, Sutton's Green
Top and Pragnell's Exhibition may be relied on.
;

with Crimson Globe for early supplies. Keep a
sharp look-out for sparrows, and dust the seedlings over with soot and lime as soon as they
appear.

Parsley.— A sowing of this most useful herb
now be made, making a further sowing

should

keep up a good supply. Select an open
position in a convenient place on well-prepared
ground, thinning the seedlings later to 6 or 8
inches apart. Champion Moss Curled is a handsome variety and a good grower.
later to

Qeneral Remarks. of such plants as those
vious Calendars.
There
good any failures which

Continue to sow seeds
recommended in prestill time to
make
have occurred.
Use

is

the hoe frequently among all spring crops in
favourable weather, and apply light dressings of
soot when the weather is showery. Allow plenty
of air to Peas, Beans. Turnips and Carrots growing in frames when the weather is favourable,
and harden off seedlings in readiness for plant
ing out later.
Early Potatos in warm positions
will now require daily attention to keep them
covered with soil as long as possible.
A few
branches of .Spruce may also be placed around

them.

THE ORCHID HODSES.
By

J.

COLLIBR, Gardener to Sir Jerbmiah Colman.
Bart., Gatton Park, Beigate.

Phalaenopsis.- Phalaenopsis

P

Schilleriana,

amabilis grandiflora.
P.
Stuartiana,
and
others that have recently passed out of flower,
are now becoming active at the roots.
These
plants should be given fresh rooting materials
each year.
A suitable compost is made up of
equal parts Al fibre and Sphagnum-moss chopped
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rather short.
Any Teak-wood baskets that are
decayed should be replaced by new ones. When
removing the plants, fir.'t immerse the basket
in tepid water for a short time, which will cause
the roots to be more easily detached from tlie
wood. The wires that hold the basket together
sliould be cut, and the bars of wood removed
singly. Carefully detach the roots with the blade
of a thin knife, wash away all the old compost,
and remove dead portions of the roots. Before
placing the plant in the basket, half fill the receptacle with portions of Fern rhizomes or clean
crocks for drainage purp'jses.
The roots should
then be inserted singly between the bars, working the compost between the roots until it is
level with the top of the basket.
Finish with a
layer of clean Sphagnum-moss.
If the baskets
are in a sound condition, carefully remove all
the old rooting materials from between the roots,
and afterwards wash the inside of the basket and
roots by syringing with clean tepid water, filling
up the spaces with fresh compost. These ])lants
may also be grown successfully in shallow pans,
preferably without side holes.
Employ clean
crocks for drainage, and a similar compost to
that recommended for the basket plants, with an
addition of some crushed crocks and small lumps
of charcoal. Phalaenopsis plants should be given
a position in the 'warmest house, where a constant circulation of warm air can be obtained,
and should be shaded from the sun's rays during
the spring and summer months. The plants may
either be suspended from the roof-rafters or
placed on the stage on inverted pots standing in
saucers of water.
The surface of the compost
should be watered sparingly with a fine rose until
the roots have grown well into it. after which
they mav be given more liberal supplies. On the
approach of winter, moisture should be afforded
in reduced quantities.
The plants should receive frequent fumigations with an ap])ix)ved
vaporising compound in order to destroy insect
pests. Plants of P. Rime.stadtiana that are now
coming into bloom should not be disturbed at
the roots until after they have passed their
flowering period.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN
Apples and Pears. -;-Many gardeners have
had

difficulty

in

obtaining sufficient labour in

the pruning season for the past two years, and,
in consequence, some trees have not been pruned.
These trees are, in many instances, producing
quite a good show for fruit, whereas the hard
pruned trees that were more readily accessible
have but a poor display. Possibly the increased
root-action has had something to do with this
result.
Pears Louise Bonne of Jersey (double
grafted), Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurre Super-

Beurre Diel, Pitmaston Duchess. MarMariUat (also double grafted), and
Thompson's, which did not yield well with us
last season, are showing well this year.
Among
Apples, Blenheim Pippin was not at all remarkable with us for its crop last season, but this
year the trees are showing well. These are tall
trees, which used to be pruned, but have been
left unpruned for two seasons.
Now they are
studded with flowers. Apples are, on the whole,
.showing very well, and the flowers are vigorous
and healthy. Trees which were sprayed in February need not be sprayed again unless it seems
necessary. Work of other kinds is very pressing,
and increased food production calls for additional labour.
These trees must, however, be
watched in a month or six weeks' time for caterpillar attack.
The recent rains have been beneficial in the case of soil which is shallow and
rests upon gravel.
Late-keepino Apples.— Annie Elizabeth is
a most useful late-keeping Apple.
It is worthy
of more consideration than it usually receives,
and keeps until April in good condition. Newfin,

guerite

Wonder also helps in providing a supply of
When well coloured, moderately-sized fruits of this variety are quite attractive.
These late varieties have not kept so
Belle de Boskoop
well for many seasons past.
and Royal Late Cooking are, as in past seasons,
disposed to shrivel.
ton

Apples for dessert.

Peaches and Nectarines.- The season is
at hand when aphis may be giving trouble.

now

May
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A

solution of Quassia chips and soft-soap is
quite safe to use, and ought to be effective.
.Should the fly still be persistent, however, use
liquid Gishurst Compound at the lowest strength

The specific should
advised by the makers.
be thoroughly mixed with hot water, and cooler
water added to make up the requisite quantity.
The netting that has been used to protect against
frost should now be removed in nearly every
If the soil appears to be at all dry,
locality.
water the roots close to the wall. Where glass
copings are used, watering is most essential at
this season of the year.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Hahriss, Gardener to LaJy WAST4GI,
LockiDge Park, Berkslure.

attention to cultural
details a good percentage of the bulbs which have
flowered this season may be induced to flower
again next year. Place the plants near the glass
a cool house in full exposure to the sun.
ill
Liquid manure may be afforded until the foliage
shows signs of dying down ; water must then be
Place the pots "losely togradually withheld.
gether in a cold frame and keep them quite dry.
In August the bulbs may be shaken out of the
soil and the most promising selected for potting,
using a rich compost for this purpose.

FR«EBiA.-By

careful

Tuberous BeooNiA.-The young plants
which have been raised from seed sown early in
March should now be large enough to be pricked
Prepare a quantity of well drained boxes,
out.
filling them with a compost of loam, peat, leafMake the soil firm, and prick
soil, and sand.
They
out this seedlings about 3 inches apart.
must be kept growing gently in a moist, warm
atmosphere, and sprayed lightly with tepid rain,
water twice a day. \\ hen they are large enough
may

be

transferred to
5inch pots to flower. Begonias require a Utile
shade when grown under glass, but not too much.
The blinds may be drawn up after closing the
house ill the afternoon.
for

another

shift,

they

Ch(»y»anthemom«.— Some of the earliest
should now be sufficiently hardened to
be placed out-of-doors. They must, however, be
Wattle hurdles
placed in a sheltered situation.
make excellent screens for protecting plants from
wind, and they should be so erected that a covering of tiffany can be thrown over them in case of
The large flowering kinds will now need
frost.
stakes to prevent damage by strong winds.
During favourable weather, the whole of the
plants should be sprayed with rain-water twice
a day, and as a precaution against aphis they
should be sprayed with an insecticide once a fortnight. This should be done late in the afternoon,
so that the specific does not dry too quickly. A
batch of cuttings struck now will make useful
plants

plants for flowering in 6-inch pots. Single decorative varieties are especially useful for this purpose.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J.

Keele

Gcisa, Gardener to Mrs. Dbmpsteb,
N'ewoaale, Slailardsbire.

Hall,

Muscat Vinery.— When Muscat
mence

vines com-

temperature ranging from 65°
must be maintained at night. Difficulty
in growing Muscats can usually be traced to insufficient heat at the flowering period, which
prevents the fruits from setting, and leaves the
bunches thin and straggUng. During the daytime the thermometer may range from 85° to 90^,
to flower, a

to 70"

This will
with a rather drier atmosphere.
allow the pollen to ripen, and it can be distributed by lightly shaking the rods or tapping
Graxlually increase the top ventilathe wires.
tion as the sun gains power, while a little air
through the top ventilators at night wiU assist the
development of the fruit. So long as the laterals
do not touch the glass there need be no hurry
in tying them down
the flowers will require
Directly the berries are
all the light available.
set. atmospheric moisture should
be increased
and the house closed early in the afternoon, so
as to raise the temperature to 90° by sun-heat.
The paths and bordf r.<( should be freely syringed
Examine the
just before the house is closed.
bonders, and if they are in need of moisture
the opportunity should be taken to waah in a
;

light sprinkling of I^e Fruitier manure with
tepid water, or to apply diluted liquid manure.
Thin the bunches and berries in the early stages.
Pinch the laterals two leaves beyond the bunches,
and stop all sub-laterals at the first leaf. Muscat
in case of
vines are very liable to scorching
bright sunshine it is advisable to spray a thin
glass.
over
the
lime-wash
mixtui'e of
;

Peach Trees
ai-e

now

well

in

Pots.- The

early

trees

through the stoning period, and

more waj-mth may be provided, not by

fire-heat,

but by closing the house early.
The trees will
require frequent syringing. Vary the diet wher.
feeding, for fruit trees readily respond to a
change of food. Admit light and air wherevel
possible by periodically pinching the laterals
drier atmosphere must be maintained when
the fruits commence to colour, but, although
syringing must be discontinued, the trees should
not be permitted to suffer for lack of moisture
at the roots.
Ventilate the house freely, night
and day, while the fruits ai'e ripening.

A

Flos.- Directly the fruits of early pot Figs
show signs of ripening, a warm, dry atmosphere
will be necessary to give the final finish and
flavour.
Syringing must cease, and only sufficient water be given to keep the plants in ?
healthy condition.
The house may be damped
down during the hottest part of the day, and
everj' precaution taken to keep the foliage free
from red spider. Cuttings rooted early this year
will now require more root-space, and should be
shifted, or they will become pot-bound.
By careful pinching build up sturdy, short-jointed plants
for fruiting next vear.

187

them

to regain an upright position, hence the
supports should be applied at once.

Violets.— It is not yet too late to make new
plantations of Violets, which, at least in tlie
North, are not long past producing flowers.
Quantities are grown here at the base of wall?,
and flowers are to be found sparingly from
November until the usual flowering time in
March. The Violet appreciates a liberal dressing of cow manure.
Strong-growing varieties,
such as Princess of Wales, should not be planted
closer than 15 inches apart.
Plenty of runners
are available at this time for planting, further
treatment being the application of water until
new roots are made. Double varieties can be
transplanted in autumn from the batch grown
for forcing.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Swarms and Sw^km.mg.- Where
p.c.iL.iii.

ana

tood

is

the

stocks
are strong, eai.._\
De u.vpectta.
'iiiis generally fiajpeiis wnere tne Appie trees are in lull oloum,
usually tioiu tne mi-auie or end of May or begiimiug of June.
Jr'eoplu wno have never stca
a nive at swarming-tinie are at a loss to knoiv
tne signs,
liie lirst coiitlitioii is a very ciowdeil
state ; next, the presence of di'ones in plenty,

swanus may

and on examination queen cells may be. louiiii.
oometimes drone cells are mistaken by the b>queen celis. Worker and drone cells
Ue horizontuJiy the former aJe the small ones,
and number hve to the inch, while the drone
leijs protrude fui'ther, and number foui' to tJie
iiR-li.
t^ueen cells are generally found round tile
comb, or in a hole in the comb
they point
giniier tor

;

;

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

B. P. Brotherston. Gardener to the Earl of
HtnDiNOTO.N, Tjninfhame, Eajst Ixitiiian.

Sweet Peas.— Sweet

Peas planted in pots
or boxes should now be transplanted in the open.
.\
dressing of
Give the [)Iaiits ample space.
superphosphate along the rows will give the
young plants a fair start. Always provide supports from the outset, placing dead Spruce
branches close to the plants, and outeide the
ordinary Pea-sticks.
.ire now making rapid
require a surface dressing of

Spanish Irises.— Irises
growth, and

may

manure, or superpho.spliate and sulphate of ammonia. They should also be weeded,
if weeds are growing among them, for the last
time.
Last year I had a crop of early Potatos
from among the plants, and this year Broad
The
Beans have been planted aiming them.
soot, pigeon

too valuable for their flowers to be
destroyed, and it does them no harm to crop
close cropping is not at

)ilants are

among them, provided
tempted.

—

E D a N o . Permanent edgings of Cerastium
tomentosum will need hard clipping before the
flowers are produced, to keep the plants thick
An occasional
and the foliage well coloured.
slight trimming throughout the season will also
calycinum
used for a
Hypericum
advisable.
be
similar purpose also needs an annual cutting-in
to keep it neat; after a hard winter it may require to be cut to the ground. Aubrietias should
be cut well in after flowering.
I

Mixed Border.— Now

that

the

ai-e
much lai'ger than the other
and when sealed are vei'y much like an
acorn in shape. On examining the hive, should

dowavvaixl,

spring-

flowering bulbs are over, a surface dressing of
superphosphate of lime applied equally over all
the border will be of much service to the later
Apply in dry weather,
classes of border plants.
and run the Dutch hoe through all bare spaces
Seeds
immediately after sowing the manure.
of annuals, plants of Pansies, Violas, Gazania

Salvia
pateni).
Verbena vennsa.
Lavateria Olbia. Chrysanthemums, and shrubby
Veronicas may be used to fill vacancies, and all
may be put in the border now. Ipavint: spaces for
tall Ageratums, Snapdragons (if not ready). Verbenas, Cupheas and Dahlias to he planted later.
splendens.

HERBAorous Paeonife.— No delay should
occur in placing the stakes by large herbaceous
Paeonies and tying them firmly. The simplest
and most effective method is to place the required number of stakes (five to seven) all round
the plants, sloping outward, and tie a piece of
one
.stout string round the top of the stakes
shoots are
If once the
strand is sufficient.
beaten down by rain it is impossible to induce

—

celis,

the qiieeai cells be capped, a swarm may be expected any fine day between the hours of 12 and
5 (suiumej- time).
Rainy and cold weather will
generally prevtuit the issue of a swarm. In this
case the moro forward queen ceils are often destroyed, and the occupants killed by the reigning queeu. In some instances all the queen cells
are destroyed and swarming abandoned for the
whole season. When a swarm issues there can
be no doubt ,^bout the fact, for the air in tlie
vicinity of the hive is simply alive with bees.
After the bees have flown to and fro for some
time they begin to settle, often on some low-lying
bough, but occasionally in almost inaccessible
places. The first swarm rarely settles higher than
some low bush, but later swarms, headed by tlu'
new queens, may settle anywhere, or even decamp.
If the bees show little or no sign of
settling, the process may be accelerated by using
a syringe and driving the water high in the aii
over the bees to imitate a shower of rain.

HiviNO the Swarm.

When a swarm

has

clustered, a little water from a syringe will make
cluster tighter.
On the ground place a
piece of cloth or a sack immediately below uie
bees, place the skep or other receptacle under
the bees, give the bush or branch a sharp shake,
and the bulk of the bees will fall into the skej).
Those on the cloth will soon run into the oxerturned hive, if plenty of open space be allowed
by resting one edge of the skep on a brick or
stone.
If the day be hot, the bees should be
sheltered from the sun by means of a leafy branch
or an umbrella.
They should remain until 6 o"
7 p.m., when they will be ready for transfei'
When bees settle
to their permanent quarters.
on a wall they should be removed to the skep
with a stout goose-quill. If they settle on n
thick hedge, place the skep above tne swarm ami
use a little smoke to make them rise,

them

HiviNO.- Having fitted up the hive, with
frames and foundation quite safely secured,
place a board on the alighting board, cover it
with a cloth, overturn the skep, and give the
They
sides a sharp rap to dislodge the bees.
Should the
will soon run into the new home.
weather be bad, feed with honey or synip, but
favourable put on some drawn-out .shallow
if
combs if the object be exti'acted honey, or drawnout sections where comb honey is desired. There
being no cells below, the bees will naturally go
above, where cells are provided to store the
gathered produce.

—
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

trifles

ADVEETISEMENTS

should be sent to tlie
PTJBIilSHEH,. 41. Wellington Street,
Covent Garden. W-C
Editors and Publisher. — Our concspondenls
answers to
obtaining

in

delay

obciatc

would

their coviviunications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
should
to financial matters and to advertisements
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
plants to be
to the Literary department, and all
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
arise
confusion
and
delay
unnecessary
much
;

and
when

letters are misdirected.

Notice

Special

Correspondents.

to

undertake

do not

Editors
hulions

to

pay

for

any

— The
contrt-

return unused comby special
unless
The Editors do not hold themselves
arrangement.
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
Local
intelligence of local
hti sendni,/ tolhe Editors early
errnis lik'rUi to be of interest to our readers, or of
bring under
which
it is desirable to
mnilcrs
am/
illustrations, or to
illustrations
munications or

or

News —

the notice

horticulturists.

of

Letters for Publication,
plants

naming,

for

as well as specimens of
be addressed to the

should

Wellington Street. Covent
be
Garden. London. Communications should
sent ttS

EDITOES.

41.

ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER,
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
will not be
the writer.
If desired, the signature
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

WRITTEN ON

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
AuiiifuU
Manchester.
Nat.

TUESD.VY,

„».,,,•

MAY 4—

•SATURDAY,

-M-^Y

Soc.'a

Roy. Hort.
meet.

(Nortliern

Section)

Ooms. meet.

o .
Soot.

Soc.

7—

THURSDAY, MAY 9—
Manchester and

of

N.

EnigUmd

.\nn.

„ t
Hort.

„
Oruhid
,

,

o
Soc.

Kx.,

.
Assot.

.
Ann.

Meeting.

AVBRAGB Mean Tbmperaturb for the ensuing week
deduoed from observations during the last nity
years at Greenwich,

50.7.

AoroiL TmiPSRATURS :—
i>tre«t,
Gardeners- Chronicle Office. 11, Wellington
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, May i.
Bar. 30 2 temp. 50.5°. Weather—Dull.
1« a m
;

:

A

note in Natufe, April
1918, in oomnientJug on a recent article

18,

Food
8ub»titutes.

in
,/.o,i

News, 9utitled

the Illustrated Loii-

"Our

Ill-fed

Foes,'"

makes the useful point that we should
mark, learn, and digest (wheneTer pos,sible)'the

used in

food substitutes which are being

enemy

countries.
of Nettle-topi as a substi-

The eioellence
tute for Spinach
leave*

make one

is

of

Dandelion
the best of salads, and

well

known.

ground and well-roasted roots are
said to be a good substitute for CoSee.
their

—

Properly cocked. Sorrel is ^at least, in tlie
opinion of the pr&sent writer superior to
Spimach; but to cook it properly either
blie water must be changed several times

—

to get rid of the superfluity of oxalic acid,
or it must be blended in a pur6e with a
" softer "
such as Orache.
vegetable,

Broad Bean tops usually pinched out
and thrown away are, in the opinion
The
of many, as good as Asparagus.
present scarcity of food is bound to
Tlie

of
the systematic collection
the tuberous and rhizomatous
plants, many of which are rich in stareh,
and it may well be that if we insist on stiff
collars and shirt fronts we shall have to
get theim starched by means of the meal
from Lords and Ladies or from the water
Flags.
The nation is at last alive to the incredible thriftlessness which general prewar cheapness had begotten.

lead

many

—A

to

of

iiess is

is

under the euphonious title of the National
Salv^age Board. Already thousands of tons
of fat which formerly was put to the nugatory 'use of choking sinks is being recovered and put to profitable use either for
food or munition purposes, and as a result
of this belated thrift vast quantities of
glycerine
ind.ispensable for the manufacture of explosives have been produced.

—

—

Diseased Potatos, where not wanted
for pdg food, are, we believe, to be used for
the manufacture of alcohol and we know
that the Horse Chestnut harvest of last
year was garnered in order to serve as
material for the manufacture of an essenEven bacteria are
tial munition of war.
being trained to scavenge for the benefit
of mankind, and in particular to manufacture one of the food substances of which
lat present we have none too much.
;

Messrs. Lowe and Shawyer, of Hounslow,
are setting an admirable exajiiple in
economy by using peat to absorb night soil,
and are preparing therefi'om what is evidently a valuable and perfectly inodorous
fertiliser to supplement the decreasing
Household
supplies of farmyard manure.
wa.ste collected by the Boy Scouts at Hford
is being supplied to farmers as supplementary food ration for pigs, and many
municipalities are undertaking pig-keeping bringing, as it were, the pigs to the
only remaining plentiful supplies of food.
The waste of the Liverpool market is, we
believe, dried and made into food for stock,
and thanlvs to the enterprise of Professor
Barker, of Long Ashton. the Food Prodnc
tion Department were able last year to
arrange for some of the Cider makers to
convert jomoce into cattle food, and surplus cider Apples into Apple jelly.
Certain seaweeds, long used by the Greinians
and sometimes by others to form
a jelly basis for jam, are now being collected
and used as substitutes for gelatine. In

—

—

—

is made from Hops and
Beech leaves, but it is said in the note
above referred to that the best substitute
Tobacco is made from dried Coltsfoot
leaves; the new Budget may therefore compel some of us to resume the vasculum of
our youth and collect Coltsfoot wherewith
Even cigars
to smoke the pipe of war.
suitable, we presume, for presentation
may be made therefrom.
The thrifty Belgian an excellent judge

Germany Tobacco

—

— esteems

highly the young shoots
Well cooked, they make a dish
the equal of Asparagus. Edible fungi have
long been used and esteemed as food,, and
doubtless wherever in any locality there is
to be found a person both enthusiastic and
knowledgeable, the countryside can be
made to provide many a couponless meal,
and not only the countryside but the sea.shore.
Indeed, it would not be a bad plan
of

food

of the

Hop.

to require of every visitor to the sea that
he should catch one meal a d.ay, for the

harvest of the sea is, of all harvests, the
most bountiful and even close round our
shores will yield much to the gleaner as well
;

as to the profe.ssional reaper.
Some of our museums are doing excellent work in holding exhibits of native

edible weeds; and

if

1918.

demonstrations

on

ing under the
very grateful.

.sti'ess

If we were not
we would venture

of scarcity

would be

Directors nowadays,

all

to suggest that a Direc-

tor of Foo'd Sutetitutes should be appointed,, with the condition that he should
act as the people's taster sample what he
preached, and not, like Redi, " never
drink the wines he vaunted
We
:

"...

our readers to contribute to the list
order that the knowledge possessed by the individu.%1 niay be
invite

of food substitutes in

made

available to

all.

Botanical Magazine.— Paeonia peregrina,
TAB.
8,742.
This
handsome, .scarlet-flowered
Paeony has several synonyms, including P. lobata,
P. decora, and P. romanlca.
The Botanical
Magazine states that Baker described the plant
in Gard. Chron., 1897, Vol. XXIL, p. 10, under
the name of P. decora, but this is an error, and
we can find no reference to the plant in any of

—

the issues of the year mentioned.
Miller, who
is the authority for the name, does not seem to

have been closely acquainted with the plant, for
herbarium sheet under the name P. peregrina bears two small specimens, both differing,
of which one appears to be P. monticola, figured
in the Bot. Mag., tab. 1,050, as P. peregrina.
The confusion is probably due to Miller's
having only known the plant from figures given
by earlier writers. The species is a native of
the Balkan peninsula, and does not appear to
be common in English garden.'?. As it flowers
profusely and is easy of cultivation, it would
be very suitable for the herbaceous border.
his

Pteridophtllum

racemoshm.

tab.

8,743.

Pteridophyllum is a monotypic genus, the solitary species of whicJi is a, native of the mountains of Central .Japan.
The plant has proved
quite hardy at Kew, and the Fern-like foliage
is its most decorative featui'e.
The inflorescence,
forming an erect raceme, with small, rounded
white flowers, which soon drop, is apparently too
fugitive to be a conspicuous feature.

—

Macodes sanderiana. tab. 8,744. This handsome Orchid was first described by Kraenzlin in
Gard. Chrop., Oct. 26, 1895, p. 484, under the
of Anoectochilus Sanderianus. The ovate,
with yellow on a greenish-brown ground.
Indigofera pendula. tab. 8,745. A new Chinese Indigo, first found by the late Abbe
Delavay in Yunnan, China. In May, 1906, Mr.
Geo. Forrest sent home seeds, some of which

name

c.renulate leaves are reticulately veined

—

were raised at Kew. The raceme of flowers
about 18 inches long, and the pinnate foliage
nearly as long.

The

species

is
ie

appears to be as

hardy as other cultivated Indigoferas, and may
be easily increased by means of cuttings.
Agave fourcroydes. tab. 8,746. This is an
old garden species, and has been known under
It was described by Baker in
various names.
Gard Chron., Sept. 29, 1877, p. 397, under the

—

of A. Ixtli var. elongata. The plant is a
native of Yucatan, and yields a valuable fibre
The tall, pyramidal
resembling Sisal hemp.

name

inflorescence

is

composed

of

bunches of greenish-

yellow flowers.

—

Rhododendron prostratum. tab. 6,747.
charming little Rhododendron from China formwith
ing a prostrate shrub 2 to 4 inches high,
a trailing habit, which renders the plant suit
It is described as one
able for the rock garden.
the dwarf
of the most distinct and beautiful of
Rhododendrons in

cultivation.

The

flowers are

mauve-pink.

8.748.— This
Echeveria setosa.
by
species, which is readily distinguished
by
setose leaves, was discovered in 1907
tender,
is
It
Mexico.
Southern
Purpus in
tab.

new
the
Dr.

and

—
Mat

4,

—

,
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ueeds greenhouse cultivation in this country.
The plant flowers regularly, producing arching
spikes of dark red flowers tipped with yellow.
Pettjnh INTEGRIFOLIA. TAB. 8,749. Commonlv
known in gardens as P. violacea, this species has
proved a veritable trap for botanists, who have
given it at least nine names under five different
genera
In consequence of the confusion which
reigned, the Kew authorities made frequent attempts to obtain the importation of the true

—

1

species from South America, and were at last
The flowers are
succeesful in obtaining seeds.
attractive, being bright rosy-purple, which, howThe plant is as
ever, becomes paler with age.
easy of cultivation as the majority of Petunias
raised from seed.

Rhododendron beachtanthum.

tab.

8,750.

A

not have been realised so early and so effectively
After eleven years spent in working
as it was.

Mr. Gammie retired
Besides Sir David Prain's article
in 1897.
there are a number of interesting letters from
and improving

this process,

Kew men serving in the Forces, the letters collectively representing all the various " Fronts."
note that in 1915 three members of the Kew

We

Guild were added to the " Roll of Honour," in
1916 six. and in 1917 seven. Obituary notes and
portraits of those who lost their lives in 1917 are
contained in the present issue. The editor, Mr.
OsBORN. is to be congratulated on the excellent

manner

in

which the interest of the journal

is

maintained.

Dkvon Produce Society.- At a meeting
recently held at Exeter Castle, under the presi-
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it is not possible to fix these prices until some
estimate can be formed of the probable crops
in the country, the Food Controller gives notice
of his intention to cancel any contract for homegrown fruit existing at the time when such
Orders are issued, except in respect of deliveries
completed before the date of the Order. It is

also his intention to fix maximum prices for
fruit pulp, after due regard has been given to

the average price of fruit on the one hand and
the controlled price of jam on the other hand.

War

Item*.— Mr. C. R.\lph Curtis, the only
son of Mr. Charles H. Curtis, secretary of
the British Florists' Federation and formerly
editor of 77ie Gardeners' Magazine, has been
gazetted 2nd Lieut, in the King's Royal Rifles.
Lieut. Curtis, who before the war was with

small-flowered, yellow species, regarded by
some botanists as a form of R. sulphureum. The
species was discovered by Itr. Geo. Forrest in
China, and specimens, raised from seed sent
home liy him, flowered in Mr. J. C. Williams'
The plant does best in
garden at Caerhays.
partial shade, and so far has proved hardy.
AsPARAGrs F.ALCATUS. TAB. 8,751. .\n old garden plant, which has been long in cultivation
in gardens in this country, and sometimes conBoth species have
fused with A. Sprengeri.

—

flattened cladodia and racemose inflorescences,
but in A. Sprengeri the cladodia are straight and
not falcate. A specimen in the temperate house
at Kpw forms a screen 30 feet high, clothine a
staircase at the northern end of the building.
The flowers appear in .Tune, and their honey-like
fragranc* pervades the whole building.

NAROissua Crimson

Braid.— Modern

developments

of
the Daffudil have
broken
th« dividing lines between what were
formerly very distinct groups of these beautiTrue poeticus varieties
ful
spring flowers.
numerous, and everj' year cross-bredi
are
Barrii
Daffodils
are
between
Poets'
and
majority
shown by raisers, and
in
the
of these hybrids the tendency seems to reduce
Messrs.
tlip Barrii and e.xalt the Poeits' varieties.
Hkrbert Chapman. Ltd.. have been successful
in obtaining choice varieties, and their Crimson
Braid, illustrated in fig. 83, though classed as
It
Barrii i* much nearer the Poeticus section.
is a flow«r of beautiful frrm. firm texture, and
rich colouring, whilst the plant appears to have
plenty ef vigour, giving promise of being a useThe perianth segments are
ful markat variety.
regular in outline, rounded, and deep, solid,
glistening white, while the cup is apricot-yellow
with a deep rim of rich, bright crimson of the
The frilling or
tone known as mandarin red.
plaiting »t the cup and its wide rim of deep
colouring doubtless suggested the descriptive
name of Crimson Braid, The Narcissus Committee ef the Royal Horticultural Society gave
the variety an Award of Merit on the 23rd uU.

down

and it had previously received an award
mingham.

at Bir-

Kew OuiLO JouRNAL.-The

Journal of the
Guild for 1918, though very rightly abridged
these days of paper shortage, is nevertheless

Kew
in

The frontispiece is a
as interesting as usual.
first-rate portrait of Mr. J. A. Gammie, the
President-elect for the present year, whose extraordinarily good work in regard to Cinchona
cultivation in Sikkim is described by the Direc
tor of Kew. Sir David Prain, in an appreciative

Mr. Oam.mie was bom in Kincardine
on November 12, 1839. He was appointed
August, 1865, m.ojiager of the young and
struggling Cinchona plantations in Sikkim. Not
only was Mr, Gammie successful in overcoming
the difficulties of cultivation, but in association
with chemists in London he assisted very materi-

notice.

shiro
in

designing the process of extracting as a
mixed febrifuge all the alkaloids in the bark.
This was, of course, before a method of sepaSir DaviT)
lating quiniiip had been devised.
Pkain says that but for Mr, Gammie the
humane olijtHit of the Indian Government to place
quinine within the reach of the poorest could

ally in

Fig, 83,

narcissus

dency of Sir Henry Lopes, a society was formed
under the name of the Devon Garden Produce
For the first season the work is
Society, Ltd,
expected to be largely educative, consisting of
holders and other small
guiding allotment
growers in their choice of which crops to grow
and how to produce the maximum of food from
Local centres will
the ground at their disposal.
probably be formed for the collection and disposal of surplus produce, but it is not intended
that the society shall become a trading association in the ordinary sense.
Prices of Fruit.- With a view to maintaining the production of jam the Food Controller
has decided to fix maximum prices for all English-grown fruit required for this purpose.

As

crimson braid.

Messrs. Jas.

Carter and

Co., enlisted

in

the

Coldstream Guards, and was on service in France
with his battalion in 1915.
Mr. Hughes, Floral Nursery, Kirkcaldy,
has received news of the death in action, on
March 25, of his eldest son, Second-Lieutenant
William Hughes, Manchester Regiment. Lieut.

Hughes was in the Territorial Regiment
Black Watch at the outbreak of war.
served

*t

the

Front

afterwards gazetted
Manchesters.

for

of the

Ho

some time, and was

second -lieutenant

in

the

Publications Rjcuveo — y?ose» and How
to

Grow Them.

Bv Edwin Beckett.

C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd.)

(London:

Price 2s. 6d. net.

—
;
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ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

SEED-SOWING— ONIONS AND CARROTS.
In these days
cluding seeds,

it

of sliurlage of

behoves

culture to see that the

all

many

things, in-

engaged in hortiajiiount of pro

maximum

from the seeds used. Waste of
duce
seed sometimes results from too early sowing.
There is nothing gained by sowing weeks before
the soil is suliieiently warm to promote germiWith regard to Onions, it is most imnation.
portant tliat seed should not be sown until the
ground is in perfect order. The object in
is

obtain,ed

be to get the seeds well in
a firm seed-bed, with a light, loose layei- of soil
Moisture rises through the firm
above them.
seed-bed to the point where the seeds rest,
where it is arrested by the loose surface layer,
which acts as a mulch. The seeds thus readily
absorb the necessaj-y moisture, while warmth 3.nd
Where the
air are freely supplied from above.
whole sui-faco is consolidated tliere is a danger
seeds, becontains
the
which
layer,
top
of the
We may learn much
coming a hard, dry cake.
by carefully noting the conditions we obtain
when sowing in boxes, which generally secure .>
good germination, and applying the same rules

view

sliould

as far as possible out-of-doors. When sowing in
boxes the best method is to fill with soil firmly
almost to the top, secure a level surface on
which the seed is sown, then, before covering,
use the presser (a flat piece of wood) firmly,
finally covering with a quarter of an inch of
fine soil, left quite loose ; this method secures
germination of practically
the simultaneous

To apply

this principle

to outside

every seed.
sowing, the ground should be worked down
(after any dressings of fertilisers have been applied), all lumps broken, and the whole consolivery fine and
leaving the
surface
dated,
loose.
The drills should be very shallow.
After sowing the seed thinly, tread along
the line, depressing the >'ow sufficiently to
admit of a coveniig of about a quarter of an
inch of fine soil, which is brought into place
evenly with the back of the rake. The nature
of the soil should always govern the procedure,
but the foregoing will suit especially those soils
liable to form a cake on the surface, through
which the slender growth of young Onions can
not break, or, at least, do so very irregularly.
With very light soils, treading, both before ani
after covering the seed, or even rolling heavily,
is
advantageous, but even then it would
be advisable to use the rake lightly, as a
loose surface, however shallow, tends to increase the moisture available to the seeds.
Should dry weather follow seed-sowing, other
small seeds, beside* Onions, will germinate better
if covered lightly with a loose layer of soil, but
they must not be in this loose layer (which will
quickly dry), but immediately below it.
Carrot-seed may be economised by mixing it
with dry, fine soil, which prevents it from being
blown away. Additional sowings may be made
of the seeds thus saved on any available ground,
none of which should be idle this year. Sowings of Carrots may be made at intervals up to
the end of July, following other early crops.
The late sowings will provide a valuable addition to supplies.
Early varieties of the stumprooted sorts should be used.
S. A.

CELERY.
Select an open, sunny situation for Celeiy
where the soil is not too stiff, but it will
not matter if it is poor, as rich soil is only
needed in the bottom of the trenches. Poor soil
answers well enough for earthing-up, and is
generally free from worms.
Make the trenches
from 2 feet to 4 feet wide, to hold two rows.
From 9 inches to 1 foot is a good depth. Put
the soil up in neat ridges between the trenches,
and plant the tops at once with Lettuce or sow
with Spinach.
The earliest-raised plants of
Celery may then ho put into the trenches.
Dig

of manure into the bottom,
the plants with as much soil attached
to the roots as possible, and set them well into
the soil, watering thoroughly immediately the
Late plants now in their
planting is finished.
seed quarters should be placed 2 inches or 3
inches apart in rich soil in a cool frame or
under a handlight. Do not allow them to become dry at the roots, and ventilate the frame

[May

lift

freely.

BEETROOT.
Two

mistakes

are

in

in drills at least 1 foot apart for

all

the

medium-sized early varieties, but if larger sorts
of the market type are grown, 15 inches should
be allowed. Sow thinly, and as soon after germination has taken place as possible, remo\e the
more weakly plants or those not required, leavIf
those for the crop at 9 inches apart.
is not satisfactory, encourage the plants
artificial manure, especially superphosphate,
and either nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia, the latter giving the better results in
soils which contain a moderate amount of lime.
/. A. Pnicc.

ing

growth
with

SUMMER SAVORY.
H.^BIT or tradition allows dried Mint to appear
find
on the table when Pea soup is served.
that Summer Savory is preferable, or at any
rate useful, for a change, and may be used to
give a fillip, as the mood of the moment may
determine, to a stew or hot-pot. The sugar caster

We

may thus remain
blends

of

Various
in use in these days.
dried herbs may be used.

different

Summer Savory

without heat is hardly
ready for the first Broad Beans, and what selfrespecting cook will serve Broad Beans if she
Last year
is not supplied with a sprig of it
some few plants did not blo.ssom, for they were
growing in poor soil they have come through
the winter well, and will supply a bouquet
for
early
Broad Beans (which were
the
planted out in February under the "Red Cross
iitretcher shelter" described in (7nrri. Chron.,
March 2, 1918). The plants began to blossom
on April 22, though only about 14 inches high.
The conclusion I arrive at is that Summer
Savory should be sown in late summer and
wintered it will then be ready for the earlier
Beans, without anv start in artificial heat.
TT. m. D.
raised

!

;

:

DUTCH BROWN BEANS.
Large

quantities of

(r/i«

Editors do not hold themgelvet regpontibU
th$ opinion* txpressed by coTrttpondentt.)

Anemone Pulsatilla
Anemone niontana and A.

pp. lt>o, 179).
Pulsatilla are quite

and can be

even in the wild state,

distinct,

/ov

(see

recognised even when not in flower, once you
know the true plants. However, it seems that
the Anemone Pulsatilla of gardens is more or

a hybrid, having blood of either montana,
Halleri or patens, as pra';tically all the species
of the Pulsatilla group cross-fertilise easily.
Your correspondent on p. 163 is quite right with
regard to the leaves, but he did not mention the
darker colour of the leaves and stems of a violet
Proshade, and the more fernlike appearance.
fessor Schinz, in Flore de la Sxtissc, mentions
Anemone montana as to be found in the southern
Alps, with a white and a pink form near Sion,
and Pulsatilla in the northern Alps and the
Jura. Thomas, in Flora von MitteUuropa writes
Anemone patens Linn
in
a similar strain.
is
foimd near Munich, and is a glorified
Messrs, Regel and Kesselring,
A. Pulsatilla.
Peti-ograd, distributed a yeUow and pink foran
they also offei- Anemone Pulsatilla chinensis,
which is j)raetica!ly identical witli A. I'ulsa
tilla Mrs. van del' Elst figured in a coloured
A Contiplate in Gard. Chron.. Jan. 25, 1915.
nental author mentions the following hybrids as
A. nemorosa X ranoccurring in a wild state
uneuloides A. patens X pratensis A. patens X
A. pratensis
A. patens x Pulsatilla
vernalis
X vernalis; A. pratensis X Pulsatilla; A. verNone of the American varienalis X Pulsatilla.
ties of the Pulsatilla group has flowered here.
E. Richli, Wood Boad, Codaall.
less

made

frequently

growing Beetroots. One i^ sowing too early,
and the other is putting the seeds in soil
that has been recently and heavily manured.
tinIf the first sowing takes place within
present week it is quite early enough, esi)ucially if the soil has been well and deeply dug,
selecting a plot which bore laat year a crop to
which manure had been supplied in fair quantity.

Sow

1918.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

a large quantity
then

4,

Dutch Brown Beans

will

be grown during the coming season,
both {or private use and commercial purposes.

doubtless

We

grew this Bean successfully at Aldenham
year, under several conditions.
The most
satisfactory method was sowing the seeds in
boxes during the second week in May, raising
the plants in a gentle warmth, and planting them
out in a sunny position in w-ell-prepared ground
at the end of that month, .allowing a distance

last

oif 2 feet between the rows and 10 inches from
plant to plant. This system has much to recommend it over sowing in the open. The seeds
germinate better, are much more under control
from injury by slugs and late spring frosts, and.
in .Tddition. the plants mature earlier and the
crop of iseed ripens in the best summer weather.
When sutfiriently ripe, the plants should be
pulled up, tied in bunches by the roots, and huna
in an airy shed to dry, when the pods mav be
shelled at convenience and the Beans stored for
winter use as required. The growth of the plant
is ibout that of the ordinarv French Bean.
E.
Bcekftt.

:

;

;

;

;

Food Crops and the Protection of
serious diminution in the numbers
our resident insect-eating birds, which resulted from the severe winter of 1916-17, and also
from the widespread destruction of birds and
eggs in the summer of 1917, is a cause for
grave anxiety at the present time. Plagues of
insect-life of various kinds were reported in vhe

Birds.— The
of

summer and autumn from many districts, and
but for the services of summer migrants would
have proved alarmingly destructive to Corn,
green crops and fruit.
This year
a greater danger faces us.
Under the most
favourable conditions it must be some year's before many of our small birds regain their normal
status.
The continual ploughing up of old grass-

grass,

land multiplies insect pests the increased crops
affoi'd them increased food and thus stimulate
the hatching out of countless swarms.
Owing to
these circumstances the protection and preservation of insect-eating birds, and of those birds
which destroy small vermin, is a matter of urgent
necessity. All who have studied economic ornithology and entomology are agreed that the great
majority of wild birds are beneficial to man.
Tioyal Society for the Protection of Birds.
;

ToLiPA SAXATiLia

(see

p.

164).

—As

my

ex-

perience with this plant differs entirely from
the treatment recommended by Mr. Dykes, I
venture to give it. In November, 1908, I planted
12 bulbs in front, but outside of, an open
verandah facing south, in ordinary garden soil.
The bulbs have never since been disturbed. I
had to wait four or five years before I had a
bloom, but since then the plants have flowered
fieely every season, and I have just counted 28
buds, some on the point of opening. Each flower
ing stem usually bears two flowers, but one of
mine has three.
Alfred O. Walker, Ulcomhe
Place, near Maidstone.

SoARCiTV OF Pear Bloom

(see

pp.

170,

179).— In reference to Mr. Beckett's remarks
concerning the absence of blossom on Pear trees,
I may sav that similar conditions prevail in
these gardens.
The majority of Pear trees
are quite bare of bloom, wliile other fruits.
Plums. Damsons, and Cherries, are a mass of
blossom.
Even trees of Fondante d'Automne,
which have done well consistently for many seasons past, are singularly poor in prospect. Apples
show great promise, after bearing heavily last
year.
All the trees here are young, having been
planted by me during the' past 10-12 vears.
F.

If.
_

Spencer.

TnchrnJwm

Swindon. Wiltshire.

Manor

Onrdrn.'>.

2.U\

4.
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SOCICTISS.

and

ties,

one gold-centred

(2)

Richard Holding showed

variety.
Mr.
the best light-centred

variety.

NATIONAL AURICULA AND PRIMULA
(Midland Section).
Apbu.

show

—

dens, E>igbaston, on the above date, was less
extensive than in many previous years, and the
size and quality of the flowers below the. Birmingham standard, the show, on the whole, wafi
a success.
Alpine varieties were shown in better
condition than the show varieties, which were
generally undersized and lacked finish.
Of the
first^named section, four new varieties gained
two certificates
first-class
certificates, against
awarded to show varieties.
All the exhibitors
were Midland growers, and, with one exception,
entries were made in all the tKirty-one classes.
in two of which there were seventeen entries in
.each, and in another, fourteen. The weather was
fine, and there was a record number of visitors.
Mrs.
Winn was the most succes.'^ful e.vhibitor
she won the silver medal offered by
the Birmingham Botanical and Horticultural
Society, the bronze medal of the Society being

and a Bronze Medal to Mr. C.
Hollywood, for Polyanthuses.

awarded to Mr. H. VV. Miller. The silver
medal offered by Mr. Jamee lldale was won byMr. E. Ke.vwright, whilst the two Ludford
silver medals for show and Aliiine Auriculas were
won Mr. J. T. Pl.ant and >Ii-. ,J. D. WniiAM.s
/

The premier flowers were as follows Show
Auricula George Lijhtbody, shown by Mrs.
Wl.NN (gr. Mr. T. T. Sheppard), seedling show
.\uricula W. H. Parton, shown by Mr. H. W.
Miller; Alpine Auricula Phyllis Douf;las, shown
by Mr. J. Freeman Alpine seedling Auricula
Tom Stevens, shown by Mr. H. W. Miilfr.
First-clase certificates were awarded to yellow
show Auricula Mary Winn, shown by Mrs. Winn
{gr. Mr. T.
T. Sheppard)
grey-edged show
Auricula W. H. Parton, shown by Mr. H. W.
Millkr Alpine Auricula Wirinifred Sheppard
{light centre), shown by Mrs. Winn^ (gr. Mr.
T. T. .Sheppard) Alpine Auricula K.ithl.en Mary
(gold centre), shown by Mr. J. D. Williams;
.'Vlpiiip Auricula Don Igold centrel. shown by
Mr. .1. n. Williams and .\lpine Auricula Tom
Stevens (gold centre), shown by Mr. H. W.
Miller.
:

;

;

:

:

S.

Yeomans,

the stirring of the surface soil accelerates the
growth of the Rape and Turnips. If the plant
does not start into growth vigorously, sow ^ cwt.
of sulphate of ammonia per acre evenly over the
crop.

Weeding the Corn Crops.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.

—

April 2. The monthly meeting of this Assowas held at 5. St. Andrew^ Square, Edinburgh, on this date, Mr. Robert Fife, President.
riation

the chair.
lecture on " Allotment Pests " was given
W. G. Smith, Edinburgh and East of
Scotland College of Agriculture.
An exhibit of Cineraria Moorei and seedling
Primula obconica was staged by Mr. McHattie.
Superintendent of the Edinburgh Public Parks.
in

A

by Dr.

The eradication

ANCIENT SOCIETY OF YORK FLORISTS'.
April

—

LAW NOTE.

;

in

Corn

is,

I fear,

neglected, but it is not wise to allow Docks
or Thistles, for example, to remain, as they are
detrimental to the sale of the straw. Some persons cut off the crown of Docks with a weed

hook,

but

this

produces

treble

crowns

and

naturally more seed. A two-grained prong is the
best tool with which to root them up, and when
burnt they are finished with.
Thistles should
be cut off with weed hooks cutting the plants
;

down weakens
and

it

their

Scabious
increases

is

growth and prevents their
a bad weed among Corn,

rapidly.

Swedes.

On

the .ibove date the .\ncient
Society of York Florists, one of the oldest and
most interesting societies in the city, celebrated
its 150th anniversary, having been established,
according to records still in existence, on
April 20. 1768.
From that date the Society has
been carried on without a break bv succeeding
generations of horticultural enthusiasts, and it
is
one of the oldest florists' societies in the
country.
The first sho« of the Society was held a week
from the day of its inauguration, on April 27.
1768.
The shows rapidly developed, and silver
spoons and goblets, medals and pieces of plate
were offered as priz-'s
I?)
1785 Gooseberries
were first shown, prizes being given for the
exhibit with the least number of berries to the
lb., and also for the he.nviest berry.
The Gooseberry Show was discontinued in 1848.
In 1826
Pelargoniums were shown for the fir.st time, and
in
1829 Dahlias were .admitted',
the shows
gradually being thrown open to the exhibition
of practically all classes of flowers.
20.

weeds

of

much

seeding.

;

respectively.

Silver-gilt

Pope,

Although the nineteenth annual
26, 27.
of Auriculas, held at the Botanical Gar-

do not approve
this method, especially in soil which is liable
Charlock growth, as no means exist by which
the Charlock plant can be removed. When, however, the seed is drilled, horse-hoeing is easy, and
of

to

Honorary ExHiBrrs.
Medal was awarded to the Misses
King's Xorton, for Daffodils ; a Silver
Medal to Mr^. Winn, Selly Park (gr. Mr. T. T.
.Sheppard), for Schizanthus and Antirrhinums,

A

191

the seed as being easier, but I

This root crop is important to the cowkeeper
and sheep farmer. For the former, Swedes in
October following Turnips in August and Sep
tember. form a valuable food, increasing thfe milk
yield con.siderably.
For fattening cattle the
Swede Turnip is the most valuable of all roots,
whilst to the sheep farmer with ewes and lambs
in March, April and May, a full Swede crop
is a boon.
For a flock of 400 ewes and as many

lamb

I always try to ha\e at least thirty acres
Swedes.
the land has previously carried a straw
crop, is
free from weeds, and
was autumn
ploughed, 4 cwt. of supei-phosphatc, 30 per cent,
strength, will grow a full crop of Swedes.
In
southern counties Swedes suffer much from mildew if the seed is sown before the middle of
June, and a spell of dry weather sets in in July.
It is not wise, either, to follow Turnips with
Swedes. I have seen much rotting of the roots
of the latter before Christmas when sown after

of

If

a Turnip- crop.

Ploughing the land repeatedly before sowing
the seed is important.
In dry weather it is a
good plan to sow the same day as ploughing is
done
the soil then is more uniformly moist,
ensuring a quick germination, which is all-important, as the Swede plant should make free,
quick growth from the start. When the soil is
ploughed, left a day or two, then harrowed,
rolled, and so forth, the surface becomes devoid
of moisture, and as the seed is not drilled more
than an inch or so deep, germination is slow
until rain falls, which may not be for weeks,
and thus the plant is retarded at the most
;

'gr.

.SUBSIDENCE

Mr. T. T. Shep-

cJasses for (1) eight
varieties, (2) six varieties. (3) three selfs, (4)
three varieties reserved for local growers, (5) one

grey-edged variety, and

(6) one self variety.
Mr. H. W. Miller, HandsworUi, was awarded
Iho
two
first-named
prizes in
classes.
Mr. .T. T.
Plant showed the best four varieties, as well
fine.^t
eilged
variety.
the
green
as
Mr.
RiCHAHi) Holding, Bournvillc, exhibited the
-

best pair of varieties.

A MARKET GARDEN BY

n.AM.^GE TO

Show Auriculas
Winn, Selly Park
pard) won l«t prizes in
.Mrs.

The same exhibitor

also

had the best of fourteen entries in a class for
one self variety. The be-st white-wlt^ed variety
was shown by Mr. .T. Freeman. The most successful maiden grower was Mr. W. W. Freeman.
Alpine Auriculas.

brought

against the defenders for £1.200. with expenses,
but. i»s the action for interdict was not insisted
upon, dismissed that part.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

The Ist prize in a class for eight varieties,
and in another for a single plant possessing a
gold centre, were won bv Mrs. Winn (gr. Mr.
Mr. H. W. Miller' led in
T. T. Sheppard).
cla-sses for (1) six varieties, (2) one plant having
.1
light centre, .md (3) three varieties in
class for local growers.
Mr. .T. T. Plant excelled in the class for four varieties, and Mr.
J. D. Williams was successful in a class for a
pair of plants.
Mr. G. W. Roe took first place
among maiden growers, and Mr. E. Kenwrioht
led
in a
class reserved for young amateur
;i

growers.

—

Seedlino Show
Varieties. Mr.
H. W.
Mli.LKR staged the beat [lair of plants
his
varieties
W. H. Parton nnd Towslip were
very good. The same exhibitor also showed the
best
grey-edged variety.
Mrs.
Winn wa«
awarded the 1st prize in a class for one whiteedjed variety.
Seedlino
AtPiNE Varieties. Mr.
J.
D.
Williams had the leading four varieties. Mr.
H. W. Miller was placed 1st for (1) two varie:

—

In the Outer Division of the Scottish Court of
judgment has been given in an action
by Mr. Thomas C. Gibson, m.irket
gardener. West Thorn, I..ondon Road, near Glas
ROW, ag<ainst Mr. A. J. Crawford Farie. Lanark
shire, and the Farme Coal Company, for payment
of £2,600 as damages caused by coal workings
under his market garden, and also for interdict
against the defenders working coal and other
minerals there. Lord
Ormidale gave decree

.Session,

Turnips eaten off
by sheep in March, it is usual to sow Oats or
Where, however, the root crop was
Barley.
poor owing to such influences as late sowing,
poorness of soil, or the Turnip plants being infested with Charlock to such an extent as to
cripple their growth, it would not be wise to
sow corn. In such cases adopt one of the following methods
Summer fallow, clean the
ground of Couch if present, apply farmyard
:

of

late

—

—

manure in Senteniber, plough, press if light soil
and sow with WTieai. An .alternative method

—

would' be to plough .Tnd clean the land nnd .sow
Mu-stard broadc.nst in .Tuly, at the rate of 20 lbs.
per acre. Plough in the crop early in October,
and .sow with WTieat. This latter is a good plan
to adopt where sheep are not kept to require
A crop of Mustard is one of the
the Turnips.
best methods of preparing land for Wheat. Two

pounds of Rape
White Turnip

drilled with 1 lb. of
is

,nmpl«

.seed.

1 lb. of Rape seed.
This I sow through one
coulter of a five-coulter drill.
I find the lambs
appreciate the extra green food this row of all
Rape provides in the spring. The varieties of
Swedes are numerous Dunn's Defiance, Toogood's Purple Top,
John Bull, and White
Elephant are desirable sorts. E. Molyneiix.
:

Succession ok Crops.

Following a crop

critical period.
Directly the plants in the drills can be seen
across the field, stirring the soil about the plants
with the horse-hoe, or even h<arrows drawn crosswise over the rows before thinning, will hasten
growth. Two lbs. of seed per acre is ample, and

Pomeranian

Some broadcast

Mangolds for Seed.
In view of a possible shortage of mangold seed
next year, the Food Production Department suggest that farmers having a surplus of mangolds
at the present time should consider the desirability of planting selected roots 'for seed production. Sound, medium-sized, well-shaped roots
should be .selected, untouched by the trimming
knife.
The ground should be prepared by deep
tillage
and liberal manuring, and the roots
planted at least 2 feet apart
if planted
at a
greater distance they suffer from beating by the
wind. .411 roots planted should be sunk in the
soil to their full depth, so that the crown shows
fust above the surtface. The seed is usually ready
for harvesting in September, and may be threshed
out by flail on a sheet or on the bnrn floor. A
yield of about 8 lb. per rod (30j^ square yards)
mav be expected under favourable conditions.
;
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IMIiLR

K B TS.

COVENT GARDEN, Hay
Plants in Pots, &c.
All 48's, per doz.

Aralias

s.

T

...

..

:

0- S

aus
^2 Si^ 2
Sprengerl
9 0-10
Aspidistra, green... 36 0-4i

B-d.

Erica penoluta

megas-

Boronia

—

!

1

Mignonette
- 1^ O^J^ «
Roses, polyanthus 24 0-30 n
- rambler (each) 5 0-12

r

9 0-12

doz.
...

Cyrtomium,

,

.

48*8

21 0-24

10 0-12

—

—
—

large BO's
small 60's
72*s, per tray of

8 0-10

Cut Flowers, &e.

:

Average Wholesale

Prices.
s-d'

a.d. s.d.

Anemone

d'

s.

10 0-12
36 0-42
30 0-36

9 0-10

clegans
A8plenium,48'e

— 32's
— nidus, 48's

,

1

18 0-24
;.. 21 0-24 o

...

Wilmoreaiia ...
18 0-24"
Genistas
0-10
j^j^
f ,erites, white 9

-

t,ifma
Cyclamens-;..

Prices.

CineiariaB

i

"0-80

Aiaucaria excel8»
Asparagus plumo-

1.

Average Wholesale

d. s. d.

fulgens

Narcissus, oriialns,
per doz. bun. 2
...
3
poeticus
Orchids, per doz:—
...
18
Catt'eyas

'^

0-30
6-40

—
—

—

Pelargoniums, double scarlet, per

—

doi. bunches... 12 0-18
white, per doz.
6
bunches

0-80

-

Primroses, per doz.

bunches

10-13

Roses, per doz. blooms—

— Frau

Karl

Druschki

...

0-00

3

— GeneralJacque2 6-30
minot
— Joseph Lowe... 4 0-60
— Lady Hillingdon 3 0-40
— Ladylove
4 0-60
— Liberty
4 0-60
— Madame Abel
3 0-60
Chatenay
— Niphetos
3 0-40
— Richmond
4 0-60
— Sunburst
4 0-60
...

...

...

...

...

...

Star (allium),

per

•

...

3

0-40

per
Stephanotis,
72 pips
Stock, English, per

4

0-46

doz. bunches

6
doz. bunches ...
Sweet Peas, various,

per doz. bun ...
per doz.

0-80
0-18

Tulips,

blooms
Darwin, various
-

—
—

Single, white,..

Yellow
Pink

...
...

Red...

Viola cornuta, per
...
doz, bun.

16-26
16-26
16-26
16-20
13-16
3

6-40

[May

4,

1918.

May

—

-

.
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THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

APIUL
told

fur

tlif

mi. .-it

part

\va.s

a

very

and cheerless month. The wind
was from the north, north-east, or
MOith-west on most days, and occasionally
it
was very strong. Only three times, however, was frost registered on the screen at
my place, and then it did not e.xceed 2°
in
the upper parts of my orchards, or 3°
at the lowest level.
In some parts of the
country, including some important fruit dis8°
were reported as having been registricts,
tered on the 18th or 19th, doing some harm
to Plum blossom.
Ka^n fell at my station on
16 days or nights, amounting to 2.53 inches. The
progress of
vegetation
was e.vtremely slow
during the month, in consequence of the general
lowness of the temperature, the nights having
been very cold, even after the few sunny days.

.\])ait

Fruit PKrsPECr.s.
from damage by frost, which

is

rei>ortcd

have affected Goosebeiries as well as Plums,
we can only judge as to probable fruit crops by
the extent of blossoming. This is generally full
with respect to Plums, CUxJseberries, Currants,
and Cherries, while it seems likely to be so with
t<j

of

Plum

show

my

the only variety
which has not made a fair to full
This
blossom is Belle de Louvain.
now in the seventh season from the

Strawberries.

of
variety is
planting, and

In

(ii-cliards

et shown any blossom
it has not
worth notice, less than a score of the trees
having had any at all. Such slowness in fruiting is greatly to the disadvantage of the variety,
which it was hoped might be to a great extent a
substitute for Victoria, now that the latter has be-

come

;,

so seriously liable to silverleaf attack.

But

although frost in my district was not severe
enough to do any material damage to Plum
blossom, the very cold and often violent winds
of April were not conducive tn its free setting.
It was only occasionally that bees and other
insects were at their useful work of pollinating.
Reports as Ui Pear blos.somiiig are almost uniformly unfavourable, although the comparatively
.small number of trees grown by me have enough
bloom on the whole for a fair crop. The outlook for Apples is a checkered one some varieties are fully furnished with trusses of blossom buds, only a few of which are open at
the time of writing, while others are almost en;

A surprising proportion of fruitbuds, on opening, v ere found to be only clusters
They were fruit buds, but not sufEven
ficiently developed to blossom this season.

tirely bare.

uf leaves.

had only begun

cater-

hatch t-o a small extent.
Early in April, however, tliey became
numerous on nearly all varieties of Apples, and
the attack developed into one as bad as that of
last season.
But there is this important difference in the circumstances of the two seasons in
relation to this pest. In 1917 I was not prepared
for so destructive an attack of caterpillars,
never having seen any approach to it befoi'e. This
year I was on the watch for it, spending most
of my time examining trusses of blossom-buds
with a lens, and promptly beginning my counterpillars

Orchid notes and glean..

a great show of blossom, however, there is grave reason to fear disappointing
results, unless timely spraying has averted a
danger to be noticed below.
is

to

All varieties inattack as occasion required.
fested to any considerable extent were sprayed
with soft soap and either arsenate of lead or
nicotine of 98-99 degrees of purity, the quantities used with 100 gallons of water being 10 lb.
of- soap, 4 lb. of arsenate of lead, and | lb. of
nicotine.
As nicotine costs Ws. 6d. per lb. 'ts
use is extremely expensive, and, consequently, it
was used to a much smaller extent than arsenate
of lead. Soft soap was used with nicotine
because of its penetrative capacity, while it was
used with arsenate of lead as a contact spray
fluid to kill aphides, suckers, and small caterpillars.
Aphis was not found to any considerable extent on any varieties of Apples other than

Worcester Pearmain and AUington Pippin, but
suckers were as numerous as usual on most varieties, and thrips more so on many.
The spraying was done early.
Previously I have waited
till the blossom-buds w?re well separated, but
this season it was desired to kill caterpillars and
other pests before they had had time to do much
damage. In some cases the work was done too
soon while the trusses of buds were so com-

—

pact that the spray -stuff could not get into them
properly so that the trees had to be sprayed a
second time. The results were far more successsubsequent exful than any realised before,
amination having shown that all but very small
proportions of the several pests bad been killed.
In the last week of April a bad infestation of
caterpillars
on Plums, and particularly on
immature trees, was discovered, with slight atThese are to be
tacks of the aphis in places.
dealt with after all the blossom had fallen, which
is not the case at the time of writing.

—

A General
What

is

Caterpillar Campaign Needed.

wanted

is

a general effort

among

fruit

growers this season to destroy caterpillars, not
only for the purpose of saving serious loss in
this year's fruit crops, but also, and even more
emphatically, with the object of preventing the
production of myriads of the pests in the hext
and later seasons. In districts where fruit farms
are numerous and adjacent, the latter object is
not to be attained by the action of a minority of
fruit growers, as the moths which produce the
caterpillars are mig.'atory, and clean orchards
It is particularly
are infested from foul ones.
unfortunate that labour for spraying should be
short, and that spray stuffs should be inordiBut there is no other work
nately expensive.
at this time which should not be set aside, if
necessary, for the sake of spraying, and no outlay that can be expected to prove more remunerative than that which is necessary for
fighting againi!t the destroyers of fruit and foliage and the prospective progenitors of similar
malefactors for action in future seasons.

How

that they have been exhaustively destroyed.
But in many cases forty to fifty trusses of blossom buds on varieties that had been badly infested have been recently examined by myself
and another observer without finding a live
sucker, hosts of dead ones being found by the
use of a lens.
This was where the trees were

drenched in spraying until they dripped all over.
It has been a difficulty to induce my sprayers to
spray profusely enough, and where they were left
too much to .themselves a second spraying in
some cases was found necessary. Most writers
en spraying urge that when either nicotine or
arsenate of lead is used the spraying should be a
slight and misty one.
Where this plan was
adopted, through too much hurrying over the
work, a second spraying was found necessary
but where the trees were drenched, one operation
was strikingly successful.
It is expensive to
drench trees with costly spray fluids, no doubt,
but a doubled expense pays well when it secures
;

instead of partial failure.
Even the
poison needs to be forced among the only partially separated blossom buds in the trusses, in
order to poison the caterpillars before they have
spoilt all or many of the buds, while it is
obvious that the soft soap or nicotine cannot
otherwise destroy suckers or aphides.
success,

Nicotine versus Arsenate of Lead.
respect to the comparative advantages
of these two spray-stuffs, it is desirable to make
further observations before coming to a decided

With

conclusion.
At present I am disposed to prefer
nicotine, with soft soap, for early spraying, and
arsenate of lead, also with soft soap, for later
work.
There is no doubt that nicotine adds
greatly to the strength of soft soap as a contact

wash for
is

For the first time my spraying operations have
been fully successful in the destruction of Apple
suckers, the reason being that the insects were
attacked when they were quite small, and before
they had become old enough to protect themselves with globules of mucus and the filaments
This is not to say
which they also excrete.

small
suckers, aphides, and
but, as a poison for biting pests it
than arsenate of lead, and less

killing

caterpillars

;

less effective

Therefore the latter is much
than the former to destroy caterhatched after a spraying, as well as those
which have escaped from the blossom trusses
After the present date the preto the foliage.
ference, it seems to me, should be given delasting in potency.

more

likely

pillars

cidedly to arsenate of lead.

DlSAPPEARANCS OF ThrIPS.
In previous years it has been noticed incl
dentally that thrips have almost entirely disappeared from the trusses of Apple blossom
buds shortly after a spraying. This season the
subject has had more definite attention in
connection with the worst infestation of the
Over 200
have ever seen.
that
I
insect
Grieve variety at the betrees of James
ginning of April were so densely attacked
by thrips that hardly a truss was free
from them, and four to six in a truss were
frequently counted. The trees were sprayed with
soft soap and arsenate of lead on April 3, and a
few days later it was found that some thrips
were dead in the trusses, while many more were
On April 15 only 19 were found alive
missing.
in 40 trusses, and on the 25th only two in 60
If any entomologist who may read these
trusses.
notes can account for this wholesale disappearance the explanation would be interesting. Mr.
Theobald states tliat the insects of the first
brood 7iormally drop to the ground not long
after they have reached maturity, and that some
which he had under observation had all dropped
by May 10. But on April 25 the pests, or at
least many of them, were not mature, aiul the
majority of them had disappeared fully a fortnight before that date. My suggestion is that,

by the .spray, many of the insects droji
ground, and that, later, others that
have been wetted and weakened rather than
Otherkilled, drop or are blown from the trees.
wise it is possible that the embryo fruit and foliage are rendered distasteful to them by the spray
premafluid, and that they drop to the ground
turely to pupate and to produce a second bniod
of
of egg-laying insects by about the middle
June. Southern OroweT.

when

to

TO Destroy Apple Suckers.

193

hit

the
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PLANT NOTES.

It

XICOTIANA SYLVESTRIS.
The two

tobacco-yielding

species

of

Nico-

N. Tabacum and N. rustica, both
South^Anierican plants, now largely cultivated
in the warmer countries of the world, and in
some of them establishedi as wild plants. According to De CandoUe, aU the fifty or so species
that have been described by botanists are American except N. euaveolens, of Australia, and N.
tiana

are

fragrans, of the Isle of Pines, south of New
Caledonia. The same authority states that certain narcotic plants were smoked in the Old
World from a very early epoch, and that tobacco
was only substituted after the discovery of
America. Although the leaves of only two species
of Nicotiana are used for the making of tobacco

is

a

tall,

stout,

branching,

leafy

annual

5 or 6 feet high, with lyrate, dark green
leaves a foot or more long, and large nodding cymes of white, long-tubed flowers. The
plant first flowered at Kew in August. 1898,
the seeds having been obtained from Messrs.
Co., Naples, who procured it
mountains of Bolivia at an elevaabout 5,000 feet. For years a bed
of it was annually a striking feature at Kew. as
shown in the photograph reproduced in fig.
84, wliich was taken in November when the
plants were in perfect health and in full flower.
Seeds were sown under glass in spring, and the
young plants wer-e put in the bed in early summer.
They produce seeds in abundance. The
plant is an annual, as nearly all tlie Nicotianas
are.
Another large-leaved species is N. tomen-

Dammann and

from
tion

tlie

of

[May

ber of flowers are borne by fine specimens of
L.-C. Fascinator (C. Schroderae x L. purpurata), which bears fine spikes, on each of which
are" from three to six flowers, varying in tint
from blush-white with rosy-mauve, veined lip, to
bright rose with ruby-red labellum.
The Dell
strain of L.-C. Aphrodite (C. Mendelii x L.
purpurata) is exceptionally fine. Among yellowpetalled varieties L.-C. Anaconda, golden-yellow

with claret-coloured

lip,

specially attractive.

is

In the general collection there

there does not appear to be any good reason why
other species should not possess the same property, except, perhaps, that the two named are
easy to cultivate, and smokers are quite satisfied
with the qualities of the best samples of the
"weed" obtained from them.
N. suaveolens and N. fragrans have attained
considerable repute as garden plant.3 on account
of the delicious fragrance of their large, longtubed flowers. The red-flowered N. Forgetiana,
introduced from S. Brazil by Messrs. Sander
and Sons eighteen years ago, was crossed by
them with other species, and the beautiful hybrid
tobaccos distributed under tlie name of N.
Sanderae were the result.
So far as I know
Messrs. Sander did not use N. sylvestris in their
crossings, but in my opinion it is a better plant
for the purpose than any other of the Nicotianas.

— NICOTIAN.V

SYLVESTRIS FLOWEEING AT

KEW

is

a fine specimen

of Cattleya Skinneri alba, bearing many flowers ;
a batch of the white ('. Astor, and other white

Cattleyas
tleyas
\'ery

;

and

a

handsome batch
Sophro-Cattleyas,

promising new forms

;

of

Brasso-Cat-

including some
and a selection of

the best Miltouias, including the unique M. The
Baron and M. vexillaria Memoria G. D. Owen.

[T'hntoijraiih

hie, B4.

11, 1918.

h,i

K

J.

n'alli^

IN NOVEMBER.

tosa (collosea), from Peru, which in a greenhouse
at Kew reached a height of 10 feet and had leaves
a yard long and 18 inches wide; the flowers
were in large terminal panicles and were bellThi.*
shaped, yellowish, flashed with rose.
species has also been used effectively as a subW. W.
tropical bedding plant at Kew.

This latter was one of the original specimens of
the old collection.

ORCHIDS FROM

WARNHAM

COURT.

C. J. Lucas, Esq., sends flowers from plants
flowering in his collection at Warnham Court,

Horsham.
Odontoglossum Crispothello {raised between
and 0. Othello (Adrianae X Harryanum) is a pretty and distinct flower, and throws

0. crispum

ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

interesting light on the possibilities of
development by the hybridiser. The outstanding

an

LAELIO-CATTLEiAS AT THE DELL.
ENGLEFIELD GREEN.
In Baron Schroder's famous gardens there

is

display of Laelio-Cattleyas.
The large, span-roofed house, in three divisions,
The greatest numcontains over 3.000 blooms.
a re.markably fine

features in the flower are the thick substance
imparted by 0. Harryanum, and the unexpected
development of the lip, wliich is broad, flat, and
It is attributable to
nearly circular in outline.
0. Adrianae, which has much undulation of the
wavy
edge has been exmargin of the lip. The

May U,
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panded, and membrane provided for its extension in a flat surface, the margin only having a
very thin, wavy band, which is fimbriated. The
flower is of good shape,
cream-white, with
puq^le spots of varying sizes.
Odontoglossum DiECiMitTM

(Dirce
X eximimn Warnham Court variety) has bright reddish-claret coloured sepals and petals, the tips
and slight margin in the outer halves being
white, tinged with rose.
0. Zen.\ (Harryanum x sceptrum) is a great
improvement on O. sceptrum, and has a large,
sulphur-yellow, fringed lip.
0. Andersontanum Stuxner forms a link
with the old-time imported natural hybrids, and
is one of the best varieties.
L.^elio-Cattleya George Branch (bletchleyensis x G. S. Ball) and two very dissimilar

NOVICE.

Such dimorphism
described by

if

is,

Darwin

in

I

his

dener and myself.

remember
Forms of

—
—

yester-

THE ALPINE GARDEN.

find expression.
If this is so tlien it
desirable not to let the two forms have intercourse with one another, for if they grow side
by side any chance seedlings are almost or quite
sure to be hybrids, and to have the less pleasing
habit.
is

The

As he remarked but

day, " to see this place now anyone would say
that we neither of us knew anything about
gardening " ; truly a subtle way of setting a
novice in his place. .-1. A'.

Flowers as occurring not infrequently in thrum
and pin-eyed species. On my hypothesis if a
guess may be dignified by so large a term the
pure pin and the hybrid between pin and thrum
have of necessity the large habit, and only in
the pure thrum may the compactness and florif erousness'

SEDUil COERULEUM.
The Blue

Stonecrop, Sedum coeruleum, is of
very suitable stature for the Alpine garden, geneabout 6 inches or less, while the pale blue
flowers do not clash, but rather harmonise, with
other rock plants. It may be employed profitably
to give a display of blooms after the bulk of the
perennials have gone to rest. Sow the seed very
thinly where the plants are required to bloom,
in a sunny position in light soil, from the middle
of April until the end of May.
Thin the seedlings to about 3 inches apart.

pigs are now est.ablished, and in the
absence of birds who seem, except a robin which
comes and perches almost on my spade to collect
the wire-worms, to have deserted my nesting
boxes make a pleasant pawky music near the
house. I have been testing their taste in weeds,
and so far find that Chickweed is the favourite.
Sorrel they take readily only when it is in blossom which is a pity, since on my light unlimed

rally

—

—

flowers of L.-C. Lawrie (C. Lawrenceana x
Both these
L.-C. wamhamensis) are included.
flowers show C. Lawrenceana plainly in the lip,
the colour of one being ruby-red and the other
purplish-mauve with oranje-ro'oured disc.

CONFESSIONS OF A

habit.
aright,

195

—

'

Ineradicable habit .is.sociates the cool, clear
note of the cuckoo with spring; were it not so
garden in its present immobility would deny
that the life of the earth is again renewing itself.
It is true that the land is green again, and
that thepink and wh ite blossom of the Apple is
breaking, but, despite these inevitable movements of life these things that stir in spite of
untowardness of the weather the garden as a
whole is doing its best to stand still. The Birches
have recorded their protest against the nipping
winds by the jaundiced colour of their young
complexions.
Anemone Pulsatilla or montana,
I know not which
has produced none but the
miffiest of flowers, and flowers of the Magnolias,
of which liust year I wrote with pride, have
become lax brown slatterns instead of white
emblems of the year's dawn. Only the Saxifragas seem indifferent to the east wind, and
flower as though it reminded them of the cool
breath of the snows. Old men tell me that we
must search the records for nearly forty years
before we find a parallel with this year's unkindly coming in of summtT.
The general scarcity of Pear blossom has been
referred to by Mr. Beckett and other of your
correspondents. Here in this garden is a pretty
illustration of the fact that this scarcity is to
be regarded as the inevitable aftermath of two
years' plenty.
On all save two trees the blossom was of the slightest, but two Doyenne du

my

—

—

—

—

Comice bloomed profusely.
They were young
cordons, bought and planted rather late last year,
when they bore no flowers. Wherefore I infer
that the popular explanation is the correct one,
and that profuseness of blossoming and fruiting
bring barrenness in their train.
Like an oasis in a desert of dreary days Saturday of last week stands out, and, as good fortune
willed it. I happened on that day to make a
spring pilgrimage to Wisley. There, as always,
I found much to admire and something to puzzte
about. This time the puzzle was Primula .luliae.
There, on the rock garden, this charming plant
is flourishing, and in two forms.
The one plant
is small, both as to leaf and flower, of compact
and admirable as a garden subject.

habit,

The

other is of larger and laxer habit, much less of
a cushion plant, with individual flowers undoubtedly superior to those of the former, but .so
few in numbers as tf) make a relatively poor
showing.
A study of the specimens indica/tes
that whereas the small, compact form is thrumeyed, the larger form may be pin or thrum.
T
think that the explanation is to be found in the
direction of what the botanists call dimorphism
th.ll the thrum habit goes with floriferousness-and compactness, and the pin habit
with sparseness of
flowers
and laxity of
;

FlQ. 85.

— PRIMULA

TOLIAE

borders enough Sorrel grows to feed a herd of
swine. I do not recall that any of the books that
discourse of weeds have pronounced praises
on the subtleness of Sorrel in its habit of growth.
Yet the weed deserves praise, such as one gives
reluctantly to successful enemies. Not only does
it grow indefinitely, budding at short intervalspushing out laterally or plunging vertically
downward, but, and this is its sheet-anchor,

which makes dislodgment so difficult, each runner
grows for a foot or so and then bifurcates.
The two branches turn their backs on one
another, and go off in opposite directions, with
the result that when thi main branch is torn
out only one of the laterals comes away with it,
the other remaining U) cumber the ground and
teach patience to the gardener. But in any case
weeds in a garden now are an honourable sign,
and I feel no je^lousy but only pity for those of
my neighbours whose borders are spick and span
yet I will confess here that the weed-grown
gravel paths, though they feed my patriotic
;

pride,

are a source of real sorrow to

my

gar-

:

FLOWERS ROSY- PURPLE.

PRIMULA JULIAE.
There

are some flower-lovers who do not care
for the colour of Primula Juliae (see fig. 85), and
consider it hard and unsatisfying, yet, grown
in suitable surroundings, such as in the chips of
the wet moraine or in short grass, the plant is
quite attractive.

one of the dwarfer hardy Primulas
with our common Primrose, but very
distinct.
The small rounded leaves make a
low carpet on which nestle a wealth of
little red flowers.
The red is undoubtedly a
It

is

classed

trifle hard, but, all the .same, the flower is a
precious one.
It is well to mention, however
that there are forms of P. Juliae which are no(
so floriferous as others, and that it is desirable
in purchasing to stipulate that the free-flowering
variety should be supplisd.
Although a moisture-lover, and delighting in damp places, I have
found it grow and flower high'y satisfactorily
in a dry moraine.
The species is a native of
the Caucasus. W. Arnott.

—
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

the heading of wire-worms attention should
be drawn to the beneficial effect of a dressing of

FUNQOID AND INSECT PeSTS AND THEIR
Control.*

sulphate of ammonia in enabling the crop for
example, Potatos to " grow away " from the
pest, and also, in the case of Tomatos, to the
successful practice of shallow planting so as to
leave the ball of the root and not the stem at
the mercy of the pest. Again, it would be interesting to know the evidence on which it is
stated that Mustard is a good crop to take on
ground infested with wire-worm. We ourselves
have tried it, but not under critical conditions.
Mention should also be made of the value of

This pamphlet, published by the author,
should be in the hands of all gardeners who
desire to know something of the common garden'
The plan of the pamphlet is to describe
pests.
by coloured illustrations the chief phases in the
life history of eacli of a number of common
pests, to attach to the illustrations a brief account of the pest, of the injury which it does
to the plant, and of the

method

of control.

cannot be said that the illustrations are always well done that of club-root,
ourselves, though only too famiwe
example,
for
liar with the symptoms of the disease, find a
yet their boldness and
difficulty in recognising

Although

it

—

—

distinctness make them in general valuable as
means of identification. Among the pests and
diseases illustrated and described are Bean
aphis, club-root, Cabbage white butterfly, Cab-

bage moth, Cabbage-root fly, Cabbage-gaU
weevil (which should be placed next to the page
devoted to club-i-oot, for the symptomatic swellings on the root caused by the weevil are often
mistaken by the uninitiated for the more irregular lumps caused by the club-root parasite),
Carrot fly, Celery spot and "blight," Celery
fly. Onion mildew, Onion fly, powdery mildew
of Peas and Pea spot (the allied disease of Haricot Beans might also be mentioned), Potato
blight, brown scab, black wart, and corky scab.

The methods

of conti'ol are in

with powdery mildew with Bordeaux
This disease is general in late summer among Peas grown on light soil, and may
be regarded as an indication that the soil is
iinsuited for the purpose of growing late Peas.
We prefer, therefore, to cut our losses and either
refrain from growing late Peas at all, or choose
a variety which is fairly reeistant to mildew and
let the disease do its worst.
In the account of the Cabbage-root fly the
affected

mixture.

—

symptoms flagging of the plants in sunshine and a general yellowing of the foliage
should be mentioned, for plants which are thus
affected should be pulled up at once, the maggots in the roots destroyed, and the space the
plants occupied used for some crop other than
Other comments of a similar nature might be
all tending to show that this booklet
leaves room for improvement, but, when all 'S
said, the fact remains that it is in the main
an excellent piece of work and one which de
serves to be generally known among and consulted by gardeners.
hope, for the sake of
small cultivators generally, that Mr. Mosley
wUl regard this pamphlet as a first edition, that
he will continue his observations on these pests,
and as his experience is enlarged will give the
public the benefit of it in a new edition. There
is also a great body of scattered information
much of real value. which is to be gleaned from
the literature relating to horticulture and to
garden pests, and it would be a really useful

made,

We

—

work

if
the author would survey this, test
by actual experiments and give
the public the benefit of the results.
As an
example, it is sta-ted somewhere in the French
periodicals that copper-sulphate is peculiarly
fatal to slugs; if this be true, and a device for
applying it could be discovered, many a gardener would rise up and call the discoverers
blessed.
The booklet concludes with illustrated
accounts of the general feeders wire-worm,
snails, slugs, millipedes and centipedes.
Under

his information

—

• Fhlngm'd

Mosley.

and

Insect Pegts and their Control.
Part I
Veaetatile and Pulse Crops.

—

By

F. 0.

Publishe'1

by the author, " Whernside," Basingstoke Road, Heading.
Is. net.

naplithalene and of the proprietary specifics
in certain conditions give good results.
Finally, we suggest that the plant pathologists
interested in horticultural crops should arrange
between them a programme whereby each under-

which

takes to study thoroughly and continuously one
or more of the chief pests and to go on doing
so until he is satisfied that he has the pests
Five years expended thus
really under control.
would do more for horticulture than a generation of exhortation and incompletely authoritative advice addressed by pathologists to practical gardeners.

TheWcck'sWork.

most cases well

chosen, but we note the tendency common in
those who approach the subject from the pathological point of view to prescribe a remedy at
For example, we ourselves should
all costs.
never waste time or money in spraying Peae

early

—

—

THE KITCHKN GARDEN.
By

F. Jordan,

Gardener

to

Clay. M.P.. Ford Manor,

Lieut. -Col. Spbnder
Lingfleld, Surrey.

Brussels Sprouts.- The

earliest plants of
Brussels Sprouts are ready for transplanting in
Allow a distance of
their permanent quarters.
2^ feet between the plants and the same space
between the rows. Lift the roots carefully with
a trowel with a good ball of earth attached to
Although Brussels
prevent a check to growth.

Sprouts will grow on almost any kind of soil,
only ground that has been thoroughly prepared
during the winter will give good results. Transplant seedlings of later-sown plants at 4 inches
Syringe and shade
apai't in a sheltered position.
the seedlings if necessary for a few days, and do
not allow the roots to suffer for want of water.
Leeks.— Leeks raised from seed sown as advised on p. 34 to produce large specimens should
be ready for planting in naiTOW trenches prepared as for Celery. Fork in a liberal quantity
of rotten manure in the bottom of the trench,
and cover with the finest soil to the depth of
Plant carefully witli a garden
4 to 6 inches.
trowel, allowing a space of 1 foot apart for
Give the roots liberal supplies of
single rows.
liquid manure throughout the growing season.
To economise labour and ground Leeks large
enough for all ordinary purposes may be obtained by sowing seed out-of-doors in March and
planting the seedlings in deeply-dug ground at
a space of 1 foot and 15 to 18 inches between
the rows. Make a deep hole with a dibber and
drop the plants in the hole, just covering the
roots with fine soD.
Broad Beans.— Sow one or two more rows
of Broad Beans of a maincrop variety in double
A
lines 2i feet apart for autumn supplies.
row of Spinach may be intexcropped between
the Beans, and the Spinach will be used before
the Beans need the space.
PoTATOB. -Finish the pla.nting of maincrop
Potatos at the earliest opportunity. Encourage
the development of plants which are well
through the ground by frequently stirring the
soil. Ventilate Potatos in pits and frames freely,
removing the lights altogether on mild and rainy
days, and keep them well supplied with water.

General Remarks

-

Many

seedlings

raised

on gentle hot-beds and in cold frames require
transplanting in a sheltered position 3 or 4 inches
Examine seed-beds carefully and make
apart.
Make
fresh sowings where there are failures.
small sowings weekly of Mustaixl and Cress in
Also make regular
slightly shaded positions.

[May
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sowings of Radishes sow and prick out Lettuce
regularly, utilising frames that have been cleared
of other subjects, so that supplies may always
;

Make a. sowing of Endive now,
be available.
and further small sowings about once a fortnight
Thin seedling
for aiitimin and winter supplies.
Turnips, Onions, Carrots, and similar crops at
Run the Dutch hoe between the
an early stage.
rows as soon as the plants are well through the
ground to prevent the growth of weeds, and
keep the soil in a friable condition.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

COLUER, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart., Oatton Park, Reigate.

Odontoqlossum.- Plants of Odontoglossum
its variety Leopardiuum are starting to grow afresh, and should be repotted or
top-dressed as is found necessary.
Those that
have sufficient pot-room for another year, and
with compost in good condition, sliould be immersed in water in order to soak the soil thoroughly, afterwards allowing it to become partially dry, when portions of the old materials
sihould be picked: from between the roots on the
sui-face of the pots, and replaced by fresh compost. Others that need repotting should be afforded
sufficient rooting space to accommodate them
for two seasons.
Ordinajy flower-pots form the
most suitable receptacles. O. Uro-Skinneri is
also developing new roots from the base of the
young slioots, and should be treated in a similar
mamier. 0. Rossii majus and its many hybrids
w-ill,
as they pass out of flower, requii'e repotting or top-dressing.
These plants are best
grown in plain, shallow Orchid pans suspended
from the roof -rafters. When dealing with specimens with numerous back leafless pseudo-bulbs,
and growths that have grown over the sides of
the pans, the plants should be broken up, and
the back pseudo-bulbs cut away, leaving only
three or four behind each lead, making them up
again into specimens of the required size. All
the Odontoglossums mentioned will succeed well
in the warmest position in the coo] OdontoInsleayi and

glossum house.

hading.— Lattice blinds alone wUl not afford
for many occupants of the
Orchid houses. At this time of year we may
reasonably expect bright sunshine, and it will
be necessary to have the roof-glass of nearly
all the houses stippled outside.
Exceptions are
the Mexican and the Dendrobiiun houses.
A
mixture of whiting and paraffin will answer the
purpose, with the addition of a little clear varnLsh
to cause it to adhere to the glass.
Before stippling the glass should be thoroughly washed^ and
The stippling
allowed to become quite dry.
should be applied as thinly as possible on the
houses containing Cattleyas and Laelias, but
should be put on more thickly over the divisions
containing Odontoglossiuns, Phalaenopsis, Mili'ne
tonias, Vandas, Aerides and Saccolabiums.
stippling should be done whilst the sun is shining full on the glass, so that the mixture may
dry as quickly as possible.
sufficient protection

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl
Haddington, Tyninghame, Ea.8t Ix>thian.

of

Disbudding Roses. — Both standard and
dwarf Roses produce certain buds of poor
quality, which, if left to grow, are of no value
to the plant, and are pixi-bably distinctly preThese are easy to distinguish, and
should be rubbed off. Those that are left make
stronger growth, and superior foliage and finer
blooms are the result. It will be of advantage
to most Roses to be surface-dressed with a slowacting manure, and then to have the surface
See that strong
soil deeply hoed or forked over.
young shoots of climbing varieties are securely

judicial.

fastened.

Propagating Shrubs.— A number of shrubs
may be propagated from cuttings made from
young shoots of the current year, and
The best
rooted in a heated propagating pit.
stage is just before they begin to harden, for if
too" soft they damp off, and if too hard they
The cuttings should be
fail to develop roots.
soft,

May
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not more than 5 inches long, and the usual heel
need not be made. I strike them in pure sand
kept constantly very moist, and a heavy shade
is of value, for if the cuttings are allowed to
flag there is slight hope of success, and the
shoots from the time they are severed from the
parent plant must be kept damp.

(Box Edqinqs and Grabs VEROES.-Tbe
present is the usual time for trimming Box
edgings, great consumers of labour in flower
gardening, but I have never found it convenient
to cut them in this month, some being clipped
earlier, others later
so late as September, and
those to whom labour presents a difficulty may
well leave theirs to the same month. The edgings remain trim and neat for nearly twelve
months when cut in that month, and rough parts
may be quickly reduced during summer without
touching the other paj-ts.
Grass verges should
be regularly trimmed before the gi'ass makes
much perceptible progress. The saving in labour
considerable, apart altogether from the enis
hancement of pleasure to those who constitutionally dislike untidiness.
And so with parts
which cannot be reached by mechanical mowing.
There is nothing gained by allowing unrestricted
growth, and the beauty of specimen shrubs is
greatly spoiled by a less or more wide band of
coarse grass encircling their bases. All this kind
of labour may be overtaken after rain, when
general garden work cannot be done with profit.

—

Frost-bitten Shrubs.— The

effect of

vanced.
It is better to look closely over the
plant and do the necessary pruning now, after
which strong shoots will soon appear and take
the place of those removed.

Summer Beodino.— A commencement may
made with

setting out the less hardy plants.
and more particularly if the parts to "be filled
are sheltered. It was a not unusual custom at one
time to delay planting till June, with the result
that the plants were half starved through long
keeping in pots and boxes, and also that
many days might be occupied a few weeks later
in filling up blanks.
The planting of material
now that is capable of enduring a slight frost
has the further advantige of lessening the strain
on labour later, for it is less exacting to plant
sectioiially and choosd one's time for planting
than it is to delay till the last moment, and
have to take so many days that other work is
neglected.
The plants that may he put in now
are
Antirrhinums
(Snapdragons),
Verbena
venosa, Alys.s-im (Koniga), Phalaris arundinacea
variegata (Gardeners' Garters), Gazanias, Salvia
patens. Asters, and h.-ilf-har.ly plant.-i in general.
If possible, choose afternoons for this work, and
dull Weather rather than sunnv. though, properly
treated, with a jirofuse watering and subsequent
hoeing, all should succeed well, even in hot
weather.
Badly-rooted plants should be rejected
when used they remain, if they live, a
continual eyesore.
;

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By

Jab.

HiinsON,

is

very active, and drops quickly to the

ground.
aphis

increases very
rapidly, and the dry,
easterly winds are favourable to the spread of the
pests. The insects may not appear on the trees
for a week or two, but a watch should be kept and
measui-es taken at once to check them. It is a
good plan to pinch all foreright shoots as soon
as the pest appears, for it thrives on these leader
shoots more than on any other part of the tree.
If the insect is troublesome on other branches
tJiey may need dipping in a nicotine solution.

The Cherry

aphis should never be neglected in
the early stages, for it soon disfigures the foliage
and also make the fi-uits glutinous and sticky
moreover, it is more difficult to destroy when the
foliage has developed.
;

Standard Cherries.— Trees of May Duke
and the Kentish varieties of sweet Cherries are
covered with a profusion of flowers.
For want
of opportunity our trees have not been pruned
for the past two seasons, hence, no doubt, their
profusion of flowers, the trees being still on the
young side.
Besides flowering so freely, the
trees are in the best of health and growing
vigorously, but this healthy condition is not due
to the use of organic manures; indeed, autumnfruiting Raspberries are planted under them, so
that the soil is not over rich.

Head Gardener at Ounnerebury House,
Acton, W.

Apricots and Caterpillars. -The

caterof the Apricot moth is causing some
trouble to our trees, hut not to a serious extent
at present. If the pest seems likely to spread
the trees will be sprayed with weak Quassia extract, but I do not like to apply an insecticide
of average strength to Apricot trees, and I would
be especially loath to do so this spring, as there
is a very fair crop of fruit at the swelling stage.
Syringing with clear water will be resorted to in
pillar

the hope of keeping the pest in check.
I have
been troubled with this .same insect in mid8ea.son vineries, the creatures fixing two or more
berrie."! together by their web and often eating
the skin of the berries, causing them to decay.
They cause the same trouble to Apricots. This
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making

of the bed and seeing that the fermentmaterials are propei-ly prepared.
Some

ing

Black Aphis and Cherries. -The Cherry

the

severe frost in January is now sadly apparent,
and Fuchsias, Banksian Roses, Benthamias, and
many other plants will require to have the
dead material excised.
Where the injury has
been very severe the plant should be cut down.
Shoots springing from parts which are badly
frosted will die back before summer is far ad-

be

insect

Harriss. Gardener to Lady WANTtGS,
Lockinge Park, Berkshire.

E.

RiCHARDiAS (Arum Lilies). - There arc two
methods of treating the common Richardia after
flowering. One is to place the plants out-of-doors
in a sheltered position and graduallv reduce the
supply of water until the foliage has died down.
They are then turned on their sides for a period
of rest, and potted again in August. The other
method is to plant them out in well-prepared
ground, where they are left until there is danger
of frost in the autumn. Either of these methods
may be a<ioptod with success the latter probably involves Uie least labour, and in these days
of labour shortage this is a consideration.

growers use stable manure only, but a hot-bed
made of Oak leaves and manui'e in equal proportions retains the heat for a much longer period
than manure alone.
Well mix tJie mateiials
under an open shed, allow them to ferment for
a few days, and when ready make the bed in
the frames.
Cover the surface with old turves
when the warmth from the bed is suitable,
and employ similar soil mixed with old lime
rubble as
compost for planting.
Place the
in

soil

a

small

mound

in

the centre

of

the

frame.

Plant fijmly, but not deeply, and apply
of the compost when the
grow through the surface.
Spray the
plants twice daily with tepid water and close the
frame early in the afternoon. Plentv of heat, and
atmospheric moisture, with moderate ventilation,
are essential details in the culture of frame
Melons. Place mats or other material over the
lights at night.
Blenheim Orange, Ingestre
Hybrid, and Hero of Lockinge are suitable varieties for growing in iframes."
light
roots

top-dressings

The Cherry House. -Establislied trees in
houses that have passed through the
stoning stage must be examined for the active
little grubs that do so much damage.
A night
temperature of 50° to 55° should be maintained,
and a little air admitted through the top ventilators. As the sun gains power, and the thermometer rises rapidly, ventilation must be liberally
increased.
With early varieties a very short
time elapses between stoning and colouring,
which makes it necessa.ry to guard against aphis
attacks before this period arrives.
Trees with
i-ipe or nearly ripe fruit should not be fumigated, as the nicotine would injure the flavour
of the Cherries.
The fruits will hang for a
considerable time when ripe, but the house must
be kept cool, dry, and well ventilated.
If cold,
wet weather inter\'en«s, guard against damp by
a gentle circulation of warmth in the hot-water
pipes just sufficient to keep the house free from
moisture.
Precautions must be taken to keep
birds from the houses by placing small meshed
nets over the ventilators.
Cherry

—

;

HuMEA

ELEQANs —Plants of Humea elegans
wliich were raised from seed
sown last vear
not be hastened into flower by the" use
of fire-heat.
Undue forcing of the pljints is the

should

many failures. Let them grow slowly in
house and shade them from bright sunAdmit plenty of air to the house in
favourable wejither, 'leaving the top ventilators
open all through the night, more or less, according to the weather.
The pots ;i.ro filled with
roots, and stimulants may be used, but not to
excess.
Seeds may be sown now in shallow pans
filled with a light compost for raising another
batch of plants to flower next year. Well wat.er
the soil previous to sowing, and lightly cover the
seed with very fine soil.
Place the seed-pans in
a fairly warm house and cover them with sheets
of glass, which in turn should be covered with
brown paper till the seedlings are through the
cause of

a cool
shine.

soil.

COLEUS —To obtain large specimens of good
colour, grow Coleus in a warm, moist house.
Re^pot the plants when they need more root-room,
using a fairly substantial compost a mixture of
rich, fibrous loam, leaf -mould, manure from a

—

spent Mushroom-bed, wood-ash and sharp sand is
suitable. Ventilate the house carefully diiring the
forenoon, and maintain a moist atmosphere by
damping the bare surfaces in the house frequently. Gradually reduce the amount of ventilation as the .Sim's power declines in the afternoon, but expose the plants fullv to the sunshine at

all

times.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

Melons

GmsB Gardener

J.

Keele

Hall.

in

Newcastle,

to Mrs,

Dempster,

Staffordshire.

Frames.— The present month

is a
ifavourahle time to start the growing of Melons
in
frames.
Succesaional crops may be had
through the season as more frames become available.
The greatest care should be given to the

Plums.— Plum trees growing in boi-ders and
carrying full crops of fruit should be mulched
and fed with diluted liquid manure, and, occasionally, soot-water.
Syringe the ti-ees twice
daily with clean tepid w"ater, free from lime or
other sediments.
If not already thinned, the
superfluous fruits should be removed at once
with a pair of Grape scissors, leaving sufficient
to form a crop spread evenly over tlio trees.
Keep all shoots of cordons pinched at the
third or fourth leaf, to preserve the symmetry of the trees. Closely pinch the sideshoots of trees trained on walls or trellises
to cause fruit spurs to form.
The leading shoots
may be allowed to grow for some time to
come.
Plums, like (Cherries, are subject to
attacks
by grubs, aphis, and red spider.
The last will not be troublesome where the
syringe is used freely.
Aphis can be effectively dealt with by fumigation. Soot-water is
an excellent stimulant for all stone fruits, and
if it is prepared as follows there need be no feaiof injury to fruit or foliage (except when the
fruit commences to colour, when aU syringing
must cease).
Place about a peck of soot in a
sack, weight it so that it will sink to the bottom
of a tank or cask of water.
Do not disturb the
sack, but use the water until it is gone, when
the tank should be filled again.
Tlie water
should show just a tinge of colour.

Peaches and Nect»bineb.— Voung Peach
and Nectarine

trees require careful attention as
shoots.
a space
of at least 4 inches between the shoots. Retain
those of medium size, and remove all others. By
doing this the shoots that remain will receive
more light and air. and the wood for next season's fruiting be better ripened.

regards

thianing and tying of the
Guard against over-cropping, and allow

Apples and PsABS.-When

the

flowers

of

Pears and Apples in pots have set, and the fruit
commences to swell, lightly spray the trees twice
daily with tepid water free from all impunities.
Never let the roots suffer from lack of mni.sture:
nor yet be kept

in a saturated condition.
Light
top-dres«ings or weak stimulants may be given
the roots when the fruits are swelling.
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JDirORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMENTS
PTTBLISHEB,

41.

WC.

Covent Garden.

and

Editors

should be sent to the
Wellington Street.

Publisher.

— Our

correspondents

would

obviaU delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and sai-e us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher
and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to
be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
financial

to

;

Special

Notice

Editors
butions

Correspondents.

to

do not undertake
or

pay

to

for

any

— The
contri-

illustrations,

or to return unused communications or
illustrations
unless
by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold 'themselves
responsible for any, opinions expressed by their
corresjiondents.

Local

News.

— Correspondents

will

greatly oblige
to the Editors early intelligence
of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers,
or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

by sending

Letters for Publication,
plants

naming,

for

EDITOBS,

41,

as well

should

be

as specimens of
addressed to the

Welling-ton Street. Covent

Garden, London.

Communications should be
WRIITEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, sent
as
early in the week as possible, and
duly signed by
the writer.
If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee
of good faith.

lUustrations.-r/ie

Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
for reproduction, of gardens, or
of
remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot
be responsible
for loss or injury.

described fully in these columns, tend to
indicate that fruitfulness in the lower
plants is associated sometimes with starvation phenomena
the plants become fruitful as their food supplies are approaching
exhau.stion
and it may be that fruitfulness even in the higher plants is induced
by similar causes ; as, for example, by a
shortage of some special food.
This, at

—

—

all events,

when

growth
crop

is

is

short.

The precocious flowering of starved
plants is a fact of common observation, and
the tendency of plants to bolt after they
have sustained a check is another which
points in the direction of fruitfulness
owing its inception to the lack of something rather than the presence of a special
flower-forming material.
But, after all, speculation and guessalthough legitimate in science as a
means of jostling the mind out of its ruts,
can never by theiii.selve.s advance knowledge.
For that experiment is the only
means, and it is to be hoped that when
the time comes for the resumption of the
pursuit of knowledge some of our investigators will tackle this question of fruitfulness and provide us with the solution of
what now remains enigmatical.
ing,

Mr. Joseph Rochford
Market
Gardeners, Nurserymen and Farmers' Association, Mr. A. J. Leeney (Worthing),
and Mr
R. R. RoBBiNs (Middlesex). Representatives
of
;

the Distributors

years at Greenwich,

52.5.
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It is

Fruitfulness.

"^^

curious

knowledge

that

our

of the causes

of fruitfulness of plants
is
so meagre.
Apart

from certain generalisations and
beliefs,
we really know nothing about it. Why
this year the Pears are blossomless
we
cannot say; all that can be said is that
after two good years the trees were
exhausted.
But in what way are they exhausted?
They are making growth, as
usual, and hence it must be a specific
and

not a general exhaustion.
The old
hypothesis, or rather way of expressing the
was that a plant produces a specific
flower-forming
material
a
something"
which makes a bud become a blossom bud
instead of a wood bud; but what that
material is, and whether it indeed exists,
we do not know.
fact,

—

The common belief that fruitfulness is
some way connected with a more concentrated and unfruitfulness with a more
in

watery sap

is probably correct.
Actual
determinations of concentration of sap,
carried out by Mr. C. C. Wigans, of the
Missouri Experiment Station, have demonstrated that the cortex sap from bearing
spurs of fruit trees is more concentrated
than that from non-bearing spurs, and that
conversely the leaf sap in leaves of nonbearing spurs is more concentrated than
that from bearing spurs but whether this
is a cause or a consequence of fruitfulness
remains to be determined. The fascinating researches of Kleb, which have been
;

Royal Horticultural Society's OkneRAL Examination in Horticulture. -One
hundred and thirty four candidates entered for
the Society'.s General Examination for Seniors,
held on March 20, 1918.
Four of them, however, were not present on the date appointed,
and eleven were not placed. The examiners, the
Rev. Prof. G. Henslow, M.A., and Mr. James

Hudson,

report, that

of

the candidates

there

were none whose papers were of sufficient merit
warrant a place in the First Class eleven, or
8 per c«nt., were placed in the Second Class:
and 108, or 80 per cent., in the Third Class. In
to

;

Section A (Principles), a large number of candidates answered fairly well the first two questions dealing with the nature of the soil, and
with the importance of light, their significance
in cultivation being understood.
In Section B
(Operations
and Practice), those questions
having a bearing on practical work were, on the
whole, well understood. Twenty-five candidates
entered for the Juniors' Examination, and of
these three secured a Second Class, four a Third,
and nine a Fourth Class.

Market Gardening Advisory Committee.

—Mr.

R. E. Prothero has appointed a Horti-

Advisory Committee to advise the
Board of Agricultjre and Fisheries on all questions connected with the promotion of market
gardening, fruit growing, and horticulture genercultural

ally, and, in particular, with regard to the distribution of produce and the organisation of th*
trades connected with those industries in the
situation created by the war.
The Committee
will be constituted as follows
Representatives
of tlie Board of Agriculture Lt.-Col. Sir David
Prain (Chairman), Dr. F. Keeble, F.R.S.
(Deputy Chairman), ,and Mr. A. G. L. Rooers.
Representatives of the Growers
National Fruit
Growers' Feder.ition, Messrs. W.
Colthup,
O. F. Glenny, W. G. LoBJOiT, A. Marshall, L.
Oakes, and E. S. Warwick; National Farmers'
Union
(Kent
Branch),
Messrs.
Bernard
Champion and A. J. Raynham: Horticultural
Trades' Association of Great Britain and Ireland,
Messrs. A. G. Jackman and G. W. Leak British
Florists'
Federation, Mr.
G.
Monro; Lea
Valley and District Nurserymen and Growers'
:

—

:

:

;

:

National Federation of Fruit

and Potato Trades' Association, Messrs. Ernest
Glover, A. S. Harper, and Thomas Major;

London

Fruit, Flower, and Vegetable Markets
Association, Mr F. R. Ridley; London
and
Provincial Fruit Buyers' Association, Mr. James

:

tural Society,

Lord Lamboubne and Sir Harry
joint secretaries are Mr. G. P.
Berry and Lieutenant R. Wellington.
Veitch.

J.

The

Woodland Industri

ES.-It

is

remarked

in

the Journal of the Ifotjal Society of Arts that the
Forestry Subcommittee of the Reconstruction
Committee, in their recent report, state tliat the
wood distillation industry had failed to develop in Great Britain before the war, not because the raw material was not available or too
expensive, but because of unscientific methods
and lack of encouragement from the Government.
The report refers to what has been accomplished by the utilisation of the produce of
some 2,000 acres of coppice in the Crown woods
at Tintem.
Attention is also called to other
small industries, including tent-peg and spoke
making, that have been set on foot during the
war as illustrating the possibility of further
utilisation of coppice material.

Coffee
AVERAGE Mean Temperatdrb for the
ensuing week
deduced from observations during the
I^t flftv
^
"^

11, 1918.

Association,

Bradnum; London and Home Counties Retail
Fruiterers' and Florists' Association, Mr. E.
L.
A'lnden; Fruit Preservers' Association,
Mr.
W. R. Deakin. Together with Fruiterers' Company, Mr. Stanley Machin; Gardeners' Company, Mr. Francis Agar and Royal Horticul-

would fit in with the fact that
producing a heavy crop its
more restricted than when the

a plant is

[May

in

British Guiana.- The Journal

of the Board of Agriculture, British Guiana,
states that the Coffee industry of the colony con-

tinues to increase. In 1905 the area under cultivation was 1,432 acres; in 1910, 2,546 acres; and
in 1915, 4,468 acres.
The Liberian variety is
chiefly planted, as it gives good returns, and
costs less to cultivate than the Arabian varietj-.
Most of the Coffee produced in the colony is
consumed locally, only a small proportion being
exported.

Soil Sterilisation by Formalin.— For the

—

and, for that
small areaa in the op«n formalin
(formaldehyde) is said * to give valuable results.
The solution should be made by mixing 3^ pints
of formalin (commercial 40 per cent.) with 50
sterilisation of soil of glasshouses

matter,

—

gallons of water, and UBe<l at the rate of 1 gallon
to the square foot.

New Food Products.— The

Council of the

Royal Society has appointed a committee to investigate aitd report on the possibility of obtaining and replacing food
materials and other
necessaries by the utilisation of natural products
not hitherto generally employed for such purposes.
Suggestions as to such products and the
means of organising their collection should be
addressed to the secretary of the Natural Products Committee, Royal Society, Burlington
House, Piccadilly, London.

War

Items.— We deeply

regret to learn that

Arthttr Barnes, eldest son of Mr. N. F.
Barnes, Eaton Gardens, Cheshire, has been
Lieut.

killed in action.

Lieut.

Barnes formerly served

in the Royal Horse Guards (Blue),
his commission in the Cheshires.

acting captain some time,
gazetted to that rank.

We

regret

to

and received
He had been
and was about to be

learn

that

Lieut.

John

O'Brien, son of Mr. Jas. O'Brien, was wounded
hand in action on April 30, in Portuguese East Africa. The wound is not expected
to prove dangerous.
in the left

Publications Received. — 6ee-Aeepin^ in
War-time. By W. Herrod-Hempsall, F.R.S.
(London: Country Life, 'Ltd.) Price9d.net.
* Ohio

Experiment Station, Circular

151.

-

—

a

May

11,
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
^The

Editors

do not

hold

themselves

the opinions expressed by

Plums

Tes-ponsible

forcing has been attempted, as these
trees, after having been forced for twenty years.
come into flower almost of their own accord, but
.an atmosphere at least a few degrees above
freezing-point has to be maintained.
never
had a greater profusion of fruit upon Count
Althann's Gage or Early Transparent Gage.
Other Transparent Gages, Kirke's Early Proactual

We

J.

.Jefferson,

and Blue Rock, have also

Hmhon, Gunntrsbury House

Floral

Conunittee recommended three
Awajxls of Merit to new plants, and awarded
medals to collections.
Messrs. Baer and Sons' exliibit of Daffodils
and Tulips was the best group in the section,
and the Committee gave an Awai-d of Merit to
a seedling Daffodil shown by the same firm.
The Award of Merit given to Narcissus Crimson
Braid at the last meeting (see p. 181) was raised
.seven

cOTTespondenU.)

in

199
The

for

Pots.- This spring our earliest
plants ill pots have set a most abundant crop
of fruit. Our usual method of fertilisation, by
employing a hive of bees, was practised. No

lific.

;

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
May 7.— The fortnightly meeting in the Drill
Hall on Tuesday last was the most successful
for many months past.
The exhibition was sufficient to fill the large building, and there were
numerous visitors. The importance of the meeting was largely accounted for by the fact that
the National Rose Society had arranged a number of special classes for Roses.
This gave
raisers the opportunity of showing their new
seedling varieties, which they have hitherto been
able to do at their own spring Rose shows,
abandoned this year on account of war eondi-

set well.

to a First-class Certificate.

Floral Committer.
Present: Messrs. H. B. May (chairman), J.
Green, S. Morris, G. Reuthe," R. C. Notcutt,
\V. J. Bean, J. Heal, C. R. Fielder, W. Howe,
•I. Jennings. A. Turner, H. J. Jones,
C. Dixon,
J. Dickson. W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, G.

Gardens, Acton.

Manur'inq Expkriments on Fruit.—
sentence in Jethro Tull's Hor.se-Hoeing Husbandry, which I happened to take up just after
reading the article on "Manuring Experiments
on Fruit," on p. 135, set me wondering on what
plan the plots had been laid out at the Ridgmont Fruit Farm. The sentence was in refer" This (tho' it goes never
ence to the tap-root
so deep) has horizontal ones passing out all
round the Sides ana e.xtend to several Yards
Distance from it, after they are by their Minuteness, and earthly Tincture, become invisible to
the naked Eye." I wondered what precautions
had been taken to prevent the invasion of the
plot to which one kind of manurial treatment
had been given by these far-searching roots from
a neighbouring plot, and so I was driven to the
Report No. 16 itself. There one may certainly
learn that in the Ridgmont soil fruit trees assume "a remarkably shallow-rooting habit." as
is only to be expected, for the depth to which
roots may penetrate depends largely upon the
presence or absence of air, and the Ridgmont
soil is, one may suppose, very wet and close
below, but beyond telling us that there were 21
plots of 18 trees of certain varieties on paradise stock, the report is silent.
The first report,
however, shows us that each "plot" consisted
of a single line of trees planted 11 feet from the
lines on each side of it.
The trees in one line
received one dressing, those in the next another.
Other details ar: to be learnt from the first,
second, fourth, and ninth reports, and they go
to show that the roots spread far. hut there is
nothing whatever to show that the roots of one
line of trees did not benefit or suffer, as the
case may be, from the treatment of the lines on
either side at least. It is a pity this point seems
to have been overlooked in the c^onipilation of
the report, for those who arc serinu.sly occupied
in the growing of fruit are desirous of knowing
the conditions under which experimental results
have been olitained, and here is one which seems
to render doubtful the validity of the whole of
the conclusions based upon the results of manuring at Ridgmont. To point to the Millbrook experiments, where positive results were evident
in somewhat similar circumstances, will not explain away this disturbing fa^-tor. for there the
soil is very different, and probably the nature
of the root development will also he different
Another omission seems regrettable, too.
too.
We are given con.parisons between the crops,
but nowhere can we discover an indication of the
actual yields the tr:^es are giving. No system of
manuring will compensate for treatment detrimental to the trees in other directions, and the
enquiring fruit grower would have welcomed
evidence to show that the trees normally treated
at Ridgmont were producing annually crops such
as might reasonably he expected from trees of
their variety and age.
Such a statement would
have been more illuminating than the figure 100
u.sed as a bas's for the " normal " trees, and
:

;

would have tended

to ,n1lay

the tree's growth. It is to be
hoped that further experiments may be set afoot
ere long where precautions are taken to prevent
the treatment of one plot influencing the trees
tin
another, for the question of the need for
manure in the fruit plantation is one of immense and increasing importance, for fruitgrowing is increasing, and supplies of stable and
farmyard manure are decreasing. F. J. C.

turbing factor

in

Garden

(crimson)

;

below.

tions.
The National Society's Gold Medal was
awarded to two new varieties, ajid Certificates
of Merit were awarded to several others. Group.s
of Rosea were exhibited by traders and other-s,

and

received
Society.

awards from the National Rose

hoses.

Francis Gaunt (apricot-colour).

(See

p.

201.)

McLeod,
Paul, W. Cuthbertson, J.
F.
Morter, Jas. Hudson, and H. Cowley.

Awards
Rhododendron

W.

of Merit.

Boylei magnijicum.

—A

glori-

Certificate of Appreciation.

form of the hardy Chinese species R. Roylei
the flowers are both larger and brighter in colour
than those of the type.
The interior of the
blossom is salmon-pink, which darkens on the
outside towards the calyx tube to rich crimson,
with a bluish bloom. Trusses contain from five
to six of the wide-spreading, pendant blossoms,
which are well set off by the handsome leaves,
Holly-green above.
silvery-grey beneath and

The Orchid Committee awarded a Cultural
Certificate to Mr. Collier for a magnificent plant
Fowler's
of Laelio-Cattleya J. F. Birkbeck,
variety, and four Medals to groups.

Exhibited by Mr. G. Reuthe.
Primula spicata. This species has the appearance of a miniature P. nutans, but the flowers are
held more erect. They are a beautiful shade of

Exhibits

any fear the reader's

mind might harbour that perhaps the lack of
response to manuring was due to some other dis-

two new gold medal

Fig. 8b.
ent,

fied

before the

Floral,

Tulip, and Orchid Committeee

Narcissus

and

were of a high

.standard.

There was one exhibit of especial importance
two hundred seedling Potatos from Messrs.
Sutton and Sons before the Fruit and VegeThe exhibit was given a
table Committee.

—

—

—

—

;
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both
lavender blue, with a white interior
The
flower-stem and calyx bear white farina.
foliage closely resembles that of the common
Primrose, but is much smaller, and is delicately
pilose.
The species is a native of China, and
It will
was introduced by Mr. Geo. Forrest.
be very suitable for growing in the Alpine house,
or in parts of the rock-garden where its delicate
Shown by
beauty will not be overlooked.
Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.
Polyanthus Miller's Giant. The award was
made for a large-flowered strain of Polyanthus,
with the usual wide range of colouring seen in
including blue, primrose.
this spring flower,
;

—

as foils to

CHRONICLE.

Laburnums, Wistarias, and Cytisus

praecox in bloom
Messrs. H. B.

May

AWARDS.
(Cultural Commendation.
To Mr. J. Collier, gardener to Sir Jeremiah
Colman, Bart., Gatton Park, Surrey, for a plant
of Laelio-Cattleya
J.
F. Birkbeck, Fowler's
variety, with six grand flowers, one spike bearing four blooms.
The same plant was shown

vias.

Silver

Banhsian

Medals

were

awarded

to

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., for Perpetualflowering Carnations
Mr. G. W. Miller, for
haixiy
flowers
Messrs.
Pipers, for haa'dy
flowers and flowering shrubs, which included a
;

;

magnifiteiit

.specimen

nf

J. Gurney Fowler on March 30,
was unanimously awarded a FirstIn Mr, Collier's hands it has
greatly improved beyond its then fine form.
The cross is between Cattleya Mendelii and
Laelio-Cattleya Henry Greenwood (L.-C. Schilleriana X C. Haixlyana), and it appears to have

by the

rampann-

Eiikianthu.'i

11. 1918.

Walter Cobb, W. H. White, W. J. Kaye, J.
Charlesworth, Arthur Dye. T. Armstrong, E. R,
Ashton, Pantia Ralli, Frederick J. Hanbury,
Stuart Low, R. A. Rolfe, Fred K. Sander, and
C, J. Lucas.

Sons

were aLso
awarded a Silver Flora Medal. Their exhibit
consisted of indoor Ferns, interspersed with
bright groups of flowering plants, such as Verbenas, Hydrangeas, Clematis, and scarlet Sal.\nd

[May

late

Mr.

1915,

when

class

Certifica.te.

it

developed the good qualities of all the parents.
sepals and petals are white with a slight
blush tint, the labellum ruby-crimson with gold
lines from the base to the orange-shaded centre.

The

Novelties.
Sir .Jeremiah Colman showed Odontoglossum
Gatton Princess (Queen of Gatton x eximium).

The plant had a fine spike of well-formed, light
yellow flowers, which are profusely spotted with
dark purplish-red. The lip is white, and has a
dark red blotch in front of the yellow crest.
A. P. Cunliffe, Esq., Woodford, Salisbiu-y
(gr.
Mr. Tindall), showed a remarkably fine
form of Cattleya Tityus (Enid x Octave Doin).
The large, bright, rose-coloured flowers have a

ruby-crimson front to the

lip.

Groups.
Messrs, Armstrong and Brown were awarded
a Silver Flora Medal for a. group of Odontoglossums, Odontiodas and Miltonias.
Among
the Odontogloesums were several handsomely
blotched 0. crispum raised from home-raised
seed, and other showy hybrid Odontoglossums.
Miltonia Frank Reader, a large, rose-pink flower
with dark, ruby-crimson mask on the lip, and
Odontioda Henryii, with a fine spike of orangescarlet flowers, were the most striking plants in
respective sections.
Messrs. Coarlesworth and Co. were awarded
a Silver Flora Jledal for a group of handsome
Odontoglossums and other showy varieties.
Odontoglossum Doreen (eximium x Empress of
India), a pretty seedling, bore one large white
flower
prettily
marked with light purple:
Odontioda .loan variety, with dark lilac flowers,
Oda Brewii, and forms of Cattleya Tityus, were
their

specially attractive.

Messrs. Stuart

Low and

Co. were awarded a

Flora Medal for a varied and interesting
^roup which included several rare species. Dia
rium bicornutum, with pure white flowers, and
several bright red Renanthera Imschootiana,
showed up well, whilst among the hvbrids the
•Silver

1

formed

finely

Laelio-Cattleva

Moonbeam

(C.

Schroderae x L.-C. G. S. Ball), with clear apricot-yellow flowers having an orange centre to the
lip.

FlG. 37.
(See .iward.^

yellow, ci-imson, and mai'oon.

G.

— NARCISSUS
liy

.\NCH0RITE.

Narcissus and Tulip Committee.

the Naiois ;u« Committee.)

Exhibited by Mr.

W. Miller.

and Schizandra chinensis rubra and Jlr.
Reuthe, for hardy plants. Rhododendrons,
and uncommon slirubs.
The Rhododendrons
were the chief feature of Mr. Reuthe's exhibit
besides the fine form of R. Roylei which gained
the Award of Merit, he showed the curiously
flowered R. spinulifexum, which
has fleshcoloured flowers, ovate in shape, not expanding
at the mouth, with the stamens protruding a
considerable distance from the apex; and R.
campylocarpum, the finest of all yellow-flowered
Rhododendrons.
latus

;

G.

Groups.
R. L. MoND, Esq., Combebank, Sevenoaks (gr.
filled one of the long tables with
plants of Calceolaria C'libranii, a beautiful hybrid
raised in the John Innes Institute, Merton.
The
plant is excellent for the greenhouse or conservatory
it bears lax
trusses of clear, rich,
self-yellow flowers.
The plants shown were remarkably well grown, and were awarded a SUver-

Mr. C. Hall),

'

:

ijilt Banhsian Medal.
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, showed ornamental-leaved and flowering shrubs, for which
a Silver Flora Medal was awarded.
Japanese
Maples were a feature of this group, and acted

and Odontoglossum Oberthiirii (Adrianae x

harvengtense), with handsome light canary-yellow flowers spotted with chestnut-red and wellrounded labellum. gave good examples of the
hybridist's success.
Messrs. C. F. Waters and Co. were awarded
a Silver Banksian Medal for a group of wellflowered Dendrobiums, with Cattleyas, BrassoCattleyas, and Odontoglossums.

OFchid
O'Brien

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.
Narcissus Crimson Braid. This fine Barrii
form, which gained an Award of Merit at the
meeting held on April 23 last (see Gard. Chron..
May 4, 1918. fig. 83), was given the higher

—

award
Messrs.

Committee.

Present: Sir Jeremiah Cnlman, Bart,
chair).

Present: l\Ir. E. A. Bowles (in the chair),
Rev. Joseph .Jacob, Miss Willmott, Messrs. W.
Poupart, W. B. Cranfield. R. W. Wallace. Peter
R. Barr, Herbert Smith. G. W. Leak. F. Herbert Chapman, .1. T. Bennett-Poe, R. A. Wallace, and Chas. H. Curtis (hon. sec).

(in

the

Sir Harry J.
Veitch, Messrs. Jas.
(hon. secretary), R.
Brooman-White,

of

a

First-class

Certificate.

Shown by

Herbert Chapman, Ltd.

Avi^ARD OF Merit.
Narcissus Anchorite (see fig. 87). K large
flowered bicolor Barrii variety having blooms

May
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Xhe perianth is white
about 35 inches across.
and well formed, and the cup is bright pale
yellow, beautifully frilled ajid lenddng its colour
It
to stain the bases of the perianth segments.
is a tall-growing form, averaging about 19 inches
Shown by Messi-s. Barr and Sons.
in height.
Groups.
The most important group was staged by
Messrs. Barr and Sons, and was composed of
The former flowers were
Tulips and Daffodils.
rather small, and dark-coloured varieties predominated, notably La Tulipe Noire, Zulu, \ alTulipa viridiflora
entine. Viking, and Sirdar.
Among Daffodils, a
praeco.K was also included.
was conseedling
trumpet
greenish-yellow
spicuous, with Anchorite, White Lady. Timon.
Daffoneat
Poet's
very
and Minerva, the latter a
dil, not far removed from N. poeticufi of LinMeidal.)
Banksian
(Silver-gilt
naeus.
Narcissus Crimson Braid was shown in grand
condition by its raisers. Messrs. Herbert Chapman, Ltd. The same firm staged a bunch of
flowers of

the Narcissus poeticos of Linnaeus.

form was thought to have been lost to
cultivation, but Mr. William Poupart, Twickenham, had a small stock, and distributed a few
bulbs to friends, and it was from tliis stock that
the flowers shown were produced.
Mr. W. B. Cranfield. Enfield Chase, e.xhibited
up a few seedling Daffodils, notably Cantata, a
bright-eyed Poeticus variety, and Cansonet, a
birolor Barrii of considerable beauty and sub-

This

stance.

fruit

and Vegetable Committee.

Prrfiit: Messrs. A. H. Pearson (in the chair).
Harrison, W. Bates, W. H. Divers, A. Bullock, E. Beckett. G. Keif, O. Thomas, A. R.
Allan, E. A. Bunyard, H. S. Rivers, Jos. Cheal,
and W. Wilks.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons contributed an exhibit of much interest and value a selection of
"
two hundred seedling Potatos'of their " Casilo
These represented the selection of 70.000
strain.
crosses, and including first-early, second-early,
J.

—

None of the varieties
and maincrop varieties.
*as named, but we understand that all have
shown the desirable qualities of productiveness,
flavour, and robust constitution after trials extending over a number of years. (Certificate of

Appreciation.)

NATION.XL ROSE SOCIETY'S CLASSES.
The National Rose Society arranged a number
of classes for Roses in conjunction with the Koyal
Horticultural Society's fortnightly meeting on
Tuesday

last.

There were no money

prizes,

but

eaih exhibitor was allowed to show liis flowers
as he pleased.
There were three nurserymen's groups, of
which that staged by Mr. Elisha Hicks was parThe centre consisted of a
ticularly pleasing.
large group of Moyesii (a very deep and perhaps
slightly
sombre colour when grown under
glass), which was brightened by a pretty bank of
K. Hai-risonii, with its cheerful yellow flowers
and small decorative foliage. Flanking this group
were two stands of Mrs. Elisha Hicks, Joanna
Bridge, the fragrant Mrs. George Norwood on
the one side, and on the other Mme. E. Herriot.
and a particularly bright pillar of the dwarf
Polyantna Ellen Poulsen, which seems to be as
good under glass as it is in the garden,
Messrs. B. R. Cant's group included several
In the centre was a largo
Koses of interest.
group of Dr. Williams's climbing Rose, Emily
flowers and large foliyellow
with
deep
Gray,
It has a certain,
age of the Noisette type.
though not pronounced, fragrance of its own,
and is a colour that has long been sought for in
a climbing variety for the garden, Marechal
Niel. alas, being useless to most of us, except

under

glass.

There was here

also a

good stand

of Golden Ophelia and one of Augustus Hartmann.
The attraction of this Rose lies in its
brilliant colouring, and it was no surprise to
find the shade of the petals as grown under
glass even more brilliant than when grown in the
This fine variety has, unfortunately, a
open.
certain dislike of transplanting, and many seem
to have failed with it through not pruning sufficiently hard after moving it.
Mfessr.a, Paul and Son, Cheshunt, showed a
fine

group of standards and pot Roses, among

which Ethel, Mme. Sugiind Weber, Edw-ard
Mawley, and G. C. Ward were specially worth
notice.

The exhibits of amateurs were not numerous,
but Mr. E. J. HoLL.\ND showed a few exhibition
blooms in baskets and vases showing great perfection of culture. Some wonderfully fine blooms
of Mrs. Foley Hobos were contained m one
basket, while' Mrs. Welsh, William Shean and
Edgar Burnet were also noticeable, both for
large size and the finely-formed character of the
flowers.

Mrs. 0. Fisher showed a beautiful bowl of
Ophelia, and Mrs. CouaJNEX Page two bowls, of
which that containing Melody was particularly
pleasing.

Seedling Roses.
Seedling Roses always attract attention, and
several of" those displayed were worthy of something more than passing notice. AU those exhibited were of the H.'T. section.
The first and perhaps the most perfect in
This Rose
form was Mrs. Elisha Hicks.
possesses a delightful fragrance, which brought
one back several times in the day to inliale its
sweet perfume. The colour is a soft blush pink,
very clear and delicate, and the growth seemed
The variety was
of a satisfactory character.

awarded a Caixl of Commendation.
A Gold Medal was awarded to Messrs. B. T.
Cant and Sons for a crimson variety named
Covent Garden (see fig. 86). of a colour near that
of Hoosier Beauty, but practically without per-

fume. Thev were also awarded a Card of Com
mendation for Golden Ophelia, which is a wellformed flower, carried well on good stiff stalks
of a bright golden colour. The variety was probablv not shown quite at its best, and when this
occurs it should secure the Gold Medal without
difficulty.
.-*.
Dickson and Son exhibited
Messrs.
They were awarded a Gold
several new Roses.
Rose named Francis
decorative
Medal for a
Gaunt (see fig. 86). a jjinkisli apricot, almost
moderate form. 'The
of
flower,
orange-coloured
aw.-iiS received some criticism, but was probably
certainly looked
which
colour,
by
the
justified
well in the mass, and seemed to improve on a

second and third

visit.

A more beautiful flower of excellent form was
Molly Bligh. which received a Card of Commendation. The colour is pink with a tinge of
apricot and a suspicion of brick-red shading,
and the flower reminded one, both in colour and

form, of that finely-formed Rose, Lady Moyra
Beauclerc. and, UkelhisRose.it seemed to have
the defect that the edges of the petals are easily
Notwithstanding this fault, it is a
injured.
lovely flower, which one could visit again and
agaiii with an increasing satisf.iction, which was
not diminished by its pleasing perfume.
Chamelion is a" fairly well-formed flower of a
distinct orange or strawberry pink colouring, of
medium size, and Mrs. Dunbar Butler a pretty
Whiti' 7fn.fe.
pink form.
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addedi at sowing time, I note in many cases the
Oat plant needs some assistance to enable it to
develop vigorously, especially where wireworm is
prevalent.
No time should be lost in assisting
the growth by sowing evenly over the surface
1

cwt. sulphate of

ammonia per

acre.

Poiatos.

No time should be lost in completing the
planting of the Potato crop.
The land is now
working well, except in a few instances where
the soil is heavy.
Turf land newly broken in
January has come to hand remarkably easy, and
the promise of crops under such conditions are
favourable.
The early plots, whether on the
flat or in ridges, should now be harrowed over
to kill the first crop of weeds, loosen the soil,
admit air, and enable the cultivator or honseboe to run the more freely between the rows
later.

Sugar Beet.
There seems

be a prospect of factories
being erected in various parts for the manufacof sugar fi-om Sugar Beet.
If this suggestion is to be practical then the growing of Sugar
Beet will be encouraged, because, with a reaisonable prospect of a fair return, farmers will grow
the crop.
During the past two years I have proved that
Sugar Beet can be grow'n successfully in this
county.
I
have at the present moment many
good roots still in the ground, which I fear I
have
no
shall
use for. as although horses, pigs
and cattle eat them willingly, tliey cannot conto

liri'e

sume so many as I have grown. The middle
of the present month is a good time to sow the
seed, at the rate of 6 lbs. per acre, drilled like
Mangold or even a trifle closer. The deeper the
land is broken and disintegrated the better, as
more roots are made than in the case of ManManure, too. should be evenly disgold.
tributed, whether it is farmyard dung or superphosphate ; the latter should be sown over the
plot at the rate of 4 cwt. per acre.

I

The Government Draining Scheme.
am pleased to see that the muicli-needed

legislation for dealing with land drainage is on
One
the tapis, and likely to come into effect.
point which ought not to be lost sight of is
the neglect of farmers to clean out ditches and
I come across many instances of
watercourses.
this while inspecting farms with a view to the
Too
ploughing of grass land for corn cro^s.
many farmers, as an excuse for ploughing grass
soil,
the
condition
of
land', point to the wet
but they forget to say this is caused by the
neglect to keep the ditches clean. Where farms
are situated on bills there does not seem to be

much excuse
attention
/;.

is

for having wet fields if reasonable
to the natural watercourses.

paid

.\fnh/:i,in:

Linseed.
Tht. Foci Pi(jduction Department strongly
lecommends farmers to grow a small area of
Linseed this year. The crop is particularly suited
It
the' circumstances of the presient time.
should be sown about the middle of May. The
crop is practically immune from wireworm, and
mnv therefore be taken after old grass or used for
one that
filling up a thin corn, crop or replacing
When it is too late to sow Barley,
has failed.
The
there is still time enough for Linseed.
possession of even a small quantity of Linseed
next autumn should go far to solve the difficulties
It
at present attending the rearing of calves.
cent.) and in
is particularly rich in oil (35 per
Linseed
pound
of
A
cent.).
per
albuminoids (23
purposes equal to nearly 2 lbs.
is for general
of Oats or li lb. of the best oilcake or cereal
In addition to this. Linseed is a crop
food.
A fine surface
that can be cultivated easily.
tilth and a light covering are all that it needs.
to
It is suited to most parts of the country and

to

SuMiTER Fallows.

The summer fallow ia an old-fashioned method
foundaof cleaning land and laying a thorough
Some think such
tion lor a future Wheat crop.
a method of Wheat preparation a waste of land,
prefer
yet the plan cannot be surpassed. They
foul,
to sow some catch crop, even if the land is
undesirweedy,
be
always
will
it
case
which
in
able ground. It is much better to summer fallowsuch land and thoroughly clean it once for all.
Plough sufficiently dee]) to get under the roots
period,
of the Couch, cross-plough within a short
drag over the surface to disintegrate the soil
and get the Couch on the top, harrow to further
remove the .soil, and roll the surface if the ground
Collect the rubbish by the aid
cloddy.
is
of chain' harrows, and burn it in small heaps
over the ground. Wh^n this is completed, plough
again to disturb any roots missed the first time,
and repeat the collecting and burning process.
weather
All such work needs to be done in dry
to be effective.
Stimtjl.vtino thk Oat Crop.

Where Oats were sown on newly broken up
pasture,

and especially where manure was not

innst snils.

There should be no difiiculty in securing seed.
Stocks of both home-grown and Argentine Linseed suitable for seed are available. Particulars
as to the price may be obtained from the Controller of Supplies, Food Production Department,
who will also forward on application a memorandum giving full information as to the culti
vat'on and u.ses of Linseed.
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Araucaria excelsa
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Aspidistra, green ...

Boronia
tigma

megas-

Cyclamens
Erica pertoiiita
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d.
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and obtain some idea of their cultural
requirements.
Here is a list of then):
Aconitum Napellus, Achillea Millifolium,
Aoorus Calamus, Agrimonia Eupatoria,
Agropyron repens, Alfchaeia officinalis,
Anthemis vulgaris, Artemisia vulgaris, A.
Absinthium, Asperula odorata, Arctium
Lappa, Atropa Belladonna, Calendula
officinalis,
Carum Carvi, Chelidonium

—

MAY

No. 1638.—SATURDAY,

majus, Chrysanthemum Partlieniuni, Colchicum autunmale, Convallai-ia majalis,
Datura Stramonium, Daucus
Carota,
Foeniculum dulce,
Digitalis purpurea,
Gentiana lutea, Helleborus niger, Hy-
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NOTES FROM KEW.—V.'
has
THERE
vance

been remarkably little advegetatign since my last
notes appeared. The cold east winds,
coupled with lack of sunshine, have
retarded growth at a time of year wIrmi
it is usually on the rush.
However, it has
been all for the best. Vegetation is quite
forward enough, as there may be frost.s
before this mjontli is out the Potatos on
the Palace lawn are above ground, and
many other plants are uncovered to frost
Tlie tiower garden in front of
attack.
the Puliu Hou.se is planted with fifty
thousand seedling Onions, and the flowerbeds elsewhere are being sown or planted
with other vegetables, incbuling such outof-tiio-way things as Sweet Maize, Ground
Nut, Chinese Cabbage and Caraway. The
last-named has been the subject of freOil of Caraway
quent inquiry at Kew.
(Carum Carvi) is used in medicine and as
a perfume for soaps; the popular liqueur
Kiimmel is flavoured with it, and, as everyone knows, the seeds are used for flavourThe plant is as easy to growing cakes.
indeed, a Parsley in
it is,
as Parsley
habit.
Seeds nowadays are not to be had.
unless one can find them in the spice-chest
of a careful housewife, as Kew did, after
trying Me.ssrs. Vilmorin and other seed
ill

;

:

merchants unsuccessfully.
The garden attachorl to No. 4 Museum,
formerly the residence of the Duke of Camis
planted with a selection of
drug and otlier plants of economic imGenerally, each kind occupies
portance.
a Ke[)arate bed on the lawn, so that those

bridge,

interested

may

• Previoufl artlnlea
4, March ft,

February

see

what the plants are

appeared

in

and April

6.

the Usues o' January

Hyoscyamus niger,
Lavandula officinalis,
Leonurus
Cardiaca,

Lamium album,
Linum usitatissimum, Marrubium
gare,
lotus

vul-

Mentha piperita, M.viridis, Meliofficinalis,

Melissa

officinalis,

Ne-

phrodium Filix-mas, Papaver Rhoeas, P.
somniferuni,
Peucedanum
graveolens.
Poterium officinale.
Rheum officinale,
Rosmarinus officinalis, Ruta graveolens,
Spiraea Ulmaria. Stachys Betonica, Sym-

phytum officinale, Tauacetum vulgare,
Taraxacum officinale, Teucrium Chamaedrys,

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Comns

oSicinalis,

i

5

Kitchen garden, the

land

canadensis,

drastis

Hyssopus

Hardy flower border, t he—

American
Gooseberry
mildew
210
Beans and Peas, cooking 211
Birmingham allotments 208

19,

T.

Valeriana

Scorodonia, Tussilago Farfara,
officinalis,

and

Verbena

offi-

cinalis.
.\n
Aristotelian gar<len this, with no
"
interest whatever for the '' decorative
gardener, who scoSs at beds of Dandelion
and Tansy. All the same, it has a real
value to those who desire to know the offiModern gardening has gone
cinal plants.
too far in the direction of the merely ornaThe l)eautiful wild Cherries,
mental.
Pears, and Plums at Kew have few equals,
but if one goes where fruit orchards
al)ound one will see acres of such displays
of flower.s. and they will be succeeded by
crops of fruit as jileasing to the eye as
they are useful as food. If, instead of the
Laburnum,
Lilac,
Lime,
Hawthorn,

Laurel, Aucuba, and the pestiferous Privet
fill so much space in the gardens of
we had Apples, Pears, Plums,
to-day,
and
Currants, Gooseberries,
Cherries,
some of the best Blackberries, our gardens
would bo none the le.ss beautiful and the
flowers would be followed by fruit which
Top much art, too little
is good for man.
common sense, is a fair criticism of much

which

of our
a

gardening

man owns

efiorts.

sufficient

Of course, when

land to be able to

indulge in the merely beautiful as well as
the really iiseful, he is lucky, but there
are thousands who can only afford one
phase of gardening, and

it is

unfortunate

that they usually prefer the wrong one.
It really is astonishing how rapturous we
can grow over plants that are little better
than weeds. The early English gardeners
cultivated only plants that had a direct

and we moderns might
very well take that leaf out of their book.
This is rank heresy, no doubt; still, it has
to be said by someone, and I might as well
say it.
There is no better hedge plant than
Berberis stenophylla. At Kew this shrub is
represented by large ma.sses in prominent
positions, but it is turned to useful purpose as a hedge enclosing the hardy
aquatic garden, and a most perfect hedge
Tt can be sheared as Privet and
it is.
Thorn are, and it quickly becomes a wall-

economic value,
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like screen, pleasant to the eye at all times,

a protection from cold winds, and in Ma/
it is a wall of golden flowers.
By far the best of the trees introduced
in recent years from China is Davidia involucrata.
Its praises have been sung by
Henry, Wilson, and others, and to these'
may be added a strong recommendation
from its behaviour in this country. The
tree is quite hardy at Kew, never having
suffered either from frost or from east

wind

in

Spring from

its first

planting in

the open some t«n years ago.
It grows as
vigorously and is as' shapely as a well-

behaved young Pear

tree, and it does not
too soon.
The specimens
planted out-of-doors at Kew are flowering
well this year, and, judging by the tree,
in the Temperate House, when they are
a year or two older they will bloom as
freely as the wild Cherry.
The tree in
the Temperate House is probably the
largest in this country.
It was presented
by M. Maurice de Vilmorin in 1901, and
as soon as it was large enough it was
planted in the Himalayan section of the

start into leaf

house, where it grew well and flowered for
the first time in 1913.
It has flowered
every year since, and at the present time
there are more than a thousand fully expanded flower-heads on it, a truly remarkBelonging to the Dogwoods,
able sight.
the pendulous flowers are in button-like
heads, and set in a pair of white membraneous, leaf-like bracts, the larger being
about 6 inches long.
These bracts have
the effect of pieces of white paper hanging
from the branches. Fruits are ripened
every year, and some of last year's are
hanging now. There were thousands of
this
Davidia in Messrs.
seedlings of
Veitch and Son's Coombe Wood nurseries
a few years ago, and I suppose they were

purchased by some enterprising nurserythe nursery stock was disposed
of by auction.
I have never seen a Cornus at Kew so

man when

full of flowers

as several

young

trees

of

C. Nuttallii near King William's Temple
visitor called
are now (see fig. 88).
them tree Clematis, and the white
" flower," 4 inches across, with a black,

A

button-like centre, certainly suggests a
In North America this and
Clematis.
several other species of Cornus are very free
flowering: evidently they like more sunshine than we get here. C. Nuttallii is said
to be one of the most beautiful of the flowering trees of North America, and in
autumn it is again effective owing to the
yellow and scarlet tinting which the leaves

assume.

Amherstia nobilis, first flowered in England in 1849, by Mrs. Lawrence, the
mother of the late Sir Trevor Lawrence,
in her garden at Ealing Park, is represented bv a large specimen in the Aroid
House (No. 1) at Kew, which flowers reguIt
larly in May, and is in flower now.
is somewhat disappointing in this country,
probably because it makes less show under
artificial conditions than in the tropics
of India and Malaya, where it is often
cultivated in gardens, growing 40 feet or

more high with a truidi 6 feet in girth.
Dr. Wallich described it as being " profusely ornamented with pendulous racemes
blossoms,
vermilion-coloured
of
large,

—
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forming superb objects, unequalled in the flora
of the East Indies, and, I presume, not surpassed
in magnificence and elegance in any part of the
Given sufficient head room, say, a
world."
house 20ft. high, it can be grown and flowered
temperature such as suits its relations
stove
in a
the Browneas and Jonesias. The tree produces
long, leafy shoots every- year, and the large,
pendulous racemes hang among the big, pinnate

landsia

Glaziovii,

Cereus flagelJiformis,

Nidularium
Meyendorffii,
and Strelitzia Reginae.

The

seedling Victoa-ia regia has just been plajited
in its big tank, where in about three months it
will have leaves 6 feet across and flowers as big
as Cabbages.
I know no plant tJiat increases so
rapidly as this does rn about six months it produces scores of leaves which would together
weigih about half a ton, and forty or fifty big
;

[May

18, 1918.

such gatherings of plant fanciers from all parts
of the world, such fraternising, and such trading
as the mighty men
of
Ghent were used to
organise every five years ?
Those gatherings
were the Olympiads of horticulture.
There,
giant met giant
Sander v. Linden, Holford v.
Vuylsteke, Wills v. Van Houtte, Vilmorin v.
Erelage, and such-like leviathan contests. And
what plants one saw at these shows
Shall we
ever see their like again ?
Now, it is get on
with the war grow food ; waste nothing. The
world is struggling for freedom, and the art of
gardening, like so much else that we valued,
must drop its luxuries and help to provide food
for the warriors.
On the whole, we appear to
be doing it fairly well. Nearly every man, and
:

!

;

a large

number

women,

of

too, are actively en-

gaged in their spare time in making the soil
produce food.
Many lessons are being learnt
in the process, one of the most important of
which is that vegetables are good for man. For
food is a habit, a fashion, and we are apt to
eat. and look upon as essentials, things that
we could very well dispense with.
Many Rhododendrons are in flower, both outside and under glass.
In the Himalayan House,
the most striking are The King and William
Taylor, two hybrids raised at Kew
Loderi,
white and rosy-mauve forms
Nuttallii,
six
flowers in a head
Griffithianum Rose Mangles,
a lovely waxy-flowered hybrid ; and the true
bright crimson arboreum.
Outside, a bed of
Vaseyi is a great attraction, and campylocarpum
proclaims itself the best of all yellow Rhodo:

;

;

dendrons.
The rockery

is coming on, although, as one
recently remarked to another, it will
be better when the plants have covered all the
soil and the stones
They might, if the weather
-were more propitious.
Daphne petraea is one
of the gems, a nice little colony of it being

soldier

!

happy in the Saxifraga section. The best
Primulas are chionantha and davurica. and
Trillium grandiflorum is a king among its less
showy brethren, cernuum, sessile, and erectum.
Meconopsis is at present represented by three
species, simplicifolia, grandis, and aculeata, and
there are others coming on. The Bluebells are
in flower, and .so are the Lilacs and Azaleas.
As a modern poet has sung, you should " Go
down to Kew in Lilac time, it isn't far from
quite

London."

V,

TT.

W.

li.
LEAF-MOULD BENEATH TREES.

:^.
'^-

;:,:-

:i*W

—

^,

irhotogrnph by E.

Fig. 88.

J.

Wallis-

corntjs nuttallii flowering at kew.
(See p. 203.)

leaves, the flowers dropping daily to the ground.

flowers, not to

The blossoms are
for they are very fugitive.
said to be used ae offerings in the caves before
the images of Buddha in Martaban.
In the Orchid houses the most noteworthy
plants in flower are Lueddemannia Vys'ereana,

shot-like seeds

Schomburgkia
tibicinis,
and
Eria
Other interesting plants
etyloides.
in the tropical houses are

Puya

rhyncoin flower

coerulea,

Til-

mention the hundreds of grapewhich it ripens.

Standing over the Victoria tank is a good
example of the Sealing-wax Palm, Cyrtostachys
Renda, which recalls its first appearance in
Europe at a Ghent Quinquennial when I offered
Mr. de Smet Duvivier 500 francs for a young
plant which he showed there, and he refused the
Will there ever be such shows.
offer.
Ah, me
!

It caimot bp contended that the accumxdation of leaves beneath trees may be removed with
advantage.
The leaf-mould serves a two-fold
pnrpo.<ie
that of manuring and of mulching,
and perhaps the latter, by which the moisture is
conserved and the trees whose roots are comparatively near the surface, is the more important, for tile trees with their blanket of leafmould are thus enabled better to withstand
periods of summer drought.
Nor should the
winter value of the mulch be overlooked, for
even during the hardest spell of frost the layer
of partially-decayed leaves protects the ground
below. As an illustration of the great value to
trees of the fallen leaves, I have in mind a large
Beech wood conveniently near to a country garden.
Every winter, for very many years,
hundreds of cartloads of leaves were removed
from a portion of the wood and taken to the
garden for making hot-beds, and, later, to be
From
used as manure in the kitchen garden.
the gardener's point of view this was an admost
casual
But
the
arrangement.
mirable
observer could not fail to note the difference in
the condition of the trees in the Beech wood.
One could see to almost a yard how far the leafBeyond, where nature's
raking had extended.

plan of manuring and mulching had never been
interfered with, the trees, of the same age and

were in marked contrast.
soil,
similar
Although most had become " stag-headed " with
in

—
Mat

age, they were taller, larger in the bole, and the
leaves retained their greenness longer in the
season than those that had been denuded of
their natural mulch.

The value

of the annual fall from broad-leaved
so well recognised by foresters that
plantations of broad-leaved trees and
Conifers are frequently made.
In the arboretum a periodic top-dressing is a regular routine.
At Dropmore the late Philip Frost carried out
much of this admirable work. Profiting by this
example I treated many of the specimens at
Pencarrow with road scrapings and other
material, though in North Cornwall the annual
rainfall is much heavier.
The good effect was
soon seen, particularly in the case of an avenue
of Araucaria imbricata on high, poor ground,
where the trees had practically stood still for a
dozen years, yet in three years after a liberal
top-dressing they renewed their vigour and grew
with remarkable freedom. A. C. Barthtt.
trees

;

;
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is

mixed

PLANT NOTIS.

{Annals of Botany, X., 1896). This has been
supplemented by J. H. Maiden and W.
Watts.
Mr. Oliver's work is more compre
hensive, especially concerning the vegetation
the result of personal observation and in^

W

He

vestigation.

ture

of

trees

and

figures the anatomical
leaves of
the leading

the

struc
forest

the plant formations
but
what appeals more to the distant naturalist
is
his illustrations of the scenery embodying the prominent features in the vegetation
of lowland and mountain. The pictures show the
interior of lowland forest; the Great Banyan,
Ficus columnaris
Moss Forest, on summit of
classifies

;

;

Mount Gower Howea Belmoreana in forest
Hedyscepe canterbui-yana, Howea Forsteriana,
and Clinostigma Moorianum. All four of these
Palms are more generally known in horticulture
under the name of Kentia, and two of them, at
least, are among the most popular and useful
Palms for indoor and conservatorj- decoration.
Mr. Oliver classifies the woody vegetation of the
:

island as follows

:

From

Forest.

I.

sea-level

600 metres.

to
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tures, Avicennia officinalis and Aegiceras corniculatum constituting the Mangrove element
whilst Salicornia australis is represented by a
few patches. Full details of the composition of
the vegetation of the various formations are given
by the author.
Of the 169 genera of vascular
plants represented in the island, four are en-

demic, namely Hedyscepe and Howea (Palmae)
Negria (Cyrtandreae), and Colmeiroa (Saxi
:

fragaceae).

Out

of a total of 209 species re
corded by Oliver, 70 are endemic. Ferns num
ber 45 species, belonging to 25 genera, repre
senting the principal types of the Filicales, and
including four endemic Tree-ferns and no fewer
than seven species of the Hymenophylleae.
Petaloid monocots are rare, but there are five
Orchids belonging to four genera. The endemic
Moraea Robinsoniana " occurs from eea-level to
the summit of Mount Gower, in scrub on cliffs
and in rocky places; always in exposed places."
Taken as a whole, Mr. Oliver's account of the
flora of the remote Howe Island is a most
in.
structive contribution to the subject of insular
floras.

PAEONIA CAMBESSEDESII.

IT.

Botfinr/

Hewsh;/. Henfield.

A

LADY residing in Ireland, whose name and
address I have unluckily mislaid, sent me last
autumn two plants under the above name. The
plants have done very well, having come through
the winter unprotected in the open border without harm, and are now in flower. Tliis Paeonj,
which is not in the A'tif Lift, is a very beautiful
plant, and I should be glad to know its country
It is about one foot high, the leaves
of origin.
alternate, on red footstalks, ternate, the leaflets
lanceolate, 2^ to 3 inches long, the upper surface bronze-green, shining as if burnished, the
under surface and veins rich red. The flowers
are cup-shaped, oalyx ruddy-bronze, corolla clear
light rose, enclosing crowded anthers of lemonyellow, from which project the vivid crimson
carpels.
The blossom hag a fruit-like odour,
something between an Apple and a Plum. I am
extremely grateful for so desirable an addition
HerbeTt Maxuell, Monreith.
to our collection.
[In Index Kewensis Paeonia Cambessedesii is
given as a synonym of P. corallina. Eos.]

—

CAMPANULA KEWENSIS.
The charming
trated

in

garden

at
parents,
G.

fig.

Kew

little

89
in

hybrid

Campanula

illus-

the

rock

originated
close

in

proximity

to

its

arvatica.
The
exciaa and
C.
plant is intermediate in character, having the
habit of the former, and bearing the open
The wiry, branchflowers of the latter parent.
ing stems are about 4 inches high, bear narrow,
leaves,
and produce single
sparsely -toothed
flowers on terminal branches.
The blooms are
rather deeper in colour than those of C.
arvatica.
C. kewensis grows well in a morainelike pocket, spreading, similar to it« parents, by
means of underground runners. The plant first
II'.
/.
flowered in ,Ium-, 1016.

— campanula
Climatic conditions normal.
tall.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Palms, Pandani, Tree-ferns.

— Ficus

forest

Upland

Thk Flora of Lord Howi Islanb.*
Lord Howe Isla.sd is one of the many remote
insular gems of the .Southern Hemisphere clothed
a varied and beautiful vegetation.
It is
a mere speck in the ocean, estimated at five
area,
and
square miles in
it lies about 300 miles
off the eastern coast of Australia in 31° 33' S.
latitude.
The surface consists of three volcanic

with

connected by flat ground, and rising
to nearly 3,000 feet, with perpendicular cliffs on
the seaside. The climate is equable, and warmtemperate, with an annual rainfall of about
50 inches, spread over the whole year, but most
copious in summer.
The literature dealing with the flora dates from
1853, and int;ludes a
synopsis by the writer
niouTitains,

*

W.

"The
R.

|{.

Flora and Ve.etation oj Lord Howe Island.' By
(from Tranmctims of the Ntw Zealand

Oliver,

Im'.Uute Vol. XUX., 191(1, pp. 91-161, plates jt.-xvi., with a
few aBatomical figures in the text. Issued July 6, 1917.
Wellington, N.Z. Marcus F. Marks, Oovernment Printer.)
:

Trees 8

columnaris,

high

forest

Howea Belmoreana.
cyclia australasica,

Howea

metres
Lowland high

— Acialyptus

Lowland low

Howea

kewensis.

—20

Fullagari,

— Hemi-

Forsteriana.

—

with dense undergrowth of shrubs and ferns.
Epiphytes abundant; ferns, mosses, and lichens.
Dracophyllom Fitzgeraldii, Clinostigma Moorianum, Cyathea brevipinna.
III. Scrub.
Edge of forest along sea coast and
on exposed ridges. Constant wind bearing salt
spray along the coast. Shrubs 1 2 metres tall;
few trailing and herbaceous plants. Coastal
scrub Ochrosia elliptica, Lagunaria Patersonii,
Myoporum insulare, Melaleuca ericifolia, Cassinia tenuifolia.
Hill scrub
Dodonaea viscosa,
tall,

—

—

—

Rapanea platystigma.
The marine formations offer no striking fea-

Hei»icyclia australasica,

VESICARIA

Forsteriana.

forest

Mountain low forest
Notelaea quadristaminea, Hedyscepe canterburyana, Pandanus Forsteri.
II. Moss forest.
Mountain summit above 600
metres.
Constant wind, with frequent rain and
fog. Shrubs, Palms and Tree-ferns, 3
4 metres

—

flowers purplish-blue.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
UTRICULATA.

Vesicarla UTRICULATA, the Bladder Pod,

is

a

plant for the flower border or large
rock garden.
In the colour of the flowers and
the general appearance it Ls like the golden
Wallflower, but is a distinct and pleasing plant.
It grows about one foot or 18 inches high, has
narrow leaves and arching stems surmounted
by clusters of golden Wallflower-Ulce blooms.
In the rock garden it should be planted in full
exposure to the sun, and it succeeds well in
a dry soil. An interesting feature of this Vesicaria is revealed after the flowers wither, for
the seeds are enclosed in a small, bladder-like
pod, hence the name of "Bladder Pod."
The
species is figured in Sibthorpe andi Smith's Flora
Although the plant is a hardy
Oraeca, t. 627.
perennial, occasional renewal of the stock from
seeds or cuttings is desirable.
Seedlings raispH
from seed sown not later than June bloom the
following year. Self-sown seedlings occasionally
appear near established plants. S. Arnotl.
desirable

—
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WART

DISEASE.

The issue of a new Wart Disease Order marks
another stage in the control of a disease whicli
tlu'eatened at one time to ruin the Potato industry in this country. Before the war it had
stopped the bulk of our export tradie, and every
foreign Government hastened to prohibit or
hinder the import of Potatos which might be
affected with Wart Disease or " Black Scab," as
it

was commonly

called.

The

disease

makes

its

appearance mainly in the tubers. A "tuber attacked by the disease is illustrated in fig. 90 but
the stems, leaveis, and even the flower may be
attacked if the fungus can obtain an entrance
"when the part lies on tlie soil.
;

As

—

a result of the discovei-y of

immune

—

varie-

and the failure of remedies whether
ties
chemical or mechanical—together with the fact
that the spores lie in the soil for at least nine
or ten years, the Board of Agriculture resolved
to endeavour to control the spread of the disease
by a system of licensing resistant varieties they
iiave scheduled aU places known to be infected,
and allowed only such varieties to be planted
This system worked well enough for a
there.
limited number of cases, but now that the known
cases run into thousands, and cover a vei-y large
acreage, they have decided to deal with the cases
on a simpler basis.
The new Order, which comes into force on
June 1, makes it illegal to plant any but
;

immune

approved

varieties

in

an

Much work of a more scientific nature remains
to be done, and no one has yet solved the
mystei-y of one variety being immune, while
another, to all intents and purposes similar,
There is no
is very susceptible to the disease.
common characteristic amongst -the varieties
which so far has yielded any clue. Many of the
immune sorts have white flesh and white flowers,
have yellow flesh and coloured
flowers.
The haulms differ in growth and habit
It is not
as much as susceptible varieties do.
but

others

a question, as
ties

some people think, of the

having stamina owing

varie-

to fresh crosses,

as

badly attacked, while
old varieties, like Abundance and Schoolmaster,
although, in growers' estimation,
still resist,
they have "run out." Up to the present, no
variety once established as " immune " has
broken down. From time to time Great Scot is
reported as having the disease, but investigation

many new

seedlings are

shows that it is rogues, usually Arran Chief,
which are affected. Snowdrop had to be withdrawn from the Board's list, as it so often
yielded diseased plants, but this has been proved
to be due to an admixture of a yellow-fleshed

—

it made rapid strides last year
the pest will soon be prevalent all over the
country, and ordinary varieves of Potato, which
are largely susceptible, may soon disappear from
cultivation. The disease has been known in outof-the-way places for some forty years, and pro-

of a Potato,

allowed to sell such
Potatos for planting
except to a dealer in seed Potatos, unless he is
authorified to do so by a licence granted by the
Board.
The object of this clause is that such
Potatos may be inspected as beiag true to name
and free from rogues, and thus the further
spread of disease owing to an intermixture of
varieties or wrong naming may be prevented.
The question of the supply of immune
"jseed" is receiving attention, ajid sufficient
quantities will
doubtless be available next
spring.
The number of these varieties now
totals over sixty, many of them being good
croppere and of excellent quality.
Some, for
example, Great Scot, King George, Lochar,

Abundance, Langworthy, and Golden Wonder
are well known, and others, such as Rector,
Majestic, and Dominion hav? a future before
tliem.
Unfortunately, very few first earlies are
immune, and these not the best sorts. It ;is of
the utmost importance that good varieties .should
be available, and many raisers are engaged on
this work several promising varieties have been
tested at Ormskirk, and have come througih their
;

first

season satisfactoriiv.

Licut.-Col. Spbnder
Lingfleld, Surrey.

Celery. — If

the trenches for Celery are not
already prepared they should be dug forthwith,
then, when the plants are sufficiently hardened
they may be at once transferred to" their final
quarters.
Prepare shallow trenches 15 inches
wide and one foot deep for early rows, using a
liberal amount of rotten manure in the trench
after first forking up the bottom soil.
Cover
the manur3 with a layer about 4 inches deep of
soil and allow it to settle for a few days before
planting.
Do not allow the plants to remain in
the boxes in which they were transplanted too
long, or they will become stunted and yellow.
Plant firmly and carefully, using a trowel, as
the roots are easily damaged. Water the plants
copiously immediately after planting them, and
shade them from bright sunshine for a few days.
Allow a space of 3 feet between single early
rows and 4 feet 6 inches between double rows,
increasing the width of the trench in the latter
case to 2 feet. On well-drained soils it is almost
impossible to over-water Celery.
Lightly dust
the plants with soot once or twice a week,
especially where Celery fly is troublesome, and
feed the roots freely with diluted liquid manure
a? the plants advance in growth.

Peas. — Make further sowing of Peas of such
Duke of Albany and Alderman, folin

the calendar
and allow
for with

of March 29.
Sow the seed thinly,
]ilenty of room between the rows,

abundant space the plants give more pods and
better Peas.
Early plants which are coming
into flower, and those of mid-season varieties,
must never be allowed to get dry at the roots.

gardens

is

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to
CUY, M.P., Ford Manor,

varieties as

commonly

stated that it is only a pest of
and allotments, but infected
fields
are common
in
Lancashire, Cheshire,
Sliropshire, Staffordshire, and elsewhere.
At
present little is known of its presence in the
East and South, but each year fresh cases are
reported in these districts, and, as few of the
Potato growing areas of the North are free, it is
only a question of time before the whole country
is infected.
Another section of the Order will affect all
growers of the approved immune varieties if
they sell " seed," even to a neighbour, as no one
is

The Week's Work.

lowing with those recommended

bably longer.
It

18. 1918.

Lettuce.— Great care and attention is necessary to maintain a regular supply of Lettuces.
Small sowings of both the Cabbage and Cos
kinds should be made every week or ten days.
During the summer no place is better for growing
good Lettuces than on the ridges of Celery
trenches.
Cos Lettuce is generally more in demand than the Cabbage kind, and two rows can
be planted on top of each ridge at one foot apart
each way.
Water the plants copiously aiter
planting, and keep a sharp watch for slugs, especially during showery weather.

infected

area.
This area may be of any size, and
the term may cover private garden, borough,
parish, or even a county.
All infected premises and areas already declared are included, and fresh areas will be certified from
time to time. At the rate the disease is spreading owing to the scarcity of "seed " and consequent use as " seed" of anything in the shape

cottage

[May

Fig. 90.

potato tuber affected with wart
DISEASE.

Duke of York, with most of
the stocks. Both in this and also in Witch HiU,
sets are cut and yellow-flesh tubers axe discardied, the resulting plants from white-flesh sets
The immunity is proare free from disease.
bably due to some chemical action of the sap, or
possibly to something in the nature of a toxin.
Another point to be cleared up is the condition
of the sporangia which remain so long in the
Do they remain merely as sporangia and
soil.
only germinate when acted on by some secretion from the Potato ? Do immunes fail to yield
such a secretion ? Or do they germinate as some
spores do and encyst again later if they fail to
These and many other questions
find a host?
can only be cleared up by careful research, prebio-chemist
in conjunction with a
a
ferably by
variety, probably

if

botanist, assisted

by the Board's outdoor

officers,

who have been engaged in the work for some
These would approach the question from
time.
different standpoints, and would endeavour to
work out the complete life history of Synchias the causal fungus is
triiim endobioticnm,
called, in the hope that some weak point in the
may be foimd and the disease
life history
stamped out.

G. C. Gough.

TOMATOS.— Plants intended for cropping in
the open must not become pot-bound or suffer a
If protection can
check from any other cause.
be given, plants intended for growing against
warm walls may be planted out from this date
onward. Pot on later plants if necessary, and
give them such treatment as will make them
Let them be well hardened in readisturdy.
ness for planting out in the open quarters the
first week in June.
Cabbaoe*.— Continue the planting of early
Plant closely in the rows,
varieties of Cabbage.
and do not allow more than 18 inches between
the rows, as moderate-sized heads are the most
Economy of space should always
serviceable.
be considered without unduly crowding the
plants. Do not allow ground to be vacant many
days without cropping it afresh.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Gardener to L»dy WuJTAGS,
Lookinge Park, Berkshire.

BLiRBiss,

Carnations.— Some of the old Carnation
sliould be removed from the flowering
house to make room for those which have been
These old plants will
propagated this season.
produce plenty of flowers for some time to come
attended to.
if their requirements are regularly
They may either be placed closely together in
a cool house or plunged out-of-doors at the foot
Keep them liberally supplied
of a south wall.
with water, and use stimulants two or three
the young plants in a posiGrow
times a week.
tion near to the roof -glass, and let them have
earliest-rooted plants are
The
room.
of
plenty
plants

;

May
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ready for their final shift into pots 7 inches in
diameter.
A compost consisting of good fibrous
loam, crushed brick rubble, wood-ash, crushed
bones, and sha.i-p sand, forms a suitable rooting
medium for Carnations. The soil should be

mixed several days before
Pot firmly. Souvenir de

it

la

is

required for use.

from which the highest winds

prevail.
Last
year about this time I transplanted some moderately large shrubs and Conifers with very little
The plants were prosoil attached to the roots.
fusely watered and dry soil added as a mulch
ev^ery

one succeeded, even a

Rose Fortune's Yellow.- It
for

growing

in

would be
more useful or beautiful Rose
a cool, lofty structure than

Fortune's Yellow.
When once established its
cultural requirements are of the simplest.
Our
latest plants have just passed out of flower, and
all the old flowering wood has been cut hard
back.
They are already sending out strong
young shoots. These will be thinned out and
trained over wires about 15 inches apart.
During the growing season the roots are liberally watered with diluted farmyard drainings,
and, in addition to this, the rooting area is
covered with 2 or 3 inches of well-decomposed
horse or cow manure. During the winter water
must be given sparingly, but the roots must not
be allowed to become excessively dry.

Greenhouse Climbers.- Careful

attention

must be paid to the thinning and training of
the young growths of climbers.
Some of the
more vigorous subjects may require somewhat
severe treatment in

this

respect,

or they will

smother their weaker growing
neighbours.
Plants growing in restricted borders need copious
supplies of water while in active growth, and
this must be supplemented occasionally by some
form of stimulant. Keep a careful look-out for
aphis, and fumigate the house as soon as this
pest

is

perceived.

THE FLOWBR 6ARDEN
By

R. P. Brothhiston, Gardener to the Earl oi
UiDDiNOTON, TyDiagha.me, £ast Lotbian.

Bulbous Plants.— Muscari
Scilla praecox

and

varieties

;

Botryoides,
S. italica, Crocuses,

Snowdrops, Chionodoxas, Erythroniums, and
Winter Aconite are all common but beautiful
bulbous plants that may be transplanted now
without doing much harm to the plants. They
are all beautiful objects in grassland, and require no other encouragement to grow than just
to notch places in the tmi with a spade, insert
the bulbs, keeping the foliage intact, and then

them to themselves.
Wild Orchises. Orchis mascula

leave

is

at pre-

sent in flower, and where it is to be found growing wild it is worth while going with trowel and
basket on an excursion to secure a supply of
the finest forms.
The plant grows best in a
heavy loam, and by careful lifting nearly the
whole of the roots may be secured, together with
enough of its native soil to enable them to grow
without a serious check. Once established in a
shaded part of the rockery I find that this Orchid
increases from self-sown seeds.
There are some
pretty wild forms, and apart from their beauty
•he plant has a sentimental interest from its
being the " Dead Man's Fingers," and possessing other common names, almost all forgotten

now.

Transplantino Shrubs.- Certain
and

shrubs
better planted at this time

trees succeed
than at any otlier season of the year. Such are
Hollies, YewB, and Evergreen Oaks.
To have
perfect success they must be caught just before
the buds begin to break, and, in addition, large
plants should have been prepared for lifting by
root-pruning them previously.
The time for
transplanting must obviously vary to some extent, according to the locality.
Should the soil
be dry it will repay the labour to water the
plants a short time before removal, and the work
should always be done in dull weather.
The
hole for the reception of the ball of roots and
earth should be fairly large, and firm soil com-

Very large specipression is most important.
mens require three stakes driven in at equal
distances outside the ball and meeting together
at the plant, each forming a sharp angle.
For
smaller plants one stake is sufficient driven
in, in a similar manner, in the part opposite that

By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir
Bart.,

Jeremuh

Col.\ian.

Oatton Park. Reigate.

Dendrobium Phalafnopsis SchroederiaNUM.— Plants of this Orchid and its varieties
are developing new growths, and any requiring
fresh rooting materials should receive attention
at
in this respect as soon as roots appear
The plants will grow equally well
their base.
either suspended from the roof-rafters or on
An important detail in their cultivathe stage.
tion is to place them near the roof-glass, in
oi-der that they may obtain all the light available.
If it is intended to suspend the plants
they should be grown in shallow pans furnished
with wire handles. Plants that are to be grown
on the stage are best grown in pots. It is not
advisable to repot plants that were potted last
The receptacles for any that are
season.
repotted should not be larger than is necessary to just hold them, as the plants do not
In repotting,
require too much rooting space.
about half-fill the pots with clean crocks
for drainage, and arrange the plant so that the
growth is level with the rim of the pot; make
it secure by tying the pseudo-bulbs to a neat
in pans should be
Specimens grown
stick.
Water the plants
secured to the wire handles.
carefully until the yoimg roots have made satisgrowth,
when moisture should be
factory
During its season of active
afforded liberally.
growth this Orchid requires a considerable
amount of heat and atmospheric moisture, and
should be shaded from bright sunlight for a few
Denhours during the middle of the day.
drobium bigibbum and D. superbiens are closely
treitment.
similar
allied species, and require

Chysis.— Chysis bractescens, C. aurea, C.
Sedenii, C. Limminghii and others may require
re-potting after they have passed out of flower.
They are best grown in suspended shallow pans.
Those that have sufficient pot-room for another
season's growth need not be disturbed if the
Those of which the
soil is in good condition.
sf)il
is sour, or that require more root-space,
should be re-potted. Ample drainage should he
provided
a suitable rooting medium is three
parts Osmunda-fibre or Al fibre, one part Sphagnum-moss (both chopped rather short), and a
Mix the
liberal sprinkling of crushed crocks.
materials well together.- Pot firmly, and keep
the base of the plants a little below the rim of
the pan. The plants should be suspended from
the roof-rafters in the lightest position in the
intermediate house, and should be sprayed frequently, wetting the undersides as well as the
upper surfaces of the leaves in order to prevent
attacks of red spider and yellow thrips.
;

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN
By

Jas.

showing weU for flower, and promise to givs
ripe fruit by the last week in June.
Our beds
have not received the usual forking this season,
but as they were well cared for last year no
harm should accrue, although we shall have to
be careful where we step when picking the
fruit, as the ground is a mass of runners.
The
beds should receive a dusting with lime to destroy slugs.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

.

difficult to find a

common Oak.

Malmaison Carna-

tions need watering and feeding more liberally,
as the flower-spikes are developing.
Remove all
side-buds and place a neat stake to each growth.
If it is desired to hasten some of the plants into
flower, a few may be placed in a warm house.
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Hudson, Head Gardener at Qunnerebury House,
Aoton, W.

Alpine Strawberries.— Young

plants of
.'Mpine Strawberries that were raised from seed
sow-n last season have made good progress. They
are showing their first flower-spikes, and as this
batch will be wanted to supply ripe fruit in late
August and September, these early flower-trusses
should be picked off, and it will be necessary
to continue to remove the blossoms until after

The ground between
the first week of July.
the plants should be kept well .stirred, and no
runners allowed to grow. If hoeing be persisted
in the plants should not stand in need of water
I have not, so far,
if the weather sets in dry.
been able to secure my usual packets of seed for
seed is generally
this
sowing this spring. "As
saved on the Continent, the explanation is not
soon
to receive it,
however,
I
hope,
far to seek.
and no time then will be lost in sowing it. As
propose
to take
however,
I
safeguard,
a
These
runners from last year's seedling plants,
will be pricked oft in frames at once, and treated
The plants forming
like young Celery plants.
the beds that are' intended for the first crop are

Perpetual Strawberries.— i

have

pre-

viously advised the making of new plantations
of perpetual fruiting Strawberries in the early
spring rather than the late siunmer. The plants
should now be growing freely ; remove any adventitious spikes as soon as they show.
If a
few runners appear fairly early let these be
pegged down in the rows ; one at least may be
so treated between each crown, or crowns, if
these were planted as triplets. Keep the ground
between the rows well stirred at all times.

Currants AND other Bush Fruits.— There

may

not be much possibility of insect pests attacking bush fruits just yet, but one never can
be quite certain when an attack will begin. On
both Red and White Cuiu'ants, as well as Gooseberries, caterpillars may soon be expected to
cause damage. The pests shoidd always be combatted early, and a weak insecticide is usually
sufficient to destroy them.
For big bud in
Black Currants some growers advise a stronger
specific at this season of the year.
Keep a sharp
watch if there be any suspicion of Gooseberry
mildew, and endeavour to stamp out the disease
as soon as possible.
I have not had to deal with
this pest, but if I did I sliould at once use limesulphur spray.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Late Vines.— Tie in the young growths of
Vines carefully and gradually, or they will
break away at the base, especially in the case of
strong-growing varieties of the Black Alicante
Keep insect pests in check by damping
type.
the paths and borders this should provide sufmaintain healthy growth
ficient moisture to
without much syringing. A little extra warmth
in the hot-water pipes may be needed if cold,
When the Vines are in
dull weather prevails.
flower, keep the atmosphere dry, and allow a
little air to enter by the top ventilators at night,
to prevent accumulations of moistiu'e and to
Thin the bunches
assist the setting of the fruits.
in the early stages, and select the best placed
Let the
medium-sized bunches for the crop.
night temperature for Black Alicante be 65°, and
for Muscats 5° higher.
late

;

Unheated Vineries.— The

scarcity

of

labour and the difficulty of obtaining fuel will no
doubt compel some growers this year to dispense with fire-heat, and rely on sun-heat.
Some years ago I had an unheated vinery under
my charge on the West t^oast, planted with
Foster's Seedling, Buckland's Sweetwater, and
Black Hamburgh Grapes. The Vines produced
Syringing
excellent crops and finished well.
was entirely dispensed with, sufficient moisture
being created by damping the paths and bare
When growth was active the house was
spaces.
ventilated early to prevent scalding, a very
necessary precaution when the foliage is wet
with condensed moisture. The house was damped
and closed early in the afternoon to conserve the
sun-heat. Disbudding, pinching the shoots, tying
the laterals, thinning, mulching, and feeding
were carried out exactly the same as in the
In some unheated vineries
heated structures.
mildew is likely to make its appearance, and must
be checked in the early stagjs, for the fungus
spreads rapidly, and may easily ruin the crop.
YoUNO Vines.- Vines struck from eyes early
in the year should now be quite ready for shiftThese young Vines may
ing into larger pots.
be planted out in prepared borders with excelCare must be taken not to injure
lent results.
the young, fibrous roots, and a thin shading over
is advisable until the plants are estab"The syringe should be used on fine
mornings, and again when the house is closed, to
The
ensure sufficient atmospheric moisture.
laterals should be closely pinched, and the
leaders stopped when they have made 5 or 6
feet of growth.

the glass
lished.

'
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEETISEMENTS
PTJBLISHEB.

should be sent to the
Wellington Street.

41.

W.C
and Publisher. — Oar

Covent Garden,

correspondents
Editors
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if theg would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
t« financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

Special

Notice

Correspondents. — The

to

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused comby special
illustrations
unless
munications or
The Editors do not hold themselves
arrangement.
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
liOcal Newsby sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
Letters for Fublication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the
41. Wellin^on Street. Covent
G-arden, IiOndon. Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONH SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent as
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer.
If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.
Illustrations-— r/ie Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
remarkable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.

—

EDITOBS,

AviRAGB Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last fifty
yeara M. Greenwich,

54.2.

AOTDAL TlMPUtATURa !—
Gardeners' Chronicle Offiae, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent
G.wden, Lomdon,
Thursday, May 16,
10 a.m.
Bar. 29.9
temp. 72°. Weather— Sun:

;

ebise.

CHRONICLE.

clined to place the Beech in the front rank
It is hard and lasting, give.s
as firewood.

demaiTd is-greater than the supply. About
5s. per cartload is the usual price for

rough firewood.
Large faggots

and other purand 24 inches in circumference when bound up, vary from 10s.
to 15s. per 100, and small faggots, called

moderate price and easily split into
Oak, where it can be cut from sealogs.
soned timber, is hard to beat, though the
smoke is bad for the throat. When the
draught is perfect and the smoke finds its
exit by the chimney there is little to complain of in Oak as firewood.
Ash is a very quick burner, even when
dour
green ; and Elm, though a
burner, is very lasting, and when thoroughly alight makes a pleasant fire. Few
home-grown timbers, however, burn so
brightly as winter-felled and partially
seasoned Plane; indeed, for a lively fire
that of the Eastern Plane has perhaps no
equal, but it is a scarce wood in England.
Pine wood makes a quick fire on account
of tihe resin it contains, but the spai'king
Scots Fir, when old aaid
is dangerous.
resin-stained, makes a most desirable firv
on a winter's night, and blazes with a
glovnng cheerfulness that finds a m?.tch in
Wood obno other home-grown timber.
tained from the Irish peat bogs is valuWhen used
able, and sells at a high price.
'

'

'

as fireiwood, the timber of Lawson's
press gives off a delicious fragrance,

Cyand

is highly valued on that account. Chestnut
is not a desirable firewood; indeed, as a
fire i-esister it has no equal in the category
Birch burns quickly
of native woods.

much

bast for use as firewood there is a great
diyersity of opinion, but probably in nine

timbers when in a green state, greatly improves their burning properties. Cedar
wood burns witlil a pleasant fragrance, but

Oak, Ash, and

Beech,
cultivated trees,
would be placed near the top of the list.
The age and quality have a great deal to
do with the heating properties of any
wood, such as is old and thoroughly
matured having greater lasting and heating properties than young, sappy timber.
Slow-grown wood is preferable to that of
rapid growth. Decayed or decaying timber makes poor firewood, as also does such
Some
a.s contains a quantity of eapwood.
woods, such as the Ash and Plane, burn
well in a green state; others must be seasoned or dry before use.
Irrespective altogether of the price or
the quantities in which the}- can be procured, the timbers of some of the rarer
trees not only burn most freely, but give
out the greatest heat. Yew, when properly
seasoned, approaches more nearly to coal
than any other home-grown wood, both for
It
heat-giving and lasting properties.
burns slowly, gives out a fierce heat, throws
out no sparks, and is comparatively clean.
Yew-wood should be felled for at least two
years before it is used for firewood. The
use of Hawthorn as firewood is proverbial,

among our

ten,

commonly

and in conjunction with Apple and Pear
wood is greatly valued. It burns very
slowly and almost without smoke, producing a great amount of heat. Hazelwood
burns well, and is highly prized where it
can be obtained in plenty.

Taking

all

in

all,

we

are,

however, in-

without giving

heat.

for kiln

poses, 3 feet long

at a

Willow is to b
recommended, but Poplar is somewhat ol)addition
of
a few pieces
The
jectionable.
of ooal to a fire of such timbers as the Elm.
Sycamore and Poplar, and, in fact, all

cases out of
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out an even heat, and has the additional
recommendation of being readily procured

The present high price
Firewood and
of coke and ooal has had
**"
marked effect on the
^^^Time?
consumption
of
firewood. Ais to which kind of timber is the
'i

LMay

•

dangerous owing to its sparks.
The treatment of firewood rarely receives
It should be carefully
proper attention.
stacked and protected from the weather

'pimps" in the counties bordering
London, which a year ago could be bought
at 3s. 6d. per 100, now fetch 4s. 6d. and
upwards. Before the war, owing to the
making of faggots b}' pauper labour out
of cheap foreign batten ends, home-made
faggots for fire-lighting had decreased considerably in value.

That

very considerable quantity of
our land woods, in the shape
of rough trees and branches, is annually
consumed for fire-lighting and fuel is not
sufficiently recognised except by those who
are directlj^ connected with the trade.
Returns to hand from the London firewood
dealers alone show that the quantity is
much greater than would be supposed, and
the normal trade has been much increased
by the exigencies of the war. Vast quantities of firewood are being sent to France
and Flanders, in addition to charcoal and
fire-lighters, with the result that there is
In
a dearth of all these fuels at home.
many of the suburbs of London, indeed, it
any
firewood
of
is impossible to purchase
kind, and much inconvenience is the result, especially as the many forms of firea

the produce of

lighters are

becoming more and more rare.

In ordinary times faggots and firewood
are sent to the London market ready for
use, the latter being bound! up in bundles
of the required size and the former cut
into billets ready for the fire. Large faggots, or " bavins," as they are called in
Kent, have also a ready market, and are
ii.sed

for kiln purposes.

is

Any cost that this
at least a year.
may entail will be amply repaid Iby the inIf a suitable
creased value of the fuel.
building is not at hand, the wood stack
should be thatched either with reeds or
Biroh branches ; and the same applies to
for

Faggots
faggots, both large and small.
are as easily built into a stack as sheaves
3-feefc
cut
into
of coi-n, whilst firewood
lengtlis occasions little trouble in building

The aije
into a neat pile for seasoning.
and dryness of wood has much to do with
and timber that
its burning properties,
has become rotten by undue exposure in
firewood.
poor
damp situations makes
In Kent and around London generally
firewood is usually stacked and sold by
the cord, which measures, according to
14 feet long, 3 feet broad,
feet high, or 8 feet long, i feet
cord of wood,
broad, and 4 feet high.
about 2 tons in weight, will make 1,000

local custom,

and

-3

A

The price of a
greatly with the
district, accessibility, quality and demand,
and has gone up fully 25 per cent, during
the past two years. On an estate in Kent,
twelve miles from London, the selling price
before the war was lOs.. per cord, but it
is now 15s., and even at this figure the
of firewood size.
oord of firewood varies
billets

Royal Horticultural Society.— The next
meeting of the Fellows of the Royal Horticultural .Society will be held on the 28th inst. in
the Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, Westminster.

BiRMiNOHAM Allotment*.- A
randum issued by the Chief
Birmingham Parks (Mr. W.

Officer

H.

memoof

the

Mohter),

contains particulars of the allotment movement
and of the success which has
in that city,
attended the efforts of the municipality to inImmediately after the
crease the food supply.
Government had issued the first Cultivation of
Lands Order in December, 1916, the Council
made over their powers and the work of adminisThis Comtration to the Parks Committee.
mittee set about finding suitable land, but
it was not until the issue of the new Order,
in February, 1917, that matters progressed quite
satisfactorily.

High

rents

had

at

first

fre-

quently been asked, and the new Order (containing the provision that no higher rents should be
paid than were previously obtainable for the
land) gave the municipality exactly the power
The ground obtained was divided
it needed.
into thirty areas, aJid an instructor appointed
In the early months of 1917 the
for each.
It
demand for plots was overwhelming.
had been expected that the provision of about
two thousand plots would meet the demand, and
all the land taken early in 1917 was laid out
In the four months from
in 4<X)-yard plots.
January to April some 650 acres of land had
been procured, and 6,250 plots of 400 yards each
Arrangelet to applicants at 10s. per plot.
ments were made with the leadang seedsmen of

—
May
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the city for the supply of see<le at a reduced rate
to the allotment holdei's, and with ironmongers
Spra.ying machines
for the provision of tools.
were purchased by the Parks Committee, together with the necessary materials the materials were sold to applicants at cost price, and
the machines let on hire for a nominal sum.
The financial details of the scheme are as fol;

—

lows
Rents received from 6,289 plot holders,
Approximate expenditure for
£3,118 17s. 3d.
Salaries and wages, £752 12s. 3d.
the year
fencing and
rent, rates and taxes, £1.451 4s.
;

:

—

;

;

pegs, £796 3s. lOd. ; printing, stationery, and
advertising, £116 15s. ; miscellaneous expenses.
law and professional charges.
£203 15s. 3d.
;

the presentation was made " by the
members of the Association as a token of esteem
and regard, and in appreciation of the valuable
services rendered to the Society since its formation in 1903, and particularly during the last
address,

session."

Laelio-Cattleya

J.

F.

Birkbeck

Fowler's Variety.— Forms

of this cross beLaelio-Cattleya.
Henry Greenwood (L.-C. Schilleriana x C.
Hardyanal have been exhibited, notably by the
late Sir Frederick Wigan, at the Temple Show,
May, 1905. The varieties were, however, never
deemed worthy of an award by the R.H.S.
Orchid Committee until, on March 30, 1915, the
variety illustrated in fig. 91. shown by the late

tween

Cattleya

Mendelii

and

209
Superphosphates.— The

Minister of Muni1. As on and
until
further
notice, the maximum prices to be charged or
paid for superphosphate sold or purchased in
quantities of 14 lbs. and over but less than
2 cwts. for delivery ex vendor's store or shop,
or ex warehouse, railway goods yard or public
wharf, shall be the prices specified in the
Schedule to the Order relating to superphosphates made by the Minister of Munitions on
August 20, 1917, with the addition of the following amounts, according to the quantity of
superphosphate included in the sale or purchase, namely
Quantity sold or purchased and
additional price authorised
1 cwt. and ove"
tions hereby orders as follows

from the date

:

of

this

:

—

Order

—

:

Fig. 91.
laelio-cattleya j. f. birkbeck fowler's var. three-quarters natural size.
sepals and petals white, with blush tint, labellum ruby-crimson with a golden lines to the orange-shaded centre.

£79
tion,

7.«.

6d.

£234

;

stamp dutv, £116
lid.— £3,751 4s.

lis.

153.

;

compensa-

9d.

In order to encourage the allotment holders,
an exhibition was held in the Town Hall on
November 6 and 7. and was a great success.
Regarding 1918, Mr. Morter reports that almost
all the allotment holders of 1917 have again
taken up their plots, Init. owing to the fact that
the cost of labour and materials has increased
during the past season by 40 per cent., it has
been found imperative to reduce the size of the
plots from 400 yards to 320 yards each.
Presentation to a Gardener -On Friday,
the 10th inst., the Bath Gardeners' A.'tsociation
made a presentation of a cheque and an illuminated address to Mr. W. Taylor, a veteran
gardener residing at Bath. In the words of the

was awarded a FirstNothing comparable to the
variety has since appeared, and it may be concluded that the plant as one of those abnornially
fine forms which occasionally appear to reward
The flowers, which are large and of
the raiser.
fine shape, have white sepals and petals, slightly

GuRNEY Fowler,

Esq.,

class Certificate.

The large labellum is rubylines from the base to the
At the sale of the
centre.
orange-shaded
Brackenhurst collection the plant was acquired

tinged with pink.
crimson with gold

by Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart. whose gardener,
Mr. J. Collier, was awarded a Cultural Commendation for the fine appeajance of the plant
at the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on
,

the 7th

inst.

but less than 2 cwts., 2s. per cwt. 28 lbs. and
over but less than 1 cwt., 3s. per cwt.; 14 lbs.
and over but less than 28 lbs., 4s. per cwt. and
there shall be no restrictions on the price to be
charged or paid for superphosphates sold or purchased in less quantities than 14 lbs. for de2. The foregoing provisions
livery as aforesaid.
shall have effect as and by way of amendment of
paragraph (c) of clause 1 of the said Order of
August 20, 1917. And paragraph (d) of clause 1
and clauses 2 and 3 of the said Order shall
henceforth apply and have effect as though the
additional prices authorised by paragraph 1 of
this Order had originally been authorised b.y
paragraph (c) of clause 1 of the said Order of
August 20, 1917. 3. This Order may be cited
OS the Superphosphates (Amendment) Order,
;

;

—
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—All

applications

in

reference

to

Order should be addressed -to the Director
Acid Supplies, Ministry of Munitions, ExSupply Department, Storey's Gate,
plosives
Westminster, and marked " Fertilisers."

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

this

of

Gardkners and Supplementary Rations.

—Tlie

Ministry of Food has informed the British
Gardeners' Association that gardeners are included in the list of those entitled to the supplementary ration, and will be graded under
Enquiries on the subject should be
class E.
addressed to the Local Food Offices.

American Gooseberry Mildew.— Growers
Gooseberries are reminded by the Board of
Agriculture that, though no objection is raised
to the dispatch of slightly affected berries to a
jam factory in sacks or non-returnable receptacles
(as the mildew does not render the food unfit
for consumption), yet, with the object of preventing the .spread of the disease by means of infected baskets, it has been made an offence to
sell or offer for sale in a market or shop any
Gooseberries affected with American Gooseberry
of

mildew.

German Prisoners on the Land. -The
agricultural correspondent of the Daily Telegraph
remarks that "the farming community has been
vividly impressed with the e.xcellent work that

being accomplished by German prisoners
whose services have been utilised on the land.

is

The almost unanimous

verdict of the farmer able
that the German prisoner is
thohis
agricultural
work.
As for
cleaning land, and getting it into goodly appearance, many farmers testify that the German (and Austrian) prisoner has done excellent
work. The cry is for still more men to be used
in the countless odd jobs necessary in agriculture.
There is existing the machinery for
putting far more prisoners of war on the
land than there are at the moment. Some
farmers have complained that the wages paid
to Germans are too high they are ruled by
the current local rate, subject to a deduction
of 15s. per week for board and lodging but
with British labourers growing fewer it would
be better for agriculture if even more men were
liberated from the German camps or agricultural
depots already instituted. Clearing ditches, laying drains, carting roots, cutting logs, threshing,
and ploughing, are farm work in which the German prisoner excels. Farmers who have had the
assistance of prisoners formerly used to agricultural duties have loudly proclaimed that their
land was never so clean as it is at the moment."

to judge

rough

'

is

in

'

—

—

Copper Sulphate for Potato Spraying.—
The maximum price fixed by the Government
for copper sulphate in sales of not less than one
ton for delivery from May to August by makers.
free on rail, is £52 per ton.
The maximum
prices in the case of sales for delivery ex
vendor's store, shop, or ex warehouse, railway
goods yard, or public wharf, are
2 cwts and
over, 55s. per cwt. 56 lbs. but less than 2 cwts.,
58s. per cwt.
28 lbs. but less than 56 lbs., 60s.
per cwt.
8 lbs. but less than 28 lbs.. Yd. per
lb.
4 lbs. but less than 8 lbs., 8d. per lb.
1 lb
but less than 4 lbs., 9d. per lb.
The cost of
transport to consumer's premises may be added
to these prices, which are nett prompt cash for
copper sulphate of standard quality, i.e., not less
than 98 per cent,
purity.
Orders should be
placed at once witji local agricultural merchants, wholesale chemists, or ironmongers.
If
any difficulty is experienced in obtaining supplies, growers should
communicate with the
:

—

:

:

;

;

;

Food Production Department.

Publications Received.— TlrWa/ Lands : A
Study of Shore Problems. By Alfred E. Carey,
M.Inst.C.E., and F.

W.

Oliver,

F.R.S.

(Lon-

don: Blackie & Sons, Ltd.) Price 12s. 6d. net.
—
Grow your own Vegetables. By Stanley C.
Johnson,

D.Sc.

(London: T. Fisher Unwin,
net,— Annuo/ Report of the
the Smithsonian Institution for the year ending June, 1916.
(Washington Government Printing Office.)
Ltd.)

Price

6s.

Board of Regents of
:

I NK.uiLY gave up planting Leeks in
deep,
wide, dibbed holes, on account of gritty products
on the table, but I find conclusively that any
grittiness is entirely the fault of the cook. Hence
1 continue to use the method.
The chief point
is to use a good tool
mine is made from an old
pickaxe handle with a foot and a half* long cross
handle; the wider paxt of the shaft tapered oft'
to a moderately sharp cone of oval section. This
shape in section is best for all dibbers or
dibblers, and my smaller ones are fashioned similarly
the usual tool is made circular, and is
not so good for penetrating.
In making holes
for Leeks the main thing to attend to is working
the tool sideways, so as to make a wide coned
hole, the sides of which are well compressed together; the hole keq^s open long and allows
better growth, which is checked if the young
plant gets nearly buried at the first rain shower.
The tops of the plants are nipped off, and by
a twisting motion the roots are induced to go
down.
Care must be taken not to press down
;

;

when

widening the coned hole, or a little
have to be dropped in to reduce the
depth.
\Vhen the water is poured in, to complete the planting, it should not be allowed to
wash in the sides of the hole. My small dibber
was made at the forge from a short piece of
gas barrel welded at the tip, coned off, and
the end flattened almost chisel-like
the rest
of the pipe was slightly flattened to give an
oval section
a T-piece screwed on the top,
and a couple of bits of stick, complete the
handle.
A good way of using the implement for planting Beans so that "they may
see the gardener as he leaves the patch," is
to dib holes very obliquely and roll the seed
just within the little cave so formed.
Birds do
not seem to trouble the seeds which are thus
practically on the surface.
Nearly all my dwarf
Beans were thus planted last year, and they will
will

;

;

be similarly treated this season. An oval section
is preferable for a hoe or serfouette handle
it
lies better in the hand than the ordinary round
;

shaft.
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as the percentage of sugar increases to a

marked

extent during the final stages of ripening. Theextends from the end of September to the middle of November, or a little later,
according to the season. Ripeness is indicated by
tlie leaves becoming
yellowish-green in colour
and drooping. About three-quarters of the foliage should have wilted, but the central leaves
should still be fresh and green.
The crop
should be lifted and stored before there is any
danger of hard frost, and only the topS removed
lifting period

LEEKS.

soil

[Mav

H. E. Durham.

SUGAR BEET.
The Food Production Department recommends
small cultivators to grow Sugar Beet as a source
of food for stock, apart from its value as a
sweetening agent.
The crop may be sown on a variety of soils,
and the most suitable are deep, medium loams.
Deep cultivation of the soil is, in all cases,
essential.
Ordinary farmyard manure may be
applied at the rate of from 10-12 tons per acre,
with the addition of 1^ cwts. of sulphate of
ammonia (j oz. per sq. yard, 1 lb. per rod),
and from 3-4 cwts. of superphosphate per acre
(l-lj oz. per sq. yard, and 2^-21 lbs. per rod)
before sowing, or the sulphate of ammonia may
be halved and one half held over and applied as
a top-dressing after singling.
A good tilth is necessary at sowing time, and
the seed is usually drilled on the flat, at distances
of 16-18 indies between the rows, and 8-10
inches between tlie plants, or the small grower
may adopt the dot system, as recommended in
the special leaflet No. 8, issued by the Department.
The rate of sowing is about 10-12 lbs. per
acre (l-li oz. per rod), and the best time to sow
is the last week in April or first week in May.
Constant stirring of the soil by the horse or
hand hoe, as soon as the rows can be distinguished, tends greatly towards the production
The crop is first
of strong, healthy seedlings.
roughly bunched by the hoe, and then singled
by hand. Care should be taken in subsequent
hoeings to damage the foliage as little as possible, as the crops yielding the largest sugar
content are those which bear the best developed
The plant requires a long growing
leaf system.
season, and should not be harvested prematurely.

by twisting.
In ordinary conditions a crop of 12 tons per
acre m.ay be expected, and there are instances
on record where crops up to 18 tons have been
obtained with an average of 16.5 per cent, of
sugar.

For feeding purposes it is estimated that 4
of good Sugar Beet are equivalent to 8 lbs.
Mangolds or 1 lb. of cereal meals in mixed

lbs.

of

rations.

Niunerous' attempts have been made to utilise
the roots for sweetening purposes, and the following recipes for the manufacture of syrup
have been found satisfactory by private individuals.

Syrup from Sugar Beet.
Peel and scrape the Beet and i-emove every
)iarticle of skin, then cut it in slices about onethird of an inch thick.
Cover with water for
two hours, then simmei' for 8 hours, or boil
and leave the vessel in a hay-box all night
a hay-box is by far the best method. Strain and
bottje.
The syrup should be of a bright golden
colour.
In air-tight bottles it will keep a month,
otherwise only a few days ; it is suitable for any
kind of sweetening.
After strtiining the syrup chop the Beet and
dry it in a cool oven ; it can then be used in
place of sultai'as for cooking.
If the pieces become very hard, soak them for 10 minutes in
cold water before using ; if they remain fairly
soft use them as they are.
If the pieces are
not required to be used as sultanas afterwards,
the raw Beet can be run through a mincing
machine before cooking. This method of preparing the Beet for syrup gives a much quicker
(1)

result.
(2) Clean and boil the Beet until well cooked,
then rub the skins off and cut into thin slices
and chop them up very fine. Put two pints of
w'ater in an enamel taucepan and bring to the
boil, then put 2 lbs.
of the chopped Beet in,
and boil with tlie lid on for three-quarters of
an hom\
Press the juice through a fine sieve
and strain it through a thick cloth.
Put the
strained juice into a clean saucepan and bring
to the boil, then add half a teaspoonful of bicarbonate of potash. Keep boiling until reduced
to one-third, pour into a hot bottle and cork at
once.
Nett weight of syrup about six ounces.

HARICOT BEANS.
The French Haricot Bean

is a valuable food,
very useful for winter, and, when properly harThe
vested, can be safely stored until needed.
white Haricot is a clear, white, plump Bean,
plants of which produce a prodigious crop. The
dwarf green Haricot is deliciously tender
when cooked the seeds are of a sea-green
The former is a Climbing Bean, the
colour.
lattei' needs no sticks, and in habit resembles
A peck of seed is
the dwarf Kidney Bean.
The White
sufficient for sowing about an acre.
Haricot may be sown at a distance of 4 or 5
;

if it is desired to plant
feet from row to row
Brussels Sprouts or Christmas Cabbage between
the rows to follow on, then the wider distance
is preferable, as, if the crop makes abundant
foliage, without plenty of space the second crop
With the dwarf
is apt to be too much shaded.
Haricot the distance may be reduced, as sunshine can reach the pods more directly, and
the leafage can easily be reduced at the close
_
of the season if it is at all dense.
Formerly these Beans could be purchased so
cheaply that no inducement was offered to at;

—
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tempt their cultivation in England, but at this
time the importation o£ all kinds of pulse is
much restricted, and in the future this country
must seek to rely more upon its own resources.
The Haricot Bean is susceptible to injury
from low temperature care niu.=t therefore be
taken not to sow too soon, so as to avoid the
The first or second week in
late spring frosts.
May is generally the earliest safe time to sow.
A white frost would not hurt the seeds while
under the ground
it is when the plants first
show alx)ve the surface that tliey are most susceptible, and white frosts often occur up to the
end of ilay.
Haricot JBeans need rich soil if they are to do
their best, but as their life is comparatively
brief, they need feeding in such a way that they
can readily take up all they require at the moThus land that was richly manured for
ment.
:

;

the previous crop suits them perfectly, for, being
already incorporated in the soil, it is easily
accessible.

The soil must be light and friable, and thoAn extra ploughing or
roughly well worked.
some such previous treatment of the surface
Beans of
affords the be.st chance of success.
this de-icription <:'all for more gentle treatment
than many crops the ground mast be friable
and without lumps, otherwise the plants will
come up " blind."
When the seed germinates, the ground most
be kept scrupulouisly clean, and the hoe will be
needed to stir the surface so as to dispose of
weeds when j^mall. The plante must be handled
very jently, as, unlike many field-crops, once
knocked down they do not lift up again thus
great care is required to obviate disturbance to
the plant.
A short-handled hoe will be the
;

;

safest tool to use between the plants, so as 'o
.secure a clean surface, and, later on, a little

mould should be gently drawn to each side of
the rows as a support againist violent gales.
A
careful woman, or a boy with a light hand,
does this work well, but a man accustomed to
Turnip-hoeing would probably be a failure.
We raised about 28 lbs. of Haricots from
4 poles of gard<>n ground la.st season, and it
appears that with fair treatment and under
favourable cirrumstanres good yields could be
gained which would prove a useful addition fo
the food supply of the country.
W. A. Glenny.

FREE DLSTRIBUTION OF VEGETABLE
PLANTS.
Mr. Reginald Cohy,

Duffrj'n, near Cardiff,
raising vegetable plants for free distribution
the cottagers of ten neighbouring villages
of Diiffryn, Llancarfan, Bonvilston, Pendoylan,
is

among

Twynrodyn, The
St.
Nicholas,
Wenvoe, and St. George's.
The
intention was to supply cottagers with
of those vegetables which are usually

Peter-stfin.

Downs.
original

plants
started under gla.^s, but the scheme now embraces
every kind of vegetable that can be transplanted.
Printed forms were sent out to all the cottagers, and when these were returned it was
found that well over 100,000 plants would be
needed.
Delivery will be made in three lots, the first
early in May, when Onions, Early Cabbage, possibly Early Lettuce, Red Cabbage, and Early
Cauliflower will be sent out. The ne.xt delivery,
towards the end of May, will include Tomatos,
Brussels Sprouts, and mid-season Cauliflower
Broccoli. Kales, and other plants will comprise
the thiril lot.
In addition

supplying vegetable plants.
has given seeds of vegetables other than those included in the plant
distribution schemes to the wives of all cottagers who have joined the colours, and has also
devoted a hundred guineas to various allotment
associations for the encouragement of food production.
Miss ('ory has given thirty perches
of land, with complete sets of gardening tools,
for the schoolboys of the local St. Nicholas

Mr.

Ri';.'in,ald

School

to

Cory

Editors

do

not

hold

themselves

the opinions expressed by

Lysiohitum

ficiently

responsible

for

correspondents.)

c»MT8CHATCENSE.-Mr.

may simmer for a longer time. When sufcooked strain off Uie water, butter the
Peas, and they are ready for table.
Barr and
Sons.

they
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Wat-

son's remarks on p. 14S {Gard. Cliron., April 5,
and the illustration of this plant,
1918),
seemed so strange to me after having seen
the species in Mrs. Knox's garden, that I

Kew

to see it.
I
am
now convinced that there are two forms, which,
if
not specifically
distinct,
are
strikingly
different in their habit and colour.
On reference to the Botanical Magazine. 1904, t. 9,737,
I find a figure of the yellow-flowered form which
was sent to Kew in 1901 from British Columbia,

went

to

last

and was growing where it now grows, in a damp,
shady corner of the temperate house. Mr. Watson stated that it had previously been unsuccessfully tried in the bog gai'den in the open
air, but this was a plant from North Japan.
Nothing was said in the Bot. Mag. about the
colour of the Japanese form, which is white.

Now, perhaps, I can explain the reason why the
white-flowered plant did not thrive at Kew in
the bog garden by Mrs. Knox's experience. She
received the plant from .Japan and grew it most
successfully in a pond as an aquatic, where it
flowers in May, but makes no offsets.
The
yellow-flowered American plant, on the contrary, seeds profusely in the bog garden, a plant
lately sent me in flower from Kew having seedlings of last year's growth and of the previous
year among the flowering growth.
The whit*flowered
.Japanese
plant must be perfectly
liardy or it would not live and flower in Mrs.
Knox's garden at 800 feet above the sea, and
Gounan states that in Alaska the spathes sometimes appear through the snow.
Mrs. Knox
tells me that she grows both the forms in water,
and that the yellow-flowered one, though quite
healthy and strong, is smaller, both in leaf and
flower, than the white one.
But in the temperate house at Kew the white variety is alive
but weakly, while the yellow-flowered one is
equally vigorous and twice the size of the same
form in the bog garden, though the leaves of
Mrs. Knox's plant grown in water were much
larger, and, if J remember right, not so -erect.
I believe T saw the pl.int in Hokkardo (i.sland of
Yezo) in 1904. but the floods were so high that
I could not rcich it.
TI. J. EhrrK. Cohsbourne.

The Preparation and Cookino or Dried
appetising
Beans and Peas.— These
and
nourishing foods would be in general use the
year round if the modes of preparation and cooking were better understood.
Dried pulse (Peas,
Beans, etc.) .should not be regarded as a separate and casual article of diet, but form the b.ase
and substance of at least one meal in each day.
It is an important fact that it does take this
place in the fare of many foreign and wellnourished peoples.
To obtain the full flavour
and value of dried Beins and Peas they should
be cooked with some fatty material, such as fat
bacon or bacon rind, or a piece of dripping or
bacon fat, and they should be served with either a
white sauce.
Onion
sauce.
Tomato sauce,
Par-sley sauce. Caper sauce, or
cheese sauce.
They also form an excellent cold salad with
ordinary salad dressing, either .separately or

mixed with Potatos and any other cold vegetables that may be liked.
The method of cooking Haricot Beans is to place the Beans in a
basin of cold water for about 12 hours, then
gently boil or simmer till tender.
The time required for boiling varies from 1^ to 2 hours
(according to the degree of hardness of the
simmered a longer time is rewater)
if
Fat bacon or other fatty material
quired.
with
advised
them,
as
should
be boiled
Dried Peas should be placed in a
above.
basin of boiling water, to which is added
two teaspoonfuls of bicarbonate of soda. Cover
the basin nnd leave the Peas to soak for
24 hours, t.iking care that they remain well
covered with water. They should then be taken
out. rinsed in clean water, and boiled gently for
simmered) until soft: a pinch of dried Mint and
a teaspoonful of sugar should be added to the
water, but no soda. The time required for boiling varies according to the degree of hardness
of^the water in certain districts three-quarters
of an hour mav be found sufficient, but where the
water is hard one hour may be necessary, or
;

;

socic:tic:s.

week

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
M.AV

Scientific Committee.
9.— Present; Mr. E. A. Bowles, M.A,

(in

the chair), Dr. Rendle, Dr. Bateson, Messrs.
Allard, Hales, Eraser, Elwes, and Chittenden
(hon. secretary).

—

Potato Seedlings. The interesting and comprehensive exhibit of seedling Potatos of the
"Castle" strain, shown bjy Messrs. Sutton, was
referred to, and the award of a Certificate of
Appreciation to Messrs. Sutton unanimously recommended, on the motion of Dr. Bateson,
seconded by Mr. Hales.
Willoiv Gall.
Mr. Fraser showed young stages
of the tassel gall of the Willow, older stages of
which have frequently been before the ComHe found the staminate flowers of
mittee.
Salix alba had been converted into pistillate form

—

by the attack.
Onion Seedlings Destroyed.

—

Dr. Rendle drew
attention to the damaging effect of a proprietary
substance sold for killing worms, upon seedling
Onions, as a warning against the use of unknown substances for the suppression of pests.
Abnormal Orchids. Mr. Bowles showed an
Odontoglossum with two flowers synanthic, and
a Laelia with an abortive labellum.
Narcissus poetictis vertis. He also showed
flowers of Linnaeus' form of Narcissus poeticus,
form, and one of the parents of
small-flowered
a
Crimson Braid.
Various Plants. Mr. Elwes showed an inflorescence of a Cypripedium. perhaps C. grande.
Iris Hoogeana, and some of the Regelio-cyclus
perhaps U.
Irises, a very early-flowered Uvaria
aloides praecox Moraea spathacea, which proved
quite hardy in 1917, while the closely allied M.
Hutkonii is always killed in winter; Iris Wattii
with inflorescences 5 feet tall, fi-om a cold greenhouse, a close relation of I. fimbriata; a Trillium which succeeds remarkably well, seeding
everywhere at Colesbourne, and known there as
Fritillaria acmopetala, and
T. stylosum album
the forms known as Elwesii and Whittallii, F.

—

—

—

—

;

;

lutea and F. armena
Bellevalia romana.

;

Muscaria paradoxum and

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.
present :
R«v.
J.
April 25. Committee
Crombleliolme (in the chair), Messrs. R. AshCowan,
Cowan,
C.
J.
A.
Bolton,
D.
worth, J. J.
J. Cypher, J. Evans, J. Howes, A. Keeling, J.
Lupton, D. McLeod, J. McNab, and H. Arthur
(secretary).

AWARDS.
FiRST-OLASS CeRTITICATES.

Odontoglossum

Crawshayamim,

magnificiim.

(HarTyanum x Hallii), Odontioda Juliet, 0.
Fire Queen (Oda. Bradshawiae x Odm-. Promeren.i), 0. Bradshawiae Fire King {C. Noezliana
X Odm. crispum), and 0. Brewii nigrum (Oda.
Charlesworthii x Odm. Uarryanum), from P.
Smith, Esq.
Cattleya Tityus Perfecta (Enid x Octave
Doin), and Odontogloss\im ardentissimum Doris,
from S. Gratrix, Esq.
Brasso-Cattleya-Laetio Hon. Mrs. Wilson Ashlands var., from R. Ash WORTH, Esq.

Awards

of Merit.

Teresa {Oda. Bradshawiae x
Odm. waltonense), from R. Ashworth, Esq.
Odontoglossum Conqueror (parentage unre-

Odontioda

St.

corded), from Messrs.

Abmsthong and Brown.

Groups.
Large Silver Medals were awarded to R. Ashworth, Esq.. Newchurch (gr. Mr. Davenport),
W. R. Lee, Esq., Hey wood (gr. Mr. C.

and

Branch), for collections.

—
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AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

CfiOPS

a good time to get all store cattle from
the yards into the open on grass, choosing, it
possible, a warm site for a start: shelter from
north and east winds is most desirable. If possible, continue to feed with ilangold for a time,
as where the grass is old the cattle will not take
supply of water is imkindly to it at once.
portant: some animals require more water than

A

all

should have an opportunity

ot

Crops.

is

newly broken up pasture. Much of the defect
due to "the pest can be traced to the want of

in

Where grass land was
ploughed and sown with Oats without receiving manure of any kind, disappointment is in
some cases, bound to follow, because the grass
food.

;

The Growtng

of Grass and Ceke.\l Crops

:

10 0-12

...

8 0-10

0-50
0-36

...

is now more
brisk in this deattractionu^ are loot-s
in boxes.
quantities of bedding plants are also being sold.
in flowering- plants are C-rcissulas and Ver-

linea

Cut Flowers, &c.

Average Wholesale

:

Remarks.

—

perdoz. bun

per doz. bl'ms.
Azalea, white, per

9 0-10

doz. bunches.,.
Carnations, perdoz.
blooms,
best

6

American

2 C- 3

var.

blooms

0-40

3

—

ble scarlet, per
doi. bunches... 12 0-18
white, per doz.

—

Frau

—

Druschki ...
G^neralJacque-

bunches

bun

24 0-30

now on

Some very

fine

E. H.

offer fix>ra all weia-known source.
bundles are arrivijxg from Devoufihire.
Covent Garden Market, Mni/ 15, I'JlS.

...

6

0-80

3

0-50

bunches—

2

0-26

...

...

...

:

white

24 0-86
I

blue
yellow

24 0-36 Q

...

Stephanotis,

24 0-36

mauve

24 0-30

per doz.

Ixia, red,

pips.
doz.

0-40

3

doz. long
short,

...

6

0-60

2

6-30

per

doz blooms

...

Cut Foliage, &e.

:

s.d,

Carnation

6-30

Cycas leaves, per
doz
Ivy leaves, per doz,

bunches 18 0-21 o

Moss, gross bun.,.
Smilax, per bun.

dozen

2

foliage,
doz. bunches...

Sprengeri

...

4

0-50

3

0-60

10 0-16

of 6 trails

4

0-46

the exception of Liliura longiflorum
and Richardias (Ariuns), fhe market is better supplied,
and prices are lower for all grades. Double A\Tiite Xiirthere is also
oissus is the leading line in white blooms
;

of Xiircisgus poeticus.

whic*h is arriv-

ing in good condition. Gladiolus Peach Blossom, Iceland
Poppies, Gj-psophila, and Sweet Peas are getting more
plentiful. There is abundant supply of Tulips at the
present time, but most of t-he blooms are damaged by
heavy rain, and practically umsaleable. The supplly
of red Roses is insufficient for I lie demand, but other
colours are more plentiful, and a trifle easier in price.
Soarleit and white flowers ^\ill be in demand during
Friday an<.l Saturday for the Whit^un Festival.

Vegetables

Average Wholesale

:

8. d.

Artichoke,

^ bushel

...

4

s.

0-50

cwt

Islands), per lb.

44 0-46

— spring, perdoz.
bun
— Valencia, per
case (4 tiers)
44
— — (5 tiers)
44

16-20

Beans :—

4

..

...

Parsley,perstrike,..

,

|FarsnipB,per bag...
1 G- 2 ^
Peas, per lb.
...
C 6^ Potatos, new, per
\

Beetroot, per owt.

d. s.d.

Onions, French, per

Asparagus, per bundle
Continental ...
0-26
English
10-50
...

—
—
— French(Channel

Prices.

s.d.

globe,

perdoz.
...
Jerusalem per

0-50
0-63
0-52

20 —
6 0-70

16-20

'

1

Carrots, uew, per
doz. bunches ...

per bag

...

doz lb
Radishes, per doz,

8 O-lO

bunches
...
Rhubarb,
forced,
per doz

—

Cauliflowers, per doz 6
Cucumbers, per Hat 20 0-26

Endive, per doz ... 10-20
Oarlic, per lb.
8-0 10
Greens, per bag
Herbs, perdoz bun, 2 0-40,
Horseradl8h,perbun. 3 6-46
Leeks, per doz. bun. 3 0-60
Lettuce
Cabbage

i

forced,
doz. bun.

4-16

per
...

Mushrooms, per lb,
Mustard and Cress,
per doz. punnets

7

4 0-15

and Cos. perdoz
4

—

0-80

10-20
3

0-40

natural, per doz. 10 0-12
Seakale,
outdoor,
per J bus.
... 12 0-14
Shallots, per lb.
.Spinach, per bus....

Swedes, per bag
Tomatos, per lb.
Turnips, per bag

...

09-10
30-40
20-30

2 0-26
14 0-15
...
8-0 10
buJich
...

- new,per
— ,^egetableMarrows,
/,

16-20
10-13

DaMia

Society's

Annual Floral

be held in conjunction with the R.H.S.
fortnightly meeting on Tuesday. September 10, 1918, in
the London Scottish Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate,
Westminster. Hon. Secretary
Mr. J. B. Hiding, Foo-eat
Side. Chingford.

^

-.,

P^i" doz
Watercress, per doz

Calceolaria Clibranii was not
raised at the John Innes InstitutCj as stated
by our reporter on p. 200.
Cucumber Leaves Diseased S. G. T.
The
Cucumber leaves are affected with the disease
known as "spot," caused by the fungus
:

Cercospora Melonis. Do not peiinit the plants
to produce soft foliage, but ventilate the Jiouse
Remove and burn badly diseased
freely.
plants, and spray the foliage and soil with liver
of stilphur solution (1 oz. to 3 gal. water).
JIuLBERRY Prop.\gation A. D. The old Mulberiy tree you mention may be perpetuated by
cuttings.
Choose well-ripened shoots of the
preceding year, leaving at the base a little of
the older wood, and insert them now in fairly
They may be planted
rich, but not heavy, soil.
in rows one foot apart, and 6 inches apart in
Shade them from bright sunshine
the rows.
Another
until they are well established.
method is" to pot the cuttings and plunge the
pots in a mild hot-bed until they are rooted,
afterwards hardening them and placing them
Water moderately, and protect
out-of-doors.
the plants from severe weather during their
first year, after which they may be transferred
:

REMARKS.^Witb

a plentiful supply

National
Meeting, to

:

e.d,

0-80

bunches...

medium,

doz.

6

0-80

per half-

trails,

fl

dot

bun

hair Fern) best,

Hon.
on Fi-iday and Stwiirdoy, August 23, 24, 1918.
Secretary-, Mr, E. R. Pickjnere, Town Clerk, Municipal
Building:s, Iflverpooi.

Correction

Average Wholesale Prices
Berberis, per

perdoz. bun... 6
pluAsparagus
long
mosus,

SCHEDULES RECEIVED.
Liverpool Horticultural Association s ExMbition, to be held iu St; tieaige's Hall. l.iverpool,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Darwin, various,
per doz, bun..., 6 0-12
Viola cornuta, per
doz. bun.
...
2 6- 3

id. s,d

Mmt,

Allotments Federation). An address was given by Mr,
Cyril Haixiing on the aims and objects of the assocdaHe made special reiference to tJie poor i^ate of pay
gardetners received. By oi^nasatioa he felt sure that
the conditions of the gardener c<nild be considerably
improved. At the close of tilie meetiug the Le;iniington
branch was reconstructed, Mr. R, Claeenfield being ap-

:

—

Adiantum (Maiden-

—

meeting of the British
Gardenei's' Association was held in the Assembly Rooms,
Bath Street, Leajnmgton, Spa, on Satiiixi-ay, April 20,
Stilts (chainnan of the

The ohau- was taken by Mr, Joe

bunches-

per doz. bun....
Tulips

9 0-10

rubrum, per

—

BRITISH OARDBNERS'.— A

Sweet Peas, various,

LUium longiflorum,
long

per

Stock, English, per

j

'

bunches

...

— Joseph Lowe... 3 0-40
— Lady Hilliugdon 2 0-30
— T,aclylove
4 0-60
— Liberty
4 0-60
— Madame Abel
Chatenay
8 0-50
— JJiphetos
16-26
— Richmond
3 0-50
— Sunburst
3 0-50

—

—

R.,

Karl

minot

Gypsophila, white,
per doz. bunches 12 0-15
Heather,
white,
per doz. bun,... 9 0-12
Iceland
Poppies,
per doz. bunches 6
Iris, Spanish, per

— —

I

pointetl secretiiiiy.

(18's)

doz.

—Many

tion.

(12's)

Peach
Gladiolus
'
Blossom, perdoz.

—
—
—
—

0-50

0-26

_

Gardenias, per box

—

4

2

Orchids, per doz:—
Catt'eyas
... 12 0-15
Pelargoniums, dou-

ti

13-16

bun.
...
Eucharis, per doz.

8 0-15
Wainuts,kiin dried.
0- 65
per cwt.
... 120
hot'house fiuits are available, includ-

case... 63

12 0-21

—

—

—

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

...

doz

Croton leaves, per

I

SO

Prices.

Narcissus, double
white, perdoz.bun
per
poeticus,

0-80

0-601

b d.

0-

and
Melon*,
Strawberries,
Peaohea.
Among forced vegetables, Peas, Dwarf Beans,
Figs.
Tomatos,
Musilirooms, Vegetable Marrows, C\icumbeirs,
Asparagus
Continental
obtainable.
Potatos
ao-e
and New
continues to be obtainiable, aad English Aspaiiagus is

Lily-of-the-Valle.v,

(Richardias),

3

sd.
5

...

(Continental) 30
Oranges, per case 110 0-120
Peacties, perdoz... 12 0-36
Strawberries, forced
4 0-80
per lb.

Grapes.

ing

s.d.

Arums—

Together.
Recently articles have appeared in the dailv
Press of a startling nature on the dual growth
of grass and cereals, which, if found to be of a
practical character, will to an extent revolutionise the whole system of production of these
We are asked to give the matter a fair
crops.
trial, which is common sense, but the whole
matter appears fraught with objections.
In the first place, I have always regarded
I have also yet
the Wheat plant as an annual.
is
to learn that the ordinary Tartarian Oat
the latter does not ripen until the
hardy
end "of August as a rule, and often later,
whereas the grass is ready for mowing for
In
hay in June, or at the lat-est in July.
hea\'v' and stony soil I can see difficulties in
drilling the corn, and in cutting it if the crop
should be heavy and at all laid, but we are
told that the grass supports the straw and that
the straw crop aids the grass when made into
hay. Certainly it may in bulk, but what of its
quality ?
I would certainly go a long way to
inspect such a trial before condemnins the
method. E. Moh/nnix.

...

large 60"s

small 60's
...
72's, per tray of

I

It...

Lemons, per

8 0-12
4
3

48's

—
—
—

—

—
Hambui-gh, per
— Muscata.perlb.

benas.

many

instances of an unsatisfactorv'
character for the same reason, namely, poverty.
up grass
ploughed
I fear many who have
land of this character will be inclined to
say " I told you so." In my case I ploughed
and sowed Oats on turf that had certainly not
been disturbed for one hundred years, but I applied salt, superphosphate, and sulphate of ammonia as advised. I may be told by a common
expression " you bought the ci-op." I am looking farther ahead in my treatment of such crops
Such a crop will be a
than the present year.
good preparation for Potatos, Mangolds, Sugar
Beet, Onions, and other root crops.
Wheat promises so far to be the crop of the
Never in this neiehbourhood. which is a
year.
fairly large Wheat-growing district, have I seen
The recent frosty
this cereal so promising.
nights and continued cold winds have robbed
the plant of some of its colouring matter this,
however, will return with wanner weather. The
growth is strong and tillering is vigorous, and
where weeding has been carefully done the outlook is most favourable.
in

48'8

:

(Melons (each)
canteloupe

5 0-12

Grapes
Black

Remarks. — Business
partment. The chief

New

a pleasure to be able to state that, taken
cereal
as a whole, I have never seen the
at
the present
as
crops looking so well
The dry weather during the whole of
time.
March enabled the sowing of Oats and Barley
to be done in a satisfactory manner, whilst the
rains of April aided germination, giving a fiUip
to growth which is highly satisfactory.
At one time I feared the Oats might not
generally be good in their percentage of germination owing to the very bad weather experienced last harvest, when rain was so continuous
that many ricks were made in none too dry a
condition, which is apt to produce heating of
the whole, thus impairing the germinating power
of the grain used as seed. In addition, the Oats
were especially light, many samples weighing but
Yet
30 odd lbs. per bushel instead of 40 lbs.
the growth of Oats this spring is remarkable,
and sets one thinking whether we set too much
store on highly-grown samples of seed corn.
Here and there" are a few pat-ches of irregular
growth, caused by wire-worm attacks, but, fortunately, such instances are rare, except, perliaps,

was

nidus, 4S'9

Cyrtomium,

d

iu variety,

Pteris,

21 0-24

32*8

s.

12 0-18
24 0-86

variety, 48's

—

Tiargft

CerE-\l

stimulative

i.d.

cuneatum, 48"i,perdoz. 9 0-10
elegans
...
9 0-10
Asplenium,48'8, per
9 0-12
doz

Worthing,
...

Prices.

a.d.

16-18

per doz.

Prices.

Kephrolepis,

Adiaiitum

Average Wholesale

:

a.d.

Figs,

Average Wholesale

:

Fruit
Dates, per box

15.

is

others, but
drinking.

It

Ferns and Palms

—
—

[-May 18, 1918.
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COVEyT GAnDEy, May

Store Cattle.

Now

——

.

8

0-90
S-0 10

permanent quarters.
Apple D'Arcy Spice
S. .-1.
B. and S.
Pippin (syn. Spring Bibstbn).
Annie Elizabeth.
hispanica,
Scilla
Names of Plants Kildare.
to their

Xames of Fruits

:

W

.

:

the

Wood

Irish

Prince of

A

Hyacinth.

istria.— (7. E.

kerrioides ; 2,
flore pleno.

E

:

Tulip

D.

1,

Rhodotypos

,

H. B. The
those of the Crane-fly, or
The best preventives of
drainage of the land and

Peas Eaten

I.

vernus var.

Lathyrus

carneus

grubs you send are
"daddy-long-legs."
this pest

are

good

the removal of useherbage and weeds but the best way of
getting rid of the grubs now is to encourage
the starling, which is inordinately fond of
If the ground" is turned
"leather-jackets."
less

;

up frequently,
roughly search
pletely" clear

it

insect-eating birds will tiiofor the grubs, and finally comof these and other ground pestfl.

it
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mulching of half-decayed manure, applied
during the hottest part of the season, wiU assist
light

€\jvmmk
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ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.
KUNNER BEANS.

RUNNEli BEANS
medium, and grow
ground

need

a

freely

and crop heavily

rich

rooting

has been well trejiched
and enriched with plenty

that

during the winter
of animal manure.
Failing this treatment,
trenches may be made about 2 feel wide
and 1 foot deep.
The loose soil should be
taken out, a fair quantity of farmyajd manure
placed in the trench, and the dung well forked
in with the bottom soil.
Replace the top spit of
soil on the dung and allow it to settle until the
lime for planting arrives. It is not advisable to
plant Rumier Beans in the open too early, especially in the Midlands and North, unless the
lilante can be protected at night, which is not
always practicable. The second or third week in
May is soon enough. Poles or long, twiggy PeaHicks should be used to support the plants, and
place them in position before the
I prefer to
Beans are planted, as this plan involves less
danger of damaging the roots dn pushing the

Two stout poles shouM
.sticks into the ground.
be placed at either end of the row and a wire
stretched between in order lo fasten the sticks
this is especially necessary if the Kite is exposed. With good cultivation Runner Beans will
gmw 10 or 12 feet high and crop from top lo
Before transplanting
bottom of the plant*.
them from boxes make the soil firm, and rake
H.ave the boxes handy, and
the surface neatly.
water lihe soil before removing the plants careThey should be planted
fully with a trowel.
about 1 foot apart a.nd close lo the sticks. When
the row is completed water the plants by means
of a rose can early in the day. that the foliage
may be dry again before nightfall. The plants
at the start,
will need tying to the stake
but afterwards they will twine themselvee
around the supports as they grow. It is not advisable to allow them to make too much growth
they will produce much heavier crops if the
shoots are kept thinned, and where time and
labour permit this should be done.
In dry
weather frequent applications of wal«r, both at
the roots and overhead, will be very beneficial,
and watering is best done in the late afternoons.
The pods should be picked as soon aa Ihey are
ready for use, to allow the younger ones to develop if not required for use at once, the stalks
may be placed in a jar of water in a cool place,
when Ihe pods will keep fresh for some time, or
they may be salted down for use in winter. A
;

;

Carlton

Park

LATE PEAS.
a comparatively easy matter lo grow a
good supply of early and mid-season Peas, but
there is generally a difficulty in securing pods
duriiLg August, September and October.
To
ensure late crops extra care is necessary in the
preparation of the land, and suitable varieties
must be selected. I have tried many methods in
the preparation of the land for late Peas, and I
have for some time come to the conclusion that
well-prepared trenches are much the most satisfactory system.
The trench should be about 18
inches wide and the soil excavated to the depth
about 15 inches.
of
The subsodl should be
deeply broken up, and on this should be placed
farmyard
about
10 inches of
well-decayed
manure, at the same time applying a dusting of
bone-meal.
best
should
The
of the soil
be returned to the trench and the seeds sown singly,
in double rows, just as thick again as it is intended the plants should remain, removing every
other
plant
when about 3 inches high
should the rows be gappy from any cause the
spare plants may be carefully replanted to make
good the failures. One of the common causes of
failure with late Peas is attempting to grow
the plants too thickly.
When this is the case
they naturally starve each other, mildew is almost
certain to appear, and the result is a very short
and poor crop.

It

Rivetting
.. 214
,.
Trafalgar Square, flower
fair in
21S
U.S.A. Government takes
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218
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219
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French gardening books,
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planted out.
B. W. Thntcher,
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220
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220

:

1

W

i

..

old

Guild
..
..
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-

glass
-Manures, artificial
Peas, late

Artichoke,

Kew

the plants to grow freely, and greatly lessen the
labour of watering.
Those who have no facilities
for sowing seed in boxes should rake
the trenches level, as previously advised, and
sow the seeds edgeways about 2 inches deep. It
is preferable to make the holes with a trowel,
and not with a dibber. As soon at the young
plants appear through the soil give them a dusting of soot lo ward off slugs, and use the Dutch
hoe between them on frequent occasions. Subsequent cultivation will be the same as for those

is

During spells of drought abundance of water
and liquid manure used freely;
the trenohes afford a very easy way of applying
moisture.
Sowings should be made onwards at
intervals of ten days to the middle of June.
Thea-e are many varieties suitable for late sowing, and some do much better in one district
than in another. I rely on those well-tried varieties Autocrat and Masterpiece, the latter undoubtedly being a selection from the former.
Both varieties are of fine constitution, give pods
of good quality, .are much less subject lo mildew
than many others, and succeed well in most parts
of the country. There is stilj room for improvement in late Peas. We need a larger-podded
variety of Ne Plus Ultra flavour (which is unsurpassed as a lale Pea in this direction, but
not sufficienlly prolific).
Another desir.ible
quality would be a robust constitution like that
Edwin Beckett.
of Autocrat.
.should be given,

CATCH CROPS UNDER GLASS.
The members

of the Lea Valley Federation of
Market Gardeners have this year given a notable
example of their desire to do all in their power
to promote food production by growing catch
crops under glass in Tomato houses. When it is
remembered how long the Tomato crop remains
on the ground, the time taken up with seed-

raising and with the preparation of the soil, it
will be recognised that it was asking a good deal
in these days of shortage of labour for the
growers to add lo their labours. Furthermore,
which came from the Food Prothe suggestion

—

—

duction Department gave but the minimum of
time for carrying it out.
Nevertheless, in many cases excellent crops were
obtained p.articularly of Lettuces White Gott
and Black Gott. In spite of the dull weather
experienced in early spring these varieties of
Cabbage Lettuce excellent for frame work

—

—
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hearted well and gave
good heads which
found a ready market. In some cases, however,
the variety sown gave very indifferent results,
so poor, indeed, in comparison with the best, i,s
to make it doubtful whether the poor and good
plants were of the same variety.
The plan
adopted was lo sow Radish broadcast and to
prick out the Lettuces in rows, the idea being
to puU the Radish before the Lettuce began to
heart.
Bui this year's experience has led to
the general opinion that it would be best to
sow the Radish in drills. From an inspection of
the experiment we think that it may be said to

have been successful and lo have demonstrated
the possibility of squeezing in »,. catch crop
before the main Tomato crop is planted at
all events in Ihase houses the soil of which had
not been sterilised.
A point in favour of the
practice consists in this, that the catch crop does
not want fire-heat the best results were ma.nifestly those in which no more heal had been
used tJian was suflScient to keep out frost. We
would congratulate the growers in the Lea Valley on making the experiment, and hope that a
further trial on similar lines will be made in the
coming year.

—

—

ARTIFICIAL MANURES.
As

a consequence of the scarcity of

farmyard

manure many kitchen gardens have not received
their necessary complement of animal dung this
year.
The deficiency may be made good to a
certain extent by the use of artificial manures.
but it is well to remember that they cannot altogether take tJie place of farmyard manure. The
fertility of the soil is dependent upon texture
as well as upon food content, and the continued
exclusdve use of artificial fertilisers would cause
Furtherthe texture of the land lo deteriorate.

more,

many

artificial

of the plants'

manures supply only one
Examples of this

requirements.

superphosphate of lime, used to supply
phosphates, and nitrate of soda, employed lo
yield a readily available nitrate. Light soils are
The ordinary
generally deficient in potash.
source."! of this fertiliser are cut off, but woo*! ash
leguminous
contains a fair amount of pola.sh
crops on light land respond well to wood ashes,
class are

:

applied when the seed is .sown, at the rale of
Wood ash should
3 07B. per lineal yard of drill.
be kept dry lo ensure its even distribution, and
On
to preserve the very soluble constituents.
heavy land which has been limed there is
carry
available potash to
usually sufficient
Superthe crops without an artificial supply.
phosphate of lime may be scattered in all
The phosdrills at the time of seed-sowing.
phate ^ives to the seedling the advantages of a
The quantity to use is 2 ozs,
good start.
Nitrogenous manures, on the
per lineal yard.
contrary, should not be applied at seed-lime.
They are more useful if used in the season of
growth. Those vegetables that grow more than
1 foot in height may have a dressing of nitrate
nf soda or sulphate of ammonia when they are
There is not much to choose in
6 inches high.
the two manures, but at present sulphate is the
Some growers prefer to dismore plentiful.
solve these substances in water before application, but if they are carefully distributed over
the soil in showery weather there is no necessity
Use 2 ozs. per lineal yard. In the
to do so.
case of Polatos, apply the sulphate of ammonia
immediately before the first and second earthing.
Cabbages, particularly at the preseoit time, wilT
also respond lo a dressing of sulphate of ammonia. The quantity required is 3 ozs. to the
square yard.
Onions respond particularly well
to dressings of soot.
They may be given fortnightly from the middle of May onwards.
Should .showers not be opportune the application
may be made in the evening a.nd be thoroughly
watered in. It is probable that the odour of soot
acts as a deterrent to the Onion fly.
Dressing.^
of soot are also beneficial to Carrots and Parsnips,
and may be applied in the same way as suggested for Onions,
Geo. H. Copley.
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FROM SOLDIER-GARDENERS.

LETTERS

WHAT WE MAY LEARN FROM THE ARMY.
RIVETTING

cultural uses and possibilities.
The materials generally employed for rivettiiig
are sheets of corrugated iron and wire netting
Wattle hurdles are also used
of various types.

The
at times, and are found very effective.
wire netting is stretched along the sides of the
keep
in
to
trench and stout posts are driven
methods of

it in place.

The most common

rivettiiig is

by building sandbags up the

Good work

of

this

soil was suitable.
would also be possible under a rivetting
scheme similar to that suggested to build a wall of
it

the height of the
enclosure approached 4 feet Tomatos could be
grown in summer against that portion exposed to

soil, say,

to be

of

all

description should

sides.

present

another case where I think this method
might be used horticulturally. Soil
could be banked in the shape of a dry wall,
faced with any stones which happen to be at
hand, and rivetted with coarse-meshed netting
kept in place by poles. The posts could soon
be furnished with suitable plants, and when the
face of the wall was draped with Aubrietia,
Arabis, and the many other suitable subjects, I
tlvjik few would be so hypercritical as to complain of the appearance of the wire netting.

There

the

It

Where

sunshine.

In a military sense, tlie term rivettiiig means
using various kinds of material to hold up loose
The
soil in a more or less vertical position.
means adopted seem to me to possess some horti-

25, 1918.

Zonal Pelargoniums would conceivably do well

position despite the treading, but they would not
he blown about and cause a nuisance in other

parts of the garden.

[May

is

of rivetting

There is another kind of rivetting to which I
would like to call attention. Even miles behind
the tiring line the huts and tents are protected

1 foot thick,

used as

a pit.

with perpendicular faces,
We need then only set

framework to guide the

lights, to obtain
over it a
In the case of a hole
as inexpensive cold pit.
dug to receive fermenting material for forming a
hotbed, the various methods of rivetting the
sides to which I have already aUuded would
prove very useful.
William F. Rowles, B.E.F.

THE ROSARY.
FEAGRANCE IN

ROSES.

Fragkance ill the Rose is among its greatest
charms, and it would be ^veU if it could be considered

an

essential

attribute

in

a

first-class

Uniortunately, judges of exhibition
Roses have never been directed to pay any attention to their fragi'ance, with the result that
among the Roses most frequently exhibited in
boxes tliere are several which are defective in
Instances that occur to one are
this respect.
Frau Karl Druschki, Mildred Grant, Lyon Rose,
Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, and perhaps Mrs.
J. H. Welsh, all of which are high dn the exPerhaps it is because these Rosea
hibition list.
and others like them are so often seen at shows
that it has of late become customary to deplore
the fact that the modern Rose is lacking in perfume.
I am by no means willing to admit the truth
of the indictment, and feel confident that those
flower.

who

bring the charge do so only because they
have not been at the trouble to seek for the
charm of fragrance in the modern Rose.
True it is that many of the old-time Roses
were sweetly perfumed, such as Marie Baumann,
Etienne Levet, Horace Vernet, Senateur Vaisse
Is it not a joy to
and General Jacqueminot
put one's nose into any of them and inhale their
But aai equal pleasure can
refreshin,g odour?
be obtained from many new varieties, if we are
only careful in our choice. Mrs. George Norwood, Queen of Fragrance, Colcestria and Hoosier
Beauty have all the charm of the rich Rose per!

that many attribute to the Damask Rose.
There are some who profess to find the scent
of various kinds of fruit in the derivatives of
Persian Yellow, which we owe to the indiistry
I am not one of these.
of M. Pemet Ducher.
Not that I doubt their statement for a moment,
but I have arrived at the conclusion that my
sense of smell is defective in this respect and
does not respond to these fruity odours ; thus
Rayon d'Or and Louise Catherine Breslau are

fume

to

Yui.

92.— KOSE MRS. ELISHA HICKS

:

PETALS BLUSH -WHITE, THE CENTRE ONES PALE PINK.

one row of headers and one of stretchers. In
other words, one row has the bags placed lengthways and the succeeding row has the bags of
earth with their ends forming the facing. We
are unlikely to find any need for using sandbags
of earth in gardening, although it may be said
tliat a well-built wall of sandbags always reminds
me of a dry-wall used in gardens for growing
It is customary
suitable plants in the crevices.
in many gardens, and I hope it will soon be
rectangular
heap
large,
long,
make
a
general, to
of leaves in autumn and winter and provide botforcing
tom heat for box frames, to be used for
Without straw or
afld forwarding vegetables.
litter it is practically impossible to build these
traffic of attendnecessary
bear
the
heaps so as to
ing to the frames, and they might be enclosed by
thick, strong, coarse-me.-«hed wire netting, kept in
place by stout posts. Wattle hurdles or sheets of
corrugated iron might also be employed for the
Not only would the leaves be kept in
purpose.
'

from

shell-fire

and bombs.
oneself

Obviously, it is imfrom a direct hit,

possible to protect
but there are more casualties from splinters
than from direct hits, and it is possible to
these.
protect the occupants from the majority of
secret in showing
I am giving away no military
outfrom
the
feet
2
About
done.

how

this

me

odourless.

Be that as it may, I none the less welcome
warmly the arrival of a flower with the full
Rose perfume, and all the more when it is par-

is"

is built up an
is about 4 feet
and
2 feet at
base,
the
wide
at
high, 3 feet
by posts
the top. This enclosure is held in place

side of the hut, and all round it,
enclosure of wire netting, which

driven in at an angle, so that each p'air inclines
The space is then filled with soil.
these places
I have often thought how pretty
be made to look if we could clothe them
,...m'.H
with Arabis, Aubrietia, Cerastium, Saxifraga,

to the other.

.Sedum, Sempervivum, Alyssum saxatile or
gentium. Nepeta Mussinii, Iberis sempervirens.
Wallflowers. Erysimum, Viola cornuta. ValeHelianthemum, and similar
Dianthus,
rian,
Even such subjects as Ivy-leaved and
plants.
ar-

Both these attributes
ticularly good in form.
are to be found in the variety Mrs. Elisha Hicks
(see fig. 92), which was exhibited at the Drill
Hall on the 7th inst., when the National Rose
Society arranged special classes tor Roses.

The bloom

of this

new

variety

is

of

medium

but perhaps large enough for the front row
and has a pleasing, pointed
form, with sufficient petals to be described as
shown, appeared to carry
and,
as
flower,
full
a
The colour is
itself well on a good stiff stem.
blush-white with pinkish flesh shade in the
centre of the flower. The colour, no doubt, is the
weak point of the Rose, for though the blooms

size,

of the exhibition box,

that were exhibited looked delightfully fresh,
vet one knows that flowers of this tint sometimes
seem rather wanting in character in the garden.
The fragrance, however, was fuU, strong, and
most captivating, so as to give quite a distinctive
character to the variety. I hope we may find
flowers from plants grown in the open equally
White Base.
o-ood.

Mat
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NOTES ON CONIFERS.

OLD FRENCH GARDENING BOOKS.

XIX.—ABIES FRASERI.*
While inspecting the yoiuig trees in wiiat is
known as the Centenary Plantation on Mr.

Mr. Bunyahd's discovery as to the authorship of Cotton's Planters Manual supports what
I have so often emphasised
that our earliest
gaj-den literature was in the main nothing more
or less than translations from the French.
If we begin with Petex Treveris's The Grete
Herball, one edition of which is reported to bear
upon its title-page "translated out ye Frensshe
into Englysshe," we shall find many other English works to follow that owed their origin to
Frencli writ<>rs.
The original of The Grete
Herboll, was no doubt Le Grant Herbier: en

Elwes' estate at Colesboume lost August, I was
much interested to find two vigorous young
specimens of this rare Balsam Fir, which,
strange to say, although planted in a situation
peculiarly subject to late and early frosts, at
about 500 feet above sea-level, have succeeded
as well as any of the Conifers planted there for
experimental purposes, and have remained in a
healthier condition than any other Fir that has
been tried in a locality where hardly a single
In the
species has escaped injury from frost.
published notes on this plantationt these two
trees are mentioned as having come from Barbier. Orleans, as Abies Fraseri. Mr. Elwes says
they were planted about fourteen years ago. and
he considers their identity doubtful, but I have
no doubt ii: my own mind that they are correctly
named. At present these trees look like making
really good specimens, as they are now about
15 feet high and making vigorous growth. They
were planted in a clayey loam, known geologically as " Midford sand." which is of quit« a
different nature from tbe surrounding oolite.
Last year they produced an abundance of cones,
as will be seen from the branch illustrated in
fig.
93. and
the
cones, with their reflexed
bracts, at once give an additional clue to their
identity.

However,

it

is

215

translation. Of " Short Instructions, very profitable and necessary for all those who delight in
gardening, translated out of the French into English," printed by John Wolfe, 1592, I have
failed to discover the original author.

—

Surflet's Maison Rustique; or, the Country
Farm, published in 160O, is, of course, Estienne's
famous work bearing the title, which served
for so many editions of the Maison Rustique.

In 1616 Gervase Markham, the author of A
Way to get Wealth, issued an English edition
under the French title.
The famous .John Evelyn, in 1658, issued The
French Gardiner, a translation of Le Jardinier
Franrois. by Nicholas de Bonnefous, the first
edition of which appeared in 1651 and
the last
III
1761, an important book in France, seeing
that it was issued during a period which
lasted

Contenant les qualitez : Vertiis: <(: prodes Berbes:
Arbres :
Gommes: d:
Semenrc:, which it is believed was first published about 1520, a strong argument in favour of

fra.ni;oi/3

priilez

for 110 years.
Evelyn, also, in 1693, produced The Compleat
Gard'ner. a translation of the famous Jean

the contention that the so-called Grete Herball
is due to a mere transposition of figures.

of 1516

de

quite possible to dii

pense with the cones for the purposes of identifi
cation, as A. Fraseri may always be known from
its near ally A. balsamea, by its branchlets being
more densely pubescent and the broader lines
of stomata on the lower surface of the leaves,
wliich are coriaceous in texture. The leaves are
also shorter and broader than in A. balsamea.

There is no record of Abies Fraseri having at
tained any considerable size in this country. All
the specimens I have seen hitherto have been a
few feet high, generally in nurseries, where it is
sometimes confused with A. b.ilsamea. The latter
seems to be much commoner in cultivation. The
coning briinch of A. Fraseri figured in Mr.
Olinton-Baker's Illustrations of Conifrrs was
from a dried specimen in the Kew Museum
taken from a tree which used to grow near
Gloucestershire.
This
Moreton-in-the-Marsh,
species al.so formerly existed at Bayfordbury. but
the tree planted there in 1838 was killed by the
terribly severe winter of 1860, which was responsible for the death of many rare and interesting Conifers all over the country.
Abies Fraseri was n.amed aft«r its discoverer,
John F^.^i«o^ (1750-1811), a keen collector of
North Americin plants.
Ho found it in the
Alleghany Mountains about 1800. In its native
country it has a very local distribution, being
found wild only on the Alleghany Mountains in

Southwestern

Virginia,

Eastern Tennessee, where

[Photograph by E.

Fig.

North Carolina, and
it

forms

forests

93.— branch or abies fraskri with cones

].

WatUt.

FROM COLESBOURNE.

(reduced)

at

4.000 foet to 6,000 feet elevation.
Its usual
height is about 40 feet, but trees up to 70 feet
high are on record.
Abies Fraseri was first
cultivated in this country in 1811, when plants
were distributed from Charles Lee's nursery at
Hammiersmith.
Tlio figure in .the Pirxflum
WohuTjienstX was taken from the original tree
in this nursery, where it had attained a height
of 16 feet, and was then about 28 years old.
It
is very unlikely that any of the original speci
mens are now living, as this Fir, like A. balsamea, is a short-lived tree.
A. Btucc Jackson.
• Abies Franeri, Poiret in Lamarck. Diet. Suppl., V., 35
(1817): Forhea, Pint!, H'ndid-n., III., t. 38 OHO): Saritent,
.Wen. If. Amtr., XII., 105, t. flns (1898); Maiters, Oard.
Climn., VIII., 084, t. 132 (1890) Kent, Yeitch'n Man. Conif.,
;

.509 (1900).

Pinut FraKri, Lambert, Oenyta Pinun, I., t. 42 (1832).
Picta Frattri, louilnn, Mh. et Frut. Brit., IV., 2340
(1338).
t Rlwes anil Pritnhard, " Experiments on Trees at Colesbourne," Quarterly Jmrnal of Fnrettry. April, 1912.
t It had not been known at Wohurn since Forbes' time
until younjf plants were recently Introduced.

a printer's error, in fact, since nobody has ever
seen a copy of it since Ames mentioned it in
his Typographical Antiquities.
Mrs. Arber *
points out that Le Grant Herbier itself was not
an original work, but as regards its text and

illustrations was derived from earlier sources.
I may refer to another of these old Herbals
which I have not been able to trace, that is, a
Flemish one called 1,'roiile Hfrharimt, printed
by Claes de Graeve, 4to, Antwerp, 1514.
Probably this, too, owed its origin to the same
source aa the English and French editions.
Leonard Mascall's A Booke of the arte and
maner, how to plant and graffe all sortea of

edition being printed in
London in 1572, is none other than L'art et
manitre de semer piping et de faire pipiniire,
by David Brossard, a Benedictine monk whose
book appeared twenty years before Ma.scair3

trees,

etc.,

'

the

first

nerbalu: Their Origin,

J:c.

Canib.

)91?.

la

(juintinye's Instructions
pour les Jardtns
et potagers, 2 vols., 4to, published in

Iniitiirs

two years after the death of the great
Frenchman.
Jolm Faster, in 1664, published Le Gendre.
The manner of ordering Fruit Trees.
The
original of this work was by Le Gendre, Cure
d'Henonville, and was entitled Tai maniire de
1690,

cultiver les arbres fruitiers, being published in
1652.
It was the first of a Jong series of high-

works by French authors on fruit culture.
Another English book, The Art of Pruning
Fruit Trees.
Translated from the French
original, set forth the last year by a Physician
of Roohelle," dated 1685, is easily identified
with L'art de taille.r les arbres fruitiers par
Nicholas Venette, medecin do la Rochelle. One
edition of it appeared in 1678, another in 1683.
In 1699 London and Wise issued The Cornpleat Gard'ner ... by .1. de la Quintinye, now
compendiously abridg'd."
class

.

.

.

—

;
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The same

firm also published The retir'd Garin. two
volumes.
One of these
Le. Jardinier Fleuriste, published in 1703, and the othei' Gentil's Le Jardinier Solitaire, a work exclusively devoted to
fruit Culture which ran through many editions
for the best part of the eighteenth century.
Simultaneously with the appearance of London and Wise's translation of these two French
works, another came out bearing a lengthy title,
the material part of which is Le Jardinier Solitaire,
The SoUtary or Carthusian Gard'ner.
being dialogues between a Gentleman and a
Gard'ner.
These two French gardendng books
must evidently have been thought a great deal
of by English horticulturists, for we find that
in 1717 Joseph Carpenter published a revised
d'ner,

in

1705,

was Louis Liger's

edition.

Under the

title

of

The Theory and Practice

Gardening, John James, in 1712, published
DHallicr -d'Argenrilh's La Thforie et la pradu Jardinage, a quarto, illustrated by Le
Blojid, first issued in 1709, and which Bloomfield, in his
Formal Garden in England, describes as a masterly treatise on the soibject.
William Fleetwood, in 1707. brought out
Curiosities of Nature and Art in Husbandry and
Gardening.
The original of this work was
written by the Abbe Vallemont and published in
Paris in 1750 under the title of Ci.iriositdz de hi
nature et de I'art sur la vegetation.
of

tique

A
tacle

earth and rubbish, dried roots, and loam, but
I think our climate (we are 620 feet above sealevel) has the most to do with success, and is
particularly suitable to this Lilium, as bulbils,
only two years old, grow over 5 feet high, and
many have produced a single flower this year.
Established bulbs of L. sulphureum may be
depended on to show above the ground each
year without varying one week in time. They
are always in sight from October 24 to 31, and
in full bloom by the third week in January.
I had very fine success with L. speciosum
roseum this year one bed contains 36 plants,
some of which were 7 feet high, with up to 21
flowers on a stem. This Lilium does well here if
not distm-bed.
bulbs of L. speciosum rubrum, L. s. album
Kraetzeri, and L. s. Melpomene do not do very
well, but I attribute this to never yet having
been able to get good bulbs in fact, I have not
had moioh success with any of the Japanese
bulbs.
The best I have done with L. auratum
is to grow a plant 7 feet high with 13 flowers.
A. P. Sparke, Sydney.

contains
in
Vol.
II. a large
amount of information in dialogue about flowers,
gardens, cultivation and pruning of fruit trees,

—

—

ture dcs Pechrr.i in 1745. Several editions, ex-

tending over half a century, appeared. There
is a rare translation of it into English e.xtant
entitled A Treatise upon the Culture of Peach
Trees, printed and sold by J. Dodsley in 1760.
From this time onward English translations
from French authors become fewer, and no
doubt our own gardeners were, as time went on,
less dependent on the experience of our Frejich
neighbours. C. Harmon Payne.

My

—

ThcWeek'sWork.

inches asunder.

Mulching.— Mulching is one of the most important operations at this season of tlie year, and
especially on light soils. Immediate mulching is
not absolutely necessary, especially in the case
of cold, heavy soils, and may be deferred until
the sun's heat has well warmed the ground. As
the roots are not in a condition to receive stimulants, rich manure should not be used, yet a
covering of some kind that will prevent evaporation and absorb sun-heat is needed. Peas, Beans
and Cauliflowers are

all improved by the timely
application of mulches, and those who succeed
best always err on the side of moderation, both
in strength and quantity of the mulching. Clean
the ground thoroughly
before
applying the
manure, and water the roots freely in dry
weather, using stimulantfi where necessary, a<:cording to the requirements of the crop.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

THE KITCHBN GARBEN.
By

F. Jordan, Gardener to Lieut.-Col. SpncDBR
M.P., Ford Manor, Lingfleld, Surrey.

Cut,

SwEDK Turnips.— The garden Swede is a
valuable addition to other vegetables for winter
Sow a few rows on rich ground
liberally manured with farmyai'd
dung.
Use the hoe freely between the drills
during the summer to encourage the Tuniips to
make free growth and to keep the ground clear
of weeds.
and spring use.
which has been

Onions.— Thin raaincrop Onions as soon as the
are advanced sufficiently, and take the
opportunity to remove all weeds that are present.
Do not thin the plants severely unless
extra large bulbs are required. Where the Onion
maggot is troublesome, the thinning should be
done when the plants are small, but do not replants

too many, a.s some may fail.
Encourage
the plants to make good growth by stirring the
and dusting the plants frequently with
old soot in dull, damp weather. Where the seeds
have germinated unevenly or in patches, the
blank spaces may be filled by transplanting some
of the plants when they are about 5 inches high
choose showery weather for this work.
If the
transplanting is done quickly and well the plants
wUl soon catch up to those that have not been
disturbed.

move

soil lightly

AUSTRALIA.

I

;

;

1736,

husbandry, and vines.
The Abbe Pluche was
the author of this popular encyclopaedia, which
bore the French title. Spectacle de la Nature.
De Combes or De Combles, for I find the
name spelt both ways wrote a Traite de la cul-

LILIES IN A SYDNEY GARDEN.
AM forwarding you by this mail two photo-

graphs [Not repi-oduced. Eds.] of a plant of
Liliiun s'ulphureum grown by me at Wahroonga,
near Sydney.
The inflorescence produced 16 flower-buds, and
at the time the photograph was taken 13 flowers
were open, but the next day two others opened,
and 15 were in bloom at the same time. The stem
was 9 feet 4 inches high and 3^ inches around
the base.
Unfortunately I did not measure the length of
the flower-buds, but, with the exception of the
top bud, which would only he between 6 and
7 inches, they were anything from 8i to 10 inches.
I have frequently had plants over 8 feet high,
and one, with 9 flowers, was 8 feet 7 inches this
year. Some were very slightly thicker around the
base of stem than the one mentioned above, but
nothing like the 5 inches mentioned by Mr.
F. W. Seers in The Journal of R.H.S., Vol.
XXVI. (1901), Parts 2 and 3.
Perhaps the
height accounts for this.
My experience is that after the flowers have
been open for a couple of days, a very hot.
scorching sun will slightly burn the back of the
edges of the blooms, but not sufficient to spi
their beauty.
The soil of the bed in which my plants were
grown is composed of leaf-mould, sand, burnt

25, 1918.

remain quickly re-establish themselves after the
disturbance.
The advantage of early thinning
cannot be over-estimated. Turnips need first attention ; they transplant readily, but at this early
season transplanting scarcely repays for the
trouble.
Early Carrots may be thinned and the
small roots made use of, leaving the remainder
4 inches apart. Moderate-sized roots are the most
useful.
Parsnips should be thinned to 5 to 9
inches apart.
Beet is not far advanced large
roots are not the best, and too much room should
not be allowed.
A suitable distance apart is 6
inches.
Thin Salsify and Scorzonera to 6 or 8

work by Samuel Humphreys, called Specde la Nature : or Nature Display'd, a new

edition,

[May

;

ARROWS.— Amateurs especially should grow
Vegetable Marrows, not only because they are
easily cultivated, but also because home-grown
Marrows are far superior to those sold in shops.
In favoured localities the plants often succeed
better in the open than on special heaps of
manure in out-of-the-way corners.
mild hotbed is an advantage for early supplies, and a
sunny position should be selected. When the
Marrows are grown on heaps of manure or
decaying rubbish, the heap should be made in
a sunny, sheltered position. If young plants are
in readiness, they should be hardened off and
planted out early in June, or seed may be sown
where the plants are to grow
they will germinate in a few days. Long Green and Long
White are the most favoured large varieties

A

;

Sutton's Vegetable Marrow and Pen-y-Byd give
Marrows of medium size and are prolific cropThe more closely the Marrows are cut,
pers.
the more productive the plants will be.

Thinning and Transplanting.— Althoug-h
many early sown seeds have not germinated well,
there is much thinning to do amongst seedlings,
and a considerable amount of transplanting is
needed.

This latter

operation

is

best

done

in

showery weather, for when the soil is moist the
plants are more easily drawn out, and those that

Early Vinery. -The Grapes in the early
vinery will not finish well without plenty of fresh
but cold draughts must be prevented. Fireheat will still be necessary to prevent the temperature from falling too low, but a close atmosphere will ruin the bloom.
Leave the top and
bottom ventilators open a little at night to prevent condensation of moisture on the berries. In
a few weeks the Grapes will begin to ripen, and
then the house should be kept cooler and drier;
but the floors, bare spaces and borders should
be damped in
the forenoon
during bright
weather.
Every precaution should be taken to
keep the foliage free from red spider if the pest
makes an appearance, sponge the foliage with
warm soapy water containing a little sulphur.
Or if the syringe can be employed without wetting the Grapes, spray the foliage daily with
tepid rain-water until the pest is eradicated.
Vines occasionally become dry at the roots, especially in a corner or under the water-pipes, and in
such cases red spider is sure to be tixjublesome.
A good mulching of short stable manure, well
watered, is the best preventive. The vines will
absorb the moisture before evening if the mulch
is applied in the early part of the day.
air,

;

Peaches and Nectarines. -The

fruits

on

the Peach and Nectarine trees in the early houses
are swelling and colouring fast ; a few of the
Place nets
earliest varieties are even ripening.
under the trellis to catch any fruits that may
drop. Very few will fall, however, if the trees
are examined every morning, and the ripest fruit
removed with a pair of vine scissors. The
flavour is much improved if the fruits are
gathered just before they are quite ripe and
placed in a warm fruit-room to mature. Plenty
of fresh air is of the greatest importance to all
In the case of
fruits approaching maturity.
Peaches and Nectarines, the ventilators should
be left open a little at night, as the warmth
in the pipes will maintain a night temperature
Syringe the trees with
of 60° at this period.
soft water (hard water usually contains lime
sediment, which disfigures the fruit), but water
must be withheld when the fruit is ripenAdmit sun and air by carefully regulating
ing.
the shoots, pinching those that will be cut out
when the fi-uit is gathered.

Early Stravvberries.— The earliest plants
that have occupied the shelves in vineries and
Peach houses should be discarded directly the
To retain these hard-forced
fruit is gathered.
Succesplants would serve no useful purpose.
sional batches may be reserved for autumn fruitplants
latest
of
the
and the best
ing,
Dip all the plants
selected for planting outside.

;

May
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an insecticide or
phur before they are
in a few days they
Give the
outside.
thorough cleansing
in

taking extra care

if

a solution of soap and sulplaced in frames to harden
will be ready to be placed
shelves in the houses a
with strong soapy water,
red spider is troublesome.
;

THK ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

COLLISR, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman.
Ban., 'iatton Park. Reigate.

Stanhopea.- Plants of Stanhopea. tigrina, S.
Wardii, S. Amesiana and others that require
fresh rooting material should be attended to
after they have passed their flowering period.
Shallow Teakwood baskets form the most suitable receptacles, as their pendulous inflorescences
layer of Fern rhizomes
push downwards.

A

should be placed over the bottom of the basket
These
for drainage, in preference to crocks.
plants resent frequent root disturbance; any requiring increased rooting space should' therefore
be placed in pots large enough to accommodate
them for at least two seasons. In cases where
the plants have sufficient root room, and the
compost is in good condition, portions of the soil
should be picked from the surface, and a topThe jjlants
dressing of fresh materials applied.
grow best suspended from the roof in a moist,
shady position in the intermediate house. They
should be watered sparingly during their earliest
stages of growth, but after the new pseudo-bulbs
begin to form they will require liberal supplies
of moisture at the roots, and frequent overhead
sprayings.

AoiNlTA.— Plants of Acineta Humboldtii, A.
Barker! and A. chrysantha are developing inflorescences, and care should be taken that the soil
is not overwatered, or the flower-buds may drop.
Attention should be paid to the roots after the
plants have passed out of flower and new growth
his commenced to develop. At that stage they
should be given similar treatment to that advised for Stanhopeas.

Vanda Kimballiana.—

If

plants

of

\'anda Kimballiana require attention at the
roots the work should be done now, but they
should not be disturbed unless it is absolutely
necessary. These plants grow best in Teakwood
baskets, with clean crocks for drainage purposes,
and clean-picked Sphagnum moss as a rooting
medium. Plants that have lost a quantity of
their bottom leaves should be taken out of their
receptacles to allow portions of the stems to
be cut away below some o." the aerial roots, so
that they may be placed lower down in the
baskets.
Plants treated in this manner should
be grown in a shady position and syringed freThis
weeks afterwards.
quently for a few
Vanda grows best when suspended from the
During the season of active growth
roof-rafters.
the night temperature should range from 60° to
65°. with a rise of 5° or 10° during the day.

of glass over the pans, and keep them shaded
Cinerarias
till the seedlings are through the .soil.
should be grown in cool conditions during all
stages of growth. Another sowing may be made
next month to obtain plants for later flowering.

HiPPEABTRUM

FuoHSiA.— Young Fuchsias which were rooted
autumn or early this year may be stopped if
they are intended for bushy specimens, but those
required to grow under the roof of the greenhouse should be kept growing freely in a moist,
warm atmosphere, and all side shoots removed
until they have grown tall enough for the purpose. They may then be allowed to develop side
The same remarks apply to those inshoots.
Old, estabtended for training as standards.
lished plants need liberal treatment in watering
and feeding when in active growth, or their
flowering season will be short.
Fuchsias need
very little shade except when they are in full

E.

flower.

LiLiUM.-Lilium

speciosum

may

now

be

placed out of-doors in a sheltered position. Plunge
the pots up to their rims in ashes to prevent the
plants from being damaged by rough winds. This
will also prevent the roots from drying quickly.

The growths must be supported with neat

stakes.

If there is room in the pots a top-dressing of
Spray
rich material should be afforded.
the plants occasionally with an insecticide to

some

prevent attacks by green or black fly.
Lilium
candidum has done well here this season, and
forcing.
This fact is
worthy of note, as it is safe to say that there
will be no importation of Liliums of any kind
for some time to come.

has responded

well

to

CiNEKARiA.— A sowing
should be made now. The

this useful plant
stellata type is probably the most decorative of all the Cinerarias,
and as there are both tall and dwarf forms of
this type,

Sow the

a good batch of

of

it

should be grown.

seeds in shallow pans filled with a finely
sifted compost of loam, leaf-soil and sand. Carefully water them with a fine rose can. and place
them in a cool house to germinate. Place a sheet

Cherries.— Cherries in favourable positions
have already set freely.
Do not let the trees
suffer for want of water ; this may not happen
yet in the open, but close to walls there is danger
of drought.

Cherries should never be permitted
when the

to become dry at the roots, especially
fruit is swelling.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R. P. Broihbrston, Gardener to the Earl
Haddington, Tj'ninjhame, East Lothian.

of

The Rookerv.— Iris

stylosa, which usually
is shy to bloom, has done well this season, and
Primula Juliae, one of the showiest of rockersplants, has been as gay as in former years. Much
work needs attention, such as cleaning ofi the
decayed flowers of the earlier plants and destroying weeds which are making their unwelcome appearance, especially where fresh soil was
Weeds should
introduced early in the year.
never be allowed to gain a firm footing in the

rock-garden.

HvDRANGiA HORTEN8IS.

If the blue variety
is watered with the
preparation " Azure," it will intensify the colour.
The ordinary varieties are developing their
flowers, and must be given plenty of stimulants.
See that each flowering shoot is securely fastened
to a stake, or the flowers will be damaged when
moving the plants.

common Hydrangea

of the

Aspidistra.- The principal object to aim at
in the cultivation of Aspidistras is to secure good
variegation in the leaves. Growing the plants too
much in the shade and over-potting them will
defeat this object.
The plant will thrive for
many years without re-potting, provided the
drainage is kept free, the roots well watered,
and given plenty of nourishment. If re-potting
is necessary, use a rich compost, and pot very
firmly.
Afterwards grow the plants in a light
house, shading them only during the hottest
part of the day.

Annuals.— Farly-sown hardy annuals are
On light soil it will prove
ready for thinning.
beneficial, after destroying the superfluous seedground around those left. The
annuals transplant readily, and
of these to fill any gaps that
have been overlooked or where there have been
failures of seeds to germinate.

lings, to tread the
great majority of

use

is

may be made

African Marioolo.— The African Marigold
of great value for transplanting in autumn

in flower to fill parts of borders which were
occupied by earlier-flowering plants. This prachas another advantage, inasmuch as doubles
may be kept apart from singles. Not that the
latter are less to be commended than doubles,
but the two types are best kept apart from a
They all require a
decorative point of view.
space of about 18 inches to permit of tlieir full
development.

when

tice

Chrysanthemums.—

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN
Autumn Raspberries.— The

young shoots,
too numerou.?. should be thinned to the renumber for fruiting.
If stray suckers
appear pushing up out of place cut them off.
Should any immediate increase of the stock be
needed the superfluous young suckers may be
I have done this in the spring
transplanted.
with the Hailshamberry quite successfully, and
This
fruited the plants the following autumn.
is one of the most prolific varieties with us on
if

quired

soil.

Protection.— There is in some districts a
scarcity of netting for protecting fruit, and therefore supplies should be secured in good time.

Barriss, Gardener to Lady Wintaob,
Lookinge Park, Berkshire.

the scion.

last

our shallow

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

(AMARYLLi»).-Hippea8trum

plants which have flowered should receive every
attention to enable them to perfect their growth.
Use a stimulant at every alternate watering, and
never allow the roots to suffer for want of water
Water should then
until growth is completed.
be gradually withheld and the plants e.xposed
fully to the sunshine.
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upon it. Look to the young shoots, where they
are on the move, and see that no insect attacks
them and deforms the young growth. Do not let
the stock increase its growth so much as to rob

Square-meshed netting is far superior to the
mesh.
Not only does
old diamond-shaped
hang better, but it goes much farther.
it
rest
the
fruit, the light
on
If it is intended to
make is best, though it is not quite so durable.
over
all bush fruits
plan
to
fix
stakes
good
It is a
and Raspberries. The stakes should be made
or 3 inches
inches
by
4
inches,
3
quartering.
out of
by 3 inches, at least 6 feet 6 inches long, and,
from
inches
for
tarred
18
should
be
pointed,
when
the base. There is no better plan for covering
A stake nt
Strawberries than by this method.
every 12 feet or so, with stout yarn strained over
the top each way, will easily support the
netting.

Gatherinq and Packing Fruit.— Dessert
fruit should be picked into square punnets and
sent straight to the table without further handPacking for transit must be more carefully
ling.
Boxes into which the square punnets will
done.
be had
fit, without room for movement, are to
who specialise in such things.
m.akers
from

Grafted Trees.— fiiafts inserted this
.spring should be examinwl; if the clay is cracking, moisten it occasionally, or lay a little moss

Newly

Surplus stocks of early

Chrvsantliemums may be treated similarly to
.Marigolds, and for the same purpose— filling gaps
Thev require rather more space, and
in autumn.
should be very firmly planted, and treated with
superphosphate, soot or pigeon manure, to produce a strong, hard growth.

Tuberous-rooted Beoonias.— The

fraines

and houses containing tuberous-rooted Begonias
should be ventilated very
must be protected at night.
They should always be waterc<i in the mornings,
So long as they do not
but never profusely.
suffer from lack of moisture at the roots, plants
that are treated as above turn out much better,
take hold of tbe soil sooner, and do not need
much attention in tlie way of supplying them
Do not hurry
with water after being planted.
to plant these tender flowers where late morning
flower-beds
for the
freely, but the plants

frosts prevail.

Flower Beds.— The

chief beds and borders
were dug or trenched in
prepared by forking the
soil and breaking any clods that still remain.
Afterwards whiten the surface with a dressing of
superphosphate of lime, then make the soil firm
bv foot-trampling, and finish by stirring the surIt may
face, when it will be ready for planting.
be remarked that superphosphate, in addition to
its value as a manure, has a great and additional
value in brightening the colours alike of flower
for bedding plants that
late autumn should be

and

leaf.

Mixed Borders. -Many

plants usually pro-

vided for summer flower-beds are useful to fill
blanks in mixed borders. Thus Verbena venosa
may be mixed with white-flowered Lychnis
Lobelia, either dwarf
is beautiful
Gazania splendens,
equally suitable

Agi-ostemma
or

tall,

is

Ageratum mexicanum,

;

;

tall

Snapdragons, Tagetes

signata, T. lucida, varieties of French Marigolds.
and Verbenas of sorts are others that occur to
one's mind at the moment. All these plants may
be massed in groups or interspersed among
permanent plants with which it is known they
will associate perfectly.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHEB 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.
Editors and Publisher. — Our correspondents

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements ehould
be addressed to the Publisher ; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise

when
Special

letters are misdirected.

Notice

Correspondents-

to

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or t« return unused comillustrations
unless
by special
munications or
The Editors do not hold themselves
arrangement.
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Local Nevrs —Correspondents will greatly oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

conditions had the casting vote in determining whether or no the disease should
declare itself.
But if this is the case,
it
will
probably be found that the
quickest way to rid the country of the
pest will prove to be by spraying in the
mild years no less than in the virulent
years.
For it is likely that in the mild
years small unobserved outbreaks occur,
and that the crop of spores produced by
these unnoticed outbreaks suffices to sow
enough " tares " in the form of resting
spores to produce serious effects so soon
as a mild year is followed by one in
which the climatic and seasonal conditions
make for virulence that is, favour the
growth of the fungus as compared with
Systematic exploration of
the plant.
Gooseberry plantations in years noteworthy for the lack of disease might pro;

clue to the problem of tlie
in whioh the disease remains enof years unfavourable to
spite
demic in
It may be, of course,
its development.
that the " resting " spore cases (perithecia) may lie dormant in the soil for
more than a vear tliat, as in the case of
^'ide

SATURDAY, .TUNE 8—
Kew Guild ,aimi. meet., Kew
TUESDAY, JUNE 18—
Roj-al Hort.

Giardens, at 6 p.m.

Coins, meet.

Sui".,

AVERAGB Mean Temperaturb for the ensuing week
deduoed from observations during the last fifty
years at Greenwich, 56.2.

—

germinate " after a
certain seeds, some
relatively short interval of time, and some
only after- a longer period. But observation alone can settle this point, and it
is one of such importance that settled it
''

AoTDAL TniPBiuTnsa :—
Gardeners' Chronicle Office,
London,
CV>vent Garden,
10 a.m.:

the

manner

APPOINTMENTS FOR JUNE.

Wellington Street,.
Thursday, May 23,

41,

Bar. 30.0; tcinp. 55.S°.

Weather— Rain.

After one or two years'
American Goose- comparative quiescence

should be.

berry Mildew.

Ameiican
Grooseberry
mildew has made its
appearance in a severe ioitn in some parts
of tlie country, and, indeed, some halfformed berries from one district ap-

more

peared

than
like
Snowbeiries
so covered were they with
It
tlie
summei- stage of the fungus.
is
to be feared, therefore, that unless
the present ihappy tui'n in the weather
effects a change for the better, we may
be about to experience ajiother bad year
so far as this disease is oonceirned.
This
is the more to be deplored in that the
Gooseberry is a fruit specially valuGooseberries,

able

to

because

the

Jam

makers,

presumably

richness in the pectins
which give a set to jam. It is therefore
to be hoped that everybody who gi'ows
Gooseberries will recognise the duty of
Mr.
spraying the bushes immediately.
Salmon and liis colleagues at Wye College have shown that, for most varieties
at all events, lime sulphur is an effective
of

its

wash, land Dr.

Home's

ta-ials

at

Wisley

may be

conalthough,
trolled by a Burgundy wash
as is the case witdi lime sulphur, certain
of Che more delicate varieties of Gooseberry ai'e apt to be defoliated as a result
The point, however, which
of spraying.
indicate

that the

disease

should be borne in mind by

—

growers
sprajdng
is
is that the more generally
practised the better is the chance of
checking the spread of the disease.
Scarcely less important is the fact that
the spores may be carried long distances
on the clothes of persons walking among
diseased plantations, and thus carried
may all unconsciously on the part of the

—

— infect

all

plantations.
The
waxing and waning of this disease in different years is as interesting as it is
It looks as though climatic
puzzling.
carrier

distant

Flower Fair

in

Trafalgar Square. -The

National Rose Society and several nursery fimi.'!
have given their support to a flower fair which
will be held in Trafalgaj- Square during the
week June 20-26, with the object of securing funds for the maintenance of the " British
Ambulance Committee's " motor ambulances
which are attached' to the French Army.
Flowers will be sold from stalls thi-oughout the
week, and Messrs. George Monro, Ltd., 4,
Tavistock Street, Covent Garden., have consented
to receive gifts of flowers
nf the

British

funds.

The

Ambulance

and

fruit sent

in

aid

organising secretary of the

Committee,

23a,

Bruton

Street, would be pleased to give particulars to
nursery firms willing to stage exhibits.

Research at RoTHAMSTEO.-Mr. W.

B.

Randall, of Waltham Cross, has provided funds
for the eetAblishinent of a new research post at
the Rothamsted Experimental Station, and tJie
committee have appointed Mrs. D. J. Matthews,
Mrs.
M.Sc, formerly Miss A. Isgrove.
Matthews is an honours ,gi-aduate of tJie VicManchester, where she
toria University of
gained the Piatt Biological Scholarship and the

She afterwards
balton Biological Scholarship.
ca.n-ied
out important investigations at the
Marine Biological Station, Plymouth. Her work
at Rothamsted will include the study of some
of the problems of soil sterilisation as it is now
being carried out in certain types of nurseries.

Flowers

in

Season.— We have

I'eceived

Messrs. Bare and Sons a collection of
Tulips, representing choice named varieties of
The vigour of the
the May-flowering section.
flowers was apparent, a.nd the colours were magfi-om

nificent.

U.S.A. QOVERNMENT TAKES OVER A 8eED
Firm. — In view of the probable necessity for
harvesting all kinds of seeds with the utmost
economy next year, the U.S. Government has
taken over the Nungesser-Dickinson Seed Company's establishment, at Hoboken, New Jersey.
The price to be paid is said to be approximately
The firm is the largest of its kind
$900,000.
along the entire Atlantic seaboard, and its annual
output of seeds is therefore very great.

[May
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Flower Pots.- For several years prior to
1914 the gaixien and flower-pot industry in Great
Britain was in a deplorable state owing to the
cutting of prices ajid German commercial invasion, couisisting of
the organised attempt to
"dump " the Teuton surplus stocks in England
and, later, to introduce German pot-manufacturing macliineis. From the outbreak of the war,
tlierefore, until quite recently, the supply of
such pots has been considerably iu excess of the
demand, and nearly aU manufacturers have accumidated abnormally large stocks; and even ii.
the absence of official restriction on flower-growing a diminishing consumption of pote, due in
part to lack of growers and' the urgency of
growing vegetables and fruit, has made but
slight inroads on the surplus stocks on hand.
The demand iu 1916 was a.pproximately one-fifth
of the demand in 1914 the demand in 1917, onesixth.
Manufacturers are therefore turning out
about 12 per cent, of the usual pre-war quantity,
aaid it is believe>d that the present supply would
last for some time should further manufacture
Commerce Reports, April 1,
entirelv cease.
;

1918.

Hailstorm in Surrey.— It is rare indeed
that a hailstorm of such intensity and duration
as that of Thursday, the 15th inst., visits this
country.
Fortunately it appears to have been
singularly local, but in parts of Surrey the
damage which it wrought will long be remembered.
In the morning the gardens were at
their fairest, and the Dai'win Tulips had, after
long lingering, opened themselves in fuU beauty.
By the afternoon they were prostrate, their
long and stately stems prone on the ground and
the flowers battered and! broken.
Under the
Gooeeberry bushes the young berries which may
not be picked for sale had been shot by the
hail from their stems and lay in pitiable little
heaps on the ground
so the trees will have
after
all.
Currants
had
their
thinning
were treated in like wise, and Rose leaves were
torn into fragments and strewn over the garden.
Some of the plants of the rock garden weathered
Phloxes, Aubrietias and
the storm unliarmed.
LithospeTmums took no hurt, but the Alyssums
were knocked down and buried in the churned-up
earth.
Most curious of all was the effect of the
hail on a border of Nepeta Mussinii not yet in
bloom, which was, as it were, combed out like
hair parted in the middle, and plastered down on

—

—

:

either side.

Kew
the

Guild. -The annual general meeting of
Guild will be held in the Lecture Room,
Botanic Gardens, Kew, on Saturday,

Kew

Royal

.Tune 8, at 6 p.m.

The Jerusalem Artichoke.- It

appears*

that although a native of America, the Jerusalem
Artichoke is more cultivated in Europe than in
Prof. Cockerei l
the country of its origin.
points out the virtues of this food-plant, and
statistics which he has collected show that its
yield in America is high, reaching as much as
20 tons and upwards per acre.

Leather-jacket
serious loss

and

of cereal crops

Wireworm. — The
sown

in

recently-

ploughed-up grass-land appears, according to the
iuvestigatione carried out by the Food Production Department, to have been caused more by
Apart from
leather-jackets than by wireworm.
heavy i-olling and cultivation there appears to
be no remedy for the leather-jacket, which,
though always with us, is not generally present
in such large numbers as appears to be the case
With respect to wireworm, a statethis year.
ment is sometimes made that a sure way tu
clear the soU of this pest is to sow Peas one
vear, followed by Beans the next, and it is
claimed that, neither of these plants being attractive to wireworm, the pest if< starved out.
• "The Girasole, or Jerusalem Artichoke: A Neglected
Source of Food," by Prof. T. D. A. Cockerel], The Scientific

ilonthly, March, 1918.

—
May

We

—

—
.
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confess that we have no knowledge that

this simple expedient does clear the soil of wireworm. Nevertheless, it appears to be a fact

that Peas may thrive in soil infested with the
This, however, may be due to another
The Pea-, when sown, sends its tapcause.
root straight down into the soil, and although
the cotyledons remain in the soil the base of the
stem t«nds to be pushed up near the surface.
Presently, as the hairs of the root become infected with the nodule organism the gi-owth of
the main root is checked, and adventitious roots
break out from the hypocotyl the part of the
axis near the insertion of the seed leaves.
Hence, even though tie main root be damaged,
the spreading adventitious roots may still serve
pest.

—

th« seedling. Among the many terrible lessonB
taught by the war one of the most salutary is
the value of knowledge as the realisation of our
extraordinary ignorance of simple facts and
phenomena, an under.standing of which would be
at the present hour of great value to the nation.
The moral is obvious, and it is to be hoped that
we shall lay it to heart, .so that when the opportunities of peace come these conspicuous and reknowledge as. for
in
oar
mediable gaps
example, of the habits of leather- jackets and
This, however,
wireworm.s may be mended.
will never be done by confining the duty of dishowever well
men,
covery to a special caste of
It can only be done if
trained they may be.
tho.se who cultivate the soil themselves assist
by keen observation and cautious trial to find
We shall have to
out. the causes of things.
organise our common-sense more than we have
troubled to do in the past.

(London: Laughton & Co., Ltd.) Price 2s.
Philippine Agricultural Review. Vol X No 4
(Maaila Govt. Bureau of Printing.) The Story
of the Red Sunflower. By T. D. A. Cockerel!,
Reprinted from the
Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A.
American Museum Journal, 191S.
.

,
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SOME OLD ENGLISH APPLES.

.

:

CLERODENDRON UGANDENSE.
Only

a few of the hundiredi or so described
species of Clerodendron are grown in gaixiens,
and two of the best for gardens are C. Thomsonae, one of the most beautiful of tropical
climbers, and C. splendens, which may be called
a crimson-flowered Thonisonae. These two species
are African, as are the majority of the species.
C. ugandense (see fig. 94) was described as a new
species in 1909,

when

it

flowered at

Kew, where

it

A French

poet once asked " Where are the

smows of yesteryear ?"- a rhetorical question
which needed no answer. The Apple enthusiast
sometimes asks in like mariner, " Where are the
Apples of our grandfathers? " The reply is that
most of them exist, and curiosity, tempered with
patience, reveals many of them to the careful
searcher.
A few of these whidi came my way

may be of interest to readers of the GarChronicle.
A good dish of Keddleston
Pippin was submitted to the Fruit and Vegetable
Committee at a recent meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and the flavour of the
fruits was highly appreciated.
Not much seems
to be known of the origin of this variety. Hogg

lately

deners'

gives a short description of

it

in the 5th edition

—

—

Celkrv Leaf BuoHT.-The

treatment of
with hydrogen peroxide is recom
Agriculture
as a premended by the Board of
caution against Celery leaf blight. A 20 volume
solution is the best strength, but if that cannot
be obtained, a 10 volume solution may be used.
The seed to be treated should be placed in a glass
or earthen vessel and enough of the hydrogen peroxide poured into it to cover the seed completely.
.Stir the mass thoroughly so that all the seeds
become wet. Allow the seeds to remain in the
lifjuid for three hours, and then pour the liquid
Spread
off and w.se it a second time if required.
the seed in a thin layer in the air before sowing.
Bo not return the seed so treated to the original
packets, or some of tht spores of the fungus
causing the disease adhering to the paper of the
If the plants
packets may reinfect the seeds.
become infected later, the disease may be checked
b.v spraying with Bordeaux or Burgundy mixture.
The spraWng should be begun at the first sign of
the disen.'-e and must be repeated if the first
spraying does not check it.
Celery

seed

War Item*.— Private James S. Robertson,
who joined the Army in June last year, om
reaching the age of 18, has died from wonnds
in France.
Before enlisting he was in the gardens of C. E. Oalbraith, Esq., Terregles, under
Mr, W. nUTCHINSON.
Private Martin Learmont, Machine Gun
Corps, who was employed in the gardens of
D. Robtoson-Douolas, Esq., Orchardton,
Kirkcudbrightshire,
under Mr.
Wilson, has
been posted as missing since March 21. He was
19 years of age.

W.

Private -G. Parkzr, K.O.S.B,, is re
ported missing since April 11.
Prior to enlisting Pte. Parker was gardener at Dalmdnaoh

House, Dumbartonshire, and was previously a
member of the garden staff at Drumlanrig,
Dumfriesshire.

Publication* Receive d
Demonstration Poultry Crofts at

—fXEBODENDRON

petal being violet, the other four lavender. The
inflorescence is thin as compared with C. Thoni-

and the habit of the plant is somewhat
Still, twenty years or so ago some enterprising nurseryman would have sold many plants
a new
of it under some such description as
and beautiful blue-flowered Clerodendron from
the land of the Nile." Grown as a boi-der shrub
warm temperate countries C. ugandense
in
should be effective after the manner of Plum-

sonae,

—Report on

/slay, Tiree,
and Glenluce. Bv the College Instructresses.
("Glasgow West of Scotland Agricultural College.)
Bulletin No. 8G.
Preliminary Report on hie
of Wight Bee Disease.
By Jo,seph Tinsley,
B.B.K.A. (Glasgow: West of Scotland Agricultural College.)
Bulletin No. H5.— Quarterly
Journal of Forestry, April, 1918, No. 2, Vol. XII.
:

Fig. 94.

was raised from seeds collected by Mr. M, T.
Dawe in Uganda at 2,000 feet above sea-level.
It is quite as happy in the greenhouse as in a
stove, and trained- against a rafter of the roof
in No. 4 House at Kew it grows and flowers
The peculiar merit of the
freely in the autumn.
species is in the colour of its flowers, which contains two shades of blue, the central, lip-like

stiff.

'.'

bago capensis.

W. W.

ugandense
of

his

history.

:

FLOWERS BLUB.

Fruit

Manual, but

The only

silent as to its
is
reference I have found is in

The Gardeners' Magazine for 1830, in a letter
from Mr. T. Wood, of Chilwell Nurseries. In
a list of table Apples he includes this variety,
and says: "A Derbyshire Apple, originated (I
believe) at the village from which it derives its
have been very widely
It cannot
name."
known, as it does not appear in the lists of fruits
However, the variety
cultivated at Chiswick.
must have come rapidly into favour, as 22 dishes
were exhibited at the Apple Conference in 1833,
appearance it may be described as a more
111
the flesh is firm and
golden Cockle's Pippin
This
juicy, very sweet, and well flavoured.
decddedly one of the good old varieties
is
which have been crowdefl out by larger but
;

not,

I

think,

better

interesting fruit

flavoured sorts.

A

very

was sent to me from Cornwall

;
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for naming, with the information tliat locally it
A comparisan
was known as Gremiet Moyle.
with Hogg's deserijition and the coloured illustration in T/ie Herefordshire Pomona proved
this to be correct, and I was very pleased
to have met this old English variety after many
years' searcii. This Apple dates back to Evelyn's
day. and Worlidge refers to it as a " pleasant
and necessary fruit in the kitchen, -and one of

Phillips the poet also
the best cider Apples."
names it in his poem on cider. It belongs to
that class of Apples which root readily from cut" Uwarf trees,
tings, a.s Bradley said in 1727
such trees as are apt to put forth roots.
as the Kentish Codlin, Genet Moil, and the like."
In appearance the fruit is decidedly larger than
that generally used for cider, and a small fruit
The
of Maltster would much resemble it.
flavour is pleasant; I could not recognise the
"sweetest hony'd taste" discovered by Phillips,
The
but poets must be allowed their licence.
name presents an interesting philological problem.
Gennet was a small Spanish horse, and
Moyle a mule, and a suggestion has been made
Recent
that e, hybrid origin is thus indicated.
French
authorities derive Gennet from the
" Jeannette," and this seems more probable. The
use of Jeannette as a name for a Pear in contrast
to Pear Robert, is established by a poem of the

A musked honey
nothing like it for flavour."
is the nearest I can venture to a description of
Of obvious Golden Pippin deseent,
it is of the Adams's Pearmain shape, and the
it is in season from
skin a thin golden russet
It is unfortunate that
October to December.
"
"
Apples that one is
Pine
there are so many
apt to get the names confused, no fewer than four
being included in Hogg's Manual. E. A. Bun-

its flavour.

;

yard.

.

authorities.

We

should,

therefore,

spell

this

Apple Genneting, or Jenneting.
Apples from
A
an old orchard was shown by Mr. Bayley, of
Revelstoke, Slough, during the autumn, at the
Drill Hall, and two varieties, the Old Pearmain
and Orange Pippin, attracted my attention. The
name PeaiTnain has been used' in England since
1200, and it would be extremely interesting to be
very interesting collection

of

able to find this original type. The fruit shown
by Mr. Bayley agrees very closely to that described by Hogg, and is larger than the Pearmain
type, as instanced in Adams's Pearmain, Mabbott's Pearmain, and others cultivated at the present day. I should like to think that this fruit
was the variety of the 13th century, but
on referring to Knight's Pomona Herefordiensis
quite another fruit is figured as the " Old Pearmain," a cider variety, of much smaller size
and quite different in colour and shape. There
for tJie present the problem must be left.
Mr.
Bayley's other fruit, the Orange Pippin, was a
fine large Apple of Blenheim Pippin character,
rather the style of Bedfordsliire Foundling, but
more golden and with a redder cheek.
Considering the tree from which this Apple was
gathered is estimated to be over a hundred yeairs
old we may assume that from younger trees the
fruits would be even larger.
The Orange Pippin I have seen before is that figured by Hogg
and Bull in the Herefordshire Pomona, known
also as Isle of Wight Pippin.
This is a smaller
fruit, of about the size of Cox's Orange Pippin,
but of flatter shape, and the eye is a deepish basin.
It may, therefore, be that there are two Orange
Pippins, the large one shown by Mr. Bayley
after which Blenheim
was named, and the
smaller one, or Isle of Wight Pippin, which
served us as the arch-type of Mr. Cox's seedling.
In any case, Mr. Bayley's Apple seems worthy
of further trial, and I am indebted to him for
a few grafts for my collection.

Pine Golden Russet was very good last
son, and though hardly in the category of

A GARDENER-FARMER.

.

Middle Ages published by the Wharton Society,
but as it is of the class called "curious" by
Our
booksellers it cannot be quoted here.
Juneating or Jenneting is likely to be a diminutive of Gennet rather Uian fixim Joanetting, as
suggested by Hogg, and the June-Eating theory
has long been abandoned by all competent

seafor-

gotten fruits, it is one that deserves bringing to
the notice of those who are more anxious for
flavour than size.
I much enjoyed giving fruits
of this variety to some of my Apple-loving
friends and watching them take the first bite.
Astonishment and appreciation were happily
mingled, and most of them remarked " there is

25, 1918.

Pigs form an important item on the farm, and
these are being largely increased in numbers
the favourite breed is Large Yorkshire White
crossed with a Middle White boar.
Swanmore has long been noted for its splendid quality butter
the dairy cow.-i include a
herd of the pure Guernsey breed, and no fewer
tlian 250 customers are supplied with butter.
In pre-war times fifteen pure breeds of poultry
were kept, and 2,000 chickens reared annually,
besides many ducks and large quantities of
turkeys ; no fewer than 50,000 eggs were col:

lected yearly.

:

.

[May

The column on farm matters

published each
the Gardeners' Chronicle is of great
many gardeners who have the
dual responsibility of managing the garden and
home farm, and is especially useful just now
when advice on such matters is doubly needed.
The writer of the notes, Mr. Edwin Jlolyneux,
is well known as a successful gardener and able
writer on gardening, and is, in addition, one
Some imof the best farmers in the country.
pressions gained during a recent visit to Swan-

week

in

interest

to the

more Farm may be
might be expected
activities lay

of interest

from

one

to

readers.

whose

Another important industry at Swanmore is
that relating to coppice work.
About 20 acres
underwood is cut annually, and supplies material for 300 dozen hurdles made on the estate,
the
10,CO0 faggots,
50.000 thatching spars,
making of birch brooms, and various other uses.
Like many other land owners, Mr. Myers is
having a large part of his beautiful park
ploughed for the purpose of increased food productron, and at the time of my visit German
prisoners of war were employed at this work.
rUitnr.

of

As

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

earliest

in the direction of matters horti-

makes a feature of commercial fruitgrowing.
The Apple orchard is six acres in
extent. The trees are in the best possible Condition, full of promise, and skilfully pruned
The
the yield la«t year was 1,700 bufihels.
trees include a large number of varieties, many
The
of which are only grown for comparison.
sorts which do best and are most prized are
Cox's Orange Pippin, Lord Grosvenor, Norfolk
Beauty, Ben's Red. Allington Pippin, Lady
Sudeley, Cox's Pomona, Victoria, Grenadier,
Mere de Menage, Bismarck, Blenheim Pippin,
and Bramley's Seedling.
Two acres of Cob-nuts and Filberts give profitable returns in most seasons. The vineries which
Mr. Molyneux planted about forty years since,

(.The

cultural, he

;

and have long been noted for their fine Grapes,
are giving bunches as good as they produced a
few years after planting, the promise for this
year being all that could be desired.
The farm is situated in one of the most
pleasant, [.arts of Hampshire, and consists of
about 800 acres, of which 600 are arable. The
soil is variable, and includes a great portion of
stiff and tenacious land, interspersed with soil
of a lighter texture, the latter being of a chalky
1 was impressed with the
stony nature.
high cultivation of the farm, the cleanliness of
the
the land, the magnificent appearance of
various crops, and the fact that every particle
There arc
of ground was utilised to the full.
miles of well-kept hedges and perfectly maintained fences: the hedges do not, as ii so often
the case, occupy acres of valuable ground, but
are kept within the narrowest bounds, yet suffi-

and

and animals.
There are 100 acres of Wheat, and no fewer
120
than 80 new varieties are under trial

cient to give shelter to crops

;

50 acres of Barley ; 12 acres
acres of Oats
of winter Barley; 12 acres of Rye; 100 acres
5 acres of Cabof
Turnips and Swedes
bage; 15 acres of Potatos; 16 acres of Mangolds ; 2 acres of Onions 2 acres of Sunflowers
with
1 acre of Maize
3 acres of Sugar Beet
the usual Vetches, Sainfoin, Mustard, Clovers,
grasses, etc., 150 acres of hay, and, in addition,
many acres of Down land. The Down grass
;

;

:

:

;

:

land shows in a very notable way the value of
Some five years ago a portion of
basic slag.
the grass was dressed with this fertiliser, and
the difference between treated and non-treated
Where it was used, the
land is most marked.
green, luxurious, and full of Clover,
is
whilst untreated ground has a poorer-looking appearance.

turf

of

Sheep comprise a very valuable registered flock
Hampshire Down consi.'sting of 400 ewes and

a magnificent lot of lambs,

many

fit

for killing.

Editors do not hold themselves responsible
the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Davidia INVOLUCRATA.-Tnis

W

for

estern Chinese

tree has produced a few flowers (floral bracts)
this year at Tortworth.
Three plants were purchased from Messrs. Jas. Veitch and Sons about
15 years ago.
The tree now in flower was
planted in the kitchen garden about 6 feet from

a 12-foot wall which faces south-east. It is grown
somewhat in bush fashion, but attains the
/. Banting,
Tortworth
height of 26 feet.
Oardens, Falfield, Gloucestershire.

The Graperies of Bailleul

(see

—The

p.

178).

Grapperies du Nord were founded by M.
Anatole Cordonnier, whom I have known personally for more than 30 years.
M. Cordonnier
was originally a manufacturer of dress material,
but subsequently interested himself in the forcing
of choice fruits.
I doubt very much whether his
Grapes ever came in quantity to the London
market, as your paragraph states. One consign
nient was sent 28 or 29 years ago, and the result
was so unfavourable that I do not think M.
Cordonnier cared to repeat the experiment. The
eldest son of
tJie
proprietor spent a short
time at Thomson's, of Clovenfords, to gain
an insight into his method of Grape growing.
yi.
Henri Fatzer was also closely associated
with the proprietor of the Grapperies du
Nord and planted at least 2,000 of the
vines there.
M. Cordonnier paid many visits
to vineries
Belgium, England, and the
in
Channel Islands, to get hints and idea.s fur the
most advantageous construction of his great

which were a succss from the first.
the French authorities saw what an ini-

vineries,

When

port.ant local industry had been created by its
originator, they gave him the Medal
of the
Legion of Honour, and placed a strong pi-otective
duty on Grapes, which practically excluded the

Belgian Grape growers from the French markets.
C. Harman Payne, 195.
M' ell meadow Road.
Oatford.

Hop-shoots as an Article of Dibt.—
" The

thrifty Belgian "
is
credited on p.
with a full appreciation of the toothsomeness of the young shoots of the common
Hop when well cooked. Apart from all
published
of
records
its
use
as
a
potherb, I can testify to its appetising qualities, both from observation and consumption.
Hop-tying was one of the few farming operation.^
performed by women in East rSussex in my young
days.
This was effected by rushes two or three
"bines" being attached to each pole, and the
rest of the shoots removed while still quite young
and short. These surplus shoots, often numerous,
were the perquisite of the tyers, who conked and
ate them, or sold them for a few pence the
bundle. Buyers were not wanting, and. carefully
cooked, in the same way as Spinach, young Hop

188

:

"bines" constituted a delicacy which I would
fain taste again.
IF. Rottitii/ Hemsh,/.

Mav
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socic:tic:s.

the open look well. Surface stirring of the soil
and a light dusting with soot will be an advantage, accelerating growth, which is all in favour
of early ripening ot the bulbs. The advantage of
sowing the seed in boxes in cold frames is apparent. This system is being commonly applied,
-lipart from the question of labour, the method
possesses many other advantages, such as the assurance of an even plant, an early start, larger
bulbs, and a prospect of escaping the Onion

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.
May 13. —The monthly meeting of this society
•was held at the R.H.S." Hall on the 13th inst.",
in the chair. Five new members were elected.
Five members were allowed
to withdraw interest amounting to £18 173. 8d.,

Mr. Arthur Bedford

maggot.
The land having been thoroughly prepared, all
that it needs now is to harrow it over or cultivate the surface to get rid of weeds, that
When the
rapidly spring up at this season.
plants are large enough to handle they should
be dibbled in rows made one foot apart, putting
the plants 4 inches asunder in the rows, taking
care that the bulbs are not buried, but making
the roots quite firm in the soil.

and three members over the age of 70 years
withdrew the sum of £87 Os. 7d.
The sum of
£103 7s. 7d. was passed for payment to six
nominees of deceased members.
The ordinary
sick pay for the month amounted to £70 7s. 8d.
State section, £22 19s. 2d., and
maternity
;

claims

£7

lOs.

Maize.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
A
Cabbage.

The Turnip

fly

often

Appr.E

plough this

when

soil

Onion.s.

Onion seed has germinated remarkably well,
and especially under glass, this spring, quite 98
per cent. The plants from the March sowing in

Bear.— It

is

with

much

regret

it is

is

loose

a

light

roller

is

it to consolidate the
whole.
In three weeks' time. a.»
the first batch of weeds .show
through,
especially
Charlock.
the harrows are again drawn
over to kill the weeds. E. ^foIl/
nevx.

The Vitality of Charlock

.

Seed.

I can corroborate Mr.
Moly
neux's statement on p. 131 about
Charlock seed lying dormant for
years in the soil, and then springing up in
abundance \vhoro com crops are sown on grass
land.
Where the soil is good, and cultivated on
the principle of a rotation, it is often left for
three years in grass yet when ploughed up and
sown witli Oats in March the fields are a sheet
of yellow
during June and July, resembling
Turnips grown for seed rathor than corn. In
the nortlie,'ist of Aberdeenshire many years ago,
steam ploughing made a gnod ."tart, but has been
doomed to f.ailure ever since. I have been repeatedly told that this was due to the fact that
the steam plough, going deeper than the ordinary one, turned up a far greater quantity of
Charlock seeds, and rendered tlie land considerably less produtit.ive of com than previously.
The faiTners bear that grudge against steam
ploughi'ig to the present day.
Charlock is as
bad a weed in the far north as in the south. It
" over a wide area of the
is known as " Skelloch
northern part uf Britain.
The White Mustard
(Brassica alba) is prevalent over all the lands
overlying the chalk formation in Surrey and, at
least, some parts of Kent, yet it never, in my
observations, dominates the corn to the same
extent as Charlock, even where ploughing is
done by steam. ,Spraying for the destruction of
Charlock was unknown during the period to
which I refer. Spraying with copper sulphate
will destroy the weed if the mixture is applied
when the plant is in a young stage, the proper
time being when the first rough leaves have
formed. The corn crop is not harmed by the
copper sulphate. /. F.
;

IN Oats.

acre.

E.

drawn over

Ori hard.

of attack. Nothing aids the growth .so much as
nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia sown
evenly over the plot at the rate of 1 cwt. per

William

that we record the deatli of Mr. William Edwin
Bear, ot Magham Down, Hailsham, better known
to oui- readers as fioutliern
Grower, whose
monthly notes on " The iMarket Fruit Garden "
have been a feature of the Gardeners' Chronich
for several yeaa^s.
He passed' away at his home
on May 15, in his 78th year, after an illnees
la,sting only five days.
Before Mr. Bear turned
his attention to horticulture he was engaged in
agi-iculture at Thorpe-le-Soken, near Colchester,
from 1864 to 1878. He had not been farming
for long before he began to contribute to the
agricultural Press, particularly to the Mark Lane
Express, then the best journal of its kind. His
conti'ibutions met with such a good' reception
that, upon the retirement of the editor, Mr.
Henry Corbet, owing to ill-healtJi, he was invited to accept the position.
The demands of
this and other journalistic engagements made it
necessary for Mr. Bear, in 1878, to give up farming and reside near London, where he remained
for twenty years.
Daring that time he reached
the front rank of agricultural joiu-nalists. His
most notable engagement was that of agricultural correspondent of The Standard, which he
held for nearly twenty years. At the same time
his work appeared frequently in the Quarterly
and several other monthly reviews, also in the

I
shallowly buried.
and after each
;
that is, the rows
The seeds
are 8 inches wide.
are strewn along some 6 inches
If farmyard manure was
apart.
not ploughed in I sow .iJong
with the seed superphosphate at
the rate of 4 cwt. per acre. The
ploughing is not more than 3 to
which ensures
4 inches deep,
The
perfect safety from rooks.
surface is harrowed to produce
a fairly fine tilth, and if the

the ground between them but keep the surface
free from weeds.
If this has not hitherto been
done, have the surface cleaned, piling the weeds
and grass in heaps to decay. When the heaps
are thoroughly rotted they can be again spread
over the surface, but it will be as well first to
apply a dressing of Peruvian guano at the rate
of 12 cwt. to the acre, basic slag 8 cwt., superphosphate 6 cwt. The present may not be the
best time to apply these stimulants, but better
now than not at all, and most trees need assistance after their heavy crops of last year.
As yet there are few signs of caterpillars or
green flies attacking the leaves or flower-trusses,
but it is wise to spray the trees as a preventive
before the bloom.s burst.
Newly planted trees that are showing blossom
should receive every encouragement to make
growth freely by surface stirring of the soil and
remov.-il of all blossom.

WiREwoRM

(Pbttuatie,

sow now in
plough furrow

Apple blossom this year is thin, excepting on
trees that had but a thin crop last season. Where
the trees are growing thickly together do not dig

There is still time to apply remedies to check
the ravages nf wirowonn in L^te-sown Oats, of
which there is a considerable acreage, especially
on newly-broken-up grassland.
Firmness of
soil is a protection against wireworm, but newlyploughed grass-land cannot be made sufficiently
firm to resist an attack, for as the turf decays
The best
it subsides, leaving hollow places.
remedy is so to accelerate the growth of the
Oat-plant to enalile it to get beyond the stage

being experienced in obtaining

.\ny clean plot
cult preparation of the land.
If farmyard manure can be spared
will suffice.
in at the rate of 15 tons per acre,
Some drill the
either now or in the autumn.
seed, but my experience is that this plan enables rooks to t.ike too much of the seed

attacks

In a small garden preventive measures can be readily applied, but on
a fai-m it is not such an easy matter.
One of
the best preventives is to cover drills or beds
which have been sown broadcast with short grass
cut from the lawn, completely covering the seedlings.
As the grass wilts the plants push
through, and when they get so far they are
usually beyond the stage when they are harmed
by the fly. .Soot may also be applied to ward off
attacka. The seed should be sown in drills rather
than broadcast, as the stirring of the soil between the drills with the hoe does much to hasten
the growth of the plants.
Directly the plants are large enough to handle
they should be placed in their permanent quarters
in rows 2 feet 6 inches wide, the plants 2 feet
apart.
Choo.se dry weather for planting, as slugs
a,re not nearly .so troublesome to the plants as
they are when planting is done during showery
weather.
plants.

The

is

the Giant Horse Tooth variety of Maize, which
is the best to grow for cattle, as giving the
heavier bully of food. I am now growing Giant
Maize does not require any diffiVirginian.

Attention" should be given to raising a good
batch of healthy Cabbage plants from the seed

sown in April.
young Ca.bbage

difficulty
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THE LATE W.

K.

BEAU.

Highland,
and Bath and West of England Societies. He
was a regular contributor to The Leeds Mercury,
Live
Journd,
Agricultural
Gazette,
Stock
He
Economist, and Land Agents' Record.
Alliance in
1879,
the Farmers'
established
the
secretary
during
its
and
acted
as
Journals of the Royal Agricultural,

active period of

its

existence.

About 1893 he

a-ssistant commissioner for the
Royal Commiiision on Labour, and in 1898-9 he

was appointed

visited the chief horticultural districts of the
country at the request of the Royal Agricultural
Society, to report upon flower and fniit farmIt
ing in England for the Society's Journal.
was this latter undertaking which decided him
to take up fruit-growing for market. During his
residence near London
gai'dening formed his
chief relaxation, ,and he had considerable success in the cultivation of fruits and vegetables,
but he disliked town iife. and always longed
to retiirn to the count ]^y.
In 1900 Mr. Bear puj--

chased Magham Down Farm, near Hailsham,
Sussex, an-d began to plant it with fruit trees
Gr:idually, as the farm gained in

and bushes.

prosperity. Mr. Bear relinquished agricultural
journalism and devoted himself entirely to horticulture.
Latterly his notes for the Gardeners'
Chrnnirle were practically the only journalistic
work he undertook.
Mr. Bear brought a vigorous personality and
remarkable energy into all that he undertook.
In his relations with those who worked for him
he was exacting, but was liked and esteemed for
his justice.

—
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CQVENT GARBBN,

May

Vegetables

21.

Ve cannot aooept anv responsibilitv for the subjoined
reports.
They are furnished to' us regularly every
Wednwday, by the kindness of several of the principal salesmen, who are responsible for the quota
tions.
It must be remembered that these quotations
do not represent the prices on any particular day.
but only the general average for the week preceding
the date of our repnrt. The prices depend upon the
quality of the samples, the way in which they are
pack«d, the supply in the market, and the demand,
and they may fluctuate not only from day to day,
but oooaiionally several times in one day. Eds.

Plants in Pots, &c.
(AJI 4S's,

Average Wholesale

:

.d.

Arallas

7

Arancaria ejcelsa
Asparagus plumo-

7

I

0-801 Fuch.sias,
0-80. Genistas
,

10 0-12

—

[

.Sprengeri
Aspidistra, green... iR Sll» n

Boronia

Prices,

per doz. except where otherwise stated).

megas-

Cinerarias
Erica pereolnta

— Wllmoreana

...
...

10 0-12
36 0-49
30 0-36

Ferns and Palms
.

:

18 0-24

...
12 0-16
Heliotropes
Maigaerites. white 9 0-10
Mignonette
12 0-15
...
Pelargoniuraa
... !,; 0-18
zonal, various
6 0-80
3 0-40
60's, vari-us
ivyleaf, various 12 0-15
Roses, polyanthus 24 0-30 o

—
—
—

18 0-24
21 0-24

tignia

Cyclamens

s.d.
arious... 1? 0-15

—

rambler (each)

Average Wholesale

5 0-12 o

Prices.
d.s. d.

d. s.d.

Nephrolepis,
iety, 48's

—

elegans
Asplenium,48's

9 0-10

Pteris,

per
9 0-12 9

doz.

—
—
—

21 0-24

—

nidus, 48'8

...

...

;2's

10 0-12
8 0-10

in

12 0-18
24 0-86

variety,

8 0-12

large eo's
small 60*8
72's, per tray ol

4
3

0-60
0-36

2 0-26
16's
Cyrtomium, 48'b
this morning vei-y little business
Remarks. Up
had been done m pot plants since last Saturday, bedding
plfljit'S being most in demand.
..

—

Cut Flowers, &e.

:

s.d.

Arums—

Average Wholesale
B

rt

1

Prices.
s.d. s.d

:

Average Wholesale

Prices.

[May

25, 1918.

—

.

June

1,

I

'
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AN EtGHTEENTHxCENTURY
LONDON SEEDSMAN,

it

pliase of horticulture

about,
and
in
there
extensively,
instances
some
untouched,
almost
entirely
one
is
at least
and of which, unfortunately, most of the
scanty data which did exist is no longer
procurable. 1 refer to the business of the seedsman, who acted, in the old time as to-day, as
the middle man between the grower and the
consumer, but a middle man with expert knowCarlyle has told us that in these days
ledge.
ten ordinary histories of kings and countries were
well exchanged against the tenth part of one
good history of booksellers. And it may be asserted with equal confidence that a good history
the seed trade and seedsmen would be as
full of interest and romance as that of any other
of

business.
like the bookseller, of yesterday
to-day. issued catalogues of his wares, his

The seedsman,

plants and his seeds. These lists, unfortunately,
have not been preserved with the same care as
those of books. They were kept for a season,
perhaps till the new ones appeared, and then
destroyed. Very few have survived, and these
only by some curious accident and even now
their historic interest and importance in the
annals of agriculture and horticulture do not
seem to be fully realised. They are, in truth,
essential to any liisloric narrative on the develop;

ment

of the cultivation of the soil.

It has been my good fortune recently to discover an early 18th century seedsman's cata-

logue

in

a

folio

volume

of

pamphlets

;

and

perhaps one of the earliest to survive. It
Catalogue of several sorts of Grass Seeds,
by Nathaniel Powell, at the King's Head,
near Fetter Lane end, in Holborn, London."
Nathaniel Powell is quite unrecorded in any
bibliography of agriculture or horticulture, but
he must have been one of the leading London
seedsmen for half a century at least. Attached
to the catalogue— it is really not a catalogue
at all aa we understand the term to-day, but a
which consists of
series of cultural directinn.s
four pages, foolscap size, is " A Short Account
of the Improvement of Land by several sorts of
Seeds," sold by the same seedsman, and this
it

is

is

"

is

reasonable inference that their qualities

a

were by no means universally recognised by Eni;

nearly every
WHILyX
written
has
been

and

—

Sir,
seedsman, Holborn.
have perused your Treatise of Grass-seeds, and
the Improvement of Land by them. I think it a
Piece of great Use, and is perfectly agreeable
I am, your most humble serto my Practice.
Bradley died in 1732, and
vant, R. Bradley."
the catalogue must have been issued several years
previously. Powell's name as a seedsman at 39,
Holborn, appeared in the London directories up
to 1771. and possibly a little later my set of
these is unfortunately not complete but it disappears entirely in 1777 ; and it may be that
the Nathaniel Powell whose death is recorded in
the Gentleman's Magazine as having taken place
at Bristol on March 1, 1773, is identical with the
Holborn seedsman.
.ludging from this example, the early seedsmen
concerned themselves more with practical directions than with varieties of seeds in their catalogues. Varieties, it is true, were very few indeed
in every branch of farm and garden produce, for
the science of selection in such matters was as
yet almost unknown. The catalogue deals almost
exclusively with Trefoil, Clover, Sainfoin, Rye
The age was evidently one
grass and Lucerne.
the full cultural
of experimenting, and from
that Powell was a practical
clear
directions it is
man. Whilst all the crops with which he particularly deals had been cultivated for many years,

—

Royal Horticultural 228,
Soldier-gardeners, letters

War items

:

—

-Societies

stein

of the 18th
publications
" testimonial
writer of the
" To Mr. Powell,

—

S. J.

Grainger, J.S
Orchid notes and gleanings

:

once place them in the early years
The second of the two
century.
contains the following interesting
" from quite the most esteemed
day on gardening and allied topics

A

sold

—

The
also consists of four pages, foolscap size.
format and typography of the two undated

Trefoil, " otherwise called Non
farmers.
such seeds," naturally occupies a foremost place
in the catalogue, and here as in other cases,
the writer emphasises the importance of "clean
seeds" i.e., seed "separated from the husks
wherein it grows." Trefoil was especially recommended for all land " naturally kind for corn and
unkind for grass," and, so planted, would be
It would, claims
worth 20s. to 30s. per acre.
Mr. PoweU, make clay, chalky, rocky and
an acre
land worth only 10 groats
hilly
yield a return of from 15s. to 25s. per acre.
lish

—

was especially recommended for cows, as
producing milk in greater quantity and of better
quality than anything else, whilst the butter and
Its
cheese will be of a delicate yellow colour.
frequently
grass
is
superiority over Clover
Trefoil

emphasised, but it " you are resolv'd to sow
Clover the safest w.ay is to mix one lialf of TreTwelve pounds were regarded as
foil with it."
sufficient for an acre, " unices the ground be
.

four bushels.

Land which is not good enough for Trefoil;
Clover or Sainfoin can be laid down in Rye grass(Rey or Everlasting grass}, it " being proper foi'
all clays or other cold or sowre wet fenny lands."
Dry, chalky, stony lands " not worth ten groats
an acre, if sown with these seeds, will be as
good as pastures or meadow lands at a mark an
the
words
of
acre "
a
curiously late use
It may be sown with
groat " and " mark."
Barley or Oats in the spring, or in the autumn,
when the Barley or Oat stubbles should be harrowed, and, after the seeds ai'e sown, "harrowing with bushing the harrow " is advised.
Lucerne, or. as it was called, "La Lucerne,"
has had quite a number of pamphlets written

—

Powell praises it as "an excellent
about it.
Fodder, and by some preferred before St. Foyn,
as being very advantageous to dry and barren
ground." He tells us that lean horses are suddenly fat with it. and that it causes " abundance
of milk in milch beasts but it must be given
One acre, he tells us,
at first with Caution."
In his
will keep three horses all the year long.
second pamphlet Powell devotes a paragraph to
" French Furze or Goss," which he advocates
growing on sandy and gravelly soils well exposed
to the sun, it making " an excellent cover for
young Plantations of Wood or Timber Trees, by
defending the young Plants from being injured
by Cattle." He tells us further than it is sown
frequently in Devonshire and Oxfordshire, and
that it is worth £3 per acre' when it is cut.
I have selected a few of the more salient points
which suggested themselves in reading this
quaint treatise of a seedsman of two centuries

—

How

ago.

far or to

what extent the directions

by Nathaniel Powell are followed to-day
need not now be discussed. That these directions
were the outcome of practice and close ob.servation there can be no question. One would like to
know more of Nathaniel Powell ; at all events, it
is a pleasure to add a new name to the list of
But it was not to farm seeds
English writers.
alone that Powell confined his attention for we
read at the end of his catalogue " At the aforesaid Place you may be furnished with Riga or
Dantzick Flax seed, Buck or French Wheat
Also all sorts of Garden Seeds. Fruit and Forest
likewise all sorts of fishing
Trees and Plants
and fowling Nets, and all sorts of Tackle, at
reasonable Rates." Perhaps at some future time
other catalogues of Mr. Powell's ru'tivities, moi-e
especially in the w,ay of garden seeds and jilants,
may be unearthed in long-forgotlen and neglected
volumes of miscellaneous pamphlets. "''. Pnherls.
set forth

;

:

;

'

rough
Although Sainfoin (S. Foyne or Holy hay)
had been cultivated early in the 17th century, it
was not until many years afterwards that it
In 1659 there is a
was extensively grown.
record of a farmer having put down about 30
acres of it. It was still regarded askance when
He pointed out that it has
Powell wrote.
" thriven so well and is so great an improvement
on our Barren lands where others will not it
being also Natural to our Timorous Rusticls not
to hazard Lands that will yield them any con
siderable Advantage any other way, on any New;

Husbandry in several Places thenare Presidents of St. Foyn that hath been several
Years Growing on poor Lands, hath so far Ini

Method

of

;

proved the same, that a Noble per acre, 20 acres
together, hath been constantly worth 30s per
In hi.=
acre, and yet continues in good proof."
second pamphlet Powell states that the first conimprovement m.ade in England In
siderable
.Sainfoin was in and about Northamptonshire.
on the most barren gravelly grounds, where it
such valuable crops that many farmers
whilst " in
elsewhere were induced to try it

yielded

;

Kent
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large and light, an acre of ground would require

it

is

great

in

Perfection, upon

ch.ilky

Extraordinary Duration in
gravel, and
all places where it is sown, even in some Parts
where it has stood twenty years it yet brings as
valuable Crops as at the fir«t" The seed being
it

is

of

PLANT NOTES.
PAEONIA CAMBESSEDESII.
In reply to Sir Herbert Maxwell's note on
the above plant (p. 205), I may say that it
comes .from the Balearic leles, and was introduced into this country by Miss Geohegan, who
has a charming garden in the neighbourhood of
Dublin. She very kindly gave me several specimens of that interesting and rare species it
has flowered' well here, and I was able to send
Royal
a little of its seed some years ago to the
Horticultural Society, in the hope that it might
The plant is quite
be more generally known.
hardy in this part of Ireland, and is a decided
and valuable addition to the garden, as may be
seen from the excellent description given by Sir
Herbert Maxwell. Miss Geohegan, I may add,
has also brought to this country from the Bale;

the true Helleborus lividus, which
the Botanicu-.
in
described
Magazine., July 1, 1903, tab. 7,903. from mateI do not, however, know
rial supplied by her.
where any living specimen of this last-named
plant is now growing, for most, if not a,U of the

aric

Isles

was figured and

plant.?,

tion.

seem to have disappeared from cultivaJohn Ross-of-Bladenslvrg, BostrevOT.

—
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ENCEPHALARTOS ALTENSTEINII.
In Oarc/. C'/iron., September 23, 1876. p. 392,
the late Dr. M. T. Ma!?ters .stated that E. Alteiisteinii
is
synonymous with E. Vromii and
Zamia elegantissima o^f Continental gardens; according to the Botanical Magazine, t. 7,162
(1891). another name for this Soutli African
Cyca<d' is E. Mai-amii.
There are magnificent
examples of E. Altensteinii in the Palm House
at Kew, and the illustration in fig. 95 shows
a female plant with two cones. Of the seventeen
species of the genus known, all of which are
African, this is the largest and most striking.
It has a stem a foot or more in diameter, and
leaves 5 feet long the female cones are 18 inches
;

" animated fossils. Rip
Van Winkles of the
vegetable world."
They are suitable only for
large conservatories.
Their leaves are exceedingly durable, and they are quite easy to keep
in

[June

BROCCOLI.
Broccoli should be planted as soon as the seedlings are of sufficient size for removal.
On most
Broccoli may be planted between rows of
Potatos
should, however, ample ground be
available, choose an open position where the soil
has been well manured and trenched.
Whichsoils

_;

1918.

PARSNIP CANKER.

good health.

ON INCREASED 200D PRODUCTION.

1,

Savoys, and Brussels Sprouts should be treated
in the same way, and the sooner they are planted
now, the better. Jaynes A. Paice.

In an ai'ticle on '" Diseases of Parsnips," by
ilr. A. D. Cotton, published in the Kew Bulletin
of Miscellaneous Information, No. 1, 1918, it
is stated that canker, of Parsnip, or the decay
of the upper part of the root in late summer
and autumn, has recently been on the increase,

and

responsible for serious losses.
The disdue primaiily to a physiological phenomenon which causes the surface tissues to became ruptui'ed or cracked, and not to the invasion of a fungous parasite.
Decay also follows as a result of a severe injury caused by
Carrot fly, slugs, and other pests, but in the
areas investigated
such injury was scarce.
Cracking takes place during the growing season,
especially if rains follow a dry period, the portion involved being the skin, i.e., the periderm
and the outermost layers of the cortex. The
cracks, which for the most pai-t run horizontally
around the upper part of the root but also in
a vertical direction, are from ^ to 2 inches long
and gape open, exposing the soft inner tissues.
The " canker " or decay which follows is shown
to be the result of the inability of the Parsnip to
form a layer of cork to heal the wound. Though
the outer walls of the exposed cortical cell become suberised. and few cell-divisions occur, no
definite phellogen is formed, and the growthcraclts are not protected as they are in tie case
The
of Carrots, Swedes, and other fleshy roots.
suberisation of the outer walls is insuflicient to
exclude micro-organisms, which enter, probably
by means of inter-cellular spaces and fissures due
to drying, and more or less rapidly destroy the
tissues of the root.
Though canker is worse
ease

in

is

is

some

localities

than others,

it

appears

to

occur in all districts if rupturing of the skin
takes place.
No one micro-organism specially
cormected with the decay has been isolated.
The conditions leading to crack-formation suggests that whilst such cracks are due to an
unequal rate of growth, the inner tissues growing more rapidly than the outer, aiid are
governed very largely by weather conditions,
their formation may be favoured' by certain

over-manuring,
of culture, namely,
neglect of liminig. and early sowing (inducing
premature ripening).
The variety of Parsnip
grown may also be partly responsible, a form of
high quality, with bulky top, abundant flesh,
and small core, being very largely cultivated in

methods

the worst-infected areas.

Control measures consist in rectifying the
faulty methods of culture alluded to, and the
use of potash and common salt with a view to
retarding maturation.
In order to reduce the amount of surfacecracking and canker the following treatment is

recommended
(1) Too rich
:

a soil must be .ivoided.
(2) Late
should be adopted.
Such observations as it has been possible to make in
1917 tend to confirm growers' statements that
plants from seed sown at the end of April or
beginning of May suffer much less than those
from seed sown in February. (3) Liming must
As well as improving the
not be neglected.
tilth, lime acts by liberating reserves of nitrogen
and potash, and its effect on the Parsnip is
.seen in the improved quality of the crop both
in size of roots and decrea.se in the amount of
decay.
A dressing of salt has been found
(4)
very effective by some growers. On heavy soils
5 cwt. per acre should be applied, and on light
The
soils up to 10 cwt. per acre may be used.

sowing

[Photograph by E.

Fig. 95.

fem.\le cones of enceph.^larti

long, 2| feet in circumferenoe, and wheal ripe
they are bright red and yellow. The male cones,
which are also produced by plants at Kew, are
much smaller, being only some 6 inches long
and less than 2 inches wide. A plant of this
species, growing in a valley in Natal, is said to
have had a trunk 15 feet and a head of five
branches, each witli a great rosette of leaves.
There are many large examples of this Cycad
in cultivation in European gardens, and at the
great exhibitions, such as the quinquennials at
Ohent, they are wont to be displayed (at considerable expense, for they are awkwaixl plants
to transport), to the wonder of many who were
uncert^iin

whether to look upon them as Palms
Dr. Masters spoke of them as

or as Ferns.

ALTENSTEINII.

ever method is followed, the soil must be rich.
Broccoli succeeds best where the soil is made
quite firm, and this is particularly necessary
where the soil is of a light texture. Planting is
best done during showery weather; if the seedlings have been previously pricked out they
shouldl be shifted with a trowel, but where they
have been left in the seed-beds planting is best
performed with a ddbber. Plant in rows made
2 feet to 3 feet apart, according to the variety,
and' allow the same distance between the plants
Water the roots, and apply a
in the rows.
top-dressing of nitrate of soda at the rate
of two pounds per rod.
If the Broccoli are
intercropped between Potatos apply the fertiliser
Kale,
as soon as the Potato crop is removed.

salt

may

potash

act by liberating a certain amount of
from the soil, and one of the most

marked effects of potash is to retard maturation
and to enable the plant to continue its vegetative growth.

It

is

possible that this effect

may

extend to the phellogen (rind-producing layer)
and consequently render it less liable to rup-

June

1,
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For the same reason potash manures should
A proper rotation should
prove beneficial.
(5)
be adopted Parsnips should never be grown for

ture.

;

two years

in succession

CLUB

ROOT

on the same land.

OF

BRASSICAS.

aware, club root causes
damage to Cabbages, Savoys, Cauliserioiis
flowers, Broccoli, Turnips, and other plants of
the Cabbage tribe, but all are not conversant

As

gardeners

are

with the best means of combating the disease.
\ow that many seedling Brassicas are being
planted, the following particulars may be useful.
In its later stages the disease is easily recognised for when the diseased plants which have

The minute spores of the fungus are often
carried on the roots of diseased plants to the
compost heap ; they infect the soil of the heap
and are carried back with the compost to the
vegetable plot. Again, diseased plants are often
left lying on the ground and the spores which
they contain are carried back into the soil.
Should one or two plants show by their
failure to thrive that there

are to be taken against club root
important that the roots of all seedling
plants should be examined at the time of transAny plants on the roots of which
plantation.

cautions
it

The two
ence is shown in the leaves only.
hybrids were growing closely together, surrounded by Oxlips, while the pollen parent was
growing a few yards away. The more vigorous
of the two is the form with the mauve flowers,
but the yellow hybrid has a more refined appearW.

ance.

I.

something wrong

is

with them, they should be pulled up, the
whole plant with the soU attached to the root
burnt, and the place from which the root was
pulled should be treated at once with lime.

FROM SOLDIER-GARDENERS.

LETTERS

MELONS IN MACEDONIA.
We

have long looked on Greece as the natural
of the Currant and other kinds of fruits,
my part, after the war, I shall also be
inclined to regard it as the home of tli© Melon,
for never before have I seen this fruit grown to
such perfection as I have seen it out here.
After an experience extending over three

home

;

failed to grow and mature properly are pulled
up the roots are seen to be swollen in large, irThe seriousness of the disease
regular lumps.
is due to the fact that in its early stages it
often escapes notice, therefore, if proper pre-
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PRIMULA ELATIOR

^

JULIAE.

In addition to considerable variation in habit
and colour of flowers, the charming Caucasian
Primula Juliae has proved a prolific parent for
the purpose of hybridisation. At the meeting of
the Royal Horticultural Society en March 28,

but for

summers

in this country, I cannot help marvelling at the ease with which the very best types

is

there are suspicious-looking swellings should
It such plants are used, not
be rejected.

only will they

fail

to

mature,

they will also

and cause the disease to appear
in other plants of the Cabbage tribe planted in
the same or following year.
infect the soil

It is particularly important that a careful inspection should be made of the roots of the
seedlings before they are planted. It is no less
important to make sure that the seed bed in
which the plants of the Cabbage tribe are raised
The commonest way
is free from the disease.
in which the disease is spread is by transplanting Brassicas from infected soil into fresh, uninThe parasite which causes the disfected soil.
ease is invisible to the naked eye, and is capable
of lying like a dormant seed in the soil and of
resuming its activity later and penetrating into

the delicate hairs on the roots of young Cabbage
plants.

The second point which should
tion

is

that the

disease
especially

receive atten-

almost invariably
poor soil of an acid

is

present in soil,
nature therefore, before planting Cabbages or
This is
similar crops the soil should be tested.
easily done by means of blue litmus paper, a
supply of which may be purchased from any
If a leaf of the blue litmus
chemist for 2d.
paper presied against a moist sample of the soil
to be tested and left for half an hour becomes
red, the soil is acid, and should be limed or
chalked thoroughly before Cabbage crops are
planted in it. For light soils powdered chalk
or limestone should be used at the rate of from
28 to 56 lbs. to the square rod. It may be dug
a stiff clay,
If the soil is
in at any time.
freshly slacked lime should be used at the rate
It should be
of 28 lbs. to the square rod.
bought as quicklime (unslacked lime), spread in
heaps on the soil, covered with a little earth,
and allowed to remain for about a fortnight.
The lime
.and then spread evenly and dug in.
should not be allowed to come into contact with
the roots of living plants, nor should it be dug
in so as to come in contact with manure.
If the disease is known to he present in the
Boil, no plants of the Cabbage tribe should be
planted in the ground until the soil has been
This treatment is best
treated with quicklime.
;

by

[PhotograTph

Fig.

-I-RIMOLA ELATIOR

a hybrid of P. Juliae and the common
Primrose was shown by Messrs. Waterer, Sons
and Crisp, and obtained an Award of Merit
under the name of P. Crispii. It had the vigour
of the latter with more reiiiform, smoother
rosy-purple flowers of
leaves, and the fine
the former parent. On March 26 last a Primula
was shown at the R.H.S. meeting under the
name of Jewel, and obtained an Award of
It was stated to be a cross between P.
Merit.
Having compared
Juliae and a blue Primrose.
the two plants I can find no difference between

1916,

X JULIAE
of

Melons are grown

little or

IV.

Irving.

FLOWERS MAUVE.*

nothing

in the

districts sufficiently

the open fields, with
shape of cultivation ; in

in

removed from the

operaticnis

pursues the (more or less)
of hie way, and is chiefly occupied
summei- months in what wo should
market garden," where his chief products are Melons and Tomatos, the former being

of war the
even tenor
during the
term his "

Greek

still

in soil sterilised

raised and the soil of the garden or allotment
known to be infected, the seed should be sown
by heating or by treatment with

hairy, but while the flowers of one were mauve
in colour, the other was yellow, as in the Oxlip.
Thus in the plant illustrated in fig. 96 the influence of P. Juliae is seen in the leaves and the

most lucrative crop.
Such minor details as deep digging or manurin fact, more often
ing trouble him not at all
than not, an old wooden plough and a clumsy
implement not unlike a manure rake, furnish his
sole implements for soil tillage, and the ground
is left almost in the same condition as an English
gardener would leave his vegetable plot in late
autumn.
The seed, which is saved from year to year,
germinates with surprising rapidity in the open
ground from late April onwards, and the plants
produce excellent fruit during August and Sep-

quicklime.

colour of the flowers, vfhUe in the other its influ-

tember.

carried out in the autumn, and in any case two
or three weeks must elapse between the time of
applying the lime and planting the crop. Care
should be taken when using the quicklime to
protect the face, hands, and clothes from the

burning action of the lime. The lime .should be
spread on a still day and at the rate of 1 lb.
to the square yard.
The quicklime should be
dug in immediately after it has been applied.
Where small numbers of seedlings arc to be
is

them.

At Kew

this spring seedlings appeared

amongst

There were
a colony of the Oxlip (P. elatior).
two different forms both had the reniform leaves
slightly
were
they
and
petioles,
long
of Juliae on
;

his

;

No

pinching or stopping

is

practised,

...

..

;

..

..

.

.
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the plants being allowed to ramble at will, while
pollination is a thing undreamt of
on an average, each plant will produce at
splendid fruits, many of them
half-a-dozen
least
as much as eight or even ten pounds_in weight,

TheWeek'sWork.
THE KITCMEM GARDEN.
By

Lingfield,

Surrey.

PLANTS ONDER GLASS.

Haricot Beans.— Seed

of the different kinds
Haricot Beans should be sown at once in rows
made 2 feet apart in the case of dwarf varieties
and 4 or 5 feet apart for climbing sorts. Choose
and an open situation.
rich ground,
fairly
None of the pods should be gathered green, but
The
all allowed to ripen seeds for winter use.

:

By

Dutch Brown variety distributed by the Royal
Horticultui-al Society last season has proved excellent for the purpose, and' is a most valuable
food for winter use.

The natives seem to have only the very vaguest
notion of the commercial value of the fruit, for
they seldom ask more than two drachmae
(Is. 8d.) for the most perfect specimens, and
even then a Greek never expects to get more
than half the price he asks for any of his wares,
and with that he is well content. I have often
bought for a shilling, or even less. Melons which
I should only too well have liked the opportunity of staging at Vincent Square or at the
Shrewsbury Exhibition, knowing that they
would have small difficulty in holding their own
in every respect against our best hot-house proJ E. Palmer, late of Tihlnnc
ductions at home
Lodge Garden), Tarporley, Oheshire.

French Beans.- Such varieties of French
Beans as Canadian Wonder may be sown now
Where possible, grow the plants in
Mulch
isolated rows and sow the seeds thinly.
the plants and keep them well supplied with
water in dry weather. Remove the lights from
cold frames in which French Beans are growing,
and see that the plants do not suffer from want
of water at the roots.
in quantity.

early Turnips on warm borders have not done well, so that those grown

Turnip* —Very

m

frames have been doubly useful. After this date
roots from tliese early sowings will become tough,
and' hot in flavour, therefore make fresh small
sowings fortnightly in freely manured, wellworked ground, to ensure a rapid growth, on
north and east borders, as Turnips are of the
greatest value during the late summer and
autumn. The drills should not be less than 18
inches apart, and the plants should be thinne<:l
Red Globe is a
to 8 inches apart in the rows.
useful variety for summer sowing. Early Snowball and Golden Ball are also excellent sorts for
small gardeuts.
Let the roots be well supplied
with water in dry weather, and keep the ground
between the rows stirred with the hoe. Both the
Turnip flea and slugs may be warded off by occasional dustings of soot and lime or wood ash.

.

8RCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

SOPHEO-LAELIO-CATTLEYA MBS.
EICKARDS.
Richards, Esq., Usk Priory,
R. Windsor
Monmouthshire, sends a two-flowered inflorescence of a brightly-coloured hybrid between
Cattleya Dowiana aurea and Sophro-LaelioC.
Cattleya insignis (C. Enid x S.-L. Psyche).
Mossiae and C. Warscewiczii in C. Enid give
the fine form and rich colour the lattei' is a
The lip
bright rose with a slight violet shade.
is dark purplish-crimson, with yellow lines from
the base.
The influence of Cattleya Dowiana
aurea can be traced, although the cyanic colouiof the other parents has suppressed its yellow
in the same manner as the scarlet of S. grandiHora and L. cinnabarina in S.-L. Psyche has been
obliterated.
In a good: light, however, a certain
glow can be perceived in the colour of the sepals
and petals of the hybrid, derived, doubtless, from
its red ancestors.

Enbive. — There is
Endive when Lettuce

much

not

demand

for

is plentiful and properly
blanched. It is not, therefore, advisable to sow
seed of this salad yet, but a sowing of a
good selection of Moss Curled, Green Curled,
and Batavian kinds should be made in rows 12
inches apart for the curled varieties, thinning
them later to the same distance in the rows, allowing 15 to 18 inches for the broad-leaved varie
lies.
Make further sowings once a fortnight,
where a continual supply is required. Keep the
plants well watered and the ground frequently
stirred between the rows to favour quick growth
and to keep down weeds.

;

much

Beoonia

made every

155. J

Qloire de Lorraine.- Continue

to propagate this
able.
Late-struck

Begonia if cuttings are availplants are useful as table
decorations during the winter. The earliest batch
of plants should be ready for their final potting,
and pots 7 inches in diameter are a suitable size.
A compost formed of good fibrous loam, peat,
leaf-mould, manure from a spent Mushroom-bed,
and coarse sand is suitable. Cirow the plants in
a moist, warm house, and shade them during the
hottest part of the day. Admit air through the
top ventilators in the forenoons, more or less,
according to the weather, but close the house
early in the afternoon after thoroughly spraying
the plants with rain-water. When tlie plants' are
well rooted the occasional use of diluted soot water
will produce deep green colour in the foliage.

Euphorbia pulcherrima

(Poinsettia).—

Re-pot cuttings of Poinsettia which have been
rooted before they become pot-bound, and keep

them growing

freely in

a moist,

of
Calceolaria
Calceolaria.- A sowing
made now, and, if necessary, another
month's time. Sow the seed in shallow pans

in a

a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and
It is important to make the soil firm, or
apt to dry too quickly. The seed of Calceolaria
very small, and must be handled carefully, or it may be sown very irregularly.
It
is a good plan to mix such very small seeds as
those of Calceolaria with sand which has been
passed through a hair sieve it is easier then
to distribute it evenly over the surface of the
seed pan. The soil should be soaked with water
before the seed is inserted. The seed will germinate freely in a cool temperature. Cover the
pans wiTh glass and shade the latter till the seedlings are through the soil.
The Calceolaria
requires cool treatment through all stages of its
growth.

containing
sand.
it is

i.'!

;

THE ORCHID HOUSES
By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman.
Bart., Qfttton Park, Reigate.

Odontoglossum House.— At

Brasao-Cattleya

Beaumont

B.-C. Cliftonii x C. Empress Frederick
B.-C. Marguerite Fournier X C. labiata
B.-C. Digbyano-Schroderae x C. chocoensis alba
L, Jongheana X B.-L. Jessopii
B -C. Thorntonii x L.-C, Canhamiana Lady Wigan

.

Brasso-Cjittleya Henri Constantin
Brasso-Cattleya Princess Mary
BrasBo-Laelia Jester
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Ivernia
.

Cattleya Golden King var. Peter
Cattleya Slendoza
Cymbidium insignigrinum
Laelio-Cattleya Marco
Laelio-Cattleya Sextus
Laelio-Cattleya "West Point Rex
Odontioda Colinge
Odontioda Ernestii

.

Amazon
.

.

Odontojilossum crispothello

Odontoglossum
Odontoglossum
Odontoglossum
Odontoglossum

.

.

.

Odontioda Mi ra
Odontnglo?snm Adonis

Odontoglossum Catamarca
OdontoglOBSum Colret
Odontoglossum Crai

Hardyana x Venus

Fabia x Empress Frederick
insigne x tigrinum
L.-C, Mena X C. Schroderae
L.-C. Feronia X C. Schroderae

.

Odontoelossuni

Exhibitor.

Cumbe
THrcimium ..
Doreen
General Foch

0<lontoglossum Marjorie
Odontoglossum Miguelito ..
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Mrs. RickanU

x C Empress Frederick
0dm. crispura Ethel x Oda Coronation
0dm. Wilckeanum X Oda. Charlesworthii
Oda. Bradshawiae x 0dm. mirum
Jasper x Mars
L.-C. bletchleyensia

.

crispum X mirura
sceptrum x Fascinator
ardentissimum x Thais
nitidum v Lambeauianuni
crispum x Othello
crispum -vanthotes X Phillipsianum
Dirce x eximium Warnham Court var.
exiraium x Empress of India
Armstrongiae x Colossus
illustrissimum x Pe^catorei Veitcliii
Dora X Doris raagnificum
,

S.-L. -C. insignis

x

C.

Dowiana aurea

Dr. Miguel Lacroze.
Mons. A. Marcoz.
Flory and Black.
Pantia Ralli. Esq.
S Gratrix. Esq.
Flory and Black.
Dr. M. Lacroze.

G. Hamilton .Smith, Esq.
Stuart Low and Co.
Stuart Low and Co.
Gratrix, Esq.
C. .1. Phillipi, Esq.
E. R. Ashton, Esq.
P. Smith, Esq.
S.

Armstrong and Brown.
Armstrong and Brown.
Dr. 51. Lacroze.
J. Phillips, Esq.
J. Phillips, Esq.
J. Lucas, Esq.
J. Phillips. Esq.
J. Lucas, Esq,

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.

Charlesworth and Co.
Armstrong and Brown.
Charlesworth and Co.

house.

should be

fortnight on a well-manured border

Parentage.

warm

If very tall plants
are desired, they should
be grown in a warm house with plenty of
atmospheric moisture all through the summer.
Grow the dwarfer plants in a cooler- and drier
atmosphere.
Another batch of cuttings may be
rooted now to obtain plants for flowering in small
pots.
Insert the cuttings without delay after
severing them from the old plants and plunge
them in a hotbed in a propagating frame. Keep
them from flagging by spraying them regularly
with rain-water and shading them during hot
weather until roots have formed.

Radishes. -The best Radishes are those that
grow quickly, and, seeing that they soon become
hot and stringy, small fresh sowings should be

HYBRID ORCHIDS.
13, p.

HiRRiss, Gardener to L»dy WiNiiOi,
Lockinge Park, Berkstiire.

E.

of

finishes to perfection.

1918.

Jordan, Gardener to Liout.-Col. Spindbr

Clay, M.P.. Ford Manor,

cut into whici the water is diverted ?t intervals
but in the majority of cases water is not available, and no effort at irrigation is made, with the
result that in an average season the plants will
go practically the whole course of their existence
without watering.
Yet, strangely enough, red spider and kindred
pests are unknown, and, as I have said, the fruit

(C<mtinued from April

F.

1,

that has been dug long enough for the soil to
have become thoroughly pulverised. The most
reliance may now be placed on the red and white
Turnip-rooted kinds.
Seed may be sown broadca.st or in drills.
Where the Turnip flea; is
troublesome, the seedlings should be dusted occasionally with soot and lime while the dew is on
them.

artificial

•yet,

of perfect shape, colour, and flavour, and more
often than not, evenly netted all over.
Where there is anything in the nature of a
water supply the Melon beds are usually made
on a. lower level than its source, and ditches are

[June

the

present

time and during the summer months the inmates
of the Odontoglossum house should be kept as
Endeavour to maintain a temcool as possible.
perature in the daytime of 60° to 65°, and
55° to 60° at night. The higher temperature
should be maintained whenever the outside atmosphere stands at about 50°, but when colder, the
Fire-heat should not
lower one is preferable.
be employed during the-day, but on damp, chilly
nights the hot-water pipes should be slightly
warmed. This should be counterbalanced by
opening the bottom ventilators a little more the
fresh air will prevent the flowers from becoming
injured through condensed moisture settling on
them. The house should be damped thoroughly
three or four times on bright days, and the
Those
plants judiciously shaded and watered.
not in flower should be sprayed overhead twice
at intervals on sunny days, sufficiently early in
the afternoon for the leaves to become dry before
Admit air freely through the bottom
night.
ventilators on favourable occasions.
;

Dr. M. Lacroze.
R. W. Rickards, Esq.

East Indian House.— Now
of

that the amount
daylight has increased, the majority of the

;

Jl-NE

1.
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plants in the East Indian House are growing and
rooting freely, and the night temperature maintained by fire-heat should be advanced a few dei;rees
i.e., to 65° to 70° at night, and during the
day when the weather is warm and bright, several
degrees higher, with sun-heat. It matters little
how far the temperature may rise by means of
sun-heat, provided there is sufficient moisture and
Many of the occupants of this divi
ventilation.
including such plants as Angraecums,
sion.
Aerides and Saccolabiums, are developing numerous aerial roots, and the plants should be
afforded only sufficient water to keep the surface layer of Sphagnum-moss in a healthy, growSome of the plants are sending
ing condition.
forth their flower-spikes ; weakly specimens that
lost many of their bottom leaves should
h-"
not be allo-.vet: "to flower until they have regained
more vigour. Many of the dwarf -growing Angraecums, such as A. EUisii, A. citratum. A. Leonis.
A. Kotschyi, A. arcuatum, A. hyaloides, and
others of this class, are starting into growth, and
any necessary re-potting should receive attention.
Shallow Orchid pans form the most suitable ivceptacles, and a compost consisting of equal parts
of A 1 fibre. Sphagnum-moss, cut up rather short,
leaf-soil, and crushed crocks should be used, with
a surfacing of clean, picked heads of Sphagnummoss. Grow the plants in the coolest and shadiest
part of the house.

CHRONICLE.

If th,e crop is a heavy one weak liquid manure
should be given the roots. Stop all breast wood
by pinching it at an early stage of development.

—

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN
Fi08.

— Syringe

Fig trees planted

in

borders

daily in hot weather ; they should be syringed
at least once a day, but on two occasions will d(i
no harm if the trees are old and woody. Kegulate the shoots, taking care to preserve the leading growths, but pinch side-shoots at the fourth
or fifth leaf to cause *,he embryo fruits to swell.
It will scarcely be necessary to disbud the trees.
I would rather pinch the shoots to two leaves

The trees must not suffer from
this.
Figs are often
in the slightest degree.
on
sloping
borders, where rain does not
])lanted
penetrate at the foot of the wall in a sufficient
amount for the plant's requirements. In such
cases it would be advisable to apply a mulch to
than do
drought

the border. Endeavour to get the fruits to swell
early so as to have them ripe by the end of
movable glass
If
July or early in August.
copings are in use it will be advisable to take
them off until the first fruits are swelling for
ripening. Younger trees, or those that have been
to
grow
root pruned, should be encouraged
rather than to mature a full crop of fruit this
Regulate the growths of newly-planted
season.
trees, and encourage shoots to develop from their
Control
bases to have well furnished plants.
the shoots by stopping as may be necessary.
Take care that no other crop shades the trees
Figs do best when grown on borders by themselves, as in the case of outside Vine borders.

Vine*.- Where hardy Vines are growing in the
best possible positions their growth should now
be well advanced. Stop the laterals at the second
joint beyond the buncn, and do not allow more
than one bunch to remain on each shoot. Disbud the Vines sufficiently to permit freedom
of growth without overcrowding. Allow the
leaders to extend where there is room, and if a
promising young shoot appears from the base do
not stop it until it has grown some 5 feet or
more. Tie the lateral shoots on all the spurs to
prevent them being damaged by high winds.
Newly-planted Vines should be encouraged to
freely, and should not be cropped this
Syringe and water them freely in order
season.
to have well-established plants.
Apricot*. -Apricot trees are growing freely,
and the breast wood will need to be pinched
soon.
Do this, wherever possible, when the
Where the fruits have
shoots are quite younj?.
set freely they may he thinned and the surplus

grow

ones utilised for preserving green. Examine the
borders for watering. At this season plenty of
water is essential to the rapid growth of both
fruit

and

foliage.

CHCRRiFa ON Walls.— Wall fherries are
growing rapidly, and the fruit is swelling freely
no other fruit swells so quickly as the Cherry.
:

Do

not let the trees suffer for want of water.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS,
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glass verges. 1 am planting 180 yards to flower,
and during the earlier part of their existence the
early pods will be removed, but the later ones
will be left to mature to produce Beans tor eating.
Press the soil firmly about the balls of the
plants when they are planted.

Tender Beddins Plant*.— Such

;

autumn

fruiting.

CucuMBiRB.- A

few Cucumber plants will
produce an enormous amount of fruits over a
lengthened period, provided they are not overcropped at any time. Keep the shoots pinched,
and remove all unnecessary growths and foliage
to permit of space for training in new shoots as
The roots
the old (fTowthe become exhausted.
will respond to liberal top-dressings of loam and
rotten manure, with occasional doses of diluted
liquid

manure or light sprinklings of concentrated
The syringe should be used freelv

fertilisers.

keep the plants healthy and free from rodSyringe not only the plants themselves,
hut the p.-»ths, bare spaces, a-nd under the stages.
Cucumbers need liberal suppUea of clear water
to

spider.

at the roots.

THE FLOWER SARDEN.
By

R.

P.

BiiOTH«RSTON. OardMifr to th« B»rl
Tyninghame. Sut Lothian.

<rf

HinniNOTOs,

BkNK*i*N Rose*. —

soon as the flowers of
Biinksian Roses are over the plants should be
|irunod.
In our case this is restricted largely
to thinning out old wood to give space for younger
growth, which is allowed to droop freely in long
TTnfortunately, the winter of 1917 and
.shoots.
last winter damaged these Roses .severely, one
specimen having been killed outright, and the
survivors need cutting hard hack in order to
induce fresh growth to break from near the
Fortunatelv, Roses respond well to
ground.
hard jiruning, which is a ready means of rejuvenating worn-out specimens, as well as those
V hirh. like the Banksias referred to, have suffered

from

-\s

frost.

Scarlet Runner*.— When

Runner

Beans

are ready, those intended for planting in the
Our plants
flower garden may be planted ont.
have been twice stopped, and they will be planted
at 3 feet apart, a space which they will rapidly
cover, after which they will need to be trimmed
occasionally to prevent them from growing out
of bounds, or encroaching on other pliints or

bedding

Lobelia, Ageratum, MesembryanthePlant), Verbenas, and Pelargoniums
(Geraniums) may be planted now, to be followed
by tuberous-rooted Begonias. Besides reducing
the number of flower-beds here, several have been
filled with hardy annuals, and instead of using
tall plants, which require stakes, the remainder
are being furnished largely with Pelargoniums
and Begonias. As already noted, summer flowers
appreciate a dressing of superphosphate, which
is raked into the soil previous to planting.
All
will be soaked with water as they are planted,
and the surface soil, when moderately dry, will
be hoed and levelled around the plants.
The
single watering will constitute the whole water
Because of a scarcity of labour,
to be supplied.
what "bedding" remains to be done will be
largely sandwiched between other pressing jobs.
None of the many vases here have been filled since
1914, more on account of the time that would

plants

—

Wlei-OMB. When the fruits .<ihow signs of
changing colour, the supply of water at the roots
need only be sutiicient to pr'event the foliage
from flagging. If the plants are grown in pots
with the stems rising a little above the rims, or
planted on ridges of soil, there will be no diffiThe
culty in regulating the supply of moisture.
atmosphere, also, should be kept drier. A fairly
high temperature with a free circulation of air
should be maintained to produce Melons of good
Water may be withheld entirely as the
flavour.
fruits commence ripening, and the amount of
ventilation increased. The cracking of the stalks
and strong aroma of the fruits are sure signs of
they
the Melons being ripe enough for cutting
should be cut with a piece of stalk adhering and
placed in a warm, airy fruit-room for use as reThe young fruits on successional plants
quired.
The roots
swell very rapidly at this season.
should be given warm liquM manure diluted to
a suitable strength, concentrated fertilisers, or
top-dressings of rich, turfy loam mi.xed with bonemeal.
Feeding should not be done to e.xcess, or
Pinch and
the fruits will be coarse and hollow.
tie the laterals, allowing them plenty of room,
of
good Melons depends
for the production
with
plants
furnished
having
on
largely
Ventilate the house freely
healthy foliage.
during" bright weather, but close the ventilators
sufficiently early in the day to allow the temperature of the house to rise to 90° after syringTjet the fruits be suping the foliage freely.
ported in the early stages with Melon nets or
Later plants will send
netting.
garden
pieces of
ont plenty of laterals that will bear female
flowers, if the main shoots are pinched just before
they reach the top of the trellis. The flowers
shoul3 be exposed to the sun and pollinated daily.
When the fruits show signs of swelling, pinch
Make a
the shoots two leaves beyond them.
final sowing at once of varieties suitable for

mum

as

(Ice

have been occupied
tion to furnish

in watering than
plants.

any

olijeo-

them with

THE APIARY.
By Cbloris

TRAN*FERRINa BEE* FROM SKERS.-Sometimes it is possible tu secure a skep of bees
cheaply, but if one iis desirous to keep bees in
the most up-to-date manner the difficulty arises
how to get them out of the skep. They can be
got out by a method termed " driving" which
Give the bees a puff of
is both simple and safe.
smoke through the entrance and wait a few
moments, for they will at once commence to
gorge themselves with honey, which they always
do when frightened. (The honey thus taken is
necessary should the bees be deprived of their
combs, so that they may build new ones with
the wax made from tha honey they take at such
a time, and the honey-sac being distended makes
Thus
them desirous not to use their stings.
they can be handled with little fear of being
Give them a second puff and overturn
stung).
the skep, and at once puff smoke across the
combs to drive the bees down. Take the upturned skep and place it in a bucket, above the
skep fix a second empty one to receive the bees
from that below seeing that the contiict between the skeps is perfect on one side at the
ends of the comb and tap the sides of the full
one with the palms of the hands until all the
This operation should be
bees have ascended.
after the bees have
performed about 7 p.m
or many will be lost.
wing,
on,
the
to
be
cea.sed
The bees can then be put into a bar-framed hive
fitted with sheets of foundation and wired in.
To prevent loss of brood, those combs containing brood should be cuL out and tied into
the frames by two tapes, taking care to cut the
top quite straight so that it may be brought up
to the top tightly, and the bees will seal them,
otherwise, should a space be left they will use it
Those who are afraid to
as a passageway.
undertake driving may place the skep above the
frames, and when the queen is below, place a
sheet of queen excluder zinc over the frames.
As the brood above hatches, those cells will
be filled with honey, and thus the skep will become a super. Take" care to pack the skep warmly
and leave no open space above the frames
8UPERINO.— The great advantage of the
modern hive is that the surplus honey can be
stored in clean combs in which no brood has
been raised, thus making the food more hygienic
.Anything
than is possible in the skep system
suitable in size may be used, but the best supers
frames,
shallow
are those containing sections or
the former for comb honey and the latter for
flavoured
best
the
Undoubtedly
extracting.
honey is obtained from sections, as the delicate
aroma cannot evaporate, being .securely sealed
When glasse_s are used the
in by the cappings.
inside, .surface should be slightly smeared with
wax, but they are easily broken and not easily
handled, nor' is such comb honey readily sale-

—
—
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EDITORIAL NOTICE,

ADVERTISEMENTS
PUBLISHER.

41.

WC.

Covent Garden.

Editors

and

should be sent to tlie
Wellington Street,

Publislier.

— Our

correspondents

obtaining answers to
in
their communications and save us much time and
tTauble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

would

Special
Editors
butions

delay

obviate

Notice
do not

to

Correspondents-

undertake

pay

to

for

any

—

The

contri-

return unused cornutiless
by special
arrang-ement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
or

illustrations, or to
illustrations
munications or

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
SATURDAY, JUNJi 8—
Kew GuU'i ^uui. meet., Kew

Gaxdens, at 6 p.m.

AvBRAGB Mean Tbuperaturi <or the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last fiftv
ye.irs at Ciwilwidi, 58.1
AOTUAL Tbmperatuiui
Gardeners' Chronicle Offlee,
:

41,

Wellington Street,

Ooveiit tiiu-den, Loiwloii,
Thuriidai],
10 a.m. : Bar. 30.4 ; temp. 66.5°.
Brig'ht

May

50

\Ve;itliei

—

sunshine.

We

deny oura special measure

cannot

The Progress of selves
Food Production, of jiatisfaotion in learning from tiie report of
Mr. Prothero's speecii at Bedford on May

25 that the great programme of increased
food-produotiou laid down some eighteen
months ago is in course of fulfilment.
This journal from the earliest months of
the war has urged the importance of increasing the food raised in these Islands,
and there can be no doubt that the
agricultural
and
horticultural
Press
generally has had a oousiderable influence in bringing about the remarkable results which, as we understand from the
President's speech, have been achieved
results which may be summed up in
Mr. Prothero's statement that to-daj" the acreage under Wheat, Barley and
Oats is the highest ever recorded in the
history of our agriculture."
The part
which our food supplies will play in determining the issue of the war is so momentous that this present satisfactory situation
must be viewed with cautious optimism.
In building up large quantities of food
supplies in this country, by no means the
only question to be considered is the
feeding of our armies and the civilian
population. These large reserves of homegrown food if they materialise represent a great financial asset, and no one
requires to be a professional financier to
realise the supreme importance of such an
asset.
The war necessitates on the one
hand a large increase in our imports, and
a no less large reduction in our exports.
Freight charges have risen to a high
figure, existing tonnage is insufficient for
the sea-carriage of essential supplies,
and therefore, even though the submarine be less menacing, the need for
maintaining and increasing yet further
home food production is paramount.
The present danger lies in this, that
those who are not fully informed of
the importance of food production may
be inclined to drain the land yet further
of the man-power essential to produc-

—

—

tion, and in particular to deprive intensive cultivation of the skilled labour
witiiout which it cannot make its proper
contribution to the food supply.
There
are signs that those who determine who
shall be taken for the Army and who shall
be left on the land have not a thorougli
appreciation of the importance and essential needs of intensive cultivation.
We
trust that these signs are local, and not
general, and that those whose duty it is t»obtain the man-power so urgently required for the Army will not make the
serious mistake of ignoring or belittling
the claims of market gardeners,
professional gardeners, and fruit-growers, to
equal consideration with those who cultivate extensively.
It only requires, on the
one hand, a scrutiny of the amount of
vegetable food
produced by intensive
cultivation, and, on the other, a knowledge of the great curtailment of imports
of fruit and vegetables, for any person
of average intelligence to realise that in
the interests of the nation special consideration should be given to those engaged in intensive cultivation.
This is
true of market gardening and of fruitgrowing.
In the case of the latter, the
situation demands that everything that is
possible should be done to encourage the
largest possible production of home-grown
hardy fruit. By common consent the present is likely to prove a bad fruit season
so bad that it is difficult to see how the
needs of the Army and of the civil population are to be met.
Let no man think
that fruit is a luxury.
The luxuries of
;

may become

necessities in war, and
manifest case with fruit. The
health of the Army depends no less on
jam than on meat and bread, and on this
fact the medical authorities are emphatic.
Unless the fruit-grower is not only not discouraged, but actually encouraged, there
is a serious risk of " jam yesterday and
jam to-morrow, but never jam to-day."
Unfortunately, people with a flimsy sense
of humour and a lack of understanding
find it difficult to take the jam pot seriously.
We assure them that it must be
taken seriously that the Ministry of
Food can inform them how seriously it
must be taken, and that unless tbose who
grow our hardy fruits receive the largest
measure of consideration" compatible with
the military situation, the indispensable
supplies cannot be forthcoming.
Finally, let no one think because of the
truly remarkable results which have been
achieved that yet further efforts in foodThey are,
production are not wanted.

peace

this is the

—

for those efforts are the surest of all insurances against war-risks.
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should act in co-operation with the committee
established by the Royal Horticultural Society
for a like purpose.
It would be an admirable
means of bringing together the horticulturists of
the Allied countries in an enduring work of reconstruction.

The Gardener*' CoMPANV.-Aklerraan

Sir

Charles Wakefield has been elected Master of
the Gardeners' Company. The Wardens are Mr.
P. Teofani and Mr. Francis Ac-^r.

Fresh-water Aloae.— Mr. W. Denison
Roebuck has presented to the University of
Leeds a collection of microscojiic slides and a
library of books upon the subject of Fresh-water
Algae, as the nucleus of a specialist library and
collection of AJgae in general.
These were the
the late Mr William Barwell
The value of the gift is enhanced by
the fact that many of the books are illustrated
by coloured drawings done by Mr. Turner, who
was a talented natural history draughtsman. The
collections will be known as the " Barwell Turner
Memorial," and will be available for the use of
students of algological science.

property of

Turner.

Mr. J. R. JACKS«N.-Mr. J.
late Curator of the museums at
his eightieth year on

surviving

member

though Mr.

May 25. He
Kew staff,

of the

G.

J.

R.

Baker

Jaoksun,

Kew, attained
is

the oldest

as to service,

his senior

is

by

five

Many members of the botanical and
years.
horticultural
fraternities
will
have pleasant
memories of his active life, and congratulate him
on completing his eightieth year.

The Effect of Light in Healinq Tree
W«UND8.-Experiments have been made in the
Dutch East Indies on

four-ye;ir-uld rubber trees
to prove the influence of
light with regard to the healing of wounds of
From each tree a strip of bark ajia
the bark.
cambium, measuring 1 by 5 centimetres, was cut
at a height of 1.5 metre from the ground, ana

of equal dimensions,

the wound wa.s covered, excepting a small opening at the bottom, with pieces of blue, gi'een,

yeUow, red, and colourless glass. The best results were obtainedi with the blue and colourless
yellow glass gave the worst results, all
the wounds luider this becoming mouldy. It appeared also that wounds from which the rubber
scraps had been removed healed more slowly
than those in which scraps had been left, while
the latter healed less rapidly than woundis.
covered with colourless glass, thus indicating
that it is desirable to cover wounds on the trees
glass

;

as a healing measure.

Aroids fbr Croppinq.-A correspondent

in

the Pliilippine Aijricidturist and Forester, Vol.
VI., Nos. 2 and 3, records some tests made with
Yautiae and Gabis.
This is a continuation of
the work begun by Quisumbing and OcFEMiA.
These tests confirm the previous results that the
Yautias (Xanthosoma sp. " Dese Ala " Sinh.)
are the most profitable as field crops.
In fact,
the Gabis and' Dasheens (Colocasia sp. " Ga"
varieties) are shown to yield so poorly
hala
that they camiot be cultivated successfully undei
field conditions.
To be a commercial success the
yield should be at least 625 lbs. of rootstock pei
acre.
The Colocasia sp. at their very best do
not give more than 450 lbs. per a.cre.

Japanese Larch.— A

note* by Sir

Beevor on Japanese Larch

at

Hugh

R.

Hargham, Nor-

points out that this ti-ee is contLnuing to
prove resistant to canker. Of a wood of
Japanese Larch 8 feet apart, scarcely ten trees
show sign of the disease.
folk,

ROVAL HaRTICULTURAL S«CIETV.— The next
meeting of the Committees of the Royal Horticultural Society will be on the 18th inst., in the
Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, Westminster.

The Fruit Trees of BELaiuM and
France.— A suggestion has been made* by Mrs.
Sherwin Ray to the effect that a fund should be
started in the United States for the purpose of
replanting the devastated orchards of France
would recommend that if the
and Belgium.

We

sugge.stiou
•

is

adopted, those organising the fund

The KaHonal Nurieryman, U.S.A., M»y,

1918.

American Plants.- Part
tributions

from

University

is

the

LIII.

of

Con-

Gray Herbarium of Harvard

entirely

devoted to the descrip-

synonymy of American plants, aiid
North American, by J. F. Macbride
and S. F. Blake. The discussion and application of almost absolute priority in names occupies considerable space, but it wiU be long before

tion

and

chiefly to

*

Quarterly Journal aj Forestry,

2,

XII., April, 1918.

JcxE

1,
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a place in horticultural
literature, and still longer before they are accepted and used by gardeners.
Not that many
cultivated plants are concerned in this part of
The LUiaceous genus Zigathe publication.
denus and a long series of Chenopodiaceae come

the

alterations

find

under this kind of critical revision. Fremontodendron mexicanum is reduced to Fremontia,
and rightly, no doubt.
Lomatlum replaces

—

Cogswellia in spite of the familiar Lomatia—
and Cogswellia not long since was revived for

Peucedanum
Other "new combinations" are
made in favour of dates partly, and partly on
Among new plants
modified generic limitations.
!

from Venezuela and Curasao may be mentioned
Hecatostemon, a new genus of Flacourtiaceae
Jacquinia mucronulata, Plumeria cochleata, and
;
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referred

ALLENII.

Anemone Allenii was

raised by the late Mr.
Allen, of Shepton Mallet.
The plant is
rather taller than A. Robinsoniana, and has a

James

Uttle touch more of purple in its colouring ; it
has been described as of a more opal shade than
A. Robinsoniana, and that is probably as good
a description as it is possible to arrive at.
There are, I believe, two forms of the plant in
cultivation the one is more compact and floriferous than the other. My plants came from Mr.
Allen direct, and there can, therefore, be no
dubiety as to the correctness of mv stock. The
:

to

the

were hardly of average size, and finer flowering specimens are seen
occasionally among the Primula exhibits at the
National Auricula and Primula Society's exhibition in London.
Realising the difficulty of
cultivating this beautiful flower by ordinary
methods, I have more than once resorted to
growing it in a frame of the crudest description,
the sides being of packing cases fastened together, with stakes driven into the ground for
supports.
Of these enough to accommodftte two
or perhaps three frame lights, 4 feet 6 inches
wide by 6 feet long, were arranged. A lowl.ving or cool spot was chosen for the frame, with
distant tree shaxle.
The plants were grown in
a layer, one foot deep, of loam and leaf-mould
mixed with a third part of old cowdung the
flowers

:

Schismocarpus is a
Dianthera pleurolarynx.
It was disnew genus allied t<i Mentzelia.
Pochutla,
Department of
in
tlie
covered
Oaxaca, Jlexico, where it bears the name
Camote de llama. " Camote is a name for the

Sweet Potato, and evidently refers to the thick
tuberous root of the plant."

Heather Burning. "-Tlie advantages of
systematic Heather burning are manifest both
with respect to grazing and sporting value. As
an example the case of a Scotch hill farm may
be cited. By systematic burning over ten years
the production of wool and lambs wa.s increased
by 25 per cent, and the bag of grouse nearly
doubled.
If it is to prove succetsfnl Heatherburning must be carried out according to plans
laid well in advance, and should be spread over
a period of years. But whatever plan is adopted
its execution must be modified according to circumstances, for it is important that the burning
bo attempted
during suitable
should only
weather, and that, although generally the oldest
parts sliould be marked down for burning, any
patches attacked by the Heather beetle should
be burned at the sarliest possible moment.
Patches ielected for burning should not be too
large 10 acre« or so is a good area, and the
strips burned should alternate with unburned
strips.
Imperfect burning does harm to the
grass, and therefore burning should not be attempted unleiM the Heather is sufficiently dry.
In England autumn-burning has been practised
with success, but in Scotland it has proved
imsucceesful.
April i.s the month recommended
in that country.
Burning should be done
against the wind, aa the ratp and extent are more
under control of the firer.» and heaters, and the
burninjf, being slower than it would be if done
with the wind, produces better results.

—

War

lTBii«.-Mr. P. C. M. Veitch, Exeter,

has been

officially notified that his son. Major
Leonard Veitch, was killed in action in France
May 21. Major Veitch, who was 31 years of

on

had been on active service since the first
day of the war, and had, with the exception of
and a short time spent
in EngUnd whilst passing through his O.C.'s
course, been on the Western Front since Christmas Eve, 1914. Educated at Exeter School, he
afterwards went to Germany and Holland to
complete his studies in horticulture and landscape gardening.
Major Veitch was mentioned
in despatches for good work, and had the reputation of being a fearless and resourceful officer.
The greatest sympathy will be extended to Mr.
P. C. M. Veitch, who has himself only recently
left hospital, where he has been under treatment
for a severe accident.
age,

his brief periods of leave,

O'Brien, M.C, elder
sfm of Mr. James O'Hrien, has been appotnte<l Staff-Captain of an infantry brigade.
Captain O'Brien and his brother went in the
Staff-Captain Jas.

ranks of the Artists' Rifles to Flanders in Octoand have been on active service abroad
We are glad to learn that Lieut.
John O'Brien, King's African Rifles, has recovered from his wound of April 30.

ber, 1914,

ever since.

•

Letflet No. 4?, Board ot Agriculture for Scotland.

Fro. 97.
(Sec
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Awards by

tlie

variety cannot bo said to be superior to A.
Robinsoniana, but it is a distinct Windfiower,
in collections.
S. Arnott.

and useful

THE DOUBLE CRIMSON POMPADOUR
PRIMROSE.
The

buttercup.

Floral Connnittee, p. 2J0).

true Pompadour Primrose has been exhibited by Messrs. R. Gill anA Sons at R.H.S.
fortnightly meetings thus sprfjig.
It is a plant
of comparative rarity, and difficulty attends
its cultivation generally in southern gardens unless exceptional means are adopted.
To such an
extent is this true that I was once told it was
almost impossible to grow the plant south of
London.
Even with ordinary cultivation, and
in the places beloved of the Primrose, the variety
particularly
is not
attractive.
In the instances

cowdung was used

for its cooling nature rather

than for high manurial value.
Planted in this
mixture and divided annually or biennially as
necessary, the lights shaded if other shade was
not at hand, this favourite old flower was a conThe plants were watered
siderable success.
overhead when they were in full growth sootwater or weak liquid manure was also applied
without stint, a treatment in which
overhead
they revelled. With growth completed and the
summer heat passed, the lights were removed.
To treat a hardy Primrose in this manner in
these days of labour scarcity would appear almost
an extravagance, yet it is one of the very few
ways of making this particular variety a com])lete success in the warmer counties of England.
I'j.
IL Jtnkins.
;

—

—
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HOME CeRRESPONDENCE.
(The

BditoTs do rwt hold themielves responsible
the opinioTU txpreiied by coTTeiv»ndenU.)

Colour

in

for

Fruit* and Vegetables. -For

have been studying the question of Colour in fruits and vegetables, and tiying to ascertain the reason why colour should be
so highly appreciated in certain kinds, and its
absence in others. For instance, most or all of
the yellow-fleshed Apples have the best flavour
and quality, and are generally appreciated.
Are there any white-fleshed Apples of high
quality ?
Stewed Pears are most appreciated
when they assume a more or less decided amber
tint.
On the contrary, coloured Patatos are
chiefly cultivated and sold by nurserymen for
exhibition purposes, and market growers seldom
plant them.
King Edward VII. is an exception, being the most popular coloured Potato

some time past

1

at the present time.

White-fleahed varieties are

yellow ones, and the latter have long
In this ineliminated from gardens.
Yellow
stance coloHr rightly takes precedence.
Tomatos are of good quality, and appreciated by
those who know them, yet the market grower

than
been

with them.
Whitewill have nothing to
seeded Runner, Dwarf, and Climbing French
the
proper
considered
people
most
Beans are by
and only varieties that should be grown for drydestined
seems
IKitch
kind
Brown
The
ing.
become popular for drying for winter
to
use, and the flavour is considered excellent by
The Dwarf Bean,
those who have tried it.
Negro Long Pod, is being grown this year for
drying, and in this case the seed is black. /. F.
do

CooK^NQ Haricot Beans (see p. '211).
Many will cordially agree with Messrs. Barr and
Sons that these Beans would be in " general use
the year round if the modes of preparing and
cooking were better understood." The point in

I

[JnNi
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CLiMBiNa Haricot Beanh (see p. 210).
advise those who intend to grow Climbing

Haricot Beans to consider the following points
before they make the attempt
Is the summer
long enough for the Beans to mature, and is
there ground to spare for a chance crop
also
will Bean-sticks be available, and their cost?
We rnay rely on Potatos, Onions, Carrots and
Leeks as certain crops, but success with Climbing Haricot Beans is doubtful. Last year I grew
four rows, each 40 yards long, of these Beans.
I tried some of the young pods cooked green, but
they were tasteless, and before a good crop of
Beans had formed in the pods early frosts appeai-ed.
I do not mean to imply that the crop
was a failure everywhere, but it is not worth
growing as a crop for winter use by allotment
holders and others who have only a little ground.
['. Davk. Hohj Wells Park Gardens, Ijiswirh.
:

;

SOCICTIES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
May

—

The fortnightly meeting on Tuesheld in the Drill Hall, Buckingham
Gate, Westminster, attracted a considerable number of Fellows, and there was a good exiiibition.
There were several fine e.xhibits of Orchids, and
the Orchid Committee recommended one Award
of Merit and one Preliminary Commendation to
day

28.

last,

novelties.

There was a

full

attendance of the Floral Com-

and this body recommended seven Awards
of Merit to novelties, and aw.arded seven medals
Amongst the latter were a collection
to groups.
of Irises shown by Messrs. R. Wallace and Co. j
mittee,

Sweet Peas from Messrs.

Alex.

Dicksok and

iSoNS, Marks Tey Nurseries; a group of wellflowered Azaleas shown by Mr. L. R. Russell;
and Messrs. H. B. May and Sons' usual group
of fine indoor Ferns, interspersed with batches
One or two nursei-ymen
of flowering plants.
showed flowering branches of decorative trees
and shrubs, and Messrs. G. Reuthe and R.
Tucker and Sons exhibited Alpines and hardy
flowers.
Mr. G. W. Miller had a very comprehensive exhibit of spring garden flowers, includmg a giant, purple Bronipton Stock, for
which he was awarded a Cultural Commendation.
Mr. James Douglas' exhibit of border Carnations contained blooms of the highest excellence,
andf he gained awards for two new varieties. A
selection of the best Perpetual-flowering Carnations was contributed by Messrs. Stuart Low
and Co. Mr. F. Gifford, Hornchurch, exhibited a fine batch of Paeonia officinalis lobata,
a goblet-shaped flower of coral-red colour, shadMr. A. Dawkins
ing to cerise at the edge.
brought two new Calceolarias which attracted
one
(Buttercup)
reattention
considerable
ceived an Award of Merit, the other, named
Canary Bird, was equally floriferous, but of a
Messrs. Herbert
less rich shade of yellow.
(Chapman, Ltd., staged a number of hybrid
Irises, the result of intercrossing the so-called
:

Dutch

varieties.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co. contributed three

new

varieties of Sweet Pea, of which the finest was
named Ivorine, a large, pale-cream variety, buff
tinted.

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee found
Fig.

98.-

-SWEET PEA MRS.
(.See

J.

most appreciated, yet the yellow-fleshed tubers
are mostly of excellent quality and flavour'. Certain varieties, with decidedly yellow flesh, are
known as Cormoisseur Potatos, yet their cultivators are not numerous, although their quality
high.
When 1 was a boy our
is considered
people grew about a dozen varieties, most of
The most
them coloured and yellow-fleshed.
highly appreciated had dark violet-purple skins

and decidedly yello-w flesh, and the only reason
why they were not extensively cultivated was
There is
their susceptibility to late blight.
more dry matter in yellow Turnips than in
white ones, and still more in Swedes, with
in
greater sugar content, yet the cook
private establishments must have white
Red-fleshed
Beet is most highly
Turnips.
appreciated, yet the yellow-fleshed Sugar Beet
Red-fleshed Carcontains far more sugar.
rots, in my experience, are of better quality

a

many

W. BISHOP

:

COLOUR SOFT CERISE.

Awards by the Floral Coonmittee.)
ray mind is whether that desirable consummation is likely to be effected by boiling them from
li to 2 hours, as stated. 1 think not. The complete cooking of the Haricot Bean is not a question of the degree of hardness of the water only,
but very much also a question of the extent to
which the Beans themselves have been dried,
the case of all shop-purchased Hariand, as
The soaking
is unknown.
cots, the " extent

m

','

—

—

an essential in the case is not
in cold water
The twelve hours stated
likely to be overdone.
should be the minimum, twice that number being
Those ingenerally favoured in my household.
tended for the mid-day meal are brought to the
boil at breakfast time (8 a.m.), and kept gently
In
simmering until required for dishing up.
this way the Beans become quite tender, constituting a most delightful dish, and minus the
acrobatic agility they display in restaurants and
like places when only half cooked. E. Jfnicins.

very little to consider, and the only award made
in this section was a Provisional Award of Merit
to Apple Pershore Pippin, which resembles a
russety fruit of Winter Peach.
At the 3 o'clock meeting of the Fellows an
address on "Practical Meteorology" was delivered

by Mr. W. M. Robertson.
Floral Committee.

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (Chairman), John
Green, George Paul, R. C. Notcutt, S. Morris,
R. W.Wallace, W. J. Bean. G. Harrow, E. A.
Bowles, G. Reuthe, J. Heal, C. R. Fielder, T. W.
Barr, W. Howe, J. Hudson, J. Jennings. A.
Turner, C. Dixon, J. Dickson, C. E. Shea. E. F.
Hazelton, W. P. Thomson, and E. H. Jenkins.

Awards of Merit.
A hybrid
Calceolaria Buttercup (see fig. 97).
from the Herbaceous Calceolaria crossed with a

—

The colour is
hardy, shrubby, yellow variety.
exceedingly rich, and the plant, as will be seen
from the illustration, is very floriferous. Speei-

—

Jl-NE

1.

:
;
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mens grow to a height of about 18 inches, and
make excellent subjects for conservatory and
they ai'e also stated to be
The variety is
suitable for summer bedding.

greenhouse decoration

;

come true from
Alfeed Dawkins.

said to

seed.

Shown by Mr.

—

Shown bv Mr. James Douglas.

varieties.

J. W. Biskof) (see fig. 98).—
colour of this beautiful new variety is soft

Sweet Pen Mrs.
cerise, a

shade popular with

florists.

It

is

likely

to become a valuable market variety. Shown by
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons.
Lupins Delight and May Princess. These two
varieties were selected by the Committee for
award amongst a number contributed by Mr.
The flowers of
f!.
E. Downer, Chichester.
Delight are dull carmine-lake (!tip. de Coulevrs
106. Tone 2), and the keel petals are stained
May Princess is dark violetwith purple.
purple, almost blue in parts.

—

Groups.

The following medals were awarded
lections

for col-

:

Silrcrgih Bankslcn Medal to Messrs. Alex.
Dickson ,\nd Sons for Sweet Peas.
SUver Flora Medals to Messrs. H. B. May and
Sons, for Ferns and greenhouse flowering plants
Mr. G. W. Miller, for hardy flowers Messrs.
R. Wallace and Co., for Irises of the Germanica section; Mr. L. P. Russell, for Azaleas.
Silver Bank-sian Medals to Messrs. J. Cheal
AND Sons, for flowering shrubs and trees, inalso
Star Dahlias
cluding Rhododendrons,
Messrs. Paul and Son, for flowering trees and
;

;

Messrs. Pipers, for flowering shrubs
shrubs
Mr. G. Reuthe, for Alpines and Mr. F. GiF
FOBD, for Paeonia officinalis lobata.
Bronze Bunlsinn ^frdals to Messrs. R. Tucker
AND Sons, for Alpines Messrs. H. Chapman,
Ltd., for Irises: and Messrs. Stuart Low and
Co., for Perpetual-flowering Carnations.
;

;

;

Orchid Committee.
Present: Sir Harry J. Veitch (in the oharr),
Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretarv), William
Bolton. W. H. White, R.
A. Rolfe, R. G.
Thwait-es. Pantia RalU, Fred K. .Sander, J. E.
Shil!. J. Charlesworth, W. H. Hatcher. W. .L
Kaye. Walter Cobb, and R. Brooman-White.

of Merit.

Odontoijlo.<siim cri.ipur)i Beauty of Ashtead,
from Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrev
(Orchid grower, Mr. W. H. White).— A beautiful home-raisinl fomi obtaine<l by crossing 0.
cri.spum Ro.ssendale and 0. c. Empress of India.

The

:

to mind some of the Stapelias.
The species was
illustrated in Card. Chron.. .July 24. 1915. p. 53
Walter Cobb. Esq., Xormanhurst, Ruspi-r
-r. Mr. C. .T. Salter), showed cut spikes of

Dendrobium

Lyonii.

finely-grown

plant bore a spike of .seven
flowers; the inner two-thirds
of the segments are heavily blotched with dark
purplish-red, the broad white margins effectively
displaying the colour.
The lip is white, with
dark-red blotches in front of the yellow ore.>»t.
largo, well-f(>rme<l

Preliminary Commendation.
Odontioda Juno, from Messrs. Armstrong and
Beown. A beautiful new hybrid raised from
Odontoglossiim eximillus and Odontioda Coronation, the sep<lHng having much of the large size
andi fine .substance of the Odontoglossum parent,
but adhering moro closely to the Odontioda
parent in colour, than which it is both darker
and brighter. The white surface of the segments

Odontioda Bradshawiae
a handsomely
blotche<1

Cobb's variety, and
Odontoglossum.
Messrs. .T.
and A. McBean. Cooksbridge.
showed a fine specimen of Dendrobium Sanderae.

Messrs. .Stuart Low and Co.. .Tarvisbrook.
Sussex, were awarded a Silver Flora ^Fedal for
vn effective gioiip of handsome Cattley.is. LaelioCattleyas. Odontiodas and Odontoglo.esums. The
finest of
the last-named was Odontoglossum
Pharos, of unrecorded parentage, the plant bearing a spike of eleven large flowers.
Sir .Jeremiah Colman. B.art. Gatton Park (gr.
Mr. Collier), submitted fine flowers of three
Odontoglossums for the remarks of the Com
mittee as to their proner names.
The largest,
,

for the greater part, covered with large, concentric, ruby-red blotches, the margin having a

freckled rose-coloured band.
with ruby-red blotches.

The

lip

is

white,

Groups.
Messrs.

Armstrong and Brown were awarded

a Silver-gilt Flora Medal for an excellent group
of finely-grown hybrid Orchids, including several

new

Odontoglossums

aiid

The Rearing of Turkeys.
The American Mammoth Bronze Turkey meets

Odontiodas,

among

requirements of hardiness, size, quality of
Hesh, and of egg production.
hot, dry summer
suits turkeys best, continuous wet and cold causing
chills,
diarrhcea,
and roup.
Although
turkeys are easily hatched in incubators, 1 prefer to put the eggs under hens, especially during
all

A

cold or wet weather. Ten eggs are sufficient for
one hen to cover properly, and twenty-eight days
is the normal period of incubation.
When the
poults hatch, remove the shells, but do not attempt to hasten hatching by premature removal,
for if the chicks are made to bleed they are
almost sure to die. Allow them to remain under
the hens until they are thoroughly dry
they
do not need food for the first twenty-four hours.
Place a boarded floor coop with a detachable
bottom on grass. Cover the floor with a dry,
clean bag for warmth for two days, frequently
changing the bag.
The first feed should be
hard-boiled eggs, soaked chicken
meal,
and
chopped green Onions.
Green Chives are also
good food. The chicks should be fed four times
;

daily, a little at a time.

For the

fortnight they should be confined

first

to a wire run in front of the coop on grass, chiuig
ing the site daily.
space sufficient for the
coop .should be mown closely, as long grass is

A

liable to give cramp and roup.
As the poults
increase in size the coop should be moved to a
new site twice daily. Gradually increase the sup-

ply of Onion food, and add fine grit.
Should
the bird have diarrhoea, cease to give eggs for
a few days, and add finely powdered chalk to
the mixture.

Pigs.

Now is a good time to buy store pigs of eight
weeks old to run through the summer for killing
in the autumn.
During the winter warmth makes
a considerable difference to the manner in which
A considerable quantity of green
Sugar
food can be obtained from the garden.
is
valuable
food, and keeps fresh a long
Beet
a
time when kept from the sun and drying winds.
The roots should be steamed or boiled, and
mixed with meal and milk.
All who purpose purchasin,g store pigs would
be well advised to obtain a first cross from a
pigs progress.

pure breed.

A'.

Molyneux.

a showy lilac
referred to O.
.an

flower handsomely marked, was
Lambeauianum. or more nrob.ably
extreme form of 0. amabile. The other two,

(Pbttuatt*

one of which had been pnrchased on the Cnnti
nent .is O. crispum v.ariety. were pronounced to
be forms of O. cximinm.

and Tulip Committee.

:

season.

Fruit

8. J.

our

Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles (in the chair).
Miss Willmott. Messrs. Herbert Smith, ,1. T.
Bennett-Poe, P. R. Barr, Herbert Chapman,
and Charles H. Curtis (hon. secretary).
TTsually at this date there are good exhibits
of late-flowering Tulips, but on this occasion
there w.ns not a single Tulip in the hall
this
was the final meeting of the Committee for the

ALLtH.-We

contemporary,

from the pages of
National Nurseryman,

leairi

the

A., of the death, in his 77th year, of Mr.
S. .J. .'Vllen, the inventor and manufacturer of
Ihe Planet .Junior farm and garden implements.
suppose that it is no exaggeration to say
that these implements are used wberever gardening is practised, and certainly the gardening
community is under a large and lasting obligation to the inventor of the Planet Junior implements.
Like the inventor of the drill, Mr.
.Mien was originally a farmer, and the experience
of hand hoeing inspired his inventive faculty.
His first implements were made by the village
blacksmith, and AUen soon discovered that these
labour-saving tools were in demand among his
neighbours. He was thus led to establish a manuDuring the
facturing plant in Philadelphia.
|jast SO years the fiictory has grown until now
II. S.

We

_

and Vegetable Committee.

Present : Messrs. .T. Cheal (in the chair), W.
Poupart, P. D. Tuckett, A. Bullock. A. Tt.
\\\an, F. .Jordan, ,J. AUgrove. A. W. Metcalfe.
E. A. Bnnyard. G. P. Berr>', W. H. Divers, W.
Wilks, and Ed, Harriss.

—

is,

231

vent the growth of Yellow Rattle, and certainly
it improves the quality of the grass, especially
if a dressing ot basic slag is applied im the
following autumn at the rate of b cwt. per acre.

;

Narcissus

AWARDS.
Award

which were noted Odontioda Madeline Orchidhurst variety (0dm. crispum x Oda. Charlesworthii), equal in size to an Odontoglossum, and
bearing a well-formed, yellowish-white flower
which has many large chestnut-red blotches
almost covering the surface the lip has a disblotch
Odontioda Monte
chestnut-red
tinct
Rosa, of mu'ecorded> parentage, and an improvement on the original Odontioda Vuylstekeae
Odontoglossum Aireworth Orchidhurst variety,
differing from the ordinary forms in having a
dear white ground and distinct claret blotches:
and 0dm. Alcibiades (crispum X Colossus).
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. were awarded
a Silver-gilt Flora Medal for a fine group of
Miltonias, mostly raised by them, and including
many handsome forms of M. vexillaria, such as
.^!. v. Lyoth and varieties of M. Charlesworthii.
with bright rose flowers having a deep i-ubycrirason mask on the lip.
With them were arranged many handsome blotched Odontoglossums
and several of tlie clear whit« xauthotes forms
of 0. eximiura and 0. crispum, togethei' with
brilliantly coloured Odontiodas.
Pantia Ralli, Esq., exhibited Odontoglossum
crispum Masterpiece, a seedling plant bearing a
spike of thirteen clear white flowers.
H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill. (gr.
.Mr. Thurgood^ showed a strong specimen of
the rare Bulbophyllum Balfourianum, witli a
short cluster of four singularly-formed flowers
the ground is cream- white spotted with claret
red. the inner parts of the segments claret-re<l.
In colour, substance and odtpur the species calls
;

—

This new
Syri-nga Swetjinzowii swperba.
Chinese species has a laxer spike than the common Lilac, and is, in consequence, more decoThe petals are white,
rative and more graceful.
and the tube is pale lilac-rose both sides. The
tinted with rose,
stems
are
young
petioles and
the leaves themselves being smaller than in the
common Syringa. Shown by Mr. C. Turner.
Carnations the Gre-y Douglas and Surrey
Clove.
The former is a large, striking bloom of
slaty-grey colour, the latter a rich shade of
Botli are border
crimson and very fragrant.

The

;

it

CROPS AND STOCK_ON^THE HOME FARM.
Rhinanthus Crista-galli (Yellow Rattle).
This British parasite is an obnoxious pest 'n
some grass fields.
It is rarely seen where
the
grass
grows luxuriantlv. which shows
that the presence of the w-eed is mainly due to
poverty of soil. The best remedy is to encourage
the free growth of the grass by the use
of manure.
Poor pastures never pay; if they
cannot be improved they should be ploughed
and cropped for several years before they are
again sown with grass seed.
Agricultural salt
sown over the turf in the spring is said to pre-

covers

many

acres.

8. Grainqep.— We regret to record the
of Mr. ,T. S. Grainger at his residence,
Park
Hill, Clapham, at the age of 77, after
47.
,1
The deceased was well known
long illness.
and esteemed by the seed trade, especially in the
J.

<le>ath

North of England and Scotl;in<l. He was for
many yeans in the employ of Messrs. Peter J^awson and Sons, and was manager of their branch
London until they gave up the tenancy. He
ill
then joined the firm of Messrs. .Jacob Wrench
and Sons as traveller, and remained with them
for many yea.rs until the business was given up.
He afterw.aixJs travelled for Messrs. Nutting and
Sons, Ltd., with whom he had been 12 years at
the time of his death.

—

AlJl. JR
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rOVEST GARDEN,
Plants in Pots, &c.

:

Maif

Vegetables

8.

Prices.

7 0- S

Araucaria excelea
Asparagus plumo-

7 0~ S

10 0-12
9 0-10

Sprengeri

Aspidistra, green... 32 0-42
21 0-24 o
10 0-12
Cinerarias

Cyclamens

Erica persoluta

Wllmoreana

0-42
0-36

...
...

Ferns *nd Palms

cuneatum.48'8,perdoz. 8 0-10
9 0-10
...
elegans
Asplenium,48'8, per

—

doz.

^

...

9 0-12
21 0-24

—

10 0-12

nidus, 48'8

Cyrtomium,

—
—
—
—

Average Wholesale

:

Adiantum

variety, 48's

—

8 0-10

48'

...

12 0-18
24 0-S6

iu variety,

8 0-12

large 60*8

4

small 60's
per tray of
15s

3

0-50
0-36

:

s.d.

B.d

—

{Ric;
rdias),
per doz. blms.
Carnations, per doz.
best
blooms,

0-li:

—

American

var.

blue,
Cornflower,
per doz. bunches
pink, per doz.

—

bunches
Croton leaves, per

6-36

3

6-40

4

0-46

13-16

bnn.
...
Gardenias, per bos

—

2

0-50

(12'a)

4

(IB'sJ

V u- a u

Peach
Gladiolus
Blossom, per doz.
21 0-24

buncbes

—

Liliunis

— rubruuj.long,

Orchids, per doz:—
...
12 0-15
Catt'eyas
Paeoiiies, 6's, pink,
per doz. bunches 4 0-60
per
doz,
red,
6's,
0- 6
...
bunches

—

bunches

.

-7

t)

—

—

12 0-15
9 0-12

—

6

doz. bunches
24 0-36
24 0-36
24 0-36
24 0-30

Ixia, red, per doz.

bunches

3

0-40

3

0-36

Lapagerias, per doz.

blooms

...

Lllium longlflorum,
long
12

Cut Foliage, &c.

—
:

—

0-80

Mr- F-

—

bunches 18 0-21

Sprengeri

...

8

0-90

4

0-60

.

Earl

Druschki

16-26
3 0-40
3 0-50

Stephanotis,
per
72 pips
3 0- 3 G
Stock, English, per
doz. bunches... 10 0-15
Sweet Peas, various,
per doz. bun.... 5 0-12
Viola cornuta, per
2 6-30
doz. bun.
...

6

Carnation

0-80

foliage,

doz, bunches...
leaves, per

4

0-60

3

0-60

Cycas

Ivy leaves, per doz.

10 0-16

of

t>
ti

trails

Average Wholesale

4

0-46

Prices.
B.d.

Figs,

1 G- 1 8

Worthing,

per doz.
...
6 0-15
Grapes :—
Black
Hamburgh, per lb-.. 2 6-50
Muscats. perlb. 4 0-10
Lemons, per case... 60 0-100

—
—

Melons (each)

—

...

3

0-80

canteloupe
(Continental) 15 0-25

Swedes, per bag ...
Tomatos, perlb. ...
Turnips, new, per
doz. bunches...

ad.

Xectarines.perdoz. 6 0-24
Oranges, per case
60 0*110
Peaches, per doz... 6 0-30
Strawberries,forced
per lb.
2 0-50
Cornish, perlb. 2 0-30

—
—

Southampton,

per lb
2
Walnuts,kiln dried,
per cwt.
... 120

0-30

—

and

ber,

the

last

a

month

13-19

ON Oak

;

Miss Pike.

The

gall

is

that

formed by the

A. Turner.
The insects are larvae of
Caratid, or ground beetles ; they are beneficial
:

in gardens.
TJ'.
and S. 1, Pyrus Aria
(White Beam) ; 2, Crataegus coccinea. A. B.
Syringa Emoddi; 2, Stapiylea colchica.
F. D.
Sansevieria zeylanica.
W. B. Trades:

1,

cantia \-irginica.
6 0-18

Some

later.

bundles.
G.ttLS

Names of Plants
6-40

2

VegetableMarrows,
per doz
S 0-12
Watercress,perdoz
10-1

—F.

Cores

F.

F. G. S.
riparia,

Claytonia sibirica.
the largest British

Sedge.

,

ai-e

May

now more

plentiful,

in-

20,

1013.

APPOINTMENTS.

Selmes.

lacely with Messrs. Wills and
Kensington, a^i Foreman in Mr. W.
ICETON's Granard Nursery. Putney.

S-

SixiAR.

South

Mr. D. Airdrie,

formerly Gardener to the late Mr.
Davies, Glenlaggan, Parton, Kirkcudbrightshire, as
Gardener to C. K. GalbraitH; Es<]., Terregles House,

ANSWERS TG CORRESPONDENTS.
We

Elm Tree H. C.
fear you will
be unsuccessful in obtaining the bees Irom
the tree. You may be able to purchase a stock
Messrs.
or swarm from the following firms
Mr.
E. H. Taylor, Welwyn. Hertfordsliire
W. Woodley, Beedon, Newbury, Berkshire
Messrs. James Lee and Son, Ltd., Greorge

Bees in an

:

:

;

Uxbridge, Middlesex.

Beemuda Onions

:

Seedsman.

The Bermuda

Onions are distinct from those we grow. They
are only suitable for a hot climate, where they
give good returns.
They are not a success
in this country.

Chicoree de Bruxelles

bunches...

MoBB. gross bun...
Smilax, per bun.

very poor.

..

S 0-12
...

Spinach, per bus. ...

J. Smith. late of the Tower Xui-sery, South
Benlleet. as Cardener at the Surrey County Asylum,

Street,
s.d.

.

Fruit:

per doz
Shallots, per lb,

1918.

growers market the heads loose in boxes, each
holding 6 lbs.; others bunch them in 1 lb.

Insects

6-36

2

Kirkcudbrightshire.

—

Dates, per box

doz lb
Radishes, per doz.

bunches
Rhubarb, natural,

1,

——

The crop is ready for cutting as soon as the
crowns break through the surface. The soil
should then be removed and the head cut with
a heel from the collar.
The second batch for
forcing should be lifted at the end of Novem-

known as the " Woolly Gall,"
insect Andricus ramuli.

per

...

— Ladylove
— Xiherty
— Madame Abel
Chatenay
— Niphetos
— Richmond
— Sunburst

REiLiBKS, ^There is almost a famine in white flowers,
The crops of
the supply bedng: exoeptJanally short
double white Narcissus finished during last w-eek. At
present there
19
only a limited supply of White
Coloured varieStock and double ^Vhite P.i'rethrum,
latter, both
double amd si ngle, are an
ties of the
supply daily. A few
iucreasing
White Piaks are
being offered, and, like all wiiite flowers, are selling
freely at high prices. Lilium longiflorum and Richardias
(Arums) are again reduced in nimaber, and prices are
higher. Oomflowers, Gypsophila (white and pink), Iceland Poppies, Sweet Peas, and Ohrysantbemura^ maxima
are more plentiful. Oaxnations are sufficient for the demand, but little oain be said about Roses, the quality
beLng>

',

Xetheine.

single per doz.

bun

medium,

8 0-10

[June

Peaks, Peaches, .\nd Melons

Ptuhiis.
Pinch
the Pear tree at the sixth or
and do not allow subsequent
shoots to develop.
Blistered leaves on Peach
trees should be remjved and destroyed, and
the trees syringed on two or three evenings
with water containing 2 oz. of soft soap to the
Melons are best grown without shadgallon.
ing so long as the temperature does not exceed 95°. Early ventilation on bright days is
necessary
if the ventilators are opened after
the house becomes verv hot the plants wiU
:

the shoots of

seventh leaf,

;

The practice of
G. W.
omitting the " e" after "o " in such words as
Potatos and Tomatos has existed in the pages
of the Gardeners' Chronicle for many years,
on the ground that, though unusual, it is correct, and is merely an anticipation of a usage

PoTATOs OR Potatoes

6

Roses, per doz blooms

hair Fern) best,

doz.

—

4

—

flag.

..

bunohes

B.d.

— —

...

lb.

Hamburgh and Muscat

Covent Garden Market,

per
white,
doz bunches...

Berberis, per doz.

per doz. bun... 6 0- &
Asparagus
plumosus,
long
trails, per half2 6-30
dozen

44 0-48

Grapes, Peaches,
Xectarines, Figs, Melons, and Strawberries, Southampand Cornish Strawberries are on offer. Oontiton
nental Asparagus is over, but English Aspar-agus is fairly
abundant. E^ptian Onions are exceptionally dear, as
much as 75s. being asiked per bag. Oranges and Lemons
are scarce and expensive. Supplies of English and Channel Islands Tomatos are inoreosing daily. Beans and
Peas are scarcer. Musihrooms ^ow a slight increase in
supph", but Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows are not
so plenriful as usual at this season of the vear. E. H. R.,

Mr.

Average Wholesale Prices

Adiantum (Maiden-

fruits

GARDENING

...

— white
— blue
— yellow...
— mauve

per

0-50

'per

Paranipg. per bag...

1

6-40
4 0-60
10-20

—Indoor

cluding Black

0-60
0-40

5

Frau

white,
Heather,
per doz. bun,...
Iceland
Poppies,
per doz. bunches
Iris, Spanish, per

Valencia,
I case

Lettuce,

Remarks.

4

.parsley, per bus.

—

3

bunches
P.nks, white
Pyre thrum, double.
per
coloured,

bunches

.

—

bun

r.

Pelargoniums, double scarlet, per
doz. bunches... 12 0-lS
white, per doz.

doz.

Gypsophila, pink,
per doz. bunches
white, per doz.

7 t-'- S
per pad
...
French(Ch;
Islands), per lb. 16-23
Beetroot, per cwt.
S 0- 9
Cabba^^e, per doz.
2 0-2
Carrots, new, per
0-15
doz. bunches ...
per bag
...
8 0-10
Cauliflowers per doz 5 0- S
Cucumbers, per flat 24 0-28
Endive, per doz ... 2 0-30
Garlic, per lb.
...
10
Greens, per bag ... S C-12
Herbs, per doz bun. 2 0-40
Horseradish,perbun. l' 6 - 3 6
Leeks, per doz. bun. 3 0-40

Cabbage
and Cos per doz

d. s.d.

—

24 0-30

..

0-70

6
...
per doz.
Lily-of-the-Vallej,
per doz. bun. ... 12 0-21

white, per doz.

bunches

—
—

broad, French,

Mint, per doz. bun.
Mushrooms, perlb.

2 0-

leptionaUy good trade is being done
RElIiRKS
.n'pot plants and all kinds of roots. Pelargoniums are
selling
tlie most in demand, but all flowering ptant* .^^e
prices.
freely at advanced
Cut Flowers, &c. Average Wholesale Prices

Arums^

—
—

—

32"s

Pteria,
48's

—
—

Prices.
in

Nephrolepia,

s.

-Mustard and Cress,
per doz. punnets 10-13
Onions, Egyptian,
per cwt.
...
75
spring, per doz.

Beans :-

Fuchsias, various... 12 0-15
Genistas
18 0-24 u
... 12 0-15
Heliotropes
Margnerites^ white 9 0-10
iJignonette
... 12 0-15
Pelargoniums
... 15 0-18
6 u- 8
zonal, various
3 0-4
60's, vari -us
ivy leaf, various 12 0-15
Roses, polyanthus 24 0-30
rambler (each) 5 0-12

Prices.

d. s.d.

—

Average Wholesale

Aralias

Average Wholesale

:

Artichoke, Jerusalem, per i bus. 2 6
Asparagus, per bundle—
English
6-12
...

20.

(All 48's, per doz. except wla^re otherwise stated).

—

—
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Brussels or
J. r.
Witioof Chicory is a strain of the Magdeburg
Chicory, and is grown for use as salad from
December till the end of February. The seeds,
which are obtainable from seedsmen, should
be sown in May or very early in June in
rich ground, in drills made 12 to 15 inches
They germinate freely, and the seedapart.
bed should be kept constantly damp. When
the plants are large enough, they should be
thinned to 1 foot apart. A light dressing of
sulphate of ammonia applied late in July is
very beneficial to the crop. Towards the end of
August the largest leaves should be removed.
Late in October the first batch of roots may
be lifted carefully for forcing, discarding the
All the
leaves should be
smaller crowns.
broken off close to the collar by hand, and the
roots left exposed to the weather for eight or
It is preferable in England to force
ten days.
Thev
the roots in deep frames or in a shed.
should be placed in rows made 5 inches apart,
and a space of 2 inches allowed betw-een the
The roots should be
plants in the rows.
covered with a layer 10 to 12 inches deep
of fine soil.
The only attention the plants
need afterwards is protection from frost.
:

:

which will become more and more general.
Already the penultimate "e" has been
dropped in many similar words.
Vines in .\n Unheated Vinery Prunus. An
unheated vinery facing east requires ventilation
:

the top of the roof as early as 5 a.m. at
the present time, and 5 o'clock at midsummer.
If it faces south, two hour* later will do, and
when it caimot be attended to thus early it is
safest to leave the ventilators open a little all
Mildew and red spider can be eradinight.
cated, in the absence of a sulphur vaporiser,
by dusting flowers of sulphur on the leaves
after damping them, and keeping the temperature for a considerable time up to 85° by sunheat, or the sulphur may be mixed with soapy
water and applied in the form of spray, by
placing a finger against the nozzle of a syringe.
Mealy bug may be kept in check during the
growing season by syringing with Campbell's
Nico-soap, 1 oz. to the gallon of soft water,
and Vines can be thoroughly cleared of this
and all other insect pests by painting two or
three times during the dormant season, without removing the bark, with the same compound, at a strength of 4 ozs. to the gallon.
X\\ sub-laterals excepting the one at the axil
of the first leaf should be removed.
at

Ascertain the
/. IT. M.
in Lilt Pond
amount of water contained in the pond by
average length,
the
multiplying
together
breadth, and depth in feet, and multiplying
the result by 6i, the approximate number of
One pound of copper
gallons in a cubic foot.
sulphate should be used to every 100,000
Break the material small,
gallons of water.
and enclose it in a bag of loose texture. Tie
the bag behind a boat, and draw it along in
the water in parallel paths about 10 to 20 feet
apart. The copper sulphate will not injure the
Lilies, nor any fish that may be in the water,
it care be taken not to allow the bag to remain stationary in one part of the pond. If
the weed is very thick it will be well to clear
the surface of the water as much as possible
liefore applying the copper sulphate.

Weed

:

Commvinications Received.—G. M — Sir H. J. V.
—Miss M G.— Ros,i cinina— L. J.—Kubim, Dublin
X & Son.»— J. K.— M. i- N. of E. 0. S.— J. A. P.^
g' R. B I.— a. B.— p. C. iL V. <A. H.).—'P. S. H.—

— R.

F. S.— H.
R.G.O.F. box).

E.— B. & Son

(thanks for

2?.

6d.
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—

—
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NOTES FROM KEW.—VI.»

BHIGHT

simshiiie
unusual
and
wanatli from May 15
22
to
shortened the Howering period of a
hirgc number of plants which are usually
Rhododei,
in bloom for several weeks.
drous and Azaleas bloomed and withered
with extraordinary rapidity, as also did
Lilacs, Chestnuts, Hawthorns, and many
other showy Howered trees and shrubs.

They had a brief season, and

if

all

<.'ii

plants generally should seed
freely this year.
Irises at Kew liave ceased to behave well,
though there was a time when the Iris
garden was a great feature in May. Then
disease appeared, and, on the advice of
the plant doctor, they were subjected to
treatment, but they have never recovered.

The

such

disease,

known

Iris
as
bacteria.

rot,

is

Masses
said to be due to
stated that it was very prevalent in this
country and on the Continent, whole beds
Tlie
being sometimes destroyed by it.
leaves wilt, turn yellow, and die, and the

Removing and burning tli''
rhizomes rot.
worst and transplanting the others in
fresh soil proved to be hard labour in
application of
vain, as also did the
We have struggled to overcome
specifics.
short
of destroythis disease, but nothing
ing the whole collection and starting
afresh in another part of the garden will
This is a large order,
set matters right.
but it will have to be done when the war
unless the cultivation of such
is over,
Acplants is to be abandoned at Kew.
cording to our Museum Ouide, Iris florenpallida,
largely cultivated

tina,

I.

and

I.

germanica

are

for their rhizomes in
Continental countries to supply the Orris

dug up

The
in August, trimmed, peeled, dried in the
sun, and then sorted into different qualiI believe our Iris troubles began
ties.
when transplanting in August was first

root of commerce.

roots are

• Prcvimis artinlea appi"«red in the issues of January 19,
9, Marcli 9. April 0, ami May 18.

Febniary

still a patch of flame colour, almost too
vivid to be looked at I prefer the hybrids
from it, Unique and Lissadel. Under the
shade of a Yew tree, P. helodoxa is delightClearly it is a shade-lover ; probably
ful.
all Primulas are, where the sun has any
power.
I should call helodoxa the Chinese
form of imperialis, and if anything a
better garden plant.
It must be looked
after for seeds, the plant being shortlived.
In my last " Notes," P. davurica
is mentioned among the several flowering
It should have been
in the rock garden.
The two names
darialica (see fig. 99).
are less alike than the two plants they
stand for, both being forms of P. farinosa
davurica, according to Professor Balfour,
occurring in Siberia, North Mongolia,
and North America, and darialica in the
Caucasus.
P. farinosa is the Bird's-eye
Primrose of our bogs and meadows, scotica
it.
Being
being a purple form of
the commonest and widest-spread of all
Primulas, and therefore very variable, its
forms are a source of worry to botanists,
scores of species, so called, having been
made from its variations. It is a comfort
that they all have more or less the same
value in horticulture as the type, and that
the name farinosa mav well stand for them
:

Calceolaria Allardii
Lysichiton, the white-ttowered
Primula darialica

well

New

and we believe them and practise it.
The rock garden, under the influence of
sun and warmth, assisted by a frequent
use of the hose-pipe, has come on with a
rush, and for the last fortnight or so it
has been at its zenith of interest and
attractiveness.
Many Primulas lasted
only a short time.
P. Cockburniana is

2

..2

new name

old
items..

2

;

all.

A true blue-flowered Meconopsis horridula, and a colony of M. aculeata showing
a variety of colours, are happy under the
shade of tall Hollies, and M. paniculata,
with yellowish flowers, near by, is also
Cypripedium spectabilc has made
good.
itself at home on a dry slope, upsetting
the Iselief that it will not thrive except
Orchis foliosa,
in swampv conditions.
0. maculata, and 0. latifolia are almost
weeds in the Kew roskery, and the hybrids
from them are happy there also. Two of
most persistent weeds are Erinns
and a black Viola V. tricolor
Being harmless and pretty, they
nigra.

the

alpinus

—

Oxalis adenoare allowed free range.
phylla and 0. enneaphylla are represented
i)v large healthy patches, now smothered
Aster subcmruleus, A. alwith flowers.
pinus, and its variety Garibaldi, are two
Celmisia
of the most effective plants.
spectabilis has 16 perfect flowers on it, and
is

probably what Mr. George Paul called

—

the other day the best plant of this
Zealan'd species in England. As for
Saxifrages, they are at top form, including
S. longifolia, with a fox-tail-like spike of
sparkling white flowers in a setting of
Dianthus caesius, which clothes one side
of what we call the peak, the highest
point in the rock garden.
There are
numerous large cushions of Dianthus of
sorts, alpinus (quite 2 yards across), dependens, neglectus, deltoides, and several
hybrids.

it

Rhubarb and Horseradish.
' Then wnj- did you dig yours up in
will ask.
Because
gardeners, like other folk, are too ready
to be guided by faddists and fashion.
Someone says it is the right thing to do,

for

..

belief, so utterly

August?" someone

Royal

Horticultural
..
Strawberries, protecting
U.S.A. seed trade convention

my

in

as

2

.

War

seiitation to
..
K.ew, notes from..

Leather-jackets
Onion neck-rot

Eastern Pearl
O.c.

238

tralift

Laelio-Cattleya Excelsior Ihe Dell variety 2

OdontogloBsum crispum
239

Apples, dried, from Aua-

is,

opposed to nature to dig up rhizomatous
Irises when they are not only in full leaf,
but actively growing, that we are asking
Bulbous Irises
for trouble by doing it.
are different.
They stand such treatment
as well as Daffodils, Tulips, and many
other bulbous plants do.
Cottagers never
make this mistake, and it is in their gardens that one may see these Irises as happy

Orchid notes —

America, notes from —
"Winter in the Arnold

It
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The

best

show of Alpine Pinks

I

have

ever seen was at Glasnevin.
These plants
are apt to burn and go off in patches at
Kew, the fate of too many Alpines in this
garden.
Anemone obtusiloba has become
established in a partially shaded position.
Half a dozen seedlings of it from Kewsaved seeds gave only one blue-flowered
plant like the parent, the other five being
white.
Pentstemon secundiflorus and P.
heterophyllus are good rockery plants at

Kew, and so is Eriogonum subalpinum.
Weldenia
Candida
pushing
ip
is
through the soil, and is evidently quite
hardy at Kew.
The bog garden is
crowded with fat plants of Rodgersia, Iris
Kaempferi, Lysichiton, and a thriving
clump of Ranunculus Lyallii. Mr. Elwes
is probably right (p. 211) in his view that
the white Lysichiton is a distinct species
from the yellow one.
A figure of tho
Kew plant of the iormer, which this
year has grown strongly and flowered

by the side of a rock pool in the Temperate House, has been prepared for the
Bot. Mag., and a photograph of it is reproduced in fig. 100. The spathe of L.
camt.seliatcense (see Gard Chron., April 6,
1918, fig. 67) is ovate in outline, Isut in
The
the white one it is almost cordate.
latter came, I believe, originally from the
well

.

Petrograd Botanic Gardens as L. c. alba.
Paeonies are receiving special attention
at Kew from Dr. Stapf, who hopes to
be able to set their names in order. There
are, in

my

belief, too

peregrina,

anomala,

many

species.

now are romanioa,

best in flower

officinalis.

and

Emodii,
which

Veitchii,

The

lobata,
Broteri.

are

all

If I wished to plant
in gardens.
two of the best species for effect, I would
prefer the red lobata, which Mr. F.
Gifford showed in quantity at the R.H.S.

known

meeting on the 28th ult., and the white
Emodii. Paeonies grow well under trees,
even Elms, and they look very much at

home among Ferns, as may be seen in tho
wild garden at Kew, where plants of
Paeony have
double crimson
the old
thriven for years under the shade of Elms
Ferns.
Male
and among
Before leaving the outside garden, I
must mention Magnolia parviflora and M.
Watsonii, both of which have flowered
freely
also

gay

this year.
flowered well,
still.

Th.&

The Wistarias have
and they are quite
garden has
Azalea

much a Mecca for visitors
and the Rhododendron Dell has
still many grand bushes of the later flowerMr. George Paul informs me
ing sorts.
that he has crossed a number of good
garden Rhododendrons with the Chinese

been

as
as ever,

Ri.
decorum, a late flowerer, in the
hope that a race of summer-flowering

—
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I
am not
hybrids may be thus obtained.
particularly in love with decorum, which is
only a slight variant from Fortunei, and has not
the odour that characterises the Japanese plant.
Tliis year the difference in the time of flowering
between Fortunei and decorum was only about a

in flower in the Himalayaii House.
Two giant
Bromeliads, namely, Tillandsia Glaziovii and T.
are flowering in the Victoria House,
where Nymphaea gigantea is another great attraction to visitors.
The Nepenthes are at present under a cloud, thanks to a visitation from
painters, who are worse than the ten plagues
when they get inside a. plant house. In the
Orchid hduses Sobralias, Schomburgkia tibicinus, Vanda Charlesworthii. Renanthera Imschootiana and Angraecum Scottianum are the
giigantea,

fortnight.

Calceolarias are

now

—

a strong feature in the

Conservatory (No. 4) too strong, perhaps, the
excuse being that Mr. Coutts has been crossing
them and lias raised some showy mongi'els, those
from C. cana and what he calls the carpet-bag
Calceolarias being the most pleasing.
They are
heavily spotted and free-flowering.
C. Clibranii
ia good, and so is C. Allardii, a three-pli hybrid
raised at the John Innes Horticultural Institution by Mr. Allard from herbacea, angustifolia,
and plantaginea. As a pot plant for the green-

best things in flower.
I am able to report progress in the vegetable
department. The Potatos planted on the palace
lawn are growing well, thanks, I believe, to
dressing the soil with sewage sludge from
Mortlake. The Onions in the Palm House Terrace garden look promising, and there is no fly

[Jdnb

8,

1918.

0. crispum Leeanum.
The parents axe 0.
crispum Black Prince, bought from the Continent 17 or 18 years ago, and 0. crispum General
Roberts, which is a finely blotched flower.
The Black Prince crosses give the very darkest
colour I have ever seen, and this dark colour
is carried forward to all the descendants.
If
you hold the flower up to the sunlight ajid look
through it the shade is a lovely dark maroon."
The flower, which is of good shape, ha.^
dark maroon sepals with clear white margin and
some white showing at the base.
The petals
have a white ground, but the greater part of
their surface bears large maroon blotches.
The
which is slightly fimbriated, is white with a
yellow crest, in front of which is one large and
several smaller maroon blotches. It is a showy
variety, and the darkest we have seen.
lip,

LAELIO-CATTLEYA EXCELSIOR
THE DELL VARIETY.
We have received a flower of this handsome
between L.-C.

cross

Canhamiana Rex and C.
in The Dell Gar-

Mendelii, from a plant raised
dens, Englefield Green.
The

defect

in

L.-C.

Canhamiana

(L. purpurata x C. Mossiae) is in
back of the petals. By the cross
with C. Mendelii the defect has been effaced,
the hybrid having flatly-arranged petals some
The sub7 inches long and 3 inches wide.
and
the
size
and
the
flower,
stance of
width of the lip, make it a great advance on
The sepals and j-etals are
L.-C. Canhamiana.
pure white, and the front of the lip Tyri.m-red.
The original form was first shown by Messrs.
E. H. Davidson and Co., Twyford, at the Yorkshire Gala, 1913, and recorded in the GardcnerK'

the folding

Chronicle, June 21, 1913, p. 430.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM EASTERN
PEARL.

A FLOWER

form of Odontoglossum crispum taken from an imported plant is
G. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington,
sent by R.
Streatham. In the purity of its white the new
plant resembles 0. crispum xanthotes, which was
first imported and flowered in 1894, and of which
varieties have since appeared, but it is of much
of a pure white

more perfect shape, and the distinguishing

occa-

sional lemon-yellow spotting seen in all forms of
xanthotes is absent. Although not of the largest
is one of the most
and attractive of the typical O. crispum

size the variety Eastern Pearl

perfect

varieties.

The

sepals are ovate, the petals almost circuoutline, rather broader than long, and
slightly fringed. The lip, which is broader than
usual in .the species and slightly fringed, has
a pale yellow shade in front of the crest, the
whole of the flower with that exception being
lar

in

snow-white.

[Photograph by W.

Fig. 99.

primula darialica
(See

koKse and for summer beddin,g

wlU

find

much

favour-

;

I think Allardii
a photogi-aph of one of

the Kew plants is reproduced in fig. 101. Years
ago Mr. John Jeffreys, Oxford, crossed the " carpet-baggers " with, I think, amplexicaulis, and
obtained a race showing great variety of colour
and pleasing habit which was named Jeffreyi.
The plants were tried for bedding at Kew and
were a great success.

p.

:

Irving.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

flowees rose- coloured.
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The Allotment Month by Month.
on them, so far. A crop of Spring Cabbage has
been marketed, and the nursery crops of Turnips, Cauliflowers, and other vegetables are
thriving. The flower-beds are now showing seedlings of various food plants, some of which ought
W. W.
to "be interesting as well as good to eat.

This is the title of one of the latest pamphlets
on vegetable cultivation in war-time.
It is
written by Mr. R. H. Crockford, and edited by
Mr. Clarence EUiott, of Stevenage, who conSome of the more expentributes the preface.
such, for instance,
sive vegetables are omitted
as Asparagus as being unsuitable for allotment
cultivators and in regard to the more popular
sorts, it is hardly to be expected that anything
very fresh could be said about them.
At the
same time the letterpress is evidently written
by a practised hand. Allotment holders and all
growers of little experience, who have not already
furnished themselves with some of the very
numerous pamphlets which have been issued
during the past two years, will find Mr. Crockford's contribution to the subject of very great

—

—

;

Leptospermum Chapmanii has been admitted
to the front rank among showy greenhouse
plants, and it will, I believe, become a rival to
Cape Heaths and Epacriees. Mackaya bella is
flowering freely this year, and Elaeocarpus
cyaneus is good in No. 4 House. Haemanthus

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM LEEANUM.

Katherinae, the Irish strain, as we call it, is
igraedly in flower in the Mexican House, where,
planted in the borders here and there, it has
made itself at home. Magnolia macrophylla is

markable and distinct form of Odontoglossum
with the following remarks " I am sending a
flower cut from
a seedling Odontoglossum
crispum flowering for the first time, named

ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

Mr. Richard Ashworth, Ashlands, Newchurch, Manchester, sends us a flower of a re:

It contains nearly thirty pages, and
published at 7d. net.
value.

is

—

;

;

June

8.
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PROTECTING STRAWBERRIES.

NOTES FROM AMERICA.

ceeds in the arboretum might not be hardy in
another garden in the same general region.

Vaeious means are adopted to preserve ripe
Strawberries from dirt and grit, and the question is not so much which mode is the best,
as which is the most convenient for the particular garden. The practice of surfacing the ground
with fresh, strawy manure not only serves the
purpose of protecting the pFants from frost, but

EFFECTS OF THE WINTER IN THE
ARNOLD ARBORETUM.*

The Conifers which have been killed are the
glaucous-leaved Mt, Atlas Cedar (Cedrus atlautica glauca), which has been kept alive for
several years in a protected position
young
plants of the
Spanish Fir (Abies Pinsapo),
which has been killed before in the arboretum
.\bies magnifica of the California Sierra Nevada
A'bies cejUialonica
var.
Appolinis from the
mountains of Greece Picea Sargentiana, one of
the new Spruces from Western China: and
nearly every plant in a large collection of the
short-leaved Pine of the Eastern United States
{Pinus echinata).
These Pines were raised at
the arboretum twenty years ago from seeds
gathered on Staten Island, New York, the

of giving nourishment to the roots.
After a time the litter- is washed perfectly clean
and the straw becomes bleached, leaving a close,
clean, strawy surface in the spring for the fruit

that

also

to rest on,

and from which

it

can be gathered

in

a clean, sweet state.

But this method is n<5t always successful. In
wet soils the manure may cause the crowns to
decay, and in gardens where slugs are unusually
numei-ous the winter's surfacing affords them
harbourage, and they emerge from their haunts
However,
in the spring and destroy the fruit.
where the practice has been adopted little more
is now needed, but where no litter has been applied measures must be taken forthwith, or a
thunder-shower of half-an-hour's duration m.ay
work of a
Whatever means

spoil the

clean,

fruit

it

is

The winter of 1917-18 has been one of the
severest in New England of which there is any
record.
In December, when the ground was
without a covering of snow, the thermometer
Hid not rise from above zero for nearly a week,
with a minimum of 17° below.
'There was
little snow at any time during the winter, and
the ground, which froze to a depth of from 5 to
7 feet, was not clear of frost until after April 1.
.\bundant rains late in the summer and in the
early autumn, and the fact that the cold has
been continuous through the winter, without

;

;

;

season.

are adopte<l for keeping the
important that the material

be applied at once. To defer the surfacing of
the ground until the berries are approaching
ripeness is an error wliich is too often committed.
The heavy trusses cannot be lifted to have straw
put under them without injuring the stems, the
result of which is a check to the berries' swelling.
The rough handling of the trusses is a prime
source of small fruit, as the stems are a.« suscepProtectible to injury as is the haulm of Peas.
tion should be given when the stems are erect,
and before they are flattened to the ground by
the weight of the fruit.
Some growers, use twiggy sprays to hold llie
fruit above the foliage. The plan is a good one,
but all have not the twigs, and a capital substi
tute
to insert three or four sticks around each
i.«i

and run a strand of twine around eaili
root, or, if the roots are close, a strand along
each side of the rows will suffice. This method is
simple and effectu.al. Others use wire supports,
these being simply a half-circle of wire on three
legs.
The supports are forced into the ground
two half-circlea to each plant and form a capital
supporting cradle. The wires are easily made,
plant,

—

and

The common

practice
of littering with clean straw is always effectual.
The straw should bo cut in l-inch lengths
it is then easily placed around the plants from
baskets, half the amount of straw will do.
and it is more quickly applied than when long.
Short straw is,
moreover,
prethe
be."?t
serv.ative of the fruit from slugs.
Slugs cannot
travel freely on the round, loose particles of
straw, which form an ever-moving surface. The
very best time to surface the ground with this
material is when the plants are just going out
of bloom in any case it should be applied befori'
the fruit is half-grown.
Some means must be
adopted to protect the fruit from birds. Scarecrows are of very little use.
The general
plan is to net the beds.
Netting is cheap,
and should be freely used in all fruit gardens,
especially where ground is limited, and every
pound of fruit is valuable. The common plan
is to lay the nets over the plants and remove
them when the fruit is gathered that method
will answer, but it is clumsy in comparison with
spreading the nets over the beds 5 feet from the
soil.
Stakes driven in the ground at convenient
distances, and roof-laths tacked from stake to
stake, form a frame which is quickly made, and
over which the nets can be spread and pegged
to the ground all round.
One has only to draw
aside the net to gain admittance, and the fruit
can be gathered in comfort. Moreover, time is
saved in covering and uncovering, and the net is
will last for years.

U'liolugruiih

;

;

much

less liable to rot than, if laid direct

bed.

James A.

Paice.

on the

100.
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periods of warm weather, which in this region
often excite dangerous vegetative activity, have
enabled many plants to survive the e.xtreme cold,
which, under less favourable conditions, would
probably have destroyed them.
Still it seems
safe to predict that any tree or shrub which has
lived here through the past winter will be able
to resist succe.ssfuUy a winter in Massachusetts.
The condition of the plants in the arboretum at
this time is of general interest therefore as an
indication of the trees and shrubs of recent introduction which can be successfully grown in
It must, however, be remembered
that local conditions, that is, conditions of soil,
position, moisture and dryness, influence the
this climate.

liardiness of plants,

and that a tree which

suc-

MuUetin »f Popular Information, New .Seriei, Vol. IV.,
No 1, Arnold Arboretum, Barvarfl University.
•

p.
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northern limit of the range of this tree, and appeared to be perfectly hardy until this year.
On several Conifers the buds are uninjured, and
are beginning to swell, although the leaves have
been more or less browned by the cold and will
soon fall. Conifers injured in this way will probably recover, although their growth for the
year will be necessarily checked.
Among the
trees with injured leaves and uninjured buds
are the Cedars of Lebanon from the AntiTaurus in Asia Minor, which have been growing in the arboretum for sixteen years without
protection, and which it was hoped would be
.able to support the worst conditions New England winters could offer.
Other Conifers with
injured leaves are the Sugar Pine (Pinus Lambertiana) from the Sierra Nevada of ('alifornia,
the Mexican White Pine (Pinus Ayacahuite),

;

;
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the Chinese Hemlock {Tsuga chinensis), which
lost most of its top, and Abies cephalonica
from the island of Greece. One or two specimens of this tree will probably not recover. The
leaves of the California Incense Cedar (Libo-

has

The Week's Work.

decurrens), of Abiee grandis, of Abies
amabilis, and of the Hemlock of the north-west
coast (Tsuga heterophylla) are slightly injured.

cedrus

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Jordan, Gardener to Lieut. -Col. Spender
'Cuy. M.P., Ford Manor, Lingfield, Surrey-

The

Cedar
(Chamaecyparis
native
White
thyoides) is badly hurt, and some of the plants
The Red Spruce (Picea
will probably die.
rubra) from northern New England has suffered badly, as have the plants of the upright
of Juniperus communis from central Massachusetts.
The leaves of Abies amabilis, too,

form

mountains of Oregon, are
browned, as are those of several plants
On a few
of the Japanese Abies saehalinense.
of the plants of the Chinese White Pine (Pinus
Arjnandii), of the Japanese PLnus densiflora and
P. Thunbergii, and of the Chinese Finns
sinensis var. yunnanensis and var. denudata the
leaves are also brown. There is no reason, howIt ia
ever, to doubt that these will all recover.
interesting that, with the exception of four
exotic Conifers, three of which have been kept
alive in the arboretum with much difficulty and
have now perished, the most serious damage of
the winter to Conifers has been to four native
species, Picea rubra, Pinus echinata, Chamaecyparis thyoides, and Juniperus communis. All
the new Spruces and Firs from Western China,
with the exception of Picea Sargentiana. are uninjured, as are practically all the Chinese Pines.
Uninjured, too, are the Carolina Hemlock
(Tsuga caroliniana), the western Arbor Vitae
(Thuya plicata), and the Spanish Pine (Pinus
nigra tenuifolia), which, judging by the climate
of the regions where these trees grow naturally,
might well have suffered from the cold of the

from the Cascade

slightly

past winter.
Of the new trees with deciduous leaves introduced by the arboretum from China, the followall the Oaks, Elms, Birches,
ing are uninjured
Nettle-trees, Beeches, many of the Cherries, the
Pears and Apples, Davidia Eucommia, and
Ehretia acuminata.
Fortunately frost this spring did not injure
the buds of many of the trees and shrubs which
Several of these
open their flowers in April.
:

,

have been unusually fine this year, and have remained in good condition for a longer time than
usual. After some of the WilloAvs the earliest
shrubs in the Arboretum to bloom this year
were the Buffalo Berry (Shepherdia argentea)
and the Leather-wood (Dirca palustris).

PLANT NOTES.
GLOBULARIA CORDIFOLIA.
In his fascinating book, Among the Hills,
Mr. Reginald Farrer speaks of the " misty
cordifolia,"
Globularia
clouds
of
It is not
mingled with the native Pansies.
given to the British gardener to enjoy in his
garden this alpine beauty on such a scaJe as
Mr. Farrar saw it, yet a few plants will give
pleasure of no mean kind, and will supply the rock garden with a feature of decided
Of the several species of Globularia
interest.
in cultivation G. cordifolia is one of the prettiest,
while it is also of easy cultivation. The plant is
not very floriferous in cultivation, but the
cushion of deep green, glossy, cordate leaves
beneath the blue, Daisy-like flowers, Is very attractive.
The plant grows wQd among other
herbage in gardens it sometimes suffers injury
from being too much exposed.
Yet if planted in cool soil, near the
baise of the rockwork in, a level spot, and given
plenty of water in prolonged dry weather, it
will generally do well and flower with a moderate amount of freedom.
A top-dressing of
loamy soil applied in spring and autumn will
induce roots to develop from the stems.
S.
Arnott.

pale-blue

;
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Gree ns. Brussels
Plantinq
Sprouts, Broccoli, Kale, Early Savoys, Cauligreens
still
in the seed-beds
flowers and other
should be planted out, if possible, in showery
is
draw a shallow
practice
to
weather. A good
Where
drill in which to dibble in the plants.
vacant
for them the
not
yet
the quarters are
plants should be pricked out ijt a fresh bed to
Broccoli
prevent them from getting drawn.
needs plenty of room, and should be allowed a
way.
One
feet
each
Sjpace of not less than 2i
of the causes of Broccoli failing to withstand the
over-rich
closely
in
planted
too
winter is being
This crop should be planted in firm ground,
soil.
and no manure should be used on land that
condition; on the contrary, Cauliis in good
flowers intended for use in the autumn should
be put out on well-enriched ground, and encouraged to grow without loss of time, to make large
heads.
Earthino-up Crops.- The importance

jt

earthing up most kitchen-garden crops camiot be
Early Potatos are generally
over-estimated.
earthed up in good time, the operation being
repeated as the plants increase in growth, mainli'
to protect the haulm from f rest. The soil should
be drawn up to Maincrop Potatos when the tops
Before earthing-up
are 8 to 10 inches high.
break up the soil with a fork without diisturbinj;
the tubers in the rows irt the case of light soils
use the hoe freely in the rows to destroy weeds
and break the soil to a fine tilth. All the members of the Brassica family. Broad Beans, Peas
ajid Kidney Beans are benefited by frequent noeings, which check evaporation of soil moisture
and, distur'bing the soil, allow the rains to soak
:

in

8,

serve the seedlings from injury by slugs. Those
who sowed seed under glass to obtain plants for
transplanting have every reason to congratulate
themselves.
Frequent rains have washed off
dressings of soot and lime as soon as they were
applied to the plants.
Where allowance for
losses was not made in sowing, the defects must
be made good at once by sowing fresh seeds.

more

freely.

Celery.— Plant

out later batches of Celery
plants are about 4 inches high, in single
or double rows, as convenience allows, as recommended in the Calendar for May 17. If the
plants are allowed to become too large they will
receive a check when transplanted and take considerable time to recover.
Keep the plants well

when the

supplied with water during dry weather, and
give plenty of moisture to Celery that is already
Give frequent light dustings of soot
planted.
when the plants begin to grow, applying the
material when the foliage is wet with dew.

ToMATOS.— Young plants tliat have been
treated as advised in previous Calendars should
be suitable for planting either undej glass or in
the open.
Houses that have been cleared of
French Beans or other crops should be cleansed
and filled with strong Tomato plants. Tomatos
do not require a very large amoimt of eoil the
main point is to use a fairly rich compost and
make it firm. When the fruit is swelling give
frequent top-dressings of rich soil mixed with
guano or other stimulant, and water the plants
Tomatos
occasionally with weak liquid manure.
succeed best when growth is restricted to a single
stem, removing aU side shoots as they appear
they should be planted not closer than 15 inches
apart and fully that distance from the roof-glass.
;

CoLEWORTS.— Directly frosts destroy Peas,
somewhat tender vegetables
there is a demand for Cabbages. It is therefore
advisable to sow seed now of Rosette Colewort
and in ten days' time Hardy Green Colewort. If
these sorts are sown rather thinly on an open
piece of ground the plants wiU be ready for putting out as the l,i.nd is cleared of early-maturing
crops. Plant at 12 to 15 inches apart each way.
The plants will give tender heart.s from October
to mid-winter or later, according to the weather.
Amateurs especially should grow this vegetable
to ensure a good supply of greens in the winter.
Beans, and other

8luo».— These pests have been very troublesome this spring, and have injured all tender
vegetation. It has been difficult to get seed to
germinate in the open, but more difficult to pre-

Strawberry Plantation*.— The first opporshould now be taken to prepare the
StrawbeiTy beds for the ripening of the
the ground thoroughly more than
a mere surface hoeing. A fairly good dressing
of lime should be shaken aa-ound each stool, and
well under the foliage, as a deterrent to slugs.
Litter need not then be apjjlied until the
fruit is on theypoiut of colouring.
Defer this
ppei-ation as long as convenient in order that the
soil may become warmed by the sun.
Damage
to the plants may be prevented by fixing the netting in advance of the mulching, with walkingroom under the nets. On shallow soils it may be
advisable to water the beds freely in advance
of the ripening, but do this witli clean water ;
never use liquid manure for this purpose. Pour
the water directly into the crowns of the plants.
In order to keep the fruit off the ground wire
supports can be used, which may be obtained
from almost any sundriesman. Mid-season and
late varieties should receive attention in due
course. Plants recently put out from their fruiting-pots will need close attention, and watering
must not be overlooked. A little shading from
very hot sunshine will be an advantage ; for this
there is nothing better than a handful of long
litter laid on the top of each crown.
The Perpetual varieties should now be growing freely.
Do not let them develop any fruiting spikes yet.
Keep the trusses pinched out until the first week
in July, but still peg down an occasional runner
they should fruit this autumn. Damp the beds
over towards the evening to encourage clean
growth.
tunity

eai'liest

—

Hoe

fruit.

Plum Tree*. -Apparently, Plum trees are
not likely to bear even a moderate crop this
season.
Fly is a little troublesome, but can
be held in check by vigorous syringings with a
suitable insecticide. With a thin crop an opportunity is afforded of taking oft an occasional
branch, to make the trees more shapely.
An
artificial manure, containing a fair percentage of
phosphates and potash, will help the trees to
bear better another season.
If any trees show
signs of Silver Leaf disease remove the affected
branches and burn them at once.

THE ORCHID HOUSES
By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir

Jerbmuh Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

—

Cattleya MenC. Mossiae, Laelia purpurata, and many
hybrids from these species, are in the height
of their flowering season. In the case of plants
that ai-e not well rooted the flower-spikes should
be removed directly they appear, or cut as soon
as the flowers are fully developed.
As any of
the above-named plants pass out of flower they
should be looked over to ascertain if additional
pot-room or new material is needed. Plants of
C. Lawrenceana, C. Schroderae, and others that
flowered at an earlier period, and have just had
a short season of rest, wiU soon commence to
igrow afresh, and should be repotted or topdressed as found necessary. For a few weeks
after repotting careful watering is necessary,
and, until well rooted, a little extra shade should
The plants should be sprayed
be employed.
overhead two or three times every day during
Cattleya Warscewiczii (gigas),
bright weather.
C. Dowiana and its variety aurea, C. Warneri,
C. Gaskelliana, and others that produce their
flowers during the summer months are now
making new growth, and should be placed in the
warmest and brightest position in the Cattleya
house.
Apply water more liberally at the
thoroughly soaking the compost, but
roots,
allowing it to become moderately dry between each application. A few of the earliest
plants will be producing their flower-spikes.

Cattleyas and

delii,

Laelias.

June
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containing
houses
ripe
Cherries.— Keep
Light scrim,
Cherries cool and well ventilated.
tiffany, or nets thrown over the roof during hot
weather will prolong the fruiting season and
Assist the
keep the Cherries safe from birds.
formation of fruit-buds by pinching all shoots
not required for the extension of the trees tu
a few leaves. The soil should be kept moderately
an excess of moisture at this stage
moist only
would cause the fruit to crack.

specimens that do not bloom may be repotted, if necessai-}', as soon as they commence
to root from the cm-rent pseudo-bulbs.
DcNDROBiUM. Planus of the evergreen section of Dendrobium, such as D. thysiflorum,
D. chi-ysotoxum, D. BronckJiartii, D. densi-

Any

—

florum and D. Farmeri, should be kept cool and
the roots dry for a short period after they have
The necessary repotting
passed out of flower.
or resurfacing should be attended to as soon
as fresh roots develop from the base of the young
growths.
The plants should not be subjected
to root disturbance until it ie found to be really
necessary, as they flowei- most freely when potWhile the plants are in active growth
bound.
they should be placed in an ordinary plant stove
or Dendrobium house, but when the pseudo-bulbs
are fully developed they should be grown in a
The cooler-growing
slightly "cooler temperature.
D. infundibulum and D. Jamesianum may also
be given attention if a large receptacle is required or the compost has become sour and decayed. All this section ought to be potted firmly,
in a mixture consisting of Osmunda-fibre. A 1
Young
fibre, and Sphagnum-moss in equal parts.
shoots of the deciduous and semi-deciduous sections' are growing freely, and developing new
Tlie plants should be more liberoots quickly.
rally supplied with water, and the young growths
isupported by looping to the old pseudo-bulbs or
Do not allow them to bend over
to neat stakes.
the sides of the pots, as they might become

;

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

Canna.— For ordinary decorative purposes
Cannas are best grown in pots about 6 inches
They must, however,
or 7 inches in diameter.
be very liberally treated in the matter of watering and feeding, or many of the plants will fail
to flower. If it is necessary to re-pot the plants,
use a rich compost and make the soil firm. The
plants may be grown in an ordinary' greenhouse.

If any of the plants have
their receptacles with roots, the present
into larger
a suitable time to shift thean

permanently injured.
is

They should be taken out without unduly
disturbing the ball and placed in larger pota.
the space around being filled in with compost.
,pots.

FsRCiNQ Shrubs.- Azaleas

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J.

FiGl.

— Houses

containing

trees

on which the

have plenty of air
admitted during the day and a liberal amount
Even
through the back ventilators at night.
though the weather be warm and genial,
is

fire-heat

good

ripening

will

colour

sliould

still

and

be necessary
high flavour in

to obtain
the fruits

Sudden fluctua
until the nights get warmer.
tions in the temperature at this period will cause
the fruits of the second crop, which are swellIf the crop be a heavy
ing rapidly, to drop.
one, thin the fruits before the energies of the
It is not advisable
are
unduly
strained.
trees
to remove all the smaller fruits ; rather leave a
fair number, provided they are of good shape,
thus securing a succession of ripe Figs over an extended' season. The nse of warm, diluted liquid
manure at every other watering will increase the
size of the fruits, or failing this stimulant, apply
Trees trained
a top-dressing of rich materials.
near the roof-glass are very subject to attacks
of red spider, making it a difficult matter to keep
the pest in check when the fruits are ripening.
Use the svTinge freely, damping the bare spaces
and branches daily without wetting the fruit
the trees themselves may be syringed from time
to time directly the ripest fruits are gathered.
The work of stopping, thinning and tying the
shoots should he continued, as good Figs cannot
be obtained unless the sun's rays reach them and
Some of
the air circulates freely about them.
the .shoots will only need to be pinched- once,
according to the space available, others twice,
but as every shoot stopped makes a new growth,
the young wood must ripen thoroughly or it
will be of little value for next year's fruiting.
:

Early Peach TR«E«.-Not

good
practice to remove the old fruiting wood and
.superfluous growths from Peach trees directly
the fruit is gathered
it is necessary to allow
the sun's rays and air to enter the tree freely
to thoroughly ripen the young wood for next
year's fruiting.
Tie in the most healthy and
best placed shoots not closer than 4 inches apart.
See that the trees are free from insect pests,
Increased
using, if necessary, an insecticide.
ventilation day and night, with syringings of
young
wood
water
twice
give
the
clear
daily, will
the nut-brown appearance that indicates ripe;

ness.

only

is

it

Gardenia. -Plants of Gardenia may either be
In any case, they
in pots or planted out.
should be grown fairly close to the roof-glass.
are necessary
moisture
Considerable heat and
while the plants are making their growth, and the
syringed
with
tepid rain
well
foliage should be
water twice daily in hot, sunny weather. Estab
given
stimulants
on two nr
plants
may
be
lished
Mealy bug, thrip, and
three occasions weekly.
.dl these
Gardenias,
but
often
attack
spider
red
pests may easily be destroyed by syringing the
plants with a suitable specific at regular intervals.
A batch of young plants should be propagated every spring from cuttings. It is not wise
to retain old plants after their second season.

grown

THE FLOWER GARDEN,
By

R. P. Brotherston. Cardonor to the Earl
Haddington, Tvninghajnic, East Lothin.n.

Biennials.- If sown

early,

Staking.— For the past three years I have
staked scarcely any hardy plants. Formerly the
supporting of plants whicfl called for the use of
thousands of stakes, with tlieir removal and
storing at the end of the season, necessitated
much labour, which cannot now be obtained. Ac
cordingly, I extended a. practice which wae in
use for a few subjects, and which consisted
removuig the tips of the shoots in order to induce the plants to form bushy growth. A large
number of border plants are treated in the saitie
manner, leaving a few, of which the Phlox is
one, to grow naturally. Some need knifing the
Hollyhock and the double Rudbeckia laciniata
being examples.
Anchusa italica needs attention
more than once, as also the hybrid Lupinus of
the polyphyllus class.
A reaping hook enables
one rapidly to decapitate the plants over a large
extent of ground, and if done early the dissevered
The beautiful
tips need not be gathered up.
double rose-coloureJl Godetia is treated in the
saane manner, which improves it very considerably, causing the plant to branch more freely
and keeping it dwarf and neat. It need hardly
be said that those plants, such as Spiraeas,
Astilbes, Hemerocallis, and others, that require
no support, and which to cut over would render
flowerless. are not referred to.

—

THE APIARY.

Ghent and

:

Gdisb. Gardener to .Hrs. Dsmfster,
Newcastle, Staflordshire.

Keele Hall,

fruit

of the

should receive attention during
the
neglect
of
few
weeks,
for
the next
plants now will have a prejudicial effect on next
season's flowers. Specimens which have not been
re-potted this year should be given Uquid manure
made from farmyard dung and soot water the
stimulant should be given at eveiy alternate
Syringe the plants vigorously every
watering.
evening during hot weather, and, should red
spider be noticed on the foliage, use an insecti
cide late in the evening, repeating the syringing
every third evening for a week or ten days. The
pots should be plunged in ashes in a position
which is well exposed to the sun. Lilacs which
have been forced should be planted out without
delay, and the same remark applies to all forcini;
plants which are intended to be planted in the
open.
Keep the roots well supplied with water
Plants of Prunus
till tlTey become established.
triloba have completed their growth, and m.ay
be plunge<l in a bed of coal ashes out-of-doors.
sections

mollis

immediate change for the better, and much labour
Daily watering of loose
is saved in watering.
soil in hot weather is without much value to the
plants, whereas moisture is retained in firm soil,
and the need of the application of water obviated.

m

Caladiom.— These ornamental-leaved plants
are in active growth, and need strict attention
When the pots are filled with roots
in watering.
stimulants should be used, or the plants will
Diluted soot water is an exsoon deteriorate.
cellent stimulant for Caladiums, and it helps in
a great measure to intensify the colouring of
Some of the larger plants may need
the foliage.
their leaves regulated and tied neatly to stakes.
Caladiums should on no account be exposed to
bright sunshine, or the leaves will be scorched ;
on the contrary, they must not be shaded to
excess.

filled
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of

an opportunity

to

transplant seedling bieimials may be taken, less
trouble being involved to transplant small than
Generally, spaces of 10 to 12
large seedlings.
inches are sufficient for all biennials intended for
autumn planting to develop their growth. Wellrotted manure forked into the surface will give
the plants a good start, and they shouldl be very
firmly set in the ground. Summer attention conit is a missists in frequent hoeing of the soil
take to wait until weeds have grown so much
that hoeing is imperative.
:

Plantino in Firm Soil.- I have repeatedly
found that plants recently planted which showed
signs of retarded growth suffered from the soil
being loose. Following foot compression there is

By Cblorib.

When

to Super.— When

the bees are very

May

and June, the hives seeming
and the top cells of the hives have
been tijjped with new wax, then add the supers.
It will be found an inducement to the bees to
start storing above if shallow frames be first
used, as the bees are always loth to fill sections.
busy during
full of bees,

When the habit has been formed, or when the
frames are three-quarters filled, then the sections
can be placed below the shallow frames. A great
mistake is often made in connection with super-

mg— the

racks are not wrapped up warmly
There should be no draughts in the
Further, the wraps and quilts, being
non-conductors of heat, also help to keep the
the hottest
interior of the hive cool during
weather, for what will keep in the heat will
.also exclude it.
As the racks reach tne point
of being two-thirds to three-quarters full, a
new super may be added below, leaving
The top crate
not more than three in all.
Always place
will be the first to be removed.
or
above
brood-chamber,
the
queen excluder zinc
the queen will de^iosit eggs, and brood will be
desired.
where
it
not
raised
is

enough.

hive.

Removinq Supers.— The best method of resections or shallow frames is to give the
bees a puff of smoke, or use a carbolic cloth, i.e.,
a piece of calico about 20 inches square which
has been sprinkled with a solution made with
1 oz. of Calvert's No. 5 carbolic in 2 oz. of
wateir.
Put the mixture in a medicine bottle
fitted with a vertically grooved cork, so that
the liquid, after being shaken, may fall out
The great advantage of the carbolic
in drops.
cloth (which is rolled up when not in use and
kept in a close fitting tin) is that the use of a
strong disinfectant is a preventive of foul
Care must be taken in handling
brood.
it
or it will very easily blister the skin.
The method of using the cloth is to unroll it
the bees will have
as the quilt is taken off
gone down in a few seconds, when the cloth can
moving

:

be rolled up and any examination made. To return to the method of removing sections after
smoking or using the carbolic, the bees will go
"
down, and a board with a " Porter bee escape
should be placed underneath the rack to be removed.
By next morning it will be emptied
of all the bees, and none of the cells will be
found punctured, as often happens when the
board is not used. The board should be put on
abont middav, when few bees are in the hive.
Remember when manipulating bees always to
stand at the back or side, never in front of the
entrance, and never work among them when the
weather is chilly or thunderous.

—
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tDITOHIAL NOTICE.
and

— Our

correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters arid to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
directed
The two
named, should be
to the Editors.
departments^ Publishing and Editorial are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

£iClitors

Publislier-

;

AVBRiGB Mean Tbupeiuturb for the ensuing week
deduced from obeervations during the last fifty
years at Greenwich, 58.3.
AOTUAL TSMPBIUTDaa
Gardeners' Chronicle Offlee, 41, Wellington Street,
Cxjvent
Uardeii,
London, Thursday. June 6,
10 a.m.
Bar. 30.2
temp. 67.0°.
Weather—
:

;

:

Brig'ht sunshine.

fJuNB

8, 1918.

the flower-heads of Onions grown from
seed are susceptible of attack.
Mr. Munn finds that injudicious use
of artificials and excess of fresh manure
and poor air-drainage of the soil, favour
the development and progress of the

mittee and members. The presentation was made
by the new president, 'Mr. F. R. Pear.'ion, who
said that those associated with the market were
desirous of showing their appreciation and affectionate regard for Mr. Hooper, as well as to
express their thanks to him for the able manner
in which he had filled the office of president for

disease.

the past nine years.

In view of the importance of the Onion
crop, it is unfortunate that disease should
have declared itself .so early in the season,
and it is to Ije hoped that it will prove to
It would be
]>e of only local occurrence.
interesting to know whether autumn-sown
attack
as are those
Onions are as liable to
transplanted in the spring, and also

whether this year spring-sown Onions,
which presumably escaped the miserably
damp weather, will also escape the disease.

Vegetable Marrows for Jam-makinq.—

Estimates made

by the Food Production Department indicate that this year's fruit crops
will be insufficient to supply the jam factories
with the fruit required for jam-making purIn view of the great importance of
poses.
sufficient supplies of jam being available for
the
use by the Navy and Army, and by

population, the Department is appealing to cultivators to plant immediately and on
possible Vegetable Marrov.'s
for supplementing the fruit supplies available
civilian

as large a scale as

The Department is
the jam factories..
authorised by the Sugar Commission to announce that there is no prospect of any further
allowance of sugar becoming available tor the
household making of jam from Vegetable Marrows.
Therefore, the Vegetable Marrows grown
for

Onion Neck Rot.

In certain parts of tlie
^^uutry, at all events,
the present season
is

proving
unfavourable
Onions. Healthy transplanted plants put out a few weeks ago
met with adverse climatic conditions, and
even now, after the warm spell, are developing in a patchy manner.
The rows
present a very uneven appearance, and
not a few of the plants have developed a
weaknesis at the neck, which causes the
tops to bend over and lie prostrate on the
soil.
Examinations of these plants show
yellowish
discoloured
patches
on the
leaves, and these patches may be the symptoms of the disease known as neck rot,
now ascribed to the fungus Botrytis
to the

growth

of

allii.*

disease due to a fungus
belonging to the genus Botrytis has
been known for long, and often described in this country.
Thus Massee
described (Gard. Chron., August 11, 1914)
a Botrytis disease of Onions and attributed
it to the work of Solerotinia bulborum.

Inasmuch

as Che genus Botrytis is widely
distributed in the soil, it may be that
more than one species attacks the Onion.
In any case, both the fungus described by
Massee and that now worked out in detail
by Mr. Munn agree in the possession of
a sclerotium stage, that is, in producing
black masses of resting mycelium in the
bulbs of stored Onions.
Mr. Munn's
observations are, unfortunately, not very
helpful in assisting grower's in combatting the disease.
Trials with Bordeaux
mixture have given promising results, but
as he points out, the prostrate condition
of affected plants makes damage during
spraying unavoidable.
He does not appear to have tried sulphuring a practice
not
infrequently
adopted
by
Onion
growers in this country.

—

The formation

of

sclerotia

in

Onions

well known to growers, who
with Mr. Munn that the better
the ripening of the bulbs, the more the
foliage and necks are removed, and the
more well ventilated the store, the less is
the disease likely to spread.
Once in the plant, however, the fungus
is difficult to check.
It spreads from the
neck to the leaves, and also downward into
the bulb, and even into the roots.
Even
is

will agree

*

yeek Rot Diteaie of Onions, by M.

New York

wish to draw the attention
our readers to the recent order of the Paper
Controller, which prevents the purchase by newsagents of papers on " sale or return." This wiU
necessitate all readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle ordering their copies in advance, either
from a local newsagent or bookstall, or from the
office of the paper, at 41, Wellington Street,
Strand, W.C. 2. If the latter course is adopted
the paper will be sent by post each week, and
the price will be 19s. 6d. for a year, 9s. 9d. for
six months, or 4s. lOd. for three months, post
Occasional readers, who have been in the
free.
habit of buying a chance copy of the Chronicle
only now and again, will, we fear, fbs disappointed if they try to continue this practice
after the 24th of this month, ae newsagents will
not run the ripk of buying odd copies which cannot be returned if unsold.

Southampton Royal Horticultural

/

An Onion

in store

No Rbturns.— We

of

T.

Munn,

Agric. Exp. Station, Geneva, N.Y.

Bull. 437,

Society. — The summer flower show of the
Southampton Royal Horticultural Society will be
held in the paviUon of the pier on Tuesday and
Wednesday, July 23 and 24, 1918. There will
be a stall for the sale of horticultural produce
for the benefit of the local funds of the Britisih
Society and Order of St. John. The
Society has also arranged to conduct a floral
stall at the Rose show, to be held at South Stone
ham House grounds on Wednesday, June 26, in
aid of the funds of these two societies.

Red Cross

The Gardbner*' Rcyal Benevolent
Institution.— The Committee

of the Gardeners'

Royal Benevolent Institution makes an urgent
appeal for support for the Fund. The enforced

abandonment of the usual festival dinner has
closed that source of income, with the result that
there has been a deficit in the past three years
of £1,000 each year.
This has been met by
drawing upon a small reserve, which is now
nearly exhausted.
Over 260 aged gardeners
and wives of gardeners are dependent upon the
annuity to which they were elected for life,
whilst the claims for temporary assistance from
distressed applicants are as urgent as ever.

U.S.A.

Seed

Trade

Convention. — The

convention of the American Seed Trade Association will be held this year at Chicago, on
The convention meetings
.June 18, 19 and 20.
will be held at the Hotel Sherman.

New Name

f«r an Old Vegetable.— The

competition for the purpose of obtaining a new
popular name for Helianthus tuberosus, hitherto
known in British gardens as the Jerusalem Artichoke, has resulted in the judges Miss Ellen
WiLLMOTT, Sir Frank Crisp, and Mr. William
Robinson selecting " The Sunroot " as the new
Ten competitors gave this as
title for the plant.
the best name, and each is awarded a prize.

—

—

F. Hooper.—
Mr. G. F, Hooper, for the past nine years president of
the
Pershore Co-operative Fruit
Market, has received presentations from the com-

Presentation to Mr. G.

in response to this appeal should be either sold
jam -making factories or stored for use during
the winter. Thousands of tons of ripened Vegetable Marrows can be utilised during the coming
season by the jam manufacturers.
to

Geographical Distribution of Plants.—
At the twenty-third annual congress of the
South-Eastem Union of Scientific Societies, held
at the rooms of the Linnean Society, Burlington
House, the new president, Sir Daniel Morris,
delivered his presidential address on May 29, the
opening day, when he took for hie subject
" A Chapter in the Geographical Distribution
Sir
of Plants," illustrated by lantern slides.
Daniel called attention to the fact that up to
the time of Darwin it was believed that the
same species of plants must have been independently created at different points, but the great
Victorian scientist contended that all of the
same genus originally came from the same
species. That theory revolutionised geographical
botany. A single seed might stock a whole island,
whilst small seeds were distributed Uke dust
by the winds. In some cases birds were much
more effective agents of distribution than the
wind, and even insects were able to disseminate small seeds. The part taken by ocean
currents and the tides in the scattering of seede
and fruits was enormous, and the phenomena
could be observed at their best in the tropics,
a knowledge of beach and littoral plants being
essential to accurate conclusions.

War Items.— Lance-Corporal Cecil Smith,
Royal Irish Rifles, son of Mr. Geo. Norman
Smith, and grandson of Mr. Thos. Smith,
of the Daisy Hill Nurseries, Newry, is ofiBdally
reported missing since April 15. Lance-Corporal
Smith, who had served three years in a North
of Ireland camp, attained his nineteenth birthday the week before he left for the Front. His
elder brother is an officer in the Royal Flying
Corps.
The two sons of Mr. W. R. Deakik, fruitgrower and jam manufacturer, Pershore, have
gained the Military Cross. Capt. W. G. Drakin,
Royal Horse Artillery, has recently won the
Cross, and his brother, Lieut. G. D tc akin,, R.E.
has won the Cross and a Bar to it.
The late Major J. L. Veitch was recommended for the Military Cross after his good
work in the critical days of April 12, 13 and 14.
The announcement that the honour was conierred
did not appear in orders until after he was
buried.
•

Dried Apples from Australia. —The
British Government has agreed to purchase 1,800
tons of Australian evaporated Apples for shipment at the rate of 300 toiLS a month from March
The price is
to August of the current yeaj.
15 cents per pound.

—
JcNE
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.
(The

CLIMBING HARICOT BEANS.

Editors do not hold themselves responsible
the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Anemone ncmoros* Allenii
soil of my present garden

— The

ADVISE those who intend to grow these Beass
to consider the following points before they make
the attempt Is the summer long enough for the
Beans to mature, and is there ground to spare
for a chance crop ; also wUl Bean-sticks be availWe may rely on Potatos,
able, and their cost?
Onions, Carrots and Leeks as certain crops, but
Buccess with climbing Haricots is doubtful. Last
year I grew four rows, each 40 yards long, of
I tried some of the young pods
these Beans.
cooked green, but they were tasteless, and before
a good crop of Beans had formed in the pods
early frosts appeared. I do not mean to imply
that the crop was a failure everywhere, but
these Beans are not worth growing for winter
use by allotment holders and others who have
only a little ground.
C. Davis, Holy Wellf
Park Gardens, Ipswich.
I

(see
is

p.

for

229).

a misnomer so far as the expanded flowers go
has been a beautiful picture this spring. Generally, however, finer colour and greater vigour in
these plants follow planting in cool, moist, or
even wet loams a condition of things which
synchronises with those in which the typical kind
Dry, heath-like soils are
is often found wild.
rarely favoured by the plant, while in exposed
positions in such ground the flowers are shortlivoil.
Hence there is more than one reason for
;

heath-like,

apart from being exceedingly light, quickly
becomes dust dry. Anemone nemorosa Allenii.
while growing and increasing freely, never has
the beautiful colour it assumed in my old garden

.and,

:

239

DAMAGING CROPS AN OFFENCE BY
LAW.
the concurrence of the Home Office, the
Board of Agriculture has obtained an amendment to the Defence of the Realm Regulations
by which it has been made a summary offence
to damage growing food crops.
According to the Food Production Department, representations have been received from
various parts of the country to the effect that,
in view of the large extension of arable cultivation, the e.xisting legal provisions are not a
In
sufficient safeguard for the farmer's fields.
future, any person who without lawful authority
or e.xcuse damages any growing crop or any
hedge or fence on any agricultural land, is liable
to a fine of £100 or six moiitha' imprisonment
The
with or without hard labour, or both.
offence is triable by a Court of Summary Juris
diction, but a prosecution can only be in.stitutod
by a police officer or by a person authorised by
No
the Government Department concerned.
notice need have been displayed on the land in
has
where
damage
prove
an
offence
question to
been committed. If the damage is done by a
crowd (which frequently happens when aero
planes alight on cultivat-ed land), any member
of the crowd is deemed to have caused the
damage unless he proves the contrary.
It will be noted that the regulations still dis
tinguish between allotments or field gardens and
It is an offence to trespass uf)on an
farms.
allotment where a warning notice in the proper
terms has been duly displayed, whether actual
damage to crops or fences has been done or not.
Only where damage is done has the farmer the
immediate
agricultural
land an
holder of
remedy against the trespasser. All land which
has been taken over by a Government Department or any body or person authorised by a
Government Department is protected exactly in
the same way as allotments or field gardens,
whatever the purposes to which it may be put
that is to say, entry thereon without lawful
authority or excuse is in itself an offence.

WiTB

—

—

;

CATERPILLAR ATTACKS.
trees are suffering from bad attacks of
caterpillar in many districts, and fruit growers
are urged to spray their trees without delay with

Fruit

a solution containing ^ lb. leid arsenate paste
This spray-fluid, if
to every 10 gallons water.
applied properly, will kill the caterpillars and
The application
prevent further -defoliation.
should be made in a fine spray sufficient to wet
the leaves without drenching them.
Care must be taken that no vegetables or green
Gooseberries grown in the neighbourhood of the
sprayed trees are gathered for consumption
within a month of the application, as lead
arsenate is a very poisonous chemical nor must
trees in full bloom be sprayed, as otherwise bees
and other insects useful in pollinating flowers
;

may be

killed.

{.Photograph

Fig.

101.

—CALCEOLARIA

ALLARDII

(See p.

Middlesex, although the vigour of leaf ami
rhizome is equal, if not superior. In the variety
Robinsoniana there is also an appreciable falling off in colour, while vigour and increiuse uf
growth is well maintained. The one that has lost
nothing in respect of colour and grows and inpurpurea,
creases more freely than ever is
and a group of plants bearing a hundred or so
the varietal name is
of its lovely blue flowers
in

—

hy

E.

J.

Wallis.

FLOWERS YELLOW,

234.)

planting these Anemones in moist places. Transthe
plantiug may be done at any moment now
one thing to avoid is the rhizomes becoming dry.
K. H. Jenkins, Surbiton, Surrey.
;

Leather-jackets.- Referring to the statement in Gard. Chron., p. 218, that leatherjackets are difficult to eradicate, a person present at a lecture given at the Reading University

—
24
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CoUege stated that he had covered the whole of
his plot with the light-greenish ammonia from
the local gasworks, and after a time dug it
Everything
and planted his crops as usual.
flourished, and roots especially, such as Potatos,
Onions and Turnips, but Parsnips, though fine,
when dug up had leather-jackets sticking halfway out of them. Some present stated that they
were afraid to use ammonia, a.nd thought it would
[Might not the
burn the vegetables.
L. J.
speaker have confused ammonia with gas lime?

—Eds.]
Prolific Peas. -Growing here in a cold
house we have three late Queen Peas, which at
the time of writing are 4 feet 5 inches in height
with haulms one quarter of an inoh thick. These
Peas have thrown out ten extra haulms, all of
wJiich are caiTying flower-buds.
The three
plants are together bearing about 55 pods,
flowers and
buds, with a goodly promise

a fair number :more.
What appears to
remarkable with regard to the above
is
that the seeds were in the pods
on the haulms in the garden up to November 5,
1917, in a green state, and quite eatable, but
were found to have sprouted. Out of curiosity
the Peas were sown the next day, November 6,
in a 6-inch pot, and grown in a temperature
of approximately 55°.
Rather surprisingly, the
first one made its appearance above the soil on
November 15, the others following in a day or
two. The plants were transferred to the border
in the coldi hoiise about the middle of last December, with the above results.
A. Bagg,
Bishop's Hall Gardens, near Romford, Essex.
of

be

Peas

'

SOCISTISS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Scientifle Committee.
May 28. Present: 'Mr. E. A. Bowles, M.A. (in
the chair), Dr. A. J. Voelcker, Messrs. W. Hales,
J. Fraser, W. C. Worsdell, E. J. Allard, J. W.
Odell, and F. J. Cliittenden (hon. secretary).
Omithogalum refractum. ^Ir. Worsdell reported that he had examined the Ornithogalmn
from Salonika shown at a recent meeting by Mr.
Bowles, and had come to the conclusion that it
was 0. refractum.

—

"Thorn"

Apple.

— Mr.

Worsdell
"

showed
Thorn

of the curious Apple called
Apple shown some time ago from Over Wallop.
The flowers had all the petals and stamens converted into sepals, the "fruit" being formed of
The ovary was
the fleshy bases of the latter.

flowers

apparently normal.
Paeon;/ from Salontka.
Mr. Bowles showed a
flower of a dark wine red form of Paeonia officinalis from a plant collected in Salonika.
Primrose with foliose corolla. Mr. Bowles
also showed a Primrose with a corolla with green
petals and midrib and veining of ordinary leaves.
The form came, originally from Messrs. Cocker, of
Aberdeen. The calyx was more or less dialysed.

—

—

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Mangold.

.

Mangold seed germinated splendidly, the plant
coming through the soil in remarkably short
time where sowing was done in favourable conditions and fine soil.
The Mangold loves sunshine, hence the favourable good initial start.
Unfortunately the Turnip fly had attacked the
seedlings in the majority of cases that have come
under my notice, in some plots destroying patches
of the plants, and in others wilting the leaves
giving a check to growth.
The best
checking this pest is to disturb the
some way
rolling the field early in
the morning while the dew is still on the leaves
is successful.
Where the plant is large there is,
however, a risk of crushing the leaves by the
roller.
Horse-hoeing between the rows or flat
hoeing is useful in that the moving of the soil
accelerates growth, and naturally has a double
effect on the plant.
In small areas spraying with petroleum emulsion or drawing tarred bags over the plot would
destroy much of the fly, but it would be a diffi-

badly,

method

of
insects in

—

;

;

cult matter to treat acres of

way.

[June

the plant in this

Where no manure was used

at

flea beetle (Psylliodes aflinis).

by means

sowing

time, sow evenly over the plot half a hundredweight of sulphate of ammonia per acre
the
fertiliser will give a fillip to the plant and hasten

be raked down quite smooth to ward off rains
until
the whole has settled sufficiently for
thatching.

When the first heating has taken place thatch
the rick thickly at once as a safeguard against
rains.
Where obtainable, Dutch barns are
a boon, saving labour in many ways.
Into thesp
the hay can be carted a little at a time and with
heavy

E. Molynenx.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Abnormal Delphiniums

:

.4.

T.

H.

The

flowers

is known as "Peloric," a
not uncommon peculiarity, especially among
normally zygomorphic flowers. Apparently all
the flower-forming capacity of the plant has
become concentrated at the point of the spike,
instead of being distributed along it.
As the
condition is apparently hereditary, and is by
no means an improvement, but rather the reverse, we should advise you to dig up and
destroy all the plants displaying it.

you send are what

G. B. R. Form, on a smooth lawn,
a circle having a diameter of from 25 to 35 feet.
Divide it at the circumference into twelve
equal parts, and number the divisions like the
Sink a hole 3 inches across
dial of a clock.
and 4 inches deep at a spot inside the circle,
near the figure six on the dial, placed in such
a way that no two of the twelve points are
at exactly the same distance from it.
The
art of the game is to " putt " a golf ball
into the hole in the fewest possible number of
strokes while playing from the twelve points
around the circle. Another method of marking
out the ground is to set out twelve points,
numbered one to twelve, quite irregularly over
the lawn, arranging them so tliat no two are
equi-distant from the hole.

Clock Golf

:

Fly Attacking Potatos
The insect attacking your
;

Hortvs. Mansfield.
Potatos is the Potato

:

M.

For planting

G.

Marrows, make a hole 2 feet wide and 1 foot
fill it with a mixture of half partiallydecayed dung and half soil, placing the spare
soil around the hole to form a basin 18 inches
in diameter.
Frame Cucumbers should be
planted in a similar compost to that for the
Marrows, adding a covering of tlie same material 1 inch deep every time the roots appear
on the surface.
deep, and

Names of Fruits

F. F. Hormead Pearmain.
Norfolk Stone Pippin.— S. G. K.
Broad-eyed Pippin.
Names of Plants Conifers, P. T. 1, Abies
nobilis 2, Pseudotsuga Douglasii (Douglas fir).
:

n. H.

:

;

Outside Vine Border

the colour should be even then green.
Some
persons favour the building of small ricks.
I
prefer one of twenty tons.
The larger stack is
economical to build and thatch, and there is
very little waste at the top, bottom, and sides.
The shape of a rick is an important matter. A
flat
roof admits moisture under the thatch,
spoiling several inches of hay.
I know of no
better style of rick than that practised in Hertfordshire, which is sharp pitched.
I have never
seen " fusty " hay from the roof of such a
shaped rick. Directly a rick has settled down
the sides should be tucked and shaped and the
roof made up with the tuckings, which should

safety.

:

M.tRROws AND Cucumbers

;

Meadow hay provides the best foodi for dairy
cows and nag horses. The grass should not be too
old when cut, neither should it be allowed to become too dry before it is put into the rick. Sufficient heat should generate through the whole
to infuse an aroma when cut from the rick, and

Dust the plants

with Belumnite.

suitable

Haymaking,

by hand.

1918.

M. M. The leaf-mould seems quitefor
mixing with potting soil, but
should not be used by itself. It should also
rubbed
through a fine sieve before
be
being mixed', as many of the leaves are not
sufficiently decayed to be of any use.
It is
not possible for us to ascertain whether any
acid or poisonous substance has been sprinkled
over it, but we do not think this can be the
case, as two or three healthy seedlings of
weeds were present in the sample sent.

Leaf Soil

:

growth out of harm's way.

In southern counties grass cutting is iji full
operation.
The crops of Italian Rye grass,
Clover, Trefoil, Sainfoin and meadow grass have
grown very fast. It is not wise to delay the
cutting of these crops for too long, as when the
crop is old the quality of the hay is depreciated.
Field grass, as Sainfoin, Clovers, and the
various grasses, does not require so much manipulating to dry as meadow grass.
One turning is
sufficient before the crop is collected for carting
in the case of Sainfoin and Clover, repeated turning breaks the leaf, which is the prime part of
the hay.
With a scarcity of labour more use should be
made of machinery, such as grass cutters, swath
turners, side-rakes, and sweeps
the use of the
last in many in.stances dispenses with carting
entirely when the rick is made in a convenient
part of the field. Swath turners are admirable
labour-savers, and by their use a stout nag horse
will turn twenty acres in a day much better
than a dozen men or women can do the same work

of bellows

8,

Miss G.
Should the
weather continue dry, your outside Vine border
would be benefited by a light mulching of
partially decayed animal manure, after pricking up the surface with a fork, 1 inch deep,
and then giving a heavy watering over the
manure, say, six gallons to the square yard',
:

two applications. When the rods are 4 feet
apart, three leaves may be left beyond the
bunch, which generally appears opposite the
fourth or fifth leaf. If closer than 4 feet, only
two leaves should be left. Remove all sublaterals excepting the one (should there be one)
in

springing from tue base of the lower leaf-stalk,
and keep this stopped to one leaf.
Raising Briars from Seed
Rosa Canina.
There is nothing special to observe in the harvesting of Briar seed.
Gather the heps when
they are quite ripe and bury them in a heap
of sand.
The sand should be moist and kept
indoors where birds and mice cannot reach the
seeds.
Rub out the seeds, and sow them thinly
in shallow drills in a sandy compost, if possible, in a frame where birds and mice cannot
reach them. The seedlings will appear in about
three months from the time of sowing. Do not
allow the soil of the seed-bed to become dry,
but an excess of moisture is harmful. When
the seedlings are about 2 inches high, transplant them in sandy soil in rows made 1 foot
apart, and place the plants about 1 inch apart
in the rows, or wider if there is plenty of
space.
It is well to sow early in the year, or
even in December, if you can keep frost out
:

of the frame.

Red Spider on Peach Trees Indoors

J. R.
red spider is still present on the trees after
syringing with clear water, use an insecticide
such as Quassia extract. The stock, the variety
or the condition of the roots may be the
cause of the trouble the roots should be lifted
in the autumn and some of the old' soil replaced with fresh compost.
:

If

;

Sponge Waste: Dr.

may

be

S.,

purchased

Bombay.
from

Brothers, sponge importers,
Lion Square, W.C. 1.

Sponge waste

Messrs. Cresswell
18 and 19, Red

Kubun, Dublin. In reducing the number
on the Vines, first remove all laterals
but one from each spur, and all sub-laterals
excepting the one springing from the base of
the lower leaf on the remaining shoots, keepIn a few
ing this shoot 'stopped to one leaf.
days' time you might shorten the shoots a
little, if the leaves are still crowded, but the
removal of a large quantity of leaves from these
shoots at one time would check the growth of
the fruit. When the rods are below the supporting wires, it is sometimes possible to sling
them on wire hooks some inches lower.

Vines

:

of leaves

Communications Received.
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garden had been converted into a flower
garden, and, having proved a popular resort, the Parks Committee agreed to the
proposal that, when the mansion was demolished, the stones and debris might be
utilised in the formation of a rock garden
to add another feature in the park.
The work of demolishing the mansion
was carried out by the parks stafi during
the late autumn and winter
and coincident therewith the outlines of the garden
were laid out.
The heavier stones were
set aside, and the formation of the rock
garden was carried out as circumstances
permitted during 1914, a gardener who
showed special aptitude for the work being
put in charge of the arranging and planting of the garden, which was completed
and opened to the public on July 1, 1915.
The photographs from which the illustrations in figs. 102, 103, 104 were reproduced were taken in June, 1917. The
site of the old mansion-house was pre;

241

rainfall is not by any means a negligible
quantity.
In normal conditions the cultivation
the Glasgow locality of such
ordinary plants as Aubrietias, Saxifrages.
Sempervivums, Lithospermums,
Pinks,
Silenes, and Chieranthuses is very uncertain, as too frequently they collapse
through excessive moisture in the soil
during the winter, while in the case of
more delicate or " mifiy ' subjects, such
as Androsaces, it is hopele.ss to attempt
their cultivation with the prospect of any
degree of success.

m

The satisfactory growth of the plants in
garden has proved conclusively the

this

fact

— well known to expert cultivators of
— that good drainage essential

Alpines

is

to success.

A list of the plants which have passed
successfully through the past three winters
garden would be too long to pubbut it may suffice to say that all the
ordinary subjects flourish, and most of
in this

lish,

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Ibroxhill

Rook Garden, Clasww

..
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Pearson. R. Uooper, p>rtrait of the late

24,

Kboiodundrun spinuliferuni
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IBROXHILL ROCK GARDEN,
BELLAHOUSTON PARK, GLASGOW.

WIlliN

the

Glasgow

Corporation

acquired, in 1896, tho western
portion of the lands of Bellaliouston, including the mansion-house and
policies, extending iu all to 178 acres, to
form a public park for the south-western
district of tne city, it was (juiokly realised
that the usefulness of the park would not
be complete until the small estate of Ibroxhill, some 28 acres
in extent,
and so
situated that it blocked what was obviously
the natural entrance to the park from the
city, was acquired also.
Negotiations
towards that end failed at that time, but
some eight years later, when the property
came into the market, the Corporation
purchased the estate, and a new roadway
was at once formed through the grounds
to link lip with those of the park.
The
pul)lic (juii'kly roali.>od the advantage, and
the popularity of the park immensely increased.
Not infrequently, in the acquisition of
suburban residential estates for public use,
the authorities are faced with the question
of the utilisation of the mansion-houses
thereon.
In some cases it has been found
possible to utilise these successfully for
such purposes as local museums, toa-roonis
waiting-rooms,
inand
thoutrh
not
frequently they are not readily adaptable
to these ends.
In the case of Ibroxhill mansion, it was let for refreshmentrooms, but its proximity to shops and
dwellings of the suburb militated against
its

success in that respect.

During the spring of 1913 dry rot was
discovered in the woodwork of the house,
and developed so rapidly that the occupation of the house was considered dangerous, so the tenants had to be compensated and cleared out as a matter of safety.
As dry rot was present in every beam in
the hotise fiom ba.=pment to ridge, the
demolition of the mansion was decided
upon.
A few vears

Ijefore this the old kitchen

IBUOXHILL BOCK GARDEN,

served, and the portico, which is of good
design, retained as one of the entrances to
Part of the kitchen
the rock garden.
court wall was left, also the stone-flagged
floor of the kitchen, as shown in fig. 10.3.
Two walls of stone and turf were built
to show what might be done in clothing an
old unsightly wall and answer the frequent
question, "What is a wall garden
The foundation outlines of the building
decided the main lines of the garden, and
as no stones other than those from the old
mansion were employed, the cost was only
It was not atfor labour and plants.
tempted to make the rocks the principal
feature.
The stones were only " the
means to an end " in providing situations
suitable for certain classes of plants, which
in nOrmil conditions do not thrive in a
the
citv where the soil is heavv and
atmospheric and climatic conditions are
not of the purest and best, and where the

V

'

BEI-I.AHOI'STO.M

PARK, GLASGOW.

the so-called " mifiy " plants thrive satisfactorily.
A variety of dwarf shrubs, and
notably the newer Barberries, which were
practically failures on the flat, are thriving amazingly on drained elevations of the

rockery.

The same is true of the Broom family
from the lowly Cytisus prostratus to those
like Beanii, kewensis, Dallimorci, incarnatus, and the loftier alhus. jiraecox, and

Shrubby Veronicas and
well, none of the plants
jiaving been killed by frost this spring,
Andreanus.

Ericas

also

do

whereas those in the ordinary borders have
suffered severely.

The interest displayed in this garden
and the pleasure derived therefrom by tln^
public has amply ju.stified the Corporation
in forming such an invalnablo adjunct to
this park, and may lead to the formation
of similar gardens in oth<iv pai'k.s of tlio
Jas. Whitton. V .M .H
city.
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with a. crowbar near the roots of Ramblers,
but not near enough to damage the roots, and
fill them %vith water or liquid manure.
These
holes may be left open for a time.
Liquid manure should be given now to such
jilants as need nourishment
Drills can be
drawn each side of the plants, and the liquid
poured in the trenches.
When the drills are
filled up, the soil, being loose, retains the moisture.
In country districts where night-soil is
soil

SEASONABLE HINTS.
I DO not recall an earlier season for Roses
than the present, and prospects look extremely

The Royal Horticultural
"Clay" Challenge Cup for

form, surpasses
ordinary manures.
soil of the Rose beds should be kept
r|uite loose by frequent hoeing.
A good tool for
this purpose is the " Andyho."
One end is
arrow-shaped, the other wedge-shaped, and.
being weighty, it opens the soil deeply.

Green

very troublesome this season, and
attention, but if timely spraying be
carried out the pest should cause no concern.
The leaf-curl saw fly has also been troublesome
in .some gardens.
The foliage becomes twisted

;

ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

fly is

much

up in a spiral, and gradually perishes. Spraying
with nicotine wash is the best remedv.

;

offers

a Rose not in
commerce, possessing the true old Rose scent,
for competition at the fortnightly meeting in
the Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, Westminster,
in conjunction with the National Rose Society's
meeting, on July 16. The conditions will be the
.«ame as those at the last Holland House Show
in 1916
particulars can be obtained from the
secretary of the Royal
Horticultural Society,
Vince.nt Square, Westminster.

The

needs

Society

the

all

flowers, and will continue to do so until the
November frosts. Among the Chinas there can
be no more useful kind than Comtesse du Cayla.
Irish Elegance is in full bloom.
One plant on
an east wall is fully 8 feet high, and a bush
in my Rose-walk is some 5 feet high and as
much through. Neither of these plants has had
any pruning this year
indeed, many of the
singles are best left unpruned.

15, 1918.

CLAY CHALLENGE CUP FOR NEW ROSE.

ava,ilable. this, applied in liquid

promising.
On June 4 I had several of the
beautiful little Scotch Roses in bloom.
Carmine Pillar was a blaze of colour, whilst the
old pink China gave a wealth of its pretty pink

[June

ODONTOGI.OSSUM GATTON PRINCESS.
Odontoglossdm Queen of Gation

(triumphaiifi

X percultum), for which Sir Jeremiah Colmam,
Bart., received a First-class Certificate at the
Chelsea Show, May, 1913, was pronounced to be
probably the finest and most perfectly formed
yellow-ground Odoutoglossum raised up to that
time, and it has never been surpassed in its claas.
Sir Jeremiah Cobnan, by crossing it with a
pretty variety of 0. eximium (ardentissimum x
crispum) secured 0. Gatton Princess, several
forms of which have flowered and exhibited the
dual capacity for variation noted in complex
hybrids, one set having the yellow ground of 0.
triumphans and the other, as in the flower now
sent, the white base
of 0. crispum, which
enters into its composiition twice, with three of
O. Pescatorei, one of triumphans, and one of
0. Harryanum.
The flower is 3^ inches wide,
each of the segments being 1 inch across and arranged perfectly flat.
The colour is violetmauve, with two or three thin, wavy, white lines
across each segment and at the margin.
The
ovate lip has a dark purplish-red blotch in front
of the crest and a band of thin red lines inside
the margin.

APONOGETON DISTACHYUM.
There
jiquatic

Fig.

103,

-IBROXHILL ROCK GARDEN, BELLAHOUSr
THE OLD HOUSE AND THE FLAGSTf

Bedding and exhibition Roses should be
thinned of superfluous growths. Crowded bushes
only serve to give shelter to insect pests. Some
plants well repay being tied out.
This 1 do
by driving pegs into the soil and attaching string
to the shoot, then gently pulling it outwards
and securing it to the peg. This is sometimes
better than thinning out the shoots, and it encourages the development of basal growths.
Soft basal growths that seem to be growing freely
without ehowing bloom should be pinched back.
They rob the flowering shoots of nourishment,
and the pinching tends to harden them for another year.
Rambler Roses must not be overcrowded. If
necessary, provide an extra pole or two, in ordei"
that some of the long growths may be secured to
them, and thus prevent crowding on the original
arch or pillar.
Many readers may have noticed a tendency to
mildew on some Ramblers in past years.
Drought is a frequent cause, and timely soakings with liquidi manure and clear water alterI
nately will help to ward off the disease.
have found it a good plan to make holes in the

Where beetles and ground insects abound I
would advise a dressing of " Tipulite." This is
a fine soil fumigant, and quite harmless to
Stocks for budding should be kept growing,
and by the end of the month buds may be inStandard Briar stocks should have sidegrowtlis reduced to three or four. Dwarf stocks
should be slightly earthed up to keep the bark
serted.

moist.

who are not admirers of the
Its
Aponogeiton distachyum.

are few

plant

fragrant. Hawthorn-like flowers, floating near
the surface of the water, and continuing In succession for months, present an attraction which
The plant may be grown
it is difficult to resist.
not too deep, and it may
in, any lake or pond,
also be established in a small tank, or even in s
tub.
With a minimum of soil at the bottom,
and from 10 or 12 inches to several feet of

!

Polyantha Roses potted up in autumn should
be plunged now in the beds intended for them.
They will give a good display of bloom, and in
October may be removed to cold frames ready
for placing in the forcing house after applying a
top-dressing.

Pot Roses that have finished flowering may
be re-potted now. It is the best time to attend
to Tea Roses, but the Hybrid Teas may wait
Personally, I do not favour
until September.
too much re-potting. I have some pot Roses that
have not been re-potted for four years, and they
Give the
have done splendidly this season.
plants a top-dressHng in autumn, and see that
the drainage is perfect. Experience.

Yet
water, this Cape Hawthorn will flourish.
the plant has a grave defect, and the would-be
possessor must be warned that it may prove a
veritable old man of the sea in certain oircumstances. In a pond containing Nymphaeas it becomes a pest, so rapidly does it spread, and it
will eventually choke and destroy the Water
Lilies, unless kept within bounds, which is a
It must, indeed, be kept
difficult thing to do.
carefully out of any pond the waters of which
drain into Nymphaea ponds, as the seeds of the
Aponogeton may be carried down by the stream,
and germinate in the pond so freely as eventually to lead to the destruction of the

Nymphaeas.

I know of a case where a pond containing a number of the finest of the hardy Nymphaeas was
overrun by the Aponogeton from seeds floating
down from some small pools higher up on the
Several times the Aponogeton was carefeeder.
fujly cleared out, but eventually the Water
Lilies were choked, and the work had to be done
all over again, the pools above being this time
carefully cleared of the beautiful but all-pervasive Aponogeton. This is only one of several

similar cases which have come under
S.

Amott.

my

notice.

—
June
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THE ALPINE GARDEN.
POTENTILLA AMBIGUA.

A

WELL-KNOWN authority on Alpine

flowers
Potentilla ambigua with P. nitida and
P. tonguei as the " real jewels " of the genus.
The plant was, I think, more e.xtensively grown
classes

a few years ago than it is now. It has apparently been elbowed out by novelties, many of
which are less worth growing tlian this dainty
Himalayan Cinquefoil.
I
have known the
species for some thirty years, and have always

welcomed it in its season as a bright little plant,
excellent for the rock garden or even for planting in the crevices of a stone pathway. It delights to be jammed between stones in a sunny
and there its charmingly shaped
situation,
leaves, with aU the beauty of those of the other
members of the Rosaceae, and good-sized, bright
yellow flowers, appeal to one's sense of dainty
charm. It is not a difficult plant to grow, and,
when happy, soon establishes itself among the
stones.
It does not like,
however, to be
jostled
by stronger-growing subjects, and
if
these
are
allowed to overgrow it the
chances are that Potentilla ambigua may disappear.
It is often sold as P. dnbia a name
which finds no place in the Kew Hand List.
The species was figured in the Botanical Maga-

winter use.
Ten months ago I made up my
mind to do this. The trouble began when I
sowed the seeds in boxes to the number of eight
dozen.
Out of this number I have got about
thirty plants, good and bad.
This result
brought me to a conclusion similar to the experience expressed by C. Da\-is (p. 239), namely,
that many of the seeds ripen too lat.e to reach
maturity before frost damages this tender crop.
All the same, I meant to carry my design to a
conclusion, and made two other sowings.
The
first sowing was made on May 12 and the seedlings planted out on June 1 the plants from the
third sowing will soon be ready for setting
out.
Bamboo stakes are plentiful in our district, though somewhat dear.
I was prepared
,:

Horse Chestnut and Lime sticks last
only one year Bamboo canes will last four or
more seasons, if tied in bundles and stored in a
dry place. They are tidy, and take little room to
store.
The dried seeds are good, whatever the
green pods may be. I have planted the Beans
2 feet apart, between Potatos. so if they fail
there will be no waste of ground. J. F.
for that.

;
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THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
Apple Prospects.

The outstanding

feature of the present season is the disappointing set of fruit, following
the very hopeful promise of the bloom.
It is
diflicult to account for this failure, particularly
in the case of Apples.
They bloomed about a
fortnight later than usual, and the weather at
the time seemed to be all that could be desired
for fertilisation.
There was no frost, and the
days were brilliantly sunny. There was only one
heavy shower whilst the bloom was open. It is
true that the wind was from an easterly direction, but it was never strong enough to make
the air cool by day, though the temperature was
rather low at night.
Still, as it did not reach
freezing point, no evil results were anticipated.
set of fruit, considering the promising
display of bloom, is one of the most disappointing I can remember.
Only one possible reason

Vet the

can be suggested.
Owing to the brightness of
the weather, the bloom was over much sooner

—

zine,

4.613.

t.

OXALIS ENNEAPHYT.LA.
Islands Wood
clustered leaflets of

The Patagonian and Falkland
Sorrel

is

charming

in

its

glaucous grey and pearly flowers. The blossoms
are almost Convolvulus-like, and of a delicate
pearly-white warmed and at the same time
softened by a tinge of flesh-pink.
The plant
thrives well in the comers of the rock garden. It
does well planted in rich loam, 'and is also happy
in loam and leaf-soil.
The rose-coloured form,
named rosea, which we owe, I believe, to the
search of Mr. Clarence Elliott, is a lovely plant,
yet I think I prefer the type with its luminous
white flowers, just redeemed from coldness by
the tinge of pink,
Arnott.
,"?.

ON INCREASED FOOD

PRODUCTION.

THE PRICES OF VEGETABLES.
When allotments became so universal it was
predicted that there would be a good supply of
vegetables for all, even for those who were compelled to depend upon the greengrocer's shops.
The reverse, however, appears to be the case, at
all events in a south-western suburb of London where I reside. Cabbages and Cauliflowers
are practically unobtainable, and for Lettuces
3d. and 4d. each is asked.
What are termed
greens are sold at 3d. per pound.
These consist mainly of a thick stump weighing in most
oases half a pound or so, with many of the
leaves yellow and tough, the edible portion
being very little. For Rhubarb Is. 4d. a bundle
is charged, and everything else is dear in proportion. All vegetables in the shops are in a rough
and unattractive state. From the greengrocer's
standpoint this state of affairs is owing firstly to
the fact that the Army has taken so many men,
and, secondly, to the difficulty attending railwa.y
transport.
These facts may partially account
for such an unsatisfactory condition of things,
but one cannot help a.^iking whether the shopkeeper, having, owing to allotments, a lesser demanxi for hi.s goods, seeks to make up hi.s loss by
increasing the profits on what he does sell ? At
all events, it presses heavily on those unable to
work an allotment. W. T.

CLIMBING HARICOT BEANS.
I

AM one

^'limbing

of those

Haricot

who have
Beans a

resolved on giving
trial
to
dry fo»

Fl(i.

104.— IBROXHILL ROCK GARDEN, IN HKI.I MI
THE WALL IN THE CENTRE IS PART OF THE

ONION MILDEW.
Onion Mildew ha» made its appearance in
parta of the country.
As it is a disease which
may seriously injure the plants and render the
bulbs small, and prevent their keeping well,
steps should be taken at once to hinder its
spreading.
This is the more important in that
the demand for Onions later in the year is bound
to be greater than in normal years, owing
to the difficulties attending importation from
abroad.

The mildew fungus may be controlled by dusting the plants early in the morning (whilst they
are still damp with dew) with black sulphur or
with flowers of sulphur and lime mixed in the
proportion of two parts of flowers of sulphur to
one of lime.
Most dew falls during a still,
clear night
in windy or cloudy weather dew
may be practically absent. Spraying with Bur;

gundy mixture

(as

advised for Potato blight)

is

also useful.

mildew usually starts on autumn-sown
Onions, and spreads from these by means of its
"The

spores to the spring-sown plants.
The healthy
plants should therefore be dusted or sprayed as
well as the mildewtd onea.

HEN COURT.

than usual. Bees and other insects were very
busy on it, but it is possible that they had not
time to visit all the blossoms. However this may
bo, the fact remains that the greater part of the
bloom dropped after the fall of the petals.
Trees of many varieties that showed great
promise are now quite bare of fruit, whilst
others have only a sprinkling. The most satis
factoiy set of fruit is on Worcester Pearmain
a poor variety from the point of view of
quality, but one of the most fruitful and profitable Apples for market culture. There is a fair
crop on some old trees of Beauty of Bath, but
the younger plantations have failed, and the
same remark applies to Lord Orosvenor, Blenheim Pippin, and Allington Pippin. The reverse is the case with Mr. CHadstone, the older
trees of which bore so heavily last year that
their barrenness now can be understood.
Cox's
Orange Pippin, which gave great promise, will
have only a very light crop. Charles Ross has
a considerable crop, and there will be some fruit
on Early Julyan, Domino, Bramley's Seedling.
HLsmarck, Golden Spire, Newton Wonder, and
Royal Jubilee. Complete failure must be recorded
in the case of Lane's Prince Albert, Duchess of
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Oldenburg,
Derby.

Forge,

Warner's King,

and Lord

Plums and Black Currants.

The Week's Work.

The poor

setting of Plums can be more easily
understood.
No more than 2° of frost was rewhilst
corded
the bloom was open, but the
weather was for the most part cold and dull,
with a great deal of rain. In the circumstances
we may congratulate ourselves on the sprinkling
of most varieties secured, for reports from other
districts are less favourable. Yet the set of fruit
falls far short of the promise of bloom.
Czar,
the most regular bearer here, again has the
Rivers' Early Prolific carries a
heaviest crop.
light crop, as does Monarch, and there is but
little fruit on Pond's Seedling and Victoria.
President and Black Diamond, which "bloomed
profusely, have failed completely. A plantation
of Belle de Louvain. now grown to big trees, still
fails to bear.
As with most varieties of Apples,
it is the older trees that are proving most fruitful.

Black Currants at one time promised well, but
the fruit has since "run off" to a serious exMost of
tent, possibly for want of moisture.
our Boskoop Giant bushes are getting past their
prime, and the bud mite has made serious inroads, in spite of annual picking of the " big
buds."» Goddard's Monarch is so far more resistent to this pest, and now shows the best
crop.

Caterpillars.

The plague

of caterpillars is, I think, even
worse than last year's. Spraying before the opening of the bloom killed thousands of the insects,
and seemed to have practically cleared the trees.
In the case of Plums the result remains satisfac-

now looking healthy.
because they were sprayed
Caterpillars of the
later than the Apples.
winter moth and allied species evidently hatch
out over a prolonged .period, and early spraying, essential against aphides and Apple suckers
(Psylla raali), does not affect the later batches.
Spraying again, after the fall of the bloom, is
generally needed with some varieties. This year
the operation could not be completed before
serious damage had been done in many cases.
Moreover, the lateness of the blooming of Apples
brought a difficulty where Black Currants are
grown beneath the trees, these having got so
forward as to make spraying with arsenate of
lead a risky proceeding. No one seems to have
Istablished definitely how close up to gathering
time one may safely use this very poisonous inApart from the danger of poisoning
secticide.
the fruit, there is always the risk of spoiling
tory,

This,

most of the
I

think,

trees

is

appeiarance by spotting, unless rain falls in
some quantity before gathering time. Nicotine
can be safely used, because its poisonous effect
soon passes off, but this is much less effective
than (arsenate of lead when the caterpillars are
half-grown.
Some Apple trees are completely stripped
of leaves, and appear almost as in winter.
On other.s, hundreds of fruitlets have been
gnawed into and spoiled.
Where spraying
after the fall of the bloom has been possible it
has had good results.
have used arsenate of
lead alone in most cases, but with the addition
of lime-sulphur at summer strength on varieties
that are liable to scab disease.
There is no doubt that we are suffering very
severely for the killing of birds by the hard
winter of 1916-17.
shall be obliged to reconsider the question of grease-banding Apple
trees next autumn, the caterpillar plague now
having reached such a pitch that growers cannot
afford to neglect any means of fighting it.
its

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

F.

Jordan, Gardener to Lieut. -Col. Spbndbr
Ford Manor, Lin^fleld, Surrey.

Clay, M.P.,

—

Peas. Make final sowings of such varieties of
Peas as Gladstone, Capt. Cuttle, Ne Plus Ultra,

and Rearguard, thoroughly soaking the driUs

in

dry weather before sowing the seeds thinly m
well-prepared ground. Mulch the rows of these
and midseason varieties, and give the plants
water and diluted liquid
liberal supplies of
manure during long spells of hot weather.

Whenever possible syringe all rows of Peas overhead in the evening with clear water, and well
water the rows just as the first flowers open.
If this practice is followed by mulching no
On
further waterings will generally be needed.
porous soils late Peas should be grown in
Do not
trenches containing plenty of manure.
place the seeds in contact with the manure, and
.gather every pod as soon as it is fit for use.
Celery.— It cannot be too often pointed out
how unwise it is to leave Celery plants crowded,
either in the seed-pans or where they have been
Sturdy, well-rooted plants that
pricked out.
are transferred to the trenches experience no
The trenches being
ill effects from the removal.
ready, the first favourable opportunity should
be taken of putting out the plants, but before
the plants are disturbed they should be well
watered, and watered again after they are set
in the rows. Overhead waterings in the evenings
of hot days will help the plants to grow rapidly
and strongly. Soot dusted freely over and about
the plants acts as a fertiliser, and serves as a
deterrent to the Celery fly and slugs.

CiLERiAC -Small roots of Celeriac are of
value
the aim therefore should be to
grow the pla.nts as large as possible. Rough and
very heavy ground is unsuited to this crop. In
a dry season Celeriac requires to be watered as
often as Celery, and should be given a mulching
of short manure. The roots form a useful vegetable, and may be kept as late as May.
little

;

Watkrinq. To maintain a. succession of good
vegetables it is necessary that water should be
In the case of
afforded the crops abundantly.
soils much good may be done by applying
mulchings of manure, short grass, or Hopmanure. Enough water .should always be given
French
at one time to soak the soil thoroughly.
Beans, Scarlet Runners, Peas and Cauliflowers
will all be benefited by applications of liquid

dry

manure

occasionally.

on warm borders
are fit for use, and as they are lifted the ground
should be cleaned, levelled, and made ready for
another crop.
Cauliflowers should be wat^-hed
closely, as a few hours' exposure of the curds to
full sunshine discolours them.
The ground between the rows of the various crops should be
kept stirred with the hoe whether weeds are present or not, and weeds in rows of seedling plants
drawn out in good time. A few hours spent in
stirface hoeing now on bright days may save
several days' labour later.

Sfneral Work.— Potatos

We

We

It is worth noting that certain varieties of
Apples stand out this year as practically immune from caterpillars, though closely surrounded by infested trees. These are Charles
Eoss. Bramley's Seedling, Newton Wonder,
Blenheim Pipp.in, and Royal Jubilee. Marl-et
Grower.

TIE ORCHID HOUSES
Sy

J.

COLLnm. Gardener to Sir Jirihuh Colman.
Bart., Gatton Park. Reigate.

Cauanthk.— Deciduous

Calanthes

of
the
in various

Veitdiii and vestita sections are now
stages of growth, and plants that are unfolding
their leaves and rooting freely may be given
more water at the roots, increasing the supply
gradually as the plants make further progress.
Care must still be exercised in watering specinot far advanced in growth.
mens that are
During all their stages the plants should be kept
as near to the roof-glass as is convenient, in
order that they may make stout pseudo-bulbs
Plants of the everand strong flower-spikes.
green species of Cala.nthes, such as C, masuca,
C. veratrifoUa, and' C. Dominyi may be re'These are freepotted as growth commences.

[June
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growing, sitrong-rooted plants, and should be
given rather large pots and a more retentive
soil
than many Orchids require.
A suitable
rooting medium consists of equal parts good
fibrous yellow loam and chopped Osmunda-fibre,
with a -moderate quantity of leaf-mould and
crushed crocks. Press the soil firmly and provide a space below tihe rim of the pot to permit
of efl^cient watering, as the plants when weU
e.stablished require copious supplies of moisture
at the roots.

Laelia.

— Plants

of Laelia anceps and its
are growing freely, and should be
a liberal treatment in every respect.
They should not be too densely shaded, but the
blinds may be lowered in the morning when the
sun is shining so brightly as to cause the foliage
varieties

afforded

to

become warm

;

they should be drawn up again

early in the afternoon.
The house should be
ventilated freely during the hottest part of the
day, but closed sufficiently early for the temperature to rise to about 90°, when the plants
should be syringed overhead. Late in the evening the house should again be ventilated in

order to lower the temperature to about 55° by
morning, as the plants do best in a cool night
atmosphere. Keep a sharp watch for slugs and
woodlice. as these pests are very destructive to
the young roots of this Orchid.

ZvaopcTALUM Mackavi and

— These

Z.

crinitum.

Orchids are rooting freely, and need
copious supplies of water at the roots.
The
intermediate house will suit them at this season.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Plum».— I'lum trees in lute houses usually set
in large clusters, and the bunches
should be thinned freely, using a. pair of Grape
scissors.
The shoots of cordons, and trees
trained
on trellises need to be constantly
pincied to encourage the formation of fruit-buda
for next year.
All leaders and shoots required
for the development of the trees should be
trained to the wires to allow the light and air
The syringe may be used
to enter the trees.
daily for some time to come use soft water, or
at least water free from lime sediments.
Old
trees carrying heavy crops will be benefited by
a liberal dressing of decayed animal manure,
but care must be taken not to overdo the mulching in the case of young trees, which would be
likely to produce gross growth in consequence.
their fruits

;

Peaches and Nectarines.— Houses conthe leading mid-season varieties of
Peaches and Nectarines should be freely ventilated, not only during the day, but a little
through the night.
This airing may retaixi the
plants a little, but to produce Peaches and Nectarines of fine flavour the trees must have plenty
of fresh air.
Apply a mulch to trees on which
the fruit is swelling, or feed the roots with
weak liquid manure, but excessive feeding will
cause the trees to make gross growth, which
is useless for fruiting.
Syringe the trees twice
a day with rain-water, or red spider will be
troublesome.
Syringing with weak, clear sootwater does much towards keeping the foliage
clean and healthy, serving both as a stimulant
and an insecticide the trees should be syringedwith it once or twice a week.
Ihe final thinning of the fruits or disbudding should be atWhen training the shoots
tended to at once.
in position, see that no more are retained than
are needed. Water should be given in abundance
if the borders require it, up to the time when
taining

;

The last soakthe fruit commences to colour.
ing usually suffices until the fruits are gathered.
At the ripening stage the house should be kept
dry, with plenty of ventilation day and night.

The

fruits on trees in late houses will
few extra
safe for the final thinning.

A

left in case of

now be

may be

some dropping, although trees

in-

good condition do not usually cast their fruits
-Regulate the shoots to prevent overin .Tune.
crowding and cut out the most vigorous growths.
If the fruit is wanted very late in the sea.son the
house should be freely ventilated on all favourable occasions. Syringing, watering, and feeding
should be carried out as advised for trees in
successional houses. See that the borders do not
lack moisture.

JfNE

16.
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Apricots.— The

tlumiing of the fruits
on late trees should be carried out without delay,
and with a bold hand. Young trees growing in
borders usually set their fruits very freely, and
sooner or later they collapse if over-cropped.
Let the borders have a thorough soaking of clear
water with alternate doses of liquid manure.
Old-established trees will respond to a mulching
of half-rotten manure. Tie in the laterals where
they are required for extension and pinch back
other shoots to a few leaves.
Keep the trees
clean and healthy by syringing twice daily with
soft water, and once a week with clear sootwater.

Strawberries.— Make

preparations for the
next year's forcing. We
with rich loam, these
being plunged between the rows of plants reserved for stock purposes. Old plants are practilaj'ering of plants for

use

3-inch

pots

filled

Bracken
useless for layering purposes.
provides excellent material for making pegs to
the
runners
runners
in
position.
Spray
the
keep
daily during bright weather until they are
cally

estafclished.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

THE HAKDT FRUIT SARBEN.

final

Harriss, Gardener to Lady WiNTiOB,
Lockinge Park, Berkshire.

Annuals for PeTS.-Many

annuals are suit
able lor growing in pots for furnishing the con
servatory or greenhouse during the summer anu
autumn. Although the plants are not particular
in regard to soil, they will give far better results
if a rich,
substantial compost is provided for
them. Among many which I have tried for thi.<
purpose, the following are the best
Asters,
Browallia, Godetia, Clarkia, Lobelia tenuior,
Larkspur, Nemesia, Statice sinuata, and Tenweek Stocks. Another sowing of Mignonette may
be made now to raise plants for autumn flowering.
:

BouvAROiA.— If it is intended to grow Bou
vardias in the open during the summer, thiplants should be set in the beds forthwith. Plant
them about 18 inches apart each way, and make
the soil quite firm about the roots.
Give one
good watering after planting. Shade the plants
during the hottest part of the day until they
have recovered from the check caused by disturbing the roots.
The shoots will need stopping on
two or three occasions during the season.
Climbing Roses.- The young growths of
Climbing Roses usually require very liberal
thinning at this time of year. The work should
be taken in hand in good lime, or much of the
energy of the trees will be wasted. Abundance
of water will be required at the roots during
hot weather the foliage should also be washed
eveiy evening with the garden hose.
Diluted
farmyard drainin^s form an excellent stimulant for Roses failing this, it will be necessary
to use a concentrated fertiliser. Keep the trees
free from aphis by regular fumigations.
;

;

VieLETS.— So far the weather has been unfavourable for the Violet plants which were put
out in April.
Unless they have been syringed
each evening during the very hot weather experienced through May, red spider is almost sure
to be present on the leaves.
Frequent spraying
with a suitable insecticide is the only remedy
for this pest.
The spraying should be done
late in the evening, so that the specific may remain on the leaves as long as possible. Work
the hoe freely amongst the plants, and remove
all runners as they appear.
A light dusting
with well-seasoned soot previous to hoeing will
have a ."stimiilating effect on the plants, besides
acting as a deterrent to insect pests.

Qeneral Work.— Keep

the hoe at work
season to destroy both suckers and
soil more receptive of moisture during rainfall. Even when a mulching is
applied it will do good to use the hoe for stirring it this will assist in pulverising the mulch
and cause it to be gradually worked into the
surface soil.
After such a stin-ing it will be
well to take the first opportunity to give the
roots of the trees a good watering, and especially
in the case of newly planted trees.
Let these
latter be also syringed towards the evening, and
it
will be doubly beneficial to trees planted
against walls. Endeavour to ensure good growth
on newly planted trees well in advance of, and
not so much in, the later months, when the wood
will be ripening.
There is plenty of work needing attention in the way of pinching, stopping,
and regulating the growths. It is far better to
do this work in advance than to allow some
shoots to get the upper hand at the expense of
others.
I advocate a free use of the thumb
and finger for pinching, not only of shoots but
also of surplus fruit that can well be spared,
in advance of any ultimate thinning.
In the
case of dessert Cherries the final thanning has
to be done much earlier than with any ofher
fruit, but this operation needs careful attention.
If these Cherries are predisposed to turn yellow
at the stoning period it is not safe to tliin
too freely or too early.
The nets should be got
ready for protecting dessert Cherries from birds,
which may cause trouble as soon as the fruits
show the least tendency to change colour. In
some instances I advise fairly early netting of
the trees; for example, where the Cherries fail
to stone very badly, which may occur where the
.trees on walls are exposed to hot sunshine.
I'virly netting will .aid in keeping the trees somewhat cooler, by giving them slight protection
from the sun's rays.
freely at

tills

weeds and make the

;

iNSEaT Pests.— Insect pests are very troublesome in certain districts, and causing much
damage to fruit trees.
As soon iie wo
were threatened with trouble in this respect
had recourse to spraying with Katakilla speand found it most effective.
American
btight has begun to spread during the past fortnight, but after a strong dressing of winter
wash I did not expect it would prove troublesome. A strong dose now of paraffin soft-soap
is a good remedy where it can be applied with
a stiff painter's brush directly on the affected
I

cific,

If this is not practicable then paraffin
emulsion should be ."sprayed on the trees.
I
notice that Gooseberries are being attacked by
red spider.
For this pest I shall use lime-sulphur spray, but not strong enough to injure the
foliage. Another good and safe remedy is fairly
strong eoot-water.
parts.

THE FLOWER SARDEN.
By

R.

P.

Brothbhston, Gardener to th« Earl of
Tj-ninghaime,
Ea«t LotJiian.

HiDnmCTON,

Mv«80Tis. -There
of

are several distinct kinds
of great beauty,

Myosotis (Forget-me-not)

some of which propagate themselves freely from
seed. Myosotis sylvatioa and its white form are
here established on grass.
Some, including M.
dissitiflora and the variety Ruth Fischer, need
to be rooted from cuttings annually, but the
latter variety makes little progress here, and
cannot compete with other well-known kinds.
All should be propagated now in order to have
good flowering plants for autumn planting.

Clerooendron fallax.- Allow this plant
ample room, as crowding causes the loss of
some of the lower leaves. Old plants which were
re-potted in the spring should be liberally fed
with stimulants when they are well rooted.
The.sp plants should carry from three to six
large heads of flowers. Young plants which have
been raised from seed thi.s sea,son should bo
potted on as their requirements demand.
A
compost formed of good fibrous loam, leaf -soil,
Mushroom-bed manure, wood ashes, and
old
coiirse sa.nd is suitable. Keep the plants growing
in a warm, moist atmosphere, and .spray them
two or three times a day with rain-water. If

apring-flowering bulbs and tubers are to be transplanted, they should be lifted out of the ground
lis soon as the foliage is yellow, and may either
be planted at once or kept in a cool place until
October or November. The beautiful varieties
of Anemone apennina and the double form of
A. nemerosa should also be lifted, divided, and
replanted now.
They are beautiful in masses,
and succeed anywhere, either in the open or
in partial shade.

red spider attacks the under-sides of the leaves
syringe the affected parts with an insecticide.

distinct

Fritillaria.— Where

Pinks.— The pretty

Fritillarias

and

later

florist forms of Pinks, as
from border kinds, such as Her Majesty,
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which are best increased in autumn, should be
propagated now for transplanting in autumn.
The "pipings" are drawn out oj the growing
flowerless shoois, and require no further preparation.
They sitrike root freely under a variety
of conditions.
Some growers dibble them into
prepared soil at tiie base of a fruit wall, and
others under Gooseberry bushes.
An ordinary
hand-light or large bell glass, with the glass
blurred by sand sprinkled on the inner side while
the glass is wet, gives least trouble, once the
pipings have been inserted. A very large number can be rooted in a small space, an inch apart
being wide enough to set them.

Dahlia.— The

planting

of

spring-struck

Dahlia plants need no longer be delaved. There
such a variety of forms that one "has only to
decide which of them are most suitable for one's
is

reqiiirements.
varieties,

I

find

that

which are moved

the tubers of new
into larger pots im-

mediately they are received from tlie nursery,
keep much better during winter when they are
sunk into the ground, pot and all. When very
fine blooms are desired the old plan of planting
in pits filled with a rich compost is excellent.
For ordinary decorative purposes a fairly fertile
iioil. with the plants not crowded, is all that is
necessary.

THE APIARY.
By OHLOKii.

SouROB OF Honey.— Honey

itself
is
not
the nectar of the flowers, whicli
the bees collect and carry in their honey-sac to
be assimilated and regurgitated in the form of
honey. The source of the honey may ue fairly
well and accurately recognised by its" colour and
flavour. The flowers often exude nectar similar
in colour to the bloom, but whan it candies it

gatliered

—

it

is

always becomes lighter. White Clover honey is
always very light, that from Lime greenish-yellow, while honey from Sainfoin is very yellow,
and Heather honey varies from orange to
reddish-purplo.
The weather and time of the
year also influence the flavour; when it is warm
and sunny the flavour is very much stronger
than when it is cool.
Clover honey is very
liquid, and that from Heather is so thick thalt
it has to be crushed out of the comb in a press.
Its flavour is very pronounced.

Preventinq Swa r m iNO.-This is often
achieved by the following method.
Inatead of
having shallow frames in the super, use the brood
frames.
Take the brood frames out one at a
time on a very warm day, and, as the frames are
lifted out, give them a sharp shake to dislodge
all the bees.
Carefully examine each frame when
free of bees to see if any queen cells have been
started. Tliis done, place each frame in a similar
position in an empty brood chamber.
Having
completed the examination of all the frames, and
being certain that the queen herself ia in the
original brood -chamber, proceed to fill it with
frames fitted with full sheets of foundation.
Place over it ,i sheet of queen-excluder zinc, and
over this the brood chamber containing all the
brood.
Wrap up with good quilts, and as the
brood hatches the cells will be filledi with honey.
Occasionally a few drones are hatched, and as
these cannot pass through the queen-excluder zinc
because of their bulkincss, a corner of the quilt
may be occasionally raised to permit of their
This method gives the queen plenty of
escape.
egg-laying space, and
preventing swarming.

is

generally successful in

UsiNO THE Smoker.- Too often the amateur
u.ses the smoker too much and sometimes among
the frames.
First get the
This is incorrect.
smoker going, using as fuel unglazed brown
corrugated brown paper, old corduroy
cloth, dry, rotten wood, or anything that will
easily smoulder and give off a good supply of
smoke. Lift one corner of the quilt and blow
a little smoke under it. When the quilt is being
raised puff acro-ss the frames, not among them,
and use as little smoke as possible just onoiigli
When
to keep the bees under full control.
handling frames commence with the outside one
and remove that first; after sliding back the
division board, .shake off the bees and place it
on end outside the hives. This will give plenty
of room to handle the other frames without fear
of crushing the bees or killing the queen.

paper,

—

—

;
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mOITOKIAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMENTS
PTJBLISHEE

should be sent to the
Wellington Street,

41.

W.C

Covent Garden.

;

—

Out correspondents
delay
in ohtaining answers to
their connnunications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, ore distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

Editors

would

Special

and

Publisher.

obviate

Notice

Correspondents.

to

— The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused comunless
by special
illustrations
munications or
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
IjOcal Nevra.
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulburists.
Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the
41, Wellingrton Street Covent
Garden, London- Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDB ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
If desired, the signature will not be
the writer.
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

—

EDITORS,

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY, JUNE 18—
Roy.
meets.

Hort. Soc.'a Coma. meet.
Farmers' Club, 4 p.m.

Hort.

Club

Com.

WEDNE.SDAY, JUNE 19—
Lecture oa Potato Growing, set Caxton Hall, Westminster, by W. Outbbertson, 3 p.m-

AVBRAGB Mh*n Tbmpbraturb for the ensuinc week
deduced from obeervations during the last fifty
years at Greenwich, 59.4.
Actual TsMPBRATuita
Gardeners' Chroniole Offi«e, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Thur.^'day, Juaie 13,
Weathertemp. 66.0°.
10 a.m.
Bar. 30.2
Cloudy.
:

:

;

It

is

witli the deepest regret

Robert Hooper t'lat we record the death,
Pearson,
early on the morning of Tuesday last, June 11, of Mr. R.
Hooper Pearson, Managing Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle. Mr. Hooper Pearson's death,
which was due to anaemia, will be mourned not
his coUeaguee on the staff of that
For
jom'nal, but by a large circle of friends.
it was given to few men to form and to hold

only by

all

friendships as it wa.s to Mr. Pearson.
The secret of his character and influence was
a sane steadfastness as one who "looks on

—

Combined
tempests and is never shaken."
with the serene and sure judgment which
made him the fairest of colleagues and the
most sympathetic of friends, was a broad
Devoted
sympathy with all worthy things.
to bis duties as assistant and later as Managing
Editor, which duties he followed without intermission for upwards of a quarter of a century,

Mr. Pearson was no less concerned with the
To these objects he devoted his life with a singleness of pui-pose which
won the admiration of all who knew him. His
alertness of mind and vast fund of experience
were given without stint in the performance of
his daily task, and it is a high and great tribute
to say that never did his atitention to detail
cause him to lose sight of the large and perinterests of horticulture.

A

slip, a misinterest of horticulture.
print, or small error in the pages of this journal
caused him more chagrin than a personal disappointment, and it is to his watchful vigilance

manent

ing intercourse of oommon work the present
writer can remember no occasion on which perharmony did not exist between Mr. PearIf he reson and the members of his staff.
jDiwved, the reproof was manifestly deserved
if
be praised, the praise was well earned. Nor was
tliere lany hardness in his nature to mar the just
temper of his mind. Fond of the amenities of
life, he was fonder yet of its duties, and discharged them faithfully and without any sparing
fect

that the journal owes its immunity from any
undue number of such errors as are almost
inevitable under modern conditions of publication.

With the steadfastness of character which
made him so sure an adviser, Mr. Pearson
possessed to a remarkable degree the gift of
In the tryloyalty to friends and colleagues.

of himself.
It

is

but a

little

we published a

more than a year ago that
Mr. Hooper

brief account of

Pearson's 25 years' service of the Gardeners'
Chronicle. In that record testimony is given to
the feelings with which his colleagues regarded
him. Tliese feelings of admiration, regard, and
affection remain and will endure, for now that
he has passed away we, like all his friends,
recognise that he not only possessed great qualiHe
ties, but thart, 'he used them worthily.
laboured unceasingly and disinterestedly at the
task to which he devoted his life, and in accomplishing that task 'he helped us all to discharge our own.

Mr. Pearson was born on July 18, 1866, at
Brewood, in Staffordshire nis father was proprietor of the local High School, and here
the son received his education. His gardening
proclivities were pronounced even at an early
age, and his father apprenticed him in the
neighbouring gardens of Keele Hall, under
After serving his apprenMr. John Wallis.
he applied for entrance to Kew
ticeship,
Gardens as a "young gardener," and was successful in becoming a member of the Kew staff.
After his two years' training at Kow, where he
rose to the position of sub-foreman, he sought
further experience in the Marquis of Bute's
garden at Cardiff Castle, and he was always appreciative of the excellent training he received
under the late Mr. Andrew Pettigrew. He then
went to Patshull Hall, Staffordshire, but after
a short stay there he was offered a position on
the Gardeners' Chronicle by the then Editor,
;

the late Dr. Masters.
Mr. Pearson was keenly interested in every
aspect of horticulture, and held many offices in
He was Hon. Secretary of
various societies.
the Horticultural Club, and during his term of
office the membership increased from about fifty
to some two hundred. As Press Secretary of the
International Horticultural Exhibition in 1912
he contributed largely to its success. He was a
member both of the Scientific and of the Floral
Committees of the Royal Horticultural Society

;

an active supporter of gardening charities, he
held a position on the executive of the Royal
Gardeners' Orphan Fund for many years, and
took a real interest in the children who were supported out of the funds. He was instrumental
in helping to found the British Gardeners' Association, in the hope that it might prove of
During
benefit to members of the profession.
the year 1911 he held the office of President of
the kew Guild, an association which always commanded his warmest, sympathy.
As an author, his best-known work is Thi
Bool- of Garden Pests, but his name became
famous through the popular series of books
known as Present Day Gardening series, edited
by him, and written by authors chosen by him
as specialislts on the different subjects.
time of his death he was engaged on

At

the
several

horticultural works, but during the past year
his strength was scarcely equal to any undertaking of a literary nature.

He married in September, 1893, Miss Jeannie
Evans, daughter of James Evans, of Llangattock, Lingoed, Abergavenny. He has one child,
a daiaghter both his wife and daughter survive
him, and will have the sincere sympathy of all
The funeral will take
in their bereavement.
place at Putney Vale Cemetery to-day (S.aturday), at 12.30 p.m., and will be preceded by a
;

service at St.
11.45 a.m.

Anne's Church, Wandsworth, at

[June

Flowers

in

8ea«on— Messrs.

15, 1918.

R. Wallacb

AND Co., Ltd., have sent us a box

of Irises of

the June-flowering section, classed as lateflowering bearded
Irises.
These beautiful
flowers are very popular garden plants, and
grow well in nearly all kinds of soil. The section embraces the German Irises, I. squalens, I.
plicata, I- neglecta, I. amoena, and other species,
but the hybrids are now so complex in their
parentage that it is difficult to keep them disOf the very large number of varieties
tinct.
Lady
sent, the following specially appeal to us.
pale blue
Foster, a very large flower, with
standards and light, bluish-violet falls Isoline,
with lilac-pink standards and pnrplish-old-rose
falls ; Alcazar, light bluish- violet standards and
deep purple falls Troost, a rosy -purple variety
with paler-coloured falls veined with violet
Lohengrin, a large flower of the pallida section,
of a beautiful rose shade Ma Mie, white, tinged
with blue at the margins Hiawatha, with pale
lavender standards and royal purple-blue falls,
with a lighter tone at the edges and Oriflamme,
one of the largest varieties, the large standards
coloured bright blue, with falls of dark purple.

—

;

;

;

;

;

Dahlia Tubers as FeoD.— Monsieur Buysman, Curator of the experimental Botanic Garden at Lawang, Java, writes to us on the subject of Dahlia tubers, which he observes are
edible

when cooked.

He

states that in

Mexico

they are used everywhere as food.

LsaruRE ON P«tat«-«rowin«.— A lecture
be delivered at the Caxton Hall, Westminster, Loudon, on the 19th inst., at 3 p.m., by
will

W. CuTHBERTSON, V.M.H., on " Potato
Growing Autumn Work in Lifting and StorThe Right Hon. R. E. Photheeo will
ing."
Mr.

:

occupy the chair. Admission, so far as the seatpermit, will be by
ing accoitmiodation wiU
ticket to be obtained by written application, enclosing a stamped and addressed envelope to the
Secretary, R.H.S., Vincent Square, Westminster,
London, S.W. 1. Fellows' tickets will not admit, as it is necessary to know beforehand the
amount of seating required. Printed copies of
the lecture, with illustrations, will be distributed
at the end of the meeting.

•arbeners' Rati«ns.— The Ministry
Food has decided that a gardener mainly

of
en-

gaged in the production of food is eligible for
He must
supplementary rations, as follows
either be employed in the production of food on
or be engaged
at least one acre of land;
throughout the whole working day on the proAll other gardeners are
duction of food.
graded "B."
:

—

Plant Immigrants.— Among plants and seeds
reported * as
introduced recently into the
United States is a dwarf Peach procured by
the Rev. George Campbell in Southern China.
The Peach is treated as a pot plant in that
country, and is said to come true from seed.
The Rev. G. Campbell reports that one small
tree 15 inches high, with a stem no larger than
a lead pencil, ripened five good -sized, edible,
clmgstone Peaches. The behaviour of the plant
out-of-doors at Chico suggests that it may be
of value in the production of a dwarf race of
Peaches.

—A

word of wai-ning is necesMaize Seed.
sary to those who may intend to endeavour to
save seed of early-ripening varieties of Sweet
Maize is one of the plants wh'ch must
Corn.
be cross-pollinated if the vigour of the stock is
to be maintained, and therefore seed should not
be saved for sowing purposes unless raised from
is,
Cross-pollination
cross-pollinated plants.
The male blooms arc
however, easily effected.
seedwhich
to
is
act as
removed from the plant
The female inflorescence is covered,
bearer.
and as soon as the tassels (styles and stigmas)
are well developed a male inflorescence with ripe
pollen is drawn like a brush over the tassels and
the female flowers again covered. The pollina-

CI

•

Plant Immigrants, No.

133,

May,

1917.

—

;

June
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tion should be repeated on the following day,
and the operation should be carried out in

sunny weather.

bright,

Anopheline Mosquitos. — In connaction
with possible risks of malaria being acquired in
this country, the Local Government Board is
anxious to collect as much information as possible regarding the prevalence and distribution
qf anopheline mosquitos in various parts of the
Naturalists and field botanists could
oountrj'.
give much valuable help in the matter by keeping notes and records of any adult insects which
they may meet with during natural history
and also of the detection of anopheline
In making records the following are imhour of collection
Date
Adults
portant
place (if in a building specify its nature) conwhether
dition of weather and temperature
few or abundant. Larvae: Date; hour of colnature of collection of water
locality
lection
nature of breeding-place
(natural or artificial)
(shady pools, open collections of water, presence
searches,
larvae.

:

—

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

or absence of weed,

on wires about a yard

a handand making a hook

in length, leaving

hold at one end unpainted,
at the other for hanging
When covered with flies
through a flame to clear it

wire vertically.
wire is passed
of the used mixture

the
the

and dead flies.
Afterwards fre.s.h mixture
and the wires painted as before.

is

lieated

A National Flower for Massachusetts,

— The school

children of Massachusetts. U.S.A.,
their choice of Epigaea repens

have indicated

(the trailing Arbutus) as the State floral

emblem.
This flower received 107,617 votes, or 49,499
more than its nearest rival, the Water Lily. The
number of children who voted was 241,864. The
canvass was made under the direction of the
State Board of Education of the Legislative
Committee on Agriculture. Although the committee is not foi-mally bound to aljide by the
decision of the children, it is probable that it
do so, and report to the Legislature a bill
designating the trailing Arbutus as tbe official
will

floral

emblem

of the State.

fish, etc.).
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stomata at night, and when foliage is in that
condition it is not easily injured.
Horticulture
has already had experience with poison gas, in
the form of hydrocyanic acid, vaporised sulphur,
and nicotine, and also in the form of carbon-bisulphide and other chemicals used for soil
sterilisation purposes.
Hence the principle is
not new, but what is new is the fact that poison
gas ofiicers have, from their tragic war experience, learned to manipulate and control the
poisons in an extraordinarily accurate way.
So
mvich so that we believe they can, like Cantjte,
command the gaseous sea they liberate, and, unlike that potentate, ensure that their commands
are obeyed.
By making use of suitable conditions of weather it is stated that the distribution of gas may be controlled within very narrow
limits.
Hence, instead of the present-day
laborious method of syringing, the future may
see our orchards equipped with poison gas
cylinders, and the insect pests of the orchards
destroyed like the hosts of Senn.^cherib, and by
no dissimilar means.
Whether the problem of

Seed Import* to America.— A

large decreaie
in the seed e.xports from England, to the United
indicated
by figures
States for the last year, is
recently issued by the Department of Commerce.

The ajiiount of the seeds exported is given irt
compared with
as
1917,
for
1,119,114 lbs.
The value is given at
4,568,203 lbs. for 1916.
136.908 dollars for 1917, and 384,947 dollars for
1916.

Destrovinq Tree Stumps with Aoide.—
be
is (.'ent-rally believed that tree stnmp.s can
got rid of, or at least rotted so that they will
burn freely, by treating them with strong acid,
such as sulphuric or nitric acid, and waiting a
few weeks. In order to test the matter, a series
of experiments was undertaken by Mr. F. B.
Guthrie, chemist, in 1913, and deep auger-holes
were bored in selected stumps of tough timbers,
some green and some dry. Quantities of the
chemicals named, separately and together in
It

varying proportions, were poured into different
The results were' noted regularly for
stumps.
six months, at the end of which time an examination showed that in the case of both green
and dry stumps the acid had no appreciable
The average cost ger stump worked out
effect.
at Is. 9d., which included labour at the rate of
it is an open question whether men
per
day
7s.
such
could be found who would use two
Saltpetre has
dangerouB acids at that figure.
also been said to be useful in preparing dead
timber for burning ofE, but numerous private
experiments go to disprove the theory. Qufent;

land Agricultural JournnJ.

-We

learn
An Indian " Prayin* 'Palm."
from Nature that another Indian " miracle" has
The
investigation.
scientific
explained
by
been
Pioneer Mail o<f January 11 reports a lecture by
Palm
Tree"
Sir J. C. BosB on "The Praying
While the temple bells call the
of Faridpur.
people to evening prayer, this tree has recently
been seen to bow down in prostration, and to erect
Large nuni
its head on the following morning.
bers of pilgrims have been attracted to the place,
and offerings to the tree are said to havo been

marvellous cures. Sir
procured photographs which
proved tho phenomenon to be real. The next
step was to devise a speci.il apparatus to record
the

J.

means
Rose

C.

of

effecting

first

movement of the tree by day
records showed that it fell with
the ri.so of temperature and rose with the fall.
The records obtained in the case off other trees
brought out the fact that all the trees are
continuously the

The

and night.

moving, each movement being duo to changes

in

their environment.

The Fly Pe»t.— The British Museum recommends the use of baited wires as a means of
keeping down the house fly. The mixture for
the bait consists of castor oil 4 liquid oz., crushed
resin 9J>oz.
or linseed oil 4 liquid oz. crushed
resin 7Joz.
It is recommended to heat the oil
and then stir in the resin. The mixture is painted
;

,

Dandelions

Lawns.— A

writer
in
an
that if Dandelions are
a small pinch of White Clover
seed placed %vhere the weeds have been removed,
the seed will grow and assist in crowding out
the Dandelions.
White Clover has been found
one of the best lawn seeds for this purpose, as
it may be scattered on top of old grass to thicken
the stand. Yet it must be remembered that for
tennis lawns Clover is almost as undesirable a.s
Dandelions.
in

American paper
dug by hand and

states

PaisoN Gas and Hcrtioulture.— It does
lint require much imaginative foresight to prodiet that the use of poison ga.s in the present
war may be followed by an application of the
practice beneficent to horticulture.
Our reasons
for suggesting that this will prove to be the case
are simple. Poisons are, to some extent, differential in their action,

and hence

it

should not be

impossible to di.scover a poison which, whilst
liarmless to vegetation, is deadly to animal life.
Further, the leaves of most plants close their

sterilisation will, in tlu future, be solved in
like manner we lack the hardihood to predict,
but there would seem to be no a priori reason

.soil

why it should not. We believe that some experiments along these lines have already been carried
and also that others are in progress. Should
they prove successful it will once again have
out,

been shown that " there
things evil."

is

a soul of goodness in

War

Item.- Pte. H. L. Douglass, R.A.M.C,
London Field Ambulance, has been missing
since March 28, and is now believed to be a
prisoner of war in Germany.
Prior to enlistment in August, 1915, he was employed as foreman at Heacham Hall Cardens, Norfolk.

Publications Received. — /"Ae Carnatimn
Year Book, 1918. Edited by J. S. Brunton.
British Carnation Society. (T. A. Weston, Floradale, St. John's Road, Orpington.)
Price Is. 6d,,

post free.

Butcher.
2s. net.

Allotments for All.
(London Geo. Allen
:

By Gerald
cSc

W.

Unwin, Ltd.)
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RHODODENDRON SPINULIFERUM.
differ widely from what
regarded as the norma.1 type of the genus, and
R. spinuliferum (see fig. 105) is one of the most
Specimens were shown in
divergent species.
fiower by Mr. Reuthe at a recent meeting of the
R.H.'S. and many, on seeing them for the first
time, expressed doubt as to the plant being a
Rhododendron. The allied genus Erica, and particularly the South African species, offer an even
wider range of variation than that genus. R.
spinuliferum may never obtain a First-class Certificate as a garden plant, and yet it has claims to
horticultural favour in the bright cinnabaT-red
colour of its tubular flowers as well as its unlike-

Some Rhododendrons

is

Great Britain, but the habit and
leaves are very unlike, and the flowers of R.
Keysii are borne in axillary clusters on the old
wood, whereas in R. spinuliferum they are in
terminal clusters, usually four in a cluster.
otheiT parts of

HOME CORRESPONBENCE.

,

(The

Editors do not holi themselves reiponsible
the opinions expressed by correspondentt.)

Irises

and Disease. -Even

at

the

risk

for

of

the title of " faddist," which Mr.
Watson bestows on those who transplant rhizomatous Irises in summer, I cannot let his reincurring

It has
marks, on p. 233, pass uncliallenged.
probably been my lot to plant and replant ss
many kinds of Irises in the last ten or fifteen

^n

[June
does not

tell

us

when he would

15, 1918.

trajisplant

but presumably he would do it ii>
In the
or in the early spring.
former case, root-growth has ceased for the year,

such
the

Irises,

autumn

and the plants lie in the ground througli thewinter without taking hold of it, and are often
actually lifted out of the soil by frost and thaw,
while in the latter case the flowers for the
coming season are either entirely sacrificed or
at least stunted. I wish Mr. Watson could have
seen my garden a week or two ago. There were

many beds of Irises in full flower, although all
the plants in them were transplanted in June,
On the other hand,
July and August last year.
there were a few in which the Irises had had
In these the plants were
to be planted later.
For the disstunted and the flower-stems few.
ease from which apparently the Kew collection
,is
suffering there is a very simple remedy,
I must con.namely, superphosphate of lime.
fess that my garden is never entirely free from
traces of this disease, but, on the other hand,
I think I can truthfully say that it has never
yet carried off all my plants of any variety or
species.
I seem to recollent that I was once
told that, when the disease first appeared at
Kew, the beds were dressed with lime. If this
is so, it is hardly surprising that no cure was
effected, for once the bacillus that does the
harm is present, it is an acid reagent, such ai?
superphosphate, and not the neutralising lime,
that is required to destroy it. When leaves turn
yellow and rhizomes rot, usually at the neck,
portions
level with the ground, the diseased
should be pulled or cut out and superphosphate
isprinkled liberally all round and watered in.
Within the narrow limits of my garden I am
unable to eive my plants fresh soil as often as
I should like to do, but it has become mv practice always to dress the surface fairly liberally
with superphosphate whenever Irises are being
transplanted, and so far. at any rate, my collection has not suffered to any appreciable extent.
W. R. Dykes, ChaTttrhouse, Godalminy.
Thb 0«l«urs of Flowers.— In the very
interesting note on p. 239, Mr. E. H. Jenkins
refers to the influence that the soil exercises
on the colour of the flowers grown therein. In
addition to this the atmosphere also plays la
very prominent part, as may be seen by the

colour of flowers grown in different conditions.
Not only are the tints of many blossomB

deepened by exposure to a

clear, pure air. but
leaves of those with bright-coloured
This was brought markedly home to me
Slime years ago, when spending a short holiday
on the southern slope of the Sussex Downs.

also the
toliage.

I was sui-prised at the colour of the leaves of
tricolor Pelargoniums, then in the height of
their popularity.
I
flattered
myself that I
know most of the popular varieties, but so rich
was their colouring that I had in some instances
to confess myself beaten.
All the outdoor
flowers were very bright, as also were the leaves
of Acalyphas, Crotons, and other fine foliage
plants grown under glass.
It was this same

atmosphere which enabled Messrs. Balchin,
when at Hassocks, to grow such splendidly
coloured hard-wooded plants, and especially the
charming blue Leschenaultea biloba major. The
collector of plants in Alpine regions is often disappointed in the colour of the flowers of the
plants when grown under cultivation,
IF. T.

SHOOT OF KHODODENIIRON SPINULIFERUM.
ness to garden Rhododendrons. The species was
introduced into cultivation in 1907 by Messrs.
Vilmorin, Andrienx
and Co., and specimens
flowered at Les Barres in 1910.
It has been
grown for some years at Kew, where, however,
it requires the protection of
a greenliouse or
frame.
According to
Forrest
the
species
grows in shady thickets on the hills in Yunnan at an altitude of 6,000-8,000 feet. Mr. Millais describes it as a shrub of tall, thin habit up
to 8 feet high, making slender shoots of 12 inches
or more annually. In Mr. J. C. Williams' garden at Caerhays this Rhododendron is grown
in shade against a wall, where it does well. In
the form of its flowers R. spinuliferum resembles
R. Keysii, a Bhutan species, of which there are
big bushes in South Cornwall, Ireland, and

years as most gardeners deal with in a much
longer period, and I doubt very much whether
it is really " so utterly opposed to nature to dig
up nhizomatous Irises when in full leaf " as
If he will
Mr. Watson appears to imagine.
dig up a plant that is just going out of flower
he will find that the roots attached to the main
axis which ends in the flowering stem are brown
and withering. Obviously they have done their
work in nourishing the stems and the flowers.
It is to the lateral growths that we must look
for flowers in the following year, and bere he
will find that root-growth is beginning.
There
may be young, unbranched fibres a few inches
in length, and, besides, there are sure to be a
number of points of new roots just pushing out

from the rhizome.
Surely, then, this is the
moment at which transplantation may be carried
out without detriment to the plant. Mr. Wat-

Protectino STRAWBERRiES.-The plan of
cutting straw for the protection of Strawberries
against the soiling of the fruits, mentioned by
Mr. J. A. Paice on p. 235, is new to me, and
evidently an effective and good one.
Straw,
however, is out of the question at the present
time in many gardens. Years ago, when I had
to protect 20 rods or more annually, I used
nothing except lawn mowings.
These were
always plentiful just when the flower-trusses
were showing or beginning to open, and as soon
as the mowing was completed the grass was
wheeled to the Strawberry plots. This being
early in the season the grass was free from
seeds, and the mowings short because done by
the machine.
The grass was carried down the
rows in baskets and laid over the ground to a
depth or 2 inches or 3 inches. After a few days'
.sunshine the grass got compressed or shrunk to
half an inch, or less after rain, and the grass
blades being interlaced they resembled a piece
of coarse cloth, on which the berries lay down

—
Jlne

15.,

—
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AS they became heavy, and remained perfectly
This method of strawing,
<:lean when ripe.
if I may use the term, kept down weeds and
prevented any trouble from slugs, except to a
I have
small extent in unusually wet seasons.
known of a case where peat moss litter, used for
the above purpose, and for feeding the plants,
harboured snake millipedes (Blanjulus) till they
tecame a veritable pest on account of their
/. F.
numbers.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
M.A.CHINERr.

Although so much extra land has lately come
under arable cultiTation, the work is well
hand, thanks in great measure to the employment of German prisoners of war. I ha\e
nothing but good to say for these men, both
At first they
for manual and for horse labour.
were strange to our methods of procedure, but
they quickly adapted themselves to circumstances, and now they make very good ploughmen.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF ENGLAND
ORCHID.

—

May 9. The annual meeting was held on this
date, the Rev. J. Crombleholrae presiding. The
report and balance-sheet were adopted. R. Ash
worth, Esq., was re-elected president. The vicepresidents, officials, and committee were reelected, with the addition of Messrs. Wm.
Pickup. E. Rogers and S. Davenport.
The prizes were presented to the successful exhibitors as follows

and

Davenpoet.

!S.

Meffr?.

Gratrix,

Charlesworth' s Objet d'Art, to
Gardener's Prize to Mr.
Esq.

S
J.

Howes.
.)/c«.«r.«.

Cypher's Gold Medal, to
Gardener's Prize to Mr.

WORTH. Esq.
port.

R. Ash
Daven-

S.

,

Dr. Craven Moore's Silver Cup, to R. AsH
Gardener's Prize to Mr. Daven

WORTH. Esq.
port.

Hanmer's Silver Cup, to R. Ashwohth
Gardener's Prize to Mr. Davenport.
McBean's Silver Trophy, to R. Ash
WORTH. Esq. Gardener's Prize to Mr. Daven
.4.

/?.

Esq.

.Messrs.

port.
.Ifr.

port,

P. Smith's Prizes, to Messrs.
C. Branch, and J. Lttpton.

S.

Daven-

Committee present: Rev. J. Crombleholme (in
the chair). Messrs. R. Ashworth, D. A. Cowan.
J. C. Cowan. .J. Cj-pher, A. G. Ellwood, A. R.
Hafldlcy. .T. Howes, A. Keeling, .1. Lupton, D.
McLeod, W. Shackleton, and H. Arthur (secretary).

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Odontoglussum crispiim Briton, a full, round,
white flower, with a deep blotch on the Up, from
Mrs. S Gratrix.
0. r.
xnnthotes Conyngham, a well-ehaped
flower with lemon-yellow markings, from Dr.

Craven Moore.
O.

—

,

Jiotimic Society of Manchester's Gold Medal,
to Mr. C. Bran'CH.
.4. n. liandley's Prizes, to Messrs. E. Rogers

Pescntorei Monica

ivorthii).

from

Col. Sir J.

x CharlesRutherford, Bart.

(TAndenii

Awards op Merit.
Odonliodn Harlequin, a fairly large flower.,
with large blotches of reddish-brown on the segments, from S Gratrix. Esq.

They are also excellent hoers, assiduous in
They planted
their work, and quick to learn.
out roost carefully 70.000 onions that were raised
Some few farmers had at first an
in boxes.
objection to their employment, but this feeling
quickly gave way to wiser counsels, and now
the supply in this district is inadequate to the
certainly
Government
has
The
demand.
equipped them with excellent material, ploughs,
harrows, rollers, drills, and harvest appliances.
The continued scarcity of skilled workmen
carters especielly will induce farmers to employ more machinery. Motor ploughs are excelIn suitable sites
lent labour-saving appliances.
no trouble need be
flat fields and light soils
experienced in ploughing five acres per day. As
cultivators, too. they render excellent work at a
small cost.
In grass and com cutting they are
The
very useful, and easy to learn to drive.
heavier types are road haulers, and can be employed to thresh corn. Where the land is stiff
and heavy a special t\-pe for such a purpose
should be selected. Do not expect, however, to
If three
plough too many furrows at once.
furrows are well done it should be sufficient.

—

:

Gold Medal, presented by Mr. J. J. Bolton, to
the Rev. J. Crombleholme. Gardener's Prize
to Mr. E. Marshall.
Sili-rr-./ilf M'dal, presented by Mr. Bolton, to
Gardener's Prize to Mr. J.
S. GR.\rRix. Esq.

Howes.

—

Rust on Wheat.
Certain fields of Wheat which looked promising a short time ago are now attached by
" rust " Puccinia graminis. Some farmers hold
that rust is transmitted from one WHieat crop to
another.
This may be so under certain conditions, but in one crop I have in mind Wheat is
following a Sainfoin ley which had been down
ten years.
My own experience leads me to believe that

—

excessively cold, damp weather in .\pri!, and
especially in May, is the main cause of rust in
this cereal.

Maize.

This catch-crop is exceedingly valuable to the
cow-keeper.
With a drv spell of weather in
August and September the pastures quickly become short of grass, and then green Maize gives
a fillip to the milk supply.
.Again, in October,
even if not require<l in the two preceding
months. Mai^e is valuable, as by that time the
grass will prob.ably be lacking in quality. Maize
given daily not only improves the quantity of
milk, but its quality al.so.
No time should be
lost in sowinc the Giant Horse Toorth or the
Virtjinian variety, at the rate of one bushel per
Sow the seed thinly in every plough
acre.
furrow, sciittering alone with the seed superphosphate at the rate of 3 evvt. per acre, where
no farmyard or other manure was used.

Hoboken,

New. York and Framinsham,
he settled in Wellesley and established a florist's
business.
He was a .successful hybridist, and
raised, amongst other things, a fine Cucumber,
named T.iilby s Hybrid, and Carnation Grace
N..T.. in

Wilder, this being a variety without a peer in
itfl
day and the first really good commercial
Carn.-itinn of its colour.
In the same year Mr.
Tailby intro<hued Fred .Tohnson, a light red
Carniition, and Princess Louise, rose-pink, and
both of these had considerable local celebrity.
More recently he produced a new race of hybrid
yellow Callas.

The Harvest Outlook
The

reports as to the cropping outlook received

by the Food Production Department up to last
week end from the Departmental Commissioners
uniformly encouraging.
Never have the

are

Wheat and
Wales

as

other corn crops in England and
a whole looked better than they do
time ; grass is generally good, and

at the present

roots are promising.
" The promise of

nearly all crops is high,"
says the Berks, Bucks, Oxon, and Wilts Commissioner, " and it looks as it the harvest of 1918
will be far above the average.
The Wheat in
particular is in the better land districts of quite
exceptional promise."
In the Pewsey Vale it is
reported that " piece after piece has enough
plant on it to produce 10 quarters to the acre
if the corn stands up till the day of harvest."
A farmer of long experience farming 7,000 acres
of land states that he has never grown such
Wheat as he has to-day, and that " 200 acres
out of his total Wheat area of 1,500 are better
th!»n he has ever seen on any land before."
The weather may damage these crops before
they are harvested however, much of the land
in this area is sown with the variety of Wheat
known as Benefactor, which, as experience
proves, will stand a great deal of knocking about.
" During the last season this variety could be
seen still upright when others were hopelessly
;

laid."

Many of the reports from the Home Counties
describe the Wheat as " too good."
There has been much talk about damage done
by wireworm and leather-jacket to spring corn
on newly ploughed grassland. The C-ommissioner
for Berks. Buck.s, Oxon, and Wilts declares that
he has satisfied himself " that this damage is less
than has been generally reported, and that many
pieces have recovered from the attack."
A
general survey of the country by representatives
of

the Department confirms this view.

Where

damage has been done by pests on newly
ploughed grass it appears to have been usually
associated with defective consolidation of the soil.
In a large proportion of cases examination has
shown that the damage was done by slugs, and
not by wireworm at all, as had been reported.
Most of the land where corn crops had failed has
been sown or planted with other crops, which
now apparently are doing well. There is certainly no cause for pessimism with regard to
"ravages of wireworm and leather-jacket." A
certain amount of damage was anticipated by the
serious

e.xperls

actual

of the Department
and, so far, the
harm reported has been no greater than
:

was expected.
The Commissioner
Cornwall says:

"The

for Somerset,

country

is

Devon, and

looking exceed-

ingly well, and from very experienced agriculturists I am informed that the damage by wireworm is not so great as normally. The crops
promise to be excellent.
Potatos were lifted in
the parish of St. PauU, near Penzance, on

Mav

Carrots.
Complaints are common among gardeners that
Carrots are not a full or even crop.
My acre
of Scarlet Intermediate has a capital plant.
Thin the plants to 9 inches apart loo many
plots of this crop are spoilt through neglect in
thinning earlv. Keep the soil between the rows
well stirred to kenp down weeds and hasten the
growth.
;

JoaiPH TAM.my.— Horticulture, U.S.A., announces the death of Mr. .loseph Tailby, florist,
at his home in Wellesley, U.S.A.
Mr. Tailby
was a native r.f Leicestershire, and settled in
America in 1864. After spending tw>o y<'ars in

Nothing short of digging up the
the stems.
Ragwort is, in my
whole plant is efficient.
opinion, one of the worst weeds possilDle in a
pasture where milk cows graze. E. Molyneux.
oft

in

SOCIETIES.

ziQ

21."
The W'hent crops in the Fens are exceptionally
good, says the Lines, Rutland, and' Notts report.
The Pea crops appear to be satisfactorv everywhere. There will be little difficulty this year
in securing plants of Mangolds, which last year

month aco

gave much trouble. Grass is abundant, and live
stock are improving in condition.
From Salop and Staffs it is reported that corn
and grass have ** never been seen to grow with
such extraordinary rapiditv as this season."
The Commissioner for Hants, Dorset, and the

This obnoxious weed is growing luxuriantly in
some pastures where its removal last autumn was
neglected. Being a perennial it is useless to cut

of Wight states that corn crops generally
continue to look well.
In Lanca.shire and Cheshire the hav harvest
promises to be up to the average in bulk, whilst
many corn crops, which formerlv looked sickly,
are now showing considerable vigour.
From Worcestershire it is reported that the
Victoria Plums were cut bv the frost. Egg Plums
are affected by blight and will be onlv a partial
crop, and caterpillars are damaging the .Apples.
But it is satisfartorv to know fhnt the fears
entertained in mid. Wales .nnd some other districts that unfavourable weather earlv in the
sea.son would h.ive damaged the fruit crop seriously do not .seem to have been realised.

SUNELOWERS.

The

plants raised under glass and put out a
are now 15 inches high.
They look
strong, and likely to reaA 7 feet high.
Some
method of supporting their stems must be devised to protect them from a strong gale. .String.
wire, or small stakes stretched horizontally .along
the rows at intervals would afford the necessary
protection.
The sown plants are but a. -few inches high,
sturdy, and promising. The recent dry weather
is in favour of them getting out of the way of
slug a/ttacks, especially if the soil between' the
rows is frequently stirred.

Ragwort

in Partitres.

Isle

IMC

A ]R k: e: T s.

Vegetables; Average Wholesale Prices
Artichokes,

COVENT GARDEN.
Plants in Pots, &c.
(All 48's,

9 0-10
...
12 0-15
Pelarproniums
... 15 0-18
zonal, various
6 0-80
eO's, various
3 0-40
ivyleaf.v.irious 12 0-15
Roses, polyanthus 24 0-30
rambler (each) 5 0-12
Verbena Miss Wilmott
S 0-10 n

Marguerites, white

Mignonette

—
—

10 0-12
Sprengeri
...
9 0-10
Aspidistra, green... 32 0-42
Orassulas, various IS 0-21

sus

—

Erica maffniftca ...
pereoluta
...
Fuchsias, arious.,.
Heliotropes
...

—

—

0-30
0-42
0-15
0-15

24
36
12
12

—

Ferns and Palms

:

Average Wholesale
Nephrolepis.

tum. 48'B.perdoz. » 0-10
elesrans

variety, 48's

—

0-10

...

...

„.

0-12

fi

—

21 0-24

nidus, 48's

Cyrtomium.

48's

...
...

—

10 0-12
8 0-10

rCut Flowers, &c.

:

(RIchardias),
per doz. bl'ms.

9 0-12

—

Tmnches
Croton leaves, per

2

0-36

4

0-50

—

6-30

0-60
0-30

2

—

bunches

15 0-lS

—

bunches
Heather,
white,
per doz. bun....
Iceland

doz.

bunches ..
white,
per

3

0-6

doz bunches...
single per doz.

3

0-6

bunches

3

0-5

9 0-12

0-80

4

...

...

Frau
Karl
Druschki ...
ladylove
...

3

0-3
0-4
0-4

...

2

0-3

...

1

...

24

18

18 0-24
15 0-24

:

2
3

6-2 6
2 6-3 6
2 6- 3 e

Stephanotis,
per
72 pips
3 0-3 6
Stock, English, per
doz. bunches... 10 0-15
Sweet Peas, various,

15 0-24

Cut Foliage, &c.

5

...

—
— Liberty
— Madame Aliel
Chatenay
— Niphetos
— Richmond
— Sunburst

0-12

bunches—

— white
— blue
— yellow

doK. bunches... 12 0-18
white, per doz.

d©z.

—

Poppies,

per doz. bunches
Iris, Spanish, per

—
0-8

Roses, per doz. blooms-

—

6

4

0-6
0-4

white, per doz.

Gypsophila, pink,
per doz. bunches
white, per doz.

...

per doz. bun....
Viola cornuta, per
doz. bun.
...

Average Wholesale

4

0-8

2 6- 3 «

Prices.
9.d.

Adlantum (Maiden-

bun

per doz. bun... 6
Asparagus
plumosuB,
long
trails, per half2
dozen

— —

doz.

—

medium,
bunches

Sprengeri

...

B.d.

Berberls, per dor.

hair Fern) best,

0-80

6

0-80

4

0-50

3

0-69

4

0-46

Carnation

foliage,
doz. bunches...
Cyoas leaves, per

doz
Ivy leaves, per doz.

6-30

bunches
Moss, gross bun...
Smilat. per bun.

18 0-21

10 0-15

Rem.akks —Siipplieg of cut floweirs are more regular.
and pa-ioes in many oases are easier. Pyretlirums are
getting -towawis the finish. White Pinks (Mrs. Sinkins)
and White Stock" are sufficdent for the demand. Whit©
and coloured Paeonies ore offeied in excellent condition.
There is also a good selection in Sweet Peas obtainable
from 5s. to 24s. per dozen bunches.
Spaniah Iris la
arrivdufg in mucJh better condition, cliiefly from home
growers. A few l>oxes o^ these blooms are being sent
from Guernsey, and when out in bud ther open out well.
There is little improvement in the qmality of Roses a
few outdoor blooms are bein,g offered. Mi's. J. liiiny
being most in demand. Otlier flowers on offer iire Corn;

flowers,

bury

C-oreDpsis,

Bells,

Niig^lLa,

Average Wholesale
i.d.

Figs,

—
Hamburgh, per It...
— Muscats, perlb.

4

0-15

t 0- 4
4

Prices.

s.d.

Worthing,

per doz.
Grapes :—
Black

0-70

Lemons, per case... 60 0-100
Melons (each)
2 6-90

—

Poppies. Gypsnijhila. Canter-

and Delphiniums,

Fruit:

canteloupe
(Continental) 20 0-30

6

bunches
per bag
doz.

...

9 0-lS

...

10 0-11

Valencia,

...

10 —
3 0-50
2 0-40
3 6-46
3 0-40

bag ...
Tomatos, per lb. ...
Turnips, new, per

.Swedes, per

4

;

8 0-12

10 —
0-60
2 6-40
4

14-18

doz. bunches... 12 0-20

6-16
0-60

per doz.
...
12 0-14
Watercress, perdoz
10-1

Nectarines, perdoz, 12 0-24
Oranges, per case 60 0-110
Peaches, per doz... 6 0-30 •
Strawberries
Cornish,
per
skip
3 0-50
Kent, per peck 10 0-14

—
—
—

Southampton,
per skip
...
3 6-60
Walnuts, kiln dried,
per cwt.
... 110

—

Pear Shoots Diseased

.irgyllshire.
There is
no fungous or other disease on the portion of
perhaps the trouble arises
the shoot sent

baskets. CJheixies (the first early varieties) are now arrivin ihalf sieves (241bg.).
Grapes (Black Hajniningh and
Muscat of Alerxandria), Melons, JPeache.s, Ncctaa-ines. and
Figs are all plentiful
Tomatos have not been so plentiful OS usual at thdrs time of year.
Cauliflowers are
scarce and expensive. Mushrooms are fairly pJcntiful.
Peaa (outdoor) are no^v well in evidence.' A further
conei^nmeut
of
Onions
Eg\ ptian
reached
the
market, this weeic
the bulbs realised lower prices.
Ououmbeps continaie expensive for the time of year. Some
tine samples of
EngIish-gTO\\-n Asparagus are still on
offer.
/;.
//.
n., Coi-eid G'Tdoi Marl-et, Jviic 13, lOlS.

Tower

We

Carnations

The dark

spots on the
leaves of the Carnations do not resemble the
effects of amy fungous or insect pest.
Perhaps you have sprayed the plants with some
insecticide or fungicide at too great a strength.
/.

;

.4.

" Flat " of

B.

Cucumbers W. E. B. The number
"
of Cucumbers contained dn a market " flat
varies from 4 dozen to 2 dozen, according to
the size of the fruits.
:

Grape Fruit D. B. The Grape fruit is usually
budded on its own seedlings, the bud being
taken from a named variety. You must not.
however, expect to be able to grow this fruit
successfully in the open in this country.
The
plant is exceedingly susceptible to cold, and
:

not survive anj'where above ivhat is
frost-line.
The botanical name lis
Citrus grandis. The plant is listed as Citrus
paradisei in Messrs. T. S. Rivera and Son's
catalogue, from whom you should be able to
obtain grafts.
will

termed the

Hedge Dying

C. .V.
As you do not send us
a specimen of the Privet, we cannot say if
there is any disease which might cause it to
die
but the trouble yoii describe might
:

shoot.

T. E. W.
Your gardener
not alone in knowing very little about the
cause and cure of Silver Leaf disease, as it is
a most obscure complaint, and the discovery of a remedy has hitherto defied
research.
all
efforts
at
The only thing
to do is to examine the Greengage tree carefully, and cut away and immediately burn all
diseased branches and twigs well behind the
discoloration.
Do the same with all other
Plum or Apple trees growing in the vicinity.
If this is not successful, grub up the whole
tree and burn it, and also dig up the soil in
:

IS

We

:

down the

Plum Trees Dying

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A. J. G.
found the mycelium
of a fungus present on the specimen you sent,
but it was barren, and could not be identified.
presume that the specimen was taken
from one of the beds which you say are not
succeeding, and we would advise you to pull
up and burn all the diseased plants, and
spray the rest with Bordeaux mixture after
the crop has been cut.
Fungous disease
is not common in Asparagus,
and is usually
the result of unfavourable conditions, such as
drought, or want of nourishment in the soil.

:

;

:

.\sp.\E.4Gus

:

injurious to them as damp, which will
quickly spoil them, and favoui- attacks of
mildew.
As regards varieties, some keep
much longer than others, and when sowing
seed this point should be borne in mind.
For instance, Ailsa Craig and Giant Rocca,
which are excellent varieties for immediate use, will not keep
for this purpose
you should choose some variety such as James'
Long Keeping or Autumn "Triumph. Specimens of the latter variety have been known to
keep weU for two years: Spanish Onions keep
well, not because they are "treated" with
anything, but because, by reasnr. of climatic
and other conditions, they develop the hard,
brown skin which enables the bulbs to be
safely stored without fear of their sprouting.
The warm, dry climate of most parts of Spain
is ideal for the development of this quality

—

VegetableMarrows,

and Cos perdoz
Mint, per doz. bun.

Solanum species;
Crambe

P., Cork.

so

4

natiu-al,

Spinach, per bus....

1,

Mi.-i.i

for
Keeping
/. L. W.
OnionB
should be stored for winter use in a dry, frostproof shed or other structure.
Cold is not

54 0-55

Shallots, per lb.

It is often cultivated as

T. G. S.
alata.

Onions

0-90

per
...

Thunbergia

15, 1918.

maritima.

10-13

6

per doz.

Cucumbers, per flat
...

bun

Rhubarb,

Cauliflowers, perdoz 4 0-14

Greens, per bag ..
Herbs, perdoz bun.
Horseradish.perbnn.
Leeks, perdoz. bun.
Lettuce,
Cabbage

a garden plant.
2,

Parsnips, per bag... 8 0-10
Peas, English, per
bus.
14 0-15
Radishes, per doz.
bunches
...
2 6-36

0-80

16-20

Carrots,

—

0-30

Egyptian,
per cwt.
... 70 0-74
spring, perdoz.

I case
Parsley, per bus.

16-26

Beetroot, per cwt.
Cabbage, per doz.
new, per

d. s.d.

2

Rem ARES.—Strawberries arei mow the ruling article in
the fruit trade. The market is still ell catered for from
Southampton with the usu.al 2]bs. ond 41b9. jxackages;
they are also now beginning; to ainive from Kent in peck

2

—

21 0-24

.

2 0-

Pinks, white
...
Pyrethrum, double,
coloured,
per

Peach

Blossom, per doz.

bunches

0-50
0-36

16'b

bunches

13-16
4

a2's)
as's)
Gladiolus

—

8 0-12 ©
4

3

Pelargoniums, double scarlet, per

13-20
2

12 0-18
24 0-86

variety,
...

0-08

6

Islands), per lb.

Garlic, per lb.

—

per box

,

in

48's

large 60'b

—
—

"

Orchids, per doz:—
Catt'eyas
,..10 0-12
Paeonies.e's, various,
d-^z. bunche"*...
8 0-12

.

bunches
Cornflower,
blue,
per doz, bunches
pink, per doz.

...

small 608
...
72'8, per tray of

bunches

—

merican var,
Coreops.... per
doz.
,..

Prices.

Lillum loDgiflorum.
long
15
Nigella, per doz.

tarnations, per doz.
hiooms.
bin
best

bun.
Gardenias

;

[June

Geranium pratense.

8.

Onions,

(froin2d'>z-4d()Z)2S 0-32 o

Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums—

—

0-60

in

32's

Pteris.

A8p1enium,48'8, per
32's

4

d. s.d.

B.

—
— broad. English,
per lb
— French(Channel

•

60's

cunea-

doz.

Prices.
s.d. s.d.

I

0-80
0-80

Araucaria excelea

Mushrooms, per lb.
Mustard and Cress,
perdoz. punnets

globe,

per doz.
...
S 0-10
Jerusalem, per
3 6-40
J bus
Asparagus, per bundle
English
16-66
...

—

12.

Average Wholesale

'

s.d. B.d.
7
7

Arallas

Adiantnm

June

per doz. except where otherwise stated).

Asparagus plume-

—
—

— —
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"

which

it was growing and replace it by fresh
compost, before planting other specimens.

G.
What you call "cankers"
are not those of Coniothyrium ; in fact, there
no fungus
on
the
plants.
is
disease
Canker is sometimes purely physiological,
e.g., the result of frost, or of the use of unsuitable stock for grafting.
You state that
some of the trees are affected by
spot " if
there are blackish blotches with reddishpurple borders on the upper surface of the
leaves, it may be Septoria rosarum but there
is another similar spot, which is practically
harmless. In any case, spray the trees with a
diilute solution of copper sulphate, keep them
well pruned, and expose them fully to the
sunlight and air.

Roses: M. E.

'

'

;

;

L. C.
If the drain pipes in your land
are 18 inches deep, that ia quite suitable
sufficiently near to
each other.
should advise you to supplement them by straight trenches, one between
each pair of pipes, a foot to 18 imhes deep
and a foot wide, filled with coarse clinkers.
These will do much to assist tlie drainage of
the land, though noi quite so efficiently as
pipes, which are not so easily choked with
Needless to say, the drainage
silt and soil.
should run from the highest to the lowest
When you are digging
level of the ground.
the soil, make a point of incorporating with
it anything which will tend to lighten and
separate it, such as sand, gravel, old mortar
rubble, decayed leaves and leaf-soil, and wellrotted manure.

Soil

:

but they are evidently not

We

:

be due to natural causes. Privet is very susceptible to drought, and this condition is often
present in small front gardens, where the soil
put in by the builder is frequently quite unsuitable to plant life, and what little moisture
is present is absorbed by the brick foundation of the railings.
We should advise the
tenant to grub \ip all the bushes which appear
to be pas* cure, and buy new plants (which
are very cheap), enriching the soil as much as
possible with well-rotted manure and leaf-soil
before putting them in.

Names of Plants

Dolomite. Crepis hieracioides,
of
the species of Hawk's-beard.
It
usually grows in mountain woods.
Bradford.

one

:

.1/.
H. G. The Tulirs are
Tulips Diseased
attacked by a fungus disease, Botrytis paraPuil up and burn any infected plants,
sitica.
and, if possible, sterilise by burning idl the
We should
soil in which they were growing.
advise you also to remove the healthy bulbs to
will
the
garden
the
disease
another part of
Be careful, however,
Roses.
not attack
which'
the
any
plants
show
least
retain
not to
symptoms of disease, such as have brown velvety patches on the stem or leaves.
:

;

Communications Becei 7ed.—
—J.

c—L.

L. A. T.,

—E.

s.— E. N.—E. r.
Rothamsted—Mij;s O

B.— A.

B.— O. P.— M.

.Society

Co.—G, H. H.

:

C.

W.—
M. H.

H.

M.— Vines

—

June

.

—
.
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various kinds, the beautiful cut-leaved
Pyrus, Ailanthus, Laburnum and Holly,
which impart a cheery, furnished aspect,
the difference is very pronounced, and
In St.
especially during the winter.
James's Square only a few trees of AilanEhns
relieve
thus, Thorns, and two solitary
the monotony produced by the Planes,
which in this instance are rather poor and
weedy. Leicester Square follows suit with
excessive Plane tree planting, while the
nineteen trees in Trafalgar Square are
other examples of the too free use of a

. .

!

. .

i

In

Hanover Square two

half-dead Thorns and a small Chestnut
struggle for existence with giant Plane

:

:

:

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Kora Creek, Basrah, with Date Palms on the bank
Mesopotamia, arboreal vegetation in
Miltonia Lady Veitch
Odontoglossum Peerless var. James McNab
Onion tly, the
Tipula oleracea, the Crane tty

trees.

Most of the new

streets

and roads have

of late years been planted with the Plane,
and a nurseryman in the suburbs informs
me that fully 75 per cent, of his London
orders have been for this tree. To the
casual observer the variety of trees to be
found in London may appear small, but
such is by no means the case indeed, the
number of distinct species is a comparatively large one.
It is only after a careful
examination of the trees in our st-reets,
squares and open spaces by an interested
person that the number of different kinds
can be realised, for unless the examination is made -by one acquainted with
the peculiarities in form and foliage
of various trees, many of the less common
Few
kinds are apt to be overlooked.
Ivondoners, perhaps, know that in the
huntwo
central parks alone upwards of
dred and twenty distinct trees are cultivated, tliat a numlxsr of healthy Catalpas
are growing by tiie Clock Tower at Westminster, the Judas tree, Liquidambar and
;

LONDON

TREES.

might well be called "The
Plane Trees," for unfortuiiattj tliough it may be from tlie

LONDON
City

of

sameness, it has been
60 per cent, of the
arboreal vegetation in the metropolis conThe Elm, Lime, Poplar,
sists of this tree.
Acacia and Ailanthus are all more or less
common, but the so-called London Plane
has ousted nearly every other tree from the
held
indeed, during the past five-andtwenty years it has been planted to the
exclusion of almost every other species.
That it succeeds as well, if not better, in
the London area than the majority of trees
must be admitted, but the almost monotonous repetition in our streets, squares
and public gardens of this particular
Plane is to be deplored, and has been the
cause of much unfavourable comment
durinu; recent years. So far as I am aware
there is not a public or private garden,
square, park or open space in London
where the Plane has not been planted,
often to excess, while the majority of
streets, wide or narrow, slieltered or exposed, have Ijeen planted with tlie same
tree. The Ailanthus suooeeds quite as well
as, and perhaps better than, the Plane in
the most confined and smoky districts, while
tlie
Acacia, common and weeping Ash,
Laburnum, Mulberry, Catalpa, and many
beautiful species and varieties of Pyrus
anil Thorns, are all not only highly ornamental, but well suited for planting both
For
in urban and 8nhurl)an districts.
small areas, such as most of the Lon-^-'n
squares, the Plane, being of large growth
and one of our noblest forest trees, seems
ratlier out of place, and, owing to its tall,
usually branchless stem, imparts a bare,
unfurnished appearance to these gardens,
(s|ieoially when used alone or with few
other smaller-growing trees and shrubs as
underwood. In comparing Berkeley and
TIanover Squares, where little else but
Planes has boon planted, with, say, Bedford, Russell, or fiordoii Squares, with
their neatly kept turf and woll-grown
sjiociinens of the weeping Ash, Thorns of

point of

view

computed

that fully

;

of

Black Walnut at Fulham, Paulownia and
golden Catalpa in Regent's Park, or the
Mulberry in Finsbury Square. In the
smoke and dust of Chelsea many of the less
common trees flourisli amazingly, including
Bircli,
Catalpa Kaempferi,
the Pajier

Ginkgo biioha (Maidenhair treo), Prunus
Padus (Bird Ciierry), and Koclreuteria,
while the magnificent Hickories and .Arbutus CStrawberry tree) in Waterlow Park,
Liriodendron tulipifera (Tulip tree) at
Gohlers Green, and the Maidenhair tree by
the Commercial Road and other parts of
the East End are surely sufificient evidence
of how well other trees as well as the
Plane succeed in different parts of London.
Of the commoner trees, such as the Ash,
Elm and Acacia, there are magnificent

specimens both in Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens, while the gigantic Poplars
and Willows l)y the lake side in St. James's
Park have few equals even in the open
country.
The Ailanthus grows freely in
all the parks, as does the Manna or Flowering Ash. while the various forms of Acer
or Maple. Prunus and Pyrus, all show
by the age and size to which they have
attained how well suited they are for
thriving in the impurities of a town atmosphere.

The Ailanthus grows
well as the

Plane

;

in London quite as
indeed, in certain con-

End districts, as by tlic church
of St. Magnus the Martyr, near Billingsgate, it has ousted the Plane, though both
fined East

are growing in exactlv similar conditions

251

and within
The power

a few yards of each other.
in certain trees to withstand

chemical and other impurities of a
town atmosphere is owing largely to a
hardy and robust constitution, but the
quality of the soil in which they are
growing has its effect; and it is a curious
fact that the Plane is not the best tree
the

planting in Sheffield or Manchester,
soil and other conditions are different from those in London. It is generally supposed that the annual shedding of
the bark is the reason of the Plane tree
succeeding so well in London. This is,
however, scarceh- borne out by facts, as
several other trees which do not slied their
for

where

bark thrive equally well, amongst them
the Ailanthus, Poplars of several kinds,
the Acacia, Mulberry, many varieties of
Pyrus, Prunus and Crataegus.
The bark of the Acacia remains intact
for many years, and, being so rough and
fuj-rowed as to make the trunk deeply
fluted, collects dust and other atmospheric
impurities in large quantities, so much so
that seedlings of other trees frequently
spring from amongst the debris in nooks
and crannies of the stem.
That the Plane is, whether in point of
ornamental value and shade, or from its
ability to thrive well in smoky localities,
tree for planting in London,

a valuable

cannot

be

denied

;

but

the

limit

of

numbers has long ago been reached, and
unless a speedy check is p>it on its indiscriminate use the future of the metropolis
from a purely arboreal point of view will
be monotonous in the extreme.
A. D.
Weh.ifer.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
Fungous Diseases.
T

HAVE

.ilways

considered a dry May to be
spread of funiious diseases.

luif.ivoiirable to the

There is. however, a seriou.s attack of brown rot
on Czar and President Plums, not only in my
niantations, but on other trees in the district.
spurs and branches are quite brown and
dry, pivinc; the trees a half-dead appearance.
They should not be piven up as hopeless, however, as similar trouble with Pond's Secdliuf; in
a previous year has been overcome.
The brown
leaves and spurs and dead shoots should be cut
out at once and burned, to prevent the spread of
the disease. Similar treatment is necessary with
varieties of Apples that are attacked by canker
on the young wood. I have a very bad example
of this in some young trees of .Tames Grieve.
Up to the present the trees have made splendid
growth, but now they are beginning to canker
badly.
In some oases it has been necessiary to
cut out about a third of the tree. Apparently
this variety is going to repeat the behaviour of
Cox's Orange Pippin here, trees of the latter
seriou.sly
starting well, then cankering
for
several years, but eventually recovering after
persistent treatment with the knife.
Whether
the labour is worth while in the case of James
Grieve is doubtful.
This variety does not yet
find much favour in .southern markets, though it
appears to be very popular in the north.
Apple bloom wilt, a somewhat new disease

Many

which ha« done much damage
has made its annual
Domino and Early .Tulyan. It

past few
appearance on
however, less
plentiful than usual, because there .nre fewer
trusses for it to attack.
Lord Derby, the worst
variety for this disease, has no fruit, so that
it is not troubled by blossom wilt this year.
Affected trusses should be cut out promptly to
in the

years,

is,
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red spotting, and both sepals and petals have a
The lip is white, with »
broad white margin.
rubv-red blotch in front of the crest.

follows
prevent the spread of the canker which
the wilting of the blossom.

Lucerne

as a

Jaiiuarj/.

presence of the cover crop.
able,

though

TREES A ND SHRUBS.

of

plantation

it

ESCAI.LONIA

flowering
but this apphes equally to many other

Escallonia langleyensis was raised at
James Veitch and Sons' nursery at
sucLangley, by John Seden, who, after a very
Orchids and
cessful career as a raiser of hybrid
and deother indoor plants, went to Langley

shrubs.
Messrs.

One thing is noticeto mere chance

may be due

;

been
winter moth and allied caterpillars have
than in those that
less serious in this plantation

kinds,
voted his attention to hardy plants of all
the
both flowers and fruits. In Hortus Veitchii
E.
as
given
parentage of E. langleyensis is
dark
of
a
pollen
the
with
fertilised
Philippiana

possible that the more
for the fully-fed
solid ground makes it difficult
purposes, or for
larvae to penetrate for pupating
Market
pupae.
the moth to emerge from the

are

cultivated.

It

LANGLEYENSIS.

This hybrid Escallonia is remarkably handsome when laden with its clusters of rose-carIt is as a rule at its best m
mine fiowers.
soon over,
the month of June. The flowers are

is

macrantha known as sanguinea,
Bean, in Trees a/id Shrubs Hardy

variety of E.

but

Mr.

CfroweT.

22, 1918.

A MESOPOTAMIAN CALENDAR.

Cover Crop.

Apple trees sown with
Lucerne last year was mown for the first time
There was a
for the season at the end of May.
with
fairly good crop, though largely intermixed
growth
i® to be left
The
grasses.
and
Red Glover
being
on the ground as green manure, the object
which is
to test a plan of manuring the trees
common in the United States, a further
in
advantage being the saving of labour
hoeing cultivated plantations.
digging and
worse for the
So "far the trees look none the

A

[Juke

— Most

Mesopotamia

in

trees

are

Willow, Fig, Muliberry, Vine,
the only winter-flowerand a species of
ing slirub, are now leafless. The Euphrates Poplar, though its leaves are bright yellow, forming
brilliant spots of colom- in the sunshine, has not
evergreen, but

tlie

Mimosa

—

In the Palm groves Wheat and
yet shed them.
Lucerne are coming up, and the desert is being
ploughed in the neighbourhood of each village.
Irrigation ditches are also being dug from the
There is a semi-aquatic Ranunculus in
river.
flower, and Capsella Bursa-pastoris, but I have
seen nothing else. The nights are still cold, with
frosts sometimes in the early mornings ; the days
bright and sunny, warm when there is no wind.
few days' rain may be expected.
February. Spring begins. In the shelter of
the Palm groves, along the irrigation creeks,

A

—

familiar flowers, such as Ranunculus aquatilia.
Polygonum sp., and one or two grasses, come
Tliere are no more night frosts,
into bloom.
and though there are rainy days, and in some
districts, at least, clammy mists in early morn-

weather is on the whole genial. Towards
the end of the month the racemes of the Date
Palm begin to appear beyond the tip of the
spathe.

ing, the

March.—The month

of

The

flowers.

Mul-

berry and Willow are in flower early, also the
Along the creek side are
Euphrates Poplar.
English wild flowers, such as Geranium sp.
(crimson), Vioia sp. (purple). Euphorbia, Clover,
Anagallis (two species, one with scarlet flowers,
with bright
possibly A. arvensis, the other
gentiaii-blue flowers), Hieracium, and Veronica;
By the middle of
also several aquatic plants.
level is
the month the gravel desert above flood
dwarf, including
mostly
flowers,
with
covered
many '^ rosette " plants. They include a whiteGeraflowered Salvia, dwarf Iris, Euphorbia,
(two species).
Vicia,
species),
(two
nium
Uman
Asphodel (two species), Compositae,
more. There
bellifer, Potentilla sp., and many
which are
are heavy dews in the early morning,
obperhaps the source from which these plants
The silt desert, which is
their water.
tain
only
supports
saline, owing to periodic flooding,

'—a
Samphire and patches of "Camel Thorn
Leguminous undershrub with the appearance of
Gorse.

By the end of the
trees are in flower,
in

Fig.

mcn.\e
106.— odontoglossum peerless vae. james
that the parents are
in Ihc British Isles, states
The hybrid was
Pliilippiana and punctata.
Royal Horticul.riven an Award of Merit by the

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
ODONTOGLOSSUM PEERLESS VAR.
JAMES McNAB.
The beautiful forms of Odontoglossum PeerArmstrong and Brown, by
lesis raised bv Messrs.
X
crossing 0. Ossulstonii (crispo-Harryanum
X
Pescatorei) and 0. eximium (ardentissunum
plants,
seedling
as
have,
which
of
crispum) two
"

,

Award
secured tJie Preliminary Commendation
give excelof the Roval Horticultural Society,
crossby
obtained
results
good
of
examples
lent
The lineage in
ing with a definite purpose.
includes
fig.
106)
(see
IWcNa.b
the variety James
O crispum thrice, 0. Pescatorei twice, and 0.
Harryanum once, blotched forms of 0. crispum
size,
being used to secure good colour and large
and 0. Harryanujn to impart firm substance.
especially
and
form,
fine
Pescatorei 'gives the
the

broad

development of

the

lip,

which

is

McNah. clearly indicated in the variety James
The flower is 4 inchee across and the petals
white, the
are 2 inches in width. The ground is
ruby-red
inner parts bearing large, confluent,
with
blotches the peUls have a small white base
;

must be regarded
tural Society in 1897, but it
of a First-class
as well worth the liigher honour
lax growth, this
somewhat
Being of
Certificate

an
Escallonia is eminently fitted for clothing
the mam
unsightly fence or similar positions. If
the
and
place,
their
in
fastened
are
branches
tree
secondarv ones allowed to grow at will, the
charforms, from the arching, semi-pendulous
graceful speciactei-of the shoots, an exceedingly
men In the nursery at Coombe Wood there was
believe the
a large plant of this Escallonia (I
trained as a flat screen, the
one),

original

being supported by stout stakes. It
way verv effective. By some this
but in
Escallonia is referred to as an evergreen,
my suburban garden in the south-west of
nearly
London, on a cold, clayey soil, it loses
It is advanall of its leaves in the winter.
tarred
tageously employed in hiding the ugly
Cutfence so conspicuous in suburban districts.
totaken
if
root
eapv
to
particularly
tings are

branches

was in

this

wards the end of the summer, inserted in a close
frame, and shaded from direct sunshine. W. T.

foliage.

full

month the Lime and Orange
and the Fig

The Liquorice

and Vines
coming into

trees
is

ripe.
leaf, and the Wheat is almost
hot, but
jj^pril.—The days begin to get very
it is the end of
cool;
pleasantly
the nights are
There are dews in the early mormng,
spring

Pomegranates
but rain is quite exceptional. The
beautiful
and Oleanders are in flower, and a
tree.

Caesalpinia

All

trees

in

are

full

leaf.

the
There are still manv flowers in bloom by
their prime,
creeks, but they are already past
many
and some are seeding, while on the desert

are already
into bloom,
Frog-bit,
creeks
In the
Liquorice.
English aquatics
Mares' -tails, and other familiar
The Arabs are busy poUinatmg
are in flower.
Pahn, carrying
the female flowers of the Date
jaundiced, male racemes.
huge,
the
about
Mulberries ripen, and the pretty
il/n,, —The
comes into
j-uum
r.amel Thorn"
a^„„,.aA " i.^amei
crimson-flowered
,
,.
i.
under-shrub beflower (it is a small Gorse-like
on the
grows
which
lonaing to the Leguminoseae,
in the Palm groves).
de.ert on old walls, and
the month a magnificent
\t the beginning of
flower, but
is
tree
Leguminous
shade-giving
end- of
scarcely a fortnight, and by the

of

the plants in flower last

shrivelled.
and also

The Tamarisks

month
come

m

it

lasts

In June it
gone
the month all the flowers are
a.nd I saw it in
flowers again for a short time,

The leaflets
in September.
compound leaves close together, amd
By
from the depressed leaf-stalk.

bloom once more
of the large,
han<T limplv
da.Y^

even

in

wndethe hottest weather, they axe

—
June
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spread,

polished

their

surfaces

reflecting

the

There is another fine tree which flowers
month, and behaves in a similar way, the
It belast spasm of flowering being October.
light.

this

Thus there are two
longs to the Celaistraceae.
flowering seasons, spring and autumn, separated
bv hot and cold seasons. Bv the end of May the

—

September. The sixth month without rain.
By the middle of the month the early morn
ings are very pleasant, as are the evenings. It
is still very hot in the middle of the day, and
the north wind has ceased, but the drawing in
of the days makes a big difference to the nights.
It is the autumn flowering season, and in the

253

Fingers," Cotton, etc., are 4 to 6 feet high.
Beans, Tomatos, Cucumbers, Marrows and other
*
vegetables are ripe.

—

Very similar to last month, but
Plenty of flowei-s, both wild in the
deseit and in gardens Roses, Sunflowers, Hollyhock, Jasmine.
The Oleanders are in flower
again, and so for a short time is tlie big tree
N. 0. Celastraceae referred to previously. The
October.

cooler.

—

—

and flowers of the desert meadows are

long grass

reaped by Arabs, and the ground, formerly
green, again takes on the aspect of bare desert.
Towards the end of the month it becomes too
cold to dine outside at night.

—

November. The end of the autumn flowering
period
many of the plants enumerated above
are still in flower.
By the middle of the month
the Mulberry trees are shedding their leaves, as
also are the Willows, while the Poplar leaves
are turning. The Sweet Limes are ripe, though
still green.
The last of the Cotton and vegetables are gathered, including Indian Corn, and
everything rooted out of the gardens for fuel, so
that they look as bare as the desert again
a
month later they are ploughed and Wheat sown.
December. After an eight months' drought,
;

;

—

may be

rain

turns
frosti

expected any time. The weather
very cold, with bitter north winds and

at night, except

ind Sweet

Limes

when

rain falls.

finally ripen in the

Oranges

winter sun-

and deciduous-leafed trees become bare.
There are dense mists, sometimes lasting through
the night.
The Palm groves, washed of their
ilnist by the rain,
look fresh and beautiful for
lie first time for months.
As soon as the rain
.<hine,

I

comes, seedlings may be seen springing up everywhere in the desert by thousands. The yellow(liiwercd Mimosa is in bloom, but very little
else a few ephemeral flowers, however, such as
ShiMlierd's Purse, may be found, as in England
;

rnEEK,

shade temperature

BASR.^H.

had

reached

HESOl'OTAMIA. DATE PALMS
IMMEORANATlta.

a

maximum

HOP F.
./itnt.— There are heavy dews soon after sun
set.
Dust storms are frequent, the north wind
of

tempering the great heat. TTie Wheat and Rice
crops are reajjed at the beginning of the month.
Oleanders cease flowering in the autumn, but
there are still a few flowers by the creek ^Ver-

—

bena

officinalis,

Plantago

sp.,

WITH U.NDEnGROWTU OY VINES AND

in winter.

gardens are many flowers in bloom,
including Verbena, Cucurbita sp., Orobanche sp.,
several Compositae, Convolvulus (two species),
Oxalis sp.. Malva, and two or three grasses.
In marshy and meadow ground exposed by the
subsiding water are patches of Cuscuta on
Liquorice ^nA nther pirints. trniliir.: rnnvohnlifj.

/'',

Kit><jdi>n

Ward.

vi'i;elable

SOME GARDEN PESTS.
Insect pests are extremely abundant this
year.
In this part of Yorksliire the leatherjacket, the larva of the crane fly, or Daddy
Longlegs. has beon and still is a scourge.
It

Compositae, Con-

volvulus sp., an Umbeliifer, and others. Lemna
and Salvinia are seen floating in the ditche.«.
In many of the Palm groves is a thick under
growth of Liquorice, " Camel Thorn," a, whitefiowered Myrtle smelling of Cloves, and a Leguminous undershrub, with purple flowers (now
over), and highly varnished leaves.
July. The terrific heat, reaching 125° F. in

—

the shade, shrivels up all the desert plants. By
the river two species of Eryngium and a sweet
scented Clover are still in flower; also the Myrtle
just referred to.
On old walls a Leguminous
undershrub with fleshy leaves is in flower and
fruit simultaneously, and remains in flower all
through the hot weather. There are daily dust
storms, and notwithstanding the heat of the day
the nights are comparatively cool. No trees are
in flower, but all retain their leaves throughout
the hot weather, in spite of there being no rain,
thus differing from most of those in the monsoon

The

region.

Grapes

are

ripe,

also

Water

Melons. Winter crops of vegetables nre planted,
the majority on banks exposed by the falling
river,

and

irrigated.

— The

intense heat shows signs of deof the month heavy
white mists lie over the river and desert in the
early morning. The Pomegranates ripen at the
beginning of tho month, the Dates at the end,

Auguft.

creasing.

Towards the end

UEES IN MESOPOTAMH.

by which time the Arabs are busy picking and
sorting them.
An occasional prostrate Convolvulus is seen in flower out on the dry silt desert,
and in pits protected from the scorching wind
are a few " rosette " plants with deep taproots.
Polygonum sp., Potentilla (two species),
Malva sp. (not in flower), and a few others.
The Myrtle is still in flower, with ripe fruits.

and a beautiful little trailing Toad-Flax
in
some places a species of Cerastium, growing
socially, so as as to form a thick carpet 6 inches
thick, was seen
in other places, a yellow;

;

flowered

grew

plant

belonging to the Saxifragaceae
also patches of Butomus lunIn the gardens the crops of " Ladies'

in the grass

bellatus.

;

has attacked Cabbages, Peas and Beans. The
plants may be severed by the insecte from their
roots, upon, or immediately beneath, the surface
I was recently called upon to inof the soil.
spect a row of Peas that had been completely
ruined by leather-jackets. The adult insect lays
her eggs in the autumn, and the larvae appear

—
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about

a fortnight later.

They commence

to feed

There are
d^ys of the year.
measures.
remedial
various preventive ajud
Undrained grass-land or badly kept waterare
gardens
of
proximity
the
courses in
in the first

warm

egg-laying

favourite

stations.

Wherever

pos-

soap and 1 lb. of Quassia extract mixed with
20 gallons of water is aji excellent specific.
The time is at hand when we may expect
an outbreak of the Potato disease (Phytophthora infestans). Wise cultivators wiU prospraying with Bordeaux
tect their crops by
mixture or Burgundy mixture. Bordeaux mixture is made by mixing 1 lb. of copper sulphate,
water.
Jlb. of fresh" lime, with 10 gallons of
The first sprajdng should take place about the
at
repeated
thrice
third week in June and be
fort-nightly intervals. In making Bordeaux mixture no metal vessels should be used. The copper sulphate and lime should each b« dissolved
Mix them together
in half-a-gallon of water.
and add the 9 gallons of water slowly. GfO. H.

Copley. Horton Park Gnnlens, Bradford,

I'nrl--

.s/n're.

The Week's Work

[June
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FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J.

Keale

GmsB Gardener
Hall,

Newcastle,

Mrs. DBMPaTBl,
StaSordshite.

to

fruit in these

The Orchard HousE.-The
houfies
stage.

wiU now have reached the final thinning
Be careful to limit the crop according to

Pot tree»
the°age and condition of each tree.
the
are usually so restricted for root space that
on
dependent
entirely
trees
is
the
of
welfare
If there is not sufficient space for
stimulants.
top-dressings, place pieces of zinc or tin around
rich
the inside of the pots, and then fill up with

compost, prefera.blv a mixture of decayed manure
Diluted liquid manure should be
to
given frequentlv, and the syringe freely used
borkeep the foliage clean. Established trees in
similar treatrequire
crops
heavv
carrying
ders
ment, except voung trees which are already
making too vigorous growth. Trees that fruit
Cheron spurs, snich as Apricots, Plums, and
pinched back
ries, should have the young shoots
the
of
end
to a few leaves, but those at the
branches should be left to grow for the present.
trees
Nectarine
However carefuUv Peach and
have been disbudded there are always a few

and loam.

Cut these out, retaining
shoots.
s
those most favourably situated for next year

supeirfluous
fruiting.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Bv F JORDiN. Gardener

to

Clay, M.P., Ford Manor,

"

Fig. 109. the craneflt, ob " daddy longlegs
(tiPULA OLERACEA). 1, THE GRUB; 2, THE
PUPA 3, THE PERFECT INSECT.
;

sible drainage of the former and cleansing of
Obsei-vers of crane
the latter should be done.
files will have seen them hovering upon patches
of grass that often grow in waste corners of gai-dens. The grubs will give trouble later, which
may be obviated fby removal of the grase. An
application of nitrate of soda or sulphate of
ammonia will often so stimulate an affected crop
Soil
that it can more than repair the damage.
fumigants and various proprietary articles are
sometimes recommei>ded, but from my ex-

they are without the slightest effect.
have many times given them a fair trial. As
many adult insects and larvae as possible should
be killed.
The eggs of the Onion fly are laid upon
the neck of the bulb in late April and May.
The grubs hatcli quickly, eat the tissues of the
In about three weeks flies
bulb, and pupate.
A third
appear and the process is repeated.
generation sometimes appears in the South of
such
in the
England, but I have not observed
North. Pupae that are produced in autumn pass
the winter in the ground, therefore Onions
should not be grown on infected land for some
It is well to dress the Onion crop with
years.
The punsoot about the time the flies appear.
gent odour may drive them away, and at the
same time the soot assists the plants. Onions
They
raised under glass are seldom affected.
are stronger and thus better able to wdthstand
perience
I

POTATOS.-On

Lieut.-Col. SpiiroiR

Lmgfield, Surrey.

the w'hole, the Potato

crops

well,
look verv promising; the plants came up
grew etronglv, were uninjured by frosts, and
are fully a fortnight earlier than usual. Potatoe
until
rarely show signs of late blight disease
The best preabout the first week in July.
a
with
spraynig
ventive to blight disease is
preparation containing copper aulphate, and
increaees
but
spraying not only prevents disease
Bordeaux
the freight and quality of the crop.
mixture is largely used, and may be <ybUmed>
from local chemists, with full directions for u»e.
as
foliage should be sprayed on the under

The

well as the upper surface. Many do not
which are
it necessary to epray early varieties,
do much
lifted before the disease is likely to
twice.
sprayed
harm. Late varieties should be
on the first occasion at the end of June, and the
second time in the middle of July.

consider

A«PARAGU».-Early Peas will be ready for
gathering after this date, and there will be no
need to cut much Asparagus when Peas are
It is harmful to cut the shoots from
plentiful.
new Asparagus beds until at least two seasons
have passed, nor should the ehoots in comparaOld
tively young beds be cut late in the season.
beds may be allowed to furnish late supplies if
be
should
shoots
the
but
scarce,
early Peas are
only caref ullv thinned and the remainder allowed
judiciously
thinned
is
growth
"if
the
to develop,
fewer but finer buds will form, 3.nd give supeSeeing that the
rior produce the next season.
muat
loss of the best shoots after this date
the cultibehove*
it
plants,
the
weaken
greatly
vator to preserve them as much as possible. The
Strong,
same remarks apply to young beds.
feathered Pea sticks should be put to the plants
beds
the
and
winds,
strong
by
damage
prevent
to
attack.
kept clear of weeds by hand-weeding.
in
plants
Frame Cucumbfbs.— Cucumber
frames in full bearing will require attention at
at
lateral
Pinch each
least three times a week.
the first or second joint beyond the fruit and
keep the bed evenly covered with foliage. The
roots should be given soft water at a temperature of 80°, and this may be varied by the use
When rootof soot-water once or twice a week.
feeding is necessary the surface of the bedi
should be flooded without wetting the foliage, in
Fresh linings of dung
bright, simnv weather.
should be applied from time to time throughout
the season, first at the front of the frame and
then at the back. '
Carrots. Thoae who require a constant
supply of young, tender Carrots should make
anthomyia ceparum
Fig. 110.— THE ONION fly
sovfing at once. Select one of the stumpanother
(MAGGOT AND PUPA, MAGNIFIED).
rooted varieties, and sow the seed in rather
If the
light soil in drills made 9 inches apart.
Aphides and red spider infest many crops.
plants are lightly thinned and kept clear of
They pierce the tissues and extract the cell-sap.
weeds a good supply of roots should be forthMultiplication in their case is extremely i-apid,
coming early in the autumn. If verysmall roots
to
are desired sowings should be mad* in July and
therefore prompt measures should be taken,
soft
of
lb.
stage
1
initial
its
early in ATigust in a fr*m«.
meet an attack in

—

:

;

and
top-dressings
supplies of diluted liquid manure wUl
next
for
intended
vines
pc/t
greatly improve
The roots must not be allowed
year's' forcing.
If the plants
to get into the plunging material.

Pot ViNr».-Suitable

liberal

proper height the
canes quicklv thicken. As the young rods change
benecolour more" fresh air and warmth will be
Keep the laterals closely pinched from
fici.il.
the base to the pruning-point, but on no account
should those above be defoliated they must be
the plants to draw
left for the present for
nourishment from, so as to complete their growth.
Syringe these young vines freely^ to keep the
foliage clean aiid free from red spider.
Melons in P»AMB«.-Pits and frames tha*
have been cleared of bedding plants may now
The sun wQl provide
be planted with Melons.
most of the heat necessary. Make up a bed of
sweet manure and leaves in equal proportions,
and on this arrange a ridge of retentive loam,
with which a little mortar rubble and wood ash
has been incorporated. Ram the soil firmly, and
directly the bed is warmed through the plants
may be inserted. Admit a little air in the mornings on bright days, gradually increasing the
amount as the sun gains pow^r. iSyringe the
plants freely at about four o'clpck in the afternoon, and then close the frames.

have been stopped at the

;

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
6y

J.

C0Li.nm, Gardener to Sir JiRiMiiH C0L1U«,
B«rt., Gatton Park, Reijate.

ZvQOOOLAXAND BoLLEA.- Zygocolax

Pcsca-

and Colax jugosus may be grown in the
same house as Zy gopetalums and should be
Plants of the
shaded from strong sunlight.
WarscewiczeUa,
and
Bollea,
genera
allied
torei

,

should receive attention in re-potting or topdressing just after they commence to make
These plants should not be
new growth.
it
unle.ss
disturbance
root
to
subjected
They may be grown either
is quite necessary.
provided
be
should
which
in pots or pans,
with ample materials for drainage. As a rooting
medium employ a mixture of three parts -A 1
fibre and one p"art clean, picked Sphagnum-moas.
Cut both materials into rather short portions,
adding a good sprinkling of crushed crocks and

The plants grow
a few small lumps of charcoal.
best in a moist, shadv position in the intermediwatered
ate house. Re-potted plants should be
and
sparingly, but the spaces between the pots
a moist
their surroundings should be kept
plants
the
established
condition always. When
at
should never be allowed to become quite dry

m

the roots.

Vanda.- As plants of Vand.i teres pass out of
the roots.
flower thev should receive attention at
" leggy " and have
Specimens' that have beco- sbould
leaves
bottom
lost a quantity of the'below some of.
be cut down to a der.ii-d length
compact
as
again
the aerial roots, r.-n potted
The pr^rtions may be potted singly,
specimens.
placed togetb^
or three or mora stems may be

June
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in pots of a suitable size, or in' narrow boxes or
trouglis.
Whichever receptacle is employed, it
ehouid be provided with clean crocks for drainsuitable compost is equal parts
age purposes.
Osmunda-fibre or
1 fibre and Sphagnum-mosB,
cut up rather short, mixed
with crushed
crocks and small lumps of charcoal. Plants that
do not require to be cut down should have all
the old soil washed from their roots, and new
soil provided.
This Vanda is an aerial-rooting
species, and it is advisable to fasten the stems
to stakes of Teak or some other hard wood, to
whic'h the clinging roots may attach themselves.
The stakes should be of sufficient length to
When
allow for 18 inches or so of growth.
potting is finished, the plants should be afforded
a thorough watering at the roots, and be placed
in a house having a southern aspect and humid
atmosphere. They shcmld be shaded for a few
days, and, as soon as they have recovered from
the effects of repotting, they may be exposed
fully to the light, syringing them overhead frequently.
When the season's growth is completed, water should be withheld gradually, and
for a period of at least four months the plant.s
should receive no water at the roots, but should
be syringed occasionally to prevent the foliage

A

A

and stems from

sTirivelling.

be maintained until flcnver-sipikes are
seen to be pushing from the stems, when the
plants may again be subjected to moist condi-

tions.
Vanda Hookeriana and V. Mies Agnes
Joachim should receive the same cultural treat-

ment.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
E.

H*RRias. Gardener to Lady WlNTiOl.
IjO«kinff« Park, B«rkjhir«.

Winter - flowering Pelarooniums. — No
time should be lost in finally potting Pelargoniums intended for winter flowering.
The
plants may be placed out-of-doors in a position
fully exposed to the sun and water afforded
with care until the pots are fall of roots. At
this siage stimulants may be given sparingly,
increasing it in strength as the season advances.
Pinch out the points of the strongest growths
and remove all flower-buds as soon as they
appear.

Salvia •PLeNOeNs.— Cuttings of Salvia
in March should now be
ready for their final potting. Pots 7 inches or
8 iniches in diameter will be large enough.
A
compost of good fibrous loam, leaf -soil, old Mushroom bed manure, wood ashee, and sharp sand,
forms an excellent rooting medium. See that
the pots are clean and well drained, and pot the
which were rooted

plants firmly.
Examine the foliage for insect
pests before potting, and dip the plants in an
insecticide should there be the least evidence
of red spider or aphis. When potted, move them
to their summer quarters, preferably in some
position which is sheltered from the sun during
the hottest part of the day.
The pots should

be plunged

in ashes.

PLUMBaao ROSEA.- Old

plants of Plumbago
rosea which have been repotted must be given
every encouragement to develop .strong, healthy
growth during the next few weeks. During hot
weather the atmosphere should be kept moist by
frequently damping the surfaces in the house.
Syringe the foliage with rain-water in the morning and at cloeing time in the afternoon, and
to keep the plants free from insect pests syringe
them abooit once a fortnight with insecticide.
Young plants which have been rooted this spring
should be shifted when ready into their flowering pots, using a rich, open compost.

CHRVSANTHEMUMS.-The work of transferring Chrysanthemums to their final pots .should
be accornplislied with as little delay as possible
when the plants are ready. Prepare sufficient
soil
to
pot all the plants
and place
it
under cover. The compost should consist chieflv
of
rich fibrous loam, leaf-soil,
well-decompo.sed

horse-manure, wood ashes, coarse sand,
The potting mnst be done
the plants will always be in need
of water. They may be arra-nged in their summer
quarters when all the plants are pottpfl, and.
if possible, the pots should
be partly plunged
in ashes.
This will entail a little more labour
now, but it will save much labour later in

and crushed bones.
v.-ry firmly, or

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R. P. Brothbrston, Gardener to the Barl of
HlDDIHGION, Tymnghajne, East Lothian.

Propagating from Eyes.— A number

of

may be readily increased from
the stalks, which are cut into lengths containing
four knots or eyes. These, if inserted into sandy
soil in a cold frame to half their depth, profusely
herbaceous plants

watered, shut up close, and shaded, will duly
produce roots and shoots. The difficult Scottish
Rocket is easy to propagate in this way, ae well
as Phloxes, Hollyhocks, and many others. The
stems have to be neither too young nor yet too
hard, and it is about this time of year that they
are in proper condition for rooting.

Rose Cuttings.— Roses

These conditions

should

By

Recently-potted plants must be very
watering.
carefully waitered until the pots are again full
of roots.
They should be kept rather dry for
the next few weeks. Syringe them two or three
times a day, and damp between the plants frequently when the weather is very hot. It is a
great saving of labour to plant a portion of the
plants on a well-prepared piece of ground. Those
which will be required chiefly for cutting may
be treated in this manner.

from

propagated

cuttings inserted last autumn may be lifted and
re-planted in turfy soil. They should be planted
not nearly so deeply ae they were at fii'st, and
roots that have outgrown others on the same
Before filling in the
plant should be cut back.
soil completely, soak the ground with water, and
an hour or so subsequently fill in the rest of the
soil.
In ten days or a fortnight afterwards apply
a surface dressing of fertiliser, consieting of
superphosphate and sulphate of ammonia, or
soot, and other quick-acting manures, and hoe
the surface deeply. The plants will make splendid material for autumn planting.

Climbing Roses.— It conduces much

to the

ease of training Climbing Roses to tie or tack
in rapid-growing young shoot/ as they develop.
Certain varieties produce far more shoots than
are needed to furnish the trellises for another
year, and if not done earlier the less well-placed,
though not necessarily all the weak shoots,
It is possible to
should be at once cut out.
have too gross shoots, which ripen so badly as
to be unable to withstand a severe winter. Hence
the value of those so-called weaker shoot«, which
are more reliable.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Mulberries.— One of our Mulberry trees is
promising an abundant crop of fruit. The tree
growing in cultivated ground that has been
The berries
kept hoed, and is a good variety.
will be doubly valuable this coming season for
preserving purposes, as there is a shortage of
stone fruits, and they should prove useful for
mixing with early-ripened Gourds for preserves.
Mulberry trees are frequently planted on lawns,
and in such situations it will be well to water
is

them when the

fruit

is

swelling.

The

soil

around such trees will need pricking up with a
fork to enable water to penetrate more readily
where the trees are growing on
to the roots
mounda this attention is doubly needed.
;

Quinces.- Given a moist surrounding, the
Quince needs but little attention at any time,
and the trees will usually carry a full crop of
fruit.
It is seldom necessary, so far as ray experience serves me, to have to thin the crop.
Shoots that are growing too strongly should be
stopped in. good time, in order to preserve the
balance of the tree. An occasional branch may
need some support, as the foliage in itself is a
consi<lerabIe weight, and the branch may become
very heavy after rains. I have known branches,
with a crop of fruit to add to the weight, to snap
A forked stake makes a
off after heavy rains.
good support.
Early Strawberries. — This season we
picked our first ripe Strawberries out-of-doors on
June 13, which is an earlier date than ever
before, and four days in advance of last year.
The two varieties that gave ripe fruit on that
date were King George V. and Keen's Seedling.
I like the former decidedly better than Royal
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(Sovereign ; it does not make such luxuriant leafage, the fruit is more sha.pely, and of an excellent colour.
Growers will do well to add this
sort to their collection.
Keen's Seedling still
maintains its position as an early-cropping
variety, but it needs a frequent cliange of soil.
Laxton's FiUbasket is well named ; our plants
forming a bed of this variety are just swelling
a heaN-y crop, and they are robust and healthy.
This Strawberry stands a dry season remarkably
well, whereas Waterloo, and others of that type,
prefer a wet, dripping time, even when ripening
their berries.
Our first Alpine Strawberries are
just about ripe, and the plants are bearing a
very heavy crop.
Those for the late autumn
crop are still having the spikes removed and the

ground about them kept

clean.

Netting Bush Fruits.— An effort should
be made to get the work of netting of fruit
bushes done as soon as possible.
Bii-ds will
speedily take the first ripe Red Currants and
Raspberries, and these early fruits are of the
most value. Black Currants with us are a prodigious crop again this season, and although we
have Jiad big bud for some years, it makes but
little difference to the crop.
It pays to stop
the shoots of Red and White Cun-ants, but this
work is often neglected, notwithstanding that
it does not take much time.
Aphis has not been
troublesome to our bushes this season, and we
have not been bothered with caterpillars. Those
who have late Currants and Gooseberries on
north walls will do well to keep them syringed
occasionally and also watered at the roots. These
late crops well repay for strict attention.

THE APIARY.
By Oklorib.

Water.— When

the queen is laying 2,000 to
3,000 eggs per day much water is required for
the larvae.
At this time brooks are often becoming dry, so the bees are driven to seek their
supplies round manure heaps which is not
hygienic. Therefore give tJiem a good supply of
clean water, as previously advised, and change
it frequently.

—

Handling Frames.— The
frames

correct

way

to lift

by the ends of the bars. Beginners
to hold them by the metal ends,
which may slip, and cause serious disaster. After
lifting up a frame, for further examination, lower
one end until the frame assumes a perpendicular
position; give it a half-turn, lowering the other

•the

is

are tempted

end. so that the comb is now wrong side up,
and in a safe position for examination. Complete the inspection as soon as possible, but all
movement must be firm, free from jarring, and
without fussiness.

Warning.— When the bees are seen vigorously
fanning at the entrance the bee-keeper should at
once investigate the cause. It may be that the
inmates require more air, which may be given
by incre;ising the width of the entrance in very
hot weather it may be necessary to wedge up
the whole of the brood-chamber off the floorboard. If this fails to allay the bees' luieasiness,
disease should be suspected, and an examination of the brood-chamber made.
Foul brood
gives off an impleasant odotu' the cappings of
the cells are broken and the brood dead and
"
Earlier in the season the " fanners
rotten.
may be at work on tJie alighting-board because
stores of food are fermenting.
;

;

To Qet Bees Out of Trees, Walls and
other plaoes. — When a .swarm takes refuge
hollow
wall
it
may be
in
a
or
tree
out as
follows:
Take a "Porter"
escape and fasten it on a piece of
large enough to cover the opening, and
All other openings
in the evening firmly fix it.
should be closed with putty or similar material
Over the entrance, about 1 foot above, fix a skep
containing a sm,all quantity of bees and the queen.
Fix it firmly to a board and suspend all from '
A
nail securely driven into the wall or tree.
small nucleus hive, containing a queen and bees.
will suit admirably.
In a few days the whole
of the bees will be hived.
Rach day openings
should be soarched for and stopped, so that all
An
bees are forced out through the escape.
established stock in such a place would require
four or five weeks to collect.
got
bee

wood

—
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KDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMENTS
PTJBLISHEK.

41,

WC-

Covent Garden.

and

Editors

should be sent to the
Wellington Street,

Publisher.

—

Our correspondents
obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Pdblisher
and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
immed, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
would

delay

obviate

in

;

Special

Notice

Correspondents.

to

— The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or
illustrations
unless
by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

AVBRAGB Mh4N TiMPIRlTURB for the ensuing week
deduced from obaervations during the last fifty
years at Greenwich, 61.3.
AonjAL Tempbratcrs
Gardeners Chronicle Offloe, 41. Wellington Street,
OoTent Ga,rden, London,
Thursday, June 20
10 a.m.
Bar. 29.9
temp.
65.5°.
Weather—
Sunnr.
;

;

;

Not for a good many
years has there been such
a show of Potato blossom as is to b© seen at
the present time.
This preoocious and
luxuriant blossom, particularly on second
earlies, is doubtless to be attributed to the
remarkable season, and its influence on
growth. The haulm grew away at a
tremendous pace immediately the sunny
weather succeeded the cold, damp spell,
and the mass of blossom now showing
is
doubtless due to the rapid
drying
out of the light soils on which the
Potatos here referred to are growing.
Common sense would indicate that
luxurious blossoming of the Potato must
be incompatible with full tuber formation, and experiments confirm this view.
Some year or two ago Messrs. Sutton and
Sons carried out experiments on the eSeot
of removing the blossoms from Potatos,
and found that the removal made an appreciable diSerence some 10 per cent., if
we remember aright to the crop. A difference of this magnitude say, a ton to
the acre
is by no means negligible in
these times
but,
unfortunately,
the
scarcity of labour will make it extremely
Potato Bloor

—

—

—

—

;

and in many cases impossible, to
apply the means of preventing this loss
by systematic removal of the flower heads.
Nevertheless, where this is possible it is
manifestly well worth doing.
To do it
difficult,

the flower-heads should be removed whilst they are in their young
stage, for evidently after the flower-head
is fully formed a good deal of the energy
and material of the plant has alreadv been
wasted so far as tuber-formation is concerned.
With little practice it is easy to
discover and pinch out the flower-buds as
soon as they are visible at the points of
the stems.
It takes about half an hour
to go over 10 rods thoroughly, and it is
doubtful whether it is worth doing unless
it is done quite thoroughly.
In the case of another crop— the Onion
the same tendency is manifest, and
transplanted Onions, at all events those
planted in light soils, are beginning to
bolt.
Where this is the case, no time
should be lost in picking out the young
flower-heads. If this is done, the crop may
effectively,

—

—

be in large measure saved; but if
neglected, the bulbs will not swell.

it

is

The drought has proved unkind to transplanted plants in general. Maize reared
under glass and put out in the open,
even when it was lucky enough to be well
watered in, is showing no tendency to
" pick up." The leaves remain yellow, the
plants are making little growth, and are in
marked contrast with the rich green and
vigorous stand of some plants. Indeed, it

evident that the vagaries of our climate
it impossible for the gardener ever
to be sure which method
of direct sowing or transplanting will give the better
result
although it may he said that on
the average transplanting of such crops
:\s Onions
and Maize is to be preferred
In the case of Tomatos out-of-doors we
have no choice, and this year plants put
out are standing still so far as growth is
concerned, and, what is worse, making
poor but exhausting attempts to, flower.
These observations must be taken to
apply to the lighter soils lacking substance
and
water - holding
capacity.
Such soils flatter the gardener in ordinary years, but in a year such as the
present they reveal the nakedness of the
land, and teach the valuable lesson that
the fertility of the garden can only be
established on a basis of rich humus provided by heavy and repeated applications
of farmyard manure.
Artificials alone in
such light soils cannot suffice the plants.
Their role is supplementary, and not
fundamental. Their use is of inestimable
value and assistance to the gardener, but
they must be employed together with, and
not in substitution of, organic manure.
is

make

—

—

;

The Late Mb. R. Hooper Peaihon.— The
funeral of the late Mr. R. Hooper Pearson took
place on Saturday, the 15th inst., at Putney
Vale Cemetery, which is situated on the outskirts of the
beautiful Wimbledon Common.
The first portion of the burial service was rea<l
in St. Anne's Church, Wandswortli. and those
present included Messrs. James O'Brien. W.
Hales. xV. Groves, W. J. Bean, A. Osborn, W.
HoNESS, A. Dawkins, W. W. Pettigrew, T.
Humphreys, T. Lewis, and G. F. Tinley (Gardener.':' Chran'ich).
Several other horticulturists
were present at the interment, including Mr.
J.^mes Hudson, representing the Council of the
INIessrs.
G.
J.
Royal Horticultural Society
Ingram, secretary of the Gardeners' Royal Bene(Horticulvolent Institution, J. McKeechar
tural
Club), J.
Heal. W. Cuthbertson, J.
Weathers, A. C. Bartlett and H. H. Thomas.
;

the meeting of Directors of the " GarChronicle, Ltd.," held on Wednesday
resolution was passed expressing the condolence of the Directors with Mrs. and Miss
Pearson in their bereavement, and plax;ing on
record their appreciation of the devoted services
which Mr. Pearson had rendered to the Gardeners' Chronicle during the 26 years he had
been a.s.sociat6d with the paper.

At

deners'

last, a

Tributes from Correspondents.
The news of the death of Mr. Robert Hooper
Pearson will be received with feelings of sincere sympathy for his widow and daughter by a
circle of gardeners and amateurs.
He bore
prolonged illness with fortitude, but his
end came all t«o soon. He had endeared himself
to a very large circle of friends not only in the
British Isles but far beyond the seas by his
he
unostentatious, kind and courteous bearing

wide
his

;

[Juke

22, 1918.

was one of nature's gentlemen. As one who waa
privileged to enjoy bis friendship for about
thirty years I should like to be allowed to say
how truly his character is portrayed in the leading article on p. 245 of last week's issue.
I write from a very intimate knowledge of his
private life, which was very happy, pure, and
lovable, and I can ti-uly say that I never knew

him do a mean

thing, or suggest anything open

His ideals were very high.
He
was always ready to help others in any good
work, and to-day there are many who are grateful to him for his wise and encouraging counsel.
to suspicion.

Horticultural journalism has lost an upright
In addition to possessing
great literary gifts, he had a thoroughly practical knowledge of the various branches of gardening, which he turned to excellent use in his
ofBcial capacity, in which sound judgment, tact
and discretion were such valuable qualities. His
life's interest was centred
in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, for which he laboured with untiring
devotion, and on many occasions beyond his
strength.
T. Bnmphret/.s. Birmingham.

and valued member.

R.

Although not unprepared for the death of Mr.
HonpER Pe,\rson, the news came as a great

shock to me, one of his oldest London friends,
for our acquaintance dated from the first week
of his joinmg the staff of the Gardeners' Chronicle, since which time we have been the most
intimate of friends.

might be truly said that he lived

It

work

solely (for

he

foi

really diedvin harness|

liis
:

a

of no particular hobby, if I may except his
garden, his whole time and enerr;etic nature were
devoted to the furthering of his knowledge of
the vegetable kingdom, and in transmitting that
knowledge to the horticultural world through
the medium of the Gardeners' Chronicle and of
the books on gardening with which his name
will long be associated.
In private life Mr. R. Hooper Pearson was
seen at his best, a charming host, a loving
His home life
father, and devoted husband.
was an ideal one, and in looking back on the
many happy and instructive evenings spent in
each other's company in our respective homes,
I am cruelly reminded that I am deprived of his
genial and kindly presence, and that I and my
family, in common with his many friends, are
left behind to mourn the loss of a true and
steadfast friend.
/. F. McLeod

man

It was with the deepest sorrow and regret I
read in last week's Gardener.^' Chronicle of the
death of Mr. R. Hooper Pearson. The news
came as a great surprise to me, for I did not
know that he was ailing much, and a long promise to see him I regret was not fulfilled. What
personal knowledge I have of Mr. Pearson
fully coincides with the remarks made in the
leading article of last week's issue. It is many
years since we first met, and I mourn the loss
a Cardiff Castle colleague, and likewise a
and honoured horticulturist.
W. n. Clark.
It was with great grief that I read of the
He
death of the worthy R. Hooper Pearson.
was one of those men whom we all esteemed and
admired, and the loss of him will be widely
felt.
W. Batting Hcmslcy.
HO-lTieULTURItTB AND MILITARY 8ERVICB.—
So many Orders and Regulations have recently

of

widely esteemed

been issued that a short explanation of the present position may possibly be useful to nurserymen and others affected. There have recently
been issued in particular two Orders which affect
the point, namely, Order M.N.S.R. 63, dated

May 28, 1918, and M.N.S.R. 53. dated June 6.
1918.
The first-mentioned Order deals more
especially with agriculturists, but it includes
also market gardeners, fruit farmers, and men
occupied in the wholesale food seed industry as
experts, or as heaxis of departments of the .business, and men occupied in forest tree nrurseriee
This Order revokes as from
as seed experts.

June

11,

1918,

all

certificates

of

exemption

JvxE
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^rranted, on occupational gi'oimds. to the classes
of men to whom it applies, irrespective of age.
The object of the Order is to bring all these
men under the jurisdiction of the County AgriThese comcultural Executive Committees.
mittees wOl have power to decide whether the

men coming before them are either to join the
Army or to remain in their present employment.
As a matter of fact, it is intended to " comb
out " under this Order at present only thos*
men who are under the age of 31 and who are
fit for general service (Medical Category A or
Grade 1). This arrangement can, however, be
altered at any time without further order. Consequently, men engaged in the occupations to
wliich the Order applies should, irrespective of
age, lose no time in communicating with their
If,
County Agricultural Executive Committee.
however, these men have any personal or
domestic reasons on which they seek to rely,
they must bring these forward by making the
usual application to the local Tribunal, and not
The
to the County Agricultural Committees.
proper course is to lodge the application with
with
arrange
and
to
the Clerk to the Tribunal,
the Ministry- of National Service, at or before
the time of hearing, that this application should
stand over generally, with leave to restore it for
hearing, if the War Agricultural voucher should
Strictly
at any future time be withdrawn.
speaking, these applications on personal grounds
should have been lodged within four days from
June 11. 1918, but the Ministry of National Service has power to allow application to be lodged
at a later date if good grounds are shown. The
other Order referred to above M.N.S.R. 53—

—

applies

at

present only

nurserymen, namely,

Ttef.

No.

to

certain

classes

of
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went as fourth journeyman to Glamis Castle,
when the new gardens formed by the Earl of
Strathmore were rising into fame through the
wonderful Grapes grown and successfully shown
by the gardener, Mr. George Johnston.
In
the spring of 1872, when in his 21st year, Mr.
Whitton was promoted foreman, and remainecl
in that position until Novemher, 1876, when he
wa.s appointed gardener to James Houldswokth,
Esq., of Coltness, Wishaw, and held that situation for 11 years. On the death of Mr. Johnston
he reitumed to Glamis, and was gardener there
untU March, 1893, when he was appointed
Superintendent of Parks to the Corporation of
Glasgow.
During the 25 years he has served
that Corporation the city has widely extended
its boundaries and the number of parks has in^
creased from six to twenty-six, whilst the smaller
open spaces have correspondingly increased.
In 1901 the Botanic Gardens were added to Mr.
Whitton's charge, and a year later, to the title
of Superintendent of Parks, Curator of Botanic
Gai-dens was added. When the Highland estate
of Ardgoil, in Argyllshire, with an area of
14,740 acres, was presented to the city by Lord
KowALLAN, the supervision of it was added to
Mr. Whitton's duties, although its administration does not fall to tlie Parks Committee.
In 1913 the Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society conferred on him the Victoria Medal
of Honour, so that, with the award of the Neill
Prize by the Royal Caledonian HorTicultural
Society, his efforts to maintain the tradition of
Scottish gardening have been recognised by his
many friends throughout the country. Last year,
on the recommendation of the Lord Provost of
Glasgow, he was made a Justice of the Peace
for the County of the City of Glasgow.

Importance of thb Potato Crop. The
lecture on " Potato

Growing," announced in the
was delivered by Mr. W. CuthbertSON in the Caxton Hall, Westminster, on
Wednesday last, and was well attenided. Mr.
Prothero was unable to be present, and the
chair was taken by Sir Charles Bathurst, M.P.
The lecture was arranged by the Royal Horticultural Society, and several members of the
last issue,

Council of that Society, including the President.

Lord Grenfell, Lord Lambourne, and the Rev.
W. WiLKS, were present on the platform. The
chairman in his opening remarks stated that in
consequence of the increasing drain upon our
sugar stores it might become necessary later in
the year to reduce the

sugar ration of
the
He hoped it might long be postponed,
but he would urge people to put by some of
people.

their ration, while, if it did take place, the
Potato might relieve the position.
It was no
exaggeration to say that the bountiful crop nf
Potatos last season, coupled with unusual prescience on the part of the Government Department last spring, had saved us from famine.
It was the Potato, above all crops, that had
supplied the valuable bridge last winter an,d
spring which enabled this country to span the
critical stream of scarcity which might have
carried us away.
A fuller report of the proceedings will be published in the next issue.

RETrRCMENT OF Mr. James Waro.— Mr.
tjAMES

Waud

lias

relinquished,

owiiij;

to

con-

tinued ill-health, the post of superintendent of
the Norwich Public Parks, which he has filled
since December, 1902.
The spring and summer
bedding in these parks liave for ye.nr.s p;ist home
eloquent testimony to the unfailing skill of a
master horticulturist. Previous to taking up his
duties at Norwich he was for some years head

gardener and forester to Lord Ddnleath,

LOND'^N Stable
in the

Home

Manure

Counties

who

—Potato-growers

are accustomed to use
London .stable manure in large quantities should
buv early in view of the uncertainty of delivery,
and clamp in the field where it is to be used next
year.
The clamp should be sheltered as much
as possible from rain and sun, and it should be

Summer

covered with a layer of earth.

[June

socic:tic:s.

storage

manure is undesirable as a general rule, but
in this case it is probably the least risky course
it offers the advantage that the manure can be
of

put into
autumn.

Wart

the

land

at

the

first

ploughing

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
June

in

Disease

is

prepared to arrange

foi-

districts regarded

by the Department as suitable
the production of " seed." This arrangement will apply only to growers whose area
under any one variety is not less than ^ acre.
The object of the inspection is to secure, as
far as possible, that pure " seed," true to type,
shall be available for planting in 1919 in areas
for

certified as infected with wart disease.
Where,
after inspection, the Department is satisfied
that the stock is pure and the general condition
of the crop satisfactory, a certificate to that
effect may be issued to the grower

War Item.- Mr. W. N. Winn, of the Royal
Gardens, Kew, has received notification of the
death from wounds of his son, Private J. N.
Winn,

Civil Service Rifles.

HOME CORRESPONeENCE.
{The

Editors

do

not

hold themselves retponaible

the opinions expressed by

POTKNTiLLA AMBIGUA

for

correspondent*,)

(see p.

—I

agree
with Mr. S. Arnott about tlie beauty of Potentilla ambigua, and have known it for 38 yeai-s.
Plants are still offered by some hardy plants243).

18.

London

last

of Potatos.— The Food

the inspection of crops of Potatos of varieties immune to wart disease on application in
writing from growers in England and Wales in

,

collections.

The chairman, Mr. H. B. May, made a sympathetic reference to the death of Mr. R. Hooper
Pearson, and spoke of his valued services to
horticulture, and particularly in connection with
the International Horticultural Exhibition, 1912,
the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, the
Horticultural Club, and the Floral Committee,
of which Mr. Pearson had been a member for

many years.
The Orchid

Irises and Disease (see pp. 233, 248).—
May I express my deep indebtedness to Mr.
W. E. Dykes for his timely and instructive re-

marks on this subject on p. 248. I started an
Iris garden here last year under the advice of a
well-known expert and grower, who approved
the site and the plan of the garden, and arranged the grouping of the different varieties.
The ground had been well cultivated previously,
and the only suggestion the expert made was
that I should give it a good dressing of lime,
which I did.
The plants, which consisted of
very fine clumps, were nearly all put in
their permanent quarters in September.
The
groups, as a rule, consisted of 12, 18, or 24
l)lant3 of each variety.
I noticed that some of
the leaves were brown, but attached no importance to it, for at that time I had not heard of
nn Iris disease.
In the spring I noticed that
the leaves of some varieties began to soften,
turn first yellow, then brown, and would come
away from the plants when pulled. This trouble
started at the base of the leaves.
For some
"eeks brown patches have been forming at the
tips of the leaves, as well as here and there
:i!ong the surfac? and edges; the spots increase
in size, and eventually coalesce, the entire leaf
I'womine; affected right down to the rhizome.
T have been advised to try superphosphate of
'me, and I have just got a supply of this fertiliser, so that the remarks of Mr. Dykes come to
"" at an opportune moment.
Cecil A. P.
Oshtirnt, The Grove, Old Cation, Norwich.

Committee

First-class Certificates, three

recommended two
Awards of Merit,

and one Preliminary Commendation

to

novel-

ties.

The Fruit and

Vegeta/ble

Committee made no

award.

Floral Committee.
Present: Messrs. H, B. May (in the chair),
John Heal, G. Reuthe. J. W. Moorman, Jokn
Green, C. R. Fielder, J. P. McLeod. Arthur
Turner, C. Dixon, John Dickson, E. F. Hazleton, W. P. Thomson, Chas. E. Pearson, Jas.
Hudson, E. H. Jenkins, E. A. Bowles, L. Morris, W. J. Bean, J, T. Bennett-Poe, H. Cowley,

W.

Cuthbertson,

Thos. Stevenson,

Wm. Howe

and R. C. Nstcutt.

men

under its correct name.
It is possible
there are two forms in cultivation, including
the plant known as P. dubia; one blooms from
May to July, and the other in July and August.
P. Tonguei is a garden-raised plant, growing 6
inches high.
I have seen one answering to the
colour and named P. Tonguei, more nearly
three times that height,
and the soil in
which the plant was grown was not particularly fertile.
Hybrids may sport, however.
Regarding P. nitida, the third of
the "real jewels" of the genus.
I consider
it
does not act up to its reputation in the
lowlands or plains, according to the accounts
given of it by travellers in the Alps. It is neat
and compact enough, but the colour is poor, and
many Alpines deteriorate in this wa.y when cultivated at low elevations.
Besides P. ambigua,
I would name two other Himalayan species that
were quite common in large and small gardens
during the seventies of last century, and are still
quite plentiful, namely, P. nepa'lensis and P.
argyrophylla atrosanguinea.
/. F.

—

Although the fortnightly meeting
Scottish Drill HaU on Tuesday
was not quite so well attended as on recent
occasions a fair number of visitors were present.
The chief floral features were Sweet Peas, Delphiniimis, Roses and Paeonies.
The Floral Committee recommended five
Awards of Merit to novelties and 11 medals for
at the

Production Department

22, 1918.

Awards

of Merit.

—A

Sweet Pea Ivorine.
distinct
grandiflora
variety.
The buds are pale yellow, but the
large, fully expanded blooms are tlie colour of
old ivory.

—

Sweet Pea Mrs.
flower
colour
pink.

is
is

Hitchcock. This beautiful
almost ideal in form and setting ; its
best described as pale, creamy salmon-

—

Sweet Pea Dobbie's Maroon. A variety of a
bright shade of maroon and of large size. It is a
handsome flower, suitable alike for exhibition
and for garden decoration. All three varieties
were shown by Messrs. Dobbie and Co.
Sweet William Scarlet Beauty. An exceptionally sturdy plant, bearing large, compact heads
of fragrant, rich scarlet flowers. This most desirable flower was shown by Messrs. Dobbie and
Co.
Delphinium. Mrs. Baler. A large, ei'ect, and
well-disposed spike of Oxford-blue flowers which
have lavender centres. Shown by Mr. F. Cresswell, The Cottage, Hayes, Middlesex.

—

—

Groups.

A

magnificent collection of border flowers,
principally Delphiniums, herbaceous Paeonies and
Irises, was arranged by Messrs. R. H. Bath,
Ltd., who were rewarded with a Silver-gilt Flora

Medal.
Messrs. Dobbie and Co. received a Silver-gilt
Bank-nan Medal for a collection of Sweet Peas
which comprised " 12 of the best standard varieties," together with the three sorts which received awards, and another novelty Mrs. T.
Jones, which is of imcom&on bluish-mauve colour
and of much more than average merit.
A Silver-gilt Banksian Midal was awarded to
Mr. L. R. Russell for Caladiums, and small

—

pot plants of Medinilla m.agnifica.
Silver Flora Medals were awarded to Messrs.
.\nd Sons for a very large collection of
handsome Delphiniums; Mr. G. W. Miller for
a miscellaneous collection of border flowers, principally Delphiniums and garden Pinks in variety;
and to Messrs. H. B. May and Sons for their'
customary group of greenhouse Ferns, amongst
were
interspersed
pot
plants
which
of
Hydrangeas, Fuchsias, Heliotropes, and Verbenas.

Kelway

Silver Banksian Medals were awarded to
Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons for a collection of
cut Roses to the Rev. .1. H. PEirBERTON, for
Roses, including Star of Persia, a new pillar
varietv bearing relativelv large, rich yellow
blooms
to Mr,
James Douglas, for border
:

;

~

—

A
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Carnations; and lo Mr. G. Eeuthe, for a collection of various shrubs and Alpines.
A Bronze Banlcsian Medal was awarded to
Messrs. Wm. Cutbush ast> Sons for a group of
Perpetual-flowering Carnations.
An interesting collection of Philadelphus was
contributed by Mr. Charles Turner, in which
Norma, single white, Virginal and Boule d'Argent. doubles, were of great merit.
ilr. W.U.TER E.^SLE.i showed Romeo, a new
Wichuraiana seedling Rose with unusually
double flower of dark crimson colour, and Little
Meg. a dwarf Polyantha variety with pretty
flowers.

Orchid Committee.
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary),

Prf.ffjit

chairi,

:

William Bolton, C. J. Lucas, Frederick .J. Hanbury. W. H. 'ttTiite, S. W. Flory, J. Charlesworth. Chas. H. Ciu-tis, E. R. Ashton, A.
AIcBean. Frederick Sander. Pantia Ralli, .J. Wilson Potter. Stuart Low, R. A. Rolfe, and R.
Broomau- White.

AWARDS.
FtRsi-CL.iss Certific.\tes.

MH/onia Ladtj Vtitch (see fig. >11) (vexillariu
Memorio G. D. Owen X Jules Hye de CTom),
from Messrs. Armstrong
hurst, Tunbridge Wells.

.4Nd

—

Brown,

Orchid-

A charming advance
on the superb strain raised by the late Jules Hye
all the good features of Miitonia Jules Hye de Crom (Hyeana x vexillaria),
but with the rich colour of the mask on the lip
and rendered very
intensified
conspicuous
against the clear white ground.
The plant bore
five flowers of perfect shape
the sepals, petals,
and lip are white witli a shade of rose on the
bases of the petals and a rich maroon triangular
mark on the lip, changing to ruby-crimson towards the front portion, which bears short radi^

de Crom. retaining

;

ating lines of maroon colour.

Odnntoghiasum Prnmerenx ocantfiotes (eximiym
x crhpuni xnntholes), from Messrs.
Arm.?trong and Brown. ^The best of the remarkable section of xanthotcs crosses, which invariably carry the characteristic
pui'e white
ground with varied chrome-yellow markings.
xanthntcs

The

plant bore

a

fine

spike of sixteen large,

snow-white flowers, the sepals having in the
middles clusters of chrome-yellow blotches, the
broad petals an occasional spot of the same tint,
and the lip a chrome-yellow ba.se and crest, with
a white front.

Awards of Merit.
Odontoglosstim crispiim Thr BritlnJier. from
Mrs. M. F. OGn.viE, The Shrubbery, Oxford
(gr.
Mr. Balmforth). A home-raised seedling
of typical white 0. crispum with flowers 3J inche-s
wide and of fine substance the blooms are pure
white with dark-red markings around the yellow

—

;

crest.

Odnntindn Trebizond (0dm. Fanrinntor X Odn.
ChnrhnwoTthii]. from
W. Bird. Eei., Manor
House. West Wickliam (gr. Mr. Redden).
dark, handsome hybrid. The plant bore a spike
of nine flowers, which in size and shape were
equal to those of the Odontoglossum parent.
The sepals and petals are dark reddish-claret
with a ver>- narrow silvery margin.
The lip
ia white
in front and blotched with red, the
median area in front of the yellow crest being
dark red.
Disn Italin IBlnrh'i X
firnndiflora).
from
Messrs. FroRY and Rmck. SJouffh.
A. progressive step, bringing the hybrid Disas up to the
standard of P. grandiflnra in size and with the
freeness of growth and flower inherent in the
Veitchia.n race of hvbrid Disas.
The lateral
sepals are broad and brisjht rosy-mauve in colour
the white inside is .slishtly tinged with rose on
the upper surface, whilst the cream-white petals
have dark markings.

C

—

;

Preliminary Commendation.
Odnnlnrilnaaiim Arnn^frnnqii (rrisptim X Arrnstronqine). from Messrs. Armstrong and Brown.
The best of the violet-coloured strain raised
at Orchidhurst. The large, brond-potalled flower
has overlapping .segments,
which are well
arranged.
The (jround colour is white; twothirds of the sepals is covered with large violetblne Wofrhes, the broad-fringed petals having
similar-coloured marking.s. The lip i.s white with
a dark violet blotch and markings around the
•

—

yellow

crest.

Groups.
Messrs.
Armstrong
and
Brown
were
awarded a Silver-gilt Flora Medal for an extensive and weU-arranged group of new and rare
hybrid Miltonias, Odontoglossums. and Odontiodas, with showy Cattleya species and other interesting Orchids.

Messrs. Ch.\rlesworth and Co., Hay wards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Jledal for
a fine group of hybrid Miltonias arranged with
hybrid
Odontoglossums, Odontiodas, LaelioCattleyas. and interesting species.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co. were awarded a
Silver Flora Medal for a well-arranged group of
hybrid Orchids.
The showiest were LaelioCattleya Peleus (L.-C. Dominiana X C. Enid),
with large flowers and specially fine dark lip,
and L.-C. Tencra gloriosa (L.-C. Martinettii x
C.
Mossiae).
A fine selection of Cattleya
Mossiae were included in this exhibit.

Fruit

and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. W. Poupart (in the chair),
Weston. A. R. Allan, Edwin
Beckett. A. Bullock. F. Perkins, Owen Thomas.
E. A. Bunyard and Rev. W. Wilks.

J. C. Allgrove, J. G.

Three varieties of Cos Lettuce brought up
from trial at Wisley were of first-rate quality,
and should be valuable, as they have hearted well
in this exceptionally drj' season, and on a light
soil.
For the present these Lettuces are known
only by their trial numbers.
A box of seedling Strawberries of great size
but irregular shape was exhibit.ed by the Marquis of Salisbury (gr. Mr. H. Prime), Hatfield.
Herts.
Messrs. Laxton Bros, set up 9 boxes of ripe
Strawberries, all of excellent appearance.

KEW

—

GUILD.

June 8. The annual general meeting of the
Guild was held in the Lecture Room at
the Royal Gardens. Kew, on Saturday, the 8th
inst.
There was a good attendance, and Mr.
Charles H. Curtis, the retiring president, presided. The report showed that four old Kewites
have lost their lives in the service of their
country, theee including Major Veitch and Mr.
Winn (the latter the only son of Mr. W. N.
Winn), who die<l in hospital at Exeter on June 7.
Mr. Neville, who is interned in Germany, sent
a postcard asking for copies of The Kew Gtidd
Journal.
The committee continues to o<'t .as
almoner in the ca.se of distressed members. The
accounts showed a balance of £13 as against £6
brought forward from the previous year. Mr.
Curtis again brought forward his suggestion
that a suitable memorial should be raised to the
memory of Kewites who have lost their lives in
the war, with a record of all Kewites who have
served in His Maje.sty's Forces. It was agreed
that such a memorial should be raised, and the
matter was referred to the committee for full
consideration, and the hope was expressed that
such memorial should be placed in the Gardens
at Keiw.

Kew

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.

—

June 4. The monthly meeting of this Association was held on this date, Mr. R. Fife, president, in the chair.
Mr. R. L. Scarlett, Sweethope, Midlothian,
read a paper entitled " How the Engineer can
assist in Horticulture."
Mr. Scarlett stated that
the commercial grower was continually on the
watch for new lal)our-saving appliances. The engineer had come to our aid in many ways, as, for
example, in the case of movable glasshouses,
which could be moved from .site t^o site and cover
perhaps a dozen different crops in a season. A
great field was open to him in the sterilisation of
ground in the open, in which Mr. Scarlett
thought he might take a hint from some of the
devices used in the present war. A machine to
project flame on the ground while travelling over
it might be deviled, and it would al.so get rid of
weeds and all other pests and sterilise the soil
at one operation.
Other matters dealt with
were suggestions as to heating by means of gas
instead of coal
heating by hot air instead of
water the use of Twison gases under glass for
destroying insects cold storage, and transport
of produce.
;

;

;
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CR8PS AND STOCKJN^ THE HOME FARM.
Potatos.

Generally the growth ot Potatos is regular,
haulm having come through the soil evenly
and strongly.
l5irectly the rows can be dis-

the

tmctly seen use the horse hoe to disturb the soil,
even if there are no weeds. If the plants have
a weak appearance give them a dressing of soot
or one cwt. of sulphate of ammonia per acre,
sprinkling it between the rows previous to earthing up.
The crop has a promising appearance;
the growth is sturdy, good in colour, and regular
in the rows.
Especially is this the case where
seed was planted.
There are a few
complaints about the iiTegularity of early varieties, probably attributable to rooks, which were
troublesome as the plants showed through the

new Scotch

soil.

In stiff soil, where tihe surface has been thoroughly movedi between the rows, the Potatos
do not appear to be feeling the drought as yet.
Horse-hoe between the rows, and hand-hoe between the plants. Where the plants appear to
require aid in growth, sulphate of ammonia, at
the rate of 1 cwt. per acre, should be scattered
between the rows prior to earthing up.
This
should be done early, so as to disturb the roots
between the rows as little as possible.

Charlock.

Where spraying was done with copper

sulphate

(at the

rate of 16 lbs. to 50 gallons of water.
or 22 lbs. to the ordinary spraying barrel, which
is sufficient for two
acres). Charlock, if
not
killed, will be so checked that seed cannot be

matured.

Swedes.
In northern counties this crop is well on the
In the south, where Swedes
to growth.
are largely grown by sheep farmers for penning
on the field as a sub.stitute for the manure cart,
sowing is not usually done before the middle or
end of June. When sown earlier the plants are
often attacked by mildew, or the flesh becomes
hard or lacking in succulence, which for sheep
and cows is the all-important point.
Where tliere is a prohable crop of Charlock in
the soil, plough and harrow the surface and
allow the Charlock to germinate: then, by harrowing promptly, the crop may bo killed. After
this, if the weather is suitable,
drill
in the
Swede-.wed.
Often-ploughed soil, with a fine
tilth, is all in favour of a good Swede plant, and
is one of the best means of warding off ,an a.ttack

way

Turnip fly.
For the benefit of lambs in spring, it is wise
sow Rape with the Swedes. Following a
severe winter, the Swedes do not always produce
elf

to

tops at the right time, but the Raipe is less
liable to injury by frost.
With a five-coulter
drill, one row of Rape should be sown to four

rows of Swedes,
THlrOLTOM.
This green crop is a valuable food for horses.
Trifolium is sustaining, and, with a reduced
ration of Oats, which usually occurs when the

TrifoKum conies in use in .June, is especially
valu.ible.
By that time the plant is matured,
the flower having faded.
Only half the usual
quantitv of hay should be given at first, gradaiallv reducing the hay as the Trifolium matures
in its erowth.
To grow good Trifolium the soil
should be fairly rich and clean. Often the seed
is sown on stubble after Wheat and Oats, but
in some sea.sons the com cannot be cleared in
Early sowing is important: the first or
time.
L^second week in August, is a good time.
A clean
plot, recently ploughed and summer-fallowed, is
a jrood soil to choose.
The early red and late
white varieties are the best. E. Afnji/veiir.

®bftuar^»
We

Wii LiAM Barron.
regret to announce
the death of Mr. William Barron, of the firm
of Messrs. William Barron and Son, Ltd., landscape gardeners and nurserymeni Borrowash.
Derby. Deceased was managing director of the
above firm for a number of years, but owing to
his health failing, he went to Australia in 1915.
and residiod there up to the time of his death.

—
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Apple Eaten by Maggots

— blue
— yellow
— mauve

9 0-12

blooms,
beat
American var.
Coreopsis, per doz.

2

—

Cornflower,

Lapagerias, per doz.

,•1

blue,

blooms

0-36
6- 4

—

bun.

2

6-30

1

q_

Daisies, large white,
per doz. bun ... 23
Delphiniums, various, perdoz.bun 6
G.aillardia, per doz.

per doz.
bimches
...
Orchids, per doz:

fi

(12's)

4

(18'8)

2

0-90
0-50

.-

—

0-40

2

0-30

...

0-12
3

0-40

per doz. bun....

bunches—

white

3 0-,4
3

Viola cornuta, per
doz. bun.
...

16 n-18

Rbmarks.— The market
flowers, Delphiniums,
pies,
Paeo^ies, Pinkfl,

J 6- 2 6

2 6-38
2 6- 3 •

Stephanotis,
per
...
3 0-36
72 rips
Stock, Enalish, per
doz. bunches... 10 0-16
Sweet Peas, various,

9 0-14

...

Heather,
white,
per doz. bun....
Iceland
Poppies,
per doz. bunches
Iris, .Spanish, per
doz.

—

9-30

...

...

GO

2

0-60
0-40

...

...

16 0-18

—

bunches

Karl
Frau
Dnischki ...

well
G^'psophila
is

and

4

elegans,

larpp,

wfhite

0-80

2 6- 3

supplied with
Irispis.

(»

CornPop-

Of

Diaisies.

the variety named S+^-lla appears to be the
most in demand. Several sorts of Sweet Peas are now
offered for eale in excellent condition.
Roses are also
improving in quality both indoor and outdoor blooms
are offered in fairly large quantities. There is an increase in
tJie
supply of Gladiolus, both white and
coloured.
The cooler weather is more favourable for
Irises, and the blooms now_ on sale are the best so far
offered this season. Although Carnations are sufficient
for the demand, prices remain firm for best quality
blooms.
Pyrethrums are finished for this season, but
there is a good supply of white Stock.
In the PLont department decorative plants are receiving more attention. TJiese dnoluds Erica, Orassula. Hydrangea. Marguerites, pink Spirjiea, and pink Verbena.
tihe latter,

;

Fruit:

Average Wholesale

Cherries, per J bus. 40 0-66
Figs,
Worthing,
per doz.
...
4 0-16

—

—
—

Black
Hamburgh, per lb .. 16-60
Muscats. perlb. 3 0-60
Lemons, per case... 60 0- 90

Vegetables

.

Walnuts.kiln dried,
per cwt.
110 0-

d. B.d.

s

J

bus

i

6 0-10
2 6

— broad, per bus.
— French(Channel

66

—
—

'

I

i

—

|

new,

per

doz. bunches... 6 0-10
per bag
... 10 0-11
Cauliflowers, per doz 10 0-12

—

Cucumbers, per

flat

(from 2 doz-4 doz) 22 0-27
Garlic, per lb.

...

Greens, per bag
Herbs, perdoz bun.
Horaeradiih.perbun.
Leeks, per doz. bun.
Lettuce.
Cabbage
and Cos perdoz
Mint, per doz. bun.

10 —
3 0-60
2 0-40
3 6-46,
3 0-40
',

4

—

—

Islands), per lb. 1 6- 2 6
Beetroot, per cwt.
6 0-80:
Cabbage, per doz.
16-20;

Carrots,

d. s.d.

Onions, Egyptian,
per cwt.
..650
spring, perdoz.
bun
9 0-18
Parsley,per bus. ... 4
Parsnips, per hag .. 8 0-10
Peas, English, per
"
bus.
..
..10 0-12
Kadi.hes, per doz.

I

6- 16'
0- 6:0

6-36

bunches
Rhubarb, natural.

2

per doz.
...
Shallots, per lb.
Spinach, per bus...
^"«1«=' P"' "^^ Tomatos, perlb. ...
Turnips, new, per

8 0-12

10 —
6 0-76
2 6" * «

14-1*

bunches
40-80
VegetableMarrows,
perdoz.
...
12 0-14
Watercress,perdoz
10-10
doz.

The grubs

are

CucuMBEE Foliage Turning Yellow E. B.,
Burwash. The trouble may be due to a numThe plants may have been
ber of causes.
somewhat starved before they were planted
:

a check in some way, and, as
are of a healthy colour, this
cause. Red spider will attack
of the leaves, and this pest
The insects may
may also be responsible.
easily be detected with a good glass, or even
the naked eye.
If red spider is the cause
remove and bum the infested leaves and thoroughly syringe the underside of the remaining foliage with soft soap and water, promote
a moist atmospheric condition, and never aJIow
If
the plants to become dry at the roots.
you suspect the plants to be suffering from
starvation apply a slight dusting of soot to
the soil and keep the surface dressed with a
little fresh compost consisting of half fibrous
loam and half well-decayed leaf-soil.

Goosebekktes Diseased

F.

:

S.

H.

The Goose-

by American Gooseberry
Mildew.
Cut away all diseased shoots,
and gather all affected berries and careThen spray the plants
fully bum them.
and the soil in which they are grow-

berries are attacked

ing with liver of sulphur, 1

lb.

in 32 gallons

now, and 1 lb. in 24 gallons after
July, with the addition of 1 to 1^ lb. of soft
soap.
Use nitrogenous manures sparingly.
of water

The

way

prevent a further attack ne.\t
year will be to prune the trees early in
October, taking care to remove all shoots
best

to

showing the least trace of diseafie, and to
gather up all fallen berries, and bum everything taken from the bushes, disinfecting any
baskets used in collection with a solution of
1 lb. of copper sulphate to 20 gallons of water.
American Gooseberry Mildew is a scheduled
pest, and the Board of Agriculture should be
notified of the outbreals..

The
Magnolia Soulangeana
H". H. Davits.
best anid easiest method of propagating Magnolia Soulangeana is by layering, "which, in
this country, is usually done in August or
September.
The layers take two years to
root, and yoar failure in layering may be due
been allowed
The branches
be layered should be cleared of leaves,
except for a few at the points, and be inserted
in the ground 6 inches or so deep, bending
the ends of the shoots as nearly at right angles
as possible without breaking them. Making a
tongue is not necessary when the stem is bent
in this manner, which minimises the risk of
breaking, the shoots being very brittle. When
layered in this country during the months
stated above the shoots have the maximum
of pliability, being in the condition known
as half-ripened.
Cuttings of very soft wood
to the fact that they have not
sufficient time to form rootfi.

to

Mushrooms, per lb. 2 0-26
Mustard and Cress,
per doz. punnets 10-13

i

—

2 0-10

canteloupe

Average Wholesale Prices

:

8.

Beans:—

...

P.

:

(Continental) 20 0-80
Nectarines, perdoz
8 0-24
Oranges, per case 60 0-110 8
Peaches, perdoz
6 0-30

Grapes :—

Artichokes, globe,
per doz.
...
Jerusalem, per

Prices.

Melons (each)

J.

out, or received
the new leaves
is probably the
the undersides

doi. bunches... It 0-18
white, per doz.
6
...
bunches

— Ladylove
— Liberty
— Madame Abel
Chatenav
— Niphetos
— Richmond
— Sunburst

white, per doz.

Gypsophila, pink,
per doz. bunches
white, per doz.

10 0-12

2
...
Pinks, white
Roses, per doz. blooms

0-60
0-30

21 0-24
...

...

0-80

Paeonies,6's, various,
doz. bunches... 12 0-18

—

Gladiolus
Peach
Blossom, per doz.

bunches

Cattteyas

4

PelarKoniums, double scarlet, per

0-36

4

...

—

I

1

—

16

Nigella,

Gardenias, per box

bunches

S •- 4

..

fnjig

(

13-20

per doz. bunches
pink, per doz.
bunches
Croton leaves, p«r

bunohes

12 0-16
12 0-16
12 0-16

Llllum longiflorum,

bundles

:

those of one of the Psyllas, which are frequently very destructive. Spray the trees at
once wirth arsenate of lead, taking care .to wet
the young fruits. Do not let the spray
material fall on Gooseberry or Currant trees,
as it is very poisonous.

Iris, con.

(Elchurdias),
per doz. bl'ms.
Camatlona.perdoz,

White Muscats

for growing with

June

8.a.

—

[June

.

—

Rbm.^rks. In consequence of the absence of Strawberries an increased demand is anticipated for other
fruits, which include Cherries, Nectarines, Melons, Figs,
Peaches. Grapes (Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria),
Red and Yellow Bananas, and Oranges.
Asparagus is still available, and Peas and Broad Beans
are plentiful.
Forced Broad Beans are also fairly
plentiful, but supplies of Cauliflowers are limited.

The groweiis' oonsigmnaents of Marrows, Muahrooms, and
Ououmbers are about equal to tJhe demand. E. H. R.,
Covent Garden Market, June 19, 1918.

inserted in

May

will root in

a

close case pro-

vided with bottom-heat, but the results are
none too satisfactory, and this method of
propagation is not to be recommended for M.
Soulangeana, though some other Magnolias
root readily from soft cuttings.
M. Soulangeana is a hybrid between M, conspicua (white)
and M. obovata (purple), and was raised in
France. Magnolia .\lexandrina. M. Norbertii,
M. superba and M. rustica flore rubro, are all
hyfcrids of the same parentage, varying somewhat in the colouring of their flowers and
period of blooming.

Manure for Vines

:

Vines.

22, 1918.

applied after the berries commence to colour.
The variety Madresfield Court is not suitable-

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Average Wholesale Prices

:

Aram!—

—

;
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—

—

—

— —

Apply superphos-

phate of lime to your vines at the rate of
3 oz. per square yard, and if the fruit is not
colouring add sulphate of ammonia, 1 oz. to
the same space.
As potash is difficult to obtain, a liberal amount of wood ash would be
beneficial.
No ammonia or nitrates should be

Black Ali-

;

cante and Gros Maroc are the most suitablesorts for the purpose.
A'.
M. B. The flowering,
Spiraea filipendula (Meadowsweet).
to name varieties of
Roses. Send them to a local Rose-grower, who
can compare them with plants in his nursery.
('. Wt/nnc.
2,
1, Lychnis dioica flore pleno
W Barnfather. GlyvSaponaria ocymoides.
A. Tnnilinson. Cupressus funeceria rigida.
Asclepias curassavica
2.
A. M.
bris.
1,
Rubus deliciosus; 3, Polygonum Baldschuanicum 4, not recognised.

Names of Plants
plant

We

:

is

do not undertake

—

;

—

.

;

;

Red Spots on Vine Laterals

:

The

E. B.

spots-

you describe are quite natural and are freqTiently to be found on vines grown both
Red spider
under glass and out-of-doors.
generally makes its appearance on the underside of the leaves, causing them to turn brown.
An excessive use of fire-heat, drought at the
roots, and a dry atmosphere are the principal
causes of red spider appearing. Meajy bug is
one of the very worst pests of the vine, as
not only attacks the leaves, but when allowed
unchecked infests the bunches to
an extent as tn render them unfit
for use. This pest should be dealt with immediately the house is cleared of fruit, again
in the winter, and again in the early spring.
A sharp watch must be kept for mealy bug
after the vines have started into growth and
onwards until they are eradicated.

it

to spread

such

Sweet Corn and Peas

M. M.

:

Whether or not

will be advisable for you to plant Sweet
Corn between the rows of early Peas depends
upon circumstances chiefly the width apart
of the rows of Peas, and the situation in which
they are growing.
Maize is a plant which,
coming as it does from countries where the
sunshine is much hotter a.nd more continuous
in summer than it is here, needs a position
where it wiU be exposed to the maximum of
sunshine if it is to develop any heads at all.
Therefore, unless the Peas are ven' wide apart,
it

—

or are to be cleared almost immediately, they
will shade the Maize plants too much.

Tennis Court

A

C. S.
tennis court for the
single game is 27 feet wide and 78 feet long
for the double game 36 feet wide and 78 feet
long.
The net is placed exactly across the
middle of the shorter dimensions the posts
for supporting the net should be placed 3 feet
beyond the sides. The seirice lines, marked
in white lime, form a parallel line each side
of the net, 21 feet from it.
The net should
be 3 feet high in the centre, and 3 feet 6
inches at the posts.
The lawn used for the
purpose should be perfectly level, and' the
grass well cut.
:

:

White Fly on Celery

:

There are no

M. M.

flies on the leaves you sent us, but we suspect
that the damage lias been done by one of the
species of
Aleyrodes, commonly known as
" White Fly." The best way of getting rid
of the pest is to fumigate the frames in which
the Celery is growing with a nicotine vaporising compound.

Yew Tree
Yew tree

Losing its Leaves
Taxus.
The
is evidently suffering from drought
at the roots, and should be well watered, especially in the sp-'ng, just as growth commences.
Somewhat the same appearance of the older
foliage is caused by impoverishment of the
soil due to the proximity of large, deciduous
trees.
The effect nn the Yew is practically the
same from either cause. For the present give
the roots plenty of water, and in the autumn
:

take out a trench around the tree, keeping
well clear of the main roots, and replacing some
of the old soil with turfy loam and well-rotted
manure in equal parts. The Yew is a gross
feeder, and can hardlv be overfed in reason.

—

——
June
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than loose soil.
Danger arises from a frosty
wind blowing for days on the side of a. pit.
lu severe frobte more soil sliould be added on the
windward side. Wheat or Barley straw is best
for covering the Potatos, Oat straw being less

season in South Hampshire, when sprouted sets
of an early variety planted on a warm south
border on Easter Monday were ready for use
on Whit Monday. A writer from New Zealand
stated that he had grown Midlothian Early from
Some years ago he
start to finish in 41 days.
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AND STORING

200 persons were present at the
ABOUT
ture on Potato-growing delivered under the

lec-

auspices of the Royal Horticultural Society
by Mr. W. Cuthberteon, in the CaxtOQ Hall,
Westminster, on Wednesday, the 19th inst. The
of the address was " Potato Growing
:

Spraying, Lifting and Storing." The
taken by Sir Charles Bathurst, M.P.

chair was

He was

platform by Field-Marshal
Presidcht of the R.H.S., Lord

the

Lord Grenfell,
Lambourne, Lady

Margaret

firm there

was no

;

trace of dis-

An
a little disease.
open situation with a free circulation of air was
therefore best for the Potato, which was a sunHe continued as follows:
lovint; plant

'

OF POTATOS.

title

own

were sheltered there was

:

Silene vallesia

on

A

damaged by westerly

;

Odontoglossum Hamlet

supported

few inches of straw should be placed between
the walls and tubers, which should be kept quite
dark by covering them with sacks. Potatos may
also be stored in boxes or barrels in an empty
room or attic, but sliould be well protected
against frost.
gai-den shed is one of the very
worst places for storing Potatos, owing to danger from a great and unexpected fall in the
temperature.
In making a pit or clamp in small gardens
select a site where there is no risk of water
accumidating, and do not dig out the soil at the
bottom.
The base of the clamp should be 3 to
4 feet wide. In the event of straw being unprocurable, hay. Bracken, or old bags may be placed
even
and the soil
between the Potatos
stout brown paper has been used with success.
of
the
clamp
The soil for covering the sides
should be of a depth of at least 9 inches in
If rats are troublesome the
exposed places.

ease except at one end of a large plot, where
net had been fixed to prevent the tops being
gales which cut through
an opening in the hills. .Tust as far as the plots

i
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Small gi-owers can keep Potatos quite well in
a frost-proof cellar in layers 18 to 24 inches deep.

'

ies
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.
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valuable.

arranged with two growers in Penzance for them
to grow a crop of Potatos in the open to be ready
for the Temple Show in May. Although he had
tried the experiment for three years he failed
to get a collection ready for that exhibition by
about a fortnight. In reference to spraying, he
had pointed out that this operation was not a
It had been practised
cure, but a preventive.
by the largest and most skilful growers for many
years with splendid results, and he recommended
the pampWet on the subject issued by the Food
Production Department.
Potato disease, he stated, first appears, as a
rule, on crops growing in low-lying land, and
later on those in elevated districts. He had conclusive evidence of this. The Potato? on one farm
in the uplands of Lanarkshire, 600 to 800 feet
above sea level, had never had disease. In the

S9, 1918.

Boscawen, Major

Belcher, the Director and Assistant Director of
tile Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Mr. Arthur
W. Sutton, Mr. Leonard Sutton, and oThers
The chairman, in introducing the lecturer, remarked that Germany had fed her civilian popu-

lation to the e.xtent of one-third with Potatos.

relying on the Potato that country had been
•nabled to carry on the war for at least a year
longer than she would otherwise have been able
to do. Being responsible for the supply and dis^.ribution of sugar in this country, and to a large
extent for onr Allies also, he took a special in
terest in the success and sufficiency of the Potato
crop during the coming season. Owing to the
increasing drain upon our sugar reserves, it
might become necessary later to reduce the eugar
He hoped this might be
ration of the people.
At the same time he advised
long postponed.
people to put by some of their sugar ration
while, if rationing had to come, the Potato might
relieve the situation in so far as the necessary
supply of carbo-hydrates in our 'food was conTt was no exaggeration to say that the
cerned.
bountiful crop of Potatos laot year had saved
It was the Potato, above all
us from famine.
other crops, that had enabled this country to
bridge over the critical period of scarcity which

By

:

might have carried us away.
Mr. Cuthbertson, in his opening remarks,
stated that he hoped .some at least of his audience were enjoyincr the first-fruits of their
labours on the strength of the advice he had
given last year at the Mansion House. It was
how quickly Potatos came to
astonishing
maturity, or rath«r a fit condition for eating.
The most rapid growth he remembered was one

Field spraying is done by horse machines, but
in gardens and allotments a knapsnck sprayer,
a hand sprayer, or syringe with an exceedingly
The most convenient
fine roee may be used.

Dry
spraying specific is Burgundy mixture.
sprayin? is larjely practised in Lincolnshire on
The
result*.
satisfactory
with
of
acres
thousands
work is done when the leaves are damp, the
workmen commencing about 8 o'clock in the
evenint: and
of the

working

all

night, until the effects

dew have disappeared next morning. The

sulphate of copper is said to adhere most satisfactorily to the h.iiilm when the latter is damp
Tt li.is been stated that dry spraywith dew.
ing has not proved satisfactory in America.
When growth is sufficiently developed it is
possible to detect the " rogues," or plants not
true to name, by the difference in the fnli.nce. or
Such rogues should
the colour of the flowers.
be marked with a Bamboo cane for removal "
" curl
so .also should any plants affpcte<l with
or " blacklce." the latter disease causing the
at
and
black
yellow
become
pl.ints to wilt .Tud
the b.nsp of the stem. The tuber.'! of such plants
;

should be lifted as soon as possible and burned.
blackleg disease is carried in the tuber tn
the next generation. Tubers from plnnts .iffcctcd
with curl may be used for food, but on no
account should they be retained as seed. For lift-

a.<5

ing Pot,i.tos "dicgers" nre now very common.
Tn the Dunbar district of East Lothian, where
the beet Potatos in the world .ire grown, the
Potato-raising plough is the f.i.vourite instrument. A a;ood working plough, properly set in
a well-organised field, will make as good a job
as a " disger." and lift 4 acres n day. with the
help of 24 g.atherers, 3 or 4 carts. 4 worker.'
at the pits— in all. between 30 and 40 people.
Tn sr.nrdens and allotments there is no better
implement for lifting Potatos than the garden
AftK?r

the

lifted

fork with three flat tines.
tubers have lain for an hour or two to dry.
those for table use should be gathered and pitted
at once. Those intended for seed may be allowed
to remain for a day or two to " green " if the
weather is fine and ifrovstless. Potatos for winter
and .spring use keep best in a good pit. clamp,
grave, pie. or bog names meaning the same
In the Lothians the pit is usually about
thing.
6 feet wide at the hnse, and the tubers are piled
They are
at an ancrle of 45'' or thereabouts.
covered with good straw to a depth of 6 inches
and afterwards with soil to a depth of 6 to 9
inches. Firmly-packed soil keepa out frost better

—
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tops of the vent-pipes in the clamp should have
a piece of wire netting squeezed into them. In
many small gardens the pits are made in the
shape of a wigwam or large bee-skep.
The tubers should be dry and free from disease when stored diseased tubers fed to animals
Tubers for seed should
should be well boiled.
be boxed as .soon as they are removed from the
especially necessary in the
is
field, and this
case tf( early varieties.
It is generally more
convenient to put seed of later varieties either
by themselves or at the end of a big pit. Early
in the New Year the contents of the pit should
be turned over and re-pitted. This disturbance
checks growth and en.ables decayed tubers to be
;

removed.

The sprouts on greened tubers always seem to
ho shorter and stronger than those on setts not
Pi-ofpssor Seton. of the University
greened.
Farm. Leeds, after a scries of careful experiments, considered there was an increase of 1 ton
9 cwt. per acre from greened seed prepared in
autumn over those prepared in spring. While suncauses swee-tne-ss.
light causes bitterness, cold
Slight freezing changes some of the starch into
sugar, but as the temperature rises the sugar is
again re-converted into starch, and the Potato beI fear, however,
comes palatalilc once more.
that the growing power is weakened by this chilling process. Severe freezing ruins the Potato enInvestigations in the United States have
tirely.
shown that the freezing-point of the Potato is
In the United Stjites
between 26" and 28° F.
built for Potatos. in some
^^tora!rp houses are
heat,
in others the frost.
parts to keep out the
Some of the American pits, or storage cellars,
are capable of holding 600 to 1,000 tons of tubers.
Tn the Southern States the temperature is maintained at 34° to 38° F. by the brine s.ystem of
refrigeration, the temperature being raised or
lowered simply by varying the proportions of ice
and salt in the tank which feeds the circulating
coils.

In regard to grading, Mr. Cuthbertson stated
that more attention was paid to this matter in
In
the United States than in this country.
America selected tubers were wrapped in paper
and boxed like Oranges.
For exhibition purposes, the lecturer rccom
mended that the Potato should be grown in speThe hand should be carecially prepared soil.
fully dug and broken down fine, leaf-mould or
sifted manure added and a dressing of artificial
manure given in the drills at planting-tim?,
with, if available, some dry wood-ash. all being
Shapely
stirred among the soil with a fork.
3 or 4 oz. tubers with two strong sprouts should

The crop should be lifted caresets.
day before the show, and the tubers

be used as
fully the

—
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The tubers for exhibition
handled carefully.
should be placed in a shallow bo.x and covared
with a, sack to exclude the light, and they should
be kept in the dark until they are on the exhibiThe tubers should be carefully
tion table.
washed and all soil removed with a fine brush
or cloth, and should be even in size, with the
The " rose " ends with the
shallowest eyes.
eyes should face the judges, and the tubers
should be kept as level as possible. Rubbing in
transit may be prevented by wrapping each tuber
deneri Chronich on April 27, 1918, p. 178.
The best weight for exhibition was about IO3
ozs., judging by a dish of a. flattish round variety
he had once seen in a collection of 700 dishes.
In his concluding remarks Mr. Cuthbertson
referred to the article on " The Chemical LifeHistory of the Potato " published in the Gardeners' Chronidc a few weeks ago.
Field-Marshal Loixi GrenfeU, who occupied the
chair for the latter portion of the lecture, moved
a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Cuthbertson for
This was seconded by Mr. A. W.
his lecture.
Sutton, who paid a tribute to the lecturer as
one of his keenest competitors in the trade. He
referred to the varieties of Potatos that had

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTOGLOSSUM HAMLET.
The first flower of a hybrid between Odontoglossum Marietta var. Black Prince (Lambeauianum x Eolfeae) and 0. crispum, named 0.
Hamlet (see fig. 112), is sent by Pantia Ralli,
Esq., Ashtead Park, Surrey (Orchid grower, Mr.
W. H. White). The flower is of good size, form
and colour, the reverse side of the bloom being
coloured almost as much as the face. The gromid
the sepals are heavily blotched
colour is white
with confluent bands of purplish-red, the petals
having similar markings, and both sepals and
petals have white margins and tips. The lip is
crimped and fringed, the centre being coloured
dark purplish-red.
The crest is yellow, with
purple markings, which also appear on the upper
side of the column. The influence of 0. Harryanum, which was a primary and also a secondary
ancestor, is shown in the crest and column, but,
as with other complicated crosses, the identity of
the less decided agents are difficult to detect. In
this, as in most other hybrid Odontoglossums, the
tendency is tn enlarge the size and lessen the
number of the coloured markings on the .segments.
;

[June
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montana Camperdownii, and may be easily distinguished from U. m. pendula, of Loudon, by
very broad leaves, lying above and hiding tire
branches, whereas those of U. in. pendula are
narrower, and disposed beneath the branches, so
that the latter are exposed all through the season
while the tree is in full leaf. The Camperdown
Elm takes up much less space than the older
weeping form, and is, therefore, suitable fur
planting in small gardens and on lawns of limited
dimensions. I have seen trees planted on either
side of a narrow gateway, meeting above, and
just pruned at the ends of the branches to prevent their blocking the way to the front door of
the villa. The variety originated at Camperdown
House, Dundee, where it Avas of some age 40
years ago, and prostrate on the ground amongst
other Elms. I first saw the variety in a Forfarshire nursery in the nineties of last century,
under the name of Lord Camperdown's Elm.
its

J.

F.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
SAXIFRAGA

COCHLEARIS.

The two forms

of Saxifraga cochlearis named
major and minor are not new, but are too good
to be neglected, and where the Silver Saxifragas are held in regard these varieties should
find

a place.

In Mr. Reginald Farrer's

boc>k,

The Bock Garden ("Present Day Gardening"
there is a reference to S. cochlearis
which should whet the desire of all garden
lovers
one
to
possess
this,
of
the
best
of
forms
all
the
Saxifragas.
All
three
are beautiful and all possess much the same
character, with small rosettes of a pale bluegrey, and the spoon-shaped leaves aU daintily
Above the
notched and dusted with silver.
little silvery mound there rise lovely red-tinted
stems bearing wonderfully big flowers of
The type, S. cochglistening, snowy purity.
series),

No less lovely, and perhaps
is a gem.
They
are the varieties major and minor.
all the graces of the typical species, but
major has bigger rosettes and leaves and larger
flowers, while minor has a winsome charm

learis,
finer,

share

which endears it to the true Alpine lover. Mr.
Farrer tells us that it likes sun or shade, and
that it grows well in calcareous or sandstone
media.
I grow
S. cochlearis and its forms
best in a moraine in full sun, with a modicum
of lime mingled with the whinstone chips. This,
I consider, increases the whiteness of the markings.

y9.

Amott.

SILENE VALLESIA.
The

Fig.

112.

odontoglussum hamlet

gone out of cultivation during the past 10 or
20 years.
Only a few notable exceptions of
those days were to be found in the lists of today.
This showed the extreme importance of
raising new varieties, as each year demonstrated
the fact that the older sorts were becoming
weaker in constitution and would eventually
disappear,

like

velopment

of

their

new

predecessors.

The

de-

can only
be
and he had paid as

varieties

secured at great expense,

much

as £750 to a Scottish specialist for a new
variety the tubers of which were no larger than
Haze>l-nuts.
It was impossible to say how many
of such "seed" would turn out to be worth
keeping.
He mentioned this fact to show the

enormous expense raisers of new seed Potatos
incurred, and he hoped tJie Government would
not impose any restrictions in regard to prices
of seed Potatos that would be likely fo interfere
with this important work. His firm had undertaken the work of hybridising seed Potatos with
the original Solanum Maglia, and the work had
been going on for years, in the hope that something valuable would one day be obtained. The
eeed-grower .'thoald be encouraged to carry on
this kind of work with Potatos, which was much
more costly now than in former vaars.

(nat.

size).

LAELIO-CATTLEYA

A

APOLLO.

Fi.NE flower of this pretty Laelio-Cattleya is

by C. J. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court,
Hoi-sham, who raised it between Cattleya Scbroand Laelio-Cattleya warnhamensis (L.
derae
cinnabarina X C. Trianae). The shape and size
of the flower is derived from G. Schroderae, and
the reddish-orange of L. cinnabarina, which
usually asserts itself in the progeny in which it
has taken a part, imparts a delicate reddishapricot tint to the flower the sepals and petals
have a delicate veining of ligbt rose colour.
The well-rounded lip has a darker yellow disc,
the front having a slight rose tint and veining
a.s on the petals.
sent

;

TREES A ND SHRUBS.
THE CAMPERDOWN ELM.
Foe several years past I have noted a weepElm in .several gardens in a western suburb

iiin-

London, and also in Berkshire, although I have
from which the trees
were supplied.
It forms a, narrow, umbrellaheaded tree, with the compactness of the Kilmarnock Weeping Willow. The tree is Ulmus
of

failed to locate the source

free-flowering Silene vallesia (see fig. 113)
is very attractive on the rockery of the Botanic
Garden, Cambridge. The species is not, I believe,
common in gardens, but it is very distinct, and
though not brightly coloured, is, in my opinion,
one of the most desirable of all the Catchflies."
It is robust, and spreads freely, but grows
only about 5 inches higli.
The plant is
pubescent and very glandular, so- that the
fingers are at once sticky if it is handled.
The leaves are lanceolate and sharp -pointed,
the stem leaves sessile, but the root leaves
are
narrowed into a petiole.
The flowers
are r.ither peculiarly coloured; the large tubular
bulging
like
a
vase,
is whitish,
calyx,
above
the corolla, with
ribbed and veined with red
bifid segments, their tips very soon incurved, is
of lilac-rose colour, while below the colour is
In Switzerland the
of brownish-red or brick-red.
plant is rare, growing only on some of the
Southern Alps in Valois, on the Italian frontier.
Alps of Savoy and
It is also native on the
:

Dauphine, in Italy, in Bosnia and Montenegro,
It Ls said to grow in stony places on sUicious
rocks, and is very local, but from the freedom of
its growth here, on soil that must contain lime,
I should expect that in cultivation it would grow
in almost any kind of soil.
The photograph
illustration
reproduced
which the
is
from
was taken by my foreman, Mr. F. G. Preston.
R. Irwin Lyneh.
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The Week's Work.

As the
given liberally when it is necessary.
manurial properties of the mulchings become
washed out, frequent applications of liquid
manure should be given, especially to trees carrying heavy crops of fruit.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Bv F. JORDIS. Gardener to
Cut. M.P., Ford Manor,

Lieut. -Col. SPINDIR
Linefield, Surrey.

Onions.— Onions are growing freely, especially where the ground has been kept free from
weeds, and frequently stirred. Continue to give
occasional light dressings of old soot, which will
improve the growth and otherwise help to ward
This crop pays for a little
off an attack of fJy.
«xtra attention, and if the bed can be given
evening, or only syringed
the
good waterings in
.after a hot day, this treatment will increase the
improve the apand
generally
bulbs,
ot
the
eize
pearance of the bed
the plants from sowings made in
May to 6 inches apart, to obtain medium-sized
roots.
The latest sowing should be made by the
end of this month, choosing a strong-growing
variety.
Keep the ground stirred between the
rows to encourage free growth.

Be«t.— Thin

General Work. -Pinch

the
tops
of
Broad Beans as soon as they come into flower.
Endeavour t-o keep the garden clean by constant hoeing, as it is useless to hoe up such
weeds as Groundsel and Shepherd's Purse after
they have been allowed to flower. They should
be pulled up and burnt to prevent their seeding.
Succissional crops of Lettuce shouW be transplanted ;i.5 suon as the young plants are large
enough to handle, and if the weather should be
dry, these and earlier crops should be well
watered. Tlje latest sowing of White Cos may
now be made, and also a further sowing of
off

Endive.
Radishes and Mustard and Cress
should be sown thinly broadcast in a fairly rich
soil, choosing a border on the north side of a
wall.
Keep the soil moist, sowing fresh seed
every ten days. Another small sowing of Dwarf
Beans may be relied upon' to provide good pods
late in the autumn, provided there are no early
frosts.
Hasten with the transplajiting of all
spring-sown plants and all kinds of winter
greens. Mulch the soil between Vegetable Marrows to retain the ground moisture, and also to
Heavy soils have cracked
economise labour.
badly fine material distributed among the rows
of Carrots, Onions, Beet and other crops after
the surface has been loosened, will prevent the
ground from becoming hanl, while much heavier
mulching material may be freely used for *.he
roar.>u>r topped vegetables.
;

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
B.r

W.

J.

Keele

Oniai
IIaU,

Gardener
Newoastle,

tn

Mrs

DiHrsTin,

Staflordibire.

Pot Fruit Tbei*— Care should be taken
pnt fruit trees from which the fruit has
been gathered do not suffer for lack of moisture
at the roots. Place the trees out-of-doors directly
they have been cleared of their crops, plunging
the pots up to the rime in ashes. Cherries should
have a position out of the full glare of the midThese will be followed by Plums,
day sun.
Peaches. Nectarines, and Apricots.
The free
admission of sunshine and air, daily attention
to watering and syringing, with occasional light
dustings of some concentrated manure, are
necessary if the trees are to be in good condi
tion for fruiting next year.
that

LkTE ViNFB.— Let

the bunches of late Grapes

be .iseverely thinned, and see thai the crop left is
not too heavy.
Where the berries are swelling,
maintain a moist atmosphere, and give every
possible attention to the roots.
If moisture is
necessary, give strong manure water.
Lateral
growths should he kept pinched and gradually
tied

tfi

the

trellis.

Collur, Gardener

J.

Bart.,

to Sir

Jirimhh Colman.

Gatton Park, Reigate.

and hybrids of
strong-growing, warmth-loving Cypripediums, such as C. Rothschildianum, C. grande, C.
Stonei and others of this section, after passing
out of bloom, should be subjected to a short
period of rest. After resting, the plants should

Cypripedium,- ilany

species

the

receive attention at the roots.

Any

that are pot-

bound may be shifted into larger pots. Remove, witii a pointed stick, as much of the old
compost as possible, without damaging the
roots.
Ordinaiy flower-]X>ts form the most suitable receptacles, filled to about one-half their
depth with clean crocks.
Pot firmly, keeping
the base of the plant just below the rim of the
pot.
Other species that should be given attention in this respect, as soon as growth recom
mences, are C. callosum and its variety Sanderae,
C. Lawrenceanum with its varieties HackbridgHyeanum, C. Curtisii, and C. Maudiae.
These Orchids do not require such a retentive
rooting medium as those that produce their
Rowers during the wint«r, nor is it needed in
such quantity.
The compost may consist of
good fibrous peat, or Osmunda-fibre two parts
and one part S[)hagnum-moss.
Both materials
should be chopped up moderately short, adding
a sprinkling <if crushed crocks, the whole well
mixed together. Pot each plant with moderate
firmness.
For a few weeks after repotting keep
the surface of the compost just moist, but when

ense and

plants are re-established they may be afforded liberal supplies of moisture at the roots.
all time? keep the plants on the .shady side
of the house.
During the growing season, whenever the weather is bright and warm, these
Cypripeiiiums delight in having their foliage
sprayed over with clear, soft, tepid water but
(are should he taken with regard to such species
as C. Stonei, C. Rothschildianum, C. grande and
others of that section, that no water remains
low down in the centre of the growths or axils
of the leaves, as they are very liable to decay
from this cause.
If the plants have not been
disturbed for a few years there will be a number of old growths that have flowered.
One
behind the lead or growing point is ample, and
the others may be removed
If it is desired to
increase the stock, the back growths, if placed
in a warm, moist house or propagating frame,
will often produce new shoots, when they may
be potted to make fresh specimens.
A better
plan is to sever the rhizomes at intervals, a few
weeks before it is intended to repot the plants.
New breaks usually appear, and' are sufficiently
advanced for re-potting at the same time as the
front portion of the plant.
Few Cypripediums
prove more amenable to this form of propaga.
tion than the popular C. Maudiae.
Those of the
dwarf-growing Cypripediums, such as C. bellatulum and its varietv C. h. album, C.
niveum, C. concolor and other hybrids that have
recently flowered, should also be re.notted or re
surfaced as is found necessary.
These plant«
are best grown in pots or fairly deep pans, pro
vided with ample materials for drainage purposes. A suit.ible compo.st for the.v> Orchids consists of two parts good fibrous loam, broken up
in lumps .nbout tho size of W.almits, and one part,
peat, mixed freely with small pieces of mortar
rubble.
They are best grown in a position near
the roof-glass in the Cattleya or intermediate
house
the

At

;

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bv

Ja».

Hnnaos. Head Gardener
Act<)n, W.

at

Ounn«r«bur7 House.

TRaiNiNo »ND Pruning.— Trees
cut back as stocks

and re-grafted

that

were

with

other

In most inwill need attention.
stances it will ho possible to remove the clay
this be
adhering firmly,
entirely.
If
still
moisten it, so as to get it. away without injury
Secure the young shoots upon
to the grafts.
varieties

Mulching Fruit Boroir*.— From
onwards the borders

By

will require

now
watering more

frequently. Moisture will be conserved considerably if the borders are given a liberal surface
dreesing of well-docayed manure.
The border?
mu«t be examined at regular intervals, and water

bngh
sticks.

or

On

pyramid

trees

walls these

at

once

to

small

young growths may be
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secured better, by string than by nailing ; a few
nails may be driven in and the string fixed to
the nails. In the case of wall trees aim at keeping the leading shoot growing freely, and pinch
the laterals. For bush and pyramid ti-eee this is
not so important an item to consider. 8ee that
no shoots develop from below the new gi'aft so
as to rob it of the sap.
The shoots of
newly-planted trees on walls should be secured
either by tying or nailing, and the growths
so trained as to secure a well-balanced tree.
A free use can be made of the thumb and
finger for stopping the growths.
During hot
weather keep all young trees well syringed, and
also watered at the roots.
Keep a sharp lookout for insect pests; if red spider threatens tu
become troublesome it must be checked in good
time. Sectu-e the leading shoots by all means, but
some light, twiggy growth, such as the prunings
from Nut trees, may be used to secure the lateral
shoots.
If the walls be already wired, tying
will be expeditious.
In the case of Peaches and
Nectarines, stop the shoots not needed to furnish bare spaces.
Soijie of the short, stubby
growths may be retained as spurs. The breastwood of Pears may this season be growing too
freely with a shortage of fruit. It is rather soon
yet to summer prune, but a check may be given
by twisting or bending the shoot.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

Harriss, Gardener to Lady Wantaob,
Lookinfe Park, Berkabire.

E.

8TREPTOSOLEN Jame»onii.— Young

plants
of Streptosolen Jamesonii sometimes fail to
flower through the growth not being sufficiently

Plants which have been propagated
from cuttings should be kept growing during the
next few weeks in a light, airy structure.
Pot
them when ready in rich, open compost. The
strongest growths must be stopped occasionally
to keep the plants shapely.
Towards the end of
summer move the plants out-of-doors in a shel

matured.

tcred situation to ripen their groivth.

HUMEA ELEQANE.— These

plants are develop-

infloresiences,
and
more
r©<iuire
treatment in regard to watering and
feeding.
Diluted farmyard drainings and sootwater may be given alternately. Admit plenty
of air on all favourable occasions, and shade
them only from bright sun until tlie flowers are
when they may be shaded
fully developed,
during the greater part of the day. When the
plants are in flower one or two of the best
specimens should be selected for seeding. These
should be placed by themselves until the seed
The heads should then be cut down and
is ripe.
'Vomig plants which
laid on sheets of paper.
have been raised from seed should be potted
Plunge the pots in
singly into 2^-inch pots.
boxes of Coconut-fibre and place them on a slielf
Do not expose them to cold
in a cool house.
draughts, and shade them from the direct raye
of the sun.

ing

their

liberal

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R.

P.

Gardener to the Barl of
Tj-nuighamc, East Lothian.

Brotheusto.n,

Haddington,

Amaryllis Belladonna. -Whon^ Belladonna
have grown into thick masses, and as soon
is decayed, they rfiould be lifted,
the flowering bulbs separated from the offsets,
and either re-planted at once or retained till
August or September. The plants arc extremely
erratic here, ajid sometimes do not make foliage
until the spring, which spoils them for flowering.
When re-planting give each a space of at least
12 inches and set them about 4 inches in depth
in a compost consisting of turf and leaf-mould
to start them in.
In other years a dressing of
maimre during winter will suffice the plants for
that season.
Lilies

as the foliage

The Rookery.— Growth of the more luxuriant plants will now need restraining, and this
is best effected by pulling portions away by hand.
The early-flowering plants will need their flower
stems removed, and those that have become too
thick to flower freely may either be transplanted
after division, or parts cut out of them and the
It may be necessary
holes filled with compost.
to surface-dress ground containing low-growing
plants with very fine compost as an aid to fre»
rooting.

—
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Editors

EDITORIAL NOTtCe,
Publisher- — Our correspondents

and

would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and save us m.uch time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to ike Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confution arise
when letters are misdirected.

APPOINTMENTS FOR JULY.
TUESDAY JULY 2—
Hc*rt. Soc, Oonis. meet., Nat. Sweet Pea Soc.
and Soot. Hort. .^ssoo. meet, at the Drill Hall,
Bucking-liam Gate, Westminstea'.

Roy.
Ex.,

TUESDAY, JULY IdRoy. Hort. Soc. Ooms. meet, aawi Niat. Oamation Soc.
Annual Ex., in the Drill Hall Westminster.

THURSDAY, JULY 18—
Croydon Hort. Soc. Vegetable Ex.
creation Ground, Croydon.

in

Park

Hill Re-

TUESDAY, JULY 23—
Southampton Royal Hort. Soc. show and Southesm
Gountiea Oamation Soc. Ann. Ex. at Soutliarapton (2

TUESDAY, JULY 30—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet.

AVIRAGB Mban Thmpbbaturb for the eojuisf w«*k
deduced from observations during tlw lut flft/
years at Greenwich, 61.8.
tarnu. TmiFBRiTuiia :—
eardeners' Chroniclt Offlee, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Gaixlen, London, Thursday
June 27,
Bar. 30.1
10 a.m.
temp.
63,0°.
WeatherSunny,
;

;

conservation and use of farmyard manure,
the inoculation of the soil by beneficent
bacteria, and the elimination or control
of injurious insect pests, such as wireworms and cockchafers.
Owing to the great demand for nitrates
by the Ministry of Munitions, the supply
of this valuable plant food available for
growers has become restricted.
Experiments are being conducted with a view to
nitrogen supply from
increasing
the
straw.
In the laboratory experiment.s
chemically
treated with a
the straw is
view not only to increasing the supplies
of nitrogen, but also to prevent the waste
of that material in ordinary stacks of

farmyard manure.
Some of the more interesting experiments were those connected with the destruction of soil pests.
The toxic effects
substances are iDeing investigated, and it has been found that when
used alone, some are practically harmless
to the pests, but when used in combinaof various

tion, they

Rothamstcd
in 1918.

war,

as

in

without

injuring the

harming vegetable or animal

life,

soil
is

or

pro-

duced.

its

The famous Wheat experiments in the
Broadbalk Field were examined with inte-

continues
patient investigation
problems connected

with soils and manures in their relation
with gardening and farming.
Most of
our readers are aware that this experimental station was founded by John
Bennet Lawes, who began manurial experiments, first With plants in pots, and
then in the field, in the year 1834.
More
systematic field experiments were begun in
1843, and, in the Broadbalk Fields, at
least, these trials have been continued uninterruptedly up till now a period of
75 successive years.
On the 18th in.st., by the invitation of
the Director, Dr. E. J. Russell, we were afforded opportunity of inspecting the work

—

and seeing the new laboratory which has been erected and equipped
ata costof about £26,000, to commemorate
the centenary of the founders, Lawes and
Gilbert. The new building is an imposing
edifice,
built of
grey-red
bricks.
It
stands on a slight eminence, and is a conspicuous feature from the trains running
in and out of Harpenden Station, on the

of the station

side.

effective.
All this
at present in the initial

Rothamsted
of

London

is

and it may be a considerable time
before anything like a perfect soil insecticide that will perform its intended
stage,

functions
In

become highly

work, however,

The equipment

consists of

up-to-date chemical apparatus and physical appliances, and the building contains .several specialised laboratories, one,
named the James Mason laboratory, being
devoted chiefly to researches in bacteriology.
There is a special soil laboratory,
and another for the study of entomology
and protozoology, so far as these branches
of science affect agricultural and horticultural problems.
Dr. E. J. Russell conducted us over the
laboratories and the plots, and explained
the aims and objects of the experiments
that were being undertaken in the various
departments.
At the present time the principal problems under consideration are the production of nitrogenous plant-foods, the better

rest, this being the 75th successive year
that the crops had been grown on precisely
the same area, and mostly in precisely the
same way. As might be expected, farm-

yard manure,
manures, have

and

complete chemical
always given the best
incomplete fertilisers
results, while the
give poor results.
If
one thing more
than another is proved by the Broadbalk Field experiments, it is that the same
crop may be grown successfvilly on the
same soil year after year. When Wheat has
been grown continuously on the same plot
for 75 years, and still yields practically
the same quantity of straw and grain,
without any signs of " sickness,"
it
becomes necessary to modify our ideas on

naturally gave superior results, the former
is of a dryish, strong
character.
The latest addition to the experimental
work is electric culture. A small electrical
installation has been fixed up, and the
current is transmitted over the field from
overhead wires. The results seem to be
negative, so far at least as the eye could
especially, as the soil

[June

:

8,752.— A new Chinese species, discovered by Mr. George Forrest
in Ytujnan, at an altitude of about 11,000 feet
above sea-level.
Tile deep-red flowers are produced on a tall scape, which arises from the

Primula anisodoha,

Odontochhus lancbolatus,

8,753.

tab.

—This

a native of the eastern Himabears a spike of greenish-yellow flowers
with a prominent yellow lip. The stem is rosycoloured, and bears handsome dark-green leaves,
traversed with golden veina.
terrestrial Orchid,

layas,

—

Zanthoxylum planispinum, tab. 8,754.
Rutaceous shrub, with spiny stem and trifoliate
foliage ; it is a native of Japan. The plant forma
a bush about 6 feet ligh, and is very ornamental
in autumn, when bearing a profusion of small red
berries.

—

Erlangea aggregata, tab. 8,755.- This plant
It bears dense floweris a native of Angola.
heads of a bright mauve colour. The plant is
likely to prove useful in gardens, ae it flowers
in raid-winter, and would make a suitable greenhouse subject.
A
MONADENIUM ERUBESCENS, tab. 8,756.
Euphorbiaceous plant, with tuberous rootstock,
from which arises the succulent stems, which
bear at their apices inflorescences with cupular
or bell-shaped bract-involucres having the appearance of stippUng, like the Henbane.
Malus Sargenth, tab. 8,757. This new Crab
was discovered by Professor Sargent in Japan,
and is a close ally of M. Toringo. It makes an
attractive garden tree, both when in flower and
when laden with its bright red fruits.
Angraecum oracilipes, tab. 8,758. This is
the plant described .and illustrated in Gard.
Chron. under the name of A. recurvum in the
The flowers are
issue for November 29. 1913.
white, and have a broad, wedge-shaped lip.
siderophyllum,
tab. 8,759.
Rhododendron

—

—

—

One of the numerous new Rhododendrons recently introduced from China, and an ally of
The flowers are a soft,
R. Davidsoniana.
lavender pink, and relatively large com'pared
with the leaves, which are dull yellow on the
under-side.

HowEA Belmoreana,
well

is

known

in

was described and

8,760.

tab.

gardens

in

illustrated

— This

BuLBOPHYLLTJM sociALE,

tab.

Palm

this country.
in

It

Gard. Chron.,

July 19, 1890.
8,761.

—TMs

at-

tractive Orchid bears a large, broad leaf, and a
spike of orange flowers, which are striped with
red and have a rosy-purple lip.
Primula stlvicola, tab. 8,762. A Chinese
species, bearing a tall inflorescence, with flowers
The species
in whorls, of a rose-purple colour.

—

closely allied

is

to P. sino-molle.

Melicttus ramiplorus,
species,

tab. 8.763.

— A shrubby

belonging to the Nat. Ord.

Violacea«,

and a native of New Zealand. The fruits are
the most attractive feature, being about the size
The female
of Peas, and of a lavender shade.
flowers are green sh, the male Ijlossoms bright
yellow.

The question of soil inoculation by
means of bacteria is also receiving attention, and m due course valuable discoveries

ful

be looked for in this direction.
Under Dr. Russell's energetic and sure
guidance this famous station has extended
to a yet larger sphere of usefulness, and
British agriculture and horticulture have
reason to be proud of Rothamsted, not only
for the historical part it has played in the
peaceful past, but also for the strenuous
part it is playing now in helping to solve
problems arising out of the war.

tab.

ovate, oblong, spathulate leaves, 6 to 8 inches
long.

distinguish.

may

29, 1918.

Botanical Maqazine.— The following plants
aie described and illustrated in Vol. XIV. of
the Botanical Magazine^ comprising the issues
for April, May and June, 1918

the rotation theory.

As with 'Wheat, so with Mangolds:
farmyard manure and complete artificials

—A

Worshipful CoupkNV of Gardener*. —
of office of the Master of the WorshipCompany of Gardeners, Lieut. -Colonel Joseph
Francis, terminated on June 14, and at the installation Court held on that day the following
" That the
resolution was unanimously passed
hearty congratidations and best wishes of the
members of this Company be conveyed to their
Past Master, Lieut. -Colonel Joseph Francis,
that a Past Master's medal be
O.B.E.. J.P.
presented to him, and that in recognition of his
two years' service such medal be struck in gold."
The Company presented Queen Mart, at Buckingham Palace, on the 22nd inst., with a bouquet

The term

:

;

—

June
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Hermione Carnations, in commemoration of
Sir
the seventh anniversary of the Coronation.
Chables Wakefield, the new Master in sue
the
made
Francis,
cession to Lieut. -Colonel

of

presentation.

Thb Latk Mr.

R.

Hooper Pearson.— We

are ask^d by Mrs. and Jliss Ethel Pearson to
express their gratitude to the numerous friends
who have sent letters of sympathy, and who conMr.
the occasion of
tributed wreaths, on
They much regret being unPe.ubson's death.
able at present to reply personally, but aie none
the less grateful for the kindness which has been

shown

to them.

Mr. CuTHBERTSON, in his lecture on
Potatos at the Caxton Hall (see p. 261), made a
the late Mr. Hooper
feeling reference to
Pearson. Proceeding to make a quotation from
a recent leading article in our columns, he said
" no one interested in horticulture could to-day
mention the Gardeners' Chrnnide without thinking of the very serious loss liorticultiire had sustained by the death last week of the Managing
Editor of the paper. Mr. Pearson wae the personal friend of many present that afternoon,
and his worth, ability and devotion to horticulture were known to and appreciated by a very
wide circle at home and abroad, every member
of which was a mourner that day."

being used on the French Front has
The exhibits were arproved a great success.
ranged in a very similar manner to those at the
hideed, nearly all the
shows—
fortnightly
E.H.S.
firms represented are amongst the most frequent
Water-Lilies from
Hall.
exhibitors at the Drill
the R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley, were arranged in tlie
water basins around the fountains. Considerable
sums were raised by the British Carnation
Society, the National Sweet Pea Society, and the
National Rose Society, whose members gave
lances
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shortly before 4 o'clock, and the cheering was
loud as he made his way to Mrs. Lloyd
George's stall. There he put his autograph on
a card which was att-ached to a basket of
Orchids, and sold for seven guineas. His signatui-e on a mother-of-pearl shell also brought a
expected that the
It is
sum.
substantial
like
total proceeds will amount to something

£10,000.

Strawberries.— The Strawberry crop for
the remainder of the present season having been

of the nursery fii-ms contributed 20 per cent, of the value of the goods

commandeered by the Government for the manufacture of jam for the troops, the public has

helped

been unable recently to purchase Strawberries
at the shops.
A concession has been made
in releasing the
Saturday consignments, for
it
was found that the jam makers were
un,able to deal with the fruits at the weekend. They were ordered to be solfl to the public
The
at a price not exceeding 9d. per lb. retail.

flowers for sale.
sold,

and

in

Many

addition

the

gate-money

Some firms gave
to swell the total sum gained.
the entire proceeds of their exhibits, which were
sold at fancy prices. Messrs. Sutton and Sons'
magnificent collection of vegetables was disposed
of by voluntary saleswomen, and it was entirely

replenished on the

Monday, the freeh consign-

Britibh Qardeners in War-timk.— Mr.
W. F. Giles, manager of the seed production
department of Messrs. Sutton and Sons,
Reading, contributes in the form of a letter to
the Market Growers' Journal, of America, an
interesting article on " How British Gardeners
In the c/iurse of his letter
are Carrying-on."
Mr. Giles describes the steps which were taken
at the outbreak of war by small cultivators to
increase food production, and refers to the
wonderful increase in allotments, and the no
less remarkable increase in the area of garden
ground under food crops. He notes that so far
this large increase in production has had no adverse effect on the professional market gardener.
but reserves his opinion as to whether, if the
area now under cultivation is maintained, such
an effect may become manifest after the war is
over.

The Soft Fruit CROP.-Estimates by the
of Agriculture, based on careful inspection of the crops in the chief producing areas,
indicate that the yields of soft fruits are conThe causes of
siderably below the average.
this unfortunate state of affairs are numerous.
In the first pl.ice, the hpa\-y crops of previous
years are followed, as is always the case, by a
In the second place, scarcity of
lean year.
labour has undoubtedly lowered the standard of
cultivation, although it has, unfortunately, byno means reduced the cost. In the third place,
Board

the area under such soft fruit as Strawberries
has suffered a decrease owing partly to the pressure put on growers to increase their acreage of
cereals and Potatos, ,and partly to the mistaken
attitude of some county authorities in discouraging planting on the ground that fruit is a
luxury.
As we have pointed out more than
once, what was a luxury in peace time has become a necessity now. In the fourth place, the
time of the
spell of misty weather at the
setting of the crop prevented the distribution of
pollen by wind or insect, and led to the incomAs a conseplete pollination of the flowers.
quence many fruits of the Gooseberry, for
instance though they began to swell, dropped
before they were more than one-quarter size.
Another contributory cause was perhaps neglect
of spraying owing to labour .short.ige, ro-sulting
It
in the prevalence of in.sect and other pests.
ie clear that every step that is possible of execution will have to be taken to encourage planting

—

—

and cultivation of soft

Flower Fair

in

fruits.

TRAFALa»R Square. -The

exhibition in Tr.-vfalgar Square held during
the past week on behalf of the British Ambufloral

l'"i(;.

flowers lilac colour,
RIBBED AND VEINED WITH RED.

113.— silene vallesia

:

calyx whitish,

tiik

(Sc« p. 262.)

offered, and equally re.idily
In addition to this the firm condisposed of.
tributed largo numbers of cut blooms, which were
Messrs. Ed. Webb
sold at .stalls at high prices.
and Son's exhibits of fruit and vegetables were
Mention
also sold for the benefit of the fund.
must be made of the gifts of Orchids, especially
those of Messrs. Sanders and Ciiarlesworth
AND Co. An Odontoglossum hybrid was sold by
Lady Seflv for the sum of £100. Four thousand

ment being again

Orchids from Haywards Heath realised a shilling each and over, while 24 plniiLs of Miltoriia
voxillaria sold for sums of from 5 to 8 guineas.
Princess IjOUISE, Duchess of Argyll, attended
the Fair on the closing day. Wednesday, the 26th
Inst., when Mrs. Lloyd George presided at the
Mr. Elisha J.
stall of Roses contributed by
At the auctions small bouquets of
Hicks.
flowers fetched big prices one of the most successful was conducted by Mr. Arthur Coke at
Lady Garvagh's stall of blooms contributed by
;

Queen Alexandra.

The Prime Minister

arrived

limited supply available to the public in London
on the 22iid inst. was eagerly bought, in many
cases at prices far exceeding the prescribed
Largo quantities -were also sold wholesale
limit.
at Covent Gaixlen Market to jam makers at the
Government price of £40 a ton. It was stated

that up to noon on Saturday, the 22nd inst.,
about 50,000 baskets of Strawberries had an-ived
at the market on that day.

National Sweet Pea 8o«iETY.-The
National Sweet Pea Society has arranged a speexhibition of Sweet Peas in conjunction
cial

with the
July 2.

R.H.S.

meeting

No money

prizes

meda.ls will be awarded to
cates to novelties.

Tuesday next,
be given, but
groups, and certifion

will

Allotment Statietice.- Recently the Food
Production Department asked the Local Authorities of England and Wales to make a return
showing the total number of allotments prior to
and since the outbreak of war. From the actual

—
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and other inquiries of tlie Department (concerning the increase of privatelyowned allotments, including those provided hy
railway companies), it is estimated that there are
now in this country upwards of 1,400,000 allotThe pre-war figure was about 570,000
ments.
allotments the number laid out since the commencement of war is approximately 830,000.
Returns obtained from 69 of the 81 County
Boroughs in England and Wales show that there
were under 59,000 pre-war allotments in these
areas; whereas at present there are over 222,000
allotments, representing an increase of about
280 per cent. One hundred and thirty-two Town
Councils reported just under 42,000 pre-war allotments now there are nearly 97,000 allotments
an increase of upwards of 130 per
in their areas
cent.
In 233 Urban Districts there were 42,000
pre-war allotments, as compared with over
100,000, allotments now in cultivation the latter
figure representing an increase of about 140 per
The grand total of allotments in England
cent.
and Wales at present covers an area of about
:

;

—

—

200,000 acres. Taking this figure— and estimating that 50 per cent, of each allotment is planted
with Potatos (a conservative estimate) there are
100,000 acres of Potatos on allotments. If those
prodxice an average of 7 tons per acre (a moderate

—

assumption

for

garden

and

allotment

Potato

means that the allotment holders of
Kngland and Wales will grow this year 700,000
tons of the most essential war-time crop practically on the spot where the produce is to be
crops), this

consumed.

Seed Potatos from Devonshire.— On
where the
high, Potatos are grown which

of the high land in Devonshire,

some

rainfall is ra.ther

give great promise of being first-rate for seed
trial is being carried out at the
purposes.
R.H.iS. Gardens, Wisley, with Devonshire tubers
against Scotch, Irish, and Lincolnshire ones.
The resulte will be specially interesting to our
Scotch friends, who have deservedly such a good
reputation for seed Potatos.

A

Scarcity of Cherries.— The prices being
paid for Cherry orchards this year are indicative
of the scarcity of the fruits.
At .Sittingbourne,
ill a few favoured orchards, the fruits realised the
unprecedented price of 50s. per bushel on the
tree.
The high prices are due to the shortage
of all kinds of fruit, and the utilisation of Gooseberries, Strawberries and other soft fruits by the
Government for the manufacture of jam for the
troops. That the crop is much below the average
is seen in the decreased value of Cherry orchards
in Kent. An orchard of 20 acres at Barming, near
Maidstone, sold for £240, against £715 last
year 28 acres at West Mailing realised £150,
against £660 7 acres at East Mailing and 4^
acres at Ditton sold for £2 and £3 respectively,
against £125 and £166.
:

;

War Items.- We regret to announce that
Captain E. L. Benbow, M.C, attached R.A.E.
(lieutenant R.F.A.), was killed in action on
May 30. He was the son of Mr. J. Benbow,
of La Mortola Gardens, Ventimiglia, Italy.
He went to France on February 2, 1915, and
served with his battery for about 12 months
He
afterwards served as observer with the Royal
Flying Corps for eight months, then qualifying
as a pilot; he was decorated by his Majesty the
King with the M.C. at the Investiture held in
Hyde Park on June 2, 1917.
Information of the death of Mr. Gordon
who has been missing for some time
France, has been received by his father, exBaillie Faeries, Dumfries, his body having been
found on the place where he fell, which was
afterwards re-taken by the Allied troops.
Mr.
Faruies served his apprenticeship with the firm
of Messrs. James Service and Sons, nurserymen
and eeedsmen, Maxwelltown, Dumfries.
He
afterwards entered the employment of Messrs.
James Veitch and Sons. Later he joined the
garden staff at Kew, where He wag employed at
the time of enHstment.
F.MiRirs,
Ml

Editora do not hoUt themtelvee Teaporuitlt
the 9pinioii» expreseed by correBpondentt,)

(.The

for

London Trees.— Mr.

Webster's interesting
251 deals chiefly with deciduous
can never understand why Quercus
Evergreen Oak, is not sometimes
As the
planted instead of the eternal Plane.
tree appears to grow well in the gardens of
Buckingham Palace, it should do so elsewhere
Once it has become well estabin London,
lished, it makes rapid growth, while on the
ground of beauty it needs no justification; and
it would give a sense of wannth to our winter
For example, ho,v much more attracstreets.
tive the Mall would look in winter particularly, I suppose, from the windows of Buckingham Palace had Ilex been planted there inIt would be a good step even
stead of Plane
nov/ to interplant these Planes with Ilex, the
Planes to be cut out when the others grew up.
Avhyn Trevor-Battye, Ashford C/iace, Hamparticle

on

trees; but
Ilex,
the

p.

1

—

—

!

shire.

Mr. Webster strikes a true note when
he says that the "limit of numbers has long ago
been reached," in planting Platanus acerifolia
(London Plane) in the London area. In recent
years I have noted with regret the removal of
sudi beautiful and interesting trees as Robinia
Pseudacacia Decaisneana, tJlmus stricta (Cornish
Elm), and U. s. Wheatleyi (Guernsey or Jersey
Elm), to make room for the London Plane, already
I might add
only to plentiful in the district.
U. minor (East Anglian or Lock Elm), a smallleaved species of closely and finely branching
habit that casts only a moderate shade. All the
trees he mentions succeed well in the western
suburbs, including a fine tree of Koelreuteria
paniculata, which fruited as freely in 1911 as it
This also applies to a tree at
does at Paris.
Kensington.
I presume the cut-leaved Pyrus
would refer to P. pinnatifida, which is not so
common as it might be. The berries are larger,
deeper red or crimson than those of the Mountain Ash, and the birds do not, as a rule, eat
"

them so rapidly as those of the Mountain Ash.
The London Plane does not thrive in Edinburgh
or Glasgow,

but

I

attribute that to the lower
to the soil, though
the slow growth.

mean temperature rather than
both causes mav account for
J.

F.

CRIPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Horse Breeding.

Now

that horses are so scarce and dear, farmers should devote more attention to breeding
them. The type of agricultural horse varies in
counties and localities, and certain breeds are
found best for particular soils, whether heavy or
light.
For the latter a lighter type of horse
than the ordinary Shire is the most useful,
especially where the animal is not required for
heavy road work. On stiff, heavy land a thickthe work
set, short-legged type of horse does
more easily than a heavy animal, which is
more favoured for road or town work. It is
not so heavy in its tread on the land, which in
some fields is an important point to observe. The
Suffolk horse,
commonly known as Suffolk
"Punch," is an excellent type of general farm
hoi'se, being especially adapted for heavy land,
as it has small feet and legs, as compared
with the body. Shire horses will, no doubt,
make more money when well bred for their
special use heavy
dray work in towns. A
Shire horse, crossed with a half-bi-ed, thick-set
mare, will produce a useful animal.
Where rough pastures exist, with abundance
of water, especially water meadows, a good opportunity exists for breeding and rearing foals.
With such convenience several foals are little
trouble, and may prove a source of income, either
Horses from two
for sale or for use on the farm.
and a half to three years old will do several days'
work on the land weekly if put to licht ploughing or harrowing along with an older, quieter
horse. At first young hor.ses should not be worked
more than half a day at a time. Great care
should be taken that the collar fits the shoulders
accurately.
Sore shoulders caused through a
Ibadly-fitting collar may do incalculable harm.
Thorough quietness, consistent with firmness, are
important items in breaking in young horses.

—
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figures received,

[June

not let the animal have a fright of any sort,
remembering that the foundation for ill or good
being laid for all time. Avoid strain caused
oy pulling heavy loads, as this may ruin a horse
in the shoulders, back, or legs, even if the trouble
does not show at once.
It is not wise to breed from mares with such

b

ills

iber

as greasy legs, ring or side bones.
Rememthe' old saying, ''like begets lik*-."
F.

Molyneux.

®bituari2.
Alexander

We

regret to
Mackenzie.—
announce the death of Mr. Alexander Mackenzie, for a
long period manager of the
nurseries of Messrs. Thomas Methven and Sons,
Edinburgh.
Mr. Mackenzie died on the 21st
inst. in
his
88th year.
He commenced his
gardening career at Belladrmn, Inverness-shire,
70 years ago, and was successively engaged at
Bowhill. FuUarton, and Archerfield.
He was
head gardener in 1854 at A.shcraig, which he
in 1866,
being shortly afterwards apleft
pointed manager of
Messrs. Methven's Warriston Nurseries.
He was for long treasurer of
the Scottish Horticultural Association, and one
of the regular speakers at its monthly meetings.
He retired from active work some eight years
ago.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
O P. If the application of a strong
soda, or bicarbonate of soda, solution fails, the
person in question ought never to have anything to do with the manipulation of bees.
There are a few people to whom the sting of a
bee is dangerous, or even fatal.
As yet no
one knows of a remedy that will meet such a
In a few rare instances, to eat honey
case.
brings about swellings as if stung.

Bee Stings

:

.

Brown.
The
Fig Tree Casting its Fhiht
dropping of the Figs may be due to various
causes, resulting in a sudden check at the most
For
critical period of the fruit's growth.
:

example, a lower temperature than the trees
are accustomed to might cause the fruit to
drop, or the more liberal use of water in the
house might have the same effect. A deficiency
of lime in the soil might also be responsible,
for the Fig needs lime, or lime phosnhates.
Too much moisture at the roots would likewise
result in the border being cooler than usual,
The foliage
and: cause a check to the tree.
appears to be quite healthy. Give the roots a
weak manurial stimulant in which phosphates
are present in some form.

The "rust" on
Gloxinia "Rust": C. C.
your Gloxinias would not appear to be due
\o any fungous disease, but may be caused
iby thrips, which are very troublesome on these
Syringing with clear water will keep
plants.
The damage might, alterin check.
natively, be due to condensation of moisture
on the leaves, followed by hot sunshine, which
would scald the foliage. Let the house be well
ventilated, and keep the plants sturdy and
strong they are then less likely to be injured
'
in the way you describe.

the thrips

:

Names

(7. T.
Lvsimachia vulgaris.
of Plants
.t. B. H.
Iris orientalis alba.— TV. A. H.
2. Spiraea canescens
3,
1, Deutzia crenata
Philadelphus Lewisii ; 4, P. Lemoinei erectus_;
5, Leycesteria formosa.
J. K. 1, Kalmia lati:

—

;

:

folia

;"

2,

K. angnstifolia

var. rubra.

W. W. From your description of the foliage we su.-ipect that the
disease on your Tomatos is Black Rot, or
Remove and burn
Macrosporium Tomato.
every fruit which shows the slightest symptom

Tomatos Diseased

:

/.

of disease, and spray the plants occasionally
with potassium sulphide, especially when they
are setting their fruits. Keep the ventilators
open wide to prevent a damp, stagnant atmosphere, which would favour disease and weaken
the plants.

ComniuiiicatiorLs Received— T H.—F. P. D.—
S O & P. S.— B. & Son- E. B. (Fota>—W. W.— E. M.
—M"^. R. H. P.—E. F. C.
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roof, they give good results, for
the simple reason that they are left alone
and often get dry, and the soil is poor.

6,

Have you

1918.

gardens?

ever saw were in King's Road, Chelsea.
There was dust enough on the leaves to
grow them in. It was a hot day, and the
reflex heat from the house was over-power-
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NOTES FROM KEW.— VII.*
remarks last month on the behaviour of Irises at Kew have
given ri.se to comment by letter as
well as in the horticultural press.
Mr.
Dylces believes in summer transplanting:
Mr. Jenkins .savs it is wrung in prin<iplc
and bad in practice. Mr. Divers informs
me that at Belvoir, where Irises of the Germanica breed arc largely grown, he transplanted them at the same time as herbaceous perennials generally.
Another
correspondent maintains that they should
not be disturbed at the root if it can be
avoided.
Sir Frederick Moore's observa-

MY

writes

:

—

iVMrHM;\

nursery

•

Previous articles appeared
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9,
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i.ii.

a hopeless failure; when even Rhododendrons were believed to require beds of expensive peat, in which they made a poor
show. By giving 4ieed to the natural conditions, and especially the soil at Kew,
these and other failures have been turned
into successes. I am afraid we have bwii

treating Irises too well.

beds were made for
(good Ealing loam)

border, the
poorest,
we have, Irises are

perfectly free from disease, and wo get
a splendid display of flowers.
In cottage
gardens whore they arc Iwrdorcd l)v thf
wall of the house and path, and often over-

Tin:

i'.i(;.\NiK.\

HOUSE, KEW.

and growing and flowering well. Irises
growing on the top of a wall never get
disease.
These plants never flower more
freely or look more effective than on top of
a wall, and I think that is how we should
grow Oncocyclus Irises. W(> find that
plenty of old mortiir rubbish from walls,
burnt earth from the bonfire, and poor
gravelly loam, with ample drainage, suits
them, and we have a good show each year.
Disease may appear on new plants for
some time, and then it spreads to others.
our

plant and difficult, but when happy it
is
gem.
P.
coeruleus
varies
in
a
colodr from blue to white, and is a firstrate rock garden plant.
Perhaps when the
war is over and we Ii.ave leisure for such
work, tile breeding of a race of blue Pentstemons will be considered worth while by
expert.

as P. orispulum.
The species vary
habit according to the amount of moisture and exposure they grow in but they
appear to be all mountain plants and
i;enuinp rock shrubs.
A. Billardieri is
i|uite happy in the rock garden at Kew.
Santolina ])innata is another pleasing
little shrub, suitable for the rock garden,
is
ojrows only alx>ut a foot high and
it
Its
specimen.
forms
a globe-shaped
nuiiu'rous erect, green stems, and leaves
button-like,
with terminal raci'iiics of
white flower-heads, develop in midsuiiuncr.
viridis, the Holy
It
not. unlike
S.
is
Flax, but that has yellow flower-heads.
Lavender Cotton, with white leaves and
vellow flow<'r-]ieads, is another good plant
for the rock garden, being, as Mr. Bean
states in Tnrs arul Shrvhs Hardy in the
lirifixh I.tlr/!, beautiful and interesting, and
probably the whitest of all hardy shrubs.
;

better than the spring.
They are making
new roots then, and stand pulling about.
You will often find these Irises spreading
out from the borders to the hard paths,

On

seeing that it oonRnues to produce a succession of flowers in the summer months,
and is a hardy perennial, it might well
have done so. P. azureus is a .short-lived

in

find that by far the safest time to
Irises is just as the flowers fade ; it is

hottest, driest place

out " plant has not Ijeen realised, although

known

We

move

His pre" bedding-

is not a genus
of special
horticultural value, but A. Billardieri has
merit as a small-leaved, prostrate shrub for
tlie rock garden, as it grows only about a
foot high and bears in June clusters of red
and white flowers, or rather fruits, the
persistent, wing-like sepals, coloured crimson and white, being the attractive feature.
A few yards of! the jilant might W' taken
for a (Iwarf Broom, but at close ijuarters
one sees why the genus was formerly includ<>d in Polygonum, and why A. buxifolia, a near ally of A. Billardieri, was

flowering in Water-lily IIous
Pentstemon coeruleus
Philadelphus lycmoinei Virginal

He

a

Atraphaxis

ILLUSTRATIONS.

"

others

shot-silk
with crimson
species is known to be vari-

The
and includes Jaffrayanus, which Sir
W. J. Hooker described as a species in
1858, when a figure of the plant was pub-

some
..

Nymphaea gigantea

tions are instructive.

Gentian-blue,

blue

lished in Bot. Mar/, (t. 5,045).
diction that it would become a

;

Fruits under glass

Somerset

some

of

their own we must respect
" There are fifty ways to
views.
town and rather more to heaven," wrote
Matthew Arnold ; so also tHere are many
ways of growing most plants well, and
what may be a help under one set of conditions may prove a hindrance "under
another.
There was a time when Roses
would not thrive at Kew when Lilies were

.

ciation

kind
able

Trees and shrubsTin.- Catalpa in London
War item
Week's work, the—
Klower garden, the

Vegetable Marrows ..
Fream Memorial Prize

French gardeiieis*

Pea

the

flowers,

shading.

their

Rural work for discharged Service men
Scottish research station

and the recent Flower

but the Irises enjoj'ed it."

plants, both tender and hardy.
The aubshrubby Pentstemons were glorious, especially the blue-flowered species.
They were
a discovery.
The best of them were P.
azureus, P. heterophyllus, and P. coeruleus
(see fig. 2), the first-named of which is now
beautiful in the rock garden at Kew, witli

In horticulture, as in other matters, we
fight for our own views and practices.
After all, experience teaches, and when

men argue from

i.erous

British Carnatioo Society

Dicif,

.rd,

ever noted them in small town
The best Germanicas I think I

1

.

When
them,

the present
special soil

was provided. It
would most likely Tiave been better to plant
them in the natural soil of the Gardens.
Bulbous Irises are not in question. They,
like Daffodils and Tulips, havo a resting
season, and transplanting is then performed.
Blue Peiitstemons are worth more attention than they have yet received.
Years
ago Sir Frederick Moore an?! I wore to
gether one Sunday morning in June in
Messrs. Haage and Schmidt's nursery at
Erfurt inspecting rare and beautiful

.scarcely any summer bedding
Kew, flowers in July are less
There are, of
in evidence than formerly.
course, the Roses which are a great feature, and to do them justice a special notice
The Ijeds in the neighbourhood
is needed.
of the Palm House arc at their best at tin-

As there

is

this year at

warm sun
following a spell of cold, show<'r\weather, having brought them on nic<'ly.
The Rfkso garden near the Pagoda never
looked l)etter. It was a happy idea of the
late Director, Sir W. T. Th'isel ton -Dyer,
to transform a rubbi.sh hole into a garden
for Roses of the semi-wild type. I know of
time of writing, a few days of

.shine,
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110 other garden like it ; indeed, only a place
like Kew could afford space for big groups of
straggly Roses allowed to grow much their own
way.
The best varieties in flower now are
the
following
Rubin, Mrs. F. W. Flight,
Diabolo, American Pillar, Helene, Seagull, Gold:

Blush Rambler, Silver Moon, Lyon
Rambler, Edmond
Proust,
Jersey
Beauty,
Dorothy Jeavons, Psyciie, and Rosa moschata
and its double variety. The Rose Pergola near
the Rock Garden is also good, though I have
seen it better.
Two varieties there worth
finch,

I was once asked for a list of hardy trees and
shiubs that flower in July, and could only reply
that there were very few.
In the first place, a

plant that

fulfils

its

mission flowers in spring,

a consipicuous feature at

tuberous .nnd

1918.

Kew

Rhododendron

;

viscosum, R. discolor, Clematis of sorts HeUCistuses,
Osteomeles anthyllid''foKa,
Cotoneaster pannosa, C. salicifolia, C.
Harroviana, Spiraea discolor, S. Menziesii, S.
;

anthemums,

Veitchii,

canescens,

S.

S.

betulifolia,

S.

japonica vars., of which Mrs. Antbony Waterer
is the best, Pyracantha crenulata yunnanensis,
a charming shrub with bright green obovate
leaves, the branches crowded with clusters of
white Hawthorn-like flowers; Potentilla frutescens, Colutea arborescens, Deutzia crenayta, and
Lonicera Heckrottii, the best of the Honey-

;

Pel.ir!,'i:iniinn.s.

6,

junceum, Genista virgata, of which there are
scores of big bushes at Kew, where it became
naturalised many years ago ; G. aetnansis, Cytisus
nigricans, C. capitatus, Ligustrum einense, also

grows and makes its fruit in summer, and ripens
in autumn.
Those garden plants that continue
flowering more or less all through the summer
have got off the Une, or out of gear; they are
a^i unnatural as the fowl which keeps on laying
eggs.
Domestication has changed their habits,
to man's advantage, of course
and Roses,
scarlet

[July

.seinjicrflurfn.'*

suckles.

Two other showy trees worth mentioning in.
Plane (Sycamore),
which has long racemes of crimson keys, and is
ii good garden and park tree, and the variegated
.Magnolia acuminata, which is really attractive
this year.
Quite a good list, yet in a place
like Kew they do not go far, and, were it not
for the Roses, the gardens would look flowerthis connection are the Pilrig

less in July.

Water Lilies, both in the open and under glass,
,nre in full bloom, the queen of them all being
the Australian Nymphaea gigantea, with flowers
8 inches across (see fig. 1).
It grows well and
(lowers freely in the tropical tanks here. Lilies
proper are developing well, and there should be
a good display in a week or two of L. sutchurnense, L. regale, L. japonicum, L. Henryi, L.
jjardalinum and others. L. giganteum, L. Martagon, L. Pari-yi, L. elegans, and L. croceum are
already in flower.
find many Lilies can be

We

from home-grown seeds, and

easily propagated

thus raised thrive better than purchased
bulbs.
Does L. candidum ripen seed in this
(ountry ? It is a failure at Kew.
The Potatos are a great success so far, and so
are the Onions, though the maggot is in evidence,
and we may have to own ourselves beaten by
that most destructive pest.
Pathologists have

yilants

so far failed to find a

who does

remedy for it. The man
monument. W. W.

will deserve a

ORCHID

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

BRASSO-CATTLEYA

IMPERIALIS.

At

the meeting of the Orchid Committee
of
the
Royal
Horticultural
Society
on
June 18 last, A. P. Cunliffe, Esq., Woodford,
Salisbury, showed a new cross named Imperialis
between Oattleya Mossiae and BrassoCliftonii
(B.-C.
Digbyano-Mossiae
Trianae), which should be recorded,
C.
iilthough it failed to secure an award, for
it
had many e.xcellent features which will
doubtless develop satisfactorily.
The flower,
which is of the largest among Brasso-Cattleyas,
is light rose-pink with a pale yellow centre to
the fringed labellum. which has dark purple
markings at the base.
All the large-flowered
Brasso-Cattleyas are beautiful, but there is some
difficulty in distinguishing the different varieties
on account of the predominance of light colours
without sufficient darker markings to render
identification certain.
'attleya

(

X

IPhotograph by

Fig.

2.

B.

-PENTSTEMON COERULEUS FLOWERING IN THE ROCK GARDEN, KEW.

ONCIDIITM
mention are Veilchenblau, known as
Blue Rambler, and Flora Mitten, the former a
queer shade of purple, which some folk do not
admire
the latter, the
best single-flowered
bunch Rose I know. The flowers are larger than
American Pillar, and the petals, which are pale
flesh-pink and white, do not fall, so that the
bunches are good for weeks. Kew obtained this
ulant from Miss Mitten, daughter of the late
William
Mitten,
Hurstpierpoint,
a
great
authority on Mosses, in whose garden it originated, whether by accident or design is not
known. There is no other single Rose like it.
special

;

Begonias, Heliotropes, and similar plants that
keep on flowering are our friends, not their own
or nature's.

Here is a list of the trees and shrubs in flower
the first week in July
Robinia viscosa,
Aesculus californica. a charming little whiteflowered Chestnut
Catalpa speciosa. Magnolia
glauca,
Calycanthus, Philadelphus, the most
decorative of all being the snow-white double
Virginal, of which there is a bed near the main
gate (see fig. 3). Bouquet Blanc, and Voie Lactee
being other good hybrids of Lemoine's raising
in

:

;

;

Escallonia langleyensis, E. Philippiana, Spartium

This Oncidium

is

LANCEANtTM.

reputed to be one of the most

diflicult of Orchids to cultivate for a number of
years, and although some year* ago good importations of it were received, but few speci-

mens remain
proved that

in

cultivation.

But

it

has

when grown under proper

been
condi-

tions the plant does not necessarily decline in
vigour.
The cultivation of the plants in pots,

on the staging, probably accounts for
of the losses, for the most vigorous plants
are generally those grown in baskets and suspended from the roof-rafters of a warm, intermediate house.
placed

most
.

;

July

6,
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Probably one of the finest plants in the counhas been in the care of Mr. A. Taylor,
gardener to Mrs. D'Arcy, Stanmore Hall, Stanmore, Middlesex, for many years it flowers profusely every year, and is again sending up four
strong, branched spikes, bearing flowers about
two and a half inches in diamet«r, and very
fragrant. The sepals and petals are honey-yellow,
densely spotted with chocolate-brown the handsome lip is rose-purple at the base, changing
towards the front to rose-pink and blush-white.
The species was first introduced from Surinam
in 1834, and has since been collected in British
Guiana, Trinidad and other localities.
The plant at Stanmore Hall has always been
grown in a Teak-wood basket and suspended in
an ordinary stove house with an even, but
Water is freely given
not high, temperature.
the roots during the season of active growth, but
the amount of moisture is restricted carefully
in wint«r, although the compost is not allowed
to become excessively dry for any lengthened

TUBES AND SHRUBS.

try

;

;

THE

CATAUA

IN

no wish to pull this historic tree from its
proud position, yet recent research as to the
history of the Catalpa and numerous measureis

ments of existing specimens that have been taken
by way of comparison, prove that the Gray's
Inn tree is neither the largest nor the oldest in
London. That Bacon, when appointed Master of
the Walks at Gray's Inn in 1597, planted this
open to grave doubt, the introduction
of the tree not being recorded until 1726, or fully
There are two
a century and a quarter later.
Catalpas of about equal size growing in the
gardens at Gray's Inn, to one of which is attached a tablet with the following inscription
is

:

period.

Both

props.

The Gray's Inn Catalpa, which is said to have
been planted by Bacon, is usually regarded as
the largest and oldest tree of its kind in London,
and by some writers has been described as the
Though there
finest specimen in this country.

Catalpa

somewhat recumbent and
and are supported by
growing on a mound, or
mure probably the soil has at some time been
banked up around the leaning stems.
By way of comparison with the above, the
four in number, take a

hoi-izontal style of growth,

LONDON.

trees are

following measurements of other Catalpa
in the London area are interesting :—

trees

—

Holland House. The largest Catalpa girths
12 feet 1 inch at 2 feet, and 8 feet 10 inches
another is 7 feet
at 5 feet from the ground
2 inches at 3 feet, the branch spread 51 feet.
Manchester Square Catalpa
Girth 7 feet
7 inches at 3 feet, the spread of branches extending to 54 feet.
Highburv- Hill C.-vtalpa
7 feet 1 inch in girth
at 3 feet ; branch spread 42 feet.
Fulliani Palace Catalpa
5 feet 9 inches at
3 feet branch spread 48 feet.
;

:

;

—
—
:

;

From the above it will be seen that the Holland House Catalpa is fully twice as big, and
those at Manchester Square and Highbury Hill

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Tidal Land*.'
This work, the authors explain, is primarily
concerned with those problems which underlie
the maintenance of coastal and riparian lands,
and, as a, factor in such, the extent to which
horticulture may be enlisted in the cause of
conservation.
So far as we are aware, it is the
first English book treating of the preservation
and reclamation of tidal lands both from a
natural and an artificial standpoint.
The engineer
deals
with such
subjects
tidal
as
and current data; the foreshore; tidal land
erosion and accretion works
State and
control ; complementary problems
and
authoritieR having powers and duties in re-

and

:

local

;

defence
to
ag.iinst
the
sea.
Professor F. Oliver's part, relating to the biology
and botany of the subject, will interest alike the
student and the practician. For some years part
he haa devoted his vacations to the investigation
of the vegetation of various sea-shore and salt
lation

marsh

districts,

both at home and on the other
and his work will doubt

side of the Channel,

less stimulate further activity in the same direction.
.Some idea of the .wope of this part of the

book may be gathered from the headings The
Function of Veget.itinn The Fixation and Plant
Protertion of Sand Dunes
Plant Winning of
Tidal Lands: Plants of the Shingle Beach:
Plants of the Salt Marsh, etc.
In relation to nutrition, he states that an idea
of the work done by the root in water absorp
tion is obtained from the fact that Maize transpires on the average 2.9 lb. of water per stalk
per diem. "This means that the crop planted in
the ordinary way would take 244 tons of water
from am acre of ground during the growing
season, and this from a soil bo dry that no mere
pressure could express a drop of water from it."
:

:

;

It will come as a surprise to many that only
thirty out of about 2.000 species of flowering
plants in the BritLiih flora occur between tide
limits, and only about a score of these are common. For the greater part these plants are succuand Obione

lent .and smooth. Artemisia maritima

portulacoides being exceptions. Grasses constitute
the most important element in the vegetation of
salt m.irshes.
Amoncr these GIvceria maritima.
Festuca ovina var. rubra, and Triticum pungens
are prominent.
Considerable space is devoted
to the consideration of the recent rapid .spread
of Spartina Townsendii on the Sussex, Hamp.shire and Dor.^iet mudflats, where enormous areas
have been covered by it within the l,T.st twenty
years.
Tlio illnstr,itions constitute an important
feature of the work.
• TiHal Lands: A
Ktudv "f "hnre Prnhlrms. Bt ilfred
E Curev. M.In«t.C E.. and F. W. Ollvr F K.'S.. Prnfe<iiinr

of Bntanv In TIn1ver»itv Cnll»if(.. Ixindnn. Svo
with 29
nl«tes and B2 iUintratinna in the text.
(liiarkle * .«on,
Ltd., 60. Old Bailey, London, E.C.
1918.)
Price 12a. ed.
.
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-PHILADBLPHUS LEMOINEI VIROIXAI.
(Seo poge 2.)

" Catalpa tree said to have been planted by
Francis Bacon, when Master of the Walks, Anno
Domini, 1598." Owing to its recumbent mode
of growth, it is difficult to give exact measureThe main stem, which is
ments of this tree.
13 inches in diameter, rests on the ground, .and
is partly buried in the soil for about 9 feet in
length, after which it grows upwards, the
girth at this point being 5 feet.
As near as
can be ascertained, the trunk girths 7 feet at
ground level. The branches extend in a somewhat horizontal direction, and, being of considerable length and weight, are supported by a
number of stout props, one of the branches which
is buried in the soil having probably rooted. The
total height of the tree is about 28 feet, and the
branch spread 45 feet.
The other Catalpa is
growing on the opposite .<;ide of the garden, and
is said to be a seedling from Bacon's tree, the
branch spread of which extends to 60 feet, while
the stem at ground level and at 3 feet girths
6 feet 9 inches and 5 feet 10 inches respectively.
It is about 40 feet high, and in splendid health,
but, like the parent tree, the heavy branches.

as large again as the Gray's Inn
As to the date of planting the Gray's Inn
reference to the history and introduction
of the Catalpa shows that the tree was first
described by Catesby in 1731, and again by the
same botanist in his Treex of North America
Tlie Catalpa is described and figured
in 1767.
in the Botanical Magazine, 1808, where it is
stated
"The plant has been long an inhabitant
of our gardens, being introduced by the same
It
botanist (Catesby)
about the year 1728.
bears the smoke of large towns better than most
trees
the largest specimen we have ever seen
grows in the garden belonging to the Society of
There is no reference to the
Gray's Inn."
Catalpa by any of the various writers on tree
Gerard, Parkinson, .lohnson or Evelyn all nf
whose works were published after Bacon's deal!'
and it is hardly likely that so remarkable a tn'i>
could have escaped the notice of all thcsi'
botanists, especially at a time when particula"
interest was being taken in the introduction of
new plants. Miller, in his Dictionary of Garileti
ing, VTil states that the Catalpa was brought

nearly half
tree.

tree,

:

;

—

—

:

,
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from the Bahama Islands by Mr. Catesby a few
been suggested that
before.
It has
years
Raleigh, who visited Gray's Inn during Bacon's
seed of the Catalpa
may
have
brought
time,
from Virginia, but such a proposition is hardly
tenable in face of the fact that the tree was
only discovered a century later by the banks of
the Mississippi.
It will be evident from the above that, the
so-called Bacon's Cata]pa is not the largest tree
of its kind in this country, and as size denotes
age, neither can it be considered a.'; the oldest
^4.
nor to have been planted by Bacon.
D.

WthsUr.

ON INCREASED FOOD

PRODUCTION.

when water

is

readily available.

Celery

is one of the most important crops of
many vegetables that should be grown for
next winter's supply. Celery may be eaten an
a salad or cooked as a vegetable
for either
purpose it is one of the most palatable dishes,
and is said to be of much value medicinally.
During the next six weeks CeleiT may be
planted in any position of the garden, and it
will succeed well in all soils, provided suflScient
care is bestowed on its cultivation.
There are
three important rules which should be observed
in growing Celery, (1) to select a good variety,
(2) to give the roots a liberal supply of manure,
and (3) an abundance of water during its period
of growth. For late supplies the trenches should
be of a mo<lerate depth. The bottom soil should
be broken with a fork, and the trench threeparts filled with half-decayed farmyard dung or
London manure. The manure should be trodden
firmly, the best of the excavated soil placed on
it, broken down finely, and the jilants carefully
One, two, or three
set with a garden trowel.
rows of Celery ma-y be grown in the same trench,
the width of which is determined by the number
Water the roots thoroughly and
of rows grown.
damp the plants overhead in the evenings during
quick growth. Every ten
favour
weather
to
fine
this
diays a dusting of soot should be applied
:

;

material helps to ward off attacks of the Celery
fly, and at the same time is a fine stimulant.
Copious supplies of manure-water should be
applied to the roots during the growing season.
Remove all side-shoots as they appear, and keep
which
a. sharp watch for the leaf -mining maggot._
should be picked off and destroyed.
Pink or red varieties should be chosen in preference to the white sorts for late supplies, as
they are generally much more hardy; my
favourite varieties are Aldenham Pink and Standard Bearer.
Wherever Celery is properly grown the land
will be well prepared for almost any crop the
following season and requires very little preparadigging deeply for
In addition to
tion.
making the trenches, the whole of the soil between the latter will be needed for earthing up
the plants, which means that the soil will be
fully exposed to the beneficial influences of the

Edwin

weather.

Becl-et.t.

which are

flooding after
rains, raised beds are necessary, but otherwise,
if the usual procedure is reversed, and a pit is
dug for the reception of the manure and soil,
much greater success will be obtained. By tliis
method the young plants may be more effectively
screened from cold winds during the early sum-

lying

soils,

appeal from the Food Production Dapartment for increased cultivation of Vegetable Marrows is sure of b- sympathetic reception, for this is one of the most popular vegetables with the allotment cultivat<or. The elaborate moutid which convention .seems to decree

The

for the plants' accommodation is
in fact,
essential to their well-being

must be made
not at

all

to be almost
ignored by professional gardeners, is
deservedly popular with amateurs, who appreIt has been
ciate its non-rambling habit.
contended that bush Marrows are not so fruitful
as the trailing sorts, but eight or nine fruits
may easily be grown on a bush plant. Often
the bush Marrow will produce its crop of fruits
in quick succession and so have a short season,
but this may be guarded against by gathering
the fruits as soon as tliey are large enough for
the table, and by isetting out three or four plants
according to requirements at fortnightly inIn point of quality the bush Marrow
tervals.
is equal to most of the long-fruited trailing sorts.
inferior to a well-grown Custard
perhaps,
It is,
Marrow, but the last-named is scarcely a profitable vegetable for the small garden in war-time.

CLIMBING HARICOT BEANS.
certain conditione Climbing HariBeans may be grown and ripened for winter
use in this country was amply demonstrated by
the examples shown at the R.H.S. meeting last
autumn by Messrs. S. Bide and Sons. The bine
was almost as long as that of the longest Scarlet Runner, and was amply furnished with goodly
The primary object
pods, packed with Beans.
of the exhibit was to illustrate the vigour and

That under

cot

fruitfulness of the seed, and it was scarcely to
be expected that the precise cultural details
afforded to the plants on view would be stated.
But I feel that one could safely hazard that the
method adopted was similar to that usual for

Runners in well-managed gardens. That
seeds were sown under glass in the spring and

Scarlet
is,

the seedlings set out in their fruiting quarters
some time towards the end of May, after having
been properly hardened. , Then, as with Scarlet
Runners, supports would be provided, watering attended to during dry weather, and
a stimulant given when the plants were in
If these Beans are worth growing,
full bearing.
surely they are Tvorth growing well, and should
be given equal attention to that afforded the
J. F., in recounlTing his
for this season (see p. 243), is very halfhearted.
He anticipates and has prepared for
faUure. I am almost tempted to say he deeerves
it, for he has, like a timorous general, played

Scarlet

Runner, but

methods

and " planted the Beans between
they fail there will be no waste
I am not a pessimist, but in such
of ground."
expect the Beans to fail.
I
should
conditions
Climbing Beans delight
if the Potatos succeed.
in, and respond to, warmth, moisture, and good

;

under some conditions I am convinced it is a
serious drawback, and militates against success.
In the private garden, where the crops are under
daily observation, and where copious waterings
can be given as often as may be needed, plants
on the mounds and raised beds do not suffer. Bnt
it should be remembered that, particularly when
exposed to winds, the mounds, which are often
composed chiefly of loose-textured materials, dry

if

—

If
these conso
does the Potato.
ditions, so necessary for the Beans, are present,
for
struggle
what will be the result of the

living

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

supremacy between the two vegetables? Flanked
on both sides, the Beans are likely to be overwhelmed. There is yet another danger for the
Beans so situated. The chief difficulty in their
successful cultivation appears to be that of properly ripening the seeds. Yet, unless his Potatos
are of an unusually late variety, the tubers
must be dug, and in so doing the roots of the
Beans mutilated, at a most critical time.
A. C. Bartletf.

Gardener

F. Jordan,

to

Clay. M.P., Ford Manor,

liable to

mer.

for safety,
Potatos, so

VEGETABLE MARROWS.

1918.

to

entirely

the

6,

The Week's Work.

Another objec-

the system of raising the soil is thjit
unless unusual care is exercised, the rooting
medium is far too loose and too easily penetrated
by the roots, which results in soft and sappy
growth and very few fruits. On heavy, lowtion

The bush Marrow, which seems

CELERY.

[July

Frequently the worker can
out very rapidiy.
visit his plot at only weekly intervals, and the
plants are likely to suffer from drought even

ToMATOS

— Pay

watering outdoor

Lieut. -Ool. Spencer
Lingfield, Surre.v.

careful attention to tying and
Tomiatos which have started

well, and are growing freely.
When the crop is
set the plants may be mulched and stimulants in
liquid form can be safely applied.
If the season
is
favourable their growth will be rapid, and
the fruit will ripen from August to November.

TunNiPS.— A good breadth of Turnips should
be sown during July to obtain roots for winter
use.
Chirk Castle Black Stone is one of the
most hardy and valuable Turnips in cultivation
for winter use.
Those who like the yeUowfieshed vai-ieties should gix;)W Orange Jelly,
which is also hardy and of good quality. Further
sowings of Turnips may be made towards the
end of the present month ; the weather has much
to do with the success of this crop, and '\t is
not wise to depend on any one sowing.
Dust
the seedlings lightly at short intervals with
lime, wood-ash and soot, and stir the ground on
frequent occasions with the hoe.
There is no
necessity to reserve
ground for Turnips ; it
should be possible to clear a good breadth of
early and second early Potatos in time to sow
Turnip seed.
Chirk Castle is rarely injured
when left in the open ground, and many only
store
pull and
the roots when it is necessary to
clear the land.
Scarlet Runner Bean*.—These Beans are
growing rapidly with the hot sun, and are fast
creeping up the'r supports, making large, healthy
foliage.
Prevent overcrowding by pinching out
unnecessary growths; if extra large pods are required the clusters of fruit may be tliinned also.
Syringing the plants freely in the evenings of hot

days

will assist the plants in setting

and

swell-

ing their pods.

Parsley. — A

further sowing of Parsley

may

be made about this date, and in a warm situation.
If a convenient position can be chosen to permit
of a frame being placed over the plants during
severe weather so much the better. If sowings
were made as recommended, the seedlings properly treated, and given plenty of space, another
sowing at this date is not often necessary, liiere
is, however, always a regular demand for this
most useful herb, and provision must be made
by sowing in cold frames, or transplanting a sufficient number of plants in some position where
protection can be afforded during severe weather.
all surplus shoots removed
ae they appear, leaving only
the strongest. Frequent hoeings of the soil will
be necessary during the summer to keep the
ground clear of weeds. In dry weather give the
plants a good dusting of soot between the rows,
Liberal waterings
watering freely afterwards.
with diluted liquid manure will help the plants
to form large crowns suitable for forcing.

SiAKALE.— Keep
from Seakale plants

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier,
Bart.,

Gardener to Sir Jeeimiah Colman,
Gatton Park, Reigate.

Thuhia.— Although the flowers of Thunia do
not last for a long time after they are fully
expanded, the plants are. nevertheless, very
attractive.
T. MarshaUiae, T. Bensom'ae, T.
candidissima, T. Veitchiana and T. Brymeriana
are species and hybrids well worth including in
any collection. As these plants pass out of flower
they should be removed to a cool, well-ventilated
greenhouse, where the temperature does not fall
below 55°. The stems and leaves should be exposed gradually to the full sunlight, so as to
mature them thoroughly. The plants will need
to be watered at the roots occasionally so long
when the colour
as the leaves remain green
begins to change to yellow, moisture should be
gradually withheld. When exposed to the sunlight, aiid in a dry atmosphere, the plants are
subject to attacks of red spider. To prevent this
;

—
;

July
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they should be placed on their sides and
syringed with insecticide, or soft soap dissolved
in warm rain-water, allowing sufficient time for
the leaves to dry before syringing the plants
with clear water. Any plants that have failed
to produce flowers, and of which the stems are
grooving too long, should have the points of the
shoots pulled out, and the plants subjected to
the same treatment as those that have bloomed.
Thunias may be readily propagated during this
month from the back ps'eudo-bulbs, which should
be cut through at tlie joints into lengths of
These should be inserted firmly
4 to 6 inches.
in small, well-drained pot£, using a rooting mixSphagnum-moss and coarse
ture of chopped
Placed in a frame in the warmest
silver sand.
develop roots and top
soon
will
hovise they
growth, when they may be potted singly in a
growth
is completed t'hey
When
compost.
rich
should be rested in a manner similar to the older

Straw-

be applied as soon as possible to keep the

soil

Watering is beneficial to these
plants until the berries begin
By that time they will be firmly estato colour.
Do not allow runners to develop and
blished.
weaken the plants. Continue to damp the foliage
overhead on warm days, in order to keep them
moist during the late evening.

cool

and moist.

autumn-fruiting

:

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By

.Tas.

Unnsos. Hoad r.ard^ner
Acton, W.

at

Gunnerebury Hou>r,

Thinnino Pcachks and Niotarincs.—
Nectarine trees are, in many ijiL#ose no time in
stances, bearing good crops.
thinning the fruit now, leaving a margin for
contingencies.
The size of the fruit when
maturSl should be considered, and late kinds
need to be cropped more lightly than early ones.

Peach and

•ti«awb«i»rv LAvaRiwo.- Where the forcing
of Strawberries is being continued the first runAfter
ners should be reserved for the purpose.
that give early attention to the propagation of
the stock for planting out. Runners are not developing very kindly this season ; a good watering will assist the plants to make freer growth.
Nothing equals pot runners for planting out. and
the use of potted plants will make all the differ
ciico between a light and a good crop the first
season.
Even if these have to be purcliased, it is
Those
better than putting out ground runners.
who can spare the room tor growing a stock of
plants one year in advance for the special purpose
of securing early runners have a f,M'eat advantage.
In making these stock-beds the ground should be
well trenched and manured, the rows made 4 feet
apart, and the plants set 2 feet apart in the
rows. When the runners are all taken the intervening spaces should be filled with the same
varieties, and thus a good plantation will be
secured for the following season.
In doing this
there need not be any waste of ground, for the
intervening vacant spaces may be cropped with
By this
a quickly maturing vegetable at once.
plan very early runners may be obtained, and
Many
these will be best for every purpose.
trade growers plant Strawberries in this manner,
and it amply repays them.
When purchasing
additional varieties give the order in good tim.e,
and thus secure an early delivery. Even t.r thk
same variety be grown it pays well to renew th»
.stock every few years.
This may not apply i^i
all soils, but it does in the majority of cases.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
LAPAGfcHiA.— This plant is now in active
growth, and constant attention must be given
Oldto the training of the young shoots.
established plants will need plenty of stimulants.
There is nothing better than manureFailing this, some
water from the farmyard.
fomt of concentrated manure must be given.
Tlie plants .should be vigorously syringed with
rain-water twice a day during fine weather, and
should aphis attack the young growths fumi-

EPeoioauM.— This Lily will now be
need of plenty of stimulants, and if there is
a little fresh soil on the surface of the
pots it will be of great advantage.
See tliat
the growths are supported with stakes, and kept
Plunge the pots up to
apart from each other.
their rims in ashes to keep the roots moist.
Syringe the plants once a week to keep them
free from aphis.
t.iLiUM

in

8oBRALiA.-As

number of thick, fleshy roots. When specimens
have become so pot-bound as to cause them to
be making smaller stems than those of previous
years, they should be given increased rooting
apace. The pots or pans should be weU drained,
and the plants potted firmly in a mixture of good
fibrous loam and peat or Osimnnda-fibre, with a
eprinkling of crushed crocks added, to keep the
.Specimens that do not require
whole porous.
root disturbance may be assisted with diluted
cow-manure water once or twice a week while
Sobralfas are best
they are growing freely.
'grown in a house with an intermediatt' tcni
Plenty of water is required during
perature.
the summer, and even in winter a moderate supply is required, as they have no definite resting
Being subject to attacks of red spider
seaeon.
they ahoold be syringed freely on all favourable
occasions be careful to wet the undersides of the
The foliage .should al.'!o be sponged occaleaves.
sionallv with insecticide.

forcing plants is to coonmence the work of layering early, so that the crown® and the roots Me
thoroughly developed before the season is far advanced.

gate them at once.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS

plants.

plants of Sobralia macrantha.
S. xantholeuca., S. Lucasiana, and hybrids, pass
out of flower, they should be repotted or resurfaced.
As a general rule these plants are
vigorous and easily grown, and produce a Large

Forced

Earlv-plantbo

iRRi««.— The plants should be well established,
and any flower-spikes that appear may be allowed
I have practised this system with
to deyelpp.
Vioomtesse H. de Thury, and have secured a
good return in ripe fruit by the end of August.
The berries of Royal Sovereign ripen about a
fortnight later under this method, and pro\ifli' an
excellent succession. A mulching of litter should

room for

ToMATOO.— Where Tomatos are required in
the autumn and winter, seed should be sown at
once, as it is diflicult to get the fruits to set if
Plants carryplants are raised after this date.
ing heavy crops of fruit should be top-dressed
with loam and decayed manure. Liquid manure
concentrated fertilisers may be used twice
weekly. Keep all side growths removed, and, as
the fruits ripen, shorten a Httle of the foliage.
but not to the extent of denuding the plants.
Admit air freely during the day, but reduce the

H-vdranqea horten»i».- When

or

amount

of ventilation at night.

PiAaHES AND Neotarink*.

Oivs very

careful attention to trees that are cleared of their
Tlie hottest season is still to come, and
crope.
if the trees are to be kept free from insects the
No harm will
syringe should be used freely.
result if the hose is brought into use to cleanse
the growth and thoroughly moisten the borders
the ayringe should then be used twice daily
early in the forenoon and late in the evening.
Continuous syringings of clear water wUl rid the
All shoots that have served
trees of red spider.
their purpose and are not required for iie.\t year's

crop should be cut out to allow light and air to
«nteF the tree, or the foliage will ripen prematurely, and the wood remain a pale green colour.
Old-established

trees

have been gathered
sprinklings
liquid

of

from which heavy crops
be benefited by light

will

concentr3.ted

manure

the trees will commence to make second
growth when they should be resting. Let the
ventilators remain open to their fullest extent
day and night, and on no account should the
trees lack moisture at the root*.

Vine* — Ihiring very hot weather it is advisable to shade ripe Grapes to keep them in good
The berries of Black Hamburgh are
condition.
liable to shrivel in hot sunshine after lliey have
ripened- Only a light shading is necessary, such
as is provided by scrim, garden netting, or a
very thin coating of limewash to which a little
salt has been added to make it more lasting.
When the Grapes have been cut let the vines be
svringed daily during hot weather. If the bor
ders are dry give a good soaking of clear water,
followed by liquid manure. Lateral shoots may
be allowed to grow unchecked, but not to the
extent of excluding the light and air from the
Where the ci-ops are swelling examine the
vine.
borders frequently, especi.ally those outside, and.
carefully
if the soil be drv, loosen the stirface
with a fork. Tii the first instance apply clear
Examine
manure.
water, and afterwards liquid
bunche.s with swelling berries, thin crowded
which
are apt
.small
berries,
remove
clu.sters. and
The varie
to .spoil the appearance of the bunch.
need
Alicante
and
Black
Court
ties Madresfield
a little extra attention in this respect.

St«awb>rric* —No time should be lo.st in
layering runners for next year's forcing. Wliere
strong " maiJens " were planted out last August
and the flower-buds removed this spring, the
plants should now have excellent runners .n
Root t.hem in pots 3 inches in diaabundance.
meter, filled with rich loam mixed with a little
manure from a spent Mu.shroom-bcd. The young
plants will need spraying every evening in dry
The essential detail in securing good
weather.

plant

Campanula pyramidalie.— ^eeds of the
cTiimney Campanula may be sown in boxes containing sandy soil and germinated in a cold
Old plants are
frame, kept closed and shaded.
throwing up their flower-spikes, and require
plenty of water at the roots. Liquid manure and
soot-water should be used liberally at this stage,
but feeding should be discontinued as the flowers
develop.
The flowering of the plants may be
considerably retarded by placing them at the
foot of a north wall.

or diluted

manure, but feeding must not be done to

exce.18, or

this

finished flowering, the roots will require
watering just as regularly now as they did
when the flowers were developing. After flowering, each plant should be stood out-of-doors
in a sheltered position and the pots plunged
When suitable cuttings
to the rims in aslies.
are available they should lie inserted singly
in small pots filled with a sandy compost. Plunge
the pots in a moderately warm hot-bed in a
propagating frame and keep them shaded from
bright sunshine until roots develop.

has

IPOMOEA RUBRO-OOERULBA.-lf grown Under
the roof of a glasshouse having a minimum temperature of 50", this plant will supply plenty
To
of flowers during late autumn and winter.
raise plants for this purpose seeds may be sown
now in ^^-inch pots, placing one seed in each pot.
Plunge the pots in a hot-bed in the propagating
Afterwards
frame until the se6<llings appear.
grow the plants in a house having moderate temperature, pQtting them on when necessary in a
Syringe them with an infairly rich compost.
secticide (Kcasionally as a precaution against attacks of red spider.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R.

P.

Brotherston, Gardener to the Earl of
East Lothian.
TyainghaJiic,

lUnTHNfiToN,

be so well
IN Graee.— These will
matured that the grass can be mown with the
scythe, and immediately afterwards with a lawn
mower, which will leave the turf quite smooth.
Should the bulbs have grown so thickly as to
impair the production of flowers, now is the time
to lift, to select the largest bulbs, and to replant.
The surface should be heavily rolled
There is no bettei
subsequent to replanting.
way of re-arranging the plants than to scatter
Plant with a spade,
the bulbs over the grass.
pressing the soil apart, and inserting the bulbs
before withdrawal.

BuLBE

Ro»T-PRUNiNO.— There is frequently need to
shrubberies of plants too valuable to be
It does not take long
disposed of by burning.
to root-prune any but very large specimens, and
if done now it conduces much to their successful
transplantation in autumn, by which time a mass
thin

of

fibrous roots will have formed all round the
A spade thrust down to its full length
round the tree is all that is required to ensure

cut parts.
,all

this desirable end.

—
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

house there will be no allowance except
under special circumstances. For Orchid

to the
ADVEBTISEMEiNTS should be sent Street,
PUBLISHER 41, Wellington
Covent Garden, WC
Editors and Publisher. — Oxr correspondents

houses, tropical houses, and others containing exotics of exceptional value or
variety, or which are used for scientific
pul"poses, an allowance based on two-

in obtaining answers to
obviate delay
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relattng
should
to financial matters and to advertisements
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
plants
to be
all
and
to the Literary department,
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise

would

;

letters are misdirected.

when
Special

—

The
Correspondents.
to
Notice
do not undertake to jiay for any contrior illustrations, or to return unused comby special
unless
iUustrations
munirations or
The Editors do not hold themselves
arrangement.
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
Editors
butions

correspondents,

Ne-WB—

Correspondents will greatly oblige
to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
Illustrations.— T/ie Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
remarkable
for reproduction,' of gardens, or of
responsible
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be

Iiocal

by sending

for loss or injury.

as well as specimens of
should be addressed to the

Letters for Publication,
plants

for

naming,

41, Wellington Street Covent
Garden, London. Communications should be

EDITORS.

ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, Sent as
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
WRITTEN ON

the writer.
If desired, the signature will not
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

be

4VBRAGB MBAN TiMPBRATDRB for the ADSUiBf W»»k
deduced from otworvations durinf the iMt Hfty
62.5.
v('4irs at Greenwich,
kotxnL TraiPUiiTnu :
Gardeners Chroniclt
Garden,
Oovent
10

a.m.

:

Ba,r.

01H«e. 41, Wellinfton Street,
Thursday, July 4,
London,
Weather—
temp. 67.5°.

30.4

;

Sunny.

•f

thirds of the average

grown

In obtaining from the
Coal
of
Controller
Fuel for
Glasshouses.
Mines the announcement that an allowance
fuel for the heating of greenhouses and

conservatories in private establishments
will be forthcoming during the coming
winter, the Royal Horticultural Society
has done valuable service for hortiGardeners will be grateful
culture.
for the announcement, as it will enable
them to lay plans for preserving their
stocks of more valuable plants, which re-

present, in many cases, the work of generations of patient hybridisers or the toilful
efforts of collectors in out-of-the-way parts
National interests demand
of the world.
that there should be a saving of fuel in
every direction, and many gardeners have
anticipated this need by closing the
majority of their stoke-holes and utilising
their glass, wherever possible, for the
This
raising of additional food crops.
economy of fuel will still be necessary, but
growers will be able for the present, and
until the fuel situation becomes more
acute, and the continuation of supplies
rendered impossible, to reckon on a sufficiency to preserve their exotics that are of
exceptional value or interest.
Should the

supply fail entirely, growers must fall
back on their own resources, and in large
establishments substitutes may be forthcoming in the shape of rough timber and
tree stumps sufficient to carry on.
The
basis of the allowances made by the Con-

—

troller are as follows
In respect to a
single greenhouse attached to a dwelling:

normal consumption

For ordinary ranges of
be made.
greenhouses one-half of the average normal
consumption will be allotted, conditional
on the houses being used for the growing
of vegetables or for forcing food plants for
bedding out or other utilitarian purposes,
and subject to certain houses being closed
and the plants confined to a part only
where the extent is considerable. In the
case of ranges of greenhouses used for
ordinary plants and flowers, one-quarter of
the average normal consumption will be
allowed, conditional upon the fuel being
available in any month after meeting other
requirements.
Whether the Coal Controller withdraws
the concession tentatively granted or not,
growers should begin to consider measures
that will minimise the need for fuel, and
obtain such substitutes as are forthcoming.
The fullest use should be
made of low houses and heated pits for
wintering tender plants, and the larger
structures devoted to the growing of early
vegetables.
It will be much easier to
manage these small houses, and they will
permit of the free use of blinds and garden
mats in times of frost and cold winds.
Even tender plants will submit to relatively low temperatures, provided they are
will

as

hardy as possible in summer and

autumn. The ventilators should be fully
open on every favourable occasion, and
the amount of atmospheric moisture reduced within the limits of safety. The
forcing of fruits may be discontinued until
happier times.
Fruit trees in pots may
be plunged in dry soil or a bed of ashes in
a perfectly cold -house and allowed to
develop naturally. They will supply fruit
in advance of the outdoor crops, and such
trees will be benefited by the rest from
hard forcing.
The forcing of vineries
and Peach houses may also be discontinued. Here again both the vines and the
trees will be benefited by the rest.
The hot-water installations should be
thoroughly overhauled some time in the
near future, the flues cleaned and the
dampers adjusted, for skilful regulation
of the draught through the furnaces means

economy

in fuel consumption. Only an experienced hand should be entrusted with
the management of the stoke-hole, for a
clever stoker will get infinitely more heat
from a ton of coals than one unused to
the work.
It may be possible to obtain anthracite
more readily than the soft coal used for
ordinary stoves in dwellings. Those who
have used this hard fuel know that it
entails less work in stoking, and that one
ton goes nearly as far as double the amount
of coke. With regard to substitutes for coal
and coke, the best is rough timber, including tree roots.
Many estates will furnish
both these materials, and the collecting of
these and the lopping of decayed branches
in avenues and woodlands will provide
profitable work for the staff in spare time.
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Cinders from the house will burn freely in
garden furnaces mixed with logs of wood,
and should be saved for the purpose.
Slack coal will burn freely with a good
draught, and give excellent results if a
base is built up of old tree roots. In some
parts dried turf and peat are used as fuel,
and these might be made use of in keeping in the fires during the daytime.

Battle-soarred Wastes. -Under

the

of the Royal Horticultural Society's
War Relief Ck)mmittee, a lecture will be delivered
by the Rev. Albert Lee, F.R.G.S., at the

auspices

Scottish Drill Hall, Westminster, on
The lecture will be illus16, at 3 p.m.
The title is " Battletrated by lantern views.
scarred Wastes," and is designed to show the
havoc caused by the war throughout the fertile
gardens, orchards and flower-growing regions of

London
July

Northern France and Belgium.

The British Carnaticn Society and the
Trafalqar Square Flower Fair.—The
raised at the stall of the British CarnaSociety at the recent Flower Fair in
tion
Trafalgar Square was £205 Is. 3d.

amount

The "Sweet Pea" Ambulance -By
tributions of

money and the

sales of

con-

Sweet Peas

the Flower Fair at Trafalgar Square, the
National Sweet Pea Society was able to raise the
at

sum

of

£180

2s.

6d.

for British

Ambulances

in

The sum of £200 is needed to proFrance.
\ ide
one ambulance, and the majority of the
Sweet Peas exhibited at the Drill Hall on the
2nd inst. were sold to make up the required
amount.
The ambulance will be named " The
Sweet Pea."

Allotments at Alexandra Park.— Fifteen
acres of land at Wood Green are being laid out
This land
to provide 225 war-time allotments.
adjoins the race track at Alexandra Park, and
is
the property of the Alexandra Park Race

Course Syndicate.

The Syndicate has agreed

to surrender the land for spade cultivation, and
the Cadet Corps of the Women's Land Army
will undertake the work after this year's hay
crop has been harvested.

Women
women

will

Wisbech

Fruit Pickers.— Two thousand
be engaged in fruit picking in the
during the soft fruit season,

district

under the auspices of the Women's Branch of
Food Production Department.

the

Honour

for Sir' Arthur H. Lee.— In
of his conspicuous public services
Director-General of Food Production, Col.
Sir Arthde H. Lee, M.P., has been raised to
the peerage.
It will be remembered that in
1917 the new peer presented the Chequers estate
to the nation for use as the official country residence of British Prime Ministers.
recognition

a.s

A French Oardeners' Association.—An
association of profe.ssional gardeners has recently
been formed at Geneva, with a comprehensive
programme of improvements to be applied where
possible to the wages and status of gardeners
employed in private houses.

—

New Roses at Bagatelle. We have
received a report on the new Roses sent to the
Rose gardens at Bagatelle, near Paris, for trial, "
and it is satisfactory to learn that both the Gold
Medals have been awarded to Roses sent from

—

one to Messrs.
English-speaking countries
Howard and Smith, of Los Angeles, California,
for their new variety, Los Angeles, and the
other to Messrs. William Paul and Sons, Ltd..
of Waltham Cross, for Paul's Scarlet Climber.
Los Angeles is the result of a cross between
Lyon Rose and Mme. Segond Weber. It has
*he fceautiful colouring of Lyon Rose, without
'ts capriciousness, flowering all through the seast-in.
Paul's Scarlet Climber was described and
illustrated in Gard. Chron., May 29, 1915.

—

:
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Platycodon qranoiflorum

(see

fig.

4).—

handsome,

tuberous-rooted perennial of
the Campanula family is known as the " Chinese
Bell-flower."
The genus is monotypic, but the
solitary species is very variable, and th» several
distinct forms may be accounted for by the wide
distribution of the plant throQghout Northern
Asia. China and Japan. It is an excellent border

This

plant, easily raised from seeds, and grows well
The flowers are large, and
in light, rich soil.
in most Campanulas
they develop on the upper parts of the stem,
and in the axils of the upper leaves. Though
introduced into cultivation more than one hundred years ago, Platycodon grandiflorum is not
so plentiful in gardens as' its merits deserve.
This may be due to its dislike of transplanting,
AS unless the long roots are handled very carefully they get broken, and the plant bleeds pro

open more widely than

Old-established
fusely, causing it to rot and die.
plants come up year after year, increase in size,

and flower freely during the summer. The
typical plant gro)vs about 2 feet high, has
glaucous leaves and rich blue flowers netted with
There is a pure white
lines of a deeper shade.
variety called album, and one known as glaucum,
which flower later in the autumm The latter
is taller than the type, with smaller but more
numerous blue flowers. The best of all is the
variety Mariesii, illustrated in fig. 4 this is a
dwarf foi-m, with large, rich blue flowers on

present him with an illuminated address, says
" To represent the largest constituency in this
country during the entire life of the present
Parliiinent is a work which few people outside
Parliamentary life can quite properly appreciate.
But the member for Romford is a man
who has devoted his great business capacity to
the service of his constituency and of his
country ; his untiring and patriotic support of
the war has been a wonderful example to all,
and for this alone his constituents may well feel
:

proud of bim." Sir John H. Bethell. Bart.,
is one of the sons of the late Mr. Geo. Bethell,
who was for many years girdener to the late Sir
Greville Smyth, of Ashton Court, Bristol.

the organisation of markets, and in the intelligent distribution of market commodities, the
colony should not speedily become self-supporting.

War

Item. —The Military Cross has been
conferred on 2nd Lieut. J. E. CoRRy, sixth son
of Mr. \Vm. Longman Coery, of the firm of
CoRRY AND Co,, agricultural and horticultural
sundries merchants, Bedford Chambers, Covcnt
Garden, and Shad Thames, London, 2nd Lieut.
CoRRY obtained his commission in June, 1917, in
the 1st Batt. the Queen's Royal West Surrey,
after passing through the Household Brigade
Officers' Cadet Batt. School at Bushey, Hertfordshire.

Rural W«rk for Discharqed Service
Men.— Sir Charles W.\kefield, Bart., on the
of his installation as Master of the
Worshipful Company of Gardeners, outlined a
scheme for settling discharged soldiers and
sailors on the land.
He stated that two of the
most difficult problems arising out of the war
were demobilisation and food production, and
these were capable of being dealt with in rela-

HQME CeRRESPeNBENCE.

occasion

tion to each other.
The State had already
initiated a policy of settling discharged service

(The

Editors
th6

do

not

held

themtelvei

rerpontibtt

opinwTu expressed by c^rrespondenU.)

ft

A Bibliographical Curiosity.— 1 have
come into possession of a curious old
volume on flowers, and am wondering whether
any readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle can
throw any light upon it. In size it is approximately 14 inches by 95. and consists of 87
recently

:

The dwarf, sturdy
stems about 1 foot high.
habit makes the plant exceedingly attractive on
a rocky bank in the rock garden. There is also
a white-flowered form of Mariesii fn cultivation.
. Onc Hundred and Fifty Guineas for a
Rose' Bloom. -The Hose for which >r. .\ndrk
Ch.\ri.ot paid £157 10s. at the Trafalgar Squar.
Flower Fair was a bloom of Charles E. Shea on
Mr. Ei.iSHA J. Hicks' stand, over which Mrs
Lr.OYi)

GlORGK

prcsi'l.-d.

Propoced Floral Memorial to thb Late
Mr. J. Harrison Dick. -The .American Dahlia
•Society hae decided to offer a special prize for

the best new long-stemmed, seedling Dahlia ex
hibited at its autumn show this year, and if thi'
successful variety is of sufficient merit it will
be named J. Harrison Dick, in memory of tbilate secretary,

A Florifkrous Rhododendron.— a plant
of RJiododendron Minnie in Mr. H. Stevens' gar
den at Addlestone, Surrev, has produced twelve
large trasses on the same branch, the whole forming a gigantic inflorescence, which, when viewed
from above, had the appearance of a perfect
wreath of blossom. The twelve branches bearing
the inflorescences were disjioaed from the main
stem wiUi precise regularity, and were of unius that
Mi-. Stevens informs
form length.
Rhododendrons have flowered unusually well
with liim this season.

Fream Memorial Prize.- The Board

of

and Fisheries has awarded the
Fream Memorial Prize for 1918 to Mr. Lponaiui
C. Robinson, a student of the Harper Adams
Agricultural College, Newport, Salop, who took
the higheit marks at this year's examination for
the National Diploma in .\griculture.
AgricultMre

Proposed Scottish Research Station
and
FOR Plant Brhedino.— Tho Highland
Agricultural Society of Scotland has agreed to
give a grant of £2,000 towards the proposed
Scottish Research Station for Plant Breeding, on
condition that the Board of Agriculture for Scotland provides at least an equal sum to that
rai.sed from other sources, and that representatives from agricultural bodies in Scotland should
It is
be represented on the governing body.
proposed to confer with the Scottish Seed Trade
.V^sociation, which is interested in the matter.
The aim of the promoters is to raise a sum of
l.euveen £20,000 and £30.000.

The Public Services of
Son.— The Prime
the

a

Gardener's

Minister, in a letter of ap
Sir JoilN Bethell's services to
Secretary of the Committee appointed to

preciation

of

Fig

men

on

the

land,

4.

in

platycodon
the

.Small

grandiflorum
Holdings

(Coloniee) Act of 1916, but the action of the
State would need to be supplemented by outIn order to forward the moveside measures.
ment he offered to present a sufficient number
of acres to serve as the nucleus of such a colony.
In addition to the cultivation of foodstuffs. Sir
Charles suggested that such a scheme might
encourage such aids to the supjKjrt of the sm.all-

holder as bee-keeping and rabbit breeding. The
initial expenditure in bee-keeping was small, and
with ordinary good fortune more than the whole
It
outl.ay could be recouped in the first season.
was obvious that the more widespread practice
of bee-keeping would have been inv,aluable in
meeting the sugar shortage. Food for the rabbit
would be obtainable at first hand from the garden
The
refuse and the adjoining country lanes.
breeding and rearing of this prolific animal were
now recognised as being the quickest means of
producing good animal food. He added that it
might be necessary, and the possibility must be
borne in mind, to provide housing accommodation
He saw
for the small-holders and their families.
no reason why, with the certainty of Government support to the small-holding movement in

mariesii

coloured plates of

flowers.

There

is

no

letter-

The title page looks as if it were from
an engraved plate, but it may be a piece of skilno plate mark
ful penmanship, for there is
apparent. The title is given in English and in
press.

The Enrjlis/i Flower Garden
French a« follows
Le Jardin de Flcurs Amjlain. There is no date,

—

:

On looking it through,
or place of printing.
the plates seemed to me to be familiar, and I
was not long before putting my hand on the
original.
The plates are reprints of those
book,
Th-e Covijdeat
that
very
rare
in
Florist, 1740.
The book probably contained
whole hundred illustrations, as every
the
one of the 87 have been printed from, and can
The Compleat
be identified with, those in
Florixt.
It is curious that in reprinting them
the original
Flower
Garden
for The English
plates have had the engraved numbers and cul
there
is the im.and
tural matter blocked out,
press of tho screen used for this purpose upon
h.as
written
in ink
.Whoever
did
it
each plate.
the name of each flower represented. A curious
produclater
the.se
is
given
to
effect
deceptive
tions by their being printed in brown ink- -the
Then to render the
originals being in black.
deception still more complete, most of the subjects illustrated

in

The English Flower Garden

—A

—

;
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are coloured quite differently from those in The
CompUat Florist. The effect is very curious,

but the whole fraud— for it is nothing more or
less
can easily be ascertained by close examination and comparison with the original engravings.
The order in which the plates appear has, of
course, been entirely changed, hence another

—

recognition
has been adopted. Perhaps Mr. W. Roberts, Mr.
R. B. Brotherston, or some other bibliophile
C. Uarcould throw light on this curiosity.
little

barrier

to

create difficulty

in

man Payne.

To Prbvint Bees Swarmino.— As one
interesited in bees, may I be allowed to refer to
the notes by ChlorU on preventing swarming,
on p. 245? There is one most important detail
omitted, and which must be carried out, otherwise the object in view will be defeated. Four
or five days after supering, each of the frames
of brood chambers that were raised above the
queen excluder must be examined again for
queen cells, and any found muet be removed, or
swarming will not be prevented. Only this week.
I examined two hives similarly treated, and on
one frame found three queen cells, which, had
they been allowed to remain, would have resulted in the old queen leaving the brood chamBeckett, Fota
fc'.
other troubles.
ber, and
Gardens, Queenstown.

The Cause of the Apple Failure.^
Marhet Grower, on p. 243 suggests that the
failure of the Apple crop is due to the bright:
nes.s of the weather at blossoming time, causing
the flowers to dry before they had all been
pollinated bv bees. Is not the failure due to the
fact that the trees last year carried such enor
raous crops that they were weakened in consequence, and could not carry out nature's requirements properly in fertilising the blossoms?
I noticed when the flowers expanded that they
were weak and lacked the individual strength of
I feared the fruit
those of the previous year.
would not set well, and the result confirms my
earlier doubts.

E.

M.

Late Frosts in «OMERSET.-During the
we have experienced severe frost in
On tjie moors at Sharpham and

past week

this district.

Ashcott, between here and Bridgwater, maincrop Potatos to the extent of several acres have
been badly damaged. On the 25th ult., Kidney
Beans an<i Marrows were cut to the ground level
and quite destroyed. Some plantations have almost entirely escaped damage, whilst others
Local growers
close by are practically ruined.
are of the opinion that" the. King Ed-ward Potato
has withstood the frost better than Arran Chief.
Edu-ard Carter. Ahhey Gardens. Gla<tunhiiri/.

your

reply to
C. P. on p. 266, I find that the simplest remedy
genuine
poultice
of
and the most certain is a
honey.
I am often stung, but suppose I am
any
feel
inoculated with the poison, as I never
pain beyond the prick. The above remedy will
by
the
case
of
stings
also give quick relief in
Arthur
gnats, mosquitos, and other insects.
Albans.
Sparrowswick.
Lewis,
St.

Bee 8tino«.— Refen-ing

to

only one member, Mr. J. G. Baker, F.R.S.,

re-

mains alive.
Abenant Habenaria. Dr. Rendle reported
upon a plant of Habenaria chlorantha collected
by Mr. Percy Bunyard at Woldingham as follows
In the flowers sent the peculiarity is

—

:

—

A

of the fertile anthers.
of pairs of pollen sacs are produced on
the column successively inside tho normal one.
These all contain pollen, even the smallest ones

the multiplication

number

having a few grains.
Sir Harry Veitch sent
Silver Leaf in Apple.
branches of Apple Newton Wonder from East
Burnham Park, the entire foliage of which
.showed the silver}' appearance characteristic of
the attack of Stereum purpureum.
Double Potentilla reptans. Mrs. Colville sent
a plant of Potentilla reptans with double flowers
which she had found growing wild in OxfordMr. Allard mentioned the occurrence of
shire.
another double plant of the same species at
South wold.
Pollination of Mistleto.
Mr. Bowles referred
to the absence of knowledge concerning the flies
which pollinate Mistleto, and said that he had
captured several species at the flowers which
had not all yet been named. Diptera appear to
be the chief agents.
Chang.-, of dolour at Base of Tulip.— \ letter
drawing attention to a change in the colour of
the base of the Tulip Eclipse was read from

—

—

—

Messrs. Barr.
When shown last year, the base
of those grown under glass was much less defined than in those grown in the open, and the
Tulips were considered distinct.
This year,
when bulbs from the two sources were grown
side by side, the bases in both were alike, thus
showing that the basal colour is not invariable,
or independent of external conditions.
Lily from
Salonika.
Mr. Bowles showed
flowers of a very dark form of Lilium Martagon
from Salonika, not of so dark a colour, how-

—

ever,

as dalmaticum.
Shoots of a

Mint.

Devon
grown

—

Medical
last year

Mint were

sent from the

Herb Industry. Plants were
as Mentha viridis, some were

transplanted, and this year
hairy foliage had appeared.
7iised the shoots as those of

with very
Eraser recog-

shoots

Mr

Mentha

svlvestris.

—

Seientiflc

June

18.

Pre.^evt

:

Committee.
Mr. E. A. Bowles

(in

the

chair), Dr. A. B. Rendle, Messrs. J. W. Odell.
W. C. WorsHell, W. Hales, E. J Allard, and
F. J. Chittenden.
The late Mr. P. Honper Pearson.— The Chairman referred to the loss the Committee had sustained by the death of Mr, R. Hooper Pearson,

whose wide knowledge and sound judgment had
been of great value to the Committee. The Committee unanimously desired that their sincere
condolences be sent to Mrs. Pearson and her
daushter.

—

The Committee'x JiihUee. Mr. Bowles referred to the faet that fifty years had I'ow
elapsed since the formation of the Sciert'fir
Committee the first meeting of which was held
on April 20, 1858, and he brought a message
of congratulation and thanks from tho Council
for the work done in the past, and their srnnd
wishes for the future. Of the original Committee

1918.

A

Tucker and Sons, Oxford.
Escallonia
edinensis.
This graceful hybrid
was raised in the Edinburgh Botanic Gardens,
hence its name. The smiall flowers are rose-pink
and borne freely on the new growths, which are-

—

produced closely together

all along the arching
branches. The small, shining green leaves form
a pleasing setting for the abundant blo-ssoms.
E. edinensis, like E. langleyensis, is derived
from the Valdivian E. Philippiana crossed with
the Chilian E. punctata, and the two plants are
very similar in every respect save the shade of
colouring, which appears to be deepest in E.
langleyensis. Shown by Messrs. Paul and Sons,

Cheshunt,

Other Interesting Plants.
Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.'s group of Ereuiuri attracted a great deal of attention, and
the different shades of gold presented by the
several forms of Eremurus Bungei were most
pleasing E. Olgae and E. Sir Michael were alsoincluded, as well as Iris aurea in fine form.
Flowers of Lonicera tragophylla were to be seen
;

in Mr. G. Reuthe's group, where the Bee Orch's
and the handsome Orchis foliosa were close companions.
Messrs. Wm. Paul and Son made a
big show of their new Waltham Scarlet Rose;
(he new rose-red Hadley
was conspicuous in

Messrs. B. R. C.-urr and Sons' exhibit of Roses
while Messrs. Ales. Dickson and Sons showed
handsome K. of K. Rose, a brilliant velvetycrimson variety.

their

Groups.
Medals were awarded to groups

as follows
B. R. Cant and
Flora.
Meslsrs. R.
Wall.\ce and Co., for Eremuri ; Messrs. Alex.
Dickson and Sons, for Roses ; Mr. L. R.
Russell, for fine-foliaged trees and shrubs.
Silver Banlsian.
Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons,
for Alpines
Messrs. H. B. May and Sons, for

Silver-gilt Banlcsian.

Sons,

for

Roses.

—Messrs.

Silver

:

—

—

Ferns and Hydrangeas Messrs. Wm. Paul and
Son, for Roses
Mr. G, W. Miller, for
hardy flowers. Bronze Flora. ^Mr, G. Reuthe,
for hardy plants.
Bronze Banksian. Mr. Chas.
Turner, for varieties of Philadelphus Messrs.
•T. Cheal and Sons, for Star Dahlias in ten varie;

—

;

was a fair display of hardy flowers, Roses
and Orchids, but there would have been a comparatively small show without the fine groups of
Sweet Peas contributed by members of the
National Sweet Pea Society.
The Floral.

and Fruit and Vegetabls Committees
held short sittings, as very few novelties were
presented for consideration.
The Floral Committee recommended three Awards of Merit to
novelties and awarded eleven medals for groups
The attendance was satis
of flowers and plants.
factory up to the luncheon hour, but small afterwards.
At. the 3 o'clock meeting of the Fellows, Dr.
E. J. Russell, of Rothamsted, gave a lecture on
" Soil Making."'
Present: Mes.srs. Henrv B. May (in the chair),
G.
Reuthe, John Heal, J. T.
Bennett-Poe, A. Turner, .J. W. Moorman, C.
Dixnn. Chas. E. Pearson, W. P. Thomson. Jas.
Hudson, E. H. Jenkins, Geo. Paul, E. A.
Bowles, W. .J. Bean, Sydney Morris, R. C.
Notcutt. H. Cowlev. W' B. Cranfield. J. F
"^TcLeod, W. H. Morter, J. W. Barr, R. W.
Wallace, A. G. Jackman and C. Elliott.

Awards

of Merit.

—

Campanula Phyllis Elliott. ^A charming little
hybrid obtained by crossing C. excisa with C.
arvatica (the presumed parentage of C. kew-

The tiny basal leaves are ovate and
The
toothed, while the stem leaves are linear.
flowers are borne stiffly erect, and there may be
from one to four flowers on the wiry stems, but
only a single bloom of each inflorescence is expanded at one time. The flow»rs are over threequarters of an inch long, deeply lobed, and of a
soft
gentian-blue
colour.
Shown by Mr.
Clarence Elliott. Stevenage.
eneis).

—

Campanula
l-olenntiana.
new CamThis
oanula promises to be a useful garden plant, as
it
has a good habit and is wonderfully free-

—

;

ties.

Orchid,

John Green,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

6,

flowering.
foot or less in height, the wiry_.
hispid stems bend slightly beneath the weight of
or
five
large blooms produced at the
the four
The flowers are jjendent, with recurving,
top.
lobes, add the colour is deep porcelain blue, with
darker shading on the lobes.
The calyx and
leaves are more or less hairy.
The species is
from the Caucasus.
Shown by Messrs, R.

;

July 2. At the meeting held at the Drill
Hall, Buckingham Gate, on Tuesday last, there

Floral Committee.

SOCISTISS.

[July

Orchid Committee.
Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
Veitch, Messrs.
Jas.
Sir Harry J.
O'Brien (hon. secretarv), Arthur Dye, J. Wilson
Potter, W. H. White, R. A. Rolfe, W.illiam
Bolton, J.
Charlesworth
T.. Armstrong, F.
.Sander, R. G. Thwaites, Frederick .1. Hanbury.
and C. H. Curtis.
chair).

,

AWARDS.
Prbliminart Commendations.
Odontoglossum Jasper, Asktead Park variety
(r.rispum X amabile), from P,4NTIA Ralli, Esq.,
Ashtead

W. H.

Park,

Surrey

—A

(Orchid

Mr.

grower,

White).
distinct form, approximating
closely to 0. crispum, which is the leading
factor in its ancestry, than any other hybrid of
this cross yet shown.
The large and finely
formed flower is pure white with clusters of dark
purple blotches in the middle of each segment

more

.

;

the lip has a yellow crest.

Promerens
Odontoglossum
Mary
Princess
ieximium X crispum), from Messrs. Armstrono
AND Brown, Orchidhui-st. Tunbridge Wells.
model flower with pure white ground, the Sepals
having two broad, irregular bands of reddishm-)uve colour and the petals a large blotch of
reddish-mauve in the centre the well-developed
lip has dark markings around the yellow crest.

—

;

Groups.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown were awarded
Silver Flora Medal for an excellent group
a
of hybrid
Orchids, with
a few
interesting
species which included Anguloa Cliftonii and the
The best novelties
rare Cvpripedium 'Druryi.
were Odontoglossum Cynthia (eximium X Mars),
a fine white, handsomely blotched r^arietv two
:

—
July

"
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examples of a very delicately tinted type of
O. eximillus, with strong spikes of light rosyand Lae.io-L attlcya Aeis Queen
lilac flowers
Mary (Mendelii x tenebrosa), with pretty, pure
white flowers having pink labellums with bhrome;

yellow disc.
Messrs. Chaelesworth and Co. were awarded
a Silver Flora Medal for a fine group in which
forms of Miltonia Charlesworthii were the principal feature.
New hybrids shown wei'e Odontioda Lyra (0dm. Jasper X Oda. Royal Gem) and
Odontioda Lorna (Oda. Lambeauiana x 0dm.
Olympia), both of good quality. The group included a plant of the rare Cirrhopetalum pulchrum var. Cliftonii, with a fine umbel of creamwhite flowers spotted with dark rose.

Fruit

and Vegetable Committee

Present: Messrs. Joseph Cheal

(in

the cha'r),

E. A. Bunvard, W. H. Divers, Edwin Beckett,
W. Bate«, P. D. Tucker, Owen Thomas, A. Bullock, J. C. Allgrove, and Geo. Relf.

Award

of Merit.

—

Melon Acquisition. This Melon is scarlet
fleshed, of good flavour, and has a handsome and
closely netted skin.
Shown bv Mrs. B. B. Fox
(gr. Mr. E. A. Hall), Brislington Hou.-^e. Bristor.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA.
JiLv

2.

— The

Sweet

National

Committee

Floral

examined

several
novelties and made descriptive records of newvarieties for the purpose of keeping the classified
lists as complete as possible.
The General Committee met at 12.30, and many weU-kuown amateur and trade growers were present.
No classes were provided and no prizes offered,
but members had been invited to send bloom*.
All things considered, the response was excellent.

Mr.

VV.

H. HoLLOWAY, Port

Hill,

Shrews-

bury, had by far the finest display, which con
two dozen bunches of well-gro»-ii
f>{
Lady Miller, President, Agricola.
Beryl (a lovely pink). Golden CJlow, Warrior.
Liberty, Prince GeOrge, Audrey Crier, and Lady
Evelyn were a f^w of the varieties shown in a
group which thoroughly merited the Large CJold
Medal awarded. Messrs. Dobbie and Co. set
ap a few of their novelties, notably Mrs. T.
Jones, deep mauve, and an unnamed seedling
akin to Elegance (Gold Medai) Elegance and Mrs.
J. W. Bishop were the only two varieties shown
by Messrs. .\r.Ex. Dickson and Sons, but they
were repre-seiited by numerous large stands and
vases of first-rate blooms.
(Gold Medal,
Fiery Cross, Royalty (a cream-ground form
of Rr)sabelle). and Gladys, a new silvery-blue
variety, were contributed
by Messrs. E. W.
King and Co. (Silver-gilt Medal). Hq-ward S.
sisted
flowers.

i

BrrroN, Esq.. llnrsens. Duck's Hill, Northwood
(gr. Mr. George Herbert), sent a score of bunches
of

{he best vaTieties

Robert Bolton sent

(Rilver-gilt
a

few

Mr.

Medal).
of

new

flowers

most striking of which was an
unnamed cream-ground varietv, with heavy rosepink flushings on the back of the st.indard.
Otlier exhibitors were Mr. R. Sandford, Bar
ton Mills, Suffolk (Silver Med.xl)
Mr, S. F.
Curtis. Wingate Lane Road, Tjancaster. who had
an interesting .««edling of the Olive Ruffe! type,
named Devotion: Mr. G. T. E. Pryor, Preeton.
Hitchin (Silver Medal)
Mrs. Farnham (Silver
Medal)
Mrs. W. H. Hollowav. Shrewsbury
(Silver Medal, for a decorative vase) Mrs. I't'FF.
Bedford (.Silver ^fedal. for an epergne) Mr
WoRTHiNnTON (Bronze Medal)
Mr. Barker
(Bronze Afwla!)
Mr. LncKiNfiTON, Ashford.
Middlesex
Mr. .T. Stevenson, Poole Road.
Wimbome, who showed his fine variety Liberty.
.Tnd a new rosy-mauve varistv named Italia
DiHiNTON. Hevtesburv
and Mr. Davis
varieties,

the

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

;

:

:

nfor<l.

UNITED HORTICIILTORAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.
.Tune 10.— The
monthly meeting of this
Societv was held in the R.H.S. Hall on Monday, the lOlh lilt., Mr. f. II. Curtis in the
chair.

Army

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM
Fallows.

The recent weather is all in favom- of
cleaning vacant land where Couch is prevalent.
Continuous ploughing, dragging, rolling and harrowing of the land, and collecting the dried
Couch with chain hairows, afterwards burning
it in small heaps on the land, should leave but
little weed in the soil.
If the Couch is not removed now there may not be a chance to do so
later.
Where Swedas and Turnips arc to occupy
the land, these crops to be followed by com, the
ground should be thoroughly cleaned.
Mangold.

Owing to the unusual ravages of the Turnip
this crop is patchy in some areas. Where the
early plants have been thinned and kept free
fly

Pea Society

held an exhibition on this date in conjunction
with the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting,
and provided a far finer display than in 1917.

The

Pte. M. Whiting were received, and the sum
of £21 Os. 8d. was paesed for payment to their
respective nominees.
One lapsed member was
allowed to withdraw £10 10s. from the funds.
The sick pay for the month on the Ordinary
side amounted to £74 8s. 5d., State Section
£18 10s., and Maternity Benefits £7 10s. The
treasurer stated that the trustees had invested a
further sum of £500 in War Bonas, and had a
balance in hand of £318 2s. 6d,

Two new members were elected. The
forms of the late Sergt. F. Harris and

from weeds the crop

Any

is

growing

satisfactorily.

be thinned at once. The
18 inches apart, and the
plants in the rows should be thinned to about
15 inches asunder.
There is a difference of
opinion amongst growers as to which method
a thin or medium plant
produces the heavier
yield of roots.
Some contend that a thin plant
enables the roots to grow larger, while others arc
of the opinion that a mediimi-sized root, obtained
by gi%ing less space, produces the greater bulk
of roots.
I am of the latter opinion, and tliink
also that the roots are of superior quality, conuining more .saccharine and nutritious matter
than large specimens. After thinning the plants
dress the ground with sulphate of ammonia at
the rate of 1 cwt. per acre and repeat the dressing in a month's time.
Keep the surface well
.stirred by horse or hand hoes to admit air to the
roots and check the growth of weeds.
late piots should

drills are usually

made

—

Renovating Pastures.

The

existing spell of dry weather has reduced
the growth of the grass in upland pastures, which
in turn has also reduced the quantity of milk.
Where possible a pasture that has been fed hard
should be rested. After spreading the cow dung,
and clearing off such weeds as ragwort and
thistles, sow one cwt. of sulphate of ammonia
per acre.

Summer Fallow and Wheat.
As a preparation for Wheat, what is known
as a summer fallow is one of the best of methods
for ensuring success.
This probably is one of
the oldest practices in existence, and still one
of the mosit certain of success when properly carried out. Rummer fallowing means allowing the
eround

or free from a crop, for
several months, in the meantime ploughing it
several times, thoroughly disintegrating every
particle and' exposing the surface to the influences of the weather.
The absence of a crop
leaves the soil with a full quantity of nitrogen
s'nred ready for the next season's growth, i!
Wheat. The exposure of the soil sets free the
humus it contains. F.armyard manure added
at the rate of 20 tons per acre pre-vious to the
last ploughing at the end of September will provide the soil with all the nutriment necessary to
produce a full crop of high-class Wheat the following seasfin, provided, of course, the weather
is propitious.
Summer fallowing possesses the advantage of
cleansing soil from weeds if the various details
of ploughing, harrowing, and the burning of
Couch are carried out judiciously.
F orexamplc, take a field of Swedes, eaten off
in March or April by sheep, foul with Couch.
Drpck.'!.
Thist.les. Cimomile, or Tu.ssilago Farfara (Colt's Foot).
The constant ploughing
from April onwards, always during dry weather,
will thoroughly eliminate these weeds, and a
clean plot can be as.sured by the time for sowing
the Wheat.
C. Mnlynevx.
to

lie

idle,

(^bituane*
Abram Valuanck.- The

-death occurred

on

June 20, at his residence, Bexwell
lioad, Downhani Market, of Mr. Abram Vallance, formerly of the firm of Messrs. Bird and

iiuiisday,

nurserymen and seedsmen, Downham
Mr. Vallauce had been in failing health
some time past.

\ al'.ance,

Market.
for

Dan MELLU/aH.-Mr. Dan Melluish, one of
oldest horticulturists in Bath, died at
Bath on June 20, on his 87th birthdav. He was
born at Batheaston in 1832, the son of Mr.
James Melluish, and was apprenticed to Mr.
Ambrose Minty, of Bailbrook Gardens. Later
he became gardener to Mr. James Chaffin, and
laid out the grounds at Charlcombe Grange.
He
was a successful exhibitor, and won many prizes.
When his old chief, Mr. Minty, died, in 1885,
Mr. Melluish succeeded him atBailbrook.
tlie

Matthkw Chawford.—Matthew
known

as the
for

proininent

Crawford,
"Gladiolus King" of Ohio, and
many years as a Strawberry

died recently at his home in Belle
Center,
U.S.A.,
after
a
three
days'
illness following an attack of penumonia. He
was 79 years of age. Deceased was born
in
County Antrim, Ireland, and following
the death of his father, he went to America
when ten years of age, accompanied by
his
mother and younger brother.
In 1856
specialist,

Matthew Crawford engaged
ing,

and

since

tliat

time

in

market

until

his

garclen-

death

made horticulture his life work. In 1876 he
began making a specialty of Strawberry plants,
and a few years later became well known as a
lie

successful grower of Gladiolus bulbs.
He had
grow-n as many as two million bulbs in one year,
which he supplied to the markets, and ' also
made large shipments of flow-ers during the season.
Among his best-known works is T/ie Book
of Gladiolus, written by him in 1911, in collabo-

Van

ration with Dr.

Fleet.

TRADE NOTES.
THE FRUIT ORDERS.
A

STRONG

protejit is

being

made by

traders in

ScotlaiKl against the recent Fruit Orders of the
Food Controller. The president and secretary
of the E<iinhurgh and Leith Fruit and Flower

Trade Association have protested against the
Order commandeering soft fruit. The president and secretary of the Edinburgh Whole
sale
Fruit Merchants' Association also take
strong objections to the Order, especially as regards Strawberries.
They point out that the
Scottish crop being later than the Engli.sh one.
the growers in S<-otIand have been placed in
worse position than those_ in England, as the
latter had sold much of their crop before the
:i

Order was

issued.

FRENCH BULBS.
It does not

appear to be generally

known

among traders that the
ties now hold a general

British Cu.stoms authorilicence for the .idmi.ssi(m
of bulbs from France.
The bulbs must be of
French origin, otherwise importation will not be
permitted. On paper it is a fairly easy mattec
to place orders for French bulbs, but it is quite
Another matter for the French grower to convey
his goods to the sea-porl, while tran.sport from
France to England is a bin obstacle in the way
of their speedy transmission to the British buyer.

COOPERATIVE FRUIT

MARKETING.

The sales for the past year of the Pershore
Co-operative Fruit Market amounted to £81,857,
being an increase of £55,903 over the previous
year, while the profit realised was £3,042. The
committee reconimpiidpd a boiins of £3 15s. per
cent, to shareholding growers in proportion to
the value of their produce marketed.

ENQUIRY.
— It has been stated that chalk

Chalk as Fuel.
can be made use

of as fuel, and it wouUi be
interesting to have the experience of those who
have tried this material for the purpose. T.

—

.
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J uhj

Fruit:

3.

fe eaanut accept an/" responsibility for the eubjoined
reports
They are furnished to us regularly every
Wednexlay. by the kindness of several of the principal Balei^nien. who are re-sponsible for the quota
It must be reii.emhered that these quotations
tiong.
do not represent the prices on any particular day,
but only the general average fnr the week preceding
the dftti of our report. The prices depend upon the
quality of the iamples, the way in which they «r«
packed, the iupply in the market, and the demand,
and they may fluctuate not only from day to day.
but oooiiionally several times in one day.— Edb.

Plants

&e.

in Pots,

:

Average Wholesale

(All 48'8, per doz. except
8. d. s.d.
7
Aralias

Araucaria excelsa
Asparagus plumo-

—

0-80
0-80

7

10 0-12
9 0-10
32 0-42
18 0-21

Sprengeri

Aspidistra, green..

Crassulas. various

—

Prices.

stated).
s.d.

5 0-l'2

8 0-10

raott
60's

Nephrolepis,
variety,
32's
Pteris, in

—

—

—

.

21 0-24

32'r

nidus, 48's

Oyrtoniium. 48's

...

10 0-12

...

10 0-12

Cut Flowers, &e.

—
—

—

9 0-12

—

var.

2

0-36

3

6-40

Coreopsis, per doz.
...

blue,
Cornflower,"
per doz. bunches
pink, per doz.

2

3

0-40

oufl,perdoz.bun

6

0-90

4

0-50

(12'8)

4

(IS's)

2

0-50
0-30

Gaillardia, perdoz.

bunohes
Gardenias, per box

hunches

—

bunches

...

-

—

doz.

0-60

Karl
Frau
Druschki ...

16-26
0-40
0-40

3
3

—

Madame

—
—

Richmond

0-30
16-26
2 6-30

Sunburst

2

—

Abel
Chatenay ...
Niphetos

2

6-30

Scabiosa eaucasica,

per doz. bunches 5
Statice, white, mauve,

0-lB

...

9 0-12

0-60

3

bunches
... 10 0-12 o
Stephanotis,
per
3 0-40
72 pips
Stock, English, per
doz. bunches... 12 0-18
Sweet Peas, various,
-

0-40

perdoz. bun....

bunches—

Viola cornuta, per
doz. bun.
...

16 0-18
12 0-15

white
blue

0-80

5

yellow, perdoz

white,
Heather,
per doz. bun...
Poppies,
Iceland
per doz. Imnches
Iris, Spanish, per

—

f'

—

6

6

bunches

— Ladylove
— Liberty

18 0-C4

—

ble scarlet, per
dot. bunches...
white, per doz.

Roses, per doz. blooms

30 0-36

Gypsophila, pink,
per doz. bunches
white, per doz.

bunches

0-

0-40

3

—

leyensis, scarlet,
4

...

—
0-50

Pinks, Her Majesty,
per doz. bunches 10 0-15
Sinkins,
Mrs
per doz. bunches 4 0-60

Brench..

3 a- 4

.

—

13-16

...

per doz. spikes

s.d. a.d.
15 0-18
12 0-15

Orchids, per doz:—
Catt'eyas
... 10 0-12
Pelargoniums, dou-

6-30

Daisies, Large white,
per doz. bun
Delphiniums, vari-

— Fairy Queeu,
per doz bunches
— white, per doz.

Prices.

con—

yellow

blooms

2 0- 2^6

bunches
Croton leaves, per

Gladiolus

0-50
0-38

4
3

Ulium longlflorum,
long
...
15
Mari^uerites, yellow,
per doz. bunches 4
Nigella, per doz.

9 0-12

Carnations, perdoz.
beat
blooms,

—

12 0-18
24 0-86

Lapagerias, per doz.

0-12

per doz. bl'ms.

bun.

...

— mauve

9 0-12

<— (RIchardias).

bunches

in

varietj,

Average Wholesale

:

Arums—

American

48s

large 60"s
small 60*8
72'8, per tray of

Iris,

Achillea The Pearl,
per doz. bun ...
per
Alstromeria,
»"
doz. bunches...

Prices.

d. s. d

8.

cuneaAdiantuni
tum.48"§,p6rdoz. 9 0-10
9 0-10
elecans
Asplenium,48'8, per
doz.
...
„, 9 0-12

_
—

0-60

4

Average Wholesale

:

Cut Foliage, &e.

:

4

0-80

2 6- S

Average Wholesale Prices
B.d.

bun

hair Fern) best,

perdoz. bun...
phiAsparagus
long
mo8U6,
trails, per halfdozen ...

— —

6

2

Carnation

6-30

Cycas leaves, per
drz
Ivy leaves, per doz.
bunches
Moss, gross bun...
Smilax. per bun.

bunches 18 0-21 o
...

foliage,
doz- bunches..

10 0-16

Remarks.- niere

6

0-80

medinm,

doz.

Sprengeri

s.d.

Berbeiis, per doz.

Adlantum (Maiden-

—

d.

.

rambler (each)
Verbena Miss "Wil-

...

Ferns and Palms

s.

Hydransreas, white,
pink, blue
...
15 0-24
(specimens),
each
4 0-10
MarKoerites, white 9 0-10
12 0-15
jiignonette
^^^^^^ polyanthus 24 0-30

—

24 0-30
... 86 0-42
Fuchsias, various.,. 12 0-15

Erica magnifica
pereoluta

where otherwise

is

still

0-80

4

0-60

3

0-60

of 6 trails
a shortage of ^vhite

flowers,

aad prices remain high for Aolnllea. double white Stock,
and Nviliite Pinks. M.Tuy good vflrieties of Delphiniums are
good siippK o^ Gypsophila elegrans,
on sale. There is
which is arriving in igood condition. .Sweet Peas are also
good and sufficient for the demand, but prices remorn
;i

Arm.

Spaniali

Irises

are

practicojUy

finished

for

this

Ptoses continue faiTly plentiful. The best eoi-ts
are Mme. A, Ohatenar\% Molly Sharman Orawford,
Prau Karl Druscliki, MeQody, Ophelia, Liberty, and Sim-

season,

offej'ed
burefe.

The

Gladiolus

Latest

arrivals

breffiohlieryenisis.

-M-e

Alstromeri^a and scanlet
mow consists of As-

Foliage

Asparagus Sprengeri, and Adiantum
Smilax is not being grown in very large quantities,
and the consignments are very inregii>la.r.

parAgu.s .ploimosus,

Feim.

Average Wholesale

Cherries, per i bus.
Worthing,
Figs,

per doz
Grapes —
HamBlack
burgh, per lb

—

:

,.

—

Muscats, perlb.

Lemons, per c;i^e...
Melons <each)
Canteloup

—

(Continental)

'25

0-60

)

0-15

Prices.

Nectarines, perdoz. 6 0-lS
60 0-110
Or^t.ges, per case
Peaches, per doz .. 6 0-24

Nu

s

:—

[JuLif 6, 1918.

—
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FRUIT PRESERVING WITHOUT
SUGAR.

MANY

glowers

are

Iheir surplus fruit

this season

concerned that
may be wasted

owing to a shortage of

sugar

for jani-niakiug.
Yet tliere are
easy methods of preserving fruit
without sugar.
The reason why fruit
" goes bad '' is tliat it falls a prej to
various living micro-organisms, especially

many

bacteria, yeasts,

moulds and

which may conveniently be included
in the popular term " germs." To preserve
any food, it must be sterilised^!. e., freed
from all germs, and then be kept so that
no others can attack it.

When fruit i.s kept in cold storage,
micro-organisms are prevented by the
low temperature from developing, and
therefore tlio fr\iit keeps good for a long
time. The germs, however, are not killed,
and as soon as the temperature rises they
regain their normal activity and cause
the produce to decay.
Refrigeration is,
therefore,
only a
temporary measure
of preservation.
Drying is also only
temporary in that, if the produce \>e
allowed to become moist again, decomposition will soon set in. While dry,
however, fruit and other perishable foods
are not snitaljlo media for the growth of
germs owing to the tendency for water to
be extracted from the living organism by
the dried tissue of tJie fruit.
The fungus,
tlierefore, loses water in this way, and
if
will,
not actually killed,
at any
rate,
be unable to thrive so long as
the dried produce is well stored in a dry
When

must not be carried to such a degree as
to cause the fruit to become brittle.
On
no account must the produce be charred
or

the necessity for these pre-

cautions is reali.sed, drying is a good and
very simple method of preserving fruit or
vegetables, and can Ix: practised by tlioso
who have no special apjiaratus. Suitable
trays can easilv be made by stretchiii','
strong cheese cloth, canvas, wire gauze, or
other porous material across a wooden
frame of suitalile size to fit the oven.
The fruits or vegetables to be dried
sho\ild
bo spread out evenly on the
which may be placed in the
tray.s,

scorched,

as it
allowed

may

the temabove 1G0°
chemiincapable of
regaining
its usual form when soaked
in water.
Perhaps drying is most successful in the
case of Apple rings (J to J inch thick).
Plums or Damsons to form Prunes, Grapes
for Raisins, and vegetables such as Peas
and Beans, in addition to herbs so universally prepared in this way.
For some purposes sterilisation is often
effected by disinfectants or antiseptics.
Many such substances are more or less
powerful poisons, and consequently unsuitable for using with foods.
Some of
the weaker antiseptics do nothing worse in
this respect than upset tJie digestion to a
greater or lesser e.\tent, and are therefore
not desirable, neither are they necessary.
The least objectionable antiseptic from
this point of view is sulphur dioxide,
which, being a gas, may be driven off
again by heating, and is sometimes very
useful in helping to sterilise ordinary

perature

is

F.,
for then
cally and
be

it

be
to rise

would

My
of

all

far the
sorts

method of sterilising food
by heat.
The organisms

l>est

is

which attack fruit are all killed before the
temperature of boiling water (212° F.) is
reached.
They may be weakened and
finally destroyed at a temperature so low
as 150° F. to 170° F., provided it is maintained for a sufficiently long time.

method of sterilising is made use
of in canning and bottling.
The great
difficulty in jireserving in ordinary bottles
is to close them .so that, after all spores and
germs have been destroyed inside, no others
Tliis

can
l>e

an entrance.
This can only
done l)y \\h- most meticulous attention
gain

to details.
It must be remembered that,
jiowover clean the iiands, cloths, table, etc.,
may appear they are never really sterile.
Even the cleanest-looking bottle or its lid

may

be covered with germs, which will
grow and multiply rapidly if supplied
with any suitable medium as food.
In
fact,
after
sterilising
a bottle of
fruit, it is essential that no part of
the

inside of

the

be

bottle

touched

by

any unsterilised body, nor must it he
covered by anything that is not sterile. If
allowed to remain open for many minutes.
the contents are liable to be infect<Ml
from the air. The best way to secure perfect sterility is to sterilise the container
after tlie food has been put in and hermetically .sealed.
This is the method bv

which modern canning
carried

out,

and

in

when

tin

onoe

cans

i.s

perfect
in an airtight
container, the contents will theoretically
remain good for ever.
The process of
canning is simple. A can of suitable size
is packed with fruit as tiglitly as possible.
sterility has been secured

filled

with boiling water, the lid soldered

and the can, together with the

on,

consteam or boiling water,
the time necessary for this process being
10 to 30 minutes, according to the softness of the fruit.
The can may be immediately afterwards plunged
into
cold

tents, sterilised in

water to prevent overcooking.
If boiling water is not available for filling, cold
water may be used, but this makes the subsequent operations somewhat longer.

The superiority

if

change

jam-jars.

their spores,

all of

place.

sun by day and in a cool oven with the
door open by night.
Drying is best done
intermittently, so that moisture from inside the fruits or vegetables has time to
diffuse out before the skin becomes too
dry.
It must be continued "until moisture
cannot be squeezed from a cut surface of
the produce in process of drying, which

11

is

of canning over bottling
due chiefly to two facts. In the first

no risk of cracking, tin
be dealt with very rapidly by

place, as tliere is

cans

may

them into boiling water and
afterwards
into cold
this makes
it
plunging

;

possible to deal with a glut of fruit, since
three or four girls may deal with as many

a day. Secondly, cans
be sterilised after hermetically sealwhereas bottles must be left open
throughout this process, and consequently
the contents lose flavour, and may subsequently become infected while being closed.
However, many people have not yet surmounted an inherent and quite unjusti
fiable prejudice against tinned foods, and
others will probably decide to manage
with the bottles tliey already possess.
If
these bottles are the patent, so-called,
vacuum ones, all should be well, but if
ordinary jam-jars have to be used, detailed information as to the best methods
of sealing sliould be obtained.
For those
with no suitable boiler, the oven method
is probably best, and the following proas 600 3-lb. cans

may
ing,

is
recommended for soft fruit:
Take the number of clean vacuum jars required, and also a few extra receptacles,

cedure

suoh as jugs.
Fill all with clean fresh
fruit and stand them on folded pajior or
onrdljoard in a moderately hot oven.
In
alx>ut half an hour the fruit will be found
to have

During

sunk down in its own
this preliminary heating

usual to cover the

juice.
it

is

v.uunm

jars with their
lids, wliioh wnll there))y also be .steriliised,
but the rubber rings sliould not be heated

tMr

for so long owing to
liability to
perish.
Take out the jars one at a
time,
fill
up with fruit from one
of
the
extra
receptacle*,
dip
the
rubber ring in boiling water, place
lid.
If
position,
and adjust tho
in
being
the
screw type
of
bottle
is
used, the cover must only bo screwed
loosely 80 that there is still an outlet for

Each
any expanded gases on reheating.
jar should be put back into the oven for
about fifteen minutes to re-sterilise, and on
removal should be at once screwed down
tiglitly so that no air can po&sibly enter.
If done successfully, the contents will keeji
goo(,' for so long as the rubber ring hists.
which will probably be three or four
only
the
ring
being
years,
the
oontaiiier.
the
part
of
perishable
Fruit preserved in its own juice by
pulping, is
often called
this process,
much better for tarts, etc., than that to
added,
and a far
water
has
been
which
quantity
may be preserved
larger
may be easily
It
in
one receptacle.
heated, with a little water and sugar,
There is
as available, to make jam.
no necessity to add tlie large amount of
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sugar that was used in pre-war days; in fact,
the flavour of jam is better if less tlian J lb. of
sugar ,to 1 lb. of fruit is used. When sugar was
oheaper than fruit large quantities of the
former were used, and this custom certainly
liad the advantage that in raising the density
and osmotic pressure of the jam a medium was
produced in wliich there was much less tendency
for germs to develop than there is in a juice with
However, if jam is
the consistency of water.
well sealed while hot, there is no difficulty about
its keepinig, liowever little sugar it may contain.
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that
it is always well to keep " preserves " in a place
readily accessible, so that they may be examined
from time to time, for, owing to the fallibility
of human actions and the persistence of germs,
it is possible that an occasional jar may require to be re-sterilised or used at once.
H.
Goodrich.

and so
largely
and

it

have Strawberries.
French Beans, so
grown round Paris, are at a standstill,
is doubtful whether they will flower and

set their pods.

On

the other hand, the dry weather has
greatly favoured the pollination of flowers, and
many plants which are poor seeders in a normal

season are carrying an abundance of fruits, and
especially is this the case with bearded Irises.
The temperature has kept below the average,
and in some low-lying districts it fell almost to
freez-ing point at night about June 20.
In the
south-west of Paris, where fruit trees are
largely grown, there will be hardly any Cherries,
no Peaches, no Plums, and very few Pears and
Apples. Were it not for the half -crop of Strawberries and a good crop of Red Currants there

would have been no fruits at all in a district
where hundreds of tons of fruit are produced
almost every year.

S.

Mottet.

[July

13, 1918.

ing respecting

soil, but prefers a rather deep,
moist medium.
It thrives well in sun.
It is
not a plant which transplants well when large.
Young plants are inexpensive, and seedlings can
be raised still more cheaply, but fresh seeds
should be sown.
When the plant is not in
bloom it has a resemblance to a Thistle, and
may be destroyed as a weed by an inexperienced person.
S. Arnott, MaxweUfnwn, Dum-

fries.

DAVIDIA INVOLUCRATA.

We

may now

look upon Davidia as an estab-

lished garden tree in this country, for, although

when

introduced it was thought to be too
tender for our climate, and was planted in the
Himalayan section of the Temperate House at
Kew, it has since proved as hardy as the
Crimean Lime, which it resembles in some re.spects. All tlie same, the tree under glass at Kew
IS healthy
and floriferous, the conditions provided for Himalayan Rhododendrons being evidently to its liking, as it has thriven splendidly
^ince it was planted there in 1904.
It was transplanted from the side to the centre of the house
about ten years later.
The photograph of the
lee in flower reproduced in fig. 7 was taken by
Mr. Wallis in May this year, when it was a
first

t

most striking object, about 30 feet high.
The first account of Davidia published in the
Chronicle,
was by the late Dr.
-Masters, in April, 1903, p. 236, and there have
licen several notices of the tree, descriptive and
"itherwise, since.
The tree in the Temperate
House at Kew was raised from a cutting taken
fiom the first tree raised in Europe, which
flowered with Messrs. Vilmorin, Paris, in 1908.
and a flowering shoot was illustrated in Oard.
'/iron.. .June 2, 1906. fig. 138.
Mr. E. H. Wil.^m sent seeds of Davidia to Messrs. James
\'eitch and Sons in 1899, from which a large
number of plants was raised, and afterwards
ikirdeners'

I

ili.*tributed.

As one would expect in a tree with a fairly
wide distribution in the mountains of China,
Davidia shows some variation, but not more than
many other trees do. The leaves in some forms
are green on both sides, in others they are
glaucous beneath, and the degree of hairiness
on the young shoots and leaves is also variable.
At Kew four forms or varieties may be disM. Dode has made three species,
namely, D. involucrata, D. laeta, and D. Vilmoriniana. There does not, however, appear to
be any good reason for this, and as Dr. Hemsley,
who has paid particular attention to the genus,
has stated that they can only be classed as
varieties of one species, for practical purposes

cerned.

FRENCH

THE

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

NOTES.

WEATHER AROUND

This is a very poor season. After late frosts
had destroyed the flowers of most fruit trees,
and seared the young growth of many Conrfers,
tie beetle called " Lisette " destroyed half the
flowers of Strawberries.

Dry weather

middle of May,
and since that time very few showers have
fallen.
Seedlings and annuals are suffering
wherever watering has not been attended to. In
fields, heavy soil is cracked, just as it is usually
at harvest time.
Spring Wheat has suffered,
b.nd is very short in the straw, and it is
interesting to note that "rust" has developed
upon some varieties, as much as, if not more
than, in a wet season.
Potatos look well, but
need moisture. The early varieties have ceased
growling, and the tulbers are small and late.
Potaltos are not flowering here more than iii
normal years, but tliey may fruit more freely
than usual; the fruits should be removed, as
very
they
are
exhaustive of
the
plant's
energies.
Disease Ls making its appearance
set in about the

upon some varieties of Potatos, notwithstanding the drought and total absence of night
dews.
Early Peas have all cropped together,

his

MORINA LONGIFOLIA.

PARIS.

Of the ten or twelve species of Morina only
M. longifolia, M. persica (syn. Wallichiana), and
M. Coulteriana, are common in gardens.
Of
these, by far the best-known is the first-named,
a capital and highly ornamental border flower,
from almost any
bloom at the same time, and adding

differing in its general aspect

plant in
considerably to the attractiveness of the garden.
It, has long, ornamental. Thistle-like leaves, and
tall spikes of flowers in whorls, from which it
is known as the Whorl Flower.
Apart from
the whorled arrangement, which is pretty in
itself, the individual flowers are of much charm.
They have long tubes, and the blossoms open in
succession the flowers are white when they first
expand, and pass off in various shades of rose.
The plant grows from 2 to 3 feet high it flowered
here this year towards the end of May, and will
;

;

last in

bloom throughout June and

into .luly.

Of

the other species in cultivation, M. persica is
the one I know best, although I have seen M.
Coulteriana
I do not think that those who
possess M. longifolia need care much whether
they possess the others or not. They seem to
be slightly dwarfer. M. longifolia is not exact-

view ought to prevail.

W. W.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
After a dry May

a dripping June would have
been very welcome. Instead of this the month
had less than the normal rainfall and more than
normal sunshine. It is true that rain fell on
eleven days in my garden as compared with
seven in the corresponding month of last year,
but the total fall was only .95 inch against
3.5 inches.

The

heaviest

fall

was

.28

inch re-

corded for the 19th
and the rest of the
showers were so light that the effect quickly disappeared under the influence of bright sunshine
and drying winds. Thus, at the close of the
month, fruit trees still looked as though thirsting
for rain, if only to cleanse them of the mess left
by the plague of caterpillars of the Winter Moth
Most of these pests have now disapgroup.
peared, being fully fed. but their place has been
taken on Apple trees by aphides and the larvae
of the Lackey Moth, the webs of the latter
being unusually numerous. Still, the trees show
some slight signs of recovery from the former
attack, though they have made remarkably little
;

'

—
July
growth
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in

what should be the season

of

most

Prospects for Plums.

rapid development.

The next crop to send to market will be Plums.
have now got safely past the stoning

Black Currants.

stage, and there has been very little dropping.
Czar and ilonarch were badly attacked by brown
rot, as shown by the brown and dried leaves
and spurs. These have been removed as far as
possible, much improving the appearance of the
trees, and, it is hoped, saving the fruit from
contagion.
The Food Production Department
recently asked for an estimate of the crop on a
percentage basis, doubtless as an aid to the fixing
of prices.
A full crop. 100 per cent., is con°

sunshine and showers hasten ihe
such crops as are near matiuity.
Black Currants coluuied very rapidly this season, and were ready to gatlier by June 24, a
week earlier than last year. Marketing has been
a simple business, if less interesting than usual.
All had to go to licensed jam-makers or to salesmen wlio guai-anteed to seU only to them, and
the Government price, 60s. per cwt. on rail, was
the figure for the whole crop, early or late. Thus
there was nothing to be gained by trying dif
ferent markets. Simplicity is, however, the only
advantage of the system so far as the grower is
The price, which works out at
concerned.
12s. lOd. per half-sieve, with no deductions for
railway ca.rriage or salesmen's commission, looks
tempting enough. When, however, the very low
yield and the consequently increased expense of
gathering are taken into account, it becomes evi
dent that the price does not err on the side of
liberality.
Last year the bushes between trees
in a 6-acre plantation yielded 496 half -sieves, and
the average return was lis. 45d., after deducting all marketing e.\penses e.xcept carriage. This
year the same plantation gave only 145 halfsieves, or less than one-third the previous crop,
Altei-iiating

sidered to be four half -sieves to a tree.

Thus

a

We

have now reached tlie middle of the seain what is probably the most important year
vegetable cultivation this country has ever
known, and at this stage it may be useful, as
well as interesting, to take stock of the condition of the crops and consider the results likely
to be attained.
My remarks apply cliiefly to
vegetables grown on heavy land ; it may be expected that those cultivating lighter ground will
have scarcely such favourable results. Amongst
the many thousands who have attempted the
son
of

cultivation of food crops for the first time, few
have failed for lack of energy and enthusiasm,

but the season has been a very trying one, for
in addition to a prolonged drought following a
period of cold north and north-east winds, pests
and diseases have multiplied at an unusual raAe
and greatly taxed the efforts of growers in keeiping their plants healthy and steadily progressive.
Still, on
the whole, the results far exceed
expectations, and the large majority of crops are
quite as good, or even better than could be expected, especially on land newly broken up.

Many of our early crops of vegetables were
brought forward under glass and the seedlings
planted out later, a system which I find a great
advance an sowing in the open. Many Peas and
Beans were grown in deep boxes raised under
glass and gi-own on in the open, a plan which I
have recommended and adopted for some years
past.
These crops proved to be much earlier
and heavier than those from plants sown direct
in the open.
Portable frames are amongst the
most valuable and profitable means of producing
early vegetables on mild hot-beds of leaves, and
have been used at Aldenham for this purpose

whilst the cost of picking was half as much
again.
Nor was last year's yield a good one,
for the crop from the same Ijushes in 1916 was

729 half-sieves. A neighbouring grower also had
one-third of his crop of last year, so that this
may fairly be said to represent the average of
the district. To enable the pickers to earn some
thing more than the current high day-wages,
was necessary to offer Is. 6d. per halfit
sieve, as gathering is a slow business when the
This is the highest price
berries hang thinly.
we have ever paid for Black Currant picking,
again
as was given last year,
half
as
much
being
which was an advance on anything previously
offered.
In the circumstances it cannot be said
that the Government price represents the true
Of the prices that have so
value of the crop.
far been fixed, that for Black Currants i« the
Cirowers of Straw
only one that affects us.
berries, Gooseberries, and Raspberries have far
more cause for complaint, particularly where

many years.
Such vegetables as early
Asparagus, Globe Beet, Turnips, Carrots, Cauliflowers, and Vegettible Marrows may be grown
with the greatest ease and in the highest stage
of perfection by means of these frames. Standard
sized frames and lights should always be used.
With regard to the oft-dphated question of
manures I still pin my faith to well-decayed
farmyard manure as being the best material for
a good feeding basis for the majority of crops,
and, secondly, to burned garden refuse.
A
grower oannot do better than utilise these valuable sources of plaht food.
Soot is one of the
most useful fertilisers, not only for its .stimulating action upon growing crops, but also for
the way in which it acts as a deterrent to many
insect pests, though T am afrai<l that even now
there are large numbers of growers who fail to
realise its great value.
Of the use of lime little
need bo said, for most cultivators know its value
as a soil sweetener and its destructive powers to
for

is produced
by specialised
and expensive methods of cultivation.

choice dessert fruit

American Blight.
In a season which seems to suit all insect pests
it is not surprising to find woolly aphi.i, or American blight, on the increase.
Winter sprayng
with a caustic wash is said to hold it in check,
but I have not found this to be the case. There
seems to be no effective remedy beyond treatment by hand during the summer months.
I
have generally brushed methylated spirit into
the affected patches
this specific
runs well
into the crevices and doe.'? its work without in•

pests and diseases.

Two or three fertilisers are worthy of mention for the beneficial work they accomplish

;

jury to the tree.
Now that spirit is practically
unobtainable it becomes necessary to find a subParaffin
immediately removes the
" wool " and appears to destroy the aphides, but
it evidently does not kill all the insects, as the
patches appear again after a few weeks. Moreover, strong jiaraffin is not a desirable dressing
from the point of view of the tree's welfare. An
undilnted soft soap and paraffin emulsion is now
being tried, something of a soapy nature generally being considered best for the purpose.
This pest is evidently strongly resistant, and
calls for something
drai>tic in the way of a
remedy.
One would think that paring the
patches in winter and dre.ssing with Stockholm
t.ar would prove effective, but
in many cases
T have found the pests flourishing under the tar
after it has dried, apparently appreciating the
waterproof covering.
Any correspondent who
can recommend a really effective cure for woolly
nphLs would confer a boon on growers. T have
heard of a painter's blow-lamp being employed
with good results.

PROSPECTS OF THE VEGETABLE CROPS.

These

ripening of

13

during the free-growing period of crops,

stitute.

Fig.

6— fruits

of
(See

25 per cent, yield

davidia involucrata.
p.

12.)

one half-sieve, and so on.
Estimating by this method is not difficult, and
would make for uniformity if adopted generally.
Judged by this system, Rivers' Karly Prolific
comas out best in my orchards, with a 50 per
cent. crop.
Czar and Monarch are put at 25 per
rent, and Victoria at 10. Pond's Seedling carries
.10

little fruit as to

is

make

estimation impo.ssibl'-,

whilst trees of President, Black Diamond, and
Belle de I/Ouvain are carrying no crops.
So far
no prices have been fixed for Plums, but there
is little doubt that they will be announced before long, and it is anticipated that they will be
high. Marhet Grower.

and

they are especially valuable for leafy crops.
Nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia are
both quick-acting artificials, whilst for root
crops the slower acting phosphatic manures jjlay
a similarly important part.
The phosphates
may bo divided into two groups. (1) basic slaig,
which few heavy soil proves most useful; (2)
superphosphate, which is best for light soils.
These artificials should be applied at intervals of about three weeks during the season of
active growth, and I would suggest the application of 1^ oz. of sulphate of ammonia per
square rod for leaf crops, and 2 ozs. of sulphate
of pota.sli for root crops per stpiare rod.
My own observations are as follows
POTATOS. Notwithstanding
the
continued
drought, Potatos in this locality are looking remarkably well the very early varieties are lifting splendidly ,'and should rain come quickly and
in a reasonable quantity the later plantings
should produce heavy yields.
One cannot urge
too strongly the importance of planting either
:

—

;

-
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Scotch or Irish " seed " tubers in England, for,
even when once grown in the soutli, the differin almost every case I
ence is most mai-ked
have carefully made the comparison. The value
of sprouting the sets before planting cannot be
too greatly emphasised.
Onions.- Probably the crop next in importance to the Potato is the Onion, and Onions
should be far more largely cultivated than at
present, as they are very profitable to cultivate,
This crop is
being always in great demand.
disappointing in some districts, owing more especially to the unfavourable weather, but it is
;

—

not (generally unsatisfactory, and I know of large
areas in which the plants have done remarkably

Wireworms,

well.

leather-jackets,

and

the

Onion fly have been very prevalent this season
and caused a considerable amount of .damage.
Parsnips. Though Parsnip seed germinated
somewhat badly the crop looks very promising,
and should provide mucli valuable food for the
coming winter.
Carrots. These, in many places, are not
nearly so promising as last year, but with us
they have never looked better.
Beht. Like Parsnip seed, that of Beet germinated very irregularly, and in many cases the
seedlings were badly attacked by the Turnip
flea, the first time I remember any serious damage being done to this crop by the pest in spite

—

—

—

;

of all this the crops should be satisfactory.

Shallots generally are particularly good, and
the bulbs will make a fine substitute for Onions
where the latter are a failure.
Celery. Young Celery plants in this locality
have suffered badly from the Celery fly, the foliage being much disfigured, and this has caused a
lot of labour in destroying the pest and removing ibaidly affected leaves. Celeriac has suffered
in the same way, but there is yet plenty of time
for these valuable vegetables to produce splendid

—

results.

—

Peas. These, with ds, were never nearly so
good as they are this year, though in some disPractically
tricts they are not so satisfactory.
tlie whole of our plants are grown in deep, wellprepared trenches, which is, .in my opinion, the
best method of cultivating Peas, whether early,
mid-season, or late varieties.

Broad Beans are as good as Peas, and
the first time we have intercropped these
with Runnej Beans, which are promising also
remarkably well. This method of intercropping
is an interesting and profitable one.
Cabbage. Cabbages generally have been good,
but I never remember prices for this vegetable
ruling so high, in many cases for produce not of
for

—

the best.

Cauliflowers have been particularly scarce,
Autumn
and have realised very high prices.
sown plants proved to be far and away better
than those sown in early spring, producing finer
heads, maturing earlier, and withstanding the
cold, dry weather much better.
Mushrooms. I have long been of the opinion
that Mushrooms are a valuable food crop, and
they should be grown wherever it is possible to

—

procure horse-droppings for the making of the
All kinds of excuses are put forward
for not growing this nutritious food, such
Very
as inexperience, and lack of facilities.
little experience will teach anyone the direcbeds.

tion

in

which success

lies,

and

if

no build-

ing is available. Mushrooms may be cultivated well in the open.
The demand is nearly
always larger than the supply, and good prices
can always be relied on, an<i they are especially
good at the present time. The old material from
spent Mushroom-beds foi-ms one of the most
valuable manures for general use in all branches
of gardening.
Vegetable Marrows. By starting the plants
early on mild hot-beds in portable frames. Marrows are available from April until about the
end of May, when the lights and frames may be
removed ; at that date the plants will be in full

—
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bearing when the majority of growers are just
These same plants
planting their specimens.
will continue to bear profusely tiU the first
This year we have grown
frosts destroy them.
Marrows more extensively this way, the results
being highly satisfactory. All are urged by the

Food Production Department to cultivate Marrows much more largely this season many local
food committees are recognising them as fruit
for jam making, and the earlier Marrows intended for this purpose can be selected and
;

ripened the better.
are as valuable as Vegetable MarWTien well grown and thoroughly ripened
they constitute one of the best winter vegeta,bles.
The essentials to success are to grow them
in a sunny situation, keep the roots well supplied
with water, and elevate the fruits above the

Pumpkins

iiows.

foliage to

expose them as much as possible to

the sunshine.

Winter Greens. — I'lnfortunately the seeds of
many kinds of winter Brassicas gernuinated
very baddy in many oases, but let me urge the
importance of filling every foot of vacant space
with gi'eens of some kind or another, choosing as
far as possible those which are among the most
hardy and prolific.
Varieties. It is remarkable how varieties
differ in their action according to the locality in
which they are grown ; a certain sort may do
excellently in one place, and may prove unsatisfactory in another.
The surest guide to the
.grower on this question is for him to obseiVe

—

what

sort

does "well in his

own

district.

E.

Beckett.

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

Jordan, Gardtner

F.

to

Clay, M.P., Ford Manor,

Lieut. -Col. Spender
Lingfleld, Surrey.

Mu»HllooM».-Plenty of Mushrooms should
now be forthcoming from ridge-shaped beds in
the open or beds in cool sheds. Make preparations for supplies from the end of September
onwards.
The manure for the beds should be
collected and prepared during the present month,
as the early beds should be spawned by the
middle of August.
The earliest beds may be
made in a cool, sheltered shed if the Mushroom
house is not considered large enough. It is not
advisable to utilise the houses much before
November, when beds are spawned then and
early in December.

QSNERAL Remark*.- In times of drought
a few moisture loving vegetables may suffer,
but the beneficial effect of the extra warmth
imparted to the soil is dbseiTable for the
rest of the season.
When the soil is dry and
hard, weeds are easily kept in check, slugs are
com])aratively hannless, and winter vegetables
form sturdy, hardy growth. The old-fashioned
plan of puddling the roots of Brassicas prior to
planting should always be practised in hot, dry
weather.
All that is necessary is to mix some
soot with clayey soil and water and thoroughly
coat the roots with the stiff puddle thus formed.
If Broccoli plant.s remain crowded in the seedbeds for a few weeks only they will form long
stems therefore the sooner they are set in their
final quarters the better.
Savoys should he
grown in quantity in both large and small gardens, and ground that is cleared of Potatos will
be suitable for them.
Kales should be finally
planted about 2 feet apart each way, or the rows
may be 2 feet 5 inches apart. Keep all growing oiops liberally supplied with water so far as
labour permits, and give the plants an occasional
watering with liquid manure. The thinning of
such crops as Onions and Carrots should be done
finally, in order that after this date they may
receive as little disturbance as possible. A good
watering should always be given the rows before
doing this work, followed by subsequent waAerings as often as the soil is found approaching
Early Potatos are developing rapidly,
dryness.
Heavy rains will have
especially on sandy soils.
disastrous effects on these advanced crops unless
precautionary measures are taken, as many of
When
the tubers will start into fresh growth.
supertuberation takes place much of the crop is
.spoiled, and this should be prevented by lifting
the tubers early. Many crops are infested with
gruibs and insects. Frequently dusting the damp
foliage with soot will have a deterrent effect,
A -sharp
and is the safest and best remedy.
watch should be kept for the Celery leaf miner
from day to day, and all infested leaves must
be picked off and burnt.
;

GARDEN VARIETIES OF STREPTOCARPUS.
It is questionable if any class of decorative
plants, except Perpetual Carnations, has made
so much progress within the past 30 years as

garden varieties of Streptocarpus. Some
of the genus had long before that time
introduced into this country, but they
were rarely met with outside botanic gardens.
The oldest of all is Streptocarpus Rexii, which
was introduced in 1824. The foundation of the
present-day race was the red-flowered S. Dunnii,
discovered in the Transvaal in 1384, and first
Mr. Watson at onc»
flowered at Kew in 1886.
took advantage of this distinct species, and by
crossimg it with S. Bexii a very pretty hybrid,
to which the name of kewensis was given, was
obtained. Crossed with S. parviflorus, the result
was S. Watsonii. Both these hybrids attracted
a good deal of attention, and they we>re given
HorticulFirst-class Certificates by the Royal
A commencement having
tural Society in 1887.
been made the improvement of these Streptocarpi was taken in hand by other raisers, the
result being the production of the present-day
There
race, which is in every way desirable.
is a wide range in colour from the purest white,
through different shades of pink and carmine, to
deep red or crimson, wliile in many the blue,
The
violet and purple shades are very pleasing.
the

members
been

Besides
plants are also exceedingly fforiferous.
the species above naimed, it is quite possible that
other more newly introduced kinds have been
employed by the hybridist.
After the certificates awarded to the Kewraised forms, several Awards of Merit were given
by the R.H.S. to the different strains of hybrids
|rom other raisers. Messrs. J. Veitch and Sons
were among the first to take these in
hand indeed, their strain was in 1891 given
;

^ similar honour to those varieties from Kew.
These Streptocarpi may be readily raised
from seed, which, if sown early in the year and
given much the same treatm-ent as Gloxinias, will
produce plants that will flower in the course
summer. Unlike Gloxinias, they do not
form tubers, therefore they should during the
winter be given water enough to keep the soil
W. T.
slightlv moist, but not satura/ted.
of the

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Young Pot Vine*.- No useful purpose is
served by retaining pot Vines when their fruit has
been removed, as the house they have occupied
can be utilised for ripening young pot Vines for
next year's forcing. In the meantime the house
should be thoroughly cleansed with warm, soapy
water, and the bed put in order. There should
be no difficulty in removing these Vines to a
suitable house where they will receive the maximum amount of light and air, pi^viding they
have not been allowed to root through into the
plunging material. It is not advisable to plunge
the pots indeed, it is a better plan to raise
them a little above the bed, so that sunshine and
air may reach the whole length of tie canes, and,
Wlien
maybe, to a lesser extent, the roots.
growth is complete allow a frae circulation of
account permit any lack of
air, and on no
Syringe the Vines daily until the
moisture.
foliage changes colour. The laterals may be cut
back if the main leaves are healthy, but not if
(they are damiaged or destroyed.
;

JuLT
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Fioa. Established Fig trees in borders which
have been kept dry while ripening their fiiist
crop are liable
to
attacks
red spider.
of
Now that the fruits have been gathered the
syringe should be brought into use again. Thoroughly water the roots, and should the second
crop be a heaN-y one, afford frequent applications
of liquid manure.
A top-dressing of decayed
manure will conserve the moisture, but it should
only be applied when the borders are full of roots
and the trees carrying heavy crops.
Syringe
the trees vigorously twice daily and keep the
atmosphere moist by frequently sprinkling the
paths and borders. Ample ventilation must be
afforded early in the forenoon, but the bouse
should be closed early in the evening.
At no
stage of growth should the atmosphere be cold
and damp. Keep the shoots trained regularly
to prevent overcrowding, and expose all parts
Thiin the fruits
of the trees to sunlight and air.
where necessjiry, preferably in various stages of
developmient, otherwise there may be a glut of
ripe fruit instead of a succession.

Pumpkins for Preserving.- In

stone fruits we have grown
giant type for the making of
plants are doing well, and
already set with attention to
watering there should be a good crop at the end
of the preserving season.
Pumpkins for jam
making should be well matured. Even if not
used for preserving Pumpkins and Gourds keep
for a long time, and may be used instead of
Apples where these are scarce. I do not intend
to crop my Pumpkin plants heavily
I shall be
satisfied with one good fruit on each.
I give
preference to Pumpkins over Vegetable Marrows, as the jam from the latter is not so good
from the point of colour, although possibly
firmer when made of well-matured fruits.
scarcity of late
Pumpkins of the
preserve.
The
several fruits are

because, with liberal treatment, they will produce an excellent second crop of fruits. Shorten
back the growths and give the bed a liberal
watering of diruted liquid manure. Syringe the
plants lightly once or twice daily, according to
the state of the weather, for, although Melons
revel in moisture, syringing may be carried to
excess.
I prefer to obtain the necessary atmospheric moisture chiefly by syringing the paths,
walls, and bare s|)aces frequently during bright
No time should be lost in setting out
weather.
plants in narrow, sliallow beds, or in pots, for
autumn fruiting, as it is not an easy matter to
obtain highly-flavoured Melons from plants set
out after this date, except in very favoured districts and favourable seasons.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Autumn pnuiTiN* RASPBimiiKa.— The
-

comparatively dwarf variety Belle de Fointenay
is developing flower-trusses.
From now onwards
the weaker ehoots should be thinned out, but
not of the latest kinds, such as the Uailshamberry and November Abundance, for a little
longer.
I do not care to cut away any shoots
that show for fruiting, for by grading these
a better succession may be maintained.
Keep
the ground well hoed and watered if there
is need
of moisture, but the application of
mulc.hsvs is hardly necessary.
These Raspberries
need not be netted until early in September.
Defer the staking and tying of the plants for
a few weeks longer
I prefer to do this work
early in August and put the nets on afterwards.
;

Fruits fob PnasERviNO.— It is better Uj
pick fruit for ])reserving when it is slightly
under-ripe rather than over-ripe
very ripe
Strawberries would be too soft for the purjjose,
and dead-ripe fruit of any kind does not keep
well when preserved, even when slightly more
sugar is used. The flavour, too, will be better

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

HiRRiss, Gardener to Lady Wantage,
Lockinge Park. Berkshire.

E.

IN

Pots.— Climbing

;

picked on the 3rd inst. and the first big picking
will be made and the fruits used for bottling
before these lines are in print; the second picking will be used with the Currants.
Of Strawberries, Keen's Seedling has again been our

Roses growing

in

pots have passed out of flower, and attention
must be paid to next year's flowering growths.

Plants which show sigiLS of exhaustion should
be cut back hard to encourage new shoots to develop from their bases.
Those which are growing satisfactorily should be relieved of all the
old flowering wood iu order that the young
growths may have plenty of room to develop.
Carefully examine the stakes of each plant, and
replace old ones with new where this is necessary. The plants should be plunged in a bed of
ashes in a sheltered position out-of-doors until
they are required for forcing.
Syringe tliem
vigorously in Uie evening should "aphis attack
the young growths use an insecticide. Water the
roots with stimulants on two or three occasions
weekly.
;

Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnations.These t -ariiations have almost finished flowering,
and preparations for layering shoots should be
made at once to obtain strong plants before the
winter.
Prepare a fine compost consisting of
loam, leaf-mould, and sand. Place on the border
a sliallow frame in which to layer the plants.
The freiih soil should be at hand and used
around the plants as they are layered.
The
oldest plants should be used for layering, reserving the be-st of the one-year-old specimens for
potting into larger receptacles.
These plants
will produce the main supply of flowers ne.\t
season.
When layering is finished for the day
the i)lants should be thoroughly .soaked witli
water, and the lights pLiced on the frames.
Shade them from bright sunshine, and keep the
frames fairly close until the plants are rooted.
They should then be gradually accustomed to
cooler conditions. Pot oit one-year-old plants a-«
soon as possible, using 8inch or 9-inch pots. A
suitalble compost is formed of rich, fibrous loam.
manure from a spent Mushroom-bed, wood ash.
crushed bones, and coarse sand, in suitable proportions.
Pot moderately firmly, and place the

;

for fbeing slightly tart.
Fortunately most soft
fruits are plentiful in gardens thLs season.
Our
Black Currant bushes never carried such lieavy
crops, notwithstanding they have the big but!
pest ; the fruits have all been gathered in
these gardens.
Other Currants, too. are clean
and the bunches good ; these fruits will soon be
fit for use
in fact, we shall follow on with
them at once. Our earliest Raspberries were

;

;

RssES

Melons.— If the leaves on the plants from
which the fruits are now being gathered are clean
and healthy, such plants need not be discarded,

view of the

plants in a cool house.

Keep them

.shaded for

a few hours during the hottest part of the day
till they have recovered from the disturbance of
reletting, and w<ati?r the roots with extra care.

AspARkOus SpRFNOERi.— This
paragus

exotic

As-

another useful plant for furnishing
all kinds of decorative work.
It
may be grown as advised for Smilax, or in pots
and baskets. It makes a hand.some plant grown
in
hanging ba.skets for the conservatory or
greenhouse. When well established it is scarcely
possible to give the roots too much water during
foliage

is

for

the summer.

,

mainstay for preserving. The fruits re<|uire a
lesser quantity of sugar than more acid varieties.
Other berries, such as the Loganberry, the
Phenomenal berry, and its near counterpart, the
Newberry, are useful for dessert purposes, especially for breakfast.
The Lowiberry is distinct,
with lustrous black fruits
this, too, is a
very serviceable fruit for sending to table. The
Kentish Cherry is with us carrying a good crop,
but these fruits require to be gathered soon as
birds are fond of them.
;

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

COLi.TER,

Bart.,

Gardener

to

Sir Jerruiar Colman,
Reigate.

Oatton Park,

Oncioium. — Many

of the cool-growing On
cidiums, such as 0. concolor, 0. crispum, 0.
Marshallianum, and others, .xfter a
short
period of re.3t, will begin to push forth new
growth, and about this time will probably be
fit for repotting.
The majority of these species
produ"e their flowers in pendulous racemes and
grown in .shallow pans and susare besit
pended from tlie roof-rafters in the w.armest part
of the cool division.
A suitable rooting medium
consists of equal proportions of chopped Osmunda-

15

or A 1 fibre and halt-decayed Oak-leaves.
These
plants resent having a large aauount of compost
about their .roots, therefore moderate-s.ized pans
should be used, with a good supply of drainage
material.
Oncidiiun tigrinum grows best it'
afforded much the same treatment as for Odontoglossum crispum, and any repotting of this species
should be done when the new shoots are about
2 inches long.
Frequent root-disturbance is not
desiraible.
Water should be afforded with moderation while the plants are at rest, only sufficient
moisture need be given to keep the pseudo-bulbs
plump.
Oncidiums of the wanner-growing section, (including 0. Lanceanum, 0. luridum, and
0. carthaginense may also be afforded fresh rooting material as they reach the desired condition.
A light position in the warmest house is most
suitable to their requirements.
When in active
growth the plants should be given liberal supplies of water at the roots, and sprayed freely
on bright days, but during the resting season
water should be applied very sparingly, as the
fleshy leaves are capable of withstanding a reasonable amount of drought without injury.
When an excess of moisture is applied the leaves
become spotted and rot off.
;

Epidendrum —Many Epidendrums

have

little

garden value, but certain species are well worthy
of cultivation.
The winter-flowering E. vitellinum majus is one of the most useful and decorative, as it produjces bright scarlet flowers
during the winter.
It succeeds best in the
cool
house, and should be repotted or topdressed when new growth commences. Place the
plants in shallow pans provided with ample drainage, and suspend them from the roof -rafters, or
])lace them on the stage in a light
po.'sition.
Afford water sixirinigly during tbe early stages
of growth, but when root-action is vigorous give
liberal supplies of moisture until the pseudobulbs have matured.
During. the resting season
afford only suflScient water to keep the growth
firm.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to the Eaii
Haddington, Tyninghajne, East LoUiian.

of

—

Irises. Some years ago I gathered most of
the summer-flowering Irises into a long border,
where they have become close enough to form a

mass of vegetation. The display of flowers this
year has been a revelation of the great beautv
all kinds.
Even those that could only be
do>scribed a^s nondescripts are beautiful in large

of

groups.

—

Rosa. 'I'he early-flowering Kosa alpina will
soon be displaying its briUiantly-coloured elongated hips
it is an object of interest at all
times, being diiitinct in foliage and wood.
The
plants are at their best when allowed space to
develop into large bushes, which established
;

specimens do by means of suckers.
The form
we grow is iiyrenaica. Another shrubbery Rose
of much eiiect at the present time is Rosa

When well established this species
be pruned hard at short yearly intervale,
shoots furnished with fine decorative foliage will develop.
rubrifolia.

mav

when strong

GiLlA CORONOFOLIA.— It is Important
to
early sowing of this brilliantly-coloured
The seeds remain in the soil for a long
time before they gei'minate, and the growth of

make an
ispecies.

the plants in tlieir^arly stages is also very slow,
so that strong-flowering plants for another year
can only be had by sowing now. They are best
grown on in pots, shifting them as required ; the
final pots need' not be larger than 5 inches diameter.
It is essential to keep them growing
slowly, just like Humeas, and, like Hiuneas,
they are apt to die unless very carefully managed. The last-named plant should also be sown
about this time.

Clematis Montana.— This beautiful earlyflowering speiies will now, or soon, need attention in i)ruiiing and thinning the shoots that have
flowered.
Both the type and the rose-coloured
variety are perhajis seen at their best when
trained to hang over and below balconies.
The
variety has been vei-y fine here trailing over large
stones on a rockery, the shoots being kept in
position by placing .small stones on them, the
stones being hid<len by the foliage of the plants.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE,

botanical

were

ADVEBTISEMEOSTTS
PUBLISHER- 41.

sliould be sent to the
Wellington Street.

Covent Garden. "WC-

and

Editors

Publislier.

— Our

correspondents

would

obviate delay
obtaining answers to
in
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to fiTiancial matters and to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
arid much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
;

when

letters are misdirected.

Xotice

Special

to

Correspondents-

— The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or
illustrations
unless
by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their

correspondents.

—

Correspondents will greatly oblige
XiOcal News
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
afiy matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists

Letters for Publication,
plants

for

naming,

EDITORS.

as well as specimens of
be addressed to the

should

41, Wellington Street Covent
Garden. London- Communications should be

SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, SCnt OS
early in the 7vcek as possible, and duly signed by
the writer.
If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

WRITTEN ON

ONE

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUINC WEEK.
TUESDAY, JULY 16—
Hart, Soa Gonis, meet, and Nnt'ioii.iI Carnation and Picotee Soc, combined 9ho\v, at the Drill
Hall, Buckinffhiam Gate, Westminster.
B/yy.

THURSDAY, JULY 18—
Oroydon Hort. Soc, Vegetable Ex,
creation Ground, Croydon.

in

Park

Hill

AvBRAQB Mban Timpbkaturb for tb« «iuuiag
deduoed from observationa during th* last
,vmrs
kansii.

at,

Ci-e.-nwirh,

Re-

wMk
SttT

W.3,

TmraRATOM :—

earitneTB' Chronicle
Coveiil,
R.a

(ijjdeif,

Wellineton Street.
London,
Thursday, July 11,
29,9; temp, 59,5°.
Wt-atlier—
Offi»e,

mug.

Com-

Scientific

R,H.s,

mittee
of
the
Royal
Horticultural Society is
Committee,
just fifty
years old.
It was originally called together to " promote and encourage the application of
physiology and botany to purposes of practical culture " (we quote from a circular
letter sent out in March, 1868), " and to
originate experiments which may assist in
the elucidation of horticultural subjects,"
Of the original members of the Committee
only one remains, Mr, J, G. Baker, F,Il,S,
all the rest have passed away.
It included
men foremost in their own spheres De la
Rue, P, A, Abel, J, H. Gilbert, A,
Voelcker, Chas. Darwin, Herbert Spencer,
Sir Joseph Hooker, George Bentham,
;

—

Robert Fortune, Frederick Welwitsch,
Robert Hogg, Maxwell T, Masters, Wilson
Saunders, and G, F. Wilson, the maker of
Wisley.

Duke

of

interest,
botanical
geography
deemed proper subjects for the

consideration of the Scientific Committee,
and the reading of papers and the holding
of conferences upon various plants of
horticultural interest were all contemplated.

Almost immediately after its establishment experiments upon certain plant diseases were set afoot, and the attacks of
insect pests frequently
of

formed the subject

comment.

Allowing for change of outlook and advance in knowledge, the policy and the
method outlined at the first meeting have
remained almost the same ever since. Men
eminent for their knowledge have constantly allowed their names to be added to
the Committee as time has passed, and
others have dropped out, and the proceedings of the Committee form a series of
records which no one conducting any inquiry into the science of horticulture can
afford to neglect.
Like all other bodies,
the Committee has had its ups and downs,
but even in its least active times the attendance records show how men like the late
Dr, Masters, the late Sir Joseph Hooker,
and the Rev, Geo, Henslow kept the meetings going and carried out the functions
for which the Committee was constituted.
It is within the recollection of many of
its
present members how, about twenty
years ago, the Committee was largely increased and entered upon a renewed period
of activity, and many of its present meni-

under the active chairmanship

of the
late Dr, Masters, took part in assisting its
l>ers,

progress.

The
The

41.

all

The President of the Society, the
Buccleuch, was first chairman
;

the Rev. Myles Berkeley, one of the most
eminent students of plant diseases, the first
secretary.
The first meeting was held on

April 20, 1868, when the secretary outlined
a policy which has been in the main the
policy which has actuated the Committee
ever since.
He foresaw the need for the
Society undertaking its own experiments
and the establishment of an experiment
station for horticulture, but warned the
Committee that that was not possible then.
Questions of morphology as well as
physiology, of nomenclature, information
«f general horticultural or more purely

Another name long and actively connected with the Committee also calls for
mention ^that of the Rev, Prof, Henslow,

—

who was secretary

some twenty-five

for

years.

The

efforts of the

Committee have done

[July
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Gardeners

The Drought.

but

everywhere,
particularly those

who cultivate liglit soibi
and who are unable to

obtain
adequate supplies of manure,
have experienced a difl&cult time, and it
will require all their ingenuity to secure
anything like reasonable returns from
many of their crops. The long spell of
drought which now appears to be breaking up has discovered the lack of resource
in
light
and
incompletely
manured
soils, and nothing is more striking at the
present time than the state of garden crops
in such soils in comparison with that of
those in similar but well-manured soilfi.
In the one case the crops are " doing
nothing
they remain quiescent, and
are unable to make growth in the absence
of moisture.
Where, however, a moderate
dressing of manure was put under the site
of the crop, the drought so far has had
but little effect, and some of th» fine.st Pea.s
wliich we have ever seen are growing and
flourishing under these latter conditions.
For our part, we are convinced that where
as is only too frequently the case nowadays supplies of manure are deficient,
it pays far better to spread the manure
more densely beneath the site of each crop
than to distribute it uniformly over the
ground and then to dig it in.
Experience with these poor, light soils
sliows also that watering is of but doubtful value
in some cases, of course, it
must be done, as, for example, with
Toniatos, but constant working of the
soil pays far better in the long run.
In
no direction has tlie drought done more
serious harm than in that of the soft fruit
crops.
The promise was bad, but the
performance of these crops is worse
even than the promise.
This is particularly
noticeable in the
case of the
Raspberry, which, like the Red Currant,
bade fair to produce a good
crop.
Nevertheless, in the continued
absence
of
rain,
the
berries
failed
to swell
such as ripen are of poor
size, and will give the pickers in commercial plantations very tedious work.
It is therefore but just that the Ministry
of Food, on the recommendation of the
Board of Agriculture, should have increased the price from £37 to £44 per
ton.
The need for jam is so great that
everyone who has fruits to spare should
endeavour to supply his surplus to the
Controlled Jam firms, on whom the respon
'.'

—

—

—

—

not a little towards stimulating in+erest in
the cultivation of plants for their own
sake, and in bringing about some sort of
uniformity of method in plant naming,
while never from its inauguration, and its
early efforts in support of Hooker's administration of Kew, when Kew appeared
likely to be alienated from its purpose,
did the Committee cease to bear in mind,
and when opportunity offered to urge, the
establishment of a station for scientific
investigation under the Societv's iegis.
This was accomplished in 1(107, when the
funds of the Society warranted the step,
which, not for lack of will on the part of
the Council, had been only looked forward
to for forty years.
The present Committee
is
an exceptionally strong one, and includes not only a large number of scientists
interested in the particular problems of
the garden, but representatives of trade
firms and many prominent gardeners, both

urgent that this course should be adopted
on patriotic grounds, because of the dearth
of Plums
which fruit is in normal years

amateur and professional.

the

Sir W, Tbiselton-Dyer,
valued member, and the

The chairman.
an

is

old

and

of vice-chairof Sir Daniel

list

men includes the names
Morris, Lieut, -Col, Sir David Prain, and
Mr, E, A, Bowles,
In recent years Mr,
Bowles has more often presided at the
meetings, and both his services and those
of the hon, secretary, Mr. F. J. Chittenden,
have been invaluable to the Committee.

;

-

sibility

rests

for

Navy and Army,

providing jam for the

The names

of these
firms may be obtained on application to
the Ministry of Food, or to the Food Production Department.
the more
It
is

—

main supplier of the jam pot.
Those who have fruit whieh they are prepared to dispose of in this way should communicate with the latter of the Departments named above, if they require assistance in disposing of their surplus.
The
dearth of cultivated fniit makes it imperative that the systematic collection of wild
fruit, 8uch as Blackberries,
should be

undertaken.

Arrangements

for this col-

—

July

—
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now being
undei'staiid,
are,
we
lection
made, and gardeners should be able to lend valuable assistance to the County organisations undertaking the work of collection, and in particular
their knowledge of packing and despatchiug U)

aU the

market should he specially valuable.

troops.

If

suf-

wild fruit is to be obtained to make up
the lack of cultivated fruit, the help of
everyone in country districts, and that of many
from urban districts, will be required, for the
be
Blackberries which sliould
of
<iuantity
gathered may be estimated at many thousands of
showing
brave
of
there
is
a
tons.
Fortunately,
blossom, and with the welcome rain of the past
ficient

for

few days there should be an abundance of

staging.
Lord Beresford states that
48,000 people paid for admission to the fair,
and despite unfavourable weather, the sum of
nearly £9,000 was received on behalf of the
British Ambulance
Service with the French

Summer Pruning of Fruit Trees.— In
tlie

case of

standard

summer pruning
be

practicable;

fruit trees in orchards,
not necessary, nor would it
but for bush, pyramid, and
is

17

tree to mature or " ripen" the wood and buds.
The condition of the trees, the time of year, the
weather, and the locality, must all be taken into
account in determining the extent of the summer
pruning necessary. Young trees carrying poor
crops usually make free growth, and in such
cases it would be unwise to shorten such free
growth by two-thirds, as this would only cause
other shoots to develop, and the end in viewwould be defeated. In such cases a moderate
reduction of growth would suffice, thus allow-

ripe

fruits.

Walkkr Prize Awardio to Prof. J.
LOEB. — The Walker Grand Prize, given every
years for scientific investigation or discovery
natural history first made known in the
United States, has been awarded by the Boston
Society of Natural History this year to Prof.
J.tCQUES LoEB, of the Rockfeller Institute, as a
recog^iition of his works, " covering a wide range
five

in

of inquiry into the basic concepts of natural
historv." The prize is a thousand-dollar Libertv

Bond."

Harvesting the Flax Crop.— Three
thousand women and girls have been sent to
Somerset and Xorthants during the past week
to pull flax for the Government.
They have
been recruited and despatched by the Women's
National Land Service Corps.
National Diploma
results

the

of

1918

in Horticulture.— The
E.\amination.« for
the

Na/tional Diploma in Horticulture, held at the
Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley.

—

as follows
Section I. General
Johns, W. H., 2, Bean Street,
KiXG, Miss G. D., Gayton Rectory,
Ulisworth; Ramsbottom, J. K., 61, Ennerdale
Hoad, Richmond, Surrey; .loSHtJA, Miss L. H..
7. Waterloo Place, Kew Green,
Surrey.
Sec
tion VIII.
Horticultural Teaching.
Johns.
W. H., 2, Bean Street, Waterford. The following candidates satisfied the examiners' requirement* in the Preliminary Examination
.roNES,
Miss D. R., The Bungalow, Butts
-\sh
Lane.
Hythe,
.Southampton
Smallhone, Miss E. L., Homerton College, Cambridge; Hake, Miss L. W., 48, Gillingham
^Street, Eccleston Square, London; Bintneb, J..
These candi8, Waterloo Place, Kew Green.
in

,Jiuie.

.ire

:

Horticulture.

Waturford

;

—

:

'

;

dates are accord ugly eligible to take the Final
Examination in 1919 if they have then spent six
years in regular garden work, or as soon thereafter as they can satisfy this requirement.
i

AocioiNT TO Cart.

A.

W. Hill.— We

leam that Capt. Atithiir W. Hill,
Director, Royal Gardens, Kew, met
with an accident about ten days ago.
He w,%s
thrown from his horse, in Richmond, and ren
dered unconscious for several hours.
are,
however, very glad to be able to state that the
consequences of the accident have not been so
severe aa was anticipated at first, and his many
friends will be pleased to know that Capt. Hill
is able to attend to business again, though still
suffering from shock.
regret

to

Assisitant

We

American Florists' Care of Wounded
Soldiers.- Thirty-eight
tlie

keep

thousand florists in
United States have jiledged themselves to
the base hoepitals supplied with fresh

Ifhotograph

E.

J.

iValiii

(See p. 12.)

Trafaloar Square Flower Fair.—Lord
liBRESFORD has sent a letter to the Council of the
Royal Horticultural S<K'iety thanking the Society
lor the support given in connection with the
Flower Fair held recently at Trafalgar Square.
He also asks that an appreciation of the services
rerolered by them be tendered to Mr. Bisset
and Mr. Jordan, two of the Society's employees,
who had entire charge of the enclo.sure containing the nurserymen's exhibits and put up

bij

-DAVIDIA INVOLL'CRATA FLOWERING IN THE TEMPERATE HOUSE, KEW.

flowers.

trained trees grown in the garden under
certain limitations of space, summer pruning is
essential for the maintenance of fruitfulness
and the production of heavy crops.
Stated
briefly, summer pruning consists in shortening
the current year's growths so that the natural
forces thus checked may be diverted to the production of fruit-buds.
The removal of growth
and leaves allows more light and air to enter the
otlier

ing the upper buds to act as safety valves, and

permitting the development of fruit-lbuds at the
This season the prospect of secondary
base.
growth is unusually great if a period of wet
weather follows the long-continued drought,
therefore growths should not be shortened so
severely as usual, and the pruning period should
be extended over a fortnigliit or three weeks.
The middle to the end of July is generally the

—
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best period for the sunmier pruiiii'.g of Apples,
Pears, and Plums, shortening the shoots to five
or six leaves.

War

Private aARDENiRS and

A

Service.—

copy of the following memoranda, issued by

Horticulture to Agricultural
Executive Committees, has been received by the
" The question as
Society
Horticultural
Royal
to the position of private gaixieners who are engaged on work of food production which may
reasonably be considered to be of national importance has been under consideration. In dealing with euch cases the following points should
be considered by Agricultural Executive ComIt is of no importance whethei' a man
mittees.
was registered under the Registration Acts of
1917 and 1918 as a gandener or otherwise who
was not at the time of registration occupied in
The occupation on May 28,
foodi production.
The essential point to
1918, is the ruling fact.
be considered is not the acreage undej- cultivation, but the man's occupation, the value of that
occupation to food production, and the volume
of produce depending on the exercise of the occupation. If the Committee is satisfied that a man
is wholly or mainly engaged in the production
of food of a kind and quantity to constitute
national importance, they may issue a voucher
under the Agricultural Exemptions Order, 1918,
protecting him from military service. It is also
to be clearly understood that if a man has
already been called up the calling-up notice will
not operate and should be cancelled if an Agricultural Executive Committee decides that he
is eligible for a voucher under the Order."
the Controller

of

:

Books and the Luxury Tax.— The

out-of-doors or removed to cooler houses is very
general in the spring, especially in the case of
This same practice may well
bedding plants.
be followed as you advise during summer and
autumn in order to prepare the plants for a
free circulalower temperature in winter.
tion of air, and the reduction of atmospheric
moisture will tend to ripen the wood, so that
the plants will be less affected by cold than
would be the case if the growths were in a soft,
unripened condition. Another point to bear in
mind when plants are subjected to an unduly
low temperature is to keep the soil as

A

reasonably can be without unduly
Any watering that is
distressing the roots.
absolutely necessary should be done in the morning of fine days, so that plenty of time is allowed for the superabundant moisture to dry up
before evening. Should frost enter the house the
roof should, if possible, be covered up, so that
the plants are in darkness till they are thawed
gradually.
W. T.

dry as

it

The Prices of VEaETABLBs.— It may
W. T. and others of your readers to
that not all growers are " profiteering " in
Lettuces.
I sent to one of the London markets
recently 51^
doz.
Cos Lettuce and 13 doz.
Cabbage Lettuce. The majority of the Cabbage
Lettuce would weigh about ^ lb., and 4 to 5 doz.
would £11 an ordinary salesman's hamper (not
flats), and 3 doz. Cos to eaoh hamper, so they
were not a small sample.
returns to hand
gave me lOd. per dozen (gross). After deducting railway charges and salesman's commission,
I had the munificent sum of about 5^d. per doz.
This return, with the present price of labour
and bigh cost of requisites, le;ives but little for
Amateur Market Grotver.
the grower.
interest

know

My

of the

We

socic:ti£:s.
NATIONAL ROSE.

—

July 4. In brilliant weather the National
Rose Society celebrated Independence Day by
holding a very successful exhibition at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park. A schedule of
forty-eight classes was provided, and the usual
trophies

and pieces of plate were offered for

competition as in former years. The exhibition
was in aid of the funds of the British Red Cross
Society, and was under the special patronage of
her Majesty Queen Alexandra, who visited the
show and spent a long time inspecting the Roses.

HOME C0RRESP9NBENCE.
Bdiior»

d* net

hold

themaelvet rsrporuihU
c9rT6»p9nd0ntM,)

fvr

Hardening Tender Plants.- The

editorial
well worthy of careful perusal by those who have plant houses under their
charge.
The reduction of fuel will very likely
cause many tender plants that have been generally grown to almost if not quite disappear from
gardens.
Exotics may retain their health in a
lower temperature than that in which they have
hitherto been grown, a,nd it is quite possible that some interesting features may be recorded.
I
have been told of a .Stephanotis
which was annually wintered in a greenhouse
from which frost was just excluded, and the
plant was said to flower freely each year.
A
very important portion of the article in question is where attention is called to the fact that
even tender plants will submit to relatively low
temperatures, provided they are grown as hardy
as possible in summer and autumn. The hardening off of tender plants before they are turned
article

on page 5

is

—

;

tea-scented, free-flowering, and good for garden
decoration. Shown by Mr. Walter Easlea.

Cebtificates of Merit.
Mrs. 0. V. HawoTth (H.T.). A gloriou* and
gorgeous semi-double variety, eminently suitable
for garden decoration and bedding.
It is difficult to adequately describe the colouring of the
broad petals, as deep gold shades from the
centre to amber and pink, and the boss of golden
stamens and anthers add to the fine effect. FoliThis Rose attracted
age dark and glistening.
very much attention. Raised, and exhibited for
the first time, by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and
Sons.

—

Chameleon (H.T.).

—

this variety is of great

As a decorative Rose
promise. The colour is

orange and deep pink, and these sliades
intermingle in a most subtle and attractive manner. Some expanded flowers develop more pink,
others show more orange shading, but all are
light

beautiful, and the effect is gorgeous. As a decorative variety it has a igi'eat future, but for bedding purposes it may not be such a success, as
the older and rosy flowers, if numerous, would
reduce the effect of the orange glow in younger
blooms.
Raised and shown by Messrs. Alex.
Dickson and Sons.
A very freeMrs. H. D. Greene (H.T.).
flowering variety, fragrant and shapely.
The
is

Walter

Easlea.
Dr. Joseph Drew (H.T.).
dcliciously fragrant Rose, with broad-petalled and bright, pearlpink blooms borne freely on stout stems furRaised by Mr.
nished with dark foliage.

—A

(Courtney Page, and shown by Mr.
Easlea.

Walter

—

As in previous years, one tent was set aside
for new Roses. The Committee made the following awards

iMessrs.

She was accompanied by Sir Dighton Probyn,
the Hon. Charlotte Knollys, Hon. Violet Vivian,
,Miss Willmott, Messrs. E. J. Holland (president), Courtney Page (hon. sec.), and Chas. E.
Shea.

The

tents

visitors,

were crowded with members and.

including a larg?

number

of

wounded

soldiers.

New

Golden

the ojnnion4 expregsed by

H. Pemeerton.

Lad;/ Beatty (H.T.). A particularly vigorous
variety, suitable alike for garden or exhibiiton
purposes.
The foliage is very handsome, deep
green, and the large-petalled flowers are sweetly
fragrant.
The colour is pale pink, with rosy
suffusion at the edges of the petals, and a soft
yellow glow at the bases. The flowering stems
Raised by Mr. W. R.
are long and stout.
Chaplin and shown bv Messrs. Chaplin Bros.
Edith Cavell (H.T.').
A faintly fragrant
bloom of large size, with broad petals and
The variety was obtained by
pointed buds.
crossing Frau Karl Druschki with St. Helena.
The crea.m-white blooms are borne on long, stout
stems, and the foliage is large and deep green.
Raised by Mr. W. R. Ch.\plin and shown by

Roses.

:

Gold Medals.

{The

J.

Laviia (H.T.).
Another addition to the
orange-flushed Roses.
The semi-double bloomus
are exquisitely elegant, and the buds long the
stems and foliage are very dark, and foinn a fine
setting for the gorgeous Ibloonus. The colour is
orange over yellow, and the orange is very deep
and rich on the backs of the outer petals. Lightly

soft rose with flushing of orange-fawn,
but this brighter shade seems to disappear as
the flowers grow older.
The buds are charming ; stems and foliage very dark. Shown by Mr.

:

;

1918.

blooms
about 4 inches long, consequently the branching clusters are most effective and graceful.
Raised and shown by Rev.

colour

:

;

13,

—

Council

Royal Horticultural Society has addressed
the following Memorandum to the Committee
set up by the Government to prepare a scheme
" The President
for the baxa/tion of luxuries
and Council of the Royal Horticultural Society,
representing upwards of 13,000 persons in this
country, many of them deeply interested in
scientific and research woi-k, beg to submit the
following Memorandum on tlie alleged in«"lusion
of books among luxuries
(1) To eno(3urage education and tax books appears to us to be giving
with one hand anid taking away what is given
with the other (2) scientific and research work
• are largely dependent on the study of books
and
printed literature, and if we are, after the war,
to be in a c(mdition to rival German scientific
work it can only be done by the diligent study
the im(amongst other things) of books
(3)
provement and extension of practical gardening,
whicli must to such a great extent be relied on
for securing larger food crops, depend on a free
circulation of books devoted to the subject, and
that the results of
it is only by such books
scientific research are
made available to the
manual worker.
therefore hope that the report of the inclusion off books within the operation of the Luxury Tax ma.y be reconsidered."

[July
liave foot-stalks

Ophelia

(H.T.).— A

very

beautiful

Rose, of moderate size, shapely and bright. The
colour is light golden, and is intensified in the
buds. The stems are long and etout, dark hued.
and furnished witli very dark foliage. A lovely
variety for garden and decorative purposes, and
Raised
said to be suitable for growing in pots.
and shown Tjv Messrs. B. D. C.4NT and Sons.
Colonel Ostvald Fitzgerald (H.T.).— a very
The
handsome variety, of vigorous growth.
flowers are of good size and tea-scented
the
colour is brilliant crimson -scarlet of an exquisite
and attractive shade. The stems are long, and
the leaves dark hued.
Said to be perpetualRaised
flowering and suitable for all purposes.
and shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and
Sons.
Pax (H.M.). This is a very free-flowering
;

—

hybrid Musk variety, with dark stems and foliage ; the semi-double flowers are about 4 inches
across, cream-white, with a central group of
golden stamens and anthers. It is described as
igood for garden, bedding, and massing, and
flowers from

May

to October.
stock.

grown on the Dog Rose

As shown

The

it

was

individual

—

Chaplin Bros.
Independence Day (H.T.). A rather small
but shapely and scented variety, of medium
habit, and suitaljle for bedding and for decora-

—

an ideal buttonhole Rose. The colour is
tion
rich orange-tinted yellow with a rosy flush on
the recurving margins of the petals. Raised and
;

shown by Messrs. Bees, Ltd.
Mrs. Walker (H.T.).
A vigorous Rose of
deep a.nd bright velvety-crimson colour, semidouble, handsome, and lightly scented.
It has

—

handsome green

foliage, appears to be very freeis said to be perpetual blooming.
Raised and shown by Messrs. Frank Cant and

flowering, and

Co.
The Premier. A distinct variety, obtained by
crossing Rosa lucens with (probably) Miss Alice
Rothschild.
R. lucens is said to be mildewproof, and in this respect The Premier has, so
The
far, the good quality of its parent species.
variety is strong in growth, a pillar Rose, with
light green foliage and clusters of semi-double
blush flowers, each bloom about Ij inch across.

—

Raised and shown by Messrs. Paul and Son.

Other Novelties.
Mnlh/ Bligh, shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson
AND Sons, is a vigorous H.T. variety, of excel-

—
JvLY
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lent form and good size ; the colour is deep rosepink, with an orange glow at the base.
The single H.T. variety Irish- Afterglow,
shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sous, is
vigorous and free flowering, and should be suitable for bedding and very useful for home decoration.

Mr. Elisha Hicks showed a beautifully fragrant H.T. variety named Mrs. Elisha Hicks.
The flowers are large and shapely, almost white,
but with a pale blush-pink suffusion.
Guillen Gem, shown by Messrs. Frank Cant
AND Co., is a neat little Rose that has bright
-orange shading on the outer petals of its buds,
but opens a bright, pink-flushed yellow colour.
Moore
(H.T.).— A vigorous H.T.
Liliun
variety, of moderate siie and excellfent form,
coloured deep rich cream, with a suggestion of
Shown by Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd.
pink.
{Remarks on the Nurserymen's and AnuUeurs'
Classes will be jiuhlished in the next issue.)

SOUTHAMPTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

—

June 26. This society was again favoured
with fine weather for its Rose show, which was
held on the 26th ult. in the beautiful grounds
attached to South Stoneham House, the residence of Ellen Ladj' Swaythling. The attendance, over 10,000, was a record since the Westwood Park days, the gate money amounting to
over £300.
The show was rather disappointing in the
number of entries, but what was lacking in
was made up

Mr. Elisha
J. Hkks carried all before him, winning all
the 1st prizes in the open classes, and securing
for the second time the open Challenge Cup he
also won the Medal offered for the best bloom
in that division with the variety Charles E.
Messrs. D. Prior and Son were placed
8hea.
2nd in each case. The Cup open to amateurs
was won by Dr. Lamplough, who showed 18
fine blooms": 2tid, (apt. Kilbef. Sti-art, whose
This
exhibit gained only two points fewer.
latter gentleman won the Silver Medal offered
for tlie best bloom in that division with a fine
flower of Midland Orant. Mr. E. M. Bcrnett,
Westwood Road, was the mast successful exhe won seven 1st
hibitor in the local classes
prizes and two cups.
Mrs. Burnett was equally
Classes.
Messrs. W. H.
.successful in the Ladies'
Rogers and Son, Ltd., and B. Ladhams, Ltd..
and Mr. E:
Medals,
were birth awarded Gold
ijuantity

in quality.

;

a

Silver

Medal

for

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
burgh. «n this date, Mr. R. Fife, President,

in

the chair.

Mr. W. Cuthbertson gave an address on
" Early Potatos," illustrated by specimens of
Sharpe's Victor, May Queen, Midlothian Early,
Epicure. America (a new variety), Eightyfold,
Edzel! Blue, and others grown in Yorkshire,
Ayrshire, and Edinburgh.
Mr. Cuthbertson
stated that the earliest Potatos on the market
came from the t'anaries. followed by those from
The earliest grown on
the Channel Islands.
the mainland were produced in the Penzance
division of Cornwall, but the biggest early
Potato area in Britain was in Ayrshire, where
some 7,000 acres were grown for the early
Mr.
market, and are being marketed now.
Cuthbertson gave an interesting account of the
He referred to
origin of many of the varieties.
ijie need for new varieties of early Potatos
Varieties
such
to
w'art
disease.
resistant
as Edzell Blue. Resistant Snowdrop, America,
and Al were immune, but were not available in sufficient quantities required for seed
purposes in the infected areas in England.
He pointed out how important an industry to
Scotland the growing of seed Potatos was, and
suggested that it ought to bo fostered more
than it has been by such agencies as the Scottish
Scottish
Association
and
the
If orticultural
TSoard of Agriculture. He thought the time was
rijip for the holding of a national Potato show
in Ediiiburgh every year, with classes open to
.-Ulotnient holders,
and
gardeners, seedsmen,
farmers.

II.

Standai-d of Germination
Wheat. 90; Barley
Oats, 85 ; Rye, 80 per cent.
:

revoked. Consequently, the provision that particulars are not to be given unless demanded by
a pui-chaser, and not even then in the case of
small packets, is no longer in force.
The newOrder provides that no pei-son is to sell or expose for sale for sowing, or keep deposited in
any place for the purpose of sale for sowing,
any of the seeds scheduled in the new Order,
unless a sample has previously been tested,
either by the seller or on hie behalf by one of
the Government Testing Stations.
Furthei-more, no one must sell or expose for
sale for sowing, any of the scheduled seeds,
unless certain particulars are given, but particulars do not have to be published merely in respect of see<ls kept deposited for sale, although,
as above stated, these must be tested.
The\se
particulars have to be given to the purchaser
in writing at or before the time of sale or deliverv-.
For this purpose they can be given in
any form that the seller prefers, as. for instance, in an invoice or a printed catalogue or
()rice-li.st.
Also, in the ca.se of seeds e.xposed
for sale, a copy of the particulars must be oon.spicuously e.xposed on, or in connection with the
seeds.
The particulars required by the Order
are too lengtliy to enumerate, but tJiey include
the following
:

and address of

1.

N.-une

2.

The kind

3.

4.

5.

seller.

of seeds (also, in the case of
cereals. Clovers, and Sainfoin, the name
of the variety).
The percentage by weight of pure seeds.
(This, however, need not be stated in the
case of cereals, while. a« regards field or
vegetable seeds, it will be sufficient if the
percentage by weight of pure seed is
stated to be not less than 97.)
The total percentage by weight of certain injurious weed seeds, namely, Docks
Sorrels. Wild Carrot, Yorkshire Fog. and
Soft Brome grass.
(This, however, need
not be iitiited in the case of cereals.)
The percentage of germination by number
to be ascertained by a germination test.
(In the case of cereals or vegetable seeds,
however, it is sufficient to state that the
percentage is not less than the Govern-

ment
fi.

JiLV 2.^The monthly meeting of this Association was held at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edin-

Part
1918."

This Order came into force on July 1, 1918,
and supersedes the Oivier of 1917, which is now

non-competitive

exhibit*.
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TRADE NOTES.
"TESTING OF SEEDS ORDER,

;

Wills

—

stand.Tpd mentioned later.)
The month and ye.ir in which the tert
Was made, unless mafle within six months

oif the date of sale or exposure for sale.
Other details huve to be given in the case of
CUivers and grass seeds ,^s to the presence of
Dodder or Burnet, the proportion of hard .seeds,
the respective proportions of mixtures, and the
country of origin (Engl.and. Scotland. Ireland
and Wales being treated as different countries

for this purtKise). The Government officials have
power to take .samples of the seed, with the right
for the seller to appeal to a combined test of
the three Government Stations if desired. The
Order does not aipT)ly to a .uile of seeds " as
grown " if the s^ede are not bought by the purchaser for the purpixse of h's own .sowing, nor
does it anply to a .sale for delivery outside the
TTnited Kintrdom.
Various ,Drovi.«ions arc inserted as to the size of samples to be taken, and
useful definitions are added jis to the technical
me.aning to be attachofl to the word " imnuritiefl " and " pure seed."
A scale of latitude is
also laid down in connection with germination
tests, and also as to the proportion of injurious
weed seeds. The following schedule shows the
seeds to which the Order applies, and al.so gives
the Government staindard of germination in connection with cereals and vedefable seeds :—

90

;

Pari IIL
Tares or Vetches, Field Tua-nip, Swede, Rape,
Cabbage, Field Kale, Field Kohl Rabi,
Mangel.
Part IV.
Field

Sta.udar'd ocf Germination
Pea, 75
Dwai-f
and Broad Beans, 80 ; Runner Beans, 65 ; Garden
Turiwp, 80; Garden Cabbage, 75; Gai'den Kale,
75
(.iarden Kohl Rabi, 75 ; Brussels Sprouts,
;

:

;

75; Broccoli, 75; Cauliflower, 70; Carrot, 60;
Parsnip, 50 Beet, 100 Onion, 65 per cent.
;

;

INCREASED PRICES FOR SOFT FRUITS.
The Ministry

of Food has increased the price
Raspberries, from July 5 onwards,
£44 per ton, placed on rail at the
growers' nearest railway station. The increased
price does not apply to stalked fruits, or to any
supplied before July 5, but contracts made for
the delivery of plugged Raspberries after Julv
5 are now cancelled.
The Ministry has also made an Order alTowing growers of Black Currants to make an additional charge
of
£6 per ton for fruits
" stripped " or " strigged " by him for the
of plugged

from £37

to

jam manufacturer.

NURSERY .MEN AND MARKET GARDENERS AND WAR SERVICE.
The

Sea-etary of the Royal Horticultural
Society has received from the Controller of
Horticulture the
following
Memorandum to
-Vgi-icultural Executive
the issue of vouchers to
gajxieiiers

Committees relative to
nurserymen and market-

:

" Some
doubt
appears
to
exist as
to
the position of men engaged in market-gardening in cases where flowers are grown as interstason crops.
The Department desires to draw
the attention of the Executive Committees to
Paragraph 2 (a) of the Memorandum dated 25th
utlimo (No. C.L. 79/Ll), which governs all such
cases and requires an Agricultural Executive
Committee to consider whether a m.vn in the
tj-ades above mentioned is occupied in the production of food of a cliaracter and quantity of
national importance.
Thus, where a marketgai-dener is m.ainly devoted to the production of
food of a character and quantity which is of
national importance, and the growth of flowern
forms only a subsidiary business during a few
months of the year, when food-stuffs cannot be
grown, it is within the diiscretion of the Agricultural Executive Committee to give such a

man a voucher."
MESSRS. ELLWANGER

AND BARRY.

Those who have had business with the leading American nurserymen will be interested to
learn that a report ie current to the effect that
the firm of Messrs. Ellwangej- and Barry, of
Rochester, N.Y., is to be dissolved. This firm's
nursery is the oldest in the Rochei?ter district,
nnd the reason given for the dissolution of the
firm is the encroachment of the city upon the
nursery ground.

COUNCILLOR

J.

T.

WEST,

J. P.

and
Dalilia
generally,
specialists in particular, will be pleased to leani
that Councillor .T. T. West, of Brentw<x)d, has
been appointed a Justice of the Pe.ice. Mr.
He has
West hias raised many fine Dahlias.
been prime mover in the increasing allotments
at Brentwood, where he has been a member of
the Urban District Council for twenty years.

Horticulturists

MEE.TING OF THE SEED TRADE AT
PRESTED HALL.

A

MEETING

of

the .seed

trade

was

held

at

Exposure

Prested Hall, Kelvedon, Essex, on the 28th ult.
Amongst those present were Mr. Prothero,
Minister of Agriculture, Sir T. McKenzie,

Perennial Ryegrass, Italian Ryegrass, Me.idow
Fescue, Cocksfoot, Crested Dogstail. Timothy.
Under whatever trade names sold Red Clover,
Alsike Clover, White Clover, Crimson Clover,
Trefoil, Lucerne, Sainfoin.

K.C.M.G,, High Commissioner for New ZeaHon. Edward Strutt, Lawrence
land,
the
Weaver, Esq., C.B.E., Director of Supplies, Dr.
Staple«lion (Government Seed-Testing Station),
and Professor Biffen.
Mr. J. E. N. Sherwood, Man.aging Partner of
Messrs. Hurst and Son, proposed the health of
the President of the Board of Agriculture, the

Schedule.

Kinds

of Seeds of which the Sale and
for Sale is Regulated.

Part

I.

:

—
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Right Hon. R. E. Prothero, M.P. Mr. Sherwood said Orders liad been formulated whioli
may or may not have been advantageous
to the seed trade.
The Seed-Testing Ordea-, he
believed, was a \evy good Order, and he was
sure it would benefit the seed trade in the long
run ; it applied more to Clover and grasses than
to the vegetaible and horticultural departments.
The allotment movement very closely concerned
the seed trade, and it was a very vexed problem as to how the allotment holders were to be
supplied.
The various societies were banding
themselves together as Associations throughout
and it was in their interests and
the country

Too many have a belief that a grass field
should produce heavy crops of hay annually for
say thirty years without giving the ground any
manure. Such land is better under the plough,
and the chances are that it will get better treatment by the same farmer, because he will realise
that something must be done to cultivate the
ground better or he will lose by the transaction.
Grass land thaA produces adequate supplies of
hay and good feed afterwards for cattle, should
not (be ploughed, but even such pasture can often
be improved by a judicious use af suitable ferti-

The growing of satisfactory crops of cereals
on newly broken up grass land requires much
thought and method of manipulation if success

tion of the price of seeds.

is

;

Mr. Prothero said he

yia,s grateful to seedsfor the loyal way in which they had acted
up to not only the letter, but the spirit of the
Seed-Testing Order.
Many aA first thought
an arbitrary Order, but he was glad to
it
hear from the leading firms that they recognisie it as an Order framed in the best interests
of the nation and the seed trade generally. The
shortage of seed of the most important kinds
had never become really acute. The supply had
been well maintained, and this in spite of the
fact that we have suffered great losses from
submiarines, import.s of foreign seeds being delayed or interrupted, and the harvest of 1917
Owing to the
at home little short of disastrous.
foresight and organisation of the trade, the supply had been maintained, and it is an achievement of which the trade may well be proud.
new field was opening up for the seedsman
The Food Prothat of the allotment holder.
duction Department had during tJie past 18

men

A

months added

over 800,000 holdings to those

whicli already existed.
An increased demand
for seeds would
also
be made from other
quarters.
There weis bound to be, as soon as
peace was declared, an enormous demand for
seeds, not only in the overseas Dominions, but
in the Allied countries that are now being devastated by the war, and in the countries of the
Central Powers. He hoped that the seed trade
was making preparatiorfs beforehand for the new
demands from these and other sources.
Referring to the Plant Breeding Institution at Cambridge, Mr. Prothero stated that the Government proposed t« create by voluntary subscriptions an institute of Agricultunal Botany which
would take the plants as soon as they were
"made" by the Plant-Breeding Institute, and
carry them on to the commercial stage.
Seedsmen will lUien be asked to step in and do the
distributing side of the business.
Seedsmen
should be represented on the committee of the
Institute.
Practical men were needed to indicate to the man of science the directions in
which his investigatioTis were most needed, and
to prevent waste of time on experiments, which
from a practical point of view were comparatively
of little use
to turn him to take an obvious
illustration on to the ta.sk of "making" a
Potato immune from blight or wart disease. To
this Institute the Seed-Testing Station would
be removed. Toward the founding of the Institute their host had contributed the sum of
,

;

—

—

£1,000, and £1,000 had been given by Messrs.
.Sutton and Sons.

to follow.

am bold enough to say that success will be
in the growth of crops if the right
methods are adopted, in spite of the prevalence
of wire-worms and leather-jackets, ahout which
I

assured

we hear

so

much

at the present time.

As the result of ploughing grass land I have
Tarhad satisfactory crops of the following
tarian Oats on grass eighty years old
autumnsown Red Standard Wheat on a twelve-year-old
Sainfoin ley April-sown Red Nursery Wheat on
grass nine years old
and Potatos on turf over
:

—

;

;

;

100 years old.

A

mistake commonly made with cereal crops
plough too early before sowing the com.
for example.
Many
think the grass should be ploughed in the
autumn, allowing time for the turf to decay,
and thus aid in feeding the cereal plant. This
is the greatest mistake, because such procedure
encourages wireworms to attack the Oat plant
directly growth commehces, whereas if ploughing is deferred until sowing time the wireworm,
which naturally is harbouring in the turf, ramifies through this, and by that time the Oat plant
If accelehas had time to start into growth.
rated by suitable stimulants the plant quickly
gets out of harm's way, which is after the firet
is

to

Take spring-sown Oats,

pair of leaves are fully developed. The marmer
in which the plant is induced to start into
growth is the crux of the whole question.
I
have treated this suhject somewhat fully because the time is fast approaching when the Governtijent may require more grass land to be put
under the plough. E. Mnji/neiix.

©bltuat)?.
Alexander PoRTtR.— We regret to announce
that Mr. Alex. Porter, market gardener, Davidsons Mains, Edinhurgh, died on the 3rd inst.
An Ayrshire man, he served in some of the leading gai-dens in the south of Scotland, including
Fordel (Fife) and Drumlanrig.
Over twenty
years ago he relinquished his post as ga^rdener at
liiichie, Haddingtonshire, and started in hueiness
as a market gardener, but he never lost his interest in plants generally. He gave special atten-

m

to Montbretias and Michaelmas Daisies, on
the growing of both of which he read interesting
and valuable papers at meetings of the Scottish
Horticultural Association.
ti

GARDENING APPOINTMENT.
CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

Mr. FA. E.

PtouGHrNG Gr.iss Land.

Much has been written in the daily press
against the enforced ploughing of grass land
and not much in favour of the practice. Those
who do not agree with the principle of increasing the arable area can easily find cases of
ill results.
They strengthen their argument by
instancing
cases
which,
when investigated,
prove to have been done in a half-hearted
manner.
The subject requires much consideration before drastic alterations are made in the
methods of carrying on the farm applicable to
any particular locality, and local circumstances
and situation.

I advocate the ploughing of grass land which
does not produce one ton of hay per acre, or I
would first ascertain if it were not possible to
make such land give a better yield.

[July

13.

1918.

still hot.
Where the use of boiling water is
out of the question a proprietary preparation
such as Ballikinrain Aat Destroyer should be
used this may be obtained from seedsmen and
horticultural sundriesmen.
;

of Surplus Produce from Allotments
J. D. B.
The Food Production Departanent has recently issued a Memorandimn
on the disposal of surplus produce from allotments. Apply to the Department for a. copy
of this Memorandum
the address is 72, Vic-

Disposal

:

;

toria Street, Westminster.

lisers.

in that of the trade to find a satisfactory solution of the difliculty.
There was also the ques-

of soil

—

—

—

"W. Miles, for

in

tlie past A v(^.ars GajyJener to
Esq., Ware Park, Ware, HertHorticultuTal Instructor t« the Y,M,C.A.
with tliedr Ti-aining Centres for Dis-

OUMBF.RHATCH,

fordishire,

.is

connection

charged Soldiers.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
in Lawns A'. .S. Ants are troublesome in
gardens they often carry aphides from one
plant to another, and when present in lajge
numbers cause great disturbance of the roots
of plants by working in the soil, mabing
it light and dry.
The damage they do plants
is indirect rather than direct, but children and
some older folks often suffer considerably from
their bites.
Boiling water poured into the
ant-hills will kill the pests, but the water
should be at boiling-point when applied, and
in sufficient quantity to reach the ants while

Ants

:

;

.

Grape Spot

II. G.
The spotting and shrivelis due to an attack of Grape
(Gloeosporitmi
ampelophagum),
also
known as Grape Rot, or Anthracnose. Dust
the affected Grapes and leaves with flowers
of sulphur, and after an interval of ten days,
give another dusting, but add a small quantity
of quicklime to the sulphur.
If the disease
is not cured continue the applications at similar intervals, but increase the amount of quicklime on each occasion until the sulphur is only
slightly in excess of the lime.
:

ling of the fruits

Spot

Horticultural Trade Newspaper

:

J D. There
.

are several horticultural trade newspapers, but
these cii'culate only among the traders themselves, and great care is taken to prevent these
papers from getting into the hands of retailers
and amateurs.
If you are going into business, write to Messrs. A. and C. Pearson,
Low.dhara, Notts; Mr. J. S. Brunton, Hortus
Printing Works. Burnley or Mr. T. Want,
Hatton House, Great Queen Street, W.'C, for
|jarticulars regarding the trade papers they
;

publish.

Onion Mildew A'. S. H. The disease from
which your Onions are suffering is the common
Onion Mildew (Peronospora Schleideniana).
This complaint more often attacks spring-sown
:

than autumn-so^vn crops, but in either case it
be kept in check, if not entirely prevented,
of lime and
sulphur, dusted upon the plants wliile they are
moist with dew. Use one part of lime to two
parts of sulphur.
Spraying the young Onions
with potassium sulphide solution half an
ounce of sulphide dissolved in one gallon of
water is a good preventive measure. In districts where Onion Mildew is a prevalent dise*se, and especially in gardens where there
have been severe attacks, it will be found good
practice to provide a new plot for the Onion
crop each year.

may

by means of frequent applications

—

—

NA>rES OF Plants
W. J. H. Circaea lutetiana
(Enchanter's Nightshade).
W. J. W. Fraxinus excelsior var. heterophylla. sometimes
:

known

as

F.

—

excelsior var. monophylla ^the
B. B. Lilium Martagon.

One-leaved Ash.

Willows for Commercial Purposes C. F. C.
The Willows most suitable for the position you
:

describe would probably be foiins of Salix
vimdnalis and-S. triandra. There are numerous
forms of each species grown for basket-making, and of the many, those of S. viminalis
called Long Skin or Long Skein, and the form
of S. triandra known as Stone Rod, should
be tried. It is not advisable to plant one kind
only, for in the event of the one suffering
from any cause and failing to produce a full
crop of rods, the other may escape.
Each
kind must, however, be kept separate.
The
ground should be well cultivated before planting, and kept clear of weeds afterwards. When
planting place the Long Skin variety 20 inches
apart each wav, and the Stone Rod 18 inches
apart each way. You may be able to obtain
cuttings of these varieties from Mr. W. P.
Ellmore, The Willows, 3, Saxe Coburg Street,
Leicester.
This grower would aiso be able
to advise as to whether any other varieties
would be more suitable than those named for
the position in question. The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries publi.«hes a useful pamphlet on the Cultivation of Willows.
It can
be obtained, price 3d., from the Secretary.
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries. 4, Whitehall Place. London. S.W. 1.

Communicatioas Keceived.
L. S. A.— Mrs. H. G.—W.
T. J.—H.
v.—Miss E.

M

-

Mrs.

A.

K.

B.

il.— E. A. B.~B. A. of T.

L.—J.

B.

j«(.

&

—
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of dark sap-green in the centre and surrounded
with silver-steel colour, so perfect in appearance that it might have been laid on by
In addition to St.
tbe brush of an artist.
George's Sabnon, a novelty has been raised
with a very vivid crimson flower, a grand acquisition, having the magnificent decorative foliage
The variety received
of St. George's Salmon.
the R.H.S. Award of Merit under the name of
"Crimson St. George's," and in due course will
be introduced to the Cyclamen enthusiast.
The first essential before sowing Cyclamen
seed is to select a superior strain no matter how
zealous the grower may be, he will never cultivate
The numerous
to perfection an inferior strain.

named varieties are the offspring of Cyclamen
latifolium, introduced from Persia in 1731. Ens
land was the first country to take up seriously

CULTIVATION OF CYCLAMENS.

THEfrom

teum varieties, and the leaves are distinctly
'"
marked with silver inlaid with an " Ivy leaf

;

ILLUSTRATIONS.

flori.?t.s'

salmon-coloured flowers. The variety when fii'st
introduced was found somewhat difl5cult to cultivate, and LOmparatively few gardeneis succeeded
with it. The strain is so much improved that
the plants are ahnost as vigorous as the gigan-

.

tartan
27

Cyclamens, the cultivathe

.

Khodostach\s andina
Rabbit keeping, utUt-

28

Food production, on
creased—

Emperor

plant notes-

Asparagus shoots, theft
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—

Odoutoglo^sum Gatton

Wages

•St. George's Salmon, the well-known silverleaved variety, was first introduced to the public
by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, in 1913. Since then
this variety has undergone great improvement,
both in foliage and quality of flower. The leaves
are most beautiful and ornamental in themselves,
and an additional a,ttraction to the beautiful

Cyclamen may be had

in flower

end of November till late iu
provided that suitable strains are
proper
methods of cultivation are
grown and
In well-grown plants the beautiful
practised.
foliage and long range of d'stinct colours are
much admired, and the plants lend themselves
What could be
to all purposes of decoration.
more beautiful and effective than a tastefully
arranged grouping of batches of these plants
arranged according to colours, commencing, say,
with 'Salmon Queen, soft salmon-pink 'Princess
(giganteum
May, beautiful pink; 'Itosy
'Mont Blanc (giganvar.). delicate rose-tinted
perflower,
white,
with
large
var.),
pure
teum
Mauve Queen
hape the best of all whi'.o forts
(giganteum var.), a robust grower; 'Salmon
King, the beat of all salmon varieties, very freeflowers and beautiful
flowering, with large
foliage; Sunray (giganteum var.), a lovely deep
pink, with claret b;ise 'Brilliant (new), giganteutn variety, with fiery-crimson flowers of great
size; Dame Blanch (giganteum var.), pure white,
with e.xceedingly large, broad petals Duke of
excellent
purplLsIi-crimson,
an
Connaught,
grower, and free-flowering variety (a general
favourite in America) Duke of Fife (giganteum
var.
fl owers very large and of rich rose colour ;
Queen Mary (new), large salmon-pink flowers,
ver>' free-flowering, with beautifully marked foliage, very distinct; picturatum (giganteum var.),
the first variety to receive an Award of Merit,
although raised over 40 years, and still a popular variety, free-flowering, and having beautiful
light rose-tinted flowers, with claret base Excelsior (giganteum var.), white with purple base,
and grandiflora alba
exceedingly large flower
giganteum, a strong grower, and perhaps the
largest white variety grown.
The variety 'Mrs. L. M. Groves is certainly
one of tlie finest yet raised, and is a beautiful
and well. built flower, of a vivid, gorgeous salmonits free-flowering qualities are remarkscarlet
able.
It is undesirable to convert this variety
tlie

April,

;

Mom

cultivation of the Cyclamen, but no imin strain is recorded until about 60
Previous to the war Germany made
years ago.
great effort to monopolise the Cyclamen seed
;i
trade of this country, and for many years German
seedsmen have distribute<l throughout the counThe year pretry a strain of inferior quality.

the

provement

vious to the war they introduced a so-called
yellow Cyclamen, also one described as carmine,
which in trials under my charge proved worthless.
Her scheme was to flood the market with
cheap seed, and thereby handicap the specialists
of this country who aim at the development of

;

;

;

) ,

;

;

;

into a perpetiial-floworpr,

llierofore

it

i.'s

forced

inlo its well-earned rest (in the case of growing
The rich, warm scarlet tone highly
old corms).
recommends it for table decoration. The flowers
are exceedingly large, and produced fro>m selfsupporting flower-stems, surrounded with a
beautifully marked and distinct foliage.

cretion must be used as regards the nature of
the loam. The best quality loam for Cyclamens
is to be obtained from the famous Walton Heath,
Surrey.
The Oak leaves should be gathered
Gather theduring the winter prior for use.
leaves as they freshly fall from the trees, place
them in -bags or boxes, and dry them over the
stokehold 'boiler. When in a fit condition to usf
the leaves should crtunble in the hand when
pressed.
Pass both soil and leaves through a
i-inch sieve, and mix them thoroughly together.
Use ordinary seed-pans, clean and well-crocked.
and place over the crocks some rough material
to prevent the finer soil choking the drainage.
Fill the pans with the compost and press it moderately firm.
Where large quantities of Cyclamens are grown 100 seeds should be equally distributed over an 8-inch pan. but where a lese
quantity is required the seed may be placed oneinch apart each way. Gently press the seeds into
the surface, and cover them with the same compost about 4 inch deep. It is a great mistake to
place the pans on shelves in a heated house, for
This reminds me of
disaster is sure to follow.
an unsuccessful grower who placed the seed-pans
on the shelf of a Cucumber house naturally
the seeds refused to germinate, and a complaint
was made to the seedsman, who consulted' his
grower,
and -was satisfied that the .seeds
were in splendid condition.
The i>emaining
seeds having been handed over to the grower
Later
all the seeds
sown.
on
immediately
were
germinated, and when large enough to handlethe seedlings were forwarded to the purchaser,
•who, perhaps, -was unaware that the seedlings
After
were the result of the returned seeds.
the seeds have been sown, place the pans on a
cool ash or gravel bottom in an nnlieated greenhouse or frame, cover them with sheets of glass,
and over them place paper to exclude the light.
Never allow the pans of seed to become dry,
and when giving -water this must be done
through a very fine rose. Cyclamens dislike hard'
water it is therefore a very important factor tohave a good supply of sffft rainwater. /. W.
:

;

perfection in the Cyclamen.

(Tn hf rnvrhideri.)
Seed- Sowing.

;

:
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best time to sow the seed is from July
It is completely wrong
the end of August.
in spring, as, if the sowing is deferred
The
till then there is a loss of valuable time.
method of drying off the corms in summer was
once thought a good plan, but this has now been

The

ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

till

to

sow

abandoned by

all

good cultivators.

The

Qpera-,,

tion of sowing the seed is most important, and
if the grower is to succeed he must observe
Cyclathoroughness from the commencement.

seeds cannot be forced into germination
they refuse to move at any pace but their own.
Unsuccessful growers may trace their mistakes
Sowing,
to one or other of the following stages
pricking off. first potting, final potting, waterImmediately the
ing, ventilation, or feeding.

men

;

Cyclamen is checked in its development disasters
follow
and whilst many plants may recover,
owing to the attention of the cultivator, other?
will die.
It sometimes happens that the seeds
remain in the seed-pans, and refuse to germi;

nate, or they germinate very poorly, only 10 or
20 per cent., and the conclusion is that the seed
supplied was either bad or " old." This may be
true in some cases, but it may be interesting l-o

of the readers of the Onrti ener.i' Chrnnirh
to learn that the old seeds in the case of Cycla-

many

mens germinate more satisfactorily than new.
The Cyclamen specialist always prefers to sow
seed two or three years old indeed, it has been
proved that Cyclamen seed seven years old, if
properly stored, will germinate satisfactorily.
To have Cyclamens in flower durine November
Pro
the seed should be sown early in July.
ceed by preparing a compost of 3 parts fibrous
the
decayed
Oak
leaves.
If
loam and one part
loam is light in nature, and contains a good percentage of sand, do not make the compost too
the grower's dislight by adding more sand
;

;

ODONTOGLOSSUM GATTON PRINCESS.
A

NOTE on this very remiirkable hybrid, raised
gardens of Sir .leremiah Colman, Bart.,
Gatton Park, Surrey (gr. Mr. J. Collier) between 0. Queen of Gatton (triumphans X percultum) and 0. eximium (ardentiesimum X,
irispum), was published in Gnrrt. Clirnn., June
The dual character of variation in
17. p. 242.
plants of the same batch was referred to, one
set approaching 0. triumphans in the main features, with 0. crispum for a base, the diffused
arrangement of the colours in the other set,
and the crest of the lip, being easily traceable
in the

Harryanum. These three species give the
dominant characters, although the white 0.
to 0.

Pescatorei appeared three times in the lineage,
Sir Jeremiah Colman kindly sends six more
blooms taken from a batch of twenty-five now
in flower; no two flowers are alike, but all are
good.

The six may be divided into two sets
groundlight
variety with
the
three,
of
colour (see upper flower, fig. 8) representwhich the white of 0.
ing the class in
crispum predominates with a shade of yellow
towards the margin derived from 0. triumphans, which also shows in the two-bladed crestand the dark chestnut-red blotch in
The other two forms of this cla.s.«
front of it.
are marked in the same manner, but with h

of the lip

different arrangement of the blotches, which in
three are shades of reddish-purple.
The flowers of the other set (see lower bloom
in fig. 8) have diffused colour, and show more
of the characters of 0. Harryanum, especially
all

in

the fimbriated character of the crest.
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The variety illustrated is the lightest in
colour of the three, the tint being light
claret-purple with lilac markings and tips to the
sepals and petals, the lip being blotched with
dark claret-red. The next darker form is dark
claret-red with smaller lilac markings on the
segments, and the third, while showing a few
white transverse markings on the eepals and
petals, has colouring of a still darker hue.

:

20, 1918.

frequently approach each
crosses
In studying them the reasonable method
distinct species originally used
in their production, which, as in the cases now

drooping clusters the flower-buds are red, but
as the flowers open the corolla becomes dark
rose colour except the inner
surface of the
lobes, which is white. The wide, drooping clus-

remarked on, can be well traced.

and the contrast in the colours of inner surface of the coixjUa-lobes and its tube, make S.
reflexa one of the handsomest and most interesting of the new Chinese Lilacs.
Next in merit probably as an ornamental plant
IS Syringa Sweginzowii. This, too, is a tall shrub,
but the branches are not so stout as those of
S. reflexa, and the leaves are narrower, pointed
at the ends and pale on the lower surface.
The
flowers are produced in broad, erect clusters,
are pale rose colour and half an inch long. The
flower-buds are of a peculiar brownish-green
colour, and as the flowers open gradually from
the bottom to the top of the cluster the contrast
between the open flowers below and the closed
buds above give this plant a peculiar appearance
during the week or ten days the flowers are opening.
This Lilac was first made known through
plants raised in the Arboretum of Max von
Sivers at Riga, in Russia, from seeds sent from
some place in Mongolia or Northern China, the
name of which is not recorded. Later it was
found by Mr. E. H. Wilson in Western China,
but the plants growing in the Arboretum were
obtained from the nursery of Regel and Kesselring in Petrograd.
Komarowii has leaves
S.
which resemble those of S. reflexa, but the
flowers are produced in short, compact, nearly
cylindrical clusters nodding on long stems. The
flower-buds are bright red and very conspicuous,
and the open flowers are deep rose colour. This
Lilac sometimes blooms profusely when still a
small bush
.Syringa tomentella promises to grow taller than
the other new Chinese Lilacs, for some of the
plants in the Arboretum are now nearly 10 feet
The leaves resemble those of S. villosa,
hiffh.
,ind the flowers are pale rose colour or white,

dissimilar

other.
to

is

work out the

TREES AND SHRUBS.
NEW CHINESE

ODONTOGLOSSUM GATTON EMPEROR.
Sir Jeremiah Colman, in his letter, remarks
"But if Gatton Princess has proved variable,
(Lambeauianum x hybrid
Emperor
Gatton
imirecorded) has proved still more so. I am
sending you four flowers of plants of this cross
all arising out of the same seed-pod. You will probably remember the one which gained an Award
of Merit (R.H.S., Feb. 12, 1918), which had a
self purple ground, hence the name Purple Emperor, so they vary from almost wholly pure white

[July

LILACS.

Many
Wilson

of the Lilacs discovered by Mr. E. H.
and other travellers in the recent explora-

tions of western and northern China are now so
well established in the Arnold Arboretum and
in a few other American gardenjs that it is pos-

form an opinion of their value. Observathe living plants show that too many
for
species were made when botanists had
sible to

tions of

diagnostic purposes only the dried specimens sent
home from China. According to the Bulletin of

;

ters,

and are borne in narrow, erect clu.sters. None
of the Arboretum plants has produced many
flowers,
and ,S. tomentella promises to be

-VARIATION IN HYBRID ODONTOGLOSSUMS OF THE SAME PARENTAGE.
(O. QUEEN OF GATTON X O. EXIMIUM.)
a deep purple, and one or two are brown.
Unlike Gatton Princess, there have been some
really bad ones amongst them
in fact, there
have been all sorts of shapes, sizes and colours."
The flowers sent include a large, pure white
bloom with four violet spots and some marginal
markings around tie crest. This may be likened
to a fine, enlarged 0. Pescatorei, and can only
be derived from the 0. Pescatorei in 0. Rolfeae

to

;

(one of the parents of 0. Lambeauianum), a.nd
suggests that that species may also be in the
unknown hybrid used. Another resembles 0,
<;rispum
purpurascens
(illustrated
in
Garcl.
Chron., April 13, 1901, p. 233), with its dense
spotting on pale lilajc ground.
The other two
are reddish-purple with white margins and tip.

These examples show the extraordinary comwhich has arisen in cross-breeding
Orchids and the impossibility of identification
by means of a single flower, as blooms of quite
plication

Popidar Information, Vol. IV., No. 7, issued
by the Arnold Arboretum, now that most of
these plants have flowered in the Arboretum
and have been again studied, it appears that
Syringa Wilsonii and S. Dielsiana are the same
as S. tomentella
that S. Sargentiana is a
variety of S. Komarowii with a pubescent
calyx
that S. tetanoloba is S. Sweginzowii
(see fig. 11), and that S. Rehderiana is probably
S.
only a pubescent form of S. tomenteUa.
;

;

Komarowii Sargentiana

is not in the Arboretum
and probably has not been introduced.
Rehderiana, S. Potaninii and S. verrucosa are
still unknown in gardens.
As a garden plant
the handsomest of the new Chinese Lilacs is
Syringa reflexa, which Wilson discovered in
western Hupeh. This is a tall, broad shrub with
leaves resembling in size and shape those of S.

collection
S.

The flowers have long, slender corollatubes and are borne in long, wide-branched, open.
villosa.

one of the lea^t desirable of the new Lilacs as
a garden plant. Syringa Julianae flowers earlier
than most of the new Chinese Lilacs. It forms
a compact, low shrub nearly as broad as high,
and for several years the specimen in the Arnold
Arboretum has covered itself with short clusters
of rose-coloured and white, fragrant flowers.
Related to the Chinese S. pubescens, it blooms
much later than that and other related species,
and is an excellent addition to the list of Lilacs
which can be grown in gardens.
Syringa Wolfii. which has dark purple flowers
ill short, compact clusters, is another good garden
plant in America.
This species, too, was first
cultivated by Von Sivers at Riga, who obtained
it from some place in Northern China which is
not known.
The other new Chinese Lilace in
the Arboretum. iS. Meyri, S. microphylla, S.
pinnatifolia and S. yunnanensis, have comparatively little decorative value, and are curiosities
rather than good garden plants.

FRUITING OF FICUS RADICANS
VARIEGATA.
Climbing

species

of

Ficus,

grown

for

the

beauty of their foliage, are seldom seen in fruit,
because they are mostly grown as small plants
being planted out and
in pots,
instead of
allowed to attain the adult stage, when they
develop arborescent branches, with a different
type of foliage. The fruiting form of Ficus radicans variegata was shown at a recent meeting of
the Royal Horticultural Society by Mr. L. R.
Although grown in a pot of moderate
Russell.
dimensions, the branches were stout and selfThe leaves were 3-4f
supporting, not pendent.
inches long, 15-24 inches broad, and leathery,
but not rugose like the corresponding form of
F. stipulata. The fruits were larger than Peas,
oblate, and green or variegated, just as Acer
Negundo variegatum habitually is. The plant
had been fruiting for three or four months before
it was shown.
J. F.

—
July

;
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ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

TRIAL OF EARLY POTATOS.

SOJIE

NEW

ROSES.

Of the dozen or so new Roses which found
way into my garden for the first time last

their

autumn, one of the most pleasing has been
Lamia (see fig. 9), which received a Gold Medal
at the recent N.R.S. Show at Regent's Park,
where it was particularly well shown by Mr.

The variety has a vigorous
Easlea, the raiser.
habit of growth, branching and growing well as
a cut-back. The colour as the flower first opens
somewhat resembles that of Lady Hillingdon, but
the tone deepens as the flower expands, so that
it comes to look like a darker Mrs. A. R. Waddell; the colour, therefore, may be described as
a deep orange-yellow. The flower is essentially
of the decorative type, being ratlier thin, of
about the same degree of fulness as Mrs. A. R.
It is, however, very shapely when
Waddell.
young, with a nicely pointed centre, and its effect

23

plot of Snowdrop, in a field, gives great promise,
as also does Epicure. The soil in these gardens
is extremely light, resting on the Bargate rock,
which is 3 to 10 feet below tJie surface. W. A.

I HAVE made a trial of twelve varieties of early
Potatos this sea-son for the purpose of discovering the best for our dry, sandy soil.
The
seed tubers were all planted on JIarcli 25, and
under precisely the same conditions in land that
had previously been cropped with Onions and
early Peas.
After having been trenched, and
heavily manured the ground received a dressing
of soot and a sprinkling of manure from an old
hot-bed.
The results are as follows Myatt's
Improved Ashleaf a poor crop, small haulm
Lady Llewelyn, poor crop, moderate haulm
Duke of York, fair crop and of good size; Express, poor crop, haulm weak
Epicure, good
:

,

;

;

Cook,

Abbot's

Wood

Gardens,

Godalming,

Surrey.

CLIMBING HARICOT BEANS.
That, under certain conditions. Climbing HariBeans can be ripened for winter use I never
entertained any doubt, for I observed the demonstration of it to which Mr. Bartlett alludes
on p. 4.
At the same time there is many
a slip, as I have experienced, with bad seed.
I submitted the question to an expert, and lie
considered that the mishap was most likely due
to the method of drying adopted.
However,
since I raised the seedlings under glass I have
no blanks so far, but would probably have had
cot

in the garden is much enhanced by its deep
brown flower -stems, which carry the blooms well
aloft, and seem to set off the colour of the flower
The
by the contrast of orange against brown.
thinness and consequently the short life of the
Pirrie
like
Lady
blooms is its chief defect, for,
and Roses of that type, when once the centre of
Those, howthe flower goes its reign is over.

who like a showy, decorative flower for the
garden, would do well to give the new variety
a trial.
Gorgeous, brought out by Messrs. Hugh Dickson. Ltd., two years ago (1915) has proved a
curiosity in its way. I h.ave only a single plant,
but it has grown well, and produced many
flowers of all sorts of colouring. Some have been
nearly yellow, others nearly pare pink, and
The bloom is wellothers intermediate shades.
L^on Pain
shaped, usually of the Mdme.
build of flower, hut often larger, and many
blooms are of sufficient merit tor the front row
The growth seems vigorof the exhibition box.
ous and good, and the plant may in all probability
prove useful for bedding purposes. Down to the
present it has seemed free from disease, but it is
the autumn that puts Roses to the test in this
respect. If it is as successful through the autumn
as it has been in early summer, it should obtain
ever,

:i

fair

place as a bedding variety.

variety Queen Mary has looked parsummer, and, when at its best,
The colour is a
a Rose of much ch.irm.
curious mixture of pink and cream, which looks
very delicate in tho freshly-opened flower. It is
true that the growth is not remarkable for
vigour.
The statement made Iby a critic at the
recent Rose show that the plant will not grow, is
perhaps exaggerated, but the Rose is not as
strong as either of those abo^re mentioned, and,
moreover, it is not very good in wet weather.
The result has been that my plant.s of it have
in past years been somewhat neglected, but this
season has suited them well, and they have produced a few very pleasing flowers, the combina^
tion of pale lemon-or,ange and pink in the flower
being very attractive. It is purely a decorative
variety, and one would not expect to see it in
an exhibition collection.

The new

ticularly well this
it

is

Paul's Lemon Pillar was particularly good in
the early part of this summer. It is a Rose of
great merit, for it has the attribute that each
flower is beautifully formed .and most attractive.
Now that we obtain .so many new varieties
annually this attribute is becoming increasingly
important.
Garden room is precious, therefore
space can no longer be provided for plants of
those varieties which only occasionally produce
a 7)crfect flower.
White Hose.

Fig.

haulm vigorous

9.

rose lamia

:

Early Rose and Snowdrop, first-rate crops, haulm extra strong Snowdrop showed through the ground three days in
advance of any other variety; May Queen, poor
crop, very little haulm ; Sharp's Victor, moderate crop, small haulm'; Eclipse, moderate crop,
haulm strong King George, goo<l crop, haulm
strong
Midlothian Early, fair crop, small
crop,

;

;

;

;

tubers,

haulm

strong.
old Early Rose was by far the best, and
gave the largest tubers and heaviest crop.
Snowdrop was an excellent second, and Dtilce
of York a good third.
I should add that a
isamplo of all the varieties was dug on .liine 16,
with the above results. Of the other varieties
grown here Arran Chief is very promiising and
is the strongest and most vigorous of late sorts.
King Edward is not so vigorous as la.st year.
Up-to-Date is very strong and healthy.
A large

The

coloub okange-yellow

My

soil
the ground liad not been mulched.
of poor quality and dries quickly, so there will
be no struggle for supremacy between the two
vegetables.
It seems easy to say what can be
done with a piece of ground 'before it is seen,
but 4 to 6 inches of soil overlying solid gravel,
and as dry as dust during the middle of March,
is liaible to create misgiving as tu its capabilities.
I still think I did right in giving Potatoa the
first place for tho first year of grass land, and
if
is

Most
so far they have justified my decision.
of the ground pre«ent.s a dan'k-green appearance
owing to the presence of Potatos a® the princion the 3 acres put under cultivation.
p.-il crop
The influence of weather on crops is greater than
that of manure, which has had no effect for

two months owing to lack

My

of moisture in the soil.

third sowing of Climbing Haricot Beans,
made 14 days later than the first, promises to

'
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outstrip the first because the seeds were planted
dn deeper soil, containing more humus. All have
an equal share of light and warmth. Plants of
the third sowing have rather less air, but the
fourth requisite to the vigorous growth of

plants

—moisture—

^has

been deficient.

J.

F.

LEEKS.
Owing

the prolonged drought the Onion
crop this season is certain to be light, and in
order to make up for the deficiency increased
spa«e should be allotted to Leeks.
Generally
the seed has been of high germinating quality,
to

should be ample seedlings available.
Like praictically all plants, the Leek pays for
good cultivation, although for ordinary purposes
the methods of the grower for exhibition are
not necessary. On light soils it pays to make
trenches as for Celery, though not so deep nor so
wide. Trenches to take two rows of plants will
be found the most convenient for working,
though some of the older experts often recommended a larger size. John Abercrombie thought
trenches to accommodate eix rows of plants at
6 inches apart the best, but this width is rather
unwieldy, and the plants would become too
crowded. Better results are to be obtained by
allowing 9 inches from plant to plant. If welldecayed manure of any sort is available a layer
at the bottom of the trenches will give good
results.
On stiffer lands there is much to be
said in favour of the method of dibbling deep
holes on the flat and dropping a plant into each
hole. One watering will ensure a sufficient covering of soil over the roots, and the stems will become blanched as they grow, but care must be ex9
ercised to make the holes suflBciently deep
Where
inches should be the minimum depth.
worms abound the leaves of the seedling Leeks
should be trimmed before they are planted,
otherwise the worms will drag them into
On rich soils Leeks grow so
the ground.
should be allowed 12
robustly that they
so there

about 700 visitors per day, and Mr.
was in charge, answered
C. H. Curtis, who
questions and gave short talks that were of
special interest to allotmemt holders.
From
Bournemouth the exhibition was conveyed to
Southall, Mididlesex, where the allotment movement has developed very extensively. Here the
attendance was about 300 per day.
Lady
Rhondda opened the proceedings, and spent some
considerable time inspecting the Society's exhibit.
From Southall the exhibition was taken
to Ludlow, and later to Smethwick, Mr. W. H.
Divej^s having charge of the arrangements. The
next centres visited were Torquay and London
ance

(Selfridge's).

RHODOSTACHYS ANDINA.
Rhodostachys

akdina is
an
Bromeliad, whether grown indoors

ornamental
as a

green-

house plant or out-of-doors as a tender plant for
a warm corner.
In the Cambridge Botanic
Garden it does well under both methods of

is fairly moist at the time of sowing it is not
a free
long before germination takes place
nse of the Dutch hoe helps the seedlings to
make headway. Thinning should be done when
the seedlings are large enough to handle, divsting
the foliage with soot to ward off attacks of
the Carrot fly. Many growers prefer to leave
Carrote sown this month unthinned, but should
a period of dry weather occur the roots will not
grow to a serviceable size before the growing
season has finished.
C. Davis, Holy Welh Parle
Gardens, Ipswich.
;

The Society is continuing the good work referred to in these columns on previous occasions.
During Whitsuntide the special exhibition of
models, insect and other pests, tools, Haricot
Beans, and literature, was displayed at the Food
Control

Bureau at Bournemouth,

where Lord

the President of the Society, opened
the proceedings. There was an average attendCrrenfell,

is well
to make three sowings at intervale of
ten days.
Sow the seed thinly in rows maxle
9 to 12 inches apart.
Where birds are troublesome protect the seeds with nets and shad^
the beds with green boughs until the plants are
well through the soil, but afterwards gradually
expose them fully to obtain sturdy specimens.

—

Cucumbers. The end of July is a suitable
time for sowing Cucumber seeds to raise plants
for fruiting up to Christmas.
Use a light compost and grow the plants in a warm house,
although fire-heat is not needed for this crop
Grow sturdy plants, and give
until September.
the roots plenty of pot-room to keep them
steadily progressing until a pit is ready in which
to plant them; where the pit has been occupied
by Melons it should receive a thorough scrubbing and cleansing.
Spinach.— Make further sowings of Round
drawn 18
and Prickly Spinacli
in
drills
inches apart on .ground which has been cleared
of early Potatos.
Many of the plants will give
a supply of leaves through the autumn, and
Further larger
some will stand the winter.
sowings should be made at short intervals.

—

RHODOSTACHYS ANDINA FLOWERING IN
THE SUCCULENT HOUSE, BOTANIC GARDEN, CAM
BRIDGE.

treatment, but specimens out-of-doors witli many
crowns do not require to flower freely. Indoors
the plant has flowered on various occasions.
The specimen illustrated in fig. 10 is growing
under the bench of the central stage of the
In this position it does perSucculent House.
fectly well, and it is one of the numerous plants
that can be grown under a stage, thus saving the
The habit of the plant is well
space above.
shown in the illustration. The leaves have a
silvery appearance, becoming glabrous down the
upper surface, while remaining white-lepidote on
the underside. They are armed with very sharp
The inflorescence consists of a dense
spines.
globose head, about 4 inches in diameter the
;

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
AND FOOD PRODUCTION.

Licut.-Ool. Spkndki
Lingfield, Surrey.

roof-glass.

Fig. 10.

A

to

most suitable time for
making the earliest sowing of Cabbage varies
in different localities, but it should be made
between this date and August 10. Harbinger
is
possibly the best sort to sow first, followed by such varieties as Ellam's Early, Flower
of Spring, and Eajly Offenham.
Another excellent Cabbage is Emperor
the heads of this
variety quickly turn in and are of excellent
quality.
Where large quantities are grown it

regular supply of Tomatos
needed during the winter, the plants should
ready for transference to their fruiting-pots
Ijy the end of August.
Late-raised plants grow
weakly, and in any case the fruits of such plants
fail to set freely during the late autumn and
winter.
Few varieties equal a good type of
Winter Beauty, which is of moderately vigorous
growth, flowers freely, and sets its fruits well.
Grow the plants on in a light position near the

season.
In Cornwall the Leek has long been
one of the most important vegetnbles with the
cottager, who, realising the value of high feeding
of the plants, usually grows them exceedingly
well.
A. C. BaTtlett.'

CARROTS.

Gardener

Cabbages —The

ToMATOs.-If a

Very
scarcely now correct.
large areas of Leeks are grown by market gardeners in most of the London suburbs, and it is
rare to find Bouthem allotments or cottage gardens without dne proportions of Leeks in their

certain of a good supply of Carrots
for winter and spring, a sowing should be made
good dressing of
of a stump-rooted variety.
soot should be worked into the soil, and the seed
sown thinly in driUe 8 inches apart. If the soil

F. Jordan,

Clay, M.P., Ford Manor,

is

is

To make

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

lip

The general
inches from plant to^ plant.
impression amongst writers seems to be that
Leeks are much more popular in the North
amongst gardeners of the southern
than
Whatever may have been the case
counties.
the past this

The Week's Work.

;

PLANT NOTES.

;

in
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of

cuter bracts are spine-margined and slightly
tinged with red, the calyx segments lanceolate
and white, the petals bright pink and about
The stamens exceed the petals,
a.i inch long.
and have bright yellow anthers. The plant is
Ruckia Ellemetii of Regel's Garten Flora. In
tfie same conditions, both in and out-of-doors,
R. litoralis and R. pitcairniaefolia succeed very
B.
All the species are native of Chile.
well.

Invin Lynch.

Lettuces and Endive.— Continue to transplant seedlings of these salads, allowing the
plants a distance of 1 foot apart each way.
Make further sowings of All-the-Year-Round
and Hicks' Hardy Lettuces to furnish plants
for cutting during the autumn and winter.
Further sowings of Batavian Endive should be
made and plants from earlier sowings transferred to cold frames as required.
Herbs.— Most kinds of herbs are ready for
drying.
The shoots should be cut when in
flower and dried gradually by spreading them
out in a cool, shady place. They should be tied
bunches afterwards and hung in a similar
where thev will be free from dust and

in

position,
dirt.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bv

Jas,

Hudson, Head Gardener
Acton. W.

at

Gunnersbury House,

Summer Pruning. -Summer

pruning

_

needs

to be done with considerable caution, or it wUl
result in autumnal growth that will defeat the
Every variety and its pecuobject in view.

As an instance,
must be understood.
Waltiiam Abbey Seedling Apple is disposed to
form fruit-buds at the terminals of the current

liaritv

It is simply wafite of time
wood each summer and have
no good results. In such a case, when summer
pruning was forgone, and extension of growth
allowed, fruit-buds were formed and good crops

season's growth.
to cut back the

resulted.

Take note now

of

all

fruit

trees

growing too luxuriantly, and mark these for
What applies to
root-pruning in the autumn.

July
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some Apples and
applies to Plums

new compost,

to Pears on a free stock also
the summer pruning of the
often carried to an excess that is not
justified.
On light or on shallow soils the benebe more
ficial result of summer pruning may
apparent than on heavy ones.
The removal
of weakly wood should first receive attention,
and then the growths which cannot be considered important, but do not cut away all useless or superfluous growths at one and the sajiie
time.
If any system of pruning adopted in the
past has not been productive of good results, try
another system.
Pendulous growths, if encouraged, often prove fertile.

Plum

Waterinq Wall Fruit Tube*.— Providing
wall-fruit trees with moieture is an important
item of work at this season, especially where
good crops of fruit are being ripened. It will
pay to mulch the border close up to the wall
when the crops are heavy, for when the border
slopes away too freely the soil frequently
cracks.
Clear water will suffice,
unless
it
is
seen that the growth needs some stimuIn conjunction with watering in hot
lant.
weather a free use of the syringe or garden
en^ne, towards the evening, will be beneficial.
Bear in
mind, where
syringing
is
practised, that there is now one hour's difference in the time,
and what could be
done at 4 o'clock cannot now be attended
to until 5 o'clock.
Keep a sharp watch for
insect pests, and do all that
minate thcra in good time.

is

possible to exter-

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Harriss. Gardener to Lady WjiMTiOB,
Locking Park, Berkshire.

Smilax, — If a suitable place is available in
which to cultivate this plant, a good batch should
Smilax is especially valube grown annually.
able for decorative purposes during the winter.
The back wall of a late vinery is an ideal place
for growing this plant, and it will grow satisfactorily in fruit houses. The plants may either
be set out in a narrow border or grown in
boxes.
See that ample drainage is provided,
and do not use a very rich compost. Strands of
fine green twine may be fixed the whole length
of the wall on which to train the long ehoots.
When in active growth constant attention musi
be paid to training the young growths, or they
will quickly become hopelessly entangled.

Euphorbia puloherrima (Poinsettia).—
Any plants of Poinsettia sti'l to be re-potted
Bhould be attended to forthwith. If tall plants
»re desired they should be grown in a warm,
moist atmosphere for the next few weeks, and
aftenvards accustomed to cooler conditions.
Plants growing in cool houses or frames should
Poinsetli.is
not be exposed to cold draughte.
may be grown in cold frames if great care is
exercised in admitting air.

Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora. - For

ordinary

use this plant is best grown singly in 5-inch
pote, but large specimens may require pots 8 or
10 inches in diameter.
Their cultural requirements are similar to those recommended .^or
Poinsettia, except they need a fairly high temperature throughout their growing season.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

afford water liberally until the
pseudo-bulbs have completed their growth. This
species grow.? well in the lightest and coolest
part of the Cattleya house.

;

is

Coi.LTER. Gardener to Sir Jerbmuh
Bart., Oatton Park, R«igate.

Couuk,

Epidenorum PRI8MATOCARPUM.— This species
may need attention at the roots when it has
passed out of flower.
The most suitable receptacles are deep pans.
Specimens that are
pot-bound, and, having grown over the sides, arc
bare in the centres, should be turned out of the
pans, for the purpose of removing most of the
back pseudo-bulbs, leaving only two or three
behind each lead.
They should then be repotted, placing them so that the growths point
to the centre.
Those that have sufficient root
space for another season's growth, and are otherwise in good condition, should have some of the
old material removed from the surface, and be
given a top-dressing.
After repotting or topdressing, give water with great care, and never
allow moisture to settle in the centre of the
new growths, as this will cause decay at the
When the roots have grown well into the
base.

Epidendrum bicornutum (eyn. Diaorium
BicoRNUTUM) AND HYBRIDS.— These plants are
difficult to cultivate well for many years in succession.
At the present time, just before the
new growths develop roots from their bases, they
if
necessarybe repotted.
Shallowform the most suitable receptacles, and
these should be well drained. During the growing season, liberal supplies of water are needed,
but later, when the pseudo-bulbs are fully developed, the supply should be gradually diminished, and, during their resting season, only
a very small amount will be required.
The
plants grow best if suspended or staged near the
roof-glass in the warmest Orchid house, or in
an ordinary plant stove.

should,

,

pans

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

•

Melons in Frames.— The very cold nights
experienced during the past fortnight may have
retarded the growth of Melons in frames, but
if advantage
is taken
of the present bright
weather, by syringing the plants lightly and
closing the lights early in the afternoon, no
hai-m will result.
Train leading growtlis towards the back and front of the frame (two
each way are sufficient), and pinch out the tips
when they have nearly reached the sides. These
leaders will produce laterals in abundance, most
of which will give fruit, but the essential point
is to keep these laterals thinned so as to admit
light and air to those retained.
Pollinate the
flowers daily, as it is very important to secure
a quick set at or about the same time, or only
the most forward fruits will swell.
Retain
three or four of the most promising and bes'
situated fruits, as these will be quite enou,
for one plant.
The fruits should be Ir.
on pieces of board or tiles to keep them frt...
the soil.
When it is necessary, tepid w.ater
should be given in the forenoon, but avoid wetting the "collars" of the plants.
Warm,
diluted liquid manure, light sprinklings of concentrated fertilisers, or top-dressings of turf and
manure, in equal proportions, should be afforded
Pinch
the roots when the fruits are swelling.
out any fresh growths to prevent overcrowding,
syringe the foliage freely, and close the frames
•arly.

Cucumbers

Frames.— Tht

important
point in growing Cacumbers in pita or frames
is to keep the plant* well supplied with moisture, but cold, sloppy conditions in the frame
are harmful.
In bright weather syringe the
plants twice daily and close the frames early
in the afternoons directly after the final syringing.
A mere fraction of ventilation may be
allowed to remain on all night during warm,
sultry weather, to allow superf)uous moi.'sture to
escape.
Twice weekly all the shoots should be
pinched to one leaf beyond the fruit, and any
unnecessary growths or foliage removed to .idmit
light and air.
As the roots appear above fhe
surface give light top-dressings of loam and decaywl manure or leaf-mould.
Warm, diluted

in

manures or

light sprinklings of concenare excellent stimulants for
plants carrying good crops. Vacant frames may
still be utilised to provide a successional supply.

liquid
trated

fertilisers

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

English Irises.— It is, perhaps, not generknown that EnglLsh Irises succeed best
when the plants are raised from seeds, and
where the bulbs are apt to die without
any apparent reason it will be found that seedfrequently raised, will give excellent

re-

sults.
Instead, therefore, of removing all seed
pods after the flowers are over, a few should be
reserved for propagation, and the seeds may be

as they are ripe. The plants are
absolutely hardy, and the seeds only need to bo
sown thinly in the open ground and the seed-

sown as soon

left

for

two years before transplanting.

Even

Iris species should be propagated in this
way, as colour variations of much interest and
sometimes of increased beauty may occur.

PEoaiNQ Dahlias.— Perhaps
the
pegging
down of Dahlias is very unusual, but I have
employed

it for a long series of years for decorative effect. The shoots need to be pegged down
only once, and strong and long pegs are needed
to hold them in position.
Four shoots are
usually ample to form the foundation of a bushy
plant, and, provided medium habited varieties
are treated, no stakes or other means of support
are needed. Old plants, as opposed to those produced from seeds or cuttings in spring, are best,
but the latter may be managed in this way.

Deutzias.- The pruning of Deutzias is
effected by thinning out the older flowering
shoots in order to make room for young ones.
There is a class, of which D. venusta is a type,
which produces long, straggling shoots, and once
a plant has become rather thick the best method
is to cut back a few of the strongest growths,
as these will break from below the cut and produce strong, flowering growths to fill the place
of those removed. Deutzias, like Roses, do best
in highly manured soil, and need to be regularly surface-dressed with manure to enable them
to flourish.

Common Shrubs.- I-«ng shoots of the
coarse-growing common Laurel may be cut well
back to ensure that amount of trimness which
may not be sacrificed in well-kept gardens.
A shrubbery may be quickly overgrown, but
pruning can be done at any time when other
more important work cannot be performed.
Weigela shoots that have flowered should be cut
out to allow the youiug ones to take their place
to flower another year.
THE APIARY.
By Chloris

Use of Honey.— In these days
shortage it may be helpful to many

sugar

of

bee-keepers

to know how to put honey to the best advanIn the very earliest days it was the only
tage.
sweetening matter, and was recognised as a most
valuable article of food. It is undoubtedly very
uourishing, decidedly wholesome, and is considered to be conducive to gowl health in fact,
early writers always referred to honey as one of
the necessaries of life.
Honey contains one of
the most important foods sugar in a most
wholesome and easily digestible form. Further,
honey has great medicinal properties; by its constant use constipation is easily banished, and.un
like cane sugar, honey does not tend to cause
teeth to decay.
Only in one instance have I
known honey to cause any unpleasant results, and
in this instance a person had swellings, as if
stung, in several parts of the body, particularly
about the face, caused, no doubt, by the formic
acid added by the bees to eacli cell before sealing it to prevent the honey from fermenting.
In cases of rheumatism, chronic dyspepsia, and
•isthmatinil troubles much benefit is said to be
;

—

—

derived from its continued use.
Honey may be
used with groat advanUige for sweetening wherever sugar has been consumed.
Used in tea.,

and cocoa, it adds a peculiar aroma which
cannot be attained by the use of sugar. I fear
that those who get accustomed to it in these
beverages will never want to use sugar again
with great .idvantage for
It may be used
siveetening cakes, and those made by its addition will keep moist longer than when sugar is
utilised.
A delicious sandwich in these days
Cut
of meat shortage may be made as follows
thin (bread, butter or margarine lightly, cover
with honey, sprinkle with oatmeal which has been
baked in the oven till just brown, press on
another thin slice, and cut into fingers. Honey
("in be kept .almost any length of time if it be
stored in a warm, dry place, and kept quite airtight.
Should it granulate or candy it may be
restored to its liquid state by phacing the honeyj.ir
in warm
not boiling^water, until quite
When boiHnrg water is need the dcliliquid.
noffee

:

R. P. Brothrrston, Gardener to the Earl oS
nADniNOTON, Tyninghame, Ea«t Lothian.

ally

lings,

lings

—

As a
cat« flavour of the honey evaporates.
valuable food for the aged, and young chil
few equ.als, (ert.-iinly no
dren, honey has
superiors.

—
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EDITORIAL NOTICB.

ADVEBTISEMENTS should be sent to the
PUBLISHER 41, "Wellington Street,

WC

Covent Garden,
and Publisher.

— Our

correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and sure us much time and
trouble, if they uoidd kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect thai all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

Editors

Special

Notice

Correspondents.

to

— The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unUsed comillustrations
municatio7is or
unless
by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
ZiOcal
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists
Illustrations-— r/ie Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., hut they cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.
Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the
41, "Wellington Street. Covent
Garden. London. Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer.
If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

News —

EDITOBS.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY, JULY 23—
Southampton Royal Hort. Soc. sliow and Southern
Counties Oamation Soc. Ann. Ex. at Southampton (2

Average Mean Temperature
deduced from observations
years at Greenwich, 62.9.

AOTUAi Teuperattjrb
Gardeners'

:

for

t-he

duxiny

enffuing:

the

Jflst

week
fifty

—

ChrorticU OfBce,

Covent Garden,
10 a.m.
Cloudy.

:

Bar.

41, Wellington Street,
London, Thursday, July 18,
temp. 69°.
Weather—

27.9

;

The Sub-Committee

of

the

Reoonstruction
Committee,
presided
over by Lord Selborne,
K.G., P.C, has now i&sued its report* on
the methods of increasing home-grown
food supplies in the interests of national
security.
It will be remembered that the
first part
of the Report of the SubAgricultural
Reconstruction.

recommending the breaking
up of considerable areas of grass land,
formed the basis of the Corn Production
Act, and has resulted in the remarkable increase
of
arable
land
which
the Food
Production Department has
recently been able to record
an increase
committee,

—

which undoubtedly ranks among the great
achievements of the war, and reflects great
credit both on the Department and on the
farming c-ommunity.
The second part of the report insists on
the need for agricultural instruction and
research, and advocates
we think,
as
wisely the placing of the responsibilitv

—

—

for agricultural instruction

and research

on the Board of Agriculture and public
funds, and not on the County Councils, as
heretofore.

The report advocates a large provision
and takes the view that
holdings should be of either owned or
for small holdings,

tenanted type. Here, again, most people
will endorse
heartily
the
conclusion
reached by the Sub-Committee, and will
be glad to see that, in the opinion of its
• stationery Offlee, Cd. 90Vn.

members, provision should be made for
ownership as well as for tenancy.
It would be too much to expect that,
with the large problems confronting the
Sub-Committee, much attention should
have been given specifically to horticulture
as distinct from agriculture.
But, now
that the State has recognised the importance of the horticultural industry, it is
hoped that this omission will be made
good, for surely on all grounds future
intensive production is no less worthy of
careful consideration than is extensive cultivation.
Looked at as the means of food
production, as a means of employment,
or as a source of wealth, there is evidently
a brilliant future before those countries
which can develop intensive that is, horticultural
cultivation scientifically. The
pre-war imports of fruit and vegetables
were vast, and much of this imported produce might have Ijeen raised at home. In
view of the importance which the Admiralty atta<5hes to the role of the submarine in future wars, it is evident that
the State that wishes to survive the attack
of the Hun of the future must be in a position not only to defend, but also to fend
for itself
in other words, it must be on
as large a measure as possible a " selfsupplier."
Experience has shown that
even from the point of view of cost the
cheap imports of pre-war times become the
ruinously expensive things in war-time
witness the imported Onions of last year.
But, needless to say, the cost of the import
is secondary to the risk of not getting it,
and the food shortage of six months ago
ought not to be lightly forgotten, nor the
moral which it points lost.
The report deserves full and careful
study, for it points the way for a real
agricultural reconstruction, and if
its
principal recommendations are adopted,
there should be no need for young and ambitious men to leave this country in order
to find a scope for their energies and abilito be

—

—

—

ties

;

they would become

Forestry

home

colonists.

Those who have lately
and the been alarmed at the es-

AfForestation.

tent of the tree-felling
operations which have

been carried out in this country during
the war will have been somewhat reassured
by the appointment of a Government Committee consisting of Lord Curzon and Mr.
G. N. Barnes to look into the whole problem of forestry and re-afforestation in this
country.
Some idea of the extent of the
felling which has been done during the
past few years may he gathered from the
fact that whereas before the war we imported 90 per cent, of our timber, we
shall have imported this year only 500,000
in this country
tons, the production
having reached the colossal amount of
three million tons. This production would
not have been possible but for the aid of
large numbers of Canadian lumbermen.
There are now 100 companies working in
England and France, the total number of
men engaged in the two countries being
nearly 30,000.
Naturally, the production of .so vast an
amount of timber involves the destruction
and
of a very large number of forests
;
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the problem of how to replace these foreste
for the benefit of future generations be-

comes more and more pressing. In countries where forestry has been understood
and practised for years, there is a regular
system of afEorestation, which consists in
the compulsory formation of fresh plantations in place of the timber felled, which
provides automatically for the maintenance of the original extent of the woodland.
Unfortunately, in this country we
liave had no such system, except on a few
private estates owned by conspicuously
enlightened landlords.

We

trust that the

appointment of a committee to go into this
matter will result in a constructive programme which will preserve the forests in
this country from the fate which overtook
so many in mediaeval times.
Nurseries should at once be established
proximity to the areas which are to
be planted
thousands of acres of the
barren heatlilands in Norfolk and Surrey
could be brought under arboriculture witli
the expenditure of very little time and
But the bulk of the suitable land
trouble.
is in Scotland, and most of the money to
be expended will probably be sent to that
It will be regrettable if, as has
country.
been suggested, two separate bodies be set
up, one for Scotland and one for England such a scheme would lead to unnecessary overlapping, and probably to
Schemes for
delav in administration.
plantings should be dealt with by a
central authority, and should be put _in
hand as soon as they are ready, whether
We tru .t
in one country or in the other.
that whatever form the Central Board
in

;

:

take, it will consist of members careof
their knowledge
chosen
for
forestry and their administrative capacity, and that, above all, the work of

may

fully

afforestation will be begun without further
unnecessary delay.

Agricultural Waoe» Board and
Minimum Ratss of Pay.— Among

the misapprehensions which are prevalent, perhaps none
that
the
idea
the deciis more widespread than
sions of the Agricultural Wages Board render
those old-standing
illegal the continuance of
customs under which an employer provides part
a cottage
of his men's remuneration in kind
free of rent, a supply of milk or Potatos, everything, in a word, that is grouped under the expressive term "allowances." except intoxicants.
So far as the Wages Board is concerned, these
customs are just as legal as they were before it
came into existence. The new fact is that some
of these supplies, but not all of them, will count
as "wages" towards the minimum rates now
being fixed, and the Wages Board has to
decide which shall count, and how they shall be
Decisions on these points cannot be
reckoned.
taken in a hurry, for old customs need careful
handling, and it is not possible at present to say
precisely what may be reckoned as " wages,"
or how the value is to be ascertained. It has,
however, been already decided that an employer may reckon the value of milk and Potatos
supplied to his men, and estimate it at the local
wholesale prices. Any payment in cash, such as
beer-money or cider-money may be counted as
part of wages, but if beer or cider are given they
must be regarded as additions to the minimum
The idea that the farmer must not
wage.
supply what he may not coimt indicates a
failure to grasp the significance of the word
minimum. The Wages Board does not fix wages,
:

but minimum

rates.

—
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SvRiNQ* 8wEGiNZOWii.-The Lilac illustrated
was originally named Syringa
11
fig,
Lingelsheim
by Koehne and

in

Sweginzowii

the material having been obtained
The
from a private arboretum near Riga.
native country of the plant was not known
at the time, but a Lilac almost identical with it
had previously been found by Mr, E. H. Wilson
1910.

in

Western dhina

in

in 1904.

There

is

it

said t^

inhabit ravines at elevations of upwards of
It must consequently be a very
17,000 feet.
hardy shrub. The plant is described as growing 10 feet or more high, the young shoots being
purplish.
Tlie leaves are ovate or oval, 2 to 4
inches long and half as wide, dark green, and
smooth above, paler green beneath, with hairs
on the midrib and veins. The flowers are in
panicles up to 10 inches long, fragrant, and
open in June.
The tube of the corolla
is about one-third of an inch long, pale rosy -lilac
four
spreading lobes white inside,
outside, the
Syringa Sweginzowii is a promising shrub for
gardens, and will be useful for lengthening the
Lilac season.
It appears to be most closelyallied to Syringa villosa (S. Bretschneideri of
gardens), which is another fine species, flowerS.
ing after the season of the common Lilac.

distribution of information, the supply of good
stock and registration of pedigree. If funds permit, the Association will undertake experimental
work and arrange to give demonstrations. The

Food

Production

Department has

agree-d

to

make

a grant of £500 towards initial e.xpenses
provided the Association receives sufficient supBefore the
port from voluntary subscriptions.
war between 2,000 and 3,000 tons of rabbits
were imported annually as food, and it is desirable that the country should in future become
Particulars
self-supporting in this connection.
of the Association may be obtained from the
secretary, 124, Victoria Street, Westminster.

—

Mr. J, K. Ramsbottom. We learn that
Mr. J. K. Ramsbottom has accepted an important appointment witli Mr. Geo. Monro,
Jnr., of Covent Garden, who has large interests

27
Yorkshire Rhubarb for Jam-makinq. —

A

Yorkshire correspondent informs us that the
just now almost
elated as they will be on Peace Day
they
had experienced difficulty in getting their produce to distant markets, hence a third of the
acreage formerly devoted to the growing of Rhubarb was last autumn added to the area of corn,
roots, and other farm produce.
Now, however,
since the yield of all soft fniit ie far below the
average. Rhubarb growing has been officially declared to be a work of national importance, and
the Government has already taken over, at a cost
of about £30,000, between" 4,000 and 5,000 tons
of that portion of the season's crop which has
been grown on a large scale in the open.
At
thirty special centres the pulping of Rhubarb
and blending it with fruit for jam is being done

Rhubarb growers of Leeds are
as

;

Sweginzowii w.as first shown by Mr. Vicary
GiBBS at the R.H.S. meeting on June 8, 1915,
when the plant received an Award of Merit. Mr.
Turner, of Slough, showed an improved form
named superba at the meeting on May 28 last,
and the variety also received an Award of Merit.
The species as we know it by cultivated plants
probably reached Enrnjie through the Petrograd
Bota.nic Garden.

Thift of Asparagus Tops at Epsom,—
On

the night of the 10th inst the whole of the
Asparagus beds' in Lord Cfnliffe's garden at
Headley Court were stripped of the growth by
thieves, thus practically ruining next year's crop.
Asparagus growth finds a ready market, and is
frequently sold as Asparagus Fern, but buyers
should be satisfied as to the source of supply,
otherwise private and market gardens are likely
to suffer from the depredations of those who will
take considerable risks if thereby they can obtain something for nothing.
All gardeners

know

that

growth,

if

Asparagusi

is

deprived rf

its

green

"crowns" cannot be produced, and

therefore valuable food will be lost in the ensuing year; this fact should be brought before
magistrates when Asparagus thieves are being
dealt with.

IN

Post-War !U«e of QavcRNMENT Storks
AORIOULTURC AND H ORTIOU LTURK. — A lar^^e

amount

of Government stores will be available
for industrial purposes at the conclusion of the
war, but unless arrangements are made beforehand, proper distribution will be impossible.
We, therefore, welcome the appointment of a

Committee by the President of the Board of
Agriculture to consider how such stores may
best be utilised in the interests of agriculture
and horticulture, and what method of purchase
and -distribution should be adopted. The Committee is composed of Earl Grey, Dr. F. Keeble,
Mr, W, R. HopKiNSON, Mr. Douglas Newton,
Capt. Sir Beville Stanier, Bt., Major the Hon.
E. F. Wood, Mr. J. W. B. Pease, Mr, R.
Stephenson, and
E.

G.

Havg.artii

London, S.W.

1, as

Utilitarian

Mr.

N.

Brown.

Walker, with Mr.
4,

Whitehall Pl^<«,

Secretary.

Rabbit KcepiNa.— Rabbit

keepers are invited to join the National Utility
Rabbit Association, which has for its object the
rapid increase of rahbits especially suitable for
food.
By increasing the .supply of rabbits the
Association hopes to cre-ate subeidiary industries from by-products, such as fur.
Lond Lambourne, president of the Association, who issues
this
invitation,
is
desirous that all rabbit
cluibs,
rabbit keepers' societies, and similar
bodies, should become affiliated to the Association, as its province is to act aa a centre for the

Fig. 11.

— syniNGA

sweginzowii superba

bulb cultivation at Spalding and elsewhere.
will conduct investigations in
those diseases to which Tulips and Daffodils are
liable, and endeavour, by experiment, to disMr.
cover preventive and curative measures.
Ramsbottom has had about two years' experience in the study of Daffodil diseases at the
Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Wisley,
and our readers will remember that he read a
paper on this subject before the Horticultural
Club on May 8, 1917. The appointment is inter-

;

pistals

in.

for the

Mr, Ramsbottom

of the

esting as showing the progressive spirit that is
abroad in commercial horticulture ; at the same
time it is a pleasure to state that Mr. Rams-

bottom's investigations with regard to eel-worm

and the results will
due course by the Royal Horti-

in Daffodils will continue,

be published in
cultural Socictv.

sent to

white, tube lilac-rose.

Government.

From

Rhubarb produced
the jam makers,

in

80 to 85 per cent,

Yorkshire will be

Publications nECtivRO.— Forestry Work.
By W. H. Whellenj. (London: T. Fisher

Unwin, Ltd.) Price 8s. 6d. utt— Witling's Press
Guide, 1918. (London: James Willing, Ltd.)
Small-holder's Cheese, Skim-milk
Price Is.
Cheese, Cottage Cheese. By Hen wick H. Leitch.

—

West

of Scotland

Agricultural

College, Bulletin

Robert Anderson.) Notes
No. 87. (Glasgow
By Prof.
I. Qaercus.
on American Trees.
:

Reprinted for private circulation
C. S. Sargent.
only from the Botiinical Gazette, Vol. LXV.,
No. .S, May, iOlH— Annual Report of the

Botanic

Garden Syndicate, Cambridge.

— The

Letters of Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker,
O.M., G.C.S.L By Leonard Huxley, (London

Life

and

:

John Murray.)

Price 36s.

—
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American

BLiGHT.-il=''a'-^-c^

Grower,

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

I nave
asks for a remedy for this insect.
used the following specific for many years, and
proved it to be effectual. Take 4 ozs. of softsoap and dissolve in 1 gallon of hot water when
thoroughly mixed add 1 oz. of carbolic acid and
specific
stir it well into the solution. Apply the
brush,
to all infested places with a stiff paint
;

The workman
workins; it well into ci-evices.
should be careful not to get the mixture on his
if
the carbolic
occasionally
skdn, also to stir it
W. H. Divers,
acid floats to' the surface.
Svrbiton.
near
Hook,
V.M.H.. Westdean,
Here this irrepressible pest, as with Market Grower, has been unusually troublesome
Even two-year-old trees have been
this season.

The trees have been sprayed^ with a
attacked.
2-ounce-to-the-gallon solution of Gishurst's Compound, which, in the meantime, has proved effecTwo operators were engaged in spraying,
tual.
one of whom did his work so efficiently that only
dead aphides were to be found on the concluother's operations were
of no use whatever, the insects being as evident
Spraying, to be
as ever when he had finished.
a success, requires a man with brains as well as
vain
to explain and
Iiands to operate, and it is
illustrate in the case of the mentally incapable.

American Blight

well-marked

proclivities,

Apples
of
varieties
few
a
on
colonising
Dumelow'e Seedto the exclusion of others.
Pippin. Grange's
(Wellington), Ribston
ling
Pearmain, King of the Pippins, and Blenheim
Pippin are the sorts it seems to prefer here,
many other kinds, even this season, being immune from attack. R. P. Brothersfon.

—

VesKTABLEs (see p. 13). In respect to Mr.
Beckett's remarks on various vegetables, I may
say that in a long experience I have found sulphate of ammonia an-d superphosphate of lime
The
the two best " artificials " for vegetables.
former I always employ with a niggardly hand,
and instead of scattering it broadcast, apply iV
rather close to the stem of the vegetable, one
application

being

sufficient.

Some crops may

have more than one application of superphosphate, Onions, for instance, but where soot and
poultry manure are available it is much better to
substitute these for repeated dressings of the

Onions have been completely destroyed m
some of the small gardens in tliis locality, 1
have lost a considerable number of plants, probably 2,000 out of 10,000 planted, which is quite
an exceptional occurrence. I prefer Leeks to
Onions, and of those many thoueands are looking
well.
The late Potatos are the best of the
Potato crops here. Early varieties are growing
in what for some time has been no better than
" dust," and the tubers, consequently, are small.
Deep-planted Potatos will be much the best crop
Early planting, though some folk say
this year.
and no
it is bad gardening, is also helpful,
Potatos could look better than those planted
early in March and much deeper than usual
Cauliflowers and Cabbages in this district have

other.

terrible extent from root-maggot.
to " flower " have been
attacked by the pest, and whole plantings have
Nevertheless we have, so far,
been destroyed.
had an abundant-supply of Cauliflowers since
early in June, with the promise of plenty for

suffered

to a

Even Cauliflowers ready

another month or six weeks, after which there
will be less to fear for the crop.
Beet is a comR. P. Prothrrxton.

plete failure.

The Cause of the Apple Failure

—

(see

8).
I consider that the failure of the Apple
crop is due to persistent cold winds at the time
of flowering rather than to the drying of the

p.

flowers.

I

—

Although there was nothing of outstanding merit among novelties at this meeting,
there was a good exhibition of general subjects,
including a capital display of Carnations. dThese
flowers were shown in classes provided by the
National Carnation and Picotee Society, which
held its annual competitive exhibition in conjunction with the R.H.S. meeting. The attendance was better than at any meeting hitherto
held this year. An exhibit of vegetables, staged
by Messre. B.^re. and Sons, was of outstanding
nierit, and was awarded a Gold Medal.
The Clay Cup, offered for the most fragrant
Rose, was not awarded, although Mr. Hicks
staged Mrs. Ellsha Hicks, Mr. W.\lter Easlea
sent the fragrant Dr. Grew, and Rev. J. H.
Pemberton entered Pax for this award.
At the 3 o'clock meeting of Fellows a lecture
entitled " Battle-Scarred Wastes " (illustrated
by lantern views) was delivered by the Rev.
Albert Lee, B.Sc, F.R.G.S.

July
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FloFal Committee.

The

lias

much doubt whether any amount

of

sunshine would have had such an effect on the
flowers as your correspondent suggests, although
it might, in conjunction with cold,
northerly,
drving winds. The cold weather kept bees a.nd
other insects at home when the flowers were
readv for pollinating. So far as my own trees
(Dumelow's Seedling and Lord Suflield) are concerned, I am sure the reason I have suggested is
the correct one, for not a bee was to be seen
when the trees flowered, and yet they did not
cfop well last year.

C.

N.

Tlie following medals were awarded for colMr. L, R.
Silver-gilt Banksian to
lections
Russell, for stove plants and seedling Dracaenas. Silver Flora to Messrs, H. B. May and
Sons, for Ferns and greenhouse flowering plants ;
to Mr.
to Rev. J. H. Pemberton, for Roses
G. W. Miller, for hardy flowers. Silver Banksian to Mr. G. Reuthe, for hardy shrubs and
Alpines ; to Messrs. Wm. Paul and Sons, for
to Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons, for
Roses
:

13,

sion of his labour.
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Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the Chadr),
Green, G. Reuthe, John Heal, Sydney
Morris, J. W. Moorman, Chas. Dixon, E. F.
Hazelden, W. P. Thomson, John Dickson, Chas.
E. Pearson, W. G. Baker, R. C. Notcutt, W. J.
Bean J. F. McLeod, W. Howe. J. T. Bennett
Poe, George Paul, E. H. Jenkins, R. W. Wallace, H, Cowley, and W. B. Cranfield,

John

Awards of Merit.

—

Encliantress.
A dainty little
hybrid Campanula, obtained by crossing the
WaldsteLniana.
with
Grove
C.
Norman
C.
hybrid.

Campanula

is tufted, and flowering plants are
about 6 or 8 inches high tlie growth is verv
slender, but fairly erect, and forms a pyramid,
carrying a host of small, semi-pendent flowers,

The growth

;

that are a pretty lavender-blue shade. The plant
is quite hardy, and should gain popularity alike
for the rock garden and the cold greenhouse
Shown by Messrs. Thos. B. Grove .*nd Sons
Yucca Ellacomhci. A handsome form, producing stately spikes 4 feet tall, laden with
pendulou.s flowers, borne on numerous side
In
branches.
The colour is cream-white.
general appearance the spike of flowers are like
those of Y. gloriosa, but the straight, deep
green, sharply pointed leaves carry a suggestion
It appears, from Mr. George
of Y. filamentosa.
Paul, that the original plant was found in a
bed of seedlings at Loddiges' Nursery, long
years ago. and was taken by Canon Ellacombe
to his garden at Bitton, where its freedom and
distinction made it known to hardy plant lovers
Shown by Messrs. Paul
as Yucca EUacombei.
AND Son.
This is a very lowGaiiltheria frichophylla.
growing, small-leaved species, of tufted habit,
and remarkable for the large size of its Wedgwood-blue berries. Grown in the shade it becomes a handsome plant, but grown in the sun
it does not look quite so happy, although it fruits

—

—

with freedom.

Shown hy Mr, Reuthb.

Other Interesting Plants.
Several interesting Campanulas were shown
by Messrs, J. B. Grove and Sons, and the
one named C. Marion Grove attracted attention
by reason of the regular deep blue shading on
it's pale
blue flowers.
Messrs. P.aul and Son
had Liriodendron tulipifera aureus, which has
its leafage almost wholly golden, and therefore
very effective. A very long-leaved form of the
plant popularly known in gardens as Ficus
radicans variegata was shown by Mr. L. R.
Russell. Lobelia Erinus compacta Opal, from
Messrs. Hurst and Son, should prove a popular
bedding form in happier times.

The new, large single Rose named Mermaid,
soft yellow, with golden stamens and anthers,
shown by Messrs, Wm. Paul and Son, was admired bv everyone it is a hybrid from Rosa
bracteata.
Another striking Rose wae Elizabeth
Cullin, in Messrs, Alex. Dickson and Sons'
;

group; this variety has crimson-scarlet flowers,
and is very fragrant. Interesting hardy shrubs
shown by Mr. G. Reuthe included Desfontainea
spinosa and Abelia floribunda.

;

;

Roses. Bronze Flora to Messrs. 6. and W. H.
BUROH, for Roses. Bronze Banksian to Messrs.
" Star" Dahlias
J. Cheal and Sons, for

Orchid Committee.
Present: Sir Jeremiah Colnian, Bart

(in the
Messrs. Jas.
Sir Harry J. Veitoh,
O'Brien (hon. secretary), E. Brooman White, J.
Wilson Potter, Walter Cobb, W. H. White,
Arthur Dve, W. Bolton, R. A. Rolfe, W. H.
Hatcher, J. Charlesworth. J. E. Shill, Chas, H.
Curtis, T. Armstrong, Fred. Sander, Pantia
Ralli, Frederick J., Hanbury, and C. J. Lucas.

Chair),

Awards

of Merit.

Queen Alexandra var. de
x triiimphang Lionel Crawshoey), from de Barri Crawshay, Esq., RoseThe fifth of a very remarkable
field. Sevenoaks.
batch to secure awards, and second only to the
Queen Alexandra
large
and handsome O.
Memoria Lionel Crawshay. which was awarded
Odontoglossum

Barri (Harryanum

a

First-class

Certificate

last

year.

The new

variety bore a strong spike of many large flowers
with broad, yellow sepals, and petals heavily
The ample, almost
blotched with red-brown.
circular labellum is pure white in front, with
bright violet blotch and markings in front of
the prominent yellow crest.

Prbliminary Commendation.
Odontioda Cheribon (Oda. Vuylstekeae
x
0dm. Mars), from Messrs. Armstrong and
Brown, Orchidhurst, Tunbridge Wells. A distinct new hybrid, with well-formed flowers of
The sepals and
large size and fine substance.
petals are glowing ruby-red, with a gold shade
and a few slight white markings in the middle
The broad
of the segments and on the margin.
lip is blotched with dark red at the base, the
front white freckled with rose.

Groups.
Messrs. SiuAEi Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,
Sussex, were awarded a Silver-gilt Flora Medal
for an extensive group of Cattleyas, Laelio-CatForms
tleyas, Odontoglossums, and Odontiodas.
of Laelio-Cattleya Aphrodite and L.-C. Vesuvius
and white Cattleyas were conspicuous, and there
were mauy species, including the blue Dendrobium Victoria Regina, Cattleya Rex, and Bnlbophyllum barbigerum.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Orehidhurst,
Tunbridge Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for a well^arranged group of specially
Odontiodas, and
fine hybrid Odontoglossums,
Laelio-Cattleyas, among the last-named being
L.-C. Kavala (C. Elvina x L.-C. Epicasta), a
compact dwarf plant, with large, rose-coloured
Some good forms
flowers, with rich purple lip.
of Cattleya Warscewiczii, including a white-

were well displayed.
Messrs. Ch.\eles\vorth and Co., Haywards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for
a group in which their hybrid Miltonias, including forms of M. Charlesworthii and M. Isabel
Foi-ms of the
Sander, were very attractive.
pretty white-petalled Cattleya Hesta, some handsome Odontoglossums, and the pretty rose-pink
cucuUata
(B.
Brasso-Cattleya Virgo
x C.
Mossiae), were included in the group.
H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill
(gr. Mr. Thurgood), showed two specimens of
the elegant Dendrochilum filiforme, with about
fifty slender sprays of small, yellow flowers on
eacli. and Odontoglossum Prince John, a finelypetalled variety,

blotched hybrid.
Messrs. Flory and Black, Orchid Nursery,
Slough, showed Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Vesuvius
(S.-L.-C. Marathon x L.-C. Nella), a pretty
new hybrid with yellowish-cream sepals, and
petals tinged and v.eined with rose, and bright
rubv-red lip.
Mr. J. E. Shill, The Dell Gardens, Englefield
Green, showed a good spike of a fine form of
Cattleya Dupreana (Warneri x Warscewiczii).

—
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Fruit

each, in vases.

and Vegetable Committee.

the
(iu
Cheal
.Joseph
Messrs.
Chairj, W. Bates, Edwin Bt-ckett, H. ilaikhain,
Harriss.
E.
Aljgrove,
and
C.
E. A. Bunyard, J.
The group of splendidly grown vegetables so
admirably st<iged by ilessrs. B.\rr and Sons
thoroughly merited the Gold Medal awarded.
The group was an extensive one, and contained
numerous varieties of the several kinds availablB at this season of the year in a large garden where there are conveniences and labour for
the earlv production of high-class vegetables
the Marrows. Beet, Peas and Cauliflowers were
very fine, and a dish of Exhibition Red Potatos
added brilliant colouring to a notable display.
Messrs. W. S. Se.\brook and Sons showed an
Apple named Mr. Prothero, a good keeper, and
Mr. Close
with a brightly-coloured base.

Present

;

;;

:

premier blooms

— In

very many respects the Carnation exhibition held in the Drill Hall, Westminster, in connection with the R.H.S. meeting
on Tuesday last, was a good one. The flowers
were of good average size and colour, though a
considerable number were just below their best
condition.

The C'artwright Challenge Cup offered to the
exhibitor making the best display in the open
classes was won by Mr. .James Uouglas, who
also secured the Martin Smith Memorial Challenge Cup by obtaining the highest aggregate
number of points in the first division of the
Tlie two gold medals offered for the
schedule.
highest aggregate number of points obtained in
the second and third divisions of the amateur
section were won by Mr. J. J. Keen, Southampton (Hon. Sec."), and Mr. 0. S. Webb,
Thornton Heath, respectively.

New Vabieties.
The Society's Certificate wae awarded to each
of the three following border varieties, all oi
which were shown by Mr. .James Douglas
Purity.
broad, flat-petalled, pure white
self variety, of fine substance and good form.
white-ground fancy
Mrt. S. G. Murray.
rich_,
deep
variety, with heavy markings of
violet-puiple colour.
:

—A

—A

J.

J.

Keen.

—A

in the class

,

Woodside Park, who had charming blooms of
Purity, Fireman, and Peach Blossom; 2nd, Miss
Mr. Morton was also suc.Shiffner, Lewes.
the class for three fancies, staging
Linkman, Lt. Shackleton, and Pasquin in fine
form 2nd, Mr. Frostick. Mr. Morton was
also the 1st prize winner in the class for three
Picotees.
Miss Shiffner led for yellow-ground
cessful

in

:

Picotees.

In the third division (amateurs) the leading
prize-winners were Mr. S. C. Webb, Thornton

Heath, and Mr.

S.

M. Kingsford. Fulham.

white

ground

;

;

p. 19.)

NrrRSERYMEN's Classes.
The premier position, with Champion Trophy,
in the principal class for nurserymen was won by
Messrs. B. R. Cant .\nd Sons the seventy-two
blooms were not large, hut bright in colour a few
of the finer specimens were George Dickson, Margaret Dickson, Avoca, Souv. de Henry Graham,
Mrs. Sam Ross. Lieut. Chaure, Naarden, Mrs.
Wemyss Quin, Mrs. George Shawyer, Mildred
Grant, and the bloom of Muriel Dickson which
attracted the attention of Queen Alexandra 2nd,
Messrs. D. Prior; 3rd, Messrs. F. Cant and
Co. For forty-eight blooms the honours fell in
order of mention to Messrs. G. and W. H.
BuKCH, Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd., and Mr.
Klisha J. Hicks. For twenty-four blooms Mr.
Henbt Drew and Messrs. Jarman and Co. were
placed Ist and 2nd respectively.
Tlie D'Ombrain Cup for eighteen Teas or
Noisettes was won by Mr. G. Prince, who was
closely followed by Messrs. D. Prior and Sons
Messrs. B. R. Cant
and Mr. Henry Drew.
VNT) Sons led tor a dozen blooms of Roses distributed since Januarv 1, 1914, and they showed
2nd.
.Mrs. Bertram J. Walker and W. G. Gaiint
Mr. EnsHA J. Hicks.
The Turner Cup offered for the best three
dozen bunches of decorative Roses was won by
Messrs. Frank Cant and Co.. who staged Rouge
.\ngevine, Mdme Colette, Martinet, and Rosa
Mundii in fine form 2nd. Mesf^rs. Alex. Dickson
and Sons. Mr. Geo. Lii.ley. Messrs. G. and
W. H. Burch, and Mr. Elisha J. Hicks were
placed as named for twelve bunches of decorative Roses.
The best display of Polyantha
Roses was .staged by Mr. Henry Drew.
Messrs. D. Prior and Sons won 1st prize for
three baskets of cut Roses, followed by Mr.
Elisha J. Hicks, while in the larger class for
s-ven basket* of blooms Messrs. .\lfx. Dickson
AND Sons won 1st prize with " K. of K." and
other handsome varieties; 2nd, Messrs. Hugh
Dickson, Ltd.
Messrs. Paul and Son were awarded Ist
prize for a fine group of Roses tall st.andarda of
I*ady Gay towered gracefully above large sprays
of garden varietie.i and bowls of specimen flowers.
Mr. Elisha .1. Hicks led in the class for a
large group of rut Roses, and his gorgeous display had a background of tall pill.nrs of Blush
Ram'hler. Seagull, and American Pill.ar. with
great sheaves of .Joanna Bridge, Queen of the Belgians. Florence Forrester. Princess Mary, ChaiS.
E. Shea, and Mrs. George Shawyer in the foreground. Messrs. B. R. Cant and Sons 2nd. For
a smaller group the Rev. J. H. Pemberton was
;

;

Amateurs' Classes.
In the amateurs' section Mr. J. J. Keen,
•Southampton, excelled in the class for. flakes
and bizarres. three varieties, three blooms of

Foley Hobbs being the best of
Mrs.
twelve lovely flowers, and the Silver Medal
Boadicea and Souv.
bloom of its section
good.
very
also
Notting were
Pierre
de
Rev. F. R. Burnside 2nd, and Dr. C. LampCapt.
K.
3rd.
lough, Kirkstall, Alverstoke,
Kilbee Stuart, VVimbold Lodge, Newbury, led
Hayes,
T.
^.
for nine Teas with fine blooms;
Esq., Duiister, 2nd, and S. W. Burgess, Esq.,
3rd. Dr. W. ]?. Panckridge, Petersfield, led for
of

;

'

six

Teas or Noisettes.

In the class for

W. H. Davis,

"an arrangement

Esq.,

of Roses,"
Witheridge, Beaconsfield,

1st prize.

principal prize wiimers in other amateurs'
were H. T. M.wthews, Esq., Stevenage;
Manley, Esq., Northwood J. Sironell,
Esq., Hemel Hempstead; H. L. Wettern, Esq.,
Oxted; A. R. Reeves, Esq., Gosport ; Arthur
Johnson, Esq., Bishops Stortford R. de EscofFET, Esq., Dulwich; W. A. Shipley, Esq., East
Dulwich; J. W. RoFF, Esq., Wood Green ; Mrs.
;

;

Bevil Fortescue, Maidenhead

;

M. H. Ward,

Esq.. Epsom; Capt. Kilbee Stuart, Newbury;
R. de V. Pryor, Esq., Hitchin; H. R. Darlington, Esq., Potters Bar; H. Courtney Page,
Esq., Enfield; and F. R. Roberts, Esq., Dork-

;

;

;

placed

Ist.

.Amateurs' Classes.

;

;

The

classes
F. A.

;

;

two dozen blooms, with a capital exhibit
S. W. Burgess, Esq., Tonbridge.
in
the
Tea and
trophy
amateurs'
Mrs. Bevil
Noisette section was won by
Fortescue, Dropmorej Maidenliead, her bloom

for

2nd,

The

NATIONAL ROSE.

:

heavy-edged

rather small, but with very broad,
rounded petals; the heavy edging is deep
maroon-scarlet.
Open (lasses.
In the first half-dozen classes six varieties
were required, three blooms of each, staged in
For bizarres
vases, with Carnation foliage.
and flakes Mr. .Tames Douglas and Messrs.
A. R. Brown, Ltd., were placed 1st and 2nd
respectively, and occupied similar positions for
white-ground Picotees, selfs, fancies, and yellowground Picotees. The six fancies shown by Mr.
Douglas, i.e., Lt. Shackleton, Mona,
Jas.
Skirmisher, Lord Steyno, Linkman, and Queen
Eleanor, were very handsome specimens.
Some of the best flowers in the show were to
be found in the series of colour classes provided
for six blooms of one variety, staged in one vase.
Mr. .Jas. Douglas won the Ist prize for a buff
or terra-cotta variety with ElijAbcth Shiffner
for a heliotrope variety with The Grey Douglas
and for a yellow-ground Picotee with Eclipse
(very fine)
and for a white self with .Mhion.
Mr. Ijakeman was 1st for a rose or pink self
with Hilda Blick; for a maroon or crimson self
with Mrs. G. Marshall for a yellow self with
for a fancy
fine specimens of Border Yellow
and for a
variety with the gorgeous Pasnuin
Miss
white ground Picotee with Montrose.
Shiffner led for a red or scarlet self, with Jean
Douglas.
Messrs. A. R. Bbown, Ltd., had the best
their
twelve show flowers. .sta;;ed on cards
blooms of Dick Swiveller (rose flake) and Master
Fred (bizarre) were adjudged premier blooms.
Tlie same firm gained the 1st prize for a dozen
Picotees shown on stands.
Picotee,

29

was awarded the

[Concluded from

NATIONAL CARNATION AND PICOTEE.
16.

;

or Picotees.
The 1st prize for three selfs, three blooms of
each, was awarded to Mr. Robert Morion

varieties.

July

Merton and Fred were adjudged
Mr.
2nd, Mr. Jas. Faihlie.

Keen beat Mr. Frostick, Norbury,

showed larae-fruited clusters of Red Currants
named Littlecroft Red. an abundant cropper,
but apparently not an advance upon some well-

known

CHRONICLE.

The amateur champion for the year is H. L.
Wettern, Esq.. Oxted. who led among four competitors with large, full, bright and clean blooms
.von
J. R. Clarke. Sonv. de Pierre Notfimr.
Rose Mdme. I-eon Pain. MoUv Sharman Crawford, Mildred Grant (Silver Medal TT.T.l. Bessie
I

..f

Brown,

Candeur

T.,yoniiaiso,

Mdme.

.Jules

Mrs. .John Lning;
good 2nd. C. 0.
Wn.LTAMSON. Esq., Canterbury, was 1st. followed bv G. Speight. Esq., in the open amateurs' class for two dozen blooms.
The Rev. F. R. Burnstde. Great Stanbridge
Rectory, won the Elisha J. Hicks Challenge Cup

Gravereaux, and

Dr.

C.

the' old

Lamplough

was a

TRADE NOTES.
SUGGESTED INSTITUTE OF
AGRICULTURAL BOTANY.
of the Agricultural
at the Cannon
Mr. Lawrence
inst.,
15th
on
the
Hotel
Street
Weaver. C.B.E. (Director of Supplies, Food
Production Department), gave an interesting adnew
dress on the aims and objects of the
National Institute of Agricultural Botany which
Cambridge.
Ha
it is proposed to establish at
said they stood at the threshold of a new era
now
was
labourer
the
in agriculture, because
certain of a living wage, and the farmer
was approximately certain that he would
for
get an adequate price for his produce
many years to come. Early in October, 1917,
Newcastle,
of
Leighton,
late
Mr.
the
to
him that the
suggested
Staffordshire,
Food Production Department should institute
some sort of control over the selling of seeds,
in the interests of the honourable seedsman who
was subject to a good deal of unfair competiEngland alone of the great nations did
tion.
not possess an official seed-testing station, Init

At an important meeting

Seed

Trade Association, held

after securing the assent of the Bo.ird of Agriculture the seed-testing st;i.tion was est,abliBhed
by Mr. Prothero. An in.s.titute on the lines of
the Svalof Institute in Sweden was desired, but
the question arose as to how it could be financed.
Everyone .agreed that the work ought to be
done] and many people thought the Treasury
.should p.ay for it, but he felt that an Institute
which the agricultural interests had helped to
endow would carry far greater weight than one
nurelv official. Moreover, an Instituto provided
the trade
assistance of
by' the monetai-y
could reasonably ask the Government that it
should be consulted in regard to the details
His
of any future scheme of seed control.
first sten was to approach Sir Pobt. McAlpine.
who, with characteristic generosity, promi.sed
The
£5.000 down and £1,000 for five years.
Hon. Rupert Guinness, who wiis an enthusiastic
gave
work,
research
agricultnriil
snppniter of
the seed
friends
in
several
and
£1.000,

trade gave £1,000 each.

The National

A.ssocia-

tion of British and Tri.sh Millers had decided to
raise the sum of £5,000, and the N.ational A.=
-

oif
Com and Agricultural Merchants
were raising a subscription. Ho had drafted a
trust deed on broad national Hnesi under which

socijition

members

of the various Associations in the trade

would be nominated to the Council, so that the
Institute would be national in character and a
link between the oflicial guardians of agriculture, the seed trade, and the farmer, and he
believed it would bo a rpotent Inatrument in the
great n.itional policy of food production at home.

—

— —

—
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Upon the motion of the President, seconded
Mr. E. Sherwood, the following resolution
was unanimously adpoted
" That this meeting of the Agricultural Seed
Trade Association of Great Britain and Ireland,
having heard Mr. Lawrence Weaver's address
on the scope and functions of the proposed
b\'

:

National

Agricultural
Botany,
cordially welcomes its establishment in the
interests of British agriculture and of the seed
trade, expresses its gratitude to those who have
initiated the trust fund with generous benefactions, and invites the mem'bere of the trade to
subscribe with such liberality that the Institute
may be assured of a prosperous career."
Subsequently the Chairman announced dona
tions amounting to teU' thousand guineas, and a
vote of thanks to Mr. Weaver brought the proceedings to a close.
Institute

of

PROPOSED CHAMBER OF HORTICULTURE.
A

PROPOSAL to form a Chamber of Horticulture
was adopted at a meeting of the Horticultural
Trade lield at Doiinington House, Norfolk
Street, Strand, on jthe 17th inst
In all probability
this meeting will liave a far-reaching
effect on commercial horticulture, as the formation of a central body in which may be focussed
all the weight and interests of the trade will
have great influence. The general idea, as set
forth by Mr. H. Morgan Veitch and Mr. Geo.

Monro, junr., is the federation of all horticultural trade bodies, the formation of a Chamber
by means of delegates, and: the election of a
Council by the delegates.
Mr. Morgan Veitch
pointed out that at present it was not the special
business of any particular person or society to
watch the interests of the trade ; each society
did what it could, but the whole weight of
numbere and influence was not brought to bear
upon matters of vital importance to the trade.
It would be the duty of a Chamber of. Horticulture to watch for and fight against irritating
and unfair Orders and other measures, and to
promote constructive legislation.
Moreover, it
was pointed out that the position of Horticulture in the commercial world would be greatly
improved by means of a central Chamber to
which Government Departments could apply for
information when legislative measures were being
considered.
A quiet and earnest enthusiasm cTiaracterised
the proceedings, and a sum of £700 was pro-

mised, in a few moments, towards the initial
expenses.
The type of society to be admitted,
draft rules, finance, office, and other matters
were referred to a committee for consideration
and report. This committee, with Mr. H. Morgan Veitch as hon. sec, includes Messi-s. Geo.
Monro, junr., Alfred Watkins, W. Poupart,
H. G. Lobjoit, R. Wallace, Joseph Rochford.
H. 0. Larsen,
Evans, and C. H. Curtis. Its
duties are purely preparatory.

—

THE TESTING OF SEEDS ORDER.
Although particulars now have to be given in
respect of packets of seeds, sold or exposed
for sale, the new Order makes one concession as regards small packets.
This concession is to the effect that in the case of packets
of Pea or Bean seed not exceeding 2 lbs., or of
garden Turnip, garden Cabbage, garden Kale,
garden Kohl Rabi, Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli,
Cauliflower, Carrot, Parsnip, Beet, or Onion not
exceeding 8 ozs.
where the germination of
the seed sold or exposed for sale is at or above
the standard specified in Part IV. of the First
Schedule to the Order, it shall not be necessary
,

to give the particulars

Furthermore, even
that standard,

it

if

shall

required by
the,

sent the advisability

O'f

Mr.

assisting.

J.

Hodge,

Blairgowrie, stated that every pound of fruit
should be gathered.
The complaint had often
been made that the grower was profiteering at
the expense of the picker, yet in some years at
least, such as 1915 and 1916, the growers had
lost money.
Last year they did not make more
than 15 per cent., which made an average of
about 5 per cent, over three yeajs.

is

ing mid-season and late Potatos will have already
sprayed their plants once at least.
The longcontinued spell of dry weather was all against the
sii^read of late blight, but the fine weather has at
last broken, and those who have not already
sprayed their piots would do well to do so without delay. Even if spraying does not prevent an
attack of blight, as some aver, it is almost universally admitted that spraying does prolong th«
growth of the haulm by at least three weeks.
If this be true the weight of the crop must be
increased considerably, and will compensate for

any

tubers there

disea-sed

may

former years, strong efforts are being
induce school teachers and others to
in picking fruit,'
especially for. the Blairgowrie district.
In order
to promote this movement a meeting was held in
the Goold Hall, EdutJBurgh, on the 3rd inst. Dr.
Morgan presided, and impressed upon those prein

to

spend part of their holidays

Mr. White was 42 years of age, and leaves,
a wife and one daughter.

Mrs. a. KNIQHT8.-The many friends of th&
Mr. Peter Barr, V.M.H., of King Street,
Covent Garden, W.C, will regiet to learn of the

late

death of his
second daughter, Mrs. Alice
Knights, of Ridgebourne, Christchurch Road,
Streatham, S.W., who passed away at the residence of her sister, Mrs.
Dunlop-Barr,
at
Timperley, Cheshire, on the 15th inst.

where freshly burnt stone lime is not available
for the making of Bordeaux mixture.
Burgimdy mixture is made as follows
:

Dissolve 4 lbs. of sulphate of copper (98 per
cent, purity) in 5 gallons of water, then make
up to 35 gallons.
Dissolve 5 lbs. of washing
soda in another vessel in 5 gallons of water
warm water may be used to expedite the dissolving of the soda and when this has been
done the soda should be added to the copper
sulphate, stirring vigoixiusly meanwhile.
If a
piece of red litmus paper dipped into the mixture remains red, add more soda, and keep the
mixture stirred until the litmus paper just turns
blue.

—

The fungicide should be used

fresh state,
be applied more than
in .a

and in no case should it
ten hours after it has been made.
In spraying thoroughly coat the leaves with
the liquid, especially on the under surfaces. The
manner in which the specific is applied is of
more importance than using a large quantity';
just a fine spray is sufficient.
For small plots
a knapsack sprayer answers well. Where acres
are to be sprayed a horse-drawn sprayer is essential.

Swedes.
Seedling Swedes of the first-sown batch of seed
are growing satisfactorily, notwithstanding an
attack of Turnip fly when the plants were coming through the surface the recent showers have
accelerated their growth. Directly the plants are
large enough to handle they should be " set
out," or thinned much depends on this detail
for their future success.
I know of no plant
that so quickly shows the advantage of early
thinning as the Swede. When allowed to remain
crowded in the rows the plants are " stunted "
;

;

growth and never produce fine roots.
If the weather is dry horse-hoe between the
rows and draw wide, open-tooth harrows across
in

the rows.
Tills aids not only the hoers when
thinning the plants, hut hastens growth by disturbing the soil about the plants.
If the seed was good, and sown at the rate
of 2 lbs. per acre, there need be no fear of
the harrows pulling up many of the plants. E.

Molynenx.

Harry

J.

White.— We

death of Mr. Harry

regret to record the

White, nurseryman, Worhe was on a
business journey riding a bicycle on the tow-path
of the canal, near Worcester, when something
went wrong witli the machine and he was thrown
into the water. His clothing became entangled m
cester.

On

the bicycle,

J.

Tues<:lay, the 9th inst.,

and,

failing

to

extricate himself,

he was drowned before help could reach him. He
was hon. secretary of the Worcester Auxiliary
of

the

Royal

Gardeners'

Benevolent

Dwindled China Roses
A'. L.
possibly succeed when planted

Institu-

Roses caimot.

:

in close proxito fruit or timber trees, as the roots of
these latter will appropriate the moisture and

mity

nourishment provided for the Roses. Choose
a better site, or, if that is not possible, cut
back the root© of the trees and place a piece
of sheet-iron in the soil to prevent them from
encroaching in the future. If the soil is light
add some heavy turfy loam and decayed
manui-e in the autumn and
transplant the
Roses therein.

Ghapes Diseased

be.

The Food Production Department recommends the use of Burgundy mixture, tspecially

be sufficient to state that

FRUIT-PICKING IN SCOTLAND.

20, 1918.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

believe in the advajitage of spray-

below

Apparently, therefore, the actual figures need
not be given in respect of the above small quantities of the particular seeds mentioned.

;

tion.

Spraying Potatos.

Those who

the Order.

germination

[July

—

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

fact.

As
made

—

A'.

:

C.

The

H.

berries are

with spot disease
(Gloeosporium
aimpelophagum). Dust the berries and leaves
with flowers of sulphur, and again after a
interval of 10 days, adding a small quantity of
quicklime to the sulphur. See reply to H. G.

affected

in the last issue.

Free Training
W. M. Q. So

in Gardening for Girls
far as we are aware there is no
horticultural school where a girl may obtain
free training in gardening.
Women students
are taken at Swanley Horticultural College
Studley Royal, Cilynde, and at University
College, Reading; fees, living expenses, and
syllabus of training may be obtained on application to the principal in each case.
'The
:

Education Department

of

your own County

Council may be able to give you further infomiation, as courses of horticultural training
for women are now being given in many
places.

Names op Plants

M.

J. B.

:

1,

Sedum album

j

Veronica Traversii. L. S. Ainswortfi.
1,
communis (Nipplewort); 2, Epilo-

2,

Lapsana

bium montanum

Brassica nigra (Black
3,
Euphorbia Lathyris (Caper
4,
Spurge) ; 5, Allium Moly. This latter is the
only garden plant; the rest are weeds. Kent.
Sempervivum arachnoideum (Cobweb Houseleek), S. Webbianum, Hort. ex
C. B. Lehm.
and Schnitt sp., and S. tomentosum, C. B.
Lehm. and Schnitt sp. are both synonyms of
S. arachnoideum.
/. 0. Campden. 1, Lilium
elegans
2, L. JIartagon album
3, Crassula
coccinea 4, Clematis Lady Bovill 5, Ranunculus asiaticus flore pleno 5, Pyrethrum Partheiuum flore pleno; 7. Lychnis Chalcedonica.

Mustard)

;

;

—

,

;

;

;

;

;

Peas Unhealthy
T. L.
any parasitic disease in
:

There

is

no sign of

this Pea haulm.
The
yellowing of the foliage is most probably due
to the unfavourable season.

Private

W

Gardeners

and

War

Service

:

T. W.
Place your case before the War
Committee without
Agricultural Executive
delay present a clear statement of tlie amount
of ground you are cultivating for food production, the amount and kind of help you
receive, and the number of people you supply
Enclose a
with vegetable food and fruit.
doctor's cer.i'cate of your health, and give
decision
as to
particulars of the Tribunal's
grade and temporary exemption. At the same
of
your
statement
complete
copy
send
time
a
to the Food Production Department, 72, Victoria Street, Westminister.
.

;

ToMATOs Diseased H. S. The disease on the
Tomato leaves is " rust," caused by the fungus
:

Cladosporium fulvum. Spray the plants regularly with Bordeaux mixture.
Remove with a
damp cloth any sediment from the wash which
is on the ripe fruit before it is used.

Communications Received.— W. A. C— J. A. P.
S. A.— A. B. W.— R. W. T.— A. R.— A. D.— D- J. H
~J. H. W.— A. W. G.— A. N.— P. A.— A. A. W. & Son
—A.

B.

C—H.

D.

—

JiLv

-

;

,
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rate Flageolets,

After picking

if

off

not ripened Beans as well.
green pods, those pods

all

which are judged to be too old are allowed to
remain for Flageolets and of these, again, those
;
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FLAGEOLET AXD HARICOT BEANS.
N these times it is of importance to obtain

that I have worked on these lines, and even in
the worst summers I have not failed to get a
In a bad sumsufficient supply of ripe Beans.
mer later sowings, especially of second early and
ripen,
but even
late varieties, may fail to
then many Flageolets may be obtained, which
may be bottled or canned if not consumed at
The varieties which I grow are the
once.
Predome (dwarf), of which Lcs Planles polagires
states it is the most perfect of "Mangetout"

freedom from membrane and string
it may be eaten when the seeds are about full
The other of the Mangetout class is one
size.
I obtained many years ago, and which may be an
improved " Dutch Brown " Bean, or, as I am
somewhat inclined to believe, a dwarf form of
Like the Predome. it makes a u.soful
St. Fiacre.
ripe Bean, plump and rounded, of a pale caf(
au lait colour it .also affords a fair-sized Flageo-

Beans

33
34
37
32

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTON.
I

that are too far ripened to make good Flageolets
are allowed to mature for final harvesting. When
cold weather sets in, picking is guided by the
probability of eventual ripening. Thus practically
Last winter 1 used to
every pod is utilised.
pass two long rows of Scarlet Runners crowded
with ripened pods which were probably wasted
had they been White Runnere they could no
doubt have been marketed if the grower was
Last
unable to use them in his household.
season, from a 10-yard row of four white varieties of Runner Beans, we eventnally harvested
several pounds of ripe seed, after picking green
pods and Flageolets. It must be some ten years

in

;

as

much food

Possibly there may be seeds for distribution
Of dwarfs, particularly for Flageolets and ripening. I grow Haricot Flageolet vert
(Roi des verts), and the likewise green-seeded
Chevrier, which is reputed to have rather a lialet.

value out of vegetables as posI
X sible, but of the possibly available pulst-s we
do not get as much as we should. In the form
of the ripe dry or " Haricot " Beaii we use the
"
full value, but, generally speaking, the " Bean

th'8 season.

served at table (excepting the Broad Bean) has
comparatively little nutritive value.
Inaemuch
as the real food is contained in the seed, the
value of the Bean will depend upon the extent
to which the seed has developed at the time of
consumption. Many of the kinds grown in this
country become uneatable before the seed.s have
developed more than a small friiction of their
growth, owing to the •developnaent of hard mem"
brane in the pod.
In the true " Mangetout

Flageolet rouge,
itself well
in
this
respect
a red-brown see<led sort, yields a fine, large,
juicy Flageolet, but unless picked rather young
has not the fair green colour of the two former
varieties.
All are heavy croppers if red spider
is not .allowed to infest the plants.
Of Runner
kinds I grow only white-seeded varieties
Sutton's Abundance we
leave mostly to ripen
Sutton's Mammoth White and Chelsea Giant
White make fine creamy Flageolets and are good
as Haricots, but both need to be picked young
for green pod.i, as the hard membrane develops
early.
Another white-seeded Runner which
makes enormous pods, was sent me by Mr. Hein«mann many years ago as the Soya Bean, which
certainly is not; this season, I hoipe, will
it
show whether it may not be identical with
Dai Fuku. seeds of which have been given
me. On the trial patch we have aliso two other
Beans of .lapanKW origin, and a few of the
much-talked-of Brown Dutch, which from ap-

varieties this parchment-like membrane is absent
and the pods are still terider throughout, even
when the seeds are n<wrly fully developed,
though the pod must not be left to shrink in its
final maturation.
The hard-podded sorts can,
however, be utilised to the full by consuming
them as " Flageolets " that is to say. they are

—

Peas or Broad Beans, before cookform they have a high value in protein, or " flesh-forming " constituents, and are
able to take the place of meat, but they have
shelleti. like

ing

;

in thi.s

only a small fat percentage, so preferably the
use of fat of some sort with these Beans is advisable, unless they are consumed with, say, fat
bacon.
Though so little known and used in
this country, the Flageolet is an important
article of diet abroad
the visitor to the daily
vegetable market in any small French town will
see numbers of market-women busily occupied
in shelling Beans as they wait for customers.
Besides being s<>rv6d simply alone or compounded
into s^ifccntash with green com (Maize), or, again,
flavoured with Tomato, the " Flageolet " may be
pa.ssed through a. sieve after cooking and used
for soup. Bean pudding, or croquettes. Inasmuch
as the constituen'ts are still in the unripened
condition, they may well be in a more- digestible
conditon than are the dried ripe " Haricots."
The pei-fect Bean to grow is one which not only
is of good flavour when cooked as green pods,
but which also yields good Flageolets and also
good ripe Beans; at the same time the plant
must be a prolific cropper. My rule is never to
pull up a Bean plant until it has yielded at anv
;

bility to

mildew, but which so far has behaved
;

;

;

pearance was almost condemned without

trial.

This spring I have been giving an objectlesson to neighbours on the French saying that,
when sown, " the Bean should .see the gardener
as he leaves the patch." Of white-seeded sorts
some were sown in a greenhouse bed without
covering at all, others were covered with soil.
Those of the uncovered ones whose hiUim
was not turnetl upwards r.xpidly sent down
rootlets,
and the cotyledons rapidly became
green, showing that nourishment was being
formed there, and with the result that when the
buried seed showed .above earth these others had
become about a foot high.
In the open the
s-^cdR cannot be left quite uncovered, but as
little soil .as may be necessary to hide them, and
no more, seems advisable.
With regard to Runner Beans, I stretch
a piece of coarse-meshed wire netting 3 feet wide
about 3 feet above the ground to serve as support, .and in order to lead up the shoots a few
short twigs are thrust into the ground
usually
the support Ls moved year after year to another
;

31

The two end supporting poets are strutted,
and the wire stretched by means of a couple
of raidisseurs and lengths of wire. AU Beans are
easily within reach without a pair of steps,
which must be needed as some people grow them.
Runner Beans are often grown as a field crop,
and an Evesham correspondent informs me that
the plan is to space the plants a yard apart,
pinch out the tips when 6 inches high, and continue to nip off half an inch from the sid'eshoots as they appear
further. Peas treated
in the same way become " stocky " and selfsupporting without any sticks or poles.
As a
trial I am adopting a compromise with a few
site.

;

plants;

I

fear

that,

straggling

too

near

the

pods may not ripen.
Having a
of sticks about 4 feet long, these Beans

ground, the

nnmber

amount of support and be
in this way it is hoped to
get the crop to ripen and avoid the disadvajitages
of tall sticks.
It is, perhaps, not unnatural
to turn to the trials of the Royal Horticultural
" French and
Society for information
(e.g.
Runner Beans at Wisley," R.H.^. Journ.,
XXXV.. Pt. III.. 1910, p. 476), but. unfortuMerely a list of
nately, these afford no help.
names and awards is given no indications whatwill be allowed that

pinched accordingly

;

—

ever as to quality, development of membrane,
identity, or close relationship of the various
sorts appear.
There is likewise no attempt at
classificat^ion or reason given for the awarded
certificates.
A variety which bears a very
heavy crop which becomes membranous early
may be in reality inferior to one which gives
a rather lighter crop, but which remains good
for picking green Beans over a longer period.
The list gives one no idea as to what are good
as Flageolets or would bo profitably grown on
to ripen and afford Haricot Beans for storage.
fl.

/:.

Durham.

LATE TURNIPS.
In the spring and early summer it is a difficult
matter to obtain a supply of early Turnips in
sufficient quantities for requirements, and again
during winter it is not .always easy to maintain
Measures should now be
the requisite supply.
taken to ensure a plentiful crop of this vegetable
tlirough the autumn, and a little later seeds must
lie sown to provide supplies until frame Turni)).';
are available in spring.
One of the chief difficulties in raising Tuniipb
at this season is damage from .attacks of the
Turnip beetle or flea. Miich can be done to help

In dry
young plants against this pest.
weather open the drills in the ordinary way, and
before sowing the seeds flood them with water.
This will ensure rapid germination, and if the
seedlings are copiously watered once or twice as
they appear there will be less probability of the
insect doing serious harm, as the pest does not
the

love moisture.

The soil should he in such a condition that
the plants may make rapid progress after germination. Endeavour to get them quickly into
the rouijh leaf and the danger from the beetle
To ensure this,
will be materially lessened.
may be used.
quickly stimulating manures
Dustings of soot are excellent, both before sowing and after the plants are through the ground.
Wood ashes are helpful when applied in a dry
state, and may bo not only dug into the ground,
but are excellent for dustmg over the seedlings.
for a
Soil that has been heavily manured
previous crop is the most suitable for Turnips ;
poor, stahle manure
if the land
is naturally
may be necessary, and superphosphate at the
I
rate of 4 to 5 ouncej? to the square- yard.
have found Turnips succeed well in ground that
is not freshly dug provided the surface has beeir
thoroughly hoed and raked after the previous
In the case of land
crop has been removed.
which had been under generous treatment for
several years, a dressing of superphosphate and
wood ash applied to the soil and raked in just
previous to opening the drills has been followed
by good crops without further preparation.
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It may be possible to secure roots sufficiently
for use by sowing after the first week in
August, but seasons vary so much that one can
never be sure. There is a temptation to sow at
that late time, as usually much ground falls
vacant just about the end of August or beginning of September, but the practice seldom pays.
Therefore it is advisable that the seeds should
be sown not later than the first week in August.
In regard to varieties, as a hardy winter sort
I doubt if the old Chirk Castle is to be surpassed
for quality and hardiness combined
Roots of
the old Greentop variety will keep a long time
in good condition, but this sort is not so hardv

THE ROSARY.

large

ROSE

[July

27, 1918.

environment. We find precisely similar instances
in the genus Agapanthus and in Crinura, which
in different parts of South Africa vary much in

KEW RAMBLER.

and habit, but though their flowers and

size

Six years ago Rosa Soulieana, a white-flowered
climbing species from China, was crossed at Kew
with the red-flowered Hiawatha, a Wichuraiana
hybrid, and one of the best of the red ramblers.
Six plants of the cross are now in flower in the

leaves differ so much in size and colour that
gardeners and the older school of botanists treat

them

as distinct species, the differences are insufto distinguish
many of the so-called

ficient

I
cannot agree with Mr. Baker's
remark in Bot. Mag. that K. caulescens will
never replace the gorgeous K. Uvaria as a
border plant, even if it is hardy, which at that
time he thought very doubtful. Anyone who saw
it as I have it on the top of a rock in my garden
would say that it is one of the handsomest of
the genus
and the fact that it has survived
temperatures below zero here without protection
proves its hardiness.
Baker also speaks of its
"trunk"; this implies to .me a woody trunk,
which is not strictly correct, for though its habit
is more caulescent than that of Northiae, and not
hePbaceoas like that of Tuckii, yet the stem
is never woody, and the offsets, if not taken off
and planted deeply, lie on the ground and
eventually decay.
Though the three illustrations referred to, all by Fitch, are good ones,
yet my plants do not show the same amount of
difference in the bracts below the flowers that
his drawings do. K. caulescens and K. Northiae
both attain about 4 feet in height, and flower
here a month or more before any of the forms
of K. Uvaria type, which now vary so infinitely
tliat they must, I think, be looked on as florists'

species.

;

I

fioTvers.

Rose garden at Kew,

five of

the sixth, illustrated in

fig.

them being white,

12, a beautiful

pink

and white. The new hybrid is very free flower
ing, and the blooms have the valuable property
remaining fresh for a long time, after the
Pillar and Flora Mitten.

of

may

state that in the case of the only

one which I have raised for two generations,
namely, K. Nelsonii, the progeny of the second
generation have trebled in size and lost all resemblance to their original parent. Though this
may be due to hybridisation, yet it shows how
inconstant the genus is, and how much it needs
revision on 'broader lines than Mr. Baker followed. H. J. Elwes. Colesbourne.

manner of American

R. Soulieana has glaucous green leaves, whilst in
Hiawatha the leaves are glassy green. The
foliage of the hj"brid is intermediate between that
of the

two parents, otherwise the variety might
IF. 11'.
a pink form of Hiawatha.

be considered

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CATTLEYA WARSCEWICZII BRITAIN'S
QUEEN.
Mr.

PLANT NOTES.
KNIPHOFIA NORTHIAE, BAKER.

Esq..

Howes, gardener to Samuel Gratrix,
West Point, Whalley Range, Manchester,
J.

sends a flower* of a very delicately tinted, nearly
white form of C. Warscewiczii, of which he
" The plant is flowering for the first
states
It
time, although imported some years ago.
was described by the collector as having white
sepals and petals and pink Up,' and although it
is not a true albino I consider it very distinct."
The flower sent is 8 inches across and of good
shape, the silver-white sepals and petals having
the
the slightest trace of Peach-blossom tint
lip is a pale lavender or Peach-blossom colour
with a very slight purplish-rose line in the
middle of the front lobe, the disc of which is
chrome-yellow.
The novelty is a very pretty form and nearest
to C. Warscewiczii Mrs. E. Ashworth, illustrated
in Gard. Chron.. September 4. 1897, ,p. 163.
:

When

i-ecently at Kew Mr. Watson showed me
what he considered the true Kniphofia Northiae,

pointing out that many of the plants in cultivation under this name had a midrib on the
back side of the leaf which is not present in
Miss North's original ]>liaTit which she gave me
(c.f. Bot Mag., tab. 7,412, where it is stated that
the plant was found near Grahamstown). I have
raised and given away seedlings of this, as K.
Northiae, which have a midrib more or less
developed in the leaf and the edge of the leaves
'less serrate
the former character being the only
one by which Baker separated Northiae from
This
caulescens. Baker, Bot. Mag., tab. 5,946.
;

[Photograph by E.
Firi.

12.

— ROSE

KEW

R.\MBLER

J.

Wall,,.

:

FLOWERS PINK AND WHITE.
as Chirk Castle. There are one or two strains
of re-d-ski-ined Turnips which withstand frost
and are worth gi-owing for winter use.
well
Much can be done to maintain a supply through
th? winter
by lifting and storing roots in
November. James A. Paire.

BEETROOT.
be sown, to add to the supply for winter. The soil should be rather rich,
Guard
and a Turnip-rooted variety selected.
against 'sparrows as the seedlings push through
the soil. Thinning must not be delayed. Spray
the foliage after a hot day.
C. Davit, Holy
IVells Park Gardens, Ipswich.

Beetroot can

still

'

;

was

collected
by Cooper for Mr. Wilson
Saunders on the Stormbergen between Albany
and British Caffraria. I have the plant which
Mr. Wilson Saunders gave me forty years ago,
and as it is now in flower I have compared it
with Northiae and with K. Tuckii, Baker, Bot.
Mug., tab. 7,644, which came from Colesberg.
Though the habit and foliage of these three
plants are distinct, and for horticultural purposes
K. Northiae is as superior to K. caulescens
as that is to K. Tuckii, yet the inflorescence of
all three is so similar, that I am certain that no
botanist taking broad views of species could
separate these three plants on their floral characters alone and unless their leaf characters remain constant when raised from seed, which does
not seem to be the case with Northiae, one must
suppose that they represent local forms due to
;

TOP-GRAFTING RESULTS.
The top-grafting of trees of luidesirable varieof Apples, which was done under very
favourable conditions in April, has answered well
The very small percentage of failures
this year.
can generally be traced to cater)iillars eating out
One caterpillar is quite
the bursting buds.
capable of devouring all the buds on a grafted
It has been necessary
tree if left undisturbed.
to examine the trees several times to prevent this
A scion will stand a good deal of
destruction.
ill-treatment once it has formed a junction with
In many
the stock, growth being so vigorous.
ties

July
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has been eaten out another

cases where a bud

has pushed at

The
ence,

its side.

worst variety to top-graft, in my experiGa^'oyne's Scarlet, a thoroughly unde-

is

Apple for my district, owing to its tenA number of trees grafted
dency to canker.
three years ago have proved an almost total
sirable

The

failure.

soon died
bur.iting

oft.

the

away from the wood and turning brown

and dry.

I

" flooding

and the

excellent start, but
bark of the headed stocks

made an

scions

have seen this trouble, described as
out,"

attributed

made

."suggestion

down rank-growing

trees

excess of

to

sap,

that, when heading
for top-grafting, one

branch should be left intact for a season to take
some of the sap. This hint was followed \»hen
top-grafting some more Ga.sco\-Tie's Scarlet trees
at any
this season, and apparently it succeeded
" this time.
rate, there has been no " flooding out
The only drawback is that insect pests from
the old branch may find their way on to the
new Ltrowth, as caterpillare have done this year.
The common plan of rind or crown grafting
never seems quite satisfactory to me, since it
does not bring int<> union the cambium layers
of stock and scion said to be the essential point
I have generally
in all systems of grafting.
adopted the modified plan of lifting tjie bark
on one side only of the cut made on the stock,
and taking a thin slice off one side of the scion

—

—

will develop more growth in one duL'
in three weeks of warm weather and
important to have
therefore
it
is
sunshine,
the houses or frames in which the plants are
grown properly shaded. Blinds are certainly
the best form of shading, but where these are
not available, Summer Cloud answers the purpose very w-ell. When the seedlings show signs
of being eaten by pests, a sharp look-out should
be made daily for a little, green-coloured

Cyclamens
week than

caterpillar about i inch long, difficult to find,
The
and very troublesome in some districts.
only method of eradicating this pest is to handpick at night ; in the morning the caterpillars
are hidden in the soil, but very often return to

their work of destruction in the afternoon. Dust
ing soot on the ashes or gravel on which the pans
stand is a good preventive against the attacks
of slugs. By the middle of September the lights
of the frames should be closed, as the air is
cooler, and during the daytime very little
should be admitted, but the amount of ventilation must depend on the out-door temperatures,
as no hard-and-fast rules can be laid down beyond stating the necessity to prevent draughts
Towards the
"and fluctuations of temperature.
end of September the seed-pans should be placed
receive
should
in the greenhouse, where they

much
air

everv

attention.

The

idea!

temperature

for
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treated will make fine specimens, ready for their
by the end of January.
first potting singly
/. W. Forsyth.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
AESCULUS PAEVIFLORA.
of the Horse Chestnut family,
often known as Pavia macrostachya, is a native
of the south-eastern United States, from whence
was introduced to cultivation in 1785. Its
it
usual season of blooming is the latter part of
July and in August, when few shrubs are in
There is no other occupant of our garflower.
dens with which it may be confounded, as it
forms a shrub from 8 to 10 feet in height or
even more, and spreads by means of sucker-like
basal growths until it covei's a considerable space.

This member

The

divided leaves usually consist of five leafwhich are dark green above and clothed
with greyisli down underaeath. The flowers are
borne in erect panicles, in some cases almost a

lets,

foot in length. The showiest portion of the inflorescence is the cluster of long, thread-like,
pinkish-white stamens, which stand out prominently. While not particular as to soil, Aesculus
parviflora thrives best in a fairly deep, open

ord^r to bring into contact the two edges of
The result is a perfect junction all
the bark.
The only trouble is that the
that side.
scion is rather apt to blow out if exposed to
stronf,' winds aft-er it has made some growth.
This year a new plan has been tried, though
quite likely it is not original. The usual vertical
cut having been made through the bark of the
stock, two more short cuts are made at the top.
These extend
one on each side of the first.
only about 5 inch down from the top of the
At the ba.se of them a short horizontal
stock.
cut is made, and the two little pieces of bark
bounded by these three cuts removed entirely.
This leaves the usual long vertical cut with a
narrow patch of bark removed at the top. exposing the wood. This patch should be the .tani>'
in

down

width as the scion,

which

is

prepaTe<)

with a

the ordinary manner, and
When
tlien a thin slice is taken off e.ich edge.
thft scion is pushed down under the bark in the
ordinary way the cambium layers of stock and
soion come in contact on both sides at the top,
and there is no anace dovii between the bark
and the wood of the former. At the same time
the lower end of the scion is held firmly under
Several grafts done in
the bark of the stock.
In every
this fashion have been uncovered.
case a neat junction has resulted, and the scions

single

splice cut

in

seem to be firmly
be seen how they
Marl-rl Grower.

it
remains to
stand the test of wind.

cla.sped. thoiijjh
will

lAVAUF, LATE-FLOWERING CHESTNUT.

Cyclamens at all timee is 55°, but the plants may
be grown successfully iu temperatures ranging
upwards from 45°. By the end of October seedlings from the July sowing should be ready to
prick oft, but this operation should not be proceeded with until the seedlings have made two

CULTIVATION OF CYCLAMENS.
(Condurhd

from. p. 21.)

Where large numbers of plants
or three leaves.
are grown 10 seedlings are generally pricked off
The best .system is to
into 5-inch pots (48's).
place three seedlings around the side of a 3-inch
pot plants grown in 3-inch pots are less liable
to receive a check when being divided for
The compost for pricking
their first potting.
;

weeks from the time

of sowing, two
or three-year-old seed will commence to germinate, and when this is Observed the paper
should be removed and the gliiss tilted with a
small stone or wooden label, until the seedlings
push their way through the soil, when the glass
may be removed. The seedlings will make good
progress during the next three weeks, until the
seedling leaf is about one inch Ion;,' after that
stage they will begin to lag, but at this
stage the tiny corm Is forming its first true leaf,
and every encouragement should be given the

In

five

:

'

plants to grow freely by stirring the surface soil
carefully with a sharp pointed stick, and spraying them overhead twice each day in bright,
warm weather.
There are few plants tliat
do not love the sunlight, but the Cyclamen is an
exception.
The observant grower will find that

(iff

should be similar to that recommended for

sowing the seedlings a slight dusting of soot
may be added with advantage, but not more
each bushel of
to
3-inch
potful
than a
Subsequent cultural details consist chiefly
soil.
Should thrip make
in keeping the plants clean.
will be necessary.
its appearance, fumigation
;

the plants at all times in a light, airy posiNo
tion near the glass do not overcrowd them.
shading will be required after the end of SepApply water liberally, and spray the
terrtber.

Keep

;

I would replants overhead on fine afternoons.
peat the advice to prevent fluctuations of temtemperature
perature rather grow the plants in a
of 45° than 60°, but remember the ideal tem-

loam that

W.

is

not parched up during the summer.

T.

UEUTZIA

HYPOGLAl'CA.

Deutzia HYi'OGLAdCA Was not injured by the
severe cold ex|)erienced in America during the
past winter, and has now flowered for three
It is a tall,
years in the Arnold Arboretum,
much-branched
with erect,
shrub,
vigorous
dark
long-pointed leaves,
lanceolate,
stems,
yellow-green on the upper surface and pale beThe
branchlets.
orange-brown
light,
low, and
pure white flowers are seven-eights of an inch in
drooping
slender,
diameter, and are borne on
many-flowered compound, roundin
pedicels
topped clusters from 3 to 4 inches across. The
broad, petal-like filaments, whidi are rather
shorter than the spreading petals, and are
notched at the apex, form a tube rising from the
centre of the flower from which the bright yellow
anthers emerge.
D. hypoglauca was discovered by Mr. E. H.
Wilson in Hupeh, but the plants in the Arnold
Arboretum were raised from seeds collected in
Purdom on the mountains of
1910 by Mr.
and ten
eight
Shensi, at altitudes between
This may
thousand feet above the sea-level.
prove a valuable plant to cross with some of the

;

perature for Cyclamens

is

55°.

Plants thus

Chinese
It

is

Deut/.ias

a handsomer

rose-coloured flowers.
plant than D. parviflora,

with

;

;
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another Chinese species,. and an old inhabitant of
the Arnold Arboretum, where it has proved to
be one of the hardiest of all Deutzias. Sent from
the Artjoretum to M. Lemoine, at Nancy,
France, it was successfully crossed by him with
D. gra.cilis. The result of this cross was Deutzia
Lemoinei, one of the handsomest and hardiest
One of the
garden shrubs of recent creation.
forms of E. Lemoinei, Boule de Neige, has been
unusuallv Auriferous this season.

This graceful

plant belongs to the Soldanelloides group of the genus, which includes
the better-known Himalayan species P. Reidii,
P. uniflora, and P. Wattii, as well as the Chinese P. nutans. The species was introduced
Ltd.,
Messrs.
Bees,
cultivation
by
into
through their collector, Mr. G. Forrest, who
found it on the eastern bank of the Tali
In his
range in Western Yunnan in 1906.
notes with the dried specimens Mr. Fo-rest
little

The Week's Work.

injured by frost.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

F.

Cliy,

Jordan, Gardener to Lieut. -Ool. Spender
M.P., Ford Manor, Lingfleld. Surrey

another sowing of Coleworts during the present week, to obtain plants
for tiansjilanling when the second early Potatos
are lifteKi in August. Plants of this sowing will
produce heads of good size by the end of the
autumn.
Plant out those sown earlier as
opportunity occurs, for all vacant spaces should
be cropped this year.

Celery.— Celery may still be planted out,
choosing a white variety for early supplies and
This crop
the red or pink sorts for late use.
needs a rich soil and an abun<iance of moisture,
but it is not a<3visable to plant in over-rich
ground or to use water to excess, or the heads
Single
will grow coarse and fail to blanch well.
rows iind most favour with growers, and the plan

Fio

Trees on Open Walls —The

;

\-eloped too vigorously nip out the point.

Loam for Fruit Tree Borders.— Good
loam is equally as essential for the preparation
of hardy fruit bordeiis as for vine boiders, and
now is a suitable time to procure a supply. In
these unusual times many have allowed their
stocks of loam to get unduly low, but it is a
mistake to have so little in hand as to run the
risk of having finally to use soil of indifferent
quality.
I much prefer turfy, yellow loam that
is so full of fibre as to hold together,
and it
should be of a calcareous character. If the turf
is obtained soon there will be time to make it
into a stack that will be fit for use by the end
of September.
If fliere is a deficiency of lime
in the turf mix bone-meal with
it
as it is
Should the loam be of too retentive a
stacked.
character add finely broken old lime rubble and
In some large estasmall particles of brick.
blishments it is a com'pa,ratively easy matter
to find good loam on the estate, but it is not
always easy for the gardener to get the necespermission to use

well-rotted farmyard
broken down, should

remarks
on di'y,

:

" This graceful little plant gicw.s
and on ledges of
rocky
slopes

in side valleys in sunny situations at
an elevation of 11,000 feet." The softly haii^
leaves are produced in rosettes, fnym which
cliffs

flower-stems, 4 inches to 8 inches
brijM blue, fragrant flowers,
eoftened with silver meal, and with a white interior, are produced in spikes of from 5 to 9
flowers each. This spicate character is a disfrom all
tinct feature, separating the plant

spring the
high.

The

other members of this genus.
Like many other Primulas, P. spicata is
of annual or biennial character, setting its seeds
rapidly after flowering, and the blooms withering almost immediately. Fresh seeds germinate
freely, and the plant may be grown in places
where P. nutams succeeds that is, a welldrained, partly shaded position, for it does n(.t
like too much hot sunshine.
P. spicata obtained the R.H.S. Award of
Merit when shown by Messrs. R. Wallace and
Co. at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

—

Society on

May

7, 1918.

W.

I.

:

FLOWERS BRIGHT BLUE.
plants to become nearly fuU
grown before earthing them up is fairly general.

of allowing the

fruits

Fig trees against open walls in favourable
should now be Hearing the ripening
When at this stage of development do not
water too liberally, but, on the otJier hand, do
not allow the roots to become excessively dry
aim at a happy medium. Remove any weak or
supeiifluous growths and do not allow the foliage
to shade the fruits, which should be allowed to
ripen fuUy on the trees if for use at home,
but if for packing to travel by rail or road
pick them carefully a day or two earlier. Encourage young trees to grow freely by watering
and syringing them, as red spider may otherwise attack the leaves.
If any slioots have deuix)n

localities
stage.

sai-y

-PRIMULA SPIMTA

27, 1918.

be put out directly ground- is available.
They
may be planted very late in the season, and' it is
seldom that late-planted or half-grown crops are

CoLEWOHTS.— Make

PRIMULA SPICATA.

[July

it.

or
\)e

A

small

amount

of

stable manure, well
added to the compost

used as top-diressings for fruit borders.
If the
soil needs dnaining, broken clinkers from the
stokehole provide suitable material for the purpose.
Where the loam is on hand mix the compost forthwith.
Strawberries - Runners that were layered
a month ago are ready for severing from the
parent plants. Between this period and the time
for planting it will be better to keep the runners
plunged in their small pots until the ground' for
planting is at liberty. Let the plants be ca.rePrepare the
fully attended to for watering.
ground as suggested, a little in advance of the
actual planting, and when the weather is favourable tread it lightly. Take an early opportunity
of examining the permanent Strawberry beds
remove all runners and weeds, and lightly hoe
the soil between the plants.
If any particular
variety has made too much foliage a few of the
leaves may be remove<:l.
Should the soil seean
exhausted a dressing nf well-rotted manure will
this material should be lightly
be beneficial
forked below the surface. Failing stable manure,
I am using Peruvian guano as a top-dressing.
;

LBEK8.— Leeks may

still

be planted

in

deep

holes made in well-enriched soil with an iron
Leeks are a most useful vegetable in
bar.
spring, when the stocks of Onions are exhausted.

Shallots,

Qarlic,

and Onions.- Where

these bulbous vegetables have ripened their
foliage the plants should be pulled up and
spread on mats to ripen thoroughly before storing them.

Winter Greens. -The work

of planting all

made

rapid progress

kinds of green crops has

Cabbages which were sown
since the rains fell.
thinly late in April and May have made sturdy
plants, and should be put out as the early crops
Late plantaof other vegetables are cleared.
tions of Autumn Giant Cauliflowers and Veitch's
made
should
be
Broccoli
Self-protectinig
when the weather remains mild until near
Christmas these late plantations are most usePurple Sprouting Broccoli should be exful.
tensively grown ; the plant is very useful, as it
fills a gap when the tender white sorts are over.
Scotch Kale,

Savoys, and other greens should

Alpine and Perpetual Strawberries.—
Alpine Strawberries have rarely been more satisfactory as an early crop than during the past
The flower -spikes in beds that are
six weeks.
intended for cropping in the early autumn have
for the last time, and the
all been removed
Meanti-usses will now be allowed to develop.
while we have plenty of fruits on the early
supply
The
the
maintain
will
batch, and these
young stcick intended for planting out in the
remove advenautumn will need attention
.^

;

Our plants are
titious spikes and early runners.
growing in an old frame, so that they can be
The plants of Perpetualeasily attended to.
fruiting StrawbeiTies should soon be mulched,
and runners, unless showing their first spikes,
removed. Let the trusses, when long enough,
be lightly supported in order to keep the berries
well off the soil. As soon as the first berries begin
to colour place nete over the plants to prevent

birds

eating the fruits.

July
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FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J.

Keele

—

ToM.Toa. iiiere is siili time ifl sow iomato
seeds to produce plants tur wuiier iruiimg, althougn i doubt tlie advisabriity <ji growmg this
fiants
crop lu view of the shortage of fuel,
raised from seeds sowa last month should be
trausfeiTed to 3-inch pots directly they are tit
to handle, and placed on a shell near uie roolglass to encourage sturdy growth; shiit them
into larger pots as tney require more root-space,
and continue to aflord all the light and air
Pot the plants firmly in a compost
[Mssible.
uf rich fibrous turf, a little mortar-rubble and
wood-ash, ilanure is not necessary.
STRAWBKRRiKS.- ionug pi^its layered in
3-iuch pots, as advised ui a previous calendar,
be severed from tne parent plants
snotUd
directly the roots reacli the side of the pots,
Kemove the plants to an open and convenient
position for their final pottiug, which should be
In the
commenced a few days afterwards.
lo
meantime prepare the compost as follows
every lour barrowfuls of fresh, strong, maiden
loam add one barrowful of manure from a spent
Mushroom-bed (or a little more if the soil is
light in texture), and four 8-inch potfuls of
The compost should be turned
bone-meal.
several times and a light sprinkling of soot
added at every turning. The addition of fine
lime or mortar rubble is an advantage in fact,
I preffer a little extra fine rubble and a little
:

—

Mushroom-bed manure, which
worms and has a tendency to cause

less

attracts
sourness.

Pots of 6-inch diameter arc in every way preshould be
ferable to other sizes, and they
Sprinkle a
cleansed and •efficiently drainedlittle soot and mortar rubble over the crocks
When transfine bones are not available.
if
fen-ing the plants to their fruiting pots make a
The
firm base for the ball of roots to rest on.
.soil
and roots should be moist at the time of
to
in
tlie
pot
Leave sufficient space
potting.
permit of adding fresh compost to the depth of
toclosely
Place the plants
half an, inch later.
gether on an ash bott'>m that has been well
dustwl with soot or lime to prevent worms from
For a few days the plants
entering the pots.
may be shaded from direct sunshine, but after
they have recovere^l from the disturbance let
them be fully exposed to sunshine. The plant*
having been well watered through a fine rose,
light .sprayings in the mornings and evenings
later they
generally suffice for a short time
should be examined twice daily to see if moisture is needed at the roots.
;

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier,
Bart..

Pleionk.

GattoD

Park.

Orchids

R«iKat«.

commonly

While

in

full growtli these Orchids wU] be ^benefited by
light overhead sprayings, and, being moistureloving plants, they should be placed in a damp
position in the house,

Dbmorobiom.— The cool-growing species, D,
Jamesiauum and D. infuii'dibulum, should, as
they start into new growth, be re-potted or reIhese plants
surfaced as found necessary.
may be groiva in pans and suspended, or in
pots 'Standing on the stage, but in either case it
is important that they be kept well up towards
the roof-glass, so that they may receive plenty
When growing actively they should
of light.
be liberally supplied with water, -but they must
be kept rather dry after growth is complete,
though never quite dry, as pseudo-ibulbs and
leaves should be kept in a plump, healthy conD, Victoria Regina should be grown in
dition,
the saime house in a moist, shady position shallow Teak-wood baskets form the most suitable
receptacles, with clean Sphagnum-mose aa a
;

rooting

medium,

Platvclim*.— The

pretty

Platyclinis

fili-

formis is now in full growth, and will soon be
sending up its long, thread-like spikes of small
until the flowers open the plants
vellow flowers
will be benefited by daily overhead sprayings.
glumacea
'has completed its growth it
P,
When
will need very little water at the roots, but
must never become sufficiently dry to cause the
The leaves should be
[weudo-bulbs to shrivel.
sponged occasionally in order to keep them free
All species
from red spider and other insects.
or
Platyxlinis thrive well if suspended
of
staged near the roof-glass in the shadiest part
The plants mav be
of the intermediate houae.
re-potted juist after the flowers have faded, or
as soon as they commence to make new growth.
Pans form the most suitable receptacles, and a
suitable compost is equal proportions of A 1
After
or Osnumda -fibre and Sphagnum-moes,
re-potting, the plants should receive very little
surthe
water at their roots merely spraying
face of the compost will be sufficient to keep it
simimoist, P, f'obbiana and P, uncatii require
lar treatment.
;

:

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Bt

R. P. Brotobrston, Gardener lo the Earl
Hadoington, Tyninghame, Ea.«t Ixilhian,

Rkmoval mF 8BKO VcesKLS.

of

as the spikes begin
not all at once,
attraction ;
lose their
to
but as cath begins to form seeds. The various
forms of Liipinns polyphyllus are easy to keep
continuously in flower by cutting out the old

should be cut back

.as

known

are in full growth, and
as Indian Crocuses
receive
well-rooted, strong specimens should
be given
a plentiful supply
of water, and
This
weak liquid cow manure occasionally.
treatment should be continued until the foliage
shows signs of maturity, when less moisture
should be applied, and the use of liquid manure
discontinued.
When the leaves begin to fall
water should be withheld gradually, and only
Pleiones
sufficient given to prevent sriTivelliiig.
grow Ijest suspended in a light jtositioii near the
roof glass in the intermediate house.

.soon

The good effect of this procewiing will bo
long delayed. Violas and Pansies must
be hand-picked as soon as the seed vessels are
seen to be having a prejudicial effect on flower
production.
A good plan is to pull off every
open flower as well as the seed capsules, as the
unopened buds will, in a wonderfully brief
period, again cover the plants with bloom.

OooNToaLoasuM, — Plants

of
the
dwarf
species of Odontoglossum, such as 0,
Rossii, 0, Cervantesii, 0, aspersum, 0, Galeottianum, 0. madrense. 0, maculatuni, and many
of their hybrids will now have become active
at the roots, and any re-potting or re-surfacing
required should be attended to at this period ;
shallow Orchid-pans, without side-holes, form
the most suitable receptacles, and may be suspended from the roof-rafters of the cool house,
1
A suitable compost is equ,al proportions of
fi'bre and Sphagnum-moss (cut u]i rather short),
and a sprinkling of crushed crocks. The matePot firmly,
rials .should be well mixed together.
placing the base of the plant just below the
pain,
with
a
surfacing
the
and
finish
off
rim of
Afford water sparof living Sphagnummo.ss,
ingly until the roots have grown freely into
the nerw material, and then afford liberal sup-

Mexican

A

lost if too

the soil will be of great help at the flowering
stage, and will also increase the size of the
Wherever possible seeds should be
corms.
saved, as seedlings are healthier than old stock,
and many may be of great beauty.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

Roses may be budded now, and it is i>(uially as
important to re-bud some stocks with better
Crataegus may be instanced as a
varieties,
group of great interest that may be budded now

common Thorns,
Cahnation*.— Layering Carnations may be

on

with at any time now.

.Select

Haruiss, Gardener to Lady W.intage,
Lockinge Park, Berkshire,

has been necessary to water
and light
Violets
freiiuently
this summer,
sprinklings of soot applied previous to watering
have kept our plants clean and healthy. This
treatment may be continued till the end of the
season.
Watering or syringing should always
be done late in the evening. Disturb the soil
between the plants on frequent occasions and
remove all runners,

which were
Bulbs of Freesias
season are thoroughly ripened, and
out o^f the old soil and graded,
They should be
retaining the best for forcing.
placed in a cool, dry shed till required for repotting.
Orders for new bulbs should be sent
at once, as there is a great scarcity of all kinds
of bulbs this seaeon.
Thb Hot- Water 8y«tem —l>y exercising
great care duiing
unfavourable weatiiei- in
watering
ventilating,
and syringing plants
-

Freecia.

forced

last

may be shaken

fire-heat
may 'be entirely
for
the next few weeks.
interval the whole of the heating
.system should be overhauled and put into good
working order. Fuel for the heating of greenhouses will be very scarce during the coming
winter, and this fact makes it doubly necessary
that the boilers should be ]iut in thorough working order, and all leaking pipes and valves
attended to. An effort should be made to proIt would
cure the allowance of fuel at on<'.e.
also be wise to place under cover fallen tree
limbs, to be cut into suitable lengths as ,uel
during wet weather. Timber of any kind will
make a very valuable supplement to tlie coal
allowaiico.

glass

in

houses,

with

dispeused

During

this

attention
shoots of
will

grow

the

best of the current year's "grass" and remove
the rest to afford the layers more space to
A simple method of layering
gain strength,
consists in notching the shoots instead of spHtting them up or down, according to which
method the grower inclines. The shoot is then
Dinned close to the ground, or may be held in
position by means of a stone heavy enough to
keep it from rising, I have seen quantities pro-

pagated in this way with considerably less
labour than the usual method,
Qladioli. Short stakes are needed to keep
the majority of Gladioli from falling about. One
tie is sufficient if the work is performed in time,
leranse the spikes naturally tend to grow upriL-ht,
Where Gladioli are grown closely in rows

paid to the tying of
this decorative Begonia
into shapely specimens,

is

tTie

regular

young

the plants

and much

time will be saved later.
Green Bamboo tips
and green-raffia should be used to obtain the
best results, and one stake will be ample except
for very large specimens.
When the jiots are
full of roots water the plants occasionally with
soot-water, and use a concentrated' fertiliser.
MaJ<e the best use of the sun's warmth by closing the house about 4 o'clock in the afternoons,
after damping the bare spaces and spraying the
plants with rain-water.

THE APIARY.

in

proceeded

E.

ViOLKTS. — It

—

Roses are not so commonly budded
private gardens as was the case 40 or 50 ve.irs
ago, when it was common to see a bed of Briers
Other shrubs bcside-s
for raising standards.

B'JDDINO.

a simpler method than a stake to each is to run
a wire along the lines (supported by stakes here
and there), and tie the spikes to the wire. An
application of superphosphate to the surface of

Beoonia Gloire DC Lorraine.— II

Delphiniums

,spikes.

Gardener to Sir Jiriuub Couun,

— The

growths are complete.

plies until the

GniSB. Gardener to Mrs Dempster,
Newcastle, Stafiordsbite.

Hall,

3:

B7

Swarms.— Many

OK1.011M.

bee-keepers are re-starting
their apiaries, and have purchased bees from a
In these days of slow travelling there
distaiK'e.
difficulty in transferring purchaised bees
is a
to their permanent quarters, as the bees are
irritable after utilising the honey with which
the honey-sac is gorged before swarming takes
place.
All that the bee-keeiier has to do is
to re-fill the honey-sac in an artificial manner,
and this can be easily managed by placing a
quarter of a pint of syrup in a bottle inverted
over the covering over the mouth of the skep
about half an hour before putting the bees in
In f.act, this operation is always adthe hive.
visable when the bees have been in transit for
24 hours or more, and a few teaspoonsful of
warm syrup will always make them safer and
easier to handle after travelling, even though
Where
the journey has not ta.ken the 24 hours.
bees are placed upon frames of foundation only,
syrup feeding for a few days will conduce to
comb construction, and during wet
rapid
weather it is essential, if the bees are not to
die

o<f

starvation.

—
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MDiTQRiAL HOTiCE.

ADVEBTISEMEJ^TS
PUBLISKER. 41-

should be sent to tlie
Wellington Street.

WC

Co vent Garden,
and FublislierEditors

— Our

correspondents

obtaining answers to
obviate
delay
in
ivoald
their communications and save as much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisevients should
be addressed to the Published; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise

when

letters are misdirected.

Notice

Special

to

Correspondents-

do not undertake

Editors
butions

—

Tfie

pay for any contrireturn unUsed com-

to

illustrations, or to
illustrations
munications or

or

unless
by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Local News- Correspondents will greatly oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to out readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists
Illustrations- The Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
remarkable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.

—

—
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leading article has appeai'ed in the daily
Press urging that the railway companies
-should not be too strongly represeiittd on
that Committee.
It may safely be assumed that the railway companies are already prejaared with their evidence and
statistics, but it would appear that at the
present moment there is no trade organisation whose duty it is to make similar
preparations on behalf of horticulture in
till its branches.
Again, for instance, it has been announoed within the last few dayls that
after September 1 next no vehicle is to
carry on the public roads a load of more
than
15 owt.
without a Government
Furthermore, there is considerlicence.
able uneasiness in various trades with
i-egard to such
matters && the growing
practice of the Government to require persons to take out licences to carry on their
businesses
to the increasing powers of
Allotment
Holders'
Associations
and
Co-operative Societies (who pay no income
tax and who claim to be supplied with
goods at prices little above wholesale
cost)
and to the growing tendency of
Government Departments to enter the
commercial arena, in the capacity of both
buyers and sellers, at the possible expense
of the ratepayer.
Retailers are beginning
to feel that they are officially looked upon
as an unnecessary medium of distribution, and other important matters await
solution in connection with the increasing
depletion of horticultural labour and the
rise in cost of production due to higher
wages and ever-growing prices of material.
Matters of this kind are no longer
left to be regulated by the law of supply
and demand, but are controlled by Orders
and Eegulations which have the effect of
Acts of Parliament, issued almost daily.
In these circiunstances, it is fortunate
that many of the Government Departments
are abandoning their historic attitude of
reserve, and are showing a welcome readiness to co-operate with recognised leaders
of the trade by means of Advisory Committees.
This rapprochement of public
officials and trade leaders is of the highest
importance to both parties.
Commercial
men are able to gain light as to the difficulty of various problems which Governments are from time to time called upon
to face: on the other hand, officiails, whase
experience in trade matters is perforce
sometimes more theoretical than practical,
are enlightened as to the peculiar trade
conditions, and are thus able to obtain reliable knowledge with regard to the inner
;

:
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For some years past
Tr«de Re-organ- couunercial horticulture
isation and
u;
^i
Ji'^s
sumered
troni tlie
Co-ordination.
lack of combiued organisation adequate to the expansion of
,

i'

i

the trad© in rece^it times.
If we may
judge, however, from reports which now
reach us from various sources, it would
seem that earnest efforts are being made
to make up for lost time in this respect,
with the result tliat tlie trade will shortly
have machinery (botli constructive and defensive) at its disposal,

amount

of

worthy

of tlie vast

labour and capital employed,

as well as of the important part
bears in the national economy.

which

it

There was a time, within tJie memory
of many still living, when no organisation worthy of the name was in existence.
Fox instance, in tiie year ISSS, a Board
of Trade Committee sat under the presidency of Lord Balfour of Burleigh, to fix
the classification of goods for carriage by
rail, the rate to be paid for conveyance
depending upon the particular alass in
which goods were placed. With the exception of Mr. Berry (who gave evidence
on behalf of Cherries and one ox two other
fruits), not a single wiFness appeared to
urge the claims of horticultural produce
to favourable treatment,- and the trade
lias suffered from that omission for nearly
30 years past!
It is very probable that a new railway
classification will be compiled when the
war is over, and there are many other
diiBoult probleims awaiting solution, in
connection with which it is of vital importance that the interests of horticulture
should be carefully watched.
For instance, the Government is now appointing

Committee to inquire into the whole system of inland transport, and at least one
a

working of the delicate machinery with
which it becomes their duty to interfere.
Hitherto there has been almost complete
lack of co-ordination between the various
trade associations which watch the inteI'ests of the several branches of horticulture.
The result has been considerable
overlapping of iffort and unnecessary expenditure of time and money, and frequently the Government has been scrcewhat at a loss to decide which of various
trade associations is entitled to speak with
authority as representative of the various
interests.
It is satisfactory, therefore (as
was announced on p. 30 in the last issue),
that a Chamber of Horticulture is now

[July
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being inaugurated, which, if properly
supported by the trade, will constitute a
central body, able to speak and act with
one voice on behalf of the various affiliated
It is announced that there
no intention of encroaching upon the
work already iso ably performed by the
lioyal Horticultural Society on behalf of

associations.
is

the science of horticulture, nor is there
any intention of interfering with the
work of the various trade associations on
behalf of their respective sections.
These

enjoy a
Chamber

hand as heretofore, and
of Horticulture will in effect
perform on their behalf the same functions
as are exercised by the Railway Clearing
House on behalf -of the various lailway
will

the

free

The latter, of ciourse, istill
manage their own internal economy, but
when their interests are threatened, or
when the adojstion of some constructive

companies.

becomes desirable, the Railway
Clearing House enables them to speak and
;iot with complete unity and co-ordination
policy

of effort.
It will, of course, be to the advantage of
the atiiliated associations to increase their
membership and set their own houses in
order, so that they may secure adequate
representation on the Council of the
Chamber, and it is satisfactory to learn

that this point of view appears to be fully
reoogiiisecL by the trade.
The Horticultural Trades' Association of Great Britain
and Ireland, for instance, is drastically
reorganising its
constitution,
and is
taking steps to form representative Committees in various parts of the country,
so that each member of the trade may
have a voice in its affairs on the principle
of "one man one vote."
Another strong body which has recently
come into existence is the United Council
of Seed Trade Associations, which devotes
itself specially to the interests of the seed
section of horticulture and agriculture,
and which links up in that respect the
Agricultural Seed Trade Association, the
Scottish Seed Trade Association, the Irish
Seed and Nursery Trades Association,
the
Liverpool
and
District
Seed
Trade
Association,
and
the
Irish

Wholesale

Ryegrass

Machiners'

Asiso-

in
addition to the seed section of the Horticultural Trades Association.
Co-ordination, in fact, is in the
air,
just as agriculturists are already
taking similar steps on their own behalf
to act through a general Agricultural
Council.

ciation,

In various other respects, strong bodies
of this nature may prove to be of incalculable benefit to the nation ; for instance,
in
connection
with problems
involving reconstruction after the war.
and in the development of the commerce
of the Empire.
It is safe to assume that

German nation already has its machinery prepared in this respect, and it is
certainly encouraging to find that the

the

commerce of the British Empire is at last
abandoning its time-dishonoured policy
of " laissez-faire," and is taking steps to
Evidently the lessons
organise itself.
which have been burnt into the memory
since the year 1914 are
of the nation
bearing fruit.

—

—
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Their
Royal Visit to Allotments.
Majesties the King and Queen paid their
allotments
in
Souththe
visit
to
long-promised
West London on the 20th inst., accompanied
by Mr. Rowi-AjrD E. Pkothero, the President
and attended
of the Board of Agriculture,

by Colonel

CuvE Wigram and

GoDFKET FAtJSSErr. The
were
Lower Common
Here

the

v'ith

their

ilajesties,

allotment
wives and

who

had

Captain Briax

allotments at Putney

the
holders

first

inspected.

were present
children, and as their
received
by the
been

civic authorities, passed along the central path,
they were able to note the splendid rows of

Pota,tos

and Onions, the

latter being a special

The royal visitors stopped here and
feature.
there chatting with the allotment holders, who
Their
pointed with pride to their crops.
Majesties next visited the Wimbledon Park
allotments
These
Allotments.
Piggeries and

apprehension lest the great programme of cultivation with which his name is identified may
from the absence of his guiding hand and
Horticultiu-ists as has
energetic pereonality.
been pointed out elsewhere in these columns
have special reasons for gratitude to Lord Lee,
who, from the day of his assumption of office,
has shown clear and practical recognition of the
important part which intensive cultivation must
play in any scheime devised with the object of
making this country more self-supporting with
respect, to food supplie.s than it has been in the
suffer

immediate

—

past.

Honour for

Sir Daniil M«rri».— At the
graduation ceremony of the University of Wales,
held at Cardiff on Friday, the 19th inst., the
degree of Doctor of Laws, Honoris Causa, was
conferred on Sir Daniel Morris, K.C.M.G.. in
recognition of his scientific services to tropical
agriculture.

represent a great stretch of intensely cultivated
ground, flanked by outbuildings wherein pigs

Establishment of National Forests
THE United States.— Under a law passed

and rabbits are fed, in the main, on wast« produce from the allotments, which were also inAt the London and South Western
spected.
Railway's power station their Majesties were
received by the Chairman of the company, the
chief of the power station, and the Chairman of
the Allotments Committee, who conducted them
to the allotments worked by the men employed
This land, which was
at the power station.
until recently derelict, was covered with splenThe owner of the first prize plot
did crops.
was congratulated by their Majesties, and
(^UEEN Mary accepted Carrots and Peas from a
display of grand vegetables which he had grown.
The ne.\t visit was made to the Ridgway Place
These privately acAllotments, Wimbledon.

1911 Pro.^ident

Wilson hns

established,

in
in

by pro-
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ment

of

the

Board of Agriculture, who

charge of the trials, will be
give information to visitors.

Foos Produotion

in

in

in

is

attendance to

Mesopotamia.— The

Euphrates irrigation scheme, so intimately connected with the Hindesh barrage designed by
Sir Wm. Willcocks, and finished before the
war, was not utilised by the Turks, and the
Now,
canalisation work was never completed.
however, as a result of digging out about a
hundred disused canals on the Hilleh branch of
the Euphrates durihg the past winter months,
no fewer than 300,000 acres of land have been
brought under cultivation, and the harvest promises to be a large and valuable one.

Eleotrioity and Plant Growth.- It

is

of

interest to note that recent investigations by
Messrs. Jorgensen and Stiles into the history
of electro-culture for crops prove that the first
experiments on the influence of electricity on the
growth of plants were made as far back as 1745
by Mr. Maimbray.
Most modern research in
this direction has followed on the lines of the

quired plot« are situated on a disused building
W.
site, and thanks to the energy of Mr. G.
Dampnet, the Chairman of the Surrey Horticultural Sub-Committee, and Dr. Rideout, the
Secretary of the Wimbledon Home Produce
Society, the whole of the hillside has been
The next
turned into splendid aiUotments.
visit was paid to Mertoii Park, where their
Majesties were received by the Chairman of the
District Council, the Chairman and members of the newly-fonned Horticultural Committee for Surrey, and Mr. R. W. Johnson,
Master of the Merton Schools, who conducted
their Majesties round the allotments cultivated
by the boys of his schoo'. These school allotments comprise half an acre, and are worked on
a commercial system by means of five classes,
each consisting of fourteen boys from the school,
which is quite near. This good work is only
typical of what is being done over the whole of

Urban

Surrey, in which county there are over 200
Their Majesties next
similar school gardens.
visited Tooting and Battersea Rise, on the

north side of Clapham Common, and were received by the Mayor of Battersea, the venerable Town Clerk, and the Chairmen of the
These gentlevarious Allotments Associations.
men escorted the King and Queen through the
with
the men,
plots.
XJieir Majesties chatted
their wives, and children, admired the splendid
rows of Peas and Potatos, and asked many and
especially
Majesty
questions.
His
varied
noticed the Vegetable Marrows, pointing out
their usefulness for jam making in this year of
fruit .scarcity. With this visit the greatest day the
.•illotniciit movement has ever had came to an end.

ResiQNATiON OF Lord Lkk.— At the moment
when the first-fniits of the strenuous and succampaign of increased food production
maturing, the Direct«r-C!eneral of the Food
Production Department has found himself com-

cessful
;ire

pelled

— for

reasons of policy

—to

resign his ap-

pointment.
Those who know how strenuously
and unremittingly the De^wirtment has laboured
to perform its task, and who appreciate the fine
which Lord Lee has
qualities of leadership
shown, will learn of his resignation with deep
regret

;

nor will they be able to

conceal their

FjG.

15.

rhododendron hoylei jiag.mficum

:

flowehs crimson.

(See p. 38.)

clamation. three new forest reservations in the
Eastern United States. One at White Mountain
covers about 391.000 acres in Maine and New
Hampshire the second, .Shenandoah, occupies
165.000 acres in Virginia and Western Virginia;
and the third. Natural Bridge, also in Virginia,
Previously the
has an extent of 90,000 acres.
only eastern national reservations were the
;

Pisgah and Alabama forests.

Wart

Disease of Potatos

OiMSKiRK.— In

:

Trials at

view of the great importance
of pi. lilting only iiiiniune varieties of Potatos in
land infected with or threatened with wart
disease, Potato growers are invited to visit the
Ormskirk Potato Trials, which will be open
nie trials
to the public on August 1. 2 and 3.
include the testing of over 300 varieties for immunity from wart disease, and are being conducted in the fields of the Ormskirk Poor Law
Ii'stitution, which is within a sliort distance of
Ormskirk railway station. The grounds will
be open each day at 11 a.m., and Mr. J. Snell,
DepartInspector of the Food Production

original experiments, and, according to Messrs.
.Jorgensen aaid Stiles sufficient care has not
been taken to measure the electrical discharge,
nor has it been fully realised that the stimulating effect may depend not only uixm Uie intensity and time of the discharge, but also upon
the particular stage of growth reached by the
moreover, the influence
plant or crop treated
of the electrical discharge may appear long after
;

its

application.

Potash from Sunflowers.— Thosa wlo
grow Sunflowers should bear in mind that the
ash obtained from the plants after the seed hai
been harvested is, owing to its richness in potOf the ash
ash, a manure of considerable value.
obtained from burning the Sunflower stems,
consists
of potash,
cent,
per
heads,
62
and
leaves
and as an acre of Sunflowers produces from 2,500
to 4,000 lbs. of top, the total yield of potash is
Allowing 3,000 lbs. of top there
considerable.

would bo produced 160 lbs. of ashes per acre of
crop, which should contain upwards of 50 lbs.
of potash. After the seed crop has been gathered,

—

—

—
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therefore, the tops of the plants should be collected and burnt, care being taken to choose a
The ash should be stored in a dry
dry day.
place until required for use as manure for
Potatos or other root crops in the following year.
It should be spread over the ground before the
is planted at the rate of from i to
the square yard.

Potato crop
1 oz. to

Veobtable Exhibitions Not to be
Taxed -The Board of Customs and Excise is
our authority for stating that vegetable exhibitions (as opposed to flower shows) are exempt
from the payment of entertainment tax, provided such exhibitions are not managed as a
source of profit, nor converted into entertainments by means of ba,nds or extraneous amusements.

ONISN OUUTIVATION IN^Hl BRITISH VlHOIH
l«LANDt.— From a report on the Agricultural
Department, British Virgin Islands, we gather
that about a third of an acre was planted with
Onions at Tortola Experimental Station, at the
end of 1915. The weather conditions were not
favourable at the time of seed sowing, but subAlthough no special cultisequently improved.
vation was given, the crop of dry Onions
or at the rate of
lbs.,
9,564 lbs. to the acre. The entire crop was pvirGrowers' AssociaOnion
Tortola
the
chased by
tion for £12 15s., or at the rate of £38 5s. per

amounted to 3,188

acre.

SlLAQE FR»M 8UNFLOWHR«.- Th» T»lu9 of
tke Giant Sunflower as a silage crop is discussed
Htrtdity
in the March number of The Journal of
by F. B. LiNFiELD, the Director of the Montana
Agricultural Station. Trials were made of this
plant in the higher valleys, where Beans and
Maize were not well adapted owing to the un-

In three successive
certainty of their yield.
22years the yield of the Sunflower varied from
30 tons of green fodder per acre, being about 2i
as
twice
than
more
and
times that of Maize,
great as that of Lucerne, for the season. It had,
ground
the
moreover, the advantage of so shading
Feeding exas to keep all weeds well under.
periments were made with it, both as a green
to eat it
found
were
Cows
crop and as silage.
readily as Maize fodder, and control experias

ments showed that the milk flow was maintained
nor was there
as readily as with the latter crop
A portion of
evidfence'of any taint in the milk.
the silo and
into
the Sunflower "fodder was put
fattening
and
cows
to
both
winter,
in
the
fed
Unfortunately
steers, with satisfactory results.
;

crop
a chemical analysis of the green

was

pre-

the

vented through the destruction by fire of
The author states
Department's laboratory.
Meanthat further experiments are in progress.
agriwhile it might be worth the attention of
silage.
for
crop
as
a
country
culturists in this
matures in this climate better than Maize,
It

and, consequentlv, would

come sour in the'silo.
tively high oil content
valuable at

a

not be so liable to be-

the same time its relawould pi-obably render it

At

time when cake

is

so scarce.

A New Strain of Aspahagub.— According
to the United States Department of Agriculture a new and distinct strain of Asparagus bae
been raised by Mr. J. B. Norton, an expert in
It is the result
the Bjreau of Plant Industry.
of ten years' work in cross-breeding and selection ; its chief merits are uniformity of growth,
increased productiveness, and a greater power of
re.nsting "rust" as compared with older varieties.

Publications Received. — P/ant Products
and Chemical Fertilisers. By S. Hoare Collins.
(London Balliere, Tindall & Cox.) Price 7s. 6d.
Report on Agriculture in Barbuda. (Agricultural Department, Antigua.)
Income Tax
and Super-tax, 1842-1919 : Tabular View.
Oliver ,& Boyd.)
(Edinburgh
Price Is. net.
Report of the Lawes Agricultural Trust,
Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden,
With supplement.
(Harpenden:
1915-17.
D. J. Jeffery.) Croydon Vacant Lands CulThird Annual Report,
tivation
Society :

—

—

:

:

1917-18.

RHODODENDRON ROYLEI.
not be approved by botanists,
sinik E. Roylei under R. cinnabarinum, but
stands firm w'ith gardeners, who, quite reasonably, refuse to call the dusky beauty by the
same name as the smaller-flowered orange or

The name may

who
it

one. There are differences, quite
bigs ones too, in the foliage of the two plants.
trouble is tliat other Rhododendrons of like
character, bearing such names as blandfordiaeflorum, thibaudiense, pallidum, and intennediuni
have to be reckoned with. Still another is that

madder coloured

The

illustrated in

fig.

15,

which Mr. Reuthe has had

for years, and has obtained an Award of Merit
for under the name of Roylei magnificum. It is
a fine form, certainly the best Roylei I have ever
seen, and I have seen many in Cornwall, Wales,
Ireland, Leonarlslee, and Kew. The flowers are

[.Ti-LY 27.

be the better oom:bination, and the addition of
wood ash or sulphate of potash would be a better
I have seen it stated
balanced artificial still.
that Onions stimulated with sulphate of ammonia
keeping qualities
lose
their
nitrate
of
soda
or
unless potash in some form is also administered,
and I am of the opinion that this is true. D.
King-Patjc, 25, Thicket Boad, Anerlcij.
A Garden War Memorial.- In a garden
of Yorkshire I recently
in the East Riding
visited I noticed a stone some 9 inches by 5
incites let into the wall outside one of the green" John
houses, with the following inscription
Thacker, aged 18 (worked in these gardens).
Such a
Killed in France, Maxch 21, 1916."
memorial is an appropriate appreciation of the
sacrifices which are being made by brave men
T. A.
for their countrv.
:

socicriES.

of large size, very dark crimson in colour, with
a sheen which in certain lights is almost silvery.

Mr. Reuthe prolbably knows the origin of his
plant, I do not.
Like the others mentioned, it
is hardy enough to be quite happy out-of-doors
in the neighbourhood of London, and it blooms
in June and July, so that frost does not mar
H. J.
I
should say that Mr.
its beauty.
Mangles used a good dark Roylei to cross with
calophyllum when he bred the lovely hybrids
H. J. Mangles and Rose Mangles, which, at
Littleworth Cross, have for years been given
a house to themselves, and when in flower are
more like big-flowered Malayan Rhododendrons
Mangles
Rose
Himalayan.
than
(Vireya)
flowered in the Temperate House last year as I
weeks
anywhere
and
for
seen
else,
have never
it
I was ready to declare this was the most lovely
gave
Mr.
I
Rhododendron I had ever seen.
Reuthe a guinea for a little plant of his magnificum about five years ago, after seeing it at
the Chelsea Exhibition, and it was not dear at
that price. TT'. ]Vatson.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The

American Bliqht

f»r

—

In
December, 1915, one of your correspondents
asked if there was any foundation for a report
that Nasturtiums were destructive of American
Blight.
There was no reply, but I tried growing them on espaliers with marked success, in
1916 and 1917 the aphis almost entirely disappearing. This year 1 trusted to self-sown plants,
and they have not come up as well as I expected,
and there is a small amount of the blight. I
do not think the method will be effective in
the case of large standard trees, as the Nasturtiums do not grow more than 7 or 8 feet higli.
Arthur D. Nii. Mount Charles. Truro.
I have never found spraying of much use
for the destruction of woolly aphis, as it is
necessary to penetrate the protective covering of
" wool." For the past three years I have been
experimenting with creosote, applied with a stiff
paint-brush.
Half a badly infested Apple tree
was treated with creosote, the remainder with
paraffin.
The paraffin treatment was partially
So successful
successful, the creosote wholly so.
was it that I advised the application of a mixture of clay and creosote to Vines here (whilst
dormant), so infested with mealy bug that the
Grapes were uneatable last season. This season
there is scarcely a bug to be seen in the vinery,
and the Vines are much stronger in growth. The
(2)
advantages of creosote are
(1) It is cheap
ready for use (3) has great penetrative powers
The use of this specific is a
(4) dries quickly.
great advantage over poisons where birds or
C. E. Bridgett, Red Boofs
animals are kept.
Garden.^. Teddrvgton.
(see

pp.

:

;

13,

28).

:

;

Manure for Vegetable* (seep. 28).— Mr.
Brotlierton states that soot and poultry manure
are better than sulphate of ammonia for Onions.
This is naturally the case, since the only matter
of nianurial value in soot is sulphate of ammonia,
but the poultry manure is very valuable, being
It would seem that
rich in other plant foods.
sulphate of

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

ammonia and poultry manure would

Committee.

Seientifle

July

Present

2.

:

Mr. E. A. Bowles

(in

the

Col. Rawson, Dr. Reiidle, Messrs. W.
Fawcett,
Hales, Bennett-Poe, Odell, Allard,
Eraser, Worsdell, and F. J. Chittenden (hon.

chair).

sec.).

Poppy Boots invaded by Grubs.—Mi. Fraser
sliowed roots of Papaver orientalis invaded by
the larvae of a burrowing beetle, probably a
species of Otiorrhynchus, wliich had caused the
death oi the plants. Eelworms were also present, but they were of a non-parasitic nature.
Rawson showed
fcol.
Coloration of Leaves.
leaves of Virginia Creeper brilliantly coloured at
the edges where sunlight had passed other leaves
and fallen upon them" He also showed a Poppy

—

Mikado type which had appeared in his
garden apparently from seed of the common
This chaage
white form of the opium Poppy.
of the

he attributed to the incidence of certain rays of
light.

Caterpillar Attach on Aconite.--Ut. Odell
showed the cocoons of the moth Plusia moneta,
The insect was apwhich attacks Aconite.

introduced

parently

4g tut h»td Ihinteliet retftntHl*
the opiniom expr»$tti iy eaTTi$pmde»U.)
BditBTi

1918.

aJbout

fifteen

years

ago,

and has spread widely since.
Thalictrum Chelidonii. Mr. Allard showed a
plant of Thalictrum Chelidonii, a large-flowered
snecies from Asia, not at all common in gardens.
Vnriou.^ Plants.— Mr. Bowles showed plants
more
of Lilium candidum from Salonika with
leathery leaves than is common, and more crateriCentranthus
sliowe<l
He also
forin flowers.
ansustifolius which he had collected at Modane,
and a hvfcrid between it and C. ruber.

—

'

—

Dr. Rendle
/iiseris on Mistleto Flowers.
Bowles
list of insects caught by Mr.
as
on "\Iistleto flowers this spring. The insects,
as folwere
Blair,
K.
G.
Mr.
rleterniined bv

hrnui*t a

Diptera Simulium reptans,_2 3 S ;Musca
Scatophaga stercoraria, 2 (? 3 9 ;
Leptis
4 ?
1
?
Chloropisca notata, 4; Phora,
nitrripes, 2 S

lows

:

:

corvina, S

,

;

Limnophora septemnotata,

;

,

;

2

sp!"

Hymenoptera

;

Rhyngota

Capsidae,

:

:

Ichneumondidae,

1

:

1.

Mr. E. A. Bowles, M.A.
Dr. A. Voelcker, Messrs. J.
Worsdell. H. J. Elwes, Col.
H. C. Rawson, W. E. Ledger, and F. J. Chittenden (hon. sec).
„ , j
j
Abundance of Poppies.— TIt. Voelcker drew atcomto the remarkable abundance of the

July

(in the
Fraser,

Id— Present:
chair).
C.

W.

,

tention

mon

field

Poppv

in

Wlieat

fields this season,

and

Woburn Experifollowing Tares fed
plant, while Puppies
off with sheep was a poor
whi^re the
were abundant: on the adjoining plot
treatment was the same except that Mustard
Wheat
had been fed off instead of Tares, the
especiallv

upon

a plot in the

mental Farm where Wheat

absent.
a <rood crop and Poppies practically
Srnkale attacl-ed by Gall Weevil— Mr. Fraser
chain
with
a
stem
Seakale
of
showed a specimen
several inches long, produced by the

was

of

..all

galls

weevil

(Ceutorrhynchus

sp.).

These

galls

level.
are usuallv found only at the ground
Doubling of Various Flou'ers. etc.— Col. Rawflowers
son exhibited further specimens of Poppv

form changes which had
garden, and which he attributed

showing colour and
arisen in his
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He called a,tto exposure to certain light rays.
tention to the change of stamens into petals in
the doubling of the Poppy, and to the presence
of inverted spurs in double Aquilegias and Tropaeolums from his garden.
i.'ijrerfion in Caiillri')wer.—M.v. W. C. Worsdell showed a developing inflorescence of Cauliflower in which the group was composed not as
is usual of a mass of hypertrophied flower-stems,

thousands

but of

with

flower-buds

of

among them.

leafv bracts

a

few

—

Disappearance of the Bee Orchis. Mr. H. J.
Ehves remarked upon the scarcity of informaregarding the life histories of British
Orchids, and gave an instance of the remarkable appearance of flowering plants of Bee
Orchids last year in a wood cleared four years
before, whereas this season none is to be found.
Mr. W. E.
Priiliferation in Echfrcria yetom.
Ledger showed a plant of Echeveria setosa from
his garden in which the flowering axis in one
case bore a rosette of leaves at its tip without
flowers, while in another n flowering shoot sprang
from just beneath the rosette.
llr. A. Ireland sent a plant
Ciirlrd MiiKtard.
of the Chines-e Curled Mustard, which he said
he had found to make an excellent salad, and
very good food for rabbits. The plant he had
it is easily
found as a weed in waste places
raised from seed sown in April.
From Mrs. Wilson, of
T/ill Antirrhinum.
Jlerstliam. Surrey, came an account of an AntirrhinniTT which had attained the height of 64
This was apparently a further instance
inches.
of tbf :!• pearance of a giant race of these plants,
such as has previously been brought before the
Comniittec. and would doubtless breed true if
tion

—

—

:

—

self fertilised.
!>pira} Immim

—

Mr. E. M.
in Valerian, etc.
sent a remarkable specimen of Valeriana
with fa-sciated and spirally twisted
stem, about an inch in breadth. He also sent a
Angelica
inflorescence
of
of
the
specimen
sylvatica with numerous leafy bracts among the

Holmes

officinalis

flowers.

—

Sptirrey.

AT

TRIALS

Tlie

Roval

WTSLF.Y.
following awards have been made by the
Horticultural

Ware, Ltd. The Marquis, sent by Messrs. Kelway and Son; Virginie, sent by Messrs. R. H.

GROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

Bath, Ltd.
CojiMENDED. Pride of Langport and Rosen,
both sent by Messrs. Kelway and Son.

Mustard.
grown on the farm Mustard
in tliat it is more certain
is the most useful,
of success than any other plant grown for the
purpose on any kind of soil or in any situation.

;

—

ROYAL SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL.

—

July 3. A general meeting of this Society
was held at 5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh,
on this date, the Duke of Buccleuch, K.T..
President, in the chair.
The following resolution, which was moved by
Mr. A. D. Richardson, and seconded by Mr.
Robert Allan, was adopted by 45 votes to 3,
and it was agreed to send it to the Cabinet Committee considering the question, to the Prime
Minister, the Minister of Reconstruction, the
Secretary for Scotland, the Development Commissioners, the Board of Agriculture, and the

—

"That this
Scottisli Members of Parliament:
general meeting of the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society welcomes the announcement that
a Committee of the Cabinet has the question of
under consideration.
administration
forestry
The meeting desires to impress on Lord Curzon
and Mr. Barnes the paramount necessity of
placing the Central Control of Forest Policy
under men conversant with the subject of free:

ing the local administration in Scotland from
the subservience to agricultural administration
under which it has hitherto laboured and of
making immediate progress with the replanting
of cleared areas and the planting of large additional areas, so that public opinion may be satisfied that steps are being taken to protect the
countrv- from the grave national danger of a
The meeting retimber famine in the future.
spectfully repeats to the Government a request
made to the >finister of Reconstruction that this
.Society should have an opportunity of considering and expressing its views upon schemes in
contemplation before they are actually adopted."
;

after

Society

trial

at

Wis ley :—

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.
S.^The monthly meeting of the above
.Society was held in the R.H.S. Hall on MonMr. Chas. H. Curtis preday, the 8th inst.
Five new members were elected. Five
sided.
.luLY

to
amounting
interest
members withdrew
£19 5s. 6d., two members withdrew £83 5s. lOd.
from their deposit accounts, and. the sum of
£21 10s. Id. was p.assed for paj-ment to the
•••
i
nominees of three deceased members,
pay for the mimth on the private side amounted
State Section to £17 6s. 8d..
to £51 19s. 4d.
and niateniitv diinis £3.
i

:

AUTTIMlf-30\TN LETTUCES.

Awards
Jlriit/iny

of Merit.

cattle crops

It can be used as food for sheep in the absence
food, or it may be ploughed in as
green manure, so that it is equal to manui'e as
a preparation for cereal crops, especially Wheat.
A crop of Mustaixi is- especially valuable as a
prepai-ation for Wheat on a field that has been
summer-fallowed with the object of cleaning
The
it of Couch, Thistles, Docks, or Coltsfoot.
last-named is especially troublesome in some disany
other
by
tricts, and difficult to eradicate
form of cultivation. Assuming such a field has
been ploughed several times during the summer,
cleaned,
and sown with Wheat in October,
Mustard is on excellent substitute for farmyard
Sow evenly about the second week
manure.
in August 20 lbs. of Jiustard seed per acre
with a hand seed-barrow, once harrowing the
So quickly does the seed
ground afterwards.
germinate, even if the surfa<:e has not a fine
In ten
fears of failure.
no
need
be
there
tilth,
weeks' time, given normal weather, the Mustard
plant should "be fi-om 1 foot to 2 feet high. If
other sheep food is scarce the JIustard can bo
fed off to sheep, or ploughed in, pressed, and
sown with Whe.at at will. Sometimes the Mustard attains a height of 3 feet before ploughing
tan be done. At this height it is difficult to
bury effectively. A light roller drawn over the
crop in front of the plough facilitates the buryk more simple plan is to
ing of the plants.
attach a weight by a piece of chain 2 feet long
to the plough, allowing it to drag along the furrow, thus pulling in the pieces of Mustard plant
t'lat might otherwise remain unburied.

of other

Cabbage.
freely.

The most

way of planting large nimibers
expeditious
of seedling Ca.bbages, eepecially if the plants
"
leggy," is to plough them in in every
are
third ordinary 9-inch furrow, afterwards drawing a light roller over the surface to make the
Reject any plants
soil firm about the roots.
showing the least signs of clubbing at the roots.
Those plants established will be accelerated in
their growth by loosening the soil a/bout tTiem
with a horse-hoe or a " Planet " cultivator, cutting up weeds and .admitting air to the rootfl.
Established plants that require a fillip to growth
should be given 1 cwt. of sulphate of ammonia
per acre, sowing the fertiliser evenly over the
plot.

When
planting

TRADE NOTES.

and Sons.
Stnnnlrad Park, sent by Messrs. Nutting and

Highly Commended.

all

soil is very dry, the best method
Cabbages is to water the sites before
When this is done,
each seedling.
nn easy
is
in the plants afterwards

the

of planting

While Winter, sent by Meesrs. Barr

Sons.

Of

Cabbages are now growing

Some

discussion took
place regarding the Spurrey grown on the ContiIt is sometimes disnent for feeding sheep.
tingui.shed
by agriculturists from Rpergula
arvensis under the name of S. maxima, but is
nsua'ly regarded as a form, scarcely meriting a
v.nrietal name, of that species.
t^iiJliinleil
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dibhing
matter.

HiOTi

— Commodore

Nutt. sent
bv Messrs. Sutton and Sons Immen.so Hardy
Green, sent by Me.ssr.s. E, Webb and Son; Tom
Thumb, re. selected, sent by Messrs. .1. Carter
and Co.. B.nrr and .Sons, and Robert Sydenham,
Tremont Winter sent by Messrs. Barr
Ltd.
xnd Sons White Madeira, sent by Messrs. Barr
;ind Sons; Wonderful, sent hv Messrs. E. Webb
,ind Son
Yates' Winter, sent by Messrs. Barr
:

:

:

;

and Sons.
by
Oiant,
sent
Commended. McHattie's
Schofield'.s Hardy
Messrs. Kent and Brydon
Wintei-. sent by Messns. Barr ,and Sons.

—

:

Herbaceous Paeonies.

—

Delicatvw, sent by
AwATiDS OF Merit.
No. 94. Diichesfc de Nemnurx
Messrs. Forbes
(No, 85 sent as alba superba), both sent bv
Noa. 90, 114, fcflira
Messrs. T. S, Ware, Ltd.
maxiiiiii. sent bv Messrs. Ware and Messrs. Kelway and Son (Messrs. Kelway's plant was sent
Lady A. Ptifl', sent by
.as Hon. Mrs. Portman)
Messr?. Kelway and Son.
HicuLY CoMMENDET). Dawn, sent by Messrs.
L'Elegante, sent by Messrs.
Barr and Sons
T. S. Ware. Ltd.
Marshal Oyama, sent by
Me.ssrs. R. H. Bath and Co.
Mme. Crnusse,
Benil by Mes-srs. R. H. Bath and Co.
(129, 130)
Mons. Chas. Leveque (svn. Mile. L^onie Calot),
sent bv Messrs. R. H. Bath and Messrs. T. S.

NEW

As the importation of Manetti stocks from
and Fr.ance is now' prohibited in
.\merica. Rose growers in the United .States
have to decide which is the best home-raised
At East
Rose stock for their extensive use.
Kngland

Northport. New York, Mr. .1. W. Knickraan ha«
experimented with Roea multiflora japonica, and
with so much success that he has sown 50 lbs.
There are said
of seed obtained from .Japan.
to be 35.000 to 4O,C0O seeds in 1 lb. of uncleaned
seed,, while a cleaned sajnple gives 200.000 seeds
Mr. Knickman evidently has made
to the lb.
a good start in what may prove to be a new

American

;

—

;

:

;

;

indiistry.

SALE OF A NURSERY.

;

:

.STDfK FOR ROSES.

Ware's

Nurseries,

Hanworth.

GnADE Basic

Siao.

were necessary the present season has
proved the v.alue of a high grade sample of this
fertiliser as compared with the results obtained
from a cheaper quality.
Last December I applied 3 cwt. per acre of
42 per cent, basic slag on various plots of grass
which have been in existence over 100 ye.ars,
and on which this artificial had not been a.pIf

it

The result in the
plied for at least six years.
increased yield of grass, and especially of the
" herbage," was
liner types, commonly known as
The field produced an excellenit
rem'arkable.
crop of hay, which has no equ.al as food for
In comparison with results in
dairy cows.
former years from basic slag of 30 per cent,
grade there is a wide gain in the use of the
higher grade samples.

Middlesex.

and freehold estate of about sixty-three acres,
will be sold bv auction at The Mart, Tokenhouse
Yard, E.C., <m Wednesday, .Julv 31. at 2 p.m.
The estate, with the large building containing
packing .shed, offices, bulb store, and seed shop,
stabling for seven horses, a cart shed, a fourroomc<l cottage, and twenty-nine greenliouses,
The'purchaser will have
will be .sold as one lot.
the option of taking stock and fittings at valuation, and if such option is exprcised tlip i.'""dwMll
of the business will be included in the sale.

Aipart from its intrinsic value, the cost of
transit and application is considerably le.»s. and
abin these days of pressure of work under
normal conditions the use of the higher grade
saving.
di.stinct
means
a
fert.iliser
The percentatres of total phosphate (calculated
varies
in terms of tribasic phosph.ite of lime)
from 12 to 42. while the price .also varies from
is so
stimulant
this
As
100s.
ton
per
to
60s.
valuable for grass on all types of soil, I strongly

advise farmers to order early to ensure delivery
bv the end of October at tlie Inte.^.

—
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seen the Wheat crop more proNever have
the difficulty is to find an
mising than now
dry weather of spring and
The
crop.
inferior
I

the growth of this cereal
where it was sown in good time, and the rains
have come at an opportune moment to aid the

My

an average yield ; on newly ploughed grass
land there are manv excellent crops of Oats.
On a 15-acre plot of' White Hero Oats, following Wheat, I have promise of an abundant crop
the straw is tall, standing quite erect with large
ears, betokening a heavy crop, and promising
wen for the future of this variety, which was
raised by Messrs. Garton, Warrington.
Barley in many fields lias suffered much from
The straw is short
drought and late sowing.
:

unpromising,., while in other fields under
<Tjid
better cultural conditions growth has been so
vigorous that crops are already " laid." At one
time, in South Hants, the harvest promised to
be early, but the .recent spell of cold weather
has altered tlie outlook in that direction.
Moh/neii.r.

Condition of the Crops.
Summarising the returns given in the monthly
report of the Crop Reporters of the Board
of Agriculture, and expressing an average crop
bv 100, the condition of the crops on .July 1
indicated probable yields per acre which may
:—
be denoted bv the following percentages
Wheat, 103; Barley, 98; Oats, 95; Beans, 101;
Peas, 99; Potatos", 100; Mangolds. 93; seeds
hay, 99 meadow hay, 97 Hops. 70.

Blanket Weed in a Lake J. E. The waterweed which is choking up the lake is a species
it is commonly known as the
of Spirogyra
This and similar weeds may
Blanket Weed.
:

;

be destroyed with copper sulphate. Multiply
the average length, width, and depth of the
sheet of water this will give, approximately,
the content in cubic feet. Multiply the number of cubic feet by 6i, and the result will
For every
show the number of gallons.
100,000 gallons of water take 1 lb. of copper
suljihate, break it finely, and place it in a bag
Draw the bag through the
of loose texture.
water, forwards and backwards, in parallel
The sulphate
lines 10 feet to 20 feet apart.
will dissolve in the water and kill the weeds.
the_ work
and
used,
If proper proportions are
not
is done properly, the copper sulphate is
;

likely to

harm

fish.

Celery Leaf Blight

:

D.

It

S.

is

advisable_ to

spray Celery plants now as a preventive
This disease is often
against Leaf Blight.
confused with that caused by the leaf mining
maggot of the Celery fly, but may be distinguished by the presence of innumerable
minute black specks on the leaves and stems,
and by the absence of tlie white spots with
the maggots between the upper and lower
skins of the leaf. Leaf Blight is caused by a
black specks alluded to
fungus, and the
contain nnmbers of spores which spread the
foliage suffers severely, and in
bad attacks the whole plants are dwarfed and
rendered useless. To protect the plants they
disease.

The

should be sprayed with Burgundy mixture.
This may be done at the same time the Potatos
or two further
If one
are .being sprayed.
sprayings are given at intervals of about three
weeks the plants should be able successfully to

an attack.

resist

tuber decays the resulting crop is invariably
very poor. Home-saved setts should be selected
from a crop produced by Scotch or Irish seed,
and it is a good plan to choose the setts from
those plants which keep their foliage green for
the longest period.

D. J. H. A
French publication suitable for your purpose is
the Reiue Horticole; this is issued bi-monthly,
and published by M. Damiens, 26, Rue Jacob,

Frknch Horticultural JoukNiAL

:

Paris.

Gardeners and

War

Service

;

W.

A.

Your

best course will be to apply to the War Agricultural Executive Committee for a voucher ;
state your case as clearly and fully as possible, in writing, and show exactly what you
are doing in the direction of food production,
the area under cultivation, and the assistance

you

receive.

Mildew on Grapes

M. 8. The Grapes received
give ample evidence of a bad attack of mildew.
Dust the affected bunches and foliage with
flowers of sulphur, and maintain a buoyant
atmosphere in the vinery by the use of a little
As your
fire-heat and careful ventilation.
vinery is near the river, and in consequence the
Grapes very liable to attacks of mildew, there
is the greater need of fire-heat, coupled with
judicious ventilation, to dispel superfluous
atmospheric
moisture
prevent
cold
and
:

draughts.

N.^mes of Plants

:

/.

1,

IT'.

Lonicera Pericly-

menimi var. belgica, known in gardens as the
Dutch Honeysuckle
2, Indigofera GerardiB. A.
Probably Hydrangea hortenais
ana.
;

Allium Scorovar. Mariesii.
A. J. Watrrs.
doprasum, commonly known as Rocambole,
or Sand Leek. The plant is grown tor the use
of its bulbs, and is cultivated in a somewhat
similar

manner

to Garlic.

Coloured Lathyhus Flowers among Culinary
Peas T. ?. The " rogues " among the Grados

The general
Planting Fruit Trees
F.
scheme appears to be good, but the cordon

specimens of
Lathvrus tingitanus, a hardy annual species
It is a very old garden
native of Tangiers.
how it
plant, though not commonly grown
came to be mixed with the culinary Pea we
cannot explain, but it is just possible_ some
plants of the species have been cultivated
locally and the seeds distributed by birds or
other agency.

trees for the pergola should be planted not
closer than 18 inches apart. Plums do not lend
themselves to the cordon method of training
as do Apples and Pears. A few bush Apples

:

culinary

©bituav^.
Taylor Mclntyre died at College Hills, HonoHawaii, on Wednesday, May 29 last. He
was farm steward and manager, for the past
eleven years, of the farm stock. Sugar Cane
and Pineapple plantations at College Hills, the
estate of the Hon. S. M. Damon, Moanalua,
Honolulu.
Mr. Mclntyre was for many years
gardener to Sir Charles Tennant "The Glen,"
Innerleithen, and while in the service of Sir
Charles he was awarded the Niel Prize for his
lulu,

Mr.
abilities
as
a cultivator.
Mclntyre was a highly skilled plantsman and
fmit grower, and one of the few men who excel
While at
gai'dening.
in all departments of

exceptional

"The Glen"

he

won many

splendidly

1st prizes at exhi-

grown Orchids.

His son

was appointed gardener to the Hon.
M. Damon at Moanalua, Honolulu, Hawaii,

Donald

father
the
and
few
years afterwards
a
The pleasucceeded the son in the position.
sure grounds at Moanalua are extensive and
very beautiful, and contain a lai-ge number of
shi-ubs flourishing in the
islands, also large numbers of ornaMr.
foliage plants and Tree Ferns.
Damon is an ardent horticulturist. Orchids are.
and Mr.
favourites,
his
greatest
perhai>s,
Mclntyre was able, from his special knowledge
of the culture and management of these plants,
to aid Mr. Damon in forming a good collection.
The climate of Honolulu is specially favourable
to Orchids, and more particularly the Brazilian

the finest flowering

Hawaiian
mental

and
Laelias
South American kinds
Cattleyas grow and flower profusely there, and
Mr. Mclntyre had great success with the Torres
Straits Dendrobiums, especially D. Phalaenopsis
var. Schroderianum.
:

Peas

appear

to

be

;

Malcolm Taylor MoIntyre.- Mr. Malcolm

and

the

:

;

S.

if

:

.suited

The straw is tall and
swelling of the gi-ain.
only
and the ears well developed.
stiff
fear is that with much wind and rains the crop
may be "laid," and this militates against good
quality corn and a rapid harvest, as there are
certain to be many " grown " corns owing to
the ears lodging on the soil, which quickly induces premature germination while in the ear.
Oats at one time promised to be a poor crop
owing to drought, but where the seed was sown
early in March, or earlier, and the land in good
condition, growth of late has been surprisingly
good, and the bulk of this crop promises almost

bitions for

27, 1918.

Failure with Potatos H. B. The failure is
due to over-ripened " seed " tubers; such setts
do not rot when planted, and unless the seed

;

summer

[July

no danger of the plants not flowering
priming is done in the spring.

The Harvest Outlook.

early

—

Damage to Double Primulas

E. B.

:

We

not say what has caused the damage, but it
is obvious that something has eaten into, and
in some cases through, the neck or " collar " of
It is
the plants, and decay has followed.
probable that grubs of some kind have been
the
in
imported with the leaf-mould used
potting compost it is always a good plan to
sterilise leaf-mould before using it.
:

C. Although
if properly carried out, will kill
insect pests in fruit houses, it has no effect
upon the fruits, nor are such fruits rendered
Hydrocyanic gas is generated as
poisonous.
soon as the cyanide comes into conta<;t with
the sulphuric acid and water, therefore the

Effect of Cyaniding on Fruits

:

cyaniding,

"tipping" arrangements should be worked
from the outside of the house by means of a
cord' or wire passed through the keyhole or
similar small opening.
As the gas is highly
poisonous it is dangerous for anyone to remain in the house after the cyanide is placed
in the sulphuric acid.

H. The plant
of Escallonia langleyensis being crowded with
shoots, these should be thinned now by cutThis will
ting away the weaker growths.
allow light and air to enter the tree freely and

Escallonia langleyexsis

;

T.

widely planted among the Gooseberries and
Currants will add to the value of the plantation,

especially

./.

thorough ripening of the wood.
the .shoots back to within one
the base, and adopt this system of pruning annually. Escallonias flower

Next April cut
two eyes of

on the shoots of the current vear, so there

is

late varieties are chosen.

T. E.
It is not an eaisy
prevent rooks from stealing Walnuts unless someone is always about with a
gun.
One of the mechanical bird scalers
which produce a loud, intermittent noise and
are worked by wind, would probably keep
the birds away
they cost about 15s. or 20s.
:

to

;

each.

Spot and Mildew on Grapes
A. B. C.
The
Grapes are suffering from a bad attack of
mildew and the disease known as "spot"
(Gloeosporium ampelophaauml. See also reply
:

H.

to

G., p. 20.

White Fly on Tomatos

The White Fly
A.
Aleyrodes vaporariorum, and the Tomato
house may be cleared of the pest by fumigating with cyanide. In a note by Mr. G. H.
:

is

Head

in the issue for

March

16, 1918, p. 117,

method of c'estroying this pest by cyaniding
was diescribed in detail.

a

Yellow

Leaves on Cucumbers .4. .4. W.
Although the Cucumber leaves are not
diseased they have a very unhealthy appear:

The yellowing is due. probably, to unance.
congenial conditions at the roots, such as cold
and wet soil. Heavy soil, excess of moisture,
and lack of drainage may have combined to
prevent healthy root action, with a corresponding effect upon the foliage.

assist in the

or

if

Rooks and Walnuts
matter

can-

.'?.

:

w. T,— .J. H. —^H. &
M.— F. & .Smi^— G. I'.— Miss E.— A. W. G.—
T.—E. L.—G. H, 0.— E. .J. B.— P. A.— A. R.—Mies
Davies-W. I.— M. L, W.— J- A. P.—W. C—

Communications Received,
.Son— E. H,

—O.

W.—A.

H.

G.,

Confcerbury.

—

August

—

3,

..
.
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Mildmay Park, London

THE MULBERRY

MULBERRY

IN

the stem girths
being respectively 6 feet 7 inches and 6 feet
5 inches.
Two others of still larger eize, but
difficult

Paj-ks,

measure owing to their recumbent

to

habit of growth, are growing in Clissold Park
and Waterlow Park, the stem girths being approximately 7 feet.
In 1609 James I. passed his famous edict for
introducing tie culture of the silkworm into this
country, and, judging from the expenses of his
honsehold, not only planted Mulberries largely
himself, btit supplied trees to others at the
low price of two
farthings
each.
It is
well known that the rearing of silkworms
and spinning of silk was an industry at
several
parts
of
London,
notably
about
Spitalfields, around Arbor Square, by the Commercial Road, and at Maida Vale, at all of
which places remains of Mulberry trees are still
to be found growing.
Even at the present
time lessons on silk-spinning are given in the
pretty little Arbor Square gardens by a retired
naval officer to the numerous children who congregate during play hours in this little-known
East-End retreat.
Two healthy specimens of
the Mulberry may be seen in these gardens, and
several of much larger size were uprooted when
a building close at hand was erect-ed.
In a

41

Mexico, the West Indies, Brazil and Colombia
to Argentina and Chili, chiefly in temperate
and sub-tropical regions.
Less than half a
dozen species occur north of Mexico.
On the
contrary, the distribution of the 80, or there
about, species of Helianthus is very different,
some 65 inhabiting the United States and
Canada, with a small number in North Mexico,
and a small isolated group in the mountains of
Ecuador and Peru. The genus Viguiera yields
no substance of economic importance.

The Flora of Formosa.
De.

Bunzo

HAy.w.\'s
Icone$
Plantanim
its seventh volume.
This volume deals with species of various families,
from the Berberidaceae down to the
Selaginellaceae,
but the Gramincae occupy
more than half of the volume. These number
nearly 200 species, belonging to 79 genera, of
which 44 are represented by only one species
each.
There is an unexpectedly large development of the Bambuseae, twenty-two species of
this tribe being recorded, the genera represented
being Arundinari.i, Phyllostachys,
Barabusa,
Dendrocalamus and Schizostachyum. One new
senus of grasses is described under the name of

FoTmosanarum has reached

The volume also contains a
synopsis of the Rubi of the island, numbering
Polliniopsis.

LONDON.

were formed both at
St. James's Park and Greenwich Park
order of .Tames I., but
in 1609 by
the single remaining tree on each of these sites,
though -n one case labelled as having been
planted at the instigation of that monarch, is
evidently of no great antiquity, and, judging
^'ardens

considered
cin hardly
be
comparison,
of
those
largest
or oldest
either the
present growing within the metropolitan
.irea.
With the exception of the trees at Charlton, those in Clissold and Ruskin Parks, and the
grand old specimen in front of Mildmay Conference Hall (see fig. 16), it is unlikely that many
of the Mulberries which were planted at the
command of that monarch are now in existence

by
as
at

in

London.

By careful comparison of size with that of
existing spec'raens whose ages are known, and
taking into consideration the general condition
of the tree and the quality of the soil in which
it is growing, it is quite possible to arrive at
a fairly accurate estimate of the age. Tradition
and a label attached point to one of the old,
shattered trees at Charlton Park, Blackheath,
the residence of Sir Spencer Maryon-Wilson,
as the first Mulberry brought to England, and
rertainly when the above points of comparison
are taken into account there would appear to
be substantial grounds for the statement. The
l.irgest tree, which has
suffered much from
storms, having lost the upper part of the stem
in consequenci'. is still of giant proportions, the
trvmk girthing 8 foet 7 inches at 3 feet from
the ground level, the greatest height being 20
feet and the diameter of branch-spread 24 feet.
Though the trunk is old and shattered, the
globose head of foliage is perfectly healthy, and
fruit is produced in abundance; though the tree
is repute<l t^
be three centuries old, there is
no reason why it should not survive for another
hundred years at least. The Mildmay Mulberry,
though smaller in girth of stem, is, however, the
largest both in height and branch-spread, and is
in a wonderfully healthy state of preservation,
which

is, no doubt, largely owing to the position
it occupies,
as also to soil conditions and immunity from accident or disease, for there is not
a dead or dying branch to be seen, while the
trunk is perfect in every respect. This tree is
35 feet in height, the stem 6 feet 4 inches in girth
a yard above the ground level, while the

diameter of br<anch-spread is probably unique
fr)r a Mulberry,
being no less than 60 feet.
There are good specimens of the Mulberry in

ElG.

16.

— MULBERRY

TREE IN MILDMAY

I'AUK,

LUNl

builder's yaixl close by is another giant tree of
the same kind. Old gardens in the Maida Vale
district contain ^ome large 8|)ccimens of the
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Mulberry.

from a horticultural standpoint.

A,

I).

Webster.

NOTICES OP BOOKS.
The Ginus
The name

V'iguiera

literature,

which are

their leaves.

The

illustr.ated

plates,

of

by figures of

which there are

fourteen, represent nothing specially striking
Dr. Hayata's
present estimate of the vascular plants of Formosa is 3,359 species belonging to 1,173 genera
and 169 families. W. B. H.

Viouicra.*

hardly kiK.wii in Imrti
the genus comprises
some 150 species, and it is very closely allied
to Ueliauthus, now so fully
represented in
gardens, large and small.
Indeed, the few
species of Viguiera on record ae having been
in cultivation are
mostly under Helianthus.
For example, V. linearis as H. linearis (Botanical lietjister, plate 523).
But it would puzzle a
trained botanist to decide to which genus some
of the species belong, as the main differential
characters are furnished by the pappus.
As
limited by Mr. Blake, Viguiera is restricted to
America, ranging from California,
Nevada,
Arizona, New
Mexico and Texas through
cultural

.species,

is

yet

• A Itevinion of the Gtniit Vifiuli-ra.
By S. F. lilake. A
thtsis presented in partial fulfilment of the reiiuirements
for the degree of Doctor of Philosojihy in Harvard University.
Contributions from the Gray Herbarium of Harvard
University.
New series. No. LIV., pp. 20.5, with three
plates.
(Cambridge, Mass, U.S.A., June, 1918.)

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CATTLEYA SYBIL ROSEBANK VARIETY.
A FLOWER of this fine variety of the favourite
between C. Dowiana aurea and C. iridescens (bicolor x Eldorado) has been sent by
Ansi-ildo, Esq.,
.T.
Rosebank, Mumbles, with
whom it has recently bloome<l. In size it equals
Cattleya Eldorado, the scent of which is also
present.
The lip, with its inch-long isthmus,
discloses the fact that C. bicolor, the original
species, as is commonly the case, is the dominating parent.
The sepals and petals are cream
colour, delicately tinged and veined with light
mauve; the showy labellum has the short side
the
lobes pale yellow veined inside with rose
median isthmus being bright yellow and the expanded front lobe ruby-red with a di^Iicale violet
shade.
cross

;
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS— (conUnimd).
PEACHES
CHERRIES,

AND NECTARINES.

AND

NAJIE

ADDRB.SS.

6. Scotlasd.W.

LAN'ARKSHIKE
STIRLINGSHIRE

Under

I nder

bad

;

Under

good

;

Over;

Average

r

very good

Under

\VIGTO\VXSHIEE

t

Average;
good

|

Under

tinder

!

Under

~

i

;

Over;
very good

Average
good

Average
had

Over

Average
good

Under good

very good

good

;

i

Under

John
Middleton.
Callendar
Honse Gardens, Falkirk.

W. Cunnin{,'han>, Diuitrealh
Castle G;irdens, Blanefleld.

;

bad

;

•John
Bryden, Dunragit
dens, Dunragit.

Gar-

Tindale, Ravensvvorth
dens. Gateshead.

Gar-

ENGLAND
2.

England, N.E.

DURHAM

Under
Under

Average

!

Over

Avcra.

1

i

.

Coder good

John

Smith,
Hylton
Gardens, North Road.

;

goo.

!

I

j

Under

MIRTH U.MBERI.ANI).

Average

Under; bad

Under; had

Under

Under good

bad

:

Undi

Average

Average

;

I'nder

had

;

Avei-age

very good

very good

YORKSHIRE..

Under
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Under

Under; bad

Under

Under

Under

Average

Under
Average

:

good

Average

|W. Smith, Lambton
Castle
Gardens, Fence Houses.

John

;

very good

Under good

Under bad

Over

Average

Average

Under

Under; bad

Under bad
Under good

liad

;

Bywdl

Thomas,

Hall

Gardens, Stocksfield-on-Tyne.

G. Wilson, Chevet Park Gardens, VVakelleld.
North Riding Asy-

.T.

;

;

C. F. FiUford,

lum, York.

Under

Under

bad

;

Average
good

Under good

;

;

Under

5.

bad

;

Under

Under good
;

Under

Averase
good
Average

bad

;

Under

Average

Under; bad

Average

Under
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;

good

Under

Under

Average
good
Average
very good
Average

Avei^age

Under

Average

;

Under

E.
Hathaway, Baldersby
Park Gardens, Thirsk.
Sidney Legg. Warter Priory Gar
.las.
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;

dens, Y'ork.

Puddle, Scainpston Hall
Gardens. Rillin^ton.
E. Sutton, Castle Howard
Gardens, Welburn.

F. 0.

;

A.

;

Eneland, E.
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Under

;

Under

go<Kl

bad
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Under

;

bad

Under good
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Under good
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;
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Under good
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;
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Under bad
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;
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;
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;
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;
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very good
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;

;
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Over very
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;
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Over: very
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A. K. Turner, Orwoll Park Gardens, Ipswich.
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very good

very good

Under
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;

very good

St.
I

Kiiiibolton Castle

Gardens, Kimbulton.
V. Coombe, Ranjsey Abbey
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good

;
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good
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good
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;
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!
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;
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Gardens Bury St. Edmunds.
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;
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W. H.
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS~(continned).
PEACHES
PLUMS.

4,

CHERRIES.

NAME AND

AND NECTARINES.

Midland Coaaties.

STAFFORDSHIRE
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Under

bad

;

bad
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Under good
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;
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I

5,

ADDRESS.
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.
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;
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;
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.
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Average

Average
good

;

Average

Wilson, Eridge Castle
Gardens, Tunhridge. Wells,

Arthur

lender

I.

Under

P.

if.

liear,

Magham

Down,

Hailsham.
H. Smith, West Dean Park
Gardens, Chichester.

:

:

..

;

;

;

; ;

;

;;

;

;

;;
;

;;; ;;;

;;;;;

;

;
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROVS—ioonWiued
PEACHES

NAME AND

AND NECTARINES.

5.

Englanil, S.

SUSSEX

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

bad

;

Leon Squibbs, Stonehiirst Oa

I

continued)

dens, Ardingtev.

Under

WILTSHIRE

Under

bad

;

Under; bad

bad

;

Under

bud

;

i

Unde

Average
good

Average

;

very good

;

tender

Under good
;

Average;
good
Average

Average

W.

J.

very good

;

Average
good

Buckingbau,

Midlan

Place Gardens, Liphook.

W.

Under

Under

Under

Knight, Buckhil! Cottag

Bowood, Calne.
Challia,
Herbert

T.

;

J.

Cottag.

Wilton, Salisbury.

Under

Thomas Sharp, Westbury,

Average
good

Andrew Watt, Naworth

EnlUnd, N.W.

CUMBERLAND...,

Average
good

LANCASHIRE

WESTMORELAND
8.

bad

;

;

good

;

Under

Average
Over;
under
very good
Under good Under; good

Under; bad

.

Under

7.

ADDRESS.

I'nder

Over;
very good

bad

;

Under

;

bad

Average

Under
Under

.

bad

;

Under

good Under

;

Average

good

;

Under

Toseph Harris, Gawthorpe HalF
Gardens, Burnley.

good

;

Castl&

Gardens, Brampton.

A. Miller, Underley Hall
Gardens, Kirkby Lonsdale.

V.

E&Eland, S.W.

CORNWALL

Under

Under

bad

;

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

W, Andrews, Tregothnau Gar-

very bud

Under

Under

Average

;

T.

very good

DEVONSHIRE

Under ; good

Under

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

..

Under

very good

Under

bad

;

Average
good

Under

;

very good

Under

Under

Over

Average
good

Under
Under
Under; bad

;

good

;

Average
good
Average
very good
;

Under

Average

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

Under

Under

Under

T'^iuler

P.

Average

Under

Over

Under

;

;

Average
Average
good
Average
good

;

;

Under

Average
good

Average
good
Average
good
Average

Gardens,

M.
Veitch,
C.
RoyaJ
Nurseries, Exeter.
E. E. Bristow, Castle Hill Gardens, Filleigh, South Mf>lton.

Under

Average
good
Average

Under

Under

Average
good
Average
good

Average

Under

Under

very good

Average

H.
Bolton,
Powderham
Castle Gardens, near Exeter,

W. Lock, Eastcliffe
Teignmouth.

Over;
very good

Under

Under

T.

bad

Average

Under

bad

;

;

very good

Under
Under

;

Under; bad

Under

Average
good

Average
good
Average

Average
good
Average

bad

;

Under

Average
good

Under

;

Average

Average
good

Under

Under; good

good

;

Average
good
Average
very good
Under good
;

Under

Under
very good
Under

dens, Truro.
Spilsbury, Clowance Gardens,
Praze.

;

C.
W'alton, Stanley Park
Gardens, Stroud.
H. Berry, Highnam Court
Gardens.
William Keen, Eowden HalL
Gardens, near Gloucester.
John Banting, Tort worth Gar-

F.

;

W.

Average

dens, Falfteid.
;

Under

Arthur

Under

Wm.

Chapman,

Westonbjrt

Gardens, Tetbury.
Jefferies,

J.

Nurseries.

Cirencester.
''

HEREFORDSHIRE

.,

Under

Under

I'nder

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

G. H. Hollingworth, Shire Hall.

Under

Under

Average

Average

Thos. Spencer, Goodrich Court
Gardens, Ross.
George Mullins, Eastnor Castle
Gardens, Ledbury..
H. E. Durham, liunelm, Ki<ri»

good

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under good
;

good

MONMOUTHSHIRE
SOMERSETSHIRE

Under

Under
Under; good

Under

Under

Under

Under good

Under

Under

Under

had

;

Under

bad

;

Hill.

Average

Under

Under; bad

Under

Under

Under

WORCESTERSHIRE

Under

Under

Under
good
Average

T. Rushton, Barons Down
Gardens, Dulverton.
George Shawley, Halswell Park
Gardens, Bridgwater.

Ernest Avery, Finstall
Gardens, Bromsgrove.

;

very good

Under

;

bad

;

Under

Under; good

Under

;

Under

bad

bad

;

Under

Under

Under

;

bad

Under

;

Under

Under

;

Under

Under

bad

Under good
;

Under

Over
very good

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under

good
Average

;

bad

Ayerage
good

Average

Under

Under

Average

Park

Weston House

Jolin Masterson,

Under good

Gardens, 3hipston-on-Stour.
T. Watkins/L'he Grange Gardens,
Claines, near Worcester,
W. Crump, Madresfleld Coui'l
Gardens, Malvern.
James Udale, 7, Ombei-sley Road.
Droitwioh.
Bayford,
Davenhani
A.
Gardens, Malvern.

WALES
CARDIGANSHIRE

Average
good

CARNARVONSHIRE
DENBIGHSHIRE

FLINTSHIRE

Under

Crosswood
Park Gardens, Aberystwyth.

Under: bad

good

;

Thomas Hazeldiue,

Under

;

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

Average

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

Average

Under

;

bad

Under

;

bad

Under

;

bad

Average
good
Average

;

Average

J.

A. Jones, Chirk CastleGardens,,

Under

J.

near Ruabon.
Martin, Bryn Estyn Gardens,

Wrexham.
Over

;

good

Average
good
Over good
;

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under good

Under

Under

Under

Average
good
Over good

Under

;

;

John Forsyth, Hawaiden Castle

Average

Average
good

Gardens.

I

Under

James Barnard,

Under

IPEJIBROKESHIRE....

RADNORSHIRE

Under

;

good Under
I

Under

I

good

;

Under; good

Under

Under

Under good

Average
good

;

Average

Average
good
Over good
;

;

;

very good
I'nder

Average
good
Average
good
Average

Average

Mostyn

Hall

Gardens, Mostyn.

I

GLAMORGANSHIRE

T. Warmington, Penllergaer
Gardens, Swansea.
IThomas H. Roberts, Slebech Park
Gardens, Haverfordwest.
|C.
I

;

I

MacCormack,

Average

MaesUwch

Castle Gardens, Glasbury.

IRELAND
9

Ireland, N.

DOWN

Average
good
Average

I

;

;

Under

Under

Under
Average

Average
good
Over
very good

Over

T.
;

very good

Over;
very good

W.

Bolas,

Mount Stewart

Gardens, Newtownards.
Duncan McGregor, Derrycame
House Gardens, Dromod.

:

;

;

;

;;;;
;

;;

;:;;

;;

;;;
:
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CIlOPS—(c»,uu„ed).
PEACHES
PLUMS.

PEARS.

AND NECTARINES.

NAME AND

ADDRESS.

Irflan', N.

6.

M lYO

Under

baO

;

t'ruler

had

;

Average

Aveiiure

good

ilEATH

Under

Uiidtr

Under good

Under

;

MONAGHAN'

TVKOKE

UESTMEATH

10.

Undtr
Over

good

;

Under

Average
good

gooii

Under

House

Average
very good
Average
good

Average

Under

Over
very good

very good
Average
very good

Under

Average

Avei-age

Under

Under

Under

;

bad
Average
good

Under

Under

tnder good

Under

Averse

Under

Average

good
Average

;

Eic-haid

Average
good
Over; good

Average

Average

;

Joyce,

Gardens,

Wcstiiuit

Wespoit.

Michael
McKeown,
town, Drogheda.
J.

B.

Pow,

Julians-

Dunsany

Castle
Gardens.
Hepburn, Dartrey Castle
Gardens.
Fred. W. Walker, The Gardens^
Sion House; Sion Mills.
Wm. Allen, Pakenham Hull
Gardens, Castkpolliud.
Inuies

;

Ireland, S

CORK

Over

Under

;

bad

Under good
;

KERRV

Under

Under

bad

;

Under good

Under good

KILDARE

KIXGS COUNTY

Under

;

;

Under bad

;

;

Under good Under good

;

Average
good

Average

Under

Ui der

Over

Under

Under

Under

Average

Under

Under

Under good

Under good

LIMERICK

Under good

Under bad

LOXGKORD

Under good

Under

;

;

;

Average
good

;

;

bad

Under: bad

Under

Over
Average ;
good
Under bad

Over

;

bad

Average
good
Average
.

IJUEEN'S

COUNTY

ROSCOMMON

WATERFORD
WICKLOW

I'nder ;good

Under
Under

;

Over

bad

Under good

Under; pood

;

Average
good
bad

Under

Under
Under; bad

:

Average
good
Average
very good
Average

(

I

'

Over

Under; had

;

good
Over
very good
Over
very good
Average
very good
Over
;

;

Average

Average
good

very good

;

bad

Dearnaby, 17, St Patricks
Terrace, Magazine Road.
Charles W. Benn. tt. Muckrt^ss
Abbey Gardens, Killarney.
Alexr. Black, Carton, Maynooth
I.

Frederick
treeter.
Straffan
House Gardens. Straffan.
'

Under good

E.

Average
good
Average
good
Under; bad

G.

;

very good
Over very
;

i

;

good

Over

Under

good

;

Under

;

very good

Under

Under

Under; bad

Under

Average

Pat Sheehan, Glenville Gardens,.
Fcrmoy.
Aghern Gardens^

tM.^ Colbert,

;

Clarke, Claremount, GanCastle, Banaghur.
Harry Ni.xon, Rockbarton Gai
dens, Kilniallock.
,

A. Boyle, Castle Forbes Gai
dens, Newtown Forbes.
McGlashan, Ahbey Leix Gai
dens. Abbey Leix.

l^^nder

•Tosepli

Under

D. Cronibie, Curraghniore Gar

Ueid. Frenchpark

Gai

dens.

Under; Imd

I

dens, Portlaw
Walter Bailey, Glenart
'ardens,

Castlo-

Arklow

CHANNEL
ISLANDS
fEKSEY

Under; bnd

Under; bad

I

Under;

Iwid

Uiuier: bad

|

Under; bad

Under: good

'

Average;
good

I

j

ISLE

Thomas

Sharinan. The IniperiaT
Xuraery,
St.
Mark's Road,

St. Heliera.

OF

MAN:
MIlliLA.S

Average

Und
k'lis,
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EOITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMEiNTS

respect to these. Small fruits, amongst
which are included Currants, Raspberries,
and Gooseberries, are more satisfactory,
and those who study our tables carefully
ill

should be sent to the

Wellington Street,
41.
Covent Garden, 'W.C.
correspondenU
Editors and Publisher. - Our
answers to

PTJBLISHEB.

obviaU delai/ in obtaining
much time and
their communications and save us
observe the notice
trouble, if they would kindly
letters relating
printed weekly to the effect that all
would

should
financial matters and to advertisements
and that all combe addressed to the Pdblisher;
munications intended for publication or referring
and all plants to be
to the Literary department,
The two
named, should be directed to the Editors. distinct,
Publishing and Editorial, are
to

departments.
arue
and much unnecessary delay and confusion
when letters are misdirected.

Notice

Scecial

or

arrangement.
responsible for
correspondents.

—

T'w
any contriunused corn-

Correspondents.

to

to pay for
illustrations, or to return
munications or illustrations unless

do not undertake

Editors
butions

by

special

The Editors do not hold themselves
any opinions expressed by their

'Se-WB— Correspondents will greatly oblige
intelligence of local
bv sending to the Editors early
readers, or of
events likely to be of interest to our
any matters which it is desirable to bring unaer

Ijocal

the notice

of

horticultariets

Letters for Publication,
plants

for

naming,

as well as specimens of
be addressed to the

should

Wellington Street. Covent
should be
Garden, London. Communications
PAPER, sent OS

EDITOKS,

41,

ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE
by
early in the week as possible, and duly signed
will not be
If desired, the signature
the writer.
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.
Illustrations.— TAe Editors will be glad to receive
photographs or drawings, suitable
select
WRITTEN ON

and

to

remarkable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of
responsible
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be
for loss or injury.

ATERAGE Mdak TEMPERATURE for tte
deduced h-om observations dTiring
yea.i-5

at

ensuing
the

last

week
litty

Gt-eenwidi, 62.19.

ACTUAL Temperature

:

Street,
Gardeners- CUronicle Office, 41 Wellington
Oovent Garden, London, Thursday, August 1,
am Bar. 30; temp. 68°. WeatJher—Sun10

&hine.

tabulated returns
on the condition of the
Failure of the
Fruit Crops.
hardy fruit crops furcorresponnished by
dents in different parts of Great Britain
and Ireland, which we publish in the
present issue, show that the outdoor fruit
crops of 1918 are amongst the worst on

The

record.

That the fruit yields this season were
bad was already common knowledge, but
we doubt if anyone expected such dismal
failures

as

our figures show.

The

defi-

ciency is especially serious -in the case of
Apples, Pears, Plums,
the principal crops

—

and Cherries.
Concerning Apples, there are 234 returns, and of these no fewer than 206 of
our correspondents report a crop under
the average, whilst only 6 have a yield
Pears are even
of more than the average.
worse, for of a total of 229 returns, 222 give
under crops, with only 2 over and 5 an
average yield. The Plum crop is also an
exceptionally poor one, for whilst 21 re-

port a crop of average quantity, no fewer
than 201 correspondents record a yield
below the normal. Cherries and Apricots
are almost as unsatisfactory; of 219 returns in the table for Cherries, it will be
seen that 150 show a deficiency; whilst of
Apricots, out of a total of 150 returns
•

there are 80 failures.
• Peaches
and Nectarines, which are not
of such utilitarian value as the other fruits
mentioned, show a return almost equally
divided between under and average crops,
so that with a balance of 15 over there is
not such great cause for disappointment

year after year will

know

the hardy fruit

crops

of

that this section
is the most re-

liable of all.

But even with these there is nothing exceptional to report, for of a total of 234
returns 45 under crops are given whilst
deficiency is even
of Strawberries the
greater, more than a third of the number
232—having
of correspondents— 84 out of
an under crop of these fruits. The returns
with respect to Nuts are almost equally
balanced between good and bad, there
being 54 returns of average yield and 61
;

below.

Most of our correspondents have contributed these reports for several years, and
have been accustomed to make accurate
observations over a number of seasons, so
that their statements may be taken as an

summary

of the conditions.

The

accurate
present scarcity and general high prices
public
of all kinds of fruits have caused the
importance
to realise, as never before, the
times
of the home fruit crops. In normal
a deficiency causes nothing more serious
than a rise in prices, but at the present
time fruits are practically unobtainable by
those who do not cultivate them, and, we
fear, in many oases, even by those who do.
As we may expect that imports will be
restricted for some years, even though the
war should cease soon, there is every
reason to anticipate that home-grown
fruits will be in high demand for the next
season or two, and efforts should be made
Certain kinds
to increase the home yield.
of fruits give speedy returns, whilst even
be expected
may
Apples, Pears, and Plums
to furnish moderate crops the following
season if suitable trees are selected and
planted early in the autumn, to become
well established by the time winter arrives.
The Raspberry is, perhaps, the most reliable of all our common fruits for giving

satisfactory returns the year after planting ; and as the canes may be purchased
cheaply, special plantations should be

made

as a

war measure, and every alterdown to a foot from the

nate plant cut

level to supply strong suckers
enable the plants to carry on the
following season, leaving the others to
furnish a crop. Cottagers and allotment
holders would be well advised to utilise
their home gardens for these and other
Strawberry runners
If
fruits.
small
suitably prepared they will give
are
and even
old
year
one
a return when
better for the purpose are pot plants that
have been forced, provided they are given
Such
care and attention subsequently.
bush fruits as Gooseberries and Currants
from
period
are very profitable in a short
planting, and the fullest use should also be

ground
to

;

made of these. Of all fruits few are more
remunerative than the Morello Cherry,
which may be described as a perpetual
Even in this untoward season
bearer.
Morello Cherry trees have given a fair
crop of extra fine fruits.
Turning to the causes that are responsible for the failure, they appear to be the

[August

3, 1918.

exhaustion of the trees last season through
bounteous cropping and the unfavourable
weather of April this spring, following a
March of unusual warmth. The autumn
of last season was not favourable to the
ripening of the wood of the current season,
and it is probable that with the undue
strain of prolific crops the trees were unable to form flower buds of sufficient
Several correstrength to develop fruits.
spondents earlier in the season pointed to
the deficiency of Pear bloom, some recordApples
ing a total absence of flowers.
flowered fairly well, but the blooms lacked
substance, and were unable to withstand
the trying weather when they were expanded. The failure of the Plum crop is
a greater mystery, for there was promise
of a bountiful crop early in the season.
The trees blossomed earlier than usual,
favoured by a March of exceptionally
warm weather, but April followed with
cold nights and hot sun by day. Added to
these was a cold, drying wind from the
north and north-east, and the blossoms
dropped wholesale, with the result that the
Plum crop is one of the most unsatisfactory of all. Some are inclined to attribute
the failure partly to the absence of bees,
but we do not think this question of insect
pollination has such a bearing on a good
The
or bad fruit year as many believe.
wind is a greater agency in the distribution of pollen than many are disposed to
believe, and there are many seU-fertile
varieties

amongst

not

only

Plums, but

others of our hardy fruits.

prevalence of insect pests this
noted by several correspondents,
and we fear that this is due, in a large
measure, to the absence of the necessary

The

season

is

labour for spraying.

A N«w PoMOLOOioAL WORK.— The

Ponio-

logical Society of France lias decided to pubvaluable delish, in monthly instalments, the

scriptive work of M. DE LA Bastie, on Pears
and Apples as a supplement to the Society's
Journal. M. de la BASin? was for many years
President of the Pomological Society, and his
known
collection of fruits at Belvey was well
His
to all who followed French Pomology.
to the
death
valuable notes were given at his
its
for
available
become
now
will
and
Society,
members. The subscription for the Journal and
Those
francs.
12
will
be
the special supplement

interested should write to the President of the
Society, 9, Rue Constantine, Lyon, France.

CURI FOR THl POISONOU* EFFECTS OF
Ivy. — Some people can handle
Ehns Toxicodendron, the Poison Ivy, with im-

THE Poison

punity, but others suffer from severe skin irriTo those who are
tation if touched by a leaf.

not immune it will be of interest to learn, on
the authority of The Florists' Exchange, thai a,
cure may be effected by applying carbolic acid
(95 per cent.) and iodine, mixed in equal parts,
to the affected part,

after outlining this

area

This cure is said to take effect in three
days, but it is not recommended for use where
the poisoned portion is very large or where there
are numerous poisoned areas on the body. When
the itching so characteristic of this poisoning
is intolerable, relief may be obtained by the application of water just as hot as the patient can
If very hot water can be borne the
liear it.
relief from pain will continue for at least four
hours. Moreover, tlie hot water absorbs some of
the poison, thus preventing the spreaxi of the
trouble and hastening the cure.
with

oil.

;

ArcrsT

3,
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Certificat«« of Merit for Food Production.— Through the agency of the County
and District Horticultural Committees the Horticultural Section of the Food Production Departprepared to grant certificates to local
Horticultural Societies and Allotment Holders'
Associations, such certificates t-o be awarded for
special skill in the cultivation of allotments and
gardens, and for meritorious collections and
Secresingle dishes of fruits and vegetables.
taries of local societies should apply to their dis-

ment

is

trict Horticultural

Committees for these

certifi-

cates.

N«w Director-General

of Food Pro-

duction. —The President

of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries has appointed Sir Charles
W. Fielding, K.B.E., Director-General of Food
Production, in succession to Lord Lee of FabeHAM. Sir Charles Fielding has for years past

CORNU* FLORIDA

PENDULA. — Although

this

beautiful small tree or shrub caimot on the
whole be described a« an unqualified success in
all parts of this country, the illustration of the
plant Lii fig. 17 shows that there are places where
it thrives exceedingly well. In several Surrey and
Sussex gaixlens, especially where the situation
is somewhat elevated, the cultivation of Cornus
We
florida and its varieties gives no difficulty.
know from the way it succeeds in the Eastern
States of North America, even as far to the
north as Boston, Mass., that the tree is very
hardy, but there the division between winter and
spring is sharply defined. In many gardens in
Britain this Cornus is excited into growth too

49

termed the "flower" is really an involucre of
four bracts that surrounds the small, round cluster of true flowers

—

plainly seen in the illustraThe ' flower " is 3 to 4 inches across, white
the typical fomi and in the pendulous variety
illustrated, but bright rosy red in the var. rubra.
When seen at their best, which is in late May,
there are few more beautiful slu'ubs than these.
Thi-ee other species with similai-ly showy involucres are grown in this country C. Nuttallii,
from tlie Pacific Coast, with bracts even larger
than those of C. florida, and creamy white
flushed with pink; C. Kousa, from Japan, with
narrower bracts, expanding in July (both these
seem better fitted for our climate than florida)

tion.
in

:

taken an active part in the movement for the
He was a
increased home production of food.
member of the Committee appointed by Lord

Selborne to consider and report what steps
should be taken by legislation or otherwise " for
the sole purpose of maintaining, and, if possible,
increasing the present production of food in England and Wales, on the assumption that the war
may be prolonged beyond the harvest of 1916."
Sir Charles, who is an engineer by profession,
has had entire charge for the Ministry of Munitions of the supplies of all the pyrites for the
manufacture of e.xplosives for this country and
He has also been Chairman of the
the Allies.
Materials and Metals Economy Committee at the

Ministry.

Shadinq for QLASSHOUSEa.-

-^

first-class

whitewash whicli will not rub off is made by dissolving 2 lbs. of ordinary glue in 7 pints of water,
and when ail is dissolved adding 6 ozs. of
bichromate of potassium, dissolved in a pint of
hot water. Stir the mixture up well, and then
suflicient whiting to make it up to the
consistency of thick cream. Apply with a brush
in the ordinary manner, as quickly as possible.
The mixture dries in a very short time, and,
by the action of light, becomes converted into
a perfectly insoluble,
waterproof substance,
which does not wash off even with hot water,
and at the same time docs not give rise to mould
growth, as whitewasli made with size often
does.
It may be coloured to any desired shade
by the use of a trace of any aniline dye.

add

Another useful shading nialeri.-U is made as follows Slake one peck of liine in boiling water,
and keep just covered by the water while slak
ing.
Strain through coarse cloth. Add 2 quari:

dissolved in warm water, 1 lb. "f
ricemeal boiled in water to a thin paste, i H
and i lb. of glue dissolved in warn
water.
Mix all thoroughly and allow the mrture to stand covered for two or three days; sli
occasionally.
Heat the mixture before usiulj
Queensland Agricultural Journal.
of fine salt

of whiting,

Scarcity of Castor Oil.— The fact that
castor oil does not freeze under low temperature
has been turned to good account in the aeroplane industry, which had need of a lubricant
that would not solidify in the low temperature
of high altitudes.
As the demand has increased
with the great expansion of the aeroplane industry, the oil has become very scarce and dear for
other purposes. Hitherto India has been the chief
source of supply, and has exported about two
million gallons of oil annually.
In the Western
United States 100.000 additional acres have been
placed ynder crops of liicinus, for oil production, while in Jamaica and other West Indian
islands the possibilities of castor oil production
have been brought to the notice of cultivators.
\i present prices the crop may prove a paying
one in districts where, under pre-war conditions,
it
would have been an economic failure.
It
nuLst be remembered that where the oil is extracted locally the residue may be of value as a
fertiliser.

ORNUS FLORIDA PENDULA.
early,

frosts

and
that

its

crop of flowers

come

later.

A

is

ruined by the
sheltered

position

from the north and east is no doubt best suited
for it, otherwise it may he fully exposed to the
sun. The late Mr. Chambers, of Haslemere, had
great success with it. His garden at Grayswood
Hill is about 300 feet above sea level, and he
used to recommend for this Cornus .sandy loam
and a situation exposed to full sunshine. Cornus
florida is a native of the Eastern United States,
from Massachusetts to the extreme south.
It
Peaches even the mountains of Northern Mexico.
According to Prof. Sargent, it is sometimes,
though rarely, 40 feet high. With us it is rarely
seen more than 15 feet high. What is commonlv

and C. capitata (Benthamia fragifera), only
hardy in the mildest counties. Mr. Wilson,
during his Chinese explorations, introduced a
form of C. Kousa from Western Hupeli which
seems quite distinct from the old Japanese type
in its freer growth and larger "flowers."
It is
probably growing in sevei'al gardens under his
number 223, and is a very promising small tree.

New Secretary

Club, — /\t

of the Horticultural

thf committee meeting of the Horti-

Club, held on Tuesday, July 30, Mr,
G, F. TiNLEy, Managing Editor of The Oardeners' Chronicle, was appointed Hon. Sec. to
the Club, in succession to the late Mr. R. Hooper
Pearson, who had held the office since 1911.
cultural
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ON INCREASED _FOOD

WINTER

PRODUCTION.

GREENfcl.

Kales, Savoys, Coleworts, and -other whiter
and spring greenstuffs should ;be planted now on
ground rendered vacant by the removal of early
Potatos and Peas, and also where there is sufPotatos,
ficient room between growing crops of
Peas and Beans. If rows of Peas have been
of
catch-crops
grown 8 or 10 feet apart, and
Turnips, Lettuce, and Early Potatos grown be-

tween them, these

be

will

ideal

positions

for

Winter Greens, as the partial shade provided
by the Peas will protect the newly planted crops

advantage from watering.
Clear away the surrounding crops as soon as
they are finished, and hoe the ground thoAs the plants gain size and strength
roughly.
they should be eartlied up in the same manner
as Potatos, and some of the taller-growing Kale.^
must be staked and tied to prevent damage from
wind-storms. This precaution not only adds to
their good appearance but increases the yield.
full

If plenty of room is allowed the plants will make
firm growth, which enables them to stand severe
Scotch Kales should
we.ather during the winter.
be given the best and most sheltered positions,
as they are talliff growers than the other sort?.

The Russian and Cottager's Kales and Purplesprouting Broccoli are very hai-dy, especially
the Kales, and these may be planted in the
favourable places. Plant Savoys by themby reason of their spreading
selves,
as,
habit of growth, they are not suitable for plantDwarf Green Curled
ing between other crops.

less

and Early Ulm are excellent varieties for
autumn use, and L^rge Green and Ormskirk
Cartercone, a new variety,
for later supplies.
I have grown for two seasons, and it is e.xcellent, the flavour being all that could be desired.
Another good vegetable for winter use is Christ
Hardy Green or
mas Drumhead Cabbage.
Rosette (Colewort) are very hardy. They often
prove most useful as a catch crop, and no
nmoujit of frost seems to damage them.
All the varieties and kinds of Winter Green.s
I have mentioned should be well earthed up before the approach of hard weather, as this protects the stems

from

frost

during rough weather.

and keeps them steady

is a mistake to plant
induces excessive growth,
which may not stand severe weather. Strong,
medium-sized plants will stand extremes of
weather much better than large, overgrown
specimens. B. W. Thatrher, Carlton Park Gardens, Market Harborough.

early,

as

apart, with Potatos paxtly shading their roots
on either side, and on newly trenched ground.
The later-sown Peas germinated badly, but

since the rain came they have improved, and now
look extremely well. I have found this season
that unsupported dwarf Peas were better

m

those supported by sticks ; I
believe the haulm shaded the roots and enabled
the plants to withstand the drought better tlian

every

way than

those which were staked. I have gathered good
dishes of Michaelmas and Late Queen Peas on
Lord Mayor's Dayj but a genial season is needed
W. A
to procure good Peas at that late date.

It

this

Early Pea crops have been of short duration
on our dry Surrey soil, but this is not due enthe dfought.
There was a time in

tirely to

June when the cold nights retarded
growth. The night of June 25 was colder by
II degrees than the night of January 25, consequently there was a severe check. We gathered
pods of World's Record on June 21,
a.
week later than last year. This variety ripens
and comes to maturity faster than any other
Pea I know. Little Marvel and Pioneer, sown
in pots, grew well until the exceptionally cold
nights came, when they refused to move
these

early

;

two varieties do well on light soils.
Reading Giant and Early Morn have been
very good, and so has Imperial Dwarf, a fine,
strong-growing

Pea with large and well-filled
has been splendid.
Harvestman is another fine Pea.
Aldennan and
Duke of Albany promise well, and have withstood the drought splendidly. Autocrat is also
looking remarkably well. Tliese three last are
in rows about 120 feet long and about 6 yards
pods.

Intei'Tiational

Onyons and herbs

12d.,

For

4s,

3,

1918.

Sorrell

and

Fennell 18d., for Reddishes 6d., 2s. For harteFurther on there are lists
choke suckers. Is.
Plums
of other fruits, fresh and candied, such as
Genoa,
of Arabia, Venis Dat Plums, Pruons of
Plums of
Pedrogots,
dried
Dates,
greene
Marcelis, Peares of Roun, Pruons Brembe,
Apples of Damasco, Frayses of Genoa, Madere
Citrons, Suckett Peares, Canded Clones, Canded
of
Vagasses
Gilliflowers,
Canded
Eringas,
Genoa, Dry Plumes. Pruons of Brunello, etc.,
expenditure,
incidental
with
its
feast,
The
et<:.
appears to have cost £1,061 5s. Id.— a comsiderable sum considering the value of money over
C. H. P.
his
If

American Blioht.-

short

list

of

Apples that are liable to attacks oi
woolly apliis is complete, then Mr. Brotherston
must be more fortunate than most of us, for I
am sure the list could be greatly extended by a
varieties of

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
[The

do

Editor!

the opinioru

held thenueltet reipttuHle
expressed hv correspondenU.)

not

Applks at Wisley.— It

ftr

interesting
to
know that Apples are not a failure everywhere
this year.
Trees in the collection on the high
ground above the Laboratory in the gardens of
the Royal Horticultural Society at Wisley are
laden
with fruit.
The trees have been
saved from the winter moth by grease banding
and by spraying with arsenate of lead. At the
time of my visit the ground was very hard,
as
the
cultivator
had not been at work
for
want of labour, and the bush trees
were casting quantities of fruit, which really
requires thinning.
Irish Peach and Cornish
Gilliflower are fruiting on the tips of the
shoots as usual.
The former is notable for
its
high colour at present, though that is
scanty at maturity ; and much the same may be
said of Cellini. Fruits of Colonel Vaughan are
almost green, though they develop a deep red
colour in autumn.
True to its character,
Lane's Prince Albert squats right to the
ground, though grown as a bush. Other varieties also fniiting heavily are Frosjmore Prolific,
Bramley's
Seedling,
Duchess's
Favourite.
Duchess of Oldenburg, King of the Pippins.
Golden Spire, Ecklinville Seedling, Lady Sudelev, Doniirn, and many others.
Cox's Orange
Pippin and King of Tompkins County are good,
the latter having large fruits, evenly distributed
over the tree. J. F.
is

Fruit for'a Royal Bakquct in 1 607.My sons, who are Freemen of the Merchant
Taylors' Company, were the cause of my recently
acquiring a bulky volume entitled Memorials of
Cuild of Merchant Taylors, etc. In it are
the accounts in detail of the cost of a banquet
given by the Company to King James I. and
Prince Henry, in the" year 1607.
Tho items
occupy about 19 pages, and comprise everything
in connection with the feast
fish, eggs," fuel,
linen, beer, butter, bread, wine, grocery, fruit,
etc.
It struck me that some of the readers ot
the Gardeners' Chronicle who are of an antiquarian turn of mind might be interested in the
names and prices of the fruit that was then
placed upon the table. They are as follow
For
3 syves of Cherries and 20 lbs. more at 3d..
For Strawberies for the King's
£1 15s. 6d.
cookes, 2s.
For 3 gallons of Gooseberies, 3s.
For a gallon and half of Raspices, Ss. For certen
seedes for the cookes. Is. lOd.
For 2 hamper
/he

:

:

PEAS AND DRY WEATHER.

[August

three centuries ago.

Cook, Abbofx Wood. Godalming.

A

space of 2 feet between
each plant siiould be allowed, and 2 feet 6 inches
between the rows. Plant firmly and deeply
put in the plants up to the seed-leaf— and
leave a slight depression in the ground to secure

from hot sunshine.

too

,

—

'

of Quodlings, 12s.

For a hamper

of

Pyppyns.

For

Gooseberies,
Peaches, and Cheries.
wth. portage, 7s.
For greene fruite, Peares,
Apples, and Damsyns, £1 4s. 6d.
For fower
score greate Lemans at 8d., £2 ISs. 4d.
For
fower score midle Lemans at 4d., £1 6s. 8d.
For 150 grete Orenges at 4d. the peece, £2 8s.
For 250 midle Orenges at Id. the peece, £1.
For 60 lbs. of Potatoes at lOd. the pounde,
£2 10s. For 136 Quinces at 4d. the peece, £2 3s.
For 40 largess Quinces to Mr. Wallis at 6d.,
£1.
For ffyfty large Quinces to him at 6d..
£1 5s.
For 10 dozen of Artechoks at 53. the
dozen, £2 10s.
For 6 gallons of Gooseberies
at 16(J. the gallon, 8s.
For 3 quarts of Redd
Currens, 3s.
For Parsly 6s., Lettis 5s., and
Purslane, 2s.. 13s.
For Spvnnage 3s., smale
=n11ett 2s. 6d., 5s. 6d.
For' corne sallett 23.,
Tarragon and Rockett 12d.. 5s.
For flowers
6s.

of all sorts 6s.," Rosemary and Bayes, 5s., lis.
For Burredge and Burnet 12d., Garrets a.nd
Turneps 3s. 4s. For sweetherbes of all sorts 3s.
'

'

,

general canvass. The variety which, in my experience, suffei's most, is Cox's Orange Pippin,
and I have seen American blight on many other
A week or two ago I saw a young stansorts.

dard John Downie Crab
the pejt.

smothered with
fes. toned
This points to a

literally

The woolly aphides were even

around

this season's shoots.
decided contradiction of the

widely-spread impression that the blight is purely a wound parasite, and I am sure many other instances of atThe
tacks on young growth could be cited.
Cr'ab is growing in a shrubbery a goodly distance
drew
conclusion
I
so
the
from any fruit trees,
was that the aphis came with the tree when it
was purchased three years ago. In its out-ofthe-way position the insects increased unnoticed,
and in all probability many other Crabs are
infected. That valuable work. The /look of Garden Pests, mentions American blight as one of
the insect enemies of the Pear; no particular
varieties are named, and it is probable that, as
with App'es, it is indifferent to such trifles.
A. C. Bartlett.

Fuel for Glasshouses.- The leading article
in your issue for July 5 was most timely and' to
the point, and will afford valuable assistance to
horticulturists both in private establishments and
public gardens.
Valuable collections of plants,
often the result of many decades of untiring
effort, should be saved from destruction.
It is
possible to reduce the nimiber of these in nearly
every instance and devote the room, as you state,'
to food production.
No glass structure of anykind whatever should be allowed to remain
empty. Two crops, e.g., Potatos and Tomatos,
can often be grown in the same season in houses
that are but moderately heated.
The statement
that a smaller amount of firing will in the end
be beneficial to fruit trees in houses, with, as a
matter of course,

less forcing, is to thoipoint.

At

Gunnersbury House Gardens we have practically
ceased the early forcing of either vines, Figs, or
stone fruits of any kind. In consequence of the
rest the vines have greatly improved in vigour,

and our pot

fruit trees never cropped better, on

the whole, than this year. It is most timely advice to have the hot-water installations overhauled and the furnaces, etc., put into proper
order.
This attention in itself will result in a
saving of fuel.
In times long past I had the
management of the stokeiiole, and was expected
to keep up the required temperatuj'es with wet,
sappy roots, slack coal, and cinders anthracite
coal and ordinary coal were only provided in the
coldest of weather.
Waste results in not keeping the fires well damped down and checked on
warm days. By a careful use of rough wood
a
considerable saving of other fuel may be
effected.
I have used timber, and none too dry
either, in conjunction with the refuse from the
cinder-heap when flues were still in use in oldfashinned greenhouses, and: we gi-ew good specimen plants. There is not any saving whatever,
but the reverse, in attempting to make one boiler
do the work of two. Two medium-sized boilers
are infinitely better in one stokehole than one
large one, and it is alw-ays best to have boilers
set in duplicate. If I run short of fuel during
this coming winter I have a supply of Elm logs
blown from our trees during the severe stonn
early in 1916.
When the weather is not fit for
outside work it will be possible to prepare some
of this timber for the stokehole during the late
;

autumn.

Jas.

Gardens, Acton.

Hudson,

Gunnersburi/

House

AuGVST

3,
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THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to
Cut. M.P., Ford Manor,

Lieut. -Col. Spendkr
Liogfleld, Surrey.

POTATO*. -A

long spell of wet, close weather
this time of the year is invariably conducive
the spread of the late blight disease. Last
ear in some gardens whole breadths of Potatos
ere diseased as early as the middle of July;

ii

i

up to the present 1 have found no disease in
our comparatively large, open quarters, but increased warmth will be favourable to the spread
Let
of the disease during the next few days.
the weather be what it may, the more delicate
affected
certain
be
almost
to
varieties
are
early
If the foliage is only slightly diseased
soon.
and but few of the uppermost tubers affected,
then all may be lifted and stored with advanWhen a diseased crop is lifted and
tage.
affected
stored early, many tubers slightly
escape notice, and unless the crop is most carefully examined, many decaying tubers will be
found after the heap has been stored for some
Potatos that are still growing vigorously
time.
.should be left undisturbed for some time longer,
as the only cause for anxiety now is the unAll diseased
settled condition of the weather.
foliage should at once be collected and burnt.

Rioai Cucumbers.- The

hot,

sunny weather

of June favoured a strong, early growth of outof-doors Cucumbers, which, under various systems of culture, are especially productive. It
is ven.' unwise to leave a few fruits to attain
a large size, as these are of little value and
greatly impair the free-ibearing habit of the
plants.
Keep the plants well supplied with
wat«r, and give them an occasional application
of liquid

manure.

VeoETABLC MARHOW».-Marrow
producing

fine

plants are
crops this year, the season being

warm.
Marrows rooting in a mas.s of rich
manure are growing too rapidly, and are by no
means so productive as those put out on wellmanured, open ground or on slightly raised beds
with only a limited quantity of manure.
Stopping the growths in the case of luxuriant plants
will not increase their productiveness much
they are likely to be more fruitful when the
growths are allowed to ramble thinly and untrained.
Large fruitf are not favoured for the
table, but later in the season they will be of
considerable value for jam -making.
:

Frinch Beans.— From

a
small sowing of
in a cold pit at this date
year we could pick a good dish almost every
day until severe frosts occurred in the autumn.
Lights should be placed over the frames when
heavj' rains fall in October, but they should be
tilted to permit of a free circulation of air in
the frame.
Few other plants are more easily

French Beans made

last

damaged by slight frosts or cold east winds
than the French Bean. Sow a few seeds in pots
towards the end of the present month, and grow
the plants in cool conditions, to be brought forward under glass as pits are cleared in rea<liness
for them.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

The Vinery.— No

fruit improves so much
hanging as the Grape, and to keep the
bunches in a fresh, plump condition the house
should be freely ventilated day and night. The
essential point is a cool and fairly dry atmosphere, with a continuous current of air under
the bunches.
This treatment not only improves
the fruit, but is also necessary for the ripening
of the wood, which should be brown and hard,
with plump buds, before the autumn. It is advisable to maintain a little warmth in the waterpipes during cold, wet weather to prevent conExamine
densation of moisture on the berries.
the bunches and remove defective berries forthiljy

with.

Outside borders with

soil

of a retentive

Muscat Vinery. -Muscat of Alexandria
Grapes are colouring, and from now onwards
very careful attention to details is necessary if
Some growers
the bunches are to finish well.
entirely dispense with fire-heat at the ripening
period with excellent results, but in low-lying
districts, or during a spell of cold, wet weather,
it
is
advisable to employ a little artificial
warmth. All varieties of Muscats need a warm,
If a little
bracing temperature to finish well.
air is admitted by the top ventilators through
the night, there will be no danger of the berries
scalding.
Sub'.aterals should be continually kept
pinched, as Muscat Grapes need plenty of light
and air, and the removal of many superfluous
growths at one time would give a check to the
Vine. Should red spider be detected, take steps
to exterminate the pest by sponging the foliage with weak soapy water to which a little
sulphur has been added.

in the warmer end of the Cattleya house,
Keep them just mnjt.
near the roof-glass.
When the flowers are over, and roots grow from
the bases of the new pseudo-bulhs, the plants
may be re-potted. When the pseudo-bulbs are
fully developed the plants should be rested, and
may be suspended from the roof-rafters in the
Plants that
coolest part of the Cattleya house.
are not re-potted should be encouraged to amsolidate their growth by placing them near the
root-glass where they will be exposed to tlie sunlight and air.
Endeavour to prevent them from
making premature growths, and induce them to
take a decided rest, as many autumn-flowering
Cattleyas are apt to make second growth immediately after the first growth has reached
maturity.
This is frequently a cause of the
plants failing to flower, or remaining soft and
sappj' when growth is completed.

grown

nature would be much better covered with galvanised iron sheets or some other suitaoie
material to ward off heavy rains.

The Week' sW/ork.j^
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Cattleya labiata.— This Cattleya makes
its growth during the summer, and flowers in
autumn; already the flower-sheaths are formed.
It is advisable at this season to keep the plants
elevated near the roof-glass in order
that
may receive plenty of sunlight and air to
consolidate their growtlis.
As soon as these
are matured, and the flowers are commencing to
pusli through the sheaths, reduce the water sujiply at the roots considerably, as these plants are
impatient of an over-supply of moisture at the
roots at this particular season, this being often
the cause of decay in the new pseudo-ibulbs. All
Cattleyas should be kept under close observation
insect pests to which they are subject most
frequently make their appearance as the new
growths develop, and soon cause injury and permanent disfigurement. Small scale insects should
be removed as soon as they can be detects 1 .is
miniature white specks on the leaves and rhizomes. Thrips should be destroyed by regular
sprayings and vaporising*

they

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Gardener to Lady Wantage,
Lockinge Park, Berkshire.

H.iRRiss.

Perpetual Carnations.— Young

plants of
Perpetual-ilowering Carnations should be staked,
when they need supporting, with green BamDo not crowd the young growths, and
boos.
arrange the plants so that plenty of light reaches
them in every part; overcrowding, is one of
the chief causes of " rust." Some of the earliest
plants will soon be well rooted aii-d may be given
For the fii-st two or three
a little stimulant.
weeks weak soot-water will meet their requirements, and this fertiliser will impart good
colour to the foliage.
If the plants are under
glass let the ventilators be thrown wide open
all times, and expose them to full sunlight.
Lightly fumigat* the house occasion.ally to keefi
The foliage should
the plants free from aphis.
also be sprayed with copper sulphate about once
a fortnight as a preventive of rust disease.

at

CoLBUS.— To obtain fine colour in the leaves
of Coleus expose the plants fully to the sun.
The house must, however, be carefully venti
lated, or the leaves may become scorched. When
the pots are full of roots afford the latter plenty
Before being used in the conof stimulants.
plants should be
servatory or dwelling the
gradually inured to cooler conditions, as a check
caused by a sudden lowering of the temper.ature
may

cause them to

lose

some

of

their

lower

leaves.

— These

plants should be attended
to once a week for the purpose of removing
runners.
Keep the hoe at work between the
plants, and, to promote healthy growth, give
them an occasional dusting with well-seasoned
If there is the least evidence of red spider
soot.
on the foliage an effort .should be made to destroy the pest before the end of the .sea.son.

Violets.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, G*rd«n«r to Sir JptlHUB
Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

COUUN,

Cattleya and Allied GeNERA.-Cattleyas,
Laelias, and the numerous hybrids of these
Orchids that have recently jiassed their flowering stage, should be kept slightly on the dry

new top growth and new roots are
produced, when any necessary re-potting '.an be
The pseudo-bulbs of
Use small pots.
done.

side until

many

of the plants will shrivel after root disturbance, and such plants should be watered
with extra care it is best to simply spray them
overhead two or three times each day, and keep
their surroundings moist by frequently syringing
between the pots. It is not a good practice to
saturate newly-potted plants with a view of inducing the pseudo-bulbs to retain their rigidity,
as during the time the soil is wet the old roots
gradually decay, neither will the young
will
roots thrive in a saturated material. Such Cattleyas as C. Dowiana and its variety aurea, C.
gigas)
and its variety
Warscewiczii
(syn.
Sanderiana, and the hybrid Hardiana, are
maturing their flowering growths, and should be
;

;

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Late-Fruitino

Raspberries

and Cur-

in .'Vugust I make it a practice
to c.xaniiru' the stock of autumn-fruiting Eas))berries and th'in out all plants that are not showWhen this is done a few uping for fruiting.

rants.— Early

right stakes are fixed over the rows and Bamboo
rods are tied to these horizontally. This makes
a sufficiently secure support to which to tie the
fruiting shoots,
.\fter this a slender piece of
raffia is fixed to the sihoot near its apex, and it
is then
tied by an upward pull to the cross
Bamboo. Traine<l in this way the weight of the
fruit later does not cause tlie shoot to arch over.
By this system all the light possible reaches the
an easy matter to see
plants,
and
it
is
when the fruits are ripe for picking. Late Raspberries will be most useful this autumn, both
for dessert and culinary use, as well as for preNetting will, as a matter of course, be
serving.
placed over the plants, as birds are particuKeep the surface soil
larly fond of the fruits.
clean by hoeing, and remove all late suckers. If
late varieties of Kcd Currants are grown, the
fruits are very useful in combination with late
Raspberries. Both the late Red and Wliite Currants should find a place on the dessert table
When bushes of these fine
this coming autumn.
Currants i^re grown on north walls and well attended t« a crop may he depended on well into
the shooting season. Late Gooseberries are also
The
most useful in the autumn for dessert.
berries keep well, better perh.aps, if the wall
has a coping.

Late Cherries on

Walls.— Where

late

Bigarreaus, such as Emperor Francis and Bigarreau Napoleon, succeed the fruits are mo.tt invaluable, and another goo<I late fruiter is G^antc
d'Hedelfingen.
These fruits do best on east
walls.
The Morello Cherry when thoroughly
ripened is not to be despised for dessert purposes.
Keep the trees securely netted, and
watch the fruit to see that none is decaying.
Late attacks of lilaok fly may prove troublesome,
but as the iicst usually finds a lodgment on
the ends of the shoots they may in most cases
If this is not deemed exbe easily removed.
pedient then resort to dipping the ends of the
shoots in a strong insecticide.

—
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SOCIETIES.

and Brown, Orchidhurst,

— Tiiere

was no novelty of outstandthis occasion ; indeed, novelties
were few.
inrt,erest
of special
The Floral Committee made no awards to new
plants, but granted ten medals, including a
30.

ing merit on

and

plaaits

to Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons
The Fruit and
for a glorious exhibit of Roses.

Gold one

Vegetable Committee awarded two medals, and
the Orchid Committee granted one First-class
Certificate and two medalsThe Society's exhibition of Dry Bulbs was
held on this date, and the competitors appeared
to be the only enthusiastic people about, as there
was a holiday-time air abroad and the day was
close

and

sultry.

Floral Committee.
Present : Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),
E. A. Bowles, W. J. Bean, Sydney Morris, John
Green, G. Reuthe, John Heal, W. A. Howe,
J. F. McLeod, W.H. Page, J. T. Bennett-Poe,
H. Cowley, W. B. Cranfield. J. W. Moorman.
W. P. Thomson, E. F. Hazelton, Chas. Dixon,
Clias. E. Pearson, Jas. Hudson, E. H. Jenkins,

and George Paul.
iNTEEESTrNG PLANTS.

and also a more expanded bloom. Gaultheria nummularioides, a neat and pretty plant,
was shown by Mr. G. Reuthe, who also exflower,

hibited Digitalis canariensis, Berberidopsis coraland flowering sprays of Phillyrea buxifolia
and Feijoa Sellowiana.
J.
Churcher, Esq.,
Alverstoke, staged a little group of very elegant
Gladioli, all hybrids from G. primuliniis; Uie
Firefly,
varieties Alice Tiplady, orange-apricot
deep sca.rlet; Otranto, soft yellow; and Altair,
were especially channing.
rich salmon-pink,
Messrs. Alex. Dic;k.son and Sons' display of
Roses thoroughly merited the Gold Medal
awarded the varieties " K. of K. ," Col. Oswald
Fitzgerald, Mrs. Ei. V. Haworth, Sunstar, Redletter Day. and Eliza.beth Cullen, were all largely
shown and effectively staged. In Mr. James
Douglas' group of Carnations the varieties
Sweet Anne Page. Solfaterre, Edenside and
Orange King were of outstanding merit.

liua,

;

;

Groups.

The following medals were awarded Gold to
Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons for Roses.
Siloer-ijiU Bimhsian to Mr. L. R. Russell for
stove plants.
Silver Flora to Mr. G. Reuthe
for rare and interesting shrubs
to Mr. G. W.
Miller for har<ly flowers. Silver Bnnksian to
Messrs. .7. Cheal and Sons for Astilbes and
flowering shrabs
to Mr. James Douglas for
border Carnations to Messrs. H. B. Mat and
Sons for Ferns to Rev. J. H. Pemberton for
Roses. Bronze Flora to Messrs. Wm. Paul and
Son for Roses. Bronze Banksian to J. Churchek,
Esq., for Gladioli.
:

;

;

;

;

Orehld Committee.
Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
cJiair),
Sir Harry
.1.
Veitch, Messrs. Jas.
O'Brien (hon. secretarv), W. Bolton, R. A.
Rolfe, J. Wilson Potter, Pantia Ralli, Chas. H.
Curtis, J. Charlesworth, E, R. Ashton, Walter
Cobb, C, J. Lucas, R. Brooman- White, Frederick

Hanbury and

W.

S.

Flory.

AWARDS.
First-Class Certificate.
Laelio-Cattleya

Britannia

majestica

(L.-O.

Canhamiana alba x G. Warscewiczii Frnu M.
Bey rod t). from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.,
Haywards Heath. A grand hybrid, and pro-

—

bably the
yet raised.

white-petalled Laelio-Cattleya
plant bore a spike of four very
large and hand.iome flowers with snow-white
sepals and' petals.
The base of fThe lip is white
with purple lines inside tlie disc chrome-yellow,
the broad front lobe rich Tyria.n purple with a
clearly defined white margin.
best

The

;

Preliminary Commendation.
Odontoglossum Marne {ardentissimum Orchidhnrst var. X Colossus), from Messrs.

Charlesworth and
Medal for an

Co. were

the centre of which were
petalled Cattleya Hesta ; with these were arranged other wliite-petalled Cattleyas and LaelioCattleyas, Odontoglossums, Odontiodas and Miltonia Charlesworthii.

lection consisted of very clean, even-sized bulbs,
solid and weighty, staged on cocoa-nut fibre
Notably good
refuse in low wicker baskets.
were the examples of Keizerskroon, Cottage

ilessrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,
Sussex, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for
a group of Cattleya Warscewiczii of a very fine
type, the well-grown plants bearing spikes of
from five to seven blooms each ; Cattleya Dowiana, other Cattleyas, and a choice selection of
Odontoglossums, were staged with them. The

Maid, Yellow Prince, Jaooba van Beiren, Vuur2nd, Messrs. R. H.
baak, and Pink Beauty
Bath, Ltd.
Mr. Geo. Monro, Junr., was also 1st Prizewinner in the class for twenty bulbs, each of
twenty varieties, of home-grown May-flowering
Tulips, and here again the quality and presentation of the bulbs left nothing to be desired ;
Prof. Rauwenhoff, Europe, La Tulipe Noire.
Mr. Farncombe Sanders, Pride of Haarlem, Mrt.
Moon and Calliope were unusually good 2nd,
The Donard Nursery Co., with large but not
such shapely bulbs, and every specimen looked
as though it had been rubbed with an oiled rag,
as each presented a very shiny appearance; 3rd,
Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons, with large
specimens; equal 4th. Mr. J. Mallender and
Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd.
;

rare species Angraecum Scottianum and Oncidium candldum were also noted.
Dr. Miguel Lacroze, Bryndir, Roehampton,
sent Odontoglossum Cordoba (Doris X eximium),
a charming pure white flower with an occasional
violet spot on the sepals, the lip bearing a ray
of the same colour also Cattleya Hesta Bryndir,
of good sliape, the clear white flowers having a
marbling of purple on the front lobe.

Armstrong

;

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge,
staged a small group in which were Miltonia
vexillaria Queen Alexandra, one of the largest
white forms and of broad proportions; the white
Dendrobium Dearei, Cattleya Dowiana, and a
fine form of Odontoglossum
sional spots on the sepals.

Fruit

crispum with occa-

MIDLAND CARNATION AND PICOTEE.

and Vegetable Committee.

PresetU: Messrs. Joseph Cheal

—

the chair),
Owen Thomas, Edwin Beckett, A. Bullock,
W. H. Divers, E. A. Bunyard, Geo. P. Berry,
H. S. Rivers, and J. C. AUgrove.
A fairly extensive collection of vegetables and
fruits was exhibited by R. L. Mond, Esq. (gr.
Mr. C. Hall), Combe Bank, Sevenoaks.
The
vegetables were of good average quality and
represented a large number of kinds and varieties, and the fruits consisted of half a dozen
Melons, black and white Grapes, Cherries,
Apples, Black and Red Currants, seven dishes
of Gooseberries,
Raspberries, Nectarines and
Peaches.
The exhibit was not well staged,
owing, no doubt, to lack of time and labour,
therefore the various items did not show to the
(Silver Knightian Medal.)
best advantage.
Messrs. Dobbie and Co. staged tubers of about
a score of varieties of Potatos the specimens
were excellent, and well displayed in baskete.
Exhibition Red Kidney, the result of a cross between Myatt's Ashleaf and Snowdrop, a very
handsome Potato, was the most attractive
variety, but Edzell Blue, Climax (pink). Witch
(in

;

Epicure and Midlothian

Hill,

well represented.

(Silver-gilt

Early were also
Banksian Medal.)

Dry Bulb Show.
The Society's exhibition of dry, home-grown
bulbs has now become an annual event. It is invariably interesting and provides ample opportunity for demonstrating how well bulbs, notably
of Daffodils and Tulips, can be grown in the
British Isles. On this occasion eight classes were
provided, but there was no entry in either of the
two open to amateurs nor in the open one for a
Although
collection of various kinds of bulbs.
this exhibition was not so extensive as earlier
ones, and was restricted to Daffodils and Tulips,
the quality of the bulbs was splendid throughout.
The best collection of twenty varieties of
home-grown Daffodils, twenty single bulbs of
each, was staged by The Donard Nursery Co.
the bulbs were clean, weighty, and of remarkably large size indeed, the specimens of King
Alfred were exceptionally large, while those of
Outpost, Magog, Golden Spur. Lucifer, and
2nd,
Gloria Mundi were correspondingly fine
Messrs. J. R. Pearson and Sons; 3rd. Messrs.
;

;

:

R. H. Bath. Ltd.

The Donard Nursery Co. gained the 1st
Prize for fifteen varieties of home-grown Daffoten large " family or cluster " bulbs of
each
here again the specimens wei-e excepdils,

;

1918.

Golden Spur, Sir Watkin, Barrii conspicuus, and
ornatus; Mr. J. Mallendee was awarded 1st
Prize for fine setts of Victoria, Sir Watkin, and
Weardale Perfection.
Mr. Geo. Monbo, Junr., was placed 1st for
a collection of twenty bulbs, each of twenty
varieties, of home-grown Early Tulips; this col-

awarded

effective group in
va.rieties of the white-

Floi^a

;

Messrs. Bakers exhibited Gentiana lagodechiana, which is very like G. Freyniana, but appears to have whiter dots on the lobes of the

J.

Groups.
Messrs.

a Silver

3,

tionally good in size and weight, showing tliat
Irish soil and climate, plus Irish skill in cultivation, can produce bulbs which the very best
Dutch growers would find difficult to match and
very hard to beat.
In the class for twenty single bulbs of ten
varieties of home-grown Daffodils, competitors
had to include examples of Emperor, Empress,

A
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Tunbridge Wells.
superb seedling of model shape flowering for
the first time. TJie flower, broad in all its parts,
and especially in the upper sepal and lip, had
a white gi'ound, the inner two-thirds densely
blotched with deep violet, the markings of the
lip matching those of the sepals and petals.

[AuGDST

July 26 and 27. This Society's twenty-eighth
annual e.xhibition, held at the Edgbaston Botanical Gardens, was larger and better than the one
held a year ago, there being upwards of 200
The schedule
entries, against about 100 in 1917.
of prizes has been rearranged, and a handsome
twenty-giiinea Silver Challenge Cup given by
the President, W. Walters Butler, Esq., and a
Gold Medal given by W. A. Nevill, Esq., have
The
been added' to the list of special awards.
all-round quality of the flowers was high, and the
vase of Rosy Morn which gained for Mr. T. M.
Tranter the' gold medal offered for the best vase
in the show was very fine, the stout-petalled
blooms being unusually large, of excellent form
and colour, and, when sold, they realised 22s. 6d.
Altofor the benefit of the Red Cross fimd.
gether about £20 was raised by the sale of flowers

and plants for this deserving Fund.
Flowers in Vases (Open).

The coveted prize in the first ten classes was
the new Silver Challenge Cup offered to the exhibitor gaining the highest number of points.
After a very close contest a local amateur, Mr.
T. M. Tranter, managed to beat the well-known
and highly successful Midland growers, Messrs.
Mr.
A. R. Brown, Ltd., by one point only.
Tranter won 1st prizes in classes for (1) a Rose
or Pink Self, with Rosy Morn, previously referred to (2) White, with bold, heavy specimens
of BookhamWhite;'(3) Scarlet, Red, or Cherry
:

with General French
(4) Yellow-ground
Fancy, edged and marked type, like Lord Steyne
White(5)
and "Liiikman, with Lord Steyne
ground Fancy, with Fair Ellen and (6) Whiteground Picotee, with Clementine. Messrs. A. R.
Brown, Ltd., were awarded 1st prizes for (1)
Buff, Yellow, Oia-ige, or Terracotta, with exquisitely shaped flowers of Madame ApoUonia; (2)
type,
like
suffused
Fancy,
Yellow-ground
and YellowHercules, with John Holyoake
ground Picotee, with W, L. Hodgkinson, shown
good style. Mr. James Smith. Darvel, showed
the best Maroon, Purple, or Heliotrope Self.
Self,

:

;

;

:

m

The

Invisible Card Class.

Lieut. -Colonel Percy Smith provided prizes
for a new class called " the invisible card class."
The flowers were shown in vases supported by
Formal dressinvisible paper cards or collars.
ing was considered bad staging, and splitting of
Messrs. A. R.
the calyx a disqualification.
Brown! Ltd., Mr. T. M. Tranter, and Mr.

James Smith were placed in the order named,
and included in Messrs. Brown's exhibit were

—

August

3.
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splendid flowers of Mrs. W. G. Gottwaltz, Brilliancy, Mrs. George Marshall, and Pasqnir.

FiKST Division.
in this division Mr. R. G.
carried off five l&t prizes.
In the first class, which was for nine vases, dissimilar, he had uncommonly good specimens of
Iiord
Acres,
Centurion,
Bob
Exquisite,

Of the seven classes
RuDD, King's Heath,

Kitchener, Pasquin, and Sweetheart. His other
successes included 1st prizes in the classes for
Self Carnations, in which he showed lovelyflowers of Bookham White, Tubal, and Mrs,
Percy Smith; Yellow-ground Fancies, with Centurion, Linkman. and Sam Weller White-ground
Fancies, with The Bride, Lord Kitchener, and
Kent Faulkner also a single vase of Fancy Carnations other than while or yellow -ground. His
blooms of Joseph Reeves were much admired.
Messrs. A. R. Beowx, Ltd.. had the best three

—
—

Light or Wire-edged White-ground Picotee.
Paula, exhibited by Messrs. A. R. Brown. Ltd.
Heavy-edged
Yellow-ground
Picotee.
Romance, exhibited by Mr. C. H. Herbert.
Light-edged Yellow-ground Picotee.
W. L.
Hodgkinson, exhibited by Messrs. A. R. Brown,
Ltd.
Fancy Carnation.
Liberie, exhibited by
Messrs. A. R. BsowN; Ltd.
Self Carnation.
Peach Blossom, exhibited by
Mr, R, G, Rudd,

—

—

—

Premier Flowers in Vases,
Rosy Morn, exhibited bv Mr,

Self Carnation.

T.

:

;

Yellow-ground Picotees. and showed
W. L. Hodgkinson, Dago, and Mrs. W. G. Gottwaltz.
In the class for White-ground Picotees
Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd., were placed 2nd to
Mr. C. H. Herbert, whose flowers of Silas Baldiston, Ganvmede, and Fair Maiden were ver\'
of

vases

Flowers on

—

;

R. Brown, Ltd.
Twelve. Fancy Carnations. Mr. Rudd was
again to the fore with shapely flowers of Lord
Steyne, Osprey, John Ridd, Bombardier, and
Linkman, Mr, C, H, Herbert's 2nd prize stand
contained the Premier bloom Liberie,
Tirelve YeUnw-,,T,„nul l'i<;,t,.es.
1st. .Atr,
C. H. ni;RBEnT, whose best flowers were Exquisite, Romance (Premier), Gertrude, and F, W.
Goodfellow.
The same exhibitor excelled in a
class for twelve Bizarre or Flake Carnations,
showing Spendthrift (Premier), Gordon Lewis
(Premier), Ma.ster Fred. Cleopatra, and Sportsman,
Messrs. A, R. Brown, Ltd.. who were
placed 2nd in the last-named class, took the lead
ill
a class for twelve ^\liite-ground Picotees, in
which Paula fPremier), Helen, Barnard, Nellian,
and Fortrose were of outstanding merit.

—

—

—

Amateurs' Flowers in V.^ses,
Mr, James Smith, Darvel, was awarded

1st

prizes in classes for (1) six vases dissimilar two
each of Selfs, Fancies, and Yellow-ground Picotees
(2) vase of Selfs; (3) vase of Yellow-ground
Fancies
(4) vase of White-ground Fancies
(5|
vase of Yellowgronnd Picotees (6) two vases of
Fancies
and (7) two vases of Yellow-ground
Picotees, Mr, S, Htslop. Langholm, showed the
best vase of White-ground Picotees; and Mr. E.
Kenwright staged the winning pair of Selfs.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Amateurs' Flowers on Stands.
In a class for six Self Carnations, Pri.fe.ssor

Burstall, King's Norton, won 1st prize.
His
were Sunbeam, Fiery Cross, and
2iid,
Mr, S. Hyslop. who
showed very good blooms of General French,
Solfaterre, and Gordon Douglas.
Six Fancy Onrnafion.i. —If^t. Mr. James Smith,
who h.ul Lieutenant Shackleton, J. J. Keen, and
Pasquin in beautifully fresh condition
2nd.
Mr. E, Kenwright, The last-named exhibitor
excelled in a class for six Yellow-ground Picotees, his blooms of F. W. Goodfellow. J. J.
Keen, and Constance being very clean and pure,

best blooms

Bookham White;

:

iMr. J, J.
clas-ses

and

Keen, Srmth;imptoii, won 1st prizes
White-ground Picotees,
(1) six

for

Bizarre or Flake Carnations,
The most successful exhibitors in the division
reserved for amateurs who do not grow more
than 300 plants were Mr. J. T. Simister, Denstone Mr. Lavland, Bordesley Green, Mr, A, J,
(2) six

;

Hn.r,,

Handsworth

;

and

Mr

,

J.

H.

Camm,

Smethwick.

Premier Flowers (Dressed).
Bizarre Cnrnafj'on,— Spendthrift, exhibited by

Mr.

—

Brilliancy, exhibited by
Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd.
Yelloiv-ground Picotee. W. L, Hodgkinson,
exhibited by Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd.

—

—

White-ground Picotee. Silas Osbaldisiton, exhibited by Mr, C. H. Herbert.
White-ground
Fancy
Carnation.
Lord
Kitchener, e.xhibited by Mr. R. G. Rudd.

—

First-class

Certificates.

;

C

H. Herbert.
Fliih-r. Carnation.- Gordon Lewis, exhibited by
Mr. C. H. Herbert.
Heavy-edged
White-qround
Picotee.
Ganymede, exhibited by Mr. C. H. Herbert.

—

Special Prizes.

The Gold Medal oJfered to the exhibitor gaining the greatest number of points in the fir.st
was awarded

division

to

Mr. C. H. Herbert, and

the Gold Medal in the second division was won
by Mr James Smith. The Waters Butler Silver
Medal, nffered to the most succes.sful exhibitor
in the third division, was won by Mr. J. T.
Simister,

Honorary Exhibits.
Silver
to

H.

Mr.
J.

Medal

J.

to Miss Thompson, for Cacti
Sceaney. for Sweet Peas and to Mr.
:

Tanner,

for Violas.

TRADE NOTES.
CHAMBER OF HORTICULTURE.
The question has been raised as to why Trade
Federations and Associations were not officially
invited to the preliminary organising meeting of
the Chamber of Horticulture, held on the 17th
ult.
at Donnington
House, Norfolk Street,
Strand. The explanation is given by the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. H. Morgan Vedtch, "in the following letter
" The recent meeting was merely convened
for the purpose of discussing in a preliminary
way whether the scheme, if launched, would be
assured of the necessary support and success.
For this purpose tliose of us who for some years
past have been hoping to see a Chamber of
Horticulture formed, invited a few friends to
attend and give us the benefit of their views, but
no Federations and Associations were invited
officially, as it was felt that this would be premature until we had something definite to put
before them.
" Now that the scheme is assured of success
steps are being taken to draft the form of constitution for approval, and this will bo submitted at a full meeting to which those inter:

any liranch of horticulture (including
and Associations) will be
It is proposed to hold this
meetim: in the autumn, as the month of August
is too busy a season for many to attend,
"The
date and place of the meeting will be announced
ested

in

Trade Federations
publicly

invited.

due course,
" I venture to think that the trade already
recognises that there are many questions affecting horticulture as a whole whicJi can usefully
be dealt with through a united body representing all branches, and that there are many instances in which an injury to one branch of
horticulture must inevitably act indirectly to
the detriment of other branches,
" The functions of the Chamber of Horticulture would, in fact, be very similar to those
already performed hy the Railway Glearitng
House on behalf of the various railway companies; these, of course, manage their own in-

in

53

ternal affairs, but when any danger threatens
railway interests as a whole, or when any constructive reform is desirable, which would prove
of universal benefit, then the various companies
sit and act as one body through the medium of
the Railway
Clearing House.
H. Morgan
Veitch, Hon. Secretary."

MR. DAVID KING.

The

to the Royal
Horticultural
exhibition on July 30 included Mr.
David King, of Osborne Nurseries, Murrayfield,
Edinburgh, who came especially to see the homegrown bulbs, and, incidentally, to make enquiries concerning plants suitable foj" forcing to
produce flowers early in the coming season. Mr.
King received a hearty welcome from many brother Scots and many southerners who have made
his acquaintance at horticultural gatherings in
visitors

Society's

Edinburgh.

RESEARCH IN PLANT BREEDING IN
SCOTLAND.

A

conference on the subject of the

establishof a research station in plant breeding in
Scotland was held in Edinburgh on the 28th
ult., presided over by the Secretary for Scotland,

ment

To Crimson Bizarre Spendthrift, exhibit<?d bv
Mr, C, H. Herbert; to White-ground Picotee
Charity, exhibited by Mr. J. J. Keen
to
Yellow-ground Picotee Mrs. G. W. Gottwaltz,
exhibited by Messrs. A. R. Brown. Ltd.
to
Yellow-ground Picotee W. L. Hodgkinson,' exhibited by Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd.

;

.\.

—

M. Tranter.
Fancy Carnation.

;

St.ands,

Twelve Self Cnmations. 1st, Mr. R, G. RxTDD,
with first-rate blooms of Purity, Wyatt, Peach
Blossom (Premier). Bob Acres, Border Yellow,
and Farthest North 2nd, Mr, C. H. Herbert.
who had Fujiyama, Lilian, Farthest North, and
W, H. Purton in fresh condition 3rd, Messrs.

in

;

Mr, Munro, M.P,, who was accompanied by .Sir
Robert Wright and Dr. Greig, of the Board of
Agriculture for Scotland. Representatives of the
Highland and Agricultural Society, the Scottish
of Agriculture, the Scottisli Seed Trade
Association, and the National Farmers' Union
of Scotland were present.
The conference was
addressed by the Secretary for Scotland, who
emphasised the importance of the proposal, and
stated that the Government would grant pound
for pound of every sum subscribed for the promotion of the object for which they were met.
On the motion of Dr, Douglas, of Auchloehaii,
seconded by Mr, H, W, B Crawford, chairman
of dii-eotors of the Scottish C^iamber of Agriculture, a resolution commending the project was
unanimously approved. Mr. W. Cuthbertson, of
Messrs. Dobbie and Co,, supported the proiwsal.
A further motion in favour of the appointment
of a oonunittee to confer with the Board of
.\gricuIturo was moved^ by Mr. Gardner, Hillingdon, the committee to consist of representatives
from a number of associations, including the
Scottish Seed Trade Association, and agreed to.
It was seconded by Mr. D. Bell, the president
of the Scottish Seed Trade As.sociation, who said
that he was so convinced of the national benefit
to be derived from the scheme that he would
give_ £1.000 towards its establishment.
At a
previous meeting the Highland and Agricultural
Society voted a sum of £2,000 towards the fund.
The promoters hope to obtain a minimum sum of
£20,000.

Chamber

MR.

E. J.

BAYLEY.

Formerly with Messrs. Dickson and Robinson,
and Messrs. J. Veit<-h and Sons, Mr. E. J.
Bayley has now commenced business on his own
account as a seed, plant, and bulb merchant at
Shrew.-ibury, with shop and offices at 4 and 5.
Corn Exchange Buildings, and grounds at Bavston Hill,

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
The Ploughing of Grass Land.
Much correspondence is going on in the daily
Press as to the wisdom of ploughing more grass
land.
No doubt in some parts, where skilled
labour is scarce, it is not wise to add to the
existing arable land for fear of neglect of the
proper cultivation of that already in hand.
I
have no doubt whatever that where moderate
pasture-land exists and it is not needed for
stock much better results can be had from the
land under the plough, especially when we see
the excellent crops of Oats, Wheat and Potatos
growing this year on recently ploughed-up pas-

ture

Where, however, grass-land is simply ploughed
up and sown without any special cultural preparation or manurial aid good results cannot be
expected, especially if the field under grass previously produced but
moderate crops.
Too
many persons treat the land in quite an inconsiderate manner, and then complain of the principle of ploughing-up if success docs not follow
their

puny

efforts.

There

is

an old adage

in

—

" If you put nothing
connection with the land
"
in, what can you expect to get out of it ?

Sheep for Stock.

Those who keep sheep with the double object
of producing mutton and aiding com production will be reorganising their flocks for the
coming season by drafting ouit ewes useless for
breeding, adding to the flock their young ewes

—

mated with Southdown,

ewes

Oxford,

One ram

teria so essential in ,the soil.

to fifty ewes

is

Blanket Weed in Ponds
Blanket
lake

it

:

R. E.

When

the

Weed is a great nuisance in a pond or
may be destroyed either by spraying

with a copper sulphate solution, or by dragging copper sulphate through the water in
parallel lines, as advised on p. 40, in answer
In some cases spraying may be a
to /. E.
more convenient method than dragging, especially when the pond or lake is narrow and the

sufficient.

No

time should be lost in sowing the latest
Turnips for slieep food in March and April.
Hardy Green Round is one of the best varieties.
The roots bury themselves well under
the surface soil, and are not nearly so liable to
damage by frost as those which stand out of the
ground. Rape add^d in small quantity provides

weed

abundant at the surface of the water.

is

The spraying mixture should be made by

disrate of Ij oz.

solving copper sulphate at the
in 2 gallons of water so far as we are aware
spraying with this solution will do no harm
to the fish.
;

useful and appreciated food.
One and a half
pound of Turnip and half a pound of Rape
per acre will be ample.
I prefer to drill the
seed, especially where Charlock grows freely, as
the opportunity is then provided for running the
horse hoe through the ground quite early, and
thus getting rid of mucli Charlock, but where
broadcast sowing is practised no such opportunity is afforded, and the Charlock quite
smothers the Turnips and seriously affects their
progress. It is wise to add 3 cwt. of superphosphat^e per acre at the time of drilling.

Crops Damaged by Hail

E. H. M. As the fruit
trees have been defoliated so severely it will not
be desirable to impose a further check by summer pruning; in all probability new growth will
start at the ends of tlie shoots, and the new
leaves will assist the trees, but if the leafless
shoots were summer pruned the basal buds
would endeavour t9 push into growth. The
Dwarf Beans are not likely to recover, but if
the damaged portions of the Runner Beans
are cut away and the remainder tied up to
the supports, sufficient branches should form
and give a late crop of Beans. Do not prune
Caulithe Boses, as every leaf is valuable.
flowers ai'e useless if the hail has cut out the
centres ; obtain strong young plants and make
The late Potatos,
a new plantation at once.
having been so badly injured, can hardly be a
success, but they should not be lifted so
long as there is a green leaf and shoot above

Harvesting Wheat.
Given a week's sunshine the cutting of this
cereal should be general in the South. To obtain
Wheat of extra " strength," bright red in colour
and full of gluten, cutting should take place
when the com is three-quarters ripe; indeed,
the straw may still have a green hue. When
Wheat is allowed to become thoroughly ripe before being cut the com is very liable to " brit,"
i.e., shake out by handling.
In this way much
corn is lost during carting.

:

ground.

Grapes with Split Berries
G.
The black
Grapes (Lady Downe's Seedling) and the small
bunch of white ones, probably Foster's Seed:

Surface Cultivation.

with split or cracked berries, suggest that
the roots of the Vines are subject to an excess
of moisture.
The position of the vinery and
outside borders is such as to aggravate the
ling,

When the weather is dry, hoeing among roots,
especially Mangolds, is of great benefit to the
crop, admitting air to the roots as well as removing weeds, which rob the soil of plant food
and smother the growth of the crop. The earlysown Mangolds will now be too large in the leaf
to permit the use of the horse hoe among them.
Late sown plots can be so hoed, and where the
plants are not growing luxuriantly 1 cwt. of
sidphate of ammonia per acre will accelerate

but much

trouble,

may be done

to

prevent

cracking in the future by covering the outside
border with corrugated iron or old frame lights
during very wet weather, and during very
cflld or
snowy periods in winter.
Allow
an extension of lateral growth, especially to-

growth.

Utility Poultry.

Rhode Island Red is one of the best breeds,
bhe hens laying large brown eggs freely during
the autumn and winter, and there is no denying
the fact that brown eggs have a fascination that
white eggs do not possess. The chickens grow
sturdily, and make fairly good table birds. The
feathers are dark re-d and legs yellow.
The
Plymouth Rock also lays brown eggs, and
especially
good
are
the
"barred"'^
typ?'

:

.

wards the top of the rods in the case of Lady
Downe's Seedling and any other varieties that
have hitherto .shown a tendency to produce
cracked berries. Vine mildew is not present,
but a mould has formed where the split berries
are in contact with each other, and decay has
commenced. The long bunch of Grapes represents
the popular Muscat of
Alexandria
this needs more warmth than the
variety

Experiments have

been carried out with it on Vrarious crops, and
whereas in some cases the results have been
good, in other instances they have been negaWith regard to the failure of the Apple
tive.
crop, this is due to the unseasonable weather
prevailing at the time the trees were in bloom.

Lectures id Allotment Holders G. P. Our
advice is that you arrange your own syllabus,
ajid depend upon your practical knowledge
Commencand experience when lecturing.
and manures,
ing with soil management
:

proceed with various garden crops, dealing
with these in groups, such as roots, podbearers, greenstuffs and salads. Onions, Leeks

and Shallots, Tomatos, Marrows and Cucumtransplanting,
insect
sowing,
bers ;
seed
pests, and diseases, will provide ample scope
for separate lectures. Arrange the syllabus so
that the subjects are dealt with so far as possible at suitable times, and having settled the
main subjects and dates, set out under each
heading the most important points. For instance. Potatos will be a subject for one evening, and under this heading you might put
Selection of Setts, Change of Seed, Varieties,

Planting,

Sprouting,

Late Turnips.

1918.

Humogen is a pi'oprietary
/. A.
preparation, said to contain the nitrifying bac-

:

August.

Humogen

3,

is

;

Suffolk, or Leicester rams.
Wliere there is a
large area of grass land and only a small area
of arable land, the Cheviot breed is useful, as
it succeeds better on grass than the Hampshire
Down breed these sheep can also be placed on
arable land for eating off roots prepara-tory to a
cereal crop.
If Hampshire Downs or any other pure breed
is favoured. I strongly advise the registration of
pure-bred animals, as these always command a
higher price than cross-breds of any kind.
Where lambs are required in January, and that
is considered
a good time for the Hampshire
Down breed, mating should begin in early

[August

little

poultry -keeper.
Layers of tinted eggs are White and Silver
Wyandottes, both of which lay rather small
The most prolific layers are the White
eggs.
Leghorns the male birds should be pure white
in feather, with a bold, arching tail, a huge,
riolily-coloured comb, pure white ear lobes, deep
orange-coloured legs, and a bold, upstanding
Hens of a good strain of Black
carriage.
Minorca lay the largest eggs. Both of the lastnamed breeds are of little value for table purposes.
A strong point in their favour as egg
E. Moly
producers is that they are non-sitters.
neux.

year's lambs or by the addition of new
stock from other flocks..
The best kind of sheep to keep is entirely a
No breed equals
matter of circumstance.
the Hampshire Downs where close folding for
cereal crimps to follow is the main aim in keeping
sheep.
No other breed produces lambs of such
size and quality in so short a time.
The Southdown breed may give mutton of higher quality,
but is not so suitable for close folding, especially where the land is heavy.
In the latter
case a suitable cross is provided by Hampshire

^ast
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which are good foragers and fine table fowls, a
coarse perhaps, but useful where weight
desirable.
White and Buff Orpingtons also
lay brown eggs.
The latter are especially good
in winter, while the former give eggs in July,
when many other breeds are resting. Both these
breeds give good table fowls, are hardy, and
easily reared. Hens of the Buff type make good
mothere, and that is a trait most useful to the

:

Down
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Manures.

Earthing-up,
on this
for each

Follow
Spraying, Lifting, Storing.
.suggestion with the subject put down
evening, and you will have a complete
for your series of lectures. The set of

syllaVius

printed

"Vegetable Cultivation," publectures on
lished by the Royal Horticultural Society, may
be helpful and suggestive.

Names of Plants

— B.

folia.

.4.

:

S.

Artemisia tanaceti-

Euphorbia Lathyris (Caper
1, Lathyrus grandiflorus;

S.

B.

Spurge).

S. B.

Lychnis chalcedonica ; 3, Sedum spectabile.
2, Brow1, Platycodon grandiflorum
demissa 3, Solanum decurrens. F. I). L.
(b) Crinum
(a) Rosa sp., probably sinica;

2,

W

E.

.

;

allia

;

Powellii

W.

5.

Spiraea Bumalda var. Anthony

(c)

—
;

Waterer.

J.

TV.

H.

J.

Lysimachia vulgaris.
2, Phyllanthus

Ficus Parcellii

1,

;

We

glaucescens 3, Hel.xine Soleirolii. J. M.
do not recognise the variety of Rose send
compare the
to a nursery gixAver who can
variety with those in his collection.
;

;

Pamphlets dealing with the
the Onion Fly and the means
for preventing attacks of this pest, may be obtained on application to the Board of Agriculture, Whitehall Place, Westminster.

Onion Fly

H.

:

S.

life history of

The
Points for Vegetables and Fruits A.
Royal Horticultural Society's Code of Rules
for Judging will be helpful to you in estimating the point values of vegetables and
According to
fruits staged at an exhibition.
this Code the maximum points allowed for
Round
the kinds you mention are as follows
and Kidney Potatos, 8 Broad and Longpod
Beans, 6; Runner and Dwarf Beans, 7; CabMarrows, 6 Cucumbers.
Celery, 8
bage, 6
:

:

—

;

;

;

;

7; Peas, 8; Lettuce, 5; Parsnips, 6; Beet, 5;
Carrots, 8; Onions, 8; Currants, 3; RaspStrawberries, 6.
berries, 5
Grooseberries, 4
Loganberries are not listed in the edition
quoted from, but these should be pointed in
the same way as Raspberries.
;

;

Potash from Flower Stems

:

M.

L.

The

store

of potash may be increased by burning the old
stems of perennial Sunflowers and Jerusalem
Artichokes, as well as those of Giant Sunflowers. The ash should be gathered when dry,

and stored

Weed

a

in

di-y sh©d.

The plant you send is
E.
Potamogeton peotinatus. As a strong specific
would probably be necessary to kill this weed
it would not be safe to use copper sulphate in
the presence of trout, and we can only suggest that you should cut the growth as close
to the bottom of the pond as possible and drag
it

in

Pond

out before

:

it

/.

seeds.

;

other

to enable it to perfect its
of the berries show evidence
attack of "spot" (Gloeosporium
ampelophagum). See reply to H. G., p. 20.

fruits.

of

a

varieties

A

light

few

Communications Heceived.— 0. E. S.—J. 0. B.
E H.— W. W.— T. H.— G. S.— W. W.—C. H. P.—
a. H. H. Vf.—S. H.— A. C. D.— W. W.—F. P.— W. L. L.
—A.

S.

S.-hG.

h.

Anxiotis— E. T. C.

c—r.

w. t.—m.

s.

a.—e.

.s

—

—
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—
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NOTES FROM KEW.— VHI.*
in my fortieth year at Kew
BEING
liave seen a considerable number of

I

giants c-uiue and go. The great Aroid,
Ainorphophallus Titaniini. arrived at Kew
as a tiny seedlinir in the same month
year iis I did.
Sir Jixseph Hooker

and
was

careful to impress us with particulars of
its wonderful proportions, and after ten
years exactly, June, 1889, we had it in
dower. It stood over the great Water-lily
tank, and those who saw it in its prime
experienced delight tempered with disgust,
for its foetid

great

odour was in proportion

to

The

tuber,
before it
flowered, weiglied .571bs., but the enormous
iiiflore.scence r duced it considerably.
A
peduncle as thick as a l>lacksmith's arm, a
great club-like spadix 5 feet long, and a
s|>:itlie a yard diep and 4 feet across were
all developed in sixteen days, so that w«could almast see them grow. A swarm of
its

si^xi.

buzzed round the flower,
whicli lasted only forty-eight hours, when
the odour ceased. A second plant flowered
l)luehottle flies

about ten years later, but there is no plant
at Kew now.
.Another giant with a powerful and disagreeable odour, which flowered first in
Messrs. Henderson's nursery at Maida Vale
under Mr. James O'Brien's care, also
flowered some time later at Kew.
When
fij;uriiig it in
the Botanicnl Mdr/fnine
in 1881
(t. 6,567), Sir
Joseph Hooker
.^tateil
that in many respects it was
" I
one of the most gigantic of Orchids.
know of none with so stout a rhizome,
so large a leaf, or such massive inflorescence."
It was named by Reichenbach
in compliment to Dr. Beccari, to whom
Kew was indebted for th*:" first living plant
of the titanic Amorphophallu.s.
I doubt
if

there

carii

is

a plant of Bulhophyllum Becin cultivation now.
Other

anywhere

Previous articles appeared in the issues of .Tanuai-y
February 9, March 9, April (i. May 18, June 8, and .luly 6.
•

size.

to an overdose of manuiv, which
nearly killed it.
The late Mr. James
H. Veitch saw a specimen of this Orchid
in the Botanic Gardens, Penang, which
measured
42
feet
in
circumference,
and bore 30 spikes, each 7 feet high,
on which there were thousands of big
yellow and brown flowers.
Lissochilus

Wilson
Ormskirk Potato trials
var.

It is

owing

..

Laelio-Cattleyalvernia

i

Fruit,

Fruits

instead, where it flowered in 1902.
alive still, but much reduced
in

Orchid notes, con.
Cattleya Warscewiczii
rochellensis

giant Orchids which flowered at Kew in my
time included the plant of Grammatophyllum speciosum which Mr. Sander obtained
at great expense from Malacca for the
Chicago Exhibition, but gave to Kew

at

Giant Palms, Cycads, and Pandanads
have made their debut at Kew. There wa.s;
great rejoicing over the double Coco-nut.
two noble plants having been raised, and,
when old enough, planted in the Palm
House, where cold winters proved fatal to
them. There never was a worse home for
tropical plants than the Kew Palm House.
It is an engineer's structure, verv imposing, but about as well fitted for the cultivation of tender plants as King's Cross
Station.
Only the strong and long-sufiering among the plants from the tropics can
stand its winter conditions. The severe
winter of 1916-17 was fatal to our largest
double Coco-nut and many other ultratropical plants, including the common
Coco-nut, some Pandanads and a good ex-

ample of Para Rubber (Ilevea brasiliensis).
The structure is all right it is the internal
arrangements of the Palm House that are
;

wrong.
The next largest tropical house i.s No. 1,
and in it many big things have grown tn
perfection.
Amherstia nobilis is quite
liappy there, and another big legume,
Baikaea insignis, is in prime condition,
and flowerinpr freely at the present time.
This West African tree is even more
wonderful than
the
Amherstia.
Mr.
Wallis has tried to show what its flowers
are like in the photograph reproduced
in
fig.
but the picture falls a
18,
all

long

way

short of

the real thing
yet.
than the description in the
Flora of Tropical Africa. The flowers are
so delicate in texture and so fugacious
that only a clever, patient artist with some
imagination could represent them in a picture, and it would have to be in colour.
The leaf has two pairs of leatherv leaflets,
which may be lOin. by 4in., and the flowers
are in pairs or threes on the end of the
short br.nnohes.
In bud they are fincrei.shaped,
with a dark-brnwn, velvet-like
covering. They open quickly and tiie fivv
petals spread out Cattleya-like, four of

no

them

Gin.

by

-"Bin.,

licate in texture as
19,

is

:

.shorter

narrower,

pure white, and

Poppy

infolded,

jietals.

clear

a.s

The

de-

fifth

sulphur

55

and may be called a yellow lip.
The only flower at all like this is that of
the climbing Camoensia maxima, also from
West Africa, where it is said to adorn

yellow,

the loftiest trees with its splendid bunchts
of milk-white, golden-edged flowers.
This
flowered at Kew in 1896, and although it

happy enough, it lias not
flowered since.
These are not plants for Covent Garden,
nor yet for the villa greenhouse. They are
among the wonders of the tropics, and are

appears to be

grown and shown

at Kew and other botanical gardens for the same reason as the elephant, giraffe, polar bear, python, chimpanzee, and such like wonders of the
animal kingdom, are shown at the Zoo.

-Vnother giant, also in flower now in
1 house, is Amomum hemisphaericum
19 and 20), a native of Java.
It
has been at Kew since 1895, and for the
last fifteen years or so has spread itself
over a bed in No. I, by means of
its
thick.
Ginger-like
rhizomes.
The
noble, leafy, frond-like stems are from
10 to 14 feet high, and the largest
leaves over 2
feet long by 7
inches
wide, dark green above, brown-red beneath.
The flower-soape and head are
drum-stick-like, the scape being 4 or 5 feet
long, and the head 5 inclns across.
The
Macj., t. 7,592, repreficrure in the Bnf
sents a young flower-head, partly developed, older heads having the outer bracts
reflexed, showing a rich scarlet colour and
suggesting the Waratah (Telopea).
I have
never seen A. imperialis alive the figure
of it in Bot. Mag., t. .3,192 (18.32), where

No.

(figs.

.

:

Alpinia magnifica. was made
from a plant flowered in the garden of
Lord Milton, Wentworth, who obtained it
from Mauritius. Allowing something for

it is called

artistic licence,

Kew

that figure

is

not unlike

under notioe. the only
marked difference between them being in
the length and width of the bracts.
I
wonder if some one has blundered, and
wliether the two ar'' really the same species.
.\.
Granum-paradisi, the seeds of which
are known in commerce as Meleguetta
Pepper or Grains of Paradise, is a very
the

plant

'different plant, as also are all other species
of .'Vmomum that I have seen. Be the name

what
as

it

may, the plant now grown at Kew
hemisphaericum is a magmember of the great Ginger

Amomum

nificent

family.

Lilium sulphureum

is,

in

.i

way,

cer-

tainly as grown at Kew, the giant of the
genus.
It has always grown well in a
greenhouse, formerly in the Himalayan
House, and in recent years in the
conservatory
(No, 4) where
it
in
is
flower now.
From one bulb, probably
the size of a man's head, there spring
feet
three stems,
each over 1
high
and as thick as my thumb, bearing altocrether twenty magnificent blooms, each
8 inches long and about 6 inches across,
pale sulphur-yellow, tinged outside with
purple, and delightfully fragrant.
This i.s
the only one of the Burmese Lilies that
behaves well under cultivation. L. primulinum, L. Bakerianum and L. Lowii were
always " niiffy," and thev left us yeans
ag;o.
None of them will thrive out-ofdoors,

W. W.

—
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ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
flAri'LEVA

VVARSCKWIl'-ZIl

ROCHEL-

LENSIS.
by Messrs.
1ntkODUC1vI> and
Siebrecht and Wa<Iley, of New York, and described in tlie (,'ardeii.ers' Chronicle of November 10, 1888, it is highlj' satisfactory to see by
a flower sent by Samuel Gratri.x, Esq., West
Point, Whalley Range, Manchester ,(gr. Mr. J.
Howes), that a vigorous specimen of this valufirst

flowered

able albino is still in cultivation. The specimen
sent is 8 inches across and of fine shape, pure
white, with .a suspicion of blush tint in the
front part of the lip, around the clear yellow
di«c. iriiere are severa.1 varieties of white forms
of Cattleya Warscewiczii. culminating in the

the best le-atures o.f L.-C. callistoglossa are retained and amplified by Cattleya Warscewiczii,
which has given the intensely dark ruby-red Kp.
sha/ding to maroon in the centre and to dark
violet towards the margin, as well as the yellow
patches on each side ocf the tube. Tlie petals are
3 inches in width and gracefully arranged, both
sepals aoid petals being bright rosy-mauve, with
strong white bases to the midribs.

DARWINIANUM WITH
MALE AND FEMALE FLOWERS.

CATASETITM

The illustration (see fig. 21), prepared from a
photograph taken by Mr. C. P. RaflSU, of a plajit
which flowered at Kew some time ago, well represents tihe character of both sexes oi this very
interesting species anid the wonderful arnan.gement cf the flowers to secure fertilisation by

[AuGnsT

10, 1916.

Species of Catasetum are most interesting, and
to be hoped that they and others equally
interesting Orchids will -not be allowed to drop
out of cultivation. Grown in pans or baskets for
suspending in an intermediate house and subjected to a drying-oft' process in the resting
it is

season, similar to that given to deciduous Dendrobiums, and a rather lower temperature during
that period, they are not difficult to cultivate
successfully.

STRAWBERRIES.

PREPARING RUNNERS FOR PLANTING.
Now that all the fruits have been gathered,
are very numerous in Strawberry
If no new plants are needed all
runners should be cut back close to the old
crowns, but where young stock is desired a sufficiency of runners must be secured at once,
either to pot up for forcing or for new plantations.
Great attention is usually given to Strawberries intended for forcing, but for new plantations they are often lifted and planted without
This is a great mistake, as
any preparation.
with proper care a new plantation will always
yield a quantity of fruit the year after planting,
but plants carelessly treated seldom bear a crop
until the second year.
The best plan is to layer each runner into a
3-inch pot; place a few leaves or a little rough
material at the bottom of eadi pot, then fill to
the rim with loam to which a little manure has
been added, and make the soil very firm. Pot
rooted runners, but if the roots are only beginning to show, secure the runner with a peg
close to the neck of the plantlet.
In dry, bright weather water mast be supplied daily when the runners have been layered
ten days or so, and the roots have taken a substantial hold of the new soil, sever them from
the old plants, and stand tlie pots on a hard
base.
The foliage will droop a little for a day
or two, but in a week or ten days the plants
will be ready for potting or planting, which
should be done before the pots are filled with

runners

plantations.

;

roots.

-'

Another plan

to cut fibrous turf into pieces
square
turn tliem grass side
downwards, and peg the runners down to them.
The roots soon penetrate the turf and confine
themselves to it.
Plants so treated invariably
grow well, and this plan is far superior to that
of allowing the runners to root into the ordinary
soil of the beds. Many of the roots in the latter
case will be broken in the lifting, some will
have no soil attached to them, and all wUl
receive a check.
After planting it is necessary
to pay due attention to watering to encourage
growth, because Strawberries which have not
made mudi good progress before cold weather
sets in cannot give a full crop the foUowing
season.
James A. Pctice, Aldenham Vicarage
Gardens, Watford.

<bout 4

Fig. 18.

b.\ik.\e.\

insignis

inches

is

;

PLANTING RUNNERS IN SMALL
GARDENS.

pure white C. Warscewiczii alba var. Firmin
Lambeau, with which M. Firmin Lambeau, of
Brussels, secured a First-class Certificate and Gold
Medal at the Royal Horticultural Society, July
16, 1912, and for wMch Messrs. Armstrong and
Brown, of Tunbridge Wells, paid 210 guineas at
the dispersal of the late Mr. J. Gurney Fowler's
collection in 1916.

LAELIO CATTLEYA
-

MURIEL

IVERNIA
WILSON.

VAR.

A LARGE

and gorgeously coloured flower of this
remarkable variety of the cross between Laelia
tenebrosa and Laelio-Cattleya callistoglossa (L.
pui'purata x 0. Warscewiczii) is sent by Samuel
Oratrix, Esq., West Point, Whalley Range,
Manchester. In many of the varieties of L.-C.
Ivernia the narrowing influence of L. tenebrosa
is

against floral perfection, but in

this variety

insetit aid.

The

isetae,

upon which the slightest

and

ejects the

touch by the e.xploring 'insect f reels
poUinia to be borne by it on its viisit to the
female flowers, ai-e invitingly displayed on each
side of the ca\'ity in the labellum, leading to the
nectary which attracts the insect, as seen ia the
central flower of the upper three male blooms.

The two female flowers are totally different in
shape, their labellums being fleshy, helmetshaped, usually reversed, and green tinged with
The uniformity in the colouring and
brown.
arrangement of the female flowei's in species
bearing totally different male flowers is very
remarkable, so far as they have been tested by
the proportion of species which have produced
flowers of both sexes in cultivation. The flowers
are sometimes bonie on separate spikes, but occasionally both are on the same inflorescence, as
in the example now illustrated.

The

scarcity of fruit this season will suggest

the planting of Strawberries in small gardens,
give quicker
returns
than
as Strawberries
any other kind of fruit; they may, indeed, be
grown successfully as an annual crop, and in
that sense wUl escape the restrictions placed on
perennial crops in aUotments. Now is the time
a
to plant in order to secure a crop next year
plentiful supply of farmj'ard or stable manure
should be dug into the ground, allowing time for
the soil to settle down afterwards, as it is
especially necessary to make the ground very
firm around the yoiuig plants when they are
planted. Pinch off new rmmers as soon as they
appear, and encourage growth as much as posSuitable distances for the first year are
sible.
one foot between the rows and 9 inches between
first
crop has been
after the
the plants
gathered alternate rows and alternate plants
;

:

—
August
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should be removed, thus leaving the rows 2 feet
apart and the plants 18 inches apart in the rows.
For regular cropping and good flavour no
Strawberry surpasses Vicomtesse Hericart de
Thury (syn. Garibaldi) where the soil is favourif the soil is light Royal Sovereign is a
able
better variety, and generally proves to be a
hea\y cropper, but in bad seasons it often suffers
from late frosts when the Vicomtesse escapes
injury by reason of its abundant foliage and
compact habit. IF. H. Divers. Westclean, Hool-,

stunted in growth through the dry weather, give
a light application of nitrate of soda and wash
the fertiliser in, when the plants will grow
readily, and be less susceptible to attacks of the
maggot.
A. B. Wadrf?. Enqlefield Gardens.

near Surhiton.

H.\RDr shrubs that flower from July onwards
include several members of the Heath family.
The Connemara Heath (Daboecia polifolia) is a
delightful plant during the whole of its flowerir.g period, whidi extends from early in June to
November.
It is a free-growing little shrub.
usually reaching a height of 18 inches, and
sometimes more. The flowers, which are borne
in erect terminal racemes, are egg-shaped, and

;

LARCE FRUITS.
1 AM induced to write a few words respecting
what may be called abnormally big fruits of

Strawberries.
dish of an
field

ably

Early

the

in

present

season

a

variety of fruits was
Mr. Prince, Srom the HatGardens.
These fruits were remarkwell grown,
and had travelled well,

e.xliibited

unnamed

by

Beadinij.

DABOECIA POLIFOLIA.

;

;

OLD
up

BOOKS.

its

horticultural collection

as

far as

have attempted to compile a list of
and pomological works published
prior to 1800, and have actually located many of
tlie Iwoks themselves
in
some four or five
libraries of this countiy which are rather rich
in gardening litcratitre.
However, the great
proportion of the 16th and 17th century works
are as yet quite unknown to me.
Under these
circumstances the publication in The Gardeners'
Chronide of notes like those of Mr. E. A. Bunyai-d on Cotton's Planter's Manual, and Mr.
C. H. Payne on " Old French Gardening Books."
to mention only two of the most recent ones
which have delighted my heart, is of great value
and importance.
Mr. Bunyard's identification of Cotton's
Planter's Manual was new to me, as my attention had never been directed to Cotton, "but his
further identification of Iiistnictirins pour les
arhres fruitiers, credited in the Catalogue de la
possible.

I-

gardening

N."

CULTURAL NOTES

(sic).

Similarly I have often wondered if the "one
of the Abbey of Saint Vincent in Fraunce." from
whom Mascall's book was said to have been
translated, might not have beon Davy Brossard,
but never having seen a copy of L'art tl m-aniire

IN

The value of mulching plants in hot, dry
weather has been emphasised this season. Our
Peas were mulched with long, strawy litter as
soon as they were staked the litter was placed
as high up the stakes as possible to keep the hot
sun from the haulm, and when water was ^iven
to the roots it was allowed to soak througn the
litter.
Thrips soon became troublesome, but
spraying with a solution of nicotine by means of
a Knapsack sprayer on two or three occasions
weekly kept them in check. If the crops arc
stunte<l in growth they should be given a light
dusting of sulphate of ammonia and watered 'mmediately afterwards. The method of growing
Peas in trenches, especially on light soils, has
much to recommend at, and if the trenches are
made wide enough, and the Peas sown in double
rows, they will succeed better than when sown
broadcast along the trenches, and are more easily
This method permits of the appl'cathinned.
tion of a mulch of .ihort manure, and allows air

seiner Tpipins et de faire pipinUres, I waa
unable to prove the fact which Mr. Payne has
in your columns.
Many of Mr.
Payne's identifications are, of coui-se, fairly well
known, as Evelyn's French Gardener, and London and Wise's 7?efir'd Garil'ner. but others,
like Bishop Fleetwood's appropriation of Valleniont, and the translation published at Dublin
in 1768 of De Combles, TraM de la culture dcs
/lechers, as well as
Uie English
version
of
lie

now shown

;

to reach the plants freely for late Peas, where
mildew is prevalent, this method of planting is a
p-eat advantage, and results in a saving of seed.
In dry weather Broad Beans are greatly benefited by a mulch after the soil has been drawn
up to the trench, and the same is true of Runner
Beana.
The practice of raising Onions in
boxes indoors, and transplanting them in the
open, has again proved successful, seeing that
the Onion maggot has been very prevalent on
plants raised from seed sown out-of-doors in the
Mulching the plants with horse manure,
spring.
dusting them with soot, and watering them in
the evenings, have kept them growing freely, but
watering without mulching is detrimental to
them. The present showery weather, with sudden bursts of sunshine, will soon cause mildew
to appear on the plants
as a preventive damp
them, and afterwards dust the growth with equal
parts of lime and sulphur.
Celery has been
much troubled with the leaf-mining maggot
(Tephritis onopordinie)
frequently dusting the
foliage with soot when the leaves are damp, and
repeating the treatment when the soot is washed
off, will prevent the pest spreading, or the plants
may be sprayed with a solution of nicotine, preferably made from Auto-shreds.
If Celery is

GARDENING

In co-operation with the Library of the Department of Agriculture, which is trying to

Biblintheque 'a la Societe Nationale' d'Horticulture (1900), also in M. Gibault's admirable
)iaper in the .Journal of that society for November. 1905, to Rene Triquel, as being actually by
Frangois Vautier. was one I had long suspected,
from finding an entry of the sajne title in
Siguier's Biblibtheca Botanica under " Vautier,

James Hudion.

TREATMENT OF \'EGETAi!LES
DRY WEATHER.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

build

TREES AND SHRUBS.

but instead of providing "two bites" these
would have provided three.
The Hatfield
Gardens have a reputation for big Strawberries
some of the finest fruits I ever saw were shown
by the late Mr. Norman many years ago these
were forced specimens of Sir Charles Napier
and President. In my earlier years I remember
Sir Harry, a big, ugly fruit at ite best, and I
am led to ask, do we need such big Strawberries? Personally I think not, for a mediumsized fruit is almost always chosen by the connoisseur.
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Venette. of which the identity was fairly well
concealed, I had never seen attributed to the
actual authors, though it vvas possible to identify
tliem. jiartly througli sheer lucky guessing, and
partly through the courtesy of interlibraryloans,

which enabled me to compare books from
libraries separated by many hundreds of miles.
Marjorie F. Warner, /iililioi/raphiral .Assistant,
Bureau of Plant Industru. U.S. Drmirtment of
Aijricdtiire.

;

;

;

[I'liotograph

Fig.

by E.

amomdm hemispeaericuu

J.
:

LONG.
(See

PLANT NOTES.

Waait.

showing
part of bhizome, base of stem, and inflorescence, the stem of which is 5 feet
19.

SEDUM HIHSUTUM BOETICUM.
At

a casual glance this Seduiu resembles some
the forms of S. album, but the habit is
dwarfer, compact, and the flowering stems only
3 inches high.
The white floww-s are of the
largest size for the last-named sjiecies, and produced in terminal cymes.
A closer inspection
reveals other differences, for the fleshy, oblong
leaves of the short, barren shoots are densely
covered with glandular hairs, wliich would fit it
to live under very dry conditions of soil or
climate.
The leaves on the flowering shoots
are much less hairy, being only tl}iniy pubescent.
The plant is a native of Soutli Europe, but
neither the type nor variety seem recorded as
having been introduced to cultivation before.
It has been flowering for some time past in the
Alpine house of the lioyal Horticultural Society
at Wisley.
Judging from its appearance it
would be most suitable for wall gardening in
this country, as it should be kept dry at the
roots during winter.
J. F.
•of

p.

56.)

individually larger than those of any of its
generally grown allies.
In colour the typical
form is of a pleasing shade of rosy-purple, but
there are other well-marked varieties.
The
variety alba shows a decided contrast to the
type; atropurpurea is remarkable for its deep,
rich colour, whilst bicolor (or versicolor) is a distinct and singular varierty.
The latter boars
both white and purple blossoms on the same
plant, and even on the same spike, while some
flowers are partly white and partly purple.
As
implied by its popular name, this Daboecia is
over
cona
found in Ireland, but it also occurs
siderable tract of country in Western Europe.
It is sometimes known as Boretta cantabrica. A
fairly cool yet light, moist soil suits it best.
Like most of its allies, it resents the presence of
lime in the soil.
W. T.

'
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HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
PLATYCODONS.
Platycodons, or Balloon Flowers, tliough
appreciated where seen, -are not common in garThis is not due to their lack of beauty
dens.
every
or interest, as they are attractive plarats in
Their glaucous-looking leaves and
respect.
value
considerable
of
are
flower
of
spikes
loose
while the varnished, balloon-shaped
an
buds, which open to a good size, give them
appearance sure to attract the observer. Their
in a garden,

comparative absence from gardens is mainly due
lost in
to the circumstance that they are often
the
winter, owing sometimes to theii- dislike to
sometimes
and
cold,
alternations of wet and

The

to attacks of slugs and snails.
are easily damaged, and it

is

thinig to see good plants going

fleshy roots

no oincoromon

off

The forms of these are P. g.
they are rare.
plenum, with double purple blooms, and P. g.
album plenum, with white flowers.
One of the most delightful of the Balloon
Flowers is P. g. Mariesii, sometimes accorded
is dwarfer, and
specific rank as P. Mariesii.
has comparatively large flowers, of a deep,
A still dwarfer variety,
glossy, purple-blue.

U

called

minimum,

is

also, I believe, in cultivation,

In order to avoid
it.
the risk of loss in winter, in cold districts Platycodons should be grown in dryisli soil, and in

but

I

have not met with

parts, as well as where slugs are destructive, it is well to cover the crowns in winter with
a few dry ashes.
Platycodons are generally raised from seeds,
which are produced freely, and germinate readily

some

if

sown

in

pots

under

glass

in

spring.

S.

Arnott.

in a season.

[August

10, 1918.

manure should be given a day or two
before earthing-up. Care must be taken not to
oaiith-up so as to .prevent young leaves from
growing freely. As a further precaution against
slugs and Celery Fly, frequent light idustings
of soot should be given in the early mornings
when the plants are moist with dew. Continue
by the
to remove and burn leaves attacked
Celery Fly, which is very prevalent this year.
liquid

Parslky.— There

is

a

daily

demand

for this

henb, and only those who have failed at any
time to maintain a supply can fully appreciate
the advantage of liaving an abundance at all
Jyuckily, Parsley transplawts readily,
times.
and this transplanting is the remedy for
many causes of failure. At the present time
failures may be made good by carefully thinning out the seedlings, and planting the thinnings 6 inches apart in the form of an edging
Those who have frames
to a sheltered border.
to spare during the winter will do well to devote
one or more to Parsley. In anticipation of this
a bed or beds of the right size should be planted
po that the frames may be put over them before

A

very little shelsevere frosts are experienced.
ter will frequently save Parsley.

Sp'N«cH--A good-sized iplot of ground should
be sown with Round or Prickly Spinach for
the winter supply.
As this prefers light, warm
soil in the winter a south border or other sheltered position should he chosen. On heavy, cold
soils a good dressing of leaf -soil, burnt refuse, or
other light material should be forked in previous
Sow thinly in rows 15 inches apart,
to sowing.
ind subsequently thin the plants to 4 inches
now

;tpart.

Turnips- Owing

to the showery weather exTurnips sown in July have madi rapid
progress.
Where seedlings have fared badly
another sowing should be made at once. This
is a crop that cannot well be dispensed with,
and every effort should be made to secure as
Only in the southern
good crops ais possible.
counties does it pay to iSOW later than the middle
of August, as so much depends on the weather
If more roots are
of the autumn months.
needed and late sowings are unavoidable, preference .should be given to Early Snowball and
Early Milan varieties, which grow quickly into
nsefiil size, but the best winter Turnips ar.>
Veitcli's Red
Chirk Castle and Orange JeMy.
Clobe raised in .Inly has not infrequently kept
following
winter.
znod through the

fierienced.

Carrots.— Make

a sowing oif Shortihorn variein cold frames which have been cleared of
other vegetaibles, as the crop will be found most
Sow
useful for winter and early spring use.
tliinly in rows 9 inches apart and make the soil
lieis

i-.atlier

firm.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By

E J. Wanii
flower- he.\ds 5 inches across, bracts bright scarlet.
[Photograph by

Fig.

20.— amomum hemisphaeriotm

:

(Se«

The Platycodons

in

commerce

of

magnificent purple Campanula, Platycodon
grandiflorum, with pale lilac and double varieI shall never forget the
ties in the gardens.
effect of thousands of these beautiful flowers
carpeting the hillside of Bandai-san."
bhe

This form is in cultivation, and is a good plant,
It is
which grows from 2 to 4 feet high.
The white
svnonymous with P. chinense.
variety, P. g. album, is a charming plant also,
and the lilac one mentioned in the above work
occasionally

seen in British gardens.

double varieties are also

in

The

commerce, though

Hudson, Head Gardener at Gunnerabury House,
Aoton, W.

SEASeNABLK MANORIAL STIMULANTS FOR
Apple*, Pears, and Plums.— About this time
year, when heavy crops of fruits were
last
manure as a
applied
blood
I
developing,
The
top-dressing with most marked results.
became darker green and the fruits
obtain
could
not
year 1
This
benefited.
similar manure, but have secured a good brand
use
soon
to
hope
which
I
of Peruvian guano,
as a surface-dressing, lightly hoeing it in at
even
applied,
will
be
amount
moderate
once.
where there is no crop, if I tliink that the trees
stand in need of it. It will, in any case, assist

foUage

55.)

are generally
of Platycodon

recognised simply as varieties
Campanula
called
sometimes
grandiflorum,
This species is a native of China
grandiflora.
and Japan, and has generally purple, bell-shaped
flowers in a wild state. The author of The GarJapan tells of seeing " On the mountains
den

is

p.

Jas.

The Week's Work.

A

finishing up the growths and plumping-up
the fruit buds for another season. This manure
will induce increased vigour whilst the leaves
are still capable of performing their functions.

in

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By F. Jordan. Gardener to Lieut.-Ool. Spbndkr
Clay, M.P., Ford Manor, Liagfield, Surrey.

Celery.— The

earthing-up of Celery

is

best

done in three stages at intei-vals of a fortnight,
and when the plants are .quite dry. Early plants
should now be ready for the

first

earthing, after

decayed leaves and side sFioots have been removed. In small gardens each plant .should be
Make the
tied up lightly with a piece of raflSa.
and
soil as fine as possible and place it firmly
carefully round each plant with the hands. If
diluted
of
watering
good
a
necessary,
watering is

Early Apples

and

Pears.— The

earliest

varieties will now be ripening. It is a common
mistake to allow both early Apples and Pears
Fruits so
to remain too long upon the trees.
left never keep well nor ripen in the best
Where there is a good crop of any
condition.
given variety of either dessert or culinary
Apples, it pays well to thin the fruits when
Lord Grosvenor
they are a fairly good size.
Apple,- planted on warm or early soils, may

;

August
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thinned twice with distinct beneAs an
fit to the specimens left to develop fully.
early dessert Apple Worcester Pearmain may be
early-gathered fruits
treated in like manner
will not, of course, be of the best quality as
regaixis colour, but the largest and best-coloured
may, in this instance, be gathered first. When
these early fruits are gathered they should be
used as quickly as possible, but if they have to
be kept for some time they should 'be placed
a cool store and in the dark, otherwise
in
Eev. W.
early shrivelling may take place.
Wilks is one of the very best of early Apples
it is already colouring with us and is, as a
by the birds
consequence, being discovered
This Is an Apple that it pays well to net in
good time, and it is also one that may with
In every
distinct advantage be thimied early.
case, if an Apple tree is bearing a good crop, it
will pay to spend a little time in watering it
during dry periods.

have

its fruits

;

CLEANiNa THE FwuiT Roa/M.-lt

this

work

has not been done already it must be no longer
delayed.
I like to use a paraffin and soft-soap
emulsion as a cleansing medium after tte fruitroom has been fumigated with sulphur. I am
afraid there will be no difficulty this year in
finding room for storing the crops.
Do not
attempt any painting, but the walk and ceilings
may be distempered if necessary. Never place
fruits on either hay or straw.
Open lattice-work
makes good shelving. The floor may be strewn
with clean sand to provide ideal conditions for
all late-keeping varieties
of which every fruit
will be needed in the coming winter.

—

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

—

Thk Orchard House. When the fruits
from them the trees iu pots
should be placed outside and plungod up to the
rims in ashes, or other light material, where
they will set aud ripen their buds or fruiting
wood, as the case may be, iu time for next year's
forcing.
Any unnecessary or overcrowded
growtiis should be shortened or removed bo that
tlie
fruiting wood may have full exposure to
light and air.
Peaches aud Nectarines in pots
will soon require attention ; old soil may be re-

liavu been gathered

moved from

the roots and fresh compost provided, or, if needful, larger pots may be used.
It is advisable to carry out this work while the
leaves still remain, as then the trees quickly
make new roots, which help the buds consideralbly.
When the trees are potted they should
Tie placed in the house, watered and syringed
Ui prevent the foliage from flagging, and kept
close for a few days.
More air may then be
admitted, and in a few weeks, when they are
thoroughly establisihed, the trees sh(mld be
placed outside for the remainder of the season.
Strong, rich, fibrous loam, old mortar rubble,
burnt refuse, bone-meal, and a little soot, will
form a suitable compost without the addition of
manure. Apple and Pear trees in pots may now
be placed outside with advantage, but care must
be taken to support the fruits by means of nets
or ties, or they may be broken off during removal. An erection of poles and garden netting
must be provided to protect the fruit.s from
birds.
Should the trees in the orchard house
be unduly crowded, late Plums in pots, such
as Coe's Golden Drop, the Imperatrices, Rivers'
Late, and Jefferson, may be placed outside (if
they are sufficiently forward) in a sunny position, where, from having full exposure to light
and air, the fruit will finish better than under
glass.
All trees in pof« will need liberal supplies of water, and should Pears suffer from
neglect in this respect the fruits wiU be hard
and gritty. It in advi.sable to give weak stamuhinis to trees tliat have been exhausted by bearins heavy crops.
At the close of each hot day
the fivrinse or garden-engine should be brought
into u.sp to rlp.Ttise and rffre.«li the foliage.

Established Trees

in Successional
Houses.— The latest varieties of Plums established in borders, with fruits once thinned and
swelling, require no artificial heat.
They thrive
best in a free circulation of air from earlv

onwards,
and the top ventilator
In a house
should be open a little at night.
at Keele we have standard, half-standard and

morning

fan-trained trees which invariably give excellent
crops of first-rate fruit under cool treatment.
Syringing may be continued up to the time the
Plums begin to colour, provided the water is
free
this

from

lime.

Atmospheric moisture after
be produced by damping the

stage can
paths, walls, and stems.
Keep young shoots
pinched, and tie in lateral growths required for
extension. Old-established trees will need large
supplies of water, and if the mulchings or topdressings are washed out give liquid manure
twice a week.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Harriss. Gardener to Lady WiNTAGB,
Locking* Park. Berkshire.

Roman HvAOiNTHS.-There

seems to be an
opportunity this year of obtaining some earlyflowering bulbs of Roman Hvacinths, but it
will be wise to order them early, as the supply
will be very limited.
The bulbs should be
potted ae soon as obtained.
Provide a fairly
substantial compost, or the flowers will be weak
and of little decorative value. When potted,
water them well in and cover the pots with ashe.s.
out-of-doors, and allow them to remain covered
until growth commences; they should then be
placed in a cold frame until required for forcing.

Early Narcissi. -It will save labour to a
considerable extent if all bulbs required to produce flowers for cutting are planted in boxes
or pans.
Cover the bottom of the boxes with
rough pieces of turf, as this is all the drainage
needed.
The rest of the bulbs may be pott&d
in 6-inch or 7-inch pots or planted in fibre in
ornamental bowls or vases, and treated as advised for Roman Hyacinths.
Gloxinias.- As the old planlts pass out of
flower place them on a ehelf in a dry, airy
house to ripen off.
Water must be given sparingly.
Plants raised from seeds sown in the
spring are now producing flowers, and it is
necessary to support them with a neat stake
or they will not show to the best advanitage
flowering plants may now be aUowed a cooler
and drier atmosphere.
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applied sparingly to newly-potted plants until
they have become re-establislied, aiter which
they should be given a plentiful supply until
they have passed their flowering stage, but they
should be kept moderately dry throughout their
resting season.

Dendrobium.— Many

of this sweet scented
at any time, and by careful

annual are welcome
management they may be had nearly all the
year round. A sowing may be made now for
producing flowers in the spring.
Use 3-inch
pots and sow a few seeds in each, in a compost
of loam, leaf-soil, sand, and finely crushed lime
rubble.
Water them in and plunge the potfi
in ashes in a cold frame.
Shade them till the
seedlings axe well through the soil, then gradually bring them into full light and afford ample
ventilation.

four in

Reduce the seedlings

each pot

when they

to three or
are large enougli

and at this stage they may be taken
indoors and placed on a shelf in a cool house.
The plants will need the support of stakes at an
early stage.
Allow them plenty of fresh air
to handle,

at all times, but avoid cold draughts.
When
they are well rooted pot them on into 3-inch "pots.

By

J.

THELORCHID HOUSES.
Gardener to 3ir JmuuH

Collur,

Bart.,

Oatton Park,

COLUiN,

Reigate.

Laeli*.— Such dwarf-growing Laelias as L.
Jongheana and L. pumila, with its many varieties, are now commencing to grow afresh after
a short season of rest, and as new roots are
producc<l from the bases of the young shoots
any necessary repotting should be attended to.
These Orchids require liberal supplies of water
during their season of growth, therefore the
compost must be sweet and porous.
Shallow
pans, without side holes, form the most suitable
receptarles, and these should be filled to onethird of their depth with clean crocks; pre.ss the
compoiit moderately firm around the roots and
leave suflirient spflce for a surfacing of living
'head.'? of Sphagnum-mo.ss.
The«e Laelias grow
well when suspended from the r.afters of the cool
house, and e.xposed to a rpa.sonable amount of
liijht and
air at all times.
Water should be

the

species

and

to remove Dendrobiums from their
growing quarters immediately they appear to
have finished their growths; it is better, where
practicable, to select a position on one side of
the house, where more light and air can be
admitted. Gradually expose the plants to morning sunlight for a longeir and
longer time,
and draw up the blinds a little earlier in
the afternoon.
These Dendrobiums should not
be allowed to become quite dry at the roots,
thei-efore water should be supplied whenever the
compost appears dry. Any sudden check at this
stage will cause the buds to start into premature
growth. After a week or two of this treatment
the plaints may be removed to a house where
considerably less shade and a drier and more
airy atmo,<phere can be provided.
The new
advisaJble

pseudo-bulbs may be loosely tied to neat stakes,
or be allowed to assume their natural dependent
habit.
D. Wardianum flowers more freely and
its flowers are seen to better advantage when
the pseudo-bulbs arc not rigidly tied up. Specimens stiU in vigorous growth should "be afforded
plenty of heat and moisture, and be treated according to their stage of development.
Several
other species of Dendrobium,
including D.
Phalaenopsis, D. superbiens, D. bigibbium, D.
Gdldiei. and others of this class are growiu';
freely and require plenty of he.at, sunlight and
moisture.
When affording water to these latter
species the compost should be made thoroughly
moist (throughout, and allowed to become dry
between each application.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

:

Mignonette. -i'lowers

of

hybrids of the deciduous Dendrobiuras will now
be completing their growth, and soon after the
terminal leaf appears the plants should be
allowed cooler, drier conditions, where they may
have more sunlight and air.
It is not always

By

R. P. Brotbbbston. Gardener to the Barl
HlDDlNGTON, Tyninghanie, Bast Lothian.

a<

Climsers.— These

plants are often seen in a.
tangled, unmanageable state at this season, due,
to a considerable extent, to inattention duriii;;
their earlier stages of growth, and to the lack o:
a due removal of superfluous shoots. But, even
so, at this season an extra amount of labour
is required to regulaito shoots and keep fhoiit
in
that condition of trimness which is so
essential to the pleasure of an ordered garden.
There is far too little drastic |)runing of climber.s
in sp'ring, when, were old, overcrowded plants
cut down to the ground, much trouble would be
avoided, and the beauty of the plants themselv(»s would certainly be greater.

Pelargonium.— Cuttings

should

be

secured

as soon as possible without lessening the amoimt
of bloom in the beds or borders.
As a rule the

shoots for cuttings should bo taken from qjarts
of the plants where their removal will be
unnoticed, and where it will benefit the plants
by giving more space to those left. It saves a
great amount of labour if each shoot is severed
just below a leaf. The rest of the work needed
to form cuttings should be proceeded with at
once, and the finished cuttings laid out to dry
in a shaded place for two days at least in order

that the wounds

may be

healed before insertion.

It is true that Pelargonium cuttings succeed
better in small receptacles than in hu-ne ones, nnd
better in pots than in boxes. But much depends
on management, and if the boxes are stood on
trellises to allow for perfect drainage during
rain, the advantage where large numbers angrown is on the side of the boxes. Avoid overcrowding, especially where large-leaved varieties
such as Paul Crampel are grown, but Madame
Crfiu.ssc

need not have .so much room. The Ivv
need not be propagated so early
section, nor need the cuttings be

leafed section
as the Zonal
dried to the
great care, as
water is used
Tilant^.

same extent.
soils

until

differ so

spring

Watering requires
much, but the less
the

better for

the
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
ADVEBTISEMEflCITS should
PTJBIilSHEB,.
Covent Garden,

be sent to the

Wellington

41,

W-C

Street.

- Our

corresvondenU
Editors
to
woald obviate delay %n obtaining answers
much time and
their communications and save us
the notice
obierve
trouble, if they uoidd kindly
relating
printed weekly to the effect that all letters

and

Publislier.

Ormskirk, and over 200 names are included. In order to make the results of
the trials more widely known, the Food
Production Department, under whom the

at

are being conducted, this year
arranged for a series of demonstrations to
different groups of people interested in this
important crop, and the whole of the past
week has been occupied by them. It is too
early to speak with certainty upon the im-

trials

should
financial matters and to advertisevients
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher;
munications intended for publication or referring
plants
to be
all
and
department,
to the Literary
two
named, should be directed to the Editors. The
devartments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
unnecessary delay and confusion arise

to

and much
when letters are
Notice
Special
do not

Editors
butions

misdirected.

Correspondents.

to

undertake

any

pay for

to

— Tfte
contri-

return unused comby special
unless
The Editors do not hold themselves
arrangement.
expressed by thtir
opinions
responsible for any
correspondents.
greatly oblige
Local IS e-wB— Correspondents will
local
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of
or of
events likely to be of interest to our readers,
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
illustrations, or to
illustrations
munications or

or

the notice

of

horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 13—
Royal

Hoi-t.

Soc.

Cams.

meet.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 14—
Roy. Botaiidc Soc.

of

London

ATEBAGB Mean Temperatdbe

meeting.

the
during

for

from observations
years at Greenwich, 62.4°.

deduced

an:

ensuing week
the liaat blty

Agthai. Tempebatukb:—
Street,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellimgbon
Oovent Gaixien, London, Thursday, August «,
Bar, 30; temp. 66.5°. Weathea— Sunny.
10 am
•

Potato wart disease conormskirk Potato tinues its march of inTrials, 918.
vasion into our fields
and gardens, sometimes
slowly, sometimes ,.more rapidly, but all
ground. No means
gaining
the time surely
of evicting it when once it has found a
A chance discovery
footing are known.
led to the belief that some Potatos, even
when placed in the midst of the enemy,
come unscathed through the ordeal, and
give crops entirely free from the disease.
The Board of Agriculture arranged to
grow varieties on infested ground in

order

to

test

their

power

of

resisting

badly infested piece of ground
at Ormskirk, in Lancashire, in the midst
of an important Pototoigrowing centre,
was selected for the trials, and they
were placed in the capable hands of
John Snell, who has had charge
iMr.
of them ever since. The Ormskirk Potato

attacks.

A

Society, the Board of Agriculture, and
Mr. Snell are all to be congratulated
The work has led to
on tlie result.

the

division

of

the

existing

varieties

Potato into immune and non-immune
sorts. It has stimulated the raising of new
varieties, each in its turn to be brought to
the test, for it is doubtful whether in the
of

munity or otherwise

varieties similar in

grown

at

varieties.

growth and flower

to

shadowed, will be established at Ormskirk to carry on the work so well
begun, and to extend it especially in
the direction of eliminating names which
Some light is
are merely synonyms.
this difficult question by the
present trials, but the difierences which
occur in the growth of the same variety
from different sources make the recognition of synonyms no easy matter, and it is
further complicated by the raising of new
seedlings closely related in all characters

thrown upon

but perhaps more vigorous with the strength of youth. The conditions under which the trials are carried
out do not enable the full cropping capabilities of the different varieties to be
ascertained, nor do they give any indication of the value of different varieties for
different soils and climates; but for these
purposes the trials are not designed; this
Their first purpose
is not their intention.

to existing ones,

to test resistance to wart disease, and
test is the test to carry out well.
Their next is to help in the determinais

this

tion of constant characters by which
This also
varieties can be recognised.
they do, but it is doubtful whether
it can be done by study in any one place
of a plant changing in appearance so much
according to source, season, and soil conCareful study, accurate recordditions.
ing,
and comparison of records from
needed before
several sources will be

judgment upon synonymy, and the
which lead to the belief that names
are synonymous, are established. But the
final

facts

accumulation of such observations will
render easier the determination of what

may

be called basal characters.

all,

and no one can therefore be sure that a
new variety, unless immune, however good
it may be in other directions, will be worth
putting on the market. Immune varieties
bave proved, so far, completely and continuously immune, but there is room for
others, for no really good cropping early
variety commonly grown has resisted
attack, and Arran Chief, King Edward, and
This
all the Up-to-Date group fall victims.
year no fewer than 301 stocks are on trial

new

Up-to-Date withstand attack, but all those
like Abundance remain free, and we shall
await the publication of the complete resuhs with interest. Mr. Laurence Weaver,
the Controller of Supplies in the Food
Production Department, has several times
expressed the hope Vnat a branch of
the Institute of Botany, which is fore-

course of ten or twelve years non-immune
varieties will be able to be

of the

This will be better seen when the crop is
lifted; but several have succumbed while
None of the
others are apparently free.

The Manure
Heap.

an advance in

Further investigations*
by Dr. E. J. Hussell, in
collaboration with Mr.
E. H. Richards, mark
our knowledge of the ex-

tent and conditions of loss of the fertilising ingredients of the manure heap. Tlie
tiuthors find that the losses are at a miniwhen storage takes place under
anaerobic conditions, that is to say, when
If
air is denied access to tl e manure.

mum
*

Journ

oj Agric. Soe., VIII.,

Part

4,

Dec,

1917.

[August

10, 1918.

eixpos'&d] to the air, the loss
dry matter is greater, and the more
vigorous decomposition is attended by a
higher rise of temperature than that

manure be
of

which takes place when air is excluded.
Proceeding to apply ,their results to the
practical problem of storage of farmyard
manure. Dr. Russell and Mr. Richards
point out that the main sources of value
of stored manure lie in the total nitrogen

and

ammonia which

contains.
it
the objects to aim at in a
heap are the conservation of as

in the

Therefore,

manure

much

matter and as

da-y

much ammonia

as possible.

Tests carried out under varying conditions sliow that these objects are achieved
storage under anaerobic conditions at

by

temperature of about 80° F.

a,

In these

considerable formation of ammonia and no loss of nitrogen,
of dry matter
amount
althou^^ a certain

conditions there

is

a

is lost.

Unfortunately, these satisfactory recannot be secured by storage in
No matter how carefully the
heaps.
heaps may be constructed, there is always
a loss of nitrogen and never an accumu-

sults

Tlierefore, the ideal
storage would be the waterair
tight closed tank, to which access of
this
could be prevented. Needless to say,

lation of

method

ammonia.

of

always practicable, and
the next best method must
kept
be practised. If the manure can be
less
undisturbed under the beasts, there is
regularly and
loss than if it is removed

method

when

is

not

it is not,

placed in heaps.

When

it

must be removed

daily, there

m

but to miake the heap
to keep down
t.he manner best adapted
to say, thoroughly comis
loss, that
it to
pacted; and no less important is

is

nothing for

it

If left exstore the heap under cover.
matter
posed to weathei", the loss of dry
that of amis increased by 8 per cent.,
anytliing from 10 per cent to

monia by

loss
per cent., and also a considerable
Field experiments constored
firm the conclusion that manure
that
under shelter is more valuable than
even a
stored in the open, and show that

3.3

of total nitrogen.

slight shelter is beneficial.

Further experiments axe being carried
how the
out with the ^^ew of determining
these
knowledge obtained in the course of
pnacinvestigations may be best turned to
testing the
tioal account— particularly by
Belgian
value of a. modification of the
to reliquid tank, built under the animals,
ceive the fluid part of the excreta.

Decrease r»f production and difficulty of
conserving
supply make the problem of
imthe value of manure an increasingly
that
portant one, and it is to be hoped
to a soluthese investigations will lead
tion of the problem.

'Horticultural Scholarships for
is
Women -The Food ProductionatDepartment
the Horticul'

offering ten scholarships, tenable
for a course of
tural ColleEje, Swanley, Kent,
cominerciarhorticulture, of 38 weeks' duration,

which

will

commence

a.bout

September

19.

The

and
scholarships will cover cost of maintenance
given to candituition, and preference will be
21 years of age who are suitable for

dates over
instructresses,
the positions of forewomen,

etc.

—
AcorST
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Only women who have had considerable experience dn gardening and will undertake the work
of food production for the duration of the war
Full informa.tion and forms of
are eligible.
application can be procured from the Food Production Department, 72, Victoria Street, West-

minster, but no applications will be considered
which are received later than August 20.

War

ITEMS.-Lieutenant Robert Crous, proprietor of the Croux Nurseries, in the Val d'Aul:iay, near Paris, has just been killed in the

Champagne district.
M. Leon B.^rbier,
Babbier and Co., Orleans,

Juiir.,
is

now

of

Rocks and snags have been used to
open
accommodate tree-loving Orchids, as well as
those found growing in rock-clefts. Shade has
been provided by a Tea-tree (Leptospermum).
A list of about 75 species included in the
experiment is given, and very many of these
are of the genus Dendrobium. The provision of
seats seems to be on a more liberal scale than
here at home. For example, one hundred newseats have been added in the " Government
air.
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and vegetables

a fresh state for confruits
siderable periods are discussed in a recent issue
It is stated that ripe
of the Wealth of India.
(not over-ripe) and unblemished fruits may be
kept for a montJi or so if immersed for a moment
in water almost at boiling point, and packed
into dry tins as soon as the moisture has dried
The tins must be perfectly clean, and prooff.
in

Another method
vided with close-fitting lids.
is
that of packing sound fniits in powdered

Messrs.

acfting as

an

interpreter with the American Array in France.

Appiarance of Potato

Di»EA8e.--The

•cent wet weather, a.s was expected, has reiulted in numerous outbreaks of Potato disease
i" blight "), and should warmer weather be experienced it is feared tliat very serious damage
may be done. The Foo<I Production Department
has received reports of a large number of cases
from Wales, where Die dise:i.~e seems to be much
in any part of England.
areas so far reported .as more or less

more prevalent than

The English

badly affected are Devon, Cornwall, Somerset,
the Isle of Wight, Essex, and Lancashire. Only
one or two slight cases have been observed in
Lancashire, where, as a rule, the disease does not
Once
appear at all until later in the season.
the disease breaks out there is no absolute cure,
although its spread may be checked by spraying
with Burgundy or Bordeaux mixture.

Habit* and Diseases of the Honey Bee.
The Board of Agriculture has appointed a
Committee to study the life-habits of the honey

—

bee with the object of improving the conditions
under which bee-keeping is carried on in England and Wales, and to inve.stigate the epidemic
diseases of the bee, more especially the disease
or group of diseases which pass imder the name
of " Isle of Wight " disease.
The Committee
consists of the Master of Christ's College. Cambridge University (Dr. A. E. SHrPLEY, F.R.S.).
Professor
Punnett.
F.R.S.
of
f Professor
Genetics, Cimbridge Universjty),
Dr. G. S
Graham Smith, M.D., Professor G. C. Bourne.
F.R.S., D.Sc. (Professor of Zoology and Com
paratlve Anatomy, Oxford University), Pro
fessor W. Somervilie (Professor of Rural Economy, Oxford University! Mr. T. W. Cowan
(Chairman of the British BecKeepers' Association), Mr. G. W. B0LLAMORE, Mr. .1. C. Bee
Mason, and Mr. A. G. L. Rogers (Head of the
Horticulture Branch, Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries), with Mr. R. IT. .AniE as secretary.
It lis proposed to undertake the study of healthy
bees at Cambridge and tfie investigations on
" Isle of Wight" disease at Oxford. The Committee would be glad to receive specimens of
bees suspected of suffering from "Isle of
Wight " disease for examinaiion and experi.

Communications on this subject should
be addresised to Mr. A. O. L. Rooers. 4. White
hall Place. London, S.W. 1.

ment.

SvoNEY Botanic Gardens.— Mr.
Report on

.Mafden's

Botanic

Gardens. Government
Sydney, N.,S.W..
for 1916 has only now reached this country.
It
is of unusual interesit, because it records, though
briefly, the celebration of tlie centenary of the
Botamic Gardens on .Tune 13, 1916.
On this
occasion the Director gave a short historical
address, and speeches were delivered by his
Excellency the Governor and other high oflicials.
The Governor also declared three Vistas
to be named
The Captain Cook Vista, the Sir

Domains

tJie

.and Centennial Park,

:

.TosEPH

Banks

Vista, and the Governor Phti.lip
Vista.
further ceremony was the haying of
the foundation-stone of a Museum of Botany
and Horticulture. As a consequence of the war

A

Report appears in a greatly abbreviated
form, though the home activities of the estabM.shment suffered little delay. A collection of
Australian Orchids has been est.ablishe<l in the
tlie

[Photograph by C. P. Rafflll

three upper flowers male, two lower flowers female,
catasetum darwinianum
Fig. 21.
THE pour-H orruPYiNG the anterior position in one and the posterior position in the other.
:

(So«

of about 550, eacli
being of sufficient length for four pereons. Experiments with the outdoor cultivation of Palms
have given some surprising result*. Upwards of

Domain," making a

totial

have proved hardy in Sydney,
which were previously supposed to re-

forty

species

many

of

quire! artificial heat.

Simple Methsdb of Keepinq Fruits and
Vesietables in a Fresh Condition.— Several
simple and very interesting methods of keeping

p.

56.)

cork in boxes the fruits must not touch each
other, and there must be at least one inch of
cork dust around each, with 2 inches at the
bottom, sides, and top of the box. Sawdust has
;

not

proved

a

satisfactory

substitute

for

powdered cork, but very fine sand, thoroughly
washed and dried, and used in the same way
as recommended for cork dust, has been found
to bo a

and for

good preservative for many vegetables
The method
all but very soft fruits.
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which appears to be especially suitable for preserving Apples and Pears consists in coating
sound specimens with a warm mixture made bymelting 1 lb. of resin, 1 oz. tallow, and 1 oz.
beeswax togetlier, but not allowing the mixture
After having been rubbed over with
to boil.
whiting or precipitated chalk, a small pointed
stick is inserted to serve as a handle, and each
fruit is then dipped in the hot mixture. After dipping, the fruits are held in the air for a moment

The

to allow the coating of solution to solidify.

handle is not removed, and all that remains to
be done is to place the treated fruits on shelves
or in boxes.

for use the coating

is

A

Wlie<n required
cracked and peeled off.
membered is that when the
to the air, no matter which
has been adopted, they must
decay sets in rapidly.

point to b« refruits are exposed
preserving method
be used at once, as

REMARKS ON THE CONDITIOK OF
THE FRUIT CROPS.
(See Tables in Gardeners' Chrovide for

August

3, p.

SCOTLAND,

— Owing

42.)

N.

an e.xtraordinary storm
on June 17 what promised to be splendid crops
of fruits and vegetables were spoiled. The crops
of every fruit promised to be far above the.
average of former years, and the month of May
being very warm they were far a<J-vanced,
hence the damage was more severe than it would
otherwise have been. W. P. Mackenzie, Thurso
Castle Gardens, Thurso.
Banff. Cherries and Plums promised well
until the first day of May, when we had 10 degrees of frost, which wrought much damage,
George
bloom.
as the trees were in full
Edwards, Ballindalloch.
Caithness.

to

—

'SCOTLAND,

—The

fruit crops in this district are

probably owing to long-continued drought. The blossom in the early part
the season was extraordinarily good, but
cold winds interfered with the setting of the
failure,

of

Some varieties of Apples have set well,
Peter
but Bramley's Seedling is very poor.
Smith, Duns Castle Gardens, Duns.
fruit.

Clackmannan.

—The fruit crops

in

many

parts

Gooseberries, in
very small.
some districts, gave a fair crop, but Black and
Plums, Apples
poor.
Currants
were
very
fled
and Pears are very scarce; Cherries, Raspberries
and Strawberries yielded a fair average crop. It
is believed that the east winds of April and
May caused the failure, not late frost, as is
Alexr. Kirk. Paton Street,
so often the case.
of Scotland are

Alloa.

East Lothian.

— Apricots

and Peaohes have

but Plums, which blossomed
full crops,
quite as profusely, failed in a number of cases
Plums Monarch, Jeff«rson.
to set any fruit.
Washington, Kirke's and Victoria are the only
varieties bearing a crop.
Only on young Pear
trees are there any fruits, and Apple trees are
only sparsely fruited. The Strawberry crop was
spoiled by the drought, but other small fruits
did not suffer.
There is a larger crop of Figs
than usual.
7?.
P. Brotherston. Tyninghame
set

Gardens. Preslonkirk.
FiFESHiRE. This season we have the poorest
crops of the larger kinds of fruits we have had
for years past.
Gooseiberries, Raspberries an-d
Red Currants bore abundant crops, and Black
Currants yielded an average crop of good fruit.
Williatn Henderson, Balbirnie Gardens. Mark-

—

inch.

—

Forfarshire. The Apple crop in this district
During the early paj-t of
is most disappointing.
April there was a considerable quantity of blossom, but it did not develop, owing to several
All
chilly nights about the end of the month.
kinds of bush fruits were small owing to lack of
moisture. Andrew McAndie, Ruthven Gardens,
Melgle.
was
an
Kincardineshire. There
exceptionally good show of flowers on most fruits
this season, but owing to the long spell of dry
weather the setting of fruit has been disappointespecially in the case of
Strawberries.
ing,
Plums are, however, very promising, and RaspWilliam Thomson, Vrie
berries yielded well.
House Gardens, Stonehaven.
Linlithgowshire. The fruit crop is the
poorest that has been experienced for many
years.
Cherries and Pears are almost complete
failures, and the same could be said of Strawberries.
Apples are slightly better, but .still

—

—

below an average crop. John Highgate. Hopctoiin Gardens, SoutJi Queensfcrry.
Midlothian. The long-continued drought has
had a bad effect on the fruit crops. Pears are
few there are fair crops of Apples on some
trees, whUe the majority are bare.
Strawberries
were very small, but small fruits, on the whole,
have been plentiful.
A. C. Scott. Oxenfoord
Castle G-ardens, Ford, Midlothian.
All fruit trees showed more than a usual
quantity of blossom, but during the flowering

—

;

period a constant cold north-east wind prevailed,
the result being the worst fruit crop experi-

enced for many years.
The soil is light and
sandy, on gravel subsoil. James Whytoek. Dalkeith Gardens, Dalkeith.

SCOTLAND, W.

prevented the earlier varieties of Strawberries
John W. Kinnon,
from swelling sufficiently.
lladdo House Gardens, Aberdeen.

Berwick.

caldy.

E.

—

Aberdeenshire. The fruit crops in these garThe continuous
dens are a good average.
drought in the early part of the season

a partial

I have seldom seeu better prospects for
good fruit crops while the trees were in bloom,
but late frosts and cold east winds damaged the
blossom.
D. M'Lean, Itaith Gardens, Kirk-

Argyllshire.

—The fruit crops

in this locality

are much lighter than usual, chiefly owing to
the abnormally wet autumn last year, which prevented the wood from being thoroughly matured.
Again, when the trees were in blossom a cold,
east
wind prevailed,
with frost,
causing
the blooms to set badly.
The Apple and Pear
crops are very light; Plum trees on walls, protected with nets, are carrying a fair crop, but
standard trees are almost fruitless. Small fruits
(with the exception of Black Currant.^) were
comparatively good, both in size and quality.
Strawberries, which flowered nearly a month
earlier than usual, suffered from the cold winds
and late drought, and were not so large as usual.
Raspberries were a bountiful crop. The soil is
of a shallow, light nature, and if not heavily
mulched the crops i-oon suffer from drought.
George Haig, Bnrcaldine Gnrden.i. Ledaig.

—

Ayrshire. The fruit crops are most disappointing this season, especially Pears. Plums, and
Strawberries.
Ten degrees of frost on the mornings of April 14. 15, 16, and 17, did serious
damage to Pears and Plums, which were in full
blo.'^som.
Furthermore, cold nights, with a long
spell of very dry weather and scorching sunshine
during the day, right through the months of
May and June, had a disastrous effect on
all kinds of fruits in the open, especially Strawberries, the berries of which ceased to swell
shortly after they were set.
7). Buchanan, Bar-

gany Gardens.

The

Daitty.

fruit crops, other

than Red Currants

and Raspberries, are all much under the average.
The trees bloomed too soon, and caterpillars
have been very destructive on Apple trees. No
spraying was possible, owing to shortage of
l?.(bour.

winning.

William Priest. Kglinton Gardens. Kil-

—

Buteshire. Most fruit trees bore a superabundance of blossom, but we had a period of
east and north-east
winds from the end of
March until the beginning of June, some

[August
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times
reaching
gale force,
which had
a
serious effect on the crops.
Apples on walls
are almost a failure, and there are practically
no Pears.
Bush trees growing in the open
flowered later, and the fruit set freely.
-\11
garden pests have been very prevalent, and have
necessitated much labour and expense in spraying, otherwise the crops would have failed completely.
Drought has not troubled us much, a
period of three weeks in April being the longest
spell of dry weather we had.
John .7. Davidson, Ardencraig, Bothesay.

—

Dumfries. Black Currants and Strawberries
were a little under the average this year, but
Red Curi-ants, Gooseberries, and Raspberries did
well.
Apple trees are bearing a very small crop,
but of good quality.
Pear trees are yielding
a poor crop of low quality.
Cherries are also
under the average ; when in flower the trees
looked well, but the fruit set badly. We experienced low night temperatures for a considerable
time, which caused the fruits to drop. The soil
i.s
light, sandy loam, with
a gravel sub-soil.
James McDonald, Dryfcholm Gardens, Lockerbie.
Stirling.
Apples, Pears, and Plums are poor,
crops.
The weather was wet and stormy during
the flowering period, though there were practically no late frosts.
Small fruits were good.
Strawberries promised well, but failed to swell
satisfactorily on account of lack of rain.
J. D.
Cunningham. Duntreaih Castle Gardens, Blane(To be continued.^
field.

—

ON INCREASED FOOD

PRODUCTION.

SPRING CABBAGES.
Of all Cabbages the spring batch is the most
important.
I have in these pages emphasised
the importance of making at least two sowings.
The first sowing should be made on July 30, on
a finely prepared bed in an open part of the
garden, which should not have been manured
just previous to sowing. Another sowing should
be made about August 10, on some sheltered
spot, and the seedlings transplajited as soon as
they are ready. For this sowing I recommend
Sutton's April, Flower of Spring, and Wheeler's
imperial.
The seeds should be sown in drills,
thinly.
Should the weather be dr%-, waiter the
drills before sowing; subsequently keep
the
plants watered and protected from vermin.
As soon as the plants are ready they should
be planted on a piece of rich ground, such as
the site from which the main batch of Onions
has been removed.
On heavy soils it will be
necessary to dig tlie ground, and give a topdressing of soot.
If the old Onion bed is not
available and rich ground cannot be used, add
4 lb. superphosphate and 2i lb. of kainit per
square rod, and immediately after planting is
done distribute li lb. of nitrate of soda over
each rod of ground. On light and rich soils it
will suffice to work the surface with a Canterbury hoe before planting. Allow from 15 inches
to 2 feet between the plants, according to the
variety.
Some growers place the plants 1 foot
apart in the rows and cut out alternate plants
before the Cabbages are large enough to spoil
each other.

The seedlings, previously transplanted, should,
if the weather be drj', be well watered the day
previous to planting, so that each plant may be
lifted with all its roots preserved and plenty of
soil attached to them.
Smaller plants may be
left in the beds or dibbled in 4 inches apart to
remain for the winter and be planted out in
spring.
After a severe winter there are often
many vacancies. <-ind these plants are useful for
filling them.
Frequent stirring of the soil is
beneficial, as it admits air and keeps down
weeds; it should be continued during the winter
whenever the condition of the soil aUows. Rich
and stimulating food applied to Cabbages during
winter may prove harmful, but aiter severe
frosts are past the crop should be encouraged
by applicationa of soot, nitrate of soda, liquid

August
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socic:tx£:s.

jnauure, guaiu), and otihex' stimulants, ajid by
Paice, Aldenham
Jas. A.
frequent hoeing.
Vicaraije Gardens, Watford.

FLAGEOLET AND HARICOT BEANS.
lovers of good vegetables will thank your
H. E. Durham, for his thorough and interesting article on this subject, and
I.hope that the Garden Committee at Wisley
will take note of his remarks as to the lack of

All

correspondent, Dr.

information in the Society's Report on Beans in
1910.
There is one point, however, on which I
should be g;a.d of further information. I was
under the impression, gained at many French
tables, that the term "Flageolet" was applied
to a particular sort of Bean, of which no doubt
there are many varieties, having small, palegreen, kidney-shaped seeds, which are usually
eaten after having been dried but he uses the
term as though they were " Flageolets " only
when eaten fresh, and became " Haricots " when
;

Which is correct? I notice that
ripe and dry.
he found the white-seeded Beans should be sown
The
on the surface or very lightly covered.
majority of such Beans in my cold climate come
on so late that they crop badly, and do not often
become really ripe. Can he tell me which of the
different varieties he would recommend as the
hardiest, earliest, and best croppers, and where
I can get the Predome and St. Fiacre Mangetouts ? Neither the Dutch Brown Bean.* nnr any
of the Japanese varieties which I have .sown
here seem, so far. likely to be of much value.
J, ElwP'. Cole^hoiirnr Park, near Cheltenham.

B.
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Magnolia
Tree —While

n»t

in

txrrtiitd

Devonsliiie recently

I

visited,

amongst other places, the wonderfully mil\J region of Salcombe and Kingsbridge, where tender
plants and shrubs, which are dwarf in most
other parts of EjigLand, are of astonishing size
and vigour. On July 31 I spent a few hours at
Bovey Tracey, on the south side of Dartmoor,
searching for interesting garden plants in what
I supposed must be a rather cold position as
compared with seaside places, and I was surprised to find a beautiful mingling of Solanum
jasrainoides. a blue Passion-flower, and a blue
Clematis, with commoner but not lese beautiful
garden favourites, on one houBC.
One tree,
however, struck me as unique it was a Magnolia grandiflora 25 to 30 feet high, planted on
a lawn quite 20 feet from the front of the house,
with c-xpanded flowers and many buds.
At
Nice, early in November. I have seen the
ground thickly scattered with the bright-red
seeds of Magnolia grandiflora, but I have never
aeen ripe seeds on a- iitandard tree in England.
At Falmouth, a tree growing against a wall of
a house was still covered with somewhat rainThe
and wind-dashed blossoms in February
specimen at Bovey, however, may almost be expected to ripen its seeds this a.utumn. Perhaps
some of your rea/ders may have seen standard
;

!

Magnolia grandiflora in flower elsewhere: if so. it would be interesting to hear
of them.
The tree itself does not seem to be
trees

of

tender, but is generally supposed to require a
south wall for (lowering, .\matcur Gardener.

0*oo Prici* for Hardy Fruit.— At

the

beginning of August I had the opportunity of
reading a well-known firm's " Market Report "
with respect to sales, and I found that Early
Rivers' Plums have realised for " best Kent
pa<^k " as

much as 45s. per half-bushel. This,
I should think, will be almost a record price.
It is. without doubt, a paying Phim to grow
for market purposes, as it comes into use when
early summer fruits are becoming scarce.
As a
rule trees of this variety have never failed to
give a crop in this locality, but this year hardly
a fruit is to be seen. Ecklinville Apples are,
however, a good crop, and the fruits keep well.
Fruits of this Apple have been realising as much
as 16s., whilst Beauty of Bath has sold at 208.
to 24s. per half-bushel.
Jame.% Hudson, Gunnemhiiry House Gardens. Acton, W.

—

July 23 .\n'd 24. The Summer Show of the
above Society, held on the Royal Pier, proved
very interesting, but the attractiveness of the
exhibits was much impaired by the lack of light
in the Pavilion.
Vegetables were the principal
feature, and included two very fine collections
shown by Messrs. Sutton and Sons ant!" Messrs.
TooGOOD AND SoNS, the first-named firm occupying 125 square feet, and the latter 80 square
feet.

In the competitive classes the standard of
merit wa,s high tljroughout. In the open classes
(prizes offered by the trade firms) W. H. Mvehs.
Esq. (gr. Mr. G. EUwood), Swanmore Park,
gained all the first prizes, his Onions, Cauliflower and Peas being pre-eminently the best in
the show. Mr. E. F. Hart, of Hochley House
Gardens, was a good second throughout. In the

Amateurs' and Cottagers' Classes there was a
gcod competition, Messrs. H. Broom and S. G.
White, both of Eastleigh, and F. M. Yokes, of
Sholing, being the most successful exhibitors.
Fruits were not plentiful, and the competition
was confined to two e.xhdbitors, Mr. Myers
and T. K. Cotton, Esq. (gr. Mr. Cresswell).
The Mount, Bishopstoke. sharing the honours.
classes

provided

a

goo<i

bordeidisplay,
especially
those for hardy
flowers.
Table decorations were not so good as
usual, but the design by Mrs. Clark, of Basset,
was the best of the three staged. Baskets, vases

and buttonholes were numerous and effective.
On'.y two exhibitors competed for the prizes for
Border Carnations, these being Messrs. K. R.
Brown. Ltd.. King's Norton, and Mr. .1. J.
Kees'. The Avenue. Southampton
bpth staged
flowers of high quality and won the'first prizes
;

htH (/KmMliM Ttrf»iuitl4 f»r
fry cTrn fit d inU.)
qrandiflora as a Standard

it

Uu tpiniam

SOUTHAMPTON HORTICULTURAL.

The miscellaneous

respective divisions. Messrs. Brown
also winning tJie President's Cup.
Mr. E. F.
Hart was the most successful exhibitor of Perpetual Caniations.
Sweet Peas were not numerous, the effects of the season being evident in
lack of colour and shortness of stem Mr. E. S.
White won the 1st prize in each class.
Messrs. Sirrrox and .Sons were awarded a Gold
^^p<laI
Afe-ssrs. TooGOOD .\ND Sons a SUver-gilt
Medal: A[ei«srs. B. Ladhams. Ltd.. a Silver
Med.al for a small display of hardy flowers : and
Mr. Wn.LS a Silver Medal for a collection of
plants.
Most of the exhibitors sold their exhibits for
the benefit of the funds of the Red Cross Society
and the Order of St. John. The amount realised
their

in
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did not exclude sundriesmen; moreover,
they agreed that if sufficient sundriesmen joined
the Federaition these should have their own subconiniittee.
As a consequence of these decisions
invitations to meet at the Federation's offices,
35, Wellington Street, Covent Ciarden, were sent
to the trade.
The meeting, whicli took place on
.July 31, was a fairly representative one.
Mr.
E. S. Mansfield (Osman and Co., Ltd.) was voted
to the chair, and Mr. Chas. H. Curtis (sec,
B.F.F.) explained that the meeting had been
called for the purpose of providing members of
the horticultural sundries trade with an opportunity of discussing together the best means of
co-operating mutual interest and protection. He
pointed out that their presence at the meeting
.placed them under no obligation to join the
B.F.F. Quite fairly, he suggested possible lines
,of action, such as the formation of a separate
society affiliated with a larger trade organisation,
or joining the B.F.F. or other body and having
thedr own sub-committee to deal with their
special problems.
The necessity for combinat'on in every section of the horticultural trade
was so obvious that there was no need to labour
the point, but, as sundriesmen had not yet com
hilled, he had called the meeting, as stated.
There was a general agreement that combination was essential, aiwl though the question of
tion

:

i| 'riding
who were and who were not " horti
lultural sundriesmen " was ra.ised, the general
feeling was in favoiu- of incUisiveness rather tha"
excliieive.ness.
The next points were the best
means of obtaining the combination desired, and
of securing representation nnd support in defiling with Government Departments, railways,
etc.
The formation of a separate society was
oonsidered inadvisable, and finally, after a free
discu.ssion, it was agreed " That this meeting of
horticultural sundriesmen resolves to jodn the
British Florists' Federation :ind have their town
sub-committee."
The principal speakers were
Messi-s. Iiines, ,1. Pinches. J. Ijiimbert, Woodrow, J. Weathe-ns. E. S. Mansfield. Willis. P.
Bunyard. Bugg^. Keeling, and H.annibal. Let-

,ters expressing sympathy
with the movement
were receivfd from various firms. A further
meeting will be held early in September.

FLOWEH-GROWEBS AND

was £85.

TRADE NOTES.
POTATO SPRAYING: PROPRIETARY
MIXTURES.
The

FockI Production Department states that
Potato spraying is much more general this year
in England and Wales than ever before, although
the recent bad weather, coinciding as it did witili
the dates for the first spraying in a large part
of the country, probably prevented many persons from adopting this eminently desirable safeguard for their drops. The increased popularity
of spraying, especially amongst small growers,
has led to many enquiries reaching the Food
Production Department as to fhe wisdom or
otherwise of purchasing certain proprietary mixtures.
The Department therefore wish it to be
clearly understood that they can neither recommend nor condemn the use of the wares of any
partiicuTar firm.
.Some of these mixtures no
doubt are quite ucvefnl on the other hand, reports as to iserious damage to crops by the use
of chemical preparations, on behalf of which
st^arlling claims are made, have been reporte<l lo
the Department.
The only .mixtures recommended officially are Burgundy mixture and
Bordeaux mixture.
;

HORTICULTURAL SUNDRTESMEN AND
CO-OPERATION.
LITTLE while ago the question of admitting
horticultural sundriesmen to mernbership of the
British Florists' Federation was raised, and the
committee decided that the rules of the Federa.'V

FOOD

PRO-

DUCTION.

:

Mr.

H. Curtis, secretary, British Florists'
Federation, writes
1 feel sure your readers will
C.

;

—

be glad to know that returns Iroiii nieinbeis of
the British Florists' Federation prove conclusi\cly that the principal growers of flowers lor
market are doing tueir best for food production
during the war. Quite natui'ally, these growers
desire to keep their flower growing businesses in
lieing, but the following figures show they have
made great reductions ill floriculture, both under
ghiss and out-of-idoors, and have directed their
energies chiefly towards meeting the needs of the
times.
The 101 growers from whom returns have
been received have holdings amounting in the
aggregate to 4,056 acres 3 roods, of which area
3,296 :icres 3 roods 17 rods is arable land, and
213 acres 2 roods 25 rods is under glass.
In
,Iune. 1914, these growers had 1,283 .acres 2 roods
25 rods of land, ajid 150 acres 1 rood lU rode
of

glass

under flowers, whereas

in

June. 1918,

the areas under flowers were 428 acres 1 a'ood 14
rods and 52 acres 1 rood 34 rods i^spectively.
.In many cases flowers, notably bulbs, are intercropped and over-cropped witli food
crops.
Further, where 52 acres 1 rood 30 rods of glass
almost the whole of
is given as under flowers,
this area is devoted to food stiilfs. the raising
of vegetable seedlings, or veget:ilile seed crops
during spring, summer and autumn, consequently
the glass area devoted to food production this
summer is really 141 acres 3 roods 12 Tods. Of
the arable land,- the area under fluweis has been
reduced by about 780 acres, and the total are:,
of land under food crops during the present year
is approximately 2,795 acres,
as against
2,013
acres in 1914. In short, while many of the largest
growers of flowers have always been lai'ge food
producers in summer and autumn, they have
brought a further 780 acres under food produc
Only those who know what splendid results
tion.
such growers obtain by intensive cultivation can
estimate how great an addition to the nation's
These few
food supply has been thus made.
figures have been obtained for the use of one

—
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Committees assistmg the Po^d.^'^^f^'^'^"'
good m^^" *«
Department, and they furnish a
to condemn flovvei^
those who are too ready
without good
production
growers and flower

„f the

reason.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

quality; £50 is not an
newly calved heifer of
breed, especially towards the
autumn, when preparations are made for a winter supply of milk.
As a hint to intending cattle-keepers, I may
observe that pure-bred Guernsey cattle are in
demand, especially pedigree strains. This is a
highly desirable breed for butter production, and
for general utility it is superior to the Jensey

a higher standard of

uncommon

the

Guernseys may not produce such rich
as the Jerseys, but they give more, are
hardy, and when their milking days are over
they" command higher prices from the butcher.
An increase of cattle would reduce the lahour
more
in haymaking on pastures, which entail
labour than do rotation crops of Clover, Italian
These
sugRye Grass, iLucenie, and Sainfoin.
gestions are made with a view to economy of
supbeef'
and
labour without reducing the milk

cream
industries,

ot managechanges in metliods or in the system
with the changing needs of the
tlie
precisely
are
counties
two
In no
nation.
cou.same methods of farming followed. IVIany
details
the
but
common,
in
much
have

ment occur

may
may be quite
ties

different.

_

corn and
In most of the southern counties
especially
sheep are the important subjects, and
soil is
the
where
districts
liilly
is this so in
'but in one county
thin, with a clialk subsoil:
products
principal
the
be
may
milk and cheese
in
plentiful
provided grass and water are
may be large,.\
other counties beef and Potatos
important
On some farms hay is an
grown.
and the
especially where the grass ifi rich
;

crop,
situation near populous centres,

m

the same
and
extensively.
counties vegetables may be gi'own
Where cereal crops and sheep are the chiet
usually
aim a svstem of close-folding of sheep us
follow.
adopted, for the benefit of corn crops to
to the
superior
is
breed
no
method
For this
when
well
Hampshire Down, as the sheep thrive
quickly to
come
lajnbs
the
and
folided,
closely
that
fact
There is no disguising the
maturity.
expensive
this method of fanning is becoming
prices
the
owing to the increase in wages and in
serious setof foodstuffs and material. Another
for store
back at present is the small demand
foodconcentrated
,of
lack
the
to
owing
Jambs
no equal
ha^
which
istuffs such as Linseed cake,
weather the
adverse
to
Owing
fattening.
for
good.
prospect of satisfactory root-crops is not
remunerative
All these items are unfavourable to
be
should
lambs
returns at a time''when store
butcher.
leaving the flocks for preparation for the
Sainfoin,
Grass,
Satisfactory crops of Clover,
Ihe
Rape and Cabbage ai-e none too plentiful.
sowing will
hio-h price of Vetch seeds for autumn
in May
militate against a bountiful food supply
next vear at one time V etch seeds

and June

;

could be bought' at 5s. a bushel, but
Jbushel
son the price will be nearer 40s. per
hxed
The uncertainty of obtaining a desira-ble
to
years,
few
next
the
pirice for Com during
compensate the risk of pro<luction the scarcity
the
horses,
of
price
high
the
labour,
sea-

this

plieis.

By reducing the labour entailed by close-folding 'a flock of sheep a larg'ely increased acreage
of cereals can .be grown. In the place of sheep
a judicious application of artificial manures
would be needed to produce continuous Corn
crops in the place of root crops.
Quite recentlv I inspected a hill farm in
Wiltshire, of 2[500 acres, successfully managed
From the success there
•on the lines suggested.
achieved I am "forced to the conclusion that a
thorough knowledge of the soil and its requirements "and a readV adaptation to changed conditions will yield good results.

can be grown in the same field
This
succession.
su'coeslsfully four times in
hint imay be useful to those who need this
acreage.
limited
on
a
quantities
cereal an small
It may occur to some that Wheat, which
cereal, cannot be grown thois *the" main
roughly well without sheep, but the increase in
cattle during the winter months will provide
more a.nimal manure, which, with the aid of
Green Mustard ploughed in simplifies Wheat culSummer fallowing, followed witli farmture.
yard manure at the rate of 20 tons per acre, is
the certain forerunner of a good Wheat crop,
assuming the weather conditions are favourable,
so the small farmer need not despair of a Wheat
crop even without the aid of sheep.
Rape, grown 2 feet high, is a valuable green
manure for Wheat if ca.refully ploughed in
dm-ing iSeptember and the land is made finn by
the aid of a presser. etspecially where the soilis
light lin character. I would also suggest an increase in the acreage of Po.tatos, which are a
paying crop. A'. Mohjneux.
Barley

'

;

of skilled
a reasondifficultv of obtaining feeding stuffs at
artificial
able price, the scarcity of certain
consemanures, and the uncertainty of tenure
all have a
estates,
many
so
of
sale
quent on the

tendency to depress the farmer and lead him to
adopt changes in management.
.

The difficulty of successfully cultivating lur]a.bour
nips and Swedes, owing to the scarcity of
and the high price of fertilisers, will set farmers
wondering" whether the close-folding of sheep is
under
still desirable. The management of sheep
this method is an expensive item. On a 350-ewe
flock it is quite an easv matter to spend £2,000
annuallv, and with casualties occurring in an

unfavourable season £100 can quickly be lost,
and that without neglect or carelessness.
If large numbers of farmers were to dispense
with sheep a mutton shortage might ensue. I
do not suggest such a drastic change, tut sugWhere an
gest a change of the type of sheep.
ample acreage of hilly land exists the Scotch,
Welsh or Exmoor ^breeds couldi be kept they
need less attention than others, and succeed
mainly on gralss. An altemative scheme would be
to improve'the existing grass production and rear
more cattle of approved hreeds for the produc
This method would retion of milk and beef.
duce workinig expenses a.nd add to the food
supply of the nation. Even in a small wav this
Where
BUgsestion can be carried into effect.
miloh cows are kepit the method of buying a
good
preferably
of
a
number of weaning calves,
No phase
t\Tip of Shorthorn breed, is desirable.
is
when
it
of farming pays better than this
managed on good lines. Low-priced animals of
of
those
as
well
pay
so
modiTate quality never
;
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

price for a

Shorthorn

breed.

Methods of Farming.
other
In farming, as in many

[ArousT

—

and
Captain A. E. Keeble.-IUs friends
he had many among amateurs of horticulture
will learn with grief of the death, from wounds,
on August 6. of Captain A. E. Keeble. Captain
Keeble volunteered soon after the outbreak of
He received a commission, and, after a
war.
period spent in this country, during which he
acted as instructor in machine gunnery, he proCaptain Keeble was 46
ceeded to the Front.
years of age. and unmarried.

Mr. T. a. Dorribn-Smith.— We regret to
announce that Mr. Thomas Algernon DorrienSmith, whose fame in connection with the
flower-growing industry in the Scilly Isles is
world-wide, died on August 6, at the Abbey,
He
Tresco, Isles of Scilly, in his 73rd year.
was a keen lover of Daffodils, as well as an exLonthe
for
flowers
tensive cultivator of these
don and other markets, and for many years he
was a member of the Royal Horticultural
Mr.
Society's Narcissus and Tulip Committee.
T. A.'Do.rrien-Smith was Lord Proprietor of the
Isles of Scillv. and in that connection worked
pontinuously for the betterment of his tenants.
He not only maintained but added to the
wonderful collections of sub-trt'pical plants
made by his predecessors at Tresco. where, in a
favouring climate, so many of these subjects
Descriptions and illustrations of
luxuriate.
these famous gardens a.ppeared in Gnrr!. Chrnn.,
Auff. 17, 187S. n. 1102; Nov. 22. 1879, pp. 657,
and March 12, 1898, pp. 152. 153.
659, 661
;

Books on

Gardening

M.

;

Garden

U. H.

Work, by W. Good (published by Blackie and
Son), will meet your needs, but if you wish
for a more comprehensive work we recommend
six
in
Assistant,
Gardeners'
Thomson's
volumes. You can obtain this from our puljlishing department, price £2 16s., post free.

Carnations: H. G., Canterbury/. The stem of
the Carnation plant you sent contained the
mycelium of .a fungus at the ground level,
but it is not possible to name it. Spray with
a weak soluition of potassium sulphide.
Fruits Failing to Ripen on Fig Tree M. I. J.
:

artificial heat is used to accelea'ate
growth during the early part of the season the
ripening of a second crop of fruits is hardly
probable. If the instructions given from time
" on the cultito time in " The Week's Work
vation of Figs under glass are followed, there
will be no difficulty in obtainingthe best results your conveniences for growing Figs wiU

Unless

permit.

For
E. L. and C. M.
particulars apply to the Board of Trade
Mines Dept.). Holborn Viaduct Hotel,

Fuel for Glasshouses
full

:

(Coal

E.G.

4.

H. C. 1. Cassinia fulvida_;
Griselinia littoralis; 3, Cupressus Lawsoni-

Names of Plants
2,

ana;
ana

:

4.
4,

:

Quercus rubra:
Quercus rubra

5,
5.

:

Juniperus virginiJuniperus virgini-

lasiocarpa in gardens) 7, Veronica carnosula.
—J. B. Lilium Martagon.— /. W. Lilium
;

pomponium.

—

gratissima, syn.

Peas

:

.4.

C,

Rondeletia

Carlisle.

Rogiera gratissima.

W. H. M. and W.

T.

There

is

no fungus

present on the part of the plants submitted,

hut possibly the roots (which were not
cluded) may have been attacked.

in-

Worm J. H. The offensive
slug-like creatures which are destroying the
leaves of the Pear tree are the grubs of the
Pear Tree Sawfly (Selandria atra). The pest
is quite common in some districts, and attacks
Cherry leaves as well as the foliage of Pears.
The slug-like appearance continues for about
six weeks, when an alteration takes place, the

Pear Tree Slug

:

dark-green, slimy coat ibeing thrown off, leavThe
ing a small, buff-coloured caterpillar.
sawfly lays its eggs just below the upper surface of the Pear or Cherry leaves at the end
of May or during June, therefore the appearance oif the slug-worms should be watched for
in early summer, especially where there has
Two or tha'ee
been a previous attack.
applicatdons of quicklime, at intervals of a
A
day or two, will kill the slug-worms.
suitable solution for syringing infested trees
is made by mixing 2 lbs. of soft soap and
The
1 peck of lime with 30 gallons of water.
slime-free caterpillars descend and enter the
therein
all
ground, spin a cocoon, and remain
the winter, and from these cocoons the sawfly
to
summer;
early
emerges in the following
prevent or greatly reduce subsequent attacks
should
trees
infested
the surface soil beneath
be removed during the winter and burned or
If the soil is removed to the
deeply huried.
depth of 4 inches, and a similar amount of
rich soil is put in its place, a double ibenefit
will be bestowed upon the trees.

The
U.
C.
K.
Nectarines
shrivelled ap-'arance of the Nectarine fruits
may be due to an insufficiency of water at the
Disease
roots of the tree, or to over-cropping.
was not apparent on either of the fruits re-

Shrivelled

:

ceived.

B. M. S.
Trimming the Leaves of Leeks
Two advantages are obtained by shortening
planting.
to
prior
just
the leaves of Leeks
:

There

is

less

flagging, and, as it as lisual to

place Leeks in holes or in deep trenches
the leaves were allowed to remain their
lentg'th

drawn

manv wouH

if

full

touch the ground amid be
by worms, and they would

into the soil
also be liable to attack

by

slugs.

CommTiiiioations Keceived.—A. B.—.S. A.— S.
—3. O ,W.— J. W. F.-E. M.—W. T

J.

—

August

.
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LIFE

Oplielii

AND LETTERS OF

JOSEPH

D,

SIR

HOOKER.*

has rarely or never fallen to my lot to read.
to review, a book wliich has given
so much pleasure and satisfaction as Mr.
Leonard Iluxley's Life and Letters of Sir J. D.
Hooker, and I cannot think of any biography,
except, perhaps, that of Charles Darwin, which,
taken in conjunction with such a remarkable
book of travels as Hooker's Himnltiyan Journals,
may rdo so much to instruct, encourage, and
guide any young man with a love of natural history.
The author, who has been fortunate in
having had at his disposal a great number of
lette,rs both from and to Sir Joseph Hooker,
most carefully chosen and arranged by Lady
Hooker, says of Hooker in his preface that " the
I

T

I

and never

X

mo

busier he was, the longer and fuller his letters
were likely to be and he was always busy."
How hiL<!y and how hard-working, no one' who
did not know him intimately can conceive until
they read this book.
The first thing th.it
strikes one in that part of it which describe.*
Hooker's early lite, is the immense help, encouragement and assistance he received from
his father, himself an extremely able and hard-

—

working man. His home life and education at
Glasgow seem to have been, from a modern -sdu
cational point of
view, somewhat hard and
.strenuous, and many of his associates in the
Gla.sgow University were not' of his own Bocial
class.

could never stand up before his fellow-scholars
at school or college without violent palpitation,
and when attempting to take part in a debate
at college, always caused him to sit down in
shame and confusion, however carefully he had
conned his speech. In later life he seems to have
overcome this nervousness to a great degree, and
at the historic meeting of the British Association at Oxford, when the Bishop of Oxford made
an unfair attack on Darwin, Hooker supported
Darwin and Huxley in a most vigorous and effective speech.
But he always got up his public
a/ddresses most carefully, and was never willing
to speak in public without preparation.
During the first week of his voyage to India
in 1848 Hooker's natural ' tact,
manners and
modesty attracted the attention and secure<l the
friend.ship of Lord Dalhousie, who attached him
to his personal staff and gave him most valuable
support during his journeys in India.
Hooker .suffered grievously in later life from
the general ignorance, apathy, and parsimony,
then, even more than now, shown by the majority
of our Cabinet Ministers and high officials on
scientific subjects. His struggles to obtain the
mere pittance necessary to publish the results of
his Antarctic journeys, though backed by the influence of his father, are described at length
and finally culminated, after he became Direc:

tor of Kew, in his historic fight with Ayrton
in
1870-1872.
In this contest Mr. Gladstone,

whose proteg^ Ayrton was, did not show to advantage, and Hooker, backed by the alma*'
unanimous support of the whole scientific world,
came out triumphant, though sorely vexed at
the time by an intolerable attempt to treat him
as a mere clerk, and even without the common
courtesy
which the meanest
clerk, might
expect when doing his duty to his office.
Hooker, though, as his early portraits show, a
mild man in appearance, had a most resolute and
courageous character, and when his back was
up was. as tfie .saying goee, " Bett-or lo drink
with than to fight with." His determination and
courage were mo?t conspicuously shown in overcoming the persistent opposition of the Tibetans
and Sikkim officials to his explorations in the
Himalaya, -which were carried on under hardships and difficulties that only those who know
the country as I do can fully realise.
These
characteristic*; were shown again during his expedition to Morocco in 1871 in company with
Ball and Maw. Though very little is said in (he
Life as to this, his last journey of exploration,
evident from the account published by Bell

it is

in 1878 that the difficulties of the first

ascent of
the Great Atlas would not have been overcome
if Hooker h.ad not been of the party.
Hooker's writings cover a period of no less
than 74 years, commencing in 1839. when he
was 30 years old. with a description of three
new mos.soa in his father's /rnpr.i Plnrtlarvm.
and ending in 1911 with five papers on
Balsams, a genus of plants which occupied his
attention almost exclusively daring the last few
years of his life.
He retained his powers of
sight, and his skill with the pencil and micro
scope, almost to the end
and I well remember,
during my last visit to his house at Snnningflale
in 1908. showing him at his request the revised
proof of the article on the Beeoh in The Tree.'
of Orent Jiritain nnd Ireland, in which he took
great interest.
He read it through carefullv
without saying a word, as was his habit, and
:

It is probable that there can be ho better experience for a young man commencing life,
than service in the Navy under such a commander as Sir John Ross, who led the Antarctic
expedition, and in whcse cabin Hooker worke<l
for fonr years.
Though Hooker's ronditioii.*
of service on hoard the Errbiis were not so
hard as those of Darwin, as he never suffered
from sea-sickness, yet the long and dangerous
iit.ruigle during the ice navigation in the worst
climate of the world, cnntinued thrniii;h three succp.ssivo seasons, seems to have not only hardened
his constitution, which in youth was somewhat
delicate, but to have removed the heart trouble
from which ho suffered in early life, and which,
as ho save in a letter to his grandfather (Vol. I..
p. 194) affec ted him to such a degree that he
• Life nnd Lnttrit of Sir J. T>. Hooker.
My I, Huxley,
(.lohii

Murray', Londi n

)

when he had

finished was good enough to express his heartv approval, adding that he had

detected two slight t>"pographical errors, which
no one else had noticed. Many of his papers are
of too technical a character to appeal to any but
botanists, but a number of them might well be
collected and reprinted for the benefit of those
all over the world who must constantly have
oc/-asion to refer to them.
Hooker's work as Director of Kew is a
,<iul)ject which
will appeal specially to readers
of the Oardenem' Chronicle, and' is not dealt
with so fully in
the
life as
it
might
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have been.
Sir William Thiselton-Dyer tells
us,
in his masterly
obituary notice of his
father-in-law
(Proc.
Roy. Soc, 1912) that
Hooker's personal hobby was the development
find extension of the Arboretum which had been
commenced by his father, and that he .spared no
,pains in enlisting the aid of correspondents
abroad and at home in enriching it nor was he
Jess anxious to have the specimens correctly
named and the often deplorable confusion in
their nomenclature cleared up.
In 1902 the
.number of hardy trees and shrubs in this
Arboretum, unrivalled in the temperate region
of the world, amounted to about 4,500, and
the skill exercised by two such eminently
:

capable superintendents as
Nicholson
a.nd
Bean, in planting, pruning, and supporting
the trees, makes the Kew Arboretum a model
to all private a.rboriculturist.s.
Another most
valuable piece of work at Kew, to which I find
,no reference in the book, is the scientific and
.practical training which was given to the numejous young gardeners who pass through Kew,
and whose admirable work both in public and
private establishments all over the world, as I
.ca.n personally testify, gives Kew the right to be
called the most efficient and successful school for
gardeners that has ever existed. The e.'iprit de
corpx of Kew men finds expression in the Kew
Guild, now presided over by that mo'-st distinguished and successful veteran, my old and
valued friend Mr. Gammie. Though Sir Joseph

and his successor. Sir 'R'illiam Thiselton-Dyer,
m.ay have seemed to the less energetic and
capable .amongst them at times to be hai-d masters to serve, yet both at Kew .and afterwards,
wherever they wejit. the young gardeners were
supported and encouraged. It is to be hoped
that this training, which is among the most
valuable functions of Kew, may never be lost
sight of nor fail to receive the support of the
Denartmont in which the men serve.
Though, as a collector in the field, both
of herbarium specimens and
seeds.
Hooker
was indefatigable, T do not think, from
what I have seen of him at Kew, that he admired plants for their beauty, or took much

He

interest in thei,r cultural peculiarities.
much happier and more at home

herbarium than

in the garden.

As a

waa

the
cultivator
in

of indoor plants. Sir Joseph had a weakness not
uncommon amongst those who have not in their
youth learned the gardener's art by personal
practice.
Ho knew so many of Wie plants in
their native countries, that he did not realise
that the attempt to imitate the natural conditions of exotic plants as regards soil, water
and temperature often leads to failure whereas
the pr.'ictical gardener has learned by experience
that these conditions, evSn when he knows them
fully^
which he rarely does cannot be repro<hiced.
If his orders, given when going round
the Houses, had always been carried out, the
ffect.s would sometimes have been disastrous to
the plants; vide Vol. TI., p. 179, where a story,
;

—

—

•

for which I believe I
given on this subject.

The Herbarium
William Hooker as
.and prospered

at

am

myself responsible,

Kew, founded

is

by Sir
grew

his private property,

under his son's personal superin-

tendence and influence in a way th.at all who
.have worked there will know.
A student could
always get all he wanted, in the shape of
•books, specimens, help .and advice,

,xnd

more quickly

more

certainly than in any other herbarium
have ever had occasion to visit. Its
.Director resisted vigorously the attempts which
were made, first by Owen and more recently by
others, to
remove part of the Kew collec-

which

I

tioniq lo the Briti.sh Museum.
He realised that
plants could not be studied without
constant reference to the herbarium though perhaps he did not as fully realise what many
botani.sts even now do not seem to act upon
sufficiently, namely, th.at the problems of variation cannot be solved unless the botanist works
in conjunction with the gardener, and tests by

.the living

;

—
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cultivation from seed tlie limits of vai-iaAion in
iiiature, and the extent to which characters are
imodified by change of environment aiiid by
hybridisation.
No better proof can be given O'f the extraoixiinary interest and pleasure which botany can
give a man in his ol<l age, provided he retains
,his sight and brain-power as Hooker did, than
the way in wliich he took up the critical study
of the Balsams. His letters to Gamble, Duthie,
.Gage, and others sliow the intense pleasure
wliich these plants gave him, and the extreme
^difficulty of makijig out their characters, even
" Happily
thoug;h,'as he said (Vol. II., p. 386)
my eyes are as good as ever and my hand as
:

steady." He also took imjnense pains in trying
to cut down to the very inadequate limit .of
twenty pageis an article on the Flora of India
which he prepared for the Imper;ia.l Gazetteer
at the request of the Governor-General.
He
says in a letter to Capt. Gage (t.c. p. 399)
"Excuse my growl. I do love Indian botany;
I long to see another Griffith."
As bo the part which he took during the
prime of life in championing the doctrine of

—

able of such distinctions it is very limited (to
60 K.C.S.I.'s), is never like K.C.B. given by
favor or on personal considerations, a.nd it
has a flavor of hard work under difficulties,
of obstacles overcome, and of brilliant deeds
that is very attractive.
Assuredly I would
rather go down to posterity as one of the
Star
of India
than as the holder of any other dignity whatever that the Crown can offer."
Hooker was fortunate in his two fnarriages,
his fii'st wife having been an exceptionally gifted
woman who was able to help him greatly in
his work.
Lady Hooker, who survives him, has
been of the greatest assistance to the author in
furnishing him with materials and peiisonal information, and the •woa'k she has done- in this
way is gratefully acknowledged by Mr. Huxley
in his preface.
H. J. Elwes.
'

'

months
blooms

[August
of

and August. The individual
variety are larger than those of

July

of this

the type.

.

Another well-marked variety is rubens, which,
like the preceding, was introduced from China
by Mr. E. H. Wilson. When shown at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society on May 9,
1905, it was given an Award of Merit, but at
the following meeting, on May 23, it received
the higher honour of a First-class Certificate.
The variety rubens differs so markedly from the
type that some people consider it worthy of
specific rank.
In C. m. rubens the leaf stalks
and young stems are heavily tinged with purple,
and this colour occurs to a lesser degree in the
foliage.
The most prominent feature is, however, the flowers, which are somewhat later in
expanding than those of the type, and of a beaurosy-red colour.
In Trees and Shinibf
in the British Isles, Mr. Bean refers to
probably the most beautiful climber distributed in the twentieth century.
I do not suppose anyone will
question this
opinion, especially when the best form is considered, but individual plants do not appear to
tiful

Hardy

TREES AND SHRUBS.

:

CORI.JVRIA

When
graceful

in

this Clematis as being

TERMINALIS.

Coriaria terminalis is a. very
attractive plant, especially the

fruit,

and

[Photograph by C. P.

Fig. 22.

evolution in conjunction with Darwin, Huxley,
Asa Gray, who were perhaps his most intimate friends and valued correspondents, I will
say nothing. The subject is too great and too
'deep for me, and it has been so fully dealt
with by abler pens in the Lives of Darwin and
Huxley that the omission of any furtlier allusion here is permissible
more particularly as
Pix>f. Bower has devoted a chapter of the' Life
and Letters to Hooker's position as a botanist.
Neither will I say anything of his work in
Sikkim ais a geographer or as a, geologist, in
both of which capacities he has, though professedly an amatt^ur, been honoured by those
who, like Freslifield and the officers of the
Tibetan Expedition, have testified to the accui-ocy of his geological observations and
of his
anid

;

map

of Sikkim.

Hooker's attitude to the honour which he received in 1877. of the K.C.S.I., after he had
refused to accept the K.C.B. or the K.C.M.G.,
is given in. some detail in Chapter xxxiv.
His
scruples were overcome by what he calls " a
very pretty letter " from Lord Salisbury, and
in writing to Darwin he said
" I had always
regarded the Star of India as the most honour:

17, 1918.

cori.\ria termin.klis

:

form which produces racemes
species was introduced to
was collected' in Sikkim
earlier by Sir Joseph Hooker.

of yellow fruits.

The

England

but

nearly 50 years
In the southern
and flowers and

in 1897.

counties it is quite hardy,
fruits each year on the annual growths
which
rise from 2 feet to 4 feet high from the woody
root stock.
In the generally accepted sense of
the word, Coriaria terminalis is not " shrubby,"
but its woody base brings it under that description.
When fully developed, with tlieir surrounding petals, the fruits may be ahnost half
an inch across, consequently a finely grown and
heavily fruited plant is invariably admired.
The yellow-fruited form is the older introduction
the black-fruited variety was introduced
by Mr. E. H. Wilson in 1908. A'.
;

CLEMATIS

MONTANA AND

ITS

VARIETIES.
Clematis Montana, introduced from the Himalayas in 1831, is generally recognised as one of
the most beautiful of spring-flowering climbers.
It would be inappropriate to refer to the species
at the present season were it not for the fact
that

the

variety

Wilsonii

Raffill

rnuiis golden-yellow.

flowers

during

the

be of equal merit. The same may be said of the
type, of which a selected variety known as
cultivation, and, according to
flowered first at Exeter

grandiflora is in
Horliis Veitchii,

m

1844.

All these varieties of Clematis montana, as
well as the type, are vigorous climbers, and
valuable for covering arbors, pergolas, and

verandahs.
They are also very effective when
allowed to climb into a neighbouring tree from
which the long, gracefully disposed shoots may
droop in festoons.
TF. T.

PLATANUS ACERIFOLIA SUTTNERI.
The beauty of this tree is such that many
are tempted to plant it after seeing; a specimen
in good condition, but more often than othenvise
only small or young trees are to be seen. It is
not nearly so vigorous as the oi-dinary form of
the London Plane, as some leaves are wholly
white, or nearly so; others are variously. and extensively splashed with white, or the latter may
be the ground colour, marked with spots,
blotches or large patches of a dark green.
I
have seen a fine specimen, a.bout 25 feet high,
completely disifigured (by the fungus Gloeosporium nervisequum. The green type is liable

August
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injury from the same fungus, but this
variegated fonn shows the effects most conspicuously when the white portions are turned
brown. The finest tree of Platanus acerifolia
Suttneri I have seen is in the grounds of Holland House, Kensington, where it stands 35 feet

any perfect seeds, although it forms seed capsules.
It grows about 3 feet high, and gives annually
in
May and June a succession of brilliant,

high, and is well furnished with branches and
Mr.
strikingly variegated foliage.
Dixon, the gardener, is fond of trees and shrubs.
:ind tends a large collection on this fine old

THE ALPINE GARDEN.

to much

cup-shaped flowers.

faultless,

London

/.

P5tat<>.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CATTLEYA HAEDYANA THE KNOWLE
VAUIETY.
Imported originally as a natural hybrid

be-

perennial

Campanula

kolenati-

ana illustrated in figs. 23 and 24 was shown by
.Messrs. R. Tucker and Sons, Oxford, at the
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society held
on June 18 last, when it was given an Award of
Merit. It is of tufted habit, with cordate leaves
on slender petioles 4 incheis to 6 inches long.
These, as well as the stems, are covered

all

over

CYANANTHUS LOBATUS.
much admiration as a
well-grown specimen of Cyananthus lobatus. It
a Himalayan species, and one of the choicest
Alpines we have for flowering late in the season.
There can be no diversity of opinion as to the
beauty of this Cyananthus. It forms a trailing
mass of dainty leafage, with an abundance of
large, blue flowers, which remind one of small
flowers of Vinca minor.
plants receive so

is

C. lobatus often baffles the cultivator and losses
are too common during winter, when
there appears to be a great risk of the fleshy
toots decaying in cold, damp weather.
On the
other hand, excessive drought in summer and
autumn cripples the plant seriously, and when
this happens it may succumb in the winter
months even where there is no excess of moisture.
The most successful cultivators of C. lobatus grow
it on a low rockery with a south-west exposure,
but sheltered from strong sunshine in summer.
Leaf-soil, sand, a little loam, and a small quantity of grit provide a suitable compost for this
.species.
The plants I have in mind were
watered well in summer and early autumn, but
in late October were covered with a sheet of
glass to throw off the rain and snow. ,S\ Arnott.
of plants

Warscewiczii aiid C. Dowiana aurea,
the fii-st specimen of C. Hardyana shown by
the late Geo. Hardy, Esq., was awarded a
First-class Certificate at the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting cm August 11. 1885.
Since that time some thirty varieties have received awards at the hands of the Orchid Committee, some of which have been home-raised.
The earlier varieties were dark in colour, more
or less approaching C. Warscewiczii, but whitehave appeared among homepetalled forms

tween

shady situations if planted in rich, light soil.
Seeds are produced in abundance and germinate
freely.
C. Raddeana is a close ally, but is
smaller in all its parts, has more numerous
flowers, and is without the stiff hairs of C.
kolenatiana.
W. I.

Few

CAMPANULA KOLENATIANA.
The handsome

F.

5. Arnott.
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('.

raised seedlings.
A splendid flower

of C. H. The Knowle
one of the finest dark varieties we have
John Hartley, Esq., The
sent by
Knowle, Morley, Yorks. The plant has been in
his collection seven years, and received a Diploma
at a ^low of the Manchester and North of Engvariety,
seMi, is

ON INCREASED FOOD

Irland Orchid Society five or six years ago.
flower sent is 8 inches in width, the sepals and
petals bright rosy-mauve with the cream-white
ground colour showing through between the
veining and conspicuously on the midribs of
The ample,
the inner parts of the segments.
crimpcd-edgod lip is ruby-red with a purple
shade, the colour being continued at the edges
of tlie side lobes.
The basal area is veined
with chrome-yellow, and on each side are
patches of lighter yellow.

PRODUCTION.

1

ENDIVK.
For

flower of this pretty new hybrid
L.-C. bella alba (L. purpurata
X
and L.-C. Canhamiana Rex (L.
purpurata x C. Mossiae) is sent by the raisers.
Messrs. Sanders, of St. Albans.
The flower
inherit*
the good shape and substance of
the
flattleya
parents,
and
is
free
from
the defective folding back of the petals
seen
in
many hybrids 'derived from L.
purpurata.
The title of " Conirast " is well
chosen, as the effect of the richly-coloured, dark
violet purple labellum, backed by the broad, pure
white .sepals and petals, is very striking.
Although the colouring of the lip presents, at (ir.-t
sight, a uniform shade, closer examination sho^vs
that the bright effect is produced by a, veining
of dark ruby-red and violet.
first

between
('.

lajbiata)

Many years ago the late Rev. C. WoUey-Dod
me a plant of this hybrid Poppy, who.se

,;ave

parents are, I understand, Papaver orientale and
]'. rupifragum.
It is a
good perennial with
smaller flowers than those of most of the older

forms of P. orientale, and of a fairly good scarlet
colour.
The foliage is less vigorous than that
of the Oriental Poppies, but otherwise the plants
show little trace of descent from P. rupifragum.
I do not know whether to consider it an advantage or not, but this Poppy does not produce
seeds, whereas P. rupifragum, like some others
of the race, seeds too freely, and reproduces itself
so abundantly as to become a
weed in some
gardens. Mr. Carrington Ley's Poppy has never
.•«nedod

with

me

;

at least, it has

not produced

is

blanclied

it is

winter

use,

the seed-bed, the seedlings may have their roots
and foliage cut back about one-third of their
length, as this makes planting easy, and the

l''ir..

MR. GARRINGTON LEY'S HYBRID POPPY.

summer, autumn, and

extremely
useiul.
When well
one of the best-flavoured salad plants
we have, and at the same time it presents an
appetising appearance on the t.ible.
For latest
crops seed may still be sown, but the most important crop is obtained from a June sowing.
The plants are usually planted out to succeed
some crop for which the soil has been well prepared, such as Peas, Onions, or Potutos.
A welldrained position should be chosen.
The rows
sh(mld be about 15 inches apart, and the plants
12 inches apart in the rows.
When lifted from

LAELIO-CATTLEYA CONTRA.ST.
The

late

Kndive

23.

— (A.MPANUL.S

KOLE.NATiANA

:

SHOWINO

PART Of AX INFLOHESCENfE.
with short, stiff hairs, which give an impression
of roughness when hanidled.
Numerous stems are
produced, and they grow about 1 foot high, bearing a few leaves, the lower being shortly stalked,
while the upper ones are quite sessile.
It
branches from near the base upward, each branch
bearing one or two large, purplish-blue flowers
Ij inch in diameter.
The flowers are pendent,
with recurving lobes which have a deeper shade
of colour.
There ie also a paler-flowered form
in cultivation. C. kolenatiana is a native of the
Caucasus, where it grows in rocky situations.
Seeds were received from Tiflis Uotanic Garden in 1910, and plants raised from them
flowered in June of the following year.
The
species is a decided acquisition for the rock
garden or border, as it grows freely in half-

plants recover quickly.
There are several methods of blanching Endive; for the. curl&d-leaf varieties I prefer to use
an inverted pot over each plant.- All light must
be excluded to get the best results. Endive may
also be covered by slates or mats, and have the
tips of the leaves tied in to secure blanching.
'I'his latter is the easiest way, and for the roundleaved varieties I ju'cfer it to other methods, as
the flavour is improved thereby; but
I think
plants must be tied up only when they are dry
and the weather is tine. The round-leaved j-arieties will afford an abundance of good salad plants
until the end of October in the open, and for
an allotment holder there is no more ea.sily grown
salad for autumn use.
succession should be
maintained by tying sufficient plants when
the weather is fit, each week, and allowing ten
to fifteen days for blanching.
Where protection can be given, Endive may
be had in good condition until the earliest
Lettuces are fit to cut. If frames are available,
the plants should be lifted in October and placed
fairly closely together in sandy soil, after removing any decaying foliage. It the weather is
dry, a good watering will be beneficial. Frame
treatment is similar for both curled and roundleaved varieties. Blanching in frames can be done
by covering the plants with dry, clean leaves
three weeks before they are wanted for use, or
11'.
by covering the lights with mats.
L.

A

Lavender.

—

—

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
very effectually broken by
of July. Eaiu fell on sixteen days
garden, though on three of them there
During a brief
"Was not enough to measure.
thunderstorm on the 17th over half an inch of
i-ain fell in Jess than half an liour, whilst a prolonged storm on the 20th gave 1.35 inch of rain.
The total fall for the month, was 3.95 inches,
which, is above the a,verage. All vegetation has
benefited greatly from the welcome moisture.
Fruit trees have made a lot of growth particularly noticeable in the secondary shoots on cordon Apples simimer-pruned at the end of May
and now present a very different appearance from
that shown after the early sunmier plague of
caterpillars.
Trees then practically stripped of
leaves are now refurnished and are making some
progress. The rain came in time to assist the
swelling of Plums, with the result that some
extra fine samples of Early Rivers' and Czar have
been sent to market. Late and even mid-season
Apples are also much improved in appearance,
and now promise to be large and clean. Early
varieties, on the other hand, were too far de-

The drought was

in

;
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Beauty of Bath has never been above 10s., and
that was only m 1917, 2s. 6d. to 6s. being the
range of prices before the war.
Such prices show in striking fashion the need
of the public for fruit, for they have been willing to pay 2s. per lb. for Plums and Is. 8d. per
No doubt they were influlb. for Apples retail.
enced by the fact that the Government com'raandeered most of the soft fruits, and by the
prospect of the same thing happening soon

But the great
of
Apples.
the
case
indicated by the high prices is the phenomenal scarcity of fruit, this probably being
the most disastrous fruit season on record. Markets are exceptionally empty, and many orchards
carry no fruit at all, so that the owners are
unable to reap the benefit of the high prices
ifacts which should be remembered by those who
are inclined to believe that growers are making
As a typical example
a fortune in war-time.
of shortage I may mention my crop of Mr.
year
29
of the oldest trees
Gladstone.
Last
yielded 110 half -bushels, or nearly four to a
tree.
This year the entire crop from these and
many younger trees went to market in 9 halfbushels
in

ifact

!

[August

17, 1918.

The Week' sV\/ork.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to
CuY, M.P., Ford Manor,

Winter Onions.— Now
sow seeds

of this

Lieut. -CoL Spender
Lingfield, Surrey.
is

a

important crop.

good time
In many

to
in-

stances sowings are made too early, and much
of the crop runs to seed in the next season
moderate-sized 'plants are the best for transplanting in the following spring. Tripoli Onions
are often allowed more room than they really
need ; the rows may be sown 9 inches apart, and
the seedlings, when transplanted in the spring,
placed 6 inches apart' in rows 12 inches apart.
Red-skinned Onions have the best constitutions, and
are not so liable as the whfte
varieties to be attacked by mildew. On the other
hand, white varieties are the earliest, and for
this reason alone a few should be grown.
No
fresh mfeinure should be used noiw, but a piece
of good, open ground should be selected for the
seed-bed.
good dressing of wood ashes should
be given the ground, and soot ought always to
be used freely, as it acts as a fertiliser, and prevents attacks by the Onion maggot. Giant Red
Tripoli, Lemon Rocca, and White Leviathan are
all good and reliable Onions, while the
newer
Autumn Triumph should certainly be given a
trial
for its excellent
cropping and keeping

A

qualities.

—

ToMATS*. It is important that an early start
should be made with the plants that are to produce fruit in quantity during the late afitumn
and winter months. Those placed in their permanent quarters much later than the present time
may grow strongly, but refuse to flower or set
fruits properly, and in any case it is the wisest
Potcourse to be rather too early than late.
A high temculture is best for winter supplies.
perature and moist atmosphere prove fatal to a
good set, but if air is admitted freely, a buoyant
atmosphere maintained in damp weather by the
aid of fire-heat, and the flowers fertilised when
the pollen is dry, a good set of fruits should
result.
A night temperature ranging from 55°
to 60°. with an increase of 5° in the day-time,
Tomatos.
Plants in full
is ample for winter
bearing should be top-dressed with some approved fertiliser.
Guard against a stagnant
atmosphere, or disease is almost certain to make
its appearance.

GCNERAL lN»TRUCTioN8.—As

soon as Peas,

early Potatos

and other crops are over, clear
and other refuse.
Where
it is possible tfl have a fire all weeds and other
rubbish should be burnt and the ash returned to
the ground. Frequently stir the surface soil with
the hoe between all growing crops, as nothing
accelerates growth more than the admission of
air to the roots. Attend to the early thinning of
all winter crops, such as Turnips and Carrots,
and continue to plant Savoys and other green
crops for winter use, so that no plot of ground
remains idle.

away

Fig. 24.

campanula kolen.itiana

:

FLOWERS PURPLISH-BLUE.

(See p. 67.)

veloped to benefit to any extent, and there are
" scrumps " (small, misshapen fruits) and
" dii'ops " amongst these.
This has been very
noticeable with Beauty of Bath, a-variety always
However, in a season of
liable to drop badly.
such scarcity, any Apple has a market value,
and "scrumps" and "drops" have sold at
higher prices than are often received for fir.strate samples.

many

Belfore
prices
of
controlled,

Remarkable Prices.
these
words
are
in
Apples
but,

may have
at

the

"

A Good Early Apple.
One of the fairly modern varieties that has
made good " as a market Apple is Eai-ly Vic-

This is a large, green, cooking Apple
which becomes big enough for market before the
end of July, and it has the further merits of
being very prolific and coming into bearing at

print

the

officially

writing,

only a few common varieties of Plums (chiefly
the Bnsh Plum, or Mogul, largely grown
Kent, and the Pershore, or Egg Plum) have been
restricted. Meanwhile growers fortunate enough
to have crops of early varieties af Apples and
Plums have been enjoying a pleasant little harvest,
A few of my Early Rivers' Plums realised
the extraordinary price of 46s. gross per halfbusbel of 28 lbs., whilst the best Beauty of Bath
Apples sold at 35s. per half-bushel of 20 lbs.
Previously I have never sold Early Rivers' above
8s., and they have been as low as Is. 9d.. whilst

m

haulm

toria.

an early age. I am confident that it is going to
be a success here, where only a limited number
of varieties thrive really well.

been
time of

,all

standards,

presumably

on

The

Crab

trees, half-

stock,

were

planted on some very poor, light land in the
autumn of 1916. A note made at the time states
"Early Victoria very weak and covered with
:

—

Little chance

them, I fear."
They now look thoroughly healthy and vigorous,
and have borne a moderate crop in 'this, the
The fruit
second season after planting.
would not have been allowed to develop had not
the trees been making such strong growth at the
same time. It was gathered on July 25, and
Should this variety maintain its
sold well.
healthy character it wUl prove very valuable,
for we need a big cooking Apple to market
earlv.
Market Growtr.

fruit-buds.

for

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Cleanino Operations. — At

the present
when very little repotting requires to be
done, all the spare time should be devoted to
pots,
and
houses.
plants,
the
cleaning
Cattleyas, Laelias, and other hybrids should
have their leaves sponged, and any scale
insects detected on the rhizomes removed by
means of an insecticide applied carefully with a
This operation
small, moderately stiff brush.
needs special care much damage may easily be
done by an inexperienced hand, which may not
become apparent until later, when the rhizomes
Where insects are not
turn black and decay.
present the plants should be merely sponged with
a weak solution of soft soap, dissolved in tepid
The houses should be occasionally
rain-water.
fumigated as a- preventive measure. Periodical
sprayings overhead with a solution of Quassia
extract at the rate of half-a-pint to 5 gallons of

season,

;

August
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tepid rain-water will, in most cases, keep insects
on
Spraying should
be done
check.

in

evaporation is likely to be
rapid and harm wilt not be caused by the Quassia-water remaining too long in the centre ot the
partly developed growths,
i'he above treatment
applies to all Urchids. At this season there are
large numbers oi young shoots, in various stages
of development. Support shouldjje given to any
that are likely to bend over, by loosely tying
them to small, neat stakes, which may be removed after the growths have attained their
proper size and strength.
fine afternoons, vvnen

WaTERINQ, VtNTIl-ATlON, AND HBATINO.—
Plants that are in full growth and well rooted
into the compost require more liberal supplies
of water-at tne roots just now than at any otner
Ihis especially applies to such genera
period.
as Cypripedium, Calanihe, Phaius, Cymbidium,
Vanda, and Ajigraecum. Although the atmosphere must be moist, a little ventilation should
be allowed in the warmest houses in tine weatliei'.
The middle of August is a favourable time tor
the overhauling of the hot-water system, as
fire-heat may be dispensed with for a few nights
During this time
even in the warmest houses.
dajiiping down should be reduced, the plants
kept drier at the roots, and the blinds drawn up
an hour or so earlier in the day than usual.
The boilers and pipes should be emptied and
Thoroughly cleanse all
cleared of all sediment.
flues and chimneys, and see that everything is
put in working order ready for the winter seasou.
Towards the end of the month a great
many plants, especially Odontoglossums, will reSufficient quantities of potting
quire repotting.
material* should be prepared ready for mixing.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R.

Gardener to the J:jarl
ryuiiigbame, Kast, Lothian.

P. BROTllEliSTON,

Haodinoton,

ol

—

RosBS. CoDsidcrable attention will be needed
keep Climbing and Kainbler Roses tidy,
borne of the latter have a tendency to make
new shoots at the base of the flower-trusses, but
all these should be cut out as soon as observed.
The long, Uowerles* shoots of the present year
will require attention too, not only in laying
them ill where needed to fill spaces, but in
thinning out to the right munber.
Make
as few ties as possible to save work later when
Hoses that have
the growths are rearranged.
finished flowering, such as Apple Blossom, sbould
be pruned, or rather thinned, so that the trees
are no longer burdened with useless growth.
to

ReoK Qarocn.

rock garden
is now on the wane.
Nevertheless means must be
taken to preserve a good appearance.
Overgrowth should be rigidly curbed, not by cutting
in tho offending plants with a knife, but by
plucking pieces away by liand, so that no obtrusive trimness shall follow. Weeds should be removed while still small. Ground not fully covered
with plant growth should be nciitly mulched
with very finely sifted soil enriched with soot
or pigeon-manure, or both.
Thickly-matted
plants should
have portions removed here
and there, and if the parts laid bare are filled
with compost a better display of flowers will be
secured next year. This advice applies to such
plants as Hutchinsia, mossy Saxifragas, and
others of similar growth.
Autnmn-nowering
Cyclamens will be greatly assisted if a portion
of the upper soil is removed and fresh material
is added.
Seeds may no\v be sown, and if young
plants are kept in reserve be in no hurry to plant
them until growth commences, and, as a rule, it
is best to
reserve them until they are quite
strong before planting them in the rock garden.
Interest

in the

GARDENERS'

from 4 to 6 inches apart, covering the branches
at the base, in the case of older trees, as much
as possible. The bordei's should be well watered
once a fortnight, and the trees syringed every
evening when the weather is warm. Slake preparations for lifting any trees which are not in
good condition, and give them fresh soil.
In
the case of vei'y old-established or exhausted
trees, commence this work before the leaves
begin to fall during the next few weeks the
trees should quickly form new roots and take hold
of the fresh soil before the cold weather sets in.
No manure will be required if rich, turfy loam
used, with a liberal sprinkling of mortaris
rubble or chalk and a little charcoal or wood
ashes.
Prepare the soil under an open shed it
is
important that it be in a friable condition
when rammed around the roots.

J.

Keele

Ootsb
Hall,

Gardener
Newcastle.

to

Mrs

IN

Mid-season HouaES.— As soon

StafforiUhir*.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The

trees

in

early houses have nearly finished their growth,
except for a few shoots of breast-wood. These
should be removed at once, as no advantage is
gained by retaining wood that is not require<l
for bearing fruit next year.
When the trees
are pruned the young shoots should be tied in

is a most useful^
plant for indoor decorations, and two or three
batches may be pi'ofitably propagated every year.
Insert the cuttings close to the sides of 3^-inch
pots and plunge them in the propagating case,
in a hand-light, or on a Cucumber bed. The best
of the old plants niaiy be potted again to make
large specimens.

Salvia. — Salvia grandiflora splendens requires
abundance of water during the latter stages of
growth, supplemented by some form of stimulant two or three times a- week. An application
of soot-water once a week is also helpful in
giving good colour to the foliage. Examine the
foliage carefully for red spider, and syringe the

as

plants with an insecticide if it be present. Salvia
Pitcheri is now growing freely, and stakes must
be supplied to support the young growtlis. This
beautiful Salvia is often spoilt by allowing too
many growths to remain. If the growths are
thinned to five or six on each plant very strong
spikes of flowers will result. If the pots are not
already plunged in ashes this should be done,
as S. Pitcheri may remain out-of-doors with
advantage until the end of September.

cHiZANTHUs — The

Late Crops.- Expose

the fruits in late
the
influence of
the
sun, as there is still plenty of time
for colouring, and a little shade will assist the
swelling. To economise labour in watering, give
inside and outside borders a mulching of some
suitable material without further delay, but
even than the borders will require abundant sup
plies of water if they are well drained.
Keep all
necessary shoots tied down to the trellis, and
pin'^h b»c-k those that are no longer required
after the fruit is gathered, eliminating superfluous shoots that cannot be tied in without overcrowding.
Discontinue the use of the syringe
directly the fruit« begin to colour, and afford
aimple ventilation, so as to extend the season as
much as possible.

houses

very

gradually

Gardener to Lady Wanugb,
Lockinge Park, Berkshire.

E. HiRRlss,

Abutilon Savitzii. This

the last fruit is gathered from trees in mid-season houses the same procedure should be followed
as advised for oarly houses in a previous calendar.
Where the trees are confined to inside
borders, be careful to see tliey do not lack
moisture at the roots.
Give trees that have
cart-ied heavy crops of fruit a good soaking of
liquid manure, soot-water and lime-water, and,
by way of a change, a light sprinkling of concentrated manure.

IIcdsox,

Hod

of

Schi-

here for growing in pots.

—

A small sowing of Clarkia elegans
Clarkia.
be made now and treated as advised for
Schizanthus.
This pla.nt is most useful for cutting it must be grown under perfectly cool conmay

;

ditions.

THE APMRY.
By Chloris.

Gard<>ner at Gunnerabury House,
Acton, W.

Seasonable Hints.- As
honey season

Outdoor Fruiting

Vines.- Under favourable conditions, especially if sheltered by copings or verandahs, outdoor Grapes should now
be swejling quite freely. Some amount of thinning is necessary, and .surplus hunches should
be removed.
It is only by cropping the vines
i-ather lightly that good results can be obtained.
Stop any superabundant growth, prevent any
crowding of the foliage, and pinch the shoots at
two joints beyond the bunch of Grapes.
It
is a good plan to be on the safe side and always

is in

the
end of the
sight a good deal of care is

requisite, for only by judicious

manipulation can
left upon our haiuls a number
frames and sections. Partly filled
only fit for the extractor, as

we avoid having
of partly filled

sections

are

tjhey are useless for sale.

All drawn-out comb,
whether in shallow frame or sections, containing
no honey, should be removed at once. It sliould
be carefully made up into parcels and put

away

in

readiness

for

the

new

season.

The

remaining sections should be closed, placing
those needing least attention on the outside.
The whole must be warmly wrapped up.
One warning is essential in giving the above
advice.
Sometimes when filled sections are removed, and there is much interference, the

dust the vines with sulphur to guard against
attacks of mildew. Newly-plante<l vines, or those
not bearing a crop, should be encourage<l to
make strong, healthy growth; a few vigorous
shoots are much to be preferre<l to many weak
ones.
Secure these growths by ties so as to
prevent any injury from storms.
Unless they
are in quite dry positions it will scarcely be
necpssarj' to water
the -vines, though those
planted during the spring may need an occasional soaking.

colony, unless very strong, will, to the disgust
its stores below.
At
the same time, it is essential to take some risks
if we are to secure the best results.
Where the
stocks arc weak, unite two or more colonies to
make strong stocks, and thns make sure of their
going through the winter successfully, always
ot tile beekeeper, carry all

Summer Raspberries and^Looanberries.
— As soon as the fruits have been picked cut
away the old fruiting shoots. Reduce the young

supposing

they

have sufficient food

and

dry

hives.

Driven Bees.-

In

many

villages bees are still
kept in skeps or tubs of .some kind, and many
arc annually destroyed before the h(uiey can be

growths to the requisite number, at the same
time making them secure against any injury
from winds. If a new stock of the Loganberry is
desired peg the points or tips of the shoots into
pots, plunged into the ground.
'Ais is an easy
and ready method of propagation, and much to

recovered.

.stools.

have not referred to
not a fruit, but as it is
I

Rhubarb, because it is
used in tarts and for preserves I may be pardoned for mentioning it.
Rhubarb plantations
have been drawn upon somewhat heavily this
season, for obvious reasons, therefore the groimd
should bo lightly forked over between the rows
and then given a dressing of either sulphate of
ammonia or Peruvian guano. Pulling should
now cease, or the plants will be weakened.

sowing

first

zanthus may be made now in boxes or pans filled
with a light sandy compost.
Sow the seeds
thinly and lightly, and cover with fine soU. They
will readily germinate in a cold frame, and it
must be borne in mind that the plants resent
coddling at any stage of their growth.
They
should be grown in a light, airy structure, near
the roof-glass. There are several beautiful types
of .Schizanthus, but the large-flowered hybrid
S. Wisetonensis, and S. retusus, find moist favour

to

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
liv Jas.

Rhubarb— Hitherto

Dempster.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

;

Trees

69

By

;

be preferred to division of the

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

CHRONICLE.

'

Where

driven bees can be obtained

for the driving they will be found most valuable
for joining to hives that are found to be short
of bees.
It will even repay a beekeeper to give
Often the driven bees are in
a trifle for them.
such a state of terror that they will not fight,
and those to which they are to be added, if
Take
fairly well smoked, will be in a like state.
off all
sections and droji the driven bees c/t
masxe. on the top of the frames, having first
removed all queens from the added bees, and

them down with smoke. The inexpert
may let the bees run in by the entrance,
taking care to keep them from clustering under
the porch by using a quill or thin stiok.

drive

keeper

—

—
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KDITORIAL NOTICE.

Neverto serve as a check to the disease.
in view of tlie large issues at
stake, we would urge gardeners to take the

theless,

ADVEBTISEMENTS
PXJBLISHEB.

should be sent to the

41.

WeUington

Covent Garden. W.C
Editors and Publisher.

Street,

— Our

correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
observe
kindly
the notice
would
trouble, if they
printed weekly to the effect that all tetters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications- intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
department!^. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
;

—

The
Correspondents.
Notice
to
Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused comillustrations
unless
by special
munications or
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their

Special

correspondents,

Local

News-

— Correspondents

greatly

will

oblige

by sending

to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

Illustrations.— r/ic

Editors will
and to select photographs or
for reproduction, of gardens,
flowers, trees, etc., but they cat
for loss or injury.

glad to receive
rowings, suitable
':

of
ot

be

remarkable
responsible

Ijetters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the
EDITORS, 41, Wellington Street. Covent
Garden, London. Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer.
If desired, the signature will not
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Average Mean Temperature
deduced

from

obserTatioos

yevirs at t^-eenwich,

AOTUAL Temperature

for

week

ensudu^

the

during

the

be

Last

tilty

61.5°.

:

Gardeners'

Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Sbieet,
Oove,at Gaixlen, Londoti, Thursday, Aug-uet 15,
10 a.m.
Baj-. 30 ;
temp. 69,5°. Weat/her— Ven'
bright.
;

lead in their several districts in encouraging that form of Potato insurance which
A striking example
we call spraying.
of the potency of spraying is to be found
at the present time in the Royal Horticultural
Society's gardens at Wisley,
and we commend this example to the
Food Production Deofficers
of
the
partment, who are working so energetically in promoting the spraying of
Potatos.
The Potatos at Wisley have,
we are informed, been sprayeii twice
the first spraying weather
After
already.
conditions were unpropitious, and in
spite of the spraying disease made its
.

has
arrested the disease so absolutely that at
the present moment it is not possible to
find any trace of the live fungus. It might
be argued that this result is to be ascribed,
not to the Burgundy mixture, but to the
sunshine. This, however, cannot be maintained, for in the neighbourhood of Wisley
Potatos are to be found which have not
been sprayed, and in which the disease is
progressing in spite of the favourable turn
whioh the weather has taken. It is not
often that so clear a demonstration of
the fact that spraying has the " casting
vote " i,s to be seen, and we trust that
those who are disposed to rely on fine
weather saving them the trouble, of spraying will lay this example to heart and
undertake, in their own and in the
national interest, this form of crop inappearance.

The second

spraying

surance.

The
Potato Spraying.

next

month

will

prove an anxious time

for those responsible for
the food supplies of this
not because there is a prospect
of shortage, but because the larger our
harvests the less shall we be dependent
on overseas supplies, the less will be
the amount of money whioh we .shall have
to spend abroad, and the less the tonnage
which will have to be employed in the
transport of food. Those who are comfortably unaware of the vicissitudes of prospects which may overtake a crop are, perhaps, already reckoning on a bumper
Potato yield corresponding to the largely
increased area which has been planted this
year.
Nor can we but hope that this
cheery optimism may be excused by results.
The recent change from close, wet
weather to bright sunshine is of happy
occurrence, for it coincided with the very
widespread incidence of outbreaks of

country

—

Potato disease.
Now, as all experienced
gardeners know, late blight of Potatos
like diseases of parasitic origin generally

—

is a very hard thing to control if the
weather is on the side of the disease, but is
relatively easy of control if the weather is
on the side of the Potato. Indeed, it is to
this fact more than any other that the indifferent attitude to spraying exhibited

by so many growers is to be ascribed. Thev
know that if the weather conditions are
auspicious blight is not likely to make
serious headway
they also know that if
the weather is adverse, spraying will have
;

to be

done thoroughly and often

it

it

is

FLOWKRS rAT THE WAR SHRINK IN HYDC
Park.— The War Shrine in Hyde Park has
been amply furnished with flowers since

dedi-

its

Probably
cation early in the present month.
not fewer than 200,000 persons have contributed
floral tributes, and some business mea place
flowers on the Shrine each day. A proposal is
on foot to erect a permanent shrine ih place of
the wood and canvas erection which has created
such general interest.

Proposed Tax on Flowersjahd Plant*.—
In

the

Report

of

Luxury Duty we

the
find

Select Committee on
a proposal to tax pur-

chases of cut flowers amounting to more than
6d., and plants (including receptacle and its
decoration!, trees, shrubs and bulbs, when the
purchase price of each exceeds 7s. 6d.
7s.

The Blackberry Harvest.— The

Board

of Education

is advising local education authoallow senior scholars three days' holiday during each of the next two or three weeks,
if necessary, so that the children may assist in
gathering Blackberries for the jam factories.
All pickers will be paid, we understand, at the
rate of 3d. per lb., and all fruits must be minus
the central core as they would be if ripe.

rities to

—

Potash from Alunite and Seaweed. —
The subject*

of the production of potash is
treated in Bulletin No. 415 of the 'Dnited States
Department of Agriculture.
It appears that
deposits of high-grade alunite have been discovered in Utah, containing a consideraLile
quantity of potash.
The present high freight
rates militate against any extended scheme, but
it is thought that in normal times potash might
be profitably extracted from this source. Another proba.ble source of this valuable manure
is the abundant plant growth in the water of
the Panama Canal, which has hitherto been con-
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sidered an unmitigated nuisance on account of
the hindrance it causes to shipping.
Recent
analysis has shown that this growth contains
from 4 to 6 per cent, of pure potash, and it is
proposed to put in hand' an extensive scheme for
clearing the canal and extracting the potash
from the water-weeds.

Allotments at FuLBOURNE.-The

in-

habitants of the little town of Fulbourne, in
Cambridgeshire, are doing excellent work in
food production.
There are only 250 householders, but they hold 71 acres of allotments between them.
Moreover, in addition to their
allotments, 80 per cent, of the householders have
good gardens, which are in the majority of
cases extremely well cultivated.

The town

is

to

be congratulated on so good a record.

Raffia for Fruit-trek Budding.— Under
arrangements

witli

quantity

raflSa

disposal

ment,

to

budding

of
of

be

tlie

has

War

Office, a limited
been placed at the
Production Depai-t-

the Food
used exclusively

for

fruit-tree

Those in need of this
shotdd forward at once particulars
of their requirements to the Food Production Department, 72, Victoria Street, West-minster.
Applicants sJiould state the number of stocks to be budded, and give an undertaking that any material allocated will be used
exclusively for fruit-tree budding.
Applications can be entertained from- actual users only,
and envelopes should be marked " Raffia, Room
89," in the top left-hand corner in order to
avoid delay.
purposes.

nraterial

Records of Attacks of Funqoid and
Insect Pests.— Everyone familiar with the
cultivation of garden and field crops is aware
that the national annual loss of food resulting
from attacks of fungoid and insect pests is
enormous. How great is the loss and to what
extent it may be attributed to the various pests,
no one can tell, because correct information on
these important points is not forthcoming.
We
know the difiioulty of obtaining reliable information is very great, but, surely, not insurmountable, when once the value of reliable
statistics is understood, therefore we are glad
to learn that an attempt is being made to obtain records.
A» a preliminary effort in the collection of statistics which will show (1) the loss
in foodstuffs due to pests, (2) the monetary loss
involved, (3) the most fruitful direction in whidh
research in control metho<is might be carried
out, and (4) the importance of the matter from
the national point of view, a committee representing the Imperial Bureau of Entomology, the
Association of Economic Biologists, and the
Agricultural Education Association, has prepared an experimental scheme for the recording
<if the results of attacks of Potato blight and
As success depends on hearty coFruit Fly.
operation we commend the scheme to our readers,
many of whom we hope will apply for record
sheets to Mr, F, 0. Mosley, Laboratory of
Plant Pathology, University College, Reading.

Sorohum
present time,
esting

to

find

as a Sugar Plant.— At the
when sugar is scarce, it is interin the current number of the

Bevue Horticole a reference to the researches of
Messi-s. Daniel Berthelot and Rene Trannoy,
who reported in June to the Academy of Science
that juice extracted from the stem of the
Sorghum (S: vidgare) can be crystallised, and
that, when the plant is cut down and the tiss.ues
allowed to die, saccharin in appreciable quantities is obtained, in the form of glucose and levuIt is the opinion of these scientists that the
juice could usefully be employed in cooking,-.
when other syrup is not to be obtained.
Sorghum can be cultivated in the same climate
We
land under the same conditions as Maize.
may add that in America certain varieties of
Sorghum are already cultivated for forage, and
for the sake of the saccharin in the stems.
lose.

—

AtGU^T
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Rose Golden Ophelia.— This Hybrid Tea
Rose has been greatly admired wherever it has
been exhibited, as it possesses beautiful form
The light yellow
and attractive colouring.
blooms are borne on long, dark stems, and as
the foliage is also dark, the flowers, with their
more deeply tinted buds, have a fine setting.
Messrs. B. C.vnt and Sons were awarded a Gold

Medal for

this variety at the exhibition of the

National Rose Society, held at Regent's Park
on July 4 and an Award of Merit by the Royal
Horticultural Society on April 9.
:

PiNU* OANAHi«N»i«.— The

first part of the
Bulletin for 1918 contains an illustrated
article on the Canary Island Pine, by Mr. J

Kew

H0TCHISSON, who visited La Palma in 1913.
One of the objects of tliis contribution tj
our knowledge of this valuable tree is to advocate its cultivation for timber in suitable districts
Already it has been extensively
of the Empire.
planted in South Africa, where it succeeds admir
«bly, and it is under trial in Australia and New

4 ounces a day) to be fixed from time to time
according to the quantity of foodstuffs available.
The machinery employed under the two schemes
wiU be similar to that set up for a general scheme
i.e., through
of livestock rationing to come later
the Feeding Stuffs Committees which have been
Sub-committees
set up throughout the kingdom.
of five persons will be attached to each Feeding

course on prescribed forms to the secretary of
the Feeding Stuffs Committee for their area, and
if their applications are accepted
they will receive

—

Stuffs Committee,

nominated

at

entitling

them

to

certain

a

through the retailer
nominated, and with whom

feeding

stuffs

"Cotton" from Seaweed.- It is stated
that the Tokyo Fibre Laboratory has taken out
a patent for a process, whereby a substitute for
cotton may be manufactured from a seaweed
" Sugamo," or " gomo gomo."
called
This
weed grows abundantly

in

Japan, where

it

has

hitherto been known as a good fertilising
material.
In the process of manufacture the
weed is boiled in ashy water, and then in water

—

;

of

whom they have
they must deposit their certificates.

meetings of poul-

:

certificates

amount

try-keepers shortly to be held in every area. To
make the committees as fully representative as
possible, areas will be di\aded into five sections,
each of which will be entitled to a representative.
In order to obtain a special ration of
4 ounces a day half grain and half a ma^h in
dry form fowls will be classified into first grade
and second grade breeding stock. To come
within the first category fowls must be
(o)
Utility breeding stock for egg production or of
high utility quality (b) and of pure-bred stock
(c) the standard of health of the flock must be
high; (rf) for a period of at lenst two ycr^rs the

—
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mixed with Rice bran

—

;

afterwards

it is

bleached.

Publications Received.— A/o</ern Fruit
Crowing. By W. P. Seabrook. (London: The
Lockwood

;

Press.)

Price 4s. 6d. net.

the International Garden Club,
mi.nnt .-\\enuc, n.d*iinorc.

Journal of
Green-

2419-'_'l.

The BulUtin illustrations show this
Pine growing in the ravines of La Palma.
In
the most favourable conditions it attains very
large dimensions, with a clean, straight trunk
measuring as much as 6 feet in diameter. At the
present time there still exists above the village
of Vilaflor. to the south of the Peak of Teneriffe,
a group of giants at an altitude of 7,400 feet.
One of these, according to Dr. Peebz, is about
160 feet high and 36 feet in circumference. The

.Zealand.

same number

of the

Kfw

Bulletin contains ])aper=

on Tagaeaste and Gacia as fodder plants, and
on Spartina and coast erosion.

A New DvB Material.— The United States
Consul-General at Buenos Aires reports that a
company has been formed in Argen

joint-stock

tina for the exploitation of a

new dye

material.

" algarrobin," obtained from the wood of the
tree (Ceratonia Siliqua), and a factory
has been established in the city of Santa Ti.
The material is said to be giving good result*.
One local concem, the Sociedad Italo-Americano, is said to be using 3,307 to 4,409 lbs. of
algarrobin monthly, chiefly in dyeing kh.iki c!ot)i
for Argentine military uniforms.
It is also
said that 66,139 lbs. of the product have been
shipped to Italy and France, and that additional
requests are being received.

Carob

London's Railway Stati*n Qarden*.—
The directors of London's Underground Railways encourage the horticultural tendencies of
their eiiijiloyees in various ways, and one of
these is the granting of prizes to those who provide the best floral displays in the stations they
have charge of. The annual inspection of these
station gardens took place recently, and first
prizes were awarded to the station masters at
Xnrt.hficlds and Boston Manor (Hounslow line),
nnd second prizes to Acton Town and Walham
ilreen. besides seven third and nineteen fourth
|jrizes to other stations.
The directors have
granted £30 towards the prizes to be competed
Tifnderground
for cat the
Railway Employees'

Exhibition at Hammersmith in
September, and they have encouraged food production by the extension of allotments on their
own land, and the provision of miniature
orchards on the wide embankments, on the

GOLDKN

Ol'UKLl.V

:

FLOWERS

l.lCH'i

(;ni.lilCN

TELLOW.

Horticultuial

Hounslow and Harrow

lines.

Food for Poultry.— To

insure an equitabte
the limited quantity of poultry
food, and also to encourage the better strains of
poultry, the Minister of Food, acting with the
Board of Agriculture, is putting into operation
two systems of rationing, as follows
Srheme A.
Rations of 4 ounces per day per bird will be provided for birds of the host utilitv brords up
to an aggregat-e amount of 50,000 tons of
feeding .otuffs for six month.i.
Srlu-Mic B.
The
owners of other fowls, having hen birds hatched
since .January 1, 1918, and not receiving rations

<lL8tribution

of

:

under Scheme A,
cates entitling

per

head

per

will

bo able

—

to obtain

certifi-

them to purchase up to an amount
day (which will be less than

stock must ha\* been bred to meet the above rethe owner of the stock must
quirements
(c)
undertake, in consideration of receiving preferential treatment, to supply the public with hatch
ing eggs, day-old chicks, and older stock at a
cost no g^-eater than his 1917 charges; (/) selective breeding must have been practised in the
flock.
Stock to be included in the second grade
must meet the requirements of (a), (i), (c), and
{(l), and the owner must comply with the condi-

HBME CORRESPONDENCE.

;

tion

(e).

Although no thorough system

of select-

ing the best females has been practised, if the
best available males have been regularly used
such stock will be worth preserving and should
be included in this grade.
Second grade birds
will only receive rations after the requirements
of the first grade have been satisfied, A certain
proportion of the allotted foods will be reserved
for the preservation of the best utility stocks of
ducks, turkeys, and geese.
Owners of poultry
coming within these conditions must apply in duo

(The Kdii'irK do not hold themselves responsible for
the oiiinioiis exj/reased by correspondents.)

Old •aroeninq Books —I

have been much
under this
(p, 57), and
also, of course, in Mr. Payne's and Mr. BunIt
yard's articles, of which it is the outcome.
is particularly interesting to note Miss Warner's
reference to hor list of giardening books up to
I hope she will extend it to 1900.
It, has
1800.
long been a wish of mine to compile a really
comprehensive bibliography of gardening books.
Of lists there are many, such as that in the Hon.
Evelyn Cecil's llistnry of Oartleninij in Kmjlarnl, but all these lists fall far short of what I
think is wanted. The model I have always had
Bigmore and Wyman's
in my mind's eye
is
llihlitif/rriplii/ of Printinf).
For many years I
have been in the habit of cutting out entries
interested

heading

in

Mi.ss

Wai'ner's note
Chronicle

in the IJiirilrnrm'

—
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second-hand booksellers' catalogues relating
to horticulture, and have always hoped at some
time to get these into order the task would not
be a light one, and the pressure of urgent
literary work, not only in this country but in
tJhe United States, has left me no leisure for
years past. F-rom time to time during the last
twenty or thirty years, but frequently with
long intervals, I have written a good deal on
the literature of horticulture in The Gardeners'
Chronicle, and hope to be permitted to do so in
The subject is almost inexhaustibl*.
future.
I have had the good fortune to discover a good
many rarities in the way of "unconsidered"
literature, and only within the last few days I
had the pleasure of buying the most extensive " Catalogue of Seeds and Roots " I have
in

;

yet seen. It was printed for John Webb, seedsman, at the Acorn, in Bridge Street, WestIt is
minster, and extends to 78 pages quarto.
luidated, but from the typographical get-up I
and
Seedsmen's
should place it at about 1750.
nurserymen's catalogues are, of course, part
of
and
such
literature,
and parcel of gardening
them as have been preserved would fall within
have
in
my
I
which
bibliography
the scope of the

Such a work might be undertaken on
mind.
the co-operative lines which resulted in such a
perfectly wonderful book of reference as the
American Library Association's Portrait Index,
Roberts, King's Avenue, Clapham
1906. W.
Park.

KeepiNQ THE

Am

SF the

Room

Froit

Dry —However well constructed it may be, the
conditions obtaining in the fruit store are often
At times the atmosphere
far from satisfactory.
becomes unduly damp, and this is usually largely
due to the "sweating" of the fruit after storThe admission of air currents is a cure
age.
for the {rouble, but draughts often bring with
them great changes of temperature, which are
harmful to the fruits. It has been discovered
tliat the use of chloride of calcium plays an important part in keeping the air of the store dry.
Tills salt has the property of absorbing a large
quantity of atmospheric moisture (about double
its own weight), and after a while it becomes
If a sufficient quantity of
completely liquid.
the chloride of calcium is introduced the atmosphere in "the store will remain in a relatively
dry state. The best plan is to place the chloride
of calcium in a slanting trough, over the lower
edge of which the salt can flow as it liquefies.
A vessel of some kind should be placed underThe chloride of
neath to receive the liquid.
calcium should be renewed about every week.
The liquid which is captured should be placed
in an iron vessel over a fire, and as soon as all
the moisture has been evaporated it may be
Quicklime answers a
used again and 'again.
somewhat similar purpose, though this is not
calcium. 5. Leonard
of
chloride
the
as
so good
Bastin, Bournemouth.

'

use?

In

the

general

Apple crop be turned to some
small garden I have some

my own

twenty varieties of Apples. The trees are cordons and bush trees, all planted at about the
same time, and all of about the same age. Some,
albeit few, are bearing a full crop, some have
from one-third to half a crop, and some have
suggest that if statistics of varieties
which have succeeded or failed were compiled,
some useful data on the subject of the most
I
trustworthy varieties might be obtained.
know, of course, that there are many factors
which have to be taken into consideration before any conclusion of value could be drawn
from such data, but I have in mind the possibility that, nevertheless, the information gathered
failed.

in

I

a careful way, might

—

show that certain

—

varie-

not probably the best are to be relied on,
even in such seasons as this, for producing fruit.
Someone nnce said that the bicycle he wanted
was a hardy bicycle, which would stand a large
amount of ill-usage. I think this is also true of
fruit, and I at all events should prefer to plant
which can
varieties,
withstand
.serviceable
reasonable ill-usage on the part of the weather,
rather than, say, the delicious Cox's Orange
Pippin, which in my soil scabs with (or without) the least provocation, and is unreliable.
A. N.
ties

(See Tables in Gardeners' Chronicle for

August

3,

p.

(Continued from

42.)

p.

52.)

2.— ENGLAND, N.E.
Durham. — During the flowering

period of
Plums, Pears, and Apricots the weather was
very unfavourable, and though there was a line
show of blossom, the fruits did not set. Apples
blossomed freely, but the flowers were
also
Black Currants, Red
eaten up by caterpillars.
Currants, and Gooseberries gave poor crops of
fruit, owing to the bad weather which prevailed
when they were in flower. Edward Tindale,
h'avenswoi-th Gardens, Gateshead.
Early in the month of May the prospects
were good for crops of Apples and Plums, but
advanced the weather became very
season
us the
dry and cold, the result being a bad set of
fruit.
The following varieties of Apples are,
however, carrying good crops :—Lord Suffield,
Warner's King, Lord Grosvenor, Cellini, GasCoyne's Scarlet, and Lane's Prince Albert. Pears
bloom ; standards
bore little
against waUs
bloomed profusely, but did not set much fruit.
All fruit trees have suffered severely with insect
pests.
Amongst bush fruits. Raspberries and
Red Currants bore the heaviest crops. The soil
is retentive, but we suffered severely from the
WilliaDi Smith, Lffmbton Castle
loiiff drought.
Gardens, Fence Houses.
In the spring there were promises of
bountiful crops of all fruits in this county, but
a plague of caterpillars and other pests attacked
the trees of Apples, Pears, Currants, and GooseThis con,berries in many parts of the county.
siderably reduced the quantity of fruit, but what
Plums bear abundant crops.
remains is good.
John Smith, Count;/ Instructor in Horticulture,
-

Hylton House, North Road, Durham.

—

NoRTHUMBERL.\ND. Apple ci'ops look well and
Bramley's
Lane's Prince Albert,
promising.
Seedling, Peasgood's Nonesuch, Lord Grosvenor,
Lord Derby, and Domino are the best varieties.
Pears, Plums, and Cherries bore very light crops,
and in some places none at all. Strawberries
yielded a good crop, but owing to the long con
tiniiance of dry weather, the plants suffered
Black Currants, Red and
from want of rain.
White Currants, and Gooseberries bore splendid
Raspberries
were also good. The soil
crops, and
quickly dries up in hot
lies on gravel, and
weather.

J.

Thomas,

Bywell Sail Garden/',

Sfocl-sficld-on-Tyne.

—We

had a good show

of bloom, but
depleted staff spraying was only
In consequence, pests were abundant, and ruined the few fruits that escaped
late
frosts.
The quality of Gooseberries was
Raspgood, but there was only a small crop.
loerries were plentiful, in spite of an attack of
caterpillars. J. 6. Wilson, Chevet Park Gardens,

YoHJis.

owing

The Apple Crop.— Cannot
failure of the

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF
THE FRUn^CROPS.

to

Wakefield.

The Apple, Pear, and jPlum crops are
very poor. Apple trees have been infested with
the caterpillars of the winter moth, and with
aphides. Pear trees, which carried exceptionally
heavy crops last year, are this year very sparsely
Plums flowered well, but owing to cold
fruited.
winds and drought at the time of blossoming
Gooseberries, Strawberries,
they failed to set.

Red Currants and Raspberries have been

satis-

Black Currants were a failure, owing
factory.
On the whole, we are experito aphis atacks.
encing a very poor fruit season. C. F. Fnlford,

North Ficlin(j Asylum, Tori-.
Though there was an a,bundanc€ of Apple
and Plum blossom there are very poor crops of
In the case of the former, it is probably
owing to the cold, sunless weather when the
Strawberries promi.sed well,
bloescms opened.
but the wiant of rain spoiled Uie crop. There
Red Currants -were
are practically no Pears.
verv good, but Black Currants were a failure.
fiuit.

The

heavy loam on a

soil is

17, 1918.

layer" of clay,

red sand below.

with

Jas. E. Hathaway Baldersby
Thirsk.
trees
generally
have
suffered

Parli Gardens,

,

Fruit
severely in this district from drought, which
has caused coinsdicJerable loss of fruits.
Caterpillars also did great damage.
Very iem Pear
trees carried blossom this year.
This district
lies some 700 feet above sea level.
The soil is
a shallow, medium loam, resting on chalk.
Sidney Jjegg, Warter Priory Gardens, York.
The fruit crops are the lightest we have
tod for some years past. Pears, Apricots and
Peaches flowered badly, and are yielding thin
crops. Apples have suffered from the catei'pillar
plague, and Strawberries were badly affected by
Other crops are fairly satisfactory.
drought.

——
:

Scampston Hall Gardens,

F. C. Puddle,

Rilling-

ton.

one of the worst fruit seasons I
have experienced. Apples will be a very poor
crop
in fact, in some orchards there is not an
Apple to be seen. Pears are a complete failure.
We have a heavy crop of Plums, especially Victorias, although they are very scarce in the district.
The same remarks apply to Gooseberries,
Raspberries and Red Currants. Black Currants
were a failure. Strawberries looked promising,
but, owing to the dry season, were soon over.
A. C. Sutton, Castle Howard Gardens, Welbum.

This

is

;

3.—ENGLAND,

E.

—

Cambridge. Early in the season we had a
good display of blossom on outdoor fruit trees,
but continuous cold nights, followed by the long
drought, destroyed all prospect of good Apple,
Pear, or

Plum

crops.

The

soil

here

is light,

with

a chalky subsoil, and soon dries up. B. Goodacre, Moulton Paddock Gardens, Newmarket.
After a splendid show of blossom, the
crops of Apples, Pears, and Plums were injured
by a long spell of cold, east winds. The subsequent dry weather caused the few remaining
Apples to drop off. Just as Strawberries were
setting a very heavy rain and hail storm (3.72
inches in 2 hours) destroyed

prospects of a

all

good crop, only late varieties escaping,
Sewell. Palace Gardens. Ely.

.irthur

(To be continued.)

ORMSKIRK POTA TO TRIALS.
As our account
at

Ormskirk
and

of the Potato Trials conducted
has created considerable

(see p. 50)

desire for detailed information
concerning the immunity, or otherwise, of varieties from Wart Disease, we have now the pleasure of publishing the following particulars
interest

a

:

Amongst first
Over 300 lots were tested.
up to the present the greatest difficulty

a

partially done.

[August

earlies,

has been experienced in obtaining suitable immune Potatos similar in shape and colour to such
May Queen, Midlothian Early and
Sharpe's Express, all of which are highly susceptible to " Black Scab " on infected land.
There are signs, however, that these difficulties
are about to be overcome.
varieties as

First Early Varieties.
A very promising white kidney
itself immune up to the pre

Dargill Early.

—

which has proved
sent

:

No.

1.

known

in

previous years as Gardiner's

—

(W.K.).
The whiteform of this old variety still refuses to
be contaminated, while the yellow-fleshed form

Snowdrop

Resistant

fleshed
is

is

most susceptible.
In obtaining clean stocks the great safeguard
to cut every set and examine until a pure

Both the foregoing are fair
strain is obtained.
croppers.
an old, Forfarshire, round
Edzell Blue,
perfectly immune, and although
variety,
is
cropper and of excellent
coloured is a good
quality.

Sutton's

A

1

(W.R.) is another early variety
t« be immune, but its crop-

which has proved

—
ArorsT
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ping powers axe only moderate, and it has, in
the opinion of many, the defect of being rouml
and deep-eyed.
America (W.R.). A promising Potato which
may replace Epicure on infected soil.
Arran Rose. A very distinct, coloured, round
Potato cropping and quality good.

—

—

;

Second Eablt Varieties.

—

Undoubtedly the coming second early variety for infected soil, where
a Potato of the British Queen type is desired.
,At present the quality is not first-rate, but this
will possibly improve with time good cropper.
Oreat .^cot (W.E.). A Potato of great merit;
a heavy cropper, of good quality, and robust

King George (W.O.).

;

—

Potatos of the future, possessing foliage of »
distinctive grey colour ; the quality is improving.
It produced a crop of 16 tons per acre in
experiments carried out by the Lancashire
County Council.
Arran Comrade (W.O.). Known as Seedling
No. 38 in 1917, this is a Potato of considerable

—

came

in

usual

20
"

ficials

E.^RLT M.^I^'CROp Varieties.

In this section the varieties of the Abundance
type are in the majority of cases most sueceptible, but promising immune varieties such as
Culdee5 Castle (W.O.) and Burnhouse Beauty
(W.O. may be mentioned as exceptions.

Late Maincrop Varieties.
a fail

it must
be considered aa a, osef n]
variety until replaced by a better. The foliage
is not so robust as might be desired.
Templfir (W.R.).
moderate cropper.
Majestic (W.K.). A variety of great promise,
of good quality, and a satisfactory cropper. This
variety has several points to recommend it, such
;

as shallow eyes and fine appearance.

Pink (C.R.).

— This

afvvarded

quality.

spicuously in the trials this season.
Amongst a large number of seedlings undergoing the test for immunity the most promising
arc :— Seedling 449. A.I., fW.R.1, late; Seedling
472. C/2. (W.R.I. late: Seedling 142, 2/6,
(W.R.), l,nte: Seedling 472. D/6, (W.R.), late:
Blomiield. (W.O.), second early; Laing's Prolific. (W.O.J, second early.
Tlip whole area on which the varieties are
being tested h.ns received the following dressing
of manure per acre
12 tons farmyard manure.
4 cwts. superphosphate, 1 cwt. sulphate of potai<li. and 1 cwt. sulphate of ammonia.
:

(W.K. = \Aniite Kidnev; W.R. = White
Round: W.O. = White Oval; C.R. = Coloured
Round. ^Eds.)

The very wide

circle
of people interested
in
Potato culture will appreciate the prominence given on p. 60 to " Ormskirk Potato
Trials, 1918." and also the credit given to Mr.
John Snell and the Orm.'skiik Potato Society
for the way they have stuck to their work for
th" last six or seven years.
The pioneer work
done by Mr.
T. Malthouse at the Harper
Adams College should not be forgotten. I believe the prospects for the future of such an
important work are very bright.
A sub-station
of the Institute of Agricultural Botany at Ormskirk for the study of Wart Disease in Potatos, as
'

C

foreshadowed by Mr. Lawrence Weaver, will
the work in

^

SOCIETIES.

—

Rhndrrick Dliu (W.R..). A variety apparently
possessing a robust constitution, with massive
stems and broad green leave?, which are go very
characteristic that the Potato stands out con-

set

proper perspective.
p. 60 that " the conditions
un<Jer which the trial.s are carried out do not
enable the full cropping capabilities of the varieits

Your remark on

Bartksian

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Orchid Committee.
Present: Sir Harry J. Veitch (in the chair),
Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary), William
Bolton, R. A. Rolfe, Frederick J. Hanbury,
C. J. Lucas, Walter Cobb, Arthur Dye, W. H.
Hatcher, J. Charlesworth, A. McBe'an, R. G.
Thwaites, Stuart Low, Fred. Sander, and Chas.

H. Curtis.

AW.\RD

medal awards, but made no awards to novelties.
The Fruit and Vegetable Committee made no
awards, and the Orchid Committee granted
only two medals and two Awards of Merit.
Floral Committee.
Present.: Messrs. Henry B. May (in the chair),
W. P. Thomson, Chas. E. Pearson, Chas. Dixon,
Chas. E. Shea, H. .1. .Tones, J. W. Moorman,
J. Jennings, J. F. McLeod, Arthur Turner, W.
Howe, J. Heal, C. R. Fielder, G. Reuthe, John
Green, R. C. Notcutt, Sydney Morris, W. J.

Bean. J T.
Bennett-Poe, Herbert Cowley.
R. W. Wallace, W. G. Baker. E. H. Jenkins,
E. A. Bowles, and Jas. Hudson.

Interesting Plants.

The principal feature of the meeting was an
extensive display of finely grown Gladioli from
Messrs. Kelway
and Son.
The range of
colour seen in a .series of about eight varieties
and an aggregate of about 250 spikes was very
wide. The most attractive varieties were Marshal Foch. ora.ng"-scarlet
Lt. Kelway, a soft
orange-scarlet form evidently derived from S.
primulinus Golden Fire, golden-apricot; Golden
Ray, soft apricot-yellow
and White Lady,
white with pale yellow blotch.
Mr. G. Ret'tiie showed several very interesting plants, notably Gaultheria rupestris. with
white berries; G. Veitchii, with blue berries:
and Lonicera tibetica. with three leaves at each
node, and a pair of small, rose-pink flowers
arising from the axils of each leaf along the
;

;

;

OF MERIT.

Cattleya Hesta alba (C. Suzanne Bye de Crom
C. Warseeiviczii Frau M. Beyrodt), from
Messrs.
Charles worth and Co., Hay wards
Heath. A pretty and distinct pure while flower,
and the first albino to appear out of the batch,
all the others.having the purple front to the lip
as in the Warscewiczii parent, but varied in tint
in the various forms.
The variety now shown
had pure white flowers with light chrome-yellow
disc to the lip.
Laelio-Cattleya Appam [L.-C. Scylla x 0.
Dowiana aurea), from Messrs. Charlesworth
and Co. A very brightly-coloured hybrid, in
colour approaching nearest to L.-C. Cappei, one
of the parents of L.-C. Scylla, and in form to
C. Dowiana. which enters a second time into
its composition.
The plant bore a spike of three
well-formed flowers with deep golden-yellow
sepals and petals and ruby-purple lip, h.aving
closely-arranged orange-coloured lines from the
base to the centre.

X

—

^

—

—

13.
Very warm weatlier and the holiday season combined to make the exhibition
held on this date at the Loudon Scottish Drill
Hall a quite small one, though by no mea»s
the smallest we have seen.
The Floral Committee recommended six

August

:

to

hardy flowers.

:

which was

variety,

Jledals were awarded
SilverMessrs. Kelwat and Son
for Gladioli, and to Messrs. H. B. May and
Sons for Ferns. Silver Banksion to the Rev.
J. H. Pemberton for Roses, and to Mr. G.
Reuthe for Alpine plants and shrubs. Bronze
Flora to Messrs. J. Che.\l and Sons for Phloxes.
Bronze Bank.v(m to Mr. G. W. Miller for

!

market, such as America (early) and Arran Comrade (second early). The last-named, raised by
Mr. McKelvie, of Arran Chief fame, carried off
the honours of the day, judging by the high
opinion formed of it on every liand.
W.
Ciithhertunn, ntidctinaUon, Midlothian.

—A
—

a Gold Medal in 1916, stiU retains its
popularity as a fine cropper, and is of good

Groups.

The following

(jilt

We

'

Kerr'.'

yielding 10 tons to the acre and Kent's
Pink 12 tons or more. I think the drought must
have told very severely, especially against all the
early sorts this season, and I think it was unfortunate tiat the plants at the ends of most of
the rows, which were the ones lifted, showed up
so poorly. The land must be better cultivated,
and Mr. Weaver must see that Mr. Snell has
as mnch " muck " as he wants, and artificial
manure to give them at least a 10-cwt. dress-

" The
a dry, matter-of-fact way
tons of dung and 10 owts. of artiIn a season like the present one the
advisability of planting whole sets of fair size
is most evident.
shall all await with interest the final
report of the Trials, when the whole of the
rows have been lifted. It was gratifying to see
previous years' results confirmed, so far as that
w,is possible from the small quantities raised.
EdzeJl Blue, Majestic, Kerr's Pink, Great Scot.
King George, Th« Ally, and all the Abundance
type showed no trace whatever of Wart Disease.
Interesit centred in the new sorts not yet on the

promise

The Lochar (W.R.).— A good keeper and

—

Wonder

The other day I had the pleasure of showing
Messrs. Dobbie and Co. 's trials at Edinburgh to
a party including si5ch authorities as Mr. Chittenden, of the R.H.S., Mr. Taylor, .-Mr. Gough,
Mr. Mclver, and Mi-. Wolf, of the Board of
AgrTculture. Many of the plants lifted gave 4 to
5 lbs. per root, and one of the party asked oui
grower what he manured with.
The answer

The Ally (W.O.).— This was awarded a Gold
Medal in the 1917 trials. It is one of the great
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flowering portion of the slender shoots. Messns.
Robert Veitch and Sons exhibited fine blooms
of the splendid Magnolia grandiflora Exmouth
variety; flowering growths of Acacia falcata
from out-of-doors dn Exeter an interesting,
yellow, autumn-flowering species; heavy-friiited
sprays
of
Viburnum rhytidophyllum, and
flowering bunches of Eucryphia pinnatifida and
Er.\-thrina Crista-galli.
A very densely-flowered
and brightly-coloured form of Statice incana.
shown by Mr. F. G. Wood, Marsden Gardens.
Ashtead, merited a Cultural Commendation.

ing.

constitution.

cropper

be ascertained " struck me, and many
who were present at Ormskirk on the 30th and
31st ult. must have felt how true your statement is, and wt I have seen splendid crops in
the workhouse grounds there. I have seen Golden
ties to

Groups.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co. were awarded
a Silver Flora Medal for a group in which were
many forms of their Laelio-Cattleya Appam, th"
sepal.s and petals of the different forms varying from primrose-yellow to light orange, and
the labellunis from rose-purple to claret-red.
One form, in the rich copper-red of its seg
ments. gave distinct evidence of Laelia cinna
barina, one of its original .ancestors.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook.
Sussex, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for
an excellent group in which mainy specimens
of their floriferous type of Cattleya Warscewiczii were the chief feature.
Most of the
spikes bore six to seven flowers each, and one
had a spike of eight large, well-developed
blooms.
In the centre of the group was a fine
specimen of Dendrobinm rlavatum with twenty
.spikes of rich yellow and maroon flowers.
Messrs. Sanders, St. Albans, showed Cattleya
Hardyana Marshal Foch, a very handsome
variety with pure white sepals and petals and
deep ruby-purple lip having gold lines from the
base to the divid"d yellow disc.
^i

Fruit

and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Me.sisrs. J. Clieal (in the chair), W.
Poupart, J. W. Bates, W. H. Divers, George
Woodward, G. P. Berry, .7. C. Allgrove, A.
Bullock, Owen Thomas, E. A. Bunyapd, and
the Rev. W, Wilks.
Sir A. Cory WmnnT (gr. Mr. J. Haml'n)
showed two fruits of Melon King George; these
hn<i grown so closely together that eventually
they became joined, though the attachment was
very slight, not skin deep. Two early Apples.
Duchess of Bedford and Premier, were brought
up from the Wisley Gardens, but neither variety
received

official

commendation.

—

—

—
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TRADE NOTES.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

ALLOTMENT HOLDERS AND THE SEED

PouLTRi- FOR Stock.

TRADE.

It is time to select birds of both sexes for next
The pulseason's egg and chicken production.
lets and cockerels should be separated, as they
grow more sturdily when kept apart. Birds of
either sex with cnooked breast-bones, badly
coloured legs for the variety, wry tails, defective combs, and wrong feather markings, should
Pullets
be separated from the selected birds.
hatched at the end of March or early in April
should lay in the autumn, but even with pullets
of that age much depends upon the way in which
Choice of breed is importthey are managed.

On

behaJf of tlie United Council of Seed
Trade Associations, Mr. H. Morgan Veitoh has
sent us a copy of tie following interesting
correspondence which has recently pa.^6d between Mr. Weaver, of the Food Production Department, and himself
:

" Norfolk House, Norfolk

Street,

"

W.C.

August

2.

8, 1918.

" Lawrence Weaver, Esq.,
" 72, Victoria Street, S.W. 1.
" Dear Sir, You have possibly seen in the
horticultiu-al press a report of a discussion which
you had with a deputation of the Lower Thames
Valley Association of Allotment Societies. This
report purports to give a summary of your remarks as they were reported in The Surreij
Gomel, and alleges that you stated you were
prepared to allow Associations every facility
for purchasing seed in bulk.' and urged them to
write to the Agricultural Wholesale Society, etc.
" I cannot help thinking that there must be a
serious en-or in the report, as I understand this
meerting was held at the time when you were
going into' the matter with a sub-committee of
the LTnited Council of Seed Trade Associations,
whose suggestions you considered worthy of
adoption.
" As the matter is causing considerable unrest
in the seed trade, and particularly in the retail
branch, I should be much obliged if you would
let me hear from you. at \-our earliest convenience, what is the true construction which should
be placed on the report of your statement to the
deputation from the allotment societies menI think it would be well for me
tioned above.
to publish your reply.
I am dear Sir, yours
•
" H. Mobg.\n Veitch,
faithfully,
"Solicitor to the Council."

—

'

—

S.W.

1.

" August, 1918.
" Dear Sir, I am in receipt of your letter of
There'' seems to be a good deal of
yesterday.
misunderstanding as to what took place at my
interview with the representatives of Allotment
I have not seen the reHolders' Associations.
port in The. Surrey Comet to which you refer,
but the extract you give suggests that it does
not accurately represent what took place. The

—

facts are these

:

" 1. A deputation representing several Associations called on me and said that certain
wholesale seed firms were unwilling to supply
them with seeds at wholesale prices. They
desired that the Board should compel them to

do so.
" 2.

I replied that the Board had no power
or desire to interfere in such m^ftovs Viut
that I would represent their wishes to the
wholesale merchants who were members of
the Food Production Depaa^tment's Seed .\dvisory Committee.
" 3. I said further that Associations of
Allotment Holders affiliated with the Agricultural Organisation Society could purchase
their requirements through the Agricultural
Wholesale Society.
In this I was merely

stating a well-known fact.
" 4, In due course I pointed out to a Subcommittee of the United Council of Seed
Trade Associations, which called upon me,
that the Allotment Holders' Associations desired to deal with wholesale houses.
I invited them to state the terms, on which thev
would accept or.iers. and thev gave me particulars of the terms which they Tnteirded to
submit to their Council, for recommendation
to members of the Seed Trade Assoc.i.itions as
an emeveency raeithod for overcoming the appa.rent deadlock.
"5. These terms I communicated to the
Allotment Associations which had previously
called upon me.
" In this ma.tter the Food Production Department's function was to act as an intermediary between the-' United Council of Seed
Trade Associations and the AlVtment Holders'
Associations.
Yours faith filly.

—

"H. Morgan

"

Xjkvraxfict.

Veitch, Esq."

hen lays during a year.
Even with a desirable selection of pullets the
result

and

may

by

be nullified by neglect of cleanliness
poor housing accommodation in the

autumn and

winter.

manure is fast becoming popular
for grass, and with the
motor power, fewer horses will be
consequently
employed, and
less animal manure
will be used. Under such conditions, artificials
will be of necessity more employed.
As the
This

for

Weaver.

17, 1918.

one of the best-knowu
of the floral trade north of the 'Tweed
has passed away.
Mr. Todd was a Kibnamock
man, but by far the larger part of his lifetime was spent in Edinburgh, to which he
migrated many years ago.
For a number of
years he represented the Lawson Seed and Nursery Co.. Ltd., then under the management of
the late Mr. Syme, and for over forty years he
carried on the floral business of Messrs. Todd
and Co.
He was one of the original members
of the Scottish Horticultural Association, on the
Council of which he served altogether for about
thirty years, and of which he was president in
1897 and 1898.
He was also president of the
Edinhurgh and Leith Floral Trade Association
for a term.
A man of many parts and wide
reading, Mr. Todd was also an effective speaker,
and his serv-ices were frequently in request as a
inst.,

members

lecturer on floral art.
He had been in bad
health for some time, but the end came rather

He is survived by ilrs.
and a faniilv nf sons and daughters.
unexpectedly.

Todd

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Gall ox Wild P.ose
G. E.
The
found so frequently at this season on the
wild Dog-Rose are caused by a small insect
named Rhodites rosae. The popular name of
the moss-like production is the Bedeguar Gall
the specimen sent is a particularly fine one.

Bedegi'.^e

:

galls

Diseased Onions H. C. P. The disease from
which your Onions are suffei'ing is Onion
bulborum), which is
(Sclerotinia
Solei-ote
identical with the disease which sometimes
The
does so much harm to Hyacinth bulbs.
first signs of attack are yellowish markings on
summer.
The
the foliage in spring or early
fungus works downwards, and subsequently
which
produces the dark, blackish sclerotia
:

Basic Sl.\g for Wheat.
artificial

cereals as well as

increase in

—

"Food Production Department,
72. Victoria Srtreet.

ant, but it is purely a matter of local circumstances and personal choice. A more important
point is "strain," and this is a point which
many poultry-keepers do not trouble about.
Pureibred fowls of any bt-eed vary in their
laying capacity, but if the best laying hens are
selected a siiperior strain -is obtained.
A hen
producing 200 eggs per year is a good layer, but
a hen of the same breed may not lay more than
half that number under the same conditions.
Pullets bred from the superior strain are likely
Every poultry-keeper can
to be prolific layers.
collect his own flock of poultry on these lines
hy the aid of trap nests and selected hens, as a
record can be kept of the number of eggs each

[August

burgh, on the 7th

—

highest grade basic slag 42 per cent, soluble is
now unobtainable, the 30 per cent, grade will be
in greater demand, and as only a limited quantity
of any grade, supplies should be
is available
procured as soon as possible.
loams, or gravel overlying a
or
medium
Stiff
clay subsoil, and deficient in lime, would be improved by a dressing of basic slag, especially
where Wheat is to be the next crop. Assuming
that the field has been cleaned 61 weeds and
cannot be given a dressing of farmyard manure,
basic slag applied evenly over the field, at the
rate of 6 cwt. per. acre, at the time of sowing
the Wheat, would greatly assist the production
o4 a full Wheat crop.

often

disfigure

the

surface

of

the

bulbs.

Spraying with a potassium sulphide solution
as soon as evidence of attack is seen will check
the progress of the disease, but early spraying
Do not
is necessary as a preventive measure.
grow Onions for two or three years to come

on the

site of the present bed.

Names of Plants TI'. 5. Stachys lanata.
R. S.
1, Send when in flower; 2, V-ibumum
:

Upulus

;

Spiraea Douglasii

3,

4,

;

Rondeletia

speciosa; 5, Asplenium Nidus; 5, Jasminum
1,
nudiflorxun 7, Weigela rosea. /. H'. M.
2. probably Hieracium
Melilotus officinalis
cerinthoides.
To obtain ripe
/. i.
Ripe Tom.\tos in April
Tomatoe in April it is necessary to raise plants
from seeds sown during the third week in September. Winter the plants within a few inches
of the roof-glass of a house in which a temperature ranging from 55° to 50°, according to
the weather, can be maintained, the aim being
to keep them from becoming drawn during the
dull season. Pot the seedlings into 3-Lnch pots
as soon as they are large enough, and from
thence into 5-inch pots before they become potBy this means good,
bound and stunted.
strong plants should be ready for their final
Fruits of Frogmore
potting in January.
Selected Tomato, produced by plants raised
and treated in the manner described, secured
a First-class Certificate for the variety on
April 24, 1894, but many ripe fruits were
Very early
that date.
gathered before
Tomatos may be grown on plants raised from
cuttings rooted in October. In order to make
sure of an early crop it is necessary to pollinate

—

;

:

:

Trifoltum incarnatum.
For horses and sheep this is a valuable food in
May. June, and the early part of July. Early
sowing is important; to enable the plant to make
Tlie
good progress before winter rains set in.

common method of culture is to select a clean
Wheat or Oat stubble, cultivate it thoremove as much of the stubble as

piece of

rougKly to

possible, sow the seed at the rate of 20 lbs. jier
acre, well harrow it in. and roll the land firmly.

Where the
"very well,

is clean this method answers
especially if the cereal crop was a

stubble

good one and the land is in good condition, but
if not it is better to plough the land some 3 inches
Harrow
deep and thoroughly burv all weeds.
the plot over once and dress with 6 cwt. of
superphosphate per acre, then again harrow it
twice to bury the superphosphate.
Trifolium needs a firm rooting medium, as
it is liable to have its roots disturbed by frost
when the soil is loose. The ground cannot be
made too firm, therefore err on the side of firmness by harrowing and rolling well before sowing.
If the soil is in good condition, 16 lbs. of seed
will produce a good crop, but if the condition
be less satisfactory, sow 20 lbs., as the plant
will not tiller so freely under poor conditions.
E. Molynevx.

®bttuar\>.
Thb Late Matthew Todd,

J. P.— By the
death, in his 79th year, of Mr. Matthew Todd,
residence. Stonevbank, Musselat his

.I.P..

the flowers.

Rust on Begonias

:

.-1.

T.

The

rusty appear-

ance of the Begonia leaves is due to the preDip the affected
sence of a minute mite.
plants in a nicotine mixture or dust the foliage
Some
while moist with tobacco powder.
Ferns, Gloxinias, and Achimenes are liable to
attacks, therefore if any of these plaints are
near the Begonias they should be similarly
treated to prevent the spread of the pest.

Communications Beceived.— R.

R. G.
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DOUBLE CROPPING

IN

THE LEA

VALLEY.
third annual Report
THEExperimout
Station of

from

the

the

Lea

Valley Nursery and Market Garden
Industries Development Society contains
a brief record of the experiment of
double cropping with Potatos followed
The yield of Potatos
by Tomatos.
under glass was from 6 to 7| tons
per acre, and ^the yield of the sucIn
cessional Tomatos was 21 to "24 tons.
as

much

as the yield of

Tomatos grown

hope they will continue the experiment,
and we feel sure that if they do so by
growing the catch crops already mentioned
they are likelv to find a good market for
all they can produce.
The shortage of
fruit and the probabililv of a deficiency of

in

medicines, known to the learned as antiscorbutic vitamin<-:s, are the agents whicli
If
protect the human body from scurvy.
the food which is eaten lacks these subistanc s, no matter how rich it may be in
and heat-producing
the body-building
Therefore
foods,
malnutrition follows.
every means should be taken, particularly
at the present time, to provide, as a con.stituent of the nation's diet, a liberal
allowance of fresh vegetables, and particuCooklarly of such salads as Lettuce.
ing destroys some of the substances which
protect the body against such diseases as
scurvy, and the surest way to obtain a good
dase of those m dicincs which Nature prepares for us is to use plenty of salads
which can be eaten raw.
Persons with glasshouses, provided thev
can obtain fuel, will he doing a useful
service to the communftv bv growing during the winter large quantities of Lettuces
of suitable kinds. "such, for example, as

—

Little Oott,

Whilst on this subject it is worth while
reminding our readers that in dried Beans
and Pea.s the anti-scorbutic vitainincp disappear, but that they reappear when the

adjoining houses, and not preceded by
Potatos, was 35 to 40 tons, ^there was a
loss of 12 tons of Tomatos to set off against
Even so,
the gain of 6 tons of Potatos.
the food value of the Potato plus the
Tomato crop was greater than that of the
larger Tomato crop.
The report does not
give the date at which the Potatos
Eclipse, Sharpe's Express, Duke of York,
and British Queen were planted, nor
that at wliich they were lifted.
The chief objection to using Tomato
hou.ses for early crops lies, of course, in

seeds are soaked for ^^ hours.
Since the
snakinsr also makes the seeds more palatable, those who are setting aside a store
of Dutch Brown or other Haricot Beans,
or Peas, should not forget to insist that
before the seeds are cooked they should be
soaked in water for 4fi hours, care bplp'i
taken to prevent mould, etc., from developing bv chaiirriii'.' Mie writer once or twice.

the fact that to grow Tomatos in the remarkably successful way in which they

SPHAERALCEA.

are p;rown in the T.ea Valley niean.<i labour
the houses practically all the year
in
round. The crop remains in the ground

The genus Sphaeralcea. consisting of about
25 species, belongs to the natural order MalSome confusion exists respecting the
vaceae.
nomenclature of the various members of the
genus, some being included by various authori-

—

a long time, and as soon as it is finished
the houses have to be got ready for next
year's crop.
Whan the soil has to be
sterilised, the length of time available for
an additional crop is very short indeed.
Moreover, delay in setting out the Tomatos
may result, if the season turns out to be
an early one. in no incon.siderable loss of
the earlier and more valuable fruits.
It is not, therefore, surprising that experienced growers should be loth to add
to their heavy work bv additional cropping. That they did so in 1017 by growing
Potatos, and in lOlR bv growing also
Lettuces and Radishes, is an indication of
their open-mindedness and patriotism. We

ties in the closely allied genera Malva, Ma.lThe
vaslrum. and Nuttallia, among others.
majority are natives of North and South
America, while some species are also foun 1 in
Of these probably only sevei'
.South Africa.
are in cultivation
S. acerifolia, vS. ambigua, S.
:

S. bonariersis, S. miniata. R. M\inroThey are nearly all of subana, and S. pedtita.
.shrubbv habit, dwarf and erect, an exception

australis.

being

R.

pedata, which

is

procumbent.

Rome

Apecies are quite hardy when planted in hot. dry
positions, others require to be lifted' and potted,
or propagated by means of cuttings in autumn
anid kept in a frame during the winter.
S. acerifolia is a half-hardy, shrubby plant

growing about 4 feet high, with five-lobed,

cor-

75

date leaves, and terniiinal,
rosy-purple flowers in July.

compound spikes of

It is best adapted
greenhouse culture, although it will sun-ive
A native of
tihe winter in sheltered situations.
North- Western America, it has been grown in
gardens for over half a century.
.S. amhigva (fig. 26).
This species was shown
at
the meeting
of the Royal Horticultural
Society on .Tun© 20, 1916. un<ler the name of
to

—

canescens, by Sydney Morris, Esq., Earlham
Hall, Norwich, and received an Awai-d of Merit.
canescens is not a published name, and I
have not learnt who affixed it to this plant, but
8.

S.

comparison

n'ith
herbarium
specimens shows
that it is undoubtedly S. ambigua, which is
found in Southern California, Nevada, and Arizona. This plant was found by Sir Hugh Beevor
growing in gravelly ground in Arizona h.e collected seeds and gave some to Mr. Morris, who
succeeded in raising plants, and .states that
the plant is quite hardy at Norwich.
It is
grown in a hot, dry place, and freely reproduces
itself by means of self-sown seeds.
It ie a
dwarf, shrubby plant growing from 1 foot to
3 feet high, with stems and leaves covered with
a white, woolly tomentum, giving it a silvery
.ippearance.
The leaves are about 1 inch in
diameter, some deeply divided into three .«egm.ent«,
others deeply
crenated onlv.
The
flowers, which have been described as copperyrixl .and
reddish -orange, might more correctly
he described as raw salmon in colour. They are
borne in the axils of the leaves alonig nearly
the whole length of the stems in great abund.ance during the summer months.
In Gray's
Flnrn of North America the colour of the flower
is given as rose, but this is accounted for by
t.he fact that the flowers of R. ambigua turn to
a purplish-rose shade when dried. This I have
proved from experiemce.
;

"?.

1

nti.ifrnlis.

—A

compa.ctl,v

foot to 2 feet high,

growing

speciee

much branched, the stwn

and leaves being covered with a woolly tomentum, especially on the younger parts.
The
leaves .are about 1^- inch long, ovate in outline,
and deeply pinnately divided almost to the midrib
into narrow
lobes.
The deep salmoncoloured flowers, 1 inch across, are prodliced
one or two together in the axils of the leaves
of termin.al branches during the summer months.
P'ants of this .species were received at Kew in
1913 from Capt. Pavilo Reid, who raised them
from seeds received from the .-Xrgentiue Republic,
of which country it is a native.
It makes an
attractive subject for a ledge in the rock gar<Ien,
being quite hardy in a hot. dry situation.
bonnrirnsix.
Introduced from the same
source as the above and at the .same time, this
rosy.
plant bears
pink flowere in the axils of the
leaves of terminal branches.
Over 1 foot high,
the much-branched stems a-nd three-lobed ovate
leaves are covered
with a whitp, woolly
tomentum. It is of more flexuous habit than
S. au.atralis, and the flowers are ra.ther larger,
but not so freelv produced. It has proved hardy
in a hot, dry place, and remains in flower for a
long period.
.'?.
miniata.
This is an old garden plant
which has been in cultivation over a century,
having been introd\iced in the year 1798. It is,
however, uncommon, and seldom seen in gardens.
From 2 feet to 4 feet high, it mjikes a
good, bushy plant, with stem and leaves covered
with a woolly tomentum not so white as in
The leaves are
."pecies previou.sly mentioned.
about 2 inches long, three-lohed. with the middle
The verlobe much longer than the others.
across,
are
milion-red
flowers, over 1 inch
It is
axillary, in bunches, on long peduncles.
grecnhou.se
good
and
makes
a
only half-hardy,
Its native country is the Argentine.
jilant.
Miinroana. Two plants are met with under
this name in gardens, the true plant, with erect
stems 2 feet to 3 feet high, and a prostrate
The stems
plant, which is really 3. pedata.
and leaves are covered with short, woolly hairs,
but are quite green. The loaves are nearly 2

—

.'?.

—

.''.

—

—
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long, three-lobed, the centre one being
The brick-red, somelonger ihan the others.
times called scarlet, flowers are produced all
through the summer, one or two together, in
tlie axils of the leaves aJong the greajter part of
known as Malvastrum
Variously
the stem.
Munroanum and Malva Munroana, this plant
since
the year 1828, and
hiais been in cultivation
is quite hardy in hot, dry places in stony soil,
where it spreads by means of undergroaind
inclies

.

stems.

A

niat-ive of

S. pec! at a.

this

is a

—

procumbent

GAULTHERIA TRICHOPHYLLA.

-MAACKIA AMUEENSIS.

Gaultheria TRICHOPHYLLA, to which an Award
of Merit was granted by the Royal Horticul-

this cannot claim the handsome appearance of such well-known members of the
Pea family as the Ijaburnums and Robinias, but
it flowers in Julj- and August, long after they
are past.
A tree, about 10 feet high, in
the grounds of Holland House, Kensington, is
now quite conspicuous and effective in the distance, with its compact racemes of creamywhite flowers, the racemes being '5 inches to

known as Malva Creeana,
plant, with long, interlaced

24, x918.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Though

Western North America,

Also

[August

tural Society on July 16 {see p. 28), is the
dwarfest and possibly the choicest of the Partridge Berries. It is also, perhaps, the most difficult to cultivate, although in some places it
appears to call for no special consideration such
It
as it requires in the majority of gardens.
succeeds in a low, peaty position where it is
below the level of the surrounding groTind, but
I have seen it growing satisfactorily planted with

other peat-loving subjects in a slight depression
at the base of a rock garden, where it receives
the full advantage of aU the rainfall and may
be easily watered if this is necessary during a
dry period.
G. trichophyUa is a quite tiny Himalayan
plant, with small, pinkish, or nearly white
flowers, and hairy leaves, almost fur-like. This
hairiness I believe accounts for some of the
losses experienced during winter in our climate.
The charm of G. trichophylla, however, does not
consist so much in its flowers or foliage as in
the berries. These are of a most brilliant blue,
and larger than one would expect from euch a
plant.
S. Arnott.

MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA AS A
STANDARD.
Referring to the note on p. 63, a few years
ago I saw in the Exeter nursery of Messrs.
Robert Veitch and Son a large block of
young standards of the Exmouth variety of
Magnolia grandiflora in full bloom. These young
specimens were from 4 feet to 5 feet high, and
most of them bore several very large, fragrant
blooms, making a memorable display. I have no
doubt the blooms of this variety shown at the
R.H.S. meeting on August 16 in the very interesting little collection of flowers from the open
tjround, were from some of these same plan'ts.
The type was also in flower, and I know that
flowering standards of it are not uncommon
around Exeter. Years ago, at Dropmore, Bucks,
a standard Magnolia grandiflora produced occasional flowers, and probably would have bloomed
more freely had it been in a sunnier position,
for it was quite healthy.
The " wind-dashed
blooins " of February which Amateur Gardener
siaw ait Falmouth were doubtless the rea.r-guard
of the pi'evious year's display, for at Pencarrow,
in a m'Uch colder part of Cornwall. I was
usually able to have a bloom to place indoors on
Christmas Day, and still leave unopened buds
on the wall-plant.
Although the fruiting of
Magnolia grandiflora is moderately frequent in
the West of England, I have never seen ripe
and fertile seeds produced in this country.
--1.

C. Bartleit.

FRUIT TREE PESTS AND DISEASES.

My

fi-uit

insect

Fig.

26.

FLOWERS RAW SALMON COLOUR.

sphaeralcea ambigua
(See p.
.

stems covered witli stellate hairs, as also are the
TIhe latter are green, trilobed, with the
The purplish,
lobes again divided or lobed.
rose-coloured flowens, 1 inch across, are produced in tihe axils of the leaves all along Uie
leaves.

stems during the whole of the summer months.
It is not hardy, but cuttings root readily in the
autumn, and these must be kept in a frame
during the winter.
W(hen planted out in late
sprfng the plants make rapid growth, and soon
It is a good plant for a
cover a large space.
warm position in the rock garden, where it can
W. I.
liang over a ledge.

75.)

5 inches long, and mostly nearly erect, thus surmounting the horizontal and drooping, pinnate
leaves.
This small tree blooms more or less
every year. It is generally known as Cladrastis
amurensis, but for botanical reasons, Mr. Bean,
in his book of Trees and Shrubs Hardy in th-e
British
Isles,
adopts Ruprecht's
name of
Maackia amurensis.
Occasionally the base of
the raceme is branched, but it is so dense as to
resemble a spike in the distance. Though introduced in 1864. M. amurensis is far from being
comimon in collections of trees and shrubs, but
its lat« flowering recommends it.
/. F.

now practically free from
with the exception of American

trees are

pests,

The

early attacks of caterpillars are
over, and the rains se«m to have washed away
the aphides. Mention, should be made of wasps,
however, which are present in exceptionally
large numbers this year, attacking Plums as
Two large nests of tree
soon as tliey ripen.
blighit.

wasps have been found in the orchards, and
of the groamd nests of the common variety
have been destroyed with cyanide of potassium.
Some of the fungous diseases are more preOf these brown rot is the
valent than usual.
Very many Plums rot as they
most serious.
ripen, and Apples are attacked at quite an early
Prof. Salmon reports that this disease
stage.
throughout Kent, where whole
general
is
branches of Plum trees have been killed by it.
Another disease common this year in my
orchards is that known as "eye-rot." This is

many

—
AcGrsT
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a rot which starts at the eye of the Apple and
spreads in a, circular patch, spoiling the fruit
It was first noticed here in
(for any purpose.
1915, and I do not think it ie common. Apple
scab made an early appearance on the foliage,
and is now disfiguring the fruit of such varieties as are liable to it, notably Worcester Pearmain, Lord Grosvenor, and AllLngton Pippin, in
spite of spraying once with lime-sulphur after
the petals fell. Beauty of Bath, which used to
be a -very clean Apple here, is badly scabbed
for the second year in succeesion, the disease
causing cracks and distortion as well as the more
characteristic spots.

American Blight.

who have kindly responded to
request for experiences in the treatment of
America.n Blight have supplied some very useful
information. It is evident that there are several
local remedies that can be brushed into the
infested spots with good effect. Of those mentioned by correspondents creosote appeals most
to me, on account of its cheapness and its power
of penetration. I should have been rather afraid
io use it, having been given to understand that
it is so deadly to vegetation that plants will not
thrive againist a creosoted fence or in a creosoted
frame. However, there can be little to fear in
this respect, since Mr. Bridgett affirms that he
Jias employed it with success against American
fBlight for three years, and even, with the addition of clay, as a dressing for dormant vines. I
ca,n corroborate Mr. Bartlett's statement (p. 50)
that this pest frequently attacks young shoots,
and is therefore not wholly a wound parasite.
There are several cases of it this season in my
orchards, notably on Cox's Orange Pippin,
J)omino. and Early Julyan. In such cases local
applications are almost impossible, if only because of the amount of ground to be covered,
so spraying becomes desirable.
Mr. Brotherston's success with Gishur.'st Compound (p. 28)
js encouraging, and I have heard of other soapy
Correspondents

my

washes being used with good

effect.

CHRONICLE.

the general routine of the fruit farm, ai-e thoroughly sound and practical.
The cultivation
of the orchard by horsed implements, a matter
of great importance now that hand labour is so
scarce and dear, is dealt with fully, and the
author has some very original ideas on the
subject which will well repay the attention of
experienced growers. There is a useful chapter
on spraying appliances, and another on the drying and bottling of fruits, whilst pticking for
market, cordon culture, and the storing of fruit
receive attention. The subject of finance, which
is frequently shirked, is dealt with candidly,
actual returns for a number of years being given,
together with an estimate of expenses.
Mr.
Seabrook considers thait to purcliase bare arable
land and plant it with trees and bushes requires
a minimum capital of £125 per acre under present conditions, but that an early return may be
expected from the planting of bush-trained trees
on dwarfing stocks with soft fruits between

77
It

is

natural
SanfUel

interesting to receive a fine flower of a
hybrid Lycaste from the collection of
Gratrix, Esq., West Point, Whalley

Range, Manchester, which agrees in every rewith the original Lycaste Imschootiana
(fig. 27), and plainly indicates that in some parts
o: Guatemala L. Skinneri and L. cruenta grow
together, or near enough to admit of crossfertilisation by insect aid.
The flower sent is
well represented by the illustration we give.
The sepals are greenish-cream colour, with a
yellow shading, and profusely spotted with light
purple.
The petals are similarly coloured, but
show more yellow on the outer halves. The lip
bears the deep maroon blotch at the base as seen
in L. cruenta, but extended to the back of the
yellow callus, which also bears some purple spots.
The median part of the lip is yellow, shading to
cream-white towards the recurved apex.
The
column is yellow with a band of dark purple at
spect

tlie

base.

Evidently

the solution has to be strong and very thoj-oughly applied, for I have the pest badly on
trees that were sprayed for other aphides more
than once, early in the season, with soft soap
used at the rat-e of 1 oz. to 10 gallons of water
fhalf the strength of

Mr

Brotherston's Oi.shurst

some cases with the addition of nicoMr. Theobald state.'! that the blight can
be kept in check by winter spraying with ihe
Wobum winter wash, or even with the common
caustic soda spray. The latter was tried once on
my trees without much succe^is. bnt T shall try
winter spraying again next winter. Unfortunately some of the insects are said to migrate to
the roots during the winter, and theee would
escape. Marktt Growtr.
wa.9h). in

tine.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Modern FruitGrowing.*
The man who wishes to emljark on,

the growing of fruit for market finds himself in need of
information on many points which naturally do
not come within the scope of the many books
on fruit culture written for the amateur or
professional gardener. Modern FruitGrowing is
intended to supply such information, and it
fulfib its purpose admirably.
The intending
planter could hardly find a better guide.
The
author, though primarily a nurseryman, has been
growing fruit for market for fourteen years, and
his father for very much longer and the advice
he gives is obviously the outcome of practical
experience.
The chapters on the preparation
and marking out of the land, the selection of
varieties and stocks, pruning, manuring, and
;

*

Undern Fniit Grnwing.

By W.

illustrated. (The Lockwood Preis,
E.C. 4.) Price 43. 6d. net.

1,

P. .Seabrook.

Fig. 27.

lycaste imschootiana

:

flowers palk yellow, spotted with red.

Experienced growers will find the book
worth reading for its original ideas, though it
is not e.xpected that they will agree with all the
author's statements and practice. M. G.
them.

Pp. 172,

Mitre Court, London,

BEGONIA PARVA.
Nearly all of the many species of Begonia
have a triquetrous winged capsule, tJie excepbeing a small group of African species

tions

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

LYCASTE IMSCHOOTIANA.
Raised by Mr. Alfred van Imschoot, of Ghent,
by crossing Lycaste Skinneri with L. cruenta,
this hybrid was first shown at Brussels in 1893,
and on December 12 of the same year it obtained
an Award of Merit at the Royal Horticultural
•Society's meeting.
The ground colour of the
original flower was cream-white, tinged with pale
buff-yellow and .spotted with light purple, but
varieties subsequently flowered vary in tint and
generally are of a lighter shade.

which the capsule is fusiform (spindlein
shaped).
B.
Mannii and B. prismatocarpa
are two of these which have been cultivated in gardens for fifty years or more. Several
others have been introduci'd in recent years
from the Congo, B. parva (see fig. 28),
having flowered in 1912 in the Botanical Garden .at Brussels. B. Poggei is another species
which we owe to the same garden. The flowers
in both these species are produced in the leaf
axils, females in threes in summer, m.ales in
clusters in late

autumn and

winter.

The branch

figured on p. 78 shows only male flowers.
They
are not particularly showy, their colour b»ing
dull rose-red, which is also the colour of B.

—
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Maimii. The ovary
brown and seabrid.

is
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some scandent plant with Hellebore-like leaves,
and is quite useful for training up a pillar or

about an inch long, pale
Leaves somewhat cori-

The
seabrid beneath.
aceous, smooth
stems are scandent, and the plants are apt to
get leggy and, to a gardener's eye, unsightly.
B. luxurians, a Brazilian species, is a hand-

B. scandens, also Brablank wall.
perhaps the only species with climWng
stems that has become familiar in British gar-

against a

above,,

The Week's Work.

zilian, is

dens.

W.

]['.

THE KlfCHEN GARDEN.
r-

By

F.

Clay,

Jordan, Gardener to Lieut. -Col. Spendir
M.P., Ford Manor, Lingfield, Surrey.

—

'

Spring Cabbage. Very poor land is not
capable of producing good early Cabbages, but
heavily
manured, deeply dug, loose ground
favours rank growth, which must be avoided, as
it
is
unable to withstand severe weather in
winter.
No site is better for spring Cabbages
than the space just cleared of Onions, as the
ground is invariably well manured for this crop
and will be sufficiently rich and firm to ensure
sturdy and hardy growth.
Having cleared off
the Onions, and any weeds, the ground should
have a good dressing of soot and lime worked
into the surface with a fork or a Dutch hoe.
At least two sowings should always be made, at
intervals of a fortnight, as season and soil vary
considerably, and it may happen that the earliest
raised plants may grow too large to withstand
Extra pains should be taken this
the winter.
season to raise as many plants as possible, as
those not now required for planting can be left
until
the spring, when they will be useful.
Plant spring Cabbages 15 inches apart each way,
or place them at intervals of 12 inches in rows
18 inches apart.
Lettuce and

Endive.^The main supply of
now be sown,

Lettuces for early spring use should

and for this sowing few varieties are so good
as Bath or Brown Cos. Some object to the colour
of this variety, and prefer Hick's Hardy White,
which is also an invaluable Lettuce for autumn
Hardy Green Hammersmith is good
sowing.
and reliable.
A small sowing of Early Paris
Market and All the Year Round may be made,
as these are often ready for use much earlier in
spring.
Plant Lettuces and Endive in frames
for autumn and winter use, and make further
sowings of Endive in cold frames.

—

Potatos. Early Potatos have been splendid
here this year, and the quality of all varieties
is good
just the reverse of last year's experiAll early varieties still undug should be
ence.
lifted on a dry day. and, after being dried, should
be stored in small lots in a cool place, and
covered so as to exclude light. Tubers required
for seed may remain on the ground a few days
to green afterwards spread them thinly in a dry
and well-ventilated but frost-proof shed.

—

;

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Harriss, Gardener to Lady Wantagb,
Lockinge Park, Berkshire,

Cyclamen.

— Old

conns which were saved and

treated as advised in a previous calendar should
now be shaken free from old soil and potted in
A compost of good fibrous loam,
6-inch pots.
leaf-soilj dried cow or sheep manure, and crushed
brick rubble forms an excellent rooting medium.
The drainage should consist largely of brick
rubble, as the roots of Cyclamen quickly take
hold of this material. When potted plunge the
pots in ashes in a cold frame, and afford water
with great care until new roots have formed.

Souvenir

de

la

Malmaison

Carnations.

When the layers are sufficiently well rooted they
should be potted firmly in a compost of good
fibrous loam, finely crushed brick rubble, wood
See that the pots are
ashes, and coarse sand.
clean and efficiently drained. When potted, give
a thorough soaking with water and place the
Shade them from bright
batch in a cold frame.
sunshine for a few days and lightly spray the
plants occasionally with rain-water.

—

i'lG.

2u.— BEGONIA I'ARVA

:

A

NEW

SPECIES

FEOM THE CONGO; FLOWERS DULL ROSE-RED.

(See p.

77).

Violets. The propagation of a new stock of
plants may be undertaken now, as there are
plenty of young shoots suitable for cuttings on
the old plants. Place a quantity of fine sandy soil
in a cold shallow frame and make it fairly firm.
In this insert the cuttings 3 or 4 inches apart, and
water them well in. Keep the cuttings shaded
from bright sunshine until they have rooted.

August
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and spray them with rain-water twice daily. As
soon as rooted they must be gradually hardened
off, eventually dispensing with the lights until

The frames may now
there is danger of frost.
be prepared for the plants which are to flower
Chop up a quantity
during the coming season.
of loam and mix with it an equal quantity of
leaf-mould to each bushel add a 6-inch pot full
of soot and the same quantity of wood ashes.
Elevate the soil so that the plants are fairly
After planting,
close to the glass when planted.
keep the frames almost clo^pd for a few days
and syringe the plants twice daily.
;

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman.
Bart., Gatton Park, R«igate.

—

Miltonia vexillaria. Towards the end of the
month, many plants of this species and its hybrids
will have started well into growth, and at this
stage they are very subject to the attacks ot
small yellow thrips, whidi hide themselves low
down in the axils of the leaves. If these insects
are not destroyed the plants will suffer serious
injury,
and the new gi-owths permanently
disfigured.
When the pests are found to be pre.ient, each plant should be dipped in a solution
of Quassia extract, the proportion being half a
pint of extract to three gallons of tepid soft
water. After they have been dipped, the plants
should be laid on their sides to allow the liquid
to drain from the leaves without coming into
contact with the roots or compost, afterwar<ls
rinsing them in clean water.
Any repotting
necessary should be attended to at this staiie.
Small specimens and seedlings may be placed
in
larger pots without much root disturbance, but larger examples which show signs
of deterioration should be pulled into several
pieces.
Cut away dead and useless back pseudobulbs, leaving only two or three of the latter
behind each growing point. Each portion should
be placed in a separate receptacle ; ordinary
flower-pots are suitable, and these should be
furnished with clean crocks to about three-part^
their depth. Keep the base of the young growth
on a level with the rim of the pot and work the
potting material among the roots with moderate
The compost may consist of Osniuudafirmness.
fibre or Al fibre cut up rather short and freed
from all the dusty particles, with a small quantity
of chopped Sphagnum-moss and crushed crocks.
For the present, the plants may be given a position in the cool house, but when the nights become cooler they should be removed to an intermediate house. Water must be applied with
great care until the roots extend over the edge
of the pot, when the supply may be slightly increased.
Shade from direct sunlight, and keep
the surroundings moist.

—

Coelogyne cristata. Plants of this species
and its varieties are making rapid growth, and
est.Thlished specimens will need a copious supply
An occasional watering
of water at the roots.
with a weak solution of liquid cow-manure will
which have been potted
be
beneficial.
Plaij^s
also
recently should be watered rather sparingly until

new

have become established in the
compost, and, during the first season after potting, they should he given clear water only.
the

roots

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R. P. Brotherston, Gardener to
East
llAUDlNtiTON, Tyninghaine,

Earl of
Lothian,

ttie

Mixed Border.—Hie autumnal display
should now be perfect, and weekly attention

The

will be needed to keep
it
in that condition
for as long a period as poseible.
It may seem
a waste of time to devote labour to this work
every week. On the contrary, it is a saving of

time, an hour or two sufficing to remove overgrown parts and faded flowers.

—

Tender Plants. The propagation of Verbenas,
Ageratums, and Heliotropes may now be effected.

Some gardeners

give the cuttings the benefit of
a little bottom heat, in frames, but artificial
heat is not essential. The cuttings should not
be large, 2 inches in length being quite large
enough, and these root more quickly than longer
ones.
The cuttings should never be allowed to

flag, and if they cannot be handled quickly they
should be immersed in water until they can be
inserted in the cold frames. The latter must be
kept close, damp, and shaded from sun until
the cuttings have rooted, then air must be admitted in increasing amount until finally the
sashes are drawn off altogether.
Where Centaurea ragusina is increased from cuttings, I have
found them do best when inserted singly in
thumb-pots, placed in a frame ventilated a little
night and day, and shaded.
Pentstemons and
Calceolaria amplexicaulis may also be propagated now, and both succeed best when the soil
is kept in a verj' moist condition.
It is very
important that neither should ever flag, as flagging delays rooting.

—

Pinks. Pipings inserted in June should now
be thoroughly well rooted, and no time should
be lost in planting them in permanent positions.
There is ample time for the plants to get established before winter, and if not well pressed
down when planted, the soil should be firmly
compressed around them in the course of a week
or two.
Firm soil ie not only favourable to
growth, but it prevents frost from lifting the
plants out of the ground. The commoner varieties, such
as Mrs. Sinkins and other border
kinds, are easily increased by division.

—

Forget-me-NotS. -Self-sown seedlings shou'.d
hy tran.splantud, so that they may be strengthened
tor .spring flowering.
Myosotis dissitiflora should
be divided, and if the weather and (soi! are dry,
freely water the plants.
There is a very pretty
Anchusa, almost like a Forget-me-Not, which
may be divided now if stock is needed. I am
not sure that it is quite hardy, but it is a
beautiful associate for, though not so glorious
as,

Myosotidium nobile

:

its

specific

name

is

mvosotidiflora.

good stock of

first runners from seedling plants
for the earliest batch. These will be planted out
this autumn in soil to which leaf-soil has been
freely added. Our early beds have quite revived
during the past few weeks, and the crop will be
overlapping the autumn one. For the summer
crop we do not net the beds, but for the autumn
crop we do, or the birds would make too free
with the fruits.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.
Figs.

late

it is desirable to rai-se them slightly, so as to
afford some amount of ventilation.
Late Strawberries should be gathered rather under ripe

than over ripe.

—

Strawberry Beds. Make every effort to
complete the planting of Strawberries by the end
Ruiuiers are now growing freely,
ot the month.
and will soon be ready for transplanting. If they
are lifted with a fairly good ball of soil and
roots they will soon establish themselves.
When
runners are not in the best condition, place them
in threes a few inches apart, so as to form small
triangular groups. It mav not be possible just
yet to make new plantations, especially where

the ground is heavily cropped, but sufficient
runners may be removed and bedded a few inches
apart, and watered as necessary until planting
can be done. Try, however, to finish the new
beds by the end of September.

—Those who were

fortunate enough to plant Strawberries early, as
advised, will have no occasion to regret having
made this effort. If the plants make runners,
.see that these are removed.
Keep the ground
well hoed between the plants, even if intercrop
ping is being carried out with a vegetable crop,
but make the ground firm around each plant
before hoeing.
I suggest that a trial be made
with I'ritish Qwoen Strawberry by planting
ruimers 6 inrhes apart in rows 2 feet apart.

Seedling Alpine Strawberries.— We have at
succeeded in raising a fairly good batch of
Alpine Strawberries, but the seedlings will be
somewhiit small to stand the winter. They will
be bedded out until the spring, and then put into
their fruiting quarters. Fortunately, we have a
\iist

— In

a

Newcastle,

Mrs. Dempster,
StaSord&bire.

to

Late Figs. 'Ilie fruits in late houses are deeloping rapidly.
Keep the shoots pinched and
and encourage the ripen-

tied in to help the fruits
ing of the young points.

Strawberries are grown it is a good plan to bring
cloches into use at this period.
These not only
assist ripening, but the flavour of Uie fruits is
improved by their use and the crop is safegHarde<l from birds.
Second crops of Royal
Sovereign are better finished by this means,
and, as the foliage is not so dense now as in the
early season, each plant can be conveniently
covered by one cloche. A few weeks hence the
Perpetual varieties will be greatly assisted if
treated in a similar way. When cloches are used

Early Planted Strawberries.

GmsB. Gardener
Hall.

previous article I advised the
tliimiing of
Figs in various stages.
It is
a great temptation to leave all the largest and
remove 'the smaJJeet, but growers who have
carried out instructions will now, and for a
lengthened period, be gathering a regular succession of excellent Figs from the second crop in
the early house.
Although the late fruits are
not quite so large as early ones, the crop ia
usually heavy.
Daily syriugings must now be
discontinued, but should red spider be troublesome, the syringe may be used freely on bright
mornings once or twice each week, directly all
ripe fruits have been gathered.
The paths,
borders, and stems of the trees may still be
.-syringed during the hottest part of the day, so
that all moisture will have evaporated before
evening. At this Stage a little fire-heat is advisable (especially during a spell of cold or wet
weather), with a sufficient circulation of air tomaintain a warm, buoyant atmosphere.
Keep
the shoots neatly tied in, and thin them where
they are unduly crowded, to permit the ripening
of the points that will carry the first crop next
year.
Keep the border fairly moist, and give
an occasional watering with liquid manure
directly after all ripe fruits have been gathered.
\

New

J.

Keele

—

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Cloches for Late Strawberries.— Where

7y

Should

fine,

hot weather

continue, some of the young growths may ripen
up a few fruits, but to attempt too much in this
direction will keep the trees growing when the
wood should be ripening. Moreover, it lessens
the chance of securmg a good supply of embryo
fruits for next year.
Abundant supplies of water
\iill
be necessary, even if the borders are
mulchwl until the fruits commence to ripen.

Figs in Pots.— Pot trees for early forcing that
have recently been repotted should be encouraged
to ripen their young growths directly they get
well established in the new compost.
Slightly reduce atmospheric moisture and the water supply,
but not to the extent of causing premature ripening of the foliage. Gradually increase the ventilation, and eventually place the trees in the open
air, near a wall facing south, there to remain
until the end of September, to complete the
ripening process.
Keep the fohage free from red
spider by occasional syringings of weak soot
water. Late trees that have been top-dressed and

are now swelling u|) heavy crops of fruits will
require liberal supplies of diluted liquid manure.

THE APIARY.
By OHLoais.

Extracting Honey.— Honey should be left in
the hive as long us possible, to ripen thoroughly.
The only exception is in districts,
where Cliarlock or Mustard grows in abundance, for honey from these flowers soon granu
lates, and the sooner it is removed tJie better.
If the weather shows signs of remaining cool,,
it will be well to extract all the honey from the
combs as soon as removed from the hives, but
when the weather is excessively hot it will be
an advantage to place the combs in a cool place
for 24 hours before extracting the honey. Carry
out the operation of extracting in the cool of
the evening, to prevent the combs from breaking in the extractor, and so that no bees may
collect.
The cappings should be removed with
as little honey as possible adhering to them, and
the same evening placed in cheese-cloth to drairh
quite dry.
Sections are best removed as soon
as sealed or they will become stained.

—

—
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Editors

mOSrORIAL NOTICE.
and Publisher. — Out correspondents

obtaining answers to
in
obviate
delay
their communications and save us inuch time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
•printed weekly to the effect that all letters relatdng
to financial matters and to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the EditoHs. The two
departme.its, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unn^ecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

would

;

Special

Notice

Correspondents.

to

— The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused comillustrations
unless
by special
munications or
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselvesresponsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

Wews —

Correspondents will greatly oblige
to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

XjOcal

by sending

rilustrations. The Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
remarkable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.

Letters for Publication,
plants

for

naming,

EDITOBS.
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as well as specimens of
be addressed to the

should

Wellington Street. Covent

Oarden, liOndon. Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer.
If desired, the signature will not
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

be

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 27—
Roy, Hort. Soc's. Ooms, nitet.
Nat, DaJilia Soc, meet.

Joint Oonis.

R.H.S.

and

ATBiRAGE Mban Tempebatuke
deduced from observations

fo-r

tile

during

en-suing week
the List fi»t,v

3'ears at Greenwicii, 60.5°,

AoTFAi Tempebatuke

:

—
«

Gardeners' Chronicle Office,
Wellington Street,
Oovent Uarden, London, Thursday Augoist 22,
10 .i.rn.
Bar. 30
temp. 80".
WeatheT—Very
;

;

biight.

The problem

of the

re-

currence year by year of
of Pcitato BliRht. Potato blight (Phytophthora
infestans)
has
vexed the minds of men of science for the
last 70 years almost as severely as the
blight itself has vexed the minds of
growers.
Many different explanations of the
perennial nature of the disease have been
propounded. The first that put forward
originally by Berkeley in 1846
maintained that the mycelium that is, the
thread-like body of the fungus
is perennial, and maintains
diseased
itself
in
tubers, spreading therefrom to the stems.
This mode of accounting for the regular
recrudescence of the disease was also held
by de Bary, who, on the invitation of
the Royal Agricultural Society, made a
comprehensive investigation of the Potato
disease.
On the other hand, many investi•gators refused to be convinced, and put
forward opinions, sometimes suppoi'ted by
evidence, tending to show that the fungus
produces resting spores which, after remaining quiescent during winter, germinate and re-infest the Potato plant in the
following summer. Some confirmation of
this view is offered by the recent discovery
that Phytophthora infestan,s, when grown
in certain artificial media, produces bodies
resembling oospores, that is the resting
spores, characteristic of tlie group of fungi
.The Hibernation

—

—

.

—

—

* "Hibernation nt Phytophthora infestans of th« Irish
Totato." by I. E. Melhiis, Jnwnnt nf AtrrfcuHural Ri^Bearch,
Bepa'-tment of Agriculture, Washington, October 11, 191P,
., No, 2.

to

which

much

late blight belongs.

But

in as

as these so-called resting spores

have

not

been discovered in the Potato, the
resting-spore " theory cannot be held to
be established. Other hypotheses, as, for
example, that the mj'celium perennates in
the soil, or that the disease is latent in the
Potato plant whatever that may mean
need not be considered here, for they are
based on no evidence derived from experiment or observation.
There is no need to insist on the great
importance, from the practical point of
view, of knowing the origin of our chief
Potato trouble, hence it will interest our
readers to learn that the most recent investigations appear to demonstrate beyond
doubt that infected tubers used as seed
serve as the source of origin of the disease
in the field.
The author of these investigations, Mr. Melhus, first satisfied himself
by experiment that the fungus present in
naturally infected tubers may gradually
extend throughout the tuber, and may
reach and inft'ct the eyes so that the sprouts
become diseased. The presence of the disease in the sprouts was demonstrated by
cutting off the stems and keeping them for
24 hours in moist air, when the fungus produced its characteristic " fruits " or spores.
It was also shown that the spread of the
fungus in the tubers and shoots is much
more rapid when the sets are kept in
moist sand than when they are kept in
dry sand ; a fact which points a moral no
less important than evident that special
attention should be paid to the proper
drying off of seed tubers, and their clamping. Another noteworthy point is that the
fungus spreads rapidly when the temperature of the sand is kept at 16° C. (61° F.),
but that it spreads in the tubers little or
not at .all when the temperature is kept
at 4° to 6° C. (39-430 p.y
The next step in the investigation was
to study the spread of the fungus from the
tuber to the sprouts.
Diseased tubers
'

—

were planted in sterilised soil and kept at
temperatures ranging in the different experiments from UtO C. to 270 C. All produced diseased sprouts. The sprouts of
uninfected tubers planted among the diseased sets remained free from the fungus.
Not only did the fungus spread from diseased tubers to the shoots arising therefrom, but it produced spores on those
The
shoots, generally near their base.
places on the shoots where this tuber-infection occurred showed the usual and
characteristic discoloration and blackening.
In one case the fungus was found to
spread from the infected shoot for a short
distance into the soil, showing that when
the conditions are eispecially favourable
the fungus may live for a while in the soil.
The early spread of the infection from diseased tubers to sprouts suffices to account
for the fact that tubers infected with the
they
disease fail to produce sturdy plants
Particuare, as it were, born diseased.
larly notable is tlie fact that the disease
breaks out on shoots from infected tubers
below the ground level, so that such shoots

—

which may serve as centres of infection
remain dwarf, and readilv escape observation.

They may be regarded

cubators

of

the

disease,

as the in-

and the spores
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which they produce may only much later
reveal their effects by an epidemic.
Mr. Melhus was able to show that shoots
naturally infected from their tubers do
actually produce crops of spores in the
field.
Experiments in the field also showed
that spores produced from mycelium which
invades the shoot from the tuber may be
liberated, and, falling on neighbouring
establish the disease in them.
Further subsequent and extensive field experiments showed that the diseased shoots
produced from infected " seed " served
to set up an epidemic of the disease
throughout the field. This demonstration
leaves,

tuber as the starting-point
epidemics provides a striking vindication of the garden practice of sprouting
seed tubers and rejecting all those which
make dwarfed and poorly developed shoots.
By this practice risks of planting incubators of epidemics are reduced. In farm
of the diseased

of

practice the problem is far less simple,
and will require much more experimental
work before it is solved. Nevertheless, it
is clear that no care in harvesting and
clamping seed Potatos can be too great.
When the magnitude of the losses caused
by late blight is considered, it will be

evident that a few thousand pounds a year
spent in systematic investigation would,
if

it

brought forth a practical solution, be
manv times over in one season.

recovered

—The

Brislington
Allotments at Bristol.
inception in
its
allotment movement had
tHe Men's Adult School, and commenced with
9i acres of land obtained through the Bristol
Corporation under the Small Holdings and
Allotment Act. From this small becinning the
A.ssociation has grown to a membership of over
A
1,000 me.mber.1, cultivating 75 acres of land.
further step in co-operation has been taken by
tlip federation of twenty Bristol societies with
8.000 members.

—

New Seedling Dahlias. The joint committee
composed of members of the Floral Com,mittee
Royal Horticultural Society and National
Dahlia Society, will meet at the London Scottish
Drill Hall, Westminster, at 11 a.m. on August
27, September 24 and October 8, and on Septemof the

ber 10, at 10.30 a.m., to consider the merits of
any new Dahlias submitted.. Awards by the
joint committee will carry the A.M. of the
R.H.S. and First-class Certificate of the N.D.S.

—

Fruit for Scottish Jam Makers. A curious
omission was found to exist in connection with
the Order confining the supply of fruit in Scotland, unless in small quantities, to jam preservers, in connection with Food Comtrol. Small
makers of jam, such as small shopkeepers, were
allowed a supply of sugar for jam making proportionate to the quantity they had maJiufactured in 1915. After the issue of the Order restricting the sale of fruit to licensed jam manufacturers, these small makers, who were not
licensed, had difficiilty in obtaining their supplies, and special permits had to be granted to
eriiable

them

to

do

so.

—

The Price of Rhubarb Jam. At a conference
of the Food Control Committee of Dumfriesshire and Kirkctidbrighitshire, and those of the
Burghs of Dumfries and Maxwelltown., held in
Dumfries the other day, attention was called to
tile great dispiarity .between the price paid by
neighbouring jam manufacturers for Rhubarb
and the control retail price of Rhubarb jam.
The Rhubarb was bought at the rate of 9d. per
stone of 14 lbs., while the jam is sold retail
at lid. per lb. It was agreed to bring the subject before eacih of the local comTnittees. and

AcGLsr
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already a pro-test has been ma-de by the Maxwelltown Committee. The scarcity of other jam
will cause a greater demand for that made from
Rhubarb, and the manufacturer may reap an
e.xtravagaTit profit.

Trichinium Manglesii.— A spike of blooms
just received of this interesting Australian plant
serves -as a reminder that the species is suitable
Although
for cidtivation in a cool greenhouse.
introduced in 1858, it is by no means commonly
met witJi in gardens, but a well-grown specimen
The spikes of bloom are
is invariably admired.
very persistent, and present a curiously plumose
combinjation of long white hairs and pink or

brated WUlow which has stood for many
years in the garden of the Squai-e Berlioz,
Paris,^ and was stated oa good authority to
have been raised from a cutting of the tree
shading Napoleon's tomb at St. Helena.
The
Revue Horticole, of November 16, 1917 (p. 371),
gives an account of this tree, but in tJie current
issue (July, 1918, p. 114) we are informed that
the tree was lately foimd to be unsafe, and had
to be destroyed.
It was probably planted early
in the 19th century by Philippe de Segur,
a.uthor of L'Histoire de NapoUon
et
de la
Grande Armie, to whom the garden, later made
public under its present name, formerly belonged.

whitish flowers.

Appearance

—

Assisting Allotment Holders. Although the
Food Production Department is anxious, wherever possible, that would-be allotment holders
should make their own friendly arrangements
with the owners of land, its representatives are
always ready to assist with advice in any case
where difficulties may arise as to the amount of
rent to be paid, or other matters. Last week,
for instance, in Cheshire, a representative of
the Department succeeded in obtaining a reduc
tlon of rent from £42 to £32 10s. for seven
acres of land held by an Allotment Society.
The Department has also been able to arrange
for the contLauaiice of tenancy in three in
stances where notice to quit had been served.

of

Onion Smut.

— Two

instances

have been brought to the notice of the Board of
Agriculture where young Onions have ibeen attacked by Onion Smut (Urocystis cepulae. Frost).
This disease has hitherto been met with only
once in the United Kingdom, though it is common in America, where it is apparently indigenous.
According
to
Professor
Ddggar
(Fungous Diseases of Plants, p. 382), " the host
plant frequently shows the presence of the

81

take suitable precautions to prevent the disease
itself
in this country.
Young
which appear to be unthrifty shoidd be
carefully examined for any of the symptoms described, and susi^ioious specimens should be sent

establishing

plartts

Secretary, Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries, 4, Whiteliall Place, London, S.W. 1,
packed in a wooden or metal box, which should
be labelled " Onion Disease."
Diiections for
to the

treatment will be sent
disease

if

the presence of the

confirmed.

is

The Trapping

of

Wild

Rabbits.— In many

country districts gardeners aie plagued with wild
rabbits, and only those who have to manage expensive vegetable and fruit gardens fully under
stand the damage rabbits are capable of doing to
crops, especially during the winter-time. One or
two methods of trapping rabbits are well known
to all who have to do with country life, and now
that rabbits have food value these will be used
freely, but there are times and circumst-ances
under which ordinary methods fail.
To those

who

care to extend their knowledge of traps and
snares we commend the article on " The Taking
of Wild Rabbits." by Mr. R. Sharpe, in the

Land Settlement for ex-Service Men.—
Recent statements in Parliament with reference
to the importance of settling large numbers of
.,oldiers and sailors on the land in this country
at the end of the war, and the important re
commendations of the Selbome (Reconstrui.
tion) Report, lend special interest to a pamphlci
which is being published by the Central Land
Association, of 50, Parliament Street, S.W. 1
The pajnphlet. free copies of which can be oh
tained on application by anyone interested, sets
out "a proposal for the establishment on a
voluntary basis of a county scheme for the
settlement of ex-»«rvire men on the land."
proposes that landcocounties should
providing
facilities
by which cv
operate
.service men can be enabled to obtain land near
their own village on easy terms for occupation
or purchase. The scheme is intended primarily
Briefly,

owners

the Association
the different

in

in

for men who were agricultural labourers befom
joining the Forces, and it is claimed that the
land problem, so far as it concerns these men,
can be handled better on voluntary unofficial
lines by local men for local men, than by any
The
Government organisation.
system of
scheme is set out in a very clear and interesting
manner in the pamphlet, and seems likely to
attract considerable attention among service
men, land reformers, and land owners. County
committees are being formed, we understand,
under the leadership of the Lords-Lieutenant,
to develop and earn.' out the scheme.

—

ExperiParasitic Fungi in Virgin Soil.
in planting Potatos free from disease in
sfjil in Idaho. U.S.A., have shown that the
tu'bers of tlie crop obtained were often infected
with disease. It isltherefore apparent that parasitic fungi capable of causing disease in the
Potato occur in virgin soil. That this is the
case has been demonstrated by Mr. 0. A.
Pratt,* who has isolated from virgin soil three
two species of Fusarium (F.
parasitic fungi

ments
virgin

—

and F. trichothecioides), and R.hizFurther experiments indicate
octonia Solani.
that disease-free Potatos are more likely to be
produced on land previously cropped with
.•\lfalfa. Clover, or grain than on virgin land.
radicicola

A
trees

been

—

Historic Willow.
Ix)vers of historic
will
be sorry to learn that it has
found necessary to cut down the cele-

• *' Soil Funei in Relation to Disease of the Irifh Potato
li> Sottthern Idaho," Journ. ef Agric, Research, XIII., 2,
April 8, 1918.

I'l.UMOSE.

fungus soon after the

first leaf

appears.

Dark

ai'e usually first noticed just below the
knee of the first leaf, and these are frequently
repeated in the leaves subsequently formed."
In the specimens examined by the Board's
officers, the disease appeared in its early stages

spots

the form of a long, bluish streak, and this
The
in the more advanced stages.
affected part swells as the disease develops, and
quantity
of
eventually splits, disclosing a large
black spores, like those of the well-known
These
"Bunt" or stinking smut of Wheat.
s])ore balls are, according to Professor Dl'ggar,
washed into the soil if the diseased bulbs are
not promptly removed, and the soil is unquestionably the chief source of the annual infection.
The spores may also adhere to the surface of
in

issue nf T/ic J,>iininl -</ t/n: iSoarcl of Agriculture.
Mr. Shaupe sets out in considerable
detail the various methods to be employed and
how and when to use them most effectively, and
ns his instructions are accompanied by illustra

June

tions there should

it is possible that in tliis way it
may have been introduced from America. As
Onion Smut causes serious lessee in the country

and as it has been ascertained apparently beyond doubt that the spores may retain their capacity for germination in the soil
for a period of twelve years, it is of the highest
importance that English Onion growers should
of origin,

bo no difficulty io following

them.

darkens

the seed, and

KLOWERS PINK.

War Item.— Mr. James

Douglas,

gardener

to the Rev. B. Douglas Dick, St. Mary's, New
Abbey, Dirmfries, is informed that his son John,
twenty years of age, has been killed in action.
This is the third son Mr. Douglas has lost in
the war, and anoitlier is at present in hospital
suffering

from woamds.

Wilt.— An interesting addition
diseases of plants is that
the bacti-rial
of a wilt of Nasturtiums (Tropaeolum majus).
described by Mary K. Bryan." The disease is
Nasturtium

U)

caused by Bacterium solanacearum, an organism

Tomatos, and
Potatos,
disease prevents the blossoming
nf Nasturtiums, stunts their gro^wth, and quickly
By infection from Tobacco plants
kills them.

which

also

affects

The

Tfibacco.

•

Journ. of Agric.

lieiearcli, IV., f,

—

;
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suffering from wilt the disease was induced in
the Na.sturtium, and conversely the wilt of the
latter inoculated into Tomato and Tobacco gave
Cultivated
rise to the disease in Naaturtiuma.

Ageratums and Verbenas
This

also

THE FRUIT CROPS.
(See Tables in Onrdcners' Chronicle for

proved susceptible

August

Oxfordshire School Gardens.— Mr. Heaton's
Comthe Oxfordshire Education
to
shows that valuable work in food
teachers
the
out
by
carried
been
production has
report
mittee

Sixty school gardens are reported on, representing an area of
of
school gardens
number
total
The
acres.
60
girls who
is 104, and the number of boys and
and 241 re1,506
have received instruction is
The value of the produce per
spectively.
reckoned at niairket rates, is £100.
acre,
The average yield of Potatos is claimed
to have been 22 tons, a fact which will
give satisfaction to all advocarties of spade

and scholars of the county.

'

and add force

to

Mr. Phothero's

Experiapothegm, " God speed the spade."
ments with " once grown " versus Lincolnshire and Scotch seed show, curiously enough,
a slightly heavier yield from the home-grown.
We suggest to Mr. Heaton that in continuing
" twice
this trial next year he should include
grown " as well as once grown setts, foT it is
all important thaA the advantage of change of
to everyone.
seed should be brought home
From Potato spraying experiments Mr. Heaton
prematurely as we think to draw
is inclined

—

—

the conclusion that " it appears proba.ble that it
does not pay to -spray in light soils, but on
heavy loams the advantage seems to be worth
the expense and labour." An excellent feature
of the report is the reference to the teacher's
records of pests^ which proved troublesome
they include Bean Weavils, Carrot Fly, Club-

Weevil, Onion Maggot and Mildew,
Late Poteto Bli^t, Pea Weevil, and Turnip
root, Gall

Fly.

—

Mr. E. T. Bakek,
Australian Timbers.
Curator of the Technologicai- Museum, Sydney,
N.S.W., is continuing his studies of the timber
trees of Australia in the Journal of the Proceedings of the Boyal Society of Neiv South
Wales. " Some Ironbarks of New South Wales"

The
is the title of a recent illustrated paper.
author brings in the anatomical and chemical
characters in his classification of the species.
" The Ironbark." h esays, " is one of the bestknown groups of trees in the Australian flora,
and is ©specially famous for the hardness,
weight, strength, and durability of its timber."
Less than a dozen species are known, and they
are principally confined to the middle portion of
tile coastal region of the east side of the contiMost of the species are well defined.
nent.
Mr. Baker adduces as an example of the value
of anatomical characters his separation of the
different forms associated by writers under the
These inEucalyptus paniculata.
of
cluded four distinct woods, and the result of
his investigations is the foundation of three

name

which he figures and describes in
Mr. Baker also contributes a paper
the Occurrence of Crystals in some AusMembers of twenty-two
Timbers."
tralian
families were examined, and of these, crystals
were found to occur in the secondary wood of
species,

detail.

"

On

fifteen species,

belonging to as

many

widely

dif-

ferent families.

—

Publications Received. Insect Enemies of
the Allotment Holder. By Fred, V. Theobald.
(Wye Court. Wye. Kent.) Price Is. 6d.~Fruit
By Mrs. Edwin
Bottling and Preserving.
'London: Crnintrii Life, Ltd.) Price
Beckett.
Bulletin of the Department of Agrt'
9d. net.
culture,

XVn.

Trinidad and Tobago.

Part

(Trinidad: Government Printing

Port of Spain.)

p.

42.)

Price 6d.

1,

Vol.

Office,

— The

p.
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Geraniaceae.

cultivation,

3,

soil
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House Gardens, Bury

E.
4.

fruit crop in this district is the.
ever seen. There was a fairly good

smallest I have
show of blossom, but owing to cold winds and
drought. Apples and Pears are almost a failure
Plums, Cherries, and small
in many parts.
fruits were not so bad, and there was about an
ave,nage crop of CTOOseberries and Red Currant^s,
but Black Currants were very scarce, and Raspberries were dried up for want of rain. Strawberries were very good where well cultivated
but poor under less favourable conditions. William Johnson, Stansted Hall Gardens, Stanstcd.

This year's fruit crop is the most disappointing I ever remember. Apples and Plums
gave promise of bearing heavy crops, but the
warm weather in March on two days we registered 80° in the sliade

— followed

—

by the

arctic

weather of April, were probably the chief causes
of the failure. Caterpillars on Apple trees have
been a worse scourge than ever. Pears bloomed
Aprifairly, but the crop is a very light one.
cots, our best crop, had passed out of bloom
The
before the heavy frosts of April set in.
Arthur Bullock.
soil is a strong, yellow clay.
Copped Hall Gardens, Eppinq.
Apples are an averHuntingdonshire.

—

gardens, following a very
Probably lack of
year.
which
from the north-east wind,
.shelter
during
the flowercontinuous
was almost
ing time, and neglect of spraying, accounts for
much of the failure in this district. Cater-

age

these

crop in
crop

heavy

last

pillars destroyed

Peiar

most

of the fruits

blossom was very scanty on

and

crop

which
nearly

small.

set.
all

Plums

the
flowered well, but most of the
flowei-s w«re imperfectly fertilised, and only a
small proportion of the fruits swelled. Apricots and Peaches benefited by a few warm,
the
sunny days whUst they were in bloom
Less
flowers set well, and crops were good.
during
than half an inch of rain fell here
varieties,

and

is

Cherries

;

•June, and though Strawberrie.s were ij'.entiBlack
ful the fruits lacked .size and juiciness.
CuiTants dropped badly owing to the long
Gooseberries, Raspberries, and Red
drought.
Currants stood the drought better, and bore
heavy crops. The Fen soil is peaty over clay,
and the high lands a stiff loam, generally also
A. V. Coombe, Ramsey Abbey
over clay,
Gardens.
Lincolnshire. Apples and Pears are giving
very small crops. The only trees that are carrying
even an average crop are those which were
sprayed in April. Nearly all the Plums failed to
set, and tJie early-flowering varieties are the only
Strawtrees carrying anything like a crop.
there was plenty of
berries promised well
blossom, but the very dry. hot weather in June
and early July checked the late varieties,
Gardens.
Castle
/''.
Foster.' Grimsthorpe
/.

—

;

Beifirne.

—

Fruit trees of every description
Norfolk.
blossomed well, but owing to the cold weather
Insect pests
they failed to set satisfactorily.
have been troublesome, and the want of rain has
been unfavourable to the few fruits which remained on the trees. Our soil is very light, with
Isaiah Johnson, Catton
gravelly subsoil.
a,
House Gardens, Norwich.
Rutland. Apples, Pears, and Plums looked
very promising in early spring, but the blight

—

has completely ruined the trees for this season.
Joseph Robinson, Somerby Hall Gardens, Oahham.
Suffolk. Unfortunately, what promised to be
a record crop of some kinds of fruits has proved
to be quite the reverse, and the outlook is veiy

—

[August

24, 1918.

Some kinds of Apples in this
disappointing.
The varieties
locality are a total failure.
Ecklinville Seedling and Blenheim Pippin have
good crops.
The soil being of a very light
nature, the drought did much damage. Although
the trees were sprayed, caterpillars and aphis
were very troublesome. E. E. Squelch, Manor

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF

bacterium, B. sol*nacearum, is known to infect plants belonging to
Legumino?ae
Compositae,
Solanaceae,
the
Verbenaceae, Euphorbiaceae, Bignoniaceae, and
to wilt infection.

new

—

,

St.

Edmunds.

MIDLAND COUNTIES.

—

Bedfordshire. There is a veiy poor crop of
Apples in this neighbourhood, but what few
There are
fruits we have are of fair quality.
practically no Pears, and very few Plums and
Damsons. We had a very good show of bloom on
all the trees. We had no frost to spoil tlie bloom,
and I believe the short crop is due to cold, east
winds during the blooming season, and also to la
Strawberries and Raspberries
lack of bees.
should have given a good crop, but the long
IF, H. Neild,
drought spoiled the prospect,
Woburn Experimented Fruit Farm, Ridgmont,
Aspley Guise.

The fruit crops generally in this district
Strawberries
be described as very poor.
were good, bult the weather was too dry, and
they were over very quickly. Plums, Apricots,
Peaches, and Cherries set well, but the weather
in my
in the last week of April was arctic
opinion the worst week of the whole season
which accounts for the flailure of these fruits.
Apples were not expected to crop especially well,
Black
as last year they excelled themselves.
Currants were fair. Red land White Currants
were a failure owing to the trees being devasThos. W. Stunton, Hintated by caterpillars.
icick Hall Gardens, near Wellingborough.
This is a most disapBuckinghamshire.
pointing season for fruit crops. The late spring
frosts,
snow, and hailstorms destroyed the
greater part of all kinds of fruit tree blossom,
and the subsequent drought completed the deMildew and
struction of the Strawberry crop.
insect pests !are rampant, and both Apple and
For want
unhealthy.
extremely
Pear trees look
of skilled labour it has not been possible to deal
Our soil is a
properly with such conditions.
he.avy, retentive loam, resting on clay, and the
natuAl drainage is bad, W. Hedley Warren,
.Ist-on Clinton Gardens, Tring.
Apple and Plum blossom was very plentiful, but the easit and north-east winds did much

may

—

—

and young fruits which
Aphis attacks were very
Hardly any Petar blossom depersistent.
The drought during June was trying
veloped.
Strawberry and Raspberry plants, but
for
copious waterings were effective in securing
heavy crops of well-flavoured fruit. G. F. John-

damage

to those flowers

escaped the

son.

la.te frosts.

Waddcsdon Gardens, Aylesbury.
The fruit crops in South Bucks are

almost a failure.

A

cold spell during the time

when Plums were in flower spoiled wisat otherwise might have been a good crop the flowers
were strong and there was plenty of pollen.
;

Pears are almost a complete failure a few varieties have a small crop of clean-looking fruits,
e.g., Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurre d'Anjou,
President d'Osmanville, and Marguerite MarilApples are perhaps the best crop, and
lat.
Grenadier and Lord Grosvenor are carrying
heavy crops, hut late culinary varieties are
.\phis is very prevalent and difficult to
,scarce,
Gardens,
Page, Dropmore
Chas.
destroy.
;

Maidenhead.
Cheshire,.— The Apple trees without exception showed plenty of bloom, but very few
fruits set, and the crop is the lightest for a
number of years, except for a few young trees
thiat were planted in February, 1917, and these
Pear trees
are carrying a good average crop.
showed very little bloom, land the ci'op may be
Plums were
regarded as a complete failure.
ladten with bloom, but there are few fruits.
This is probably due to inclement weather when
the trees were in bloom, following a mild winMost
ter, and to the infertility of the pollen.

August
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of our Apple and Pear trees are about 15 yea,rs
planted, on a fairly light soil, the base of which
at an elevation of 100 feet
is sandstone, and
aiiove sea level, well exposed, and mid- way between the Cheshire and Derbyshire hills. A'. F.
Barnes. Eaton Gardens, Chester.
Early in the season there was a prospect
of good crops, but severe frosts and keen, cold
winds during the flowering period of Apples.
Pears and P'.ums, prevented them from setting
their fruits. With the above exceptions, we have
fairly satisfactory crops.
AU kinds of insect
pests have been very troublesome, especially the

Charles Flacl', Cholmondeley
Castle Gardens, Malpas.
This year's fruit crop is the worst we

Apple maggot.

many

have had for

The

years.

damp

cold,

nights, together with the morning frosts of April
and May, contributed largely to bring about
Alfred N.
this unsatisfactory state of things.
Jones, Mcerbury Ball Gardens, Northwich.
Derbyshire. Taken generally, hard and soft
There
fruits are under the average crop here.
Apples and bush fruite suffered
are few Pears.
from north-east winds just when the Apples
were flowering; some trees were a blaze of

—

bloom, but only a

fair crop set.
a clay subsoil.
Farm, Glossop.

medium loam with
Lnneside

Home

The

soil

is

F. G. Mills,

Our Apple trees were rendered leafless
by a plague of caterpillars. The trees have made
new growth, but there seems little prospect of a
crop, even next year.
The Damson crop is very
E. Wilson,
poor.
Chesterfield.

Hardwick

Hdl

Gardens,

—

Hertfordshire. The fruit crops generally lare
the most unsatisfactory experienced during my
period at Aldenham.
Apples promised well
:

the majority of the trees flowered profusely, but
the individual flowers were poor, opened late,
and failed to set.
Plums Ifkewise flowered
abundantly, but severe snowstorms at that period
accounted for their failing to set.
Pears, on
the contrary, showed ver>' little flower, and the
crop is a complete failure. The long continued
epell of drought has had a serious effect on the
fruit trees generally, and in spite of thorough
epraying they are badly infested with caterpillaie, aphides, and American Blight. Many of
the small fruits dried up. Apricots and Peaches,
on the contrary, are good.
There are heavy
crops, and the trees are wonaerfully clean there
no
sign
of
leaf
-curl
on
is
the Peaches and Necta;

rines.
Our soil is stiff. I^ondon clay.
Edwin
Bcrlrtt, .AUhnham House Gardens, Elstree.
{To he continued.)

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Kditom do not hold themtclrcs renponrible for

(r/if

the

opinions

eiprrssi'd

It;/

rorreapondents.)

Preserving Eggs and Fruits.— The method
which you record on p. 61 of preserving fruits
by immersing them in very hot water recalls
the

fact

glass

that,

many

years ago,

was commonly known,

before water-

my mother

always

preserved hens' eggs during the early summer
for winter use by a similar process.
They
were placed in a Potato-net and immersed
in quite boiling wafter for a moment, then
wrapped sepax'at.ely in paper and placed in
a box of clean, dry sawdust until required.
By this means the eggs kept quite good
throughout the winter, indeed, they were so
good that it was difhcult to distinguish between
the preserved and newly-laid eggs.
The principle in each case seems to be the same
the
dosing of the air-spaces in the epidermis only
with the eggs it was effective for a longer period.
A. r. Bnrthll.

—
—

"Rogues" Among Potatos.— T have just
been re-perusing your ac<'ount of Mr, CuthbertBon's lecture on " Potato Growi.ng. Spraying,
Lifting, and Storing," in your issue of June 29,
1918. p. 261.
He says: "When growth is
Bnflnciently
developed " it is pos,sible to dethe

tect

name.
or

the

or

plants
by
the
difference
in
colour of the flowers.
'

rotrnes,'

not true to
the
foliage
Such rogues

should be marked with a

moval."

What,

"rogues"

are

.

bamboo cane

for

re-

then, after removal?
These
usually
very
inconsiderately

some of them are entirely new sorts,
produced from the tuber itself, without seedbearing, and deserve better treatment than common consumption. They should be grown separately, to see if they sJiow any advance on
treated, for

known sorts.
The Potato, like many other
has the power to produce new sorts
vegetatively apart from seed. S. Jarkson, .Arley,
plants,

Port Hill, Shrewsbury.

Vegetarians and Food Control. —It has
generally been recognised that the arrangements
made by the Food Controller regarding the distribution of meat and fats have pressed hardly
upon those who, either from principle or for
other reasons, are unable to avail themselves of
the meat rations allowed to the public.
This
hardship has been intensified by tiie additional
quantity of bacon made available. As the regulations have hitherto stood a vegetarian could
only receive a fat ration of 4 (or lately 5) ounces
of butter or margarine. Under a doctor's certificate he might obtain an additional quantity of
butter or margarine, but this was not supposed
to be granted except for
certain
specifi»d
diseases.
In consequence, most
vegetarians
were compelled to be satisfied with a ver\' small
quantity of fats, and complaints were made regarding this. By a lately issued Meat Rationing Order {M.G.R.M. 58), an attempt has been
made to meet the complaints, but it must be
said that it is not a successful one.
Under it
an adult surrenders his meat card and receives in
exchange authority for one extra fat ration for
the week. The same Order contains instructions
regarding .Jews, who do not eat bacon, and who
have only to surrender two bacon coupons out of
their four meat ones to secure an additional
allowance of fate.
This is an example of the
many anomalies which still exist in connection
with food rationing, which has. on the whole,
been fairly planned. It seems to be a case in
which vegetarians should make their voices heard
in order that their needs should be fairly met.
Vegetarian for Health Bensons.
.4

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
Committee.

Scientific

July X.—l'rcsml

V.M.H.

:

—

Plants

from

Palestine.— Mr.

Odell

showed

examples oi Marrubium vulgare, Verbascum
Blattaria, and a species of Nigella raised from
seed sent from Palestine.
The last was not recognised, and Dr. Rendle took it for further
examination.

—

Bub^is sp.
Mr. Bowles showed a species of
Rubus, a chance seedling in his garden, .and
probably of Chinese origin, with palmate leaves,
white tomentose beneath, and' drooping clusters
of large black fruits. Dr. Rendle also took this
for further ex.amination.
na.ma(je by Hall— The Rev. W. Wilks showed
a specimen of "\'itis with the foliage perforated
by hailstones in a recent storm at Shirley, and
the stem with large wart.s resulting from damrage
from the s^ame agency.

ONITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT,
August

12,

— The

monthly meeting of

this

Society was lield in tlie R,H.S. Hall, Mr.
Chas. H. Curtis presiding. Three new members

were elected. Two members withdrew interest
amounting to £7 Os. 8d., and two members
withdrew £42 Os. 5d. from their deposit accounts. The Army Forms relating to the deaths
of Rfn. W. J. Gibson, Pte. G, A. P, Bentley,
Pte. C. Maunder, Lance- Corporal R. J. Bird,
Rfn. J. M. Green and Pte. F. C. Wootton were
produced, and the sum of £20 16s. Id. was
passed for payment to their respective nominees.
The sum of £21 19s. Yd. was also passed for
payment to a lapsed member. The sick pay for
the month on the oJxIinary side amounted to
£66 6s. 8d.. and in tJie State Section to
£29 ,3s. 4d.. while maternity benefits amounted
to £6.
The Committee wishes to remind members
that they must now notify the secretary on the
d.ay of incapacity
sick benefit is not payable
retrospectively unless <a satisfactory reason for
Any members wishing for a
delay is given.
further supply of forms for junior membership
can obtain same from secrctarv.
;

Mr. E. A. Bowles, M.A.,

Messrs. J. W. Odcll,
E. M. Holmes, W. Fawcett, .T. T. Bennett-Poe,
W. C. Worsdell, J. Fraser, and F. J. Chittenden
(in

b3

said to be used for giving scent to cheeee and
for spicing cattle cake.
Doubling of Tropaeolum. Col. Rawsoii showed
some examples of Tropaeolum with enations
from the calyx adjacent to the spur, where
petaloid growths had been produced bearing an
anther (or part of one) on their margins.
He
considered that this might be the beginning of
the doubling of the flower. Mr. Alla^^d pointed
out that there were two forms of double 'Tropaeolums arising from different kinds of multiplication of parts.

the chair),

fhon. sec).
Spiral tor.'ion in Settle. 'Mr. Bowles showed a
case of spiral torsion in the stem of the common
nettle (Urtica dioica), from Sir Hugh Beevor's
garden at Hargham.

—

The " Thorn Apple."—Mr. Worsdell showed
further examples of the so-calle<l Thorn Apple
from Dorsetshire, demonstrating the change of
both stiimens .and petals into fleshy structures
in the form.ation of the fruits, which externally
show only the edges of these structures. The
tree constantly produces these curious malformed
fruits.

Fnsridted
.showed an

Marrow

in

—

Verjetable
Marrow. Mr.
Odell
example of fasciation in Vegetable
which three flowers took part. They

were

all staminate.
Fruit of Chimnnanthus frarjrans. -Mr. Fraaer
fruit of the " Winter Sweet " ripened
in this country.
Various Plants. ~^,lr. H,ay sent specimens of
the fol'owing uncommon nlants
Antirrhinum
Coulterianum and Lupinus Orayi. from California; SaxifraL'a fimbriata. from the Himalava;
a deep-coloured form of Tmnatien.s Roylei
Meconopsis latifolia with incipient doubling.

—

showed a

:

:

.SCOTTISH

HORTICULTURAL.

Auci'ST 6.— Till' monthly meeting was held at
Andrew Square. Edinburgh, Miss Burton,

St.

vice-president, in the chair.

Mr.

,J.

S.

Brunton, Burnley, gave an interest-

ing lecture on " Horticulture in the United
.States" .as he saw it recentl.v on an extensive
tour through the cmmtry. He dealt with it under
(a) public parks, (b) prithe following heads
vate gardens, and (c) commercial establishments.
An account of the damage done by the Huns to
nursery establi.shments in Belgium was given
by M. Bouckenooghe, a nurseryman at Ypres,
whose prt-mises were oomipletely destroyed, and
who is at present residing in England, Exhibits
of Potatos. etc., were set up by Messrs. Dobbie
and Co. .and Miss Burton of Campanula pyramida.li.s by Mr. T. W. Scarlett; and of Physalls
edulis by Mr. .1. Bruce, each of whom received
a Cultural Certificate
:

;

TRADE NOTES.
The premises and

goo<lwill

of

Messrs.

W,

AunuST \Z.~Present: Mr. E. A. Bowles,
M.A.. V.M.H. (in the chair). Dr. Rendle. Col.
Rawson, Mrs.-^rs. .T, W. Od^ll. W. C, Worsdell.
E, .1. AHard. ,1. Fraser. and F. ,T. Chittenden

Wells and Co., Chryvs.anthemum and Carnation
growers. Merstham. Surrey, will bo offered for
sale bv auction, as .a going concern, on September 3." at the Market Hall. Redhill. The s«.le

(hon.

is und'cr the instructions of the trustees of the
late Mr. William Wells, and in pursuance of the
direction to that effect in his will.
The premises include 6^ acreis of land, a freehold cottage, and 17 gl,asshou.ses.

sec.),

—

Trinonelln rnrriihn. Mr. .T, Fraser showed a
specimen of this plant, which has a very persistent odour .somewhat like that of curry.
It
is a native of Southern Tyrol and Italy, and is

—

—
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UNDERSIZED APPLES.
The Food

CoutroUei" has issued a Temporary
Order •which provides that no Apples capable of
paBsing through a 2-iiich ring with the exception
of Beauty of Bath, Benoiu, Beu's Ked, Cox's
Orangs Pippin, Devonshire Quarrenden, La<iy
Sudeley, Miller's Seedling, Yellow Ingestre,
Duchess's Favourite (Duchess of Gloucester),
Duchess of Oldenburg, Feltham Beauty, Mr.
Gladstone, Dangley Pippin, Worcester Pearmain,
Hunt's Early, Irish Peach, James Grieve,
Juneating (Red and White), and King of the
Pippins (Prince's Pippins) shall be sold or delivered or offered for sale or delivery in the
United Kingdom, to any person other than a
to a licensed
licensed jam manufacturer, or
dealer who undertakes to sell to a licensed jam
manufacturer.
The grower's price for such
Apples is £12 per ton. Dealers are allowed to
add a commission of 13s. 6d. per ton, and provision is made for packages and tolls on the lines
of the Plum (Sales) Oixier.
This Order will be followed by another dealing with tie whole question of the sale and distribution of Apples, after the Board of Agriculture has consulted with representatives of the
fruit growers.

—

—

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.
We

understand a private company has been
formed to administer the Covent Garden Market
estate, which has now passed out of the hands
The new company
of the Duke of Bedford.
consists of Mr. C. F. Boston (chairman) and
Dr. F. D. Woolley (sons-in-law of the late Sir
Joseph Beecham), Sir Thomas Beecham, and Mr.
Henry Beecham. The solicitors to the estate are
Messi-s. Russell, Cooke and Co., London, and
Messrs. Bremner, Son and Corlett, Liverpool.

CRSPS

AW STICK

ON THE HQME FARM.
Rye.

For

sheep food In April, before the \{etolies

or 'Trifolium are ready for use, Rye fills a
gap, and if not required by reason of good
late Turnip and Swede crops, Eye is usefnl for

The straw from Rye is
seed and for milling.
valuable for thatching, especially for buildings,
lying closer than Wheat straw, and therefore
riiaking a more lasting roof, besides being neater
appearance
September is the best month in which to sow
the rate of 3 bnshels per acre on a
;
on a
well-prepared surface, following Wheat
clean stubble plough once to bury the stubble
and weeds thoaxjughly. then harrow and roll to

in

Rye sow at

;

obtain the necessary

tilth.

Winter Barley.

of the disease.
Arran Chief,

which

been

sprayed

twice,

Vetches form a valuable crop for sheep, horses
and cows, when grown under favourable con-

We

ditions.
If not required for feeding it will
In that case the crop
pay to save the seed.
should not be sown quite so thickly, as, when

the plants are not crowded, the pods are more
freely produced, and that is the main object
When grown
for seed.
for feeding it is bulk of growth tliat is desired.
For seed purposes ij bushel of seed per acre is
ample
for feeding purposes add another ^
Any clean stubble, once
bushel of seed.
ploughed and harrowed, will provide a suitable
Drilling is the best method of sowing,
tilth.
as all the seeds are then hurled, and not exposed to the depredations of pigeons and rooks.
The surface need not be made too fine, as small
clods act as a slight protection during the winter
months, and they are easily pulverised by rolling
E. Moh/neux, Swanmore Farm,
in
spring.

when growing Vetches

permanent man would suffice, with
haymaking and for hoeing the
Mangold and Potato crops. One horse would

handy

;

casual labour for

with the hiring of a second horse occasionally, or the main work of ploughing, etc.,
could be carried out under contract.
suffice,

Insect Pests on Pe.\ch Leaves D. C. H. Dry
soil around the roots and a dry atmosphere
in the house have combined to enccfurage red
spider and thrips, two minute insect pests
which always seem to be lying in wait to
;

Bishops WaltJmm, Hants.

a/ttack Peach and vine foliage.
The leaves
sent give evidence of very bad attacks, consequently drastic measures must be taken \o
clean the foliage.
Fumigating and vigorous
syringing with a nicotine or similar insecticide should soon effect a clearance, but all
parts of the tree and structure should be
treated with the insecticide, and also with
clear water. See that the border is thoroughly
moistened, and take care that the Peach
foliage is dry before fumigating the house in
the evening syringe with clear water early
Fumigate
in the morning, after fumigating.
the house on two successive evenings, then use
insecticide at intervals of two days.

©bituar^.
N.

Meyer..

—

News

comes

from

Anrerica of the death of Mr. Frank N. Meyer,
explorer for the Washington Board of Agriculture, whose body was found in the Yang-tseKiang River in China without any evidence of
the cause of death. Mr. Meyer had made many
journeys to Siberia, Manchuria and China in
the search for new fruits and vegetables, and an
interesting account of his travels and discoveries
will be found in a recent report of the Board of
Among the inAgriculture of Washington.
which Meyer introduced to
tei-esting plants
America were a wild Peach, possibly the prototype of our cultivated varieties, many varieties
of Persimmons. Jujubes, Citruses and Bamboos,
all of which offer great possibilities for certain
climatic conditions in the United States. Meyer
wa.s one of the most modest and unassuming of
men, and when he could be induced to spea.k of
his adventures one ooiild only be surprised that
so small a body held so courageous a heart. He
will be sadly missed by those who knew him,
Ibut he will be remembered by gardeners for
many generations as the fruits of his work
mature and develop.

;

Names of Fruits

Hales' Early.
A. O. S.
C. F.
2, Devon1, Worcester Pearmain
shire Quarrenden 3, Duchess of Oldenburg.
IV'. B. C.
1, Muscat of Alexandria ; 2, Lady
Downe's Seedling.

Names of Plants

E. !i. Hypericum inodorum.
Cailjenia benedicta. J. K.
1,
2, Inula glandulosa; 3, probably Solidago rugosa (send again)
4, PhySpiraea japonica var.
gelius capensis;
5,

—

:

B.

S.

Monarda didyma;

;

Bumalda;

5,

Polygonum

amplexicaule

Eupatorium
Centranthus
ruber
8,
7,
cannabina 9, Viburnum Lantana 10, Solidago
Hemerocallis
flava;
virgaurea.
/,
1,
2,
Sedum Telephium var. 3, Tradescantia virginica
Veronica spicata; 5. Euphorbia
4,
cyparissias
probably Myosotis palustris
5,
(sliould have been sent when in flower).
M. P. 1, Pyrus Aria; 2, Bignonia radicans 3, Picea excelsa var. Clanbrasiliensis.
;

;

;

—

;

;

;

ripens early, and permits an early start in
harvesting, which is an advarftiag© where a large
acreage is under cultivation.

/'''.

:

"

POTATOS.

;

;

;

is

Early varieties have produced heavy crops of
clean, good tubers that sell at a reaisonably
good price. The favourite variety in this county
Although a second early, it grows
is Epicure.
so quickly and yields so heavily that it is emIts cooking
ployed mainly as a first early.
qualities are much improved by early use, and
Sharpe's Express
its proper season is August.
and Eclipse are also favoured by many growers.
British Queen is popular as a second early, cropping well, and when dug early it is not liable
to disease. Home-saved sets of early or second
early Potatos .should not be left in the ground
too long
lift and allow
them to lie on the
ground until thoroughly dry and partially green,
and then place them thinly in boxes and store in
Care in selecting the tubers is ima cool shed.
portant; retain shapely, sound examples, -weighing about 2 oz. each.
"There are signs of Potato disease in many
gardens, especially where the crop was not
sprayed, and the sets were planted closely toOvercrowding certainly helps the spread
gether.

:

J.

a most valuable sheep food
in a green state, and if not required for sheep
it can be allowed to ripen and be used for seed,
Winter Barley
or for pig food if released.
Winter Barley

24, 1918.

and Stock for a 50-acre Holding :
W. H. W.
Of the 25 acres of pasture, 10
acres should be cut annually for hay, changing
the fields and feeding them alternately ; the
aftermath should also be fed off yearly.
Ciop 5 acres of the arable land with
Oats,
to provide
straw
for
winter
use,
and corn for one horse ; put 3 acres under
Mangold for cattle, and plant the remaining
2 acres with Potatos, early or late varieties,
according to the requirements of the neighbourhood.
One or two cows should be kept for
private use to provide milk and butter.
also advise the purcluise of two-year-old Shorthorn heifers of good quality, to calve in the
autumn when they are three years old, as.^uch stock sells well at that season. The number should be regulated by the quantity of
grass provided by the fields, but if of poor
quality the grass could be improved by the
application of basic slag in the autumn.
One

look

;

Frank

[August

Crops

Late varieties, like Iron Duke,

King Edward, and Up-to-Date,

wonA third spraying, if contemderfully well.
Even with a
plated, should be given at once.
big plot of 20 acres it is not so difficult a matter
to spray with a horse-machine as some would
have us believe this work can be done easily
in two days by a quick horse.
Vetches.

have

;

Araucaeia

imbricata
T. and S
Specrmens
of Arauciaria imbricata are often found
suffering
to be
from lack of moisture
or fix)m semi-starvation. When the lower
branches show signs of turning brown the
soil should
be exa-mined for the purpose
of discovering whether more moisture is
needed or not. If the soil is poor, remove
a few inches from, the surface of the area
occupied by the roots and supply a compost of
loam and old manure, followed by a mulching
of manure.
If this treatment is not possible
provide a mulching of rich manure, and, if
necessary, supply water, allowing it to pass
through the mulching. Mud dredged from a
pond or lake makes a suitable top-dressing
for such trees, and may be used in the absence
of manure.
:

Bedeguar Gall on Rosa lucida

:

/.

P.

The

only point unusual about the gall sent is' its
appearance at the extreme tip of a short
growth produced at the base of the plant.
See answer to G. E.. p. 74.

" on Tomatos
B. B. S. The disease
on the Tomato leaves is known as Tomatoleaf Mould, or Tomato Rust (Cladosporium
fulvum). Remove and burn all badly diseased
portions of the plants and spray the remainder
with weai Bordeaux mixture or with a weak
Wherever
solution of su'phide of potassium.

Rust

:

disease has appeared previously the
plants should be sprayed, as a preventive measure, while quite young.

this

Tomato
•

The scarletScarlet-Fleshed Melon
S. A.
fleshed Melon is most probably a local seed:

ling.

It is

somewhat

like the variety

King George, but hardly

named

so handsome, though

the depth of flesh and the flavour are Ixith
first-pate.
We suggest you give the v<ariety
'a provisional and local name and send a few
seeds to the Superintendent, R.H.S. Gardens,
Wisley, so that the variety may be tested with
others.

Communications Received-— G. E — M. E. H,—B.
of A.—Dun— .\. H.— A, W.— Major G. H. H.^J. A. P.—
W.

P. N.

-

...

.
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depend more and

efforts in raising food,

Coelia niacrostachya

Eucryphia pinnatifolia, a duuMe-tlo^tred
Fotheigilla tJardenii

Montbretia Queen Mary

more on our own
and there seems no

reason why we should not be entirely selfsupporting in these matters. But in order
this, something more is needed
than merely to plough or dig up a piece of
land and expect to reap a rich harvest.
The careful grower not only enriches his
soil with a view to getting it into a good
condition, but drains it if necessary, and
by such means ultimately obtains much
greater successes than his less careful
neighbour. In this district there are two
or three fields which have received such
careful treatment as I have outlined, and
although they were only rough pasture
early in the year, they are now carrving
some of the finest crops it has ever been
my good fortune to see. Another matter
in which it behoves growers to exercise
careful forethought is the selection of
crops for corfain sites, and of varieties fniplanting.
Often, for example, one sees a
to attain

THE PROGRESS OF VEGETABLE
CULTURE.
from the great stimulus
APART
cultivation of vegetables due

in the
to cir-

cumstances connected with the war,
the importance of vegetable growing has
been more fully recognised during the last
two decades than in any earlier period.
I'he kitchen garden was at one time looked
upon as the Cinderella of the establishment, and even head gardeners regarded
the matter of vegetable cultivation as of
only secondary importtnce. It is not very
long ago that men skilled in the work
under-gardcners
were difficult to obtain
especially were loth to take up this side
of their profession, and seemed to regard
ihe indoor departments as the special-aim
and object of all successful gardeners. I
remember the time when out of every three
candidates for a position in the kitchen
garden only one on the average had any
Not
real knowledge of vegetable culture.
only was this true of journeyin n, biit it
thi.-s
was probably more so of foremen. All
tended to retard progress, and another
matter which had a similar effect was the
contempt with which exhibitors of vege
tables were regarded by those who were
showing fruits and flowers. This was due
to a belief that vegetable exhibitors showed
their products only for the sake of the
and this apparently wa.s the
prizes
view also of organisers of horticultural
.xhibitions, if one may judge by the way
in which vegetable exhibits were thrust
;

;

into the

background and handicapped

every way.

All this

is

now changed,
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that one of the greatest aids in this matter
is the exhibition, which leads growers
to
strive after improved quality, and to seek
for varieties which are either earlier or

later than the normal kinds, and will thus
tend to lengthen the season.
It is apparent to all that much progress
has already been made, and it may be expected that, in view of the stimulation
of interest in vegetable growing which
has been brought about through the war,
this progress will be maintained.
It ds
earnestly to be hoped that in the somewhat easier conditions which will follow
the making of peace, the lessons thus
learned will not b' forgotten.
Edivin
Recl-ett^ Aldenham House Gardens. Elstree,
Hertfordshire.

ORCHID

—

.

Kitchen garden, the

ManKlesii

and Heeria elegans
Rats, the destruction of

vegetables as there is in cultivating rare
and choice flowers or luscious fruits. The
advance is also partly due to exhibitions,
for the habitual exhibitor must be ever on
the alert to obtain superior varieties as
well as high-class produce.
It is sometimes urged that a grower of
exhibition vegetable.? is less capable of providing an establishment with produce of
everyday quality than the ordinary gardener but this is a fallacy. The man who
produces the best exhibition produce
excels also as a grower for home requirements.
Not only is progress observed so far as
it
concerns professional horticulturists,
but
the
public
also
takes
a
great
interest in the matter, and the daily newspapers
frequently
organise
vegetable
shows at which they offer valuable prizes
to amateur growers.
In past years enormous quantities of
Potatos and Onions to mention only two
staple vegetables
have been imported
from abroad but in future we may have

in

and.

as a result of the gradual improvement
which has taken place, owing to the
efforts of a few vegetable enthusiasts, the
proper status of vegetable exhibits in any

horticultural exhibition is now fully recognised.
In recent years growers have
begun to realise that there is as much
fascination and interest in producing good

large area of ground planted with Carrots,
it is totally unsuitable for such a
crop.
Such a procedure can only end in
failure.
In
the s-lection
of
suitable
varieties the grower should be jruided bv
the suooetscs or failures of his neighbours,
for it is well known that certain varieties.
;is well as certain kinds of vegetables which
do well in one diatrict, are unsticc^ssful in

although

others.
It may be urged
that the amount of
land suitable for Vegetable cultivation is
somewhat limited, but there is no reason
why even poor pasture land, which is
almost unremunerative to the grazior,
cannot b' improved by spade cultivation

and manuring, and made to produce excellent crops of vegetables.
All this means
hard work, but those who possess such
inferior land must be roused -to action.
Moreover, such details as the trimming of
hedges and the eradication of weeds must
be enforced in

common

interests of all.
ditches must be
cleared out, and made to .serve their pi-oper
purpose of draining the land.
Hand in hand with the improved cultivation of the land must come the creation

Choked and

of

improved

tlie

rat-infe.sted

varieties.

There

is

no doubt

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CATTLEYA HELEN LANGLEY.
A FLOWER tuken from the plant of this pretty
hyhrid, which obtained a First-class Certificate
at Mancliester in December las.t, is sent by
John Ha.rt'ey, Esq., The Knowie, Morley, Yorkshire.
The hybrid was obtained by crossing f.
DiisseWorfei Undine (intermedia alba x Mossiae
Wageneri) and C. Mrs. Myra Peeters (GaskelHatia alba, x Warneri alba), all its ancestors
being albinos, a character which is continued
in
the present hybrid.
The flower, which
equals those of C. Wameri alba i,n size, is
wiitJi
pure white,
tJie slightest shade of primrose-yellow in the centre of a lip which is
beautifully crimped and fringed at the margin.
This and the many other choice, pure white
Orchids that add to a section hitherto more or
less rare, amply testifies to the utility of tihe
hybridiser's efforts.

NOVELTIES FROM CHELTENHAM.
Messrs. .Jas. Cypher and Sons, Queen's
Road Nurseries, Cheltenham, have sent flowers
of some of the handsome Orchids now in bloom
in
their nursery.
Laolio-Cattleya blebohleyensis is represented by fijne forms measuring
nearly 9 inches across, and showing a gnwiit
variation in point of colour in the different
varieties.
The cross is between Cattleya WarscewLczii and a fine form of Laelia tenebrosa,
the latter obliterating the yellow lines and disc
of tlie lip of C. Warscewiczii and resulting im a
The
self violet Jabelhim with darker veining.
sepals and petals of one extreme variety arc
light mau\'o, and in the other the sepals are
pale buff yellow ajid the petals cream white
ivith a .slight buff shade.
The speoies entering into the composition of
the riohly-ooloured Laelio-Cattleya Hesta (C.
Pittiana x L.-C. Rubens) a.re Cattleya Cowi
ana (twice), C. Warscewiczii, C. granulosa, and
Laelia pumila. The flower is of good form and
firm suhs'tance. the sepals and petals having a
reddish-gold ground tinged and veined with
pnirplish-rose.
The lip is dark claret colour
with orange lines at the base.
Cattleya AJbion (Suzanne Hye de Crom x
O'Brieniana alba) is a beautiful pure white
flower, having a ohrome-yellow disc to the lip.
Oatbleya Snowdrop is a new cross resulting
from C. O'Brieniana alha and C. intertexta
Juliettae (Mossiae Wageneri x Wameri albvi).
It is one of the finest of the white C. O'Brieniana crosses, of excellent shape and fine subThe sepals and petals are 6 inchies lont;.
stance.
and the flower is wholly pure white, with a
small yellow disc in the centre of the lip, which
is unusually broad for this secjtion.
;

Cattleya Wavriniana (Warscewdczii

x granu-

Schofieldiana) was originally raised by
Peeters, of Brussels, and nameJ in
The
honour of the late Marquis de Wavrin.
losa

Messrs.

—
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vai'i^y of this interesting link with Continental gardens, wihioh, gained a Fij-st-class Oerwficate at the Royal Horticnltiu'al Society, was
de-scribed in the Gardeners' Chronicle, July 26,
1902, p. 63, and the flower now received is
equal to the heat form, measuring 7 inches
aci-oss, in colour light i-osy-mauve, the lahellum
being finely veined with viotet-purple.
Messrs. Cypher also send a flower of a large
globular wiliit* Ang^loa, purchased as Anguloa
species, which is near to th« A. eburneia of
Williams' Orchid Album, III., t. 133, and
is referred to in Vieitch's Manual of Orchidaceous Plants as A. Clowesii ebumea. It seems
to differ from A. uniflora by its larger size and
more highly developed labeUum.

COEliIA

MACROSTACHYA.

This graceful Orchid (see fig. 32) was discovered by Hartweg in 1841 at the Hacienda de
la lilagona, Mexico, and plants were sent by
him to the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Garfleiiis at Ohiswick, one of the specimens flowei-ing

have the basal part
ovate, acuminate, brownish
leaves,

in

bract.

lately

Coelia macrostacliya .thrives well in the intermediate house. It should be treated similarly
to Zygopetalum Mackayi.
A goodly proportion
of the potting material should consist of fibrous
yellow loam. The a.tmospherc and temperature
suited to tlie Mexican. Laelias, with the reasonab'Je lamouiit of sunlight
admitted to those
plants, suit the Coelias.

Two

other species are sometimes seen in gardens, Coelia Baueriana (triptera), smaller but
of similar habit to C. macrostachya and Coelia
bella. whiicli has short, few-flowered spikes of
white flowers 2 inchies long, the sepals tipped
with purpUsh-rose. The latter is a fi-agrant and
pretty species.
;

Fig. 30.

the collection Uiere in 1849.
Probably in
consequence of ill-developed nxaterial, Lindley
did not appear to be much impressed by the
beauty of this Orchid (Jour. Hort. Soc, IV.,
In 1853 a specimen
pp. 114, 15&. with figure).
sent from the Belfiast Botanical Gardens was
dUustrated in. tlie Botanical Magaaine (t. 4712),
" It is
tlie lia-te Sir Joseph Hooker riemairking
a really handsome plant, and well worthy of a
place in every Orchidaceous collection, flowering
in August."
Since that time the presence of fine specimens of Coelia mlacrostachyia in miany gardens,
•and in collections of Orchids staged at floral
exhibitions, amply warrants the estimate of the
eminent botanist, and at present, when the cultivation of any buit the showiest s]iecies has
declined, the species stiU commands attention.
The plant is ornamental and decorative, its
globose pseudo-btilbs being furnished with arching, lanceolate leaves a foot or more in leng-th.
The stout scapes, which are as long as the
in

:

[August

with large,
sheatlis, the upper
part consisting of a dense spilce bearing
niumerouS' flowers witii somewhat incurved segments, rose coloured un. a silver-wliite gi-ound.
the petals being paler than the sepals, and each
flower furndsJied
with,
linear,
a
acuminate
clotlied

fotheegilla g.irdenii

FOTHERGILLA
(Syn.

deciduous

F.

GARDENII

ALNIFOLIA).
many years

intj-oduced

shrub

come common

(see

fig.

—

ago,

has never

30)

this

be-

gardens.
It is perfectly
hardy so far as its capability of withstanding our seveiie winters is concerned,
but it is evidently in some way lacking
robustjiess,
in
otherwise it would not be
so scarce.
Being only 2 or 3 feet high, and
not a very vigoi-ous grower, it is unfitted for
the oirdinary rough shrubbery but if it lacks
the seJfHassertion necessary for such a position,
there are few more charming plants for a border
of select and carefully tended shrubs.
It
blossoms in spring, the inflorescence having
a bottle-<ba'ush appearance owing to the length
of the white stamens, which, petals being
absent, form the only conspicuous part of the
flowers.
The greatest beauty of this Fotherin

;

—

Essex.
Another species F. major ^has
come into prominence. It is a larger
and more robust shrub than F. Gardenii. and
grows 8 feet high.
It is better as a flowering
plant, but it lacks the rich autumnal glow of F.

Gardenii. its foliage turning yellow.
F. Gardenii enjoys a light loam, and grows all the
better if peat and leaf-soil are mixed with the

loam at planting-time.

EUCRYPHIA

TT'.

J.

B.

PINNATIFOLIA.

Among the shrubs or small trees that flower
during the month of August, Eucryphia pinnatifolia occupies a prominent position.
It is of
somewhat erect guxDWth, the pinnate leaves,
which consist of 3 to 5 leaflets, being of a dark,
shining green.
The flowers, which are freely

Raffltt.

flowers white.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
Although

is,

[Photograph by C. P.
:

31. 1918.

however, apparent in autumn, when its
leaves turn a rich, glowiing red.
It is a native
of Eastern North America, and the generic name
was given in honour of Dr. John Fothergill,
famous in the later years of tlie eighieenth
century fo.r his botanical collections at Uj^ton,
gilla

borne, aire about 2^ inches aoi-oss, and composed
of four petals of the puirest white.
The centre
of the flower is quite filled witji the long, prominent stamens, tipped with golden anthers.
From this circumstance the bloom bears a
certain resemblance, except in colour, to that
of a Hypericum.
There is a double-flowered
form (see fig. 31), which originated as a seedling in tlie gardens at CastleweUan, Co. Down.
Enciryphia pinnatifolia was first introduced by
Richard Pearce, of tuberous Begonia fame,
while travelling in Chili on behialf of Messrs
James Veiitoh and Sons in 1859. The plant is
quite hardy in this country, but when young is
somewhat apt to die off suddenly. Once established, how'ever. it appears to do well, in proof
of which I may mention that during my last
visit to the Coombe Wood Nursery one of the
mo?t .i»trikin,g f«atxtres was the original plant of
tiliis
Eucryphia some 15 feet or so in height,

bearing

hundreds of

flowers.

commends that when young

it

Mr. Bean

re-

should be planted

;.

August
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Perhaps the nearest apas Bouquet d'Or.
proximations to such almost ideally vigorous
development and floral capability are the French
Constance and the Irish Mrs. Wemyss Quin.
which may be reckoned among the finest of all
recently introduced, bright yellow Roses.
I
liope that Christine, whicli nas not yet " ap
peared." and Golden Emblem, which

T.

H'.

they wea'e girown, but I think the bulbs do not
dry quite so well or quickly under such conditions
laid
on a gravel walk.
as when
They should be spread out in a single layer.
After remainijig thus for two days tliey should
be turned, and this operation must be repeated
until the bulbs are firm and dry. The bulbs which
are the smallest in the neck at lifting time will
dry first, and if i-eally good winter-keeping
Onions are needed it is well to select the smallest
recked bulbs and dry and store tliem by themselves.
Bulbs witJi very thick, green, sappy
necks slionid have a goodly part of the t.f.p

T'ea,

hued

sub-evergreen in oha'racttQ.r, but there is
another one E. cordifolia A-hioh is strictly
This has leaves simply heartevergreem.
shaped, and is more tender than the preceding,
though it does well in the warmer districts. E.
cordifolia is a native of Valdivia and the Island
of t'hiloe, where it is said to attain a height of
Cut sprays of both these
30 feet or more.
species, laden with blossoms, were shown at a
recent meeting of the Royal Hortioultural

—

now

chiefly to be desiired is a Hybrid
as fascinating in aspect as the darkwitlioiit
Dickson,
its penduG«oi'ge
lous tendency, or a GoJden Emblem, as strong
in its growth, and as floriferous in its nature

in moist, peaty soil associated with Heaths, so
that its roots are shaded. This species is. as a
rule,

is
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not yet

OLD MULBERRY TREE AT BISHOP'S
HALL.
article on
the Mulberry tree in Mild-may Park, London,
August
3 (see
in the Gardeners' Chronicle of
p. 41), Lord Lambourne a.«ked me to measure the
old Mulberry ta-ee in his garden at Bishop's
I did so, and find the
Hiill, Romford, Ess«x.
diameter of branch spread is 50 feet, and the
gii-th of the trunk 9 feet 6 imohes at 3 feet from
ground.
M. Luicrence, The Cottage,
the

After reading Mr. A. D. Webster's

Ahridf/r.

THl ROSARY.
ROSES OF RECENT INTRODUCTION.
At the present period, the Roses that are most
widely cultivated, in virtue of their relialjility
and distinctive colouring, are

floriferousness,

the Wiohuraiana and Austrian hybrids, and
the Hybrid Teas. Out of all proportion to the
diminution of the Noisette and Tea Roses, has
been the steady increase of highly effective
Hybrid Teas (many of them, such as Gorgeous
Hugh Diok.'ion, with luminous
and Mrs.
Austrian Briar ohar.acteristics in their colours!,
and especially those of the charming " decorative "

For

type.

these

beawtiful

novelties

to several of the most distinguished of European rosarians, including Mr.
G. Prince, M. Pernet-Ducher, of Lyons (the

we are indebted

of Madame Edouard Herriot, Rayon
Comsfcanoc, Totote Gelos, Mdlle. Caristie
Raymond, Admiral Ward, and the exquisitely tinted Lyon Rofce), and to Messrs.

raiser
d'Oir,

Ma.rtel,

William Paul and Sons, of WaUham Cro.«.«.
who, in recent years, have given us Juliet.
Prima Donna (the latter the loveliest of all Roses
Nor can we
of this character), and Aladdin.
forget
within

the
the

i»s[)ecially
acliievements,
great
decade, of Messrs. Alex.

laet

Ncwtownards, from
Sons, of
whose nurseries we have received Margiai-ot
Dickson Hamill (a distinct acquisition, of
Dickson

and

Mrs.
Firefiame. and
Hug'h Dickson, the
Belfast; or of Mr.
Samuel McGredy, of I'ortadown, in Armagh,
the eminent raiser of Mrs. Hugh Dickson.
radianit

colour),

Wemyss Quin;

Irish

of

Mr.

redoubtable rosarian

Golden Spray,

v

of

Flame

of

Fire,

and

Golden

Emblem

Roses, which, by reason of their distinccharacter and artistic capabilities, have
Other
already achieved a great reputation.
British rosarians who have contributed to the
.attractive section of decorative Roses are Messrs.
Benjamiin R. Cant and Sons, of Colchester
Mr. George Paul, of Cheshunt, whose Lemon
Pillar is a near approximation to the formaMr. Walter Easlca and
tion of a perfect Rose
tive

;

Mr. E. G. Hicks, of Hurst,

;

in Berkshire,

whose

Princess MaT-y has (like the even more lustrous
I,fitter Day) a beautiful, dark velvet tex
tiire, like the flash of a bi.rd's wing in the
radiance of the sun.
It is gratifying to remember that many of
those modem representatives of the " queen of
flowers " are, comparatively, of easy culture,
only requiring a sunny, half-sheltered situation
fsijoh as I have here at Kirk Hoaise, in Wigt,ownshire). a.nd a rich, fibronis soil.
These
new Roses have also for the most p.iirt
the essemtial attribute of fragrance. What

liVl'llIA

I'lWAI
(.SCO

may prove, eventually, equally
David If.
vigorous and effective acquisitions.

estdbli.shed,

W illiam^on.

Red

IFI'I.I \
]>.

«o.)

growth cut away, and the renmiiulcr twisted to
jjress out tlie sap.
A few weeks before the Onions are to be
lifted it is a good plan to examine the beds and
Ijend

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

in spring

the thick stems,

lliis

retards

assists ripenin.g.

chosen for reniAviiig the

from the ground, and it is better to
them far into September thian to
When suitable
them while wet.

Oniiions

now

their top growths bent over and their
bulbs hard and dry. All such should be drawn
from the soil at once, but they should not be
taken umder cover ye.t.
I have known some
growers allow Onions to lie on the ground where
liave

all

A dry day should be

HARVESTING ONIONS.
Onions whicJi were sown early

down

urowth and

loave
harvest

fails the best wa.y of dealing with
to take^fchem into some open shed or
They are improved
loft and dry them there.
by being exposed to the sun, if only for a few

weather

them

is
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days, -aiad tihe ripening may be fii^isJued in sheds
afterwards. In any oase, they ought to be well
dried before being placed in their winter
quiarteirs, and the larger the bulbs the more
drying they require. I presume others besides
myself have noticed thia.t the flavour of Onions
in winter is influenced greatly by the way tliiey
are harvested. If not properly dried, and afterwards stored in heaps, they lose miuoh of their

THE KlfCHEN GARDEN.
F.
'OijAT,

flavour.

As a rule, I allow my Onion bulbs to remain
in the open from ten to fourteen days after
lifting, and if the W€iatlie.r is dry at the end
of that time they are placed indoors at once.
The place in which to store Onions generally
depends on the aocommodation provided. Any
shed, whetJieir well lighted or nearly darE, is
Onions, provided tliat
suitable for storing
Frost or a high terndry and cool.
it
is
perialture will soon cause deaay, and heat does
more harm than cold. In winter ihe Onions
here are given much the same treatment as
Apples and Pea.rs, and they keep well until
Onions 'are plentiful again in the open quarteirs.
James A. Paice. AhhAwm. Vicarage Oanlens,
Watford.

EARLY POTATOS.
I WAS glad to see in Mr. Cuthbertson's. remarks on p. 73, that he included as excellent
at least two of the vurietles I recnmmende'd on
Snowdrop I have found to.be second to
p. 23.
none for flavour and cooWng qualities on our

light soil

it

;

is

also

a

and a handsome Potato.
8 tons per acre,

and there

satisfactory

cropper

The crop was about
no trace of disease.

is

Epicure has proved an exceptional variety this
season in point of earliness, and I estimate the
I would
crop a.t about 12 tons to the acre.
only commend this sort as an early variety because the tubers have deep-set eyes, and would
be wasteful if peeled.
King George is Reported as the coming second
early variety for infected soil, or any soil, and
It is a
I have found it a first-rate cooker.
white, oval tuber, of good size, and a proin fact, the best cropper we
digious cropper
moreover, a free,
It is,
have yet lifted.
vigorous grower, and as yet (third season) we
have found no trace of disease.
The old Early Rose turned out excellently,
and gave a very heavy crop this Potato would
prove a paying variety to grow, especially on
;

;

allotments.
The best

manure for Potatos is a heavy dressfarmyard dung. I do not think ai-tidid a great deal of good this season to
early varieties, as those we dressed were no
better than those that only had the farmyard
manure applied. No doubt the di-y weather
of spring was responsible for this, and it was
also the principal cause of a short crop among
ing

of

ficials

many

—

Should the manure become dry, a slight
escape.
sprinkling of water will be necessary to induce
feimeiitation.

Cauliflowers.— Fewer plants have "bolted"
than usual, and favourable weather
has caused both the autumn and early spring
The plants
raised batches to develop quickly.
sheltered by frames were naturally the first to
come into use. Seeds should now be sown on a
warm border. Place the resulting seedlings
under hand-lights in cold frames for the winter
4 inches apart each way will be sufficient space
All gardeners are anxious to have
for them.
Cauliflowers ready in spring, as soon as the
Another sowing should be
Broccoli is over.
made ten days hence, as this sowing wUl prove
Eclipse and W'alcheren are two
niost useful.
old varieties that can be relied upon, with
Veitch's Autumn Giant to follow them. Sturdy
plants are obtained by sowing thinly and broadcast on moist or newly-moistened fine soil.
Wliere birds are troublesome tlie beds must be
Frequent dustings of soot and lime apnetted.
plied when the seedlings are damp will generally act as a deterrent to birds and keep slugs
away.
this season

;

—

keep up the supply for a long period, they must
Plants wUl grow very fast
not be coddled.
during September, but to ensure strong and
healthy gixjwth cleanliness and libeival ventilaThe best compost consists
tion are necessary.
of rough turf, lime rubble, and burnt refuse,
with a. little soot and bone meal, and as the
stems of Cucumbers may be earthed up to almost
any e-xtent, the compost need not be more than
Old plants may be
9 inches deep to sitart with.
improved by severe pruning, followed by a topdressing of fresh turf and bone meal, by appli-

warm,

dilutfeS

liquid

manure and

by copious lyringings.

early varieties.

Maincrop and late varieties look well if we
except King Edward, which up to this ^season
this
was the strongest grower and cropper
Arran Chief is the strongest
nei^ibourhood.
grower hereabouts, with Up-to-Date next.
W. A. Cook, Abbots Wood, Godalmhg.

m

PLANT NOTES.
TRICHINIUM MANGLESII AND
HEERIA ELEGANS.
I MADE the experiment of leaving bath these
plants, whioli come from the Swan River and
They
Mexico respeotiv,e]y, out last winter.
were covered with dry leaves, and survived 26°

The Trichinium had not made any
of frost.
leaves by the end of July, but on lifting the
roots
and placing them in moist sand in
fleshy
a Cucnmber house, growtli soon, started. Both
plants flower well out-of-doors, but rather late
in the season.

Dorking.

WiUiam Lawrence, Bvrford.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

COLUEK, Gardener
Bajt.,

Gatton

to Sir

Jeremiah Colman,

Park,

Reigate.

—

brightlyThis
grandiflora.
now developing new growths,
require repotting should be
given attention. Ordinary shallow Orcliid pans
These
form the most suitable receptacles.
should be filled to three-parts their depth with
A mixture of
small, clean crocks for drainage.
equal parts of Osmunda-fibre or Al fibre and
Spliagmum-moss cut up rather short, with a few
crushed ra-ocks added, is a suitable rooting
medium. Pot the plants moderately firmly, give
a surfacing of clean Sphagnum -moss, and suspend in an airy position in the cool Odontoglossum honse. 'During the growing and rooting
season, sufficient water should be afforded to
keep the surface moss in a healthy condition,
and when the plants are dormant they shonld
not be allowed to become sufliciently dry at the
roots to cau?e the pseudo-bulbs to shrive.

SophronitiS

flowered Orchid

and any plants

is

tliat

Sophro-Cattleya and Sophro-Laelia.—These
make new roots, and
any necessary repotting should be attended to;
Orcliids are beginning to

Cycnoches.—

Cypripedium.

— Cypripedium insigne and many

its varieties and hybrids are now
in full
growth. These plants should be freely supplied
with water at the roots, and on bright days
should be syringed overhead. As much fresh air
as possible should be admitted to them during
the day, whilst on warm nights both the top and
bottom ventilators may be opened.

of

—

PleJone. The various Pleiones are completing their growth, and should be increasingly exThey should be allowed
posed to the light.
They
more liberal ventilation than heretofore.
will need just sutficient water at the roots to
keep tile compost moist until the foliage falls
and until the flower-buds appear, when the supply should be inoi'eased uiitU the blooms are
After the flowers have faded
fully developed.
the plants should be given only enough water co
keep the pseudo-bulhs from shrivelling, until
they recommence to grow in the spring. Coolergrowing species, such as P. Hookeriana and P.
humilis, will require liberal supplies of water at
the roots until the season's growth is completed'.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

Cucumbers. Make another sowing of seeds
to provide plants for fruiting in the winter and
As these will have to
early spring months.

and

Plants of tliese genera which have bloomed or
completed their growth should be removed from
the warmest house to a cooler one that is freely
ventilated during the hottest part of 'the day.
The roots should be supplied with water whilst
the foliage remains green, but after the leaves
have fallen, and the growth is fully matured,
very little water will be needed, and the plants
should be given a long season of rest in a dry,
sunny position in an intermediate temperature.

—

Keep the surface of
Asparagus Beds.
After rain,
Asparagus beds free from weeds.
give the beds a good soaking of diluted liquid
will
assist
in
buildbig
up the
manure, as this
crowns upon which next year's crop depends.

of

Mormodes,

Catesetum,

Jordan, Gardener to Lieut.-Ool. Spender
M.P., Ford Manor, Luigfleld, Surrey.

Mushrooms. Where Mushrooms a.re to be
grown, horse manure, freed from long straw,
should be collected and placed in an open shed
where it can be protected from heavy rains.
Turn the heap daily to allow excessive steam to

cations

51, 1918.

the rooting material should contain less Sphagnum-moss than is recommended for the species.
The small kinds are best grown in shallow pans
and suspended from the roof, while those of
larger growth may be cultivated in well-drained
pots on the stage, keeping them well exposed to
the light.
These Orchids do well in an airy
position in the intermediate house.

The Week' sV/ork.

By

[August

J.

Keelo

GciSE,
Hall,

Gardemer to Mis. Dempster,
Newcastle,

Staffordshire.

Renovating Early Vine Borders.— The renovation of Vane binrders sliould be carried out
Eximmediateli, after tlie Gilapes ai'e cut.
of the borders, and ooiisequenlt unsatisfactory results in. cropping and imperfectly
coloured fruit, can generally be traced to a sour
Preand waterlogged condition of the soil.
paje in ad\'ance, under an open shed, a compost
with
mortar
or
turf,
mixed
Ume
fibrous
of
ruibble, chaicoal, or wood ashes, crushed bones,
Let
land a liglit sprinkling of Vine manure.
the compost be turned several times so as thorouglily to mix the ingredients, and make it into
a heap in a moderately moist condition a few
Fork out the soil of the old
da.ys before use.
borders, commencing at the front, and gradually
work to within 4 feet o fthe Vines, removing the
Every portion
old soil down to the drainage.
carefully preserved and
of root should be
syringed occasionally while the work is in progress, then covered with damp mats, for on no
account must the roots become dry from exposure.
If necessary, let the drainage be overhauled and covered with fresh turves placed
grass side downwards. The roughest of the compost should then follow in layers. Make it quite
firm, continuing the operation until the border
is high enough to receive the first layer of roots.
These may be trimmed or shortened where necessary, placed in layers, and covered with the
It is advisa.ble to
finest part of the compost.
bring tJie roots as near to the surface as posWhen all is completed give the border
sible.
sufficient tepid water to settle the soil, then cover
conserve
ithe surface with light stable litter to
the moisture. During bright weather, shade the
Vines for a week or so, and syringe frequently,

haustion

so as to maintain a moist atmosphere until
plants
the roots are established. Never place pot
on newly-prepared vine borders.

General Remarks.— The renovation of fruit
the
borders, the planting of young trees, and
during
general examination of fruit trees in pots

August
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the next few weeks makes it necessary to have
general stock-taking in the compost yaayi.
a,
G<x>d, rich, maiden loam should be the first consideration, and if the stock is low, the cutting
and carting should be hastened, as it is not
advisable to use the turf for some little time
aiter it has been cut and stacked. The work of
cutting the turf is most easily performed after a
shower of rain, but it soil is required immediately, and the weather be dry, then the ground
should first be moistened. Other very necessary
ingredients consist of mortar or lime rubble, soot,
These materials
wood ashes, and charcoal.
should always be kept under an open shed in
tubs or boxes, or in suitably erected compartments, if large quantities are required. Manure
must be kept dry, and should therefore be under
cover.
Give cow manure a slight sprinkling of
soot before it is stacked, for. apart- from its
stimulating properties, soot will keep the manure

from worms.

free

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

H.vRaiss, Gardener to Lady Wastage,
Lookinga Park, Berk8hi.re.

—

Azalea. Ghent and mollis Azaleas are now
forming their flower buds, and during this stage
their roots must be supplied with diluted liquid
farmyard manure and soot-water, given alterThorough syringings with clear water
nately.
late in the afternoon will also be beneficial.

—

Hollyhocks. Where the spikes are growing
too tall for good effect tjie tips shonld be removed.
Quantities of seeds will now be ready
for gathering, and it must be noted that unless
gathered as they approach maturity mice may do
the liarve.?ting. If the seeds are sown in boxes
as soon as gathered, and the seedlings kept
growing, very strong flowering plants will result
by spring time. Care, however, should be taken
that seeds are not harvested from badly diseased
specimens, or tJie seedlings will contract disease
'at an early stage, and be worthless.

Water must now be given

sparingly, eventually allowing the root.' to become quite dr\'.
Admit plenty of air to th« house, and keep the
atmosphere quite cool. Later plants which have
not completed their growth should be given
plenty of water until the foliage begins to turn
yellow, then the supply must be reduced.

—

r'<arnaPerpetual-Flowering Carnations.
whicli have been o)itdoors all tlic summer

tioris

should now be placed in a light, airy house.
The plants are fairly well rooted, but it is not
wise to give them stimulants until the plants
commence to flower, altliou'.;!) an occasional
watering with weak 80ot-wat«r will be beneficial.
Tie the shoots regularly, and use green
Bamboo tips as supports. If green fly is present dip the foliage and stems in an insecticide,
afterwards fumigating the house at regular
intorxiftls as a preventive measure,
f'aimations
should be syringed wiUi a weak copper sulphate
solution at fortnightly intervals as a precaution
against attacks of rust.
The house should be
•

vont'ktecl frci'ly at

all

times.

—

The Plant Stove. Expose Codiaenms (Crofully to tlm sun in order to ohtain goo<l
colour in the leaves. Keep the atmoisphere moist
during spells of hot weather by frequently damping the paths and other bare surfaces during the
early part of the day, bull let tJie atmo.sphere
become dry by the evening, as it is only in this
way that fire heat ran be dispensed with.
During the next few weoke all tropicjil plants
should be somewhat hardened off in readiness
for the winlter.
It is obvious that the temperature of all plant houses will have to be kept
mucih below normal in view of the fuel restrictons)

Foxgloves.— The beauty of a good strain of
Foxg'oves is undeniable. The plants are invaluable for borders where tlie grounds are not extiensive. and where there is ample space they
should be largely natuTalis-ed. Now is the time'
to save seeds from selected \^rieties. The seeds
may either he sown in prepared beds for future
trajisplantation. or scattered b«Kidoast where
they are expected to flower, but sometimes the
seeds in the latter case may lie for years before
germinating.
Good cii'tivntion h^i's a n'-irkcd
influence on the stature and number of the
spikrs the plants produce.
They cannot be arranged in too formal a manner.

By

R. P. BnoTitEnsTou. Oardcncr to the Earl o»

Haddinotos, Tyninghame, Bant Lothian.

—

Dahlia. The beauty of Dahlias is considerably lessened if means are not taken to thin
the shoots, which, in many
varieties,
grow vigorously at this sea.son and somewhat
hide the buds and flowers.
It may be necessarj', too. to relieve the planits of some main
growths, as this is far better than tying all
closely togetlier.
Remove seed vessels and old
faded flowers from single Dahlias; this will
increafo the beauty of the planits as well as

out

their floriferousness.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Robbing.
cui-e.

— Tliis
it

On no

should be caj-efully guarded
is much easier to prevent than to
acoount should any sweetstufif be

near the hives, and tlie place where extractdone should be kept carefully closed, and
well cleansed and not left about
where the bees can reach th.em. Even the wiater
which has been used for washing tlie implements
should not be tlu'own on the gixiuiid.
All
entrances to hives should be closed to 1 inch.
Where bees are driven or united the work should
be carried out in the evening, and no combs
should be left in empty hives.
left

ing

is

aU implements

—

Wasps. These have been very plentiful, and
have proved a great nuisiance. The nests sliould
be destroyed as far as possible by using cyanide
of potassium.
A piece about the size of a
Hazel-nut kernel placed on a wet piece of moss
at tlie enitiiaiice will soon kill all that attempt
to pass it.
If the dead wasps are removed
twice during the day tht nest may then be dug
out, i.e., in about twenty-four hours' time.
To
prevent trouble next season all queen wasps
should be killed.

Examine the roofs of the
hives to see that wa«ps are not hibernating there.

THE HARDY TRUIT GARDEN.
By JA3. Urosos. Head Gardener
.^.cton, W.

at

Cleansing

Gunnersburr House

Wasps and Ripening Fruit.— More injury is
done by wa.^jjs during September than in any
previous month it is necessarv to find the nests
and destroy tliem without delay. A most effectual remedy is cyanide of potassium, and the
advantage of this poison is that it may be applied during the day, better, perhaps." towards
nightfall. Fumers may be purchased those also
are effectual, and they are not so dangerous to
use.
A sharp lad will trace wasps to their
;

;

nest.i.

especially if he is enwuraged by a small
each nest that he reports.
An
plan is to place three square
handlights one upon the other, each one with
Its top on. but with a little ho'e in the
apex of
the two lower tops. All other interstices should
be filled in with fine soil, or cinder ashes.
Hundreds of wasps may be trapped in this way,
and it is a good remedy when the pesis are
nnmerroufl.
The bottom light must stand firmly
upon four bricks, with somothing tempting
placed inside.

premium on

nld-f.Kshioned

Birds and Fruits.— When birds are troublesome the bfst method is to cover the trees with
light netting.
It pays to net wall trees and all
dwarf trees in the open of Apples, Pears, and
Plums, more especially in a season like the present, when every fruit is valuable.

Peaches

and

Nectarines

In

September-

Varieties that ripen in September are always extremely useful for dessert purposes, especially
tliose that mature towards the end of the monfii.
little extra attention paid to tTiPso fruits
will
yield a correspondingly better return in finish.
It is a good plan to use clean labels for bringing the fruits well forward and quite free of
the walla see that leaves do not sh.nde the fniits.
Keep all lateral growths pinched bark, then
train in the lending shoots, and if the wood is
found to be somewhat too thick, remove the
lelast promising growths and those that are not
in the best positions.
In the case of carlv
varidties nearly all the pruning 'can be done in
the autumn, so that maturitv of the wood re-

A

;

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Nectarines, harm may be doaie to the growth,
it may be killed outright by tJbe intense
oold of the galvanised wire in the winter.
Annealed wire, twice or thrice painted, is infinitely preferable.

and

against, as

—

Gladiolus. Early -flowering Gladioli will soon
have seeds rea<ly for gathering.
A year is
gained if the seeds are sown in hoxes and tie
seed'-ings kept growing throughout winter and
right on through the warmer months; so treated
many will be strong enough to flower in their
second year.

—

The earliest
Hippeastrum (Amaryllis).
have
Hippea-struni bulbs should
batche.s of
finished their growth. Place them on a shelf near
the roof -glass in a position exposed to the sun.

89

sults

Repairs to Walls

—

If fruit tree walls need
frosts

repamng the work should be done before
can do any harm to the new pointing. T

advise
wiring the walls, but not the use of galranised
wire.

The

latter

is

unsuitable.

Wherever

a

shoot comes into contact with galvanised iron
more espeoially in the case of Peaches and

wire,

Hives.—Scrape

all
debris from
carefully examine the
they are water-tight; if not.
make them so. Give the wood a good scraping,
apply a thin coat of paint, and when dry fill
all
cracks with putty, afterwards applying
another coat of paint.
After this, while the
paint is still wet. lightly stretch a piece of
calico over the roof, tack it along the outer edge,
ami afterwards paint several times. Clear the
ground of .ill weeds and rubbish to permit of
work in the apiary without the discomfort of
wet boots through rains and dew.

the floor-boards,
roofs to ascertain

and

if

—

Feeding. I fear that it is useless to advocate
feeding this autumn, where bees have less than
the average quantity of stored food necessary
to carry them through the winter successfully.
The amount considered essential is from 20 lbs.
to 30 lbs.
I think the former quantity is too
low, and 25 lbs. might be considered a safe
quantity.
Should it be found possible to feed
them, to every half pint of water add one pound
of loaf or granulated oane sugar, and place in
an enamelled saucepan over a slow fire stir to
prevent burning (which renders it useless for bee
food), just bring it to the boil, s'kim, and when
cool it is ready for use.
A rapid feeder is hest,
but whatever is used, wrap the hives warmly to
prevent escape of heat.
Always place on the
feeder in the evening to prevent robbing. Where
bees cannot be fed, and the essential amount of
food cannot be taken from other hives because
they o,i.n spare none, them t.he only safe coui'sc
to adopt is to unite the weaker colonies, or such
stocks will die of starvation before the end of
the season of inaction is over
;

Sundry Hints,.— All metal dividers, excluders,
and feedris which are not needed should be
scraped free of pivipolis and wax. or cleansed
by means of petrol (a strong solution of Fels
naptha soap makes an excellent substitute).
Afterwards wash in a strong solution of Toxol.
Tzal, or other strong disinfectant, rinse well,
and dry before the kitchen fire, and all mav
then be stored in a dry place.
The extractor
should be cleansed when all extracting is done
by using boiling water and working the machine
to thoroughly drive the wiater into every part,
then, still roitating the machine, let the water
escripe ihroiiL'h tho va.lve, drv thoroughly, and
then smear lightlv with vaseline to prevent any
of the tin parts from rusting.
All scraps o*f
wax from top bars, etc.. should be melted. Ttememher that the ooldcst winter cannot injure
a strong colony if the hees have an abund'ance
of food and arc kept dry, but cold and damp
are fatal.
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KOnORIAL NOTICE.
Xdltors

and Publisher- — Our

testinal troubles,

correspondents

obtaining answers to
in
obviate delay
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher ; and that all comTnunications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

would

Special
Editors
butions

Notice
do

not

to

Correspondents.

undertake

to

pay

for

any

— The

contri-

return unused comunless
by special
The Editors do not hold themselves
arrangement.
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

illustrations, or tc
illustrations
munications or

or

Average Mean Temperature

for

observations
years at Greenwich, 59.6°.

Actual Temperature

;

the

during

deduced from

ensuing
tiie

List

week
fifty

—

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41^ Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Thursday, .\iigiist 29.
&3°.
10 a.m.
Weatlier—
Bar.
teinp.
30.2 ;
Sunny.
;

The cause

of this serious
disease appears, in spite
isis of Wight
Bee Disease,
of many investigations,
to be unlvnown.
Originally ascribed to a bacterium. Bacillus
pestiformis apis, the disease was subsequently attributed to the action of a parasitic
protozoon,
Nosena apis.
Recent
studies conducted at Aberdeen University
and also in the West of Scotland Agricultural College do not confirm the latter
hypothesis, and leave the cause uncertain.
The experiments carried out in Scotland
lead to the conclusion that this highly infectious disease has been introduced into

parts of Scotland through the
agency of bees imported from infected disOnce introduced, a
tricts of England.

various

diseased colony becomes, inevitably, a disThe spread of
of the disease.
Isle of Wight disease may take place in
many ways.
Robber bees plundering
hives of which the inmates are diseased
and defenceless may carry away honey and
infection as well, or the diseased bees may
join the robbers and infect their hives.
Further, since even instinct errs, bees mav
enter strange nests and contract or impart
disease, or by sending bees to heather the
healthy and the sick may mingle and the
latter affect the former.
The West of Scotland experiments* indicate the highly infectious nature of the
disease.
Thus, by uniting colonies in the
last stage of Isle of Wight disease with
healthy colonies the malady broke out
among the latter in the course of 4-6

seminator

Needless to say, hives in which
have died from this distemper should
be thoroughly disinfected by scraping and
wa.shing inside and out with a strong solution of formalin (1 in 60), or, if numbers
of hives are to be treated fumigation
may be practised by means of lighted
formalin candles placed on the floor of the
weeks.

bee.i

Lives.

None of the specifics usually recommended has given Mr. Tinsley successful
results, but a new treatment, consisting in
the supply to the bees of a pure culture of
another bacillus, B. Imlgaricus, appears
This bacillus was preto be promising;.
scribed by MetchnikoS as a
*

Prpliminnru Rtpnrt on

.Toseph Tinsley, Bull. 85,
College.

Tsle

remedy

for in-

of Wipb* Be* Dispasd. hj
of Scotland Agricultural

The West

and hence

it

seems worth

while trying whether it would have any
eSect on bees affected with Isle of Wight
disease, which is known to disturb their
digestive apparatus. A culture of Bacillu.s
bulgaricus mixed with syrup. and fed to
the diseased bees by means of spraying led
to a diminution of the disease, but so far
the evidence is not conclusive that a cure
may be effected by this means.
The author already referred to believes
that the best hope of relief from the disIn
ease lies in breeding immune strains.
support of this hope it may be mentioned
the
resistant
to
highly
bees
that strains of
Experiments
disease are known to exist.
are being made with Dutch, Italian,
American, and Punic bees. Of native bees
those of smaller size appear to be the more

The author believes that as a
resistant.
result of these experiments it may be posdistricts which
sible shortly to re-stock
have been swept free of bees by the ravages
of disease.

—

It
A Seed-Testing Station for Scotland.
has been officially announced tliat the Scottish
Board of Agvicultna-e lias decided to set up a
sta.t.ion for the testing and registering of agricultural seeds, and that negotiations are in
progi-ess for the leasing of a farm of 200 or
250"acres within easy reach of Edinburgh for
The present seed-testing station
the purpose.
of ;the Board in Edinburgh is to be incorporated
in tlie new scheme, ani a manager, with scientific training and practical knowledge of farmThe superintendent
ing, is to be appointed.
of the station will be an expert, with experiand
the raising of new
bireeding
plant
of
ence
via.rieties. and it is stated that the superintendent of the present seed-testing station in Edinburgli is likely to be appointed to this post. The
station will be under the control of the Board,
and they will be assisted by a repiresentative
committee of fifteen, d.rawn from the Highland
and Agricultural Society, the Scottish Chamber
of Agriculture, the Scottish Nationa.1 farmers'
Union, the Scottish Seed Trade Association,
the Agricultural College, and the National As.sociation of Corn and Agricultural Merchants.
The work will comprise the testing of agricultural seeds, with a view to ascertaining the
cropping powers of different varieties, of discovering whether new varieties really differ from
existing
varieties.
determination
of
the
synonyms, etc., and of their disease-resisting
This station is not to be confused,
powers.
liowever. with the proposed research station in
conTiection with plant breeding which it has
been suggested should be set up in Scotland.

—

Eucalyptus. The thirty-fourth part of Mr.
H. Matden's Critical Revision of the Genus
Eurnlyptus treats of the following western

J.

E. redunca, E.
.species of Eucal,vptus, namely
Websteriana.
Bcoedens, E. comuta, and E.
Thus
Each of these offers points of interest.
the type form of E.' redunca is described as a
shoot 3 feet 6 feet high, and it is spread over
a considerable area between King George's
Four other
Sound, Cape Riche, and York.
varieties of this species are described, one of
which (elata) is a large tree, sometimes reaching a height of 120 feet, with a diameter of
17 feet. The timber is a Jarrah substitute, and
some authorities pronounce it to be more
It is
durable and even better than Jarrah.
estimated to occupy 10,000 square miles in the
south -west region, from Albany to Murchison
River. This variety of E. redunca is said to be
the only one of economic importance. It seems
odd that the type of a species should rank lower
E. comuta and other species
th.ain- its varieties.
:
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of this group a.re remarkable fon- the long, homoperculum of their flowers. E. Websteriana is a newly-described, shrubby species,
having small, thick, ovate leaves, and otherwise very distinct in its characteristics.
liie

Vegetable Seeds for

War

in

Germany.

—

British

In March

Prisoners of
last,

Messrs.

Kelway and Son

sent a parcel of vegetable seeds
for each of the Brisoners' of Wa,r Camps in
Germany. These were received and forwarded,
by the Central Prisoners' of War Committee,
and Messrs. Kelway have now received from

the Committee a letter of tJianks, and also the
gmteful thanks of the men who have sown the
seeds and cultivated the resulting crops in the
camps at Altdamm, Dulmen, Friedrichsfeld,
Langensalz,
Geissen,
Gustrow,
Gardelegen,
Leohfeld, Mdnden, Munster, and Stendal. Raising vegetable crops from seeds relieves the
monotony of existence, and also adds to the
amenities 'f camp life at home, therefore it
must be immeasurably interesting and useful
in jirisoners' camps in an enemy country.

—

War Item. The latest list of casualties includes the name of Private H. Holton, son of
Mr. R. H. HoLTON, foreman at Messrs. J.
Cheal and Sons' nursery, Crawley, Sussex, to
whom the deepest sympathy wili be extended
by his numerous friends in the horticultural
world.

—

In
The Acacias of Tropical Queensland.
continuation of his studies of the Acacias of
tropical
Australia,
Mr. J. H. Maiden contributes a synopsis of the known Queensland
species to the Proceedings of the Foi/al Society
XXX., pp. i8-51, with
of Queensland. Vol.
seven plates.
The a.uthor has had the advantage of figuring a number of old types preserved
.•it Kew and the
British Museum, thus enabling
him to clear up many obscure and doubtful
Sixty-two species are recorded, includpoints.
ing four' new ones, and they represent practiNo
cally all the sections of the genus Acacia.
'atttempt has been made at citing aboriginlal or
popular names.

—

The Destruction of Rats.
The abridged
account* of Mr. R. Sharpe's article on " Rats
How to Exterminate Them," contains a \a,Tg»
volume of valuable information on a subject
which is of great importance at the present tim»
Mr. Sharpe insists that where poison is used
for the destruction of rats it must be used in
all parts of the infected ground on the same day
otherwise success is not likely to be attained.
It is as though the rats, when only part of the
area is treated, got to know that something was
wrong, and took the precaution of abstaining
from doubtful food. Mr. Sharpe recommends
Sanford's rat poison as being superior to
arsenic or strychnine, and harmless to cats and
dogs, because they do not touch it, but care
must be taken in laying it so that it is out of
The
reach of fowls, pheasants or partridges.
method practised by the author is to collect a
supply of small pebbles and to plaster on them
one by one, by means of a broad-bladed knife,
a pellet of poison about ae big as » small Hazel
Nut.
The pebble is rolled well down the first
rat-hole, so as to be out of the reach of thrushes
Mr.
or other birds, and so on with each hole.
Sharpe suggests that the authorities should fix
especial rat-poisoning days and insist on the oneday treatment of eAch place infested with these
vermin.
It is of no use to lay the poison in
the same area more often than twice in a year,
unless in the case of an area which hae been
invaded after having been totally cleared. In
order to destroy the surv'ivors. some of which
are sure to remain after poison-day, trapping
should be practised. It should be begun three
or four days after the laying of tbe poison. The
traps should be laid in the main rune, and not
They should be placed lengthwise
elsewhere.
but somewhat obliquely to the run.:

—

•

Journ. ofBd. of Agrie., XXIV., Ko.

12,

March,

1018.

August
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REMARKS J)N THE CONDITION OF

Standard Apples
Insect pests have been

fruits, especially Strawberries.

and Plums are a failure.
very troublesome. The soil is light loam, overlying ironstone. John Meager, Harrowden Hall

(See Tables in Gardeners' Chronicle for

August

3, p.

Gooseberries bore a good crop, but drought
night.s adversely affected other small

and oold

FRUIT CROPS.

Tift

42.)

Gardens. Wellingborough.

91

Currants and Strawberries were the best amongst
small fruits.
Black Curi>ants were a failure.
S. Barker, Clumber Park Gardens, Worksop.

The hardy fruit crops are, with very few
exceptions, under avei-age.
The trees generally
flowered magnificenfc'y, but the g-ood prospects
vanished with the advent of the caterpillars,

(C'ontinved from p. 83.)

ENGLAND,

3.

Hertfordshire.
district are most
-

— The

E.

fruit

crops

in

this

Pears are
disappointing.
the worst failure
there were no flowers on
any of the Pear trees. There was an abund;

Plums
Apple blossom.
of Plum and
flowered a fortnight earlier than UJBtial, but
the snow and cold winds of April prevented
the blossom from setting fruits. Apples flowered
later; the trees were a picture when in bloom,
and the weather was not unfavourable to pollination, but the trusses of flowers were attacked
Strawberries have done exceedingly
by aphis.
well, and so have other small fruits.
William
Fulford, Delrow House Gardens. Aldenham.
There was a good display of bloom
on Plum and Oherry trees, but the excessive
amount of rain and dull, sunless weather during
the greater part of April destroyed all prospects
of a crop. Apple trees in a few sheltered positions are bearing fair crops, but many trees are
bare, and the Apple crop is one of the lightest
we have had for many years. Raspberries and
Red Currants were good, but other small fruit.'^
were not above the average. Thomas NuttiiKj.
Ckildwickbury Gardens, St. Albans.
There was very little Pear bloom tliis
season, and there is still less fruit.
Apples
flowered well, but the blossom seemed weak and
poor, and there is a very liglit crop. Plum trees
flowered profusely, and appeared to set heavy
crops, but the fruits failed to swell.
Small
fruits were good, but the severe drought ad
versely affected them.
Peaches and Nectarines
set well and have swelled satisfactorily. Apricot
trees sot a very heavy crop, and the fruits had
to be thinned freely.
Our soil is very heavy.
/''.
nverlying the London clay.
Jluzeltmi.
A'.
Xnrlh .Mymms Gardens, Bat field.
LEiCESTERsniRE. The firuit crops are ver>
much below the avera'.;e. -Xpp'.cs are more pre
raising than was anticipated, but Pears an<l
Plums are almost entirely absent. Peach trees
are bearing an average crop the trees are clean,
and making good growth. Small fruits suffered
from the continuous drought of June.
Rasp
berries, Strawberries, and Black Currants were
the most affected. The soil is of a fairly heavy
nature, on a sub.soil chiefly of red clay.
/.*.
Roberts, Prestwold Gardens, Loughborough.
Seldom has there been such a promise of
abundant supplies of fruits as this season
Apples, Pears, Peaches and Plums were a mass
of bloom, and there was almost an entire abseiuiof frost; but a, long succession of cold, uncon
genial nights destroyed the blossom.
Apple and
Pear trees are bearing very thin crops. Wall
Peaches, which did well last year, are bare, and
while a fair crop of Plums has set on some
standards in the open, wall trees lost most of
SJice

•

.

.

—

;

their fruit directly it had set.
There was a
crop of Strawberrios and bush fruits in
the district, but the fruits were of small size
o\ving to a long spell of drought. Our soil is a
stiff clay.
.4. Shrikletnn, liiirrough Hill Gardens,

fair

Melton Mowbray.
There is an average crop on some Apple
but practically no Pears or Plums. Raspberries are plentiful and very good.
The same
remark applies to Black and Red Currants and
to Gooseberries.
The continued drought since
May has prevented the .=mal'. fruits from becoming fully matured, otherwise the crops would
have been good.
W. Paterson, Swithland Hall
Gardens. Loughborough.

trees,

Northamptonshire.— The fruit crops generand of poor quality, but Apricots and Plums on warm walls are yielding fairly
ally are verj- light

32.

— UOEHA

ll'lwl„,irai,h

MACUOSTACHYA

:

FLOWERS HoSK

bu C. P.

Rallilt.

L'ULouitEn.

(See p. 86.)

XoTTiNOHAMSHinE.— Apples, Pears and Plums
are very scarce. There was a good show of blosgenerally, but it had a weak and unnatural

som

appearance,

and did not

set

well.

Although

was a partial .set on certain varieties of
.Apples, a severe attack of caterpillars completed

there

the failure of the Apple crop.

Raspberries,

Red

which destroyed

wliole

plantations

C

in

some

neighbourhoods. .Arthur
Lehane, Park Hall
Gardens, Mansfield Woodhouse.
The Apple crop this soa.son is uneven,
and many varieties are barren. Those carrying
good crops are Itibston Pippin, Worcester Pearmain, Lady Sudeley, Mr. Gladstone, Bramley's

—
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A
Seedling, The Queen, and Newton Wonder.
severe attack of caterpillars when the fruit was
fruit.
the
leaves
and
to
setting did much damage
The trees were abundantly laden with blossom,
but a general weakness was noticeable in the
s.taraens, and to this I attribute the poor crop

Flopal Committee.

[August

51, 1918.

many-branched spikes upon which numerous flowers remain open at the'same time. Theindividual blooms are about 2 inches aci"oss.
coloured light orange-yellow, with deeper orangereverse, and small crimson marks at the mouth
of the tube.
The stems are dark and stout.

beaj's

Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),
R. C. Notcutt, Sydnev Morris, John Green, E. A.
Bowles. G. Reuthe. John Heal, G. R. Fielder,
J. F. McLeod, A. Turner, W.- H. Page, Thos.
Stevenson, H. J. Jones, J. W. Moorman, Chas.

James
Abbey Gardens, Worksop.

moi-e than to the ravages of caterpillars.

Gihson, Welbeck

The

fruit crop

is

a disastrous failure in
show of blos-

There was a good
this district.
som, but cold, sunless weather,

foUowed by a

plague of caterpillars, destroyed nearly everything. /. If. Pearson and Sons, Lowdham.
Apple trees bloomed very well, but after
a long, dull spell the weather became suddenly
very warm, and seemed to scorch the bloom.
Worcester Pearmain. Cox's Orange Pippin, King
of the Pippins, Ec.klinville Seedling, Warner's
King, and Lord Suffield are the best varieties
with us. Pears are very scarce in this district.
Cold, east winds prevailed when the trees were
Raspberries yielded a fine crop in
in flower.
Thomas Simpson, Newspite of want of rain.
stead Abbey Gardens, Linbi/.
{To be continued.)

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselres res-ponsihle for
the opinions expressed hy correspondents.)

—

American Blight. With me this pest is much
more plentiful tliaai I have ever seen it. Why.
Even the Crab
I am at a loss to understand.
the hedges ai'e smothered with the
but how they got there I cannot
As to varieties of Apples that
understand.
are the more susceptible to the pest, there is
not much to choose. Warner's King has always
been the most seriously affected sort here.
Cox's Oi^ange Pippin and Worcester Pearmain
While wounds on the main
follow dosely.
branches from oa^nker are the favourite hiding
places of the insects, the young shoots are not
immune. I have used many so-called remedies,
including methylated spirits a.nd tar, but none
is so effective a.<i Bimyard's Blight Cure, which
is easily applied to the affected parts with a stiff
/'!.
Moli/neii.r.
Swanmore Park Farm,
brush.
Bishop's WahJiam.
trees

in
insects,

of Cliinionanthus fragrans (see
^^The production of a fruit of the " WinSweet " at a recent meeting of the Scientific
Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society
would suggest that the fruiting of this shrub
This is not the case. In
in England is rare.
Surrey, at Fox Oak, Walton-on-Thames, for
three consecutive seasons, 1 saw a wall shrub
and also a shrubbery specimen both fruiting
freely, and the gardener, who has been there for

Fruiting

p. 83).

—

ter

many years, told me that it was quite usual to
have a good crop of fruits. I sowed nine seeds,
and seven germinated, growing into healthy
plants very quickly.
In Trees and Shrvbs,
an abridgement of Arboretum et Frviticetum
" The plant is
Britmrnievm.. Loudon states
generally propagated by layers, but it frequently
produces see^ds. ftrom which many plants have
been raised." .4. C, Bartlett.
:

SOCICTISS
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

—

AtrcrrST 27.
Although the attendance was very
small at the meeting held in the Drill Hall,
Westminster, on Tuesday last, the exhibition
was a capital one for late August. The Joint
D.ahlia Committee, consisting of members of the
R.H.S. Floral Committee and the National Dahlia Society, made
nine awards to novelties.
The Floral Committee recommended six Awards
of Merit and awarded eight medals, including a
Gold Medal for a splendid display of Montbretias.

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee awarded
one medal to a collection of fruits. The Orchid
Committee granted one First-class Certificate
and two Awards of Merit to novelties, and
awarded three medals to groups.

Fig. 33.
(See

montbhetia queen maky.

Awards hy the

Dixon, John Dickson, E. F. Hazelton, W. P.
Thomson, Chas. E. Pearson, R. W. Wallace and
E.

H. Jenkins.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
Montbretia

Queen Mary

glorious variety grows

—

(see fig. 33).
This
about a yard high and

FloffiOl

Committee.)

—

Montbretia Nimbus. This variety is of more
Upright habit than most, the side branches growing more erect than usual.
The colour of the
flowers is deep gold, with a ring of soft redbrown towards the base of the segments, and a
few small markings of the same colour at the

—
AcGvsT
mouth

—

;
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the tube

of

;

a very free-flowering and

effective variety.
iltrntbretia Queen Alexandra.

—An

erect, slen-

der-steminied variety which bears moderate-sized
flowere that are of unusually good, rounded form.
The colour is light apricot-yellow, with purplishred markings at the bases of the lower thi'ee
segments a very elegant variety. This and the
two foregoijig varieties were raised and shown by
Sydney Morris, Esq. (gr. Mr. S. Henley), Earlham Hall, Norwich.
dainty variety with
Gladiolus Prophetess.
The blooms
shapely flowers and good spikes.
red-brown bIot<-hes
cream-white,
with
large
are
on the bases of the three lower segments. In
fonn and texture the flowers are first-rate.
;

—A

Shown by Mr.

J.

S.

Parker, Upton Cheyney,

Bitten.
handLilium. Parkmanii Hayward's var.
some form of a fine Lily. It was exhibited as
the result of crossing L. speciosum magnificum
In general apwith L. auratum macranthum.
pearance it is like a glorified L. speciosum with
the segments flattened out instead of being recurved. The colour is deep pink, with wliltish
margins and red-brown spots. One spike shown
had a fasciated stem and carried a large number of blooms, but these were not so fine as
those on an ordinary inflorescence. The flowers
are very fragrant, with the scent of L. auratum.
but not so .strong.
Shown by Mr. P. S. Hayward, Pearls Farm, Great Clacton.
Lobelia Mrf. HumheTt. A useful, free-flowering hardy herbaceous Lobelia, with stems a yard
high bearing ,t 15-inch spike of clear pink
flowers.
Shown by Messrs. Ladhams.

—A

—

Medals.
Gold. To S. Morris, Esq., Earlham Hall.
Norwich, for Montbretias. Silver-gilt Banksian.
To Mr. L. R. RnsSELL, for stove plants. Silver Flora.
To Messrs. H. B, May and Sons, for
Silver Bonk^ian.
To
Ferns and Bouvardias.
Messrs. Cheal and Sons, for Dahlias and shrubs
Messrs. Ladhams, for herbaceous Lobelias and
other hardy flowers Rev. J. H. Pemberton, for
Roses Mr. G. Reuthe, for hardy plants and
to Mr, W. Wells, .lunr. for Delphiniums in

—

—

—

;

;

,

great variety.

Dahlias.

The Joint Committee of the R.H.S. and the
National Dahlia Society was as follows Messrs.
(in the chair), J. Cheal, J. Green,
J. A. Jarrett, D. B. Crane, H. J. .Jones, Arthur
Turner, C. H. Curtis, E. H. Jenkins, J. F.
McLeod, and S. Mortimer.
The following Dahlias received the R.H.S.
Award of Merit and the N.D.S. First-class Certi:

H. B. May

:

—

Marion Walton. A charming garden Cactus
Dahlia of great decorative value. The stems are
long and stiff; the flowers, of fair size, are
coloured rich rose-pink, with buff shading at the
bases of the central segments.
Purple Emperor. A very handsome and dis-

—

The flowers are of large
boldly on stout .stems.
The
segments are broad and the blooms regular in
outline. The colour is deep purple-tinted maroon
with bright purple reverse, the latter colour
showing up in the short, central ,<iCgmcnts.
Pennant
This handsome Cactus variety has
large blooms composed of slender incurving segments that produce an elcirant effect. The colour
is rich .salmon-cerise, a distinct shade.
^feridlnn.
A large Cactus Dahlia of fine form,
with graceful, slender-pointed segments and a
neat centre.
The colour is pale straw yellow.
Stems long and .stiff.
These four varieties were shown by Messrs.
J. SxREnwirK \ND Son.
President WiUnn. A huee and gorgeous decorative
Dahlia of splendid form and with
VCT-y lone, stwit stems that carry the flowers
tinct de<wirative variety.
size

arKl

r:irrie<l

—

—

—

erect.

The broad segments have

their edges
sfimevvhat refle.\ed t/owards the ends, thus producing a poinlH "ffpct th.nt .idds to the fine
appearance of the bloom. Shown by Mr. J. T,

West.

—

f<fnT.
This is another addition to
Dahlia.'!.
This croup convery useful varieties, pnrticnl.qrly suitable for carden decor.ation and for supplying

f^onthern

the " Star" ftroun of
sists of

cut bloom.s.

form as its congeners, but the. colour is scarlet,
streaked with yellow, and shading into pink at
the tips of the ,segments. Shown by Messrs. J.
Cheal and Sons.

—

Mnk Apollo. A long-stemmed Paeonyflowered Dahlia.
The blooms have two, sometimes three, rows of broad segments, and are
over 6 inches across. The colour is clear pink.
Star of .Mans. A bold CoUerette Dahlia. The
flowers are of fairly good form and size, and
carried on stiff stems.
The broad segments are
deep rosy-scarlet, tipped with pale yellow the
prominent " collar " is pale yellow with red
shading.
Evelyn. A snowy CoUerette variety, with
broad, slightly reflexing segments.
The colouris maroon-scarlet, paler at the tips.
The " collar " is composed of vei'y narrow pale yeDow

—

;

—

,

segments, almost an inch long.
These three varieties were raised and shown
by Mr. J. A. Jarrett, Auerley.

Orchid Committee.
Present

Sir .Jeremi;Ui Colnian, Bart, (in the
Sir Harry J.
Veitch, Messrs,
Jas.

chair).

The

v.iriety

hnn the same elegant

:

O'Brien (hon. secretary), C. J. Lucas. W. H.
White, W. Bolton, Walter Cobb, J. E. Shill,
Charlesworth, Fred. Sender. W. J. Kaye,
Richard G. Thwaites, J. Wilson Potter, Chas.
H Curtis. S. W. Flory and E. A. Rolfe.
J.
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strain of Cattleya Serbia, all of good shape and
bright colouring.
Messrs. Hassall and Co., Southgate, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a group of
showy hybrids, the novelty in which was BrassoLaelio-Cattleya Muriel (B.-C. Madame Chas.
Maron x L.-C. Feronia), a large, light rosecoloured flower with greenish yellow disc to the
broad, fringed lip.
Forms of Cattleya Naidia
(iridescens x
Hardyana), one richly-coloured
form approaching C. Venus in the glowing
colour and foi-m of its lip, and white-petalled
varieties of Cattleya Hardyana were included in
the exhibit.

Fruit

and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. Joseph Cheal

the chair),

(in

W. Poupart, Owen Thomas, W. H. Divers, J. C.
-Allgrove, Edwin Beckett, A. Markham, F. Jordan, A. Bullock, A. W. Metcalfe, E. A. Bunyard, George P, Berry, and the Rev. W. WUks.
Jlessrs. S. Spooner and Sons exhibited a few
dishes and baskets of Apples, the most attractive
varieties being La-dy Sudeley, Worcester Pearmain, and Williams' Favourite (Silver Knightian
Medal).
An .attriactive Apple, shapely and with crimson streaks and shading on a pale yellow gi-ound,
n.anied
Maidstone Favourite, was shown by
Messrs, G, Bunyard and Co,

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.
Catlleya Hardyana alba, var. President Wilfrom Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough.
A magnificent variety resulting from crossing C.
Dowiana aurea and a white-petalled C. Warscewiczii.
The large, broadly-developed flowers
have pure white sepals and petals and glowing
ruby-purple lip with gold liness from the base
to the centre, where, on each side, are patches of
light chrome-yellow.
son,

—

;

ficate

,

Awards

of Merit.

Cattleya Iris Arualdo's variety {bicolor x
Dowiana aureJi), from J. Ansaldo, Esq., Rosebank, Mumbles. A large, handsome variety,
differing from others in having more of C. Dowiana aurea in the labelhim, and in consequence a
broader isthmus of the lip.
The broad sepals

—

and petals are pale siip-green, changing to primrose-yellow, and with faint, purplish veining.
The lip is deep purplish-crimson with gold mark
ingH in the median area: column white,
Cattleya .Aenens (Vrnu.i X Dowiana aurea],
from Messrs, CiiARLESwoRTn and Co., Haywards
Heath, The flowers are formed like those of
C. Dowiana, but with shorter petals. The sepals

—

and

petals are bright yellow, the lip ruby-crim8on with gold veining from the base to the centre.

CKKTrFKATE OF ApPREfl.XTION.
OdantogloKSitm Joy (Uro-Skinneri X eximiiim),
from C. .1. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court. Horsnew hybrid with wellham (gr. Mr. Duncan).
formed flowers of medium size, and showing
0. Uro-Skinneri in a marked degree in the
l.t-bellum.
The sepals and petals are heavily
barred with purple, the white ground showing
through in narrow, wavy lines. The lip is white
with purple blotches ajround the yellow crest and
a band of small, rose-coloured spots inside the

^A

margin

in front.

Groups.

LIVERPOOL VEGETABLE EXHIBITION.

—

August 23 and 24. The show held at St.
George's Hall, under the auspices of the City
Council and the Liverpool Horticultural -Association, was a great success.
The exhibits
were about 2,CO0
number, and in many cases
the produce was of excellent quality.
The premier award, a SUver Challenge Vase
presented by Alderman J. R. Grant, was won
by the Walton Allotment Gai-dens Association,
Seeds Lane, Fazakerley, and the ten plot-holders
who contributed to the collection each -received
a silver medal.
Two Silver Goblets were offered for the best
collection of vegetables from any Association,
arranged on a splice of 36 square feet oiio f or
allotments cultivated during 1918, in which the
Wavertroe Allotment Association proved the winner
and the other for allotments cultivated
prior to 1918, in which the Walton Allotments
were successful.
Both exhibits had a varied
and excellent display of vegetables.
Five Gold Medals w-ci-p given for individual
plots.
Those for plots cultivated prior to 1918

m

;

;

wore won by Mr. W. Swindells, See<ls Lane
(North District). Mr. J. H. Walker, Green
L.ane Drive (South), and Mr, W, .Tackson, Bowring Park (East),
For the plots broken up
during the present year, Mr, E. G, Maylett,
Sefton Park (South) and Mr. W. C. Humphries,

Woolton

(Ra.st)

were the winners.

DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.
August
vegetables

24.

— This

and a

Society

held

a show of

gift sale of vegetables, flowers

Mary's Hall, Dumfries, on the
24th iiiist. There was a. large attendance at the
opening, pre.sided over by Provost S. Arnott,
Maxwelltown, chairman of the Society the show
Prize cups
was opened by Sheriff Campion.
were presented by Provost T. S. Macaulay, Dumfries.
The show of vegetables was ;in exceUeiit
one.
A bronze medal was .awarded to Mr. JCroall, .Junr., York Place Nursery, Dumfries,
for a collection of Potatos, The gift sale, which
was on beh.alf of war charities, was handsomely
supported by contributions from a number of

and fruit

in St.

;

Stuakt Low and Co., .Jarvisbrook,
Sussex, were awarded a Silver-gilt Flora Medal
for an extensive and well-arranged group of
showy species and hybrids.
Cattleya Warscewiczii in several good varieties; Sophro-Cattleya
Doris, S.-C. Bl.Tckii, and other Sophronitis crosses
were effectively displayed with showy LaelioCattleyaa, the be.st of which wa-s L.-C. Sargon
(L.-C. Lustre x C. Hardyana), a very large
.and hand.some rose flower with broad, ruby-claret
New hybrids included Bra s.so- Cattleya Carlip.
men (B. Digbvana x C. Mrs. Myra Peelers), a
large silver-white flower tinged with ro,se colour,
the bro,ad, fringed lip being the darker .shade.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, weire awarded a Silver Flora Medal for
a group of showy hybrids, including form.s of
their Laelio-Cattleya Appam, which secured .tu
Aw.Trd of Merit .it the previous meeting L,-C.
Marina varieties with large and finely-formed
flowers, and several hnndsonie vnripties of their
.Messrs.

;

gar<Iens in the district.

In the open class the best collection of vegel-ables was shown by Mr, R. A. Gbigor,. Junr.
Dalswinton Gardens
The challenge cup presented by the proprietors
0^ the " Dumfries and G.nlloway Stivndaird " for
the best collection of vegetables was awarded to
Mr. W. Kerr, Dalswinton Vill.age,
The show of the Dumfries Burgh Allotment
.

Holders' Association

was held

in

conjunction.

The Dumfries Burgh Cup for the champion allotment w.ns won by Mr, .1, Burnte, Craigs Rosd
."VHotinents.

—

— —
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COVENT
Wheat.

Much Wheat

is

Cut Flowers, &e.

be.ing itJireshed

owing

to

a

lack of straw for tlhatcJiing ricks of cereals and
secomd-cat hay, of which much is being made.
These secomd crops of hay are very good, and
the weather is favourable for them. Owing to
tl>e tardiness of the authorities in fixing the
price for Wheat for the current harvest, few
with the increase in
sales are taking place
;

wages, manures, and all feeding-stuffs, growers
In fi.xing the price of
are naturally anxious.
Barley a/t 57s. per quarter, and Oats at 47s. 6d..
the Government has treated fanners quite
Many farmers istate that Wheat is
liberally.
not threshing out in such good condition and
From observation
quality as was expected.
of our own and other crops, I think there will
be disiappointment as to the quality of the grain,
especially where the land was not well preWhat I mean by quality is explained
pared.
by the word " strength," a term used by millers
to indicate that the endosperm of the Wheat
Bihonld he hard and tramslucent. resembling horn

when

Such

Wheat

contains
"strength," much appreciated by the miller,
yielding flour which produces loaves that are
Im "weak"
large and spongy in texture.
Wheat the floury part of the grain is white
when cut.
chalk
looks
lil<e
opaque,
a7id
and
Grains with such a starchy content are usually
soft and not so desirable as the stronger grains.
The cold, sunless weather in April and early
part of May no doubt caused many plots to be
thus
(Puccinia graminis),
affected by rust
checking the pi'ogress of the Wheat plant. The
extreme dry we^ather during the latter half of
June and the early part of July checked the
Although Wheat does
filling-ont of the grain.
mot require so much moisture as other grain
crops, a sufficiency is needed to swell the grain
Some samples are termed
to its fullest extent.
"boaty," as the centre of the grain is not
It is difficult to imagine a Wheat
filled out.
crop of the finest quality when, the leaves have
been ruined bv this disease. Large breadths of
spring-sown Wheat were cultivated this season,
land,
especially on newly-ploughed up grass
mainly of the Bed NuTsery variety. The demand at that time appeared to be more for
Wlieait than Oats, and farmers responded readily
to tile request to increase the supply of this
In my own case, nine acres of grass
cereal.
we(re ploughed and sown, an March 6, with Bed
Nurserv Wheat, which has given an excellent
crop of high quality. The yield of this WTieat
is not equal to that of autumn-sown plots of
other vs.rieties, but whiere a late growth is required this is an excellent variety to sow
cut

across.

s.d.

- (RIchardiaa).
per doz. bl'ms.
Asters, per doz. bn

mauve

4

pink
white

4

sinjile,

0-80
0-80

various,

per doz bun
Carnations, perdoz.
— blooms, best

0-60

3

American var.
Chrysanthemums,

—

Nigella, perdoz.hun
Orchids, per doz;

0-30

white

and yellow, per
doz.

0-90

5

bunches

per doz. bun ..
Delphiniums, various, perdoz.hun

2

6-30

3

0-60

Sunflowers.
The recent spell of hot weather preceded by
the copious rainfall in the middle of .Inly, has
been, all in favour of rapid growth and the development of the flower-heads, which are, in
the case of the Giant Enssian \iariety, some 15
In
inches in diameter, now well set with seed.
acre plot half was sown with seed, and the
remainder fil'ed with seedlings raised in boxes
in a cold frame and planted during the middle
of Miay. Although the foirTneir hiatch has grown
more vigorously (now 7 feet high), the frameraised plants are more uniform in growth, and
perfecting a full seed crop wTiich should ripen
well.
E. Molyneux, Swanmore Park, Bishop's
Waltliam.

5

0-10

3

0-50

bunches

2
4

scarlet, perdoz,

6-3

8r>ike

Halley, per doz
spikes ...

Gypsophila
flore
plena, perdoz.hun G 0-18
white, per doz.
bunches
...
6 0-10
Heather,
white,
per doz, bun. .. 3 0- fl
Honesty, per bun.
1 9
2

10-26
2 0-40
16-30

n
C>

0-30

1

0- 2 G

2

6-30

!

0-60

bunches
4
Lilium
specioaum

album
Remarks.

I

I

Thomson.

—We

regret to announce

G-alashiels Horticultuo-al Society.
Mr. Thomson, who was headmaster of
tlie
G-alashiels
Burgh Schools, was 66 years of age.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Barberries M. E. H. The fruits of Berberis
Aquifolium aie edible, but not particularly
:

Richmond
Sunburst

latifolia.perdoz.

3

0-60

3

0-40

2

6-30

I

Lavatera, white and
pink, per doz

Andrew

the death, on August 21, of Mr. Andrew Thomson, a leading amateur hortioulturist of Galashiels, and for many years president of th©

16-20
'

Niphetos

—

Poppies,
2

0-60

16-26

Abel
Chatenay ...

Mrs. John Laing
ler bunch ...

1918.

Peter Loney. We regret to announce that
Mr. Peter Loney died suddenly at the residence
of his son, Dr. Loney, Wrenbury, Cheshire, on
the 11th inst.
Mr. Loney was head gardener
at Marchmont, Berwickshire, the residence of
Sir Hugh Hume Campbell, and he was afterwards appointed overseer on Sir Hugh's Marchmont and Hume estates, in which capacity he
acted for many years. Over twenty years ago he
retired, and took up his residence in Edinbur.gh.
For some years he was honorary secreta.ry of the
Scottish Horticultural Association, of which he
was an honorary life member. He was in his
85th year.

bun. ...
.,
6 0-12
white,
mauve,
yellow, perdoz.
bunches
...
6 0-10
Stephanotis,
per
72 pips
...
3 0-40
Stock, English, per
doz. bunches... 9 0-15
Sultan, white, mauve,
yellow, per doz

—

per doz. bunches

Karl

Lilierty

—

0-50

3

0-36

Scabiosa caucasica,
per doz. bunches fi 0- G
Scabious (double).
various,
per
doz. bun.
3 0-50
Statice incana, per
12 0-15
doz

0-60
0-30
0-60

4

...

Madame

—

Cr2'B)

12 0-lS

Druschki ...
Dickson,
per hunch ...
Ladylove

—
—

Gardenias, per box

— (18's)
Gladiolus America
— Brenchleyensis,

.

Hugh

—
—

bunches
...
Sweet Pe.is, various,
perdoz. bun....
Viola cornuta, per
doz. hnn.
...

—

Trade continues ver>- quiet m the cut
flower market, and there is nothing "fresli on olfer, G(M:d
epikc^ of Glaxlioli America and Halley are obtainable.
Carnations are a point firmer this week.

palatable.

The

the common,

of

fiiiit

wild

Berbeiis

vulgaris,
are edible,
but raAhe.r
of the Barberry fruits make good
preserve and are sometimes employed for
making into jelly.

Most

arid.

Names of Fedits
toria
hert

Ignoramus. Plums 1, VicBelgian Purple
Prince Engel3,
Prince of Wales ; 5, Monarch. J. E.
Irish Peach; Pear,
Hessel
Pltum,
:

:

2,

;

4,

;

Apple,

.:

;

Rivers' Early.
of Plants
Koelreuteriia
2,

Names

:

H.

S.
1, Clethl-a alnifolia;
pa.naciilata ;
3,
Arbutus

Unedo 4, AJbielia. grandiflora 5 and 6, varieof Hibiscus syriacus.
G. H. E.
Collomia .gnandiflora. B.
Artemisia vulgaa'is.
0. D. 1, Exochorda grandiflora; 2, Rhododen^
dron myrtifolium 3, Conius Mas 4, Holboellia latifolia
6, For5, Skimmia Laureola
sythia viridissima; 7, Comus capitata
?).—
Lvcium chinense (see answer under
A. N.
" Wayside" Shrub ").— (7. G. 1, Old Monthly
Rose 2, probably Lathyrus amphoricarpus.
;

;

ties

W

.

;

;

;

;

(

;

Vegeiables

Average Wholesale

:

8. d. 8

Beans :—

—
—

—

French, per bus. 6

Scarlet
Runners, per bus,
Beetroot, per doz.
.

Cabbage, perdoz.
Carrots, new, per
doz. bunches

0-36
0-

2

6-40

3
4

0-50
0-60

1

G

Garlic, per lb.

7-0 10

4
Greens, per bag
Herbs, perdoz bun. 2
Horseradish peibun. 2
Leeks, perdoz. bun. 4
Cabbage
Lettuce,

i'-

and Cos perdoz

7

0-40
6-46
0-60

.16-30
4 0-50
3 6-40
13-20

bunches
...
2 0-26
Rhubarb,
per
cwt
25
Shallots, per lb.
6
Spinach, per strike 16-20
Tomatos, per doz

—
—

lb

8

0-90

5

0-70

3

0-40

Turnips, new, per
doz.

bundles

V-getabif-Ms

Mustard and Cress,
Wate
perdoz. punnets 1 o- 1
Remarks.—Tlie market continues

!,perdoz

G-0 Xq

to be fairly well supplied with Apples, both cooking and dessert varieties,
but gupplies of Pears are limited. Plums and Greengages
liave shown a slig^ht increase in supply this week. Homegrown Melons are not so plentiful as usual, but Oantafii-st
loup (French) are fairlv easilv obtainable. Tlie

shipment

of

Jamaica Oranges

is

to fhand.

Peaches and

Nectarines are not so plentiful this week, but all varieSupplies of Tomatos
ties of Grapes are fairly abund.nnt.
have decreased since Inst week, and Mushrooms, Cucumbers, Ma-rrows, and Cabbage are scarce, e&pecialiy t'he
Scarlet Runners are 'plentiful, but Cauliflowers
last.
limited.
of
Peas
are
somew-Tiat
scarce. Supplies
E. n. R., Corent Garden Market, August 5S, 191S.

ENQUIRY.

my

DR.UIDICAL

Celery Leaves Injured S. B. The leaves are
;ittacked by Celery Leaf Blight, Cercospora
apii.
Collect and destroy aU diseased leaves,
and, next season, spray the young plants with
a solution of ammoniacal carbonate of copper.
PoTATOS ON Newly-Dug Pasture Ploug/tTruin,
There is no royal road to combatting wire:

Onions, Egyptian,
per cwt.
...
30 0-36
spring, perdoz.
bun
8 0-12
— new Spanish,
—
32
per case
...
6-10
Parsley, per bunch
Peas, English, per
bus
12 0-15
Radishes, per doz.

—

2
1

Cucumbers, per fiat

Mint, per doz. bun.
Mushrooms, per lb.
— outdoor, per lb.

Prices-

d.

(from2d«>z-4doz) 24 0-30

Directly harvest is completed the cleaning of
With the
stubbles usually occiipies the horses.
SpeE of dry weather usually experienced in
September a good opportunity is afforded of
getting rid of troublesome weeds, which are all
In many oases this is
too common this season.
owing to the extra grass, old Sainfoin leys, and
From these
rota.tion grasses being ploughed.
latter we always expect a full Couch crop. For
tearing up stubbles of this cl.ass nothing is so
useful as steam tackle for scarifying the land
Then with the
twice in opposite directions.
aid of sun and wind, horse cultivators and
harrows, the hulk of the weeds a-nd stubble can
be gathered, burnt in small heaps, and the ashes
spread over the soil.

0-60

bunchea

—
—

Gaillardlas,per doz.

Iceland

4

— Frau

Daisies, large white,

—

—

doz. bunches...
white, per doz.

—

—

9

Catt^eyas

blue,

per doz. bunches
pink, per doz.
bunches
Croton leaves, per
bun.

f^-

—
—

Phlox, perdoz. bun. 4
Roses, per doz, hloome

Coreopsis, per doz.

Cornflower,

0-50

2

Odontoglossum,
perdoz.
...
3
Pelargonium, double scarlet, per

8 0-18

blooms,

0-60

4

6-46

bronze, yellow,
white, per doz.

bunches

rubrum, long ..
per
short,

doz
3
Mar^ueiites, yellow,
per doz. bunches 3
Monthretia,
per
doz. bun.
...
G

«- S

1

long 16 0-lS

—

6 0-12

Cauliflowers, perdoz

CtEANrNG Stubbles.

Liliums,
longiflorum

g d

0-12

I

31,

©bttuar^.
—

GAIiDEN, August S8.
Average Wholesale Prices

:

Arums -

—
—
—
—

[August

R K E: T S.
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CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

—

—
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PLANTS.

SHALL be very grateful if your readers will
kindly (1) mention any plants that are associated
with Druidical rites or that are known to have
been noticed or used by the early Britons, and
I

suitable for planting in this connection, and (2)
refer me to any (accessible) books on plant lore
that would deal with the subject. Welsh Eeader.

:

worm

an application of gaslime, when the ground is fallow, is the best
means of destroying this pest. Each succeeding season you will have less trouble iu this
respect, as a proportion of the grubs will hatch
into the beetle stage each year, and they
rarely return to cultivated ground.
With respect to manures, as you' are unable to obtain
stable dung, dress the ground with superphosphate as soon as it is dug in the spring and
apply sulphate of ammonia at the time of
If preferred, you
planting the seed tubers.
can substitute basic slag for the superphosphate, but this fertiliser should be applied in
the autumn, as it is very slow in action. Use
superphosohate at the rate of 3 ozs. to the
square yard, and about half that amount of
sulphate of .--imonia.
So far as we are
Waystbe Shrub
A. H.
aware, the frui's of the wayside shrub
in old pasture;

:

(Lvcium chinense, better known as L. barbarum) are not edible. The fruits of many
Solanaceous plants are poisonous, and others
are unpalatable, but fruits of a few cultivated
for
food, notably
kinds are largely used

Tomatos. Aubergines. Capsicums, Chilies, and

Cape

Gooseberries.

Communications Received-

—

R.

P

—Columbia—
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gardens ; it is quite unknown to the wartime allotment holder. Its best use by us,

when
No.

l€.5l^SATUBDAY, SEPT.

it

may

be classed as a food rather
mere condiment, iis woefullv

than a
neglected or unknown.

7, 1918.

Archangelica
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ANGELICA.
summer the grievance of our warTHIStime
food supplies has been aggravated by the

general

enhancement

in price of fresh fruit, whilst the shortage
of this season's harvest of Plums, Pears,

und Apples promises to make matters
increasingly difficult until the crops of next
season mature. Thus it has fallen to the
lot of Rhubarb to fill the gap to such an
extent that its higher price and lower
quality are much in evidenoc.
Tlie lucky
grower wlio poss-sses acres of llliuburb
fields
finds himself comparable to the
owner of a gold mine. The greengrocers'
shops show very plainly how the rapid
realisation of th? gross profits of present
opportunity are somewhat straining the
productive capacity of the Rluibarb fields
during the coming year by reason of prolonged and Cicessive gatherings, which
are incompatible with the rest period so
necessary after midsummer for recovery of
growth and preparation for proper crop
development next spring.
Whilst Rhubarb, our emergency substitute' for bush and tree fruits, is thus being
made to supply the wants of the multitude, not a few of us are inclined to
revolt and long for some
amelioration
of this too frequent component of our
daily meals.
Rhubarb jam and Rhubarb
tarts have become odious to many palates
even when doctored with ginger, lemon,

and common flavouring essences. A blend
of Raspberry and Rhubarb has been the
most popular standby, but even such a
compound is a luxury often not obtainable.

Accordingly the times seem

fit

for

tlie

rehabilitalion of the "herb Angelica" in
its old-time repute; unfor-

some part, of
tuTiately,

found
pntch

it

is

nowadays seldom

either in
or in the

to

of

powdered root. It is
known to modern cooks and confectioners
only in the form of crystallised '" candied
Angelica," prepared from split lengths of

]

. .

National Dahlia
..
Sunflower seed, U) har-

i-tiiit

A new late Kaspberry
..
Garden judges
Irises, notes on

in the foi-m of a dry,

Societies -

..

crops, remarks on
..
..
Ihe
101,
Fruit register —

variety
Cattleya Sunset
Peaches on walls in the

Rogues among Potatos

trenches\'egeta'le crops suit
able for glasshouses

An-

our
surviving medicinal herbalists, generally

Rats, the destruction of
:

(garden

day amongst the stock-in-trade

open
:

officinalis

gelica) merely lingers inconspicuously to-

Orchid notes and gUanings —
Cattleya Iris Ansaldo's

:

-

!

b:^

the cottager's garden
best old manor-house

the flowering stems cut in the montli of
May.
Botanists and antiquarians have
written learnedly about this deliciously
aromatic herb and old-time food plant,
but nevertheleiss its food and condiment
value have practically been lost to us following upon its disuse in medicine and its
banishment from our kitchen gardens,
which occurred a little earlier than 1889,
when, however, the second edition of the
Garden Cyclopaedia still represented the
herb as "a well-known plant in most
kitchen gardens."
The " herb Angelica " belongs to the
Natural Order U mhelliferae. Several of our
common wild Umbelliferous plants have
some considerable prima facie resemblance
in growth, iKibit, and foliage appearance to
garden Angelica, which is sometimes found
wild, but is only a garden escape.
Our
wild native plant, Angelica sylvestris, is
liairy in stalk and stem to a degree which
makes u well-marked diSerence. It will
require more than a little Ixvtanical study
for the amateur or layman readily to distinguish from each other the common
Hemlock, the still more poisonous Cowbane or Water-hemlock, the Water Dropwort, the Cow-pansnip, the wayside sup rabundant Goul-wced, and other less
common plants, which have been learnedly

(and with difficulty) classified in dilTereiil
genera of the comjireliensivo tiiN' whi<li
produces blossoms and fruits in umtji'k.
However, to anyone posseniing the sense
of smell Angelica is unique amongst the
Umbellifcra<-, with its pervading aronrifie
odouf, differing from Fennel, Parsley,
Anise, Caraway, Chervil, or Sweet Cicely
one old writer strangely compared it to
Musk, but others to Juniper de gitstihux
non est disputandum, still it is unique
The taste of the juicy raw stems is at first
;

;

sweetish

and

slightly bitter in the mouth
givep a feeling of glowing

and then
warmth. The

leaflets or blades of the leaves
too bitter to be consumable, unless
blanched like Celery. The foliage is bold
and pleasing ; the leaves are bi-pinnatecompound, and the leaflets are serrated
the prtioles are long and stout, but differ
from the " sticks " of Rhubarb in being
hollow.
If
a
small
quantity of leaf-stnlkN

are

:

of
Angelica be cooked with
"sticks " (petioles only) of Rhubarb, the
flavour of the compound will be acceptable to many who do not relish plain
Rhubarb. The quantity of Anwljca used
may be according to circumstances, conditions, and
individual taste.
If the
stems or stalks are young and juicy, thev
may be treated like Rhubarb and cut up
small, the quantity used'}x;ing in any pro-

(leaves)
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portion between 5 and 25 per cent.
If
the stalks are more or less fully developed,
or even rather old -and tough, they can
be excellently w-ell used in economically
small quantities for flavouring large quantities of stewed Rhubarb or of Rhubarb
jam, being added in long lengtlns before
cooking and removed before serving at
table.

*The

confectioner's candied
Angelica
be similarly utilised, but it is extravagantly expensive and not so good, whilst
the home-garden growth in spring-time
of fresh Angelica, with thick, stout leafstalk and of still stouter flowering stems,
is very easy and cheap.
If the flowering
stem be cut whilst very tender early in
May, later leaf-stalks will be plentifully
available for use with the latter part of
the Rhubarb crop.
It is desirable that the amateur cultivator or allotment holder should be
afforded better information about the
uses and cultivation of the Angelica plant
than what lie may be able to acquire by
much book-reading. This herb is biennial
in the botanical sense of that term: Archangelica officinalis (likewise the inferior
Angelica sylve?tris) dies after maturing
one good head of seeds, but only very advanced seedlings fruit in their second
year ; the third year of growth commonly
completes the full period of life.
There
is another specioB, Angelica heterooarpa,
which is credited with being truly perennial
it flowers a few weeks later than the
biennial species, and is not so ornamental
in its foliage.
The seeds of A. officinalis
ripen in July, and it is preferable to row
them in a so'd-Iied in August or September rather than in the following March, as
their
germinating
capacity
rapidly

may

;

deteriorates.
A very slight covering of
earth is best
young seedlings, but not
the old plants, are amenable to transplantation.
They may be grown in any
soil or garden situation, if not too dry
;

or

much overshadowed by

trees.

When

planted out in small clumps of only three
or four seedlings to mature in chosen
spot"!, they should be not less than 9 inchw
apart, but when planted for quantity
maturing in bods of large dimensions
twice as much space will be suitable.
The plants are quite hardy and require
no protection in winter.
The virtues of the herb arc quaintly
praised by old writers, and the name
'

itsilf,

as well as the folk-lore of

all

European countries and nations,

North
testify

to the great antiquity of a belief in its
merits as a protective again.st contagion,
for purifying the blood, and for curing

almost every conceivable malady. It is
to
be especially efficacious as a
" carminative " in the original sense of
that term, acting " as by incantation " or
wonderful
maiirio — that is to isay, with
RuddennesF.
Amongst the more modoi'u
West^'rn
Inula
liorbalista
Europe
of
said

"

Helenium, the famous " Elecampane
(variously sprlled and pronounced), seems
to liave rivalled and ouisted Angelica,
perhaps on the principle that a drug
which is nasty must be medically superior
Elecampane,
to anvthing niorc p.alatable.
in
the form of the candied root, or
'

'

—
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a vei*y sugary confection thereof, soniewhat resembles candied Angelica in flavour.
In Courland, Livonia, and the low lakela,nds
of Pomerania and East Prussia wild-growing
Angelica abounds there, in early summer-time,
it is the custom of some peasants to march into
the towns carrying the Angelica flower-stems and
to offer them for sale, chanting some ancient
ditty in Lettish words, so antiquated as to be
;

unintelligible to the

singers themselves.

a dark violet shade, the central part being bright
The
claret-red with some light orange markings.
side lobes of the lip are light rose colour nrarked
the fleshy column is
with fine purple lines

fusion of the dried leaves is drunk either hot
or cold the flavour of this decoction is rather
bitter
the colour is a pale greenish-grey, and
The
the odour greatly resembles China tea.
roots of Angelica are, or were, used medically
either fresh, or dried and powdered, in which
latter form one dram, a little more or less, con
stitntes a dose.
G. Hiirlifnnr IJorrlj/ (Major).
;

;

Twiclctnham.

The variety King Edward VII., with yellow
sepals and petals tinged with rose colour and
with a magenta-rose coloured lip, was illustrated
in Qard. Ch.ron., October 16, 1909, tig. 114.

CATTLEYA SUNSET.
new cross between C. Dowiana
TankervilHae (bicolor x Rex) is
Lucas. Esq., Warnham Court,
Horsham (gr. Mr. Duncan), in whose garden
it was raised.
In the chief features it resembles
a very fine C. Iris, but the introduction of C.
Re.x has produced a broader expansion of the
side lobes of the lip
which are apricot-yellow
outside and veined with purple inside and a
fine development of the purplish-crimson front
lobe, which has a narrow, white, undulated mar
The narrower middle part of the lip is
gin.
bright yellow, with crimson lines.
The sepals
FLOWER

CATTLEYA

IRIS ANSALDO'S VARIETY.

of a

aurea and C.
sent by

C.

J.

—

Fig.

ORCHID NOTES ANDslCLEANINGS.

—

TREES AND SHRUBS.

and C. Dowiana aurea, was first recorded in
The Gardeners' Chronicle, September 28, 1901,

short side lobes at the base, has been inherited

from C. bicolor.
In the variety illustrated in fig. 36, for which
J. Ansaldo, Esq., Rosebank, Mumblef, Glamorgan, received an Award of Merit at the meeting
of the Royal Horticultural Society on August 27,
the influence of C. Dowiana aurea is especially
pronounced, with the result that the segments
are broader than usual and there is a greater
expansion of the labeUum. The sepals and petals
are pale sap-green, changing to primrose-yellow,
with a pale rose flush and veining of light
purple.
The labellnm is deep ruby-crimson with

PYRUS YUNNANENSLS
(Syn.

We

owe

P .VEITHCII).

Mr. E. H. Wilson the introduction to gardens of this interesting and attractive tree.
He found it during one of his early
journeys in China on behalf of Messrs. J.
Veitch and Sons.
Its chief
beauty is its
rich crop of fruits, which are at their best in
The fruits are a rich, dark red,
September.
dotted with palei' spots, almost globose, and
about half an inch in diameter.
The flowers
are white, but thie spring beauty of the tree is
to

inferior to that of our best flowering Pyruses.
It is evidently a very hardy tree, and thrives
in good, loamy soil in full sunshine.
Messrs.
Veitch and Sons showed the species a few
times at the R.H.S. fortnightly meetings under
the provisional name of Pyrus Veitchii, and on
October 8, 1912, when it bore a remarkable crop
of fruits, it was given an Award of Merit
J.

W.

J. B.

1918.

«

a glorious

month, with more than

the average amount of sunshine and less than
the normal rainfall. The opening week was wet,
but from the 8th to the 24th inclusive there was
an interval without any measurable quantity of
rain, the weather being fine and warm.
The
total fall for the month in my garden was only
1.27 Liicli, which fell on 9 days, a great contrast
to 5.55 inches on 20 days in August, 1917.
But
the contrast was even more satisfactory in
the matter of wind.
Last year there were
two severe gales in August which brought
down hundreds of bushels of Apples and
many Plums.
All available buildings were
filled
with windfalls, for which an adequate
supply of " empties " could not be obtained.
This. year there have been remarkably few windfalls, the season's immunity from gales being
quite exceptional.
The weather has, moreover,
been favourable for gathering the crops and for
hoeing, and the light crops have necessitated

fruits of pyrus yunnanensis.

34.

and petals are apricot-yellow tinged and slightly
veined with rose colour. The column is white
flushed with pui-jJe, and is very fleshy.

Cattleya Iris, obtained by crossing C. bicolor

The hybrid proved to be one of the
p. 250.
most distinct and popidar of Orchids, and
good types of it ai-e as eagerly sought to-day
as they were when it first made its appearance.
Considerable variation in size, fomi and colour
is displayed in different forms of the cross, but
hitherto the shape of the lip, with its more or
less restricted isthmus in the centre and its

August was

;

A

7,
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white.

The

chanted words and the tune are learned in childhood, and may be attributed to a survival of
some Pagan festival. The Finns esteem the herb
also as a food, as well as otherwise: they eat
the young stems baked in hot ashes, and an in-

[September

so little tune being devoted to the former operation that there has been ample opportunity for
keeping down weeds. The plantations are therefore unusually clean for the time of year.

The extraordinary

failure of the fruit crops

is realised more strikingly in the packing and
marketing department than anywhere else.
Usually at tills season we are accustomed to pack
daily at high pressure, and often send three times
to the railway station day after day. This year
packing has seldom occupied more than two days
a week, and the van makes one journey to the
station on each occasion. As varieties ripen they
are picked and marketed direct, and the fruitroom is empty.

Pruning Black Currants.
time being required for picking and
packing, there are opportunities for doing work
which usually has to be neglected. The prmiing

So

little

of Black Currants is a ease in point. Our practice has always been to cut back the bushes for
the first two years after planting, but after that
they have received no attention from the knife,
more urgent pruning work occupying the time
of the few skilled men. This year some of the
bushes have been dealt with, and they certainly

September
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Nelook all the better for the attention.
Currant bushes are somewhat
glected Black
The object is, of
puzzling subjects to prune.
course, to cut out old wood and make room for
new, but it is often difficult to remove the one
without a considerable amount of the other.
The work is bound to involve the sacrifice of
a portion of next season's crop, but it is hoped
that it will produce more young wood for the
crops of future years and give the bushes a longer
IJnpruned bushes crop well, but
lease of life.
wear out prematurely,
believe that they
I
wlulst they grow so tall as to be a nuisance
in a mixed plantation of trees and bushes. My
chief aim in this pruning has been to cut back
some of the old wood to within a few inches
of the ground, in the hope of inducing the
Ijushes to throw up some strong, young shoots
they never do this freely on my Land, which

;

does not suit the crop.
In some of the plantations the bushes were
planted only 3 feet apart in the rows, with the
object of cutting down alternate specimens at intervals, and so keeping them perpetually furnished with young wood, and possibly defeating
the bud mite. Unfortunately the plan has never
been carried through. It has been put off from
year to year, because it seemed a pity to cut
down bushes that were bearing fully. Last
year, however, a few bushes were treated as in
experiment, and the result is so favourable that
h.I have now cut down alternate bushes in
greater part of one plantation that is not t o
There is no
old to give the system a fair test.
doubt about the success of the plan with regarl
Plenty of very
to the formation of new wood.
strong shoots are formed, and the bushes are
quite rejuvenated. It remains to be seen, however, whether this wood will remain free from
bud mite. I shall not be surprised to see it badly
infested, as the pests seem to prefer yonng
shoots.
Nor am I at all .sure that there will
not be a proportion of reverted busTies as a re
suit of the treatment.
Some of those cut back
last year look su.spicious.

Dead Wood

capable of fertilising the Cobs, I examined a
number of the female blooms of the latter under
Where the blooms
the microscope in JIarch.
were taken from trees separated from the hedgerow only by the width of a headland they were
seen to be freely sprinkled with pollen-grains.
Blooms taken from trees more towards the
centre of the plantation showed only a few
pollen-grains, and in many cases none. The crop
now hanging seems to bear out this observation,
there being most Nuts on the trees near the
hedgerow, whilst there is a plentiful sprinkling
further in the plantation. At the time when the
pollen was ripe thei-« was a strong wind blowing
from the hedgerow across the plantation, so that
conditions were favourable to the wild pollen
reaching the cultivated trees. Some of the wild
catkin-bearing branches were cut off and hung
in the Cob-nut trees, but there is no evidence
to prove whether this has been of use or not. I
have little confidence in the plan, because most
of the pollen is shed in the process of collecting
the branches, and the c-itkins soon die after
}.Inrl:rt arrnrrr
tbev .ire tnken fr - t'-- '1-=
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Peas is to allow plenty of room both between
This year we grew
the plants and the rows.
eight rows in trenches, each 110 yards in length.
Besides the variety named above, we grew Duke
Distinction, and
Quito Content,
of Albany,
By
Autocrat, which form a good succession.
allowing ample room between the rows, other
crops, such as Beetroot, Carrots, and Cauliflowers, can
be successfully grown between
Peas.
Edwin Beckett.
of

GLASS HOUSES WITH
VEGETABLES IN WINTER.

CROPPING

In view of the scarcity of fuel for glasshouses,
stocks of indoor flowering plants will be
in most establishments during
the coming winter, and many houses will be
the

much reduced

free for the cultivation of useful food crops.

It

may be

necessary to utilise a little fire heat, but
only the minimum amount should be used. Few
crops pay better than Tomatos in winter, provided the plants are sufficiently advanced to
ensure a full crop being set in November. Plants
foi' this purpose should be re.ndy for tr.nnsfi^rrnce

Plum Tkees.

in

The opportunity is now being taken to prune
the older Plum trees.
It would be too early,
of course, to deal with young trees, on wliich
the leaders have to be shortened, but older trees
require nothing beyond the removal of dead and
overcrowded wood, and this can be done at any

lima of the year.
to distinguish dead
still

on the

trees.

It

indeed, much easier
the leaves are
a great deal of it,
Czar, as a result of

is,

wood
There

wliilst

is

particularly on trees of
brown-rot disease, of which there has been a
particularly severe attack this year, here an<l
elsewhere.
Silver-leaved branches also should

always be cut out early, as they cannot be distinguished when the leaves change colour ;ii
autumn.
We have already gone through the
plantation with this object, marking trees that
show silver-leaf all over to be g:'ubbed, and sawing off diseased limbs where the trouble is restricted to part of the tree.

This disease

also

has spread seriously this year.
The variety Victoria, as usual, is affected worst, but the trouble
is found also in Czar, Pond's Seedling, and a
t

.%

trees of

Monarch.

The Cob-nut Crop.
There is a light crop of Cob-nuts, but it is
better than was expected.
There was a hea7y
crop last year, and Cob-nuts seem to share, with
many varieties of Apples and Plums, the habit
of hearing in alternate j'ears. Tlicre was, however, a stronger reason for expecting a vlh'v
light yield in the scarcity of catkins.
Most-of
the trees carried plenty of female blooms, but
the majority were entirely bare of male catkins.
At the same time I never remember to have seon
catkins !(o profuse on the wild Hazel ^n the
hedgerows adjoining the plantation. With tie
object of seeing whether the wild pollen was

-PEAS

GROWN

IN TRENCHES AT

ALDENHAM HOUSE GARDENS.
THE CARROT MATCHLESS PERFECTION.

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.
rLA.Ml.NU l'KA.>5 IN IKIiMHK^.
Though the cultivation of Peas in prepared
trenches is by no means an original method, it
is not nearly so
generally practised as, I am
convinced, its merits deserve, and there are some
excellent cultiv-itors whom I am aware do not
favour the system, but in my opinion it has

very much to commend it, and is especially
valuable where the soil is of poor quality and
a porous nature.
The value of trenches lies in
the fact that by excavating the soil to a good
depth, and filling in the excavation either with
suitable soil or well-decayed farmyard manure,
the roots are provided with a deep rooting
medium, and water can be supplied much more
readily than when the plants are growing on
the flat.
We cultivate practically the whole of
our culinary Peas in this way, with the best
possible
results.
At the time of writing
(August 27) we are picking a plentiful supply
from a long row of "Edwin Beckett," which we
commenced to gather from the first week in
.Tune.
The present yield is, of course, from
secondary growth.
The chief point to observe in the cultivation

THE VARIETY

IS

DISTINCTION

;

their fruiting pots, and may bo grown in
any well-ventilated structure with full exposure
to sun, where the ventilators may be left open
during the autumn in order to promote stocky,
to

growth.
Fire-heat should not bo
used during the autumn except in cold, damp
weather, and then only sufficient to keep tliD
atmosphere from becoming stagnant.
During
the late autnmn the blooms should be carefully
pollinated, in order to make sure of the fruits
setting.
A temperature of 60° is suitable in
winter.
Water the roots very carefully when
moisture is necessary the soil should be thoroughly soaked, as it is not wise to give frequent light applications of water.
Light topdressings of suitable materials applied on frequent occasions will help to keep the plants
healthy during the winter.
If
Cucumbers are
re<|nircd
winter
in
seed should be sown at once in small, clean pots
and germinated on a gentle hotbed. Plant the
seedlings as soon as the second rough leaf is
formed.
fermenting material is available,
If
make a hotbed and place mounds of soil in
position a few da.ys before the plants are ready
to put out.
.\ compost of turfy loam and loaf-

short-jointed

:

mould in equal quantities
ing medium.
When the

is

suitable as a root-

young

roots

show
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through the surface, applj^a light top-dressing
of rich soil.
The top growth should be carefully
thinned, stopped and tied as necessary throughout the winter. Crowding of the plants should
never be permitted ; remove deformed fruits as
soon as they appear. A terapera,ture of TC is
suitable, but it may be allowed to drop to 65°
during cold nights.

Beans may be grown in quantity
during the late autumn, but they are seldom
profitable sown later than the middle of October.
French

Pots 7 inches in diameter are best for late crops,
and the plants should be grown to within 18
inches of the roof-glass in a house having a
Good results may be olitemperature of 50°.
tained from sowings made early in January,
From this sowing pods
either in beds or pots.
should be ready to gather about the last week
in February, when choice vegetables are scarce.
In order to maintain a regular supply, a fresh
sowing should be made every ten days, and this
crop should prove remunerative as time advances in spring and less fire-heat becomes necesThe Belfast and Osbom's Forcing are
sary.

good early varieties and

prolific croppers.

Glass-houses may also be used in winter for
the growing of salad plants, such as Lettuce
and Fndive, without fire-heat, except when very
severe frosts occur, when sufficient heat should
be afforded to protect the crops from injury.
For winter crops several sowings should be made
in September and the seedlings transplanted as
soon as they are large enough to handle. If
once allowed to become drawn in the _seed beds
they will be of very little value as a winter
Rich soil is necessary to ensure quick
crop.
growth, and, during the autumn and early
winter, a liberal supply of soft water should be
Golden Ball, Little Gott, Monument,
given.

and

Maximum

The last two
autumn and winter cropJohn Dunn.

are suitable sorts.

varieties are good for

ping in the order named.

FRUIT REGISTER.

A

NEW

LATE

RASPBERRY.

Messrs. Stoeeie and Storbie, Glencarse,
Perthshire, have sent us fruiting sprays of their
Storrie's Excelsior Perpetual Raspberry.
In this variety the canes begin to produce ripe
from the top laterals downwards, and each
succeeding lateral, as in the samples received,
shows ripe fruit at the apex, flowers at the base,
and fruits in different stages of development
between. The result is that ripe fruit -may be
summer and
during
continuously
gathered
autumn. The fruit is large and finely flavoured,
and the canes will -grow to a height of 7 to 8
feet in ordinary garden soil.

new

fruits

PEACHES ON WALLS

IN

THE OPEN.

of the best early Peaches on our open
walls
facing south-east is Duke of York,
which ripened nledium-sized fruits of good
Pereflavour and colour at the end of July.
grine followed a fortnight later with handsome,
of
fruits,
some
highly-coloured, good-flavoured
which weighed 8 ounces each. This variety is

One

one of the best Peaches for growing both inOwing to cold winds
doors and in the open.
last spring most other varieties were affected by
blight, but this variety was immune, and has
mp.de good, clean growth free from red spider.
The variety Barrington has, up to this season,
dune well, but the dry weather of June retarded
The
its growth, and there are very few fruits.
same is true of Crimson Galande, one of the
best outdoor Peaches in ordinary seasons. Trees
of Alexander Noblesse are carrying fair crops
of good-sized fruit, and have made good growth

[September

Royal George is not a
free from red spider.
success here
the fruit is woolly and the tree
Violette Hitive
very susceptible to blight.
is our best and latest variety ; the tree is quite
hardy and never fails to carry a medium crop
Early
well-flavoured fruits.
good-sized,
of
Rivers Nectarine ripened choice fruit on a
AH the
south wall at the end of July.

7,

1918.

;

is

The Week* sV/ork.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

F. Jordan, Gardener to Lieut.-Ool. Spkndbr
Olay, M.P., Ford Manor, LingHeld, Surrey.

trees are free from blister, having been sprayed
with Bordeaux mixture a short time before tlie

flower-buds expanded.
Gardens, Beading.

A. B. Wudih, Eufflcfi'hl

NOTES ON
IRIS

IRISES.

SPURIA.

It has long been apparent that the name of
spuria covers a numbei' of local forms of an
Iris which is widely distributed over Europe,
and, indeed, in Asia. Herbarium specimens are
ol small va;lue in compa-ring the various forms,
for the growth of the different plants varies
cr.psiderably accordLng to the conditions of soil
and climate in which they are grown, and. mureover, the same plant may differ appreciably
from one season to the next, as conditions of
heat and moisture axe seldom identical in two
consecutive years.
It has at length become possible to obtain
pl'ants from most of the known European habitats of this species, and to grow them side by
side under conditions much more nearly identiIt cannot be certain
cal than those in nature.
that this comparison is entirely satisfactory, for
possibility
that some of
the
there still remains
these forms vaiy from seed, and that the one or

two plants collected in any locality were therefore rejj-resentative of only one of the forms to
be found in that district. However, bearing in
mind this possibility, which can only be investigated by raising a number of seedlings
frttm ea«h locality, the various looal forms seem
to fiall into three groups.
plants are dwarf and slender, and
The reproduce only two flowers.
on the stem are narrow and
leaves
duced
This
tapering, and entirely clothe the stem.
form is found near Agde. in the Departement
of Herault, in the South of France, near I'Hermenault in Vendee on the west coast of France,
I.

The

usually

and near Madrid.
II. The plants are stouter and silightly taller
than those of the first group, an,d the stems
produce one or two lateral flowers set close
The reduced leaves
below the tei-minal head.
are bixiader and less gradually tapering, but in
tthis

group, too, they entirely clothe the stem.

Specimens of this form are found in the
marshy meadows between Hyeres and the
Mediterranean, on the Danish island of Saltholm, in one locality in the fens of LincolnI have not myself
shire, and near Algiers.
visited the habitat in the fens, but there seems
no doubt that the plant is really wild there,
it
was unknown to Bentham and
ihougJi
Hooker.
III. The third group consists of taller plants,
with the clusters of flowers and the reduced
leaves seit much further apart on the stem®, so
that the internodes are always uncovered for
This form occurs at Trebur,
stime distance.
near Darmstadt, and also near Perth, and in
Hungary, and it is presumably the same form
that was named subbarbata by Joo.
There is practically no v:ariaJtion in the actual
flowers, though the shade of blue differs a little

—

Ripening Onions. The long period of bright,
sunny weather has been favourable to the maturation of Onions generally.
All thick-necked
bulbs, which never keep, with foliage erect,
should have their stems twisted down to check
top gi-owth and assist in hastening the swelling
and ripening of the bulbs. The sooner those with
their tops nearly or quite brown are cleared off
the moist gi-ound the better, otherwise they may
start rooting afresh, and this will impair their
keeping qualities.
The bulbs must not, however, be stored till they are thoroughly ripened
by being laid thinly on mats, sumiy walks,
greenhouse stages, or shelves of comparatively
empty houses. The old-fashioned plan of roping
Onions and suspending them in airy sheds is
Tripoli Onions are instill the best method.
variably the worst keepers, and should be used
first. After these those of the White Spanish type
and other varieties with flat, straw-coloured
This season, such la.tebulbs should be used.
keeping varieties as Brown Globe, The Wroxton,
and James Keeping will be specially valuable.

—

Winter Spinach. If from any cause the seed
sown in August has failed to germinate, more
should be sown at once. On land with warm subsoils these later sowings sometimes succeed the
best,

as my experience of the plants goes.
should be inclined to expect th,at seedlings of
groups I. and II. might be found to be indistinguishaHe, or to contain specimens of both
forms, but that III. would remain distinct.

Charterhonise, Oodalming.

the earliest-raised

plants

—

—

General Remarks. This has been a fairly
good season for the growth of all kinds of
kitchen garden crops, and of weeds as well.
Besides clearing off crops that are no longer
and storing others for winter, there
to be done in getting the land
from weeds while the sun is still strong
enough to dry them quickly. After September
this work becomes much more tedious and exIt is surprising what constant hoeing
pensive.
and scarifying the surface soil will do in clearLate crops
ing the worst cases of foul land.
that have been put out recently should be encouraged to make growth while the warm
Applications of liquid manure
weather lasts.
will assist all crops, as they require an abundance of moisture while making growth.
profitable

is

much work

free

_

.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bv Jts

Hudson

He.id Gardener at G-unnersbury House,
.4cton,

I

W. B. Dykes,

rule,

thin finally when the plants are large enough to
be dibbled out. Sprinklings of soot and frequent
surface hoeings have a most beneficial effect on
Spinach.
TomatOS. Outdoor Tomatos have grown well
and are fruiting heavily, very little disease being
apparent.
Should fi'ne weather continue for a
few weeks longer the fruits will ripen rapidly.
All superfluous growtlis should be kept closely
cut away,, and where the leaves smother the
trusses these should be thinned out to let the
Too often
fruits have fuU exposure to sunlight.
Ihe leaves are removed wholesale, but this is a
mistake, as the loss of foliage either from disease. or premature removal checks the growth of
Let
the fruits and also spoils their quality.
the ripening for the present be natural and, if
much of the fruit still remains in a comparatively
green state when cold weather may reasonably
be anticipated, the trusses may be cut off and
the greater portion of the fruits ripened in a
dry, warm house. Keep the roots well supplied
with liquid stimulants and the top growth as
dry as possible.

in different specimens.

So far

but, as a

prove the most serviceable, and every care
should therefore be taken of them. Transplanting may safely be done in showery weather, and
for this reason it is advisable to thin out seedlings very lightly where they are crowded and

W.

—

The
for Planting.
selection of fruit trees for planting is an allimportant matter, and one that calls for careful
I advise that it be attended to as
attention.
Selection

of

Trees

Septekber

7,
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soon as possible after this <iate.
The trees
should be selected in the nursery, for it is only
by this means that specimens can be chosen to
suit any given position or locality.
I like to
see the trees growing it is an education to do
this, and one cannot learn too much from the
fruit-tree expert.
It is preferable to obtain
trees from e.xposed situations, where they are
exposed to the wind from almost every quarter.
This tends towards a hardier constitution. Jly
advice is not to be guided by the vigour of any
kind of fruit tree so much as by its uniformity of
growth and symmetry. If often happens that the
district is, to .some extent, strange to the penson
in charge. When this is the ca^e, find out beforehand what varieties of fruit do best in that particular district and select accordingly.
When
visiting a fruit nursery make it a practice to
inspect the trees in a quarter that has been
drawn upon the previous year, where, as a matter
of course, the trees stand further apart and can
be viewed easily. Besides, these trees have had
more exposure, and possibly, too, not so much
manurial stimulants in the past season.
True,
such trees may cost a little more, but it will be

In repotting, select a clean pot that will accom-

modate the plant for two seasons, and fill -t
to one-third its depth with clean crocks, covering
these with either a small quantity of Sphagnum"
moss or the rougher portions of the compost.
Keep the back part of the plant near to the side
of the pot, and the base just level with the rim
press the soil with moderate firmness against the
rliizome and between the roots. When'the plant
is potted the front of it should rest on the
surface of the compost. A suitable rooting medium
for Odontoglossums consists of equal parts of Os-

;

money

:

munda-fibre and Al fibre, with chopped Sphagnum-moss, half-decayed oak leaves, ;ind crushed
crocks added.
After the plants are repotted
they should be placed in the house and watered
with a can having a fine rose, and shaded from
bright sunshine.
Keep the atmosphere humid
by damping the bare spaces whenever they become dry; on bright days a light spraying "overhead will be beneficial. Wafer the plants with
extra care until the roots have grown freely into
the new compost. Plants that are in a dormant
condition should not be repotted until tlie young
roots have made suitable growth.

well spent.

—

Trained

Fruit Trees. In selecting trained
such as Peaches and Nectarines, avoid
with a central leader, as these are not
so likely to form well-balanced specimens in
the near future.
Always watch for any symptoms of canker and reject such trees as are

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

trees,

those

Where there is room it is preferable
two trees of any given variety rather
than one only.
If I purchase Cherries and
Plums as fan-shaped trees I eventually get them
into the horizontal form, for on our soil Cherries
do better when horizontally trained. In the oas"
affected.

to have

Pears horiz^nt.Tlly trained trees are preferable,
for fan trained examples cannot at all
times be formcxi into wpll-balanced specimens.
For quickly filling a wall both single and double
cordons, also the gridiron forms, are strongly
to he recommended.
There is great economy in
furnishing a wall as quickly as possible, and
the somewhat additional cost in the first 'nstance is soon well repaid by the quicker return
in crops of fruit.
With respect to pyramid.i,
the trees should be well furnislied and we'l
'balanced also.
Trees that have been grown at
a fairly good distance apart are much to be preferrc?. even if not quite so tall for their age.
of

Bush and Standard Fruit Trees.— Similar re
marks apply to dwarf Apples on the P.iradisc
stock.
to get

ment.

tnie secret with all these tree* is
them well eslnbli«hed at the commenceIn selecting st.indard trees always choose

somewhat dearer than

others.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

E.

HiRRISs, Gaidener to Lad\- Wastaoe,
Lockings Park, Berkshire.

—

Lachenalia. The I.achenalia is a desirable
plant to grow in these times of fuel shortage,
as it requires absolutely cool treatment.
Bulbs
may be potted now in comparatively small pots
filled with a rich, open compost.
The plant is
very suitable for growing in hanging baskets
or pans.
When the bulbs are potted water
them and place them in a cool house or pit,
using fire-heat only when there is danger of

J. Coi.i.rEn,

Gardener to Sir .Tereufah Coi-man,
Gat ton Park, Rci(rale.

Hart..,

Odontoglossutn.— A few 0<lont«gh)i>sum8 have
started well into growth, and where a representative collection of these Orchids is cultivated
some
of
the
pl.ants
require
attention at the roots at intervals throughout
the year. But the montli of September is the
best time for general repotting or replenishing the surface materials, as may be found
necessary.
Plants that have grown to the
sides of the
pots, and
those
that
are in
old compo.st and have become cxhau.sted should
be repotted. The best time for this operation
is when the young growths are from 2 to 3 inches
long, as at this stage new roots are developing
from their bases. The plants should be turned
out of the pots and the old materials shaken
from the roots.
Decayed roots sBhuld be cut
away, .also old. leafless pseudo-bulbs, leaving two
or three pseudo-bulbs behind the voung growths.
Small, healthy plants are best repotted annually,
and this should be done without much root disturbance, while plants growing in 5 or 6 inch
pots that w»re repotted last vear and with c^mpo.sl in good condition should not
be disturbed,
but some of the materials should be carefully
picked from the surface and replaced by fresh.

cordance with the weather.
Remove all super^Huous shoots that would obstruct the light. Topdress the beds with a thin layer of fresh loam
and a little bone-meal or fine, old lime ruuble.
-is large Melons are not desirable
at tliis period
manure should not be used; rather aim at producing,
medium-sized,
well-flavoured
fruits
averaging 4 lbs. in weight.

Melons

imminent.

is

the foliage from flagging. Water should
be withheld at the roots and the soil gradually
allowed
become dry when the fruits are ripening: it
IS a good plan to arrange the
fruits above the
fohagie by placing them on inverted flower-pots,
as the quality and flavour is considerably
improved by full exposure to the sun. Keep the
glass, both inside and out, perfectly
clean.

TomatOS.— Winter-fruiting Tomatos should b»
shifttd at once into large pots. It is not advisable to fill the receptacles with soil, but it should
be niade firm
leave ample room in the pot for
adding top-dressings on severaJ occasions. Keep
the house closed for a few davs until the roots
are established in the fresh compost, then admit
air freely, to encourJge
the development of
.short -jointed, sturdy growths.
;

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
R. P.

—

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine.
Let this Begonia have plenty of water and stimulants, the
on two or three occasions weekly.
The
young shoots are growing freely and need constant attention in tying to keep the plants,
shapely. If less fire-heat than usual is employed
let there be a corresponding reduction of moisture in the atmosphere.
If the plants are not
required to flower early pick off the blooms for
the present.

Climbing Roses.—The

final thinning of the
all climbing Roses should be done now
order that those left for flowering may become thoroughly matured before the winter.
The roots should .still be supplied with an abundance of water and stimulants
neglect in this
matter is often the cause of an attack of mildew. .Should this disease appear on the foliage
dust the plants with flowers of sulphur.

shoots of
in

;

FRUITS UNDER GLASS,
By W.

J.

Keelo

OrisE,
Hull,

Gardaner to Wra. I)EMP8TEn,
NewMistle,

Stoffordsliire.

—

Melons. Late Melon plants Ln houses or pits
are swelling their fruits, and require a little
warmth in the bottom pipes to maintain the requisite temperature.
Every advantage should
be taken of sun-heat, by closing the house early,
but the nights are very chilly, and it is therefore necessary to supplement this with a little
as good Melons cannot be obtained
if
the temperature is allowed to fall much
below 70°. Syringing the foliage of Melons (as
I have before remarked) is often carried to excess, and, provided the foHag<> is clean, the practice should now be discontinued.
The paths.
fire-heat,

nuoTUEKSTON, G;irdener

IlADUiNnToN, IVninghame,

to tlie Ecirl of

Eaist

Lothian.

Border Pinks.— Varieties of Border Pinks, a>
well as some spreading species, are at this time
of the year eivsily increased by division.
If the
atmosphere h.as been moist numberless roots
will have formed along the stems, but even where
no roots have formed the pipings will root with
certainty.
Notch lines in the ground for their
reception, and it will be productive of nice firm
growth if some old potting material is placed
over the stems before filling in the
may be watered, but at this season it
tial,

latter

frames should

to

By

frost

in

wiU be no difiiculty in_ obtaining fruits of a
rich flavour; a high temperature and dry
atmosphere are essential to obtain finelv finished
specimens. \ery httle moisture is required, but
just
sufficient is needed on bright
mornings to keep

Chrysanthemums.— These

plants should rem.ain out-of-doors for so long as the weather
remains ftivourable, but the houses should be
ready for their reception directly there be danger of frost. Plants of the large-flowered kinds
should be placed under glass as soon as the buds
show colour, as rains or heavy dews will cause
the flowers to damp.
Late-flowering varieties
should remain out-of-doors for several weeks
later than those of the main batch, but they
should be pl.iccd in a position where covering
material may easily be placed over them when

Frames.— Melons

in

be fast approaching the ripening stage.
If the
frames are fumished with hot-water pipes
ther«

severe frost.

The

those with clean, wll-developcd stems,
i here
i.s often
a great variation in the trees, but the
cleanest in the stem are the best to choose, even
if

By
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and other bare spaces may be damped on
fine mornings, and again when
the house is
closed, but the damping must be strictly
in acwalls,

soil,

x..iey

is not essenthe soil is pressed very firmly.
a very pretty form of Cyclops which

aspecially

if

There is
I have had

off and on for many "ye.ars, which
should be propagated now, "but this I increase by means of cuttings inserted in S-inch
or 6-inch pots which are stood in the Carnation
house till spring, when they are ready to plant
al.so

out.

—

Carnations. If Carnations were layered early
the young pl.ants are now ready to "transplant
into beds where they are 'to flower. The benefit
of early planting, a'part from strengthening the
plants, is that frost has no evil effect, as is so
evident in the case of those planted late, in
lifting them partially out of the ground.
In
1915, when time to do things right seemed impossible, I planted Carn.ations in undug and otherwise unprepared ground, and nothing could have
done better than they did. Not only were u.su.il
border varieties included, bnt also show sorts
and Picotees, generally restricted to pot culture.
The lesson from that is that Carnations
mu.st have a very firm soil for rooting in,
and consequently, after digging, the ground
.should be made firm by foot pressure before
planting, and very porous soil he made firm
after planting.
It is to be remarked that the
Carnation is semi-fruticose, and therefore must
not be plante<I deep, with the further caution
that strong plants may require support until
establi,shed.
Instead of inserting a .short stick
parallel to the plant for this purpose I prefer to
put it in aslant and secure the plant to it with
a single tie where it touches the stem.
A
percentage of layers should be potted in order
to h.ive spare plants to fill blanks in spring, and
now is also a good time to pot up the whole
stock where spring planting is the custom.
Durlnc nviich rain the plants should be placed
in frames.
_
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therefore, important,

BDITOKIAL NOTICE.
correspondents
Eaitors and Publisher.
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relaUng
to financial matters and to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Pdblisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. Tlie two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
—Correspondents will greatly oblige
Iiocal
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
;

News

APPOINTMENTS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10—
Roy. Hort. Soc. Corns, meet and National Dalilia Soc.
(L-ombmed show).

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11—
Acton AUotment Show.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13—
Soutlhend Food Exlidbition

(2 days).

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24—
meet.

Roy. Hort. Soe. Coins,

ATBKA.OB Mean Tbiipebatttbe
deduced from observations
years at Greenwich, 58.4°.
AOTUAIi Tempebatukb

:

for

we«k

ensuing

the

during

tJhe

laat

fifty

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Oovent Garden, London, Thursday, September 5,
61°.
Weather— Close
temp.
Btu-. 29.8
10 a.m;

dajnp.

aiiid

1SALK8 FOR

THE KN8UINCS WEEK.

TUESDAYSale of Winter Blooming Heatlhs and Greenihouse
Plants at Burnt Ash Road NurserieB, Lee, S.E., br
Protheroe & Morris, at 11 o'clock.

WEDNESDAY—
Sale ol Bulbs,

Palm Seeda,

Sea.,

at 67 to 68,

Cheap-

by Protheroe & Morris, at 1 o'clock.

side,

We

are so familiar withi
the uses to which wood
IS put that the amazing
and varied properties
which timber possesses rarely if ever exYet those properties of
cite our wonder.
strength, elasticity, and durabil'ity confer
on timber, as is pointed out by Prof.
Groom,* a superiority over all other struc..
_.
Wood.

/•

tural material.

Suitably used and treated, wood is more
durable than iron, and may be subjected
to processes which enable it to withstand
temperatures at which iron becomes a
fluid.

fibre for

and

By

disintegration the
is obtained,
by distillation or partial decomposi-

molten

its

paper and cordage

tion of wood all manner of precious
kinds,
various
of
chemicals alcohols
acetone (so necessary for munition work),
formalin (one of the chief antiseptics),

—

well

dyes,

scents,

and

turpentine,
drugs are produced.
In spite of the ever-extending use of
metals, wood holds it own, and every year
the consumption of timber per head of
population steadily rises.
The insatiable demand of this country
for wood is revealed by the import returns.
As Prof. Groom points out, the value of
timber imported in 1913 was: Soft wood,
32 million pounds sterling, and hard wood,
10 million and to this must be added the
not inconsiderable value of the homeas

—

as

;

grown timber which was
Since the supplies

of

felled.

soft

wood

and

their accessibility are decreasing, it is evident that the price of soft wood of large
dimensions Douglas Eir, Pitch Pine, and
It is,
Scots Pine is bound to increase.

—
—

* "Timber Industry," by Percy Gr
1918.
Ron. Soc. 0/ Arts, July
.'i,

Groom

in-

In spite

of the

enormous consumption

of

timber in this country we cannot be
charged with extravagance, for our annual
consumption per head of population is less
than that of any other great Power except
Whereas we only use 14 cubic
Italy.
feet per head of population, France uses
24.G,

Germany

36. G,

Canada

and the

192,

United States 2G0. Prof. Groom insists
that afforestation must be practised in
order to provide for home needs, and
points out that our climate is well suited
to the

growth

of Coniferou.s

—that

is,

soft-

The timber produced
wooded timbers.
here is good, and can be used for many
Scots Pine grown even in the
purposes.
South of England is good enough for wood
paving, and the slow-growing trees of
Scotland produce timber good enough for
use in the construction of the vital parts

—

;

as Prof.

that increased economy and production be practised, and it will also be
necessary to substitute, as time goes on,
wood.
available hard woods for soft

sists,

— Our

n,

D.Sc, Journ. of

The difference between the
value of timber from trees of a given
Scots Pine, for example is due
species
not to differences in quality of woody subamounts of
stance, but to the relative
spring and autumn wood formed each year.
walls and
thin
Spring wood has relatively
large spaces, autumn wood thicker walls
and smaller spaces. Since climate determines the relative amounts of spring and
autumn wood formed in each annual ring,
it is possible to predict with considerable
accuracy the properties and value of the
timber grown under different climatic conIn this way Germany, with its
ditions.
well-regulated forests and research laboratories, was able to ascertain at once from
which forests timber suitable for use in
aeroplane construction was to be obtained.
Prof. Groom gives an interesting example of the economic loss which follows
from the present confusion in nomenclature of certain hard woods, such as
mahogany. Wood from various trees is
sold in this country as West African
Many of these spurious
mahogany.
come from the German
mahoganies
Germany sent us false
Cameroons.
mahogany which enjoyed the prestige of
the name, and so realised a better price
than if it had been sold under its proper
of aeroplanes.

—

—

name.

The importance

of

proper season-

ing of timber is due to the fact that many
of the desirable qualities of timber vary in
inverse proportions to the amount of

On the other
water which it contains.
hand, the presence of considerable quanof its
tities of water in timber permits
being manipulated, as, for example, by
compression to form railroad keys or bent
Seasoning
for use in furniture-making.
has, of course, another effect of great value,
that of rendering wood less apt to decay.
The loss from decay in unseasoned wood
such as that generally used for pitprops is
prodigious.
Por instance, it has been
estimated that if the pitwood in the
United States were treated with antiseptics before use there would be a saving
of 50 per cent., or of .50 million cubic feet
per annum. The wastage of pitwood may
in some cases be so great that props re-
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quire to be replaced in from 4 to 12 weeks,
whereas creosoted props in the same mine
We cannot here
may last 8 years.
do more than give a brief summary
paper, but we
valuable
of Prof. Groom's
all who are interested
wood and the development of
the timber resources of the Empire to pro-

would recommend
in the use of

cure a copy and peruse

it

with attention.

National Dahlia Society.— The annual exhi
Dahlia Society wiU be
Bucknigham Gate, Westminster, on Tuesday, September 10, in conjunction with the Royal Horticultural Society's fortbition of the National
held in the Drill Hall,

nightly meeting.

Garden

Judges.

—

Some

upon

comments

interfering
in
competitor
with the judges at the recent competition
for prizes for the best gardens in the Burgh of
Kirkcudbright were made in the judges' report
of a

action

the

submitted to a recent meeting of the Town Coun
It was alleged that one of the competitors
cil.
had interfered by offering the judges some
uncalled-for advice regarding their duties. The
Council agreed to intimate that exhibitors interfering with the judges in their duties would be
disqualified.

Prices for Vegetable Marrows.— The Food
Controller has made an Order fi.xing the fohowing maximum prices for Vegetable Marrows,
which are largely used in the manufacture of
Grower's price on sales to a licensed jam
jam
:

—

(f.o.r. at grower's station), £6
per ton; grower's price to retailers (delivered
ex market or to retailer's premises), £5 10s. per
ton grower'-s' price on any other sale except retail sale (f.o.r. grower's station), £5 10s. per
ton wholesale dealer's price (delivered ex market or to the buyer's premises). £6 10s. per ton.
One penny per lb. or any part
Retail Sales

manufacturer

;

;

:

with a maximum of 7d. for any single
Marrow. No charge for deliverj- is permitted.
In a season when the fruit crop is poor Marrows
of a lb.,

are also short of the

demand.

It has, therefore,

been arranged that jam manufacturers shaU. he
at liberty to buy for jam making, in priority to
any other purpose, any Vegetable Marrows in
the hands of growers or wholesale dealers on
If the Marrows
tendering the maximum price.
are in the market this price will be £6 IDs. The
Order, which came into operation on August 28,
it
cancels contracts above the maximum price
does not apply to cooked, preserved, or Custard
Marrows, nor to Marrows grown in Irelanid.
Flowers In Season.— Mr. A. Dawions, King's
Road, Chelsea, sends flowering shoots of his new
Calceolaria Buttercup, which gained the R.H.S.
;

Award of Merit on May 28, 1918. and was illustrated in fig. 97, in our issue for June 1. 1918.
The inflorescences are exceedingly floriferous,
Mr. D.\wkins
the blossoms being rich yellow.
states that " the branches were out from one of
the plants exhibited at the Drill Hall on May 28
After flowering in the greenhouse the plant
last.
was cut back and planted in a border
menced to flower early in August, and
;

in full

it
is

comstill

bloom."

Jam

(Prices)

Order amending the
Order, 1918, came into operation on MonPrices show an advance of lid. to
3d. per lb. on those which have hitherto been

Jam.— An

No.
day

2.

last.

New varieties of jam have been added
in force.
Rhuto the Schedule of the Amended Order.
barb jam and Rhubarb mixed with other fruit
can stUl be bought for lid. a lb., and Gooseberry and Apple mixed is the same price. Jam
mixtures not specifically scheduled are lO^d.,
which is a halfpenny up and other prices range
from Hid. to Is. 3d., Cherry (a penny up) and
Strawberry being bracketed at the latter figure.
Marmalade is is., as before: Raspberry, Black
;

Currant, and Loganberry, at

Is.

lid., are un-

—

September
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Red Currant and Plum are each
Apricot and Pineapple are increased
Blackberry, Peach,
Is. l^d.
and Greengage have risen Id., Peach being
Is. IW., and Blackberry and Greengage Is. O^d.
while Damson and Plum, 2d. dearer, are on the
Mixtures with Melon are listed
Is. 0yd. level.
changed

;

Ojd.

;

Is.

^d.,

now making

;

;

at

Is.

lid.

—

Destruction of Rats. The Ministry of Food
has issued an Order giving power to local
authorities to take such measures as may appear
to them to be necessary to secure the destruction of rats, and making it compulsory for all
persons concerned to comply with the regulations issued under the Order. The intention of
the Food Controller, we understand, is to permit local authorities to decide for themselves
what steps are most likely to be successful in
their

own

101

method of preventing these attacks is to
bands of stout, grease-proof paper smeared
with a sticky preparation sold for the purpose
around the trunks of the trees. The moths attempting to climb the trunks become entangled
in the grease and eventually die.
Fresh grease
should be smeared over the bands every four or
five weeks, or whenever the outside surface has
become dry from exposure.
best

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF

tie

THE FRUIT CROPS.
(See Tables in Gardeners' Chronicle for

August

3, p.

{Continued from
3.

Harvesting Sunflower Seed.— Sunflower seed
open in a fine autumn, but care
to protect it from birds and to
prevent the ripe seed from falling on the ground.

Oxfordshire.

will ripen in the

disappointing.

must be taken

bloom, but the

42.)

p.

ENGLAND,

—The
Apple
fruits

92.)

E.

fruit crops this season are

trees developed plenty of
failed to set.
This is

partly owing to the scarcity of bees in this district; most of tlie stocks have did out.
There
are no Pears.
Plum trees flowered freely, but
cold winds injured the bloom, except in the case
of trees sheltered by a south wall, and these are
carrying good crops.
Black and Red Currants

A

small piece of muslin should be tied over each
head, where the planting is small.
Wh'?n the
head shrivels and the seeds are ripe, the plants
should be cut at the ground level, and stood with
their heads uppermost
like
sheaves of corn.

districts.

—

Food for Bees in Winter. Bee-keepers are
recommended by the Food Production Department to inspect their stocks immediately. Those
which are weak and have less than five
of
bees should be united to form
fewer than eight
strong colonics of not
seams, and all those which are short of
food should have a quantity of syrup fed
to them for immediate storage in the combs.
This syrup can be made by dissolving each
one pound cake of candy in 10 ozs. of water
by heating over the fire. The manufacturers ot
this candy, Messrs. Jas. P.^scalls, Ltd., Black
friars Road, London, S.E., are receiving large
numbers of orders from bee-keepers, who are
apparently ordering sufficient supplies not only
for autumn feeding, but to last throughout the
winter and spring. The supply of candy so far
available may prove insufficient for both pur-

seams

many bee-keepers, especinucleus stocks, may be unThis
able to obtain any for immediate use.
candy has been manufactured solely to supply
present demands, and, under these circumstances, bee-keepers should obt^iin just now only
those supplies necessary for immediate syrupThe candy required for winter and
feeding.
spring feeding should be ordered at a later date.
poses,

and

ally those

as a result

who have

—

Food for Pigs. The War Emergency Committee of the Royal Agricultural Society, having
called the attention of the Ministry of Food to
the difficulty of obtaining food for pigs, has
been informed that priority certificates for
millers' offals are now issued by live-stock comAllocations of
missioners in respect of pigs.
Palm kernel cake are also being made to county
feeding-stuffs committees for pig feeding, and
persons desirous of obtaining either cake or
millers' offals should apply to the live-stock commissioners of their area for the certificate.
Caterpillar Plagues and Their Prevention.—
In view of the immense amount of damage done

and vegetable crops by caterpillars the
Food Production Department directs attention to
the fact that if all fruit growers would combine
in a great preventive campaign against fruit tree
pests they would be insured against a repetition
of this year's attack, which caused much damage
in gardens and orchards.
It cannot be too often
to fruit

that the greater part of the ills that
garden, market garden, and orchard
afflict
crops can be obviated by preventive measures
taken in due season.
To prevent a plague of
caterpillars
next spring and summer standard and half-standard fruit trees should be
grease-banded now and other precautions taken
during the winter and spring.
As soon as possible, and
not later than the end of September, the grease-bands should bo applied.
Early in October the wingless females ot the
Winter Moth family begin to crawl up the
trunks of the tree.s and to lay their eggs on
spurs and' twigs. In the spring these cgga will
hatch into small caterpillars, and these caterpillars will soon strip the trees of their leaves,
to the great detriment of the immediate fruit
crop and the eventual health of the tree.
The
stated

Fig.

36.

cattleya inis ansaldo's variety.
(See

When

the heads are thoroughly dry they should
be cut off and the remaining seeds thrashed out
by standing each head on its side and hammering it with a mallet. If the weather is dull or
wet it will hasten the ripening if the plants are
cut at the ground level as soon as the seeds are
plump and stood in an outhouse, barn or room.
Later, when the heads shrivel, they should be
cut and placed in single layers on the shelves of
an oven in the evening, leaving the door slightly
open. When the fire is made up in the morning
the heads should bo removed and replacetli in
the evening.

War

Item.— The

Canonbie
Horticultural
Society held a highly successful Floral Fete at
end of August, and realised a sum of about
£150 for the Scottish Red Cross Funds.
tlie

p.

96.)

were good and clean. There was a splendid crop
of Raspberries (Superlative) and of Gooseberries.
Strawberries were a good crop, but owing to the
drought the season did not last long. Our soil
Willittrn J. Short, Midis loam, on limestone.
dleton Park, Bicester.
I'^he

fruit crops this season are very

much

under the average. Apples and Plums, altliough
the trees bloomed profusely, tailed to set. There
is a sprinkling of
Apples on young trees, but
Plums arc a complete failure. The latter remark
liipplies also to
Pears
for some reason the
trees failed to bloom.
Peaches provide much
;

the best fruit crop in these gardens.
Small
on the whole, gave average crops, but
suffered from the prolonged drought.
Early
and mid-season Strawberries bore good crops.

fruits,
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varieties

late
but
I never remember

suffered

from

drought.

a worse season for insect
and aphis. Un-

pests, particular!}' catei-pillars

prehas
labour
of
shortage
vented measures being taken for their destrucloam,
on
limeThe soil is light, shallow
tion.
Ben. Campbell, Cornbury Pari.'
stone brash.
Gardens, Oharlbury.
Apple trees are yielding an average

fortunately,

crop; they are fairly free from blight.
no Pears. Plums and Clierries can

We have
only

be

described as fair, but Gooseberries, Red Cur
rants, an<J Strawberries were plentiful and good.
The soil is a light loam on gravel and chalk.
/. A. Hall, Shiplalce

Court Gardens, Henley-on-

fTiames.

Plum trees.
is a bad fruit year.
and bush fruits were in full bloom
cold nights
in April when snowstorms and
Our Apple trees bore
much damage.
did
very little bloom this year; the temperature at
flowering time was on one day 88° in the shade,
BO that what bloom existed had little chance of
setting.
A. J. Long, Wyfold Court Gardens,
near Reading.
The fruit crops here are the worst I have
ever known. Scarcely any blossom developed on
Pear trees. Apple blossom was also sparse and
weak, and even the most promising trees set very
On the contrary, we had a wealth
few fruits.
of Plum blossom, but, unfortunately, frost and
snow prevailed at the setting stage. Cherries
flowered abundantly, but notwithstanding the
absence of frost during their flowering period
they failed to set fruit, with the- exception of
the Morello variety, of which we had a. fair
Raspberries,
crop.
Excepting Strawberries,
Loganberries and Wineberries, soft fruits have
been disappointing. Fortunately, we have abundant crops of stone fmiits under glass. The soil
here is a heavy marl, the subsoil, chalk, being
near the surface. Frank J. Clark, Aston Eou-ant
Gardens, Aston BoiOnnt.
Apple trees did not bloom well, probably on account of the heavy crops they carried
Wall trees blossomed freely, but the
last year.
This

Cherries,

cold, frosty nights of April injured flowers of
Pears, Plums, and Cherries. Apricots set fairly

but although under glass coping and canvas,
many of the young fruits were destroyed by frost.

well,

C.

E.

Munday, Nuneham Parh Gardens, nea^

Oxford.
5.

SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

—

Berkshire. With the exception of busli
fruits and Strawberries, the fruit crops are
comparative failures, owing chiefly to the bad
weather prevailing at the time of flowering.
Apples and Pea.rs, with the exception of one or
two kinds, are very scarce, and we have practically no Pliuns, although the trees flowered well.
TV. Miles, Caversham Pari Gardens, Reading.

The fruit crops in this nieighbourhood
are much below the average, especially as. regards Apples and Pears
indeed, it is the
worst season I have experienced in forty years
Some of the varieties showed plenty of flower,
but it was late in developing. The only Pear
trees carrying a crop are of the old Williams'
Bon Chretien variety. Plums are also scarce.
Peaches and Nectarines are bearing good crops,
while Apricots are the best for some years.
Strawberries suffered much from tbe dronght,
and Raspberries were very disappointing, many
of the c.^^^es dying hack in the late spring,
although they had previously looked healthy.
Loga,nberries, Mulberries and bush fruits have
borne good crops, but Black Currants were
smaller than usual. /. Howard, Benham. Valence
;

Gardens. Newbury.

The fruit crops here, with the gxception
of small fruits and Peaches, are much under
average. Pears are a failure. The trees showed
the nsaaX quamtity of flowers in. spring, bat
the blossoms were
weak, and they dried
up before pollination was effected. The heavy
crop of 1917 must have had a weakemiing effect
on the trees, amd during the flowering period
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of a
Minty,

us of some examples of this.
I have been
looking for them for twenty-hve years, and have
not found any of importance. Colour variation

Plums
Apples and Peai's are scarce.
on the walls are bearing light crops. All bush
Str<iAvb6rries were small on
fruits were gt.od.
account of the absemce of rain. Peaches, Plums,
and Apricots wieire in bloom in March, when
we experienced frost and snow. Apples have
a few trees that are
fallen fox v^ant of rain
bearing are Beauty of Bath, Worcester Pearmain, LaJiie's Prince Albert, Royal Jubilee,
Bismarck, Mere de Menage, Ribston Pippin,
and King of the Pippins. A. B. Wadds, Englefield Gardens, Beading.
Dorsetshire. Pears and Plums thi£ year are
the greatest failures in my recollection. I have
counted upwa.rds of 50 trained wall Pear trees
without a solitary fruit, and pyramid trees are
quite as fruitless. Beurre d'Anjou on a south wall
is the only variety bearing anything approaching
a crop. The same remaa-k applies to bush Apple
trees, but in the orchard we have about oneCherries, both Sweet and
third of a crop.
Morello, have borne average crops, and are good
in quality, and the same a.pplies to Peaches and
Nectarimes, but Apricots are a very light crop.
Except Black Currants, which yielded badly,
small fruits have been plentiful and good.
Strawberries suffered from the drought in June,
and were much under the avera.ge. Nuts of all
kinds are a light crop. The soil is of a retenT.
tive nature, on bnth rock and clay subsoil.
Tiirton. Cattle Gardens, fiherborne.

I have found, e.g., I have found King Edward
give tubers red in colour all over, which maintained that character when propagated in the
usual way. It will be remembered that Northern
Star has a touch of reddish-purple colour in the
eye.
I found a tuber once at a root of Northern
Star with the eye-colour distributed over the
whole tuber, that also remained constant when
propugated. Many years ago a writer in a contemporary a gentleman who now occupies a
high position in the horticultural world said
that the way raisers got new varieties was by
marking outstanding plants in their crops and
working up stock from them! If Mr. Jackson
or anyone else can give us indisputable evidence
of such mutations as he writes about it wiU be
welcome information to both raisers and scientific investigators.
TI'.
Cuthbertson.

the weather

was too

di-y.

The

soil

light nature over a gravel subsoil.

here

is

/.

Oalcley Court Gardens, Windsor.

:

—

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Edilors
the

ila

oiniitons

not hold Ihciiiselves resiwnsible for
crprcx^ed by correspondents.)

Double Cropping

in the

Lea Valley.

—Your

interesting article on double cropping in the Lea
Valley, on p. 75, states that tlie report does not
give the date at which the Rotates were planted,
If you
nor that at which they were lifted.
refer to the report you will find that it distinctly
"
states that
the sets were planted, after sprouting, on January 29, and the crop was lifted on
May 7. A. B. Lister, Director, Experimental

—

Cuthbertson
Majestic. When Mr.
lectured on Potatos at the Mansion House eai'ly
this year he made special mention of a Potato
named Majestic. As Mr. Cuthbertson's knowat
once
I
ledge
of
Potatos is extensive,
obtained seed of this variety, and now regret
could
not procure more,
but that was
I
not possible, as only a limited quantity was on
the market.
This variety is in every way all
that was claimed for it.
The growth is of
medium height, the crop heavy, and the tubers
clean, pebble-shaped, and white, with very shallow eyes. When cooked the Potatos are floury,
white, and of excellent flavour. E. Molyneux,
Swanmorc Farm, BisJiop's Walt.ham.

—

Cultivation of Drug Plants. In one of the
London daily newspapers recently there was a
short paragraph on the establishment of a comcalled the British Drug Farms and Distilthe growth of medicinal herbs
in Cornwall, and establishing a college of hortiIt
culture in connection with the drug farm.
appears, therefore, that a serious effort is to
be made to create
a
British drug industry
and to maintain it.
the
case
this
is
If
in
reality,
it
should in the future assist
the nation to become independent of foreign
supplies of raw material for one of its most vital
needs, in addition to developing further our
natural agricultural assets.
It is indeed surprising that such a step has not been taken until
now. n. rr. nnwnrd.

pany

leries, Ltd., for

" Rogues " among Potatos

(see p. 83).

—Mr.

colls attention to what I said about
rogues in Potatos in one of my recent lectures.
He thinks the rogues should be more mercifully
treated than I advised because "some of them
are entirely new sorts produced from the tuber
itself.
The Potato, like many other plants,
has the power to produce new sorts veffetativelv
apart from seed."
Perhaps Mr. Jackson will

Jackson

.

.

.

—

—

Crops in Hertfordshire.— It may inyou to know that the Apple crop in Hert-

Fruit
terest

is not a failure.
gardens are laden with

fordshire

those

the

of

varieties

Most
fruit,

Lane's

trees in these
especially

and

Prince Albert,

Queen, Bramley Seedling, Newton Wonder, StirDessert varieling Castle, and Royal Jubilee.
ties are all fruiting heavily, with the exception
Orange
Pippin
and
The
Houblon.
of Cox's
The
crop of Pears on wall trees is below the average
owing to a scarcity of bloom, but trees that
Gage Plums
bloomed have set fruits freely.
are an excellent crop, and especially Early Transparent Gage and Oullin's Golden Gage. Plums
Early Prolific and Jefferson are good, but other
varieties are failures.
Apricots, Morello CherBush fruits
ries and Peaches are average' crops.
were quite up to the avei'age, with the exception
of Red Currants.
Nuts were never better. T.
Pateman, Node Gardens, Welwyn, Hertfordshire

.

socicrrifis.
VEGETABLE SHOW AT DOVER.
28. — A successful show of allotment

August

produce was held on the Sports Ground, Dover,
on the 28th ult. in connection with a military
display.
The produce shown was of higli
,

in the classes for Potatos,
The soil at the
Onions, Carrots and Beets.
various camps is a flinty loam of not more than
in
depth,
upon
pure
chalk,
and it was
inches
8
surprising to find such excellent produce as was
exhibited.
Miish rooms are grown in quantity in the
galleries of the old fortifications and also in the
dungeons of the Castle, while on the chalky
Harbour plants of
slopes overlooking Dover
Tomato Holmes' Supreme are carrying splendid
crops. Sea Kale is extensively grown in the open
and bLanched in the subterranean chambers
which abound in the old fortifications. Marrows also appear to luxuriate on the hot, arid

quality,

Station, Cheshunt.

Potato

tell

especially

slopes.

The cultivation at the various centres is under
the direction of practical gardeners drawn from
the ranks, and who in the past have superintended private establishments where considerable staffs of under- gardeners are kept.
The whole of the produce was judged by two
local horticulturists and a representative of the
Horticultural Division of the Food Production
Department. The arrangements of the exhibition were carried out
by 2nd Lieut. Grant
Wl'ite in a most business-like manner.
In 1917, within Dover Garrison, the acreage
under cultivation was 35 acres, and in 1918 hss
increased to 60 acres.
The following was the total yield for 1917
Potatos, 150 tons; Brassica (Cabbage, Turnips,
etc.),
420 tons; Vegetable Marrows. 6,300;
Beans, 2 tons; Lettuce, 6.000 h-ads. The crops
of 1918 promise to give even better results than
1917. and un to the present the total yielA is
Potatos. 198 tons; Brassica (estimated), 600
tons; Vee-table Marrows. 9.000; Beans, 4 tons;
Lettuce. 10.000 heads.
Roughly, 1.400 tons of
vesetables have been grown in the garrison
during 1917 and 1918. thereby releasing 156 railway wagons, or 7 trainloads, to carry foodstuffs
for the civil population.
:

:

Septembek

7,
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CHESTER PAXTON.

sown

Considerable impetus has been given to the
allotment movement locally by the Chester Paxtou Society's offer of prizes and cultural certificates for the heaviest cropped and best kept
allotments.
Considerably over a hundred allotment holders entered for these awards this year,
with the result that more than 60 prTzes and
certificates have been awarded by the judges.
Last year there were some 1,200 allotment gardens in the city and outskirts, and tie number
during the present year has been increased to

early.

Experience

has shown that the
advantages that accrue from early sowing in a
normal season are often considerable. °Li»ht
crops of Wheat due to late sowing are more
frequent in many parts of the country than is
realised.
A smaller quantity of seed should be
used wheii sowing early
1-^bushel per acre
sown in September will give as good a crop as
2 bushels sown in October, or 2^ busliels sown
in
November.
There are similar advantages
from early sowing in the case of Rye.
;

Clovers.

nearly 1.550.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Clearing Up the Harvest.

On our

650 acres of arable land Wlieat Har-

commenced on July 31, and to-day
(August 31j we are clearmg up the Barley
Takings, which usually closes the harvest operations.
Although much of the Corn was laid and
twisted, with patience and by using the binders
one way in these laid fields, the cutting was
carried out quite satisfactorily.
On the whole
the harvest promises well.
When a Wheat rick
vesting

is erected I like to see thatching commence at
once, as Wheat always comes out better if kept
in the rick, even when, as in our case, it is
Mold for seed in October. Barley, too, should be
covered the day after the tick is built, as rain
affects Barley straw more tluui that of any oUier
cereal, especially when cut loose, and even when
in sheaves the straw does not lie so closely as
in the case of Oats or Wheat, therefore my
advice is, thatch Barley ricks promptly: Oats
are the worst of all cereals to manage well.
If
they are strongly grown the straw has extra
large green nodes which contain much sap and
take a long time to mature thoroughly.
This
is why Oats require a lot of field room.
If Oats
are carted too
quickly, especially
if
grass,
Thistles or weeds are in the sheaves, extra exposure is needed or the whole will ferment, ending in "musty " Corn which is useless for seed
and not very valuable for cattle. The straw, Ux^,
is depreciated for use as fodder.
Some of the
strong-growing hybrid Oats are liable to tlicse
failings, but Black Tartarian is not nearly so
liable to them as others.
If there is any doubt
about the condition of the rick watch the apex
early in the morning, and if stoam is coming
through, and there is the slightest suspicion of
anything wrong, delay the thatching. An iron
bar 12 feet long thrust into the middle of the rick
is useful for testing its condition
if it is quite
cold, or nearly so, at the end of twenty-four
hours, thpie i.s then no danger of heating.
After threshing, the stiaw
ricks .should be
promptly thatched, as the straw is thereby kept
in good condition.
I have heard persons say,
" liake down the ro of, it will l>e all right." That
is
not so, as rain .leems to have the power
of collecting in certain parts of the " roof "
and then thoroughly wets the straw in that area
and quickly discolours it.
The ca-ving short
straw from the threshing machine, as well na
the " hulU " (chaff covering of the grain),
should be collected and kept dry.
Where threshed cere.als of any kind are to be
kept any lengtii of time the grain should not
remain in the sacks too long, especially if on
a cold or damp floor.
Wheat quickly becomes
"cold." and is then not in a good condition
for grinding.
All grain should bo spread on a
wood floor .Tnd turned occasionally, well ventilating the building by day when the weather
is not foggy or wet.
It is strange how quickly
threshed Wheat attracts moisture.
Growers of
sp"'l Corn should remembpr that before sale the
grain must bo tested for purity and germination
at some establishment authori.sed for this purpose; no Corn may now be sold wit.hout a certifiratp of purity and germin.ntion.
I fear too
many farmers sow seed without cleansing it
from weed seeds and spurious girains aJ! tested
seed will be sold at its corrcot value, which is
a step in the right direction.

This crop, sown with the Corn in the spring,
has a very irregular appearance. Some parts of
a field may show a regular growth, while on
several acres in the same field there are bare
patches.
Xo doubt the moist weather at the
end of March and in the first half of April
started the seed into growth, and the subsequent
unfavourable weather " malted " the seed, thus
killing the growth.
Italian Rye Grass or Trifolium incarnatum album, if sown over these
bare patclies at once, at the rate of 1 bushel of
the former per acre, or 20 lbs. of the latter,
will fill up the gaps and provide a more regular
crop, either for sheep or hav.
li. Molynexix.
'^wnnmore Form. Rishofi'i: WciJthnm.

dry

;

—

—

;

Early Sowing of Wheat.
important that wherever harvest operations will allow, and the district does not suffer
from drought in early autumn. Wheat should be
It

is

NEW

INVENTION.

FRUIT FARM PLOUOH.
Messrs. J. B. Un.u,L and W. P. Seabrook
have invented a handy plough that is especially
designed for use in fruit plantations. It has an
adjustable head and movable handles, and it
is drawn from a staple on the beam instead of
from the head, consequently, while horse and
man walk along the alleys "the plough can be
run close up to the trees without harm to them
or inconvonience to horse and man.
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great point of the need of co-operatiou to make
the proposed new conditions a success, and
he
said that it would not suffice for a member
to
pay his subscription and then lose all interest
the work of the Association until he was in
Deed of help. Financial support was absolutely
necessary, but the personal interest of every
member was equally necessary. Both Mr. Wallace and other speakers spoke very highly of the
work accomplished during the past twenty years
by Mr. Chas. E. Peaison, the hon. sec. and one
of the founders of the Association.
Mr. C. E. Pearson, who was very heartily and
affectionately received when he rose to speak,
expressed his approval of the principle of the
scheme, but said he felt it was rather cumbersome, and much time and energy might be wasted
before important matters filtered through from
the Du^trict committees to the Central and

m

Executive Committees. He suggested dropping
the County Groups.
The As^sociation started
with 40 members; there were now 670; there
M-ht to be at least 2,000, The time had come
for a change of management, and he could
not
give the time to the work, but he hoped the
new venture would not be overweighted, so that
the efforts of the past were lost.
When the president put tJie question to the
meeting the principle of the scheme was adopted
without dissent.
Mr. E. ,T. Deal considered
£200 necessary for propaganda work, and asked
for promises of donations.
Eleven members promised £10 each, 15 promised £2, and five promised 2 guineas e-ich, which, with the chairman's
promise of £21, made a tntml of £216 10s. It
was a pity Mr. Dea.1 did not ask for donations to
a guarantee fund, as he had raised the enthusiasm of the members. It is obvious that if. as
Mr. Wallace suggested, a capable secretary was
needed at a salary of £500 a year, a considerable guarantee fund will have' to be rai.sed to
cjirr>- on until Iiarge numbers of members are
enrolled.

TRADE NOTES.
RECON.STRUCTION' OF THE HORTICULTURAL TR..\DES' ASSOCIATION.
Under the presidency of Mr. Alfred Watkiiis
about one hundred and fifty members of the
horticultural tr.ide met in the Cambridge Room,
Great Eastern Hotel, on Tuesday, September 3,
to consider the subject of the reorganisation of

the

Horticultural Trades' Association.
The
meeting was announced to commence at 2.30
p.m.. but at that hour the president confessd
the business of the annual meeting held in the
morning was not finished, consequently the price
at which spmIs should be sold in quantity or bulk
to Allotment Holders'
As-'ociations
was discussed, with the result that the meeting eventually agreed to recommend to the Food Production Department a scheme whereby the allotment
business <fhould be worked through the retail
seedsmen, who would be prepared to allow a
rebate on quantities.

With London

offices,

clerical

staff,

travelling expen.ses. expenses of meetings, stationery and printing, a guarantee fund of from
£1.000 to £1,500 appears to be necessary, because in the yejir just ended the H.T.A. subscriptions only came to just under £400, and,
necessarily, some time will elapse ere subscriptions will balance the proposed expenditure.
The meeting left the consideration of details,
preparation of rules, and selection of a secretary (subject to approval by the Executive Committee) to a committee composed of Messrs. E.
Jackman. E. J. Deal, E. A. Bunyard, Finnegan,
Cluoas, C. Page, G. W. Leak, Evans, R. Wallace, .T. Cheal, Baker, E. Ilorton, Slaymaker,
Weeks, .T. Harrison, junr., C. E. Peaison, A.

Watkins and H. Morgan

Veitcli.

Mpanwhils

the prpscnt oflficers and Council will conduct the
business of the Association until the new scheme
is brought into being.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Alfred Watkins
closed the pirnceedings.

SEED BEANS AND PEAR.

At the close of this discussion the president
brought forward the matter of all-absorbing in-

By the Beans. Peas, and Pulse Requisition
(Amendment) Order, Beans and Peas imported

terest, i.r., the reconstruction of the constitution
of the H.T.A., and he suggested that the principle, as set forth in the circular.^ .sent out to
the trade, should be adopted, and that the details and rules bo left for the consideration of
a speci.al committee.
Mr. R, Wallace then outlined the scheme, which commences with District or Local committees, who are to appoint
representatives to County or Group Committees.
The latter will elect representatives to the Central Committpp.
The Central Committpp will
divide into trado groups for the consideration
and settlement of their own special difficulties.
The Central Committee will appoint the E.vecu

for seed are excepted from the Requisitioning
Order of 1917. Certain particulars are required
to be furnished to tlie FckkI Controller, and the

tivp Committee, which, while having no power
to veto the findinsa of thp Central CommittP«,
will deal with all financial mattprs and see that
the findings of the Central Committee are car
ried out.
The Executive Committee will also
appoint the secretary, rent offices, and supervise
similar details.

Mr. Wallace is a most able .speaker, and he
roused considerable enthusia.im.
He was followed by Mr. Evans, of West Rromwich, who
has been the moving spirit in connection with
the reconstruction scheme.
Mr, Evans made a

Beans and Peas must be passed by him as

suit-

able for .seed purposes.

"TESTING OF SEEDS ORDER,

1918."

Although, under the " Grain Prices Order,
1918," which came into force on the 2nd inst.,
the prices of Wheat, Rye, Oats and Barley are
fixed, there is an express provision to the effect
that the Order is not to apply to any Grain
which is suitable for seed, and which is also
.lold specifically for seed, in compliance with the
provisions of the " Testing of Seeds Order,
1918." No grain so sold is to be used for any
other purpose, and the buyer of any grain so
sold (except when he is a person buying the
girain for use as seed on his own establishment)
must hand to the seller at the time of sale a
declara-tion signed by him to the effect that ho
will resell the grain specifically as and for the
purpose of seed.
The Order also prohibits the sale of grain
otherwise than by weight, ns well .ns the torrifying or blpa,ching of grain.

September is generally a
C. F. P.
in which to divide garden Auriculas,
your northern garden is in a cold situation it would be well to do this work a fortIt is
night or so earlier on future occasions.
usual to divide pot-grown plants at about the
end of May or during June, in order to allow
the maximum time for them to become reestablished before the next flowering season.
In your light soil it would be well to add
good turfy loam and to give a light dressing
of slaked lime to counteract the heavy dressing
Plant firmly and keep the
of stable manure.
crowns of the plants high when planting to
prevent damping-off during the winter. After
the planting is done keep the pla.nts well supplied with water until rain falls.

Auriculas
good time

:

if

Bowling-Green

an

in

Con-

Unsatisfactory

dition
W. A. J. If the sa.mple of turf submitted is typical of the bare patches on your
green then there is a marked absence of lime
This fact
in the upper portion of the soil.
would readily account for the grass dying off
We would advise
in the manner you describe.
you to have the affected parts immediately
forked over and dressed with builder's ground
lime at the rate of 8 ozs. to the square yard
and the remainder of the green treated with
unslacked lime, using about 4 ozs. to the
square yard now and a like dressing applied
again in February. It would be futile to sow
seeds until the spring, by which time the
caustic effects of the lime will have passed
off.
By sowing thickly in ea.rly spring and
by giving special attention t« the green it
may be possible to permit of playing on it by
While this method will deprive the
June.
public of a.bout a month's play, sowing is preferable, in these days of scarcity of labour,
:

'

to turfing.

The border Carnation
C. F. P.
generally thrives in ordinary good gai-den soil,
but as your ground is rather light it will
be well to incorporate a good proportion of
fibrous loam and to also add either .'slaked lime
Plant very
or finely-sifted mortar rubble.
firmly and do not allow the plants to suffer
from lack of moisture. October and March
are the best months for planting ; unless the
situation is very damp the former is the best
time, as the young plants become well estaBut in
blished before their flowering season.
cold, wet soils it is generally necessary to
winter pot plants in frames and plant them
out-of-doors in March.
To have a succession
of first-class 'blooms it is necessary to raise
young plants by layering at least every other
year.
Tlie layers should be pegged down as
good^
soon as the flowering season is over.
selection of standai-d varieties includes Bookham White Basuto, crimson Brigadier, scar-

Carnations

:

A

:

;

Mrs. Elliott Douglas, yellow; Duchess of
Wellington, lavender; Ellen Douglas, silverygrey; Fuiiyama, red; Elizabeth Shiffner,
orange; Grayhound, heliotrope; Innocence,
blush pink
Mrs. Robert Gordon, pink Rosy
Morn, rose-pink; Miss Willmntt, coral-pink;
Mrs. Andrew- Brotherstone, purple and white
Mrs. J. J. Keen, yellow edged with rose
Montrose, white marked with scarlet
Zulu,
dark maroon and Purple Emperor.
let

:

;

;

;

;

Caterpillars on
caterpillars are

which

;
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but

—— —

——

;

is

Copper Beech

:

/.

.4.

The

those of the Buff Tip Moth,
in this country.

always very conimon

Coloured Potatos R. P. and N. D. The specimens sent are self-coloured sports from King
Edward. Such sports are fairly common, and
will remain fairly true when propagated, but
:

they show

no

advance

capacity or in quality on

either

cropping

in

King Edward.

Creosote as a Cure for Mealy Bug IF. P. N.
We have submitted your query to Mr. C. E.
Bridgett, who has replied as follows " While
the vines are dormant, prune and rub off
the rough bark. Mix clay with creosote until
:

:

the mixture is of a paint-like consistency, and
then apply it with a paint-brush to rods and
spurs, taking particular care to fill up all
crevices but Jiot to paint the buds. My experiment was carried out last winter on Muscat of
Alexandria and Black Hamburgh vines only,
so that it is quite possible other varieties
may not stand the treatment. I note Morl-ct
Grower's appreciation of creosote as a cure for
American Blight on Apple trees, but would
state that it is only applied to the old wood,
as it will kill green wood, therefore I find it
best to cut away and burn all badly infested

young shoots."

and

Fruit

Abroad

Farming

Vegetable

:

Columbia. Full particulars of the conditions
which obtain may be had from the AgentsThere
General of the countries referred to.
will be good openings for market gardening,
especially fruit cultivation, in many countries
after the war, but experience and capital are
necessary, and the former can only be obtained by residence in the country you elect
Apply for information
to start business in.
to the Consul-General, Argentina, 601, Salisburv Hou?e, E.G. the United States ConsulGeneral, 42. New Broad Street, E.G. ; and to
the Agent-General for British Columbia, 1,
Regent Street, S.W.
:

Names of Fruits

F.

;

—

Apple Hambling's

B.

/. D.
Apple Early Nonpareil (syn.
Hicks' Fancy). ] P. nml Co. Apple Wash-

Seedling.

.

ington.

Names or Plants

Artemisia vulJ. Pitts.
It is sometimes grown in

:

(Mugwort).

garis

gardens.
Leaves of a
T. Brockbanh.
1,
2. Borago
species of Salvia (not recognised)
oflicinalis
(Borage).
Ainiworth.
L. S.
1,
spicata
Sidalcea
2.
Chenopodium polyspermum var. cymosum 3, Rumex crispus
:

;

;

Verbesina encelioides
Aethusa Cyna5,
pium. F. J. C. Rubus phoenicolasius (Japanrotundiese Wineberry).
1, Pyrus
G. B.
folia; 2. Crataegus Crus-galli var. pyracanthifolia
3, Crataegus mollis 4, C. melanocarpa
5, Callicarpa purpurea.

4,

;

;

;

:

Onions Diseased
The Onions are sufG. E.
fering from an aggravated attack of Onion
MUdew, caused by the fimgus Peronospora
Schleideniana.
Collect and burn all diseased
plants, and scatter over tlie remaining healthy
ones a mixture of powdered quicklime and sul:

phur,

two

in

the proportion of one part of lime to

of sulphur.

Overgrown Fruit Trees Against a Fence
G. E. T. Plum and Cherry trees which have
:

received no attention during the past two or
tliree years are not easily brought under control and limited to the fence-space provided.
Severe pruning would mean the removal of
a. large
amount of the growth above the top
of the fence, and this would encourage further
growth at the expense of fruit production. If
it is possible to do so remove the branches
from the fence and lift and replant the trees
directly the leaves show autumnal colouring.
A little root-pruning may be desirable. Lime
rubble and some fresh .soil should be provided,
and the whole made very firm about the roots.
Everything should be made ready, so that replanting, on the same site, may immediately
follow lifting.
Give a thorough watering.
Tie up the branches loosely to prevent damage
by wind, and svringe them on warm days so
long as the leaves remain.
Later on, when
the soil and trees have settled again, rearrange the branches and nail or tie in all
that room can be found for. Do not be afraid
to bend the branches, and endeavour to furnish
-the whole of the fence. Remove all awkwardly
placed shoots as the work proceeds, and, if
necessary, cut some of the branches back to
the base of the tree.

Preparing vHf\M;E-GROWN Tobacco for Smoking
H. B. It is usual to harvest Tobacco
as soon as the leaves are ripe, commencing
with the lower leaves, which are always the
:

" Ripearrive at proper condition.
indicated by loss of smoothness and
increa.se of substance and brittleness,
change in colour, by curling of the edges

first

by

7,

1918.

and the drooping of the leaves. Gather the
leaves as they ripen and string them back to
back, on thin twine.
Deal separately with
the leaves harvested at each gathering and
hang them in a shed where ventilation can be
controlled and artificial heat provided if necessary.
Probably a greenhouse could be so
adapted as to serve as a drying shed.
The
curing of the best pipe Tobacco is a somewhat
complicated process, as atmospheric moisture
nuLst be controlled as curing proceeds.
Full
particulars of the cultivation, harvesting, and
curing of Tobacco, as practised in Ireland,
may be obtained from leaflets published by the
Department of Agriculture for Ireland, Upper
Merrion Street, Dublin, and sent post free
on application-

Prices for Home-grown Onions
H. J. B. So
far as we are aware the Order fixing the prices
for home-grown Onions, as published in dard.
Chron. April 20, 1918, has not 'been rescinded.
We luiderstand, however, that a new Order on
the subject will shortly be issued by the Food
Production Department.
Pruning Clematis
Dun. Clematis belonging
to the Jackraanii and Flammula groups, and
also scmie of the lanuginosa forms, may be
pruned severely in late winter or very early
spring, some time before new growth commences.
Unless a specimen has become excessively crowded with growth it is not desirable to cut back the whole of the growths. A
better plan is to cut a proportion of the stems
well back, and thin out the remaining growths.
;

,

:

Uoot-Pkuning Trained Fruit Trees A. F. S.
Take out a trench 2 feet from the stems of
:

the trees, and all along one side of the row.
R«move the soil with a fork so as not to
damage fibrous roots unnecessarily. Cut back
strong roots and bring the finer roots nearer
Work underneath the root systhe surface.
tem and sever strong, downward-growing roots.
Add a little lime rubble when filling up the
trench and ram the soil firmly. With reference
to double digging or trenching in the kitchen
garden where there are standard Apple trees,
it will be almost useless to trench nearer than
6 feet from the stems, because vegetable crops
will not succeed under the spreading branches
of the trees.

Clean and
W. L.
Sugar from Sugar Beet
boU the Beet until well cooked, then rub the
:

and cut the roots into thin slices and
Put 2 pints of water into an
chop finely.
enamelled saucepan and bring it to the boil,
then add 2 lbs. of the chopped, cooked Beet
and boil with the lid on for three-quarters of
an hour. Press the whole through a fine sieve
and then strain it through a cloth. Put the
skin

off

strained juice into a clean saucepan, bring to
the boil again, and add half a teaspoonful of
bicarbonate of potash. Keep the juice boiling
until it is reduced to one-third, then pour it
into a hot bottle and cork tightly at once.
There should be a.bout 6 ozs. of sugary syrup.
Salopian. The
Usefulness of Cydonia Fruits
fruits of Cydonia (Pyrus) japonica may be used
for jelly-making in the same way as the fruits
Fruits of Cydonia
of the common Quince.
Maulei may also be used for the same purpose.
:

Vegetables for Growing in a Conservatory
G. M. S. Tomatos may be grown in the conservatory during the winter, but their cultivation is hardly a profitable business, having regard to the fuel necessary to maintain the requisite tempf
*ure.
If salad pl.ints are in
demand, a regih'r succession of Mustard and
Cre.=s could be grown, and Cos Lettuces, raised
thicklv in boxes and cut w-hile quite young,
would serve in the absence of larger examples.
Under the plant stages or in a darkened part
of the house Rhubarb and Seakale could be
:

forced

easil}'.

would be

a

If not too lofty the cons-ervatory
very suitable place in which to

vegetable seedlings early in the New
Year for the purpose of securing sturdy plants
for setting out-of-doors as soon a^s the condition
of the weather permits.
raise

to

ness "
gloss,

[September

is

by
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rosarian by the difficulties he has met with
during a four years war, when labour has
become increasingly scarce, and he has
had many other matters on hand to distract his attention from Rose growing.
Hitherto the methods chiefly relied on
to control disease have been spraying
the plants with some fungicide, such as
proprietary
cyllin or carbolic soap, or
It was
such as Abol and V2k.
inetliods
thei=:e
that
recognised
were preventive rather than curative, that
to be even moderately puocessful spraying
had to be repeated at intervals of ten days
or so, and, moreover, to be done with a
certain amount of skill, while in wet
weather the protection afforded was of the
specific?

soon
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ILLUSTRATIONS.
Dahlia, a pood type of Collcrette
Dahlia Southern .Star
Lilium Parkmannii Hayward's variety
Tomato Bide's Recruit fruiting in the open

THE CONTROL OF ROSE

DISEASES.

reoeut years vast iniprovenient ha»
taken place in the colour and form
of the Rose and its freedom and continuity in flowering. The flowering period,
which formerly ended in July, has,
through the efforts of the hybridiser, been

IN

extended

to

late

autumn,

and

in

mild

seasons to Christmas. This is a groat gain,
and has given to the Rose a first place
among hardy English flowers.
But the
gain has been accompanied by a serious
increase in the destructive character of

fungous
diseases
among tlic plants.
Mildew makes tlie loveliest foliage unsightly, weakens the plants, and spoils thf
flowers.
Black Spot defoliat-es the stems
in late aummer, and ruins the autumn
flowering, while crown canker
a comparatively new diiseasc
will in
few
a
years destroy the plants altogether.
It is not 80 much that Roses are more
susceptible to disease than was formerly
the case ; in fact, I think the contrary is
more likely to be true, for many of the
older Roses were prone to be affected by
disease if it came their way
John Hopper

—

—

—

and
Baroness
Rothschild
will
fall
victims to mildew as readily as Killarney,
while wo have a few modern Roses nearlv
mildew proof. It is rather that the great
increase in the number of Roses grown has
provided more hosts for the diseases and
enabled them to spread more genorally.
This being the case, efficient and ready
methodis of controlling
and combating
diseaf^ij have become almost as essential
to the continued popularity of the flower

improvement in its form and habit.
This has been specially impressed on the
as

Lime sulphur and Bordeaux
mixture are more satisfactory in one
senise, namely, that they adhere longer to

slightest.

the foliage and are less easily neutralised
bv rain, but they have the great disadvantage that "they quite spoil the

appearance of the foliage, Bordeaux mixture covering the leaves with a fine, bluishgreen dust, while lime sulphur leaves a
number of small white spots completely
covering the foliage and impairing its
beauty.
In the circumstances, an article by Dr.
L. M. Massey, Plant Pathologist, Ithaca,
N.Y., contained in the American Rose
Annual, the third ntimber of which ha,*'
recently been distributed, becomes of more
Dr. Massey has
than ordinary interest.
for the past two years been conducting an
investigation into diseases of the Rose,
both by inquiry among a large number of
Rose growers and by careful experiment.
About 400 Rwo plants are being grown
under experimental conditions in the
greenhouses of Cornell University, and
Dr. Massey is not only experimenting in
the control of the better-known diseases,
but is also investigating new diseases,
while life-history studies of several fungi
He considers that the
are in progress.
to date are all that could be expected, and are very encouraging.
In tile article before me he deals with
crown canker, black spot, and mildew.
Plants suffering from crown canker disease
are affected at the crown, usually just at

results

the surface of the soil, the definitely diseased region extending several inches
above the ground. The union of scion and
stock and the area immediately above it are
tlie most common points of attack. Affected
plants do not die quickly, but linger on,
and vield progressively poorer and fewer
Moisture plavs an important
blossoms.
role in the severity of the disease, and inoculations made several inches above the
soil frequently made no progress unless
kept moist by being surrounded by wet
cotton. This seems to have led one grower
to adopt .1 svstcm of plantin" wherebv the
graft union is above the eoil, with the
preventing infection at that
object of
point, and he also removes the soil from
alxyut the crown to secure a dry condition
at that susceptible part.
Dr. Massey,
however, considers these methods objectionable,
lie has n\<i yet obtained no definite
results

in

the control

and thinks the control
into

some method

of

may

disease,

the
resolve itself

of soil sterilisation.

The

105

fungus grows well in both acid and alka-:
line media, so that the possibility of control by developing an aoid or alkaline condition of the soil does not appear to bepromising. From the progress of his experiments he hopes to be able to offer
growers definite advice in the near future.
With the control of black spot and mildew he has been more successful, and considers that a sulphur arsenate dust mixture is an
almost to a

efficient

control,

amounting

specific.

Experiments were carried out in the
Nursery and also in the Test Garden of
the American Rose Society at Ithaca,.
N.Y., various sprays and powders being
used, including sulphur arsenate (a mixture of 00 parts sulphur with 10 parts;
arsenate of lead, applied as a dust), Bor^
deaux mixture, ammoniacal copper carbonate, and lime sulphur. The treatment
was applied at the end of May, and twice
in each of the three succeeding months.

For black

spot, stilphur arsenate,

Bordeaux

mixture, and lime sulphur were found to
be efficient fungicides, ammoniacal copper
carbonate being less satisfactory. On the
mildew the
contrary, in the oaf<e of
bushes treated with sulphur arsenate were-

found practically free from

this

disease,

whicli developed severely on tJiose sprayed'

with lime sulphur and Bordeaux mixture.
Dr. Massey therefore considers the
sulphur arsenate dust not only superior
in fungicidal qualitiois, but less liable to
render the plants unsightly than Bordeaux
The article
mixture or lime sulphur.
givep careful details of the experiments,
and should be consulted by those interested in the isubject.

Sulphur has been long used in this
country as a fungicide, and, under glass,
where there is no wind and conditions of
moisture can be regulated, and, moreover,
it can be dusted over the hot-water pipes,
a specific and efficient
it is practically
control of fungous disease.
A certain amount of warmth, however,
seems to be essential for its maximum
value, and, used alone, it is comparatively
of less efficiency in windy and rainy
It remains to be seen whether
weather.
in combination with arsenate of lead it is
of more value than when used alone under
these conditions.
The best time for its application seems
to be early morning during spells of hot,
sunny, and still weather, while the dew is
White Rose.
still on the j.lants.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINCS.

ODONTOOLOSSUM CENTAUR.
PRETTY and graceful hybrid not previously
obtained by crossing Odontogloseum
rec<yr<l«<i
X
Kdw.ardii and 0. harvengtense (crispum
Iriumphans), named Centaur, is now flowering
Mrs.
of
gardens
two varieties in the
in
Bischoffsheim, Tlie Warren House, Stanmorc,
Middlesex. The pl.ints bear the long, branched
spikes of 0. Edwardii, and in size and colour
the flowers approach nearest to that sp©cie.s, but

A

,

the form of the lip and its crest bear diistinct
evidence of 0. triumphans. In their early sUge
the flowers, which are about 2 inches in width,
are deep claret-purple with lighter colour in the
margins and tips. When mature they assume a-

•
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showing the yellow and brown
triumphans as a ground-colour.

gold-bro;ize tint,

of 0.

CATTLEYA SYBIL

VARIETIEiS.

In Gard. Chron., August 21, 1915, p. 119,
were given showing remarkable
illustrations
variation in forms of Cattleya Sybil (Dowiana.
aurea X iridescens), one of the plants illustrated
having the form o£ C. bicolor, with its narrow,
elongated lip, and the other the shape of C.
Eldorado, the lip having a tubular base with

ample expanded front as in C. Eldorado, the
reversions being to the two species which were
the parents of C. iridescens.
Plants of a sm'all batch, several of which have
flowered in Mrs. Basdioffsheim's gardens, The
Warren Hou.se, Stanmore, give similar evidence

So fai- as they have been
of dissimilarity.
proved, those of the type nearest to C. bicolor are
the most frequent, but one in flower at the
present time of the C. Eldorado type closely resembles the variety rotunda beJla in the illusThe fragnant flowers are
tration mentioned.
light yellow th'9 labellum has a mauve-coloured
lines at the
gold
disc, and
front, orangie
;

at the TOots for several days lafterwards

;

over-

head sprayings twice daily wiJl sufiice for a
time, but much depends in this respect on the
The soil must never be
climatic conditions.
allowed to get really dry nor be unduly satuFor several weeks after the final potrated.
ting water should be applied overhead through
a coarse rose can, ibut after the middle of
October this method would destroy the flowerbuds, and should be discontinued. Indeed, to
be quite isafe, overhead watering and spraying
should cease after the third week in September.
From that time onward extra care is necessary

Not the slightest
in applying water to the roots.
trace of moisture should be allowed to reach the
for
the
least carelessflower-stems,
base of the
ness with the water-pot will kill the flower-buds.
If the corms are placed high in the pot at the
final potting the chance of water getting amongst
buds will be lessened.
While not a gross feeder, the florist's Cyclamen, nevertheless, is greatly benefited by judithe

As soon as the flowering pots
cious feeding.
are well fiUed with roots, weak doses of clear
soot-water should be given twice a week, to be
followed after two or three weeks with weak

[September

and

finally lagain three

Prieston

14, 1918.

days later.

C.

House Gardens, Linlithgow,

TOMATO
This Tomato

is

Blair,

Scotlccnd.

BIDE'S RECRUIT.
proving

itself

as

valuable

for cultivation in the open as under glass. The
illustration in fig. 37 shows plants growing

here against a wall with an eastern (aspect. The
plants are 5 feet high and bearing profusely
some of the trusses are carrying twenty fruits
Tlie fruits are of medium size, smooth,
each.
bright red in colour, and the flavour is of the
;

best.
E. Mohjneux. Swanmore
Bishop's Waltham, Bainpshire.

LETTERS

Park

Farm,

FRSM SOLDIER-GARDENERS.
NOTES FROM EGYPT.

future the Sinai Peninsula may be
more frequented by visitors than hitherto, because the difliculties of travel overland between
Egypt and Palestine will be removed by the railway which now links the two countries and is
the means of redeeming the rich plains of South
Palestine from the decadence into which they

In

the

have sunk,
A few miles east of the Suez Canal the large
Oasis of Katia is most refreshing and restful,
with its many acres of Date Palms, set amid a
desolate region of undulating sand. The Palms
are of large size, and each yields a bountiful
crop of fruits. At the time I was there (not by
personal choice) the fruits were ripening, and I
noticed some trees bore deep golden-yellow
Dates, while the majority carried those of the
characteristic brown colour.
On the outskirts of the Katia Oasis there were
newly-planted trees in various stages of growth.
The procedure is to miake a rather wide trench
by removing the loose sand to a depth of
A moist planting
about 18 inches or 2 feet.
medium is thus found for the young trees. The
leaves are drawn togetiher at planting-time by
means of a wisp of the coarse grass that grows
srparsely in clumps near the groves ; this is for
the purpose of minimising the ha.rmful effect of
wind and sun, I imagine planting is done at

ahout the time the fruits are gathered from the
old trees, consequently the young trees become
established before the return of the hot months.
Near the old-time frontier at El Arish there
is another considerable area of Date proves, as

ISUIT

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
CYCLAMEN LATIFOLIUM.
READ and re-read with very great pleasui-e
the interesting and instructive article on " Cultivation of Cyclamens," by Mr. J. W. Forsytli,
I have taken
in the issues for July 20 and 27.
more than ordinary interest in these fine plants
for the last quarter of a centu.ry, and, like
others,

had but

indifferent success at

manure made from sheep

or cattle drop-

pings, and this stimulant also should be applied
about twice a week. Ichthemic gua.no is a good
food for Cyclamens. Commence with a dessert-

I

many

FRUITING IN THE OPEN.

liquid

first.

For the past fifteen years, however, I have been
fairly successful, and each season have a good
batch of these superb winter and early spring
flowers.

Mr. Forsyth did not deal with watering, overhead spraying, feeding, and insect pests, and
the following rem,arks on these subjects may be
useful to growers.
As the soil, at the final potting, should be of
a fairly substantial nature, unless watering is
done very carefully, the compost will be liable
to become sour, resulting in a serious check to
As soon as potting is finished the
the plants.
plants should be watered thoroughly once to
settle the soil, and moisture should not be given

spoonful to 1 gallon of water once a week, and
It is
later use a tablespoonful twice a week.
desirable to vary the food, and these three stimulants may, with advantage, fee given in alternate

When grown in proper conditions the Cyclais not unduly troubled with insect pests,
but where the accommodation for growing the
plants is not entirely suitable, green fly, thrip,
red spider, and mite, often attack the leaves
and flowers. If the pit or house in which the
plants are growing be vaporised once every
three weeks it is a fairly easy matter to keep
This specific is also a certain
the plants clean.
But where the
cure for green fly, if present.
other pests mentioned are present spraying with
men

a

solution

of

XL

All

liquid

insecticide,

at

frequent intervals, is useful, while for
dipping the plants in a 20-to-l .soluAt
tion of the same specific will be effectual.
this strength it is certain to destroy the insects,
but dipping should be repeated in three days.
fairly

b.ad attacks

well as large tracts of land under Fig trees.
Some of the latter are of considerable size and
planted at regular intervals, without the leaet
indication of overcrowding. After a young tree
is established no further attention appears to
be needed. Although it never rains here during
the long hot season, the trees perfect their crops
and do not suffer to any extent from drought.
It is a most remarkable thing tha.t the sand is
moist below the loose surface, and water is invariably found at very little depth in this part
of the desert.
Caryopteris Mastacanthus is in flower in many
gardens, and it deserves to be included where a
collection of flowering shrubs forms a feature
The
for the embellishment of the grounds.
flowers are blue, and borne on the terminals of
the current year's growth. The cultural requirements of this plant are not exacting, neither is
it particular as to position, provided that it is
not planted under trees or allowed to be overgrown by more robust neighbours. On the sides of
some of the wadis in Palestine this plant grows

wild, forming fair-sized shrubs. With it Arundo
not
I have
flourishes
abundantlv.
seen this grass grown successfully in Oreat Britain.
Although I have seen its cultivation attempted in the south, the results did not produce a true indication of the plant's characteristic proportions.
F. Gooch. Pnhstine, August
10, 1918.

Donax

—
Septejdeb
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of the

Royal Horticultural Society, on June 25,
1889, when, as LiUum WalUchianum superbum,
it was awarded a First-class Certificate by the
Floral Committee.
A good deal of controversy
ai'ose over the name, the plant being generally
regarded as distinct from L. Wallichianum, in
bulb, habit, and flower, as to entitle it to specific
rank. The name of L. Wallichianum superbum
was given to it by Mr. Baker, but after a time
that authority revoked his previous decision,
and named it L. sulphureum. a name it still

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

BARCELONA

THE

EXHIBITION.

In response to an enquiry as to the progireBS,
from a horticultural point of vie'n-, of tiie great
exhibition to be held at Barcelona after the
war, we liave received the following interesting
letter

from Monsieur

J.

C.

X. Forestier, direc-

horticuilitural section, who is best
readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle
as the Conservateur of the beautiful promenades
of Paris, including the Bois
" The Baircelona Exhibition will include an
International Bection, and a section exclusively
Spanish.
" It was first planned to bake place at no
Bpecific date, bat to be opened a year after the
cessation of the war. Work was begun in 1914,
and pursued with activity, so as to be quite
ready as soon as circumstances permitted the
OTgajnJsers to announce the date of' opening.
The site chosen comprises the whole of the
northern slope of tihe mountain of Montjuich.
A short time aso this mountain, situa.ted between
Barcelona and the sea, crowned by the famous
citadel which commands the town and the port.
was verj' difficult of access, there being no
carriage way, amd the place being separated
from the town by a very poor quarter. The
aim of the officiaJ Commission of the Exhibition (which is collaborating for the purpose with
the town auithorities and the Government) is to
utilise the site firstly for the purposes of the
Exhibition, and afterwards to make it form
part of a scheme of permanent gardens and
plea.sure walks.
" The Commis.«iion has made a point of undertaking first the preparation of the roads leading
to the mountain, and of the gardens which will
at first be the gardens of the exhibition, and
afterwards the public gardens of the town.
" The chief difficulty in the t.ask which lies
before us is the LmTXissibility of forming beforehand a simple plan of construction for the
scheme. On© is imder the necessity of uniting
a number of small details into a complete whole
which shall be not merely a collection of small
gardens, but a homogeneous exhibition.
Besides this, a great part of the ground choeem
for ihe site is merely lent to the Exhibition
authorities, and will have to be returned to the
various owners after the Exhibition has been
hield.
I have therefore adopted the plan of
utilising the site at my disposal (which is
very \Taried) to form a number of gardens of
different kinds, which are ujiited either by
avenues of trees, or by paths from the one to
the other, where they lie close together.

tor

of

known

the

to

bears.

At the time of its introduction Messrs. Low
stated that the bulbs came from a considerable
elevation on the hills in Burma, where the
climate was quite temperate.
It has proved to

:

be

the

though
districts

most robust of the Burmese Lilies,
hardy only in particularly favourable
in

this

LILIITM

STTLPniTRET^M

AND

of

L.

bulbs as la rule flower weU
L. nepaJense is essentially

robust constitution of

is wanting in the
sulphureum. It is,
as to well repay

L.

however, such a distinct

LUy

extra trouble in cultivation. The flowers, which
are regularly curved, are, in the centre, of a
rich purple colour, while the upper part of the
segments are yellowish-green or greenish-yellow.
The depth of the purple colouring and the
amount of the flower covered by it is also very
variable.
As stated by Mr. Watson, some of
the other Burmese Lilies have disappeared, and
without importations the same fate will in all
probability befall L. nepaJense.
T.

W

A NEW HYBRID
A NEW

hybrid

Lilium

.

LILY.

(see

fig.

40),

which

flowered for the first time in 1917, was shown
before the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society on August 27. 1918" and received an Award of Merit, together with the
name of Lilium Parkmannii, Hayward's variety.

(See p. 110.)

broader towards the top of the stem. The flower
is fully described by Mr. Watson in his article
referred to.
A notable feature of this Lily is
the presence of a number of small bulbils in
the axils of the leaves, which afford a ready
means of propagation.
I have often found that bulbs of L. sulphureum
are late in starting into growth, but when the
stem makes its appearance it grows rapidly.
Somewhat less than a year previously, namely,
11,

1888,

Messirs.

Low

.showed

another Lily, around which great interest was
centred.
This was Lilium nepalense, a species
concerning which there were many and diverse

grand Lily by Mr. Watson
from Kew," p. 55, serves to
carry one's memory back nearly thirty years.
To be exact, it was first publicly shown, by
Messrs. Low, then of Clapton, at' the meeting
of this

his " Notes

season

season.

:

on September

nepalen.se.
Mkntiou

in

late

first

a greenhouse species, and

-DAHLIA SOUTHERN STAU
COLOUB SCARLET, STREAKED WITH YELLOW, AND
SHADING TO PINK AT THE TIPS OF THE SEGMENTS.
(ll.H.S. Awand of Merit and N.D.S. First-claei Oertifloatc, August 27, 1918.)

original

BULB GARDEN.

Its

imported

the

.

" I do not think it is part of the scheme to
hold an International Horticultural Exhibition,
but the love which is gradually developing in
Spain for everything connected with flowers
and gardens may lead to a modification of the
plans in this respect.
''
The climate of BnTcelona is almost exactly
that of Nice, but the slope of Montjuich which
has been chosen as the site of the Exhibition
turns its back to the sea, and is exposed to the
north wind.
It is cjomposed of solid rock, in
wliirh are hollowed out the crevices on which
practically the whole town is built, and which
contain, however, a considerable depth of very
good soil. The flattest portions have the reputation of producing the best Whoat
in -the
oountrv."

country.

blooming militates against its use out-of-doors.
The bulb is large, firm, and of a reddish-brown
tint, while the stem
is
thickly clothed with
narrow, pointed leaves, which gradu.'illy become

107

Still,

have first flowered in
this country in 1855, but it is questionable if
it
was the true species, such as we have
opinions.

It

is

said

to

frequently seen within recent years.
The
stock has been to a great extent kept up
by importations, as the plant does not
readily conform to culture in tliis country.

The production of a first-class hybrid between
the aur.xtum and specio.<iiim .groups of liilics is
a notable event, and the long lapse of time between the arrival of L. Parkmaimii and the
flowering of the newcomer makes the new hybrid
doubly welcome.

As the

raiser of

the latter

Parkmannii did not exist
enough to gladden the eyes

I

in

regret that L.
cultivation long

of latter-day Lily-

—

myself among them. I have had many
lovers
chats with growers of the older generation, who
can remember L. Parkmannii when it was

and some of those who saw the
after the meeting of August 27 a.<*9erted
Mr. Perry,
was not L. Parkmannii.
of Enfield, whose interest in Lilies no one will
dispute, has seen the new hybrid, and is certain
that it is not L. Parkmannii, as it differs from
Mr.
the latter in form, petal, and colouring.
Perry, who has had access to the wonderful
at its

best,

new Lily

that

it

collection of

Lily

paintings of

Dr.

Kegel,

of

—
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Petrograd, gave me a detailed account of the
differences between the two Lilies.
I do not wish to question the decision of the
R.H.S. Floral Committee, but I should certainly

Hk%

Parkimannii, as tlie latter disappeoi-e'd from gardens long before the coming of
the present Lily, and of course took no part in
Further, Hr. Parkmann's acits production.
count of his hybrid gives L. auratum as one
jxirent, whereas in the present hybrid L. aura-

and dust

it

slugs and

worms.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
F. Jordan, OaixJener to Lieut. .Ool. SPENDER
Clay, M.P,, Ford Manor, Lingfield, Surrey.

By

Celery,
Celery.

— Take

It

is

with

soot

to

check

both

stump-rooted
early-sown,
in the ground the roots should
and stored in a cool spot or in
pits.
Roots that remain in the ground after this
date become hard and dry and of little value.
Tliin out late Carrots sown in frames to 3 inches
apart and keep the soil clear of weeds.

now

a few inches of

freely

—Where

Carrots.
Carrots are

The Week's Work.

whole question of nomenclature
The new Lily can hardly be a

to see the

cleared up.
variety of L.

[September 1% 1918.

advantage of dry days to place
soil round the stems of early
add much soil at one

a mistake to

Ibe

still

lifted

Cabbages.

—Transplant August-sown

Cabbages

soon as they are large enough for transfersmall plants do not receive so great a
ence
check in transplanting as large specimens. Early,
small-hearted sorts, such as Harbinger, may be
planted 15 inches apart and such kinds as Flower
of Spring 18 inches apart each way.
as

;

—

Turnips. Tie roots should be thinned to 4 or
6 inches apart and the rows dusted -with soot
Draw each alternate plant
at short intervals.
for use as I'equired, leaving the others to remain
for winter use.
Hoe the ground on frequent
occasions to encourage a quick growth.

—

Leeks. Pay extra attention to this most imwhich serves as a substitute for
Onions when the latter are scarce.
Keep the
ground between the rows frequently .stirred and
the roots well supplied with water and weak
liquid manure.
jiortant crop,

—

Winter Spinacll. Spinach raised from seed
sown as advised last month should be encouraged
to grow freely.
Extra attention is necessary
where the soil is of a heavy nature, or the plants
may soon be destroyed by slugs. Dust soot and
lime amongst the plants and frequently stir th»
soil.
Only on warm borders where the soil ii
light and rich should Spinach seed be sown after
this date.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, GardeDar to Sir Jbreuiui Colmak,
Ba.rt.,

Gat'ton

Park,

Reijate.

—

Calanthe. Deciduous Calanthes are in full
growth and forming new pseudo-bulbs. If they
are healthy, well-rooted specimens the roots will
require more water at this season than at any
other time of the year. It is important that th»
phints should be exposed to as much light am
pii.ssible, without permitting them to be scorched
by the sun. They should be placed near the roofglass and whenever possible allowed plenty of
fresh air.

—

Masdevallia. The best m;onthB for repotting
or top-dressing the majority of Masdevallias ar«
the beginning of September and February. Th«
present time is preferable, as t{ie roots are mor«
active during September and October than at
any other season, and, in addition, the weather
C(mditions are cool and moist, therefore favouring a quick re-establishment of the plants. New
leaves are developing and new roots will soon
be produced
the latter will quickly grow into
the fresh compost and be well established befor*
Healthy plants that have outgrown
winter.
their rooting space, with compost in good condition, may be turned out of their pots and
placed into larger receptacles with as little root
distuAance as possible. Large, overgrown specimens that have become bare in their centre*
may be divided, and the best portions potted
separately into the smallest-sized pots that will
accommodate them. The smallest pieces may b«
placed several together in small pots, and, by
next February, they should be in a suitable condition for transference
to larger receptacles.
Others that have sufficient rooting space for
another season's growth, will, provided the compost is in good condition, not require repotting,
but .some of the soil may be removed from between the surface roots and fresh material substituted for it. Previously to repotting the plants it
is advisable to withhold water for a few days,
for t.he drier the roots the less liable are they to
be injured. Masdevallias of the stronger-growing
kind are vigorous rooting plants, requiring plenty
of rooting space, and they are best grown in
pots or deep pans. They include M. Veitchiana,
;

—

tuin macranthuln was iJie parent a very different plant from the typical L. auratum. P. S.
Bayward^ Clacton.
,

[If a hybrid lias teen raised between two disand duly named and recorded, any
other hybrid raised by crossing a varietal form
of one of the same species with either the. type
or' a varietal form of the other species, becomes
a variety of the original hybrid, even though the
latter has become lost to cultivation in the mean-

tinct species,

tim«!

^Eds.]

time or long before the plant has completed its
growth. Early Celery may be easily blanched by
binding the stem with thick brown paper or the
Tie the
special collars sold for the purpose.
stems c:irefully together with soft binding material

before placing the

soil

close to the plants,

and remove the ties when the earthing-up is completed. In dry weather waterings are necessary

;

it is almost impossible to overdo the watering
of Celery, but moisture should always 'be given
before soil is added to the plants. Break up the
before using it for earthing-np
soil
finely

ignea, M. Lindeiiii, M. Gargantua, M. Mooreana, M. macrura. and the numerous members of
the Harryana type. Others that are not of such
vigorous habit include M. Courtauldiana, M.
All those mentioned
Chelsonii and M. Stella.
afeove may be grown on the plant-stage near to

M.
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—

The dwarf-growing kinds M.
M. Shuttleworthii. 51. picturata, M.
M. O'Brieniana, JI. Iridactylites, and

roof-glaas.

tli«

ArmLnii,
muscosa,
others of
low pans

—

^should be placed in shaland suspended from the roof-rafters.

this section

A

suitable compost for Masdevallias is a mixture
of half -decayed Oak-leaves that have been rubbed
through a half-inch sieve, short pieces of Al
Fibre, and portions of .Sphagnum-moss in equal
proportions.
Crushed crocks and coarse silver

sand should be incorporated with the other materials.
The pots should be two-thirds fiUed with
clean crocks for drainage.
Pot moderately
firmly, keep the base of the leaves level with the
rim, and carefully work the compost between the
roots.
Do not afford much water until the roots
commence to grow into the new compost. Shade
the plants for a time from bright sunshine, and
maintain a moist atmosphere. Masdevallias delight in plenty of fresh air, but cold draughts
If a special house is not
should be prevented.
available for thes^ Orchids they may be grown
in the wannest and .shadiest part of the Odontoglossum house.
The white M. tovarensis. the
yellow-flowered M. Davisii, and those of the
Chimaera section are best repotted in February,
and may be kept in a slightly warmer house during the winter months than the others.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

Haiibjss, Gardener to Lady WilTlOE,
L'M.5kirig.3
Park, Berkshire.

E.

—

Gloriosa superba. Gradually reduce the supply of water at the rtxits of Gloriosas to allow
the plants a period of rest.
When the foliage
hxis died down place the plants underneath a
stage in a cool house or in a dry, frost-proof
shed. Turn the pota on their sides in order that
the roota may be kept perfectly dry during the
winter.

—

Fuchsia. A fresh stock of Fuchsia plants
should be raised annually from cuttings, which
may be in3<»rted now. There are plenty of young
shouts on the old plants suitable for u^e as
cuttings.
These should be inserted in a sandy
compost in 5-inch pots. Make the soil firm about
the 'base of the cuttings.
Thoroughly water the
soil once and plunge the pots in a moderately
warm hot-bed in a propagating case. Keep the
cuttings shaded from brignt sunshine until roots
form, and afterwards grow them on steadily in
a light glasshouse near the roof-glass in a

temperature of about

50°.

—

Tulips. As soon as the bulbs are to hand
those which are to be grown in pots should be
attended to at once. Use a rich compost and pot
firmly.
Plunge the pots containing the bulbs in
a bed of ashes in the open until the shoots have
frown an inch or two, then transfer them to a
oold frame.

Narcissus.— All kinds of bulbs, including Narshould be well established in their pots
before they can be forced successfully.
The
bulbs should be procured as soon as possible
and placed in their flowering receptacles. Paper
White, Trumpet Major, Golden Spur. Emperor,
cissi,

Sir

Watkin,

spicuus and

Madame de

Graaff, Barrii conElvira are all suitable sorts for pot

culture.

Housing Plants.— Suitable houses should be
prepared
Primulas,

for

the
wintering of
Cyclamens,
Bouvardias, Pelargoniums, and Salhou.ses or heated pits are the most
Buit,^ble for these plants.
Let the glass be perfectly clean both inside and out, and grow the
plants near the roof-glaes.

Low

Tias.

•

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Br .Us

Ilrnsoy, Head Onrdenor at Gunnertburr House,
-\etoii. W.
Gooseberries. .Sometimes
old
Gooseberry
bushes may be rejuvenated by being rut hard
bark, but it marked decadence is manifest then
it is a better plan to arrange
for a new plantation.
The new site should he on ground where
hush fruits have not been grown for several
ye.ars.
Cordon-trained plants? are very service.able,
as, when they are employed, more
use
ni.iy be made of any given area,
and the pick-

—

ing^of -the fruit

is rendered easier.
In selecting
Gooseberry bushes exercise every caution with
respect to the Gooseberry mildew.
An early in-

spection whilst the leaves
be advisable in any case.

are

still

fresh

will

Currants.— With respect to Red and White
Currants one needs, as in the case of all bush
them from a quarter in a nurchoose bushes with a slightly
more pronounced stem tlian is, as a rule, obtainable.
There should be, in my opinion, a clear
foot of stem before any branches radiate from it.
I also strongly advocate standard plants of Red
and White Currants. Not only are these ornamental, but from a utilitarian standpoint they
are most commendable, as they will provide a
good supply for the latest pickings.
Standards
are easy to manage and quite ea^y to net securely.
A clean stock of Black Currants is most desirable.
A few years ago it was stated that Boskoop Giant was immune to attacks of Big Bud,
but I have not found the statement to be true.
fruits, to choose
sery.
I like to

—A

great deal more use should be
made of cordon-trained Gooseberries and Currants for clothing bare spaces on wa.lls.
These
trees will thrive weU on a northern aspect, and
are not troublesome to manage. Double cordon*
are to be preferred.

Cordons.
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Young Plum Trees.—It frequently happen*
that young Plum trees grow so strongly after
planting as to need root-pruning.
I'he tre»
should be lifted and replanted, or, a trench may
be taken out half-way around the stem and grossroots which are growing downwards severed.
Planting Plum Trees.— Where it is the intention to plant new trees no time should be lost
in making a selection of suitable varieties and
despatching the order to the nursery.
Plums
are a great success under glass, and where a
cool house is available the walls should be furnished with standard, half -standard, or dwarf
fan-trained trees.
Cordons may be trained up
the roof -rafters and dwarf, fan-trained trees on
trellises.
With judicious treatment the trees
never fail to carry heavy crops of fruit, far
superior to those grown outside.
The following
varieties are suitable for growing under glass :
Coe's Golden Drop, Jeffejson, Kirke's, Denniston's Superb, Early Transparent Gage, Greem

Gage, Reine Claude do Bavay, and "Monarch.
Culinary varieties include The Czar, Belgian
Purple, Victoria,

—

The Raspberry and Allied Fruits. It pays
well to make new Raspberry plantations and
burn the old stock. The new planting, however,
should be done one year in advance in the case
of summer-fruiting varieties, but autumn-fruiting varieties will yield a good crop the first
autumn after planting and well within the year.
To me it is a surprising fact that so few of
the.se late-fruiting varieties

summer

are cultivated. Of the

a good choice Superlative does not thrive in every garden, but there
are Hornet and Balmforth's Seedling from
which to choose. When purchasing Raspberries
make it a condition that they are well packed,
.so as to prevent
the roots from suffering, and
when received plant them .it once. The Logan
berry, the Newberry, and the Lowberry are all
well worth growing, and they thrive in almost
any garden.
fruiters there

is

;

E.-irly

Prolific

(Rivers'),

Dia-

mond, and Pond's
similar compost
borders.

Seedling." When planting us*
to that advised for Plums in

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R. P. BnoTHlRSTOH, Gardener to the Eorl
HiDDlxGTOir, Tjnin^hame, East Lothian.

Double Dwarf Sweet William.

— This

of

very

crimson variety, which is a mule, forms very
large masses in si>il that agrees with it, whil«

iild

tiiat which it does not appreciate it is important to renew the stock regularly at yearly
This plant, like many Pinks, roots
iilong the stems, and should be propagated somewhat similarly to Pinks. I have sometimes kept
up the V'gour of decadent plants by means of
a surface dressing of light soil spread all over
the clumps about this time of year, and into
which new roots find their way.
On the whole,
however, .annual propagation is preferable, resulting, as it does, in stronger and more floriferous plants, old plants never being quite so

in

intervals.

brilliant as these.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Hyacinths.

—I

have

grown

Hyacinths

for

in.uiy

—

Cucumbers. Where Cucumbers are required
in winter, vigorous young plants should be set
out at once in narrow ridges or small mounds
of compost placed on stages.
The use of fermenting material is advisable, therefore a good
layer of leaves and stable litter in equal proportions should be placed in a ridge and made firm.
Small cones of soil may then be placed for the
reception of the pl.onts, adding more of the compost as the roots require it.
Stop the leading
shoot when it has grown half^wiy up the trellis.
and pinch all laterals at the first joint beyond
the frnite.
Renovating Established Plum Trees.— Old,
established Plum trees in borders, which are not
giving satisfactory results, should be given attention directly the crop is gathered.
The borders
need to be renov.ated periodically, for if this
not done growth becomes stunted and the
trees gradually die from exhaustion.
In such
cases the ba-st method is partly or entirely to
renew the borders during the next few weeks, as
if the work is done early in the autumn the rootj;
will become established again before winter. The
best compost for Plum trees is tough, fibrous
loam of a calcareous nature; if the soil is deficient in lime a good sprinkling of chalk or mortar rubble should be added.
In renovating the
borders take out a trench half way round the
tree, and 3 feet from the main stem.
Gradually
remove the old .'oil with a fork, working towards the tree and taking care not to damage the
fibrous roots.
W'hil.s.t the
latter are exposed
they should bo syringed occasionally or covered
with damn mats. -Afterwards, fill in the trench
evenlv and firmlv, laving out the roots and fibres
laterally toward.s. the surface.
Give one good
wajtering to settle the soil, syringe the trees
twice <JaiIy, and shade them lightly in bright
weather until they com,mence to make new roots.
is

years, planted thickly, for the producof loose spikes for cutting, and on that
account did not regard quality .it all. Bulbs,
however, which have been allowed plenty of
epace, demonstrate the possibility of, even in
Scotl.and, producing fairly good sp;kes. Justice,
in the eighteenth century, advised the growing
of -Hyacinths in Scotland, but the type of that
period would not be looked at now. I am trying
some of the bulbs in pots. I advise very finely
pulvorise-d soil for what bulbs one may have,
and surface-dressing them with superphosphats
in the spring.
Only such .sorts as King of th»
Blues. L'Tnnocence (which does splendidly), Ida,
Robert Steiger, .ind similar varieties should
t'oii

be attempted. I would noit throw away off-sets,
but plant those apart to make flowering epecimens.

Delphinium.

—Seedling

Delphiniums are very

useful at this time of year, as tliey give a ton*
to borders which no other plant provides.
Th«

present time

is .suitable for .sowing seeds .saved
recently.
large number of seedling*
raised in an ordinary box, if placed in a
greenhouse or pit to induce rapid germination.
When well tlirough the .soil the seedlings should
be pricked out in other boxes filled v/iih a light
rompo.st and afforded space .'sufficient for their
development until they are potted into 4-inoh
pots before winter sets in.
A compost of tw«
parts turfy loam to one part leaf-mould, with
ft
little sand added, is suitable, and
if th«
plants are grown in a temperature of 45° to
50° a shift into 6-inrh pots in .Tanuary will

now or
may be

A

carry them on until fit to be plantlxl wher«
thev are to be flowered.
Such pUntS should
Cive .iplendid spikes, very much superior t«
those raised from seed sown in Jamiarv or Febniarv of the year of flowering. I rather prefer
the .lighter shades of blue, which go better than
dark blue with the other autumnal flowers, but
all are beautiful and none need be rejected.
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stature and brilliant flower-heads show to
particular advantage.
The Cactus forms include many -which
are suitable for massing out-of-doors, but
there has been a tendency in late years for
raisers to pay more attention to varieties
in this section suitable for exhibition than
to those adapted to garden decoration, and
many of the choicest novelties have grave
defects, suoh as short flower-stems or sparse
blooming, with the result that in gardens
the foliage is more conspicuous than the
Some of this section are superb
blooms.
border plants, and raisers should endeavour to obtain a greater pelection of
Cactus varieties of the best garden type.
The new rule of the National Dahlia
Society requiring all varieties submitted
to the Floral Committee for certificates to
be exhibited without artificial support was
made for the express purpose of eliminating those with short or weak stems, and
which do not hold the blooms sufiiciently
erect to allow the full beauty of the flower

EDITORIAL NOTICE.
and Publisher. — Our correspondtnu

Editors

obtaining aruweri to
in
obviate delay
their comviunications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the nottee
printed weekly to the effect that all lettert relating
to financial matter) and to adtertisementt thould
and that all combe addressed t» the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be dirtcted to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorttl, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion trite
when letters are misdirected.

would

;

Notice

Special

Correspondents.

to

— The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused comby special
unless
illustrations
munications or
The Editors do not hold themeelvet
arrangement.
resp<msible f^r any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
Local
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of locai
eve7its likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
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Dull.

to be appreciated.
Varieties of the Star type are excellent

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY—
Sale of Palms, Fems, Greenhouses, Piping, &c.,
Edmonton,
the Nursery, Bury Street, Lower
12.45,

by

ri"othed-oe'

&

for furnishing cut blooms ; the stems are
exceptionally long, the heads stand up
well, and the growth of the foliage is not

at
at

Morris.

WEDNESDAY—
Sale of Bulbs at
67
1 o'clock, by Protheiroe

and

&

58,

Oheapside,

E.G.,

«t

E.O.,

at

so dense as in

Morris.

FRIDAY—
Orohids at 67 and 68, Oheapaide,
1 o'clock, by Protheroe & Morris.

Sale of

remarkable that
is
the great family of the
furnishes
Compositae
the chief glories of the
It

Progress

in

Dahlias.

flower garden in late summer, autumn, and
winter. Already the beds and borders are
gay with Dahlias, which will soon be followed by the innumerable types of perennial Asters, better known in gardens as
Michaelmas Daisies. Lastly, there is the

wealth of Chrysanthemums which nowadays extend the season of flowers to
Christmas and the New Year.
The Dahlia being the tenderest of these
plants, it is only fitting that it should open
the

season,

and the

exhibition of the
National Dahlia Society in the Drill Hall,

Westminster, on Tuesday last, showed
that, although fewer persons are now growing and exhibiting flowers, many still continue to take a great interest in Dahlias,
and that progress in the raising of new
types and varieties is being well maintained.

Some critics of the flower contend that
is too formal
and stiff in
appearance to make a wide appeal. This
may certainly be true of the older types,
such as the show and fancy varieties, but
this cannot be advanced in the case of the
beautiful single varieties
nor is it true
of the newest type of " Star Dahlia," for
which
we are indebted to the firm
of Messrs.
J.
Cheal and Sons.
The
CoUerette, Paoony-flowered, and miniature Cactus Dahlias are all of
oomparatively recent origin,
and in all
these
we have material
of
great
decorative value for gardens. The largerflowered vai-ieties, and those generally
the Dahlia

many

of the older varieties.

Perhaps the best in this section is White
which was illustrated in Gnrd.
Star,
Chron., September 26, 1914, fig. 89.
One of the latest varieties. Southern
Star, which received the Royal HorticulAward of Merit on
Society's
tural
August 27 lafit, is illuFtrated in fig. 38.
The Star Dahlia originated as a seedling
from a single variety, crossed, most prowith

bably,

a

Paeony-flowered

variety.

The first one distributed by the raisers was
Crawley Star, and from this was obtained
the beautiful white form referred to above.
Ytillow Star and Lowfield Star, the latter
with pink florets marked with darker
colour at the bases, are two others of high
merit.

The claims of the Pompon varieties as
decorative garden plants must not be overlooked, for many of these elegantly shaped
Dahli.as possess long flower-stalks and a
compact habit of growth. They are extremely useful for floral decorations, for
cut blooms remain fresh for a long period.
The CoUerette forms are even more valuable in the garden, as their bright and
shapely blooms are freely borne and carried
well above the foliage.
Some of the varieof this type, such as Canopus, illustrated
in fig, 39, are very regular in outline, and
their symmetry of form would appeal to
the most critical florist.

as decorative Dahlias, are especially
suitable for furnishing large beds and for
the foreground of the shrubbery border
in this latter position
their
imposing
;

14, 1918.

may safely be mixed with sulphate of ammonia, thus economising time and
labour. Economy should be exercised in the use
of basic slag, in order that a moderate dresS'ing
may be available for as large an area as possible.
For autumn-sown crops the use of basic slag
might, broadly speaking, be restricted to the
heavier clay soils, where both phosphates and
lime are deficient, and the dressing should not
Even where
usually exceed 4 cwt. per acre.
superphosphate cannot be applied as an autumn
dressing growers should order as much as possible of their supplies for delivery during the
autumn.
superphospliate

—

Agriculture in 1918. The returns of acreage
live stock collected on June 4 last show
that the total arable area in England and Wales
this year is 12,398,730 acres, representing an
increase of 1,152,520 acres, or 10 per cent, over
This is the largest
the arable area of 1917,
The
area returned for the past twenty years.
area under permanent grass is 14,588,900 acres,
a decrease of 1,246,470 acres on the year. The
total area under crops and grass thus amounts to
26,987,630 acres, as compared with 27,081,480
acres in 1917, The greater part of the ploughed
grass-land has been placed under Wheat and
The increase in the area under Wheat is
Oats,
638,260 acres, or 33 per cent,, and the total now
under this crop amounts to 2,556,740 acres, which
is the largest since 1884,
Oats this year cover
2,778,980 acres, the largest on record, and
520,070 acres (23 per cent,) more than last year.
The other Corn and Pulse crops also show increases
Barley by 42,000 acres. Rye by 45,000
acres, Beans by 40,000 acres, and Peas by 19,000
acres.
To these cereal areas have to be
added 141,580 acres under Mixed Corn now for
the first time separately distinguished, the returns of such crops having
previously been
divided between the various Com crops, according to the kinds grown. The total area under Corn
and Pulse (Wheat, Barley, Oats, Rye, Beans,
Peas and Mixed Corn) this year thus amounts
to 7,481,000 acres as compared with 6,035,000
acres in 1917; an increase of 1,446,000 acres, or
24 per cent., and the largest area under Corn
since 1879.
Potatos have been increased by
125.850 acres, or 25 per cent,, and the total area
(633,840 acres) is much the largest on record.
Most other crops naturally show a decline, especially Turnips and Swedes, which are reduced
by 6 per cent,, and are the lowest on record;
but the Mangold area is slightly greater, and
Flax this year covers 18,400 acres more than
seven times the area of last year, and the
largest but two (in 1869 and 1870) for the past
fifty years.
The area under Clovers, Sainfoin,
and Rotation Grasses has been reduced by
400.000 acres (16 per cent.), and the total
(2 095.000 acres) is the smallest on record.
Of
this 1,446.500 acres were reserved for hay, which
is the smallest area ever returned, and represents a decline of 235.000 acres on the year.
Of the permanent grass 4.300.000 acres (nearly
half a million less than last year) were reserved
for hay.
The total hay area thus amounts to
not quite 5.750.CX)0 acres, or 730 000 less than in
1917, and the smallest since 1885,

and

;

—

Glasgow and Soutii-Western Railway Station Gardens.— The prizes for the best-kept
station gardens on the system of the Glasgow

;

known

[September

Albert

Rollit.— Sir Albert K. Eolltt,
re-elected chairman of the
Horticultural
Education
Committee of the
Senate of the University of London,
Sir

V,M.H., has been

Phosphatic Fertilisers.^Owing to the imposof meeting all demands for basic slag,

sibility

necessary that growers should make greater
use of superphosphate, the supplies of -which are
it is

relatively satisfactory.
As compared -with bajsic
slag, half the quantity of superphosphate may be
e.\-pected to give equally good results on cereal
crops, and for cereals and spring crops gene-

superphosphate is usually to be preferred
on account of its greater solubility.
Further,
rally,

and South-Western Railway Company ha\e now
been awarded by the judges, who visited the
stations on three occasions during the season.
They are divided into five classes, the premiums
in these being respectively £5, £4, £3, £2 and
£1.

In the first class are the following
Mr
R, Beckett, Drybridge Mr. Jas, Houston,
Closeburn Mr. D. Kelly, Holywood Mr. Wm.
:

W.

:

;

Nicholson,

;

Maxwelltown

;

Mr.

John

Inglis,

Dalmellington;
Mr. W. Paterson, Glenside;
Mr. Thos. Coyle, Dalbeattie: Mr. C. Atild,
Allnway: Mr. R. Muir, Carronbridge Mr. Jas.
DuNLOP, Cunninghamhead
Mr, Alex, Leslie,
Paisley West; and Mr, John Rae, Dumfries
House,
;

;

—

I

Skptembeb
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(The Editors do not hold tJiemselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by correspondents.^

Corn Production (Amendment) Act, 1918.—

As

coasiderable confusion still appears to exist
-as to the effect of the above Act, 1 feel that the
following remarks may be of some assistance to
your readers who are interested in the question.
Part I\'. of the Corn Production Act, 1917, dealing with tfte enforced cultivation of land, should

have come into force on August 21, 1918, and
under that Part certain rights of appeal and
compensation were granted.
The Government,
however, wished, until the conclusion of the war,
to exercise the powers which they claim under
the Defence of the Realm Act Regulations, and
introduced w-hat is now the above Act, granting
them the continued use of such powers. The
Bill as introduced contained no rights of appeal
and no statutory right to compensation, and consequently it was subjected to considerable opposition.
The Government, admitting the reasonableness of the criticisms advanced, accepted

to be.

It
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entitled "

.

Ill

The

Gentleman and Lady's Gardener, containing the
modem method of cultivating the kitchen garden, flower garden, etc.
with a general
catalogue of seeds, plants, and roots
.
to wliich is added a catalogue of bulbous^rooted
flowers and tlieir prices," etc.
There are 136
pages. The Latin names are given to each plant
according to the Linnean system of classification.
There is a monfhly calendar of operations. The
priced lists and names are of considerable
interest, and the w-ork, instead of l>eing a mere
trade catalogue, is a cultural guide or rade
mecum. and should be placed in a higner literary
rank than many of the more modem publications
of its kind.
C. E. P.
is
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I have an old book called " The Complete
Gardener; or. Directions for Cultivating and
Right Ordering of Fruit Gardens and Kitchen
Gnrdenx. By Monsieur De la Quintinye.
Now
compendiously abridged and made of more use.

a

large

Tuesday

10.

— It

attendance
last,

was a pleasure
at

to find sudi

the

mieeting held on
the Drill HaJl filled
Dahlias were prominent flowers

and

to see

with exhibits.
shown in the classes provided by tlie National
Dahlia Society, and Roses were extensively shown
in the classes provided by the National Rose
Society.
Orchids were another fine feature, and
vegetables were well sliowu.
The Floral Committee granted one First-cl.iss
Certificate and eight medals.
The Fruit and
Vegetable Committee awarded two Cultural
Commendations and three medals. The Orchid
Committee's awards consisted of one First-class
Certificate, one Award of Merit,
and two
medals.
The Joint Dahlia Committee selected
nine Dahlias for award.

certain Amendments, and the present position is
as follows
(1) If a notice is served ordering a
change in the mode of cultivation or in the use
of the land {e.g., the ploughing-up of pasture).
or determining the tenancy of any land, although
such notice is issued under the Defence of the
Realm Act the farmer will have a right of appeal to an independent arbitrator.
There is,
however, this qualification that if the notice is
•erved " solely for the purpose of securing that
the land shall be cultivated a<rf>rdins to the rules
of good husbandry," no appeal is allowed, unless
the notice is one determining a tenancy ; (2) if
the Board of Agriculture or their agents decide
to enter into possession without in fact determining the tenancy, notice will be served and a
imilar right of appeal sranted before such possession is taken.
Should, however, the land be
required for gardens or allotments, or possession
J9 taken solely to secure good cultivation, no
notice will bo served and no appeal will be
allowed (3) where an appeal is given, the owner
and occupier hare the same rights of appeal, and
notices will bo served on both (4) where any loss
is suffere<l owinir to the carrj-ing out of Orders
issued by the Board of Agriculture or their
agents, compensation can be clnimed. and in default of agreement will bo a.sses«ed by an independent arbitrator instead of by the Defence of
the Realm T>osses Commission, .and the farmer
can now claim this compensation as of legal
right instead of. as heretofore, merely as an act
of gra/'e.
These conc©.ssions are of very great
importance to all those interested in agriculture,
and should do much to abolish any friction which
might exist between agriculturists and those responsible for the issuing of compulsory Orders,
with the re.'ult that the food supply, which is
vital to the interests of the country", should be
materially increased.
The Land Union hop«
at an early date to issue tTip text of the Act.
together with a full explanatorv note of the
present position.
Desbormigh, Chairman, The
:

—

;

;

Land Union.
Old Gardening Books (see pp. 57. 71).—
agree with Mr. Roberts' comment, that all lists of
gardening books fall short of wh.at is wanted.
The bibliographical lijst in the Hon. Evelyn
Cecil's Bistory of Gardening in England ought
certainly to have been brought clo.ser up to
date.
For all practical purposes it ends almost
at

the

s.amc

point

as

.Johnson's.

And

yet

a large number of works on horticulture and
have appeared since the last date
mentioned by these two authors. Althouah old
seedsmen's catalogues are a pa.rt of gardening
litoratnre. it does not seem to be desirable that
allied su-bject.s

they should figure in a bihliogra.pihv. They are
a separate and di.stinc.t class of literature! and
it wiould he unwise to encumber
anv horticultural
bibliography with them.
In all mv
contributions on flnrirultural bibliography I
have generally excluded anvthing purely in
the n.ntiire
of
a trade rat^alogue.
There
are some cjvses in whirih exception
might be
made, hut thpy are few. .Tohn Webb's cataogne of .seeds and roots may be one. I do not
know it. but Robort Edmea'de's catalogue, published in 1776. IS certainly more
than it might

Fig.

40.

lilium parkmannii hayward's variety.
(See

with very considerable improvements by George
London and Ileiirj- Wise.
4th Edition.
Corrected, 1704.
With a number of plates, plans,
etc."
Can any reader inform me as to the probable value of the book ? //. A. S/ielley, Dca-

bnrough Avenue, High Wycombe.
Collecting Herbs.— In many old-established
gardens large quantities of herbs are grown
which are not required for use and are ultimately wasted
it should bo possible to obtain
a hi'verage from these which woiKd he lK'a;ihv
and refreshing, and quite as palatable as some
of the tea which is now on the market we have
also large quantities of native herbs, such as
Marjoram, Thyme, Wood Sage, and others; if
these Were included there would bo a large supply of material which would only need collecting
and drying. Can any reader of the Gardeners'
Chronicle furnish me with a recipe for utilising
;

;

these

herbs,

for

if

less

tea

is

importe<l

more

shipping will be available for other purposes.
IF. //. Divers, Wesldean, Hook, nea:r Surhiton.

p.

107.)

Flora) Committee.
Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in Uie chair),

John Green, Sydney Morris, 'R. W. Wallace,
A. G. Jackman, J. F. McLeod, G. Reuthe, John
Heal, W. Cuthbertson, C. R. Fielder, Wm. H.
Mortar, George Paul, Arthur Turner, H. J,
.Jones, J. W. Moorman, Jas. Hudson, Chas. E.
Peanson, E. F. Hazelton, W. P. Thomson, E. H.
Jenkins and Herbert Cowley.
First-class Certificate.
Berberis concinna.
This is a very handsome
Barberry that makes a fair-sized bush of graceful
habit.
The spiny leaves have a white undersurface, and this is most conspicuous on the

—

leaves of the new growths. The berries are onethird of an inch long, generally in pairs, and
are
slightly
elongated-oval in
shape,
coral-red when ripe, and yellowLsh-grecn before
ripening.
The fruits are freely produced, and
as they are pendulous the decor,ativo value of
the sprays is very great.
Shown by Messrs. R.
Wallace and Co.

they

—

;
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Interesting Plants.
Large fruiting sprays of Rosa Moyesii were
very attractive in a group of autiuim-fruiting
slirubs staged by Messrs. R. Wallace and Co.
In Mr. Reuthe's e.\hibit a pan of ScMzocodon
ilicifolius was a pleasing feature, the glistening
bronze-green leaves attracting much attention.
Mr. W. Miller had a bold stand of Tritoma
nobilis among other hardy flowers, and in a

Mr.

group of Delphiniums

W. Wells,

junr.,

feature of the deep violet-blue
Mr. L. R. Russell's
variety named Cossack.
stove plants were greatly admired, especially the
Messrs. B.
Bertolon.ias under large bell glasses.
Ladhams' hardy herbaceous Lobelias had many
admirers, but tJieir blooms of Gaillardia Rownham's Queen attracted even more attention
these are pale yellow with crimson centres.

made a

fine

Medals Awarded.
Silver-gilt Banksian.— To Mr. L. R. Russell,
for stove plants, and to Mr. G. Reuthe for
Silver Flora— To Mr. G. W.
hardy plants.

—

Miller, for hardy flowers. Silver Banhsian.
To Mr. W. Wells, junr., for Delphiniums.
Bronze Flora. To Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons,
for coloured and berried shrubs, and to Messrs.
H. B. May and Sons, for Ferns and Veronicas.
Bronze Banhxian. To Messrs. B. Ladhams,
Ltd., for hardy flowers, and to Messrs. R. Vvallace and Co., for fruiting sprays of hardy

—

—

shrubs.

Orchid Committee.
Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart,

(in

the

chair), Sir Harry J. Veitch, Messrs. Jas. O'Brien
(hon. secretary), Frederick J. Hanbury, William
Bolton, W. H'. White, J. Charlesworth, Chas. H.

Curtis, T.

Armstrong, and Fred Sander.

AWARDS OF MERIT.
First-class Certificate.
Wilson
(L.-C.
President
Laelio-Cattleya
Thyone X C. Dowiana aurea), from Messrs.
Armstrong and Brown, Orchidhurst, Tunbridge Wells. A magnificent hybrid, and by
far the best of.itfi class, with the fine form of
C. Dowiana aurea and its firm substance intensiThe broad sepals and petals are bright
fied.
yellow, the wavy-edged petals being finely displayed tJie large lip, which in its colouring much
resembles C. Dowiana Rosita, is carmine-crimson
with rich orange-coloured lines e.xtending from
the base to the front, where they are of a lighter
.

—

;

tint.

Award

of Merit.

Brasso-Cattleya Olympus Langley variety (C.
Hardyana X B.C. Madame Chas. Maron), from
Messrs. Flory and Black, Orchid Nursery,
A fine addition to a favourite class,
Slough.
and distinguished by the broad expansion of its
fringed labellum and an unus'Uially large, clearThe colour is white
yellow disc bo the lip.
tinged with lilac, the lip being of the darker
shade.

—

Groups.
Messrs. Stuaht Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,
awarded
Sussex, were
a Silver-gilt Flora Medal
for an extensive and well-arranged group in which
excellently
well grown and prothe
plants
were
all

A selection of Laelio-Cattleyas
fusely flowered.
and Cattleyas included the new C. Iris Buttercup, with bright yellow sepals and petals and
claret-coloured lip with broad, yellow margin,
Lady, a pretty white
and C. Gaskelliana
form with mauve blotch on the lip, the spike
Fine plants of Vanda
bearing five flowers.
coerulea, the rose-and-white Oncidium incurvnm,
and the yellow 0. varicosum were arranged with
'
dwarfer Orchids.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for
a good group in which their home-raised Miltonias were effective, and included two fine new

My

forms «if M. vexillaria, viz.. Marshal Foch, with
large, lisht-rose coloured flowers, the labellums

nnd
of which were nearlv 4 inches across
Dulcies. coloured bright magenta-rose with a
very distinct ma.=;k on the lin. A good selection
of Odontnelos^tums and Laplio-Cattleyas, includin2 a finelv-cnlnure'l form of L.C. Appam, were
included in this exhibit,
AND A. MrBEAN, Cooksbridge.
Messrs. .T.
staged a .small group in which were a good form
:

Hardyana alba, Vanda Sanderiana,
Cattleya Venus, Brasso-Cattleya Nodina, and
the now rare Rodriguezia secunda, with four
sprays of rose-pink flowers.
Armstrong and Brown showed
Messrs.
Cattleya Ella Orchidhurst variety (bicolor X
Warscewiczii). a fine flower of a light salmon
shade tinged with yellow, and broadly expanded
violet-crimson lip.
Messrs. Flory and Black showed the whitepetalled Cattleya Warscewiczii Frau M. Beyrodt
in excelleJit form.
of Cattleya

Fruit

and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Messrs. Joseph Cheal

(in the chair),
Beckett, E. A,
Divers, George
P. Berry, A. R. Allan, J. C. AUgrove, Fred G.
Treseder, and Sir Albert Rollit.
This Committee was occupied with business
From the R.H.S.
for a longer time than usual.
gardens a small collection of Haricot Beans was
brought, and cooked examples of each variety
were tasted. W^e understand that a report upon
the cropping and culiaiary qualities of tliese
Beans will be published in due course.
No award was granted to a novelty, but
Messrs. Barr and Sons gained a Cultural Commendation for eighteen finely grown and heavily
fruited plants of Tomato Barr's Scarlet Beauty.
This is a highly coloured form bearing evensized, smooth fruits in clusters of six to ten each.
The plants carried an average of six clusters
(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)
each.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons were awarded a
Silver-gilt Banksian Medal for a collection of
Rotates, Spinach and Peas planted
vegetables.
or sown on July 15 were exceptionally good, and
proved very interesting. Runner Beans were also
a:
great attraction, some pods of Prizewinner
measuring 16 inches in length.
Several varieties of Figs grown and ripened
out-of-doors at St. Anna's HiU, Chertsey, secured
a Cultural Commendation and a Silver Banksian
Medal for Sir Albert Rollit,
A new and attractive Apple obtained by crossins Cellini Pippin with Gravenstein was exhibited by Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons under
the name of James Lawson.

Owen Thomas, W. Bates, Edwin
Bunyard, P. W. Roach, W. H.

New

Dahlias.

The Joint Floral Committee, composed oi
members of the National Dahlia Society and ul
the Royal Horticultural Society's Floral Committee, sat at 10.30 a.m. to judge the new
Dalilias submitted.
Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),
D. B. Crane, E. H. Jenkins, H. J. Jones, Arthur
Turner, Chas. H. Curtis, Joseph Cheal, John
Green, J. A. Jarratt and J. F. McLeod.
The following Dahlias gained the Royal Horti
cultural Society's Award of Merit and also the
National Dahlia Society's First-class Certifi-

cate

:

Defiance.^A handsome decorative rariety,

of

large size, but in no degree heavy or ungainly.
The colour is pink with a golden flush over the
centre of the flower, which is carried on a long,
stiff

stem.

—

Our Annie. A rather small decoratiTe Dahlia
with two rows of florets, and a very useful
variety for floral decorations, as the blooms are
about 3i inches across. The florets are pink, a
lovely shade, with golden bases and golden shading running into the pink. The stems are dark,
long, and stiff.
These two varieties were shown
by Messrs. J. Burrell and Co.
large, white, decorative variety,
Sineerity.
very double, but with pointed segments. The
heavy blooms are carried on stout stems, and
they should be very useful for the makin» of
wreaths and other large floral designs.
BuUfinrh. A large and finely formed Collerette Dahlia with broad, rounded segments of a
The neat collar
rich scarlet shade.
clear,
segments are yellow.
The flowers are very atThese
tractive, and borne erect on stiff stems.
two varieties were shown by Messrs. J. StredwicK AND Son.

—A
—

—

Although this has not the elemembers of the " constellation."
variety, as the colour is
attractive
most
a
it
deep, velvetv vermilion, with gold tips and
The blooms have two rows of segments,
lines.
and. as in the case of other "stars," the stems
Jii.nnn Star.
nrance of earlier
is
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and wiry. Shown by Messrs. J. ChealAND Sons.
Lady W. Thomas. A medium-sized Collerette
variety of good form.
The ground colour is

a''e stiff

—

blush, but tlie centre of each segment is crimson,
and there are rosy markings between this colour
and the margin. The whitish collar is evenly

developed.

—A

Clematis.
striking single variety eminently
suitable for garden and floral decoration, but
not of sufficiently rounded form for show purposes.
The slender stems are long and wiry.
The colour is clear rich mauve, with a narrow
zone of yellow round the eye.
The variety i»
well named.
This and the foregoing variety
were shown by Messrs. J. Treseder and Son,
Cardiff.

—

Oriole.
A very distinct decorative Tariety
that might be classed as a semi-double Cactus
Dahlia.
The flowers have three rows of segments, which are broad at the base and pointed
The colour is rich orange-scarlet.
at the apex.
Shown by Mr. J. T. West.
Pironrte.
A bold and effective Collerette
variety will full-sized, rounded flowers of a rich,
soft scarlet colour, with a well-developed yellow
collar.
Stems long and' stiff. We believe this
variety was raised bv Messrs. W. Treseder and
Sons, 'of Cardiff. Shown by Mr. J. A. Jarratt.
Anerley.

—

THE NATIONAL DAHLIA SOCIHTY'S
SHOW.
Messrs. W. Treseder and Sons, Canliff, were
the only exhibitors of 24 Show and 12 Fancy
varieties, and were awarded the 1st prize in
both classes. In the former class the best varieties were Nugget, R. T. Rawlings, Penelope,
Perfection, Gracchus, and David Johnson.
The
Fancy blooms were not quite so good the best
were Rev. J. B. M. Camm, Nansen, and Comte
de le Saux, Messrs. Treseder and Sons won
the 1st prize for 6 blooms of one variety with a
fresh and very evenly developed bloom of Shottisham Hero
2nd, Mr. S. Cooper, Chippen;

;

ham.
In the open classes for Cactus Dahlias there
were no exhibits of 18 varieties or of 48 blooms,
but Messrs. Treseder and Sons were awarded
the 1st prize in the class for 24 blooms with
luch sorts as Border King, Gigantic, and
Dorothy Hawes. With excellent blooms of Valhalla, Mr. S, T. White, Eastleigh, Hants, won
the 1st prize for 6 blooms of one variety; 2nd,
Mr. Prtor, Hitchin.
Mes.srs. .1. Cheal and Sons, Crawley, showed
alone in the class for 12 vases of garden Cactus
Dahlias the exhibit was worthy of the 1st prize,
which was awarded. The vases of Mary Purrier,
Richard Box and Cygnet were very decorative.
Only one of the classes for Pompon Dahlias was
represented by an exhibit; the exhibitor was
^^r. D. B. Crane, Highgate, and he was awarded
the Ist nrize for a charming set of such varieties
as Annie, Doncaster, Little Beeswing, Bacchus,
»nd Lit.tle Gem.
Showing almost perfect vases of such sorts as
Mikado, Hilda, Columbine, and Winona, Messrs.
Cheal and Sons were awarded the 1st prize for
24 vases of Single Dahlias, and Messrs. Treseder
were similarly placed for a graceful shower bouquet of Mrs. Irwin Dahlias.
Competition was rather disappointing in the
elasses for the popular and highly decorative
Paeony-flowered and decorative Dahlias.
Mr.
J. A. Jarrett, Anerley, won the prize for 6
varieties with appropriate foliage, showing such
sorts as Meyerbeer, Mrs. J. A. Jarrett, and Old
Mr.
Gold
2nd, Messrs. Cheal and Sons.
Jarrett was also placed ftr^t for 6 vases of
decorative varieties, with Mr. Tofield, Southampton, who was awarded 1st prize for a beautiful vase of Paeony-flowered varieties, second.
;

;

Amatburs' Classes.
this division the competition was_ better,
and several amateurs whose ambition justified
their entn.' into the onen clas.'es competed.
Of the Show and Fancy classes that for 24

In

blooms was not competed in Mr. Cooper was
placed 1st and Mr. J. Waite, Chinpenham, 2nd.
;

for 12 blooms, and Mrs. S.
was 1st for 6 blooms.

Mat, West

Grin.<itead,

—
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Mr.

C.

LucKiN, Pulborough, wou 1st prizes

ior (a) 6 vases of garden Cactus, (b) 12 blooms
of Cactus, (c) 12 blooms in four varieties, and
2nd
(d) 6 varieties of Single Dahlias, and was
Mr. O. Pryoe,
for 9 vases of Cactus varieties.
Hitohin, won the Dean Gold iledal with a good
collection of 9 vases of Cactus Dahlias, which in-

cluded Margaret Phillips, H. H. Thomas, and
Julian, in splendid condition, and he was also
placed 1st for 6 blooms of Cactus Dahlias.
Mr. A. Brown, Seagrave, was placed 1st, and
Mr. J. Waite 2nd. in the class for 6 vases of
Pompous. Mr. D. B. Crane excelled in the class
for (a) 12 vases of Single and (b) 3 vases of
Star Dahlias, while Mr. Jabbett took 1st prizes
in th« classes for (a) 4 vases of Decorative and
(b) 6 of Paeony-flowered Dahlias, and Mr. H.
Brown. Luton, for 6 vases of Collerette Dahlias.
Messrs. J. Stredwick and Son won the Gold
and Silver Medals which they offered for the
best seedling exhibition Cactus Dahlias on a
wire frame, with fine examples of Pennant.

COEI

CtTP.

Messrs. Carter Page and Co. were the only
entrants in the annual competition for the Cory

Challenge Cup, which is offered for the best display of garden Dahlias. The decision lies with
the Council of the R.H.S., and in the absence of
All seccompetition the cup was not awarded.
tions of the flower were represented, and the
individual blooms were fhe acme of freshness and
high quality, and arranged with great skill.

NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY'S CLASSES.
The autumn show of this society, held iu conjunction with tlie R.H.S. meeting, assisted
materially in the general success of the fixture.
The various trade displays were admirable.
Seedling Roses.
Thia aection was decidedly weak, and for
some reason not readily apparent the three
novelties failed to reach the high standard that
usually associated with the shows of this
A Certificate of Merit was awarded to
Capt. Fane Hold, a dark crimson H.T. Rose,

is

society.

shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson and Sons.
As seen at the hall it is a sombre Rose, rather
weak in the stem, though of good form and fair
size; the foliage was poor, and very suggestive
of mildew, but the blooms possess the indispensable quality of fragrance, and this may have
induced the award. Chameleon and Mrs. C. V.
Haworth. the other two sorts, were decidedly in
poor condition, but they were splendidly shown

a month

ago.

Groups of Roses.
Tlvjse in search of good autumn-flowering
varieties would have spent time much more
profitably in inspecting the magnificent trade

displays than with the few seedlings above
In spite of many handicaps, halfmentioned.
a-dozen well-known firms set up admirable collections of fresh and fragrant Roses, often in
such masses as to give an instant impression of
great floriferousncss.
Of the many sorts so abundantly shown, it
was noticeable that those of yellow colour and
shades Constance, Mrs. Wemyss Quinn, Rayon
d'Or, Lady HiDingdon, and the like "took
the eye," though Ophelia was the " Rose of the

—

—

show.'*

Mr. E. J. Hicks was awarded a Gold Medal
an outstanding exhibit, which included
splendid vases of Red Letter Day, Princess
Mary. Ophelia, Lady Hillingdon, Ohas. E. Shea,
RayoM d'Or, Florence H. Veitch, and the pale
pink, semi-double Queen of the Belgians.
In the fine collecf/ion which won a Silver-gilt
Medal for Ate.s.srs. .\lex. DIckson and Sons, we
for

noted Clarice Goodacre, Lady Pirrie, K.' of K.,
Mrs. Wemyss Quinn, and Alexander Em.'ihe, rich
crimson, as being worthy of special mention,
while in the colle<Aion which won a similar high
award for Messrs. T. Cant and Co. the outstanding vases were of Constance, General
McArthnr, pphelia, Irish Fireflarac, Modesty,

and

Jessie.

I.iady

Snow Queen, Muriel Dickson, and Mrs. Alfred
A Bronze Medal was
Tate were excellent.
awarded to Mr. Harry Drew for a smaller
group.

Hillingdon,

Mdme.

Ed. Herriot,
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bage
A. Plnnock, 42, Prospect Road, St.
Albans ; Carrot J. McRon.u,d, Station House,
Cauliflower:
J.
J.
Philorth, Fraserburgh;
PiKNOCK, 2, -Albert Street, St. Albans; Celery
Daeque, Plunderheath, Haydon Bridge
J.
Cucumber: H. Bowles, 27, Burleigh Road, Maldon; Leek W. Cartledge, Garmondsway, CoxParsnip
hoe
C. Bate, Post Office, Overton
U. Webster, The
Salsafy
Bridge, Ruabou
Maize
Rookery Gardens, Westcott, Dorking
W. H. Herbert, The Lodge, Dimcroft, Staines
White Turnip T. Avery, The Gardens, Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead ; Yellow Turnip
H. Barber, 14, Fern Street, Boothtown Road,
Halifax Peas W. B. CoEiis, Perranwell SUOnion H. Wheeler, Wenvoe,
tion, Cornwall
Tomato G. Hacker, Manor Cotnear Cardiff
F.
Vegetable Marrow
Shrivenham
tage,
Eaton, 16, Ladysmith Road, St. Albans.
:

:

:

Decor.\tive Classes.
Iu several classes medals were awarded for
baske;s, and the floral arrangements were aU
beautiful, and well worthy the awards.
Mr. E. J. Hicks was the only exhibitor of 3
baskets, and was awarded a Silver-gilt Medal for
Letter Day, Joanna Bridge,

good blooms of Red
and Princess Mary. Mr. Hicks also was awarded
a Silver Medal for a bowl of Isobel, a rose-

tinted single of fair size and much beauty.
and a Silver Medai were
Silver-gilt
aivarded to Mrs. Courieney P.4GE for bowls of
Roses.
Mrs. J. M. McK.\y and Mrs. Oakley
Fisher received Silver-gilt Medals for displays
of Roses, and the latter lady also won a Silver
Medal for a bowl of Roses, while Mr. A. de V.
Peyor was rewarded with a Silver Medal for a
charming decorative exhibit of Irish Elegance.

A

Bronze Medals were won by the Rev. J. H.
Pemberton and Mr. Ht. Drew for the varieties
Pax and Iri.sh Elegance respectively.

VEGETABLE SHOW AT

ALBANS.

ST.

In their 1918 Catalogue of Vegetable and
Flower Seeds Messrs. Ryder and Son, Ltd., St.
Albans, offered 20 prizes of £5 each for the best
specimens of Runner Bean, Broad Bean, Haricot
Bean, Long Beet, Round Beet, Cabbage, CaiTot,
Cauliflower, Cucumber, Celery, Leek, Onion,
Parsnip, Pea, Salsafy, Sweet Corn, White TurTurnip, Tomato, and Vegetable
nip, Yellow
Marrow. Entries were restricted to one of each,
could be sent in, in any
number
any
though
one class or any number of classes. There was
stipulation as to varieand
no
entrance
fee,
no
Nearly
ties or where the seed was purchased.
staged
on the 5th inst., and
were
exhibits
5.000
thev were judged by Mr. Ed. Beckett and Mr.
Exhibits were sent from all parts
K. Molyneux.
of the British Isles, and these, on the whole,

The exhibits of
were of excellent quality.
Onions filled one table, and the majority were
prize specimen
well-ripened bulbs, the
weighing 3 lbs. 5 oz. while a considerable numTlu> best Runner
ber weigbefl 2 lbs. and over
Bean was 16 inches long and perfect in shape.
Many others were from 10 inches to 15 inches in
Pods of Broad Beans containing seven
length.
or eight large Beans were arranged on a table
next to Haricot Beans containing nine or ten
Beans. Parsnips 2 feet to 3 feet long— one measiirerl 3 fe.^t 8 inches— and Cirrnts 2 feet or more
Turnips
in length were a.ssembled in hundreds.
and Beets were present in quantity, but the
samples were very uneven, and many were large
and coarse. The winning roots, however, and a
fair proportion of the others, were of good
Vegetable Marrows were of all .sizes,
quality.
some weighing from 25 lbs. to 35 lbs. each, but
the mon.sters were disqualified as being only
The winner was a
.suitable for jam-making.
large, clean specimen, quite voung. probably
Salsafy and Sweet
weighing 10 lbs. or more.
Corn wc/e represented bv a comparatively large
'

firm,

.

number of exhibits. Though the season was
somewhat late a considerable number of Peas
were exhibited, the pods containing ten or eleven
Peas of perfect colour and shape. Tomatos were
not numerous, prob.ably owing to the difficulty
of sending rine fruit by rail, but the quality
of those exhibited w.is good, and it w.ns not
an easy matt°r to determine the best. Cucumbers resembled the Marrows in that half the
specimens sent wore too old, though a few were
young and of good quality. Leeks and Celery
Were plentifnl and of good size, as also were
Cabbages and C.n.uliflowers, the latter being
The winmedinm-sizp<l. verv firm ,ind white.
ning rabbagp measured 2 feet across, and was
well-.sh.nped. firm, and young.
The following is the list of prize-winners
Runner Bean J. SuiiY. Flook House. Taunton
Broad Bean D. Wti-Son. 17. Crofthead Terrace,
W. C.
Haricot Beans
Glasburn. Keichlev
:

;

:

:

Silver medals were awarded to the Rev. J. H.
PembERTON, who had generous quantities of
Pax. Moonlight, and Rayon d'Or; and to
Messrs, B. R. Cant and Sons, in whose collec-

tion

;

:

:

Re^lfem Cottages. New Road. WevT^ng Beet J. Devoy, ,30, Dalrymple
bridce
Globe Beet
M, Hoad. 96.
Street. Stranraer
Ca:bAlbemarle Road, WillesbOTOUgh, Ashford

Paoram,

3.

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

:

;

:

H.M GRETNA FACTORY SHOW.
The first annual flower show in connection
with the Gi-etna Factory Horticultural Associawas recently held in tJie Institute Hall,
Gretna. There was an excellent competition, no
fewer than 799 entries being made. Vegetables
formed the principal feature of the exhibition,
and these were of exceptionally fine quality as a
whole, the Potatos being both numerous and of

tion

sterling quality.

The show was opened by Mr.
C.S.I., the superintendent of
J.

Harkness.

Town

J.

C. Burnliam,

the factory,

Mr.

occupying

the

Manager,

chair. Mr. Burnham made an interesting speech,
in which he gave many encouraging details regarding the horticultural and agricultural efforts

The prize list is
being made at tJio factory.
a long one, and we have only room to publish a
For
classes.
leading
of
some of the
few details
the heavie-st crop of Potatos grown on 20 roots
placed
was
Barley
Mr.
row
C.
ill
a continuous
1st, with a crop of 74 lbs. 8 oz. of the variety
Duchess of Cornwall. There were 42 competitors
For the best aggregate of points
in this class.
in the vegetable section Mr, D, Maxwei.t, was
placed 1st. and he was also awarded the 1st prize

A number of
for a collection of vegetables.
prizes wore offere<l in the garden and allotment
in which Mr. W. AfWiirn won the
1st prize for the best-kept Min-'.-ttry bunga'ow garcompetition,

don in the Gretna district, .and Miss .TohnstoneDonr.LAS that for a similar garden in the EastFor the be.st-kept allotment in
riggs district.
the Factory area Mr. John Arnott, Eastriggs,

was placed

l.'st.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
RiE.

Last week I referred to the value of Rye
I have just threshed the crop
for sheep food.
from 11 acres of this cereal, and the yield is
100 sacks—quite a full crop considering that 8
sacks per acre is regarded as a maximum yield.
Now tiiat Rye is so much required by the miller
for flour, it would seem that this cereal is
almost as valuable a crop as Wheat to grow,
No other cereal crop
tspecia'ly on poor land.
su<'ceeds" so well under inferior culture and
poor manuring as Rye does, but I need hardly
say the cmp responds well to liberal treatment.
Nitrogenous manures should be a^pplied carethe straw is longer and more .slender
any otJier cereal, and with heavy
manuring would be more liable to fall. Rye
and weigh!, per
is usually sold at the same price
bushel (63 lbs,) as Wheat.
Those who have poor land to deal with might
do well to sow Rye in September, first spro-adEarly
ing 3 cwt. of superphosphate per aore.
sowing is most important, in order that the
before
roothold
[.liamts may obtain a thorough
fully,

as

tha.Ti'in

winter.

Roots.
In southem counties Turnips are very scarce
owing to the ravages of the Turnip fly. The

outlook for sheep food during the winter and
spring is not encouraging to those with a breedBackward^ patches
ing flock to provide for.
should be rnconraged to grow more vigorously
sown evenly
ammonia
of
of
sulphiate
aid
by the

—
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Keep

at the rate of J cwt. per acre.

the horse-

at work between tlie rows to acoeleiiatte
growth as much as possible.
Swedes are geaierally a good ci'op, that will
prove most useful in March and April to the
lioe

sheep fai'mer.
Miamgolds have

many plots
(attacks of

impiroved veiy much, but
had to be plougJied owing to the
Tuniip fly a most unusual experi-

—

ence with Manigold.
Farmers witli a poor pi-ospect of roots for
sheep will be well advised to sow. more Rye,
at the rate of 4 bushels per acre. Winter Barley,
Veitohes, and Tjifoliuni, both early and late
sorts.
All sucli crops will be useful in the early
spring months.
Winter Oats.

This crop has this season been a success,
giving yields with plenty of straw, which is an
important item. The advantages of winter over
spring sown Oats are many.
First, they ripen
a fortnight in advance of those of tha other
enabling liarvest to be commenced
section,
earlier, thus easing the harvesting of Wheat
and spring-sown Oats, which at times ripen with
a rush, and, if not cut promptly, much of the
Corn is " butted." When Oats for use run
short before hai-vest, tlie earlier ripening winter
Oats fill the gap
and, lastly. Charlock does
not affect this crop, as it does all too often
spring-sown Oats. September is the best month
in which to sow winter Oats, at the rate of
three bushels per acre.
Choose a clean Wheat
stubble, thoroughly burying the straw by the
aid of the skim coulter affixed to the plough.
The ground once ploughed, well harrowed, and
the seed .'^own broadcast or drilled, is all the
preparation required.
Either the black or the
grey variety is equally good.
Mohjnerix.
/^.
SwanmOTP, Farm, Bhliop'x Walfham.
;

TRADE NOTES.
FUEL RATIONING FOR MARKET
GARDENS.
Where

adequate supplies of coal for agricultural purposes cannot be obtained through the
ordinary trade channels, application should be
made immediately to the County Agricultural
Executive Committee.
The Food Production
Department has made arrangements witli the
Controller of Coal Mines wliich it is hoped will
ensure such supplies that are strictly necessary
on the farms during the coming winter and
" Agricultural purposes " include steam
spring.
" and other
ploughing, threshing, pmnping,
direct farm uses," the
gaged in repairing and

work of blacksmitlis enmaking agricultural im-

plements and shoeing farm horses.
Work on
m.arket gardens and nurseries also comes within
the term, but whereas it is hoped to supply the
farmer witJi liis full quota of fuel, the allowance
to market gardens and nurseries has been cut
down by about 20 per cent. The County Committees will not entertain any application unless
an effort has been made to obtain coal from the
usual coal merchant or factor and has failed.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Asparagus

plumosus

nanus

;

/.

P.

and

S.

Sow the seeds, as soon as they are ripe, in
pans or beds of light soil in a house having a.
temperature of 70°. As soon as the seedlings
are large enough to be handled easily pjace
thiem in small pots, in a compost of sandy
loam, old manure and leaf-mould. If you require pot plants, place several seedlings together in the small pots and eventually place
each potful in a 5-inch or 6-inch pot. A lower
temperature wiU suffice when the pla.nts are
thoroughly established. If the feathery growths
are needed for floral decorations set out the
best individual plants in a well-drained bed
of soil. In either case the plants will receive
great benefit from frequent applications of
diluted liquid manure when well rooted and
commencing to grow freely.

Canteloup Melons
Melon. The plants liave
either had too much or too little water, or
tliey may have suflered from delay in plantCanteloup and other Melons succeed best
ing.
in heated pits, and should be grown in a temperature not lower tlian 65° at ni^t, rising
:

to 80° during the day, with plenty of moisture
in the atmosphere and at the roots until the
fruits begin to ripen.

B. G. H. Nicholson's
Diotiunary of Uanleniny is out of print, but
may
be obtained occasionsecond-hand copies
It is
ally through second-hand booksellers.
probably the best work of its kind for a British
The new edition of tlie Standard
gardener.
Cyclopaedia of Horticultwre, by Prof. L. H.
Bailey, is an American work in six large
quarto volumes, obtainable from Messrs. MacA smaller and very useful
millan and Co.
book is the latest edition of Johnson's Gar-

Gardening Dictionary

:

Constant Reader.
As the roots of the vines are outside, moisture
from watering plants in the house would not
be detrimental to tlie colouring of the Grapes,
given.
provided sufficient ventilation was
There are many circumstances which contribute to the lack of colouring shanking, i.e..
the withering of the berry-stems, is one of
them, and this may be the result of insufficient
nourishment, heavy cropping, mutilation of
the roots, or the removal of a large quantity
of leaves during the growing season. Shanked
berries never become sweet. The early part of
the summer was very dry. and vine borders
needed an abundance of water, especially where
the soil is light and the situation fully exposed to sunshine. If the border is cropped,
the necessity for watering the vines would be
:

—

greater. When other plants are grown on
a vine border they should only be surface-rooting subjects, not gross feeders like the members of the Brassica family, and no digging
should be done during or immediately before
When the
tihe growing season of the vines.
feeding roots of vines are 3 feet or more below the surface they cannot obtain sufficient
air in a close soil, and none of the growths
above ground will be perfectly developed.
In bad cases it is radvisa-ble to raise the roots
oarefuUy in the autumn and plant them in a
little fresh soil.

much

Ripening

:

M

.

Your Grapes

should
further firecarefully
is

their ripening without
provided
vinery
heat,
the
ventilated and a little air admitted through
the top and
front ventilators
at night.
March 1 would be a good time to close the
vinery, as then artificial heat need not be provided except in very wet, cold weather. All
finish

.sub-laterals' should be pinched out and the
house kept as cool as possible after the Grapes
are cut.

Grease-Banding Fruit Trees

L. D.

You

will
find a reference to the grease-banding of fruit
trees on p. 101 of the last issue.
As a pre:

ventive measure grease-banding is extremely
useful, inasmuch as
thousands of wingless
moths may be caught on the greased bands in
a small orchard. As the trapped moths cannot
lay their eggs on the branches of the trees it
is obvions that subsequent attacks of cater-

Both
pillars will be reduced to a minimum.
the bands and suitable grease may be purchased
from horticultural sundriesmen and seedsmen.
The bands should be grease-proof and sufficiently wide to permit of their being tied at
top and bottom the ties must be sufficiently
tight to prevent the moths from crawling
underneath the bands. TTTe grease should not
come in contact with the stem of the tree.
Place the bands at a convenient height up the
stems of the trees, in order that they may be
re-greased rapidly as occasion requires.
;

Hedging-Hook

14, 1918.

from the way it is planted. If you make the
highest points along the centre you will require to make a paved pa1>h next the trellis,
but in view of the limited width you might
find it more satisfactory to form a very narrow
then build apaved path next the trellis
low, rough wall of stones or old bricks to the
height of your rock garden and then gradually
bring the latter from that height to the front
next your cement walk.
The former plan
would look better, but it reduces the width of
This is proceeding on the
the rock garden.
assumption that you cannot build your rock
garden against the trellis, which it would be
There is no reason why you
a pity to do.
should not be able to construct a pretty rock
bed capable of growing many good Alpines.
;

d'eners' Dictionary.

Grapes Failing to Colour

Gr.^pes

[Septembeb

obtained from our publishing department for:
5s., post free, exceedingly helpful not only in
fomimg your rook garden, but also in selecting the plants. From your sketch, especially in view of the fact that you must keep.
the rock garden low in order to prevent interference with the view from your window, it
would appear that a simple rock bed of varied
front and ends should suit the position best.
By a careful breaking-up of the front line
behind the edge of the cement path and at each
end you could obviate any appearance of
formality.
We have seen a rock bed about
the same breadth, wliich is only about 18 inches
at the highest part, but looks much higher

C. C. B.
You will probably
obtain the particulars required on application
to Messrs. W. Wood and Sons, North British
:

Wharf. Wood Green. London, N.
Laying Out a Rock Garden
F. R.
There is
no book which will give you any definite in-

Names of Plants
hlandum.— /. G.
binum

;

4,

canadensis

Mesembryanthemum

E. F.

:

1.

flavum;

Thalictrum

Gaultheria Shallon
2,
Eupatorium canna3.
;

Solanum nigrum 5. Amelanchier
6,
5, a form of Zebrina pendula
;

;

;

Achimenes Ambrose
Pea Haulm Diseased

Verschaffelt.
/. E. H.
The cause of
condition of the Pea haulm is:

the diseased
obscure.
We expected to find Thielavia basicola. but this is not present.
The only fungus
found was a species of Fu.sarinm on the stems,
bnt this is not likely to be the primary cause
of the trouble. Some cultural error, abnormal
wea.ther, or uncongenial soil may be responsible for the physiological disorder.

Potato Within a Pot.\to
M. S. A.' An interesting example of a small, healthy Potato
formed inside an old tuber. Such specimen*,
are by no means rare.
.7.
In the
Sawdust and Stable Manure
G.
absence of manure from stables, where Bracken
or peat moss is used for bedding, we should
not hesitate to use manure from sawdustbedded stables. As much of the di-y sawdust
as
possible should be removed from the
manure, but the wet sawdust should be re
tained, as it will have absorbed urine, which
Turn
is a most valuable part of the manure.
the heap frequently and keep it under coveruntil the manure is well rotted and ready for
:

t

use.

Secondary Gtiowth in Onions

/. D.
SeconOnions is caused by moist,
following a dry period, during
which the ripening of the bulbs was hastened.
The conditions fa.vourable to growth caused'
the Onions to make a further effort, and this
found expression in the division of the original
bulb and the development of secondary bulbs
at the base from what otherwise would have
been latent buds.
ToMATOS Diseased
Markham and Anxious.
Two fungi were present on the specimens received, the chief of these beinf a species of
Rhizopus, which enters through wounds and'
causes a " Ti]"' rot."
The Common Mould
(Penicillium) wa? also present, aggravating
the trouble caused by the Rhizopus, but not,
Remove affected
apparently, a first cause.
fruits to prevent the disease from spreading,
and keep the atmosphere in the Tomato house

dary

growth

:

in

warm weather

:

as dry and buoyant
Truffle or Puffball?

as possible.

/. D. The curious little
is not a Truffle, bnt a specimen of the
Puffball. This is edible only when quite young
and white throughout, but it does not possess'
the flavour of a Truffle.

fungus

:

Book

T. W. B.
The best book on Conifers is
VeUc}i's Manunl of Cnniferae, but we believe
the work is out of print, and; can only be obtained from the second-hand booksellers.
:

structions suitable for your particular piece of
ground, but you will find The Rock Garden, by Mr. Reginald Farrer, which may be

Communications
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—
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when

keenly interested in horticulture, though of late
years, by reason of the exactions necessitated by
the war, Mr. Cruden, the gardener, has often
had to make grandly-grown vegetables take the

in flower, densely leafy towards the top
crowded,
oblo.ng-ovovate
or
leaves
sessile,
This fits the plant
lanceolate, 1^-2 feet long."
under notice, except in respect to height, the
specimen that flowered here being 24 feet high.
It has ripened seeds freely. This is a plant for
;

Mr. Cruden, like
place of beautiful flowers.
his predecessor, the late Mr. Fowler, is a sue-

[September

visit,

to

see,

in

tli©

oval

lake,

21, 1918.

the

glorious

hybrid Water Lilies, but some of the largest and
of these were still
floweriaig marvellously in that charming " basin," as it used
to be termedi in former days, and which is
especially inspiring when it has a magnificent
environment of flowering Azaleas and Rhododendrons, in June.
In her attractive " wild
garden " the Countess of Stair cultivates Indian,
and Japanese Lilies, and has splendid results
with L. giganteum, specimens some years ago
attaining to a height of 13 feet, with 17 flowers.
At the time of my visit though late in the season many of the Roses and other flowers in the
flower garden in front of the Castle were still
flowering, with memorable artistic effect. David
R. Williamson.
loveliest

—

—

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

DATE OF ROBERT THOMPSON'S BIRTH.
When, after a long interval, Mr. Bunyard rehis series of " Great Pomologists " with
a sketch of Robert Thompson, in Gard. Chroii.,
March 23, 1918, I remarked his statement that
while 1798 has generally been accepted as the
year of his birth, Thompson's own account,
which he quotes fix^m the Chiswick records, gives
This would naturally seem final
it as 1799.
authority, and on the strength of it I changed
the dates on a number of catalogue cards, but
happening the other day to see the obituary of
Thompson in T/ie Joi/rncil of Horticulture, n.s.,
17, 209 (Sept. 9, 1869). I found the following :—
sumed

" Mr. Thompson was born at Echt, in AberdeenThe precise
early in September. 1798.

shire,

Fig. 41.

onions in the flowee garden at kew.
(See

Tresco Gardens, or other places troubled by
little or i;io frost.
Our great success under glass this year
It started with
has been the Victoria Lily.
unusual vigour after planting on April 23,
was full grown and in flower by mid-June,
and has produced three flowers a week,
Three flowers
or one every other day since.
No plant
nr.ean three new leaves per week.
grows so quickly as this Royal Water Lily.
Nine days after a young leaf shows like a
hedgehog at the crown of the plant it has expanded to full size. The largest were developed
they then measured over
in July and August
7 feet across, with a turned-up rim 5 inches
There has been no disease this year,
deep.
owing, probably, to placing 3 lbs. of lime in
the water three times a week as a preventive to
a fungous attack which in former years was very
<•

p.

115.)

cultivator of fruits, including Grapes,
Nectarines and Peaches, whilst hardly less im-

cessful

pressive are the Apples, Plums and Pears so
effectively cultivated in the open, and often subjected, in our Scottish climate, to the

most

try-

date of his birth is not known, as at tiiat period
the birth registers of Scotland were not preserved
with that care with which they are now. But
from his baptism having been on the 16th day of
October in the same year we may infer," etc.
The same statement is repeated verbatim in the
account of Thompson in The Journal of Hortieulture, n.s., 33. 54 (July 19, 1877). The Journal

;

troublesome.

The Victoria Regia will be grown as long as
interest is shown in the wonders of the vegeIts cousins, the tropical Nymphtable world.
aeas, have also made a great display, especially
N. gigantea, the Australian beauty, and the
The magnificent N. zanziIndian N. Lotus.
barensis no longer exists at Kew, and we have
in
the Nile Queen, Nelumbeen disappointed
iShe has made good, parasol-like leaves,
bium.
but never

a blossom.

W. W.

A VISIT TO CAST LE KENNEDY.
I

BECENTLY paid a

visit

to

Castle

Kennedy,

olden times was in the possession of the
family, but has for a long period
been the property of the Earls of Stair, who have
gradually created its environing beauty (if we
leave out the importajit contribution of nature
to the picturesque scene), and made it, for lovers
of glades and woodlands and exquisite flower
gardens, a demesne of horticultural fascination.
It is fortunate for Castle Kennedy and the invariably beautiful private gardens at Lochinch
Castle, that the Earl and Countess of Stair are
-w'hich in

great

Kennedy

42.

—THE

VINE PERGOLA AT KEW.

ing atmospheric conditions and influences. The
coniferous trees at Castle Kennedy, growing on
terraces between the two lakes, are justly
famed, and are at present in splendid condition.
I, was just a little too late, at the period of my

was at that period edited by G. W. Johnson and
Dr. Hogg, one of whom I suppose to have written both sketches, though I am not sure which.
It is not at all unlikely that the date 1798

have been a

slip of

may

pen or printer, but after

it

—
September
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E. A. Bunyard, AUinff-

as supposedly founded on a
baptismal register, it seems to me that Mr.
Bunyard is rather reckless to posit the later
date without explaining away the other. If this
register were lost, there would be nothing to do
but take 1799 as the correct date, though always,
it seems to me, with a shade of doubt, but cannot someone at least ascertain whether the
register still exists, and if it corroborates
Thompson's own record ? .1/. F. Warner, Wash-

pal causes of failure.

ingtmi. D.l'.

tlie forty-two years I have been
cannot recall such a shortage of Apples,
The trees flowered well,
Pears, and Plums.
and up to a certain point gave promise of
a good crop. I noticed, however, that the petals
of the Apple lilossonis still rema-ined on the
embryo fruits when they should have beem failUpon ex.amination I found that they were
ing.
attacked by weevils, with the result that

had been accepted

ton, Maidstone.

The
many

fruit crops in this district are the

Bush fniit«, however,
years.
Strawberries yielded about
good
The blossom on Apples, Pears,
a crop.
and Plums could not have looked better, but
bad weather and sharp frosts in the early part
of May practically destroyed these crops. /. A'.
Shann, Betteshanger Park Gardens, Eastry.
worst for

were

verj'

;

half

During

'here I

FRUIT REGISTER.

APPLE MAIDSTONE FAVOURITE.
The Apple

illustrated

in

43

fig.

is

one

of

the most attractive of all early -varieties, its pale
creamy-yellow colour and rich carmine striping,
coupled with an even outline, giving the impresThe
sion that it has been grown under glass.
flavour is moderately good, whilst the flesh is
firm, juicy, and slightly aromatic.
It has been introduced more as a market
variety than for the connoisseur, as it fills the
gap between Beauty of Bath and Worcester Pearmain, and its excellent cropping qualities and
firm texture make it all that an Apple should
be in these respects. The variety was raised
from a seed of Emperor Alexander, and its appearance suggests that the other parent was
Beauty of Bath.
The raisers inform us that Maidstone
Favourite having been on trial for many years
it can be confidently recommended as a valuable

market

117

/. G.
retentiwe nature, chiefly clayey loam.
Weston, Eastivdl Park Gardens, Ashford.
sliow
blossom
on
great
of
was
a
Thei'e
Apple trees, but owing to repeated severe frosts
very few fruits set. There were some exceptions,
however, for Beauty of Bath. AUington Pippin,
and Worcester Pearmain are bearing abundant
There are no Pears, and Plums are much
crops.
under average. Damson trees are bearing poor
crops.
Gooseberries and Red Cui'rants had
Black Currants,
crops much over the average.

although under average, were a fair crop. Raspberries yielded a crop over the average, and the
fruits were good where watering was practicable.
Strawberries were averagie, but late varieties
suffered from the drought. Loganberries yielded
Charh.^ E. Shea, The
a particularly fine crop.
Elms, Foots Cray.
Middlesex. Omlv on one occa&ioiii before in

—

fruit.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OFl_
THE FRUIT CROPS.
(Sec Tables in Gardeners' Chronicle for

August

42.)

3, p.

tf'nntinued from p. 102.)
5.

ENGLAND,

—This

S.

the
worst
is
known in the district, especially for Plums, but
April w.os a very trying month hot sun during
the day and cold winds and frost on most nights.
Insect pesits were very prevalent.
The soil is
of a sandy, ironstone nature.
H. Kempshall,
AhbotifhuTy Castle Gardens.
HAMrsiiiRE. The fruit crops in this district
aire much below the average
in fact, the worst
I have known.
All trees showed a fair amount
of blossom, but the cold winds destroyed it.
Stpawberries yielded an average crop, but were
soon over owing to the drought. Red Currants
and Raspberries were very good. The soil \&
heavy, on a clay subsoil. Henry Martin, hartley
Lodge, Cadnam.
The fnuit crops generally are very poor
this season.
The weather was most nnfavourftble at the flowering period
this affected the

DoRSETSHiHE.

season

—

—

;

;

Plums and Apples

injuriously.

The

caterpillar

plague has been very bad tliroughout the district.
There was a fair show of bloom. Lewiji
Smith, nadlftnd Pari- Grrnhn.". Smithmnpfnn.
The blossom on Apple trees this year expanded weakly, and f.-viled to set properly.
Aphis and American Blight have very greatly
checked the growth of the trees.
Grenadier,
T^ord Grosveror, Worcester Pearmain, Mfere de
Menage, amd a few trees of Bra.mley's Sepdlin,g
are the be.st ciropping Apples this vear,
!<!.
Mnlyneux. Swanmore Park, Bl..'ihnp\ Wrrlth-nm.
Kent. Wherever a large crop of fruit was
grown la.st year there has lieen an almost total
failure thig season, except in the case of such
fruits as are gathered early, e.g..
Cherries,
Early Plums, and Early Apples. Pears are a
total failure, except a few on walls.
In the
case of Cherries and Plums the severe weather
when the trees were in blossom, and the intense
heat of Whitsuntide, were doubtless the princi-

—

Fig. 43.

apple maidstone favourite.

and the bloom came down toThis is a pest we have never been
gether.
troubled with until this season. J. G. Woodward, Barham Court Gardens, Teston, Maidthe small

fruit

atone.

In this district the fruit crops are
The dull, damp
worst yet recorded.
weather in April was probably the cause of
failure in certain fruits, i.e.. Plums. Cherries,
They bloomed profusely, but
and Damsons.
did not set their fruit, the majority of trees
being quite ba.re. Pears a.re very scarce indeed,
amd Apples nearly as bad. A few varieties of
the

Apples, chiefly early sorts, are carrying crops.
Small fruits were fairly good
Strawberries
looked promising at one time, but owing to
rontiinued drought during the grr>wing season
the fruits did not swell. The soil is of a heavy.
;

over 40 years luive I had to record such poor
Our only fair crop is that of Apples,
but American Blight is somewjiat troublesome.
Small fruits and Strawberries were quite satisfactory.
Pear trees are making healthy growtii
but are not over vigorous. Plum trees flowered
well, but the fruits failed to swell after having
Our soil is good loam resting on
.set freely.
gravel, with London clay below. James ttudson,
Gunnershury House Gardens, Acton.
The season is remarkable for the almost
The
complete failure of the autumn fruits.
abundance of Plum blossom gave excellent promise of fruit; the Plum orchards looked, frcitti
a distance, like sheets of snow.
The scarcity
of Pear blossom was striking, but not enrpriaing after the heavy crops of lai?t year. The uncongenial weather at the time of flowering no
fruit crops.
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doubt chiefly aocounits for tJie absence of fruit.
Thie soil is maamly of a light, sandy lo;am overG. H. Head, Fulwell Park Garlying gravel.
dens, Twichenham, S. W.
the worst year foT Apples,
Tliis is

There is
Pears, and Plums for many seasons.
a fair crop of Apples Lord Grosvenor and King
other
sorts
are
the
most
of
of the Pippins, but
very scarce, including the usually prolific Keswick Codlin, Pears are almost entirely absent as
a crop, altliough a few odd fruits occur in places.
The same applies to Plums. Silver-leaf disease
is becoming increasingly serious to our Plum
Gooseberries were a very fair crop, and
trees.
for the second year in succession the bushes
have been free from American Gooseberry Mildew. Eed CuTrants have been very good, and
Th^
so liave Black Currauts in some places.
C|rop of Raspberries was partially spoiled by the
John Weathers,
long spell of dry weather.
Park View, Ishworth.
Peaches are very good this year, bmt
Pears and Plums are failures with the exception of two trees of Gisborne Plum, both of which
Strawberries were
are bearing average crops.
good, but Apples are patdhy. Raspberries and
All fruit
other soft fruits were light crops.
trees showed plenty of bloom, but the cold
weathea- and the heavy fall of snow during the
The soil
flowering period did mucli damage.
here is light, resting on a gravelly subsoil. H.
MarkhavK Wrofhnm Park, Barnet.
Surrey. Pear trees bore no blossom this
year except a very few trusses on some varieAll other fruit trees blossomed splenties.
didly, but the weather was bad while the trees
were blooming, and caused a complete failure
Bush Apple trees on the
of the Plum crop.
highest part of the grounds are bearing splendid
crops, but in other parts of the gardens Apples
are a failure. The soil is very light and porous,
with a subsoil of sand and gravel.
S. T.

—

M'Tight,

WMey,

crop here ajid in the district
is a failure.
Most kinds flowered well, but the
The ciaterbfossoms seemed to be very weak.
pUlar plagUie was even more devastating than
last yeaiT, althoug'h we made an attempt to stay
the plague, both by hamd-picking and washing
the trees. All small fru,its would hia.ve beem up
to the average, buit were soon over, having suffered niucih from the drougiht.
Pears and
Peaches are complete failures the latter trees
suffered much from leaf -curl.
F. Jordan. Ford
Manor Gardens. Linqfield.
The fruit crops of 1918 are as bad
as they could be.
Cold winds and low temperatures prevailed during the flowering period
of Plums and Pears
the fruits set, but
all dropped in the early stages.
The Apple
trees enjoyed good weather while in flower, but
the fruit failed to set, and the trees are badly
;

;

witli

caterpillars.

adversely

—

almost a failure. The few
on tlie trees are very poor in quality.
Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, 'and all small
fruits are fairly good in orop and quality. Insect
pests are very troublesome; some of the Apple
in this district are

fruits

and Pear trees were almost denuded of foliage,
although in some cases they were sprayed three
/. W.
times.
The soil here is very sandy.
Buckingham Milland Place Gardens. Liplumk.
Fruit crops in general, and Apples
and Pears in particular, are much below
Currant and Gooseberries bore
the average.
average crops, but the fruits were small.
Cherries were
an
average crop in
some
places.
The probable causes of the failure
of the fruit crop are the over crop of last
year and the cold winds and hail storms in the
day and the frosts at night, when the trees were
in full bloom.
Although- caterpillars were very
troublesome, I do not think they were the cause
of the failTire, the injury occuirring before they
appearedi.
Leon Squibbs, Stonehurst Gardens,
,

A rdingly.
Our fruit crops are the smallest for
Bloom was profuse on Apples, Plums,
fruits, but most of it failed to set.

18 years.

land small

Insect pests, part-icularly caterpillars, were exceptionally numerous, and they have spoiled the
quality of the few Apples found on some of the

Scab is also appearing on the fruit.
rot is very bad on some varieties of
Plums, and there is a good deal of silverleaf.
Only Rivers' Early Prolific and Monarch
have average crops.
Raspberries were the
best of the small fruits.
The leaves were
stripi^ed from many Gooseberry and Currant
bushes by sawfly larvae. Strawberries yielded
a good "crop, but of brief duration, owing to
drought.
There are both hea\'y am.d light soils
in the d.istrict. and crops are about the same on
both, though the 'trees look healthier an the
heavy land. E. M. Bear. Hailsham.
WrLTSHrRE. Pears practically nil.
Apples
and Plums very seriously "under." Here and
ttheire may be seen a few Apple trees bearing
average crops. Thomas Sharp,
estbvry Wilts.
TJie severe frosts experienced during
April. Mav, and June were very destructive to
trees.

Ttipley.

The Apple

infested

age crop of excellent quality, but the fruit
Thomas Smith, Coomhe
ripened prematurely.
Court Gardens, Kingston Hill.
The fruit crops are most unsatisfactory.
After a fair show of blossom the fruits set well,
but cold winds in early spring, followed by
severe attacks by insect pests, cauised great
Lack of labour for winter spraying was
losses.
undoubtedly one of the chief ciauses of the
failure.
The soU in tiliis district is very light
and sandy. Jas. Lock, Oakham Lodge Gardens,
Weyhridge.
Sussex. Apples, Pears, Plums and Cherries

The dry weather

affected the smaller fruits
Strawberries were much below the average in size,
though the flavour was excellent, and there was

Brown

—

W

nearly

all

kinds of

fruits.

,

Thomas ChaVis.

ton. Salisbury.

(To be conflnnrd.)

;

no waste from

rot.

Blaok Currants dropped

quite half their crop before ripening owing to
want of moisturre. Raspberries yielded aji averHybrid.
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Lifting and Replanting Peaches and Necta-

—

sliould

occupy a position near tie roof-glass in

an intennediate temperature. Seed-

Jlhis work, which in many soils and siturines.
atious ueeds to be attended to every few years,
should receue attention. First proceed by mixing a quantity of rich, fresh soil to take the
place of that immediately surrounding the trees.
If the soil be somewhat poor, mix a little welldecayed manure with it, the best that can be

a house with

had break the manure finely before mixing 't
with the soil. Add some old mortar rubble, or if
in a district where limestone is available use that
instead. Turn the compost on at least two occa:
Start
sions, and meanwhile keep it covered.
first with the earliest varieties and finish with
the latest ; the former can be safely lifted by
the time all is ready for the work. Sappy, succulent "rowths should be reduced as much as
possible ; all sub-lateral, sappy shoots should be
removed. The old shreds and string should be
cleared from the branches, and the tree detached
from the wall.
Take care that the stem is
not planted at a lower level than before. Should
the border appear to be too retentive of mois-

in 60-size pots, and when large enough may be
Young plants should not be
potted up singly.
potted so firmly as the older specimens. When
new moss is used slugs frequently make their
appeai-ance, and should be trapped by Lettuce
leaves placed on the stage among the plants.
The slugs should be sought for with a lantern
after dark.

;

ture use some coarse rubble, or place a drain at
Disthe front to carry off superfluous water.
tribute the roots equally, pruning them as may
be necessary. Press the border firmly and water
the roots once at least, soon after the work of
planting is finished. Take care that the soil of
The
the border never becomes absolutely dry.
roots will commence to grow almost at once, and

Keep the syringe
sooner than many imagine.
freely in use in warm, sunny weather.

ling

in various stages of
also receive attention at the roots.

Odontoglossums

should

PLANTS ;UNDER GLASS.
B.v E.

Harmss, Gardener
Lockings

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Collier, Uardener to Sir Jereuiab Colua.n,
lliirt.,
Uatton Park, Keigate.
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Seedlings, SeedliDgs of Cattleyas and LaelioCattleyas raised from late-sown seed should now
be far enough advanced in growth for transplanting.
It is important that each one be
planted separately at the earliest possible dale
those pricked off now will have time to make
roots before winter.
Very small seedlings
should be pricked off several together in small,
well-drained pans ; the shallow Orchid-pan without side holes
the most suitable receptacle.
Plants at a more advanced stage may be grown
in very small pots. Seedlings that have matured
their first pseudo-bulbs will be sending out new
roots from the base of the growth these should
be repotted in larger pots and given every encouragement to grow as quickly aa possible.
They will not make much growth in the winter,
and will not require so much water at the roots
OT in the atmosphere as in summer
but they
must not be given any season of rest until the
flowering stage is reached, nor must they be
allowed to become root-bound.
A suitable rooting medium consists of equal parts Osmundafibre,
Al fibre and Sphagnum-moss, cut into
short portions.
Add some chopped moss and
crn.<iliod crocks, and mix the whole well together.
Tlif in.Tterials should not be pres-sed tightly in
the receptacles, as it is important that water
should pa-ss quickly away.
If a house is specially devoted to
seedlings of this type of
Orchid, it .should be kept a few degrees warmer
th.nn the one in which the older plants are
grown.
Should it be necessary to grow them
with the older plants, they should be placed in
the warmer and sh.ndier part of the house, and
near to the roof-elaK.^.
Seedling.i of Typripediums .should also be treated as described
above, but a .small quantity of fibrous loam, from
which .all the .small particles have been removed,
should be .ndded to the compost.
The soil
should be pre.ssed moderately firmly .among the
roots.
Seedlings of more advanced
growth
and thow; ne.aring the flowering stage, which
have filled their pots with root^s, should be
shifted into larger pots.
The.se .should be given
a more substantial compost, consisting of at
lea.st one-third its bulk of fibrous loam.
After
the seedlings are repotted thev should bp
afforded a warm, moist atmo.sphere and a .sh.adv
position.
W.aiter should be applied sparinglv.
onlv keeping the compost just moist bv frenupnt.
light spraving.s.
S»pd1!ng rvmbidinms .should
b" rpp'otted in a similar rooting medium to that
a'lvised
for
Oypripediums.
Thesp
plants
i!^o•lIf^ he kept
growing activelv .at all seasons
until thpy reach the flowering stage.
They

—

i.*!

;

;

_

Park,

to Lad.v Wastage,
Berkshire.

—

Schizanthus, When the young seedlings arc
large enough pot them singly into small pots and
keep them gi-owing near the glass in a cool pit.
Another sowing may be made before the end of

Sow the seeds
the month for later flowering.
thinly in pans and place them in a cool house
they may then be
tin they have germinated
placed in a cold frame until there is danger of
severe frost.
;

Bouvardia.
of-doors must

—Plants

whicTi

were planted outpotted.
Endearoots, and place

now be lifted and
a good ball of

prcj-ei-ve

them carefully
J.

Seed-

lings of the current season should be transferred
from the seed-pots to pans similar to those recommended for Cattleyas. Othei-s that are more
advanced may be placed three or four together-

vour to

B>

growth

in pots of suitable

size.

When

potted, thoroughly so.ak them with water, and
place them in a close pit. Syringe them two or
three times a day should the weather be bright,

and keep them shaded from full sunshine until
they have recovered from the shift. Thev must
then be gradually inured to cooler conditions.

Coleus.^The present is a suitable time to
pr ipag.ate Coleus from cuttings.
Insert the
cuttings round the .side of 5-inch pots, and
plunge the pots in a hot-bed in the propagating
frame.
The cuttings must be examined frequently, .and any leaves which may have damped
off removed, or they will cause the loss of .some
of the plants.
Achimene.
lini.«hed

—

These bulbous plants will have
(lowering, and attention must be given

to the ripening of the corras. Place them on a
shelf near the glass, and give them full ex
|K)Sure to the sun.
Gradually reduce the supply

of water at the roots until the foliage has died
down. When the foliage has ripened cut it off
and place the pots on their sides beneiith a plant
stage in a cool house.

—

Ferns. The.se must now be given le^s water
at the roots, and when water is given take care
not to wet the foliage, or many of the plants
will be .spoilt through damping off.
The atmosphere must now be kept dry except during the
forenoon of hot, sunny days.
Examine the
plants frequently and remove all dead fronds.
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and exhausted trees, when young ones of good
shape and improved varieties can be bought at
a reasonable price. It is a good plan to have
a few young trees always on hand, of various

At
heights and varieties, tio replace failures.
this season quite large trees can be lifted and
transplanted to fill any vacancies in early, midsummer, or late houses, but the work must be
carefully carried out if they are to give a fair
Take care
crop of fruit the following season.
that the trees are not planted any deeper than
they were before removal this can be avoided
by making the bottoms of the holes firm before
planting. Lightly tread the soil about the roots,
giving them a slight tilt upwards, as the fiUingin proceeds, to encourage fibrous roots near the
surface.
Give one good watering to settle the
soil, syringe the trees twice daily, and apply
a light shading until they are established in the
fresh soil.
\
;

—

Making New Borders.
Most soils can be
adapted to the growth of Peaches and Nectarines,
pi\)vided it is well drained. A good, heavy loam,
at least 2 feet deep, and of a calcareous nature,
requires very little preparation beyond trenching the ground and incorporating a liberal quan•lity of old mortar rubble and broken bricks to
keep it porous. A suitable selection of Peaches
for succession may be m.ade from the following
Duke of York. Hale's Early, Peregrine.
Noblesse, Dvmond, Walburton Admirable, and
Alexandra NoVilesse. The following Nectarines
suitable
are usu.ally found
Cardinal. Early
:

:

Lord N.apier.
Newton, and Victoria.

Violet Hative.
planting, spread
-soil quite
Give just enough wat*r to settle the soil
firm.
trees
are
tying
the
likely
to
sink
little,
as
a
to the trellis should be postponed for a while.
Rivers',

out the roots

later.ally

Elruge,

When

and make the

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

—

Fuchsia. Though several kinds of Fuchsias
survive in ordinar.y winters, it sometimes happens that the weather is too severe for them,
and a few should therefore be propagated tomeet contingencies.
They may be propagated
similarly to Eentstenions. I have known Fuchsia
minimus survive many winters, only to siiiciinili
at liu-t.
Those of the Olobosa section and F.
Riccarti nil, a derivative therefrom, may be killed
to the ground, but they always spring into new
growth in spiing. It does not usuall.v matter, as,
like Romneya Coulteri. the best results are obtained from jilants that have been cut down.
In the North it is essential to house the cutting-boxes early in December, standing them in
a frost-proof or nearly frostproof house, and
pot the plants in February, to he planted later
when well strengthened and sturdy.

—

PentStemon. Another batch of cuttings of
Pcntslenioiis, which are now numerous on the
shoots, should be inserted in boxes, as adNever allow the
vised in a previous calendar.
It is percuttings or the soil to become dry.
haps not generally known that the smallerflowered kinds, such as Pink Beauty, are hardy,
or nearly so, and if left untrimmed in winter
and pruned in spring, flower earlier, and continue as long in bloom as varieties of the largeflowered section, and besides gi'ow into large
I
have had them here of many
specimens.
year.s' .standing, and of great decorative effect.

main

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Hy W,

J.

Keclo

fiuLSE,
Hall,

Gardomcr to Mrs. Bempbteh,
Newcastle,

Renovating Peaches and

Stnfloi-dehirc.

Nectarines.— The

insli-uctions given in last

week's article on renoestablished Plum trees apply also to
Peaches and Nectarines. The trees in the early
houses will .soon be ripe enough for root-lifting
or transplanting.
In the meantime sufficient
compo.st should be prepared, not only for the
early houses, hut for mid-season ones also.
It
is most important that the work be carried out
during the next few weeks, because it is essenti.al that the trees obtain a good root-hold in the
fresh .soil before cold weather sets in.
On no
account should manure or leaf-mould he added
to the compost, or any vegetable matter that
would produce rank growth.
It is better to
incorporate .some of the old soil with the new
turf rather than make it too rich.
Besides the
necessary mortar or old lime rubble, a sprinkling
of wood-a.sh and bone-meal may be added with
vating

.adv.antagp.

Planting Young Trees.— It is usually a waste
of time and labour to attempt to resuscitate old

Mixed Borders.— Much attention is needed to
keep the mixed flower borders trim for the next
few weeks, as many plants are " going off," and
their absence has to be made good by arranging
Michaelmas Daisies, f'hrysanthemums, and others
to covei? them.
It is much better to go very frequently over the borders, even if only a few
plants need attention, than to wait until large
numbers have to be seen to. This method not
only saves lalbour, but what is as important, the
cliaiiges in the border are less, or very little,
noticeable.
It will also Ibe necessary to cut back
rampant growths, which are usual at this time
of year. Any seeds that are likely to be needed
should be gathered at once, and should any
changes he in contemplation the identity of
plants and clumps must be indicated by labels.

—
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EDiTOFIAL NOTICE.
and

Publisher-

;

Special
Editors
butions

Notice

— The

Correspondents.

to

undertake

do not

to

jiay

for

describing tlie larva and
after
mature form, shows the cultivator how he
may best combat the ravages of this pest
by sowing suitable crops on infested
ground Peas, Beans, etc., in place of
those, such as Potato, Turnip, and Swede,
which wireworms attack voraciously. The
methods of trapping and of soil treatment
though we notice
are also described,
omission to refer to the benefits which are
to be obtained by the use of soluble nitrogenous manures such as sulphate of ammonia applications of which are often
remarkably efficacious in enabling the
plant "to grow away" ifrom the past.
The Leather Jacket, which in the present

bald,

— Our

correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
a7id that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
Editors. The two
the
named, should be directed to
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

Editors

any

contri-

return unused comby special
unless
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
liOcal 'Se'vrs— Correspondents will greatly oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
Illustrations.— rfte Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
for
.flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be resp
for loss or injury.
illustrations, or to
illustrations
munications or

or

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

—

—

—

responsible for much of the
is
damage erroneously attributed to wireworm, is said by Professor Theobald to be

season

readilv extirpated by such soil insecticides
as naphthalene, and a good word is also
said for gas-lime as a destructive agent,
though, unfortunately, good gas-lime
the smell whereof we all disliked so
is now
heartily when it was plentiful
'

MOTJD.^',

SEPTEMBER £5—

National Olirysanuieiiliim Society: Floral Committee
E.xeoutive Oonunittee at 35,
at Essex Hall, 3 p.m.
Wellington Street, Oovent Garden, at 6 p.m.
;

TUESDAY, SEPTEJIBEE 24—
Boy. Hort. Soo.'s Come. meet. Vegetable Show
iaig

;

judg-

at 11.30.

S.VTURDAY, SEPTEMBEE 28—
Finchlej' ChrysanUhemum Society.
NationaJ Ohrysanthemaun'a Society's Exhibition of
Early Chrysanthemums, in conjunction with Finchley Society.

—

often hard to come by.
Among the other pests which are
described with brief and skilful pen are
the Turnip flea beetles, weevils of Pea and
Bean, cockchafers (white grubs), cutworms, some of the chief fruit-tree pesta,
such as winter moth and oodlin moth fly
of Onion, Carrot, Celery, Beet, and Cabbage root; sawflies, aphidcis, scale insects,
and snow flies. Last, and, unfortunately,
none too numerous, are the beneficial in:

-iyEKAGE Mean Temperature
deduced from observations
yeara at Greenwich, 55.3°.

the

for

during

ensuing
the

last

week
titty

—

-\OTUAL Temperature
Gardener^' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Stieet,
Covent Garden, London, J'harfyday, September
temp. 58°. WeatherBar. 29.8
19, 10 a.m.
:

;

:

Bright.

including Ladybird Beetles, which
on -aphides and scale insects, and
the Laoehenc-e deserve every protection
wing flies, of evil smell, but whose larvae
are of undoubted utility in destroying
and the
plant-Hoe ond scale insects
Ichneumon flies, which so often correct
the balance of Nature by acting as
parasites of pests, and hence keeping down
their numbers.
A section on simple insecticides concludes this admirable little
work, which, as we have said, should
prove both useful and instructive to all
gardeners, whether allotment-holders or
Its appearance
professional cultivators.
is opportune, for this year is, we fear,
likely to prove an exceptionally pestful
year, and the more general a knowledge
of the damage done and of the means of
preventing it, the less the crops on which
so much dependence is placed are likely to
suffer.
We would suggest that in the next
edition the author adds a chapter on the
birds which are enemies of insect pests.
sects,

feed

;

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
IVEDNKSBAY—
Sale of Bulbs afe-^ 67 ajid 68, Cheapside,
E.G., by Protheroe & Morris, at 1 o'clock.

London^

Although

written priniarilv for the
allotInsect Pests.
ment-holder,
we
are
ooiifiileiit that Professor
Theobald's littli.
book* describiog the
chief insect peists of vegetable and fruit
crojis will be both welcomed and used
by gardeners generally. Professor Theobald's mastery of his subject is unrivalled, and is revealed, perhapis, even
•!

,

.

more

istrikingly
in this primer than
his large and classic work, which
or ought to be, in the hands of every
fruit-grower.
It is no easy task to write
a great little book,
yet this Professor
Theobald has succeeded in doing, and for
in

is,

this achievement our congratuhttions and
thanks are due.
The author does not
waste words in general discourse, but ad-

the briefest introduction, to a description of the lifehistory of the pests which commonly attack garden crops.
The descriptions are
ooncise, and yet sufficient for the purpose,
and are assisted considerably by the illustrations which accompany them.
The post of dishonour in this record of
insect crime is rightly given to the wireworm, which is of all pests except, perhaps, eelworm that which does most
harm to ga.rden crops. Professor Theodresses himself,

after

—

—

Enemies of the Allotment Ho'der. Bv Fred. V.
Thenhald. M.A. Pp. .W. with illustrations. Price Is. 6d.
(Published by the author, Wye Court, Wye, Kent)
rnsect

;

;
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value of the half-ripe seeds, and the possibility
growing Haricot Beans for storing dry and
use in winter. Any variety may, in fact, be so
used, but differences in yield, colour, and flavour
make some more desirable than others.
of

Protection of British Wild Birds.— The war
put a stop to the deliberations of the Departmental Committee appointed by the Home
Secretary in 1913 to consider amendments to the

law relating to wild birds, and its administraIt is hoped, however, when the Comtion.
mittee meets again, with the evidence it has
already accumulated, it will be able to suggest
lines upon which a new Wild Birds Protection
Act may be framed. The creation of an Ornithological Btu'eau is suggested as an important
matter for consideration.

—

On the
of Zanzibar.
United States Consul at
learn that 90 per cent.- of the

The Clove Industry
authority

the

of

Mombasa, we

world's supply of Cloves is furnished by the
plantations in the Sultanate of Zanzibar (the
islands of Zanzibar and Pemba). It is estimated
that 54,000 acres are devoted to the cultivation
of Cloves, and that this area contains about
The annual aver3,700,000 full-bearing trees.
age production is about 5 lbs. per tree, and the
total 1915-16 crop came to 26,267,815 lbs. Nearly
one-half of the crop goes to India; the next best
customer is Great Britain, with the United
Two other very
States and France following.
interesting facts appear one is that the Clove
industry so far as cultivation and harvesting
are concerned is in the hands of Arabs, and
has descended from father to son for many generations.
The other fact is that efforts to establish Clove groves in other parts of Africa, where
soil and conditions appear to be similar to those
of Zanzibar, have failed utterly.

—

;

—

—

Control of Fertilisers in France. A central
under the control of the French Minister
of Agriculture, has been created to deal with
the supply and conservation of artificial fertilisers during the war, and for a year afterwards.
The department will have power to buy, or to
requisition, all artificial manures, fertilisers,
fungicides, and insecticides, as well as all the
for
manufacture.
materials necessary
their
Power will also be given, if necessary, to enforce the declaration, by holders of chemicals or
materials, of the stocks they possess.
ofEce,

Canteloup and Water Melon Cultivation in
United States. The enormous extent of
Melon cultivation in the Southern United States
o{ America may be gathered from the following

—

,the

recently

figures,

published

T/ic

in

.4

The commercial acreage

in

:

—

;

;

;

:

;

—

The Royal
Wisley.
Horticultural Society wishes to draw attention
to the extensive trial of Climbing Beans of all
kinds now at their best in their gardens at
Wisley, Ripley, Surrey. The high food value of
these plants makes them most valuable to grow
in the garden, and the Council feels that they
All types are well
are cultivated far too little.
represented in the collections now growing there
(139 stocks), and comparisons may readily be
made of their habit of growth and cropping
qualities.
The use of the pods in the green
Climbing Beans at

state Is, of course, well known to all, but comparatively few realise the value of many varieties, such as those of the wax-pod type, for
cooking whole, the usefulness and high food

merican

of Canteloup
1918-1917 respectively was
Georgia,
3,139, 7,980 acres; Florida, 784, 1,065 acres;
Colorado, 4,595, 5,085 acres New Mexico, 700,
700 acres Arizona, 2,260, 3,020 acres Nevada,
200, 500 acres; California, 15,141, 16,059 acres.
Totals, 26,819, 34,409 acres, a decrease this year
The acreof 7,590 acres, or about 22 per cent.
age under Water Melons in the following States
Georgia,
for 1918 and 1917, respectively, was
19,995, 31,133 acres; Florida, 10,653, 21,173
Texas,
Alabama, 3,739, 5,767 acres
acres
Arizona, 200, 150 acres
9,230, 13,605 acres
Totals.
Central California, 1,400, 1,665 acres.
45,217, 73,493 acres, a decrease this year of
28,275 acres, or about 39 per cent.
Florist.

Melons

;

;

Georgia State Forest School.
cau.sed

—To

meet the

lumbermen in the United States
by the way in which forest students re-

shortage

of

sponded to the call for fighting men for the war.
the Georgia State University is arranging a
special one-year course
tical

logging engineering.

of instruction in pracThe course is divided

and open to men of good character eighteen years of age, and who have a
sufficiently good general education f-o enable them
to pursue the work profit-ably.
The practical
side of the work is emphasised during the course,
into four terms

—
Septembeb

;
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but especially during the fourth term in the
woods. Each branch of the work is first considered theoretically and then followed by pracEvery student is
tice in the wood and field.
required to carry out each operation in logging,

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

A PROLIFIC POTATO CROP.
On

April 9 I planted 14 lbs. of seed tubers
On August 26 the
Castle Potato.
crop was lifted, and the produce weighed 4 cwts.
The tubers were of first quality, with
261bs.
no disease, and only a very few small ones.
This variety was introduced by Messrs. Sutton
and Sons in 1914. and would seem to have a brilliant future. An allotment holder in this neighbourhood infoiTned me that he also was lifting
nearly a sack per pole of the same variety.
It would be interesting to learn from readers
of the Gardeners' Chronicle whether this is approaching a record crop for ordinary cultivation.
of

milling, scaling, etc.. and certificates are awarded
who successfully complete the pre-

scribed course at the State Forest School.

—The

latter condition will soon he apparent should the
The full
be of a naturally heavy nature.
use of garden refuse as manure will do much to
mitigate this, apart from the considerable
amount of plant food which it contains.
soil

only to those

Potash from Californian Kelp.

121

August

issue of the Jouniiil of the Society of Chemical
Inilustri/ contains an account of an extensive
industry near San Diego, California, where pot.ash and acetone are produced on a large scale

from the giant Kelp of the Pacific Coast. The
works cover 30 acres of land, and over 1,000 men
The production of acetone for
are employed.

Stirling

All kinds of vegetable trimmings, weeds,
Potato haulm (if free from disease), and anything that will decay completely, may be put
on the heap, and it is a good plan to allow it to
remain a season, using each year the accumulation of the previous season.

Heavy
more

soils,

however, might probably benefit

the material is applied in a
decayed condition, provided natural lime
if

halfis

not

lacking.

thoroughly
The practice of mixing lime with the

Lighter
rotted.

soils

should

receive

it

the British authorities is the chief business at
jiresent. but various by-products are being developed in increasing quantities. In 1917 about
24,000 tons of Kelp were cut and dealt with each

month.

—

The BraPomological Station in Brazil.
Government has authorised the establishment of a Pomological Station at Deodoro.
Brazil, where collections of established varieties
of fruits will be grown, new varieties and species
tested, and indigenous fruits selected and im-

zilian

proved. It is also the intention to start a school
in connection with this station for students desirous of studying the pomological branch of
agriculture.

—

Prize for Blackberry Pickers. As an incentive to increased efforts in harvesting the crop
Comof Blackberries,
the Brentwood Food
mittee is offering a silver challenge cup, to be
won by the local school which produces the best
record for picking these wild fruite.

—

Prices for Marrow Jam. By a new Order
amending the Jam Prices (No. 2) Order, published on September 3, the Food Controller
fixes the prices of Marrow, Marrow and Lemon,
.Marrow and Kaspberry, Marrow and Red CurMarrow and
rant, Marrow and Elderberrj-,
Jinger, Marrow and Strawberry, Marrow and
lUackberry jams as follows, the prices being the
<ame as- those payable for Damson and Apple
Wholesale 1 lb., lOd.
:ind Gooseberry jams
•

:

2

7 lb., 7d. per
Is,

10(1.

;

—

:

7d. ;"3 lb., 2s. 4d.

lb.. Is.

lb.

R«tail

3 lb., 29. 8id.

;

7

;

lb., 68.

;

Hid.; 2

1 lb..

:

;

7 lb., 5s. 5d.

over
lb..

SJd.

—

An Order dealing with the
for Fuel.
sale and distribution of fuel wood fixes the maximum price at ^Os. a ton, each ton being considered equal in ration value to half a ton of
coal.
The Timber Order requires everyone felling timber to offer all the fuel wood which can
be produced from the waste for sale at a fixed
price.
The distribution will come under the

Wood

control of the organisation set up by the

Con

Fuel and
be empowered to fix
No one will
the maximum price for fuel wood.
bo entitled to buy more than two tons of fuel
wood in the year without a permit from the

troller of

The Local

Coal Mines.

Lighting Committee

will

ll'holograjih

heal fuel overseer. Where fuel wood is plentiful consumers will be required to take a propor
tion of their allowance in wood instead of coal.
It is hoped that timber will be available in all

The price
except the large industrial centres.
will necessarily be less nearer the points where
produced.
fuel wood is

War
of

—

Item. Lieut. C. Ralph Cortis, only son
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H. Cubtis, has been

after being
wounded in the recent fighting
wounded he was blown some distance by the ex;

plosion of a shell, and immediately afterwards
buried under the soil displaced by another shell
he is in hospital in France and making good
progress.
:

Land Settlement

Publications Rece'wCti.

South Africa

:

Land

for

(Capetown

South Africa.

:

Settlers.

Samuel

Cnion

in
of

Griffiths

&

Co.. Ltd.) Medicinal Herbs and Poisonous
Plants.
(London:
Bv D.ivicI Ellis. DSc.
Rlackic A: So
Ltd ) Price 2s. 6d. net.
,

(jIHfcUHOA IN

'I'HK

bij

E. J.

Wiillia.

lE.VirliKATE Hi

(See p. 115.)

//.

C

Lander.

The

Gardens,

U^rlegh

Park,

Reading.

MANURES.
Stable and farmyard manure arc often unobtainable in the smaller gardens, and, so far, no
single substance has been discovered to take
their place with like results.
Two factors of equal im]K)rtance must be considered, i.e.. the richness of the soil in the three
chief pIant-fiK)d elements, nitrogen, potash, and
phosphomis and its mechanical condition.
Where artificial manures alone are used there
is a danger fntm two sources, first, of altering
the right proportion of the aLove substances, thus
inducing other undesirable chemical conditions

—

and secondly, of allowing the soil to become close
and inert from lack of organic matter. The

refuse, when formijig the heap, has been advised; this no doubt assists decomposition, but
it seems possible that a loss of nitrogen may
be in different
result, as the materials will
stages of decay, and should ammonia be present,
it would escape into the air and be lost.

The better method is to apply lime to the soil,
according to the nature of the latter, and preThe subject of vbgeferably at another time.
table matter as manure seems to call for more
investigation, as the leaves and stems of many
plants are known to be rich in valuable elements,
and the question is, how best to use and
preserve them as plant foods.

Rhubarb leaves are said to contain a large
quantity of oxalate of potash, which substance
one would think might be converted into soluble
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IJ.
potash as plant food.

Also,

we may ask

our-

selves whether certain kinds of refuse are of
most value green, or partially or completely decayed.
The full use of vegetable matter, with a
judicious and intelligent application of artificial or chemical fertilisers, may perhaps go faJ'
towards solving the difficulty ot manuring.
Lime is of the utmost value applied to a.
heavy soil it breaks up the clay and sets free
At the same time it
quantities of potash.
renders available what small amount of humus is
converting
into
plant food. Th's,
present by
it
while benefiting the present crops, renders tlie
application of organic material imperative.
An old soil which has been well manured for
;

many years will be rich in himius and inclined
Such a soil, with light dressings of
to acidity.
lime at fairly frequent intervals, would suffice
for several seasons without animal manure, and,
Aftei-in fact, benefit from such treatment.
wards, of course, organic material ot some kind
will again be necessary, and light applications
of fertilisers containing potash and phosphates
Sydney Ashmore.

advisable.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold tJicmselves responsilile for
the opinions expresficd by correspondents.^

Fruit Crops in Hampsliire.— The App.e crop
here is very satisfactory, and quite the best i
have seen this season.
The varieties jNewton
Wonder, Lane's Prince Albert, and King ol the

Pears are rather
Pippins are especially good.
scarce with the exception of Marie Louise. Victoria Plums have been a very fair crop, but
Jefferson and Gage Plums were failures.
T.
Ttinsun, Uuyincrsjield Park, Uinchjidd, Hants.

—

American Blight. In your issue of August 50
Molyneux says he does not know how the
Woolly Aphis spreads so quickly. There are two
ways, one on the feet of birds, the other by

JMr.

A

great ijiany fruit-growers in this country seem to be ignorant of the fact tliat at one
stage of its life the Woolly Apliis has wings
unfortunately I cannot give the season of the
year, as most of my expei-ience of the pest has
been gained in- Tasmania. After travelling over
England^ north, south, east and west I am surprised at the extent to which this pest has spread
during the past thirty years, especially in the
south, ajid the indifference with which the
average grower seems to treat it.
There are
several methods by wliich the tops of the trees
can be kept reasonably clear.
The best is by
spraying the trees with kerosene emulsion. Kerosene 1 gallon, soft soap 1 lb., water 2 gallons, lor
winter use, and 15 gallons of water to one of
kerosene for siunmer use, though I would not recommend anyone to spray in summer, as the
emulsion has to be applied with considerable
force, and I always found that if the spraying
was well done in winter very few insects were
left alive. If only a few bush trees have to be
treated the best and easiest way is to work carefully over them in winter with a brush and
petrol
the latter is instant death to the pest
arid does not damage the trees, as so very often
happens when creosote or similar remedies are
applied. The later in the season this is done the
better, and the application is quite safe so long
as the buds are dormant. Dealing with the pest
on the roots, where it does as much or more
damage to the tree, is a more difficult proposition,
and I do not know of anything
that could be profitably used on a large scale.
When only a few trees are to be treatedi baring
the roots and dusting them freely with tobacco
flying.

—

—

;

powder
and
t>in*.

would

kill

perhaps some
are used for

many
of

the

killing

Woolly
soil

Aphides,
fumigants

wireworms might

be beneficial.
Infections
of
bisulphate
of
carbon will kill the pest, but this method
requires a special apparatus.
The best way to
prevent American Blight from reaching the
roots is to
plant trees worked on blishtproof stock— Northern Spy, for instance.
The
nurserymen in this countrv do not ,=eem to use
this stock, while in Australia all the big nurserymen use nothing else. Now a word of warning
to those about to plant trees this year. Examine
,

"

—

—

;

them

carefully, both steins

and

roots,

and

any

if

Woolly Aphis is found on them and the district
clean burn the trees. I bought trees sufficient
few acres from a nurseryman whose
catalogue stated his stock was guaranteed free
from disease.
When I commenced to plant I
found American Blight on the first bundle, so I
very carefully examined the whole lot and bunied
every tree on which I found the pest. The attack
was not a bad one, but if I had not known the
pest and had planted the trees, in a few years
every tree in the orchard would have been inis

to plant a

fected.

R.

C,

" Rogues "

Wilts.

—

among

Potatos, I have pleasure
Cuthbertson. A new Potato
producedi from a tuber of Sharpe's Victor in
1905 is in my possession, but as it is not an
advance on the original sort, it has remained
It is a good quality Potato,
in my use alone.
and early, but not one ot the very earliest.
Improvement has taken place tlirough careful
have not been able to test it
I
cultivation.
under forcing conditions, so I caimot speak of it
I planted Sharpe's Victor, from
in that resipect.
Potatos I had exhibited at Shi-ewsbury Show,
in a small vegetable plot belonging to one of
my children. I noticed the difference in the
growth, and allowed the plant to'ripen. Then
opinion of others, among them
I sought the
Messrs. Bobbie's representative at our show, who
I therefore grew
said it was Sharpe's Express.
it sid^ by side with that sort, but it proved not
Thereupon I sought
to be Shai-pe's Express.
Messrs. Sutton and Sons' representative, who
desired me to write to his firm. I did so, with
the result, after years of trial in theh- grounds
and in my own garden, with various sorts
mentioned by that firm, it could not be named
My object was to
as any known Potato.
find out, if possible, whether the Potato produced new sorts apart from seed. Having gone
so far, I wrote to Kew asking if the Potato did
I
so, and was at once informed that it did.
was referred to Darwin's Variation of Animals
ntid Planf.< undrr Domestication, at a certain
chapter and page, for what I sought. From our
In Chapter
free library I obtained the book.
In the common
XI., p. 4i0, Darwin states
Potato (Solanum tuherosum) a single bud or eye
.sometimes varies and produces a new variety;
or occasionally and this is a much more remarkable circumstance all the eyes in a tuber vary
in the same manner and at the same time, so
*h'at the whole tuber assumes a: new character.
For instance, a single eye in a tuber of the old
Ti'orty-fold Potato, "which is a purple variety,
was observed to become white this eye was cut
out and planted separately, and' the kind has
Kemp's Potato
since been largely propagated.
is properly white, but a plant in Lancashire produced two tubers which were red, and two which
were white; the red kind was propagated
in the usual manner by eyes, and kept true to
its colour, and, being found a more productive
varietv, .«oon became widelv known under the
name 'of Taylor's Fnrtv-fo'd. The old Fortyfold Potato, as already
stated, is a purple
varietv, but a plant long cultivated on the same
ground produced, not, as in the case above
given, a single white eye, but a whole white
tuber, which has since been propagated and
keeps true. Several cases have been recorded of
large portions of whole rows of Potatos slightly
changing their character.
S. JacJcson, Shrewsh„r„:
This Trichinium.
Trichinium iVIangle^sii.
of which a chaTacteristic ilkistiiation was given
in G^ard. Chron.. August 24. fig. 81. is such a
desirable greenhouse plant that it is surprising
A native of the
it is not more often met with.
in replying to

jVlr.

;

—

—

:

—

districts

of

was introduced

in

siandy

Australia,
1838, it is

from whence

now

ra.rely

it

seen

outsicle botanic gB.rdens.
The aeneral a.ppea.rance of a flowering plant is well shown in the
illustration.
It is a member of the order

Amarantaceae, and the inflorescences retain
their beiawty a crmsiderable time.
While a temnera.ture such as Heaths and Pelarcroniums delisht in is very .suitable for this Trichinium, it
will not conform to a rough ajid ready mode of
treatment.
so'l principally composed of loam
lightened bv a little well-decayed cow manure
or leaf-mould, and silver-siand.'will suit it well.
Repotting should be done as soon as the flowerseason is past, and in carrying tliis out the

A

mg

[September

;

21, 1918.

greater part of the old soil should be removed.The i^lants should be grown on a light, airyshelf in a greenhouse at all seasons.
The plant
may be propagated from root-cuttings taien
off when potting; portions of root about an inch
long should be dibbled into well-drained pots
filled with sandy soil.
They will root readily in
a house having an
intermediate temperature.
IF.

T.

London and Wise's "Complete Gard'ner."
This translation of La Quintinye's work is by
no means uncommon.
At least seven editions
of it were published, if not
ley's copy is perfect and in
average market price for
2s. 6d. or 3s.
I find, in a

more. If Mr. Shelfair condition a fair

would be about

it

recent catalogue of

London second-hand bookseller, the
third edition offered at 9s. Another firm quotes
a copy of the 7th edition at 3s.
But these
a

leading

people are specialists, and their prices are "
ing " prices.
C. H. P.

sell-

soci£:ti£:s.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
TRIAi OF RUNNER BEANS.
The following awards have been made by the
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society to
Runner Beans after

— Wisley

trial at

:

First-class Certificate. Prizewinner, sent
by Messrs. Dickson and P^obinson.
Awards of Merit. Al, sent by Messrs. Sutton and Sons Scarlet, sent by Messrs. Sutton
and Sons; 'Scarlet Emperor, sent by Messrs. J.
Carter and Co.
Highly Commended. Best of All, sent by
C'hampion
Dickson and Robinson
Messrs.
Runner, sent by Messrs. Dobbie and Co. ; 'Champion Scarlet, sent by Messrs. Barr and Sons
Giant Exhibition, sent by Messrs. Dickson and
Robinson; *Hollington Dwarf, sent by Messrs.
Barr and Sons and Messrs. Cooper, 'Taber and
Improved Painted Lady, sent by Messrs.
Co.
Sutton and Sons Mikado, sent by Messrs. Barr
and Sons Red Giant, sent by Messrs. J. Carter
and Co.
*Scarlet Emperor, sent by Messrs.
Sydenham, Ltd. The Czar, sent by Messrs. R.
Veitch and Son.
CoMMENPED. Best of AH, sent by Messrs.
Sutton and Sons.

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL,

—

September 3. The monthly meeting of this
was held at 5. St. Andrew Square,
Edinburgh, on this date, Mr. Robert Fife, presi
dent, in the chair. A paper was read by Mr. R.
Dickson, of Messrs. Dobbie and Co.. on "The

a.=sociation

Dahlia."

A

fine exhibit of the different types

Mr.
of this flower was shown by the fii-m.
Dickson dealt mainly with the historical and
evolutionary

the

aspects ol

question.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

—

September 9. The montlily meeting of this
societv was held in the R.H.S. Hall on Monday,
the 9th inst., Mr. Chas. H. Curtis in the chair.
One member was elected. The Army Form of
the late Pte. J. H. Smith was received, also the
death certificate of one member, and the sum of
£15 2s. 9d. was passed for payment to their reOne member was assisted
sijective nominees.
from the Distress Fluid. The ordinary sick pa.y
State Section,
for the month was £55 5s. 9d.
£28 12s. 6d. and maternity benefits, £9.
;

;

ROYAL ENGLISH ARBORICULTURAL.
The annual meetings

of this society were held

in London during the week ending September 14.
The general meeting took place on Wednesdav,
the 11th inst.
Lord Barnard, D.C.L., F.S.A.,
presided.
Important alterations were made -n

the rales, and other .steps taken to place the
.society more advantageously for the new duties
devolving upon it in connection with the need
for reafforestation.

Maior G. L. Courthope. M.P., was unanimously elected president in the place of Lord
Barnard, who was elected to the Council in view
*

Specially

fltte<J

for

market, purposes.

September

21, 1918.]
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exceptional service to the society during
•»
past four years.
The Earl of Plymouth was elected vice-presi-

^jf his

.the

dent.

For obvious reasons the society's meetings,
which ill pre-war days were held over a period
a whole week, are much fewer, but to
Mr. M. G. Duchesne, the London secretary of
the society, credit is due for organising a most
interesting and instructive forestry meeting, and
an outing to Kew Gardens was arranged for the
Thursday. The members were met at the Lion
Gate at 10 a.m. by Mr. W. Dallimore, of the
Forestry Museum Department, Kew. One of the
first objects noticed was a healthy specimen of
of

Picea Brewei'iana, a new Spruce.
In passing, Mr. Dallimore called attention to
Ehamims Purshiana. an easily-grown tree, the
bark ol which produces a useful drug, and the
wood of which is possibly as suitable for obtaining charcoal for the making of gunpowder as
the better-known R. frangula.

Coming to the Larch collection, Prof. AugusHenry, uf Dublin. leJa useful discussion on
the relative merits of the various kinds. Lari.x
occidentalis planted at Kew in 1881 and 1889 was
held not to be comparable with the common
Xarch as a timber tree in this cotmtry.
peculiar feature of this Western Larch is that
the cones ripen in September, and the seeds fall
out immediately, being thus difficult to collect.
The Siberian Larch, a very distinct form.
and' narrow in habit of growth, of which the
Bpecimen inspected was planted in 1874, was
also regarded as being commercially useless.
In
this country it usually comes into leaf early and
gets damaged by frost.
L. americana, bearinj;
small golden cones, is of no be^/ter value thai'
the Siberian Larch, but has tlie advantage oi
growing well on .swampy ground.
L. kurilensis. from Northern Japan, having a
Cedar-like habit, is decidedly ornamental, but
was likewise voted " not useful."
Summing up, the field is still held by Lari.\
•europaea (the common Larch) and L. leptolepi."
(the tiapanese Larch), both being well fi.ved in
popular favour a.s the staple British timber
tine

A

in preference tu P.
for profitaible cultivation, the habit
being more erect and close branched.
Extensive cultivation of Poplar was later in the
day advocated by Mr. Pratt, an ex-president,
and others members as one of the most piofitab'.e

urged by Mr. Dallimore

serotina

trees.

Of the Birch family, Betula occidentalis was
held to be a promising forest tree, while B.
Maximowiczii, a Japanese Birch, is a fine orna

mental subject.

EDINBURGH ALLOTMENTS FEDERATION.
A VERY successful exhibition was held on
September 6 and 7

at the

Synod Hall, Edinburgh.

The

exhibits consisted chiefly of vegetables of
a useful character, and the standard of tiuality
was excellent. The entries were numerous, and
A very in
the trade wa.« well represented.
educative exhibit (see fig. 45)
.terestiiig and
was staged by the Parks Department (superintendent, Mr. J. W. McHattie). consisting
of Potatos (eighteen varieties). Peas (fourvarieties).
(six
Cabbages
varieties).
teen
Kidney and Runner Beans, Tomatos, and
Altogether
various other choice vegetables.
there were 121 dishes in the exhibit, of which
we give an illustration (see fig. 45). The show-

was opened on the first day by Sir John Lome
McLeod, Lord Provost, and by the Secretary of
State for Scotland, Mr. Monroe, on the second
dav.

12-

awarded' a Gold Medal.
was granted to Messrs.

A

Medal
Cannell and

Silver-gilt

H.

Sons lor a score of dishes of excellent Apples.
Mr. Keeling, gardener tti the Southend Corporation, gained a similar award for a collection
the Corporation Parks the
of produce grown
collection included fine Sea Eagle and Grosse
Mignonne Peaches, excellent ridge and frame
Cucumbers, and a large variety of vegetables
and salads.
The Royal Horticulturai Society
supplied a small " Food Production " exhibit,
with a representative in charge, who answered a
great variety of questions on gardening : and the

m

;

Food Production Department sent a lady

de-

monstrator, who made canning, bottling, and
drying fruits and vegetables appear the simplest
of processes.

BRENTFORD ALLOTMENTS.
In 1917 the Brentford Allotment Association
held a capital exhibition of vegetables.
The
exhibits were judged by professional judges, but
not one penny of prize-money was offered. This
year, on the 7th inst.. the second show was held
in the Rothschild Schools, and modest prizes
were offered. There were about 200 eijtries, and
their arrangement in the show was evidence of
excellent organisation, while the staging of the
exhibits was far in advance of what is common
Potatos were splendid, notat local displays.
ably the colipctioTi<; nf .aix Hnd four dishes the
:

trees.

In the Queen's Cottage Grounds an experi
mental plantation of Elm was inspected, the
plants being seedlings from sources which go fi
prove Prof. Henry's theory that species produce
true progeny and hybrids produce variety.
Xear this a plantation of Larix occ:dent;ilis
(Western Larch), raised from seeds collected by
Prof. Henry, sown in 1909 and plante<l in 1913
with a group of common Larch sown and
planted at the same time, which proves the
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great superiority of the latter for this country.
Coming to the Pinus, some fine plants in the
Cembia group proved to be P. armandii, being
early introductions by Prof. Henry of the more
recently collected species from the same source
by Mr. Wilson. These plants are therefore the
first and largest specimens in the country.
A good word was said for Pinus Pinaster,
of which large quantities of timber are drawn
in normal times from France as pitwood for
This Pine has
the South Wales- collieries.
proved a u-setul tree for planting in sand dunes
and dry positions. Spruces in general are not
a success at Kew.
One species which commanded general atten-

however, was Picea Omorika, the Serbian
Spruce, good plants of which were noticed ; these
were planted in 1891.
Near the lake .'iome interestin.^ fcrms nf .Mcb-r
were inspected, one fine tree being a Kew
hybrid, with Alnus cordifolia, a robust grower,
,ind A,
firma. the latter Hornbeam-like, and
desirable as an ornamental tree.
tion,

SOUTHEND FOOD-PRODUCTION.
SEI'TE.MBHt 15 AND 14.- lijder the ausjiices of
the local Food Pnichiction Society, a capital exhibition was be'.d in the High School for Boys
at Southend, on the above dates. The entries exceeded these ol 1917 by more than one hundred.
Competition was keen in most of the classes,
notably in those for a collection of allotment produce, six dishes of vegetables, four dishes of
The last were shown
vegetables, and Potatos.
in fine form, but the nimiber of especially clean
tubers was not so large as last year. In the class
for any other vegetable than those specified in
single dish classes there was literally a crowd of

exhibits,

varj-ing

and Butter
Cabbage and

prize in his district class (four kinds of vegealso secured the chamnionship prize fonthe whole series, and a special prize offered by

tion with regard to ways and means of erecting
It is 214 feel in length, 2 feet
it in position.
9 inches wid<» at base, and 1 foot wide at the

Mr. Arthur Sutton.

wps obtained must have been about
300 feet high when felled.
Passing the .Xsli cnHection, among which
Fraxinus < excelsior heterophylla, F. coriaoea,
and F. americana seem to be specially worth
planting as decorative trees, and a very fine,
well-proportioned Tulip tree 55-70 feet high, a
_'roup of Poplars was inspected.
Populus Eugenei, planted in 1888, was strongly

Red

Thorpe Bay. Chalkwell Bay and Crowstone competed on even terms with each other, proved most
intere.sting. and one grower, who gained a 1st
tables),

The noble Douglas Fir from which

Haricot
to

;

competition, in which
the several districts of
allotjiient holders in
Westcliff,
Leigh,
Prittlewell,
Southchurch,

The huge British Columbian flagstaff came in
for much admiration, and considerable specula-

.small end.
the flngstaft

from

ami Corncobs,
The local
Pumpkins.

Beans,

dishes would have been difficult to
The collecbeat at a R.H.S, vegetable show.
tions of produce from any one allotment proved
indeed, the educainteresting and educational
tional value of the exhibition was kept in view
always, and in very many instances the labels
conveyed not only the varietal name of the vegetable, but the date of sowing or planting, source
of supply, and other points of value.
The Royal Horticultural Society sent models
of insect pests, of digging and trenching, together with photographs and lantern slides
The
showing various items of garden work.
pig-keeping section of the Association showed
two pigs killed and cut up ready for distribution
among the members.
first |irize six

The domestic section of the exhibition was
interesting and instructive, providing a feature
which might well be copied in other towns. In
this division prizes were offered for the best
bottled fruits, for jams and other preserves, for
salad dressings, and for cakes, meat pies, and
In every case the competitor had to
bread.
place the recipe against the exhibit, and where,
as with the cake, a price limit was imposed, the
cost of the ingredients had to be added.
Messrs. Si'tton and Sons provided a wonderdisplay of vegetables, and were
fine
fully

TRADE NOTE.
GOLDEN WEDDING OF MR. AND MRS.
F.

GEE.

the 9th inst., Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Gee
celebrated their golden wedding at Riverford,
Biggleswade. Mr. F. Gee, a well-known seedsman, is now in his 75th year, and still takes a
great interest in the business he has done so
much to build up, and also in public affairs.
The golden wedding celebration was attended
by members of the family and many friends.
Congratulations were received from many parts
of the world, including several from younger
The Biggleswade
relatives on active service.
Urban District Council sent a special congratulatory resolution; Mr. Gee was chairman of this
body in 1911-1914, and he is a J.P. of the County

On

of Bedford.
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CROPS AKD STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

©bttuar^.

Preparing for Wheat.

Wheat has

this season been so generally sucregarded as the most essential
of all crops on the farm for the needs of the
nation, apart from its virtue to the grower, that
an extra area is certain to be devoted <to this
Somewhat tardily
cereal in the coming season.
the Government has fixed the price of Wheat
for the year, but from vasrious points of view
they have not done so well as they might. The
price commences at 75s. 6d. per qr. of 504 lbs.,
and continues at this rate until January, 1919,

and

cessful,

when

it

will

is

be 76s.

The following April the

price will be 76s. 5d., and that value will continue until June.
Thus we get two sixpenny
advances for the whole season. What incentive
is there for the farmer under this prospect to
hold any Wheat whatever ?
Some unthinking
person may perhaps say, " why should he

keep it to increase tlie price? " The answer is
not that he wishes to increase the price, but
anyone can see how little English Wheat there
will be in Apjil and May of next year.
What
with the loss from rats and mice, and other
causes, there can be no individual gain by attempting to hold any of this crop.
For the security of a greater yield in the
spring the prices should have staated a trifle
less and advanced up to, say, 80s. pev qr.
I would advise those who contemplate ploughing grass land not to plough too soon, either for

Mademoiselle Caroline Blancard.— The death
of this lady, on the 23rd ult. removes from the
She
horticultural world a link with the past.
was the granddaughter of Captain Blancard, who
.

in

1789

"

the

introduced

first

large flowering

ChrysantJiemums into Europe from the Fai'
She lived for many years in England,
and only returned to France shortly before the
war.
She was in her 80th year, and is survived
by her sister. Mademoiselle Augusta Blancard,
who is now the only bearer of this most illustrious name in horticulture, and to whom we
East'.

our sympathy in the loss she has su.stained.
Madame Ren6 Momm6ja. We very much
regret to learn of the death of this lady on
Her husband, a well-known and
the 27th ult.
enthusi.nstic amateiu- and cultivator of the Chry.oanthemum. has been for many years a successHe has also
ful exhibitor at the Paris shows.
done excellent work as a contributor to the Press
of the
aspects
on the literary and historical
flower.
His article, reprinted in separate form,
"
which
an
Japon,"
Chrysantheme
entitled
Le
originally appeared in the Journal of the SociM
Franro-jajxinaiae, will be long treasured by
offer

—

those whii are interested in the Chrysanthemum.

;

we?ds and Couch grass. With thorough cultivation and the addition of 15 to 20 tons of manure
per acre, no better preparation can be suggested.
A crop of Potatos provides an excellent preparation for Wheat, mainlv owing to some of the
manure used for the Potatos remaining in the
soil.
Peas, Beans and Vetches are also good
crops to precede Wheat, all being members of the
leguminous family.
A crop of Mangolds preceding Wheat gives the most variable results,
mainly owing to the late date of removina the
roots, thus delaying the sowing of the Wheat
until the middle or even the end of November.
Basic slag will in the future play an important
part in the growing of Wheat, especially where
sheep are not kept.
I have this season seen
some remarkable results in the Wheat crop from
the use of basic slag. In one 10-acre field, where
the soil is sandy loam overlving clay, to satisfy
some sceptics one breadth of the distributor was
sown with Wheat without the dressing of basic
slag. In that area the crop was not worth gathering, while in the field generally, which was
dressed with basic .slag, the produce was 40
bushels per acre, with remarkable clean, st^ff
straw.
I intend to use this fertiliser for the
Wheat crop largely, at the rate of 6 cwt. per
acre.
I shall distribute the basic slag at the
time pf sowing the WHieat, harrowing it in previously when preparing the soil for drilling or
broadoast-.?owing the Wheat.
Of all details in the cultivation of Wheat,
none is more important than early sowing, and
from the third week in September until the end
of October is the best time to sow.
E. Mohjneux.

—

—

[September

;

21. 1913.

spondents should observe the rule Viat not mors
THAN SIX VARIETIES be Sent at any one time.
The
specimens mast be good ones; if two of each
variety are sent, identification will be easier.
The
ripeness, and
fruits should be just approaching
they should be properly numbered, 'and carefully
packed
in
strong
boxes;
cardboard
is
often
smashed in. t!he post. A leaf or sli<wt of each variety
and in the case of Plums, Peaches
is helpful,
and Nectarines, absolutely essential.
In sending
Plums, Peaches and Nectarines it should be stated
whether they have been grown in a warm or cool
house, an walls in the open, or entirely exposed outof-doors.
In all cases it is necessary to know the
district from which the fruits are sent. By neglect-

ing these precautions, correspondents add greatly
to our labour and rwn the risk of increased delay
and incorrect determination. We do not undertake
the post, or to return
to send answers tlirouoh
Fruits and floiccring plants must not he
fruits.
Delay in any case is unsent in the same box.
avoidable.

Names of Fruits
Transparent
4,

Queen

Names of

;

5,

:

1, Probably White
Worcester Pearmain

W. P.

:

and

2

3,

Bismarck.

Pl.\nts

C.

T.

:

The

yellow-flowered

annual is Tagetes patula the red flower is
Lychnis Flos-Jovis, a herbaceous plant; the
white flower is probably a Clarkia, but it was
received in poor condition for identification.
A. H.
The double form of Saponaria officiW. and S. Bryophyllum crenatum.
nalis.
:

Chimonanthus fragrans.

Ehie Cox.
Oswestry.

1,

Eryngium Oliverianum

K.,

J.
;

2,

Phy-

capensis (Cape Figwort)
3, Senecio
tanguticus 4. Echinops Ritro var. ruthenicus
Malva
(Russian Blue Globe Thistle)
5,
crispa 6, Fuchsia gracilis.
B. G. 1, Diervilla
(Weigela) florida var. Looymansii amrea
2,
Polygonum cuspidatum; 3, Clethra alnifolia;
Leycesteria. for5,
4, Veronica salicifolia
Tnosa.
6, Cydonia japonica.
Onion Grower.
The plant which came up in your Onion
bed is Bulbine annua, a native of South
Africa.
The species has been grown more
or less in this country lor many years,
but chiefly in botanic gardens, as its ornamental value is but small.
In your case it
may have come directly from South Africa,
just as American seeds come amongst food
seeds (Beans) or amongst poultry food.
gelius

;

;

:

;

Wheat, Oats, or Barley.
In the ordinary way of cropping arable land
there ane several good preparations for the
Wheat crop. Sheep-fed Rape, or Rape and Turnips is an excellent plan, as is Mustard growing
2 feet high, ploughed into the soil and firmly
pressed
this latter plan answers well wliere
sheep are not kept, or where manure is scarce.
Pure Clover has been regarded for ages as the
ideal Wheat preparation, owing to the fact that
Clover, being a leguminous plant, appropriates
nitrogenous food from the air by the agency
of nitrifying bacteria, and therefore leaves
the soil rich in this plant food.
In stiff
soil
I
prefer te sow Oats
in
spring, as
I find there is too often a loss of plant during
the winter months should there be continued
rains, owing mainly to the fact that surplus water
from heavy rains does not percolate freely
through the press marks in each furrow. With
Oats sown on this land in February or March
there is less risk.
Summer fallowing is an old method of Wheat"
culture, and a successful one, having the merit
of not only exposing the soil so that it becomes
aerated, but of cleansing it thoroughly from

——
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;

;

;

E. B. M.
Long neglected fruit trees trained to walls can seldom
be brought into good condition under less than
two or three years' careful management. Whole
branches should be cut out and the rest retrained, and at the same time all basal growths
for which room can be found must be used
Give the
to iorm the basis of new branches.
ground a good dressing of lime or crushed
mortar rubble. Advice concerning the methods
to be followed to preserve Grapes from cracking will be found on p. 114.

Apricots and Grapes

:

Ash from Oak-wood Fire

/. B.
The ash from
wood fires is rich in potash, and therefore valuable as a manure, and especially now that
pre-war sources of potash fertilisers are closed.
The ash should be kept dry until required for
use, as it loses much of its value if exposed to
rain.
In potting mixtures a 5-inch potful of
ash to a bushel of soil will suffice for most
plants.
About 3 oz. per yard run, given at
planting time, suits Potatos. Half a pound to
the square yard of surface w-hen preparing
beds for sow-ing or planting Onions is a good
dressing.
All plants which produce sugar or
starch in roots or fruits need liberal supplies
of potash.
HeavT.- soils are generally fairly
rich in potash when newly brought into cultivation.
:

Azalea sublanceolata
No doubt
L. G. P.
this Japanese species would be quite hardy in
your Dorsetshire garden, especially in a shel:

tered position.

needs a slightly warmer

It

mate than that of Kew.
Blanching Celery
.4. J
:

.

L.

If the

cli-

special

paper collars sold for blanching Celery
cannot be obtained, a good substitute may be
found in stout brown paper. If this is used
in the manner described on p. 108 the soot
mixed with the soil to kill slugs will not

come into divpct contact with the leafstalks.
Sawdust would not be a suitable material for
moulding-up Celery, as it sets closely vfhen
wet. and fungous growth frequently appears
in

it.

Diseased Potatos

ir. B.
Send specimens of
the diseased tubers for examination.

Green
mens

Worm

:

S.

:

If

you

will

forward speci-

of the "green worm" we will do our
best to identify it, and advise you as to

methods

:

:

It is probable that the position your plajate
occupy is not sufficiently sheltered and sunny
to ensure freedom of flowering.

Pruning Sweet Briar Hedge

/. B.
If you
were to prune the Sweet Briar hedge back to
3 feet from the ground in March the new
growth would proceed chiefly from the upper
part of the stems, and the base would remain
more or less bare.
better plan would be to
cut out superfluous growth as soon iis the
leaves have fallen and bend the principal remaining growths so that they may be pegged
down at the base of the hedge, with their
points trained upward beyond the peg.
By
this means you would be able to reduce the
hedge to the desired height and obtain a wellfurnished base next season.
:

A

Worms

in Bowling Green
Water
I'. P. G.
the bowling green with a solution made by
dissolving ^ oz. of corrosive sublimate in 15
gallons of wa'^r.
This mil cause the worms
to come to th? surface, where they can be
swept up; as th? corrosive sublimate is very
poisonous the worms should
be burned or
otherwise disposed of at once, because if birds
eat them they will be poisoned.
Lime-water,
made by mixing a peck of fresh quicklime in
40 gallons of water and allowing it to stand
until clear, is also useful, as a copious watering with the clear liquid will cause the worms
to come to the surface, from whence they can
be gathered and fed to poultry without harm.
:

of effecting a clearance.

Names op Fruits.— 7» the naming
oblige our
hut the task

to

Pears w'ith Corrug.\ted Surface B. and W.
We can find no trace of any parasitic organism
in the Pears sent.
The curious corrugations
are due, we believe, to hail, which fell during
an early stage in the growth of the fruits and
damaged the skin and underlying cell tissue,
so that development became uneven.
Pruning Cydonias
T. 11'.
The varieties of
Cydonia japonica readily adapt themselves to
pruning, w'hich should be done in the summer.

correspondents

of fruits, we desire
as far as uv can,

would become too costly and too
time-consuming were there no restrictions. Corre-

Communications
D.
J.
S.

McB.— H.

L—E.

Received.— C.
J.

S.— R. G.— W. L.— J.
H., Mesopotamia.

P.— H.
B.—
E.—J. W. F.— W. W.—Oapt

C.

W.— O.

P.

R—J.

McD.—

September

—

——

—
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and

number

of
French seed
firms have adopted it to me it seems a useful
and important practical scheme.
Looking
through the lists it is seen that very many of
a

catalogues

of

;

.Vo.
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bridge

:

planting of

the seeds should be reI merely mentioned tlie
regard to the greening of the
cotyledons because the colour shows up well
darker Marieties also .gjreen early if exposed to
tJie ligiht.
The point is, that if eariy exj^osure
to light is obtained the cotyledons are able to
develop chlorophyll .early and promote the
vigoui- of the young plant.
In regard to his
difiiculty -with ripening, I should suggest that
he should confine his attention to early, or forcstricted to white sorts

;

in

Canadian Wonder).

the " Carte <lu Jour," if one sees " Flageolets " or " Haricots Flageolets," one knows
that fresh, unripe, shelled Beans -will be
served ; on the other hand, if simply " Haricots," or inoire usually " Haricots verts " is in-

ON

scribed, one wUl get the whole young green
pods, which are occasionally put down as
" Aguililes " or "Filets."
Sometimes, just as
" Rujiner " Beans may be
in tWs country
specified on the menu, one meets with more
e.xact names
for instance, in Caen my first
meeting with the variety was announced on the
menu with its name " Pr^domes de Caen."
When the term Haricots flageolets is met with
it may be that the vlariety will be tlie " Haricot flageolet de Laon," which is further dealt
with below, but of this there is no certainty,
for so many varieties have now been estab;

and Haricots Flageolets blancs, verts,
jaunes, rouges, et noirs (white, green, yellow,
red and black) are listed by the seedsmen.
In
this country the practice of shelling out Beans
in the fresh st-ate is comparatively unknown,
bui I venture to think that it should be popularised, especially in these times, for the food
value is not only high in actual substance,
buit also it probably
partakes of the nature
of a " preen vegetable."
In this state, we
have no name for the veget.i.ble in our language, and it seems quite advisable to take over
the French word ^luckily one that is fairly well
pronounceable by the British mouth.
Before
leaving the cookery aspect, I may note that
Escoffiej- (?e Gvidc CvUnaire, 1912) is very insistent that if Parsley be used at all with theee
Beans it should be absolutely fre.«h.
From the gardener's point of view it is seen
that the grouping of the varieties of Phaseolus
vulgaris (FrMioh or Kidney Beans) is deterlished,

—

two classes, (a) the all-edible
tout"
or
membrane-free
"sans
Parchemin," in which the whole pod is eatable
up to the full development of the seeds, and
(b) Beans
for Khelling "k ^cesser" or with
membrane development "
parchemin," which
can only be eaten in pod form in an earlv
stage of their growth, owing to the hard layef
into

"Mange

h.

which soon forms, after which they can only
be used as "flageolets," or allowed to ripen,
when they come under the not very di.stinctive
Emglish title of Haricotjs (Haricots sees),
A
further subdivision of each group is made according to -ivhether the variety i.s climbing (" &
rames ") or dwarf ("nain")." To whom may
be due this grouping, or 'when it was introduced, I do not know, but Vilmorin, Vercier,

ing sorts, or

sita.rt. the plants in frames and plant
which may be done with many sorts. Prtdome is rather late in podding", hut though
Thompson (1859) remarks thait the tall variety is

For a shelling-out
variety, and for
whole pods or " mangetout " (" Snap Beans,"

out.

I believe, in the U.S.A.) one that does not beIt is, perhaps, from the
habit of growing these membranous Beans that
the English cook will persist in cutting tliem up
before cooking, whereby both flavour and food
x-alue are reduced.
The ambition to be aBle to
recognise the variety of Bean on the table by
its flavour gets limited to the knowledge of the
sorts that we grow, for at friends' houses the
Beans are usually cut up. and the di.itinctive
flavours evaporated.

not well adapted for the climate of Britain, this
is certainly not my experience with the dwarf

(e.g.,

Bean

I prefer a pale-seeded

come membranous.

—

Etvmoi,ogy. The words Haricot and Flageoboth bom in mystery. " Haricot " was
in use till the 17th century (Littr^)
old
spelling Hericot, and more antique Haligot and
probably at first appeared as F^ve de Haricot
in contradistinction to Feve de Marais (Broad
Bean) (Diet. Aaid. Ft. VI. Ed.). Littr^ says
the question ^hen arises whether "Haricot"
(ragout) gave the name to " Haricot " (vegetable)
or vice versa, and the evidence of old authors
is thflt the vegetable got its name from
the
stew, perhaps because the Bean was good to
stew with mutton, or more likely because its
appearance was likened to the small pieces of
mutton in a " Haricot"; this rather suggests
that the original Hlaricot would have been a
red or brown-coloured Bean.
The following
recipe given by Cotgrave (1650), and evidently
n translation from an older writer (M^nagier
TI.,
v., 14th Century v. 'Littr^), is perhaps
worth quoting
let weire

not

;

;

NOMENCLATURE OF BEANS.

mined

shallow

white sorts

;

shelling-out

varieties are listed as Harion the other hand, none of the
" eat-aU " groups are thus designated. Excepting the waxpods, so far as my small experience goes, for I have transferred my favour for
Bean seeds to the Continent, the majority of
the varieties offered by our seedsmen are of the
membranous type, and, moreover, dark-seeded
tJie

CONTENTS.
Acanthosicyos horrida,
the N arras
..
.. 128
Bean^, the nomenclature

125

:

HARICOT.
wine

Mutton skI with little lurneps, dome
brood crumbled among; tis also other-

nn<l lost* of

wise made first a little sodden, llien fried In soamc,
wiWi sliced onions, and la«tlv boilpd in beelo bro.illip
wifh Parsley, Ipop, and Sii^ijind in .motlier f.isliion
of livers boiled in a pipkin wit4i sliced onions and lard,
verjuice, red wine, and rincgar, and serred up with
toet.<i,
small 0pice«, and (sometimes) chopped h*>rl>« "
:

A Beane was then Febve in French, and
Frendi or Romane Beancs were Febves peintes
(perhaps
Scarlet
Runners
or
Haricots
d'Espagnc, from the spotted or streaked seeds).
Febves de Rome, and F.a8eoles.
This lasst
word introduces us to Flageolet.
As applied
to Beans this does not appear in
Cotgrave
Thompson whose
(1650) or Chambaud (1805).
work is much tinctured by
French (1859)
gives it aa synonym for Early Tjaon Dwarf
Bean, of which the seed is " white, oblong, and
nearly cylindriial." IliouL'h Vilmorin (3rd TA..
1904) (Haricot flageolet 'blanc) says they are
" asisez aplatis, ^chancr^s en forme de rognon "
the ekirlier description perhaps may have owed
its name to being somewhat cylindrical
and
flute-like, though Littrd's derivation is from
Phaseolus, with the evidence of the Provincialisms
Genev,
fajole,
fajule
Lyon,
fiageole
Cambrai, fageole Faucieny, fajoule,
"
fajole; in a word, a corruption of
fageolet,"
the diminutive of "fageol." Littr^ (18'77). like
Thompson (1859), gives it as a special variety
of Bean, known also as " nain hfitif de Laon,"
one of the most esteemed and most commonly
growm about Piaris. Since then, coupled as
"Haricot flageolet," it has been applied to a
considerable number of varieties, both dwarf
and tall, and irrespectne of the colour or form
of the seeds.
Lastly, it may be noted that
"Haricot" is applicable to the plant, to the
seeds, and, as " Haricots verts," to the green
;

;

;

pods

;

(Littr^).

Mr. Elwee has mistaken

my

meaning

in that

uaiviety

;

last

seed.

year

we ripened many pounds

of

—

Tow

Gay. Besides the forms of green pods,
shelled-out immature Beans or flageolets, and the
dried ripe Beans or "Haricots" (Haricots
sees), in the East I met witli another mode of
utilising Beans called
Tow Gay in Malay
("ow" as in " how"), which is a. further development of the advice given in Card. Chrnn.
(Aug. 24. 1918, p. 75), to so,ak dried Bean.^ for
48 hours in water. According to many authors
water should be free from hardness, preferably rain-waler or water to which a tiny pinch
of carbonate of soda lias been added, just enough,
to make a, cloud with the dissolved lime.
" Tow Gay " is aptra.rontly prepared from the

this

seeds of the Mung Bean (P. mungo. syn. P.
aureus. Liu Tin of the Chinese), and also the
.\dzuki (P. angularis) of the .lapanesc.
I
am
endeavouring to obtain further information concerning the varieties, but it will be easy to try
some of those which are cultivated in this
country.
In case some may like to try this mod'e of
obtaining " a fresh vegeta;ble any time during
the winter," the following notes may be of service.

The

are put thickly in waterproof
witli about ^ inch of water
a warm.i.'sh place
when tlie shootf.
are about 3 inches long they are thoroughly
washed in a strong flow of water, whorehy the
skins of tlie seeds are washed away.
The
sprouts are then cither cooked in salted water,
d.rained, and flavoured with sauce (or gravy?),
or they may be cooked in a fireproof vessel with
oil or fat, and then seasoned with ketchup, yolk
of egg, etc.
As I remember. Tow Gay was a very favourite
dish, and trials witjh some of our viarieties may
be worth while my idea is to begin with Vrk
dome, and if not saitisfactory to try others. D.
Bois relates that the Adzuki ripened all its
seeds in Savoy, and Piper mentions varii<t.ies
that ripened in 80 to 100 days in Virginia. Ap
[varently a prize was offeretj in France for the
best hectare of one of this class of Bean. 77. F,.
sauceirs

seeds

and covered

a.nd kept in

;

;

Diirlimn.

ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

BRASSO-CATTLEYA MIRANDA.
A FLOWER of a very pretty and distinct
hybrid, the result of crossing Cattleya Iris (bicolor X Powiana aurca) with Rras.so-Cattleya
Mrs. J. Leemann (B. Digbyana x C. Dowiana
aurea). is sent by Frederick ,J. Hanbury, Esq.,
Brockhurst, East Grinstead, in whose gardens
the plant has flowered for the first time.
It
proves to be a very desirable new hybrid, and
in colour and the firm texture of its fragrant
flowers a well-defined departure from the ordinary class of hybrid Brasso-Cattleyas.
The
sepals and petals extend over 6 inches, the latter
being 2 inches wide; both the sepals and petals
are bright canary-yellow, the midribs of the
inner halves changing to primrose-yellow.
The
broad lip, which shows no indication of constriction in the mid.dle, as in C. bicolor and C. Iris,

—

—
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expanded, the front crimped and fringed
and bright magenta-rose is colour. The central
area is bronzy-orange intersected by chromeyellow lines rimning fi-om the base. The column
is white and not so fleshv as in C. Iri."?.
is

—

fully

MONTBRETIAS FROM EARLHAM HALL,
NORWICH.
At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society .held on August 27 last the group of Mont-

Morris, and .his gardener, Mr. George Henley,
deserve heartiesit. congratulations.
It is only fair to record the fact that Mr.

Morris commenced his work of selection with
an excellent fomidation prepared by Mr. G.
Davison, gardener to Col. Petre, Westwick
House, Noi-wich.
Froira some of the choicest
Westwick varieties, presented about ten years
ago, Mr. Morris and Mr. Henley have raised a
very fine strain, and no fewer than seven of the
varieties have received Awards of Merit from
the Royal Horticultural Societv.

[September
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during that period, has been considerably over
2L feet. It stands in a pa/ddock, in
grass, considerably belo'W the level of the adjoining common, where the ground must be fairly rich and
moist, but has, doubtless, a gravelly subsoil. The
tree is pyramidal in habit and perfect in every
respect.
The leaves are of a dark glossy-green,
aiTanged in two closely imibricating ranks on
either side of the twigs, which have a rather mas.
sive appearance on account of the length of the
leaves.
These are almost as long as those of A.
lowiana, but have no stomata on the upper surface as in that species, and that fact may help
to account for their rich green colour.
/. F.

HYBRID SUNFLOWERS.
In a letter to Nature, Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell,
Colorado,
U.S.A., writes
In crossing the different species and varieties
of Helianthus some peculiar results have been
obtained.
The crosses referred to have all been
made by my wife at Boulder, Colorado, and the
results may be classified as follows
The varieties of Helianthus annuus (in(1)
cluding H. lenticularis, regarded
by some
of the Colorado University, Boulder,
:

:

botanists as a distinct species), when crossed together, produce plants which are as fertile as
the parents.
In some of the mongrel varieties
there is, however, a marked deficiency of pollen.
(2) The annual species of Sunflowers (typical
Helianthus), crossed together, are quite fertile,

but the hybrids are themselves nearly sterile.
H. annuus has been crossed with three species,
H. argophyllus, H. petiolaris. and H. cucumerifolius.

The annual species can rarely be crossed
(3)
with the perennial, but when this occurs the offspring closely resemble one or the other parent
species.
One such hybrid was recorded in the
Standard Cyrlopedin of
orticnlture (Vol. VI.,
1917, p. 3281) as between H. pumilis and H.
annnus.
Renewed study of the living plants
this year convinces me that this is an error;
the perennial parent was, in fact. H. subrhomboideus. Both species occur here, and Mrs.
Cockerell, at the time of making the cross, did
not distinguish between them.
Morphologically
they are especially distinguished by the fact that
H. subrhomboideus has underground migratory
branches, by means of which it spreads, while
H. pumilis is strictly stationary, reproducing
only by seed.
The hvbrid closely resembles
H. subrhomiboideus (though this was the

E

pollen parent), but

Fig. 46.

montbreti.\ nimbus

:

culouk golden-yellow with red-brown zone.

bretias exhibited by S. Morris, Esq., Earlham
Hall, Norwich, was the chief feature of the exhibition.
The glorious colouring of the flowers,

and the elegance of the spikes, commanded
general admiration. Most of the varieties were
home-raised, and represented a strain which appears to can-y more expanded flowers at a time
than

is

usual.

Queen

This interesting feature was par-

marked

in the varieties Queen Mary,
of Spain, CitronelJii, and Nimbus (see fig.

ticularly

but

it was not so evident in the largerflowered forms, such as King Henry VIII. As
raisers and aa growers of Montlbretias, Mr.

46),

TREES AND SHRUBS.
AI5IES

GEANDIS.

Abies grandis is supposed to be the tallest
Silver Fir in the world, as it makes a tree of
230 to 300 feet high in its native liabitat,
in Western North America.
It evidently thrives
in this country, judging from a young tree which
I recently saw in the grounds of J. H. Bowman,
Esq., Greenham Common. Newbury. This tree
was 40 feet higJi, and had only been plantedi 15
years, so that the average rate of growth a year.

is

much

larger, with

larger

broad leaves.
It has small or short underground
branches, but, nevertheless, is stationary. That
is to say, the migrators are present, but the plant
does not spread by them in all directions as do
the true migratory forms.
Comparing the details of structure, I found that the rav-florets
nf the hvbrid were quite without pistils, whereas
hese were well developed (though not functional)
in the H. subrhomboideus.
However, further
investigation showed, to my surprise, that some
heads of the wild H. subrhomboideus had the
The involuray-florets wholly without pistils.
cral bracts of the hybrid are more distinctly
subrhomboideus.
In
than
those
of
H.
pointed
other cases attempts to cross annuals with perennials have resulted in total failures, as has happened when crossing H. annuus on H. pumilis,
in attempts to repeat the cross described above,
In other
which was erroneously interpreted.
from the pollen of
cases seeds were obtained
perennials used on a.nnuals, and the resulting
plants were indistinguishable from the annual
Seeds received from Mr. L. Sutton,
parent.
from England, representing the F, of a cross
between the red H. annuus and the perennial
H. rigidus, also gave plants entirely of the

annuus type.
Babcock and Clausen, in their recent (19181
admirable work, Genetics in 'Relation to Agri-

;

.
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have (Chap, xii.) discussed those remarkable cases in which the F^ generation of a
culture,

cross gives plants resembling the original species
crossed, with greater or less fertility.
very
ingenious and plausible explanation is given.
Collins and Kempton recently found that in
crossing two distinct genera of grass«s, Trip-

A

sacum

and Euchlaena, they obtained plants
agreeing with the poUen parent, the Euchlaena.
They call this patrogene.sis {Journal of Heredity.

One of the explanathat the male nucleus
may have developed in the ovary to the complete exclusion of the female. " representing in
a way the counterpart of parthenogenesis." It
appears quite possible that in some hybrids, and
perhaps other heterozygous forms, particular
pairs of homologous determiners do not both
function or develop, so that in respect to certain
characters the organism is simplex, not in the
sense of the old " presence and absence theory,"
but in the sense of not being a hybrid at all in
respect to particular features.
Vol. VII., Xo. 3. 1916).

tions offered

by them

is

express the high admiration in which our
" He has as many
forefathers held this plant.
virtues as Betony," is tho saying of a Spaniard
with whom the herb was in great repute.
Antonius Musa, physician to the Emperor
Augustus, filled ,a whole volume enumea-ating the
many virtue.s of the plant, and it is said to have
cured forty-seven different disordera.
It was
used for .gout, for headaches, and was regarded
as " most fitting to be kept in a man's house both
to

in sjTup. conserve, oyl, oyntment, and plaister."
In a modern book of Materia Medica tbe plant is
described as feebly aromatic and astringent, but
its use in dyspepsia, chronic rheumatism, and
one or two other complaints, does seem to be
recognised, though it is not oflScinal.
In addition to its gre.at medicinal virtues Betony was
supposed to be endowed witJi great power against

evil

spirits,

sanctifj-ing.

those that carry
of this wliite

it

mired by everyone.
IS
is

as

Erasmus tells us.
The beauty

about with them.

form attracts attention and

The

cultivation of

adplant

is

tlie

of the simpk'st. and propagation bv divi.sion
very easily effected. Jf. Irwin LiinrJ,. Botanic
(^omhridge.

''.'iirijen.
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Plums and Morello Cherries are scarce. Strawberries yielded a small crop, the latest varieties
being the best. The only full crops were Gooseand Raspberries, whic'h were very good.

beiT-ies

Oui'

soil is

quickly.

on

rock,

and moisture drains aiway

Wm. Andrews, Tregothnan

Gardens,

Truro.

Devonshire.

— This

the worst season for
geoieral fruit crops that I remember dui-ing
twelve years' charge of these giardens.
The
only Marieties of Apples cropping free'y are
Lord Grosvenor and otliers of the Codlin family.
Scoo-es of trees are not carrying a single fruit,
is

.notwiiUistaiiiding thait tihere

was

a

fair

amoumt

of bl<jom on most varieties.
Pears are a complete faUui-e, and the same is true erf ,Plums.
Silver-leaf
disease has been very prevalert
du.ring tjiree past seasons, Victoria suffering
badly in tJiis respect. Americam blight is alsS

making rapid head-way

in this part of Devon.
Bolton. Poti'denJiam Gardens, Exeter.
It is many years simce there has been
such poor crops generally. There has been an
abumd.^nce of iniseot pests.
P. 0. M. Veitch,
Ifoi/nl Nurseries, Exeter.
'/'.

//.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
PEBPETTJAL-FLOWERTNG CARNATIONS
IN UNHEATED GREENHOUSES.
It is a common idea that Perpetual-flowering
Carnations must, have fire-heat during the
winter months to protect them from frosta, but
this has been proved entirely wrong.
Artificial
heat is not necessary, and the amount of frost
we get in this country will not harm the plants

—

in fact, many amateurs declare that their
plants produce the beat results during the spring
and early summer if frozen during the winter.
There is no other subject so adaptable for :i

cold greenhouse, and no plant will produce such
generous supplies of bloom during the entire
twelve months of the year as the Perpetual

(Tree) Carnation

when grown without

artificial

The one great essential is a free circulaeven in the case of
tion of air at all seasons
an intensely cold, frosty night, the greenhou.fc
are
plants
should
be ventilated.
If
the
kept hardy they are fortified against frort
furthermore, they are not attacked by any of
the common Carnation diseases, which are inheat.

;

variably induced by insufficient ventilation in
Naturally, watering must
heated greenhouses.
be done with discretion, and the morning of
bright, sunny days is the best time to use the
water can, but the plants should be kept moderately dry at the loot during very wet or col<l

-STACHYS BETUNK

l.UA

r.N

lUi; B(1T\NI(; (;A1U)EN,

camhiuoge.

^^reather.

At times such

as the.se the usefulness of
flowers is multiplied.
Many of us prefer
not to grow them for our own pleasure, but
produce them for the onjoyment of others,
particularly those w"ho h.ive been in the forefront of our country's fiuht. and the healing
influence of flowers, particularly during the dull
season, is perhaps onlv ."second to that of the
doctors .md nurses, so that those amongst us who
have grppnhnuses should see that they " do their
bit " in this direction.
A. Tl

THE ROCK GARDEN.
STACHYS BETONICA VAR. ALBA.
One
know

of the most beautiful
indeed, it should

rockery

plants I
be grown on a
rockery is a dwarf, white-flowered variety of
S. Betonica (?ee fig. 47) which I collected myself
at The Liizard some years ago.
Its height when
passing into fruit is only 5 to 7 inches, and,
with a closely-arranged mass of inflorescences,
as shown, in the illustration, it is both neat
and effective. Stachys Betnnica is a well-known
British plant, and it is of interest to recall
that formerly it was regarded as very important
in medicine.
An old proverb says '" S°n your
coat and buy Betony," by which" it is intended

—

if,

—

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF
(See Tables in Gardeners' Chronicle for

August

3, p.

(Continued from

42.)
p. 118.)

ENGLAND, N.W.
WE.STMonLAND.— The blossom on

Apjili-s

and

Pears this year gave abundant promise of a
onop, but the flowers foded at once under the
destructive influence of the east winds and a
plague of caterpUIajs. Spraying did no good,

and hand-picking was only possible on lowgrowing trees.
Apples, therefore, are scarce,
and there are more Pears. Plums, especially
Victorias, are good on some trees.
Smiail fruits
arc undirsiz-.i „'.ving to the drought. Trees of
Damson Merryweather were covered with bloom,
and tlie fruit .set well. W. A. Miller, Underhy
Gnrdens, Kirhhy Lonsdale.

ENGLAND,

—

(!i.oucESTEnSHiRE.— The fimit crop in this part
tihe country is a very light one indeed. When
the trees were in bloom everything seemed to
promise a very heavy crop .-igaiii tJiis yen.v, but
the severe frost in May, followed by very much
blight, destroyed all prospects of any "crop of
fruit.
We have no Pears excepting a few Perry
of

THE FRUIT CROPS.

S.W.

r'oRNWALL.
The fruit crops are the worst
on record.
Pears are a complete failure, and
.«o,
with very few exceptions, are Apples.
Peaches -are rather .better than was at first expected, but the crop is only half the average.

Pe.ars.
Our soil varies in this district; some is
a very hc'ivy loam or clay, other pldces quite
near are light and .sandy, but in no case is tHiere
any crop of fruit this year.
William Keen. The

Gardens, Boivden Holi.
Crops of Apples, Pears, and Plums in
this district are much below the aveiiage.
In
this garden, however, Apple .rnnd Pear
trees
which did not bear fruit last year have fair
crops. Plumvs are an entire failure, although
the
trees flowered abundantly.
Cherries were f.-iir.
and all kinds of .soft fruits have been good.
/''.
(-'.
Widton, Stanley Pari.- Gardens. Stroirl.
Apples and Pears are total failures here.
Caterpillars were abundant.
There were very
few Oherries, and only .half a crop of Morello.s.
Apricots are a failure. We have a few Pluma,
and a cnop of Damsons on some of the trees. The
failure of tho Apple. Phmi, and Pear crops
is
_

geiieral

tJiroughout

Tortwnrth Gardens,

The

this

localitv.

./.

Bnntin;/.

n,re

the worst

Falfield.

out-dooir crops of fruit

;
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Trees tliat
I have experienced for many yeiai's.
were not laden with fruit last year aTe not fruitimg this year. Owiaig to the sunless autumn the
wood did not get properly matured, and the
bloBscims were weak.
Pears failed to flower.
Apples, Plums, Damsons, amd Cliera-ies looked
prom.isLng, and set a good proportion of flowers,

but a heavy thunderstorm on May 18, accompanied by hail, and several subsequent sharp
froste at niglit, destroyed tlie blossom. Standai-d
stoine fpuit t^ees aj-e bare, and only here and
there are a few Apples to be found. There are
a few Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums
on wall trees. Morello Cherry trees on a north
wall yielded a fair crop. Strawberries and bush
fruits bore good average crops.
Caterpillars
have been very troublesome, and in some in-

cleared the trees of tJieir leaves, tJhough
drastic measures were taken to desti'oy them.
Our soil is chiefly clay with a subsoil of bluish

sita.nces

clay.

—

A. Chaqmian, Wentonbirt, Tetbury.

—

Fruit crops in the county are generally
There was plenty of Plum blossom, but late frost did it serious inJTirv. The
blossom on Pears was very scanty. Apple trees
in orchards whioh diid not bear last year bloomed
fairly well, but the flowers were soon gone, and
the trees never looked like setting a crop. Aphis,
and the Ermine and Lackey Moth caterpillars
have been very injurious. The trees also suffered from drought.
This is one of the worst
disappointirng.

plants invariably perished when tliey were 1 foot
to li foot in height.
Six plant's were raised in June, 1916, at Kew.
The seeds were put singly into tliumb-pots filled
with sandy soil, and placed in ti-opical heat,
where they soon germinated. Two cotyledons
are developed as in Cucurbits generally, and one
small lanceolate acute leaf, wiliich is, as a rule,
the only true leaf produced.
As soon as the
seedlings started to form a shoot they were
planted in a bed made of sea sand and rough
pieces of .sandstone, in a sunny house devoted
to tropica.1 succulent plants.
Five plants became established. Some seeds were also sown
in this bed, and these germinated well, so that
altogether 32 seedlings occupied tliis miniature
desert.

Where

the Narras grows wild heavy dews fall
therefore the Kew seedlings were
syringed freely.
Plenty of air was admitted
when weiathAr permitted, and the plants grew
well for a time.
The bed was well watered on
several occasions, care being taken that the
water did not reach the neck of the plants.
Twenty-nine healthy, vigorous seedlings lived
until Christmas, 1916, but during the first week
at night,

fruit seasons known in this county, and from reports generally there seems to be but little fruit
in the whole country.
G. H. Uollingworth,
Shire Hall, Gloucester.

Herefoed.
poor,

the

— The

only

fruit crops this season are
exception being Gooseberries,

whioh bore a full crop. Apples bloomed well,
but severe attacks of Apple-blossom vi'ee\-il destroyed the majority of tlie blossom. The varieties that are carrying fair crops of fruit are
Bismarck, Rival, Blenheim Pippin, King of the
Pippins, Lord Giiosvenor, Lane's Prince Albert,
Tyler's Kernel, Eoj'al Jubilee, Dutch Mignomne, Emperor Ale.xjander, Gtolden Spire, Frogmore Proliific, Peasgood's Nonesuch, Golden
Noble, Warner's King, Stirling Castle, Charles
Boss, Hormead Pearmain, Lord
Derby, amd
Newton M'onder.
Pears are quite a failure
there was no bloom on the trees. Of Plums, the
only sort canning a crop is Pershore.
Strawberries were poor owing to the drought. The soil
is light, on a sandstone formation, and crops
need plenty of moisture in spring and early
summer.
Thos. Spencer, Goodrich Court Gar-

{To be continued.)
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of

Few

HORRIDA.

Europeans have

seen ihe remarkable
as the Narras,
Dajnaraland.
It forms
thorny bushes about 4 feet to 5 feet in height,
and produces Melon-like, edible fruits in great

Cucurbitaceous

plant

whioh grows wild

abundance.

— SEEDLING

OF NARR.4S (NAT. SIZE).

NARRAS.

ACANTHOSICYOS

known

in

The almond-shaped

seeds are also
edible.
The plant is said to bear two crops of
fruit a year, which is fortunate, as no other
fruit-bearing plant appears capable of existing
in Dajnaraland.

Aoanfchosicyos horrida obtains its supply of
water from a considerable depth, and its roots
fare of extraordinary length.
M. Dupargnet, a
French botanist, who lived in Damaraland,
measured a root which was 325 feet in length,
with many hollow, fibrous branches.
Attempts have been made at Kew and elsewhere to grow tills plant in gardens, but always
without success. Mr. Naudin stated in the Gardeners' Chro7iicle, of 1886, p. 727, that he was
able to grow the Narras with no more success
than has been obtained at Kew.
He tells us
how easily the seeds germinate, but that the
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The Week's Work.
THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Bv

J,

Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bai-t,, Gatton Park,
Eeigate.

Cattleya,
Laelia,
and their Hybrids.—
During the present month many plants of these
genera that have recently passed out of flower
will commence to push roots from the base of
their pseudo-bulbs, particularly such as Cattleya
Warscewiczii (gigas), C. Warneri, C. Hardyana
and their many hybrids, and any that are in
need of new rooting materials should be given
attention. The same remark applies also to such
Laelias as L. purpurata, L. tenebrosa
L.-C.
elegans and their hybrids. I do not advocate unnecessary repotting of these plants at this season, but it is generally known that where numbers are grown they are not all ready to be dealt
with at the same time.
Repotting should be
dene n-hen it is seen that new roots are developing from the new
pseudo-bulbs or leading
growth. These roots in every case should have
sufficient space to grow inside the rim of the
Therefore, in giving the plant a larger repots.
ceptacle, let it be of sufficient size only for two
seasons' growth. When tlie plant has to he removed from the pot, the old, useless pseu Jo-bulbs,
and especially those that have no leaves, should
be cut away. Ample drainage must be provided.
Pots which are to contain moderate-sized plants
should be filled to about half their depth with
clean crocks, whilst for larger specimens a greater
depth of drainage should be used.
When repotting plants of the long-bulbed section, which
includes L.-C. elegans and L. purpurata, it is
important that the plants be made firm by tying
one or two of the pseudo-bulbs to neat, strong
stakes.
After being repotted the plants should
be afforded only sufficient water at the roots to
prevent shrivelling.
Some plants of Cattleya
Mendelii, C. Mosisiae, C. Schroderae, and C.
Trianae have ceased to wrow. and these should
receive less water at the roots than hitherto.
They should be exposed to all the light possible,
and allowed plenty of ventilation
this treatment will assist the newly-formed pseudo-bulbs
to mature, and induce the plants to make many
roots, and prevent premature growth.
If any
;

;

dens, Ross.

THE

[September

January,

1917,

several collapsed

suddenly,

and by the end of the month only seven
remained alive. Two of these plants had stems
over 2 feet long, and several branches. In the
fourth week of February these two specimens
died suddenly, and in January, 1918, all the
others perished.
Death in nearly every case seems to have been
due to excess of moisture. On the neck of the
root a growth is formed which may be called a
little appendi.f (see fig. 48).
It contains a drop
of liquid (sap), and this may have a bad influence at a time when transpiration is at its
lowest, as it must be in short, dark, and

moist winter days.
We performed a surgical
operation on two of the plants by cutting away
the "appendi.x," but although they lived longer
than most, they died before February, 1918.
It

might be

possible

to

grow

and

growths it will probably be found during damp
weather that the outer sheath that encircles the
soft and sapny,

new pseudo-bulbs has become
and

clings slightly to the pseudo-bulb, excluding
the air.
As this condition often causes the
pseudo-bulb to rot. the sheath should be slit open
from the top to the bottom. Keep the plant dry
for a few days and reduce the amount of .atmothis treatment will, in most
spheric moisture
cases, reduce the trouble.
;

fruit

Acanthosicyos horrida in Europe, and if not
Kew. perhaps in places where the winters
.are more sunny and less damp.
Or it might be
sucoessfiilly grown on a oommercial scale in
the West Indies, alt Antigub., for example,
where the climatic conditions might suit it. .4.
Bees, Royal Gardens, Kew.
at

of these plants have grown too large for their
pots, and are likely to suffer for want of rooting
space, they may be placed into larger receptacles,
but care must be taken not to disturb the roots
more than is necessary. Merely break the pots
and take away as much of it as possible, without
interfering with the drainage.
Then place the
mass of soil and roots in a larger pot of suitable
size.
Many Cattleyas, Laelias and hybrids that
flower in the autumn, such as C. Wendlandii. C.
Portia, C. Mantjnii, La el io- Cattleya Tiresias
and others that have finished their growth,
should be kept rather drier at the root,
affording only sufficient water to keep the
compost moist.
The flower-?henth.s should
be watched daily, and immediately the flowerspikes are observed pushing up at their base
a slightly increased amount of water should
be given, the supply to be again reduced when
the flowers open.
In many species and hvbrids
of Cattleyas and Laelias that have finiished their

THE KITCHFN GARDEN.
Bv

F.

'Olat,

Jordan. Gardener
M.P.,

Cucumbers.

Ford

—

t4^

Manor,

Liont.-Ool. Spender
LinBrfleM, Surrey.

The time has

arrived

when

direct syringing of Cucumbers must be discontinued, but the necessai-y atmospheric moisture

must be provided by other means, and at the
same time the amount of bottom heat should be

"

;

September
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If young plants are still awaiting
increased.
the removal of other plants, the latter should be
cleared out as soon as possible, as plants that
have been beaiing for some months will not be
amount of
koeping longer.
fair
tt'ortli
fire-heat will be necessary to bring the fruits to
perfection ; these should not be allowed to grow
so large as to exhaust the plant's energies.
Lightly top-dress the roots as required with
some of the compost recommended in the
calendar for August 30, and use tepid water
only at the roots.

A

—

Enough manure having been
bed and well turned until thomixed and sweetened, it should be
rammed into the beds as firmly as possible. But

Mushrooms.

collected for the

roughly

before proceeding to

make

the bed, let the house

have a thorough cleansing and airing afterwards also see to any repairs that are necesAfter the bed is made insert a therBar}'.
mometer, and when the heat declines to 85° insert the spawn just under the surface, about
,:

9 inches apart, in pieces about 2 inches square.
The surface should then be made firm and
cased over with about IJ inches of fine loam and
again made firm with the back of a spade.

French Beans.
which were sown

—

Seeds of French

in pots in the

open

—

Cauliflowers.
Where hand-lights and cold
frames are available. Cauliflower seedlings
should now be under cover. Unless the ground
is ver\- wet the plants should be well watered
and kept close for a day or two until they are
well established, when an abundance of air
should be given whenever the weather permits.
Dibble the plants out about 4 inches apart, and
make them firm in the soil. Grow them near
the roof-ijlass, and see that they are well supplied with water, but they must not be coddled.
Slugs are very harmful to f^uliflowers. and a
close w,it/ch must always be kept for these pe.st*.

Cabbages.- Fill all gaps in the rows of CabIwgas and finish the transplanting of others in
firm, clean ground that has not been recently
dug.
Remove all small, weak seedlings in the
seed-beds to give space to those left, treading,
the .soil alwut the plants. These Cabbages will
be useful for planting next March and April,
and will form a succession to those planted
now. Keep the hoe at work constantly between
these and all other crops to encourage growth
while the open weather lasts.

—If

not already done, the remainder
of the out-dooT Tomato fruits should now be cut

and

under ffla.ss to ripen, .as slight frosts
heavy rains would cause them to crack or

pl.nred

rot

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J.

Kpele

OmsE, Gardoner
Hall,

Ne^rnastle.

—

Young Vines. Afford liberal treatment to
young A'ines, and any that are still in growth
(probably late planted) should be hastened forward by using a little warmth in the pipes.
Those that have completed their growth should
be divested of all laterals up to the pruning
point, unless they have lost all the main leaves,
in which case it is advisable to allow a few leaves
to remain on the shortened laterals to perfect
buds for next year.

t« Mrs. Dempstrr,
Staffordshire.

—

Strawberries in Pots.
The continued wet
weather is not suitable for the ripening of the
crowns of Strawberries, although the plants
grow apace, and apparently revel in moisture,
which no doubt a^-counts for their exceptional
cleanline.'is and freedom from red spider.
Mildew has to he guarded ag.ainst during a spell of
such changeable weather; it is therefore advisable tf)dip the plants in or syringe them occasionally with .?oapy water in which a little sulphur ha« been dissolved. If the plants .are given
more space the quicker will tbe crowns mature.
Keep the pots free from weeds, runners, and
worms, although the last should not be troublesome if the pots are standing on a well-sooted ash
bottom.
Weak stimulants at a gradually increasing strength should be given the plants
when the pots are full of roots

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Hcusos Head Gardener
Acton. W.

at (rUoner»bur}'

Houm,

Root Pruning Wall Plums.— Certain varieof Plums are more predisposed to make
The most
growth than others.

ties

luxuriant

vigorous, perhaps, are those of the Ueine Claude

Transparent Gages,
These are
Count Althonn's Gage.
amongst the very finest of all dessert Plums,
and it is worth every effort">^^-ender the trees

section, as, for example, the

including

As soon as the fruiC^is all gathered
be advisable to do at least a little root
Fresh soil need not be used. Proceed
first by carefully tracing out the position of the
roots, searching especially for any that are growfruitful.

it will

pruning.

ing

downwards

into

variety.

Prepare

Although a little firewet weather to keep

all

B\ J A3

other

the
border this autumn, but do not plant until the
spring, say at tlie end uf March.

the house dry, an excess would cause the berries
to shrivel directly the leaves begin to fall
by freely ventilating the house in fine weather
and gradually lowering the mean temperature,
they should keep in good condition for a long
time.
The bunches should be examined frequently, and any decaying berries or foliage removed, otherwise the whole bunch may soon be
Should the borders need watering let
affected.
this be done early in the day, so that aU surface
moisture will have evaporated before night.

the
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rather than any

Beans

;

ajid

air to enter the bunches.
heat is necessaiy in dull,

to obtain

plants for housing when frost threatens should
be got under cover, otherwise their usefulness
Small batches are
will be seriously impaired.
of little service, and not fewer than fifty 8 or 9inch pots should be sown at intervals of three
weeks.
If jiods are required
soon the pots
should be placed where the night temperature
seldom falls below 60°, for Beans in pots re
Not
quire plenty of heat, light, and moisture.
until the pots are well filled with roots will much
water be required liquid manure may be applied with advantage when the plants have arrived at a bearing stage.
Thin the seedlings
to about .«ix in a pot, and support the growths
witli Birch twigs.

TomatOS.

—

Muscat of Alexandria Grapes.
Where
Muscat Grapes are ripe, or nearly so, gradually
but well thin the laterals to allow more light and

the subsoil.

Prune these

more severely than the others, and
needs be push a few roofing slates under the
central part of the tree to prevent any from
taking the same course again. Do the root pruning carefully, and if there be a deficiency of

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Habrjss, Gardener to Lady Wantage,
LQokiuga Park, Berkshue,

—

This plant requires
thyrsoideus.
plenty of stimulants during the final stages of
growth in order to obtain fine spikes of flowers.
Plenty of air must be admitted to the plants
when the weather is warm and genial, and a
little air .should be admitted at the top of the
house during the night. A minimum temperature of about 50° will be ample until the plants
are in flower. It may then be reduced by 5°.

Coleus

Violets.

— The

work

of

planting

Violets

in

frames should be no longer delayed, as it is a
great advantage to get them well established in
the new soil before the winter.
Plant firmly
and as near the roof-glass as practicable. When
the roots have recovered from the check caused
by disturbance let the plants have an abundance of air, removing the lights altogether whenever the weather is favourable.

—

Cineraria. Shift the latest Cineraria plants
their flowering pots as soon as they are
ready.
Give them a good, substantial compost
and pot firmly. The pots should be stood on a
cool bottom and the plants kept in cool conditions throughout the autumn and winter, using
Fujniigaite the
fire-luMt only to keep out fix>st.
pLants occasionally to keep them free fixjm aphis.
into

Rhododendron indicum.— It

is no longer safe
Place
Indian Azaleas out-of-doors.
a light, airy structure, and let them
have an abundance of air at all times till there
Before shifting them
is danger of severe frost.
indoors lay the pots on their sides and thoroughly
drench the shoots with an insecticide as a precaution against red spider.

to

leave

them

iu

latter nather

THE APIARY.

if

fibrous roots make a few incisions in the larger
Do not use manure
roots with a sharp knife.
to trees that are too luxuriant in growtli already.

Keduce all sappy wood on the trees, and water
the roots once to settle the soil, but first make
the ground firm.

—

Choice Dessert Plums. As the planting sea.son is ,ap|>roaching, I would advance the claims
(if a
few varieties of first-rate dessert Plums.
I would recommend Kirke's, one of the finest
for flavour, and a good cropper; OuUins' Golden
Cage, an excellent early Plum, of fine quality
Ickworth Imperatrice, possibly the latest of all
choice dessert varieties, and most useful for dessert purposes up to the end of October, and even
into November, for use during the shooting
season
Coe's Golden Drop, which is better
known than many others, and a good companion
to the preceding .sort; Peine Claude de Bavay,
a September Plum of a fine flavour, and one
and Early Transparent Gage,
that keeps well
one of the most prolific of this section. These
half-dozen sorts are worthy of planting in any
;

;

By CHLoiiis

Making Hives Watertight.— In
stocks may go tlirougli the winter

order

that

safely, it is
essential tliat the hives should be quite weatherproof, for dampness is the prime cause of
dysentery.
The best method is to remove all
cJiipped paint from the hive by scraping; rub

down

the surface with glass-paper, and fUl all
cracks with putty or white lead. The roof should
be painted, and while the paint is wet, tightly
stretch over a piece of calico and tack it on
round the edge of the hive with thin laths, then
give several coats of paint. The rest of the hive
should be painted, remembering it is not the
amount that is applied at each coating, but the
working of the paint into the.,, wood at each apTo paint thickly is to
pliceition that matters.
thoso who wish to make
waste material.
'I'o
own paint the following hints will
their
be helpful, and I may add it is best to
make your own.
The following will make
paint
an ordinary 10-framed
suflficient
to

can be spared.
If fruits -are still on the trees
expose them to all the sunshine possible. They
be gathered a few days before they are
ripe and their ripening finished under glass.
I
am glad to find that those growers who persevere -with the Fig in the open have been rewarded this season with a good crop.
More
growers should
cultivate
this
fruit,
especially those with the
advantage of a warm,

Take one pound of
with one coat.
equ.il
lead and mix thoroughly with
quantities of linseed oil and turpentine, adding
the liquid slowly as the white lead rociuires
more to mix it to a workable consistency. For
the first coat it may be made thinner than the
succeeding ones.
Since the weather is very
unsettled now it would cause the paint to set
quicker, and also make it harder, if a tablespoonful of gold size be well stirred into the
paint.
Those who do not desire white-painted
hives may produce stone colour by adding yellow
ochre and burnt umber until the required tint is
reached, and a slight quantity of sienna will
result in a stone colour of a rich tint. To make
This
lead or slate colour, stir in lamp-black.
colour is often desired, as it does not show dirt
so readily as other tints, and may be used for
roofs only if desired.
Boiled oil may be used,
but it must be remembered that it blisters verv
readily.
When the paint is well mixed strain
through a piece of old stocking to produce paint
of an even consistency and colour; further it
will produce a better surface after straining, as
all grit and other foreign matter will be re-

sunmy

moved.

;

garden, and, moreover, are also suitable for
planting against a wall with a glass coping.

—

tate Keeping Plums. Those who are fortutu possess good
nate enough
crops of Coe's
Golden Drop and Ickworth Imperatrice Plums
will do well to g,ather the remainder of the
fruits.
Fold each perfect fruit in tissue paper
and suspend it in a dry fruit-room
Figs on Outside Walls.
Reduce all superabundant growth on Fig trees against walls;
first remove alJ .sappy, green wood (unless any is
needed for extension), and then see what more

—

may

wall.

Depend

upon

Brown

Turkey

hiv'e

white
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EDtTOKiAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISBME'NTS

should be sent to tie
PTJBLISHEB- 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, W.C-

iWiitors

wouU

and

Publisher.

— Our

corregpondenU

obtaining answers to
in
obviate delay
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letttrs relating
to financial matters arid to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
;

Special

Notice

Correspondents-

to

— The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused comillustrations
munications or
unless
by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

New^ — Correspondents

Xocal

will

greatly

oblige

by sending

to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

-Letters for Publication,
plants

for

naming,

as well as specimens of
be addressed to the

should

EBITOKS,

41, Wellington Street. Covent
Garden, London- Communications should be

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer.
If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

-Illustrations-— rAe Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.
for

AvEBAGB Mean Temperature
deduced from observations
years at Greenwich, 54.0°.

for

the

during

emsuing week
the Last fifty

-ACTVAL Temperatdeb:—
Gardeners' Chronicle OfHce,

41,

Wellington

C-ovent Gaixien, London, Wednesday,
Bar. 29.9 ; temp. 60°.
26, 10 a.m.
Bright.
:

Street,

September
Weatliei-—

SALES FOR THE BNSUING WEEK.
TOESDAY and WEBNESDAY—
Rhododendrons, Hardy Heaths, &c., at the SunningNurseries at 12 o'cloeli each dav.

diale

THURSDAY—

Sale of Bulbs at 57-68, Oheapside, E.O., at 1 o'clock.

Since we

The Fuel
Problem.

made

tbe an-

nouncemeut in the

issue

for July G that the Conof
Coal Mines

troller

-hoped to be able to furnish an allowance
of fuel for the heating of glasshouses in
private establishments, the coal problem
has become more acute, and fuel may or
may not be forthcoming. As it is no
longer safe to allow tender plants to remain unprotected, they should be housed
for the winter at the earlieist opportunity,
and the measures we recommended in the
former article on the subject some of
which we again refer to below adopted.
The decision to include wood in the
conTrol
is
unfortunate,
otherwise
as
many could no doubt have supplemented
their coke or coal allowances by obtaining
wood locally. The situation must be faced.
Coal, says Marslial Fooh, is the key to victory, and, as all the Allies must be supplied from this country, it is the duty of
t^veryone to save coal, liowever inconvenient they may find it, either in the
house, in the garden, or in the workshop.
The allowance for commercial establishments is about 20 per cent, less than the
average consumption for the past three

—
—

Market gardeners and nurserymen

years.

who employ
find

it

heat for forcing, will
to manage with three

artificial

difficult

tons of coke or coal instead of four. They
at any rate do not burn fuel extravagantly,
whatever may be done in private establishments, and they will not, therefore,

be able to reduce their fuel consumption
by a fourth without considerable sacrifice
In other words, they will be
of income.
heavily taxed by the new fuel order.
In private gardens there is lees need for
anxiety. Fire-heat for vines. Peaches, and
other indoor fruits will not matter until
the stress is ended good crops of Grapes
and Peaches have been grown in houses
this year without the aid of artificial heat.
Ordinary decorative plants will probably
have to be either reduced in number or
consigned to the rubbish heap. This, howMany
ever, need not be done at onoe.
plants will endure a low winter temperature with little loss of health. By keeping
the soil and atmosphere fairly dry even
tropical plants may be preserved in unCareful managelieated glass structures.
ment of the ventilators and outer doors
will also be found of material aid in maincold
temperature in
taining
a safe
Every gleam of .sunshine should
weather.
be caught, and at night the roof-blinds
By lighting a fire
should be let down.
in the evening for an hour or two and
warming the pipes, an ordinary greenhouse may often be made frost-proof.
Frames can be covered with bracken, old
straw, hay, or any material that will help
Gardeners need not
to keep out frost.
hold up their hands in despair and say all
;

There are
is lost because fuel is scarce.
other means whereby tender plants may be
preserved from injury by cold.
It is surprising how many plants are
able to withstand a lower temperature than
we have been accustomed to provide for
them. They do not grow as well in a low
temperature, but they will keep alive
through the winter, and when summer
warmth arrives they start, as a rule, into
vigorous growth, after a spell of what may
be called winter rest. Our advice is, therefore, do not remove or throw away greenhouse plants because artificial heat for
them is no longer available, but let them
remain, and by the adoption of some such

treatment as

them
The Orchid

to keep

many

is

here suggested, endeavour

alive.

which there are
must
The plants may be

collections, of

of great value in this country,

We know growers who
is customary.
have decided to reduce their Orchid house
temperatures by as much as 10° when the
weather is trying. This can be done with
safety, provided the atmosphere is kept
In nature, most plants are subject
dry.
to extremes of temperature, and fortunately they are so constituted that they
are able to bear it.

Village Clubs Association.— Under the ctairof Sir R. Henry Rew, and with an
influential general committee which includes the
Right Hon. R. E. Prothero. M.P., Sir A.
Daniel Hall, the Rt. Hon. F. D. Acland,

manship

and Lord Henry Cavendish-Bentinck,

the Village Clubs Association has been formed
for the purpose of promoting the establishment
of clubs in rural vDlages throughout England
and Wales. The principles upon which an Associated Village Club must be founded are as folcentre of social
It should be a
lows
(1)
activities and of all forms of physical and mental
:

28, 1918.

(2) it should be self-supporting and
free from the elements of patronage ; (3) all
inhabitants of the village, without distinction of
class or opinion, and, when practicable, of both
sexes, should be eligible for membersliip
and
(4) the entire control should be vested in a Committee elected by the members.
The Association will assist in the formation of Village Chibs
on these lines and take such action as may be
necessary to form a Club in every suitable village.
Full particulars as regards membership
and the work of the Association may be obtained
from the hon. sees., Mr. A. Goddard, 12, Great

recreation;

;

George Street, Westminster, and Mr. George
Dallas, 32, Charing Cross Road, London.

—

Women Gardeners' Wages at Kew.
The
women gardeners at Kew have followed the example of the women 'bus conductors and others
by protesting against the difference in their
wages and those of the men, including labourers.
The present rates are, including war bonuses,
for men 43s. and 44s., for women 38s. 6d. The
women replace gardeners who have enlisted, and
they are expected to perform the same duties.
They are trained gardeners, and we believe their
work is satisfactory. The few young men now
employed at Kew as journeymen gardeners are
paid at the higher rate. If the cost of living is
considered the women have a. good case, as they
are generally charged more for board and lodging than men. We hope the women at Kew will
be successful in their appeal for fair treatment.
Boys of fourteen, fresh from school, are now
paid 15s. per week at Kew. The working hours
now are 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. in summer; and 8 a.m.
to 4.30 p.m. in winter, with two Saturday afternoons in three free.

—

More Bees. Interest in bee-keeping is stated
to be reviving rapidly, due, no doubt, to the decreasing virulence of the Isle of Wight disease.
Many bee-keepers have patriotically increased
their colonies for distribution to those anzious
to keep bees but who find a difJiciilty in obtaining stock.
Owing to the unfavourable season
in certain districts, these nuclei and late swarans
will need attention if they are to survive the
Experiments made during the past three
years suggests the possibility of the production
at an early date of a strain of bee in this oouiitry
practically inunune against the Isle of Wight
disease.
The importance of the bee to the fruitgrower is widely recognised.

winter.

Horticultural
Club.— The Committee has
made arrangeanents to continue the joint tenancy
The Farmers' Club, 2, WhitehaU Court, West-

of

be preserved somehow.
wintered safely in temperatures lower than

M.P.,

[September

minster, and will inaugurate the winter session
by a meimbers' lunch at 1 p.m. on Tuesday,
October 8, in the dining-room in the Club building.
Representatives of the Committee will be
present to meet the members and afford them
opportunity of inspecting the Club's new quarters.
Whitehall Court is situated at the back
of the War Office, Whitehall Place, Westminster.

—

Gardeners and War Service. In a circular
Local Government Board calls the attention of the tribunals to the importance, ;is a
part of the general policy of food-production, of
maintaining the kitchen gardens of private
" Exemption should," says the
households.
circular, " generally not be refused to an experienced kitchen gardener whose exemption is
found to be essential for the production of large
Before,
quantities of necessary food supplies.
however, granting exemption in any case the
tribunal should satisfy themselves (a) that the
principal and usual occupation of the man ds, and
has been for a considerable time, that of a
(b) that most of his time is
kitchen gardener
spent in rais/ing necessary food supplies, and that
the quantity raised is sufficient to warrant exletter the

:

and (c) that, unless he is of low medical
grade, a suitable sub.stitute could not be obtained for him or other arrangements could not
be made, with effort, for the essential part of
his work. If a man is engaged partly on kitchen
emption

;

—
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gardening and partly on other work which is not
of national importance, exemption should, when
reasonable, be granted on condition that, in
addition to his ordinary work as a kitchen gardener, he devotes a specified time to other essenwork, particularly, where opportunity offers,
The
t<j other kitchen gardening or agriculture.
above recommendations do not apply to men who
cultivate gardens or allotments in their spare
time.'" Agricultural vouchers have in some cases
"been mistakenly given to men engaged in kitchen
gardening.
Any application for the exemption
of a man from whom an agricultural voucher so
given has been withdrawn is to be entertained,
Xational .Service
although made out of time.
representatives have been instructed that any
necessary consent shall be given in such cases.
tial

War

Items.

tion the

T'ox

—As

—

The chemical
lated to injure this business?
speculations and rhapsodies of mycologists and
ci-devant horticultural lecturers call for no comment, but statements of supposed facts are sometimes made which, to say the least of it, are
unwarranted. One of these has been brought to
my notice more than once; it is to the effect that
the basic sulphate of copper, when reduced to
the form of a paste now known as Bordorite
loses its adhesive properties, and is much inferior in this respect to freshly made Burgundy
or Bordeaux mixtures (see Dr. A. S. Home, in
The Fruit Grower. April 4, 1918). Such a statement was quite unjustifiable, because up to that

—

time no determinations haA been made, or. at
any rate, published, of the relative adhesive
powers of the subst^inces in question. As there
were reasons for supposing that the facts might
reallv be the reverse of those stated, an investi-

131
amounts

of copper found on the leaves, as
comipared with that in the case of Burgundy
mixture, expressed as 100, were
tive

:

After

1

week.

50 lbs. 10 lbs.

Burgundy
Bordeaux
Bordorite

100
108
181

100
103
139

After

3J lbs.

100
122
204

20

lbs.

100
91
150

1

month.

10 Iba.

SUbs.

100
101
111

'lOO

154
125

Thus, in every single case the adhesiveness of
Bordorite is greater, generally much greater, than
that of Burgundy mixture, and in five cases out
of six, greater than that of Bordeau.x mixture;
whilst a comparison of Burgundy with Bordeaux
mixture gives a superiority to the latter in
every case but one, though the superiority is
generally not a large one.
The behaviour of
these substances is in accordance with conclu-

a result of a food exhibi-

Green and District Horticultural

Society has presented an Ambulance Motor Car,
together with a sum of about £70, to Maidenhead Red Cross Hospital. The presentation was
made by the President of the Society, F. I.
Ford, Esq., who congratulated Mr. T. IBedford
and his Committee on the success of the exhibition.

We deeply regret to learn that Sergt.Major .Se.\rle, son of Mr. Alfred Seaele.
LarkenshaAv Gardens, Chobham. Surrey, has
been killed in action after 3^ years' active service in France.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(.The Editors do not hold lhemtelte$ retpontible /or
the opiniotis exfnessed bu correspondents.)

Blanching Celery. ^Has anyone tried wall
paper as a substitute for the paper collars that
used to be sold for blanching Celery? Ordinary
brown paper, especially of the quality sold nowadays, 80on rots and becomes worse than useless for the purpose, so it seems to me that the
washable wall-papers should, when cut into suitable sizes, be ideal for blanching Celery. Almost
all house decorators have odd rolls on hand left
over from decorating, and these remnants tliey
used to be glad to sell cheaply though nothing is
Barlhlt.
cheap nowadays. A.
;

C

A Heavy

Potato Crop (see p. 121). -Last
season I planted one peck of seed of Sutton's
Edinburgh Castle Potato and the resulting crop
was 5 cwt. of good tubers. This year the Hertford Horticultural Society organised a Potato
competition, and for it I selectej 30 sets of
Edinburgh Castle, and lifted a crop of 2 cwt.
of tubers therefrom, one root weighing 13^ lbs.
All the tubers were sound and of good average
size, free from disease ; they cook splendidly. The
ground was trenched early in the spring and
well manured, and a dressing of wood ash was
applied
planting,
before
but no
artificial
manure was used.
IT. Stephenson.
Briekendmihiirt/ Onrdens, Herlford.

Inequality of Yield, per Set Planted, of
PotatOS. Inequality of yield exists, when conditions, such as soil, situation, and methods of
cultivation, are as far as possible exactly the

—

same, and it would appear to be caused by some
quality or attribute in the set or tuber itself.
WTien the sets are placed in boxes for sprouting the sprouting is uneven, as to time and
quality of the sprouts, indicating differences in
the sets themselves. Ho any advanced growers
plant only the set with the strongest sprouts

and discard those that are weaker?
here

might

The custom

Ui plant all the sets, except the
happen to be blind. H. Boftoch.

is

few that
The Oak-

Rowley .Anenue, Stafford.
Potato Spraying.— The booming of Burgundy
mixture by the Food Production Department
has been conducted in a manner wliicli is hardly
lands.

the manufacturers of other fungicide?.
\o doubt the manufacturer's ultimate aim is
profit, but^, after all, he does his best for the
grower, if'only because success lies in that direction
and he has sunk his capital in. and gives
his time to, his business.
Is
it
right that
a public department should use the money of
the taxpayer to disseminate statements calcufair to

:

-CIKKHOPETALI'M

ORN.VrlSSIMUM.

(See p. 132.)

gation of the matter was undertaken at Woburn.
Nine plots of Potatos, of one-twelfth of an
acre each, were sprayed on the same day with
Burgundy mixture, Bordeaux mixture, and
Bordorite, each of three different strengths, but
of strengths such that in each case the three
substances contained the same amount of copper
this amount was equivalent to 20 lbs. of crys.tallised copper sulphate to 100 gallons with the
strongest washes, 10 lbs. with the intermediate
ones, and 3i lbs. with the weakest ones. The plots
were first sampled one week after the spraying,
taking, for the purpose, one leaf from every
plant in each plot (except from the plants in
the outside rows) the rainfall during the week
had been 0.17 inch. A second sampling was
made one month after the spraying, the rainfall
The relahaving then amounted to 0.76 inch.
;

;

sions based on a consideration of their nature.
In every case the ultimate deposit on the leaves
is in the form of the carbonate
or, rather, a

—

—

carbonate of copper; with Burgundy mixture
it is deposited on them
initially as carbonate
with the other two, as basic sulphate, which becomes converted into carbonate; and such con;

version in

"itu

implies a

much

finer

and more

adherent deposit than when the carbonate
plied

to start with.

The

is

ap-

superiority of Bordeaux over Burgundy mixture in this respect is,
however, reduced by the presence of the gross
particles of excess of lime in it (soon becoming
converted into chalk), which are easily knocked
off, and, of course, carry with them a con.sideraBle amount of the copper, reducing its adhesiveness nearly to the level of that of Burgundy
mixture.
Spencer Pickering.
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SOCISTISS.
Seientifle Committee.
September 10.— Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles,
V.M.H. (in the chair), Messrs. E. J. Allard, W.
Hales, J. Eraser, and J. W. Odell.
Potato Wart Disease (Sorosporium scabies).—
Mr. F. J. Frogbrook attended and exhibited
It was
Potatos affected with wart disease.
pointed out by the Committee that the disease
made
be
should
effort
every
and
was notifiable,
Leyton
to destroy the affected tubers on the
occurred.
had
outbreak
the
where
Allotments,
Mr. A. T. Johnson exFasciated Maize.
hibited a spike of Maize showing fasciation
with male and female parts reversed. A similar
exhibit also came from Mr. Fraser.
Larix Kaemjiferi.—A fruiting branch of this
Larch, taken from the original imported plant,
was sent by Mr. G. Paul. The specimen was
well covered with small, green, Artichoke-like
cones.

Lycium

chinensis.

of this OMnese
It
coral fruits.

(Silver Banksian Medal).
Polygonum campanulatum, exhibited by C.
Scras'e-Dickins, Esq., Coolhurst, Horshajn, is
a useful hardy plant, as it flowers in autumn as

Wilks.

weU

An interesting, useful,
.ipplc James Laivson.
and attractive Apple, raised by crossing Cellini
Pippin with Gravenstein. It is a good cropper.
The fruits are of medium size, approximating to
the Celiini shape, and coloured with crimson
The
shading and stripes on a green ground.
flavour is good, and the flesh is firm and juicy.

—Mr.

summer.

ShiU.

,

Ladio-CattUya Ivanhoe

{C.

Dowiana aurea x

A

to be the

The disc of the lip is tinged with
which gold lines run from the base.
Catlleya Kind Victor (Bhoda X Octave Doin).
from Messrs. Flory and Black, Slough. A fine
hybid, shown with its first flower, and which
should develop still greater beauty, as 0. Dowiana occurs tlirice and C. Mendelii, C. Warscewiczii and C. bicolor each once in the parentage.
The sepals and petals are rosy-mauve, freckled
on the outer halves, with cream colour; the
finely -expanded, crimped lip is claret-crimson
with well-defined gold lines from the bas<

— The

light violet.
yellow, into

flowers.

for

—

Groups.

Low and

Jarvisbrook,
Messrs. Stuart
Sussex, were awarded a Silver-gilt Flora Medal
Co.,

an excellent group composed principally of
raised by the firm, and including a selection of Cattley'a Hardyana varying from the
white-petalled and blush-white forms to good

Floral Committee granted one Award of
Merit and seven Medals the Fruit and Vegerecommended one Award of
Committee
table
Merit and three Medals the Orchid Committee

The

hj-flarids

;

;

granted two Awards of Merit and two Medals.
The joinit R.H.S. and National Dahlia Society's
ComTnattee selected fourteen new Dahlias for
awards from a bewildering number of novelties.

Floral Committee.
Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair), G.
Reuthe, John Heal, W. Howe. G. Harrow, A
Turner, J. W. Moorman, C. Dixon, W. J.
Jones, Chas. E. Pearson, W. P. Thomson. W. J.
Bean, John Green, Svdnev Morris, E. A. Bowles.
Jas. Hudson, C. R. Fielder, J. F. McLeod, R. C.
Notcutt, and John Dickson.

type.
dark-coloured
of
the
Cattleyas good forms of "C. Warscewiczii
flowers
on a
twelve
(with
Lod<rigesii
and C.
spike), and the yellow C. Baron Delfceke (Pittinoted.
were
aurea)
Dowiana
ana X
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a
group of hybrid Cattleyas, Laelio-Cattleyas and
bdontoglossums with a selection of rare species,
among which was a fine specimen of the rare
Bulbophyllum orna.tissimum with four spikes
(see fig. '49)—the first of the genus to receive a
Firs'-class Certificate when shown by the late
represenitatives

Trevor Lawrence on October
umbels of cream and

graceful

Two groups of Roses added fragrance and
beauty to the general display. The Rev. J. H.
Pemberton staged varieties of liis own raising,
including a new pale apricot-yellow seedling
Mr.
named Miriam (Silver Banksian Medal).
Elisha J. Hicks had a charming group of Roses,
wherein Princess Mary and Chas. E. Shea were
prominent varieties (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal).
In Mr. G. Reuthe's displav of hardy and semihardy plants we noticed Kirengeshoma palmata.
with a yellow, pendulous Abutilon-like flower,
and a cluster of flowers of Eucah^ptus ficifolia
(Bronze Flora Medal.) Mr. W. Wells, jnr.. contributed a fine lot of Delphinium spikes (Silver
Banksian Medal) Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons
staged fruiting and brisht-foliaged trees and
and "Star" Dahlias (Silver Flora
shrubs
Medal) Mr. L. R. Russell put up a first-rate
group of standard and bn^b sperimens of many
varieties of tree Ivies (Silver Flora Medal)
Messrs. H. B. Mat and Sons grouped .Salvias
and -Veronicas with various Ferns (Silver Florn
and Messrs. Piper and Son staged
Medal)
:

:

;

and

pett.als

intensely

dark maroon-crimson^

lip.

new

Joiceyi
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya
(B.-L.-C. Cooksonii x C. Rhoda), with clear
yellow flowers having a wqll-formed fringed lip
of rosy-crimson colour.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, OrchidhursJ.
Tunbridge Wells, showed three forms of their
(C. iripretty Laelio-Cattl»va Golden Wren
L.-C. Thyone). varying from the
desce'ns X
n.arrow-lipped bioolor type to the more ample C.
Eldorado form. All were of shades of yellow
also the white
with purplish front to the lip
Cattleya Harrisoni.ina alba. Stanley's variety, C.
Verais. and C. Iris Orchidhurst variety.
W. J. Kate, Esq., Caracas, Ditton Hill, Surbiton, showed Laelio-Cnttleya Bola (L,-C. CaJlisitoglossa X C. labiata), a fine flower with the
rose sepals and petals of C. labiata and the
the
trumpet-shaped lip of the other parent
front of the lip is very dark ruby-claret.

and

Groups.

Its
24. 1893.
claret -coloured

Specially noteare very attractive.
worthy in the group wei'e Laelio-Cattleya Carmencita var. Gloriosa (L.-C. kiminosa x C.
Dowiana aurea), with bright yellow sepals and
flowers

the

;

;

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Prmenf: Mess<rs. A. H. Pearson (in the chair),
Cheal, .John Harrison, W. Ponpart.
H. Divers. H. Markham, George P. Berry,

.Tnseiih

W.

W.

The Committee had a very busy time in connection with the extensive displays of vegetables.

Award

of Merit.

—

The fruiting trees at Swanley have been insub-committee, which reported
spected by a
favourably. Shown by Messrs. H. Cassell and
Sons, Swanley.
Groups.

A

magnificent exhibit,

of tabling,

Mr.

filling

a 40-fe6t length

was made by Eustace Palmer, Esq.,
W. H. WaUis), Shei-field-on-Loddon,

Practically all seasonable vegeBasingstoke.
tables in the highest state of perfection and arSpecial
ranged with great skill were on view.
mention, however, must be made of the Scorzo-

Red Onions, Broad
(Gold Medal.)
Beans, and Congo Potatos.
Messrs. Webb and Sons staged a collection
which included very fine Altrincliam Celery,
Blood Red Onions, Ccleriac, The Dean and
Edgecote Purple Potatos, and Cauliflowers. (Silver Knightian Medal.)
Messrs. Sutton and Sons had an exhibit of
vegetables, raised from seeds sown on July 15
of "this year, much on the lines of the interesting
collection at the previous meeting, but in a more
advanced condition. The Black Spanish Radish,
Improved Queen Onions, Peas, and Kohl Rabi
(Silver
had made most gratifying progress.
Knightian Medal).
Messrs. H. Chapman, Ltd., displayed uncommon Marrows, such as Delicacy, Rotherside
nera. Celery, Parsnips, Blood

Mammoth, and Melon Marrow.

Splendid bulbs of their Premier Onion were
shown by Messrs. Dickson and Robinson, and
Messrs. W. Artindale and Sons showed the
vields of various Potatos, such as Edzell Blue,
Majestic, British Queen, and King Edward
Mostlv the tubers were imm.ense (one was said
and
to weigh 1 lb. 15 oz.), but far too large,

often coarse for general use.

Among

Sir

of Merit.

—

Aster Hohinsov, V.C. The group of useful
double Michaelmas Daisies has been enlarged_ by
this new-comer, which is erect, free-flowering,
and has shapely blooms of a clear medium blue
Shown' by Mr. W. Wells, junr.
colour.

;

of Merit.

L7-C. eximia). shown by Mr. J. E. Skill, Xhe
large and
Dsll Gai-dens, Englefield Green.—
handsome flower with bright rose-coloured sepals
and petals. The broad lip is crimped at tlie margin and coloured deep ruby-crimson, the colour
extending to the side lobes and merging into

Drill

Award

lock, P.

(gr.

AWARDS,
Awards

meeting held in the LonHall on this date was unusually well attended, and there was a very
pleasing briskness about the whole of the proThe exhibition was given over very
ceedings.
largely to vegetables staged in competition for
prizes' offered in 48 classes, with several splendid
non-competitive displays, including one from
Eustace Palmer, Esq., SherfieW-on-Loddon,
Basingstoke, to whom a Gold Medal was deservedly awarded.
Orchids were very gay, but comparatively few
were shown. Tree's and shrubs were fairly proDahlias, in gorgeous colouring, were
minent.
plentiful, and thire were a few hardy border
24.

tee.

The chairman referred with sorrow to the
death of Mr. Eric H. L. Davidson, a member of
the Orchid Committee, who was killed in action
in Fra-nce on August 27 last.

variety megistocarpum.

September
don Scottish

Commi

Present: Sir Jeremiah Cobnau, Bart, (in the
Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. secretary),
Frederick J. Hanbury, R. A. Rolfe, J. Wilson
Potter, Arthur Dye, "W. J. Kaye, C. J. Lucas,
Walter Cobb, S. W. Flory, W. H. Hatcher, J.
Charlesworth, Fred Sander. H. G. Alexander,
E. R. Ashton, Pantia Ralli, J. Cypher, and J. E.

Odell showed a branch

and was considered by the Committee

as in

chair),

Box Thorn bearing numbers of
was grown in the London area,

W. Pope, J. W. Bates, A. BulTucker, F. R. Ridley, and Rev. W.

Roa<;h,

E.

OFChid

—

W.

various shrubs, notably C'orokia variabilis and
Berberis Gagnepainii, with hardy Cyclamens
_
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of

Competitive Vegetable Classes.
and general excellence
were fully equal to

in point of entries
exhibits tJhese classes

Both

Potatos,

former years.

Cauliflowers,

Onions,

Runner "Beans and Tomatos, Leeks were
haps the best of

the many kinds

per-

of vegetables

sliown.

Twelve Kinds

Distinct.

There were only two exhibitors in this premier
selected from
class, which requires vegetables
The 1st prize,
those named in a published list.
which includes the " Sutton " Challenge Cup,
was won bv W. H. Myers, Esq. (gr. Mr G.
whose
Ellwood), S'wanmore, Bishop's Waltham,
of
excellent collection included superb examples
Tender and True Parsnip, Gladstone Pea, Prizeand
Carrots,
Intermediate
Red
New
taker Leek

Wellington
Ideal Potatos: 2nd, the Duke of
Berks, wiho
(gr Mr E. Matthews), Mortimer,
Carrot
Intermediate
had magnificent Red
and
Cauliflower,
Giant
Autumn
Black Beet,
Cucumbers.

Nine Kinds Distinct.
This

class

is

specially arranged to illustrate

useful
vegetables of the size and quality most
^^ew,_ as
for the tahle, and from this point of
1st prize,
well as attractive arrangement, the

which includes the Gordon-Lennox Cl«i"«Tig<'
Cup was well won bv Mrs. .Tenner (gr. Mr. H.
item
Wheeler), Wenvoe Ca.stle, Cardiff. Every
size,
ivas the acme of freshness, moderate
may
mention
speci.il
shape:
,nnd of perfect

m

Gladbe made of the Snowdon Cauliflowers,
Premver
stone Peas, Standard Pink Celerv, and
Mr.
H.
Onions: 2nd, EuST.\rE Palmer. Esq. (gr
Sherfield-on-Loddon, Basingstoke who
Wallisl
Chamshowed excellent solid white Celery and
pion

Horn

Carrots.

Six Kinds Distinct.
quality obIn this smaller class the same high
and Mr. T. Jones, Bryn Penylan,
tained,

—

—

Prize, showed
the 1st
Craig Onions, Comet Tomatos,

won

who

Euabon,

excellent Ailsa

and

St.

Valery Carrots

2nd, Mr. J. S. Kelly.
outstand-

:

The Gardens, Claremont, Esher, whose

ing dishes were of Gladstone Pea, Onions
Potatos.

and

Ponies, Twelve Varieties.
In this and the next class the exhibitors
favoured the more shapely kidney Potatos to
G. Thorn, Esq., was
the rounds and ovals.
placed 1st with nearly perfect dishes of suoh
sorts as Royal Kidney, Up-to-Date, Moneymaker,
and Majestic; 2nd. A.
Sharpe's Express,
Thomas, Esq., Kingsnorth, Ashford, of whose
collectjon The Gardener, Up-to-Date and Windsor Castle were particularly good; 3rd. C. A.
Cain, Esq. (gr. Mr. H. Pateman), The Node,

Welwyn.
The best

staged
included
Tjy Mr. F. G. Hoad, WUIesborough
Factor. .Sharpe's Express, and Arran Chief 2nd,
A. G. McMeekin, Esq. (gr. Mr. .J. Coxl, Boulter's Lock. Maidenhead
Srd, Rev. J. R. Leigh
(gr. Mr. G. Johns), Yalding, Kent.
collection of

six

varieties,
.

;

:

Onions.

The required

six

dishes were

from half-a-dozen named

types.

to be selected
Mr. Jones was

placed 1st with magnificent bulbs of Ailsa Craig
(both oval and round), Premier, Crimson Globe,
Silver Queen, and others: 2nd. W. H. Myers.
Esq.. who also had fine bulbs of Ailsa Craig and
Brown Globe.
Salads, Srx Kinds.
beautifully
Showing
Endive,
Batavian
blanched. Ideal Lettuce and Perfection Tomatos
in his collection, the Duke of Wellington was
placed 1st; 2nd, W. H. Myers. Esq.; 3rd, E.
Palmer, Esq.
Single Dish Classes.
The visitors could not help remarking that the
prizewinners of collections were also prominent
exhibitors of single dishe.9 of vegetables and of
equally high quaWty. Scarlet Runner Beans measuring 16 inohp.s long, were almost perfectly
straight, and qnite tender, and Cauliflowers, in
To many,
this difficnlt season, were excellent.
accustnnied to the large heads .it local shows,
the smnll size of the CnbKizes called for comm.«nt. though it was realised that these were of
superior qu.ility.
The Duke of Wellint.ton won 1st prizes for
(h) Cal bage. (c)
(a) French Climbing Beans,
Marrows, (d) Parsnips, (el Peaa, and (f)
TomatoR, as well as four 2nd prizes.
Mrs.
.Tenner excelled for (a) Scarlet Runner and
French Benns, (b) Long Be»t, (c) Onions, fd)
Carrots, long and short, and (e) Red Tomatos.
Mr. T. .Tones won 1st prizes for (a) Celery,
White and Red. (b) Leeks, (c) Yellow Turnip's,
(d)
Curled K.nle. and (el Cauliflower.
E.
Palmer. Esq., was placed 1st for S.avov Cab.
I)agea, and won the 2nd prizes in several other
classes.
The Rt. Hon. T. F. TTalsev (gr. Mr. T.
Averv). Gaddesden Place, TTemel TTempstead.
had the bcpt White Turnips and White Potatos.
The TTon. Mrs. C.reville showed the b"st Globe

Beet. E. Thorn. Ksq., the premier coloured
Potatos. and Mr. .T. Kelly won the Ist prize in
the class for any other vegetable with Red Cabbages.

NEW

DAHLIAS.

The joint committee, composed of members of
the Floral Committees of the Royal Horticultural Socieity and the N.^tional Dahlia Society,
was as follows
PrcKcnt: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair).
Jcseph Cheal, D. 15. Crane, .Tohn Green, H. J.
Jones, J. A. .Tarratt, Arthur Turner, and Chas.
:

H.

Curtis.

Mr. Jarratt was granted permission to chauL'e
the no-me of his new r'nllerettc Dahlia from
P^ronne (see p. 112) to Cambrai. The following D.ihlias received the R.H.S. Award of Merit
and the N.D.S. First-class Certificate :—
Uerii.
This medium-sized, very double decorative variet]C is an intense dark maroon colour.
It is of good shaiie. but the outer segments reflex somewha.t. as in the older show class. Stems
long, stiff, and dark.
SvvT'ni,
A very large and beautiful decorative Dahlia, and a splendid garden variety. The

—

—
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red, with

colour is soft yellow overlaid with a Hush of
salmon-pink. The segment* are broad, and some
of the outer ones are twisted.
Lynx. A giant CoUerette Dahlia of excellent

a, golden-bronze centre ; tlie
latter is
not obtrusive, but quite in propoi-tion with the
spread of the ray-florets. The flowers are just
under 3 inches across. Shown by Mr. A. W.

form. The broad, rounded segments make up a
The
flower that is sure to attract competitors.
colour is bright orange or soft scarlet, and the
are
sufThe
stems
yellow.
large collar is bright
These
ficiently stiff to carry the blooms erect.
West.
T.
shown
Mr.
J.
were
by
varieties
three
A charming addition to the
Sussex Star.
" Star " group, witli neat, deep pink, yellowcentred flowers of capital substance, borne erect
on stout stems. Shown by Messrs. J. Cheal and
Sons.
Lodestar. A particularly pleasing decorative
Dahlia, that should prove very useful in the
garden and also for large indoor decorations.
The blooms are of good shape, and canned on
The colour is primrose-yellow with
stiff stems.
a deeper yellow shading over the centre.
Sydney Jo7ies. A large Cactus variety, of
elegant form, the segments being lor>«; and
The colour is lilac -pink, with a rich
slender.
golden glow over the centre arising from the
vellow bases of the segments. These two varieties were shown bv Messrs. J. Stredwick and
Son.
White Tip. Although not of exhibition form
CoUerette
free-flowering
long-stemmed,
this
variety is a fine garden plant, as the blooms are
splendidly posed, large, flattish. and with white
tips to their broad, rich, deep crimson-scarlet segments.
Aladdin.— One of the showiest of Paeonyflowered Dahlias, and one in which the large,
orange-coloured flowers are carried erect on long,

Thorpe.
The Executive Committee met in the evening
at 55, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, under
the chairmanship of Mr. Thos. Bevan.
Judges
were appointed for the Finchley and Wfstminster exhibitions, and five new nieraibtr? were
elected.
A balance of £52 in hand was reported,
and the Reserve Fund still intact. The proceedings were very brief.

—

—

—

—

—

stems.
Drngoon.
very double decorative variety,
exceptionally free-flowering, and of dwarf habit.
The colour is deep, rich scarlet. The flowers
are of large size, and the stems carry them

stiff

—A

stiffly erect.

—

Medusa. A very free-flow erins and handsome
decorative variety, of first-rate and regular form,
the segments overl.ipping each other and increasThe
ing in length from the centre outwards.
colour is primrofp-yellow with a faint but pleasing pink .suffusion at the tips.
Erllp.ie.
A showy CoUerette variety, with
blooms of good shape and substance. The colour
is a most effective combination of deepest scarlet
and yellow, the latter colourins being most
evident in the short collar and the margins of
Stems long and stiff. The forethe segments.
going five varieties were shown by Messrs. Bi'Rrell and Co.
.^
PaeonySonata.
This big semi-double
flowered Dahlia is of rather rough form, but

—

—

the deen. old-rose red colouring is quite attracThe flowers have two rows of very broad
tive.
segments around a small golden centre. Stems
rather weak.
S/nr iif Jernpy.
A giant CoUeri-tte variety.
with broad, bluntly-pointed segments that reflex
The form is not of exhibition .standar<l.
.slightly.
but the colour richest old rose, with scarlet
shading, and a red and white collar is very disStems stiff and slender,
tinct.
Saxon. This very neat Collerette Dahlia is
most attractive in form and colour. The latter is
soft orange-scarlet over yellow, the yellow showThe collar has
ing at the tips of the segments.
broad divisions, and is clear yellow. The three
foregoing varieties were shown by Mr. 3. A.
Jaur.xtt.

—

—

—

—

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.

—

September 23. The first meeting of the
Committee was held at Essex Hall. Essex

Flor.^l

Street, Strand, during the afternoon of the
above date. Mr. D. B. Crane was elected chairm<in for the ensuing year.
Four novelties were on view, and Commendations were granted to the following
An elegant, white,
Mis.i G. K. Thorpe.
medium-sized .Tapanese variety, very free, and
good alike when disbudded or grown in sprays.
It is early-flowering, ,i.nd may be described as a
glorifip<l Roi des Blancs, from which it has de:

—

scended.

Shown and

Thorpe, Lichfield.
Red Anemone.

—A

raised

by

.Mr.

Alex.

W.

and neat centred
early variety, very free-flowering and attractive
The colour is bright
a uJseful border plant.
distinct

;

CROPS AND STOGKJN^THE HOME FARM.
Condition of the Crops.

The

crop reporters of the Board of Agriculture, in reporting on agricultural conditions in
England and Wales on September 1, state that
the fine weather which prevailed through most
of August was everywhere very favourable to
harvest operations, and a great deal of corn has
been got in under excellent conditions.
The
rain which occurred, mostly towards the end of
the nuintli. caused little delay or damage.
In
the north, the harvest is naturally not so far advanced, and there are many reports of the coa-u
having been laid. Wheat has proved to be the
best crop of the year throughout the country
the ears are reported to be well filled, and straw
of a good length. With an area under this cereal
of 2.556,000 acres and a yield now estimated at
6 per cent, above average, a I'roduction in England and Wales may be anticipated of 10,500.000
quarters, or fully 3,300,000 quarters more tlian
last year.
Barley is about an average in the
north, but rather below in most other districts
the area this year is about 1,500,000 acres, and
the total production should be nearly 6,000, OCO
quarters. Oats, like Barley, are more favourably
reported on than a month ago, and the yield
now appears to be but little below the normal.
The acreage has been Largely increased, and it is
hoped that the 2,779,000 acres returned under
this crop in England and Wales will yield
13,500,000 quarters, or 2,600,000 quarters more
than last year.
Peas and Beans are also satisfactory, and nearly average crops, though the
latter, owing to aphis, are not quite so good as
a month ago.
Potatos are still most satisfactory, and remain
unusually free from disease upon the whole.
The area of 634,000 acres should vicld some
4,100,000 tons of Potatos, or 750,00() tons more
than last year.
Turnips and Swedes, though some improvement is generally noted from most parts of the
country, have not recovered from the dry
weather of the early summer and fields are often
very patchy.
Prospects indicate accordingly a
poor yield ever>'where. Mangolds, .although also
considered to have made a little improvement,
cannot be marked any higher than a month ago.
Summarising the returns, and expressing an
average crop Hiy 100, the appearance of the crops
on September 1 indicated probable yields which
mav be expressed by the following percentages
Wlieat. 106: Barlev. 90: Oats, 99; Bo.ans, 99
Peas, 99 Potatn«, i03 Turnips and Swedes. 89
Mangolds, 95 Hops, 74.
;

;

:

;

:

;

:

;

Wheat fou Autumn SowrNo.
As the season for sowing Wheat will soon be
here a few words about different varieties may
be instructive to those who, owing to the ploughing up of grass land, have not grown this cereal
before, or to those who have tried one variety but
with little success.
No doubt all the one
hundred or more varieties of Wheat known possess some point of excellence, either in grain,
straw, or adaptability for certain

soils.

Such local conditions as soil and market requirements have to be considered when selectI am a staunch believer
ing Wheat for sowing.
in growing one variety only, principally because
I grow the bulk of my Wheat for seed surposes,
and if there are several sorts on the farm there
It is a risky business
is a risk of mixing them.
to finish a rick either at the top or the bottom
with a .second variety, as when threshing takes
place much difficulty will be experienced in
Where Wheat
keeping the varieties separate.
is grown for the mill only it does not so much

—

—

—

——

—

;;
;
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matter whether two or more red sorts are mixed.
At one time some farmers were wont to grow
both red 'and white Wheat in the same field,
There
but that custom has almost died out.
all varieis an advantage in this method, because
conseties do not ripen at the same time, and
quently cannot all be in the same condition for
Those who grow purely
harvesting or milling.
for milling purposes would be wise to select a
" strong "Wlieat, which contains much gluten,
and produces the largest quantity of flour. In
these respects a good red Wheat is better than

a white variety. Some varieties of Wheat produce more straw than others under ordinary cultivation, but that, however, is not so important
The ordinary farm cultias the yield of grain.
vator as a rule requires one good Wheat, and to
recommend Webb's Red
strongly
I
such
Standard, which yields heavy crops of good
In
milling grain and plenty of superior straw.
" corns, such
this variety I find few' " pinched
many
in
season
as are all too common this
Square Head
districts
In some
varieties.
Masters is a popular Wheat, but I fail

Orchid growers, and was the donor of the
Davison Cup, which was annually awarded at
the Royal Horticultural Society's summer shows.
At thebeginning of the war lie joined' the Artists

[September

28, 1918.

Seedling
5, a form of Blenheim Pippin ; 6.
Worcester Pearmain.— F. B. Fruits immaJ. and
ture, probably Beurre Clairgeau.
W. B. Cox's Orange Pippin— a very fine
specimen. R. D. 1, Red Juneating 2, King
of the Pippins.— 4. D. P. 1, Keswick Codlin
4 and 12, Ribston Pipiuii
3. Lord Grosveuor
7, Winter
6, Nonsucli
5, Tower of Glammis
Strawberry 8, Dean's Codlin 11, Margil 15,
White Westling 14, Potts's Seedling 16 and
18, Herefordshire Beefing ;
17 Lord Suffieid
W. B.
19, Cellini; 20, Sturmer Pippin.— f.
1. Brockworth Park; 2, Beurr^ d' Amanlis
1, Devonshire Quar3. Aston Town.—R. S.
renden 2, Irish Peach 3, Alfriston 4, not
recognised; 5, Blenheim Pippin; 5, Duchess
8, Cox's
7, Hanwell Souring
of Oldenburg
;

—
;

Rifles.

MR.

T.

;

LEWIS.

;

Ashiburton Villa, Hanwell,
Messrs. Joh-n
t3iimina.tes liis comiie<ytion with
Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Ltd. on the 30tli inst.
agency,
in his paran
Mr. Lewis is establishing
ticular line, for the present.

Mr.

Lewis,

T.

;

:

;

;

,

:

;

;

PRICES FOR APPLES.

A NEW

Order controlling the prices for Apples
on Tuesday last, with the provision that Apples and Pears sold and delivered
by the grower before the 24th inst. may be sold
without restrictions up to the 27th inst. For all
Apples other than jam Apples the maximum
prices on sales by the growers vary according
to the month of delivery, as follows :— Septem-

came

;

into force

;

;

;

;

;

Pomona 9, "Ecklinville Seedling 10, Cellini
Golden Harvey,
12,
11, Red Astraohan
W. S. 1,
Small's Admirable.— ^'.
A. M.
2, Round Winter
Stone's (syn. Loddington)
;

;

;

;

;

Nonsuch

4,

:

Hawthornden

P-ed

Sturmer

5,

:

little

NovemOctober, 50s.
ber, 1918, 45s. per cwt.
December, 55s. ; January, 1919, 61s.
ber, 52s.
The
February, 70s. ;' March and' onward, 75s.
maximum prices per lb. on a sale by retail are

Alfriston 10, Gascoyne's .Scarlet
11, local variety; 12, Scarlet Nonpareil; 13,
James Grieve '14, Cox's Pomona 15, Potts's
Seedling. /. P.
1, Smart's Prince ArtJiur

was raised by ProHead Masters and
fessor
Indian Ghuika. This Wheat is a heavy cropper,
especially on gravelly and sandy soils. Yeo-

as follows, according to the month of delivery
November, Bd.
September, 7d. ; October, 8d.
December and January, 9d. February, March,
Where Apples are sold by a
and onward, lid.

2.

the

see

to

Red

between

distinction

Standard,

which

therefore

it

and

this

matters

Little Joss
srrown.
Biffen from Square

is

_

man
It

the latest of Professor Biffen's varieties.
said to be a heavy cropper on all soils.

is

is

white Wheats, Victor and Benefactor
have a good reputation for cropping.
Sometimes it is convenient to sow Wheat in
March or April where additional acreage is deI had very good results this season on
sirable.
newly broken up srass land from Red Nursery,

Among

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

to a purchaser in quantities exceeding
at any time or lin any one week the retail
If the
prices are to be reduced by jd. per lb.
quantities sold at any one time or in any one
are to
prices
week exceed 40 lb., the maximum
be the same as on a sale by wholesale.

seller

20

lb.

superior,
it is possible that Burgoyne Fife is
giving a heavier yield of " strong " corn.
bearded
are
Cone
Blue
Rivett's and Percival's
sparrows are
d'esirable where
varieties, and
best
be
the
to
said
latter
The
is
troublesome.

but

of

all

bearded Wheats.

It is generally known now that all cereals
sold for seed purposes must be tested for germination and purity, therefore I advise all
growers who thirik 'of selling their Wheat for
seed purposes to remember that ten d.ays must
elapse before the necessary certificate can be ob-

tained.

The quantity of seed to sow per acre varies
with locality and circumstances. No doubt many
of us sow the seed too thickly. Living as I do
where rooks, starlings, and larks abound. I
allow for the crop to be thinned by these birds,
and accordingly sow 2^ to 3 bushels per acre
in October, increasing this to 4 bushels per acre

The
from the middle of November onwards.
more vigorous-growing Wheats naturally require
more space to enable them to tiller freely in
spring.

The

condition of the soil has a bearing

on this point. When the land is in good heart,
well prepared by the aid of sheep, farmyard
manure, or a plentiful supply of artificial stimulants of a suitable nature according to the class
of soil, then some consideration should be given
Dressing the
to the quantity of seed sown.
Wheat before sowing to prevent an attack of
" smut" (which is very detrimental t<3 the yield
as well as to the quality of the grain for mill-

The two fungi
an important detail.
is
which attack the Wlieat plant are known popuTo
larly as "stinking" and "loose" smut.
ing),

prevent attacks the seed corn should be dressed
with a solution of sulphate of copper, at the rate
of 1 lb. of the sulphate dissolved in one gallon
4 bushels of seed. Dress
of water for each sack
the seed by spreading it 6 inches thick on a
hard floor, sprinkling it with the solution, and
turning over the heap at least three times to
thoroughly wet each grain then throw the bulk
into a heap and allow it to lie until the next
day, when it will be nearlv drv and fit for sowE. Molyne.ux, Bishop's WaUTiani.
ing.

—

;

TRADE NOTES.
MR. ERIC H.

We

L.

DAVISON.

announce that Mr. E. H, L.
partner in the firm of E. H.
Davison and Co.. Orchid Nurseries, Twyford,
Berkshire, was killed in artion on August 27
He was a very popular personality among
last.
regret to

Davison, chief

COELOGYNES AND PELARGONIUMS IN LTnHEATED
Greenhouse A. L. J. It is almost impossible to keep Coelogynes in good condition

Pippin

;

8,

;

;

—

;

Lady Henniker

Orange Pippin;
Prince of Wales

not recognised.

5,

—

Black Diamond

2,

:

Warner's King

3,

;

;

4,

;

.9.

3,

Cox's
B.

1,

Prince

Englebert.

Cattleya
1,
W. M. M.
Loddigesii 2, Cypripedium tonsum 3, send
another specimen. S. B. Helenium autumnale.

Names of Plants

:

;

;

If the Toniatos were
S.
season, but were placed
out-of-doors as soon as danger from frost was
over, without any other protection or aid than
a wall or fence affords, tbe fruits therefrom
would be as eligible for competition in a class
for " Out-door Tomatos " as those produced
by plants planted out-of-doors in early June.
This decision would, of course, apply equally
whether the competition was organised by an
Horticultural
Association
or a
Allotment
Society,

M.
Outdoor Tomatos
grown in pots aU the
:

:

through the winter in an unheated greenhouse.
The Pelargoniums and Grevilleaa may be kept
safely provided means are taken to keep frost
from them.
We suggest the pots and pans
containing plants be bedded in drj' bracken
and that similar material be placed lightly
over the plants during cold weather, but removed whenever the weather is mild or when
sunshine raises the temperature in the house
above 40°. Watering must be done with the
utmost care the Coelogynes will need very
little, and the Pelargoniums hardly any water
during the winter, and it should be applied
only on a bright, warm day, and in early morn:

ing.

A

very

little

fire-heat

would

suffice to

keep the plants healthy.

Corn Cgss

Corn or Maize Cobs
R. C. A.
should be quite young when cut for cooking;
if the seeds have ceased to be tender and
" milky " the cobs are too old to be dealt with
successfully in the ordinary way.
The speci-

men

:

received was too old for culinary use.

Diseased

Pears

H. H. E.

:

caused by a fungus

known

The
as

disease

Brown

is

Rot

(Sclerotinia fructigena), a pest responsible for
in Pear and Apple orchards.
Affected trees should be carefullj' inspected
The removal and burning of
after leaf-fall.
all dead and cankered growth will be the first
step towards a cure. Follow this by a spraying with Bordeaux mixture (4 lbs. quicklime,
4 lbs, copper sulphate, 50 gallons watei-) imIn
mediately before the flower-buds open.
the case of a very bad attack, such as the
specimens suggest, spray a second time as
soon as the flowers have set their fruits.

much damage

Gardening Prospects in Tasmania and Queensland /. n. For information concerning the
:

prospects of fruit cultivation and market gardening in Tasmania and Queensland write to
the Agents-General of these colonies, Aust.ralia
House, Strand, London.

Pomona. Apple Worcester
of Fruits
2 and
F. Y.
1, Not recognised
Dumelow's Seedling 3, probably Bramley's

Names

:

Pearmain.
4,

;

;

Potato for Naming

11'.

:

E. B.

The

variety

is

Up-to-Date.

Royal Horticultural Society's Examination
D. McB. Full particulars of the examination
may be obtained on application (with stamped
addressed envelope enclosed) from the Secre:

Royal Horticultural Society, Vincent
The Society recomWestminster.
certain books as especially useful for
prospective candidates, and it will also sup-

tary,

Square,

mends
ply

lists

of the questions set at previous exa nominal charge.

aminations at

of Plums
H. R. W. The only Plums
scheduled under the Plums Sales Order are
the Pershore, or Egg Plum, Gisborne's. Blaisdon, and Bush or Mogul varieties.

S.\le

:

Although tlie
T. M.
Tomato Leaf Rost
Tomatos may have suffered from attacks of
the White Fly (Aleyrodes vaporariorum), the
chief cause of damage is Leaf Mould or Leaf
Rust, caused by tlie fungus known as Clado:

sporium fulvum. There is no cure at the preWherever this disease has apsent stage.
peared the young plants should be sprayed
with weak Bordeaux mixture or a solution of
potassium sulphide as a preventive measure,
and the spraying should be continued at interRemove
vals until the fruits begin to ripen.
and burn all badly affected leaves and ventilate the house freely to obtain a buoyant atmosphere.

Variegated Vine Leaves rll'. T. The leaves
on the small, lateral Vine shoots have not developed the usual green colour, and the yellow
colouring mater, etiolin, gives the foliage a
golden appearance. Such a condition is known
as etiolation, and is common in nearly all cultivated plants. You would not be successful in
peipetuating such a shoot entirely devoid of
chlorophyll.

Communications
T

W

B.— E. M.— E.

H.—E. M.
Received.~S.
F.— J. B.— J. P.—R. P. B —
M.— O. B.— J. B.— A. E.—

R.

J o. 'W.—P. J.— F. G. L.
H. L.

—

OlTOBER

—

—

.
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ST. VINCENT.*

St. Vincent are swift,
mountain to sea, and
Mxe coastal lands are well raised above
no swamps.
sea-level, consequently there are
Owing also to the light volcanic soil, ponds
short
periods only, with
retain water for
the result that there are few striking flowering
Attempts to introduce these
water plants.
plants into pools in rivers have not been successful, because the pools are so frequently washed
out during heavy rains. So far as the writer
is aware, the Water-Lily (Nymphaea ampla) is
found only in one small jiond in the colony, aud
this dries up after the rainy season every year.
Sporadic efforts have been made from time to
time to grow aquatic plants in gardens, but these
have not been viewed with favour by the sanitary authorities, owing to the fact that the tanks

the streams
ALLrunning
from

in

or tubs often served as breeding places for
mosquitos.
This disability, however, can be
easily remedied now that a permanent source of
supply of the "millions" fish is maintained in
the Botanic Gardens.
In the year 1915 a large circular concrete basin
or pond, 30 feet in diameter and 2 feet deep,
was constructed in the gardens, in order that
water plants, more particularly the true WaterLilies of the genera Nymphaea and Victoria,
miffht be cultivated.
The Water-Lilies, with the exception of the
Victoria regia, are grown in tubs 14 inches high.
Cement barrels sawn in halves have been found
suitable for the purpo.«e, as they do not readily
Even strnng-growing Nymrot under water.
phaeas will thrive and flower freely in these tubs
without it bein'4 found necessary to transplant
them. Other advantages are: fa) the water of

the pond can be kept fresh and clear, and free
and (b) the growth
of individual plants can be controlled.
In preparing tubs for planting, holes are bored
with a large auger in the bottoms, as well as
'

of decaying vegetable matter,

sides, about 3 incJies from the base.
ensure proper drainage, a layer of stones or
broken crocks is placed in.sidc the tubs, covering
the holes, and on this is placed a layer of rotten
wood. The soil mixture or compost used consist.?
of good loam, cotton-seed meal, and wood ashes,
This
in the proportion of 10
2 5 by volume.

around the

To

;

'

From th« Aarirvl'Krnl KevH.

:

.fnly 27. 1(118, liy

Bands, Agricultural Superintendent,

St.

Vincent.

Mr.

W.

—

—

....

N.

has given excellent results, and it has
not been uncommon for a single plant to produce
eight or nine flowers at one time, some of which
have exceeded 12 inches in diameter. Before the
cotton-seed meal and wood ashes were used,
green filamentous algae, known as " moss." produced very unsightly effects in the pond each
spring.
Copper sulphate might perhaps have
been used to control the algae, but for various
reasons it was considered inadvisable to use it.
Whether it was a mere coincidence or not has
not been ascertained, still the fact remains that
after using the above mixture the algae disappeared completely, and gave no further trouble.
It may be added that other rich soil composts
could be used for the tubs, or their composition
varied to suit particular circumstances.
RTien planting the different kinds of Xymphaeas, small plants are selected from those which
have grown up around the old flowering heads.
Suckers are usually produced in considerable
numbers in the N. Lotus and X. tuberosa hybrids
and varieties that have been grown. One young
phint of a strong-growing kind, and two or three
of those less robust, are set in each tub just before
Small tubers may also be used,
it is submerged.
especially of those varieties that have a distinct
resting period each year even in presence of an
abundant supply of water and a slight fall of a
few degrees only in temperature.
For the Victoria regia, a bed is formed in the
centre of the basin with the same soil mixture
The soil is kept in position
as described .ibove.

by means of a circle of large stones built up to
the requisite height of 14 inches; this, as in the
case of the Xymphaeae, allows of a maximum
depth of water of 10 inches covering the soil,
which is ample. Seedlings of the Lilies are raised
annually from seed produced in the pond, and
one of these is planted in the bed.

The plants sliould be fuUy exposed to sunlight,
They require
and sheltered from high winds.
little attention subsequently, but it is necessary
every week to take off exhausted or damaged
leaves) and flowers, in order to keep them in a
healthy condition.
The raising of new varieties of Water-Lilies is
quite easy, and repays attention. Our experience
has hitherto been confined to the raising of
hybrids between N. Lotus and N. tuberoia, and
we have already obtained some beautiful forms.
These two species were selected, because (1) the
diurnal movements of the floral organs were
practically identical, and gave most promise of
early success, and (2) because only a small number
of seedlings could be tested at one time. It may
be explained that certain groups of Nymphaeas
For
flower by night, and others in the day.
example, the flowers of N. Lotus and N. tuberosa
begin to open after dark, remain fully open all
through the night, and commence to close soon
They arc quite closed by 10 a.m.
after sunrise.
Again, N. zanzibarensis starts to open about
fully open all day, and closes
remains
9,30 a.m.,
about 6 p.m. A variety of this species. N. zanzibarensis var. rosea, commences to open soon
Apart
after sunri.se, and closes about 5 p.m.
from the question of raising seedlings, it is imvisited
the
pond
is
that
unless
portant to note
before 10 a.m., or by moonlight, N. Lotus and
N. tuberosa are not seen with open flowers,
whereas the full beauty of N. zanzibarensis
cannot be seen until after 10 a.m.
The flowers are frequented soon after sunrise
by the honey-bee (Apis mellifical. This is the
chief insect visitor observed. Night-flying insects
have not yet been seen on the flowers. The
honeybee does not confine itself to visiting
flowers of one colour only, but has often been
noticed to collect pollen from white, pink, and
red flowers in succession. It is this fnct which
production of naturnl
renders common the
hybrids.
Owing to the limited facilities for handling
seedlings, the practice is to allow only one or

mature seed.
soon as they have faded,

two flowers on selected plants
All the other flowers, as

to

135

are removed.

It is often difficult to ascertain
when the fruit is ripe, for after flowering the
flower-staUc bends outwards and downwards, and

submerges the

fruit, whicli ripens under water,
gradually decays.
When sufficiently
decayed, the seeds are liberated. To each seed
is attached a spongy mass of tissue filled w-ith air.
by means of which the seeds are enabled to flo;it..
and are dispersed over the surface of the water.
After a few hours the tissue loses the air, and'
the seeds sink.
Some days later, provided the
conditions are suitable, the seed germinates. The
Victoria regia bed in the centre of the pond provides a suitable nidus, and it is usually possible
to obtain an adequate number of seedlings from
this source for testing purposes.
At a very early
stage seedlings can be recognised in respect of
reds and whites, and there is in the species described a correlation between leaf and flower
colour that is, seedlings which will produce pink
and red flowers have reddish-brown leaves of
different shades, and those which will produce
white flowers, green leaves. The distinction is
noticeable in the first rosulate, sagittate, submerged leaves of the seedlings, and is very pronounced in the earliest floating ones. Seeds can,
of course, be collected, and sown in pots or boxes
under water, if desired.
On one occasion a fruit of a Zanzibar Lilv.
fi-om which seed was specially desired for sowing, liberated its seed before it could be secured,
and fortunately no other seeds were being germinated in the pond at the time. After a few
days a large number of small seedlings, possessing one minute leaf and one or two fine roots
only, with the seed still attached to the little
plant, were discovered in various places.
The
seedlings were so small less than { incli long
that they were diflicult to handle.
A novel
method was devised in order to transplant them
into boxes.
The boxes were filled with sandy
soil, and submerged in the positions they were
to occupy.
Then some cKay was obtained, and
rolled into small balls about the size of a playing marble.
Each small seedling was then
placed in the ball of clay, leaving only the small
leaf exposed.
The seedlings with their clay
" sinkers " were then planted in the soil in the
boxes under water, at distances of about an inch
each way. This method proved successful, and
the seedlings were successfully established.
WTien floating leaves have been formed, the
selected seedlings are transferred to boxes large
01-

rather,

—

—

enough for them to produce a few flowers in.
These boxes can be made conveniently out of an
ordinary kerosene box. by sawing it in half, and
boarding up the sides cut through. These boxes
are prepared for the plants in a similar manner
to that described in the case of the tubs.
The
seedlings will " declare " themselves in a few
months, and then if they prove to be of sufficient interest, they can be propagated vetretaThe
tively in the manner already described.
fact that most Water-Lilies can be reproduced
by vegetative means eliminates the difficulties
usually met with in fixing hybrid plants that
have to be grown from seed.
For the amateur with limited facilities it is
suggested that a start might be made with the
these are easy to
Nymphaeas named below
grow, are robust, flower freely, and have not
been found susceptible to disease
;

:

N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

Lotus, var. dentata

....

hybrida
tuberosa, var. r»sea....
zanzibaren.si8
zanzibarensis, var. rosea

William Stone

barge pure white.
large light pink.
bright deep pink.

intense blue.
heliotrope.
blue.

Lilies give charming floral
Several others might be named, and
the list added to or modified, but, at the outset, most growers will find that these will meet
their requirements.
Although the parentage of natural hybrids

The above-named

displays.

from proba.bly impure varieties is always open
to question, and cannot be exactly given, yet
several excellent hybids have been raised.
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ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

CATTLEYA VENUS THE KNOWLE
VARIETY.
Cattleya Venus, the result of crossing C.
(Dowiana aurea X bicoloi') and C. Dowiana

Iris

aurea, was first flowered in 1908, the second
cross with C. Dowiana infusing exceptionally
bright colour into its flowers and perfecting the
fioi\al segmeiiits.
But although there has been
variation in the form of the flowers the dominating influence of C. bicolor so strongly evidenced in C. Iris is in tie ma-in carried on to
the varieties of C. Venus, the departure to the

complicated the cross the greater is the variation, but, throughout all, definite sectionaJ type
species, such as C. bicolor, most tenaciously
assert themselves, the continuation of their features being determined on the fertilisation of
the individual ovule in more or less quantity and
degree even in the most remote ancestry. Garden efforts, useful as they are, give a very
limited means of elucidating the mysteries of
hybrid Orchids. Of the innumerable seeds in a
capsule only a small proportion is sown in most
cases a further reduction is made in raising and
bringing the plants to maturity, and thus even
in the most satisfactory crosses possibly the best
novelties were included in those discarded.
The flower of Cattleya Venus The Knowle
;

[October

5,
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THE ROSARY.
POLYANTHA ROSE

JESSIE.

This, the brightest of Polyantha Roses, has
with me two serious defects. In the first place
foliage soon losas its freshness, so that
its
by August the leaves produced with the first
bloom sprays are blotchy and ragged, soon
withering and falling. The plants thus, though
they may send forth secondary and tertiary
clusters of bloom, present a bare and unhappy
appearance through the autumn. The foliage has
tlie appearance rather as if it were suffering
from the fungous disease known as " leai

During the late spring and early
of last year a small bed of this variety
was sprayed regularly with a fungicide (potassium sulphide solution, with soft soap), but with
no apparent beneficial result ; the foliage was
as badly affected as that of this year with
no spraying.
plant of Orleans Polyantha
Rose growing in proximity has not suffered in
scorch."

summer

A

way.
Its early-produced foliage is still
ureen, and functional at this late date.
The other defect is rather curious, and one
'.vhich I have not observed before in Roses.
The
flower-buds of three out of the ten plants I
possess refuse to expand.
The buds swell to
full size and seem just on the point of bursting,
lint never open, no matter what may be the state
They refuse to open when the
of the weather.
this

cut and placed in water, cold or
warm, or even when put in a heated room.
These plants have been observed to behave m

sprays are

manner during hot seasons, so the defect
seems inherent.
It would be interesting to know if other Rose
growers are having, or have had, similar experiences with this popular Polyantha Rose.
Is it
a case of a variety, vigorous at first, rapidly
this

losing its rdbustness?
lieve,

It

was introduced,

barely ten years ago.

/.

I

be-

P. Carlisle.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
MALVA ALCEA FASTIGIATA.
Under the name of Malva Morenii a good
plant is being grown in some gardens known to
It is, howthe writer as well as in his own.
ever, according to modem authorities, Malva
Alcea fastigiata. The plant is a perennial, some
2 or 3 feet high, flowering from July to October,
The
and my specimens are still in bloom.
flowers are a warm rose-red colour, and are both
attractive and plentiful for the considerable
This
jjeriod over which they are produced.
plant apparently grows best in a dry soU, for
it appears to suffer no hardships in dry weather,

and
It

withstands our winters satisfactorily.
a native of Italy, and is figured in Bot.

also

is

Mag.,

t.

2793.

ACONITUM NEUBERGENSE.
I'lU. tlU.

— LATTLEVA

VENUS THE KNOWLE VARIE'

type indicating the fomi of labellum as in C.
Dowiana, being less frequent than would be expected from the second introduction of that

variety (see

tlie individuality of that very disC. bicolor, in the manner shown
sectional types stiU occasionally appears.
f'e contrary, C. Veiris (Venus X Iris) seems

fig. 50), sent by .lohji Hartley, Esq.,
gives an excelexample of a fortunate hybrid perfected by
good cultivation, and amply proves the correctness of the awaixl of a First-class Certificate by
the Manchester and North of England Orchid
Society on September 20, 1917. The sepals and
petals are 5 inche-s across, and of the colour of
old gold, with a slight bronze sliade and lighter
midribs on the inner halves.
The lip has a
broadly expanded magenta-crimson front lobe,
which is wavy and fimbriated at the margin.

to have reverted in form to C. bicolor even
more definitely than C. Iris, though the colouring of r\ Venus asserts itself.
Thrse and many other instances of the
vagar'es of hybrid Orchids show that the more

with rose-coloured branched lines on the inner
side.
The centre of the lip has a deep ruby-red
tint and a few yellow lines.
The column is
fleshy and white.

species into its composition.
In C. Golden King (Venus

and C. Aeneas

(

X C. Hardyana)
Venus. X Dowiana aurea), how-

ever, the third introduction of C.
Dowiana
gives a more general Dowiana character to the
lip,

although

tinct

hy

On

snecies,

all

The Knowle, Morley, Yorkshire,

lent

The

short side lobes are coloured, like the petals,

Looking through one of Mrs. Loudon's books
(The Ladies' Flower Garden of Ornamental
Perennials) recently in search of certain information not to be found everywhere but often enshrined lin some of the older gardening books, I
came upon a reference to Aconitum neubergense,
as distinct from A. Napellus, to whicli it is reI am seeking
ferred by the Index Kewensis.
information regarding what appears to have
been a distinct species or variety, as described
by Mrs. Loudon, Ibut not illustrated in the
coloured plate which delineates several of the
Mrs. Loudon writes of A.
other Monkshoods.
neubergense that it is " often confounded with
the common kind but it differs in several respects.
The flower is much longer, and it resembles rather a lady's head-dress in the beginning of the last century, with a high cap and
pinners, than a monk's hood."
I cannot recollect any Aconitum answering to this description.
According to Mrs. Loudon's list of synonyms
A- neubergense Clus. is synonymous with A.
;

—

.

October
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Napellus, Jacq.

A.

;

neomontanum, Wulf

;

A

cammarum, var. B. Liim.. and A. Brairnii, Echb.
This synonymy is not, however, in accord with
the Index Kewensis.
S. Arnott.

and planted in 1880 in Scotland, at
Castle Kennedy, 44 feet by 5 feet 5 inches in
1904; at Munches, Dalbeattie. 30 feet by 2 feet
5 inches and in Ireland, at Fota, 25 feet high
and coning in 1977; Hamwood, Co. Meath, 36
feet by 2 feet 10 inches in 1904 and at Powerscourt, a tree 39 feet by 3 feet 11 inches in 1906
(coning).
I shall be glad to have up-to-dale
dimensions of these or any other .trees.
A.
Ifruce-Jackson, The Avenue, Kew.
in

1907,

;

;

;

NOTES ON CONIFERS.

XX.— ABIES FIRMA.»
This well-known Conifer, the ilomi of the

BULB GARDEN.

with

massive branches spreading horizontally and forming an oval or flattened crown.
In the humid valleys of the south it reaches a
height of 120 feet, with a stem up to 18 feet
in girth.
It is frequently planted in temple
gixjunds, where it sometimes attains a height of
150 feet. It appears to have been first noticed
in Japan by Thunberg, the pupil of Linnaeus,
who mistook it for the common Silver Fir, A.
pectinata, and it was not until many years afterwards that it was recognised as new by Siebold
and Zuccarini and described by them from cultivated examples collected by Siebold near Tokio.
These authors afterwards described this same
Fir under the name of A. bifida, believing it to
be distinct from their A. firma, but Dr. Masters**
showed pretty conclusively that the two are
merely stages of one species.

The

rare Apple-leaf sawfly caterpillair appeared
trees in my garit elsewhere.
Vr.
Hill, Hereford.
trees
blossomed
freely, but the fruits set badly, and the blossom
weevil was very prevalent. There was a great
scarcity of Pear blossom, and few varieties have

on two or three small Apple
den, but I have not heard of
H. E. Durham, Dunelm, Eign
Monmouthshire.
Apple

—

LILIUM CAXDIDUM SEEDING.
Mr. E. DiMSD.iLE, Eavenshill, Leclilade, Gloucestershire, writes
" With regard to a query
in a recent number of the Gardeners' Chronicle,
:

Plums of all varieties are almost enwithout fruit.
Cherries yielded light
Small fruits, including Strawberries, gave
average crops, although they suffered from want
of rain. There was a great dearth of catkins on
Cobnuts, which accounts for a very light crop.
fruit.

tirely
crops.

is

islands of Japan, where
tree

are badly affected by leaf-curl aphis, and the
mealy aphis appeared early in June in large
numbers, especially on Victoria and Gage Plums.

any

the only Fir found in the southern
it attains a large size
on the plains.
Wilson describes it as a noble

Japanese,

137

—

whether Lilium candidum produces seed in this
I have found that plants in pots and
under glass usually form seed pods, which sometimes contain a few sound seeds. I once raised
a few seedlings, but they grew very slowly, and
I finally lost them.
In 1914 L. exoelsu'm also
produced about twenty apparently good seeds,
but I went abroad and they had no chance. I
have foiiiid that L. candidum under glass is
country,

The

soil is heavy, resting on clay marl.
Thos.
Coomber, The Hcndre Gardens, Monmouth.
Somersetshihe,— Apples, Pears and Plums
generally are complete failures. Apple King of the
Pippins and Plum Victoria being the only exceptions. Gooseberries and Red Currants yielded

average crops of very good quality. Black Currants were a very poor crop.
Raspberries and
Strawberries promised well, but owing to continued dry weather the later berries failed to
swell and ripen.
Cider Apples are very scarce,
Morgan Sweets only carrying a fair crop, even

.\bies firma is easily distinguished from the
other Japanese species in cultivation by its bright
green, coriaceous foliage, each leaf being tipped

two minute cartilaginous points which are
through a lens. The young shoots
are describe<l as pubescent in the grooves, but
this character cannot always be relied upon as a
determining mark of the species, for I have seen
specimens of undoubted A. firma in which the
br.anchlets were almo.«t entirely glabrous.
This is one of the Conifers introduced bv
J. H. Veitch in 1861, but it is statedt th.n't
Maries, one of the Veitchian collectors, also sent
home seeds of it in 1878. Although perfectly
hardy, it is not common in cultivation, and
no very large trees of it are on record. One
of the best examples I know of is in Lord
Ducie's famous collection at Tortworth which
has attained a height of a'oout 60 feet and is
about 6 feet in girth. t There are several good
specimens in Cornwall, one of the best being at
Carclew.
This was reported in 1891 to bo 45
feet by 2 feet 8 inches.
When measured by
Rlwps eleven years later it was 60 feet by 4 feet.
In 1906 T made it 61 feet by 4 feet 10 inches. §
A tree at High Canons. Hertfordshire, bore cones
in 1907 and measured 47 feet by 3 feet 6 inches.
Beant mentions a tree 4 feet 6 inches in girth
in the arboretum at Tregrohan, but does not
.state its height.
A specimen at Highnam Court. Gloucester, was
39 feet by 3 feet 9 inches in 1908.
The tree at
Woburn. illustrated in fig. 52, is a small one:
it measured 29 feet by 2 feet 4 inches in 1914,
'by

easily visible

when it coned (see fig. 51). It appears
making good growth. The date of planting

Fig. 51.

the reason may be that the foliage of the indoor
plants is quite dry, and it could not suffer from
spring frosts; al.so the growth is made earlier in
the year, when the Botr^i-is is dormant."

last year. This variety
alternate years.
Apricots,
Peaches, and Neotarines are yielding very good
crops. Figs on outside walls are also promising

usually fruits

George Shawley, Hcdswell Park Gardene,
Bridgwater.
well.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF
THE FRUIT CROPS.
(See Tables in Gardeners' Chronicle for

August

ENGLAND,

resting

p. 128.)

;

(1S»1).

rin\u firma anA P bilitta, Ant'-inc, CimJI., 70, 79(1S46).
firmn. Crdon. Pinrt 147 (iu5«).
•• fiarrl fhr ».
I
198-190(1879).
t ff^rdw I'^lch! p 3S5.

P

,

X

.

.

Mentioned in Vriti-h'n M-n. Cnnif.w. .WS.
to Elwes tlra tree "ai 3-> feet, liy 3 (eet in lon.i.
I Mentioned in VeilcVg Man. Coni/., p, .TOS.
• Ketc Bull., 1916, p 141.
!

According

S.W.

Herf.fordshire.— We had the best crop of
Pears I have seen on Zephirin Gr^gohe and
I..oui8e Bonne of Jersey, but now there are nut
more than one or two Pears on a tree. Plums of
many sorts are free of any fruit; in places, Victoria and Belle de Louvain have a few odd fruits.
Apples are probably yielding not more than on?eighth to one-tenth nf

a,

crop

all

round.

In

my

own garden Eibston Pippin, Clayg^te Pearmain,
and Cox's Pomona have moderate crops. BramSeedling.
Devonshire Quarrenden. and
r.i.Won Noble are quite bare of fruits
Plums

lev's

on

the

Our

exception

soil

sandstone.

is

a good, medium loam,
.Avery, Finstall

Erne.'il

Park Gardens, Bromsgrove.

The fruit crops are the poorest in my exThe trees in most instances flowered

,

.

with

liure freely.

42.)

3, p.

—Apple

and Pear crops are
of a few trees
canying vcrj' moderate crops. There was very
little blossom on Pear trees, but an abundance
Caterpillars were plentiful,
on Apple trees.
and may have had something to do with the
Strawberries yielded an average crop,
failure.
of very good quality. Gooseberries and Currants

is

{Continued from
and Jvum. Unn. Snc

in

Wohcestershire.

to

*•
AIneH firmfi, Sie>io1d and Zuccarini. ^7. Jnp . 11.. 15,
XII , 1»S 199 0»70).
in7(t84«): Was'ers. Gard. Chmn
(Rot.) XVITI
.'i1« nsSl^
Mnyr,
Ahiet. Jan. Reirhtx. %\. t 1. f. 1 (isflii; ^hernsowa. Tmn,
Fnrri^t.
1-7.
fi,
r.».
.Jlfo'.. text
t.
(f. 1 "^l (10 0>; Kent.
Vritch'a Wan Comf.,mK 19"0>; /J"r'»i« rW/cAii. Sl.'i finifl)
EIWKnanrt Kenrv, Tr rt nf '.><•«( nritninnnd Irr'artd IV.,
762 090(0: Hinton. Baker. m««(. Canif. 12 OflOfl) ; Wilson,
Cnnifrm nf.Java-n. .1.5 (I91fi).
A. MMa. Sichold and Zuccarini, Fl. Jap., II., IB, t 109

on trees that did not bear

failure.s,

be
not
recorded. A tree at Bayfordburv'. Hertfordsh're.
was 31 feet high by 1 font 10 inches in girth
in 1909.
Other trees mentioned by Elwes are
at Bagshot Park, 35 feet by 3 feet 11 inches

t.

cones of abies firma.

never attacked by Botrytis, even if the plants
were badly affected the previous year. I think

perience.

but they (lirl not set tlieir fru.ita. App'e
Blenheim Pippin, which showed only a fa.ir jivo
mise at flowering time is now completely bare
of fruit.
Pears are practically a failure. There
are very few Plums except on trees of the
Morello Cherries promised
variety Pershore.
Other sorts
well, but bore only a light crop.
Peaches and
of Cherries were poor and few.
Netterines are yielding poorly some trees have
no fruits, and there are very few Apricots
Raspberries would h<nve lieriri n heavy rrnp, lni(
well,

;
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the continued drought played havoc with tliem.
Black and White Cumants bore thin crops, but
Currants were good on most varieties.
Strawberries would have been a good crop if we
had had more rain, but the fruits shrivelled up.
The so'il varies from good, light loam to sandy
and m,arly olay. T. Watki7is, The Grange Gar-

Red

dens, Ctaines, near Worcester.
Peaches, Necfarines, and Apricots are
yielding abumdant crops, whilst Apples, Pears,
and Damsons are nearly failures. Plums are
ahout half a crop. The above is general with
The month of
only a very few exceptions.
March, when the first-named trees were in
sunny,
which enflower, was mild, drj', and
abled the fruits to set perfectly. April, when
the Apples, Pears, and Plums were in blossom,
was stormy, cold, and sunless, therefore the
Bain and
pollen was never able to disperse.
snow fell on 15 d^ays. This is the worst Apple
and Pear year we have had for thirty-five years.
'

William Crump,
Malvern.

The

Madresfield

Court

Gardens,

county present a barren and an exhausted appearance.
Small fruits have been fairly good
in number but rather small in size, and, consequently, their weight has been considerably less
tJian it would have been had there been more
rain before the ripening period.
James Udale,
7, Ombersley Soad. Droitwich.

WALES.
Cardiganshire.

— The

generally very poor,

buit

Apple crop here is
some trees are bearing

namely. Lord Grosvenor, King of
the Pippins, Allington Pippin, and Worcester
Piearnia-in.
Pears are quite a failure, as most
of them were in bloom when we had two very
Bramley's
sharp frosts on April 15 and 19.
Seedling Apple trees were also cut by frost be-

good

fore

ci'ops,

the flowers opened.

Certain

varieties

of

Apples and Pears failed to flower. Black CurStrawranits and Gooseberries were very poor.
berries were very good, and Elaspberries bore a
crop.
Thomas Hazeldine, Crosswood
fair
Gardens.
Caenarvonshtre. Fruit crops generally in
this district are v«ry poor indeed, th.e worst
known for many years. Apples aaid Pears are
failures.
Apple trees have been covered with
caterpillars, some of the trees not having a leaf
Bush fruits have given an averleft on them.
The soD is gravelly, and crops feel
age crop.
the effects of drought very acutely. J. S. Biggins, Glynllix^on Gardens, near Carnarvon.
Denbighshire. The fruit crops, with the exception, of small fruits, are generally .poor.
Apples and Plums are yielding a thin crop, and
Peaches and
PeaJrs are a complete failure.
StrawApricots are bearing average crops.
J. .4. James,
berries cropped amd finished well.
Chirk Castle Gardens.
Peiars this year were very short of bloom.
Apples and Plums bloomed hetavily, but owing
to the cold, sunless weather, with a north wind,
there was a very poor set.
The trees also beApricots,
came infested with caterpillars.
Peaches, and Nectarines are bearing fair average crops. John Martin, Bryn Estyn Gardens,

—

—

Wrexham.

—

Flintshire. The fruit crops in these gardens
are amongst the worst I have seen in 29 years.
Apricots are yielding the best crop, although
when they were in bloom 9° of frost were
registered.
TThere is also a very good crop of
outside Figs. Strawberries were very deformed,
which I attributed to the inclement weather
through April. The fruit trees have been very

inuch damaged by caterpillars.
Mostyn Hall Gardens, Mostyn.

—

James Barnard,

The Apple crop in this
a verj' light one. with the exception
of Lord Grosvenor, James Grieve, Charles Ross,
ajid o«i6 or two othea- varieties, which are bearing very well.
Cordon trees of Cox's Orange
Pippin, Allington Pippin, amd Peasgood's Nonesuch are bearing good crops. Pears are .almost
Glamorganshire.

district

is

Cherries were veiry good,
a oomi^lete failure.
Peaches and Nectaespecially the Morellos.
rines are much below the average. Sti'awberries
yielded a good crop, and the fruit was especially fine.
C. T. Warmington, Penllergaer Gardens, Swansea.

weather affected them to some extent. T. B.
Park Gardens, Baverfordwest.
Radnorshire. Apples, Pears, and Plums are
almost complete failures this year. Nuts appear
Small fruits are
to be about an average crop.
also an average number, but rather small, and
lacking in flavour om account of the drought,
Baspberriies being the best, with a fiairly heavy
Blflcikberries are a promising crop, and
crop.
no doubt will be much sought after owing to the

—

other

of

fruits.

/.

Mac.Corm.ack.

Maesllwch Castle Gardens, Glasbury.

IRELAND,
Down.

— Certaim

N.

varieties of Apples are giving

Emneth

good crops, notably

Early, Grenadier,

Warmer's King, Golden Spire, Lord Suffield,
Admirable, Lane's
Small's
Castle,
Stirling
Priiic.e Albert, Bramley's Seedling, Gladstone,
Lady Sudeley, Worcester Peairmain, James
Grieve, Rival, Allington Pippin, and Ribston
Pippin.
The only Pears with any quantity of
fruit are Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurr6 Hardy,
Doyenne du Comice, and Le Lectier. The Czar,
are the only
Victoria, and Pond's Seedling
Strawberries
Plums with clusters of fruit.
All varieties did
have had a good season.
well, and gathering in quantity commenced in
T. W. Bolas, Mmint
the second week of June.
Stewart, Neivtownairds.
ver>'
fruits
are
fair this year with
Mayo. All
the exception of Apples and Pears, which were
destroyed by a heavy storm at tlie end of
May. The soil is clayey loam. Richard Joyce,
West-port Bouse Gardens, Westport.
Tyrone. Tdie fruit crops in this neighbourhood are on the whole fairly satisfactory with
Pears are very parthe exception of Plums.
tial
some varieties (notably Williams' Bon
Chretien) are carrying very heavy crops, but
Small
late sorts are. as a rule, very scarce.
fruits were all good, especially Black Currants
and Gooseberries. Caterpillars have been troublesome on Red and White Currants, and to a less
extent on Gooseberries, otherwise insect pests
A heavy
have not been unusually numerous.
storm on June 9 did considerable damage in exposed situations, breaking the young growth and
stripping off the young, tender foliage.
Fred.

—

—

:

W. Walker, Sion Bouse Gardens, Sion

—

IRELAND,

Mills,

S:

years.

M.

Colbert,

Agh'ern

Gardens.

Conna.

AU

fruits blossomed freely except Pears.
Gemerially spealcing, however, the bloom appeared to be weak, particularly on trees that

gave a heavy crop last year. Strawberries and
all bush fruits promised well in the early part

a result of the cold nights.
and prolonged drouffht during

of the season, but as
ha.rsh

winds,

May, June, and the

early part of July,

By

Jordan, Oardener

F.

'clay.

M.P..

Ford

to

Manor,

Lieut. -Ool.
Liiigrlield,

Spender

Siiitey.

Digging Vacant Ground.— Up to the present
all well-maJiaged gardens will have been kept
closely cropped, but now Peas, Beans, Cauliflowers, and various other root crops are being
There is not much available labour
cleared.
for trenching, but deep digging will improve the
giounid should deeper cultivation be impossible.
Those who find that their ground can be most
readily sown or planted directly after digging
are quite justified in deferring the work of digThe peculiarities of ea,ch
ging until the spring.
particular garden have to be studied by those
in charge, and no general rule can be laid down.

The majority of soils might, with advantage,
be dug in the a.utumn, and especially would I
recommend that as much trenching as possible
be done each season. Much wheeling of manure
may be done with advantage during a dry time
in October instead of waiting until frost has
hardened the surface. Strawy or comparatively
fresh stable manure is best for heavy land, and
it should be applied in advance of the cropping
season, whereas cow or mixed farmyard manure
Vegetable
is to be recommended for light soils.
rubbish accumulates rapidly at this season, and
if properly treated and returned to the garden
will prove excellent m.Tterial for many crops.
Charred and burnt refuse is of the greatest
value for lightening the ground prior to seed
sowing, and greatly assists stiff soil to become

more productive.

—

Carrots. Carrots growing in cold, wet soils
should be taken up and stored, as an excess of
moisture at this season would cause many of the
roots to split, especially if much rain falls after
a period of fine weather.
Store the roots in a
cool, moist position in sand or ashes in a cool
.shed, or in ridge-ahaiped heaps in a cool, sheltered
situation out-of-doors.
Handle the roots carefully and do not bruise them
arrange them in
layers with the crowns outwards.
The sides
should be covered with soil to a depth of
6 inches, and the roots should be further protected in severe weather with a little straw or
br.a;cken.
In this way Carrots will keep good
until late in the spring.
;

Beet.

—These

roots should be lifted carefully
in a similar
before severe frosts are expected ; Beets are more tender than Carrots.
The tops should be twisted off. and not severed
with a knife.

without breaking them, and stored

manner

to Carrot.s

—

Globe Artichoke. Remove all old stems and
rough leaves from Globe Artichokes and break
up the ground between the rows. Protect the
roots in very cold weather with long litter or
bracken.

Cork. Apple trees bloomed fairly well, but
oold winds amd frosts in May complettely destroyed the blossom. The Pear crop is a comA large niunber of Apple trees
plete failure.
are suffering from American blight, and GooseThe
berries are badly attacked by oa.terpillars.
exceptional drought prevented Raspberries and
Strawberries from swelling properly, amd numbers of Apples are falling from the same cause.
Altogether the fruit prospect is the worst for

many

1918.
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;

lioherts, Slehech

5,

The Week's Work.

—

Pembrokeshire. Apples, Pears and Plums
in fact, there are
are veiry scarce this year
practioally none. Currants and Grooseberries, on
the contra.rj-, gave heavy returns, and the
quality
was generally exceptionally good,
although in some parts of the ooointy the dry

failure

fruit trees generally tJiroughout the

[October

all

crops

were below the average with the exception of
On dry soils practically all bush
Gooseberries.
/. Dearnaby, 17, .5/. Patfruits were a failure.
rick's Terrace, Magazine Boad, Cork.
(To be concluded.)

THE ORCHID HOUSES..
By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart., Gatton Park, Reigate.

Seasonable RemarltS.— Every effort should be
to secure the thorough ripening of the
growths and pseudo-bulbs of the plants in each
division, bv removing the pennanent shading
amd by reniucing the interval between lowering
and rolling up the blinds. It is impossible to give
precise directions on the subject of shading, for
much depends on the kind of plants grown.
In any case, the reduction should be gradual,
the
object being to cause
the foliage to
become hardened, so that little shading will
be necessai-y after the middle of the present
month. The amount of moisture in the atmosphere should be regulated with extra care until
after fire-heat is more extensivelv employed.

made

The
least,

these

cooler houses will require damping the
because there will be less evaporation in
In the warmer houses sufstructures.

ficient

atmospheric moisture must be promoted
The East

to counteract the effects of fire-heat.

Indian. Cattleya, and IMexican houses will require to be damped on mornings and afternoons.

—

—

;

October

5,
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while the intermediate and cool houses, in which
very little fire-heat is employed at present,
should be damped only in the mornings, except
on bright days, when the paths and stages should
Watering and
be sprinkled in the afternoon.
spraying the plants must be carried out according to their various stages of development,
with due regard to the weather, while the compost used also makes a great difference in the
Plants with
amount of moisture required.
pseudo-bulbs nearly completed should receive a
gradually diminishing supply, but water must
not be withheld to such an e.xtent as to cause
shrivelling, whilst plants that are

still

in active

growth should be afforded an adequate supply of
moisture.

—

Fire-heat and Ventilation. As the nights become colder it will be necessary to provide extra
on warm days the ventilators should
fire-heat
be opened slightly to prevent scordiing of the
foliage, but retain as much sun-heat as is practi:

A

cable.

cool,

damp autumn

most suited

is

to

Odontoglossums, and the plants are developing
vigorous growths. The houses in which they are
grown should be ventilated very carefully at this
season the air should be admitted through the
bottom ventilators, regulating the amount at all
times in accordance with the outside temperaDuring warm nights the top ventilators
ture.
may be opened slightly to admit the autumn
dews that are ven- beneficial to Odontoglossums,
and especially those that have been freshly
:

potted.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Hunsos Head Gardener at ClunDertbury House,
Acton, W.
Early Pruning, and Cleansing of Trees.—
This work should be done earlier tlian usual tnis
autumn it will not be too soon to commence
immediately the leaves begin to fall. Start with
the pruning and get this work done as quickly
as possible. Afterwards proceed with the dressing of the trees, where needed, against insect
American Blight was probably never so
pests.
troublesome as this year, and strong measures
A
will have to be taken to destroy this pest.
wash may be made of 4 oz of soft soap to
penespecific
this
is
1^ gallon of hot water
I intend to give a trial
trating and effectual.
later to a wash made of 2 lbs. of caustic soda
Paraffin
(98 per cent.) in 10 gallons of water.
emulsion is another good remedy it is made of
1 gallon of paraffin, 1^ lb. «)ft soap, and 10 gallons of water; this wash is suitable for use in
winter only. Lose no time, now that October is
here, to renew the grease-proof bands against
the Winter Moth. These can be purchased at a
nominal figure in readiness for use, and are easy
Bi- J.13

;

of application.

When

these are carefully fixed

apply the grease prepared for the purpose, and
Clear
renew it as may be found desirable.
fallen leaves from around the trees and
lightly remove the surface soil, then apply some
fre.'flily-slaked lime, adding a light dressing of
fresh soil.
If American Blight is suspected of
having attacked the roots apply a soil steriliser
and use this as recommended by the makers.
all

—

Alpine Strawberries. New plantations of
Alpine Strawberries should be made as early in
October as possible. Let the plot that is allotted
to these fruits be trenched and manured, but
not necessarily with strong dung; nothing is
Ibett^-r than well-decayed leaves.
Let the ground
be well broken up in the process of trenching.
Proceed to plant the young stock as .soon as possible after
having trodden the ground and
raked

the

surface level.

Where Strawberries

grow freely allow 2 feet between the rows and
Water them at once
1| foot between the plants.
and rake over the ground. Remove any runners
that have developed, and plant them with a
good ball of

soil

at the roots.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

R.

IIarriss. Gard(>n<>T to Lndy .Wabtaqe.
Lookin^e Park, Berkshire.

DIelytra spectabilis.—This is a most useful
plant ffir forcing, and requires very little fireheat.
Place the clumps in 7-inch or' 8-inch pots,
water them thoroughly, and plunge them .n ashes

—

ding should be gone over regularly, removing the
when they are large enough to handle.
pots are filled with roots, and strict attention to watering is of great importance.
The
plants are also in need of plenty of stimulants
till the flowers are expanded.
Houses containing
Chrysanthemums which are developing their
flowers should be kept drj', or many of the
blooms will damp, and especially the large show
varieties.
Stimulants should be withheld from
these large flowering plants when the blooms are
expanding.

The

Campanula pyramidalis.

—

Young

plants of

Chimney Campanula which are sufficiently
well rooted should be potted without further deOlder plants should also be re-potted if
lay.
necessary. Plunge the pots in a bed of ashes in
a cold frame, and water the roots very sparingly
Admit an abundance of air
for the present.
whenever the temperature is above freezing
|x>int, for a close atmosphere would CAUse the
The lights may be
loss of much of the foliage.
removed entirely during favourable weather.
tlie

—

The latest plants of greenhouse
Primula.
Primulas should be potted as soon as tlicy are
ready for this operation. Place them in 5-inch
Stand the
pots, and use a light, open compost.
plants when potted on a shelf or stage near the
Use
roof-glass, in a shallow pit for preference.
Should severe
fire-heat sparingly at all times.
frosts threaten "cover the glass with mats.
The earliest plants should be well rooted, and a
little artificial

manure may be given them on one

or two occasions weekly.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J.

Keelo

UnisE,
Hall.

By

H. P. Bruteerston, Gardener to the Barl
nADUINuTuN, 'l\iiiu^Jiaiiie, Jiiast Lulhiau.

Plants needing disbud-

side buds

;

;

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

out-of-doors till growth commences. The plants
should then be brought into a light, airy greenhouse and placed near the roof-glass.

Chrysanthemums.

139

Gordaner
Sewoaatle.

u> Mrs.

Dempster,

Staflordshue.

of

—

Late Cuttings. One cannot make too much
Violas,
Nepeta Mussinii, Lavender, and
Fentstemoiis in these stresslui times, and cuttings of all of them dibbled into light, sandy
toii in cold frames will root freely, and be ready
for planting permanently by ne.xt April. Usually
one watering wUl keep the soil in good condition until J?ebruaiy, but a light shaSiug is desirable for a week or two during the middle of
each fine day.
Cuttings of Carnation Haby
of

Castle—still one

of the beat bedding varieties
be propagated similarly, and the variety
JJuchess of 1; if e roots freely treated in the same

may

manner.

Rose Cuttings.— The Wichuraiaua section and
some of the old-fashioned kinds of Hoses are
easily increased by cuttings inserted in the open
L,round at this time.
Matured shoots a foot in
length should be selected, broken off with a heel,
ana inserted quite 9 inches in depth.
ihey
should be made thorouglily firm in the soil, and
then ordinary fiwst will loosen their hold. Where
the lovely Itosa hemisphaerica succeeds, and is
on its own roots, suckers may now be detached
and planted in beds, but witliout cutting back
the tops, though long roots should be shortened.

Planting Shrubs.— Any shrubs that have been
prepared for transplanting should be moved
wiUioul delay, and aftervvaixis young or nursery
stock should have similar attention. Shrubs properly planted about this time of year require no
attention in the future to induce them to live,
which, apart from a great saving of labour, also
saves worry.
If tlie soil is dry a soaking of
water will be of great advantage, and, of course,'
all shrubs large enough to suffer from wind
storms must be staked, large ones needing three
stakes, inserted at an angle and meeting together at the stem of the plant.

Vines. — In

Early
were stai-ted later

most gardens early vines
than usual this seasou, and

further restrictions in fuel will again prolong
For these i-easons it is not
the resting season.
advisable to prune the vines finally until they
have quite cast their foliage. In the meantime
all laterals sliould be cut well back, taking care
to leave a reasonable length of the ripened wood
these being
with the main leaves intact,
necessarj- to feed and perfect the huds for next
The roots of vines in inside
year's fruiting.
borders should not suffer for wajit of moisture
on the contrary, it is advisable to protect outVentilate the
side borders from excessive rains.
house bcrt.h day and night, and dispense with
fire-heat entirely.

—

Late Grapes. Late Grapes should be ripe,
and the t^^'mperature of tlie vinery should be
With shortening days
lowere<l but kept steady.
and declining sun-heat, fire-heat will be necessary to assist Grapes to finish their ripening, for
unless the bunches are well finished during the
next week or so there will be some difficulty in
keeping them in good condition during the winA brisk temperature and dry atmosphere
ter.
the more air in reason through the early part of
the day are the two essentials to well-finished
bunches moreover, this treatment will be of

—
;

assistance in thoroughly ripening the
If not already done, all lateral growths
he removed, that the main foliage may

material

wood.

should
Care must be taken
have every ray of light.
the bunches when
to rub the bloom oft
removing de.id leaves or decaying berries. Any
necessary watering or damping should be done
early in the day, when ventilation and fire^heat
A lower
are sufficient to dry all moisture.
night temperature may follow with safety, provided the atmoisphere of the house is quite drs'.
not

FiXcessive

rainfall

in

some

districts

makes

it

necessary to cover outside borders with galIf the
vanised iron sheets or other material.
inside borders are dry there fhould be no hesitation in giving the roots just sufficient water to
keep the vines active untiil the Grapes are cut.
but the watering must be done in the forenoon
of a bright dav, for on no account shouki the
house be closed with sun-heat and moisture, to
cause condensation of moisture on and consequent sweating of the berries.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris

Winter Trouble.— Puring

the winter those
who have not painted their hives thoroughly
during tlie autumn may find leaks in tlie roof
They may be
after continued stormy weather.
Remove the roofs occadealt with as follows
sionally after heavy rains, and having located
the leak rub in with a paint brush gold size,
which can usually be purchased at the coloui'
shops. If the crack be wide stop with jjutty or
white lead, and then stretch a piece of calico
over it and paint with gold size until better
weather prevails.
All quilts wliich have been
wetted by rains should be reihoved, and replaced
Kor warnitli, as a winter wrapping
liv dry ones.
after putting on good-fitting quilts with a sheet
of brown paper between the two layers of quilts,
put on a cushion lightly filled witli shavings, dry
leaves. Corn husks, ur c-ork dust, and the bees
should bo very cosy during the most trying
:

—

weather.
Overhauling. All tools used in the apiary
should be carefully overhauled before putting
them away, and veils, smokers, and utensils repaired so that all may be in readiness for
another season. Those who have time and wood
may be usefully employed during the coming
winter in making new hives, new sections,
and shallow frame racks those who are not
so capable in handiwork and desire to enlarge
their apiary next year, sihould place orders for
new hives with the makers to ensure an early
Those who can do so will be wise if
delivery.
they fit up sections and frames with foundation
in "readiness for next year, as those prepared
now will be more perfectly done than those
which are attended to in the busy season.
Those who adopted the iiystem of note making
during the busy time will readily admit the
need of early preparation, for experience will
have taught them its value. Many mistakes
would be avoided if a notebook were kept, and
the hint jotted down when discovered, besides
becoming a valuable guide in years to come, because it is surprising how soon one forgets a
valuable idea when the need for its use has

—

;

j
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KDITOKiAL NOTICE.
and

Editors

Publislier.

-

oblaimng aruwere to
in
obviale delay
much time and
their communications nnd save ua
trouble, if they uould kindly "(-s"" ""^ "«/"
all letters relating
that
the
effect
weekly
to
printed
should
advertisemente
to
to financial matters and
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher;
munications intended for pullicatwn or refemng
be
all plants to
to the Literary department, and
tuo
named, should be directed to the Editors. The
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
unnecessary delay and confusion arise
would

letters are misdirected.

Kotice

Correspondents.

to

Food

Executive Contoiittees comto those bodies the desirability of
encouraging the planting of cpiiok-yielding
Needless to say, the shortage of
fruits.
labour makes it difficult for market fruit

News —

growers to do much in the direction of inbut now that they know
that the county authority responsible for
supervising food production is prepared
fruit
to encourage in lieu of discouraging
production, it is to be hoped that they will
do all they can to meet the nation's requirements in this respect.
WitJi regard to the former of the two ways
already mentioned of increasing^ produc-

Correspondents will greatly oblige
sending to the Editors early intelligence of local
eeents likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.

creaising acreage;

APPOINTMENTS FOR OCTOBER.

TUESDAY, OCTOBEK 8—

at

„
H;>ll,

^
Essex
.

,,

.

Br'itish-growo Fruits.

,

R.H.S. Eshibitaon of
l-undheon,
Horticultural Olub

Royal Hort. Soc. Com. meet.

;

tion

p.m.

1

MOl^DAV, OCTOBER 14—
United Hort. B. & P. Soc. Oom. meet
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15—
Brighton, Hove and Sufsex Hort. and Food Production Soc Fruit and Vegetable ExliibitioD at Royal

Nat. Ohrys.

Soc.

Floral

Oom. meet at Essex

Essex Street, Strand Exec. (Jom. meet.,
ton Street, Covent Garden.
;

35,

tations—it cannot be gainsaid

Hall,

spray with arsenate of lead in the spring
of this year have, at all events in numerous cases which have come under our
notice, reaped an exceeding rich reward.
Grease-banding— which should be com-

Welling-

Royal Hort. Soc. Coms. meet.

deduced trom observations
years at Greenwich, 51,6°.

for

the

during

emsmng
the

last

weeU

pleted by the end of the first week in
October— is not- practised as generally as
case of stanit should be, and yet in the
dard and half-standard trees it is a
attack
caterpillar
measure of prevention of

fifty

Actual Temperature/^ —
Gardeners' Chronicle Offlce, 41, Wellington Street,
Wednesday, October
London,
(Movent Garden,
Weathertemp. 52°.
Bar. 30.2
2 10 a.m.
:

Slight

;

rain.

which cannot be neglected with impunity.
The spread of Silver Leaf disease in
Plums, and the widespread ignorance of
disthe symptoms and seriousness of the
and
ease, are calculated, if not arrested
very
harvest
corrected, to reduce the Plum

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TUESDAY—

Clearance sale of Greenhouses, Piping, Vans, and
other efieots, at The Nurseries, Hall Green, Birminghain, at 12 o'clock.

WEDNESDAYSale of

Bulbs at

57-68, CJheapside, at 1 o'clock.

considerablv. At the present time it is not
garden
easy in isome districts to find a
ourentirelv free from Silver Leaf, and we
affected
selves have seen many hundreds of
of
unaware
trees the owners of which were
which the
the nature of the disease from
importance
trees were suffering, or of the

The

the
of
failures
fruit
year's
present
Grow More Fruit.
^^^^^ ^^^ j-j.giy ^^
remembered long both
.

^

who grow fruit and those who do
The fornifr have suffered from poor
crops and controlled prices, and the latter
have had to pay dearly for any fruit which

by

those

not.

they were able to buy.

It is

and diseases are more preva-

lent than they should be, and that they
were in no small part responsible for isome
Those,
of the failures of the past year.
for example, who took the precaution^ to

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22—

Average Mean Temperature

plan— by careful attention to existing
that con-

tiollalile pests

Aquarium, Brighton (four days). Croydon Hort. Mut.
Soc.
meet. Southampton Roy. Hort.
Soc.
Imp
Autumn (Food Production) Show (two days).

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21—

has adon this subject to

mending

bil

Nat. Ohrys. Sof. Floral Com. meet
Essex Street, Strand.

Department

memorandum

Agricultural

- rftc

correspondents.

MOKDAY, OCTOBER 7—

Production

dresised a

cutting diseased branches back
of
healthy wood.
Owing to the large numbers of garthe
deners now serving with H.M. Forces,
is
standard of cultivation in gardens
bound to be lower than it was in peacewho
time, and hence it behoves everyone
"keeping
can preach the gospel of
to

not the inten-

tion of this article to discuss the difficulties
and hardships with which the grower of
fruit has this year had to contend, but

rather to urge the importance of growing more fruit by all those who have the
land and labour to spare for this purpose.
There can be little doubt but that all the
fruit which we can produce will be wanted
during the next few years. The shortage
of tonnage, which will persist for some
time after the war, will mean that the
home grower is not likely to be handicapped by large competition from abroad
and the fact that considerable numbers of
pulping stations have been established in
different parts of the country should offer
some guarantee to the grower than even
if we have bountiful fruit harvests in the
-coming year there will be letss wastage
than has hitherto been the case. Mani;

the less

peists

of the increased planting of Strawberries
and of Raspberries, and we believe that the

any contriEditors do not undertake to pay for
combutions or illustrations, or to return unused
by special
unless
illustrations
munications or
The Editors do not hold themtelvet
arrangement.
their
by
expressed
opinions
responsible for any

IiOcal

which more

may

;

and much

when
Snecial

in

One is to ensure a
be secured.
laro'er yield, by careful treatment of existing" plantations and the other, of course,
under fruit.
is to increase the acreage
AVe have already urged the desirability

corre^ndenu

Our

two ways

festly there are

fruit

[October

orchards clean " to do bo.
The Food Production Department has
appointed a number of exrecently
perienced fruit growers to undertake

propaganda worlv on this subject, and
that this step
we learn with pleasure
professional
by
welcomed
lieing
is
realise the
thoroughly
growers, who
for raising the general standard
The
of fruit cultivation in the country.
large growers, of course, need no instruction on the subject of orchard sanitation,

need

but they are aware that the more general
are the measures taken to control orchard

be

will

the

5,

1918.

likelihood

of

epidemics of disettse.
Lastly, owners of gardens who have had
the misfortune to lose their more highly
skilled men can do a good deal to secure
better disease-control in their own gardens.
The leaflets published by the Food Production Department on the means of controlling orchard pests give simple instructions,
and bv procuring these leaflets from the
Board' of Agriculture, studying them
themselves, and

handing them on

to their

improvised staff, they can spread valuable
information, thereby" aissisting in increased
fruit production.

Horticultural Club Luncheon.— Members in
tending to be present at the luncheon on the 8th
Mr.
inst. are asked to notify the hon. secretary,
F.

G.

TiNLEi-, 41, WelUngton Street, Strajid,
will he held at 1 p.m. in the dining.

The luncheon
room at

Whitehall Court, where the Horticul-

2,

now

tural Club

meets.

Rebaudlana.
Paiwjuayos Dr.

Sugar from Stevia
Anales

Cicntificos

— In
M.

Uie
S.
_

Bertoni gives an account of a very interestiBg
plant named Stevia Rebaudiana, a somewhat
rare species found in the highlands of San Pedro,
It appears that the leaves of this
Paraguay.
Composite contain a property about 180 times
This substance is
sweeter than Cane sugar.
un.fermentable, has not tJie toxic effect of sacput on the market
be
probably
and
can
charine,
It is not sugat a. lower price than saccharine.
sweetening matethis
gested nor anticipated that
sugars,
rial will take the place of Cane or Beet
but it is expected to prove valuable for medical

purposes. An interesting point is that the dried
leaves retain their sweetening power indefinitely
and may be used ;ii a powdered condition.

Vitality of Gorse Seeds.— In an interesting
to Nature Mr. J. Parkin, The Gill,
" Some forty
Brayton, Cumberland, writes
acres of Gorse- and Heather-covered land situated
near my home in the plain of Cumberland were
This
drained, cleaned, and ploughed in 1893.
area was kept in arahle :rotation for a number
then part of it was laid down in
of years
It
grass in 1904, and the remainder in 1906.
soon became evident that this new pasture would
rapidly revert to a Gorse-covered common unless
drastic mea.sures were taken to rid the_ ground
letter

:

;

the numerous Gorse seedlings, which had
sprung up from the seeds brought to the surface by the last ploughing. These were stubbed
out. and in two or three years' time the ground
was entirely free of Gorse plants, and has continued so for the ten or more years it has b©en
Last
allowed to remain in permanent pasture.
winter this land was again brought under the

of

plough by order of the local War Agricultural
Committee, and was sown with Oats. The crop
has now been reaped, and Gorse seedlings, 6
inches or more in height, are to be seen scattered
over the stuibble, being especially abundant
where originally tlie Gorse grew strongest. Evidently, then, the last ploughing has brought to
the

."iiirface

a fresh lot of seed."

Plants and Seeds into
of
The Department of AgriculBritish India.
ture of the Government of India has, under tie
Destructive Insects and Pests Act, 1914. placed
the following restrictions on the importation of
:-—
certain iilants and seeds into British India
into British India
(1) No plant may be imported
plants
by means of letter or sample post. (2) No
except fruits and vegetables intended for con-

Importation

—

sumption, no Potatos and no Sugar Cane may be
imported into British India by sea except after
fumigation with hydrocyanic acid at one of the
" Bombay, Calfollowing "prescribed portfl
cutta, Dhane-shkhodi, Karachi, Madras, Nega
patam, Tuticorin, and Rangoon. This provision

—

—
October

—

5,

;
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dry structure.
The bulbs should be
thoroughly dry when harvested. The winters
are so
severe that Beet
must be stored
in northern districts.
Great care should be

does not apply to plants imported under the
special certificate of the Imperial Entomologist
to the Government of India for experimental
imported into British
purposes.
(3) Potatos

proof,

India must be accompanied by a certificate from
the consignor declaring the district and county
of origin, and guaranteeing that no Wart Disease
is known to exist on the land where the Potatos
were grown ; also by an official certificate that
no case of Wart Disease of Potatos has been
known to exist during the previous twelve
months within five miles of the place of where
In the United Kingthe Potatos were grown.
dom, the prop-;r officer or authority for the issue
of this certificate is the Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries for England, or the Board of
and the Department
Agriculture for Scotland
of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for
The following rules for the disinfecIreland.
tion of plants imported by sea into Calcutta have
been issued by the Governor of Bengal in Council
under the Destructive Insects and Pests Act, of
1914
(1) It shall be the duty of the Customs
staff to conduct the operation of disinfection of
their entry at the port of Calcutta. (2)
on
plants
The fumigation of such plants by hydrocyanic
a«id gas shall be in acoordanco with the instructions received from the Imperial Entomologist,

in lifting tiis vegetable, as damage to
the root-fibres causes bleeding and deterioration
quality.
of
Beet keeps well in coarse sand the
roots and sand may be arranged in alternate
tiers, in an open shed.
Do not cut off the tops,
but remove them by twisting. This is an old
but effective preventive of bleeding. Carrots
may be stored successfully in the same conditions as those advised for Beet.
Vegetables

employed

;

141

from Edinburgh, carefully weighed, put into
lib. bags, and handed to the competitors early
in the year.
The crop was lifted and weighed
on August 28. Mr. Levi White won 1st prize
with 76 lbs. ware size and 1 lb small the winner
of the 2nd prize had 57^ lbs. ware, 2| Lbs. small
the 3rd prize set gave 54 lbs. ware and 2 lbs.
small, the latter including one diseased tuber,
the only one seen during the course of a long
and tiring day's judging. Thirteen growers had
crops of over 30 lbs. each from the pound of
"seed." The twenty-two competitors produced
a total of 7334 libs, ware
size, and 22^ lbs.
;

;

:

Pusa
Putilications

Rats and Mice as

Received.

By M. A.

Enemies of Mankind.
With 2 plates and

text

tj

Hinton.

C.

figures.

(London

Printed by order of the Trustees of the

:

British

Can Biologic Forms of Stem-rust
on Wheat Change Rapidly Enough to Interfere
Museum.)

with Breeding for Rust Resistance ? By E. C.
Stackman, John H. Parker, and E. J. Plemcisel.
Reprinted from iourthd of AariciiHural lle-

(Washington
G ivernmcnt Printing
1918.)— Preparing Rabbits for the Table
Agriculture
and Fisheries.
Board
of
and Market.
Food Production Leaflet No. 30. Free.
aearvJi.

:

Otfice.

ON INCREASED JFOOD PRODUCTION.

STORING VEGETABLES.
in

Certain root crops should be lifted and stored
autumn others may remain in the ground
;

The flavour of the
.Jerusalem Artichoke is retained better in the
If a
ground than under storage conditions.
portion of the growing crop is covered with
of
times
during
straw tlie roots may be lifted
until re<iuired for the table.

.severe frost.

The Parsnip becomes

bitter,

tough

ind stringj- if it is lifted and stored, and \s
therefore best left in the ground. If it is necessary to clear the ground of this crop the root*
should be lifted and buried in sand at the base
"t a north wall or in some other cool situation.
Potatos need to be stored in a frostproof place, and should be lifted from the
After lifting, the tubers
ground when ripe.
should be laid on the ground to dry tor a day
Though it may not be absolutely necesor two.
sary, it is certainly beneficial to store the tubers
when they are dry. If a store-pie or clamp is
used tbe height of the tubers in the pie should
not exceed 4 feet. A little freshly-slaked lime
worked in as the clamp is made will act as
a deterrent to worms and woodlice, and help
to keep the interior of the clamp in a sweet
condition.
Straw and soil are the materials
used to exclude frost, light and water. Straw
should be laid on the tubers to a thickness of
about 4 inches. It is seldom necessary to place
more than 4 inches of soil on the straw before
Chri.«itmas.
The most severe frosts occur in
.Tanuarv and February, and more soil is then
required to cover the clamp.
In very wet districts it is advisable to conduct water from the
I:tmp by means of a small gulley.
Rats often
lo considerable damage in Potato-pies
The
iisu.il
methods of exterminating these pests
.should be employed, with the exception of
poi.wn.
I do not think there is anv better
method of storing Onions than hanging thorn

Fk;.

52.—

,\

rrjpcs.

Onions

keep

well

in

a

frost-

THE THKE WAS 29 FEET HIGH.

1J7.)

be harvested in genial weather condiThe work should be pushed forward on
dry days, for I am certain from experience that
crops keep much better when laid away dry.
Geo. H. Copley, Horton Park, liradford.
.should
tions.

FINE CROPS OF POTATO KERR'S PINK.

.

in

.AMIUKIJ IN 1914

OiTR local (Redditch) Horticultural Society's
Potato-growing competition for cottagers and
amateurs has again been an unqua.Iified success,
chief interest being centred in the class for the
best crop obtained from 1 lb. of Kerr's Piiik cut
The seed tubers were obtained
into twelve sets.

the average crop being reduced by one
crop giving 10^ lbs. and another 19^ lbs.
Mr, Avery, of Finstall Park, who judged these
competitions with me, was impressed with the
small proportion of small tubers. Kerr's Pink is
a good Potato, and crops and cooks well. The
competitive Potatos were grown in a widely
scattered area, some on light soils, some on
heavy, so that Uie test was a fair one as regards
the suitability of the variety for the district,
but opinion among growers seemed divided, some
liking its appearance whilst others seemed to
think it would not take the place of older variesmall,

—
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The habit

ties.
all

others,

readere

quite distinct from
Some
being very tall and upright.

may

of growth

suggest

tliat

is

the Potatos were lifted

early, ibut the cottagers were anxious to get their
crops lifted owing to wet weather following a
long period of drought, and they were right, as

second growth had already started except in
three cases. The Potato crop in this locality is
good, and very little disease has so far been
observed. A similar competition last year made
Great Scot popular in the district, and it
figured largely in the plots grown for competition.
Some growers complain that this variety
personally I
is coarse and does not keep well
have not found it so, for with nie it has kept
;

well until July.
Ten competed for the best 10-yard row of early
Potatos, to be judged the first week in July,
and this proved to be an interesting test as to
the merits of close or wide planting. One grower
had thirty-six sets in the 10 yards another only
It was decided that the fairest way
fourteen.
to judge this class was to count the roots or
sets in each row, lift three roots, weigh the produce, and estimate the total weight. The winner
had twenty-six set«. and the estimated crop was
48 lbs. ware size, 5^ lbs. small, variety Midlothian
Early
the 2nd prize crop had fourteen sets.
estimated crop 47 lbs. ware size, j lb. small,
3rd, twenty -two sets, esti
variety May Queen
;

;

;

mated crop 44 lbs. ware size, 6j lbs. small,
Sharpe's Express is
variety Midlothian Early.
scarcely early enough for this competition, but it
is still one of the best of Potatos, if not the
best, for cooking quality, and no early variety
ont of the many I have tested is equal to it in
Multiplicity of variethe third week of July.
ties in a garden means increased work, and this
is to be avoided in a time like the present.
Next season I shall grow for my earliest

Webb's First Crop, followed by Sharpe's Express, Great Scot, Majestic, andi Lochar. Kerr's
Pink has such vigorous growth that I am just a
bit dubious as to Ips suitability for garden cultiMajestic is in front of it. Epicure, as
vation.

grown locally, is not worthy of its name. For
some years I have relied on King Edward VII.
for the main crop, and again this year it has
cropped well, but unfortunately

has given us
with the wart
it

half-a-dozen tubers affected
disease, so I am afraid we shall have to discard
This season has again demonstrated the
it.
value of Scotch seed in a remarkable way, for in
nearly evei-y case in which I liave been consulted
with regard to a failure or partial failure of the
crops the cause could be traced to planting wornout sets. The extra cost of seed from the North
increased yield.
Iby the
is more than repaid

James

J.

Oraham, Hewell Gardens, Reclditch.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themielves responsible for
the opinions expressed by correspondents.'i

Apples

in

Public

Parks and Gardens.—'To

increase the production of home-grown fruit in
the neighbourhood of towns, some corporations
are planting fruit trees in those of their parks
Such an objectwhich are largely visited.
lesson cannot but do good. At Bournemouth the
Corporation has planted botli standai-d, trained,
and busih-grown trees in groups and singly on
the grass in the beautiful gardens in the centre
of the town, where the progress of the trees can
be watched. Apart from the educational side
of the suibjeot, there is a fascinating beauty in
Apple trees viAen in full bloom, and also when
laden with finiit, especially such varieties as
Gasooyne's Scarlet Seedling and Worcester Pearmain. The planting at Bournemouth was placed
in the hands of the able Parks Superintendent,
Mr. Stevenson, wiho has had charge for thirtytwo years. The natural soil and situation are
not entirely favourable to fruit culture owing
to the wet subsoil, but with his usual forethought

Mr. Stevenson carefully prepared

a station for

each tree.
Considering the trees were not
planted until March their progress has been re-

markably good, and they bid fair to Ibe a success and prove an additional attraction to the
numerous visiitors. E. Molyneux.

—

" Rogues " among Potatos. As my
name is mentioned by Mr. Jackson in his

firm's
letter

p. 122, I am writing to say that Mr. Jackson
in tOie autumn of 1916, some tubers
which he said had been grown from a new
variety he had raised, and which was the same
about which he had had an interesting correspondence some years ago with Mr. Martin Sutton, who at that time was unable to identify
the variety. These tubers were carefully planted
in our trials side by side with several hundred
other stocks, but the only note we were able to
make was that the variety resembled Up-to-Date,
At the
and tlie crop was a very poor one.
moment of writing I am unable to refer to any
reports of trials made of tubers sent some years
previously.
My principal object, however, in
writing, is to say that the quotation which Mr.
Jackson gives from Darwin's Variation of
Domestication,
-under
Plants
Animals and

on

sent us,

absolutely confirms all that
said in his letter which appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle for September 13, as the only instances w'hich Darwin
gives of bud variation are those which refer to
All Potato growers of
the colour of the skin.
experience know perfectly well that certain sorts
do produce variations in the colour oif the skin,
and that other examples, such as the Old Rector
of Woodstock, which gave a Potato the skin of
which was mottled purple and white, might

chapter 11,

Mr.

p.

410,

Cutliibertison

The fact remains
been named.
liave
that in all such cases there is no dhange whatever in the identity of the variety, and it would
be absolutely impossible to distingui.=lh the plant
which bore tubers differing in colour from the
original stock, if grown side by side under prealso

cisely the sime treatment and from seed tuber^
grown on the same soil the preceding year. Not
only would the haulm be absolutely identical,
and the flowers (if flowers were produced), but
the shape, texture, and yield of tubers also.
Most of us remember the interest aroused some
years ago by Monsieur Labergerie, who claiined
"that the wild Solanum Commersonii had given
rise by bud-mutation to a large, coarse-growing
red or violet skinned Potato, the crop of which
I saw growing in the South of France, protected
by a high fence, and guns so arranged that any
attempt to enter the enclosure would fire them.
Tfie experiments, however, made by the late
M. Philippe Vibnorin at Verrieres. and by myself
at Reading, prove conclusively that this so-called
bud-mutation was nothing more or less than the
Blue Giant introduced bv Polsen in Germany,
.stray tubers of which had evidently found their
way into Labergerie 's garden. I also visited Professor Heckle's" Trial Grounds at Marseilles in
order to examine some of the " mutations

which he claimed to have raised from Solanum
Commersonii with the aid, as I was informed,
of liberal dressings of poultry manure, but it
was not apparent that any of the so-called
" mutations '" had arisen under suitably conIt is quite clear,
trolled conditions.
over, from the instances which Darwin

moregives,

that the only kind of bud-mutation he had in
mind was that which gave a difference in
colour of the skin of the tuber, and many of
your readers may remember that the white sport
from Fortyfold was always known as White
Fortyfold, and the same held good with the
white sport from Beauty of Hebron, which was
always known as White Beauty of Hebron.
Arfhvr W. Sutton.

—

Among the
Brunton, of Birmingham.
several Trade Cards reproduced in the Gardeners' Chronicle. November 20, 1915, was one
Like
(p. 319) of J. A. Hunter, of Birmingham.
most other Trade Cards, it had no date, but it
obviously dated from the latter part of the
The recent publication of
eighteenth century.
" A Catalogue of the Birmingham Collection "
in the Public Library at Birmingham enables
me to approximately date the Trade Card, for
the library contains three Catalogues of tbe firm.
The earliest of these is a " Catalogue of Plants,
Botanically Arranged According to the System
of Linnaeus " ; it was issued bv .Tohn Brunton
and Co., 83, High Street, Birmingham, 1777.
The secofld was one of forest and fruit trees.

[October

1918.

5,

and is dated 1782, when the firm was Brunton
and Forbes. Five years later the same firm had
become Brunton, Forbes and Hunter, and as
such
have

it

issued another

Catalogue of trees,

i

Trade Card of the firm as it stood in
and also one of the stiU later metamorphosis when J. A. Hunter was sole partner, and
reproduced as above
it is the latter which is
The shop in Birmingham appears to
stated.
have always been in High Street, but the number of the house was successively 83, 25 and
18, possibly the same house with a reshuffling
IF. Roberts, 18, King's Avenue,
of the nimibers.
Clayham Park, S. W.
American Blight (see pp, 50, 77, 92). -That
the American Blight is not merely a wound
parasite, but is the cause of wounds in which
tlie

1787,

it afterwards resides, I proved as long ago as
This is
the summer of 1888, about August.
corroborated by Mr. Bartlett (p. 50) and Market
Grower (p. 77). At the time to which I refer
I found American Blight on the young shoots
of an Apple tree at Chiswick, with cracks in
I
the wood and bark more than 1 inch long.
made sections of the shoot and found the wood
distorted and swollen owing to a great development of the parenchymatous tissue, and concluded this swelling was due to the irritation
set up by the punctures of the aphides, and
was the immediate cause of the splitting. In
Thompson's Gardener's
of
the 1900 edition
Assistant, in the chapter on Insect and Other
Plant Enemies. I wrote the result of my experi" The insect lives in colonies
ence as follows
in the crevices of the bark
and on the roots
of Apple trees, from whence it spreads to the
young wood in summer, and, sucking the juices
with its pointed beak, causes the shoots to split
open and to form cankerous-looking wounds, in
which it lodges, and increa.ses the injury from
During the present month I
year to year."
have also noticed a copious covering of the white
woolly matter on the young shoots of young
Apnle trees on walk, in a Berkshire garden.
:

./.

F.

S O C I S T< I S S

.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL,
Seientifle

Committee.

September 24. Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles,
M.A. (in the chair). Sir Everard im Thui-n,
Messrs. W. Hales, J. W. Odell, E. J. Allard
and F. J. Cliittenden (hon. sec.).
Primula japonica 'proliferous. Mr. Chittenden
showed a plant of Primula japonica from Wisley
in which the flower scape bore a leaf about 2
inches above its origin and in its axil a welldeveloped plant, so that the resulting growth ap[leared almost like a rimner from the old plant.
Aberrant Maize. Mr. H. Cowley sent a portion of a staminate inflorescence of Maize the
main branch of which bore at its apex several

—

—

pistillate flowers in

a group.

Helenium autumnale.

—Mr.

Wood,

of Ashtead,

Helenium autumnale
inflorescences
of
sent
virescent and with numerous lateral prolifeTations which usually accompany virescence in this
Similar growths have been figured in the
plant.
Society's Journal.

WINDSOR, ETON, AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.

—

September 28. The second annual show of the
Horticultural
Windsor,
Eton, and
District
Society, for the encouragement of increased food
production at Windsor, Cle-wer, Old Windsor,
Eton Wick, and Datchet, was held on Saturday,
the 28th ult., at the Royal Albert Institute, and
the exhibition proved entirely successfid.
The championship of the show was gained by
Mr. A. Coombs, of 20, Bexley Street, Windsor,
for an excellent collection of six vegetables,
White
Cauliflower.
including
Michaelmas
Royal Favourite Leeks, Al and Ailsa Craig

UpOnions,
Tomatos, Prizewinner Beans,
Mr.
to-Date, Arran Chief, and Factor Potatos.
Coombs also won the 1st prize in the class for
Another very successful exhiSpring Onions.
bitor was Mr. R. Wilson, of Shaw Farm, who
won the 1st prizes for (a) a collection of vegetables (four kinds), and (b) Potatos; 2nd for
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Celery, 3i-d for Spring Onions, and 3rd for Carrots. Mr. G. Haines, of Old Windsor, was second
in the championship class, and he won 1st prizes
for Turnips and autumn Cauliflowers, 2nd for
Runner Beans, 2nd for the heaviest Marrow,
and 3rd for Potatos. Mr. G. Sumner, of Clewer,
Mr. A. G. Webb, Mr. R. Russell, -Mr. A.
MiNiER and Mr. E. Glass w^ere other successful
ejchibitors.
In the working gardeners' cla.ss Mr.

R. Savage and

H. T. Lambert won the

!Mi-.

1st

and 2nd prizes respectively with fine produce.
A feature of the show was an exhibit of Apples
staged by Mr. J. C. Allgrove, The Nursery,
Middle Green, Langley. The varieties included

W. Wilks, Cox's
magnificent fruits of Rev.
Orange Pippiu, Peasgood's Nonesuch, Ribston
WorPippin. Golden Noble, Charles Ross,
cester Pearmain,

and James

Cirieve.

by the Earl of

Bessborough, K.U.
A collection of bottled
fruits
and vegetables was
arranged as a centre-piece, and suitably and
effectively arranged around it were dishes of
cooking and dessert Apples, dishes of Peaches,
Plums. Gages, Figs, Grapes, ornamental Cxabsj
and Tomatos. The exhibit also included vaiious
vegetables.
collection on behalf of the War HorticulRelief Fund, organised by the Countess
of Bessborough, realise! the sum of £11 6s.

A

tural

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Lifting Potatos.

Nothing

BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL.
The British Mycological Society held its
twenty-second annual week's fungus foray at
Selbv from September 9 to 14, under the presidency of the Very Rev. David Paul, LL.D,,
D.D. The meeting was held in conjunction with
the Yorkshire Naturalists' Cnion, and on Monday evening, September 9, Dr. H. Wager,
F.E.S., delivered a popular address on Fungi
til
a large audience consisting of members of
both societies. Excursions were made each day
woods within easy reach of Selby,
various
to
and, aa usual, the mornings were devoted to the
Proe.^amination of the specimens obtained
bably on account of the previous dry weather
tlie larger fungi were not so plentiful as the
field-mycologist could wish, but a number of
were obtained, including
interesting species
Lepiota Bucknallii, L. castanea, Leptonia iiicana.
Inocybe Godeyi, and I. rhodiola. Records were
also ma/de of a number of parasitic fungi causing
injury to crops, such as Erysiphe graminis, Puc-

is

gained by leaving Potatos in the

ground after this date, especially if there is any
suspicion of disease in the tubers.
No method
is so effective as digging them with steel forks,
but where quantities are grown this plan involves
too much labour and expense.
I use a Powell Digger, which has a stout iron
.share that cuts under the tubers and loosens the
soil
following this is a set of forks closely
arranged, which work in a rotary manner, throw'ing outward, at rijht anjles. the soil and
;
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shows the crop of Iron

Duke

when in

full

leafage.

Cabbage for Cows.

Although grass i^s abujidant, especially witei-e
pastures were dressed in the autumn wiJh
basic slag or farmyard manure, it does not now
contain so much " proof " as in the month of
tlie

August,

owing to the continuous rains of the
last fe-w weeks and an absence of sun.
Naturally the milk is not up to the usual standai-d
of quality, and the difference is quickly evid-ent
in tlie quantity of butter produced.
"Where a
coiitj-act exists for weekly supplies of butter
steps should be taken to make up this deficiency
in the quality of the milk.
As it is not possible to obtain concentrated cake in quantity,
and if it were this is too costly to be liberally
employed, Cabbages of the Di-umhead type are a
good substitute.
Cabbages from seed sown in
April and plantedi out eai-ly have done remarkably well this season.

Heavy, solid h^ads are now available, and
given to the cows in small quantities,
night and morning, after milking, either in or
out of the cow-house, will improve the quality
of the milk very considerably, especially if a
small amount of good meadow hay can be given
during th" milking period.
Care should be
these,

cinia graminis, P. glumarum, P. dispersa. I'stilago Avonae, and Gloeosporium ribis.
On Wednesday, September 11. Dr. Paul delivered his presidential address " On the Earlier
Study of Fungi in Britain," dealing with thtearlier mycologists up to the time of Berkeley
Other papers given during the week included
two by Dr. H. Wager, on " Spore Colouration
in the Ftvngi " and on " A Fluorescent Colour
ing-Matter from Leptonia incana " " Some New
or Rare British Parasitic Fungi." by A. D
Cotton and " Observations on Some Siand-dune
Funtri," by H. .1. Wheldon.
;

;

At the annual general meeting of the society,
held on Tuesday, Septemlicr 10. the following
Presiwere elected for the year 1919
vice-president.
dent, Dr. H. Wager. F.R.S.
Miss O. Lister: general secretary and editor.
treasurer
Mr. Carleton Rea, B.C.L., M.A.
and foray secretary, 'Mr. A. A. Pearson secreThe
tary and recorder, Mi.ss E. M. Wakefield.
council for the government of the society consists of the above officers ca; officin. tojother
with tlie following elected members Mr. W. N.
Clieeseman. .T.P., Dr. .T. S. Bavliss Elliot. Professor M. C. Potter. M.A.. Sc.D., and Mi.=s A.
officers

:

:

;

;

:

Lorrain Smith.

IVERK AGRICULTURAL.

—

Ski'TEmber 19.
A fruit show was lield in connection with the annual e.'chibition of the Sibove
society in Bessborough Park, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny, on Thursday, the 19tli ult.
Winners of the medals presented by the Countess of Be.s.sborough in the open class for collection of Apples, 6 cooking and 5 dessert sorts,
were l.st, Lady Eva Wyndham Quin 2nd, Lady
Irene Congreve
3rd, A. G. Bowees, Esq.,
:

;

;

.r.p.

The principal -winners in the single-dish classes
(fanners only) weire Messrs. A. G. Bowers; E.
RiriiARn Dalton, .Jamestown;
John .Vvi.ward, Piltown Mrs. Erghlam, Piltown and Mrs. Butler.
Among the out.standing exhibits were a magnificent <iish of Apple Annie Elizabeth in Lady
CongrSve's collection a grand dish of Bramley's Seedling shown by Mrs. Butler in a very
strong class for this variety
excellent fruits of
.Tame,s Grieve shown by Mr. N. Testor and
American Mother shown by Mr. A. .1. Bowers.
A fine non-competitive exhibit was staged
DuGGAN, Belline

;

;

:

;

;

53.-I'0iATUS (IKON UUKEl

CROWING ON THE CRICKET

tillOUNl) AT

SWANMORE

I'AHK.

bishop's WALTHAM.
Potatos, and separating the two.
A square net
feet wide is arranged on a frame, which
prevents the tubers going too far, thus making
it easier to collect them.
The digger is drawn
by two horses abreast attached to a centre-pole,
similar to a grass-cutter.
The horses take the
outside row and return the opposite way, taking
the field in convenient blocks of an acre or more.
Many pickers are required to keep the digger
employed, as the tubers are thrown out as fiust
as the Jiorses can walk.
Women and boys can
do this work quite easily. To expedite the work
the picke»rs gather all the tubers, iiTespective of
size, into baskets or pails, and a cart collects
them.
Gra<ling can be done with a. machine
later on, thus providing employment during wet
weather if sheds are available.
Sometimes the long haulm may inconvenience
the digger somewhat, but to obviate this the
tops may be cut to the ground level with the
grass-cutter, and then collected and removed
or 'burnt on the ground.
Should the share on
the digger not be low enough to loosen all the
tubers (and I find this season they are deeper
set than usual) a Planet Grubber sliould follow
the machine.
As a matter of general interest I may state
that the estate cricket ground at Swanmore P.irk
was ploughed up and plants with Potatos this
year, and the accompanying illustration (fig. 53)

some 3

taken to give the Cabbages sparingly at first for
fear of tainting the milk until the animals have
become used to the change of food.

Testing Milk.

No matter what breed of cow..; is kept for
milk production, it is a good plan to have the
milk from individual cows teste<l for its butterf.-it quality.
Milk for sale must contain at least
3 per cent, of butter-fat, a minimum which some
cowkeepers say is too high a percent.nge to maintain in a natural way without incurring heavy
expenses for artificial foods.
T do not agree
that this standard is too liigh, and I also think
the public should be protected.
The remedies
for the cowkeeper are three
Feed betie'r improve the quality of the animals; or add a .Jersey or Guernsey anim.il to the herd, (be they
shorthorn or cross-hred cows.
One cow of the
kinds noted will make all the difference to tlw
bulk quality of the milk, especially if thenatuIbutter-fat percent«igc in her milk reaches
ra.I
6 per cent.
The periodical testing of milk may
prove thnt a cow is temporarilv unwell, or a
cow may prove to give habitually low results,
and' such an animal .'should be got rid of, as no
more cost is incurred in keeping a good animal
than an inferior one.
The testing of milk has brought to light many
surprising results.
T have known .Tersey cows
that were looked upon as models of quality give
:

;

—

—

a butter-fat percentage of 2.5 only, while in
others it is common to obtain as much as 5 per
cent, to 6 per cent., therefore it will be seen
that the tes.ting of milk is an advantage to the
cowkeeper, even if he has birt one animal.
The Gei'ber tester is an instrument that can
be used at home, but possibly it is too expensive
Another method is to send
for a small herd.
5 pint of milk, tightly sealed in a filled bottle,
to the County Council Dairy School, where
the test will generally be made for Is. per
sample.
The object in filUnij the bottle is to
prevent the formation of butter, whidh -would
take place if there was a space left owing to
E.
the shaiing of the milk during transit.
^

Molynenx.

Frank

of

the

death of Mr. Frank Harris, Supexinlendent of
the Stockport Parks. Mr. Harris was formerly
gardener to Lady Henry Somerset at Eastnor
Castle, but foT the past 18 years he had cliarge
He was 58 years of
of the parks at Stockport.
At
age, and leaves a widow, but no children.
the interment, which took place at Motti-am

Church on Wednesday, the 25th
horticulturists

bers and

officials

were

ult.,

many

well-

also

mem-

pi-esent,

of the Stockport Corporation.

—

D, HalStead. The recent death of
Dr.
D*. Byron D. Halstead removed an interesting
personality from the botanical circles of the
United States. He graduated at Michigan Agricultural College, and subsequently occupie-d the
B.

Chair of Botany at

Ames

College.

TRADE^NIOTES.
BRITISH FLORISTS' FEDERATION.
At the recent Committee meeting of the
British Florists' Federation twenty-three new
members were elected, and the suggested Sundriesmen's Sub-Committee was heartily approved.
This sub-committee' is already busily at work
on matters affecting the manure trade. The returns showing how flower-growers have increased
food production, both out-of-doors and imder
The posiglass, were considered satisfactory.
tion of bulb growers, and the question of fuel fcwr
were considered at length, and
glaas-houses
considerable progress was reported in the preparation of the Market Credit Index.
,

MR. THOS. ROCHFORD.
The death of Mr. Thos. Rochford, of TurnHall Nurseries, Broxbourne, removes a
prominent member of the flower trade from
As the eldest son
Govent Garden Market.
was
Mr. Thos. Rochford, he
of the late
conduct of the
tlie
responsible for
largely
business of Thos. Rochford and Sons, Ltd. For
some time past he had been in failing health,
and no doubt the added responsibility caused
by the albsence of some of his brothers, who are
in the Army, hastened, his death, which occurred
the funeral took
on Friday. September 27
place at Cheshunt on October 1. A magnificent
floral tribute of affection and regard was sent
by members of the staff at Broxbourne and
Covent Garden.
ford

:

LAW NOTE.
A TENANCY DISPUTE.
interesting point affecting tenancy was
raised at the Lancaster Police Court, when Mr.
T. P. Tilly, on behalf of Miss Leeming, of
Greaves House, applied for an ejectment order
against Joseph WeatheriU, gardener, who had
occupied the lodge at Greaves House, ilr. Tilly
said it was not obligatory on the defendant to
occupy the lodge, but he elected to do so. If
he had not done so he would have been given
wages in lieu of rent. Miss Leeming, in reply
to Mr. W. H. Winder, who defended, denied
that it was only after the defendant got military
calling-up notice and was given a month to get
work of national importance (other than looking
after Vines and Peaches), that she decided to

[UCTOBER
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Mrs. .Jenne*, Wenvoe Castle, near
Correction
Cardiff, was the winner of the 1st prize in the
class for 6 varieties of Onions at the R.H.S.
vegetable show on September 24, not Mr.

The garJones, as stated by our reportei'.
dener, Mr. Wheeler, informs us that the points
obtained in this class assisted him in winning
the R.H.S. Challenge Cup offered to the exhibitor obtaining the most points in the show.

Full parSno.iJi FROM Sugar Beet: J. T. W.
of cultivating Sugar
ticulars of the method
Beet and of making syrup from the roots were
given in the Gard. Chron. of May 18, p. 210.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Swanmora Farm.

©bituav^,
Harris. — We learn with regret

H

H. E. B.
1, Euonymus
europaeus 2, Commelina deficiens. /. H. 1,
Nerine Fothergillii major; 2, Pieris floribunda 3, Gaultheria Shallon. L. S. A. 1,
Chrysanthemum uliglnosum ; 2, Aster var.
(Michaelmas Daisy), not in flower; 3, Ct'ataegus punctata var. xanthocarpa; 4, C. coccinea.
B. Uincs.
1, Hieracium aiirantiacum ;
2, Phygelius capensis
3, Potentilla fruticosa;
Sisyrinchium
striatum
; 5, Tradescantia vir4,
giniajia ; 6, Salvia faxinosa
7, Isoloma hirsuta
Liriope
spicata
Selaginella
8,
9,
Braunii.
A. T. H.
Acanthopanax aculeatum.
iScAE on Apple Leaves
P. P. The trouble has
nothing to do with the winter spraying of
the trees with caustic alkali wash nor with
the spraying of the Potatos under the trees.
It IS caused by the fungous disease Apple
scab (Venturia inaequalis). You are no doubt
familiar with scab on the fruit. This is Uie
same disease on the leaves. When pruning
in winter you may find the disease also on
the young shoots, causing the bark to rupture
or have a pimply appearance. If so, cut these
Use lime-sulphur
shoots oft' and burn them.
wash for winter spraying this year, and apply
accoixling
to the
wash,
but
mixed
the same
maker's directions, for summer spraying, as
soon as the bloom has fallen, and again about

dismiss the defendant. She was dissatisfied' in
June and meant to dismiss him, but was away
Mr. Winder produced' tlie adverin Scotland.
tisement relating to Weatherill's appointment,
which stipulated " Cottage free," and said if
occupation was by virtue of office or service for
the more convenient performance of his duties,
the Court had no jurisdiction. Mr. Tilly mentioned cases where it was held that occupation
rent free as part remuneration was a tenancy,
and not a service occupation. The Bench held
that they had no jurisdiction.

The

spots are due
to the presence of Septoria Petroselinii var.
Apii, a fmigous disease that has proved' very
It is hardly postroublesome in recent years.
sible -to effect a cure at this stage, and we
doubt whether anything can be done to check
Another year spray the
the disease now.
young plants at intei-vals from the seedling
stage onwards with weak Boixleaux mixture or
a solution of potassium sulphide.

Celery Leaf Spot

An

—
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known

——

:

F.

11'.

:

Ctamdixg Vineries

Fruit Houses: G. N.

.4nd

Wait until the Vines and fruit trees are dormant, and there are no decorative plants in the
For every 1,0CX) cubic feet use 2|
houses.
ounces of sodium cyanide, 5 fluid ounces of
sulphuric
acid,
and 15 ounces of water.
Cyanide the houses on two occasions, with an
Allow a SO-minutes exinterval of 24 hours.
posure on each occasion, and arrange for a
temperature of 50° to 55°. With reference to
the other matter, we advise you to write to
Messrs. Strawsons, 71a, Victoria Street, London and Messrs. W. Wood and Sons, Wood
Green, London, N.
Galls on Apple Shoots
A. W. The gall-like
growths are caused by the larvae of the Pith
Moth. These larvae are hatched in late summer, feed for a time on the leaves, and then
Later they get under the
bore into a bud.
rind of a spur or shoot, and remain there for
;

:

the winter.
In si)ring they tunnel along tjie
spur or ishoot. causing the leaves and bloom to

There

wither and die.

is

no remedy beyond

cutting off flagging spurs or shoots in spring

and burning them. This destroys the larvae
and prevents them from developing into moths.
Any affected wood that may ibe detected
during winter pruning should also be cut off.
Grape Spot A. L. To prevent the spread of
Anthracnose, or Grape Spot, disease, caused by
Gloeosporium ampelophagum, dust the leaves
and shoots with flowers of sulphur mixed with
a little quicklime.
If the disease persists,
give a second application ten days after the
first and add more quicklime to the sulphur.
:

If necessary give further applications at intervals of ten days, increasing the amount of
quicklime imtil it is in almost, but not quite,
the same proportion as the flowers of sulplh'Ur.
Washing the rods during winter, while
quite dormant, with a solution of sulphate of
iron is considered to ibe a good preventive

measure.

Names of Fruits

E. J. C. All the specimens
Cox's Orange Pippin.
W. P. D.
Warner's King; 2, Gasco\Tie's Scarlet; 3,
not recognised 4, Golden Noble 5, Allington
Pippin 6. Bismarck 7, The Queen 8. Bram9. Winter Greening
ley's Seed.ling
10, probablv Mere'de Menage: 11, King of the
Pippins; 12, Dumelow's Seedling.— TF. E. A.
Pitmaston Duchess. P. anil Co. Red Apple,
russetty Apple, Ribston Pippin.
Cellini
B. E. J. 1. Fearn's Pippin 2. Cox's Orange
Pippin 3, Bramlev's Seedling 4, not recognised 5, Lemon Pippin; 6, Dumelow's Seed:

—

represent
1,

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

G.

—

W.

Duchess.

S.

M.

S.
1.

—

Smart's

Prince

Durondeau

;

2,

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

a fortnight later.

The Food Production Department has
with
a leaflet dealing
copies for distribution

these

issued
subjects, and

among

local growers
may be obtained on application to the Department, 72, Victoria Street., Westminster, S.W.

B.
T. W
Transplanting Large Yew Trees
Given the proper appliances and requisite care,
there should be no difficulty in safely moving
:

.

and transplanting a large Irish Yew tree 150
There are numeyears old and 20"feet high.
rous in,^tances of similar removals on record,
notably by the Jlessrs. Barron, of Barrowash,
and Messrs. J. Cheal and Sons. Crawley. The
late Mr. Wm. Barron transplanted many large
trees, and a notable feat was the successful
removal and transplantation of the famous
The work was
Buckland Yew. near Dover.
done in 1880, when the tree was of huge size
and over a thousand years old. The Buckland
Yew is referred to in Doomsday Book.

Unhealthy Roses

:

H. E.

The evidence

is

but we feel sure the amount \of
magnesia in the soil is not responsible for the
failure.
So far as we are able to judge both
soil and position are far too dry and hot for
insufficient,

Roses, and the importation of heavier soil,
with the addition of farmyard manure, would
result in substantial improvement.
Winter Rations for Cows C. C. For Jersey
cows the winter rations should start at the end
of October or early in November, when the
cows " lie in." Give 2 lbs. of Bibby's Dairy
Cakelettes at the morning feed and the same
quantity in the afternoon, just previous to
milking, 6 lbs. of long meadow hay in the morning and 10 lbs. in the afternoon, half at milkMangold,
ing time and half about 7 o'clock
sliced into pieces an inch wide and 4 inches
long, but not pulped smaller, 15 lbs. in the
morning and the same quantity in the afterMix 5 lbs. of Cabbage with the Mannoon.
golds, both morning and evening. The feed of
Mangold and Cabbage should be given after
milking, as the mV.k may have a slightly unpleasant flavour if it is given just previously.
Some dairymen consider Mangolds should not
be fed to cows until February, as they are injurious until their sugar content is fully developed, and Turnips and Swedes given instead.
'Where milk is the only aim, there may
be little harm in their use, but if butter is
made Mangolds are not advisable, as their
flavour has a much longer period in which to
develop while the cream is ripening.
:

;

;

;

ling.

Names of Plants

s —
Beoeived.— D. P.—
K.— A. C. B.—
M. B.— S. A.— T. J. H.— L.
G. K.— C. T.—S. K.—W. 0.—R. A. W.—H. A.—
M.— R. E. B.— 0. B.—E. P. B.-J.—T. S. O.—

Communications

Arthur.

G

Pitmaston

E.

H.
E.-

L.

H.

—

—

1

October
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on another plant, being

ready to open, com-

menced and finished its operations at about tho
same hours, but was about ten minutes later than
the
ten

flower in starting to open, closed about
minutes earlier, and beJiaved in thi.s
inanner day after day. With the expaniion of
tho petals the flower gives forth a strong and
pleasant odour resembling that of Coco-nut.
When the flowers first opened they were respectively ij and IJ inch in diameter, but th»

iiii

©arbm^rs'

Cljrnnklr

1659.— SATURDAY.

-Vo.

OCTOBER

191S.

12.
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petals increased in length daily, so that finally
the flowers w«re 2j and 3 inches in diameter,

with very numerous bright yellow petals, gracefully disposed in 4-5 series, making really a very
charming flower. Like most others of the genus,
it is adapted
for
cross-fertilisation, for the
itigmas, during the first 4-5 days, although
gradually elongating, remain crowded togethev
into a bundl", whilst the anthers shed their pollen in abundance: afterwards the stigmas sepn
rate from one another and become very distinctly stigmatiise-puberulous, as seen under a
lens.

This remarkably regular opening and closing
the flower of this species is quite independent of sunshine, for whether the day was sunny
or dull the flowers opened just the same, with
the exception of one day when the tejnperaturo
of

only registering 60°, there was not sufficient hea;
encourai»e the flower to expand
far, so,
although starting to open at 3.30 as usual, it

to

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Cattleya lly. the
Celery grown between rows of linnner Beans
Dahlia Medusa

15i
..

..

hiniiilatis

H7
IHi
151
11?

lte:i ilicifolia

Marrow, a fasciated
Mesembryantbennnn

;

..145

.
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to

Everyone who has a microscope is sure
have seen the proboscis of a blow-fly, and

to

know what

boscis.

a beautiful object

it is.

Thi.s fly

had similar lobes to its proboscis as the blow
fly has, and the manner in whicli it rapidly
picked up the pollen, a few grains at a tlni«,
was one of the most interesting sights I hav*
ever seen under a lens.
These lobes are as
handy to the fly as our own fingers are to us,
and extremely pliable in any and every direction,

longitudinally, transversely,

or obliquely.

After feeding for a few minutes upon the pollen
had squeezed out of the anther, the fly then
began eating the grains clinging to its feet, and
when those were disposed of it commenced to
clear the petals of some grains that were upon
them. In doing this it often swept off the grains
near the edge of the petal by folding the lobes
of its tongue transversely, so as to embrace both
surfaces of the petal, much in the same way as
;f one placed the thumb
upon the upper surface of a leaf and the fingers beneath it, and
then with a withdrawing motion proceeded to
bring away anything that might bo upon ths
surface.
Its motions were too rapid for me to
see how it got the pollen into the tube (or
gullet! that extends up the proboscis, but on
one occasion it seemed to have picked up a pil«
of s"ver:il iiiillen-<;r:iiiis in a heap, which seemed
more than it could swallow at once, and it then
•nppoared to me as if it ware rubbing the inner
surface of one lobe against that of the oth«r
lobe in some way, so as to separate the grains,
which were soon disposed of.
-\s no complete description of this
species
has been published in English the following
may be useful
it

:

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM ilMULANS.
persons
MOST
aware that

which

only

interested

there

in

e.xpand

plants

certain

are

their

J

an'

kind.*

flowers

M. simulans. Marl. Plant stemless. Leaves,
two only, very spreading, 2-2i inches long,

in

of the former
daylight, others only at night
in the morning only, others in the
evening only, and yet others which only expand
in bright sunshine, remaining closed at ail other
I
am tempted to ask how they
times.
know when it is the right time to e.xpand or close their flowers, because at tlie
time of writing I have two plants of Mesembryanthemum eimulans in flower that are such
;

some open

.i

accurain time-keepers in the matter of opening
and closing their flowers that there seems to b«
something positively uncanny about them. A.\
species is interesting in other ways the
following account may perhaps induce eomeon*
in South Africa to make observations and record
if it behaves in the same manner in its native
country.
Mesembryanthemum simulans was discovered
by Dr.
R.
Marloth at Klipplaat (it als<i
grows
in
the region
of
Aberdeen
Road
railway station) in South Africa.
The nam*
iimulans (imitat'ng) was given to it on account
of tho manner in which the leaves by their
colour and texture bear close resemblance to
Iho stones among which it was found growing.
Under cultivation the leaves become greener and
less grey, so that much of that resemblance is
lost. According to Dr. Marloth thf plants arc he
coming exlerminat''d by goats, who "search f^r
them during the dry season." The two plantt
of M. simulans that I possess were kindly sent
to me by Dr. Marloth, and both are in flower
as I write.
Under natural rnnditinns so manv
as four flowers are eometimes produced upon a
plant in one season, but, under cultivation hnre,
probably one or two flowers is all that can Vi»
expected, owing to want of sunlight during th«
flowering season.
The first flower" T had
opened in the afternoon of August 28, and I
found that at 7 p.m. it had closed. Since thai
date T have watched it closely, and every dav
for nine successive days it commenced to expand
at 3.30 p.m.
and closed again at 6.30 p.m.,
taking nearly an hour to "xpaml fully and ahou'
the same time to close. On September 2 a flower
this

.

inch broad, j-1 inch thick, ovate, acute,
1.',-1J
flat on the
face, keeled
on tho back,
dull
greyish or grey-qrcen, densely covered with dark
green dots.
Flower central between the bases
of the leaves, very shortly pedunculate or eubsr.ssile, with a pair of ovate, acute, keeled bracts
i inch long below the calyx, coloured like ths
leaves but more glaucous.
Calyx 5-6-lobed
I'bes 5-6 lines long, 3-5 lines broad, ovnte or
ivate-tnnceolato, sub-acute or obtuse, tho inner
with membranous margins, of a somewhat
L'lancou.^ green with a slight pink or purplish
tinge, dotted with daik green.
Flower on thr
flrnt day of opening 1i.-2!i inches in diameter,
lay by day enlarging to 2i-3 inches in diameter,
-oinmenring to expand about 3 30 p.m. and
closinc at 6.30 p.m., irrespective of sunshine or
cloud if the temperature is not below 70° Fnhr.,
lasting about 12 days, having a s.trong and pleas.-int odour rftsembling that of Coco-nut.
Petals
more than 150. in 4-5 series, free to the bass,
spreadino; in
different planes, the out«r rscurved. 9 13 lines long, Jl-J line bro.ad, linear
acute, either entirely bright yellow on the inner
surface or with the basal part white, whitish
or pale pinkish on the back, scarcely shining;
tinder a lens the petals are seen to have numernns linear cells of a more translucent nature
than he other part, wliich T at first mistook for
glands such as are present in the petals of M.
bracteatum and M. mutabile, but under a compound microscope T find that they are not glandcells.
Stamens very numerons (over 200), forming a dense cluster 7-8 lines in diameter; filaments white; anthers orange-yellow.
Styl»
none.
Stigmas 10-12. equalling or a littli
longer than the istamens, filiform, at fir.st eract
find closely clustered together, afterwards (when
receptive) .separating, spreading, and becomimg
more or less curly at the tips, yellow.
Fig.
54
represents the plant half natural
size.
The photoeraph was talten at 4.15 p.m., Oreen
wich time, before the flower had fully expanded,
Tt had opened only once previously to being
photographed, and on the two days before th"
photogranh was taken it refused to open at
all, as the
temperature w.i.s below 70' Fahr.

{Photograph

FlO.

Edith L. i:,uu„.

bij

54.~MESrMBBVANrHEMrM SIMULANS

FI.OWEHS BniGHT YELLOW.

^

NAT.

:

SIZE.

only expanded very slightly, remained in that
state for its usual period, and closed up at 6.30
"according to plan."
The hours I mention are those of actual
Greenwich time, not those indicated by " sum
mer time " clocks, for I believe these plants
would refuse to be controlled by any Government they have probably regulated their actions
for centuries according to real time, and will
continue to do so to the end, but by what mejiiis
they know and respond to the hour is a mystery,
which is shared by several other species of this
verv remarkable genus.
Whilst examining a flower of M. simulnn.s it
was visited by one of the pollen-eating flie^,
probably a .species of Syrphus, which was so
tame that it allowed me to pick up the p't
containing the plant and adjust a lens of sho. t
focus so that I could watch it feeding, and .i
;

most interesting sight

T

found

it

to be.

The

on the petals with its head over t''»
stamens, eating some of the pollen, then, wi!h
its two front feet, it took an anther bctwoon
them and, by a rubbing motion, proceeded to
scrape or squeeze some pollen out, for the flowgr
Inrl expanded
hut once before and h.nd only
just begun to shed its pollen that day.
This
I'len
the
fly then bc<;an to pick up with its prop
fly settled

I

.V.

P!.

Brown.

——
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CONFESSIONS OF A NOVICE.
It

is

a long time since

I

made

a

confession,

and I feel the consequence of toy reticence
acutely, for it never happejied in any of my
many confessions of ignorance that they did
not bring

own

me wisdom —not, be

it

said,

of their

from the rich stores of the
But
who answered my questions.

virtue, but

perts

ex-

my

with waris only a sign of preoccupation
work, and by no means an indication of faith-

silence

Now,
true love of horticulture.
passed, like thos« of all of
I
us. in either' contro'.luig or being controlled,
ani able no longer to ask useful questions— that
answers solve either my
is. those of which the
own or other people's difficulties. £o be able to
lessness to

my

when my days are

ask these questions means to be at work among

king, urges that Kew should descend from its
high' estate and, like Diocletian in his old age,
grow Ca.bbages, even I. a novice, must cry beware the enthusiasm of the convert. Kew is to
me an Imperial possession with great and wide
mission. Its fourfold function is, as I imagine,

LAELIO-CATTLEYA ELIZABETH.

it
If
them.
things
succeed-— and I think that it does succeed—
not
and
thanks,
sincere
our
Kew deserves
an -added burden wihich others can well bear
So, in so far as a
that of growing vegetables.
respectpuiiil may criticise a master, I would
to
fully suggest tha-t though Kew does well
thing
the
best
war,
the
win
grow Potatos to
that it can do when war is over is to reconcentrate its powerful energies on its own great

to

between
first flower of a pretty cro-ss
Laelio-Cattleya Clive (L. pumila praestans X
Aimie
purpurata
C. Dowiaiia a-urea) and Laelia
Esq.,
Louise, sent by Frederick J. Hanlbury,

The

the
of
train men in the understanding and love
horticulture, and to show novices beautiful

how

12, 1918.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

botany of
to foster and develop the economic
Empire, to advance fioristic knowledge, to

and

[October

produce

inBrockhurst, East Grinstead, is of special
fine abterest, as it demonstrates the fact that
normal colour variations in the parents used may
The varietal
be transmitted to the progeny.
Louise,
peculiarity in Laelia purpurata Annie
which the late Mr. Law-Schofield obtained

for

Society's First-class
1899, consisted in the
of being of an uniform blushgreater part
white on pale rosy-lilac) having the
covered' with dark rose-purple
surface
their
of
wirth
a deep
veining, the lines being merge-d

Horticultural

Roval

the

Certificate on
petals (instead

May

31,

being
tint, only the narrow margins
of the normal colour of the species.
tint,
brighter
The same characters, in a still
oi the
appear on the extended lanceolate petals
L.-C. Elizabeth, the narrower sepals

magenta-rose

new hybrid
of

light lilac on a whate ground.
which has a tubular base indipumila praestans, is deep m-aroonand
front, and orange on the centre

which are very

The hand-some
cating L.

crimson in

lip,

base.

POMOLOGY.

PHILOLOGICAL NOTES.
origin of this word as given by
when applied to
.lohnson, Murray, Skeat, etc.,
on fruits, can
the delicate powdery deposit
For instance,
satisfactory.
hardly be considered
so called_ from
the main suggestion is that it is
In
loveliness.
" a state of greatest beauty or
" Fleur " is commonly used,
French the word
" Pruine," especially for

Bloom.— The

word being

another

" Fleur " ordinarily means
so that we have
two languages,
terms of identical meaning in tlie
Bovrgwgn.
gives
Littre
so far as form goes,
Span., P"rfi'!/- ftor,
Proreiir.
flour,
Picarri
Fleu,
Cotgrave (1650) gives
florura.

Now

Plums

(Littre).

flower

blossom, or

Ifat

fiore,

"Bloom,"

Latin

the present sense,
the French for bloom, in
" Fleur. Flour," and the connection between
when we find that
the words becomes obvious
fleuT

de farine"

means

"flower, the finest

Littre,
meale-meale dust or mill dust": or
" Fleur de Farine— la plus belle farine du fro"
in other
ment " or Italian, " Fiore di farina
fruit is simply a dusting of
;

words bloom on
Seeing that flour
fine powder or flour or flower.
spelling the
and flower are mere variants in
insistence on the
that
it
take
same word, we mav
as against
correctness of "flowers of sulphur"

Fre. 55.— D.4HLIA
(R.H.S.

MEDUSA

Amid

of

:

Merit;

S.D.S. First-class Certiflcate,

been
the plants, and my great misfortune has
garden.
that I have had no time for work in the
in a decorouiwith
me
sighs
often
gardener
My
way for the old times when we laboured together, but nevertheless ascribes the fact that the
vegetables are better- than they used to be to my
" our trials.
abstention from what be calls
They are so good, indeed, t-hat we get very few
Since flowers were abandoned
of them indoors.
place
for the garden and vegetables took their
and serve for diecoration, only rarely may they be
subject,
at
arrive
Thus I
spared for use.
which is to congratulate W. W. on his enthusi•

my

championship of vegetables. The Orchids
which he was wont to cherish as the apple of his
eye are rejected in favour of Onions, and the
Rhododendrons give place In his affections to
Rumier Beans. What's a Poinsettia to a Potato ?
But when IT', ir., more royalist than the

astic

" flour of sulphur " fails a-nyhow, for the spelland at this
ing should be singular, i.e. flower,
merely amounts to a sort of super-pedantry.
Belle
as
known
Apples
varieties of

COLOUR PRIMROSE- YELLOW WITH FAINT SUFFUSION OF PINK AT THE
TIPS OF THE FLORETS.
Sfpt.

24,

1918.

See p-

The

133.)

which will be even more important and
onerous than in the past.
But to return to subjects more within my competence I have been remarkably successful
growing, or rather in introducing and getting
my gardener to grow, a Canadian -dwarf strain
It has matured its cofes perof Sweet Corn.
fectly, fcut the trouble is that when mature they
and
to catch them in the right
are uneatable,
Uns
unripe stage requires lynx-eyed vigilance.
" vegetable " which otheris a -d-rawback to a
wise I believe I should come to like in time. I
imagine that tlie knowledgable can judge either
by the state of the tassels or by the feel of the
In
cob when the fruit is ready for gathering.
any case this dwarf strain, which can be planted
closely, ripens well enough here, and should be
grown by all who have and who has not?
tasks,

m

:

—

American

friends,

.-l.

IV.

'

have an old
Fleur " deserve a further note. I
two authorities,
tree which has been identified by
with
descriptions,
by
agree
to
seems
and which

What clinches the diaBellefleur.
that when well
^no^ie to my mind is the fact
especially during
ripened in a good season, and
beautiful " bloom,
storage the fruit develops a
very common among
a feature that is not
think, has
Apples; this bloom, I venture to
Brabant

Curiously
given the name "Belle Fleur."
that
neither Leroy, nor other pomologies
mention the characteo: either
I have consulted,
those
Can
Fleurs.
Belle
other
for this or for
colwho have Belle Fleur jaune. etc., in their
lections report on the subject?
qui
cireuse
glaucque
Poussiere
Pruine.—"

enoutrh

les
particiiliferement
fruits
certains
cou\Te
French writers often deprunes " (Littre).
" pruin'^e," i.e. with
as
Plums
certain
scribe
pruina
bloom. Etymologically Littre gives Lat.

—
October

—
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= gelee blanche, hoar frost (par assimilation).
The German equivalents, Blaue, Eeif,
(al6o = down), and Hauch may be mentioned, and
also that the

word " mealy

—
—

"•

— evidently

allied

to Fleur or Flour is applied sometimes to powdered things for instance, "mealy bug."
The PERM.iiNS. " The Pearmayn, which to
France long ere to us was known. Which careful

—

now have denizened our own."

fruiterers

(1663.)

word Permain is perhaps not
yet adequately worked out. Littre gives " Permaine," name of a variety of Apple in Normandv et^-m., Latin Permagna. very large
Hogg" (Fruit Manual, 5th Ed., 1884, p. 169)

The

origin of the

:

says
plied

"

:

The term Pearmain. which is now apso many varieties of Apples, signifies

to

—

In olden times it was
the Great Pear Apple.
varioujlv written Pearemaine or Pearc-maine,
equivalent
of Pyrus magbeing the Anglicised
nus. just as Charlemagne is of Carolus magnus.
A Pearmain. therefore, ought to be a long or

Pear-shaped Apple." Whether this is an original
idea of Hogg, or whether he borrowed it without giving chapter and verse, ie not clear, but
I am told that such etymologj- is of an improbable nature, and not in accord with the rules.
Further, does a Pear-shaped Apple exist? That
is the very opposite of the conical shapes which
are quite common, in that the narrower part
must be at the base or next the stalk end.
Another derivation is given by >rurray. quoting
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failed to set

THREE UNCOMMOX BORDER FLOWERS.
A x.\ERo\v border in front of a tropical plant
house (No. 1) at Kew is edged with a broad band
of /iephjTanthes Candida in fuU bloom, its thousands of white. Crocus-like flowers among the
dark-green, rush-like leaves being a pleasing contrast to the spikes of Belladonna Lily, which
stand in grand array behind it.
Nestling
close to the wall is
Oxalis Bowieana, the
largest -flowered
and showiest of the South
African Wood Sorrels
are of
the blooms
the brightest pink colour.
These three plants
are sufficiently hardy to thrive in such a position
as that described without any protection in winter, and as they are at their best at this time of
year they are eminently suitable for autumn
effect.
The Belladonna Lily is an old favourite,
but the Oxalis is known in this country only as a
greenhouse plant, while the Zephyranthes has not
yet come into its own as a hardy perennial bulb,
though it is as easy to cultivate as a Daffodil
and as effective as the best of white Crocuses.
Moreover, the plant is evergreen, so that it can
be used instead of Brtx as an edging to borders.
:

another, after setting, turned yellow and dj-opped off the fourth is still adhering
to the stem, but is yellow and likely to -irop,
leaving the four fine Marrows as seen in the
;

;

illustration.

The growing point has turned under the main
stem and is fomiing a ball of twisted and flattened growth enclosing itself in the centre, and
in its efforts to obtain release is expanding the
mass of growth

daily.

I may state that this plant is growing on a
heap of stable manure, which, perhaps, has
something to do with its abnormal growth.
It will be interesting to see if the iseed saved
from the plant gives seedlings perpetuating the
abnormality. H. G. King.

POTATO TRIALS AT

ST.

OSYTH.

A

TRIAL of eleven varieties of Potatos has
been carried out on a piece of waste gi'ound at
St. Osrth Priory, which was considered to be
too hot to grow any useful ci-op.
We planted
30 sets each of the following varieties on April 5
Arran Ohief. Factor. Great Scot, British Queen,
Dalhousie, Scottish Farmer, Eclipse. What's
Wanted, and Pink Blossom. This is the swnnd
:

Foerster (1899), from Parmanus. i.f.. of Parma
the author may have been obsessed with the
German name "Parmane." This, too, seems
hardly likely.
The older spellings are more
varied than those given by Hogg. Murray gives
;

Parmayn.

Permayn, Parment, Pearemain and
Per-Pear Pair-Pare Peermain. mane. mayn.

—

It is difficult to visualise what was meant by the
" Pomme
older writers. Thus Cotgrave (1650)
Poire, a Peare Apple, a little russet Apple, and
:

Mortimer
fa.i
some hold), a Pearemaine."
(1707): "The Russet Pearmain partakes both
of the Rus.setting and Pearmain in colour and
taste, the one side being generally russet and
the other streaked like a Pearmain."
Gerarde
IHrrhn!. 1635. p. 1459, quoting " Tabennontanns." or .Iamb Theodor. of Bercrraben, 1520
1590) mentions (5) Plat-omela sive Pyra ae«tiva.

The Rommer Pearemaine, and (6) Platurchapia
Pyra hyemalis. The Winter Pearemaine, but

sive

no descriptive effort,
gestion of flat shape.
give,s

Knicbt

[Pnmortn

apart from

heTelnriiievain.

a,

sug

1811.

PI.

XXIXl

figures the Old Pearmain a« a mediumApple of an ovoid or elliptical shape, and
distinctly without any coned appearance.
He

sized

quotes Philips as calling

"The
Tempered

it

fair

like comeliest

Pearmain.
Fig. 56.

nymph, with red and

celery grown between hows or

To

the three derivations given

above

I

add a fourth, the key to which

would

is the two synofor the Pear, formerly well known the
Permaine or Warden.
Thus (v. Murray) wp

—

nyms

At Kew

it was first planted about 20 years ago
behind a Box edging, and it grew so well that
the Box had to be dug up, and ever since the
Zephyranthes has flourished there.

Parmayn anr/Iice a Warden A ParParment tre) volemue a Wardentre.
" A Warden or Winter peare. Poire
de Garde, a peare which may be kept very long."
Looking to old French we find the verb " perfind,

1483

mayntre

:

year that What's Wanted has been grown at the
Priory and the fourth year we have had Pink
Blossom. The results from the trial of 30 sets,
planted eacli 2 feet 6 inches between each row
and 15 inches between the sets, all unsprouted
sets, li oz. in weight, are as follow
:

:

or pnr-maindTC," and later parmrnir from Latin
PermnnPTe (cf. permanent), which signifies to
remain or continue, to h.ave enduring or lasting

and durable qualities. Wanlen, given by Skeat
•IS a large, coarv Pear used for baking, may have
borrowed its size for rhyming reasons from May
'Tr.an«.

=

(a

Cotin'ave

iunm

(Sco p. 148.)

white."

of

Virgil)

:

" Nor must all shoots of peares alike be set
Crustummian, Syrian peares, and Wardens
great."
If the similarity in

meaning both

of

Warden and

Permain is .'O great, it is likely that originally
when Apples were described as Pcrmains it was
neither their size, nor their shape or appearance
ffiat Ie<l to the name; it was because they were
" good keepers." //. F,. Durham.

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

'^^'%T'
Arran Chief

F.AiiCIATKU

VEGETABLE MARROW.

A

REMARKABLE form of fa.sciation is a Vegetable JIarrow growing on an allotment at Dog
Kennel Hill, E. Dulwich, iUustrated in fig. 57.
It

is

of the ordinary green climbing or trailing

Factor
Dalhousie
Scottish

Farmer

122J

Grea* Scot
British Queen

kind,

Eclipse

in the

What's Wanted
Pink Blossom

and shows nothing uncommon except
growth of one stem, which is flattened
and albout | of an inch in width at the base,
gradually widening to a maximum measurement
of 5 inches, where it is slightly convex and has
twelve large leaves in line at right .angles to it.
The leaves are arranged in lines some distance
back from the growing point, with a space of
8 inches between each line, and at the point
where the Marrows are attached there were no
fewer than eight pistillate flowers two of which

—

...

104
103
84
lOO

;

...

93^
105
36
49

i„„!Twiribs.
21

11

7

21

6

103

17

8

55
34
75
30
2T

20
25
18
21

7
10

14

7
12
15
9
3

40
31^

Last year What's Wanted yielded at the rate
of 18 tons 11 cwts. per acre." This tria.l seems
to prove that What's Wanted requires a good.
heavy soil, and that the seed tubers require to
I received
be well sprouted before planting.
four tubers of Conquest and four tubers of a new
variety called Conquering Hero, from Mr. Dewar,
Dankeith, Kilmarnock, Ayi>hire. and cut each

—

—

Potato into seven li oz. sets and planted them
:—
with the others, with the following results
Per acre.
Seven sets.
Tons. cwts. lbs.
lbs.
27
85
1
Conquest
30i
34 12
83
39
Conquering Hero...
oval-shaped
white,
new
a
is
Hero
Conquering
cookvariety with shallow eyes, aod of first-class
The lifting and weighing were
ing qua.Htv.
supervised" by ^Mr.
Osvth. P. M.

Wdllmott, schoolmaster,

St.

INTEB-CROPPING CELEEY BETWEEN
ROWS OF RUNNER BEANS.
At AWenham we have, for some years past,
grown Celery between rows of Runner Beans.
the
Tlu-ee and four rows of Celery are grown on
and blanching is
flat, in well-prepared ground,
fine
Very
done by means of brown-paper bands.
produce
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is

obtained in this way, the partial shade

from the Beans suiting the Celery admirably.

The cost of perfecting the crop is much less, and
supthe crop itself more satisfactory for early
up with
plies than when the plants are earthed
roots ot
the
Moreover,
way.
usual
the
in
soil
water
the Celery can be kept well supplied with
Edwin Beckett,
during times of drought.
Aldenham House Gardens,

Elstree.

SILVER-LEAF DISEASE.

A

trial

;

made wherever

should be

possible as

with

Silver-leaf

been

have

removed.

P.

S.

Huywnrd.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
In a recently-issued leaflet the Food Production Department draws attention to the increas-

tirfie

after planting.

Heavy land should be

drained before

a suflnciency of lime

planting atone fruits, and
rubble or chalk incorporated with the

soil.

and stored in a

cool,

dry place

secui'e

from

frosts.

;

A

—

Onions. The recent wet weather has delayed
Any bulbs still outthe hai'vesting of Onions.
of-doors should be removed at once to a cold
house or open shed where they may be kept dry,
and stored later in a proper manner as recommended in the calendar for September 6. Run
the hoe through the rows of Onions sown last
month to encourage growth before winter sets
in, and give frequent dustings of soot and lime.

;

—

General Remarl<S. Eai-ly Giant and Autumn
Giant Cauliflowers need'i constant attention to
prevent waste at tliis season.
Those that ai'e
ready for use may be puUed up and hung head
in a cool shed, or the cuids may be
protected by bending some of the larger leaves
over Uiem, French Beans should be kept closely
gathered until frost appears the pods will keep
in good condition for some time if gathered dry.
Turnips which have completed their growth
should be lifted and stored. Gather all decaying
leaves from green crops and use the hoe amongst
while
the weather is
all late-growing crops
favourable.
Make small sowings every week
Complete the
or ten days of Mustard and Cress.
planting of Spring Cabbages and make good all
blanks in the rows. Dust the plants freely with
soot and lime until they are well establishedi
this precaution is very necessary where slugs are
troublesome

downward
IPhotogmph by H. G.
Fig. 57.

marrow with four

f.^schted

Kiiiii.

tine

;

FRUITS.
(See

p.

147.)

spicuously marked at once, so that they may be
removed so soon as opportunity permits.
In carrying out these operations the following
points
(1)

(2)

must be borne in mind
The invisible threads of the fungus
:

are
often to be found in the tissues of the
wood considerably further down the
branch than the level at which the silvered
Affected branches should
leaves appear.
be cut back to a point where no brown
stain in the wood can be fouiid.
All wounds made by severing branches
should be pared over and covered with

Stockholm
(3)

(4)

tar.

Dead or dying

trees should be completely

grubbed up. Exposed stumps on which
the fungus can fructify should not be left
in the ground.
Severed branches and trees that have been
grubbed up should be removed from the
used for
plantation immediately, and
firewood. Small branches should be burnt
on the spot. If it is necessary to keep the
firewood for any time, it should be stored
as far

away

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Harriss. Gardener to Lady Wantase,
Lockinge Park, Berkshire.

Climbing Plants.— Plants growing

as possible

from

fruit trees,

and preferably in a shed. To cut down
dead trees without subsequently removing them, is utterly useless and to keep
a wood-pile in or near a fruit garden is a
practice that cannot be too strongly condemned.
;

well

Lieut.-Col. Spendkb
Surre.v.

Lmgljeld,

—

bad union of stock and graft, leaving an
open wound, which the tree had apparently endeavoured to heal from time to time, but failed
to do so. This wound led to the core of the tree,
and doubtless impeded the flow of sap upward,
and it also allowed moisture from the stem and

ease to enter the tree, if the complaint is due to
fungous or other organisms.
All trees sliould be very carefully planted,
and care should be 1>aken to prevent injm-ing
them, and especially the main stems, at any

to

Manor,

—

Late

Winter Spinacll. It is not too late to transplant and make good any gaps in the rows of
Winter Spinach. The seedlings should be carefully lifted out of the ground and dibbled in
where required, taking cai'e to make the soil firm
Thin out plants that ai'e
about the roots.
crowded, leaving tbem 6 to 9 anolies apart according to the variety and the earliness of sowing dust the plants lightly with soot as a deter
rent t-o slugs.

wias a

It is possible that injury and results of injuries may contribute directly to the disease,
and external injury certainly would aid the dis-

fold

Reject all diseased tubers, making a careful
examination for the purpose, ajid keep the good
ones stored in as dark a place as possible to preserve their flavour, but not so dry as to cause
shrinking. This is best achieved by placmg them
in small heaps in a dry situation and covering
them with straw and eartli. Arrange them in a
ridge about 3^ feet high on a good covering of
straw draw the straw straight over the tubers
and cover the whole with soil to the depth of
9 inches. Make the sides of the clamp firm with
handful of straw may
the back of a spade.
be left protruding at intervals of 4 feet along the
top of the ridge to permit of ventilation. Do not
open the heap in frosty weather.

my

be observed which niiglrt contribute to the
trouble, but in any case the injury and wood
decay would soon produce an injurious effect.
The actual disease shows in the silvered
foliage, in partially developed fruits, in a reduction of healthy growth, and, finally, in the
death of individual branches and the whole tree.

M.F.,

'Cl,vy,

Apples, but less frequently.
In view of the urgent need of combating Silverleaf, the Food Production Department strongly
urges fruit growers throughout the country,
especially in the important Plum growing districts, to take energetic measures to destroy all
trees which have begun to die back, and to cut
out the silvered branches of trees otherwise
It is worth some sacrifice to take this
healthy.
in hand at once, for the fungus fructifies chiefly
in autumn, and the longer dead wood bearing the
fungus is allowed to remain the greater is the
If this work cannot be comrisk'' of infection.
pleted before" the leaves fall, all silvered branches
dying back should be conare
which
and trees
in

among Plums and Cherries.
A large, trained Morello Cherry was lifted and
The first thing noticed
carefully.
examined

heart-wood.
surrounding soil to enter
Sections of the stem showed that the decayed
portion of the wood was greatest just above
and just below where the moisture entered, but
Uie decay had spread up the tree, not only in
the main stem, but also into the branches, though
lessening in diameter in its upward course.
At 6 inches above the point of union the decayed surface occupied two-thirds of the section
cut through, and the decay had also travelled
downward, but not in quite so rapid a manner.
Whether injury to the tree caused by an old
wound, with its consequent check to the sap-flow,
and tlie entry of outside moisture when the tree
the
is in a dormant state are sufficient to cause
No organism was to
disease I hesitate to say.

Jordan, Gardener

F,

PotatOS. The time has arrived when
frosts may be expected, and all Potatos should
be dug up and hai-vested. Lift the tubers early
in the day to allow them to become dry before
Seed' tubers for
gathering them for storing.
planting next season should be carefully selected

especially

tlie

Bv-

ing seriousness of Silver-leaf disease in fruit
In some localities it has become almost a
trees.
scourge, and some of the most valuable varieties
Plums, especially Victoria, are threatened
of
with extinction unless drastic measures are taken
The disease occurs also
to check its extension.

are very closely connected.
Has the stock upon which the trees are grafted
any influence in the matter, and has the operaof
tion itself iuiy bearing upon the transmission

notice,

12. 1918.

their own
to the possible immunity of trees on
roots by planting seedling Plums and Cherries
in soil "and positions from which trees affected

The widely-spread Silver-leaf disease of
Plums, Cdierries and kindred fruits promises to
become an urgent problem for fruit-'growers in
the near future.
affecting
I have only noted Silver-leaf disease
grafted trees, and have never seen the complaint
on trees upon their own roots. The two points

the malady ?
^
Several cases of Silver-leaf have come to

[October

close to the
roofs of the conservatory or greenhouse need a
thorough overhauling at this time of year.
Bougainvilleas may be cut hard back after flowerSuch plants as Cobaea, Passiflora, and
ing.
Tacsonia may be very severely thinned, thus admitting more light to plants growing beneath
After this work is finished the glass
them.
should be washed both inside and out. and all

temporary shading removed.
The work of
Watering and Syringing.
affording water to plants growing in glasshouses
care and congreater
much
with
must be done
have
I
sideration as the winter advances.
that with
calendars
recent
in
mentioned
already
the enforced lowering of all temperatures in
plant houses during the coming winter, there
reduction of atmomust be a corresponding
During times of dull, cold
spheric moisture.

—

October
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weather keep the houses comparatively dry, and
the roots of plants on the dry side. Ventilating
the houses must receive careful attention. Whenever the weather conditions permit, admit air
freely, for it is only in this way that the atmosphere can be kept dry.

—

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine. Plants of this
Begonia should be grown in a light, airy house
as near to the roof-glass as practicable.
It is a
uoistaken notion that this plant requires much
warmth to grow it successfully, for an excess
of fire-heat causes weaic stems, resulting in a
straggling habit of growth.
temperature of 46°

A

or 50° is suitable, and if the house is ventilated
judiciously good flowering specimens may be had
by this treatment. Some of the plants may now
be allowed to develop their flowers, leaving the
Water the roots with extra
lest to flower later.
are, and
use stimulants more liberally than
Keep the atmosphere dry, and espeitherto.
:ally in the afternoons.

pseudo-bulbs may become black, and decay. The
dwarf-growing Laelia monophj-lla is at rest and
should be afforded just enough water at the roots
to prevent the pseudo-bulbs from shrivellihg.
Grow the plants in a cool, shady position in the
intermediate house.
Laelia anceps, L. albida.
L. autunuialis and L. Marriottiana are sending
up flower-spikes, and will need plenty of moisture at the roots.

—

Lycaste. Plants of Lycaste Skinneri and its
variety alba, L. Mary Gratrix, L. Balliae and
L. leucantha, will soon be finisliing their yoimg
growths and forming a quantity of fresh roots.
They will require a liberal amount of water until
the new pseudo-bulbs are fully developed' ; it is
important that the compost should at all times
become moderately dry between each application of w-ater.
The plants will thrive in an airy
|)Osition in the warmest part of the Odonto
glossum house.

—

Canna. Give less water to the roots of Cannas
Liiaii hitherto to cause the foliage to fade.
The
plants may then be placed in their winter quarThey
ters, such as a cool, frost-proof shed.
Mould not be placed near to the hot- water pipes,
the roots will shrivel.
1

—

Eucharis.
The forcing of Eucharis should
be deferred until the turn of the year, as the
plants require much fire-heat to bring them into
flower.
They
of about 45°.

may be wintered

in a temperature
VVater the roots 'sparingly and

keep the atmosphere dry. If the plants are infested with mealy bug sponge the leaves witli
an insecticide.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, Oardener to Sir Jeheiuao Coluan,
U'xrt., Gaiton Park,
R^igate.

—

Temperatures. Sudden falls in the temperatuns may now be expected, and the fires should
be kept clean and ready for use in case of emergency, but care must be tak«n, or the pipes may
get excessively hot, which is most harmful to
the plants, while insect pests will increase rapidly
It is advisable in every
in hot, dry conditions.
department to err a trifle on the warm side with
the night temperatures, as a sudden fall of
several degrees, especially if the atmosphere is
unduly moist, may prove very harmful to tender
exotics.
The following table of temiieralures
should be adhered to as nearly as possible for the
present.
East Indian or wannct house, night,
about 70°; Cattlcya house, Sibout 65°; and the
The
Mexican house a few degrees lower.
Odontoglossum house about 55° to 57° at night,
and about 52° to 54° in the morning.
When
banking up the fires at night manipuI.Tte the
dam|)ers so that there may be a slight fall in the
temperature in each division by the early morning.

—

Laelia. Laelia pumila and its many varieties
which have been growing in a cool house during
the summer will now be benefited by removal to

The

variety.

third in

point of merit

is.

;

poor. All Apples are now gathered and stored,
but for some weeks to come a close watch needs
to be kept in the store-room so that any fruits
not likely to keep well may be used first.

Bush Fruits: Lifting and Transplanting.—
White Currants, Red Currants and Gooseberries
sh-ould
be entirely lifted
and transplanted
more frequently than some growers deem advisable.
I have moved old bushes of Red Cui-rants,
replanting
them in another garden, with
good

results, and have scarcely lost a tree hi
These bush fruits are often allowed
to reraam on the same plot longer than is desirable.
The ground, in consequence, becomes ex-

the process.

and needs a thorough trenching and
manuring with farmyard or stable manure. It
best to prune the bushes where they are stand-

hausted,

ing

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

—

Figs. Early Fig trees should by now be
cleared of their second crop of fruit, luiless the
house was started later than usual, but in sucli
cases it is scarcely advisable to employ fire-heat
to develop the few remaining fruits.
If the
trees luive been kept well thinned of unnecessarv
shoots the knife will liaidly he needed.
Trees
trained near the i-oof-glass are very subject to
attack of red spider, scale, and other insect pests,
which makes it very necessary to let the
branches down from the trellis every year directly
the leaves have fallen and to wa&h every
portion of the tree with soap and water or an
insecticide.
In the meantime, and until the
leaves have fallen, syringe the trees vigorously
in the forenoon of fine days and ventilate the
house to its fullest extent both day and night
This cool treatment will materially assist the
final ripening of the young shoots.

Successional Fig Trees. — Houses in which
the second crop of fruit is still ripening should
be kept moderately dry and airy.
Kniploy sufficient fire-heat to dry up superfluous moisture
in the atmosphere, tov at this period the best
fruits are obtained in warm, dry, and well-ventilattd glasshouses.
Trees in later houses from
which onl.v one crop of fruit can be e.xpected
should receive every encouragement to harden
and ripen their .yoiuig slioots. If red spider is
in evidence svTinge the trees occasionally on
warm, suiuiy days with clear water. All established trees in borders should be very carefully
watered, erring on the dry side rather than overwatering.

The Cherry House.—Any

before removal.

When

root-pruning, planting or replanting of established Cherry
trees should no longer be delayed.
The roots are
still active and will soon grow into the fresh
compost. Chen-ies succeed under similar treatment to that recommended for Plums in a previous calendar. Except at the time of flowering
and setting of the fruit, when gentle fire-heat is
nece.<isary to dispel stagnant moisture, good crops
can be obtained without the aid of artificial
warmth this fact alone, where cool houses are
available, makes Cherries worthy of extended
cultivation, either trained on trellises or walls, as
cordons, or cultivated' in pots or tubs.
If the
trees are grown in pots or tubs they can be removed from the house directly the fruit is
gathered, and the house employed for other purlifting,

;

having an intermediate temperature
Suspend the plants from the roof-rafters, where

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

rants may also be transplanted, but I consider
it is better to renew the stock with young, nursery-grown specimens. The same remarks ap[)ly
to summer-fruiting Raspberries. For these plants
prei>are a fresh plot of gromid, trenching it deeply
and working in manure. Make the ground firm
by light treading and plant tlie stools forthwitn.
If this be done earl,v in the autunui there will
not be much fear of a shortage of fruit.
Uo
the work quickly and thus prevent the fine,
fibrous roots from perishing.
Water the plants
and jirune them fairly hard, after having removed rather more shoots than usual. It is too

soon to think of transplanting autumn-fruiting
Raspberries. I prefer to transplant these in the
spring, when llie weaUier is genial and open.
The ground should, however, be prepared for
them.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

—

Lawns. The final mowing sliould be given to
All odd patches which escape the mower
should be cut with scythes or shear's. If the fall
of leaves has been only slight a good horsemachine will easily gather them^ otherwise they
must be swept up before puttmg it over the
grass.
Bowling-green biuiks and grass paths
should also be mown at once, and unless the
grass be very rough the mowings need not be
lawns.

until

lifted

a

fall

of leaves calls for attention,

when both may be removed altogether. It may
be advisable to roll young grass of the pi'esent
year's sowing subsequent to its being mowed, as
a protection from the effects of frost.

—

Storing Tender Plants. Begonias should be
as f.{Hin as frost has killed the leaves,
placid in a glasshouse to dry somewhat, when,
the growths being broken off, they should be
stored in boxes for the winter in a frost-proof
Agapantlius should be stood closely
building.
together in a cold pit, and will need no fiuthejattention until the spring.
Echeverias ma,y be
placed one above another against the inside wall
of a cool glasshouse with a little soil placed
among the roots. The variegated Anthemis will
keep well stored mider the pipes in late vineries.
No water should be given any of these plants.
It is a question if it be worth while to preserve
the roots of Verbena venosa, which is easy to
raise from seed in spring.
The beds, once material i.s cleared off, should be forked or trenched
at once, and re-furnished with spring-flowering
lifted

plants.

— It

has destrcjyed
is

now

poscrop.

sible to give a correct estimate of the Apple
Our best variety this season, both for cropping
and quality, is Lane's Prince Albert ; moreover,
the fruits are a better average in size than

any other sort.
This fine culinary
Apple may be strongly recommended for a genethose of

supply after Christmas.
The next in order
of merit is Bismarck, which for the past twenty
years has never failed to crop here.
T note,
however, that there are several small fruits of
ral

in clearing

that

"die

—

As soon as cold weatheiIjloom there need be no dela.y
the annual growth of all plants
down." A knife is a sorry imple-

Herbaceous Borders.
Notes on Apples: Varieties.

they ara replanted

will be well to run strands of black cotton
amongst the branches as a safeguard against
small birds, which attack the buds. Black Ciu'it

a house

the extra amount of sunlight will assist the
flowers to open, and favour the development of
the naw growth.
The roots should be well supplied witn water imtil the new pseudo-bulbs are
completed, after which
less
water should be
given, but care must be taken that the roots are
never allowed to become quite dry. The plants
are frequfntly attacked by white scale insects,
which should be diligently sought for, as the pest
multiplies rapidly.
Plants of I..aelia harpophylla
starting into growth should be placed in the
intermediate house. Water .should be given witli
moderation until the new shoots are well advanr<?d. when the plants may be plentifully suppliefl with moisture.
On the completion of the
growths less water should be given, or the new

this

Lord Grosvenor. Of dessert varieties the best
crop is Cox's Orange Pippin, followed by Jlabbott's Pearmain
tJie crops of other sorts are

is

—

Humea elegans. For the next few months
Hunieas need very careful treatment or many
of the plants will die.
Do not affom water to
the roots until they are absolutely in need of
Urow
moisture, then wat-er them thoroughly.
the plants in a cool pit and place them near the
roof-glass. Any reixitting necessary niav be done
now. Use a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, coarse
Plants in 6-inch
:;and and crushed brick rubble.
"ts rtiay be shifted into 8-inch pots.

149

tlu'

off

for this work, and I always arm workers
with a reaping-hook or a pair of hedge-shears,
either of which enables th© work to be easily performed the border .s/hould be forked, and, if
time perfliits, any gross-growing plant reduced in
size.
Rotted manure and surface material from
vine and other borders may be spread over the
surface as equally as possible, to he hoed or
lightly forked below the surface of the border.

ment

;
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KOrrOfUAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMENTS
PUBLISHEB.

should be sent to the

Wellington Street,
41,
Covent Garden, 'WCEditors and PuDlislier. - Uur correspoTutenU
would obviate delay in obtaining amwen to

their communications and sate us much time and
tTouble, J/ they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all Utters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
;

Special

Notice

to

— The

Correspondents-

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused comunless
by special
illustrations
munications or
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Correspondents will greatly oblige
Local
by setiding to the Editors early intelligence of local
events likely to be of interest to our readers, or of
any matters which it is desirable to bring under
the notice of horticulturists.
Illustrations.— rfte Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or dran'ings, suitable
remarkable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.
Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the

News —

EDITOKS. 41. Wellington Street Covent
Garden, London. Communications should be

ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent as
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
writer.
If desired, the signature will not be
efte
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.
WRITTEN ON

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK,
MONDAY, OCTOBEE 14—
United Hort. B. & P.
TUESDAY, OOTOBEB 15—

Soc.

Com. meet

Brig-hton, Hove, and Sus&ex Hort. and Food Production Soo. Fruit and Vegetable Exhibition at Royal
Aquarium, Brigihton (four days). Croydon Hort. Mut.
Soc.
meet. Southampton Roy. Hort.
Imp. Soc.

Autumn (Food

Production) Show Ctwo days).

Ateraoe Mean TemIpebature
deduced from observation*
yeai-9 at Greenwich, 49.7°.

the

for

during

emsuing
the

week

last

fifty

—

ACTUAX, Tempebatukf.
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Wednesday, October
Covent Garden, London,
WeatherBcir. 30,1
temp. 61°,
9, 10 a.m.
Raining.
:

;

:

I

The paramount importancu of increasing the
studies in
rlCereal-Breedlng. yield of our cereal crops
at the present time adds
to the intrinsic interest of the following
account of recent research in the breeding
of cereals contributed by Prof. Punnett,
whose own researches in tht breeding of
plants and
signally to

animak have contributed

so

advancement of our
the
Careful work
knowledge of this subject:
the standard cereals
of
on the breeding
always worthy of the attention of
is

—

However
agriculturist.
the characters investigated may
appear at first sight, they are almost
some bearing upon
certain
to have
problems of high economic importance.
The more we know about the genetics of
every character of these invaluable plants,
the better is our position for getting out

the

scientifio

trivial

of them the best that they can give.
The results of some breeding experiments with Oats and Wheat, conducted by
Mr. A. St. C. Caporn during the past few

years on the University Farm at Cambridge, are published in the last number
In one paper
of the Jovrnai of Genefks.*
1)3 gives an account of the results of crosses
made between certain varieties of Oats with

Thousand Dollar, and
with loose membranous

tight paleae, such as

Avena

nuda,

Journal of Genetics, Vol. VII.,

Pt,

4,

Oats with tight paleae never have

paleae.

Aug., WIS.

more than four grains to the spikelet, while
Avena nuda givts up to ai3 many as 10.
Avena nuda, with its membranous
lUit
paleae, has the disadvantage of easily
shedding its grain on ripening. An Oat
combining the many-grained spikelet and
the tight paleae would be of pre-eminent

Occasionally seedsvalue.
the market a variety extracted from a cross with Avena nuda in
which it was claimed that the rather higher

agricultural

men have put on

was due to this combination. Mr.
Caporn 's work, however, does not support

yield

His careful analysis
this contention.
shows that there is some incompatibility
between tight paleae and the many-grained
inclined to conclude that
when membranous paleae are replaced by
thick, stiff husks, the extra growth which
would have produced the additional grains
iis
used up instead in the process of
spikelet,

and he

is

strengthening the paleae.
A point of considerable scientific interest
also emerges from these experiments. The
a rejia nicies of first-cross plants show
markable range of variation in the types
various
to
addition
In
carried.
of spikelet
intermediate forms, both the pure tight
and the pure loose forms of paleae occur.
Pure tights predominate on the lower
central part of the panicle, but as one
passes upwards, and also outwards, these
tend to be replaced more and more by
intermediate, and finally by the pure loose
Nevertheless, there appears to be
forms.
nu difference in the nature of the generation raised from the various types of
grain which occur on these mixed panicles.
A second paper gives ^n account of an
experiment to determine the heredity of
Of the
early and late ripening in Oats.
two varieties chosen for crossing, Mesdag
and Hopetown, the former ripens about
In
three weeks earlier than the latter.
either case the ripening period is spread
over about a fortnight, but there is no
Between the latest Mesdag
overlapping.
and the earliest Hopetown there is
Firsta period of more than a we«k.
cross plants proved to be intermediate
parents.
the
between
ripening
in time of
Owing to unavoidable circumstanoevs
the F., generation was not studied with
that very
clear
care, though it was
But a
considerable differences occurred.
careful study was made of the F3 generaplants.
106
F,
from
tion, which was raised

The

results

showed

definite

segregation.

families were as early as
Mesdag, and Mr. Caporn -concludes that the
results can be interpreted on the assumption that three definite Mendelian factors

Two

of the F3

are concerned with the time of ripening
in this cross. With regard to the possible
improvement of early varieties, he offers
some interesting suggestions, which may
" There can be little
be reproduced here.
doubt that the extent of the tillering has
much to do with the rate of ripening. The
tillering

good

:

power

of

[October

12, 1918.

due to the small number of heads.
is thus
an inevitable sacrifice of
crop when it is attempted to render a late
kind early. The only hope, apparently,
yield

There

lies in increasing the output, per individual panicle, of an already early variety.
This can best be done by extracting it
again from a fair-sized F^ generation of
a cross with a type which, quite apart from
any ability to tiller profusely, has above
all larger panicles and larger grain of
better quality."
Mr. Caporn's third paper deals with the
results derived from a cross made between
Polish Wheat (Triticum polonicum) and
an Abyssinian variety (T. elobonii). The

latter

difier.s

in

many

respects

from T.

polonicum, but the study is confined to
the inheritance of glume length and of
grain colour. In T. polonicum the glume
is long and the grain uncoloured
in the
Abyssinian variety the glumes are short
and the grain is purple. The inheritance
of glume length brought out an interesting
;

On

feature.
is

the length
F„ plants show a range

first-cross plants

intermediate.

of variation.
In some the glume length is
definitely long and in others as definitely
short, but in most it iis more or less inter-

mediate. Further analysis made by growing an F3 from 183 F, plants brought out
a definite 1:2:1 ratio of longs, intermediates, and shorts.
One-quarter bred
true to long glumes and one-quarter to
short glumes, the remainder giving a mixture.
But of the longs none was as long
as T. polonicum, and of the shorts none
was as short as T. elobonii. As the author
remarks " Along with the ordinary segregation there is established in the F^
generation a kind of telescopic effect,
whereby the means of the two homozygote
curves are brought nearer to that of the
heterozygotes than the means of the parents
would actually be. This condensation persists right through into the F3 generation,
which, owing to the possibility of
in
the
pure long ' and
pure
isolating
short curves, it can be the more readily
observed.
There is thus every indication
that this slight change in regard to the
average glume length of extracted pure
types as compared with the parents is a
:

'

'

'

permanent one."
The results recorded

for grain colour are
complex.
In addition to coloured and
non-coloured grains, there also occur particoloured grains with streaks of pigment.
Any one of these three classes may be got
Only a small proportion of
to breed true.
the coloured and streaky plants do so, the
majority giving either two of the three
kinds, or all three of them in various proIn his treatment of the data
portions.
the author brings out a semblance of
orderliness, but he admits that they are

always

not sufficiently full to justify the framing
of a scheme of inheritance for them.
Neverthelejss. it is an interesting addition
to that growing group of cases of variegation, of wdiich the heredity appears to offer

Owing to
growth among earlv

The demonspecial problems of its own.
fitration of this peculiar type of heredity

late

forms

is

that of early, very poor.

the concentration of
plants into one or two panicles only, these
are generally bigger and bear better grain
than those of late plants; but this advantage does not compensate for the diminished

in a plant of suoh high economic importance as Wheat will serve to enhance the
value of stuiJies in other plants where similar

phenomena

occur.

October
Itea
ilkifolia
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a garden plant Itea.
ilicifolia.— As
must be classed with the Chinese

considerable number
of w^hich a
have revealed Bheniselves among the hosts
of plants introduced from the Far East in
It is inferior to the Amerirecent years.
because its flowers are
virginica,
I.
can
greenish-white, not white, neither are they fragrant, and superior in the length of its tail-like
racemes, which sometimes are 1 foot long. The
Holly-like leaves of the Chinese plant may also
be considered a recommendation, seeing that the
genus belongs to the Saxifraga order. The illustration (fig. 581 shows a plant in flower against
curiosities,

the south wall of a warm greenhouse at Kew.
for it is not hardy there, though it may prove
to be

hardy

in

warmer

Women's

Farm

The plant was
Henry, and first
Lord Kesteven's

districts.

discovered in Ichang by Dr.
flowered in this country in
garden at Casewick in 1985.

and

Garden

Union.

This admirable institution was established

—

spe-

who

are bona-fide workers and whose acceptavouched for by reliable sponsors.

bility is

Horticultural Lecturers at
second conference of lecturers on
allotment gardening, under the auspices of
the Royal Horticultural Society's Food Production Scheme, was held at tlie Society's
to
September 25
from
Gardens,
Wisley,
The leaders of the conOctober 2 last."
ol'
head
Chittenden,
ference were Mr. F. J.
the R.H.S. Laboratory and School of Horti-

Conference of

WiSley.

Mr. J. C. Nevvsham, principal of the
and Mr.
Monmouthshire Farm School, ITsk

culture

Miles Benson,
nating

women

is most energetic and discrimiaffording assistance and advice to
desirous to work at farming or gardening

in

and to employers

in

want of expert

assistance.

A Monthly Lealiet is i.s-su?d, giving u.^^eful information.
An excellent club for women has
been .started, membership being limited to those

;

;

A. G. BiTRGESS, Instructor in Horticulture to ths
Surrey County Council. The following attended
Mr. F. Jennings, Chatswortli
the conference
Gardens; Mr. R. W. Green. Strathmore, Elm.
:

—

Wisbech: Mr. H. Burn. Battenburg Avenue,
Leicester
Mr. A. D. Ground, Irchester, Wei
lingborough Mr. J.- G. Blaket, The Gardens,
Holmwood. Redditoh Mr. H. Patience, Wad
Mr. H. Ashfold. T!ii>
den Lane. Cheltenham
;

;

;

:

Fic. 58.
cially for women war workers on the land in
conjunction with the Women's National Lajid
Sen'ice Corps.
It is affiliated to the National
Union of Women Workers, the Herb Growens'
Association, and other bodies interested in the
welfare of women.
The president is Princess
Louise, Duche.ss of Argyll, and mem'bers of the
council include Lady Falmouth, Lady Northcmffe, the Count'->ss of Sei.borne, Miss WillMOTT, and other influential persons, whilst Mr.
Prothero,
Professor
Biffen,
Professor
BoTTOMLEy and Professor Wood are members of
the Advisory Committee.
The office is at 50,
Upper Baker Street, and the s^retary, Mrs.

—A

— ITEA

:

;

;

;

Crawley.
Tlwi object of the conference was to
ensure uniformity of advice on the various
gardening operations.
Nova Scotia Apple Crop.— Estimates place
the yield of tile Nova Scotia A))j)le crop at from
400.000 to 500.000 barrels.
That conditions on
the whole have been rather unfavourable is
shown by the fact that an average yield approxiLast year
mates 800,000 to 1,000,000 barrels.
the crop amounted to 650.000, while in 1911
1,800,000 barrels were piodiiced by the orchards

Nova
is

War

items.

of Mr.

— Pte.

C.

W. H. Young,

W. C. Young, eldest son
foi-merly of Clare Lawn

Gardens, East Sheen, and now in charge of the
Orchids at Warren House, Stanmore, after passing safely through the many dangers of a two
years and nine months' campaign in France,
was, we regret to learn, killed in action on the
2nd ult. He joined the Civil Service Rifles, 1/15
London, in May, 1915, when he was just seventeen, and thus has added his name to the roll
of honour ere he reached his 21st birthday.
Before joining the Army he was a member of
the staff of the Great Eastern Railway at
Bisliopsgate.

With
we
leaiTi
that
deep
regret
Mr. Archibald Coke, late of Biel Gardens, East
Lothian, and formerly foreman gardener at Roby
Hall, Torquay, was killed: in action on July 20,
after two years and nine months' service in
France.

Scotia.

below

Inj

E.

J.

Wallix.

flowers greenish-white.

;

innted

growers must find a market outside of the province for 300 000 barrels.

[riinlojniph

ilicifolia

Mr.
Gardens, Aberbaiden, near Abergavenny
A. Gibson. Headington Hill Hall Gardens, Oxford Mr. A. C. Bartlett, The Orchard, Hampttm Hill; Mr, H. Cowley, "The Garden," 20,
Tavistock Street, W.C. 2; Mr. J. B. Stevenson.
Mr. (i.
Chine Garden Cottage, Bournemouth
Whitehorne. The Gardens, South Down Hall,
Polegate and Mr. H. Steadman, The Nurseries,

of

151

Although the yield
normal,

Ncfva

as

Scotia

esti-

fruit

Jam

—

Jam, marmalade, syrup,
Rationing.
and honey are to be rationed from No3,
Purchases of jam iuid nuirmalade
can be made only from the retailer with whom
Syrup, treacle, and
the consumer is registered.
honey may be bought with coupons from any
Per.sons who will
retailer able to supply them.
be between the ages of six and eighteen at midnight on December 31 can obtain a supplemenThey will receive a book
tary ration of jam.
containing an extra leaf of red coupons with a
jam counterfoil, which must be registered. In
addition to providing for the licensing of whole.sale dealers in jam or syrup, the Jam and Syrup
(Registration of Dealers) Order also makes
tre.acle,

vember

the registration of retailers of jam
Applications for registration by such
be made not later than October 15 to the Food Control Committee of the dispremises are
trict
which
in
the retailers'

obligatory
or syrup.

retailers should

situated.

;
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Editors do not hold Uicmsehes responsibte for
the opinions expressed by correspondents.^

(TIte

—

It is one of the
reason, it is veiy little grown.
most reliable varieties, in fact our trees have
never failed to crop fully for the past 30 years,

colour, and the comparatively few
were of excellent size and quality.

Apples are
this season, when
scarce, it has proved to be our best.

generally
On October 2 we picked 16 bushels from one tree. In
appeai'ance the fruit much resembles Tower of
In
Ci-laanmis, and about equals it in quality.
growth it is quite distinct, having a much more
pendulous habit, and, indeed, it is on« of the
most attractive Apple trees I know. E. Beckett.
AJdcHham House Gardens, Ehfree.

and

in
Perpetual-Flowering
Carnations
Unheated Greenhouses (see p. 127). The majority

—

of Carnation growers will agree with ..-l. H. that
artificial heat is not necessary to protect these
plants from frosts during the winter, iust as
the great consensus of opinion would disagree
with the statement that " no plant will produce
sucli generous supplies of bloom during the en-

The competition

in the various classes for
fairly good throughout, and espethose for Grapes.

was

fruits

in

Apples were

wonderfully

fine

in

size

and

Pears staged

Collections of Dessert Fruits.
Nine Dishe.-i of Ripe Dessert Fruit. There
were three exhibitors, and all staged very creditTlie 1st prize was won by
able collections.
C. A. Cain, Esq. (gr. Mr. T. Pateman), The
Node, Welwyn, for a splendid collection in
which every kind reached a high stage of perfection.
Muscat of Alexandria and M.idresfield
Court Grapes, Superlative Melon, Sea Eagle and
Durondeau and
Peaches,
Admirable
Late
Doyenne du Comice Pears, and Cox's Orange
Apples were all shown
an<i Ribston Pippin
well; 2nd, The Duke of Newcastle (gr. Mr.
G. Barker), Clumber, Worksop, whose outstanding dishe's were of Muscat Hamburgh Clrapes,
Princess of Wales and Golden Eagle Peaches
3rd, Mr. James
and Pitmaston Pine Apple
Lock, Oatlands Lodge Gardens, Weybridge.
Dishes of Ripe Dessert Fruit.' Lord
Six-

—

—

—

dry, frosty cold, though it is essential and absolutely necessary in the case' of flowering plants
in order to assist the development of the blooms,
in conjunction with a free circulation of air. to
dispel damp, which is the greatest enemy to be
overcome in low-lying districts, and the preWithout artificial heat
cursor of much disease.
the flowers would but damp and rot upon the
Chief of the drawbacks to the successful
plants.
flowering of the Carnation in England in winter
are damp, fog, and absence of sunshine, and
while the cultivator is helpless in the case of
the two last-named, he can, at least to some
extent, lessen the evils arising from the first
by a discreet use of fire-heat as experience dictates.
E. H. Jenkins.

S O C I S T< I S S

.

ROYAL HORTICULTOBAL.
October 8.— The London Scottish

Drill Hall,

Westminster, was well filled with exhibits of
fruit on Tuesday last, and a large number of
Fellows and visitors attended the meeting. The
Floral Committee did not meet on this date, nor
did the Orchid Committee meet, as the whole
meeting was given over to displays of British-

grown fruit.
The Joint Committee of the
B.H.S. and National Dahlia Society met early
in the morning to consider new Dahlias submitted for awards
The Fruit Show was a great success, and the
quality of the fruit staged was amazingly fine,
while the quantity was far greater than the most
optimistic visitor anticipated.

Fruit

and Vegetable Committee.

Skelton), Sevenoaks,
J.
with fruits of tempting appearance.
The principal dishes were of Muscat
of Alexandria Grapes, Lady Palmerston Peach,
and Cox's Orange Pippin Apple 2nd, the Duke
of Wellington (gr. Mr. E. Matthews). Strafchfieldsaye, who had excellent bunches of Mrs.
Pearson Grapes; 3rd, G. Miller, Esq. (gr. Mr.
J. Kidd), Newben'ies, Radlett. Herts.

won the

(gr.

Ml-.

1st prize

;

Grapes.
in all the classes were especially
Although the bunches vi-ere not of sensational size they were beyond the average, of
good typical shape, and sufficiently furnished

The Grapes

good.

with

large,

well-coloured berries.

The

varie-

Black Hamburgh
and Muscat of AlexThere
andria were exceptionally well finished.
were 4 exhibits of 6 varieties, 2 bunches of each,
His
and G. Miller. Esq., excelled easily.
varieties included magnificent bunches of Alnwick Seedling, Appley Towers, and Madresfield
Court (black), and Lady Hutt and Muscat of
Alexandria (whit«)
2nd, the Duke of Newcastle, who showed splendid Gros Colmar and
Chasselas Napoleon 3rd, C. A. Cain, Esq.
Four Varieties, 2 bunches of each. Lord
Hillingdon, who included almost perfect Muscats and Mrs. Pearson, was the only exhibitor,
and was awarded the 1st prize.
He also won
the 1st prize for 2 bunches of Black Hamburgh,
with magnificent examples.
Loi'd
Hillingdon was also 1st for Mrs.
Pince variety, and 2nd with Madresfield Court,
and in the class for any other black Grape. The
ties

;

;

—

of Newcastle won 1st in-izes for MadresCourt, with Muscat Hamburgh for any
other black Grape, for any other white Grape
with Mrs. Pearson, and was 2nd in the strong
Muscat of Alexandria class, and for Mrs, Pince.

Duke
field

Mrs.

W. Raphael

(gr.

Mr. H.

H. Brown),

Castle Hill, Englefield Green, was 1st for Black
Alicante; 2nd, the Duke of Wellington. W. H.
Nockolds, Esq. (gr. Mr. F. W. Hei'bert), NutCourt, Redhill, was 1st for Prince of
field
Wales, and Mr. Jas. Lock excelled with exceptional bunches in the class for Muscat of
Alexandria.

Collection of Hardy Fruit.
Mr. R. Staward, Panshanger Gardens, Hertwas the only exhibitor, but hre staged a
veiw representative collection of excellent fruits,
and deservedly received the 1st prize. Besides
splendid Apples such as Rival, Chas. Ross, Mere
de Menage, Middle Green, and Emperor Alexander, he showed dishes
Hailshamberry,
of
Panshanger Red Currant. Figs and Melons. Of
the Pears Brockworth Park. Glou Morceau, Marguerite Marrillat and Durondeau were very fine.

ford,

Present: Messrs. A. H. Pearson

(in

the chair),

Cheal, W. Poupart, John Harrison, W. Pope,
E. W. Roach, W. Bates. Edwin Beckett. G. Eevnolds, A. R. Allan, W. Crump, H. Hooper, H.
Markham, N. F. Barnes, Thos. Coomlier, A.
Bullock, F. Jordan, Jas. Gibson, J. G. Weston,
E. A. Bunyard, W. H. Divers, John Basham.
P. C. M. Veitch, Geo. P. Berrv, H. S. Rivers
and P. D. Tuckett.
few seedling Apples were forthcoming, but
no award was made. One named Cutler Grieve,
raised by Mr. Jas. Grieve, and shown by Messrs.
G. BuNYABD AND Co. the Committee desired to
see again.
W^eill-cropppd Production Runner
J.

A

,

Beans, shown by Mr. J.
tracted

some attention

:

Cook. Camberlev,

at-

large clusters of fleshv

Nurserymen's Classes.
Messrs. H. Cannell and Sons were 1st
in the premier nurserymen's class.
The arrangement was exceedingly attractive, and
the exliibit was composed of high-class fruits
equal in quality to any we have seen.
Apples
predominated, and these were of' beautiful

The

size.

;

prize.

—

HiLLiNGDON

1918.

;

;

twelve months of the year as the Perpetual
Carnation when grown without artificial heat."
None more than the great Carnation specialists
the men who cover
of England' and America
countless acres with glass for the cultivation of
the Carnation alouie would welcome anid adopt
such a coui'se were it practical and sound, since
bloom during the
it is " generous supplies of
entire twelve months of the year " that they
since also
the saving in
are out for', and
labour and appliances would be very
fuel,
great.
Artificial heat for the Perpetual-flowering Carnation in winter-tim'e is not necessary
in order to counteract cold alone, least of all
tire

12.

highest colour was seen on Worcester Pearmain,
Baumami's Red Reinette, Emperor Alexander,
King of the Pippins, Gascoyne's Scarlet. Calville Rouge. Precoce, Rival, Charles Ross, and
Duchess's Favourite. Of less showy appearance,
but none the less valuable, were Lane s Prince
Albert. Lord Derby Autumn Pearmain, Warnwr's King, Norfolk Beaufin, and Bramley's
Seedling, though for size and general excellence
none was better than the central stand of Peasgood's Nonsuch.
Boxes of most brilliant Dartmouth Crab were most attractive 2nd, Messrs.
W. Seabkook and Sons, Ltd.. who staged excellent King of the Pippins, Worcester Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pippin, Gascoyne's Scarlet,
Bismarck, Melon, and Allington Pippin amongst
their many excellent Apples, and Fertility and
Beurre Clairgeau Pears.
In the smaller class for fruits staged on a
20-feet run by 6 feet tabling the competition
was closer
Mr. H. Close won the 1st

Competitive Fruit Classes.

cially

and useful, even

colour, good form,

pods were borne on plants raised from seeds
sown about the middle of June.

Apple Small's Admirable. As a kitchen
Apple I regard Small's Admirable as one of the
very test sorts, though, for some unexplained

[OrrOBER

-

The

Apples

—

in

his

were

collection

particularly good well coloured anri of good.,
useful sizes.
Perhaps the best of the dessert
varieties
were
Worcester Pearmain.
Cox's
Orange
Pippin,
Calville
Rouge,
Precoce,
Duchess' Favourite, and Allington Pippin, while
of the kitchen sorts Peasgood's Nonsuch. Bramley's Seedling, Emperor Alexander and Newton
Wonder were the best. Pears were represented
by a dish of immense Pitmaston Duchess; 2nd,
Messrs. H. Spooner and Sons, whose Apples
were characterised by rich golden sheen and fine
general appearance; 3pd, Messrs. James Nash

and Sons.

The 20

baskets of cooking and dessert Apples
finely coloured and of good apThe 1st prize was won by Col. J. F.
HoNEYEULL (gr. Mr. G. F. Packman), and his
outstanding baskets were of Chas. Ross, Allington Pippin, Paroquet, Coronation,
Mere de
Menage, Bramley's Seedling. Peasgood's Nonsuch, and Chelmsford Wonder: 2nd, Lt.-Col.
H. L. Webb, Ham Green, Kent, who staged
smaller, but very good example.^.

were especially
pearance.

Gardeners' and Amateurs' Classes.

The

collections of 24 dishes of Apples, 15
of kitchen and 8 of dessert varieties, made an
interesting show. J. Liddell, Esq. (gr. Mr. R.
Learmouth), Sherfield Manor. Basingstoke, was
1st.
He included' King of 'Tompkins' County,

Allington Pippin, Chas. Ross, and Ribston Pippin (dessert), Blenheim Pippin, Bramley's Seedling, Peasgood's Nonsuch, Lane's Prince Albert,
Gloria JIundi and Mere de Menage (cooking)
2nd, Mr. R. Staw.ird.
C.
A. Cain, Esq., won 1st prize for 5
dishes of cooking Apples Lane's Prince Albert.
The Queen, and Peasgood's Nonsuch in magnificent condition,
and with equally highclass Rival, Chas. Ross. Allington Pippin, and
Washington, and was also 1st for 6 dishes of
dessert Apples.
With quite the finest Pears
in the show the same exhibitor won the 1st
prize for 9 dishes of dessert Pears; 2nd. .John
Liddell, Esq.
C. H. Berners. Esq., was 1st for Plums, with
splendid Coe's Violet, and Damsons. Mr. F. G.
Gereish,
Pendley Manor Gardens, Tring,
showed the best Morello Cherries, and with
splendid Queen Alexandra, Autumn Raspberries,
E. E. Palmer, Esq. (gr. Jlr. H. E. Wallis),
Sherfield-on-Loddon. won the
prize for
1st
Raspberries.
County Classes.

There was a great falling-off in exhibitors in
these classes, which are restricted to the various
groups of county districts.
1st prizes were

won bv Major Hennessy (gr. Mr. .J. Hvgate),
Tvlnev Hall, Winchfield. "for Apples in the
Kent Class John Copp. Esn.. Ferndale. Teignmouth. for Ar.riles in Class 29; Sir Ed. Pearson
(gr.
Stenherson).
Brickendonbury,
Mr. W.
;

Herts, for Apples and Pears

in

Class 30

Sir

;

Montagu Turner

(gr.
Mr. A. Barrett). BedRomford, for Apples in Class 31: C. H.
Berners. Esq. (gr. Mr. W. Messenger), Wolver-

fords,

Park, Ipswich, for Pears in Class 31 A.
Esq., Woodwell House. Can.'orth. for
Apples in Class 34 Caot. C. L. Gordon (gr.
Mr. Jas. Duff). Castle Douglas. Kirkcudbright,
for Apples in Class 35. and the Earl of Bessborough (ar. Mr. T. Tomalinl, Piltown. Co.
Kilkenny, for Apples grown in Ire-'and.
.^toiie

;

Wood.

:

—

October

Single-Dish Classes.
^Except for the two classes for
auy varieties not named, which require 8 fruits,

—

In
these classes called for 6 fruits to a <iisii.
several classes there were either no exhibit or
the specimens were not considered worthy of a
prize, but in the majority of instances the
quality and number of exhibits were very good.
1st prizes were won by J. B. Fortescue, Esq.
(gr. iir. V. Page), Dropmore, Bucks, for (a)
Adams' Pearmain, (b) Egremont Russet, and
Rjundway Magnum Bonum; Sir Edward
(c)

W. H.
AUington Pippin
fo'r
Esq., for American Jlother; the
Wellington, for Blenheim Pippin;
the Earl of Bessbohouoh, for (a) Lord Hindlip
and (b) Wealthy; E. E. Palmer, Esq., for
Charles Ross, and with Jefferson for aaiy other
in this class J. B
variety of early Apple
FoRTEsi VE. Esq.," was 2nd with Ellison's Orange;
Major Hennessy, for Ribston Pippin, Rival, and
witli King of Tompkins' County for any other
variety of late Apple, in which class the Duke
of Wellington was 2nd with Court Pendu Plat;
Pe.\bso.\-,

;

XocKOLDS,
of

popular.
Th« bloom has tliree rows of florets
IS flame-coloured, shading to rose-pink at
the tips of the florets, and with a golden centre.
Ilia.
A full-sized CoUerette variety of good
.shape and with a large ring of collar segments.
The colour is yellow, with a heavy crimson scarCollar
let area towards the ends of the florets.
light yellow ; stems strong and stiff.
Tei'ulrvsse.
A charming medium-sized,
and
free-flowering
variety,
Paeony-flowered
elegant.
The coloui- is a delightful shade of
pink flushed over blush, and with a little yellow
shading passing into the bases of the florets
trom the yellow centre.
O'orijeou-f.
A very large semi-double Paeonyflowered Dahlia with florets nearly 2 inches
broad.
The colour is rich scarlet with a suspicion of orange underlying the scarlet-golden

aud

—

—

—

centre.

Marsh.

Esq.,

ilai-chmount, Wallington, for

and St. Edmund's Pippin
Wood Gardens, Wallington,
Cox's Orange Pippin; J. Copp, Esq., for
James Grieve and Margil.
Cooking Apples. The 1st prizewinners were
C'.ayu'ate Pearmain
Mr. J. TuBB, Bear

for

—

Sir Montague Turner, for Bismarck and Dumelow's Seedling; Major Hennessy. for (a) Blenheim Pippin, (b) Bramley's Seedling, (c) Mere

de Menage, (d) Peasgood's Nonsuch, (e) The
Queen, and (f) Lane's Prince Albert; the Earl
of Bessborouch, for (a) Lord Derby, (b) Grenadier. ai;<l (c) Warner's King; G. A'Iabsh, Esq.,
for (al Stirling Castle and (b) any other variety,
with Charles Rose, in which class the Earl
was 2nd with Loddington.
of Bessborough
B. CoiLARD, Esq., Kynnersley, Shenford, for
Tubb. for Golden Noble
Mr.
Ecklinville;
J.
and Edward VII.. and the Duke of Wellington
for Gascoyne's Scarlet and Newton Wonder
and Sir Ed. Pearson, for Emperor Alexander.
won
C. H. Berners, Esq.
Dfftert Pears.
1st prizes for (a) Beurre Rose, (b) Beurr^ Hardy,
Superfin,
Charles Ernest, (e)
(d)
(c) Beurre
DuronJeau. (fl Ea.Her Beurre, (g) Pitmaston
Duchess, and (h) with Marie Benoist for any
other late variety, in which class C. H. Combe,
Ranee; Sir M.
Esq.. was 2nd with Beurre
H.
TtTRNER, for Fondante d'Automne; C.
Combe. Esq. (gr. Mr. 0. A. Kember), Cobham
Park. Surrey, for Louise Hnnne of Jersey, and
the Duke of Newcastle, for Thompson's; J. B.
H.
Fortescve. Esq., for Beurre d'Angou
Shipley, Esq.. Cobham. Surrey, for Conference,
and thf Duke of Wellington for Doyenne du

—

;

Comic?.
Affiliated SoriETiES Challenge Cup Class.

The only exhibit in this c!iiss, which requires
6 dishes each of dessert Appies, cooking Apples,
and desi-ert Pears, was from the Knf.bworth and
District HoRTicuLTunAL Society, Hertfordshire,
and it was awarded the Challenge Cup.
The
exhibit was a highly creditable one, and iiichided
Durondeau, Conference, and Beurre Hardy
amongst the Pears, and Paroquet. King of the
Pippins. Rival, The Queen, and Lam's Prince
Albert amongst the .Xpplcs.

Dahlia Committee.
f'rrseiit: Messrs. John Green (in the chair),
A. Turner. E, H. Jenkins, I). B. Crane. .1. A.
Jarrett, H. J. Jones and Chas. H. Curtii;.
About three dozen new Dahlias were submitted for the jurisdiction of this joint comniittep. and the following novelties gained the
Ko.val Horticultural Society's Award of Merit
.ind
the National Dahlia Society's First-class

Certificate
Hf'lo.

—

:

A

large, single,

and stiff -stemmed.
mauve, with a narrow

broad-petalled
is

light

decorative

variety,

The
yellow

colour
zoile

around the golden centre.

—

Stnn/lard.
An attractive, large-ffowered, decorative Dahlia closely approximating to the Cactus type in form. Very d^)uble, and with strong,
stiff stems.
Colour bright rosy-mauve.
These
two \arieties were shown by Messrs. J. Stred-

WKK

AND Son.
.\nrnh Bell. An extremely beautiful mediimisized decorative variety that for colour and freedom of flowering should find many admirers.
For L'arden decoration it should prove very

—

Trojan. Another giant decorative Dahlia belonging to Souvenir de G. Douzon group, and
measuring 10 inches in diameter. The blooms
are double, shapely, and borne on good stems.
The colour is intense dark maroon with a
The foregoing five- varieties
blackish centi-e.
were exhibited by Messrs. IJurrell ks'd Co.
Maucette. A distinct decorative Dahlia of
The florets have infolding
fairly large size.
margins, giving them a somewhat fluted appearance, so that the build of the flower is unusual.
The colom- is light rose-pink. Shown by Mr.
J. A, Jarrett, Anerley.
One of the Stiir Dahlias. Very freeAi-oca.
flowering, with neat, bright pink, yellow-centred
flowers, borne on stiff, dark stems. A very deco-

—

—

rative varietv.

Shown bv Mr. Chas. Turner!

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
October

1.

— The

monthly

meeting of this

Association was held at 5, St. Andrew Square,
Edinburgh, on this date, Mr. Robert Fife, president, in the chair.
A lecture wa» delivered by Mr. J. S. Chisholm, senior lecturer in horticulture at the EdinScotland
College of
burgh
and East of
Agriculture, on " The Apple and its Cultivation." Mr. Chi.'iholm stated that the increasing
demand for fru-t of all kinds, couple<l with the
recent restrictions on imports, had [ed U> a considerable revival of public interest in homegrown produce, and in the possible extension
in this country of fruit-growing for market as a
The enorprofitable branch of rural industry.
mous quantity of fruit imported showed very
clearly great possibilities in this direction. Fruit
food which, with more readily
is a necessary
available land for producing it in suitable districts, and improved transport facilities, might
in large measure be profitably produced at home.
The questions of availability of land and transport facilities were long oveiyiue, and ought to
be included in after-the-war schemes of reconstruction.
I'here

153

succeeded well on any reasonably good
whether light or heavy. For this purpose
following selection was given
Dessert
Beauty of Bath, Gladstone, James Grieve, \\ orcester Pearmain, Irish Peach, AUington Pippin
Culinary
Golden Spire, Lord Grosvenor, Jiiarly
Victoria, Bismarck, Lane's Prince Albert, Bramsorts
soil,

the

:

—

:

;

ley's Seedling.

The exhibits were Collection of Apples from
Mr. Chisholm (silver medal)
collection of
Apples from Messrs. Storrib and Stobrie, Glencarse (silver medal) ; collection of Apples and
Pears from C. W. Cowan, Esq., Dalhousie Castle
(gardener, Mr. W. Crighton) (silver m.6dal) collection of Apples, Pears, etc., trom Mr. J. E.
Davis. Brooniliead Hall Gardens. SheflSeld (silver
medal)
collection of vegetables from City of
Edinburgh
Parks
Depai-tment,
per
Mr.
McHattie (Silver medal) Apple Bailie NeUson,
from .Mr. J. W. Scarlett, Scmithorpe ; fruits of
broad-leaved
Paradise Apple from Mr, W'.
Lamont, Edinburgh Decorative Dahlias from
Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinbui-gh (Decoratives
Dobbie's Bedder, Dazzler, Sparkler, Ruby
Gem and Vindictive, and CoUerette Hussar,
were awai-ded First-class Certificates).
:

;

;'

;

;

—

:

0.

;
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Ueastrt Apples.

Duke

—

;;

was no doubt that the Apple could be
profitably grown in Scotland.

successfully and

Observation showed that for its best growth, productiveness and longevity it required an elevated
situation, a rich lo;vm, a plentiful rainfall, good
drainage; and abundant sunlight.
But although
the.<e might be considered to be ideal conditions,
were
by
no
means
indispen.sable,
and, under
they
proper treatment, the Apple gave excellent results
under widely different environments. As regards
" slocks," Mr. Chi.«holm strongly recommended
the planting of bush trees grafted on the broadleaved Paradise, on account of their coming
earlier into bearing, their greater productiveness,
and their being better under control for caiTying
out the variou.<! cultural operations. He pointed
out that, whether' the planting was done in
autumn or spring, plants should be ordered early,
.and that they .ihould be lifted from the nursery
lines in autumn aTid "heeled " into a trench till
they were required. The principle wa»s laid down
that pruning and manuring should go hand
hand, instead of the all-too-prevalent practice
of pruning ostensibly for the production of fruit
and at the same time applying manures in such
ill-balanced proportions as to produce annually
He deprea great amount of useless wood.
cated the large number of varieties on the market, and he maintained that the inferior sorts
In selecting
should be ruthlessly weeded out.
varieties soil was the dominating factor for or
againsl success of any particular one, but many

;

—

ROYAL SCOTHSH ARBORICULTURAL.
September 28.— At

a

meeting of

Council

tJie

of this Society, held at 19, Cattle Street, Edinburgh, on this date, over two hundred new membei-s were elected as a result of a special appeal
sent out by the pi-esident, the Duke of Buccleuch,
K.T. The following resolution was unanimously
" The Council of the
adopted by the meeting
Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society welcomes
the gratifying announcement made by Viscount
Peel in the House of Lords on August 8 in reply
to the Earl of Selborne that the report of the
Forestry Sub-Committee of the Reconstruction
:

Committee ha« been accepted by t.lie Government
and that a Central Authority for Forestry for
the United Kingdom would be set up and the
policy of planting would be pursued with the
delay.
The Council trusts that
the Government's intentions so announced will
receive legislative sanction as soon as Parliament
reassembles. The Council respectfully repeats to
the GovernmeSl the request that this Society
s'lould have an opportunity of considering and
expressing its views upon schemes in contemplation
for Scotland before they are .ictually
.adopted."
least possible

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
October 7.—The Floral Commiltco of this
society met at Essex HaU. Strand, W.t'., at 2.30
p.m., on this date.
No new variety was submitted for award, and tlie meeting was a very
brief one.
Several interesting matters relative
to the future work of the Committee were discussed informall.v, and the opinion was expressed
that the Chrvsanthemum known variously as
Candida and Sanctity is the best earlv white
market

sort.

TRADEJIMOTES.
NEW
An

PRICES FOR

Order has been

ONIONS.
establishing maxi-

issue<l

mum

prices for
British
eating and pickling
Onions of tlie 1318 crop, and comes into operation on the 14th inst.
Eating Onion.s are defined
as those which will not pass tha-ough a sieve of
Ij-inch mesh, and pickling Onions as those which
will go through the riddle.
It is provided that
Onions must be sold by weight, and eating
Onions must not be used for making pickles.
The maximum prices are as follows
:

EATING ONIONS.
lletiiil

Growers'
inaximiim

m

.Sales of
1 cwt.
or or more,
f.o.h.
per cwt.

price,

Time

of
delivery.

1918
per ton
Before and on Oct. 81 £28
21)
Nov. 1 to Nov. 30
Dec. I to Dec. 31
. .

1911)

to Jan. 31
to Kch. 28
Mar. 1 tn Mar 81
Ajiril land after
.Tan

1

Fell. I

Sales of
1 stone
or more,

hut

f.o.r.

"

..SO
..32
..Si
..86
..

38

s.

Prices.

less

.Sales of

less
1

than

stone

thanlcwt. perlb.

d.

s.

rl.

d.

6

4i

8

4j
4J

114

4

86
86

4

38
40
42
44

4 11
6 2
6 6
6 8

6
6}
6i

8

4J

4

6J

PICKLING ONIONS.
Anytime

..

..30

30

4

—
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The Order makes

it

an offence

to sell British

with any other Onions, or falsely
to represent or misdescribe British Onions as imported Onions, or imported Onions as British
In the case of Onions not separated
Onions.

Onions

miixedl

sold for delivery before December 31, must lae sold at prices
applicable to eating Onions, and if sold after
December 31, at prices applicable to pickling
Onions. The maximum wholesale dealer's profit
is 353. per ton, and if the Onions pass through
the hands of more than one wholesale deiiler this

when

sold

by

growers, these,

t,he

if

must be shai'ed.
Growers who carry on separate businesses as
wholesale dealers may apply to the Director of

profit

Vegetabre SuppUes, 100, Cromwell Road, London, S.W. V, for licences to sell their own Onions
as wholesale dealers. Onions may be sold by retail only by registered retail dealers in eating
Potatos", or" by growers whose total Onion crop
Retail dealers may
is not more than 10 cwt.
charge gd. a lb., with a maximum of 2d., for
delivery to customers. The Order does not apply
to 'Shallots, Potato Onions, or to Onion sets sold
All contracts are cancelled,
for 75lanting.
cept in respect of deliveries before October

ex7.

Messrs. Dobbie and Co., Edinburgh, have apoointed Mr. Hari-y Wright manager of their
Marks Tey establishment. Mr. Wright was Mr.
Ireland's chief assistant. a"d has been in the
service of the firm for over 22 years.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Farm Orchards.
It is well known that the majority of farm
orchards are ill attiended. The trees are planted,
or rather they are " stuck in," and attention
ends there, this is a short-sighted policy. At
Swanmore we have 5 acres of Apple trees, bushes
and standards, which succeed well the trees are
profitable, interesting, and their crops of value
to the community.
I should not a;dvise the farmer with but little
knowledge of fruit-growing to plant bush
trees, but standards^ with 8-feet stems if possible, so that the orchard may be used for
When trees of
grazing sheep, calves or pigs.
this type are established they require less attention than bushes, and that is important to the
farmer with a limited knowledge of fruit-growWhere Pear trees succeed I advise the ining.
clusion of a few Pear trees of desirable varieIn the case of all kinds of fruit I would
ties.
limit the number of vai-ieties to a minimum.
Plums should be more, extensively planted, and
good varieties should be selected. Such sorts as
;

the
are

Michaelmas Plum, which is really a Bullace,
unprofitable, and one may surmise what
Plums would realise if they were

Monarch

planted' instea<i.

farm orchard on grass may be utilised for
other purposes, and if possible it should be near
the hnmestead, as being handier for young cattle.

A

best site is one with a southern aspect, or
Shelter from the
a Westerly one would suffice.
east and north should be provided, not only for
the trees but for the cattle.
No other kind of shelter or fence is so good as
a Quick hedge. Austrian Pines, intermixed with
Larch and Black Italian Poplars, would form the

The

quickest-growing screen.

Standard trees of all kinds of fruits should
be nnt closer than 24 feet apart, and in some
cases 30 feet is better. 'The former distance will
suffice

—

—

if

space

The following

is

not unlimited.

varieties are siiitable

— Culinary

:

Grenadier (August), Norfolk Beauty (September), Royal .Jubilee (October), Bramley's Seedling (November, December
and' .January), with Dumelow's Seedling (WelApples.

:

lington) to follow.
Devonshire
Dessert.

—

Quarrenden (August),
Worcester Pearmain (September), James Grieve
(Octoberl. Blenheim Pippin (November), Cox's
Orange Pippin (December), with King of Tompkins' Countv and King's Acre Pippin to follow.

—

Williams' Bon Chretien (September).
Pears.
Louise Bonne of Jersey (October), Doyenn^ du
Cornice (November), with Pitmaston Duchess for
stewing.

Plums.
Victoria,

Seedling

—Rivers'

Earlv Prolific (Augnist). Czar,
Washington, and Pond's
with Monarch for later

Jefferson,

(September),

use.

If

Damsons

are required choose the Merry-

[October

perfect

with fruits are
improper preparation of the groimd before
(1)
planting, (2) neglect or a want of knowledge in
pruning, (3) neglect of spraying the trees. The
first of the three causes is the only one that concerns the intending planter just now. Especially
for stiff soil is a thorough preparation of the
ground an absohite neoassity to success. A station at least 4 feet square and not less than
2 feet deep should be prepared by trenching, or,
better, throwing out the whole of the soil, separating tlie turf, the surface soil, and the subsoil.
Many persons put the turf at the bottom of the
hole, whereas it is needed on the surface in
The subsoil below
which to plant the trees.
2 feet should be broken up another foot deep
and left at the bottom. Half-decayed farmyard
manure should be liberally added to the surface
soil to encoui-age vigorous growth, the aim being
to obtain a large area of- branch growth in the
shortest possible time, because without this a
Many
large fruit crop cannot be obtained.
writers err in advising that animal manure
In
should not be employed at planting time.
all cases plant the trees on the surface in newly
trenched soil, covering the roots with a slight
mound. With the gradual sinking of the trenched

subsequent fumigation.

ill-success

the trees will eventually settle down to the
level, whereas if planted' 6 inches below
the natural surface the roots would eventually be
much too deep, which is the main cause of canker.
Directly the trees are planted they should be
staked 'firmly to prevent the wind swaying them
would cause, the roots
fro,
as this
to and
to become damaged and loosened in the soil.
The stakes should be not closer than 6 inches
from the stems, to obviate bruising the bark. If
cattle are turned into the orchard the stems
Three stakes, at least
should be protected.
6 feet high, should be driven into the soil 1 foot
The
from the stems and arranged anglewise.
stakes should be surrounded with strands of
barbed wire, or wire netting will suffice. E.
Mnhineiix.
soil

normal

12, 1918.

passed through the larval stage, and become
flies, and these latter are killed by the

weather and Langley Bullace.

The main causes of

—

G. H. On p. 141
instructions for cyaniding fruit houses,

Cy\xidixg T0M.4T0 Houses:

we gave

and the same general instructions hold good
in the case of houses containing Tomatos infested with White Fly (Aleyrodes vaporarioruni).
The foliage of the Tomatos should be
dry when cyaniding is commenced.
As the
fumes are deadly poisonous, every care must
be taken to keep the house locked, and as airSubsetight as possible, during fumigation.
quently, open the ventilators from the outside,
and the doors if weather permits. No member of the staff should be allowed to enter the
For
house until the fumes have dispersed.
White Fly on Tomatos, the materials for each
1,000 cubic feet should be li ounce sodium
cyanide, 3^ fluid ounces sulphuric acid, and
lOi fluid ounces water temperature not above
55°
exposure 40 minutes. Repeat the fumigation at intervals of two days until all eggs
are hatched and flies killed
;

;

Motor Tr\ctor Ploughs D. M G., Amsterdam.
We do not know of a motor driven plough
:

.

with so low a power as 1-4 horses. The Titan
tractor is 20 h.p., and will, in addition to
ploughing, scarifying, cultivating and rolling
the land, draw two self-binder corn-cutting
machines it will manage road haulage up to
;

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Brown Rot

Apple Trees

in

:

T.

./.

H.

If

you

any dead leaves hanging on the trees
through the winter, remove them, and cut out
dead
shoots or spurs. These should either
any
be' burnt or d^ig into the ground. Dui-ing the
winter spray the trees with copper sulphate
find

(98 per cent, purity), 1 lb. in 10 gallons of
water, or with lime-sulphur mixed according to
the maker's directions for winter spraying. In
the spring, as soon as the flowers have shed
Uieir petals, spray with lime-sulphur, summer
strength, and spray again a fortnight or three
weeks later. You will then have done all that
Lime-sulphur
is possible against brown rot.
may be purchased in concentrated liquid form.

If a 14T. S. C.
inch buttress is built into the back of the
be
waU
should
9-inch wall at everv 8 feet the
The wall-plate at
strengthened! sufficiently.
the top of the wall will add support also. Wellseasoned Red Deal, with 21-oz. glass for the
roof and 15-oz. glass for the front and ends,
will provide a substantial house that, if kept
regularly painted, will last sound for many

Building a Greenhouse

:

;

/. T.
The Cattleyas are sufferattack by the Cattleya Fly (Iso-

soma orchidearum)

(see

fig.

59)

and

also

by

Cecid (Cecidomyia Cattleyae).
Both these pests are frequently very inthe houses
jurious to Orchids, therefore
containing Orchids liable to attack should
be fumigated at brief intervals, in order
that the young flies may be killed before
they are able to do any hai-m themselves
In the case of a very bad
or deposit eggs.
attack of Cattleya Fly, where one or more
growths have become much swollen and infested, it may be advisable to cut out and burn
such growths, but otherwise tlie best method
of exterminating the pest is the one described
by Mr. Thurgood in Oard. Chron., Feb. 9,
1907, p. 94, i.e., fumigating the house twice a
week for five months. At the end of this
period all the eggs deposited have hatched.
the

Orchid

4 or 6 tons, and will drive a drum to" thresh
corn quite easily. The price is £385, delivered
A week's
at any railway station in England.
tuition is given by the agents in its managetotal
The
as
well.
ploughing
ment, and in
With one
weight is approximately 2j tons.
four-furrow plough six acres per day of ten
The shares vary in
hours can be ploughed.
width, from 10 inches to 14 inches, according
to the type of plough. The former is sufficient
for good work, as it cuts oft' Thistle roots, and
the Thistle is the most difficult weedi to eradicate.

Approximately 5 gallons of paraffin oil is
The machine is started

required per day.

years.

f'ATTLEYA Fly
ing from, an

cattleya fly (isosoma orchidearum).

Fig. 59.

In Hampshire, tractor ploughs
with petrol.
are much used on all kinds of soil, but the
Hilly
lighter the fiil the easier they work.
ground is, r turally, not so suitable as flat
ground for anv kind of tractor.
IP. B.
1, evidently a seedN.vmes of Fruit's
2, Crimson Quoinling from Ribston Pippin
ing 3, Annie Elizabeth 4. Warner's King.
Morning
2. Waltham
.S'.'' B.
1, Hoary
J.
Abbey Seedling 3, Cox's Pomona 4, Domino.
2, New Haw1, Mank's Codlin
E. B. C.
thornden.
No. 9,
Col. Xorthheacli.
Names of Plants
1. Crataegus
Crataegus punctata. Nimrod.
3,
macracantha 2, Passiflora coerule* var.
E'chium candicans var.
:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

Eeceived.— S.
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that almost Arctic country. These far-northern
plants would probably be A. commutata; A.
It would be very inKeiskei grows in Japan.
teresting to learn what the Japanese may be
and like herbs native
this
about
able to tell us

be even better when the proper heating of the
Orchid house is possible.

Dahlia Society, for seedling varieties raised in
garden at Anerley.

hybrid are sent by
exhiMessrs. Stuart Low and Co., who first
bited this remarkable cross between Sophronitis
grandiflora and Brasso-Laelia Helen (B. Digbyaiia X L. tenebrosa) at the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society, Nov. 19. 1912, the raiser's
name, with the suffix "ara," being used for
the generic title in accordance with the rule relating to the nomenclature of new combinations
Sophronitis grandiin multi-generic hybrids.
flora was the male parent, and in the tint of the
sepals and marking of the lip tihis parent can
well be traced., but in size and shape the flower
The sepals
is nearest to the seed -bearing parent.
and petals are 2^ inches long, the latter being
more than 1 inch in width both are coloured
light copper-red.
The lip. which is well formed,
is 2 inches in length, undulate at the margin,
and coloured light rose-pink with darker veining

_

his

An

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ORCHID

•Oarrl.

;

A

Iliirlstoni'
G.
very a.gi-eeable odour.
{Major). Old Hovse. Twlrl-evliam.

Hardy

DAHLIA CAMBRAI.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA

elegans.

This very variable hybrid, originally imported
from the island of Santa Catherina, Brazil,
where it was growing with Cattleya Leopoldii
and Laelia puqjurata. was- long regarded as a
true species, and was described and figured by
Chas. Morren in 1848 as Cattleya elegans [Ann.
Although this
de Gand., iv., p. 93, t. 185)."
parent was regarded as a doubtful species in
some gardens, and placed under Cattleya, or
Laelia, tihe latter title still having a strong hold
gardien nomenclature, its hybrid origin was
not .suggested until 1877 {Gard. Ckron., 1877, II.,
p.
424), and not authoritatively recorded as
Laelio-Cattleya until many years later {Gard.
in

The beautiful, scarlet Collerette Dahlia illustrated in fig. 60 was awarded the R.H.S. Award
Firstof Merit and the National Dahlia Society's
class Certificate on September 10, 1918. when

19. 1918.

on two separate occasions this year no
fewer than three R.H.S. Awards of Merit and
First-class Certificates of the National
thi-ee

ing

to their country.

error in ray note on Angelica published in
Ohron., September 7. 1918. requires correction
on page 95, in the middle column, hne
the bottom, the parenthetical qualificafrom
10
" (not the leaflets
tion " (leaves) " .should read
kind of herbal tea is indeed
of the leaves)."
made of the leaves, but then these have been
The leaves of Lovage are
previovsh/ dried.
much milder, and a decoction thereof has a

[October

Chron.. 1889,

I., p. 619).

LOWIARA
Flowers

of

this

INSIGNIS.

rare

;

and vellowish base and

The complications were

disc.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
The month

that has just passed must have been
At
one of the wettest Septembers on record.
my station there were only nine days without
rain, and the total fall for the month was no
Towards the middle of
less than 6.23 inches.
the month there was a period of nine rainy days
in succession, and on the 29th exactly 1 inch fell
My records go back
in the twenty-four hours.
only eight years, but in that time there has been
no approach to such a wet September, the nearest
being in 1912, when the total rainfall was 3.48
inches.
Natui'ally work was much hindered, but
not so much as might be imagined, because most
Had there been a
of the rain fell at night.
normal crop of fruit to harvest the constant interruptions to picking would have been serious.
As it was, the appearance of late Plums was
spoiled, rain ruining the " bloom," whilst the
gathering of Cobnuts ba« had to be delayed so
long that many of the nuts are falling from the
Weeds have grown apace, and it is much
trees.
to be hoped that October will be dry enough to
render hoeing effective.

Planting Preparations.
Preparations are being made for the planting
This land was
of a new orchard of Sj acres.
It was somewhat elaborately drained, ploughed, and subsoiled, and a
good crop of Potatos has recently been harvested

under grass in 1917.

it.
This crop forms the best preparation
orchard planting, as it pays for liberal

from
for

Fig.

60.— dahlia cambrax

:

a scarlet collerette variety

Mr. J. A. Jarrett, undeivthe
name P^ronne. Messrs. W. Treseder and Sons
had already given the name Peronne to a somewhat similar, but distinct, variety, and in order
has,
to avoid confusion, Mr. Jarrett's flower
with the permission of the two societies which
made the awards, been re-named Cambrai.
The flower is of very regular outline, and the

shown by the

raiser,

outer florets are cup-shaped, so that the sctirlet
colouring appears richer or softer according to
the pose of the bloom. The " collar" is yellow,
The blooms are
slightly flushed with scarlet.
borne on long, stiff stems, and the variety
plant
for gardens.
effective
makes a bold and
Mr. Jarrett, the raiser of Cambrai, is an
amateur grower who has won many successes as
a raiser and exhibitor of Dahlias, both in the
At the National
amateur and open classes.
Dahlia Society's exhibition in 1917 he won
first prizes in eadh of the seven classes in which
he competed, and this year he again excelled in
the open and amateur classes for both PaeonyHe has also
flowered and decorative Dahlias.
established the further amateur record of gain-

with yellow

" collar.

further increased by the inclusion of L.-C. Schilleriana (L. purpura ta x C. intermedia), imit imder the same name.
remained for Eustace F. Clar-k, Esq., Evershot, Dorset, by flowering the home-raised cross
between Cattleya Leopoldii and Laelia pOrpurata
in 1911, to prove the suggested parentage of the
imported natural hybrid, the record being soon
afterwards verified by Messrs. Jas. Veitch and

ported witih
It

Sons.

Mr. Clark now sends a very pretty form, which
from the original flowered by him. The
lanceolate, recurved sepals are whitish-lilac on
the face and tinged with green on the reverse
differs

side.

The much broader

petals are tinged with

The lip,
and veined with light mauve.
which has the base closing over the column and

lilac

the erect tips of the side lobes indicative of
C. Leopoldii, is blush-white on the lower half,
the interior being tinged with yellow, and bearing thin, purple lines running into the broad,
Enforced
undulated, violet-purple front lobe.
cool treatment is said to have interfered with
the full development of the flower, which should

manuring with dimg, and leaves the land clean
Moreover, if mid-season
andi in good condition.
Potatos are grown, they are lifted in ample time
to get the ground ready for the trees.
It is advisable to lime or chalk land intended
for fruit trees, and we have usu.ally given a
of small waste chalk from lime
These kilns are
kilns within carting distance.
It
now closed, owing to shortage of labour;
would, of course, be possible to buy ground
limestone or caustic lime, but I prefer to try

heavy dressing

basic slag at the rate of 10 cwt. per acre. This
fertiliser contains enough lime to last the trees
for some time, and I hope that the phosphates
will tend towards the production of firm, fruitful

wood.

The Best Form

of Tree.

Considerable difficulty has been experienced
The Army has
in getting the necessary trees.
drawn so many skilled men from the nurseries
that little propagating has been done, and
In o, dcr to obtain
stocks have become low.
trees for this little orchard of 3^ acres it has
been necessai-y to go to no fewer than five
It is true that I was looking for a
nurseries.
form of tree that is not commonly in request
In many
bush-s:haped tree on an 18-inch leg.
nm-series bushes are trained without any stem at
all, or. if they have one, it is not more than

—

—

October

——
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A legless tree probably suits
12 inches long.
private gardens very well, but it is undesirable
in a market plantation, because a band of ware
netting is necessary to protect the bark from
It is, of course, possible to fix netting
rabbits.
all around the plantation, but this is much more
expensive and a perennial nuisance, being always
smothered with weeds and liable to be broken
down. Other advantages of a leg are that it
keeps the lower branches off the ground and
facilitates the work of hoeing and digging.

and efforts would be made to keep them
within bounds. As it is, their topmost branches
are reached for pruning and gathering without
much difficulty. Trees planted 18 feet apart
certainly look lost at first, but this does not
matter when the intervening spaces are planted
with Black Currants or some other small fruit.
I expect to find that Black Currant bushes have
a considerably longer life of userulness in this
orchard than they have between trees planted
MarJcet Grower.
closer.
able,

Bushes versus Stand.uids.
The first orchard planted here was of bush
trees on the Paradise stock. Many of them were
stunted, spur-covered trees when they arrived

CITRUS TRIFOLIATA (SYN. AEGLE
SEPIARIA).

;

they were not pruned sufficiently for the first
few years, and the planting was followed by
two seasons of prolonged drought. As a result
many of the trees practically stood still, and
looked as if they never would come to anything.
It was decided, therefore, that bushes on the
Paradise stock would not thrive on this somewhat poor land, and the other fields were planted
•with half-.standards on various stocks, mostly
Crab. I have decided on a return to bushes for
several reasons. In the first place, the original
orchard did go ahead in course of time, and is
now invariably the most profitable on the farm.
Low bushes are much more convenient for spraying, pruning, ajid gathering of the fruit, whiLst
they are less exposed to the wind, and so give
Many people would
less trouble with windf.iUs.
say that half-standards allow greater freedom
for horse cultivation, but my horseman prefers
to worlt amongst bushes, provided that they are
The main
not nhinted too closely together.
branches of half-.standards come out at just the
right level to catch the horses, and. as they are
the result is they are often broken.
stiff,
Amongst bushes, only the slender ends of the
branches are likely to touch the horses, and

Whether

in flower or fruit this

characterised shrub, or small tree,

very strongly
is one of the
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illustration

was prepared was

taken,

it

grows

vigour against the end of a Fernhouse, but a specimen planted on a border not
many feet away grew slowly. The plant appears
to be absolutely hardy.
By crossing C. trifoliata with the common Orange a hybrid, known as the Citrange,
has been raised in France with the object,
it has been said, of providing an Orange that
would flourish in a climate that is too cold
for the common Orange.
This hybrid was raised
some years ago, but I am aware of no report
which shows that it has attained a sphere of
usefulness. Citiiis trifoliata is a native of China
and Japan, and is described as one of the most
striking Japanese plants ever introduced.
It
can be raised' from British-grown seed, or cuttings of half-ripened wood may be rooted.
The

with

greiat

Then there are
these offer little resistance.
several advantages in the use of the Paradise
stock. The trees come into bearing earlier than
on the Crab or free stock, and produce finer
fruit, whilst their roots keep nearer to tJie surface.
This last is .in important point here, as
the subsoil is of an undesirable nature, and 't
is noticed that the trees are very liable to canker
when their roots get down into it.
Frke-growing Varieties.
Eighteen years of fruit-growing here have
taught us which varieties of Apple can be planted
on this somewhat poor land with prospects of
success.
This is a lesson which every grower
must learn for himself, as no one can say with
confidence how any variety will behave in a particular district, unless there are other orchards
on similar soil in the neighbourhood. Here only
very free-growing varieties are profitable. The
following is my selection for the new orchard
Bramley's Seedling. Blenheim Pippin. Royal
tlubilee, Charles Ross, Newton Wonder, Rarly
Victoria. Rival, and Devonshire Quarrenden.
The first five have proved their worth here as
free-growing and very healthy varieties. Early
Victoria and Rival have been grown for only
two or three years, but they give such good promise that they are included. Devonshire Quarrenden is an experiment. .'Ml of these are to be
on Paradise stock with the exception of the very
prolific Early Victoria.
In spite of this they
will be planted 18 feet apart each way.
Previously we have planted at 12 feet apart, but
this proves much too close for these free-growing
varieties, even on the
Paradise stock.
If
allowed ample sp<Tce the trees bear fruit all
round, instead of only on the .top, as happens where closely-planted trees gi-ow into one
another. Moreover, I believe that, where the soil
suits Paradise stock better than free or Crab
stock, the former will give a tree with just as
big a head. Certainly some of the large.st trees
here are on Paradise.
Were their bulky heads
perched up on 4-foot stems in the form of halfstandards, they would be considered unmanage:

1'

IG.

CITRUS trifoliata FRt'ITING IN THE CAMBRIDGE BOTANIC GARDEN.

61.

can be grown. In May it
is
covered with large, sweetly-scented white
flowers like those of a Citrus.
It is commonly
known as Citrus trifoliata, under which name it

most ornamental

is

figured

autumn,

in

in

tliat

Dot.

districts

covered with yellow,

Mag.,
where

t<ib.

downy

it

6,513,

and

flourishes,

fruit

it

genus Aegle, to which the plant appears most
correctly to belong, differs from Citrus only in
having the stamens free from one amother.
[The Index Kewensis refers Aegle sepiara to
trifoliata.
Eds.]
The leaves are of
as explaining the structure of an
Orange-leaf.
They are trifoliate, and the
lateral leaves make a joint at the point of attachment. In the Orange there is a joint where evidently the lateral leaves belong but obviously
have been suppressed. Members of the Rutaceae
with comipnnnd. leaves are, of course, frequent.

in

'Citrus

is

interest

which much

res'?mble .small Oranges (see

fig. 61).
It is, perhaps, the most spiny shrub that can be grown
in a garden, and the spines, which are straight,
aJiarply pointed, and green like the litem, are
from 1 to 2 inches long.
Nothing could form

a more formidable hedge, but it is not everywhere, perhaps, that the plant c«an grow with
sufficient vigour.
In the Cambridge Botanic
Garden, where the photograph from which the

If.

Irwin Lynrh, Botanic Gnnlvn. Cambridge.

[The illustration in fig. 62 .'hows the fruits
natural size, also the trifoliate leaves aii'd very
formidable spines.

Eds.]
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BULB GARDEN.
Flowering in the end of September and in
October, Crocus iridiflorus is one of tlie choicest
of the autumnal-fiowering Crocuses, vieing with
C. speoiosus in beauty, and ranking with it as
one of the most reJiiable of these autumnal
delightful as this is written, on
the last day of September, when, after a period
of rainy weather, a brighter day than usual
has iiid'uced the plant to open its flowers.
It

species.

Comparing
plate

in

Maw,

these

blooms with the coloured
opus of Mr. George
one
struck
Crocus,
is

magnum
Genus

with

inferiority
in
the
of
the colouring
the illustration compared with that of the
flower itself. The colour is a rich purple on the
outer segments, wliile the inner ones are of a
The anthers are
clear lilac with purple- lines.
orange, the filaments white, and the stigmata
rich purple, the whole combination of colouring
being exceedingly beautiful. As Maw remarks,
this is the onJy Crocus species with purple stignoteworthy feature of the flower is
mata.
that the inner segments are smaller than the
outer ones, and the general effect is like that
of some of the Irises, hence the name iridiflorus.
The name of C. byzantinus has also been given
to this Crocus, but, although it has priority in
point of time, it is misleading, and there seems
a pretty general agreement that iridiflorus should
of
iridiflorus
is a native
be accepted.
C.
Hungary, the BanaA, Wallachia, etc., and is
hardy in this country.
The corms should be
i?.
Arnott.
planted about an inch deep.

A

"

BLINDNESS

IN THE DOUBLE
NARCISSUS.

"

WHITE

Now

that the time for planting Daffodils has
it may be useful to direct attention to
the so-called " blindness " in Narcissus poeticus
fl.
pi., for the malformation is among the perWith all the
petual worries of the gardener.
Narcissus tribe the embryo flower for the ensuing year is made with the maturing of the
leaf of the preceding year a fact which renders
weather conditions not a little responsible for
either good or indifferent flowering. In this connection it will be remembered that the double
white Narcissus referred to is probably one of
the last to flower, hence it has to complete its
growth and lay the foundation of the next season's flowering virtually during high summer
With great heat or continued drought
time.
prevailing, it is easy to see that this would be
imperfectly done, with " blindness " in the following year as the inevitable result. Many years
;

ago

I

began

experimenting

with

a

view to

possible, the cause of the trouble.
the variety variously attributed the
failure to " drying winds at floweruxg time,"
"spring frosts," or " malnutrition." My soil at

discover,

Growers

if

of

the time was light loam over gravel, which became very dry in summer, the season of growth
in the plant being considerably shortened in consequence.
Convinced that this, in conjunction
with summer heat and absence of root moisture,
were the contributory causes of the blindness,
the aim of the experiments was to reverse these
conditions entirely.
Some of the bulbs were
grown in pits, in pots, the latter standing in
saucers of
water,
and others were placed
in a low-lying bog bed, into which much surface water entered.
Others were planted later
near the side of a pond, where, once they had
become established and with roots in constantly
cool, moist, and often wet ground, blindness was
unknown. Since those early experiments I have
frequently planted the bulbs in ground often
flooded in winter time, with the best results.
Planted in deep, cool, or moist ground, the growing season of the plant is lengthened and its
other functions following in due order immunity
from blindness is practically secured.
Lifting
and drying is unsuited to this variety, because
of a propensity to continuous rooting, hence

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

AUSTRALASIA.

By

F. Jordan, Garden&r to Lieut.-Ool. Spendhb
Olay, M.P., Ford Manor, LinglieW, Surrey.

PHOENIX CANARIKXSIS IN AUSTRALIA.
Owing

war conditions,

to

Gardeners'

my
me

reach

Chronicle

copies of the
at irregular

and it was only to-day that I read
H. Maiden's reply to my communication
In
published in your issue of March 3, 1917.
Mr. Maiden's first communication to you he distinctly stated that nothing was known in Australia about the origin of Phoenix canariensis,
and now he professes to know everything abovit
this Pahn.
My letter, that appeared an your
intervals,

Mr.

J.

issue

of

March

3

of

last

year-,

su2}pli»d

the

correct information about the introduction of the
seed of Phoenix canariensis to Australia, and its

subsequent planting, and the information concerning the original source of the seeds has since
I
been confirmed by the authorities at Kew.
also stated that Mr. Charles Muore had informed
me that when Sir William Jackson Hooker and
Sir Joseph Dalton Hooker (the latter name was
deleted from the let'.erpress, although it appeared in my manuscript) were directors at Kew
they had supplied the seeds of most of the Palms,
canariensis, which I
first
including Phoenix
planted in the Garden Palace Grounds, Sydney.
I probably knew Mr. Moore longer than any man

now

living,

and

I

course with him.

had considerable
First,

official inter-

when the Government

New

South Wales instructed me to re-design
many of the shrubberies and flower-beds in the
Botanic Gardens, Sydney, and afterwards when
they appointed me to take charge of the Garden
Palace Grounds, much of which I designed, laid
I have in my possession a
out, and planted.
letter from Mr. Moore in which he refers to the
important professional work I had been engaged
in at the Botanic Gardens and Garden Palace
Grounds, and the great skill I had displayed in
c'arrying it out.
It was my work in those public
of

arrived,

19. 1918.

—

is

tliat

T/ie

permanently planted bulbs give the best results.
This variety, too, like N. maximus ^another
lover of cool, stiH, moist soils succeeds best if
deep planted, and a minimum depth of 5 inches
should be allowed.
E. H. Jenkins.

—

CROCUS IRIDIFLORUS.

[October

gardens that attracted the attention of the late

Hon. Sir Alfred Stephen, G.C.M.G., LieutenantGovernor of New South Wales, and of the late
Hon. Dr. James Norton, LL.D., M.C.L. (member of the Legislative Council),

me

to

re-design,

lay

out,

who appointed

and beautify Hyde

Park, Sydney, and amongst the many improvements I effected in that public park was the
planting of the groups of beautiful Palms now-

growing there.
In Garcl. Chron.. Oct. 6, 1917, Mr. Maiden
states " that Mr. Charles Moore was the most
autocratic of men. and never was known to give
anyone a free hand in anything." During my
long initercourse with Mr. Moore, both socially
and officially, I found him at all times most considerate, and I was indebted to him for many
valuable suggestions in the course of our official
work.
When Mr. Maiden's first letter appeared in
the Gardeners' Chronicle concerning Phoenix
the leading Australian landscape
gardeners and nurserymen spoke to me on the
subject, and said that " if Mr. Maiden had ad-

canariensis,

dressed a letter to the local Press, or to myself,

Cucumbers.
have been

— Old

fresh compost applied

graph of Mr.
facts

to

Maiden's

by the introduction

the

subject.

Sydney, July

17,

Fred.

WIS.

tries to obscure
matters not relevant
Chaiswood,

letter
of

Tvmer,

which

plants

warm

w'ill

encourage the

roots to grow and keep them healthy.
cellent compost for winter Cucumbers is
of two-thirds light, rich turf, free from

An

ex-

formed
worms,
and one-third old Ume rubble, with a good
spriniklLng of bone-meal and a dasli of soot.
The
soil should be mixed thoroughly, and placed in
a warm, dry corner for future use. Plants growing over the water-pipes must be watered cavefiffly
sufficient water should be used to moisten
the whole of the soil and keep the lower roots
thoroughly moist.
Later plants intended for
cropping early in the spring should be encouraged
to grow steadily.
Let them have plenty of light
:

and a

little air

on

favourable occasions.

all

Lettuce and Endive.

—

Lettuces which are
ready for use, also those for cutting early in
winter, should be lifted and placed in cold pits
until required for use, or where .shelter can be
readily afforded them. Small seedlings of latersown batches of Lettuce and Endive should be
pricked out into cold frames or under the shelter
of wnalls. Endive should be planted 1 foot apart
each way, and encouraged to grow quickly by
with the Dutch
stirring the soil
frequently
All
available frames
hoe in fine weather.
should be filled with Lettuce, while the hardiest
kinds, such as Bath Cos and the hardy Cabbage
soi-t'S that are sown thinly to mature where they
are sown, should be thinned, and the soil
amongst them stirred to get them well hardened
before winter. Dust the plants lightly with soot
at short intervals as a deterrent to slugs.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

—

Plants of Brazilian Miltonias,
Miltonia.
such as M. Regnelii, M. Binotii, M. spectabilis
a.nd M. s. Moreliana, should be kept rather dry
at the roots after passing out of flower.
Just
be given to prevent
sufficient water should
shrivelling of the leaves and pseudo-bulbs, and
this treatment must be continued until grow(th becomes active again in the New Year, M. cuneata,
M. Clowesii and M. Candida are developing their
flower-spikes
as they pass out of flower they
should be given the same treatment as recommended for the others. These plants are very
subject, and especially at the present time, to
attacks of red spider as a precaution the leaves
should be sponged occasionally with a solution
M. Roezlii, its
nf soft soap and tepid water.
variety alba and M. Phalaenopsis are of very
delicate constitution, and require very careful
treatment.
They require a slightly higher temperature than either of
the 'bove-mentioned
species or M. vexillaria, and succeed best in
the shadiest and warmest position in the Cattleya
Any plants tliat have commenced
house.
to grow may. where found necessary, be given
The compost should
fresh rooting materials.
consist of equal parts of Osmunda-fibre or Al
fibre and' Sphagnum-moss, cut into short portions, with a liberal addition of crashed crocks.
;

;

he could have obtained all the information he
dc-sired about the Palms I planted in the Garden
It this had been done, it
Palace Grounds."
would not have necessitated him writing to yon
about alleged conversations with the late Mr.
Camfield, and who had no more to do with planting the original group, and the omly one), of
Palms in the Garden Palace Grounds than the
proverbial " man in the moon." The last para-

Cucumber

full bearing for some time, and
of declining vigour, should be discarded.
The restoration of old plants, either by
thinning the growths or stimulating the roots at
this season is rai'ely satisfactory.
Young plants
make better progress, but from this date onward they require careful treatment in order to
make healthy, short-jointed growth that will tproduce fruit freely during the winter. Maintain a
sweet, moist atmosphere by damping the floor and
walls of the house frequently.
Grow the plants
in a moderate temperature, and do not over-crop
them.
Stop the shootg frequently, and train
them thinly and regularly over the trellis in
order that the light and air may enter all parts
of the house.
Frequent light top-dressings of

in

show signs

October
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Angraecum,

Aerides,

and

Saccolabium.—

Many

plants of these genera that flo\ver in the
early summer will have completed
their season's gi'owth soon, and the supply of
water at their roots should be reduced graduAlthough these Orchids never cease
ally.
making leaf growth, it is important to allow
them a short period of rest. When the plants
are in a<?tive growth the compost should be
watered sufficiently to keep the moss on
the surface green and fresh, but from now
onwards through the winter the moss should
be allowed to dr\" to a greenish-yellow colour
Such of the coolbefore water is applied.
growing Aerides as A. crispum, A. Lindleyanum, A. crassifolium, and A. Warneri are
actively, and for some time to
still growing
come should be kept' moderately moist af the
shady position in the
roots, and grown in a
Angraecums that axe in full
Cattleya house.
growth, including A. sesquipedale. A. EicMerianum. and A. pellucidum still require plentiful
supplies of water, whilst A. etumeum and A.
Monteirae are sending up flower-spikes, and

spring and

rubbish are available, make good use of these
materials in the soU. more particularly in heavy
Place some of the brick and mortar rubland.
bish at the bottom of the hole, and place turves
upside down upon them.
Do not use animal
manure, even in the poorest of soils. Rather
apply loam of better quality than that of the
orchard. Make the holes deep and wide. When
planting is completed apply a mulch, which in
time, by hoeing, will become well mixed with
the soil. For most orchards in private establishments dwarf trees on the Paradise stock are to
be preferred to any other kind for Apples, whilst
Pears worked on the Quince stock are invariably the best to plant.
Bush Apples are more
suitable than pyramids, but for Pears the pyratree is best. The best distance at which to
plant is 12 feet, and the trees should be arranged
quincunx fashion. For standards a distance of
at 'east 20 feet is advisable.
If the Apples are

mid

strong-growing varieties a space of 24 feet should
be allowed. With standards at this distance the
ground may be filled with bush fruits as occasion requires.

should also be kept moist at the roots.

THE FLOWER GARDEN,

THE HARDY FROIT GARDEN.
Bv

R. P.

BROTHERSTnN. G.irdener

to the Earl of

HiDDlNGTo.v, Tininghame, East Lothian.

Root-Pruning.

— The

root-pruning

of

trees

needing this operation should be commenced

at

once, as an early start will enable the roots to
make good growth before severe frosts occur.
First finish the pruning of the branches, but do
not prune severely, for if mild weather continues
there would be adanger of the plants continuing
to grow freely, and especially in the case of Pear
trees on the Pear stock. Remove the sappy shoots,
then exercise judgment in the case of the more
In the case of large trees, the
ripened wood.
time-honoured system of root-pruning only onehalf of the tree one year and the other half in the
following season is advised. It is far better to
root-prune than to severely prune the branches.
To do the latter would often result in canker.
Procure a quantity of good soil that has not
been in contact with the roots of fruit trees,
this around, under and above, the
Shorten all strong, sappy roots as the
work proceeds and replace the tree in its old

and work
roote.

position, unless it is seen that moving it is desirable, such as in the case of bush trees and pyra-

mids that may be growing too near the pathways.
I do not advise the use of manures of any kind.
After pruning the roots see that the trees are
made firm in the soil and well watered. Then
secure them to stakes to guard against disturbance during strong winds.
There
The Planting of New Orchards.
comes a time when it is expedient to consider
the necessity of preparing ground for planting
new orchards. To attempt to renovate an old
orchard when it is evident that the trees are

—

on the decline

Apple

tice, and
I
fruits.

*

is

not profitable.

The planting

of

Apple trees is a bad practhe same is true of other kinds of

trees after

do not refer so much to orchards
planted for markcit purposes as to those in
I recommend that a new
establishments.
private
orchard be only partially planted the first season and completed the following year, when the
ground has been entirely broken up. For the
first season, now that labour is scarce, if the
new orchard is on pasture land, the grass may
be retained and broken up as time permits. I
prefer pasture land to arable land that may have
been either badly cultivated or heavily cropped.
In private orchards the mixing of standard trees
and bushes, such as Currants and (Gooseberries,
The bush fruits may.
is not to be recommended.
in most cases, be grown in the kitchen garden.
Considerable discretion needs to be exercised in
The soil
the choice of a site for an orchard.
may not be all that one could wish, but with
due care it may be made suitable by draining,
which, in the case of heavy and water-logged
Tf time presses it is not
ground, is essential.
essential to do this immediately, tor the trees
may be planted and the drains laid in the early
It is not expedient to drain
spring following.
light land, nor it is so essential it the land
slopes, no that superfluous water drains away
An orchard should be exposed to the
naturally.
south and west. If old brick rubble and mortar

Dahlias are of conspicuous value during the
autujnn, as the plants fill large spaces at little
cost of time and labour.
The tubers should be
lifted before the stems have been frosted, with
as much soil as can be retained preserved on
th-m. There is no better preservative than such
soil to keep the tubers from shrivelling.
Our
roots are stored in heaps just like Potatos, and,
with the exception of Pompon sorts, which I find
rather liable to rot, they come through the winter
in perfect condition.

Hybrid Lobelias.— These plants are very
in their winter
behaviour, sometimes
great losses occur, at other times the lasses
are insignificant.
They are all but hardy, and
I have known plants left in the ground come
through the winter with fewer losses than those
presen'ed under glass.
Like Montbretias, they
cannot be kept too cool, and ordinary frost does
them no harm. A cold frame, on the floor of
which the clumps may be set closely together,
with some light soil or leaf-mould intermixe<l
to fill interstices, is the best place for storing
them in. The soil should not be shaken from the
roots, but. on the contrary, good balls should be
secured on lifting and pre-iierved intact
erratic

—

Montbretia.
There is a difference in the
hardiness of Montbretias, and, as a rule, it is
to err on the side of safety by lifting
the conns annually, especially of the newer
varieties,
than to risk losing them during
lengthened periods of frost. It must be remembered that growtlis develop very early in the
year, and the plants may be lost altogether if the
corms are stored in a place much above freezingpoint.
They are, indeed, so nearly haiyiy that
were we to have only ordinarily severe winters
there would be no advantage in lifting them beyond the need of giving more space when the
growths become so congested as to spoil the production of flowers in profusion.
better
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destruction.
Any suitable insecticide may
used ;
for
those
who care to make
their own specific one quarter of a pound
of common brown soap to a gallon of waim,
soft water fornis a safe and efficient wash.

be

Support the young shoots on the palm of the
hand and carefully wash them, using a halfworn paint brush, and a stiller brush for the
main stems and branches. When the trees are
quite dry, first tie the main branches to regulate
the shape, then fasteii the yoimg wood of the
present year's growth in [rosition, taking care
that each shoot is at least 4 inches from its
neighbours
Ventilate the house to
extent both day and night.

its

fullest

—

Apricots. Root-pruning and renovating the
borders is as necessary for Apricots as for any
other stone fruits,
jlost growers lift and rearrange the roots in a horizontal position the
thii-d autumn after planting.
Light fibrous loam
and old mortar rubble should form the bulk of
the compost, with a sprinkling of bone-meal,
wood-ash, and soot.
Let the borders be thoroughly moistened before lifting the trees, otherwise the fibrous iXJots embedded in the dry soil
may be broken. Trim the roots and rearrange
them in the fresh loam, then make the soil firm
and give sufficient water to settle it about the
roots.
Defer tying the branches to the trellis
until the trees have settled finally.

—

Strawberries. The continued wet weather
has not been favourable to Strawberry plants
intended for next year's forcing. Still, much
may be done towards ripening the crowns by
removing the plants to shallow frames, where
protection may be given during times of heavy
'rains
Keep the pots free from weedvs and remove all rinmers. Move the pots occasionally
to prevent the roots growing through the drainage holes. Plenty of ventilation is essential both
day and night: air may be admitted by tilting
the lights, but in such a manner as' to protect
the nlants from rains.
In fine weather remove
tile

lights entirely.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

Euphorbia (Poinsettia) pulcherrima.

The

bracts are developing on I'oinsettias. and n drier
With the
atmosphere must be maintained.
sh'irtening days and less sunshine the roots are
not absorbing so much moisture as hitherto, and
the ))!ants should be examined carefully before
water is given them. When the bracts are fully
expanded discontinue the use of stimulants.
Ventilate the house with extra care, admitting
a little air thivuigh the to]) ventilators during the
night to ensure a dry atmosphere. A night temperature of about 50° is suitable

Pelargonium.- Orow winter-flowering Pelargoiiiuiiis near the roof-gUiss in a light, airy glassWith oare they will flower during the
house.
The roots require a
greater jiart of the winter.
fair amount of water, and this should be supplemented occasionally with some form of stimuWhenever the weather is favourable adlant.
mit air freely, and use fire-heaA onlv to keep out
frost.

—

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J.

Kcelo

Guise.
Hall,

Gard*^er
Newcastle,

to Mrs. Pempstkr.
StaffordBhire.

Early Peaches and Nectarines.— The trees in
the early Peach and Nectarine houses ghoulrt Vo
examintil carefuUy for any faulty or overcrowded shoots that may have been overlooked
when the leaves were on the trees. If the summer priming was efficiently carried out very little
further pruning will be required. The branches
should be let down, carefully tied into bundles,
and slung to the trellis or wires preparatory to
thoroughly clean.iing the wood-work and glass
of the house with soapy water.
A mixture of
quicklime, sulphur, and a little soft soap forms

The cleansing
suitable wa.sh for the walls.
the trees is a very important operation, as
every shoot should be carefully washed, or scale
spider may escape complete
insects and red
a

of

The bulbs of Roman
Roman Hyacinths.
Hyacinths which were potted early will soon be
ready for removal from the bed of ashes in which
the pots were plunged. Place them for the present in cold frames. When they have made sufficient roots, a batch may be introduced into a
warm house and gently forced into flower. It
retarded Lily-of-theis doubtful if -crowns of
Valley will be obtainable this season, and Rom.in
Hyacinths will form a good substitute. Batches
of bulbs may be potted at intervals to ensure »
long supply of flowers.
Early Narcissus. Bulbs of Paper-white Narcissus which were potted early should be examined, and if well rooted they may be taken
from the bed of ashes and placed in a cold
It is unwise to attempt to force Narframe.
even then
cissi until the pots are full of roots

—

;

They will defire-heat is undesirable.
velop their flowers freely in a moderately warm
temperature, and the blooms will be much more

much

useful

when grown

in this

manner.

,
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MDiTORiAL NOTICE,
-ADVEBTISEME'NTS

PUBLISHER
and

WeUington

41.

Covent Garden,

Editors

must be put to the credit of
crop that it helps in some obscure
but potent way to clear the ground of soilpests such asnvireworm.
One great advantage of Rye is that it
makes rapid growth early in the year, tnd
is ready to dig in in time to admit of the
planting of main-cz'op Potatos, but it must
belief wliich

thifi

should be sent to the

"W-C-

—

Publisher-

Street,

Our

correspondents
would obviate delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and euip. ua much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and W'trh unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
;

^Special
Editors
butions

Notice

Correspondents-

to

undertake

do not

to

or

illustrations, or to
illustrations
munications or

arrangement.

—

The
pay for any contrireturn unused comby

unless

special

The Editors do not hold themselves

responsible for
correspondents.

any opinions expressed

by

their

Illustrations.— r/ic Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
remarkable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of
flowers, trees, etc., hut they cannot he responsible
for loss or injury.
Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the

EDITORS.

41. Wellington Street Covent
Garden, London. Communication.^ should be

ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by

WRITTEN ON

the writer.
If desired, the signature will not
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

he

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
JIONDAV, OOTOBEB 21—
Nat. Ohrys. Soc.

Oom. meet at Essex Hall.
Exec. Com. meet., 35, Wellijig-

Floral

Essex Street, Strand
fcon Street, Covent Garden.
;

TUESD.4Y, OCTOBER 22—
Royal Hort. Soc. Corns, meet.

AVEKAGE Mean Tempebatore
deduced from observationa
years at Greenwich, 48.1°.

AOTDAL I'SMPERATURF.

:

for

eimiing week
the last lift.v

ttie

during

—

Gardeners' Chronicle Offlce, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London,
Wednesday, October
15, 10 a.m.: Bar. 29.9;
temp. 52°.
WeatherDull.

There can be no doubt
Green Manuriner.

huit tliiat if soil fertility

u
IS to be maintained in
gardens and allotments
green nianuriiig will have to be practised
much more generally than is at present
±

•

j.

•

j

the case.

looked at 'one time as though the pig
would enable man}- gardens to supply to
the soil the necessary humus-containing
manure; but the difficultv of obtaining
pig-food is so great that many people oan
scarcely manage to keep a few where otherwise they would be willing to keep aiiany.
Thus, the intensive cultivator must have
resource to green-manuring, supplementing this system by the judicious use of artiIt

be remembered that

if

the 'digging in

light soils

will

Another means of assisting in the mainsoil fertility which is not so
generally known as it should be is by the
application of potassic manures, of which
the only one readily available at present
tenance of

is

wood

ash.

Liberal dressings of wood

ash are of the greatest assistance to most
soils, and in particular its benefit will
be shown on light soils in time of drought.
For potash, by prolonging the season of
growth, helps the plant to hold on its
vegetative way when otherwise it would be
tempted to bolt. Those who so often fail
to prevent Spinach and Lettuce from bolting might well try the expedient of
ash the
dressing liberally with wood
ground which is destined for these crops.
ferincreasing
method
of
Yet another
tility and improving the working of heavy,
unkindly soils such as are met with in some
parts of Sussex is by growing Lucerne. At
the present time, however, this is out of the
question.
It, as there is every reason to expect,
the difficulty of obtaining supplies of
increasing,
natural manures goes on
will inevitably become a
routine practice in the vegetable pardcn.
For our part, we think that it should be sn
now, for its benefits are certain and the cost
We
of the operations involved is not high.
have said nothing of the other Leguminous
crops, suoh as Vetches and Lupins, which
are suitable for this purpose partly because for them to 'be of use they must lie
sewn earlier in the season, and partly l>ecause the supplies and (price of seed tend to
preclude them from use for the purpose of
green -manurino:.

green-manuring

in the case of a green

manure

crop the choice is very limited, and indeed
at the present time Rye is probajbly 1he
only plant which oan be sown for digging
in in the spring.
Fortunately, it is one
of the best, if not the best, for this purpose.
On light land it often proves far superior
to Mustard
which latter crop it is, of
course, too late to sow now.
From our
experience,
indeed,
in
certain
oases
Mustard as a green manure crop is useless on light land, but before accepting
this assertion as generally true it would
be interesting to have the experience of
others who have tried it.
In spite of the
fact that it may make an excellent stand
when dug in in the autumn, on sandy
hungry soils, it is apt to leave no impression on the crops sown in the succeeding
spring.
Nevertheless, there is the general

—

tending to be present are asked to notify the
hon. secretary, Mr. G. F. TiNLEy, 41, Wellington Street, Strand.

—

Flowers In Season. From Messrs. B. Veitoh
AND Son we have received blooms of Nerine
Bowdenii and the pale-coloured variety named
pallida.
The spikes of both were unusually
vigorous, and, were cut from plants growing in
the open in their Exeter nursery.

Fruiting Barberries.— Mr. T. Smith, Daisy
Hill Nursery, Newry, has sent us a selection of
fruiting Barberries.
The forms of Berberis vulgaris, including asperma, also B. sinensis, are
particularly beautiful, but much excelled by the
of Berberis
virescens fructo coccinea,
which, Mr. Smith states, " excels aJl others of
the family." To show how very variable Berberis virescens comes from seed, Mr. Smith
sends shoots in which the berries vary from
bright red to black.
In addition to the Barberries were sprays of Cotoneaster Franchettii,
the coral-red fruits contj-asting finely with the

fruits

grey-backed foliage.

A Large Peach.—Mr. Alfred T. Goodwin,
" I have just
Roseholme, Maidstone, writes
gathered a Peach of the Salwey variety, weighing 15^ oz., and measuring 12^ inches in circumference.
This season there were about 60 other
fruits on the tree of Salwey, and some of these
were included in the annual presentation made
:

by the Fruiterers' Company to the Lord Mayor
on Wednesday, the 9th inst. The 24 Salwey
Peaches included in the gift weighed between
9 oz. and 10-| oz. each.
Have you any record of
any Peach larger than my fruit of Dr. Hogg,
weighing 23J oz. which I gathered in 1880? "
We have no entry in our " Record " book of a
Peach larger tlian Mr. Goodwin's fruit of Dr.
Hogg variety, which was recordred in Gard.
Chron., August 27, 1881, p. 272.
,

Gift of Fruit to the Lord

— In

Mayor

of

London.

accordance with an annual custom

esta-

blished many years ago, when the Lord Mayor
of London surrendered his right to levy a toll
on fruit brought into London, the Master,

Wardens and Com't

of the Fruiterers' Company
gift of fruit to Colonel
Sir Charles H.^nson, M.P., the retiring Lord
Mayor.
The present included Grapes, Pears,

on the 9th

inst.

Strawberries,

made a

and Peaches.

Alderman Moore

(Master of the Company), in responding to the
toast given by the Lord Mayor at luncheon
after the presentation, stated that as the outcome of a conference of horticulturists it was
proposed to form a new Chamber of Horticulture.
He hoped that this Chamber would weld
together all the various associations in the
country which were interested in the subject
without interfering with their local work, and
that, as a result of its efforts, the home-grower
would have a better chance ia the future.

Highbury Presented to the Nation by Mr.
Austen Chamberlain. At the meeting of the
Birmingham
City
Council
on
Tuesday,
October 15, the Lord Mayor moved a resolution
of thanks to Mr. Austen Chamberlain for his
generous and public-spirited gift of Highbury,
the residence of the late Mr. Joseph Chamber-

—

ficials.

But even

19, 1918.

is

not have had time
to settle down, and hence not be suitable
for the sowing of small-seeded crops.
Needless to say, when the "' straw " is
dug in at about 15 inches in height, it
should not be buried deeply; if just
covered by the top spit of soil, that will
be deep enough.
late,

[October

—

The next
Royal Horticultural Society.
meeting of the Committees of the Royal HortiSociety will be held at the London
Scottish Drill Hall, Buckingham Gate, WestAt the
minster, on Tuesday, ihe 22nd inst.
3 o'clock meeting of the Fellows Mr. Arthur
W. Sutton, J.P.. will lecture on "The Grea.t
Value and Importance of Sowing in July and
August for Producing an Additional Crop ot
Vegetables during the Autumn Months and thus
adding to the National Food Supply."
Mr.
Sutton's addxess will be illTistrated by lantern
cultural

slides.

Horticultural Club.— The luncheon held by
the Horticultural Club on Tuesday, the 8th inst.

was attended by some forty members and friends.
The Committee has decided to hold a luncheon
at 2, Whitehall Court, on the occasion of the
Horticultural Society's fortnightly meeting, on November 5.
The price of the luncheon,
Those inexclusive of wine, will be 3s. 6d.

R-oyal

lain, as a permanent hospital for limbless and
clironic orthopsedic cases of Service or ex-Service men. Mr. Chamberlain wrote to the Lord
Mayor " It is not without regret that I break
my connection with a house which was my home
for more than thirty years, and around which
so many memories, public and private, gather;
but since it is not possible for me to make it my
home any longer I believe that my father would
have approved the purpose to which it is to
be devoted'."
:

—

War Items. Mr. George S. Morgan, second
son of Mr. John Forbes Morgan, gardener at
Holme Chase, Weybridge. joined the Royal Engineers as a private the day war broke out, was
later

promoted to sergeamt, and subsequently

ceived a comimission.

He won

the

re-

Military

October

THE GARDENERS'
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Medal and a bar to it the following week. He
has also been awarded the Military Cross for
Jlr. iloRG.^N st.arted his career as a
braverj'.
gardener, but later joined the staff of the Great
Northern Eailwa_y.

Sergt. Horace Ed. Freeman, who was
killed in France on September 29, joined the
Prior to enlistment he was a
Forces in 1914.
representative of Messi-s. Uunns' (Salisbury), in

West Hants and the

Isle of

Wight.

He was

a

CHRONICLE.

Kew men in many lands will hear
with great regret of the death of Mr. Arnold
When war broke' out, Mr. Duley
DuLEY.
was gardener at the Haraks Estate of his
Serene Highness the Grand Duke George of
After a long and, at
Russia, in the Crimea.
times, perilous journey overland and in northern
waters, he reached England in 1915. Joining tlie
Somerset Light Infantry, he went with the
seventh battalion to France, and was in much
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REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF
THE FRUIT CROPS.
(See Tables in Gardeners' Chronicle for

August

3, p.

(Concluded from

IRELAND,
Kerry.

— It

nallness of

is

tiie

difficult

to

42.)
p.

138.)

S.

account .for

Apple amd Pear crops

the

this year.

HARDY ORANGE.

(S36 p. 167.)

man

of fine physique, and possessed a genial
and courteous manner which secured for him
many friends both in the Army and civil life.
He fell leading his platoon in a charge against
the enemy. Before the war Sergt. Freeman was
treasurer of St. Michael's Church, Bournemouth,
in which town he resided.
A brother N.C.O.,
" We all feel
in a letter to his parents, wrote
:

that England has lo.st one of the finest
ever sent to the Western Front."

men

she

He had gained the Military
hard fighting.
Medal, before being taken prisoner in 1917. For
a' time Lance-Corporal Duley was in the Diilmen Prisoners' Camp, and in February, 1918,
was sent to work in Belgium, where he died in
Mr. Duley
hospital at Tournai on March 14.
entered Kew from Codicote Lodge Gardens,
Welwyn, Hertford.shire, in March, 1906, and on
completion of the two years' course was appointed foreman in the Cardiff Public Parks.

trees flowejed well and
and few insect pests troubled
small proportion set any fruit.
better crops than old ones.
gocd crops, especilally Red

The

good weather,
them, yet only a
Yomig trees gave

in

Soft fruits
'amd

Black

bore
Coirr-

Strawberries yielded a light crop owing
to a period of drouight after the flowers had
Th« only sei-ious pest has been the caterset.
Charles W.
pillar of the Gooseberry Saw Fly.
Bennett, Muckross Abbey Gardens, Killarney.
ramts.

—

;
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KiLDARE.— The crops here were very poor
Strawberries and Gooseberries were a complete
Red spider and apliis are most troublefiailure.
some, in spite of spraying. The soil varies from
a heavy, retentive clay over limestone, to a
Frederick Streeter, Straffan House

sandy loam.

Gardens, Stra.ffan Station.

Kilkenny.

— The

scarcity of fruit in this disextremely mild winter.

trict ds the result of the

growth
All kinds of fniit oajiie too early into
flower, witJi the result that the cold snap
of damage.
im April did the maximum a.mount

and

but
Apiricots flowered at the end of February,
carried a
these, being covered at might, have
Strawberries on south borders
splendid crop.
caees
begian to flower in March, and in some
three lots of flowers were blackened succesthe
on
borders,
Stra.wberries on north
sively.
Plums varied
oonitrary, were very good indeed.
laden with
sonie trees being
considerably,
These,
fruits, whilst others were quite bare.
however, in many cases, were over-cropped last

owing to scarcity of labour, thinto
ning coudd not be carried out. With regard
Apples, generally speaking early varieties were
variedessert
Such
ones.
late
much better than
and
ties as Irish Peach, Worcester Peamiain,
James Grieve carried good crops, whilst Cox's
Orange, Chae. Ross, and Allington Pippin were
Amongst cooking varieties Lord Grosfailures.
venor. Grenadier. Yorkshire Beauty, Lane's
season, when,

Prince Albert, and Tower of Glammis were
very good. Figs outdoors are the best crop we
have had for some years. T. E. Tnnwlin. ./?(•'•«horniiqh, Piltown.

King's Codnty.— The
during

damage

tlie

to

month
all

frost and

May

of

cold

wuids

caused considei-a-ble

large fruit trees.

The heavy

ha.il-

storms during the second week of July damaged
some of the Apple and Pear f-ruits in fact, in
some parts of the country the fruits were very
deeply cut with hailstones. Aphis was very prevalent during the dry weather. E. Clarice, Claremount, Garry Castle, Banagher.
LiMERiCK.-^The Apple crop in this district
did not fulfil the expectations that were held
;

during the blossoming period.

Owing

to frost

was a poor

hail, there

and oold showers of

set

varieties of Apples carried good
crops, while others were very thin, but of good
wilt seems to be spreadblossom
The
quality.
of fruit.

Some

ing in spite of cutting and burning all diseased
Pears were a failure only a few scatshoots.
Plum
tered fruits of poor quality developed.
trees bore a nice, even crop, of good quality,
flower,
with
covered
although
but Damsons,
:

any fruit. Small fruits gave reheavy crops. Gooseberry bushes in
weighted to the ground with
Strawberries 'were very large on young
fruit.
plantations, and two-year-old plants bore an
abundance of fruit of small size. The soil here
Harry
limestone rock.
is heavy loam over
Nixon, BocJcbarton Garden.^, KihnaUocl:.
Queen's County. Apples were very promisfailed to

set

markably

particular

l>ein!g

—

ing in the early part of the season nearly every
variety had a profusion of bloom, but most of
This wias problably due to the
it dropped off.
there w^as no
unusual dryness of the season
;

;

frost during the period they were in bloom.
All .=raall fruits were very good. G. McGlashan,

Waterfobd.

— All

—

m

My

—

that "rogues" among Potatos can no
longer be treated on the principle of " Give a
dog a bad name and hang him." S. Jackson.
I much appreciate the opportunity you
have given me of seeing the letter from Mr.
.lackson printed above. When writing the letter
which you published on October 5 I had oidy
time to turn up the letters that had passed since
the autumn of 1916, but I have now traced all
the betters to which ilr. Jackson refers, and have
verified the quotations he gives as far back as
July 24, 1906. I have also been abb tu turn up
pai-ticulars of a previous correspondence in 1898,
when Mr. Jackson wrote with regard to a Potato
be found growing amongst his crop of Satisfaction, and which he thought was a sport, but
which we were able to identify as the then well-

show

and cinders was not done very thoroughly. Such
where procurable, will be, in the coming
winter, a substantial help to the allotted amount
Ashes, too, usixi wet, will effect a savof fuel.
ing of better fuel, and they could be used on mild
and sunny days. The saving is effected by feeding the fii-e with the wet ashes occasionally nsittings,

if it is

frult«,

with the exception
and Bliack Cur-

Gooseberries, Raspberries,

not necessary

to keep the fire burning, it can be banked with
sufficient wet ashes to last for several hours without attention. On re-visiting the furnace it will

be found that the ashes have caked together and
burnt through, giving a nice body of fire whch
in turn ca.n "again be fed with ashes or the better
C. Turnerfuel as tlie occasion demands.

—

Apples in Public Parks (p. 142).— Mr. Moly
neux has done well to draw attention to the
subject of planting fruit trees in public parks.
I have advocated such planting for many years,
but have been met with the objection that the
I maintain that^he public
fruit would be stolen.
ha.s tlie same respect for fruit as it has for flowers
and shrubs. The educational effect on the people
of seeing fruit in the public gardens, enabling
them to note the best system of planting, pruning, spraying and training, would be valuable,
and they could note the best varieties to plant in
their locality. Mr. Stevenson deserves congratu"Pome."
lations on his bold project.

" Rogues" among Potatos.— This case of a
Potato " sport," or bud variation, as Darwin
terms it, cannot be so readily disposed of as
Mr. Arthur W. Sutton appears to think. Because M. Labergerie made a mistake, it does not
Indeed, I know tliat
follow that I also have.
the tuber which " sported " was a Sharpe's Vicsupervision, in the
own
under
my
tor, planted,
little vegetable plot, in my garden, by one of
my children. I sought advice from the best
people, Messrs. Sutton and Sons, who welcomed
the enquiry, and said, in a letter of July 24.
" I do
1906, signed by Mr. Arthur W. Sutton
not think there need be any difficulty in slating
what the variety is, but it might be necessary
to plant the tubers in our Trial Grounds next
All
year before coming to a final decision."
the subsequent letters are signed by the firm
"
The
wrote
In the September following they
tubers shall be carefully planted in our experi
mental grounds next season, and we have no
doubt we shall be able to identify the variety
In 1907 it could not be named, tlie
for you."
growth being weak, it was stated, so in November Imperator and Snowdrop were mentioned
" We are much
for a further trial, saying,
obliged to you for letting us test this Potato."
The next month Up-to-Date was added as likely.
In SepIt was found, in 1908, to be neither.
tember that year M. Labergerie was referred to,
and I was most kindly given a copy of a brochure printed as a result of a Potato demon:

:

Reading in the autumn of 1906.
Labergerie's Potato and the Blue Giant were
In October, 1908, they wrote
upon our planting your Potato
next year in oui- trial grounds. We quite hope
it may then prove possible to clear the matter
In 1909 it remained unnamed, and I
up."
wrote to Kew, with the result mentioned in
my previous letter, viz. that the Potato did
" sport."
I wish fully to acknowledge Messrs.
Sutton and Sons' great patience and courtesy.
I am quite unable to agree with Mr. Arthur W.
"It is quite clear
Sutton's view when he says
from the instances that Darwin gives that tlve
only kind of bud-mutation he had in mind was
that which gave a difference in the colour of the
Words, in my opinion,
skin of the tuber."
could not be clearer than Darwin uses to express

There were
rants, were very poor and scarce.
practically no Apples, Pears, or Plums, but
Gooseberries. Raspberries, and Black Currants
The soil
gave abundant crops of good fruit..
D. Crombie.
is rather Hght, on a clay subsoil.

il.

also mentioned.
" You may rely

:

.

Curraghmnre Gardens. Portlaw.

CHANNEL

ISLANDS.

—

Jersey.- The fruit crops in Jersey this year
This is locally attributed
partly to the damage caused by a blizzard last
season, and partly to the cutting east wind this
year when the trees were in bloom. T Sharman,
The Imperial NursPTi/, ,?^ Heliers.

have been very poor.

.

:

:

;

stration held at

Atihey Leix Gardens.
of

A

Augmenting the Fuel Supply for GlassTwo items of fuel not mentioned, I
think, in youi' leadjng article on this subject iii
the issue for Septemoer 2B [see Card. Chron.,
July 6, p. 5. Eds.] are worth noting, namely,
On many estates there is to
ashes and cinders.
be found in some out-of-the-way corner a heap
of aslies and clinkers which, has been collected
The heap should be overpre-war days.
hauled and sifted when, generally, the result
for in those days of plenty
astonishing
will be
;
the separating of odd pieces of fuel (coal or coke)

stead of coal or coke, while,

19, 1918.

the statement that the Potato produces quite
new varieties from the tuber. "
single bud
or eye," he writes, "sometimes varies and pi'Oduces a new variety," and of the red variety of
Kemp's Potato, " being found a more productive
variety "
again, in Cliapter IX., page 423
" It is an argument of the greatest weight that
when varieties are produced by simple bud-variation, they frequently present quite new characters."
The cases he quotes are not from his
own observation, but from that of others, and
it is much easier to notice a change in colour
letter in 1916
than in some other respects.
referred to by Mr. Sutton was after the Potato
liad improved, when I suggested its trial as a
marketable sort. I have written these letters to

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Editors do not hold themselves reBponsible /or
the opinions expressed by correspondents.i

(Tlie

houses.

[October

known wliite
differing' only

form of Beauty of Hebron, and
from Beauty of Hebron in the
skill.
In Mr. Jackson's letter
which appeared on September 21 he admitted
that his
new Potato
was not an advance on
Sharpe's Victor, the sort from wliich he believed
it had originated by bud-variation, and the fact
of the Potato being of little, if any commercial
value was fullv confirmed by the repeated trials
made in the seasons of 1907, 1908 and 1909, for
coloui'

the

of
'

'

'

in

each

of these years

tlie

constitution of the

Potato was so poor and weak, that, writing on
September 18, 1909, we said that any further
attempt to identify the Potato would scarcely
be worth the time or trouble spent.
The only
question of any interest, therefore, is whether
the Potato Mr. Jackson found growing amongst
the crop of Sharpe's Victor planted by one of
his children was, or was not, a distinct variety
which has arisen
bud-vai-iation.
To
by
strengthen his case Mr. Jackson mentions that
it
had been repeatedly planted in our Trial
Grounds without our having identified it. Mr.
Jackson is welcome to attach such importance as
he thinks fit to this undisputed fact, but it by
no means proves the Potato to have been a sport
from Sharpe's Victor. In the great majority of
cases identification would be quite easy, although
we all know that the soil and climate where
Potatos have been grown the previous year so
greatly affect the habit of the plant that two
samples of one and the same Potato from different sources may differ so much when planted
alongside as to be hardly recognisable for the
same variety. It is quite possible that in the
stress of work involved in examining many hundreds of new seedlings and trial rows of commercial varieties, and visiting and inspecting
crops for seed in Scotland au'd England, the
fact that an unpromiising Potato had been sent
for the purpose of naming might have been overlooked until too late. However this may be, if
it was impossible to identify the Potato, there
is nothing in what Mr. Jackson tells us which
in any vfay sihows it to have arisen by budvariation.

To prove

this

would have been

it

necessary in the first instance to have evidence
that in the previous year the Sharpe's Victor
grown by Mr. Jackson was absolutely true to
r^me. "ii-l thnt no Potatos had been grown on
Secondly, wherethe same land the year before.
as a stray tuber of another variety might have
been introduced that year in the manure, it
would have been necessary for Mr. Jackson to
have ascertained that the tubers he kept and
planted the following year were actually produced upon. i.e.. attached to the haulm of. a
Thirdly, that the
ti-ue plant of Sharpe's Victor.
ground where Mr. Jackson's child planted the
tubers the following year had not grown Potatos
Fourthly", that by no possible accident
recently.
had any tubers of another variety been mixed
with tliose his child planted and fifthly, that
;

—
October
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cjiats " or even Potato parings could have
no
icxund their way into the manure which presumablv was applied to the ground. There is always
"
the possibility of some discarded "seedling
finding its way into any stock of Potatos. I still
Darwin
from
quotations
maintain tliat all the
which Jlr. Jackson gives refer exclusively to
colour-variation, and the fact that Darwin expressed the opinion that in one case the Potato
which showed va.riation in colour was more productive proves nothing, for this may have been
due to nothing more than a change of soil
I hope to deal more fully with the question of
bud-variation in a paper I have been asked to
read at the forthcoming Conference at Ormskirk
on the 30th inst. Arthur W. Sutton.

Women's Farm and Garden Union (see p.
The Women's Farm and Garden Union
was founded so long ago as 1899, and is in no
sense a new war society. It was because of our
long experien<?e as to the training and employ-

151).

—

ment of women on the land, m pre-war days, that
we were able to do so much, at the outset, in
adapting training for the war conditions. The
Women's National Land Service Corps is a warYour notice infers that
branch of the Union.
the Corps was the original body, which is not
the case.
S. h. Ch/imberlmn (Editor of the
' M„n//,/,/ J.cnflet ").

Rose Jessie

Polyantha

(se«

p.

136).

—Mr.

P. Carlisle's interesting note brings memories
few years ago,
me of this beautiful Rose,
Xewstead Abbey Byron's old home the
at
variety Jessie was planted freely and gave great
satisfaction, the plants being a beautiful picture
from early summer until October. The soil was
very sandy and the garden exceptionally well
sheltered.
Here, on the Yorkshire Wolds, subject to much wind, .Jessie is miserable, whilst
the variety Orleans succeeds splendidly. Sidney
hfipj. Wi'rter Priory Gardens, Yorh.
The defect of defoliation in Polyantha
B«se .Jessie referred to by .1. P. Carlisle on
p. 136 does not obtain with our plants of this
double
"variety.
The second
defect
of
flowers
in
my opinion, the result of
is,
sporting, as, since care has been taken in the
with this defect
selection of buds, no plant
has appeared in our stock.
few plants that
produced double flowers have been tried in
many situations and soils without success, all
D. Prax.ier.
the blooms fnilinu' to (.pen,
.7.

to

A

—

—

A

S O C I E T* I £2 S
STRATFORD-ON-AVON ALLOTMENT
HOLDERS'.
Although baidv a ye.ir rjld

this Society has
of nearly 400 meniliers, and held a firsttwo-days' exhibition of vegetables in the
The
Corn Exchange at the end of September.
produce was sold during the closing hours of the
a

roll

rate

show, and realised £29 for local charities.
In the open classes H. B. Tate, Esq. (gardener,
Mr. A. E. XIo.«s). Rillesley Manor, won 1st prize
for a co'.lectioii of twelve kinds of vegetables.
Mr. O. KvERARn and Mr. ^rfitoLLS were also
successful prizewiiiiieis. and Mr. C. Smith had
the premier exhibit of Potatos. judged by weight,
his twelve tubers weighing 14 lbs. 12 oz.

FAULKBOURNE ALLOTMENT AND
COTTAGE GARDEN.

—

The second annual vegetable
SKi'iK.MBKn 25.
show of this Society was held in the grounds of
Faulkbourne Hall, the residence of the president
of the Society, C. W. Parker, Esq.
The show wag a great success the c.vhihits,
and especially Potatos. were of splendid quality.
Messrs. Beardwell and S. Kerry supplied the
members with 3 sets of Tremendous Potato for
a cropping competition. The 1st prize was won
hy >.;r. F. Oh,m.7.ts with a cio). .,f 21i, lbs.
:

Wheat

Sttjbbles foe Oats.

Where

a satisfactory crop of Wheat was produced and the field is free from Couch or other
obnoxious weeds, a satisfactory crop of springsown Oats should follow with a minimum of
expense for labour. Where the soil is heavy and
difficult to work in February or eai-ly in Mai'ch,
as in my case, it is advisable to sow the Oats
broadcast on a " stale fallow." To get the land
into this desirable condition it should be caref uUy
ploughed, burying any weeds and the whole of
The
the stubble during October or November.
winter rains and frost will pulverise the surface
soil, rendering it quite friable in February or
March, when an early start can be made with
sowing. Oats sown under these conditions generally succeed much better than those sown later,
and certainly such sowing does not involve so
much labour as when spring ploughing is practised.

Couch Grass.
The almost continuous rains for

the past three

weeks have checked tlie killing of Couch Grass
on arable fields. Instead of attempting to clean
stubble now by scarifying I advise the early
ploughing of such plots, putting on the skim coulters

to

ensure

complete

burial

of

all

grass.

Where this is neglected, as is too often the case
when ploughing is done without the use of skim
coulters, it is surprising how quickly the grass
grows between the furrows, whereas, where skim
coulters are efficiently used, the surface is comIf
pletely buried, and the grass and weeds die.
the Couch does not also die it remains dormant,
having no foliage, and if suitable weather is experienced in February or March the land can
be cross-ploughed to remove the soil from
the Couch roots with a good prospect of eliminating much of the weed. E. Mohjneux.

The Agricultural Outlook.
reports furnished by the f '"op ReiTorters
of the Boiird of .Agriculture and Fisheries on
agricultural conditions in England and Wales
show that September was everywhere a wet
month. Corn which had not been carried by
the first week of the month was very often still
in the fields at the beginning of October, and
this had caused sprouting in many parts of the
country, mo.st damage being done in the north
and west. The corn which has been harvested
during September is generally not in good conLi Lincolnshire a certain proportion of
dition.
the main crop of Potatos has been lifted, hut
elsewhere little has been done, apart from bar
vesting the car'.ics and second earlies, owinc to
the protracted corn harvest and wet weather.
Very littV disease is reported, and prospects for
a yield about 3 per cent, above the average are

The

still

maintained.

Roots have grown well during the wet weather,
and prospeots have somewhat improved, especially those of Turni|is and Swedes, although they
are still of small si/.e, and fields are often patchy.
Their yield is expected to be about 91 per cent,
of the normal, while that of Mangolds, which
would have done better with more warmth, is
expected to be 96 per cent, of the average.
Turnips grown for seed in the eastern counties
have generally yielded satisfactorily, but the
quality of much of the Mangold seed has been
affected by the wet and prospects for red Clover
are not satisfactory.
.Autumn cultivation is, upon the whole, backward, although there are districts those where
much of the com was .secured during August
where it is often considered to he forward. But
the very wet weather has in most parts of the
country prevented much work of this character,
fveii where the corn crops have been cleared.
Much ploughing has been done by tractors, which
;

—

London, S.W.

rains.

:

Price 30s.

©bituav^.
John PuttOCk.

are of great a.ssistance.
Seeds are rather variable, but in many places
there is a good healthy plant, and they are satisSome
factory as a whole, though often patchy.
harm is being done by the corn stooks remainins so long in the fields.
Pastures generally have plenty of grass, but
from all parts it is reported that its quality or
feeding value is ))Oor, owing to the excessive

:
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CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

ReceivrcS.— 5cAoo/ artd Home
(PhilaGardening. Hy K.nrv C. Davis. Ph. 1)
delphia and [.onclon
J. B. Lippincott Co.) Price
net.
fid.
A Monograph of the British
4s.
Lichen*. Part I. second edition.
Bv Annie L.
Sinith, F.L.S.
(LonHon Printed by order of the
Trustees of the British Museum, Cromwell Road,
Publications

7.)

—

—

.

—

One of the oldest inhabitants
of Kingsion-ou-Xlianies, Mr. John PuttocK, died
at his residence, 28, K.ing's Road, on October 5,
aged 84 years, rie was born at Bramley, Surrey,
and about 67 yeais ago entered the service of
ilessrs. i'homas Jackson and Son, nuiserymeu,
of Kingston and Kingstoii Hill.
In 1863 lie became head of tile glass department, and during
the following 25 years he was a vesy successful
exhibitor of the firm's productions at Regent's
Park, the Crystal Palace, Soutli Kensington,
Manchester, Xuttmgham, Preston, Birmingham,
Southampton, Brighton, 'Tunbridge Wells, and at
other important Hower shows, and his services
were in frequent request as a judge.
On the
dissolution of the firm of ilessrs. Thomas Jackson and Son in 1888 he took over the goodwill
of the business in piutnership with the late Mr.
G. H. Shepherd. In January, 1902, tliis partnership was dissolved, and the late Mr. Puttock continued the business on his own account until
1909, .when he retired.
He was one of the
founders of the Kingston and Surbiton Horticultural Society some 57 years ago, and about
15 yeai's later was the prime mover in the formation of the Kingston and Surbiton Chrysanthemiun Society. His local interests were not conwas one of fclie
fined to horticultui-e, for he
founders, and for 14 years joint secretary, of
the il id-Surrey Cricket Club (now Kingston

Town), which commenced with twenty members
and, largely due to his energy and geniality, inInexorable time
creased to over 300 members.
compelled him to give up active participation m
cricket, so he took up the game of bowls with
such suix-css that in his 80th year he won the
His
Kingston-on-Thames Club's championship.
tall, erect figure was well known in the neighbourhood of Kingston, and his genial disposition
made him exceedingly popular. His funeial, at
Kingston Cemetery, on October 10, was largely
attended by the townspeople, and there were

many

floral tributes.

two daughters

;

He

leaves foui' sons

his wife predeceased

him

and

in 1900.

William F. Dreer.— It is with great regret
we learn from an American correspondent of
the death of Mr. William F. Dreer, of Philadelpliia.
Death took place on September 8, at
Deceased was born on
November 11, 1849, and educated for the purpose of joining his father in the seed business.
When eighteen years of age he went to Germany
to study various branches of the seed trade, and
subsequently continued his studies in France.
Upon his return home he took an active part in
the seed and plant industry at Philadelplva, and
on his father's death in 1873 he took full charge
of the business founded by Henry A, Dreer in
1838.
He was greatly liked and widely known,
and continued in business imtil about two years
ago, when he w;us stricken with Bright's disease,
which cveiituallv caused his death.

Woodstock, Vermont.

REPLY.
PLANTS OF

THE DRUIDS.

WeJ-^h Render on
p. 94, lie will find several plants that were associwith Druidic rites mentioned in R.
ated
Folkard's Plfrvt Lore, Legends, etc.. 2nd edit,,
1892, from which work Ihave made the following
extracts
Apple Tree. The Druids highly reverenced
the .\pple tree, partly on account of its fruit, but
chiefly because they believed that the Mistleto
thrived on it and tfic Oak only. In consequence
of its reputed sanctity, therefore, the Apple was
largely cultivated by the early Britons, and
was
known' as the " Apple
Glastonbury
Orchard," from the quantity of fruit grown
The
there previous to the Roman invasion.
Druids were wont to cut their divining-rods from
the .Apple tree.
7?c//n»7?ria.— Under the appellation of Kcd, or
Cridwen, the Druids wor.shipped the moon, which
was believed to exercise a peculiar influence on
They constorms, diseases, and certain plants.
secrated a herb to her, called Belinuncia, in the
poisonous sap of which they dipped their arrows,
to render them as deadly as those malignant rays

In reply to the query by

:

—

—
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moon wiich were deemed to shed both
death and madness upon men.
Mistkto.—ln Dmidic times the Mistleto was
regarded as a divine gift of peculiar sanctity,
only to be gathered with beiltting ceremonies,
on the sixth day, or at latest on the sixth night,
when
of the sixth moon aiter the winter solstice,
As the Druids
their year commenced.
curative
marvellous
Mistleto
the
to
attributed
properties, they placed it in water, and distributed this water to those who deserved it to
act as a ajiarm against the spells of witches

of the

...

If any portion of this plant
and sorcerers.
came in contact with the earth, it was considered
as ominous of some impending national disaster.

decorating dwellings with
practice of
Mistleto and Holly is undoubtedly . of Druidic

The

origin.

sacred Oak was thought to possess
certain magical properties in invoking the spirit
hence we find the altars of the
of prophecy
Druids were often erected beneath some venerated Oak tree in the sombre recesses of the
The ancient Britons
grove.
sacred
dedicated the Oak to Taranis, their god of
thunder, and the Celts, under the form of an
Oak, are by some authorities stated to have
The
worshipped Baal, the god of fire.
festival of Baal was kept at Yule (Christmas),
to
said
are
Druids
the
anniversary
and on the
have ordained that every fire should be extinsacred
the
with
relighted
then
and
guished,
they
fire, which, in their sacerdotal character,
always kept burning. In this rite, it is supposed,
may "be traced the origin of the Yule log, the
kindling of which, at Christmas time, is still

Oak.— The

and flowers were dried separately in the
shade, and were used for the bites of serpents
Another account states that
infuse'd in wine.
the Druidesses held Vervain in as great veneraThey
tion as tlie Druids did the Mistleto.
were never permitted to touch it. It was to be
moon.
of
the
full
gathered at midnight, at the
Wm. Wd-e, Hyndlaiul, Glasgow.

stalks,

.

kept up

in

England.

.

.

—

The Eowan
Tree, or Monntain Ash.
generally considered to have been one of the
Stumps of the
sacred trees of the Druids.
Mountain Ash have frequently been found
within or near the circle of a Druid temple, thus
proving that the tree must have been an object
of great veneration with the Druids, who doubtits
rites beneath
less practised their sacred
shade. This connection of the tree with Druidic
many
the
of
customs affords some explanation
superstitious ideas appertaining to the Mountain
Ash which are still extant. Lightfoot tells us
that the Rowan tree is discovered in the Druidic
circles of North Britain more frequently^ than
any other, and that even now pieces of it are
carried about by superstitious people as charms
to protect them from witchcraft.
Samolus. The Samolus was a plant held in
high esteem by the Druids. It grew in damp
places, and was only to be gathered by a person
fasting without looking behind him and with
It was laid in troughs and
his left hand.
cisterns where cattle drank, and when bruised
was a cure for various distempers.
Selago was the name of a herb held
Selafjo.
in great repute by the Druids, and intimately

Bowan

is

—

—

—

—

connected with some of their mysterious rites.
It was known as the Golden Herb, or Cloth of
Gold, and was reputed to confer the power of
understanding the language of birds and beasts.
It is variously supposed to have been the Club

Moss (Lycopodlum

Selagol,

Camphorosma mon-

speliacum, or a kind of Hedge Hyssop, which
used in olden times to be called Gratiola and
Dei Gratia, and was regarded as a charm as well
as a medicine.
Trefoil.— The Druids thought highly of the
Trefoil because dts leaf symbolised the three
departments of nature ^the earth, the sea, and
the heaven.
Vervain, or Verbena. -The Druids, both in
Gaul and in Britain, regarded the Vervain with
the same veneration as the Hindus do the Kusa,
or Tulasi, and, like the Magi of the East, they
offered sacrifices to the earth before they cut
This ceremony took place in the
the plant.
spring, at about the rising of the Great Dog
Star," so thai, neither the sun nor moon would
be at that time above the earth to see the sacred

—

—

was to be dug up with an iron
instrument, and to be waved aloft in the air,
It was also
the left hand only being used.
ordained by the Druidical priests, for those who
the herb
take
up
collected it, that before they
they bestow upon the ground where it groweth

herb

cut.

It

horiey with the combs, in token of satisfaction
and amends for the wrong and violence done in
The leaves.
depriving her of so holy a herb.

care that the base and neck of each bulb
When the plants are
are thoroughly cleaned.
sufficiently di-j' for the purpose, repot them in
Watch tlie
clean compost and use clean pots.
plants carefully, so that any reappearance of
immediately
and
the pest may "be observed
dealt with by the use of a small brush and an
insecticide.

Bex. Gravenstedn.— /. P.
Hoaa-y
1,
Greening.—/. M. F.
Codlin 3, Lane's Prince
Mank's
2,
Warner's
5,
5, Bramley's Seedling
Albert
King; 7, probably Chelmsford Wonder; 8,
Newton Wonder; 9, King of the Pippins; 4,
next week.—/. 0. 1, Tom Putt 2, Blue Peajrecognised, probably a local
main
3, not
seedling 4, HoUandbury 5, Warner's King.
op Fruits

:

'

Yorkshire

ENQUIRY.

Morning

;

;

;

;

OLD GARDENING BOOK.
I BELIEVE there is a book, published in the
eighteenth century, describing the garden at
Hanworth Place, Middlesex, belonging to Sir
Chambers, and subsequently to Lord Vere. I
do not know tlie title of the book, but should
be very glad if any reader could give me any
0. B.
particulars.

—

;

;

;

;

Cistus monspdiknown as
also
Berberis steno5, Echinops Ritro
phylla; 4, Salvia azurea
var. rutJienicus; 6, Caryopteris Mastacanthus.
The trailing plant is Tropaeolum
—Bex.
the shrub, Leycesteria formosa.
speciosum

Names or Plants
ensis;

:

Cassinia

2,

Daisy.

1,

fulvida,

Diplopappus chrvsophyllus

;

3,

;

TRADE NOTE.

;

.

.

19, 1918.

lar

Names

;

.

[October

MR. GEORGE PAUL'S GOLDEN WEDDING.
To -the congratulations already extended to
Mr. and Mrs. George Paul, of Cheshunt, on the
occasion of their golden wedding on Monday,
the 7th inst., we add our own. As a raiser of
Roses and an introducer and cultivator of new
Lilacs, and other hardy shrubs, Mr. George Paul
occupies a high place' in the world of horticulMany "are the friendships he has made
ture.
and held during a long and busy life in short,
his genial good nature is as well known and
highly appreciated as his eminence as a hortiMr. Paul was chairman of the Hertculturist.
fordshire Countv Council in 1908. and has been
a .Justice of the Peace for that county ever
We trust that Mr. and Mrs. Paul may
since.
long be spared to enjoy health and strength and
happiness.
;

.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Address

:

Correspondent.

The

secretary of the

Am«rican Rose Society is Mr. E. A. White,
Ithaca. New York, and the editor of the
American Rose Society's Annual is Mr. Horace
McFarland. Hanlsburg, Pa., U.S.A.
U. J. B.
Prices for Apples
" J.am " Apples are those capable of passing
through a ring 2 inches in diameter, and these
may be sold onlv to a licensed jam manufacturer or to a salesman who undertakes to remanufacturer.
sell them to a licensed jam
Cox's Orange Pippin does not come under
" jam " Apples, but Ribston Pippin does._ The
"
controlled prices for Apples other than " jam

Controlled

:

Apples were given in Gnrd. Chron.. Sept. 28,
So far as we are aware the prices of
p. 134.
dessert Pears are not controlled.

The only disease
Q. R. B.
Diseasfd Potato
found in the tuber received is the common
Potato disease (Phytophthora infestansl.
A. B. (i, Write to The
Employment at Kew
Curator, Royal Gardens, Kew, Surrey, for particulars and form of application for employment. It will save time if you send a brief
account of your experience and state what gardens you liave been emploved in, age and
:

:

height".

It is
Legal.
Notice to Leave
customary for a head gardener to give or reIn
ceive a month's notice to conclude service.
the case of an under-gardener a week's notice
Local conditions
is sufficient on either side.
m,ay affect the case of a head gardener, i.e., he
may or mav not be considered a domestic servant, therefore your best plan is to consult a

Gardener's

:

solicitor.

When
Perplexed.
Nkrt>ies
mealy bug infests the roots of plants, as in
the case of your Nerines. the best method of
effecting a clearance of the pest is to turn the
plants out of their pots and carefully remove
The soil must be
all the soil from the roots.
burnt to prevent the distribution of the pest,
and pots and staging must be thoroughly
Wash the roots and bulbs in warm
cleansed.
and slightly soapy water until every trace of
infestation has been removed, taking particu-

Mealy Bug on

;

Cardamine sp. 2, Ai-te1.
Correi^pondent.
misia lactiflora; 3, Campanula pusilla ; 4,
Potentilla nepalensis Willmottiae 5, Helenium
autumnale; 6, Phygelias capensis.
;

;

In
G. K. T.
Scale Insects on Peach Tree
addition to the suggested treatment of the soil,
which is likely to produce good results, the
tre^s sJiould be carefully cleansed, as^ the
'biiown spots at the bases of the shoots" are
stale insects (Lecanium persicae). Sprying the
trees, while dormant, and also the walls, with
pai-affin emulsion or caustic alkali wash is reThe paraffin emulsion is made
commended.
by dissolving li lb. of soft soap in a gallon
of boiling water and while still very hot adding
churn the
I gallon of White Rose paraffin
mixture vigorously to obtain an effective
:

;

emulsion, and gradually add nine more gallons
issue
of hot water. On page'l59 of the present
a method of cleansing scale-infested Peach
more
entails
it
described
is
glass
under
trees
labour but is probably a more effective method
than spraying.
G. B.
Shot-hole Fungus on Peach Leaves
The fungous disease which produces the circular holes in Peach leaves is Cercospora circum;

;

scissa— the
trees with
carbonate
Snrint; and

Shot-Hole Fungus. Spray affected
an ammoniacal solution of copper
as soon as the leaves expand in
again at intervals. Gather and bum

One authority recommends
all fallen leaves.
spraving with lime-sulphur mixture when the
This is made by placing
leaves are expanding.
and
4 lbs. of good quicklime in a baiTel.
water on it to start
of
gallon
pouring half a
powthe slaking process then add 4 lbs. of
dered sulphur, gradually adding more water,
and stirring the mixture to prevent caking at
the bottom"" of the barrel, until the lime has
been worked into a paste. When the boiling,
;

due to the slaking of the lime, ceases, add sufwater to make 25 gallons of the mixwhich should be strained previous to use
and kept stirred during the process of sprayficient

ture,
ing.

Treatment of Old Espalier Pear Trees D. T.
Take out a trench along one side of the row.
:

and from this starting-point work under the trees and remove a
Cut
large araoimt of the marly chalk subsoil.
back a'.l strav roots pointing downwards and
then fill in with fibrous loam and make all
Next vear deal with the other side of
firm.
the row in I''-- manner. Cut out all dead and
decaying woo:! a"d at the end of December
or i"n January spray the trees with caustic
alkali wash.
ToMATOS FOR MARKET SUPPLIES T. Good Variethe
ties of Tomatos to cultivate for supplying
market with fruits are Kondine Red. MeriRecruit.
Bide's
and
vale. Sunrise,
VOLKAMERIA /. Tl". P. Volkameria is now sunk
under Clerodendron. If you will send us a
flowering specimen we will do our best to name
fairly close to the trees,

:

:

the species.

Communications Beceived.^I. H.—W. S.--S. A.—
E. T. E— N. E. B.
M F. W. (Washineton)—T. .\. O. S.—
Balaruc—G. H. H.—

—E
E.

M'.— S

k—J.

B.

H.— E

\r.— F. Denis,

—

October
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the great nurseries at Orleans and Angers masses
of the finest Clematises huddled together in pots,

but never a plant on its natural roots. If one
asks any question as to the diseases of the plants,
only gue.<:ses are given. The loss to the trade is
great. To suppose that clever propagators could
not increase these hardy climbers in tihe natural
way is absurd. The final test of the practice is
not in the nursery, but in the grounds of tihe
buyers of the plants. Any practice of increase
which drives plants oat of general cultivation is
a loss to the trade as 'well as to the planter.
From experiments carried on for many years
here I have proved that the cause of the loss
is
the unnatural practice of grafting these

Cljrnnirl r

ffiarir^mrs'
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Gladiolus Prophetess
Iris spuria var. halophila
Potatos growing in the park at Aldenham House, Elstree
Richardia africana, R. EUiottiana, R. Pentlandii and
R. Rehniannii
..

Roots of

Iris

Kosenbaehlana and

I.

Gr.\fting

Not the Only Cause

baldshuanica

of the plant is longer and
the effect is more beautiful.
Lastly, more dangerous than eelworms and fungi are slugs, which
bark the fragile stems as far up as they can get,
set apart,

the

IN

GARDENS.
the
BEFOREunder

and
gave

Royal
its

Horticultural

auspices,

Mr.

Society,

Jackman

" Fallacies as to
a
the Clema.tis/' in which he supported the practice of grafting the Clematis, which has already
Europe of the most
cleared the gardens of
beautiful of the climbers of the Xorthern world.
word said as to the
was
no
In that lecture there
Clenijitises of Japan and China on their natural
root.*:, either in nature or cultivation.
In clearing up this question, the first thing
to do is to state a few facts about which
there can be no dispute among any who are
interested. The first is the extraordinary beauty
N'o conservatory or greenhouse
of the plants.
in Europe shelters any plant so graceful in habit
lecture

on

Added to this
or so fine in colour of flowers.
is the precious quality of hardiness and power to
I have grown
resist the rainstflrm.<; of our isles.
every olitainable kind in various positions, and
never lost a plant from cold. The past summer,
so wet day after day in .Tuly that my Roses
Ibecame bags of ugly mould, and even native
plants were sickened by the rain d,iy and night,
the large Clematises, on their natural roots, .suffered not the slightest injury from the storms.

and that mean? the death of the shoot in summer, but not the death of the plant if on its
roots.
Lawn-mower, hoe, or rake may
smash the delicate stems if the plants are set out
if grafted, as the union of the
choice variety and the wild stock used is often
fragile, whereas the plant on its natural root*
never is. On hot, sunny days partial loss occurs
by shoots dying off, but when on its own roots
we do not lose the plant.
Th« rest is the story of my planting and
success here by following a complet.ely different
way from the common one. It at first struck
me that the grafting of plants of different species
w.ns not ahvays justified in results. In the nursery practice the rule is to work the Clematis
of Japan on the toughest and most vigorous
climber of our chalk hills a wholly different
plant and from a different country and, therefore, there might be a cause of death through
the sap arising at different times in the two
plants jn the spring of the year. The next thine
was to test the matter by plantine not an easy
matter, a,s in ever\- nursery there were only the
grafted plants, and. like so many others, t lost
many. At the same time, there was evidence in
many p'ace." that the Indian Mountain Clematis
and other wild kind.", which are tjrown on their
natural roots, are vigorous climbers. The stool
ground in which the o'd nurserymen layered their
plants wa.s done away with in favour of the
new way of buying stocks by the thon.sand with
no thought as to the result to the planter.
In only one nursery in France ^that of the late
Ferdinand .Tamin. of Bourg-la-Reine, Seine, a
much-trusted French nurseri'man did I find the
stools of Clem.ntis, the little plants simply layered
into pots around in the open air.
I had many

singly, especially

The
The next

Loss.

which there c^n be no
doubt, is that the gardens of Britain and of
France have been robbed of -the most beautiful
race of climbers of the Northern world, Large
gardens, with every advantage of site, soil, and
fact,

of

bare of them. It is not only in
our country this loss has ari.ien through mistaken ways of increasing tlie plants.
It is so
everywhere in France, where we may see in
air, are quite

—
—

these, .and never failed with them.

At home I often bought batches of plants of
the best kinds from nurseries of good repute.
On examination thev were all found to be
grafted on C. Vitalba of the Wiltshire and
Surrey hills.
The roots of every plant were
washed out. and the dark roots of the native
kind, an uglv mass, with aibove it a few roots
of the true plants striving to make way, were
found.
The latter were carefully saved for
nlanting. and the former, with the .«tock. cut off
and thrown away.
T have planted the very
sort of position,

an

orclliard,

in

Gr.^fting on Clematis Viticella.

M.

Morel, who condemns the use of our
wild kind, uses as a stock C. Viticella,
think is not the best way
the union
ai-ising is too fragile.
I have had many plants
from M. Morel, and hope to have many more,
but I have lost some grafted plants, whereas I
never lost one of the layered plants.
In dertsa planting among shrubs any malady is
seen but rarely.
Many of my plants have borne
hundreds of flowens for years, and are. even
now. in perfect health. As to Mr. Jackman's repeated statement that the scion absorbs the stock
or gets rid of it, anyone who buys a batch from
a nursery and takes the trouble to examine the
roots will find the two sets of roots in action.
Every season I buy batches of plants, and the
first tihing I do is to take them to a .tank and
wash out the roots; the "wig" of the native
F,

common
which

I

stocli is

;

always there.
Soil.

some

in

It was thought that calcareous soil was a net I,
no doubt arising from the. fact that our native
species abounds on the chalk hills, but for the
.fapanese Clematis chalk is not needed.
Tlie
plants may grow in calc;ireous soil, but so they
do in sandy loam.
If anything is helpful in
plivnting a Clematis it is plenty of sharp sainl.
We never give either mulch or special fertiliser
none is needed, „

—

The Clematis

in the Flower Garden.
Having proved beyond a doubt the vigour and

beauty

of

naturally-grown

finest

every
round
close shade

kinds

in

the hedgerow,

open ground, and

in

of trees and shrubs, ,ind in .spite of the. surgical
operation of •cutting off the stock described
above, have had success in all. With the jjlants
from cuttings, layers, or seedlings there is no
risk.
Is there any sound reason for grafting a

plants,

my

next

step was to bring them into the flower garden—
their right place, though from gardens they are
generally excluded.
So they were planted on
tripods, pergola, w.-vll. and Oak fence as a background to the mixed border, and on almost evei'y
surface at hand. And all these places they
adorn from early summ.er to mid-autumn.

—

—

oif

plant so easy to raise from layers as the Clematis ?
There is none, either as to tenderness
or diflSculty of increase.

life

—

THE LOSS OF THE CLEMATIS

of Loss.

After the grafting, a mistake is made in setting
the plants out fully exposed to the sun.
The
nature of the Clematis in the wild .state is to run
over bushes and copses, as one may see on the
shores of Northern Africa.
So if we plant beneath a bush a little shade is afforded, and though
the growth is not so free as when the plants are

own

1
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Increase.

one nursery, at Richmond,
in
have I recently found some Clematis not
grafted, and was glad to find the jilants
without a vestige of the ugly bhick w-ig
In

only

.Surrey,

of the rix)ts of the wild kind.
The best
way in the nursery of the future is to
layer the plant in the stock ground, pegging
down the shoi>ts in little pots set around the
mother plant. I am writing to my friend Morel,
who has raised a number of distinct and lovely
forms, to beg him to increase his plants in this
way, which gets rid of the fog of guessings
about the suppo.sed disease of plants that only
ask to be allowed to grow on their own roots.
Miss Willmott tells me she raises Clematis
From seed of the nobler
easily from cuttings.
kinds it is well to raise varieties of merit,
though the seed is slow to germinate. The wild
speoies come freely from seed.
I sowed the Virgin's Bower {C. Viticella) out of hand when
forming a new live fence around an orchard,
and there it bas been ever since, throwing a
lace-work of delicate form and flowers over the
fence.

There is no more need to graft a Clematis than
to graft a Raspberry,
It is a short sightet?
praotice which has driven the loveliest of alt
hardy climbers from the gardens of Enroi>e. On
the contrary, both as to root and branch, they
are among the most vigoreus of hardy climbers.
In the loss of Rhododendrons by thousands op
the ponticum type on which they were grafted.,
the planter has the satisfaction of seeing the
bloom of his favourite for a few years before it
gives up the gho.st.
In the Clematis even thispoor satisfaction is denied him, and in largeanr?
gardens, with every advanta.ge of soil
climate, they are often nnseen.
W. Tfnhinnon,

Gravely e,

fiuast.x.
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NEW HYBRID ODONTOGLOSSUMS.
OdontoThree handsome and distinct hybrid
Messrs. Armglossums are sent for recording by
Tunbr^ge
Orchidtarst,
strong and Brown,

who

Wells

regard'

them

as the

sogdiana
foi-ni, which wa« sent to me as
by Mine. Fedtschenko, has flowei's of a peculiar
only be
could
which
mauve-purple,
of
sihade
matched among the pallidas, if, indeed, the
then.
even
conies
exact tone ever
The seeds of this Iris are curious, and well
grows
adapited' to the marshy habitat in which it

curious

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

best of their

in

the wild

state,

for

eacih

is

enveloped in a

of perfect

variety

(Lambeaiuwas raised between 0. illustrissimum
and is
anum X ardentissimum) x Armstrongiae,
a perfect
obtain
to
attempt
the most successful
with the colour
flower, mainly of a violet tint,
The broad sepals and
to" the lip.

cros*ODONTOGnossuM Peefection.— This fine
and O.
between 0. crispum Leonard Perfect
does
Wilckeanum)
Amandum (Pescatorei X
The perfectlyample credit to its lineage.

m

:

of

sepals and petals
the inner two-thirds of the
blotches, the
having large, confluent, purplish-red
The reverse oi
bases of the petals being white.
colour showing
the
purple,
coloured
is
the flower
The colourthrough to the surface at the tips.
and the whole
ing of the lip matches the petals,

vA^!

well balanced.

NOTES ON IRISES.

AN AUTUMN-FLOWERING

IRIS.

of an
sketch reproduced in fig. 63 is
or praise
which does not get much attention
it is overthen
for
June,
in
when it flowers
spuria section.
shadowed by finer forms of the

roots to the
gradually.
seed,
Both these Irises are easy to raise from
which should be soiwn in th-? late summer or early
small
the
year
autumn. By the end of the first
but rebulbs will have no persistent rootlets,
sketch. _ If
semble that illustrated at (a) in the
rich,
sufficently
made
the soil in the seed-pots is
them unti the
the small bulbs mav be left in
be
will
end of their second year, when they
developed a root almost as large

Iris

The

.

ft^V

second show
When, however, it sends up its
and when each spike
of spikes in mid^September,
four flowers open at
has as many as three or
plant.
once it is a much more valuable
Its real

name

is

exceedingly hard, or indeed

nume-

one of a
impossible, to discover, for it is
of I. spuria,
rous company of Asia.tic relatives
brackish marsh
which seem to abound in every
name apoldest
The
from Smyrna to Srinagar.
and
" salVloving,
pears to be Pallas' halophila,
and
sogdiana,
others are Gueldenstaedtiana,
im.possible,
not
if
difficult,
It is
desertorum.
specimens of the
to distinguish herbarium
confusion has
various local forms, and further
seed exceedingly
all
that
fact
the
by
been caused

found to have
larger than, themas, and in some cases even

A

from
collection of Iris species by raising pla.nts
Contithe seeds offered by botanic gardens land
proportion
large
that
a
nental seedsmen will find
of the most attractive names have been attached
to seeds of some form of this Iris.
The individual flowers are not large, for the
blade of the fall is only about three-quarters of
an inch in width, the whole flower measuring
The colours vary, but
about 3 inches across.
usually consist of more or less faint purple veins
ground, with a central
cream
mauve
or
pale
on a

yellow

mark on the blade

of

the

falls.

One

vear

'or at

in most
will be-'in to flower and, although
will
propagation bv offsets from bulbs is slow, it
increase
that some individuals seem to

the

The

m

Such an example is illustrated at (b)
year the
the sket.ch. At the end of the second
sheltered
small bidbs should be planted out in a
and
frame,
cold
a
in
preferably
sunnv comer, or
will have assumed
iby tiie end of the third year
sketch.
the
in
the appearance of that marked (cl
most two years, later the bulbs
selves

seeds germinate readily,
any more
plants grow vigorously, and easily oust
to have
delicate species near which they happen
obtain a
to
sprung up. Anyone who attempts
freely.

to be no doubt that, as was suggested in an article in these colunins some montlii!
species are really conioealed
distinct
ago, two
under tlie name of Iris Rosenbachiana. It was
suggested that the two species could be sepa-

:

-

This handsome
Odontoglossum Serbia.
Aglaon
hybrid between 0. Ossulstonii and 0.
wlute,
the groimd
proportions,
fine

is

ROSENBAOHIANA.

IRIS
There seems

"

ground, the
shaped flower has a clear white
one large irresepals having two, and the petals
occupying twogular blotch of light claret-red
few smaller spots
thirds of their surface, with a
Ihe
segments.
the
of
margin
on the white
front
blotch
labellum has a reddish-claret

flower

the seed succeed^ed in germinat-

if

all.

crimson or reddish-purple markings and a conspicuous golden crest, whereas those of the other
species are very various in colour, usually of
some shade of blue- or red-purple, but occasionally even of a pale yellow with faint purple
There is one difference in the flowers
veins.
which seSms to be constant, and that is, that
always
the pollen of the early-flowering form is
vellow, while that of "the other is always white.
In her account of the Irises o1 Turkestan in
the Journal i?i/.'sc rJe Botaniqve, 1909, No. 5,
Fedtschenko says of I. Rosenp. 77, Mme.
" Flowers large, of various and
bachiana
baldshuanica
I.
of
beautiful colour." and
This is barely 3.
"Flowers smaller, yellow."
and it
species,
two
the
satisfactory diagnosis of
plants which she
is probable that some of the
class'to-nk to be Rosenbaohiana should really be
It is not
fied as specimens of baldshuanica.
true
yet certain whether these two plants breed
when raised from seed, and it is therefore imconpossible to say at present whether we must
or
sider them as two good and distinct species
In
species.
same
the
of
merelv as local forms
any rate
the meanwhile it may be useful, at
baldfor gardening purposes, to say that I.
in being
Rosenlbaoh'ana
I.
from
differs
shuanica
in having
slightlv smaller and flowering later,
fleshy
white and not yellow pollen, and in having
bulbs, which taper abruptly and not

bright yellow.
colour and the crest of the lip

is

at

ing

the bulib on the right is that of the true I. RosenIt flowers a fortnight to a month
bachiana.
are
earlier than the other species when the Ibulbs
grown together under the same conditions. So
this
far as my experience goes, the flowers of
early-flowering species are always white, with

extending
slight rose
petals are clear violet colour with a
on the tips,
shade, a few slight white markings
broadly
The
margin.
white
and a narrow, clear
small spots m
ovate lip is reddish- violet, with
violet
is
column
the white marginal band. The

of the yellow crest.

drowned, even

26. 1918.

rated by certain characteristics, \-isible in the dry
bulbs, and the sketch reproduced in fig. 64 is an
attempt to show bulbs of the two species. That
on the right is slightly larger; the flestoy roots
taper gradually and their colour is a light brown.
On the contrary, the bulb on the left has
roots whioh taper more abruptly, and they are
It seems probable that
always whiter in colour.

many'Odontoglossum novelties up to the present

The flowers of all three are large,
form and fine substance.
Odontoglossum Violet Queen.— This

[October

cases

be found

Fig.

63.— lais spuria var. halophila
third NATURAL SIZE.

:

one-

but airtight, parchment-like covering,
which enables it to float in water. On the suror
face it is either carried along by any current
blown by the wind until it strands on so^me
germinating
of
(bank, where it has morediance
and growing into a plant than if it lacked this
covering and sank to the bottom of the water,
where the young plant would probably be
loose,

A

strong bulb is
fairlv rapidlv bv this means.
even four
capable of throwing up three or
display lasts
flowers in succession, so that the
for a consideTOble time.
hnu^r. Oo'lnlminr,.

W. P. DylcM, CharUr-

per Ton.-Allinston PiDDin Apples at £280
learn that Messrs.
sold a ton
R H Bath. Ltd.. Wisbech, recentlv
These
for £280.
of Allington Pipoin Apples
buyer for
a
by
were fine specimens, purchased

From Mr. G. W. Leak we

society, who
a North of England co-operative
6d. per I'b.
offered the price quoted, i.e., 2s.
for one ton.

— —
October
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ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

POTATO YIELDS.
The

heaviest yield of Potatos from 1 lb. of
seed in a competition at Sutton St. Barnabas.
Every precaution was
Bxisvey, was 518 lbs.
taken to guard against error and to ensure
The
eciual opportunities to the competitors.

half

167

viding

pounds were planted

to provide 30 roots.
of The Ally variety yielded 100 tubers
with a total weight of 181bs.
John

it is

One root

piece

in

level of

all,

Parker, Glnmorgan County Horticulture Demonstrator, Pontypridd.

From
Potatos

J.

M.

13 oz.. and 1 lb.
Bloor, Derby.

1

owing

little

dry straw

clamp ridge-

in

Put a
rest, and generally improves the quality.
good layer of straw on e'ther side of the ridge,

oz.'

-ivthich a little soil should be placed thereon ;
at frequent intervals bring through some tufts
of straw for ventilating purposes on either side
of the ridge, but not along the centre, as is so
be
frequently done. Later, more soil should
placed on the clamp sufficient to ward off severe

after

In most
districts
the
varieties of Potatos
were very satisfactory, and
the tubers were but little
affected with disease, but on
soils,

Use a

a workmanlike manner, and sprinkle
the layers of
a little slaked lime between
tubers.
Lime has a sweetening influence, prevents any diseased tubers contaminating the

earlier

some

the surroundings.

shaped,

THE POTATO CROP.

w ^

ground and

.of

Select a high, drj'
elevate the base albove tihe

for placing the tuibers on, build the

one root of Satisfaction I obtained three
weighing iiespectively 2 lbs. 11 oz.,
1 lb.

properly done.

frosts,

when

to a long

will be sometimes necessary, even
done, to place some sort of covering
whole during long per'ods of frosty

and

it

t.his is

over the
weather.
Resistant Snowdrop has proved to be one of
the very best varieties grown .here, and for frame
culture is unsurpassed.
It is a great cropper,
perfect in shape, quite free from disease, and,
above all, the quality is of the best. It much
resembles the old Snowdrop in appearance, but,
"s is well known, that variety was very prone to
become attacked by late blight.
Other good varieties that have done weJl in
this district are Midlothian Early, Sharpe's Extu-ess.
King Edwaixi', Scottish Farmer. Iron
Duke. Great Scott, President. Arran Chief, and
British Queen.
The illustration in fig, 65 shows part of 20
Aldenhani
acres of Potatos in t,he park at
House, Elstree. this being the second season the
ground has been cro]>ped with Potatos. I'Uhvin

period of dry weather, the
crop was not so heavy as
was at one time e.vpected.
It is interesting to notice
the appearance of Potatos
cultivated for the first time
on newlyturned-up pasture
in contrast with those grown
for the second
time on
similar ground.
So far as
one is able to judge, where
the land was properly prepared, and Scotch or Irish
seed planted, there is very
little to choose between the
crops,
and heavy yields
should be looked for.
There
are
still
many
Potatos in the ground, as
the weather has not- been
favourable for lifting them.
It will be wise to lift and
Fig. 64.
bulbs of iris rosenbachiana (right) and baldshl-anka
(left)
(a) first year, (b) second year, (c) third year seedlings, st^^re the tubers whilst they
are still in good condition.
(See p. 166.)
Where large breadths are
.^(•ts, which were from
Ireland, were graded so
grown hand-digging will take too long, and
that each competitor received 15 tubers.
A the tubers should either be ploughed out
member of the committee was present at the
with a Potato-digger, of
which
or lifted
planting and lifting. When dug each crop was
there are now many types on the market.
place>d in a bag and se.iled.
The name of the
Plenty of hands should be employed for followvariety was not known to the competitors. Last
ing the m.Tchine for tihe purpose of picking up
year the first prize crop in a similar competition
reasonabW care should be taken not
the crop
weighed 360 lbs. A. C. B.

'^-

'

/\

necletl.

IMPORTANCE OF PHOSPHATES FOR
POTATOS.

;

HAVE long been

of opinion that the lowlying portions of the land in the neighbourhood
of Bath are deficient in available phosphates, and
On
further experience has confirnud my belief.
the hills it does not appear to be so, for good
fruit is produced;
on comparatively slender
growth where the trees are well cared for, and
Potatos also are of good quality, without overI

luxXiriant haulms.

;

The Barrhead and District plotholdors held
a competition for the heaviest yield from 1 lb.
of seed Potatos, limited to 12 sets.

The

variety

was Majestic. Two competitors, working side
by side, lifted 85 lbs. and 81 lbs. respectively.
Each had one plant that failed, so that there
were 22 roots between them. When washed and
dried the total weight of these 22 roots was
160i His. The heaviest Potato weighed 2 lbs., the
12 heaviest 18 lbs. 13 oz. There were 80-^ lbs.
weighing 1 lb. or over, 63^ lbs. from i lb. to
1 lb., and only 16 lbs. of Potatos weighing less
than i lb. Of these. 1^ lb. were small.
/. (!.
lioherls, Hon. President, Barrhead and Distrirt
Plotholders'

Association.

I WAS present on September 18 at the lifting
of the trial Potatos grown by Mr. E. H. Battram,
Pare Newydd, Abercynon, Glamorgan, for the
Board of Agriculture. The results were as fol-

low

:

Roots.
Edzell Blue
The Allv
Great Scott

Mr. Bresee
Lochar

Templar
Tinwald Perfection
Dominion
Kerr's Pink
Maj(«t.ic

Golden Wonder

The

...

Total crop lifted.
160 lbs.

30

...

15

...

30
15

...

30
30
30
30
15

30
30

155^ lbs.

227
118

lbs.

...

1^91

lbs.

...

...

147i lbs.
162^ lbs.
128^ lbs.
128^ lbs.
216 lbs.

...

159J.

...

...
...
...

llis.

lbs.

tubers were pl.antcd on April 19,
1918, and lifted on .September 18.
Three and a
seed

-I'OTATOS

GROWING

IN THE

include any that are bliglhted, and the
" chats " sihould be picked up separately for
as, owing to the prevailing scarcity of animal food, these are sure to

to

pig- feeding purposes,

be in great demand, and will realise good prices.
"
There is no better method of keeping " ware
Potatos than by pitting or clamping tliem. pro-

I.IJENHAM HOUSE, EL.STKKE.

I

low-lying plot taken in hand in March, 1917,
was in rather poor condition, and suspected of

A

being sliort of humus, phosphates and lime. As
a nitrogenous manure was necessary, it was not
advisable to apply caustic lime at the same time,
therefore gypsum was applied and. as no superphosphate wa.s to be had, it btiiig too late to
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apply basic slag, steamed bone-floui- was used,
and as much wood-ash and buiuied vegetable
The Potatos were
as could be had.
planted in trenches, and stable manure which
was already partly d€coinposed was mixed with
the sail between blie trenches, so that it coiild
be used for earthing-up without much of it
Cuming in dii'ect contact with the young growths,
and none of it would touch the seed tubei's. A
fair crop was produced, but the quality was indifferent,
and the haulms were much too
vigorous, many of them being 6 feet in length.
In the spring of this year Potatos were not
planted on the same ground, but on that which
had been manured for other crops the year before, and to which another application of lime
was given in the autumn. No manure whatever
had been applied to this plot since the spring
of the previous year, and none was given at the
time the Potatos were planted, with the excep-

ward

off

insect pests, and

wood ash. No phosphatic manure was wanted,
because steamed bone-flour was applied the previous year.
The seed tubers, which were not in the best
condition, were planted in trenches 3 to 3^ feet
apart, and 15 to 18 inches asunder in- the rows.
The early part of the season was very dry, and
Potatos, as well as other vegetables, suffered
from drought, but these, being planted in
trenches and eartherd-up deeply, suffered very
little.
They yielded a good, clean crop ; the
variety Gordon Castle gave an average of 6 lbs.
to the root; one root produced 8 lbs. 5 oz., and
many 7 lbs. and over. The quality also was good.
This was very satisfactory, but as steamed boneflour is now out of the question, having trebled
in price within a few years, basic slag will be
applied this autumn.
The seed tubers will be
They will not
selected and carefully tended.
be planted on the same ground, but on that
TvMch was manured for another crop last spring.
An acre of Potatos planted 15 inches apart in
the row, with 3 feet bet-ween the rows, would
require 11,520 sets, and these, yielding 5 lbs.
each, would give a total crop of 30 tons 17 cwt.

16

lbs.

land adjoaning the forementioned, which
was not treated to phosphatic manure, but had
a good dressing of wood ash. and was planted
with the same varieties, from the same source,
the crop was not a heavy one, and many of the
tubers were small.
Besides the lesson in phosphatic manuring, the
foregoing experiment shows the folly of planting

On

too closely.

When basic slag canmot'be applied in the
early winter, superphosphate should
be used at planting-time, and, if tlie soil is not
deficient in lime, another dressing may be given
.at the final earthing-up.
I know a spot not far away where Potatos
have been grown successfully on the same ground
without change of seed for half a century. TTm.

autumn or

7'ai/lnr.

FOOD PRODUCTION AT LETCHWORTH.
Several thousand Belgians a.re employed in
the large munition works at Letchworth Giaivlen
City, most of them being invalided soldiers and
members of the professional classes who, being
unable to follow their ordinary vocations, took
up this important national work.
When the need for increased food production
became evident, a big allotment scheme was
started in the district, and a lecturer was appointed by the Belgian Boai^d of Agriculture.
The re.eults of the combined efforts of growers
and instructor, aided by the directors of Messrs.
Kryn and Lahy Metal Works and the Belgian
Board of Agriculture, have been encouraging.
garden pix)duce competition was held on September 29 by the four hundred members of the
Belgian Gardening Club, this being the second
year in which a show has been held by the club.
The exhibition revealed the important contribution made to the food supply by these munition
workers, in spit-e of their working long hours on
heavv tasks. E. B.

A
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and flower-spikes

will soon be appearing frc;
the pseudo-bulbs made the previoiis year.
_j
ensure success in flowering this species, u.j
plants should be grown in a cool, light position,
and their I'oots kept somewhat dry during tie
winter. C. eburneum should be grown in a less
exposed part of the house, and, as plants of th;S
species have only ,small pseudo-bulbs, they should
not be allowed to become quite dry at tne r' ..l

mattei'

tion of a little soot to

[October

The Week's Work.
iTHE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir Jbremiab Colman,
Bart.,

Gat-ton

Paj-k,

Beigate.

—

Towards the end of the present
Vanda.
month Vandas of the tricolor ,ind sauvis section
will commence to root freely, and any necesrepotting is best done at this period.
Specimens th<at are well fui-nished with leaves
and with roots in'good condition should not be

sary

subjected to much root disturbance unless a
larger receptacle is needed, but some of the old
materials may be removed from the surface and
Plants that have become
replaced with fresh.
leggy through losing a quantity of their bottom
leaves, and are provided with plenty of live
roots up the stem, should be removed from the
pots and as much of lower part cut away as
will bring the lowest pair of leaves, when the
plant is again ijlaced in the pot, almost down to
the rim. After severing the stem place the plant
in the centre of the receptacle, with a few flat
crocks over the bottom. Cover the crocks with a
layer of clean Sphagnum-moss, over which spread
the roots, and carefully work in amongst them
some clean crocks anid Sphagnum-moss, then
distribute more roots is a similar way until the
rim is reached, finishing with a surface of
In turning the
clean, picked Sphagnum-moss.
plants out of the receptacles it will be found that
some of the roots will cling to the sides, and
Each
care must be taken not to damage them.
growth should be tied to neat stakes to keep
the plants firm and upright. The bottom aerial
roots should be pegged to the moss, while those
higher up the stem should be directed downwards to the compost. .Shade the plants from
sunshine, and keep their immediate surroundings
moist by syringing frequently around and between them'. The plants will not require water
for a few days after they are potted, but later,
as often as the surface moss becomes dry, it
should be sprinkled with water in order to keep
These Vandas grow, well
it green and healthy.
in the intermediate house or the cooler end of
They are subject to the
the Cattleya house.
attacks of a small brown scale insect, that atgreat care is
taches itself fii-mly to the leaves
necessary in destroyinj the pest or the leaves
may be permanently injured. Vanda Kimballiana and V. Watsonii are developing their flo-werspikes, and the atmosphere should be kept rather
drier and warmer than hitherto, but give sufficient water to keep the Sphagnum-moss growLess moisture will be needed after the
ing.
;

flowers are expanded.

—

Oncidium, Such Oncidiums as O. varicosum,
0. Forbesii, and 0. crispum, are now developing
their flower-spikes and must not be allowed to
suffer from drought at their roots, or the flowerbuds may turn yellow and drop. These species
produce strong, branching inflorescences, therefore only robust, well-rooted specimens should be
Weakly plants should have
allowed to flower.
the flower-spikes removed as soon as they appear,
given every encouragement to grow
vigorously.
In no case should the flower-spikes
be allowed to remain on the plants after the
pseudn-bulbs begin to show the least signs of
0. concolor will have finished its
shrivelling.
season's growth, and reqiuires less water at the
roots, but it must not he allowed to become quite
dry at any time. 0. Papilio and 0. P. Kramerianum, which produce a succession of flowers from
their slender stems, should not be allowed to become dry at the roots, and the flower stems
should be removed after three or four flower.<i
have developed. These interesting plants grow
well in Shallow Teak-wood baskets suspended in
a licht position in the warmest part of the
Cattleya house.

and

be

—

Cvmbidium. Plants of Cymbidium insigne,
C. liowianum. C. Traceyanum, and the many
hvbrids that are now sending up flower-spikes
should be well supplied with -water at the roots,
whilst others that are more backward

in

this

respect should be kept rather dry, otherwise new
crrcwtli will commence and the plants fail to

bloom.

C. grandiflornm has finished its growth.

—

Disa. The present
mence the repotting

is a suitable time to com
of Disas, but rej^otting is
necessary about every second year. The
first to need attention will be D. Luna and some
other hybrids, whilst the brilliant D. graudiflora
'mi>y receive attention at a little later period.
Ordinary flower-pots or rather deep pans form
the best receptacles, and for well-rooted specimens these should be at least two sizes larger
than those the plants now occupy, so that very
little root disturbance will be necessary.
Good
drainage is essential. The rooting material may
consist of good fibrous loam. Sphagnum-moss,
and a little peat, with a fair sprinkling of
crushed crocks and coarse silver sand. The compost should be pressed moderately firm, and the
receptacle filled to just below the rim.
With
the last layer of soil a few living -heads of
Sphagnum-moss should be incorporated, to help
keep the roots in a moist condition. Disas should
not be allowed to suffer, from drought at any
time, as they have no decided season of rest
Place them in the coolest and shadiest part of the
Odontoglossum house, near a ventilator, where
they may receive fresh air at all seasons. When
vaporising the house, remove Disas to another
structui'e until the fumes have escaped, or the
leaves will become disfigured.
Specimens that
are
pot-bound may be divided and made up
afresh arrange together portions of uniform size,
the object being to have all the plants in the one
pan in flower at the same time. One watering
should be given to settle the compost, and for
some time to come spraying once or twice each
The
day will be suflScient to keep them moist.
plants should be sprayed overhead occasionally
with a liquid insecticide, in order to ward off
attacks of thrips.

only

:

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
ftbury House,

—

Late Peaches and Nectarines. The fruits of
late Peaches and Nectarines, with but few ex-

Any
ceptions, will now have been gathered.
attention needed should be g-iven the trees,
and if the borders are in need of renewal, let
Follow
the work be done as soon as possible.
the directions given for the earlier varieties,
and thin out the wood rather more than for the
latteci'.
If a good top-dressing of fresh soil
needful, let tliat be
is all that is considered
applied before inclement weather arrives. Where
shortage of labour precludes even this procedure, apply a very moderate top-dressing
i

t

compound, in which phosphates con:
Such a comwith potash predominate.
pound can be easily chosen if the percentages
Lightly
issued by the makers are considered.
it
fork the manure into the surface soU
will soon be carried lower down by the rains.
If possible, do not crop these borders after- they
have been in any way treated, but rather let
them be left vacant during the coming winter.
an

artificial

bined

;

—

Planting Young Trees. Planting should be
done. immediately the trees arrive from the nurDo not lay them in with the view of postponing the work for a few more weeks, as this is
a dangerous practice, but if they arrive at the
end of the week, this must be done. Before
planting, examine the roots, and remove any
sappy ones that point an a downward direction.
Place a few roofing slates under the roots to
Plant in good,
further prevent this tendency.
fresh soil, without the addition of animal manure.
Remove injured roots, and thin out very sappy
irrowths. but do not otherwise prune, but rather
leave this work to be done in spring.
sery.

Root-Pruning and Planting Apricot Trees.—
In many instances it may be found expedient to
root-prune Apricot trees if they are growing tcio
I know a case where a good practical
freely.
gardener had greater success when he partiallv
lifted his trees every second autumn. These were

-

October
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trees with plenty of vigour. If root-pruning were
generally adopted, it might I think be the means
t se a liberal amount
of preserving the trees.
of old mortar rubble when tilling in the soil
aud do not employ animal manures. ^^ hen
planting young trees provide good drainage by
means of old brick rubble, with the mortar still
adhering. Let this be a foot thick at the least,
and ram the soil firmly as the work proceeds.
The border should be somewhat higher than the
level of the surrounding soil, so that it does
It
not receive an undue amount of rainfall.
.should be borne in mind that Apricots in theinative habitat have to go through a long period
'if drought and endure extremes of heat and cold.
I feel convinced that if we protected the soil
in which Apricot trees are grown in such a way
as to throw off the winter rains it would be
Apricots in Ihis
all the better for the trees.
countrv flower too earlv tor their well-being.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS
By

J.

\V.

Keele

OtnsE,
Hall,

Gardoncr to Mrs. Dempster.
Sewcaale. Staffordshire

—

Fruit Trees in Pots. The shoots of trees
in the open which were repotted or topdressed as advised in the Calendar of August 10,
should now be thoroughly ripened. Preparations
must be made to protect the pots from fro.'t.
If they are standing on a dry base in a sheltered
site, they may be protected where they stand.
Plunging the pots over their rims in ashes,
will
carry
them
leaves,
litter,
or Bracken
When covering
safely through severe weather.
the pots care must be taken that the plants
do not suffer from lack of moisture at the
roots, especially during a long period of rainless weather.
When fruit trees in pots cast
their buds in the spring the cause can generally
be traced to dryness at the roots in winter. Keep
lh« pots well covered and the root« moist, and
there will be no trouble in this respect.
At a
later period, when every leaf has fallen, th<i
trees should be carefully washed with strong
soapy water.

now

—

Successional Trees in Pots. \o time should
in completing the work of repotting later
trees.
In many ca.ses, by carefully reducing the
ball of soil and roots, it may be placed in a
clean, dry pot of the same size as before; this
be lost

will allow room for nearly three inches of fresh
compost to be worked down to the base. All the
young fibrous roots should b" carefully preserved
and the strongest roots shortened.
Cover the
clean crocks a few inches deep with the ronjrhf:parts of the compost and make it quite firm
with the rammer. Hard r,amming is most essen-

when repotting fruit trees, as this not only
encourages the roots to make new fibres, but prevents water from passing away without wetting
the wliolo of the soil. Strong, fibrous loam, old
lime rubble, bone-meal, burnt garden refuse and
.soot, with a .^mall portion of decomposed manure
if the Icim is poor, will form an excellent comtial

post for fruit trees of

all

root development.

Young

—

Trees. It may be necessary to introduce a few maiden Apple, Pear, Plum, Cherry.
Peach and Nectarine trees to grow on ready to
rcfilace those showing signs of exhaustion.
All
tliese readily respond to cool -house treatment,
and now is "a suitable time to obtain the trees
from a nursery, if there is no reserve stock.
Directly they arrive, prune the trees into shape,
and after shortening back all strong or injured
roots they should be placed in clean, well-drained
pots varying in size from 9 to 11 inches.
The
compost should he in a friable condition, and the

rammed

the better. When potting is
completed, plunge the pots deeply in leaves or
Bracken, in a sheltered position outside.
firmer

it is

Jordan, Gardener

F.

Our.

M.P.,

Ford

to

Manor,

Lieut.-Ool. Spender
Lingfield, Surre.T.

—

Asparagus. As soon as the foliage dies cut
off to within
a few inches of the
ground and carefully clear the beds of all weeds.
Where the soil is of a light, sandy nature and
well drained, autumn mulching may be safely
and probably advantageously practised. The
beds should be top-dressed with half-rotted
manure, and sufficient soil thrown out of the
alleys to lightly cover the manure. On natm-ally
neavy soil of a very retentive character, tlie common plan of mulching should not be done. It
is not frost alone, but an excess of moisture, or
perhaps the two evils combined, that causes the
To guard against
loss of many of the crowns.
the stems

this tix)uble as much as possible lightly clear
the bed of weeds, and top-dress it with some
light material.
Much of the rain will then run
off the bed, which will be drier and warmer ;n.'

consequence.

The manure may be applied next

spring.
This treatment applies more especially
to beds on the level, but even on raised beds
mulching may safely be deferied until the spring.

—

Celery. Take advantage of dry weather to
earth up late Celery as the plants complete their
growth, following the directions given in previous
calendars.

—

Forcing Rhubarb. Lift a few strong roots of
suitable varieties which have been prepared with
well-ripened crowns, leaving them fully exposed
a few weeks before placing them in gentle
warmth.
Mushroom-house or similar structure

A

which can be kept darkened, and with heat and
moisture, will ensure supplies of forced Rhubarb by Christmas.

—

Endive. After this date well-grown and thoroughly blanched Endive is only slightly inferior
Lettuce in point of crispness and flavour.
Only those who have to supply salads daily
throughout the year can fully appreciate the
value of a good supply of Endive.
The better
and more str<mgly they are grown the more liable
Protecare the plants to be spoiled by frosts.
tion should therefore be afforded them either by
frames or lifting them and placing them in a
cool house secure from frosts.
Blanching should
not be commenced until the plants are nearly
or fully grown, the number of plants being prepared at weekly intervals according to requirements.
If blanching is commenced too soon it
moreover. Enstops the growth of the plant.s
dive keeps badly after it is blanched. Inverted
pots with the drainage holes covered to e.\cludc
the light offer a quick and ready way of blanchProing Endive and also protects the plants.
bably the best Endive is obtained by placing
strong plants in a warm Mushroom-house in
small batches and keeping them well supplied
with moisture without direct overhead watering.

HUlingdon,

Richmond, and Sunburst.
Dorothy Perkins,

Liberty,

Among^ the climbing

varieties,

Rambler,

Blush

Paul's
.Scarlet
Rambler, and Electra will be found suitable for
cultivation in pots, and they are most suitable
decoration.
When
for conservatory or house
potted, they should be plunged in ashes as a
safeguard against frost.

Minneftaha,

—

Ciimbing Roses. If the final thinning of the
young growth has not been done, this work

Some varieties,
should be no longer delayed.
such as Fortune's Yellow, usually develop a great
deal of lateral growth.
This must be cut back
to two or three buds.
Give abundance of air on
all favourable occasions, but do not permit cold
draughts, s^ these will cause mildew to develop
on the foliage. As a precaution against this disease the plants should be dusted occasionally with
sulphur.
The roots of climbing Roses must not
be allowed to suffer for lack of water, and oldestablished plants may still be given some fonn
of slimulant.

—

Freesia. If Freesias were potted early, they
now be well rooted, and a few pots may
be placed on a shelf near the glass in a warm
house.
As growth advances the roots may be
given an occasional watering with weak sootwater. The main batch of Freesias must be kept
growing under absolutely cool conditions, using
fire-heat only to keep out frost.
The shoots
should be supported to neat stakes before there
is danger of them breaking.
will

—

Scitizantltus.
Place seedling Schizanthuses in
22-incli pots as they become large enough.
The
earliest plants should be shifted into larger pots;
a compost
of fibrous loam, leaf-soil, a little

manure from a spent Mushroom-bed, and sharp
Arrange the
sand will be suitable for them.
plants on a cool base near the roof-glass, and
keep them growing in cool conditions at all
times.

to

:

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
B.v

Urotherston.

R. r,

HADiilNUTiiN.

r«irilener to the H>rl
T.vniiigliame. E«tt Lulhiaii.

to make fresh plantations on grass and elsewhere. Fritillarias are very choice flowers, and
the old red Crown Imperial ai'ranged near a background of dark-foliaged shi-ubs is splendidly
beautiful.
Scillas, too,
are charming spring
flowers, one of the choicest being S. italica,
which does well in grass.
The Muscaris arc
rather inclined to die out. but the common M.
botryoides increases so rapidly that there is
always enough to spare to make good any
failures. It is a great help to established colonies
to surface-dress the plants with a compost of

manure and

rich soil.

It is important that
Plants for Forcing.
plants which are to be forced into flower early
well
matured.
Prunus,
should
be
Lilacs,
Pyruses, Wistarias and Deutzias which have been
planted in the open should be dug up and placed
Ordinary soil is suitin pots of suitable size.
able for these plants. S|)ecimens growing in pots
and not needed for early forcing should be
l)lunged up to their rims in ashes as a precaution
against frost.
-

—

Roses in Pots. If a suitable house can be
found for the cuUivution of Roses in pots, a few
should be certainly grown, as no flowers are more
appreciated than Roses at any time of year. No
time should be lost in securing plants for this
purpose, for the earlier they are potted the
better.
A suitable compost may be made by
mixing good fibrous loam with cow manure,
cru.shed brick rubble,

and a

little

bone meal or

Before potting the plants, cut
crushed bones.
back the stronger roots, but preserve all the
fibrous roots.
Roses suitable for pot culture are
Madame Abel Chatenav, Mrs. •!. Laiiig. Lady

—

The flower-beds
should be filled with spring-flowering plants
directly they are cleared of the .summer occupants.
There is no need to make great preparations, and were it not that forking the soil gets
rid of much unsightly material,
bulbs. Wallflowers, and similar plants might be planted withSpring-Flowering Plants.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

ol

—

Bulbs. Where there is a super(hious iiunilier of bulbs which may, with advantiige. be tliinned, the present is a suitable time

Planting

well-rotted

kinds.

Top- Dressing Trees in Pots.— For trees that
only need top-dressing it will suffice to correct
the drainage, remove the old surface sodl to a
depth of 3 or 4 inches, and replace with a sliiibtly
richer compost.
Give all newly-potted and topdresse<l trees one good watering, and. if possible,
place them in a cold house for a few weeks
before finally plunging them outside, otherwise,
durini; a long spell of wet weather they will
remain in a saturated condition, which greatly
retarc'l.s

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By
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out any preparation at all. any fertilising material needed being added as a surface-dressing in
February. Firm soil ia drier and less liable to
frost eruption than that which is loose, .ind on
that account alone the ground should bo well
firmed as planting is proceeded with.

Pelargoniums.— It will be almost impossible
t.i
winter cuttings of Pelargoniums without the
use of fire-heat, hut old plants may be lifted and
saved and the stock by this means preserved.
The method consists in p.-u-tially disrooting the
plants after lifting, denuding them of foliage
and keeping them quite dry until the spring,
when they may be started into growth either in
boxes or pots.
They make remarkably floriferous plants, far more so than autumn-struck
cuttings do.
During the period of rest dryness
essential, no moisture,
is
and, of course, n
temperature never near freezing point.
Where
there are means of keeping rooted cuttings a
very low temperature is suitable, provided the
soil in the pots or bo.xcs is ke|it dry.

—
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mOITOKIAL NOTICE.

ADVEKTISEMENTS

considering

should be sent to tte

FtTBLiISHEB. 41, WeUineton Street,
Covent Qardeu. WOEditors and Publisher. — Out corretpondenu
would

obviate

delay

obtaining answers to
their communications and save uh muck tints and
trouble, if they uould kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher
and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
uhen letters are misdirected.
in

;

—

Special

Notice
to
Correspondents.
The
Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or
illustrations
unless
by special
arrangement.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their

correspondents.

illlustrations.— rfte Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be respomible
for loss or injury.

AVBBAGB Mban TBMPEBiTDEE

for

deduced from observation*
at Greenwich, 47.3.°
.Actual Temperatukk

tile

during

emsmng
the

last

week
fifty

yeara

Association, select and recommend a
whole-time secretary, and endeavour to
find suitable offices in or near Covent

The preliminary work occupied
a large amount of time at many meetings,
but on Friday, the 18th inst., the work
had proceeded sufficiently to enable the
sub-committee to place its recommenda(,)arden.

tli
larger body by whom it
was appointed. Unfortunately, the Rules
and Articles of Association could not be
placed before this meeting, as they were
still in counsel's hands.
In due course

tions before

they will be published in the horticultural
Press, so that they may be thoroughly considered and criticised before they are submitted to a mass meeting of traders to be
duly advertised and held in London. Both

:

:

Slight

;

fog.

The need
A Chamber of

sation
,^^^^^

for an organi-

in

which

the
the
horticultural
industry
uiid profession are focussed has long been
urged by the more enlightened members of
the trade, and steps which have reoeutlv
•been taken give promise of thf fonuatioi'i
of such a central body, which will be
known as tfie Chamber of Horticulture.
Prosperous pre-war conditions did not
seem to call so urgently for this focussing
of intt rests, but the war has brought many
troubles to horticulturists as to members
of other trades, and with the passing of
the Defence of the Eealm Act, the Corn
Production Bill, and other controlling
measures the need for a central horticultural body has become increasingly pressing.
The horticultural trade has discovered its inability to offer effective objection
to or
provide strong defence
against impending controlling measures
likely to press hardly upon it.
On the
contrary, this lack of focussed co-operation made the work of the Horticultural
Division of the Food Production DeHorticulture.

partment

extremely

in charge found

interests

difficult,

of

as

those

no central body to

whom

they could appeal for statistical information to help them in the difficult circumstances that arose continuallv
consequently horticulture failed to secure for
itself the recognition its great and farreaching activities deserved.
Happilv,
this reproach promises to be removed in
the near future by the establishment of
a Chamber of Horticulture.
This endeavour, due chiefly to the initiative of
Mr. H. Morgan Veitch and Mr. George
;

Monro,

jiin.,

port of

all

horticulture.

have the warmest supdesire the advancement of
Already the scheme has

will

who

promise of powerful support from prominent men in the trade, including market
growers, fruit growers, flower growers,
and seed merchants. A .short while ago
members of the horticultural trade were invited to meet at Donington House, Norfolk
Street, Strand, London, for the purpose of

advisability of forming a

of

Mr. Monro,

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London,
Wednesday, October
23, 10 a.m.
Bar. 30.1
temp. 62°. Weather-

tlie

Chamber of Horticulture. They dtcided in
favour of its establishment, and appointed
a sub-committee to draft Rules and Articles

and Mr. Morgan Veitch
aims and objects of the

jun.,

outlined the
Chamber, and insisted that the work now
carried on by horticultural trade societies,
associations, and federations would be as
necessary as ever, and the Chamber will
not interfere with their activities in any
way, but encourage and help them.
The
Chamber will be the direct means of com-

munication between Parliament, Government Departments, and railway companies,
and the horticultural trade as a whole.
will be representative in the highest
degree by means of delegates from associated trade societies and private members,
by whom the executive council of thirtysix members and the trade committees
will be elected.
Dr. Keeble, of the Food
Production Department, and Mr. A. G.
Rogers, of the Board of Agriculture,
were present at the recent meeting, and
the latter considered the compilation of
statistics relating to horticulture should
be almost the first business
of
the
Chamber. Dr. Keeble said it was high
time the public understood the difference
between horticulture and agriculture, and
a Chamber of Horticulture would be the
means of making the distinction widely
known by showing the national importance of the horticultural industry. At
present, he said, there were no statistics
to indicate that importance, consequently
the difficulties in the way of making
Government Departments understand the
ex-tent of this industry and the money
invested in it were very great.
He believed proper statistical information from
various branches of the trade, collected by
the Chamber, would prove beyond all question the immensity and national importance of horticultural activities. His own
work in relation to Food Production
would have been greatly simplified had
such information been ready to hand.
Both Dr. Keeble and Mr. Rogers made a
strong point of the fact that Government
Departments were not antagonistic those
in charge needed all the assistance the
trade coffld afford, and desired to give as
much information and help as possible.
Dr. Keeble heartily supported the formation of the Chamber of Horticulture, suggested the appointment of corresponding
members, and urged the Chamber to underIt

;

[October

26, 1918.

take experimental inquiries, particularly
iu connection with mechanical oultivatiou,

and

incidentally

remarked

that

tne

Council of Industrial Research might be
expected to contribute towards the conduct of experimental work carried out
on the right lines.
Mr. Agar, Renter
Warden of the Gardeners' Company, expressed hearty approval of the new movement. Alderman Moore, the Master of the
Fruiterers' Company, was appointed hon.
treasurer of the Chamber, and Mr. R.

Wynne
A.

J.

secretary, appointments which Mr.
(with a happy play upon the
" win "
and '' more ") con-

Monro

words

sidered a happy augury for the future.
the establishment of a Chamber of
Horticulture it is jsroposed to acquire a
building wherein all horticultural trad''
organisations, including the parent body,

With

will

The

find suitable office accommodation.
financial prospects of the Chamber are
provided the trade associations

excellent,

attach themselves and contribute thei'quota, and that more private members are
forthcoming. Already, thanks to Messrs.
Geo. Monro, jun., J. T. Poupart, J. Rochford. Alfred Watkins, W. G. Lobjoit, G.
Shawyer, H. 0. Larsen, W. Seabrook, R.
Robbins, and F. Ladds, an income of
nearly £1,000 a year for five years has
l>een bten as.sured.

—

" Daily Mirror " Potato Competition. Following a series of local competitions held
throuohi)ut the couirtrv the final competition for
th« prizes offere>d by the Daily Mirror for the
best dishes of five Potatos was held at the Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street, London, on
Wednesday, the 16th inst. More than one thousand dishes of excellent Potatos were exhiibited,
and the premier award of £500 was won by
Mr. F. J. Breach. Eastbourne, with five wonderfully fine specimens of Up-to-Date. 'The other
leading
prizewinners
were
F.
F.
Messrs,

Butcher, Ashford, Kent (£100) Joseph Dat,
l!?rkhamsted (£50)
R. W. Bastock, Warwick
(£25): G. H. Gordon, Lincoln (£10), and, in
.:

;

addition, thirteen competitors secured prizes of

£5 each. The exhibition was opened by Mr.
Cltnes, of the Ministry of Food, and Dr. Keeble
and Major Belcher were also present at the
opening ceremony.
The generally expressed
opinion was that the competition had been the
means of encouraging and extending the cultivation of Potatos and thereby increasing the supply
of a most important article of food.

—

Hops. The preliminary statement of the
Board of Agriculture on the produce of Hops
shows that the amount of Hops produced in 1918
is 130,272 cwts., compared with 220,719 cwts, in
1917, whilst the acreage is 15,566 and 16,946 respectively. The total production of Hops this
year is about two-fifths of the average production
of the past ten years, on an area which has been
reduced to le.ss than half the pre-war average.
The yield per acre (8.32 cwts.), while 4f cwts.
less than last year, is, however, only 1| cwt.
.iihort of the average.

The Canadian Fruit Crops.^According to the
Board of Trade Journal the official fruit crop
report for September places the Nova Scotia
Apple yield at 400,000 barrels, or slightly more
than halt of last year's production. The embargo on Apple exports to Great Britain, the report states, is discouraging to
Nova Scotia
growers, but the orchards are being kept in good
condition.
Conditions in Quebec Province are
described as " lamentable," because of the destruction last winter of old Fameuse orchards.
The hope is expressed that the farmers will replant these orchards.
In Eastern Ontario there

.

OCTOBEK
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crop of certain varieties of Apples.
There is also a fair crop in Central Ontario, but
the quality is below the average. In Western Ontario, autumn varieties are one-half a crop, and
winter varieties 35 per cent.
There is a fairly
good crop in the Georgian Bay district. Earlier
reports on the Niagara peninsula Peach crop are
confirmed by the September report.
The total

of Science in

yield will be slightly less than in 1917, and probably not more than 40 to 50 per cent, of an
average crop. The Apple crop in the inland valleys of British Columbia will average about 10
per cent, less than in 1917. but is of better
quality and size.
Pears are a very large crop,
at least 50 per cent, larger than last year, while
Plums and Prunes also show a big increase.

nika.

is

a

DubUn. Nearly a million finished
articles have now been exported, apart from the
work done by the Ulster Sphagnum Moss Asiso

In 1915 the demand on the Irish orgacame almost entirely from France, but
gradually and steadily it increased, till now a
constant stream of supplies goes to military hospitals iu Ireland. England, France, Italy, Salo-
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Cooper

ing Mrs.

manding
missed,

officer

of her son's death, his comwrote: "He will be greatly
manner had endeared

cheerful
to all of us."
for

his

ciation.

him

nisation

We regret to learn that Gunner A. W.
Berrt, R.G.A. (Siege Battery), was killed by
a bomb on September 15 last while his battery
was moving to a fresh position.
Before enlisting, Mr. Berry was for many years employed

Egypt and Mesopotamia.

War

Items.

—^Messrs.

Laing

and

Mather,

nurserymen, gave to the Border Union Agricultural Society, without any reservation, the entire
nurscrv stock

in

their Kelso

nurserv for

sale

the Hampton Court Palace Gardens.
His
particular work was on the " Long Border " and
flower-beds, which
were special features of
these public gardens in pre-war days. His genial
in

—The

four best species of Richafricana {syn. aethiopica), R.
Pentlandii. and R. Rehmannii.
The
all 0(f which are illustrated in fig. 66.
first-named
is
by far the most popular
counti-j',
by
in
this
being largely grown
market gardeners and in gardens generally
as a decorative plant for the conservatory.
R. EUiottiana and R. Pentlandii. the yellow
Arums, are more tropical in their requirements and more Caladium-like in their behaviour
under cultivation. They are therefore less easy
to manage, yet there are few more beautiful
Aroids than a well-grown example of either.
They are often wrongly named in gardens,
though they are readily distinguished, R.
EUiottiana having spotted leaves and wholly
yellow spathes, whilst in R. Pentlandii the leaves
are not spotted and the spathes are dark pnrple
at the base.
They differ from R. africana in
being deciduous, their resting period being
marked by the death of everj'thing ctcept the
tuber, whereas R. africana has a .short, peren
nial stem, or rootstock, which is very prolific of
offsets,
and, although it loses many leavi's
annually, it is not deciduous.
R. Rehmannii
differs from all the other
known species in
h.iving lanceolate Ifaves, which are green with a
ffw linear blotches of white. The spathe is
usually white, greenish-yellow at the base, but
it is .sometimes found with rose-tinted or even
wholly vinous-rixi sipathes.
Whether this is a
varietal difference or due to som" |>eruliar soil
influence has not yet been determined.
Tubers
have been known to produce coloured spathes
at one time and white at another.
Hybrids
between these several species have been recorded, though it is doubtful if they are

Richardias.

ard ia are R.
EUiottiana. R.

more than garden

sports.
There are several
well-marlted varieties of garden origin of R.
africana.
Other species of Richardia in cultivation are hast.ata. melanoleuca and albomacu

but they are not of much account as decoAccording to Mr. N. K. BnnwN.
F!oTa of Trojncnl Afrirn. R. Pentlandii is a
synonj'm of R. angustiloba, first described by
RrnoTT in The Jourrwl nf linlnnn in 1865. ft
was introduced into cultivation in 1892 by Mr.
lata,

rative plants.
in

R.
in

Whyte, Pentland House. Lee, who .showed it
flower in that year at a meeting of the R.H.S.

when

it

was awarded a

First-claas

Certificate.

EUiottiana was shown two years before by
Captain Elliott. Farnborough House, HampR.

shire,

and was also awarded

,i

First-class Certifi-

FlO. 66.

cate.

— RICHARDIAS.
..pini).

Exhibition of Allotment Produce.— .An e.\hi
bition of pniiliici. by the .successful competitors
in tho Cereal .uiH Root Allotment Holders' Competition, arranged l)y the .Sulphate of Ammonia
Association, will be held on Thursday, the 31st
inst., at
Horseferry Road, Westminster,
84,
London. The exhibition will he open from 12
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Moss as a Dressing

for Wounds.— The value
of Sphagnum-mfx.ss as a surgical dressing is now
generally known, and there are 45 depots in Irelatnl to which the nioss is sent to be made up
into surgical dres-sings of standard sizes.
Over

one
tlie

hundred collecting stations scattered over
country supply moss to the Royal College

B.

on

bchtilf

Soldiers,

BLUOTTIANl.

riKHMANNIL

„f the Edenhall

Newton Don

Hostel for Limbless
Red Cross Hospital, and

the K.O.S.B. Prisoners of War Fund. Four auctioneering firms gave their services free at the
sale, which was held on the 12th inst.
There was
a very large attendance, and the sum of upwards

£800 was realised by the sale.
The many friends of Mr. A. H. Cooper,
gardener at Bro.adway Estate Gardens, Lang-

of

harne, Carmarthenshire,

will learn with regret
death of his son, Mr. A. W. Cooper, who
was killed during the evening of the 3rd inst.
whilst his platoon was advancing across the open
to capture a hostile trench.
In a letter inform-

of the

PENTLANDII.

and pleasant manner in answering the
manifold questions which always fall to the lot
of
workers in public gardens made him as
popular with the many regular visitors as ho was
disposition

with his fellow-employees.

— — Official

notification has been received that

Private Thomas Henry Vaughan, Royal West
Kent Regiment, youngest son of Mr. and' Mrs.
T. Vaughan, of Heathcote, Boughton Heath,
Chester, was killed in action on September 19,
at the age of 23 years. Private Vaughan'^ before
joining the Army, worked with his father as a
market gardener. He was awarded the Military

Medal

recently.

—

—
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of tieptember 28.
quote one sentence only of your leader,

appiopriately
I will
viz.
;

It

made

your issue

in

surprising

is

how many

plants aie

withstand a lower temperature than
we have been accustomed to provide for them.
too, may I add, for I have been
fruits,
And
much interested during this past season in two
vineries under the care of Mr. Geo. Reynolds,
in the Gi.nnersbury Park Gardens. No artificial
heat wliatever has been used from start to
ripening, yet the Grapes wei'e excellent, the
bunches being of medium size, with berries somewhat beyond the average, and the finish all that
one could desire. When I say that the varieties
were Muscat of Alexandria and Madresfield
Court, each in a house by themselves, I think it
is a remarkable achievement, and in a season
that has not, at times, been all that one could
wish from the point of perfecting a crop such
These vineries
as this, and a heavy crop too.
are of average size, three-quarter span in shape,
with an abundance of air space over the vines
and an abundance of lights, with ample means
of ventilation. The borders are all inside. In m^
own case, I have succeeded better than usual this
year with Tomatos, and without the use of fire
With respect to plants, it will be well, as
heat.
you advise, to reduce the number of all decora
tive plants, and keep the fires as low as possible.
Many greenhouse plants are safe when the.
thermometer does not tall below 32° Fahr. Jo.s.
Hudson. Gunnpr.ihury House Gardens.
able

the officials of the Board of Agriculture for
b^otland, with the assurance tiiat it came from
It was cut
tile original stock of that variety.
anu
into one or two portions bearing "eyes,
Tne plants were
cuttings were also taken.
grown in virgin soil free from manure of any
kind and the crop was kept for seed and
planted in spring. One plant the seed set n,"
which was true to type has produced seveuil
kidney-shaped tubers totally different in charTliey are not only
acter" from Edzell Blue.
distinct in shape but in colour, the texture of
trie skin, and the vascular system of the tubei'.
Were not the matter beyond doubt, in my mind,
so far as accuracy is concerned, I should have
treated these distinct tubers as " rogues " in the
ordinary way,- especially so as many stocks of
This
this excellent variety are not wholly trae.
mutation^ for such t hold it to be will be grown
on and carefully watched. Mr. Cuthbertson has
had an opportunity of examining these tubers.
ui

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not liold theiiueliies responsible for
the opinions expressed by correspondents.)
The Fuel Problem. Allow me to cordially
support the remarks on the fuel problem so

to

—

—

—

—

—

—

of

mutation.

—

The

Dorsetshire. The largest fruit weighed 16 or..,
was well coloured, and for the variety was good
This tree is noted for the large fruit
it has produced during the eighteen years it has
been growing as a standard with a 4-feet stem;
the branches are trained under the roof, so it
Three
is only a standard in the sense of its stem.
years' ago this tree produced a fruit weighing
and
had a
inches
deep,
to
5
19 oz.. was 4 inches
circumference of 14 inches. I^. Molyneux.
in flavour.

:

The Late Mr. Arnold Duley.— It was witn
regret that I read in the Gardener.?' Chroniclc
au" account of the death of Mr. Duley. who served
under me several years ago. While head gardener to the Grand Duke George of Russia he
?ent me several interesting letters, describing
the climate, people, and other interesting details
He was a shrewd observer of
of the Crimea.
men and conditions that he came in contact with
r. H. Slade.
Early and Late Peas. May Queen and Chelsea Gem proved to be two of the best varieties
From plants raised from seed
here last spring.

;

—

—

Mr. Arthur

—

r

—

W.

Sutton

will,

no doubt, be

in-

terested in the following experience.
Last vear
I was given one tuber of Edzell Blue bv'one

—

:*

Passing over
deserves careful consideration.
mere variations in colour. I venture to think that
mutants do certainly arise among Potatos, but,
as Mr. .Jackson has pointed out, they are too
often considered to be rogues, and nothing more.
It is, of course,,, extreimely difficult to distinguish between what is a " rogue " and what

an unequivocal example

In adopting the genus Aegle, altered,
to Citrus, I followed Mr. Bean in
Trees and Ulirubs Hardy in the British Isles asI quite agree
the latest guide one could follow.
Indeed', I think it is to be prewith Citrus.
ferred for this plant, but Mr. Bean probably iiad
some definite reason for adopting the genus
The Index Kewensis, as pointed out at
Aegle.
various times, is not always to be regarded as an
authority on nomenclature ^it is a book of referThe Genera Plantarum,
ence to" authorities.
which is a book of responsible determinations,
genus
Aegle, that this plant
the
defines
so
must be included. The single leaflet of Citrus
is recognised and the genera Citrus and Aegle
are contrasted " 1-foliolate " and " 3-foliolate."
Mr. Bean no doubt followed Genera Pluntaruni,
and so does the A>«' Handlist of Trees and
While this plant strikes one as being
Shrubs.
a (-'itrus, Aegle Marmelos is very different, so
that possibly our present Citrus trifoliata may
be regarded as a connecting link between the two
genera.
R. Irwin Lynch.
Green Corn (seep. 146). A. A', may perhaps
learn in four or five years to detect the right
moment to gather, but after more than twice
that span I may confess to being not quite sure
But I do not " wait and see " as
sometimes.
he has done I simply " look and see " when the
"silk" has withereil back and the cob feels
plump and the sheathing is fresh and green. A
small tear or sUt downwards to bring a few of
the growiaig seeds into view will soon show
whether the cob should' be left awhile either to
mature a little more or to ripen completely. After
trying many sorts from our seedsmen, I got a
satisfactory variety from Heinemann, of Erfurt,
which I have kept going now for many years
though seeds ripen in the open now that the
source is closed I always keep a few plants under
I generaJly make four sowings
glass for safety.
this year the last so\ying, I fear,
for succlssion
In
will not make much else than rabbit food.
the late summer most plants do not seem to have
grown well. H. /?. D.
Large Peaches (see p. 160). I recently saw
several fruits of the variety Salwey grown by
Mr. Brown in a Peach-house in the garden of
ilrs. Van Raalte, Brownsea Island, neai' Poole,
written.
tiowever,

;

—

is
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—

" Rogues" among Potatos (see pp. 83, 102,
The question raised by Mr. Jackson
122, 142).
on this subject is worthy of more than passive
notice,- and the point to wliich he draws attention

great majority of Potato growers are dealing
with conditions of cultivation under which the
elimination of " rogues " is a difficult matter.
Unless what Mr. Arthur W. Sutton refers to as
" suitably controlled conditions " are thoroughly
ensured, one cannot discern between what are
genuine mutants and pure and simple " rogues"
with any degree of accuracy. For example, one
has to be certain that every tuber used for planting is true to type
that the soil upon which
planting is done is absolutely free from " groundkeepers " (or tubers left in the soil from some
previous crop) and that no tubers exist amongst
any manure that may be nsed. When a trial is
made under such conditions, and the experimenter is absolutely sure that no error can possibly arise from mixing
then, if what is general! v termed a " rogue " should appear in the
trial, I hold that the grower is entitled to consider that a mutant has arisen and is worthy of
being grown for the purpose of further examination and cnmnarison.
I
have long held the
opinion that the Potato is in a state of mutation
this fact has arrested my attention on many occasions in a long experience of the matter but
owing to a doubt as to the trueness of the stocks
used for seed sets or the condition of the soil I
have hitherto had to pass what I thought to be
mutants owing to the element of uncertainty.
I have observed, as one example amongst several,
that a certain early Potato has consistently produced amongst its crop an odd tuber or two
of something that is almost identical with Epicure. But, as already stated. I have never been
completely satisfied that this mutation was accomplished under " suitably controlled
conditions." There was alwavs the element of doubt
which could never he satisfactorily disposed of.
and I therefore preferred to call what resembled
Epicure a^" rgpue." ffntil the beginning of last
year I have never had the opnortunitv of experimenting upon this aspect of Potato' cultivation under conditions that were beyond, doubt,
but I am now favourablv situated in this respect.

[October

le;.

flowers
HED WllH KEDmSH-EROWN.

ol.^dtohis prophetesSv

67.

I'REAM-WIUTE BLOT.

have also a white tuber from
the seconid time), but this is
simple and common example of
such as has already been dealt
I

Edzell Blue (for

what

I

term

a

colour variation

with by Messrs.
would remind Mr.

Cuthbertson and Sutton. I
Sutton that there is nothing to prevent what I
"mutation '' among Potatos, and new varieties can undoubtedly
be obtained by asexual
means. In dealing with almost any commercial
variety of Potato one has to remember that its
parents are not its only ancestors, and its pro-

sown out-of-doors on a south border the second
week in Februai'y. we were able to gather wellThe
filled pods in the second week of June.
last-named variety was sown the first week in
.July on a south border, and we are still gathering
October) good pods of
(the second week in
Autocrat and Michaelmas, sown the
the same.
beginning of June, have been verv prolific.
Worlds, Knglefield Gardens, Ber,dinr,.

A.

li.

call

geny, of sexual or a.sexual derivation,
of a wide variation in consequence.
Taylor, Mid-Lothian.

is

capable

Ger)ri/e

M.

—

Citrus trifoliata. ^Mav I draw attention to
an error which has somehow crept into mv note
Its leaves
are described as
on this plant?
"trifoliate."

Tnifoliolate

should have been used,
leaves,

it

is

lateral

is

the

word which

and instead

leaflets that I

of

lateral

should have

GLADIOLUS PROPHETESS.
The beautiful new variety of Gladiolus named
Prophetess, illustrated in fig. 57, was exhibited
bv Mr. J. S. Parker. Upton C.hevmey, Bitton, id
the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
An Award of Merit was
on August 27, 1918.
awarded the novelty by the Floral Committee on
the same occasion. The spike is exceedingly
handsome, with bold flowers of cream-white,
blotched on the three lower segments with reddish-brown.

—

October

—

.
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Among Messrs. Barr and Son's Nerints the
bluish-pink Colleen and the broad-petallci Mrs.
Douglas were notable varieties, while in Mr.
Lilley's collection the variety Elegantissana was
conspicuously good.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
ScientiQc Committee.
October

8.

lihodudendron

iieriiflunnn.

— Mr.

E. ilagor. Lame!len, St. Tudy, Lornwall, sent
flowers" of the beautiful deep red Rhododendron
iieriiflorum, raised by him from seed collected by
Mr. 0. Forrest. The plant flowers in April, and
again in October as a rule.

Hyhikl Suddltici.— Mr.
.Smedmore House, Corfe
Howering shoots of an

W. van

de Weyer, of
Castle, Dorset, sent
hybrid
interesting

magnitica ^
The
V
Howers were in racemes of globose heads, purple
bud, yellow to orange as they open,
in the
and very sweetly scented. The following note
upon them accompanied the specimens: "I am
sending herewith some late flower trusses of some

X

globosa

liuddleia

B.

have raised.
I
liybrid seedlings of Euddleia
are, I think, interesting, as they are B.
.;lobosa (female parent] x B. magnifica (male
parent).
.Some are the second generation of this
The second generation .show no
cioss (selfed).
One gets just the
difference from the first.
same variations. The curious thing to me is tlie
large jiercentage of pale-coloured seedlings one

They

and I have not yet got an orange one. They
show B. magnifica leaves (except two, wliicli
not yet flowered), and all flower at the
same time, or later than B. magnifica, none
gets,

AW.4RDS

OF MERIT.

—

Aster Blue Gem. A useful addit.on to the
group of double Michaelmas Daisies.
It has
the habit of growth and style of flower seen in
Beauty of Colwall, but the blooms are a fairly
bright blue shade of colour. Sliown by Messrs.

Bakers.
Vioht Mrs. David Lloyd George. This attractive and fragranit Violet has very large and
rounded petals of a deep violet-purple hue. with
a few dark markings at their bases. These lattei'
are almost hidden by four small, petaloid stamens which are vvhite, with violet lines, and
form a distinct " eye " to the flower.
The
blooms are caiTied on long, sturdy stems. Shown
by Mr. J. .J. Kettxe.
Nerine Mrs. H. J. Elwes. A very beautiful
variety, with medium-sized flowers of excellent
shape borne in a com|iact but not too dense
umbel.
The segments recurve at the tips and
the margins of the recurved parts are undulate.
The colour is a dainty shade of shell-pink with
a lighter median band that is not sufficiently obtrusive to give a stri|)ed api>earance. Shown by

—

—

Hahr and Sons.

all

.Mes.sis.

have

.\s/i'r /irii//ite.^-t and Best.
A sturdy variety
of the Novi-Belgii type, much-branched, freeflowering and graceful, and growing 4 feet to
5 feet high. The flowers are J to 1 inch across,
and have three rows of ray florets of a bright
rosy-mauve colour, almost white at the bases,
Shown by Mr. W.
close to the golden centre.

flowering at the time of B. globosa.
All are
have also some crosses between
scented.
I
Muddliia globosa (female parent) x Buddlein
ma<laga.<ciirienc-is (male parent).
Tliese hybrids
are not f|uite haivly. They flower very early, before B. globosa.
All show the leaves of B.
globosa, only as large as B. madagascariensis.
All have
large, orange ball
trusses like B
globosa. only the balls are larger, and none that
has flowered sf> far is scented
I might add B.
globo.<!a X B. magnifica set seed freely naturally
B. globosa X B. madagascariensis does not do
so; in fact, has never set a seed natui'ally, and
I have been away in France, so have never
oollinated the flowers bv hand."

October

— On

cajiital

e.\hibition

was

of interesting subjects

and a

grown from seeds sown
also was

especially interesting, as

;

:

;

:

series of Haricot Beans; pruning charts, and
other educational features. This exhibit was the
larger part of 'he one which the Society has displayed in various parts of the country in conn-ction with Food Production movements.
The Floral Committee granted six medals and
four .\wards of Merit
the Fruit and Vegetable
Committee three medals, and the Orchid (dinmittee one Fi i-jt-class Certificate and two Awards
;

of Merit to novelties.
During the afternoon Mr. Arthur W. Sutton
gave a lecture on " Summer-Sown Vegetables as
Secondary Crops."

Floral Committee.
H. B. May (in the chair),
\V.
Green, G. Reuthe, George
.T.
Harrow. .John He.al, .1. F. McLeod, Chas. Dixon,
Messrs.
Barr. .John

I'rcfinl:

Dickson, .Tohn .Jennings, VV. Howe, W. J.
\V, B, Cranfield. E. A. Bowles. E. H.
Jenkins, Chas. E. Pearson and C. B. Fielder.
Messrs. Cheal and Sons' group of trees and
shrubs, with brightly-coloured foliage, was much
admired. It contained many species of Bcrberis,
Spiraea, Rhus. Acer, Viburnum, r.,ii|uidambar.
Quei'cns and Pemettya.
Nerincs were well
shown by Mr. .1. Ln.i.EY, Messrs. Barr and Sons.
and Mr. Heuthe, the latter also staging Decaisnea Farge,™ with seven of ita violet-coloured
fruits; Viburnum theiferum. brightly-berried;
Posa Incida. and a pink form of Uliododeiidron
Thomsonii.

Bean,

MeJal.— To

Mat

;

Roses.

—

Orchid Committee.
Present: Sir .Jeremiah Colman,

B.art. (in the
Veitch, Messrs. Jas. O'Brien
H. White, R. A. Rolfe.
J. "Hanbiiry, Walter Cobb. W. J.
Cliarlesworth. S. W. Flory. Fred.

ihair), Sir Harrv
(hon. secretarv)",

Frederick

Kaye.

J.

.1.

\V.

Armstrong. Paiilia
T.
Curtis, and J. Wil.son Potter.
Sander,

Ralli'

V.

H.

AWARDS.
Fibst-class Certifhaie.
Odontof/lossum eximium Ln Papillon [ardenX rrispiim).—A grand flower, in the
production of which Messrs. J. and A. McHean.
of Cooksbridge, had the advantage of crossing
with one of their best forms of O. crispuni. The
flower is of model .shai)e with broad, overlapping
The inner parts of the segsepals and petals.
ments are heavily blotched with reddish claret,
colour on a white ground. The broad lip, with
it« attractive .s-potting, adds much to the beauty
of the flower.
Awards of Merit.
tissiiiiuin

f.aelio-C'attlpi/a

Linda

{(\

Duwiana

aiirrii

X

Arachne). from Messrs. J. and A. McBean,
Cooksbridge. A very desirable hybrid in which
I^.-C. Haroldiana (C. Hardyana x L. tenebrosa)
plays a leading part, but the second introduction
of C. Dowiana aurea gives perfect shape and
/^..C.

—

The sepals and petals are salsubstance.
The lip is
mon-ro.so with a slight gold .<ihade.
rosy -crimson in front, with a yellow disc, and it
lias orange lines running from the base.
fine

Thnra

Catthi/n
Frrderir'l-

X

Mr.*.

iHir.

Pitt).

Cattleyas and Odontoglossums predominating.
Among the Cattleyas a tine specimen of the fragrant, white-petalled C. Lady Ingram alba, C.
.Vlcimeda alba, the bright yellow C. Iris Butter
cup and some albinos were noted.
Messrs. Charlesworth and Co., Hay wards
Heath, were awarded a Silver-gilt Flora Medal
foian excellent group of Odontoglossums,
Cattleyas. Laelio-Cattleyas, and other Orcliids.
Among Odontoglossums " xanthotes " forms
were specially attractive, and among the blotched
forms 0. Doreen, of large size and perfect shape.
was remarkable.
The new hybrid Brasso
Cattleya Sofrano var. iridescens (B.-C. Mrs. J.
Leemann x iridescens) has yellow-buff sepals and
petals and intense ruby-coloured lip with dee|)
orange-yellow centre.
Messrs. J. and A. McBean. Cooksbridge, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a selection
of hybrids. A new cj-oss was recorded in LaelioCattleva Inez (C. Warscewiczii X L. anceps
Schroderae), a blush-white flower with elongated,
purple lip.
^Iess^s.

Bryndir
fr(im

Dr.

(Empress
."MloUEL

Lacrozr, Br.vndir, Roehampton (Orchid grower,
Miss Robert.son). An effective flower of fine substance, with sepals and petals deep rose colour.
The lip is purple with a yellow disc and basal

—

lines.

I

the collection.

Messrs. Flory and Black, Langley, Slough.
showed the pretty Sopihro-Laelio-Cattleya Haiiningtonii Langley variety
a s.plendid form of
Odontoglossum waltonense Rex the attractive
Cattleya Mrs. J. Ansaldo, and Brasiso-Cattleya
;

Massangeana.
Messis. Sanders,

St. Albans, staged a small
group, the best plants in which were Cattleya
Lady Veitch var. Victory, a large, white flower
with orange-coloured disc to the lip, and Cat
t'eya Triomphe de Bruges, one of the best dark
forms, with rosy-mauve sepals and petals and
purplish-crimson lip with fine gold lines from
the base.
Mrs. IJiscHOFFSHBiM, The Warren House, Stanmore (Orchid grower, Mr. W. H. Young),
showed BrassoC.ittleya Digbyaiio-Mcndelii aiba
Miguel Lacroze, Roehamjiton, sent
Dr.
Odontoglossum Meredithiae (Rossii rubescens X
venustulum), with blush-white flowers spotted
with red-brown, and 0. amabile var. Bryndir,
a finely-spotted form.
Pantia Ralli, Esq.. Ashtead Park (Orchid
grower, Mr. W. H. White), showed I^aelio
Cattleya Maqueda. Ashtead Park variety, a very
fine and richly-coloured flower with dark rubycrimson lip.
H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.
Mr. Thurgood), .showed the yellow Odontoglossum jraiuie Piltianum.

Fruit

Orchids,

Cattleyas,

Laelio-

and Veg-etable Committee.

(in the chaii-),
Bates, Owen Thomas, W. H. Divers, J. C.
Allgrove, Edwin Beckett, A. Bullock, John Harrison, E. A. Bunyard and George S. Berry.
Messrs. Sutton and Son's exhibit of vegetables raised from seeds sown in July attracted
a great deal of attention from visitors who had
no idea such excellent crops could be obtained
Especially good
weeks after sowing.
fifteen
were the Tender and True Cabbages, First-Crop
Gem
Cauliflowers, Favourite Carrots, White
Turnips and Matchless Cabbage Lettuces. (Sil-

present: Messis. Joseph ('heal

W.

Banksian Medal.)
Mr. II. Close contributed a large collection of
Apples in which were handsome examples of
Cox's Orange Pi|.)ipin, Newton Wonder, Bramlev's Seedling, Blenheim Pijiiiin and Blue PearMessrs.
Medal.)
(Silver-gilt Banksian
main.
Felton'and Son displayed some wonderfully fine
DoyennKJ clu Com ice Peai's, and Cox's Orange
Pipiiin and AJlington Pippin Apples, the latter
Banksian
(Silver-gilt
coloured*.
brilliantly
Medal.)
A small exhibit of first-rate Can-ots, Parsnips
and Dutch Brown Beans, grown by girls from
7 to 17 years of age at St. Paul's School, Hammersmith, gained a Certificate of Appreciation.
ver-gilt

'

Groups.
Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook,
.Su.ssex, were awarded a Silver-gilt Flora Medal
for a group of excellently well-grown and pro.Messrs.

fuselv-flowered

Armstrong and Brown. Tunbridge

Wells, showed a selection of rare and home-raise
One of the most interesting was the
Orchids.
pure white Laelia puinila praestans alba, which
in point of size and shape is an improvement on
the original.
Odontioda Hector (Oda. Coronation X 0dm. crispum Raymond Crawshay) has
a large ;uid prettily marked flower.
LaeUo
Cattleya Pathan var. Domitian (L.-C. Dominiana x C. Dowiana aurea), a well-formed flower
of rich colour, a [wetty golden-yellow form of
L.-C. Golden Wren, and the handsome Brasso
Laelio-Cattleya General French were included in

;

Messrs. H. B.

Ferns and Cyclamen and Messrs.
J. CllEAi, AND Sons, for autumn-coloured trees
and shrubs, and Michaelmas Daisies.
.Silver Banh'inr) Medal.— 'Yn Mr. J. J. Kettle.
for Violets;
Lillev.
Guernsey, for
M.r.
J.
Nerines; and to the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, for
for

Bronze Bankiirm Medal. To Mr. 0. Reutiie.
hardy plants and N'erines.

the Royal Horticultural Society's Food Produclion exhibit, ((insisting of about fifty (:ase« of
models illustrating the life-'histories of in®?ct and
fungous pests more or less common to garden
crojis
models of the processes of digging and
trenching
model of a fruit-room photograjjli.-;
of the Wisley Gardens ard of garden work
a

.1(1111

Groups.
Silver Flora

AND Sons,

this date the

fair attendance.
An e.xhibit f.f vegetables

in July

Wells, Junr.

for

meeting held
at W-.-lminster was fortunate in being attended
by bright weather, and, further, there was a
22.

—

1/3

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.

—

Novem'ber 1. One new member was elected, and
the interim financial statement showed a balance

£50

as.

6d.

An

interesting

discussion

fol-

lowed the formal business, and as an outcome
of this a sniaJi committee was appointed to draw
up a list of the best early-flowering Chrysanthemums suitable for outdoor cultivation.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA.

—

October 22. There was a small attendance
at the Aluiiual Cieneral Jleeting of the National
Sweet Pea Society, held on the above date at
the offices of the British Florists' Federation,
The presiWellington Street, Covent Garden.
dent, Mr. E. W. King, presided, and after the
moved the
he
of
disposed
had
been
preliminaries
adoption of the report. The motion was seconded
the report
In
carried.
and
Bruniton
S.
Mr.
J.
by
special reference is made to the part taken by
the Society in tlie Trafalgar Square FJoral Fete
stand
Society's
At the
June" last.
in
£181 14s. lOd. was ta.ken, and this amoiuit was
supplemented on the occasion of the show at
Westminster on Julv 2, and finally reached
The president read letters from
£197 13s. 4d,

Duke

of Portland congratulating the Society

upon its splendid help on b?half of the British
Ambulance Committee, and stated that an ambulance was purchased with this money and is now
in France, witli a little brass plate on it notifying to all and sundry that its presence there was
to the National Sweet Pea Society.
The financial statement shows a balance of
£7 17s. on a year's turnover of £169 18s. lOd.,
the chief items of "e-xpenditure being £89 9s. 9d.
£50. secretai-y"s
for printing and stationery :

due

and £10 15s. 3d. for postages and tele
On the receipts side income from 1918
lai/ subsubscriptions stands at £99 7s. 6d.
scriptions at £20 5s. 6d., and 1919 subscript iois
£2 Is., all of which indicates continued interest
in the Sweet Pea and its special Society.
Votes of thanks were accorded Mr. E. W.
King (president), Mr. J. S. Brunton (chairman).
Mr. E. Sherwood (treasurer), Mr. H. B. Tigwell
(secretary), and Mr. E. Gluyas (auditor); a'l
these officers were re-elected to their respective
salary;

grams.

:

positions.

The committee was

re-elected,

produce a good foundation foi
a future sward.
Oats may follow Wheat the second year if the
Wheat crop was at all satisfactory. If not,
Potatos and Mangold succeed admirably, and
too many of the former cannot be grown, whi'st
Mangolds are always in demand by cowkeepers.
In stiff, moist land Beans are a remunerative
crop ; indeed, there are plenty of possible and
remunerative cflanges of crop if people have the
cultivation will

October 21. No novelty was fortlicomiiig at
the Floral Committee's meeting at Esse.x Mai.
on the 21st inst.
At the meeting of the E.xecutive Committee,
held at the British Florists' Federation Offices,
C.ovent Garden, in the evening of the same
over a
Bevan presided
Mr.
Thos.
day,
Arrangements were made
good attendance.
annual exhibition to be held on
for the

the

and

four vacancies, arising were filled by the e'ef
tion of Messrs. Damerum, Blundell, Forman and

Peyman.
it is the intention of the committee to hold
a Sweet Pea show at Westminster on July 1,
the
competition
for
and arrange
a
1919,

them

The Ploughing of Grass L.\nd.
not known yet whether more grass

It is
land
required for cereal crops, although it is suggested that 1.000,000 more acres are needed.
The matter will no doubt be settled by the
various War Agriculture E.xecutive Committees,
which wiU arrange the quota for each county.
I am in favour of breaking up poor pastures,
as these are more remunerative as arable land.
The bulk of small crops are traceable to mismanagement. The occupier does not trouble to
improve the land by draining or the application of suitable manures under the plea that
labour is short. A want of inclination is often
the main cause of neglect.
I do not think it can be doubted that at least
75 per cent, of the grass land ploughed up during
the past two years has been a success, and this
is a quite fair average under all circumstances.
Many of those who do not wish to plough
grass land say the crops following the second
year are .so inferior and that many more yeare
must elapse before good pasture can be produced
again.
I contend that two years of superior

—

26, 1918.

It is understood that your difficulty lies in
specifying precisely the exact month of the test
although it is known approximately within a few
weeks.
In such circumstances the Committee
saw no objection to your stating the earliest
known date, or declaring that the test had been
made " since " a specified month and year.

Yours

faithfully,

(Signed)

R. .1. Thompson,
For Controller of Supplies.

in

application of suitable fertilisers.
The manner
in which some advisory committees proceed in
ordering certain fields to be ploughed is not in
my opinion the best. To order a certain field
to be ploughed against the advice and the offer
of another by the occupier, who should luiderstand what snch fields are capable of, is the way
A mutual agreement between
to cause friction.
the occupier and the committee as to the ploughing-up of certain fields is the mpst likely method
of success.

When an occupier agrees to plough a certain area of grass land lie will plough that from
which he is likely to get the best return, because any loss falls upon himself, except in certain cases where he can prove the loss was not
due to his mismanagement. Cases for compensation need to be strongly supported by evidence.
The best time for ploughing grass land for
cereal crops is a debatable point amongst cultivators.
Some prefer to plough early enough to
allow the turf to decay before the Com is sown.
In Southants we find success is more certain
when sowing quickly follows ploughing. The
argument for this plan is that if wireworms are
in the turf they first work tlirough the turf, and
in the meantime the Corn is growing out of
harm's way, because seldom, if ever, do wireworms affect the plant after it has made three
leaves, but, when the turf has decayed, the wireworms are waiting for the newly-grown plant, and
hence there is so much destruction. For Wheat
and winter Oats the sowing should follow the
ploughing-up in October, or quite early in
November. For spring-sown Oats or Barley the
ploughing should not be. done until the end of
February or early in March in southern counties.
The maimer in which the ploughing is done
verv iTiip^vtan'.
Many farmers fail to burv
the whole of the grass, therefore much of it
gi-ows between the furrows, and long before summer is over the Com crop is smothered by the
grass and cannot do well.
Every plough should
have a skim coulter attached which cuts and
turns over a small portion of turf in front of the
main coulter, thus providing for the complete
burial of the grass. If a heavy presser follows
the plough the grass must decay, as air and light
are absolutely shut out.
E. MnJi/neiix, Swniimnrr Farm. Bixhnp-x WfiUham, Hants.

LAW NOTE.
GARDENER A MALE SERVANT.
An interesting point respecting the employof male servants
was decided by the
Oxted, Surrey, magistrates, when Mr. Edmund
Howard Wilkins, Tatsfield, was summoned by
the Sui'rey County Council Licensing Authority
for keeping a gardener without a licence.
Defendant contended that although the man
looked after the garden, with the help of a boy,
he was chiefly cultivating food products, as he
looked after two cows and forty head of poultry,
and was not a luxury servant, but a labourer
engaged on utility work. The prosecution urged
th.it the man's principal occupation was that of
a gardener. The bench took this view, and fined
the defendant £5.
ment

©bituar^.
Pierre Guillot. — With regret

I leai-n of the
M.
sudden death at Lyons, on September 27, of this
distinguished French rosarian, the head of one
of tJie oldest French firms of raisers of new
Roses. Amongst otlier varieties his firm has given
us La France, Mme. Falcot, Mme. Hoste, Gloire
Lyonnaise, Mme. Leon Pain, and Comte&se d'OxThe third member of his family whom I
ford.
had the pleasure of knowing, he had a great love
of his favourite flower. He was a genial, kindhearted man from whom any vi.sitor to Lyons
George
had a warm and attentive reception.
Paid.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

is

TRADE NOTES.
GROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

[0CTO32E

a progressive manner.
I am not in favour of ploughing up good grass
land that produces heavy yields of grass or hay,
because hay, milk and cattle are as much needed
as. Corn, but such land may be improved by the
will to try

Society's dozen or so challenge cups.

is

— — —
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UNITED

COUNCIL

OF

Seeds

—

Allotment.s. The Retail Comgeneral sympathy with the recent
action of the Horticultural Trades Association,
in connection with the scheme for the supply
of seeds to allotment-holders.
Accordingly, it
is deemed unnecessary to take separate action
in view of the time and attention which has
been devoted to the matter by the Horticultural
Trades Association.
Testing of Seeds Order. 1918.—
member
reported that he had received the following
letter from the Food Production Department
with regard to the date of germination test
Dear Sir, I am to refer to your letters
of the 13th July and 15th August last with
regard to Paragraph 2 (m) of the Testing of Seeds
Order, 1918, which requires the month and year
in which the test was made to be stated, unless
such test has been made within six months from
the date of sale or exposure for sale, and to sa,\
that the matter has come up for consideration
before the Testing of Seeds Order Licensing
is

f.ok
in

A

:

—

Committee.

:

—

—

—

some years ago it would be necessary to remeasure all these trees to ascertain which is

TRADE

SEED

ASSOCIATIONS.
mittee

OR Maidenhair Trees
The
F. C.
largest specimens of Ciinkgo in this country
as recorded in Trees of Great Britain, vol.'l.,
62 feet high,
p. 50, are (1) Kew Gardens
10 feet 4 inches in girth in 1904; (2) Sherborne, Dorset 70 feet high, 7 feet 7 inches in
girth in 1884 ; (3) Blaize Castle, near Bristol—
See also
68 feet by 9 feet 3 inches in 1905.
Elwes, in Gardeners' Chronicle. October 27,
large
are
also
trees
fig.
62.
There
1917, p. 156,
at (4) Frogmore, Windsor 74 feet high. 9 feet
3 inches in girth in 1904. and at Melbury (DorCobham Park (Kent). Longleat. and
set),
South Woodford. As these records were made

CiiNKGO,

now the tallest.
Names of Fruits

A. F. Not recognised. Probably a local variety.
W. D. S. Herefordshire Pearmain.
H. W. C. c. Green Woodcock k, Sturmer Pippin.- /. IK.
1, Reinette
3, Bai'nack
Tardive
2, Beauty of Kent
William's
Beauty
English Codlin
5,
4,
Favourite; 6. Norfolk Stone Pippin.—/. M. F.
Apple Lane's Prince Albert. D. Pearmxin.
Claygate Pea-in;"'n. In place of Cox's Orange
•
Pippin you might try Allington Pippin,
D'Arcy Spice, and Margil. Col. Northbeach.
2, Tower of Glam1, Duchess of Oldenburg
mis 3, Bismarck 4, Golden Noble 5, Mere
7, not recogdie Menage
6, New Bess Pool
:

—

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Hanwell Souring.
The " Fern-like "
T. L. I.
Names of Plants
plant is Cycas revoluta the broad-leaved specimen is the Loquat, Eriobotrya japonica; and
nised

;

8,

:

;

the other

when

is

probably a Protea species

—send

in flower.

O.^F.
Communications Received. -Mim?.
& .S.—D. D. R.— G. H.— H B -R W. B.— J. W.
— E. H.— G. K.—P. & Son— S. W. W.— 0. H.
I'.

.T.

3.

R.

—

-
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Novice writes disapprovingly of what
said in my last " Notes " with regard
to the part Kew might play in the promotion of useful gardening as distinguished from the purely ornamental.
There is room for both. The question is,
should the great national garden interest
itself in one and neglect the other
the
other being at the present time the more

the

—

Hardy fruit garden, the
..

important?
The Mother Country has
needs as well as the Colonies, for which
Kew has done so much. As Dr. Lindley
said in his report on Kew and its capa-

..

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Acanthopanax leucorrhizum,

fruits of

Allard, the late E. J., portrait of
Celmisia holosericea
Gardner, the late J., portrait of

bilities

not by any means a dull place
and although the war has
caused a cutting down of decorative
etfort, the permanent features keep the
gardens alive. With its great wealth of
trees and shrubs, autumn effects are always good at Kew, and as there is plenty
of colour this year, the IJeeches in particular being glorious, an afternoon in the
is

in October,

gardens affords a feast

There
are numerous fruit«, too, particularly Hips
and Haws.
I do not
remenilxr a year
when the Hawthorn fruits have been more
abundant,
notwithstanding
conditions
which spoilt their relations, the Apples
of delight.

and Pears, in all paits
The best of the Crataegus

of

the country.

as showy fruited
trees are Crus-galli, mollis, orientalis var.

sanguinea,
Oxyacantha var Gireoudii
pruinosa,
punctata,
prunifolia,
and
Dowiiingii (syn. tomentosa).

Has anyone tried to cross Hawthorn
Apple or Pear?
It might happen
that, as with the Silserian Crab crossed
with Apple, the mixing of Hawthorn and
Apple would be a horticultural gain.
I
witli

have
not
taisted
Crataegiis
fruit
a
that is
fit
food for
man, whatever
our ancestors thought of them.
know
I
that in America some of them are eaten
the Apple haw, C. aestivalis, for example,
:

ripens early, the haws iDeing fragrant,
with a thick, juicy, acid flesh, and they
gathered in large quantities, to be

are

made into preserves. Still, I would rather
have the Cherry Apples, which are just as
easy to grow as Hawthorns.
Pyracantha and Hawthorn might also be
crossed with good results, if only to get
the fruitfulness and lasting winter beauty
of the Pyracantha into the Hawthorn.
Of
possible crosses there is no end, but they
take time and are frp(|ueiitly failures, as
every experienced breeder know.s.
The best
garden races are pure with respect to species.
There are exofption,s, Roses and
*

Previona articles appeared in the
Fehniiry 9. >farch 9. April 6, itay

August

10,

and September

21.

.

in 18-10:-

175

Director of Kew in ISil, there wtre oulv
about Ij acres devoted to collections of
plants, and a few greenhouses.
Before
then, fruit and vegetables were grown at
Kew to supply Buckingham Palace What
was then the fruit room is now Museum
11., the first museum of its kind to l>e
formed, and the Orangery of that time
is now a museum of timber.
The former
oasidtence oif the Duke of Cambridge is
now devoted to a collection of woods and
other
exhibits,
to
illustrate
British
" Imperial Caesar,
forestry products.
dead, and turned to clay, might stop a
!

hole to ktep the

wind away."

A

Novice will probably tell me that what
recjuired is not an essay on what Kew
has been or might be, but Notes on the
is

Kew of to-day.
Well, progressive work
has been somewhat hindered by the war.
Still,
something has been done to keep
thing.s moving and visitors interested.
I
have never seen the Conservatory (No. 4)
gayer than it is now, and there are many

interesting plants in flower, as well as
those that are commonplace.
On a recent Sunday afternoon, visitors crowded
the house as though it had been the open•

'A

NOTES FROM KEW.— X.»

KEW

beiieve by all the fruits

A

Trade notes
Trees and shrubs
Liquidambar styraciflua
War items
Week's work, theFruits under glass
..
Kitchen garden, the
Orchid bouses, the
Plants under glass
Worms, planting by

I

I

and Provident

.

— in short,

cies.

Koyai

Horticultural
United Hoit. Benefit

in-

Grapes

and all the vegetables, whilst among what
we call liowering plants their names are
legion.
I
suppose we must look upon
species as only very pronounced varieties
practically all the great domestic
races of plants are unitarian, so to speak,
each group having sprung from one spe-

National Carnation
National Chiysantbe-

miim
Southampton

181

Kliododendrons, for example, but the rule
is supported
by Apples, Pears, Plums,

still,

..

Plums, a second crop of
Societies

,

un the home ..
Food production, on

;
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CSarim^rs'
Xo.

—

.

igoiieo of .Inntiary IP,
18,

June

8.

July

6,

national garden ought

centre round
ments of the
ranged; they
cert with it,

to

be the

which all minor establishsame nature should be arshould

...

and through

all
it

act in con-

with

one

another, reporting constantly their proceedings, explaining their wants, receiving their supplies, and aiding the Mother
Country in everything that is useful in
the vegetable kingdom.
.Medicine, commerce,
agriculture,
horticulture,
and
many valuable branches of manufacture,
would derive much benefit from the adoption of such a system.
From a garden
of this kind the Government would be able
to obtain authentic and official information on points connected with the founding
of new colonies
it would afford the jilants
there required, without its being necessary, as now, to apply to the officers of
private establishments for advice and a.ssistance."
In this spirit Kew h.is worked for tl e
past 75 years or so, and has acconiplistied
great things. There is need for the same
kind of help at home, and it would not
be difficult for Kew, with all its resources
and experience, to provide it without
slacking off in other work of importance.
The pathological departrne.it is a step in
the direction of what is meant, its chief
concern being with the diseases and pests
of plants of economic importance, particularly fruits and vegetables grown in
this country.
Kew professes to be a training school
for gardeners, yet neither fruits nor vegetables are cultivated there, although the
home gardenei' who has not been trained in
theii' cultivation is like a man with on<'
leg.
In thei^e times especially a gardener
should know the best methods for the fir'duction of good fruits anil vegetables.
It
is no answer that he can learn these things
in other gardens, seeing that this applies
to the other department of horticulture
also. My dream is to see Richmond Park a
school of forestry, and the Old Deer Park
devoted to fruits and vegetables, and all
combined to form the great national
:

garden, Kew.

When

Sir

William

Hof>ki t

Wii.s

made

ing day at the Royal Academy.
Certainly the British crowd appreciates
flowers.
It was Mr. Chamberlain who
complained to the late Director that the
Palm House and Ttlnperate House were
dull because there w-ere few flowers in them.
Big houses will not grow flowers, so we

grow them elsewhere, and put them

in the

big structures to please those people, the
great majority be it said, who look for
flowers in a garden whether it be outside
or under glass.
The Kew Ferns were
never better than they are now. but they

" Only Ferns,''
do not attract visitors.
they say at the door, and generally they
get no further.
In the Palm Hoii.se they
are as a rule pleased with the big Palms
and oth' r tropical giants, Imtthey have no
eye for the collections unless there are
flowers.
Theirs is a kind of picture hunting.
They appreciate the Nepenthes, and
the showy-flowered Orchids.
They also
wonder at the Victoria regia, which is ft'
kind of hippopotamus to them, but their
great delight is when the .\zaleas are in
bloom and the Rhododendron Dell is at
its best.
Flower.s. yes; plants, no.
All
tho .same, Kew is a place for healthy enjoyment to the many and a museum of
interest and instruction to the few.
.\bout 20 years ago Mr. Farini, of
Westminster Aquarium fame, brought
from the Kalahari Desert some bulbs of a
Crinum which he presented to Kew. Some
of them flowered, and Mr. Baker named
them C. longifoHum Farinianum (Garrl
Chrnn., .Tune 2.5, 1887, p. 8.3.3).
They
were peculiar in having a long necked
bulb and very lonsT glaucotis green leaves,

the flowers Iwin^ larger tlian those of the

type and

flush"

d

with pink.

Mr. Sharpe.

of Westburv, Wiltishirc, was at
cently, and he told m-c he had a

Kew

re-

Crinum

with very long leaves which had grown
well and flowered freely with him.
He
sent
in

a

leaf,

length

Crinum
me that

I

leaf

tho

and it measured 11
have never seen

T

as

long,

but

lamest on

the

feet

any

informs

he
plant

are

—
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quite 2 feet more.

He

de.scribeis

the

bulb

as

" loosely built, 65 inches in diameter, with a
neck 20 inches long." It may be Mr. Farini'.s
Crinum or it may be something new. Mr. Sharpe
says that when the plant is in full growth the
young leaves sjiring from a point over 5 feet
from the ground. It will be necessary to keep
the leaves in coils, as the tails of the Japanese
long-tailed cockerels are kept.
Mr. Sharpe has
presented an offset of his plant to Kew. IF. W.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

S0PHRO-L.\ELI0-CATTLEYA

WARNHAMENSIS.
A SUPERB flower, of brilliant colour, resulting
from a cross between Laelio-Cattleya George
(C. Hardyana x L. purpurata) and

Woodhams

Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya insignis var. Olive (C.
Enid X S.-L. Psyche) is sent by C. J. Lucas,
Esq., Warnham Court, Horsham (gr. Mr. Duncan), with whom it now flowers for the first
The variety has been pronounced by comtime.
petent authorities wlio have seen it to lie one I'f

CHRONICLE.

ACANTHOPANAX LEUCORRHIZUM.
This interesting new Araliad (see fig. 68) is
one of the nrost ornamental and reliable members
of its family foT the pleasure grounds and slirubThe plant figured as Eleutherobery border.s.
coccuB (Acanthopanax) leucorrhizus in Gard.
Ohron., December 9, 1905, p. 404, is E. Simoni,
which, among other differences, has smaller
umbels of fruits, bristly hairs on both leaf
surfaces, and more compact growth, hence it
'acks the free and elegant appearance of the
species under notice.
A. leucorrhizuni is a deciduous shrub, gracefully arobing in habit, up to 7 or 8 feet in
The leaves
height, and probably more with age.
age mo.stly in fives; the spherical umbels of
flowers are interesting, but not conispicuously
showy, and are developed in July. During September the bushes attain their greatest beauty,
when laden with umbels of shining black fruits.
Seeds provide a ready means of increase. Th^
plant thrives in most soils which are efficiently
drained, with a preference for a light, friable
loam.
.\. Icucnrrhiznm is a iintive of Centr.Tl China.

[November

2,

1918.

whicli was founded upon a Bechuanaland plant introduced by Burchell, whilst the
plant represented by Salm Dyck is a very different species that was introduced later by Bowie
from a totally different region.
M. acutipetalum belongs to the section Acuta,
and is more nearly allied to M. diminutum, Haw,
than to any other species, but is well distinguished by its very much shorter flower-stalks.
Plant dwarf, tufted, forming clumps 2-2^
inches high, including the flowers.
Leaves 8-10
to a growth, ascending-spreading, -§-l§ inch long,
2^-3 lanes broad and lj-2 lines thick at the base,
viewed from above gradually tapering from the
base to an acute apiculate apex, and in side view
of nearly the same thickness throughout
flat
above, keeled on the back, glabrous, smooth,
dull greyish-green, densely covered all over the
u|>j3er surface and back with dark green dots
that are very pellucid when held against the
light, and a row of similar but larger dots confluent into a well-defined pellucid line all along
the margins and keel.
Pedicel much shorter
than the leaves, about 4-5 lines long, without
bracts.
Calyx unequally S-lobed lobes ascending-spreading, 3-5 lines long aiid 3-3^ lines broad,
ovate, acute, or obtuse with a short dorsal point,
margins membranous, green, dotted. Corolla
1^-1^ inch in diameter, expanding in bright sunshine, scarcely scented ; petals more than 100, in
about four series, all closely overlapping and
widely spreading, the outer 7-8^ lines long, half
a line broad, the inner shorter and narrower, all
linear, acute, bright pink, fading into white at
the very base. Stamens numerous, collected into
a somewhat conical mass, with the outer 3-4
Series more or less barren, lax and erect or
spreading, and gradually passing into petals;
filaments pink, whitish at the base anthers yellow. Stigmas 7, in the flower examined, arising
from the conical top of the ovary, I5 line long,
aloides,

;

;

;

erect, stout, subulate,

M. acutipetalum, N.

acute,

E.

Brown

greenish-yellow.
in Ketv Bulletin,

1908. p. 407.
When nicely in flower this is a very charming
plant, flowering in September. It is a native of
the region of Johannesburg, in the Tr.ansvaaJ

{Photoijru tih

Fig.

68.-

by E.

-FRUITS OF ACANTHOPANAX LEUCORRHIZUM.

the best, if not the best, Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya
L.-C.
in point of size and gorgeous colour.
George Woodhams is noted as a colour-giving
parent, and in this case the size, form, and
depth of colour may be traced to that parent,
although the small-flowered scarlet and orange
S. grandiflora and L. cinnabarina, the parents
of S.-L. Psyche, have undoubtedly imparted the
glowing colour to the flower.
The flower, which is 6 inches across, has sepals
The seg1 inch and petals 2 inches in width.
ments have an undulated margin and small,
clear white base, from which spreads with increasing intensity towards the tips the glowing,
vinous-pui-ple tint which, with its darker veinThe lip, which
their surfaces.
ing, covers
balances well with the other parts of the flower,
has an ample front with wavy margin, .and is
coloured deep ruby -crimson with an orange base
and some short, branched, golden-yellow lines.
The exterior of the base of the lip is yellow,
rather narrow, and showing in its shape the influence of the smaller and more brightly coloured
ancestors.

The rich colouring appears to be body-colour
rather than surface-colour as in many hybrids.

Sipecimens were collected by Dr. Augustine
Henry, but we are indebted to Mr. E. H. Wilson
A. 0.
for its initrodtuction to gardens in 1901.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

and was introduced into this country in May,
1908.
Its fleshy roots are used by the natives in
the preparation of a fermented liquor called
Khadi, a kind of beer for which they have 3
great liking.
It as somewhat odd that this genus does not
find a greater amount of favour among plantlovers than at present seems to be the case, for
many of them are exceedingly beautiful and freeflowering.
A good selection of those that have
the best flowers make a very charming show. All
they require is plenty of sunlight and air, and
very little wat^r.
If grown in a more or less
shady situation or in a damp atmosphere they do
not thrive, but if placed in a sunny situation, repotted only when absolutely necessary (not every
year), grovm in a sandy-clayey loam more or less
mixed with stones or broken brick, and the
watering-pot withheld as much as possible, they
yield an excellent return in beautiful flowers of
bright shades of yellow, pink, orange, scarlet,
red, magenta, and white.
iV. R-. Brown, Marat/iiin.

MESEMBEYANTHEMUM ACUTIthis plant exists an

I think it may
able cultivators to identify it.
possibly also exist in some gardens under the
utterly erroneous name of M. aloddes, for there
are more than one species masquerading under
that name in gardens, not one of them, so far
as I have seen, being the true M. aloidea, which
The plant
believe is not in cultivation.
I

described as M. aloides in all modem works is
also very different from the true M. aloides, as
I am demonstrating elsewhere, since those descriptions are all based upon the plant erroneously figured by Salm Dyck as being M.

Kew

Garrlens.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

PETALUM, N. E. BR.
some gardens without
and
no description of it in English has
a name,
yet appeared, that which I give below may enAs

The AvRnue..

LIQUIDAMBAR STYRACIFLUA,
Now that we are passing through tJie period
of

autumn

colouring of trees
directed to the splendid
styraciflua. variously
crimson and orange, or deep

the

may

be

attention

hues

of

Liquidambar

described

as

purplisli-

with orange and some leaves
ktter colour. There is a shapely
about 50 feet high, with a diameter
of 12 to 14 inches near the base, though it
tapers but little to a considerable height, close
to Holland House, Kensiington, where Mr. Dixon,
red,

mixed

wholly of
tree of

tihe

it,

the gardener, contiinies to add recent introductions to

this

London

collection

of

trees

and

.

November
The
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Holland House

heavy
and inclined to clay, otherwise the tree might
have been larger. It grows well in a loamy and
though not waterlogged, soil.
fairly moist,
The first specimen of this tree to be introduced was planted at Fulham Palace in 1581 by
the celebrated George London, who was then
gardener to Bishop Compton.
The young tree
was sent home to him by Banister, the Bishop's
missionary collector.
The two stations are not

shrubs.

soil

at

handsomest species, and is most frequently
grown, but T. fragrans and its variety alba T.
coccinea, T. tortilis, and T. sanguinolenta are
all worthy of cultivation.
Most of these plants
grow best in rather deep Orchid pans suspended
near to the roof-glass in a house having an

is

:

temperature.

intermediate

T.

fragrans

thrive.s

best during the summer on the stage in the
cool
Odontoglossum house.
Whilst growing
actively the plants should be afforded a plentiful
supply of water at the roots, but when the season's growth is finished they should receive less
moisture and more air to ripen them.

far apart.
When Loudon published the first
edition of his Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicum in 1838, the tallest Liquidambar in the
environs of London was 59 feet, at Syon House.
Possibly this is the same tree which was 91^ feet
high when measured in 1909. This is now stated
to be the highest tree of the kind in cultivation.
I know of other two trees of less stature than
this, but they are quite outside the London area
,
" Thames vallev. .7. /".

— The

Pendrobium.

majority of plants of D.

Phalaenopsis Schroderianum and

its vai-ieties

are

and the flowers may be kept in
good condition for several weeks in a liouse
having a dry atmosphere and intermediate
in full bloom,

The flowering must not be allowed

temperature.

to e.vhaust the energies of the plants, therefore
as soon as the pseudo-bulbs show the least signs
of shrivelling the spikes should be removed.

-'

After the plants have passed out of flower they
should be placed near the roof-glass in a house

where the temperature does not fall below 60°.
During the long seaspn of rest the roots should

The Week's Work.
F.

Cl.\t,

JOBDJS, tiardener Ut Lieut. .Col.
Fora

M.P..

Manor,

i.i»^llt;l«i,

Spfkdub

Suriey.

—

Seakale. A number of strong crowns may be
prepared for forcing. They should be lifted and
trimmed of all small roots with a knife. Select
suitable
for
making fresh
thong-like
roots
crowns cut them into portions about 6 inclies
long and tie them in bundles of 20.
Stand the
roots on their ends thickly together in bo.xes,
arrange a little fine soil about them, and place
them in a cool house until required for planting
in the spring.
Strong crowns may be forced in
any warm, dark room a Mushroom-house where
the night and day temperature ranges from 55°
;

Preparing for Frosts.— October proved a
remarkably mild month, and the moist weather
has favoured e.xtra vigurous growth in Broccoli,
Cabbage, and Celery. Provision should be made
for protecting all vegetables that are likely to
suffer from the effect* of frost.
When once the
points of tender
vegetables are crippled no
amount of after protection will prevent the
spread of decay Ui the more vital parts of the
plants.
A little soil drawn over the roots of
late Beet. Turnips, and Celeriac will protect them
from a moderately sharp frost; a covering of
fresh leaves will also serve a similar purpose
for various other rrojjs.
Parsley should be

protected with frames. Celery often keeps badly
soils
one of the best remedies against
is to plant in shallow trenches.
A plentiful
supply of dry bracken and leaves should be got
in readiness for protecting all tender vegetables
in the open.

on heavy

;

this

—

Globe
Artichokes.
Unless protected the
crowns of Globe .Artichokes arc liable to be killed
by cold in winter. Cut off all e.xhaiisted flowerstems and dea<l and worthless leaves.
Ashes
mounded up and around the stems are generally
an efficient protection, and in Xorthorn districts
these may be supplemented with dry bracken to
the depth of 12 inches, the hearts being well enclosed, but not smothered, by the protecting
material.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
nv

.1,

CoLUER,

(Jordpnpr to .Sir .Ikreviab Colman,
Gatton Park, Beigate.

Bart.,

—

Tricliopilia.
Trichnpilins flower at various
times of the year, and. for that reason, their retiotting is done at different periods; the best
time is just when roots develop from the
I'lise of the new pseudo-bulbs.
T. suavis is the

J.

Keele

tlDISE,
Hall,

&arde(aer bo Mro. DEMPSTEH,
^ewca^^Ue, awttuidsliire.

—

.innuugn me irees
estabiisoea in Ouruers are iioi. vei aeiuiiai.eu, iiie
wooa IS well matuiea, and luej aie la e.vceueui.
condition lor liluiig, leuovaiiog, or lOoi-piuinug.
loung Irees usually make e-vcesdive growiii uuur
tne second or iiurd year oi piaiiLiug ; mese suouid
be lilted, tne strong routs siiorteueu, and meu
leplanted.
ilie woik snould ue uuiie uirecLly ine

Orchard

House.

iiuu. is gatuered and ail supeiuuuus wood Has
ueeu removed, it may nut ue uetcssai,) lo luui.pruue every tree, out peisisLcm gross gioi.iu
vvitn little or no fruit is a sure iiidicaiioii inal
litliug or root-prunmg is necessary,
refer lo
i'ears, l-'luuis, Lhernes, Apricots, and otner inut
trees tnat are grown
a mixed orchard House.
Where the Doraers are narrow and oi small size
generally the old soil needs lo ue removed alter
a tune and replaced with fresn loam.
LarelulJy
preserve all youug, hbrous roots, and, alter
shorlenmg the strong ones (whith will e\euiuaiiy
j.

m

lorra

numbers

oi

small fibres]

giadually

fill

lu

be afforded only sufficient water to keep the
pseudo-bulbs plump.
Plants of D. formosum
its variety giganteum should, after passing
out of flower, receive similar treatment. Evergreen Dendrobiums, such as D. densiflorum. D.
thrysiflorum. D. suavissimum, and D. chrysotoxum, shou'd. as their season's growth is completed, be grown in an intermediate temperature
and afforded only sufficient water at the roots to
keep the leaves fresh and the psendo-bulbs
plump. If these plants are over-watered or subjected to a low temperature during the resting
season the foliage will become spotted and un
sightlv.

and well ram the

soil, or the trees will sink conthe other half of the roots are
Tlie burder should be quite moist
before it is disturbed, or many of the young
fibrous roots may be destroyed. "After the work
of root pruning is completed, give each tree sufficient water to settle the soil about the roots.

siderably

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
.

The Home Orchard.—Those who have
able

ground,

avail-

either

arable or pastoral, should
with standard trees of Apples,
Pears, and Plums to form an orchard of con
piderablo size.
I lave paTtmi,i:Iy noticed for
some years past the utility "of standard
Pear trees, and the best varieties for this
special
purpose are Williams's
Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Amanlis.
Beurre Superfin, Beurre Diel, Beurre Ranee,
Marie
Louise,
Thompson's,
Josephir.e
de
Malinea, Glou Morceau (dessert), and Calillac
and Pitmaston Duchess (stewing). These .sorts
a" succeed well at Gunncrsbury House. Catillac
is the best Pear in my opinion for stewing, but
Pitmaston Duchess is ready for use earlier.
I
do not recommend it for dessert purposes. Of
Plums, Victoria is one of the best varieties, but
it is not so early
as Early Prolific, which is
usually a most reliable cropper; Gisborne's is a
valuable second early variety
Czar comes in
about the same time, but is quite distinct, and
good, wcll-ripcncd fruits of tnis sort are suitable for dessert
Blue Rock is a good early
dessert variety
Belle de Louvain I have found
to crop well
whilst Monarch is one of the very
best late cooking Plums, and not to be despised
for dessert; Prince of Wales is earlier than the
last-named
As an early October Plum, Autumn
Beauty (syn. Belle de Septembre) is a heavy
cropper Wyedale is a late varietv, about the
latest to be reliab'e
as an October Variety President is to be commended, and the fruits are exeellent for bottling. Morello Cherries are profitable as standards in nearly every di.strict, and
standard trees give but little trouble. The fruits
ripen earlier than on trees trained to north walls.
and thus afford a little e.xtended season. Whp»<»
canker is troublesome with this Cherry on walls
the experiment of planting standards should be
tried.
Damsons and Bullaces are best grown
/IS standards, and varieties that thrive the best
in the particular district of the garden should be
selected.
Both the Merryweather and Chester
are good Damsons, whilst Langley Bullace is
also an excellent choice, but being a strpng
'grower the roots should not receive too generous
treatment.
In planting a new orchard include
a few Medlars.
The Royal variety should be
chosen in preference to the Dutch, as it is better
favoured.
))lant

a

when

])runed.

;

to 60° is very suitable. If the roots are to be
forced in the open the ground should be cleared
of decayed leaves, and a small heap of coal ashes
placed over them to ward off slugs.
Seaka'.e
jiuts
should be placed over the crowns and
covered with fallen tree leaves, care being taketi
not to make the heaps too large, as tree leaves
ferment more rajiidly now than later in the
season.

By W.

The

with a compost of rich, hbrous loam and crushed
mortar rubole. Carefully spread out the young
roots in layers, with their ends raised shghtly
towards the surface. Make the soil firm with a
rammer as the work proceeds. Older trees witli
unlimited border space that continue to make
gross wood should be root-pruned.
Close pruning of the branches only causes the tree to make
stronger growth.
First remove the old mulching material, then take out a trench some distance from, and half-way around, the stem.
Work the soil from under the ball, and, after
cutting back all strong roots, (111 the trench with
two-thirds of the old and one-third of new compost.
Keep all fibrous roots near the surface,

and

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

\T1
FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

|<orti(jn

;

;

;

:

:

;

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
Fuchsia.- -I uttings of Fuclisias which were
rooted in August should' be shifted into larger
For the ne.\t few months the plants should
be grown gently in a house having a moderate
temperature. Place them near the roof-glass ti
encourage sturdy growth, and when sharp frost
occurs cover the glass with garden-mats.
Old
plants which have finished flowering should be
rested by gradually reducing the supply of water
at the roots.
The pots may then be placed on
their sides beneath a stage in a cool house, and
the plants stored for the winter.
pots.

Euphorbia jacquiniaeflora.— It is usual to
grow this |ilanl in a fairly high temperature, but
with careful management in regard to watering
it may be grown quite successfully
without the use of excessive fire-heat. The inflorescences are developing, and the atmosphere
of the house should be kept dry.
Admit a little
air through the top ventilators whenever the
weather is favourable, and grow the plaiit.^ near
the roof-glass.

and ventilating

Primula Obconica.- This Primula is (ine of the
most useful greenhouse plants for autumn and
winter flowering, but owing to the poisonous
nature of its leaves its usefulnes.s is somewhat
restricted.
When in flower, use a very little fireheat, only sufficient to keep the atmosjihere dry.
When not used for decorative purposes the plants
should be placed in a position where they cannot
e;isily be touched by those walking past them.

—

Begonia corailina. .Although
be grown successfully in pots,

may

this

Begonia

it is

never so

when

trained under the root of a
greenhouse or conservatory. For this purpose it
should be planted in a permanent border, and the
soil
should be well drained.
The flowers of
Begonia corailina are useful for table decorations,
and a batch of pot plants should be grown
annually for this purpose.
Cuttings will root
effective

as

freely at tilmost any time of ye.ir.
A compost
formed of loam, peat, leaf-mould, and crushed
mortar nibble is ."vuitable.

.
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EDITORIHL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMENTS

should be sent to the

PTJBIilSHEB. 41. WelUnerton
Covent Garden. 'W.C

Street,

Illustrations.— T-ftc Editors will be glad to receive
and to select phologniphs or drawings, suitable

remarkable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible
for loss or injur//.
Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for nirming, .should be addressed to the
41. Wellington Street. Covent
Garden, London. Communications should be

EDITORS.

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer.
If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Atbiuoe Mean Temperature
deduced from ohservationa
years M. Greenwich, 45.7°.
AotitaIj

Tbmperatubr

;

for

the

during

ensuing
the

week

last

fifty

—

Gardeners' Chronicle Oiflce. 41, Wellington Street,
Wednesday. October
Covent Garden, London,
temp. 57°. Wenther—
B.ir.
30.1;
30, 10 a.m.:
SunBhine,

APPOINTMENTS FOB NOVEMBER.
TUESDAY, NOA'B.MBER 5—
Hort.

Rov.

National Clirys.
Sor. Corns, meetHort.
Drill Hall, WCBtminster.
2, Whitehall Court at 1.15 p.m.

Annual Ex. at
luncheon at

THURSDAY, NOVBMBEE 7—
WPst Ham and Dishrict Hort. and Ohrys
t;ne

Oonfcrence Hall, West Hajn

Soc.

Club

a source of infection, from which the disease spreads to other trees. Nothing short
of a crusade against this pest will suffice
to rid our orchards and gardens of this

"
and, much as we dislike " Orders
and scheduling of pests, we are inclined
to believe that steps in this direction will
have to be taken before the disease can
be brought under co'h-trol. In the meantime, much can be done by spreading information as to the symptoms and mode
For
of treatment of Silver Leaf disease.
of all common maladies of fruit trees, it
is
the easiest to recognise, and drastic
treatment in the early stage, when the
disease is confined to a single branch, may

pest,

Once the infection is
often save the tree.
no
branches,
general throughout the
only course is to
the
remedy avails, and
leave fthe tree no longer to cumber the
ground. Vigilance should be exercised,
not only with respect to Plum and Apple
trees, but ailso to other plants, since this
disease is known to attack many different

—

Ex. at
Lane, Stratford (3
iSoc.

days).

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8—
Corn Exchange An. Chrys. and Fruit .Show.

among others,
species common to gardens
Wherever
and Laburnum.
the Peach
found, it should be treated surgically, for
there is no known medical treatment wliich
can b- counted upon to effect a cure.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18—
Natiooial

Chrys.

Soc.

Floral

Com. meet.,

E.ssex Hall,

Essex Street, Strand.

TllESDAY,

NOVEMBBK 19—

Royal Hort.

.Soc.

—

Corns, meet.

The
National Chrysanthemum Society.
of this Society, with
competitions, will be held at the London ScotWestminster, on Tuesday,
Hall,
Drill
tish
November 5. in conjunction with the meeting of
are asked
the Royal Horticultural Society.
to state that there is a misprint on the N.C.S.
thereon
as
given
date
and
the
passes,
members'
Annual Floral Meeting

The reference made

in

our

i.ssue of October 12
to the serious condition
of Plum orchards due to

Silver Leaf.

Silver Leaf disease needs supplementing
and emphasisilig, for there is no doubt
but that this pernicious disease is increasNot only is this the
ing at a rapid rate.
case, but it is also spreading to Apple
trees, and although its progress on the

Apple

is less .swift than on the Plum, it is
probably only a matter of time for the
fungus (Stereum purpureum), which is the
agent of the disease, to make itself as fully
and as disastrously at home on this fruit
tree as it has done on the Plum. For it is
to be remembered that parasitic fungi have
a coHisiderable power of adaptation, and
can gradually so organise their attack as
to break down defences which for a time
sufficed to offer
a strong resistance to

November

8 should read

November

S.

Ripe Plums oh Growth of the Current Season. Mr. D. I). EOBEBTSON, Ashridge Gardens.
Berkbamsted, Hertfordshire, sends bra.nches of

—

Victoria Plum bearing ripe fruits on the new
A second crop of
shoots of the current year.
flowers is not unus^ial in the case of Apples.
Pears, and Plums, but it is rare for the fruits
tha.t follow these abnormal blossoms to develop
and ripen as in the case of those sent by Mr.
PiOEERTSON.

Rev. J. H. Pemberton.— The many friends
of the Rev. J. H. Pemberton will learn with
deepest regret of the death of his sister, Miss
Helena Pemberton, which occurred at the
Round House, Havering, on the 26th ult.

Spread of the Cotton Boll Weevil in the
United States. From The. AgricuUvral Aew.<,
we learn that the Mexican Cotton

—

attack

One

We

factor which

we are convinced from

observation contributes to the
spread of the disease is the slight regard
which is often pai.d to the disease in its
This perhaps is due more
early stage.
than anything else to the curious aspect
In that stage there
X>f llie silvered leaves.
is nothing to suggest the deadly nature
and, moreover, the next
of the attack
stage, in which the branch dies back, is
often not associated in the mind of the
grower with the first, silvery stage. If he
outs away the dead branch at all, the
grower often fails to out it back far
personal

;

enough, and hence leaves the fungus to
renew its attack. Even in the case of a
dead tree which is cut down, growers often
omit to grub up the roots, and hence, and
particularly if the stock is the Mussel
Plum, suckers are thrown up, every one
of which is apt to be silvered, indicating
that all unwittingly the grower has left

of Bai'bados,
Boll Weevil

spreading through the cottongrowing districts of the Southern United States
of America at the rate of 15,000 square miles
is

Infestation was first noticed in
per year.
Georgia in 1915, and in 1917 the infested area
in
was estimated at 44,500 square miles
Florida the pest appeared in 1916, and spread
so rapidly that in 1917 26,000 square miles were
infested. Within 25 years the weevil has spread
over nearly 500.000 square miles.
;

Control of the Prices and Distribution of
PotatOS. On and after November 1 the whole
of the Potato crop in England and Wales will
be under the control of the Food Controller.
Prices have been fi.xed by a Commission jointly
appointed by the Fool Controller and the Board
of Agriculture, and these prices per ton to producers, free on rail, will vary for Grade 1
varieties from £5 15s. in the blacklands of Cam-

—

bridge and Hnntingdonshire to £8 in Sussex.
But although the prices vary so much so far as
the producer is concerned, there is a fixed
general price which retailers will be allowed

[November

2.

1918.

to sell at, i.e., l^d. per lb. for Grade 1 varieties,
and Id. per lb. for all other varieties until the
end of Becember; and l^d. per lb. and l^d. per

respectively in January.
Retailers will be
able to purchase their supplies at the fixed price
of £9 per ton for Grade 1 Potatos, and £7 per
ton for other sorts, such prices to include delivery to the retailers' nearest railway station.
Wholesalers will buy at varying rates from the

lb.

producers and

sajl to retailers at a flat rate,

and

they will act as agents to the Ministry of Food,
land account to the Ministry for any difference
between the buying and the selling price, after

deducting commission (provisionally fixed at
and necessary charges. To
6d. per ton)
secure proper distribution England and Wales
have been divided into twenty-one areas, eleven
of which are "deficit" zones and twelve "surplus" zones; and through the Zonal Committees of the surplus zones, supplies of Potatos
will be exported to the "deficit" zones, each
of which is under the care of a Potato Control
Growers may sell ito registered
Committee.
wholesalers within their own zone, but to no
one outside it. There are other minor points in
connection with the Control of Potatos, but we
need not detail them, as a leaflet for the guidance
of retailers may be obtained on application to
any Food Office, and a leaflet for growers and
wholesalers may be obtained from the Ministry
We
of Food or from the Zonal Committees.
may add, however, that Grade 1 Potatos are
What's
King Edward VII., Golden Wonder,
7s,

Wanted, Langworthy, and Main Crop varieties.
All others are in Grade 2.
The South African Fruit Industry.— At a
recent meeting of the Western Province fruit
growers in Capetown it was decided to form a
co-operative selling society in the fruit industry.
The proposal consists of the formation of a
limited liability company, with a capital of
£5,000, and fruit growers who are interested are
The object of
asked to subscribe the capital.
this society, it is stated, will be to raise the standard of fruiit placed on the markets. It is estimated that the organisation will be in a position
to handle 40.000 tons of fruit in the course of a
season, and this output, according to one memBonrd
ber, is expected in the next fruit season.
of Trnde Jmirnal.
for the Red Cross Funds.-is being made to owners of timbered
England and Wales for the gift of a

Timber Trees

An

appeal

estates in

timber tree to be sold for Red Cross
Funds.
A fine Oak from Windsor Park has
been promised by His Majesty the King, and
specimens have been offered or given by Lord
CuRZON, Loi-d Clifden, Lord Boston, Lord
Glenconner, Lord Lilford, Lord Powis. Lord
Redesdale. Col. B. Ratmondson, and Col. StopFORD Sackville. Messrs. Richardson, timber
surveyors, of Stamford, Lines, have undertaken
voluntarily the organisation of this scheme, and
the felling and removal of the trees will involve
no cost, to the donors. It is hoped that very many
trees will be donated, and as the Timber Controller has agreed to waive the " Fixed Price
Order," a goodly sum should be realised.
single

War

—We

learn with very dee^p regret
Mr. James Gardner, gardener
Mr. Gardner was
a.t Batsford, Gloucestershire.
killed in action on the 6th ult., while serving
His father was
with his regiment in Italy.
gardener to the late Sir John Astley. at Elsham
Hall, for upwards of forty years, but has reThe late Mr. Gardner
tired from active work.
started his business career in a bank at Huddersfield, but, disliking the confinement and
monotony of the work, he soon tired of it, and

Items.

of the death

of

elected to follow in his father's footsteps as a

gardener.

He was

Edwin Beckett for
No pupil
friend.

fortunate in having

his firet master, teacher,

Mr.
and

could have had a better
teacher, and few masters could have had a more
apt and keener pupil. He left Aldenham after
about three years, and entered on new duties at
Eaton Hall Gardens. Chester. Here he came

November

2,

1918

under the tuition and discipline of Mr. X. F.
Barnes. His advance was rapid and his success
phenomenal, due, as he frequently and gratefully acknowledged, to the good training he received under Mr. Beckett and Mr. B.4RNES.
After staying at Eaton for a few years he was
appointed foreman to Mr. Mui.lins, at Eastnor
r'astle Gardens.
Here again fortune favoured
Xo garden is more renowned for fruit
him.
of
growing, and especially the cultivation
Grapes, than Eastnor Castle. From Eastnor he
secured the position of gardener to the late Lord
Redesdale, at Batsford Park, Gloucestershire.
Mr. Gardner was only 24 years of age when
he entered on his duties at Batsford. This position he held until he joined the Army about two
years ago. He was one ot those who joined the
Forces, content to take the rough and the
smooth together with a light heart, making the
He thoroughly
best of the position cheerfully.

.

won an

exhibition at St. .John's College. Cambridge.
He joined the Royal Field Artillery
during the earlier part of the war, and in July
last was awarded the Military Cross for consipicuous bravery.
Although his battery was
being h«avily shelled on that occasion he twice
went through an intense barrage to find a
medical officer and assist the wounded ; the same

79

night, while helping wounded to the dressing
Lieut. Bateson and his party were
in
a heavy barrage, and all were

CELMISIA HOLOSERICEA.

station,

caught

wounded, but though wounded himself he went
forward to the dressing station and brought back
help for his men. thus showing " splendid courage and self -sacrifice."
Driver H. Blizz.ard, second son of ilr.
H. G. Blizzard, West Bank House Gardens.
Heaton Mersey, was killed by a shell that fell
in the wagon lines on October 18, in France.
He was 28 years of age, and before enlisting
was employed in the plant department at Eaton
Hall, Chester. Much sympathy' will be extended
to his pai'ents. for his (twin) brother. Private
G. Blizzard, died of wounds received in France
on April 18 last.
Pte. Kegin.ald Martin, only son of Mr.

C
the

M.\RTrN, County Horticultural Instructor for
Isle of Wight, died of gas poisoning in

Fig. 69.-

enjoyed his stay in Italy. Many of its beautiful gardens he was privileged to see and to
enjoy, including La Mortola.
With his death
comes an untimely end to a promising career as
a gardener and a good citizen.
We have learned with very great regret
of the death in action, on the 14th ult. of 2nd
Lieut. John Bateson. eldest 5011 of Prof. W.
Bateson, F.R.S.. head of the John Iiines Horticultural Institute, Merton, Surrey.
Lieut. Bate
son was educated at Charterhouse School, and
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cel.misia ikjlosericea

;

flowers

geiius Celmisia consists of 43 species, and
with the exception of one, are natives of
Zealand.
In that country they form one
of the chief features of the moimtain flora, the
various species usually forming a lai'ge proportion of the vegetation, especially in the Southern
Island, where the mountain slopes and valleys are
said to be whitened for miles by the abundance

Xew

of the large. Daisy-like flowers.
All the plants
are perennials, dwarf in growth, forming tufts
of strap-shaped leaves of various sizes, either
on short decumbent stems or without stems.
Some species form wide, mound-like masses,
whilst others grow as single, small tufts. In this
country, with the exception of one or two species,
including C. holosericea, illustrated in fig, 69.
the cirltivatiou of Celmisias has not been very

wiirn;.

October.
He joined the Civil
Service Rifles on the outbreak of war, was stationed in Ireland during the rebellion, and
afterwards served on the Western Front and in
Salonica, and was then transferred to Palestine,
where, in the victorious advance to Jerusalem,
he won the Military Medal for conspicuous gallantry- as a stretcher-bearer under heavy fire
Pt-e. Martin was only 24 years of age.

France early

The

all,

in

——

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Rogers. Rendlesham Gardens, Woodbridge. will
learn with regret that Pte. T. W. Rogers, their
only surviving child, was killed in France on
-

October 12, aged 30.
Previous to joining the
Army in November, 1915, Private Rogers
served for two years in the gardens at Minley
Manor, Famborough, Hampsliire, under Mr.
Allen.
He was for nine years engaged with
his father in the gardens at Rendlesham.

freely

the

germinate
fresh seeds
are somewhat difficult to

Although

succevssful.

seedlings

manage, being very

liable to

damp

off

in

their

When first tried at Kew in quanthey were grown in a cold, span-roofed
Afterwards
did
remarkably well.
frame, and
they were grown in a shady recess, where they
flourished for a time and then began to fail.
It may be that they are nnturally .short-lived.
early stages.

tity

Th«

.specimen of C.

holosericea illustrated in

fig, 59 was growin.g in the rock garden at Kew
on the shady side of Rhododendrons, having
been moved there as a large plant from another position.
It was planted in loose, welldrained soil consisting of fibrous loam, a little>
grew well
It
peat, and plenty of leaf-soil.
for a few years, and then suddenly died after a
severe winter. Young plants, in both shady and

sunny

positions,

are

now growing

freely,

and'
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Many oUier
oi wluch,
species are in cultivation, one
Card. Cliron.,
in
spectabilis, was Ulustrated
growing on a
Feb. 9 last, p. 51. This .plant is
home in
sunny slope anti is apparently quite at
received no protecit
this situation, though
as L
such
Species
tion during the winter.
have been
Brownii. C. Munroi, and C. coriacea
much
make
not
tried in sliady positions, but do
apparently suffering badly from the

promise to make good specimens.

(.-

pro^-ress,

It is inclimate of our winters.
in aji open,
tended to plant Celmisias at Kew
will succeed better
if^tiey
see
to
place,
sunny

damp foggv
such

in

a situation.

IF. /.

ON INCREASED JOOD PRODUCTION.
STORING ONIONS.
plan
This season I have adopted a simple
which I think is
for storing the Onion crop
a
have
who
any
to
worthy of commendation
shed or loft. Essenlenio-Ui" of blank wall in a
stxuctuj-e
the
of
tially it is merely an application
and figured a couple of years ago

d^cribed

I

Chron., Sept.

(Garct.

9,

1916.

p.

120,

fig.

In the competition for the six heaviest tubers
1st, W. Tugwood,
the awards were as follows
3rd, W, Ward,
2iid, W. Wallis, 8 lbs.
11 lbs.
4th, J. Woody att, 7 lbs. 8i oz.
7 lbs. 15 oz.
:

;

;

;

SURPLUS

MARKETING

PRODUCE.

Negotiations are on foot with a view to the
County Marketing Societies in the various parts
Army
of the counitiy supplying the Navy and
Canteen Board with some of the latter's reIn
quirements in the matter of vegetables.
certain areas also it seems likely that the County
^

Marketing Societies
dustrial co-operative

will utilise the existing inmovement as part of their

For example, in East Suffolk tlie
miaohinerv.
Ipswich industrial Co-operaitiv« Society, which
has numerous country branches, will probably
for sale to
collect suil^lus produce at its de^wts
members of the society in the town of Ipswich.

Some such arrangement

as

this

will

economise

general
in the cost of collection, transport, and
handling.
Marketing
County
a
In Nottinghamshire
Society is being formed with a capital of £1,000
been already
(10s. shares), and about £400 has

49).

len..^Ji of the
The only other
5 or 6 feet long are required.
The three stakes
need is three lengths of cord.
the upper ends
near
wall,
are leant against the
attached, preferably
of eaclli a piece of cord is
stick
uppermost
bv a rolling hitch, by which the
continuing with the cord
is fastened horizontally
below at a few
the other sticks are hitched on
The rack
indhes distance from one another.
complete; there is no need to fix the

m

been

THE LATE PRIVATE JAMES GARDNER,
(See p. 179.)

A market organiser has been appromised.
pointed, and the County Federation of Allotment Societies, with a membership of 7,000, is
interesting itself in the scheme.

At Heston, near Hounslow, Middlesex, Potato

many

and Mr.

lbs.,

S.

A. Cragg was

placed second with Bli lbs; other competitors
followed with 76J lbs., 73 lbs., 69 lbs., 69 lbs,,
68i lbs., 53ilbs,. 43 lbs.. 38 lbs., 38 lbs., 35 lbs.,
35 lbs.. 33i lbs. and 32 lbs. respectively, giving
average of
A total weight, of 760iTbs., or an
an
54.3 lbs. per 21-feet row, as compared with
average of 51.5 lbs. in 1917, 48 lbs. in 1916 and
23

lbs.

in 1915,

Prizes were also offered for the heaviest crop
Onions grown in a 21-feet row, and here again
Mr. T. Weston led; his crop weighed 35 lbs.,
the other competitors following with 3I5 lbs.,
26 lbs.. 25 lbs., 21i lbs,, 20 lbs.. 19i lbs., 17 lbs.,
The average crop
and' 16i lbs. respectively.
per row was 23.5 lbs.
of

POTATO YIELDS.
A

Potato competition at Remenham, Berk-

.shire, gave a yield of 10 cwts. 2 qrs. 21 lbs. 6^ oz.
from 12 lbs. of seed. Each competitor received
1 lb. of seed tubers and was not allowed to
The crop of the first
plant more .than 30 sets.
nine in order of merit weighed no less than
order of merit was
first
in
The
oz.
lb.?.
3
68
Mr. W. Tugwood, of Park Place, who from 25
2nd. Mr. W. H. Christopher
sets lifted 162^ lbs.
(gardener to Captain Eveleigh, Wibninster
Park), 123 lbs. 5 oz. from 30 sets; 3rd, James
Stephens (gardener to Mr. W. H. Barber, Culham Court'), 120 lbs., from 20 sets.
;

,

it

is

_

Pearmain in a short list of dessert varieties for
grass orchards. G. H. HoUingworth, Agricultural
Organiser, County Education Ofjice, Shire Hall,
Gloucester.
Mr. George Paul, V.M.H.— I was pleased to
meet Mr. Paul at the recent Fruit Show of the
R,H,S., and congratulate him on his golden wedding, which he and "his people " had been celebrating the previous day, I read the coiigratulatorv notice in Gard. Chron., and remembered
that Reynolds Hole said something about my
friend in his great book on Roses published in
" Mr. George Paul,
1874. Here is what he said
that in
the hero of a hundred fights,' advises
planting the ground should be deeply trenched,
and wel- rotted manure be plentifully added. If
the soil be old garden soil, add good loam, rich
and yellow choose a dry day for the operation,
and leave the surface loose. Stake all standards,
and mulch witli litter to keep the roots from
frost,' Well does tlie yoiuig champion sustain tlie
ancienit bonoors of Ms house, and none of his
rivals grudge him his victory, because he never
murmurs in defeat," This is worthy of repetition, because it is as true to-day a,s when it was
IT. Cuthbertson.
written over 40 years ago
"

:

'

'

!

then
weight of
supporting stakes in any way, as the
place. The Onio-ns
the Onions keeps the whole in
pairs
bars
are then hung on the horizontal
-knot
hy tving the leafage end to end with a half

award with 84

and

(see p,

140).— A good plan

for increasing the supply of fruit is tx3 remove
the large nimiber of Privet hedges which partition the back gardens in many of the London
suburbs, and in their place insert a few stout
posts. Si feeit long and 6 inches in daameter at
the bottoan, connected by No. 12 gialvanised wire
with a raidisseur or winder at one end of each
length, and a few- galvanised staples. The posts
should stand 6^ feet above the ground level and

is

for
competitions have been held each season
This year prizes were offered
years past.
planted in
for the heaviest crops from 14 sets
Mr.
a row 21 feetlong and 2 feet 6 inches wide.
T Weston, Merivale Nurseries, won the premier

finest orchard Apples in cultivation,
being planted now more extensively
in the West Country than Bramley's Seedling?
In selecting varieties of Apples for planting in
grass orchards, it is of the utmost importance,
quite apart from the character of the fruit, that
the tree should be a good grower, and no matter
how good an Apple may be, unless it has capacity
for maULiig a large, vigorous tree, it is best left
out of a grass orchard. For the reason here explained, i should not have included Worcester

one of the

Grow More Fruit

;

POTATO YIELDS CuMPETITIONS.

1918.

2,

;

or so sticks— say, 9-feet Bean^
for each
sticks— according to requirements, and
about
trellis three stout sUkes

Some half-dozen

have akeady
If the Onions
or tWist.
one
ripened out-of-do6rs on the similar support,
pairs, and hang
their
in
them
bring
to
only needs
I know of no other
thiern on the trellis indoors.
and
-method whereby the crop can be so quickly
ventilation
satisfactorily accommodated with free
remain
for each biilb ; moreover, the materials
good for other piirposes next season. H. E. D.

[November

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions cxiircssed by correspoiidents.)

American Blight (see pp. 50, 77, 92, 142).—
The remarks of Mr. Molyneux and R. C, Wilts,
prompt me to ask if certain kinds of Apple trees
are immune from this pest, which is rapidly
spreading in many places. In this district some
trees are badlv 'infected, whilst others, viz.,
Keswick Codlin and Newtown Pippin, planted
about the same time and growing in- close
In some old gardens
proximity are quite free.
there are" invariably barren fruit trees -n'hich for
years have only been breeding-places for this

days of fuel-shortage would
John Bates, Meaford, Stone.
Apples for Grass Orchards (see p. 154).—
Considering the long experience of Mr. E. Molyneux, and "his practical knowledge of fruit culture, I am somewhat surprised at the list of
varieties of Apples he recommends for planting

pest,

and

in th'ese

be better burned.

Amongst the culinary Apples
mentioned, the one I take exception to is Dumelow's Seedling (Wellington!, for, while it is an
excellent keeper and a first-rate cooker, the
in
tree unfortunately is a bad grower, and except
favourable conditions is very liable to canker, I
write with some knowledge of grass orchards in
the West of England, and know of cases in
which Wellington was planted by the side of
Bramley's Seedling twenty years ago. The latter
are fine, spreading trees to-day, and have borne
splendid crops of fruit, while the former are not
much bio-ger than when thev were planted. May
in grass orchards.

I ask why Mr. Molyneux left
out nf his selected list, as this

Newton Wonder

is

unquestionably

be fixed 12 feet apart; six wires can then be
fixed 1 foot apart, with the lower strand 1 foot
above the ground. Most kinds of hardy fruits
may be grown against such fences, according to
local circumstances; in most instances horizontallv trained Apples would do well, and good
trees w-ould give a fair crop of fruit the second
vear after planting. The labour required would
'not be lialf of tha.t necessary to keep the useless
Privet in order, and a large addition to the fruit
supply would be obtained without any decrease
vegein the amount of ground used for growing
W. U. Divers. Westdenr,. Hnoh, near
tables.
Siirhiton.

September Rainfall.— il/ar/vCj Grower

infers
.September, 1918, w-as one of the wettest
Hants,
7.52
South
in
Here,
on
record.
Septembers
inches of rain were registered, whereas in 1896
were
redays
dry
seven
and
but
fell,
inches
9.36
corded during the month. Records taken here
over a period of twenty years show that the
heaviest rainfall diiring the month of September
was on the 24th, 1915, when 2.85 inches fell. As
showing how closely alike is the rainfall in two
adjoining counties, our figures during Septeminches, while those in
ber, 1912, were 3.38
Grower's district were 3.48 inches.
Mn'rl-et
but 0.15 inch fell in
1910,
During September,
September, 1895, 0.42 inch, and in 1890 the re
the twenty years
During
inch.
0,87
was
cord

that

;

noted the total rainfall during September was
E.
57.38 inches, an average of 2.55 inches.
Moh/vciix.
con
of
state
a
Pruning Clematis.— I am in
fusion as to the pruning of the various sorts of
Clematis, and the more works of reference I
The folconsult the more muddled I become.
On p. 53 of
lowing will illu.strate my point.
diinhing Plants, by W. Wat.son, I read that
" successionally on
the C. lanuginosa flo'wers
summer shoots from .July to October." On p. 55,
flower " successionally
sorts
Jackmanii
the
that
... on summer .shoots from July to October.'
Both, therefore, would appear to be of identical
On p. 52 we are told that the
flowering habit.
pruning of lanuginosa forms " should take place
Further
in the months of February or March."
down on the same page we are told that .Tack.

.

.

—

—

XOVEMEER

2,
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majiii, " being slimmer and autumn bloomers,
flowering on the young or summer shoots
should be pruned by cutting back the summer
oTowth each season, say in November." [Evidently this should read March. Eds.] So far
as I can make out, there are four principal types
of Clematis which flower on the old or ripened
wood, i-iz., Calycinae, Anemoniflorae, Azurae,
and Floridae, and four which flower on the new
or Slimmer shoots, viz., Lanugmosae, Viticellae,
Jackmanii and Paniculatae. I may also mention
is
that on p. 49 of Climbing Plants it
stated that C, montana rubens flowers in May,
whilst on p. 52 it is described as autumn flowerHerbert Allen. [The type flowers in May,
ing.
the variety rubens several weeks later, but both
raav produce occasional blooms in autumn.
.

.

.

Eds.]

—

I have been much inmy small garden
weeks ago I clipped
Three
Kensington.
South
iu
^Geranium) bud stalks,
ofi some Pelargonium
about 8 inches long. In a day or two 1 was
surprised to find one of them standing up-

Planting by Worms.

terested in the earth-worms in

right

in

the

flower-bed,

as

if

that,

to

!

Twigs cut from

my

hedge

1

have found " planted " in exactly similar way
and left thus for the same reason, as they continued green, with Iea,ve« unwithered, for some
The butt end is always dragged in first.
time.
No doubt these twigs, if planted in this way in
the proper season, would have rooted. Tlu>s. S.
Carson.

The Challenge Cup offered for the highest
number of points was won by Mr. S. T. White
:

Mrs. ToFiELD, of Westend, secured the Mazawattee Cup offered for the best Chrysanthemums.
There was an excellent display of non-competitive exhibits, including a particularly instructive
model allotment, as well as a display of insect

A

pests by the R.H.S.
Gold Medal was awarded
display of hardy
to Messrs. Ladhams for a
shrubs.
A Silver-gilt Medal was aw-arded to the
local Gas Company for bottled fruit and dried
vegetables.
Mr. W. C. Tomlins, Bitterne Paik.
displayed the results of trial cultivation of
various varieties of Potatos, and was given an
Award of Merit.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT,

—

October 14. The monthly meeting of this
Society was held in the R.H.S. Hall on the
One new
14th ult., Mr. C. H. Curtis presiding.
member was elected. One member was allowed
to withdraw the sum of £18 19s. lid. from his

The Army forms of the late
Hawkes, "Pte. N. A, Heath,
and Lance-Corporal F. G. Wills, were received,
and also the death certificates of two other deceased members, and the sum of £78 Os. 6d. was
lapsed account.
Lance-Sergt. H.

passed for payment to their respective nominees.
sick pay for the month on the ordinary
£35 7s., and on the State
side amounted to
section to £19 13s. 4d., while maternity benefits

The

came
the

to

£7

10s.

One member was

Convalescent Fund, and

placecl on

SOCIETIES.

;

;

in a

a.

fully expanded.

StoUng, a SUver-gilt Medal for vegetables
Mr. J. Liddell, of Shirley, Bronze Medal for
culinarjApples
Mr. D. W'ilion,
Bronze Medal for culinary Apples
Mr, E.
Palmer, Silver-gilt Medal for a collection of
vegetables: and Mr.
J. Enticott, Eastleigh.
Bronze iledal for a collection of vegetables.
a dish of

planted there.

few days more the buds
To-day,
perceptible extent
a,ft.er three weeks, the stalk is still green, fleshy,
and the buds firm and fresh-looking, showing
No doubt the worm, after beginning inred.
terment, found the stem to be not yet quite
without the elements of life, and therefore not
At a more
eatable or fit for storage purposes.
favourable season no doubt the buds would have

More than

expanded

;

the Distress

Fund

for

assisted from

member was

one

life.

NATIONAL CARNATION.

—

19.
The annual general meeting of
Carnation Society (Southern Secheld
in the Librai-y of the Royal Hortition) was
The
cultural Society on Saturday, October 19.
report and statement of accounts were submitted,
the latter showing a balance in hand of over

October

National

£30.

meeting for 1919 was fixed
for July 15, in conjunction with the fortnightly
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, In
the Prill Hall, Buckingham Gate, Westminster.
The hon. secretary is Mr. J. J. Keen, 54, The
Avenue, Southampton.

The annual

floral

SOUTHAMPTON ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

—

OcTfhjKR 15 16.
.\ f(Kjd production exhibition
was hell) by the Southampton Royal Horticultural Society on the foregoing dates, on the Royal
Pier, Southampton.
The Vfiietab'ea in all classes, professional and
amateur, reaxihed a high standard of excellence,
Potatos, Onions, and <_'abbages being most prominent, The Royal Horticultural Society sent a
special deputation to the exhibition, with power
and the number of such
to award medals,
honours was unasually large.
The R.H.S. Gold Medal was awarded to
Messrs. Toogood and Sons for a display of
vegetables, and W. H. MvF.ns. Esr|., Swanmore

Mr. G. Kllwood). was awarded two
Silver and two Bronze Medals for a collection
of fruit. Grapes, a collection of vegetables, and
Onions respectively. The Duke of Welli>igton
was awarded a Silver Medal for a collection of
fruit (which also won the Victoria Memorial
Trophy) and a Silver-gilt Medal for a display of
vegetables and to Ellen Lady Swaythlino was
awarded a Silver Medal for a collection of fruit.
Other awards of the R.H.S. were as follows
Mr. H. Broom. Barton Peveril, .Silver-gilt and
two Brctnze Medals for collections of vegetables
Mr. S. T. White. Eaatleigh, three Bronze Medals
for collections of vecret.Tbles
Mr. W. Smith
(allotment ho'der). Rockstone Road, Bn.ssptt, tw-o
Bronze Medals for a collection of vegetables and
dish of Potatos, respectively Mr. F. M. Vokes,

Park

(gr.

;

:

—

;

;

;

The ground
the heads weighing 12 lbs, each.
was never hoed, and no artificial stimulant was
given, but 15 tons of farmyard manure was
ploughed in during the autumn. I mention these
points to show how easily Cabbages are produced.
The Late Drumhead Cabbages are now
hearting, and will last until well into February.
I shall hesitate to grow Maize in future, as early
frosts in October have killed the crop two years
in succession.

Hedges.

The present

a suitable time to cut down,
relay, and trim hedges, as the current season's
growth has not yet fully matured, and will cut
much easier now than after Christmas. High
hedges around arable fields are a mistake, as is
proved by the state of the corn near the hedges
during showery weather owing to the difficulty
of the soil and corn drying quickly after showers,
or even hea\'y dews. Apart from the difficulty
of drying the corn or hay, high hedges harbour
sparrows, which are increasingly troublesome,
and do much damage to all cereal crops, not
only as the grain is filling out and ripening, but
even after it is cut.
In the case of pasture fields hedges 6 feet
high provide valuable sljelter for cattle, but in
the ordinary arable fields, where cereals, roots,
and hay only are grown, I do not favour a hedge
more than 1 yard high at the most, which is sufficient to prevent cattle or sheep, when driven
along the road, breaking through into the fields.
is

Much valuable space is often occupied by tall,
wide hedges the ground would be much better
occupied with crops. Where an overgrown hedge
of any kind exists, and it has become thin at
the base, and is not immediately required as a
protection against cattle, it is better cut down
from this base stout,
to witliin 6 inches of soil
vigorous shoots will spring, and if these are cut
back in the autumn to within 1 foot, a thick,
useful hedge will be obtained again quickly.
W^here, however, a fence is required at once, it
is better to lay the hedge by splaying the stout
simply take off a slice a
portions a foot high
few inches long, give that portion a crack across
.-so
that the piece will bend and lay it in any
position required.
Quite a thick, stout hedge
may be made thus, and with subsequent growth;
from the laid-in portions the hedge will be quite
c.Tttle-proof,
All this, in addition to trimming
and making up th-? banks and clearing the watercourses, is work that can be carried out during
the winter.
T fear too little attention is paid to ditches
if
these details
and drains around fields
were regularly attended to we should hear fewer
complaints about the unsuitability of certain
fields for arable culture.
;

;

;
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Basic Slag on Grass.

Those who contemplate improving
tures and

who have

not

farmyaixl

their pas-

majiure

m

would do well to apply basic slag at
the rate of 5 cwt. per acre.
Those who were
(]uantity,

once sceptical as to the value of this fertiliser
have seen astonishing results from its use on
various soils, and now .speak in its favour. Even
on thin grass land, overlying a chalk subsoil, the
How basic
effect of one dressing is marvellous.
slag, if applied in the autumn, as it should be,
affects the growth of the grass and induces
Clovers of various kinds to spring up where
Clover was not known before, is a mystery. My
view is that the seed is lying inert in the soil
and the basic slag supplies the constituent necessary for its germination.
In sandv soil basic
slag does not act so quickly.
\Vhere sheep
graze on down-lands basic slag is of great assistance in providing additional sweet herbage, but
it is not wise to allow the sheep to graze in the
field for at least six weeks after the slag is applied.

Pastures regularly used for cows or horses,
is necessary, can be ini
proved by the use of basic slag and agricultural

where continual feeding
salt

in

alternate

years.

Cabbages.

Once more I am tempt?d to refer to this crop,
owing to its great value for feeding purposes,
especially now, when so many concentrated foods

The 6 degrees of frost on
are unobtainable.
October 1 completely spoilt the Maize, thus rendering the Cabbage crop doubly valuable to the
cowkeeper as a means of increasing not only the
quantity but the quality of the milk. Breeding
sows here almost live upon Cabbages and what
they pick up in the fields, as meal or bran is
almost out of the question for them. With the
sudden collapse of the Maize, which in itself is
a valuable green food for cows, T do not know
what we should do without Cabbages now that
the grass has deteriorated in quality owing to
Early Drumhead Cabb.nges, sown
hea\'y rains.
on April 15, and planted 2^ feet apart, are
much
as 30 tons per acre, many of
yiielding as

;

Ovorhnniing boughs of trees in hedges around
should be attended to; where these extend
too freely the various crops are reduced in bulk
fJ. Molynevx.
as well as in quality.
fields

TRADE NOTES.
THE SUPPLY OF SEED POTATOS.
The President of the Board of Agriculture
liaving given careful consideration to the question of the distribution of seed Potatos of the
1918 crop

in

England and Wales, has decided

the Board shall leave the supply to the*
(U'dinary trade chaimels.
It will be remembered that the scheme of distribution by the Food Production Department
tliat

was introduced in the season 1916-17 when the
supply of " seed " was extremely limited, and
overcome the diflicultics of the allotment holder and cottager in obtaining suitable
Potatos for planting. This scheme was put into
operation again in 1917-18 in order to demonin order to

strate further the value of change of " seed."
Mr. Prothero is of opinion that the objects

which the Department had in view have now
and that the prospects of the prePotato harvest yielding an ample supply
of good " seed " are such as to remove the justil)een secured,

sent

for the amount of Government inter"
ference involved in the distribution of " seed
Agricultural Executive Committees during
the coming season.
An Order relating to the sale and distribution of seed Potatos will shortly be issued by
fication
liy

—

;
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the Ministry
of Food,
by wliich maxiimuii
prices (a) paid to the grower, and (b) charged
by wholesale and retail dealers will be fixed for
different classes and varieties.
Under the Order
it wiU be possib'e for small growers to obtain
their requirements either direct from the grower
or through ordinary trade channels.
In any
oase where a society or group of sraiall growers
finds difficulty in obtaining supplies the Department will be prepared to give information as
to reliable sources.

PROHIBITED IMPORTATION OF
NURSERY STOCK INTO THE

UNITED STATES.

A

is on foot to establish a measure
prohibiting the importation of all nursery stock
into the United States of America after June 1.
1919, fruit trees, seedlings, and Rose stocks
alone to be excepted.
It appears that this proposed legislation has the support of the Federal
Horticultural Board of the U.S.A. Department
of Agriculture, and of the Legislative Committee
of tJie American Association of Nurserymen.

PROPOSAL

under
rest

name. At Mertoii he took great intein the young men and boys who came under
his

Knowing the difficulties of others
who have taught themselves can

him.
those

was an excellent teacher, and perhaps enjoyed
talking and demonstrating to his young gardeners
more than any other part of his work.
As the conditions of the war became more
severe and his staff was depleted, his responsibilities
increased.
Suffering already somewhat
in health, he would not relax his devotion to
his work, and refused proper rest, though it was
evident to his friends that the strain was telling
on him, and his powers of resistance impaired.
Many felt the charm of his personality, and he
will be greatly missed by various bodies, especially by the Scientific Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, the Committee of the
United Horticultural Benefit and Provident
Society, and the Committee of the Kew Guild,
of which he was a diligent member.
IF. Batewas held at Merton Park
the 28th ult.
Amongst
present were the widow, her brother.
Gunner Marshall, R.G.A., Professor W. Bateson, Director, and Mr. G. W. Gill, foreman of
the John
Innes Horticultural Institute ; Sir
David Prain, Director of Kew Gardens
Mr.

—

There will be many in the
E. J. Allard.
gardening world who will grieve to hear that ill-.
Jidgar John Allard, Superintendent of the John
Iniies Hortioultural Institution, died on October

Wood.

:

as destructive to plant life as to insects, including slugs, care is needed in its use.
Where
land is quite vacant and not needed for cropping for some time to come, a dressing of gas
lime may be desirable, both for ridding the
soil of slugs and other pests, and for cleansing
it of the fungus tliat causes club-root.
A ton
of fresh,
gas lime per acre is sufficient,
provide<l
it is
used as
fresh
as
possible.
If
exposed to the
air
for any
considerable period gas lime loses much of
its disinfecting power.
Spread the gas lime
evenly, and break the lumps as finely as possible; let it lie on the surface for a week or
two and then fork it into the ground.
Six
weeks should elapse between the time of application and the time of sowing or planting the
treated soil.

—

Banksian Medal was awarded to ^
further and very remarkable series of forms raised
by crossing Calceolaria cana with certain garden
varieties.
Besides the greenhouse series, one
named " .Tohn Innes," derived from C. plantaiginea x C. nolyrrhiza, is remarkable as being
perfectly hardy, having survived the last three
winters in onen ground.
A beautiful hybrid
Passiflora, and also a Nepenthes, both of which
he raised at Cambridge, have also been described

/.

The

E. J.

disease

known

as

;

health.

M. P. Out-door beds of
Lily-of-the-Valley should
receive a liberal
dressing of rotten manure each year in autumn
as soon as the leaves have decayed.
If the
soil has been washed away so as to leave the
bases of the crowns bare, a dressing of rich
soil, sifted, applied before the manure, will
trrent'v assist the p'ants.
Old potting soil,
with the addition of leaf -mould, will provide
material for a suitable top-dressing.
In the
early summer, as the leaves are developing,
occasional waterings with liquid manure will
assist that development, and consequently react upon flower production.
In this case free
foliar development is essential to the free production of fine spikes of flowers.
Similar
treatment should be followed w-ith Lily-of-theValley grown in pans and tubs, but owing to
the limited amount of soil in these receptacles
more frequent manurial dressings should be
]3rovided to maintain robust growth.

LiLY-OFTHE- Valley

:

X^MES OF Fruits P. Beurre Bosc. N. E. J.
1, King of the Pippins; 2. Waltham Abbey
:

Ross Nonpareil 4, Hollandbury
5, American Mother
5, Claygate Pearmain.
0. H.
A seedling variety not recognised.
Seedling

A. J. Bruce, of the Board of Agricultuie; Mr.
W. Hales, Chelsea Physic Gardens, representing the Council of the Ri^yal Horticultui-al
Society Messrs. A. Osborn, W. Taylor, and W.
Lavender, representatives of the Kew Guild
Messrs. A. C. Hill, W. Winter, W. Wesker, and
Penton, of the United Horticultural Benefit
;

and

Provident

Society's Committee ; Mr. J.
Imperial Institute;
and Mr. A. C.
Bartlett, 'representing the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Bintner,

;

3,

;

:

;

;

Names

of Plants
P. A. C.
Spiraea japonica
L. P. E.
Stephanandra Tanakae.
Lonicera sempervirens. 0. B. ].
1,
Ficus Parcellii
2,
Leycesteria formosa
3,
Pteris
semipinnata
Todea superba.
4,
L. E. S. 1, Amelanchier canadensis 2, Polygonum baldschuanicum
3,
Berberis Thunbergi 4, B. vulgaris; 5, B. Hookeri.
A. J.
1, Prunus
lusitanica (Portugal Laurel)
2,
Lauru.« nobilis (Bay Laurel!
Jasminum
3.
officinale
4, Olearia macrodonta
5, Veronica
speciosa var.
6, Caryopteris Mastacanthus.
//.
(?.
Pil-r.
Gleditschia triacanthos (Honey
Locust).
A native of the United States, and
hardy in this country. F. E. B. Eupatorium
:

alba.
F. F.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

Weinmannianum.

receiving a Silver Bariksian Medal and a Certificate
of
Appreciation.
In the following yenr

another

:

Grape Rot is caused by the fungus named
Gloeosporium ampelophagum. It may be kept
in check by dusting the vines with flowers of
sulphur and quicklime during the period of
growth, at intervals of ten days. On the occafirst dusting use sulphur alone
for
subsequent applications add a little quicklime
and increase the amount of lime with each
dressing, until lime and sulphur are in almost
equal proportions, but always use a little
more sulphur than lime. Vines weakened in
constitution
by a bad rooting system or
cultural errors are always more liable to disease
or insect infestation than those in robust

exactly the qualities needed for the conduct of
experiments, the results of which in many cases
can only be reached after a long period of years.
He was instinctively accurate, acquiring without difficulty the habits of clean, p.recise manipulation and recording which are essential to
success in such operations.
He came of a
Maidstone family, and as a young boy was
started in the building trade, but even at
that early age liis tastes were so clearly
marked that he ran away and went to work in
a garden unknown to his parents.
He was a
born gardener.
Trained in the hard mill of
grower's work, he passed through several nur
series, notably that of Messrs. Sander.
He then
went as a young gardener to Kew, serving in
various departments, and from thence to the
Cambridge University Botanic Garden, where he
was Mr. Lynch's right-hand man for several
years.
As he grew older he turned more and
more to the scientific side of horticulture. He
had a sound knowledge of British plants, and
had given much spare time to field botany, but
his main interest was in the species of plants
mostly, cultivated in botanic gardens, with which
he had a very wide range of practical acquaintance.
Gifted with what may be called a natural

he became a most skilful
cultivator,
and was successful with many
notoriously difficult subjects.
His plants almost
always thrived. In an unusual degree he had
developed the faculty of being aware whether he
did or did not know a thing one of the highest
manifestations of memory, which makes the
statement of such a man implicitly reliable.
Apart from the work that he did in carrying
out the ideas of others and maintaining their experiments in good order, he did a great deal
of plant-breeding on his own account.
Among
novelties which he raised, a fine series of hybrid
Calceolarias of extraordinarv beauty will long
keep him in remembrance. Several of these were
handed over to Messrs. Sutton and Sons, and
were a feature of the Chelsea Show in 1914,

Rot

CJrape

sion of the

23, 1918, ftom pneumonia after influenza, in
his 42n'd' year.
He was in many ways an exceptional man, anu
his services in organising the various lines ot
work, scientific and practical, in progress at the
Institution, were of very high value.
He had

for plants,

Pears, trained to a wall, Williams'

Gas-liming Vacant G.\rden Ground E. E. Gas
lime is an excellent soil cleanser, but as it is

funeral service

;

1918.

either Jargonelle, Conference, Louise Bonne of
Jersey, or Marie Louise as a third variety.

Church on Monday,

©bituar^.

2,

Duke, Early Rivers, Florence and Governor

son.

The

[November

Bon Chretien and Doyenne du Comice, with

as only
do, he

those

sympathy

— — — —
—
—

—

Stocks for Fruit Trees

Best Fruits for a Scottish Garden
Apples for cultivation as standard
Scotland as recommended in A List

:

II'.
P.
trees in
of Mn.^t

Dtsirahlc Varieties of Frvits, published by the
Royal Horticultural Society, are, for cooking
Lane's Prince Albert, EcklinTille, Lord Derby,
Stirling Castle, and Bramley's Seedling
for
dessert. Cox's Orange Pippin, Lady Sudeley,
.Ar.ineton Pippin, James Grieve, and Beauty
:

/. II'. W.
Nurserya specialitv of fruit-trees maybe able to supply vou with the various kinds
of stocks vou need.
Names and addresses of
firms to whom you could apply will be found
in our advertising colunms.
:

men who make

:

of

Bath.

Cherries,

trained

to a wall.

May
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must apparently be hybrids of that
and eithex C. zonatus or a third species,
C. pulchellus, whicli, though it has been in the
garden here for a number of years, never seems
These

s.pecies,

Cljrnnidr

(Bavbzmv^"

NOVEMBER
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ing flowei's of a

clear purple.

Tliis species

is

have become naturalised in some of the
>'idland counties of England and is remarkable
for its curious habit of sending out stolon-like
said to

growths which form neV corms at a distance
from the parent corm. The plant does not grow
very vigorously with me, and it would not be
surprising to finrd that it needs a soil which remains moist even in summer, for this seems to
Vie
a characteri.'ttic of many plants which are

]

.

.

1

.

.

1

. .

1

. .

1

Hardy fruit garden, the

Co.

sun in Sept;mbex, so that the flowers may be
induced to open and to display themselves to
advantage.
September is also the flowering time of the
P\T'enaean C. nuddflorus, with large, tall-grow-

1

.

l:

Obituary
Lindsay, J.

]

mum

I:

Ormskirk Potato

]

]

. .
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Incarvillea variabilii
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Pot itos, bud-variation in
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..

to spread or increase with the vigour of the
other two.
It is distinguished by the clearer,
pale bluish colour of the flowei's, with five conspicuous
veins on the inner segments.
The
anthers are white and the filaments conspicuously
hairy.
It is a native of the Balkans and the
neighbourhood of Constantinople, and it would
be interesting to know under what conditions of
soil or cultivation it gi'ows vigorously, for with
Maw apparently it was "of robust habit" and
" reproduced itself from seed very freely."
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French c«m-

1ILLU8TRATION&.
Crocus Boryi marathonisius
Incarvillea variabilis var. Farreri
Laelio-Cattleya Linda
.
.

.

.

. .

Mangolds, clamping
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:

sunk garden at

Wreath to the memory of

fallen

AUTUMN

CROCUSES.

COMPARATIVELY
contain

many

French comrades

few

species

gardens seem to
autumn-flower-

of

ing Crocus, and yet the individual flowers

and the cultivation so easy that
they are not more generally
in my light, sandy
soil, th*
difficulty is not to grow them, but to prevent
them coming up in all sorts of unexpected
are so beautiful
it is surprising

grown.

Here,

places, for they seed themselves everywhere, and,
in addition, some species form tiny offsets which
get left in the soil when the corms are lifted,
grow to flowering size, and send up their bloom
among any plants that have been planted above

them.

The

first

to flower

in

and the
mentioned

this garden,

mc«t ubiquitous for the two

reiisons

above, is C. zonatos, the well-known species
from the mountains of Cilicia and the Lebanon.
It derives its name from the bright golden ring
iJiat encircles the throat of the flower on the
inner side of the segments.
This Crocus forms
immeaise flat corms often so much as an inch
and a half in diameter. Eadi corm throws up
several flowers in succession, so that the display
lasts
poetically throughout September and
October.
The colour is pale pinkish lilac,
though specimens occur in which the colour is so
pale that the flowers appear by contrast with
their neighbours to be almost white.
Another species, which is even more vigorous
than C. zonatus, though a little less liable to
epread by leaving minute offsets in the ground,
C. sipeciosus, from Persia, Asia Minor, and the
Caucasus- It is one of the tallest and largest of
Crocuses, and the red, tassel-like style forms a
striking contrast to the blue-purple flowers,
which bear conspicuous darker veins. In most
forms the thro.it of this Crocus is white or only
very faintly tinged with yellow, but there is a
very beautiful pure white form in which both
the throat and the style are golden. A group
of flowers of this albino form wide open in the
sun, with the pointed petals extended nearly
horizontally, is a very cheering s.ight in .September. There is another white form with less
is

pointed segments faintly veined with
this,

my

lilac,

but

experience, is neither so vigorous
nor so beautiful as the pure white form.
C. s-peciosus has yellow anthers and pollen,
but I find occiwionally that specimens appear
which are to all intents and purposes C. speciosus
except that they have white anthers and pollen.
in

WKIiS wniTE.

Another species whioh also declines to do
really well in my garden is C. iridiflorus, which
is perhaps the most distinct of all Crocuses.
It
is
a Transylvanian plant which was well described on p. 158. It is remarkable for the small
size-of its inner segments, which are barely half
the size of tlie outer series. The type is beautiful, but even more striking is the pure white albino form, in which the style-tassel is also white.
.Mr. Bowles told me once that this is one of
the Crocuses that requires a relatively cool po.sition where its foliage will not dry off too early
in summer, but my difficulty is to find such a
position which will also be open to the midday

Pyrenees, where underground
moisture appears always to bo abundant in the
niitives

of

the

.-•oil.

C

On the contrary,
me<iius,
from the
Kiviera, grows well here, and the large, deepforms a striking contrast to the deep
purple of the flowers.
C. medius flowers early
in October, and is a sturdy, vigorous species.
All the foregoing Crocuses have the disadvantage that the flowers appear above the ground
while there is still no vestige of the foliage
apparent.
This only develops later.
By midred style

October, however, several species begin to flower,
of which the leaves are at any rate partly de-
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when the blooms open. Of these the
flower in my garden is C. hadriaticus,
It has -white flowers
with rather pointed segments and a long, narrow
scarlet style like that of C. sativus, to which it
appears to be closely related. The corms of the
two species are very similar and are enclosed in
soft fibres whicJi form a tuft of hairs at the
says that there is no satisfactory
a;pex,
character to distinguish this species from .C.
sativus except the colour of the flowers, and,
since colour is usually not a good specific character, it is no surprise to find' that pale lilaccoloured forms appear among seedlings of the
ordinary "white C. hadriaticus.
C. sativus is a richly coloured species, with
lilac-prarple flowers, of which the throat ap.p6ars
much darker owing to numerous dark veins.
The style is very long and narrow and of a
bright red colour. The corms must be large and
vigorous for flowers to be produced. In tlie resting state they are .-surmounted by a tuft of soft
veloped

first to

from Albania and Greece.

Maw

grower and certainly deserves a place in every
garden.
C. Salzmannii, from the south of Spain and
North Africa, is another October-flowering
species, of which the leaves ai'e quite appreIt
ciably developed before the flowers appear.
form^ing large corms tliat
is a sturdy species,
thix)w up several flowers of a good bluish-lilac
shade.
All these species of Crocus are well worth
growing in pots as well as in the open ground.
The corms should be potted early in July or
August, and tJie pots should then be plunged in
earth or ashes until the tips of the growths
burst through the sua-face. The flowers will then
develop rapidly if the pots are stood either in
a s^mny window or in a cold frame, and the
protection from heavy rain that they tJius obtain
enables the flowers to develop even more perfectly than is sometimes the case when they are
grown with no protection in the open ground.
IT'.
P. Dylces. Charterhouse, Godalmin/j.

[November

9,

1918.

The leaves are large, mealy, and whitish. The
plant requires to be treated as a biennial
F.
Denis. Balaruc les Bains, Hirault, France.

A NEW INCARVILLEA.
The new,

yellow-flowered

Jncarvillea

illus-

71 is abundant on the hot, bare
slopes about Siku, etc., in the south-west corner
of Kansu, especially frequenting steep and stony

tnated in

fig.

and never ascending to the sub-alpine
in May, and
i.s
not wholly over by November, so that some
of its yellow trumpets are almost always open
between 6-6,500 feet. In nature it is certainly
perennial.
At Edinburgh it was first named
Incarviillea variabilis var., though the plant is
singularly .stable, and never shows any trace
Seeds have germinated
of pink in the flowers.
with great ease in the garden, and the plant
witli
more freedom than I.
flowers
grows and
variabilis. It remains to be seen if it will prove
hardy in this counti-y. In the Botanical Magazine, t. 7,651 (1899), Sir Joseph Hooker, describbanks,
zone.

Its flowering season begins

ing I. variabilis, states that a yellow-flowered
variety of it had been found in Eastern Tibet.
Professor I. Bayley Balfour, of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh, contributes the
" The plant
following particulars of the plant
was raised from seeds collected by Mr. Farrer
and Mr. Purdom in very hot, dry, stony places
of the loess region about Siku in Kansu, where
it flowers beautifully from May to November.
well named, for it
is
variabilis
Incarvillea
shows much variation, and several of the varieMr. Farrer's
ties have been named by Batalin.
:

—

plant was examined critically here by Mr. W. W.
Smith, who found that it is very near Batalin's
I. variabilis var. Przewalskii, a plant collected in
Kansu by Przewalski. But it does not quite
match that variety, which is hairy all over, while

We

were conMr. Farrer's plant is glabrous.
tent at first to record it as a variety of L. variafor the
later,
but
without precise name,
bilis
sake of distinction in gardens, Mr. W. W. Smith
gave the name Incarvillea variabilis var.
Farreri to Mr. Farrer's plant, and under that
name we are growing it here. It has flowered
freely, and has produced seed during the past

two seasons."

LETTERS

FROM SOLDIER-GARDENERS.

GARDENS IN THE WAR AREA.
close by a ruined
took advantage of a quiet afternoon
to wander over what remains of the gardens
with the object of seeing to what extent plants
and trees had withstood the destructive effects

Being temporarily stationed

village,

I

This particular village, with its garwar.
dens and paddocks, occupies about 200 acres. It
has been occapied by the enemy on two occasions and has suffered more than most places I
have seen hardly a wall remains standing. The
whole area is littered with debris and punctured
Trenches and wire entanglewith shell-holes.
ments run through many of the gardens.
As may be expected, weeds are rampant.
Ranunculus repens is the most widespread, and
The former
after that Mercurialis annua.
of

hairs.

and

There are several forms of this

species,

apparently true that the variety, whicli
used to be largely cultivated as the source of
Saffron, has been so long increased by offsets and
transplantation that it has lost the power of
reproducing itself by seeds.
By far the best of all the white-flowered
Crocuses of October is a species that nas not
long been distributed in our gardens under
the name of C. marathonisius (see fig. 70)If it is indeed only a variety of C. Boryi
is
improvement on the type.
it
a vast
The flowers are large and of a peculiarly
solid
pure white, which is set oft by the
golden throat and the orange-scarlet style.
The leaves are sufficiently developed at flowering-time to give some support to the flowers
and to gua.rd them from the reproach of looking
naked that is sometimes levelled at the earlierflowering species.
C. marathonisius, as well as
the white fomi of C. speciosus described above,
come.s quite true from seed.
It is a vigorous

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

it is

HELICHRYSUM COOPERI, HARVEY.
In 1903, the Botanical Institute at Montpellier received a parcel of plants from Basutoland from the Rev.

Mr. Dieterlin. They were
Monsieur Daveau, the
Conservateur of the Jardin des Plantes. Under
number
the
446, and the vernacular name of
" Phefbo ea Thaba," he recognised a specimen
as Helichrysum Cooperi described by Harvey.
Seeds were sent to me, and now, after some ten
years, the plants have become sub-spontaneous
in my garden, surviving even the most rigorous
winters without protection. They are not, however, hardy at Montpellier, for there they have
been killed by frost several times. Helichrysum
Cooperi is very much less ornamental than H
bracteatum still, its heads of brilliant yellow,
forming a flat disc, measure an inch in diafneter.
identified

by

;

my

friend,

—

clearly illustrates the effectiveness of vegetative

reproduction.

Netdes, Docks, Sow Thistles, Plantains, and
Chickweed are luxuriating. Convolvulus arvensis
shell-holes with a tangle of growth.
Atropa Belladonna and Verbascum Thapsus are
conspicuous on the heaps of debris.
Although the season is rather late (October)

covers old

number of cultivated plants are in flower. The
two most common are Perennial Sunflowers and
Asters (Michaelmas Daisies), which seem to
thrive in tihe most amazing places, lending a

a

bright

touch of colour

to

the

desolate

scene.

Several varieties of Phlox, .lapanese Anemones.
Globe Thistle, Snapdragon, French Mai-igold,
and a pink Sedum are to be seen in flower here

—
November
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there. A single bush of Fuchsia and a few
Koses complete the display.
Other plants which survive but are not in
flower include Paeonies, Pinks, Sweet Williams,

and

various Saxifragas, Iris, Montbretias, variegated
Pulmonaria, Solidago, Aquilegias, Primroses and
Violets.

I
in the timber and by atmospheric moisture.
have been surprised to find several of these cutdown trees bearing foliage, and even a few precocious flowers now, but these ai'e specimens
which have a small portion of wood about an

inch in width joining the prostrate tree to the
stump.
A fresh crowth of wood is gr.idually
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the country, but has met with a similar
fate.
It
exhibits amazing vitality in all
examples I have seen the stumps have broken
into, a mass of vigorous growth.
Among rarer subjects which have been senselessly hacked down I noticed a Tulip tree (Liriodendron) of 8 inches diameter, a golden Yew,
and a handsome weeping Ash.
Alfred B.
Meggies, 2nd Lieutenant, E.G. A.
part

otf

—

MUCKROSS ABBEY.
Recently I had the privilege of visiting Muckross Abbey, which, standing in a demesne of
some 15.000 acres, includes part of Killarney's
beautiful " lakes.and fells," and was greatly interested in the various improvements that have
been carried out since 1911, when the estate
passed into the hands of its present owner, A. R.
Vincent, Esq. Both Mr. and Mrs. Vincent are
keen gardeners, and, under their supervision,
the gardens are being entirely remodelled.
New glassliouses have been erected by Messrs.
Richai'dson,

of

Dai-lington,

Peaches and Figs are

all

and indoor Vines,
carrying good crops

of fruit.

The kitchen garden

(see fig. 73) is about 3 acres
and is well stocked with good crops.
wafis of the kitchen garden have been newly
planted with young, healthy fruit trees, but,
as in most places this year, with the exception of
small fruits, the crops were light.
Herbaceous
borders, also borders of Carnations, Gladioli,
Roses, and Sweet Peas were at the time of my
visit making a grand display.
The new n>ck garden is most interesting ; it
is one mass of carboniferous limestone, covei'ing
about 1 acre of ground, and rising to a heigh!
of about 40 feet.
At present it is only planted
on the south side, and parts for paths have been
The north side
blasted out and steps formed.
has still to be cleaned, and when this is done,
and all developed as contemplated, it will probably be the finest rock garden in Ireland.
During May a!id June it was a mass of flower,
for Saxifragas, Potentillas, Dianthuses, Litiho
spennums. Campanulas and Bamondias, are
nl:ui1i^l in profusion, and .n!sr> dw.nrf Coniferae.
in extent,

The

I'lG.

I

IZ.-

.N'K

i;aiiui:n

at

.mui

khuss

abjii.v

remember seeing a pleasing display of Pri:n
Snowdrops and Crocuses in the neighbour-

ro.'ies,

hood

last spring.

The following shrubs were noticed Weige'.a.
Korsythia, Tamarix, Berberis vulgnris, Khus
Toxicodendron, Crataegus Pyracantha, Syraof
Spiraea,
plioricarpus
racemosus,
species
A healthy lookin'.;
Quince. Oornus and Lilacs.
Wistaria clings to the remains of a conservatory
:

Most of the above shrubs have been

covering the injured portions, Tt seems remarkable that so little wood can supply sufficient nutriment to enable the trees to maintain so much
foliage.

In many cases, chiefly younger trees, the
stumps h*\'e broken into sturdy growth; most
ni.T?« "f -uckw-Plums :ire pmduoing
f the
,-i

daniage<l

shell splinters, but not 'suflicientA" to destroy
them.
Asparagus, Spinach, Chicory and Chives are
the only representatives of vegetables left in
liv

the plots.

Currant and Gooseberry bushes are very plcnti
and with a judicious thinning later shouW be
the worse for their long neglect. Autumn
IJaspberries. both rwl and yellow varieties, are
in fruit, but the plants are getting into a very

ful,

little

weedy condition.
Strawberrj' runners have spread far and wide.
even the creeping Buttercup in their
riotous growtlh
Every tree of any size was cut or hacked down
by the enemy in 1916, and it grieves one to see
such large numbers of fine trees mutilated in this
rivalling

abominable way.
Poplars, Elms, and other trees, which form so
familiar a feature nf the French roads, are often
cut down on high elevations with the object of
preventing them being used as observation posts,
but fruit and decorative trees have been wantonly destroyed in this village.
Apple, Pear, Plum and Cherry trees, many of
them with ptems 1 fofjt or 18 inches in diameter,
have been destroyed in scores, the usual method
;iilopted being to saw them through about 2 feet
above ground, though blasting was resorted to
in

many
Many

Fig, 73.

mui-kuoss abbey

:

the kitchen garden.

instances.

readers will remember seeing photo_'i-aplis in the illustrated weekly papers last year
sliowing similar trees lying on the ground but
full of blossom.
The flowers, of course, were
develope<l from buds already formed before the
trees were cut down, sustained by the ."^ap stored

Suoh growths, from

trees

which have not been

grafted, should be capable of producing useful
fruit in a few years' time, but it will be necesto replant most of the gardens and pad-

sary

docks with young

The Walnut

is

trees,

a very common tree in this

Unfortunately the heavy rainfall of this district
renders the cultivation of certain Alpines very
difficult.

A sunk garden (see fig. 72), with paved walks,
designed by Messrs. R. Wallace and Co., .Colchester, has been formed near the mansion, and

—

—

;
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is filled with sweetly-scented Roses, Lavender,
Rosemai-y, Pinks, Verbena, Nicotiana, and other
Woodlands walks have
old-fashioned flowers.
been made, and are to be greatly extended. They
liave been planted on either side with Liliums,
Montbretias, and other perennial flowers, and
when finished will add a charm to this lovely
place, nestlin,s beneath the Tore Mountain.
The gardener, Mr. C. Bennett, is to be congratulated on the excellent condition of all de-

partments under his

E. S.

care.

third
orange,
(j)

ray,

noticeaWe.
(k)

latibasis, n. var.

dark chestnut.
also vary much

The rays

CALCEOLARIA POLYRRHIZA.
suitable

for the rock garden, the dwarf C. polyrrhiza is
probably the one which is least liable to disThe others, e.g., C. integrifolia, C.
appear.
plantaginea, and C. Kellyana are fairly hardy,
but are not so able to take care of themselves as
the one under notice, which is of creeping habit,
and needs watching if grown in the vicinity

;

some produce more and better flowers than the
S. Arnolt.

and a long

be described. The

may be noted now

:

Margins of rays curled
downward, producing a narrowing effect.

(m) revolutus, n. var.

This is not developed in the younger heads,
but only at maturity, contrary to the conIt has been
dition in the last variety.
found in the wild form (lenticularis) as
well as in our cultures.
,

am

accumulating data for a full account of
the characters and variations in Helianthus, and
.shall be vei"y grateful for any information, which
It is especially desirable
will be duly credited.
to know of the appearance of any new varieties,
Drawspecies.
annual
perennial
or
either of the
ings or photographs should be made (the latter
Rays
with a colour screen), when possible.
should be pressed separately they are not so
good when the attempt is made to preserve the
whole head. Information is also greatly desired
concerning the Jerusalem Artichoke. Helianthus
We are carrying
tuberosus, and its varieties.
on experiments with this plant in Boulder, and
expect to have many interestinc facts to report
T. D. A. Cocl-erelL Bmilder, Colorado.
later.
I

;

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
NEW FORMS

OF RED SUNFLOWERS.

The colour-patterns first described in the red
Sunflowers (Helianthus annuus, varieties) were
comparatively few, but this year we have quite
The following
a series hitherto unrecorded.
are some of the more interesting or striking
:

Vinous series wine-red on a pale or primDisc dark.
rose backgromid.
Rays vinous, a little
(a) flavobasis, n. var.
1.

;

dilute apically
canary yellow.
(b) trizonatus,

about basal 12

;

n.

Same

var.

mm.

as

bright

last,

but

vinous, strongly dilute or whitish on
apical third, leaving a broad ring of deep
vinous red through the middle of the rays.
very striking form.
Rays with basal
(c) semivinosus, n. var.
half (except yellow at extreme base)

A

vinous

;

apical half pale yellow.

n. var.
Reverse of the last
almost basal half canajy yellow; apical

(d) reversus,

half rather dilute vinous.
Dilute vinous, with
pallescens, n. var.
pallid apices, giving a curious pale flower-

(e)

head.

Disc very dark, with
purplish tint. Rays about 33, in two rows,
Rays pale, approaching straw yellow, with
basal third or less deep vinous, nearly
the grenat of Gravereaux, (but with a little
A very pretty form,
more blue in it.
recalling a Passion-flower in the colour-

(f)

passiflora, n. var.

effect.
n. var.
Basal two-thirds of
apical third pale
rays rich vinous jed
primrose.

(g) apicalis,

;

2.

Chestnut series

;

ohestnut-red

on

orange.

Disc dark.
(h) apicalis, n.

var.

Same pattern

as (g).

STACHYS BETONICA VAR. ALBA.
Being interested in albinos generally I
was particularly pleased with the form collected by Mr. R. Irwin Lynch, and illusafter

having

trated

on

vated

What impressed
by him.
was the dwarf habit of

p.

127,

been

culti-

me

most

the

plant

7 inches when passing into
to
(5
The ordinary purple form is a sprightly

fruit).

forcibly

plant,

even in the wild state, and I have seen it
flowering .it various heights, including dwarfer
ones than Mr. Lynch mentions, but considered
the dwarf habit was due to the nature of the
soil or a dry situation, and that all would have
grown taller if planted in good garden soil. No
doubt there are pigmies amongst them, but garden cultivation is necessary to prove this. The
profuse-flowering nature of the variety also appealed to me. The albino of the Betony is not
a common one, as I had never seen it till I
collected flowering specimens of two plants
within a hundred yards of one another in Berkshire in 1915, although I have been noting
albinos since I was at school. There is precedent
for bringing an albino of a British plant before
the Floral Committee of the R.H.S., for Malva
moschata alba had a First-class Certificate on
August 9, 1881. This I have since collected on
The first albino I ever obSalisbury Plain.
served was Campanula rotundifolia var. alba.
The most common wild one is Cnicus paliistris
Other plants
var. alba, found all over Britain.
frequently represented by albino forms are
Calluna vulgaris. Erica Tetralix, Rosa dumetorum. Viola Intea, Galeopsis Tetrahit, Fritillaria Meleagris (local), and Viola odorata. Altogether I have a record of having gathered or
observed 48 albinos of British species of plants.

John Fraser.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

beyond
By

in form,

Margins of rays curled
(1) convolutus, n. var.
upward (inward), especially at the beginning of the flowering period of the head.
The effect is very striking in zonatus
forms, with a broad ring of chestnut across
middle of rays, because the upturned
edges are orange, contrasting,

THE ALPINE GARDEN.

others.

Basal half, or nearly

half, of rays rich orange, the part

following

of other choice Alpines, as it may smother its
In a position where it can be
neighbours.
allowed to ramble at will it soon spreads over
a fair space, and produces an abundance of its
with brown
flowers
curiously-shaped yellow
the blossoms are more helmet-shaped
spots
than those of some of its allies. The height of
The plant
('. polyrrhiza is only aJbout 6 inches.
likes a sunny position with me, and is allowed to
ramble about and come up among some patches
of Heaths, and among the stones at the base of
In some places it appears to like a
a rockery.
boggy soil, but this is not necessary for its
well-'being. There are differences in the quality
of some of the plants sold as C. polyrrhiza:

1918.

9.

The Week's Work.

Chestnut on basal half
but so dilute as to be scarcely

dilutus, n. var.

of

series of types will eventually

Of the reputedly hardy Calceolarias

[November

Chestnut reduced to basal
or two-fifths, the rest of the ray

basalis, n. var.

(i)

F.

C3LAY,

JORDAH, Oardener to Lieut.-Ool. Sfekder
M.P., Ford Man<xr, Liagiield, Surrey.

—

Beans. ^Make sowings of French
Beans every fortnight, according to requirements,
placing seven or eight seeds in each 8-inoh pot,
^vhioh should be about tliree-parts filled with
Plant's whidli have been grown in cool
soil.
liouses may be forced in a temperature of 55°

French

or

allowing

60°,

them

a

free

circulation

of

in favourable weather.
See that the roots
well supiplied witli water, and, as the
Beans approach maturity, give weak appliair

are

cations of liquid manure, with light syringings
overhead, but the latter only on bright days.
Top-dress later plants as they become ready, and
arrange a few small twigs in each pot as supports. Take care not to over-water the roots.

—

Winter TomatOS. After November
more difficult task to obtain ripe fruits

it

of

will be a

Tomato

Greater care will be needed in
than hitlierto.
watering and ventilating. Ligiht top-dressings of
rich compost wiU benefit plants that are fruiting
freely, and they should also receive an occasional
watering with diluted liquid manure. Pollinate
the flowers daily, maintain a moderately dry
atmosphere, and let the temperature be as near

Do not allow the fruits to hang
They
after they have coloured.
Light
keep well in a warm, dry room.
fumigations should be given the house on everj'
alternate night for a week or ten days if white
one or two fumigations
fly is troublesome
would be of no avail, and strong fumigations
are harmful.
55° as possible.

on the plants
will

:

—

Ground Operations.
Ground intended for
Onions and other deep-rooting crops should be
Muoli ground of
prepared at this season.
poor quality that has recently been brought
under cultivation, and where surface digging
only has been practised, would be much improv-ed by deeper cultivation.
It is impossible
to give advice that will meet every case, and
considerable judgment must be exercised in the
matter.
A light, open situation should be
chosen for Onions. The sooner all kinds of light
soils intended for this crop are trenched the
better, and it is almost impossible to apply too

much manure.

Farmyard manure

is

best,

and

at least 2 feet of soil should be broken up and
the manure well incorporated, leaving the sur
With the exception
face as rough as possible.
of sticky clay land the bottom soil should be
brought to the surface, and much may be done
to impi"ove such soils by breaking up the sub
soil and incorporating with it long manure, with
a liberal addition of lime rubble, burnt garden
refuse, road scrapings, and prepared garden rubbish.
I do not advocate burying a large quantity
as a rule t
of rich manure in the bottom spit
is better for most plants to grow near the surface, where the roots obtain most warmth.
;

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
Bv

J.

CoLUER, Gardener
Bart.,

Gatton

to Sir

Jeremiah Colman,

P.\rlc,

Beigate.

—

Plants of
Epidendrum prismatocarpum.
Epidendrum prismatocarpum are rooting freely,

and any necessary re-potting should be attended
Ordinary flower-pots form the best
to at once.
receptacles, and they sliould be filled one-third
A
their depth with clean crocks for dramage.
mixture of Al fibre or Osmunda-fibre cut up
rather roughly and a sprinkling of crushed
crocks provides a suitable rooting medium. After
the roots h.ave grown into the compost give them
plenty of water, and continue to do so until
growth is complete, when only sufficient moisture
is needed to prevent the roots from perishing.

A slight shrivelling of the pseudoJbulbs during
the resting period will do no harm, for although
the plant is evergreen it seldom flowers satisfactorily unless given a decideid rest for a season.

,

November
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9.

Cypripedium.

— Suoh

Cypripediums as C.

bel-

latulum, C. coiicolor, C. niveum, C. Godefroyae
and the many hybrids of this section, should receive very careful treatment dui'ing the winter.
Having thick, fleshy leaves, the plants do not
require so much water at their roots as other
Cypripediuras.
The compost should be aUowed
to become quite dry between each application of
water.
The receptacle may be immersed to the
rim, or the water poured around the outer edges
of the soil, the object being to prevent moisture
lodging in. the axils of the leaves care should
also be taken to prevent water dripping from
the roof coming in contact with the foliage. In
removing the flower-scapes cut them ciean to
the base, for if a portion of the stalk is left it
sometimes sets up decay, which soon proves fatal
to the plant. The winter-flowering Cypripediums,
including C. insigne, its varieties, and many
hybrids, are near the flowerijig stage, and as
the flower-scapes attain sufficient length they
should be neatly tied to stakes.
The plants
should be kept moist at the roots, for if the
leaves were allowed to shr-ivel at this stage it
would prove verj' injurious to the constitution
of the plant.

them.

When

;

—

Coeiogyne cristata.
This Orchid and its
varieties are nearing the completion of their
season's growth, and will soon be sending up
flower-spikes from the new pseudo-bulbs, at
which stage the supply of water at the roots
should be reduced, but not to such an extent as
to cause the plant to suffer from drought.
Wellrooted, pot-Dound plants of this species will be
greatly benefited from now onwai'd.s to the
flowering stage by periodical applications of
weak liquid manure made from cowdung. C.
barbata, C. occllata, and C. elata are developing flower-spikes, and should be well supplied
with moisture until their flowering season is
over.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

H^RRISS, Gardener to Lady Waktagk,
L'Hikin^o Paik, Berkshue.

—

Bouvardia.
Keep a sJarp watch for red
spider, which often attacks Bouvardias after
they have been placed indoors, and should any
of the insects be detected dip the plants in a
strong insecticide.
The plants should not be
coddled if healthy flowers are required, and
they should be grown near the roof-glass. Part
of the l>atch of Bouvardias may be brought into
flower a little earlier than the rest by growing
the plants in slight warmth, but fire-li>eat should
never be used to excess.

Luculia
gratiSSima.--This exotic is one of
the most beautiful of cool greenhouse plants;
its successful culture de|)ends almost entirely on
a suitable gla*.shouse in which to grow it.
A
hou.se wJiich can be well ventilated all through
the growing season is absolutely essential.
The
njots should be planted in a restricted, welldrained border.
The plants usually pass out
of flower about the end of November, and if
they have filled tlheir allotted space the flowering
wood may be shortened severely. During the
winter the planrt« should bo rested, keeping the
roots on the dry side, and the house aa cool ae
possible.
Bouvardias should not, however, be
exposed to severe frost.

— Let

Violets growing in frames have
an abundance of fresh air at all times ; when
the weather is favourable, remove the lights entirely, and do not close the frame except when
severe frost is imminent. Water the roots thoroughly when thoy are in need of moisture, and
do this on a fine, bright morning to allow the
foliage to become dry before nightfall. Exaimine
tJhe plants about once a week, and remove de-

Violets.

cayed foliage.

Bulbs

Keep

a sharp

—Recently

watch for

slugs.

potted bulbs need
careful attention, as rats and mice often damage
In

Pots.

made an

inch or

Do not allow the
want of moisture. Place eai'lyflowering Narcissi and Roman Hyacin'tJiB in
gentle warmth as occasion deimands.
Bulbs of
Lilium candidum wliich were potted early in the
season may also be placed in a warm House.

during favourable weather.
roots to suffer for

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

;

Masdewallia.— Plants of Masdevallia tovarensis are
developing their flower-spikes, and
specimens thaJt have been grown in cool conditions during the summer &hould be removed to a
house having an intermediate temperature. Exercise great care in watering these plants at this
se£ison the compost should always be allowed to
become dry between each application of water,
as an excess of moisture at the roots may cause
the foliage to damp and fall from the plants.

the foliage has

two of growth the plants should be placed in a
cold frame to which plenty of air is admitted

—

Humea elegans. This handsome plant is
frequently difficult to winter, sometimes dying,
or at least losing many of its lower leaves. A
low temperature, free from frost and d.imp, suits
it best, and without letting the soil in the pots
become very dry for the next eight or nine
weeks, be verj- careful in applying water. By
the end of Januarj-, if these conditions are observed, the plants should be ready for potting
finally, after which growth will be renewed with
vigour, and handsome specimens obtained for
planting in beds or standing in pots out-of-doors
during the summer.
Surface Dressing.— It

is of great benefit to
Paeonies, after removing decayed
surface-dress the plants.- Nothing
seeims to siiit them so well as cow manui'e laid
over the roots, from whicli tJie soil has been withdra/wn, to be returned after the dressing has
been applied. Spanish and Englisli Irises, and.
indeed, all bulbous Irises appreciate a rich surface dressing before growth recommences.
If
in beds a 2-iuch thick layer of compost, which
may consist of soot, rotted manure, old potting
soil, and material from Musliroom beds, sliould
be laid evenly over the surface. The ground, it
is perhaps needless to say, should
be perfectly
cleaned of rubbish before the compost is applied.
Material of the same nature may also be applied
to Hellebores (Christmas Rose) and Lily-of-theValley.

herbaceous
foUage, to

—

Carnations. It is a good plan to examine
beds nf Carnations before the winter, to stir
the soil and scatter soot around the plants. See
that the wind is not harming the plants by twisting them rounds
If the soil is of very light texture it may be an advantage to make it firm
by means of focft pressure.
Carnations being
wintered in pots should be kept in a cool position
.so that tlhey need no
water at the roots until
.lanuary. Some dry, fallen Beech leaves scattered
among the plants will serve to prevent frost
breaking the pots.
Even in very cold weather
air should be adtnitted freely to the frames in
which Carnations are grown, and every opportunity taken of fine weather to remove the
lights altogether.
I usually root cuttings of
these plants late in the season in a hot frame:
such plants are valuable for late flowering, and
are ready for transference to pots at about this
time, and should be kept dormant until reawakening spring starts them into new growth.
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vested of ah laterals, and the cut surfaces
painted with styptic should they exhibit ajiy
signs of bleeding. After they have been washed,
in
strong soapy water,
carefully
tie
thecanes in a circle to two stakes inserted in the
pots.
Top-dress the roots with rich, fibrous
loam mixed with a little bone-meal. The pots

should

be

plunged

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
J,

Keelo

OtnsK,
Hall.

ftinlBner

NmvcxsHe,

to Mrs. Demvste'b,
Staffordshire

—

Early Vines. The earliest permanent vines
-should be pruned finally directly the foliage has
fallen.
Old vines which liave been forced for a
number of years should not be pruned too
severely unless the back buds are well developed
and prominent, when close pruning is advisable.
The glass and woodwork should be well cleansed
with strfjng soapy water, and the walls washed
with f re.sh lime. Half a pound of Gishurst Compound to two gallons of very warm water will
make a suitable wash for the main stems, which
should not be scraped, but loose bark that comes
oft freely may be removed.
Where mealy bug
is troublesome more bark may be removed and
the rods dressed with a mixture of tar and dry
soil.
Half a pint of tar to a gallon of dry soil,

mixed

consistency of paint, is a safe
specific, but it must not come into contact with
the buds. Keep the house well ventilated until
the time for forcing arrives.
to

the

Pot Vines.— Much the best results will be obtained by deferring the forcing of pot vines
until the new yenr.
In the meantime, thfe canes
should be shortened to a suitable length, di-

their

rims in

bi'acken

—

Cucumbers. Direct syringing of Cucumber
plants intended for winter fruiting should be
discontinued, and atmospheric moisture maintained by slightly damping the paths and kee))iiig
the evaporating troughs full of diluted
liquid manure or clear water.
Keep the roofglass and floors scrupulously clean and coat,
the walls with fresli limewash. As tihe roots appear througli the surface of the sTiil co\er them
with light top-dressings composed of loam, o'd
lime rulbble, a little cliarcoal or wood ash; give
them an occasional sprinkling of a concentrated,

Water should

mamure.

be

given

less

fre-

quently, but in sufficient quantity to reach the
roots, and should always be used tepid.
For the
next two months or more the plants will not
make much progress, but if tlie laterals are
allowed plenty of space, and only a few fruits
permitted to develop, the plants will grow
freely at the turn of the year. The fruits should
be cut before they attain to full size, and when
cut may be kept for a long time with their
stalk ends placed in bowls of water.
To maintain the necessarj' night temperature, which
shovild range between 60° and 65°, requires fuel,
and I think prospective gixjwers would be well
advised to discard their plants, and reserve their,
fuel supply for tbe turn of the year.

THE HARDY "FRUIT GARDEN.
nv

.Ias.

Hudson, Head Gardeiwr
.\oton, W.

.at

Guiuiersbun- House,

Autumn-fruiting Raspberries.— We aie

still

gathering berries of autumn-fruiting R-aspberries
daily for dessert, and in the best possible condition.
Having a sm-plus over and above uurdaily requirements, some have been used for
pi-eserving and also for stewing.
These Raspberries have proved a great success this season
I do not think we have ever ha<l them in better
condition.
The plants resist damp better than
the summer varieties.
On the Continent, and;
more particularly in France, these autumn Raspb'.M-ries are more prized than
in this country.
By covering the rows with glass early in October
the supply will be considerably prolonged. Such
an arrangement could easily bo devised somewhat after the method adopted to protect Chrysanthemums.
Our small fruit gardens are
netted, and the netting protects the Raspberries
.somewhat, but early autimin fogs, which cause
the leaves to di'op prematurely, and spoil tbe,
quality of the berries, do more harm than cold.
;

—

Planting Fruit Trees. The weather of
October was favourable for operations in fruit
but the nurserymen are handicapped by a shortage of labour, therefore those
who are expecting their newly ordered trees must
exercise patience. Have everything in readiness
when they arrive, so that there may bo no delay
Delay in railway triinsit may occur
in planting.
under present conditions, and the state of the
roots should be ascertained when unpacking the
trees, for it may be necessary to give tlie roots a
soaking in water before they are planted. The
weather is suitable for planting operations, and
an effort should be made to concentrate on this
important work whilst conditions are favourable.
It should be a good season for shifting all young
fruit trees it is not desirable to have the wood
over-ripened, but rather to have a plentiful supply of active sap still in the trees. In planting
be careful to spread out the roots in every instance
see that none is cramped or crippled
Some amount of
in the process of planting.
root action will .soon liike place, and this is all
important.
Make the soil firm, and wlierever
needed stake the trees directly they are planted.
Should any part of the stems be bruise<l or the
bark broken in transit, sm^ear a little ta.i' lightly
over the wounds, as this may prevent canker
following.
Label the trees with pei-manejit
labels, and in extemsive planting make a list of
tree niirserieis,

By W.

to

Fern, tree leaves, or ashes, in a cold house, toprotect them from frost.

,

;

;

the

tree,s in

a book.
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&DITOIUAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMBNTS
PUBLISHEE,

41,

Covent Garden, WTC
and Publisher — Our

Editors

correspondent!

m

ubtaintng answers to
obviate
delay
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to adiertisements should
and that all combe addressed to the Publisher
munications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and iiuirh unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when a'lters are misdirected.

would

;

Notice

'Special

do

Editors
butions

Correspondents.

to

undertake

not

pay

to

for

any

—

The

contri-

return unused comunless
by special
arninijcment.
The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
or

munications

illustrations, or to
illustrations
or

correai'ondents.

Letters for Publication,
plants

for

as well as specimens of
should be addressed to the

naming,

EDITOES,

41, Wellington Street. Covent
Garden, London. Communications should be

WRITTEN ON

ONE SIDE ONLY OF THE PAPER, sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer.
If desired, the signature will not
printed, bat kept as a guarantee of gobd faith.

ATBIuei: Mean Tbuperaturb
deduced from observations
years at Greenwicli, 43.5°.

AoTVAL Tempera TURK
10 a.m.
Dull.

:

:

tlie

during

be

anruing week
the last titty

—

Oardeners' Chronicle Office,
Covent Garden, London,
6,

for

Bar.

30.2

;

Wart
The Ormskjrk

is

Potato Trials,

WaUington Street,
Wednesday, Novembei
49°.
Weatiher—

41.

temp.

diisease of

Potatos

spreading with

dis-

concerting speed, and
the trials conducted at

1918,

Crown Jewel, Sutton's Ashleaf,
Coronation,
Resistant SnowDargill Early, and Arran Rose.
Some of these varieties are of lowcropping capacity. Edzell Blue is often
included in the list, but only because it
may be lifted early, not because this
variety finishes early.
Of some of these
sorts the stools are small, and both here
and among other types of Potato there is
ample scope for plant-breeders.
Apart from one other important matter,
to which we refer below, the principal in-"
terest of the Conference centred around
two questions the possibility of raising
again types so similar to already existing
varieties as to be indistinguishable from
them; and the origin of new varieties by
bud-sports or ais graft-hybrids. The latter
question has already been debated in our
columns, and Mr. Arthur W. Sutton read
an interesting review of the present state
of our knowledge of the matter, concluding that the only authentic examples of
such origin are a few colour-forms, and
commenting upon the unreliability of the
evidence adduced as proof of the contrary. In view of the interest taken in the
subject, we have published the principal
details given in Mr. Sutton's paper on
Witchhill,

sliould be seat to tHe
WeUington ooreet,

by Mr. John Suell, and those
worlving with him, for tlio Board of Agriculture are of incalculable value to all
Potato growers.
Whether in the garden
or in the field, we are, or soon will be,
face to face with the certainty that our
Factors and King Edwards, our Arraii
Chiefs and Evergoods, ouj Epicures and
Oriiiskirk

Early Puritans will be, at lifting time,
but a mass of warts, useless as food for

man

or beast, a menace to the health of
all other Potato patches, and a dead loss
to the grower.
What can take their
places? This pertinent question the trials
conducted at Ormskirk havf helped to

America,

drop,

:

page 190.
While we cannot accept as proven the
impossibility of bud-sporting occurring
it
so
as
to
produce new varieties,
is

that

clear

the

occurrence

is

at

and that as imrare,
to Wart Disease is a varietal
characteristic, there is every reason to beleaist

very

munity

lieve that it will be a persi.stent character,

and that the basis

of the trials

now being

There
carried out is thoroughly sound.
seems no good ground for accepting evidence that the alleged newly-developed
form is identical with an old one in all
discernible characters as conclusive proof
that the form has not been newly developed, whether as a bud-sport or as a
seedling.
It would, in fact, be strange if
the same combination of characters should
not arise more than once when multitudes
of seedlings are raised, and this not only
when the original parental forms are
being used, but also even when other
forms are being experimented with. We
discerned a tendency to regard such evidence as valid at the Conference, but,
taken alone, we cannot accept it as con-

answer.
Three hundred and one stocks
of Potatos were this year included in the
trials carried out to determine the resistance to Wart Disease.
One hundred and
thirty-one of these stocks were planted for
demonstratron purposes, and there were
one hundred and forty-seven (some of
them in duplicate) sent in as new varieties
for trial.
In the issue for August 10,
page 60, we dealt with the inspections
arranged in the summer, and now that
the crops have been lifted, the Food Production Department, in conjunction with
the
Lanca.shire
Farmers'
Association,
arranged on Wedneisday and Thursday, the
•30th and 31st ult. an Exhibition and Conference upon the results. On the Thursday
Mr. Snell informed tiiose present at the
Conference (at which, as at the Exhibition
opened by Lord Bledisloe on the Wednesday, there was a good attendance)
that of the new varieties in the trials only
twenty-nine had proved immune.
It is
understood that a full report of the trials
will soon be available, therefore it is unnecessary for us to refer at length to the

cannot be settled bv discussion, but only
bv careful experiment carried out over a
lengthy period.
Mr. John Snell pointed
out that of the 113 forms in the trial 20
were similar to Up to Date in habit and
susceptibility to Wart Disease, and among
them isome were said to be seedlings. So
with other supposed new forms. Ten were
like British Oueen, eleven seedlings of, or

be.haviour of the varieties ; but as really
early immune varieties, new and old, are
few, the names of those so far proved reThey are: Al,
sistant may be given.

Northern Star, three like Sbarpe's Express, and one each like Duke of York
and Epicure, and in every case they, like

,

[November

9, 1918.

their prototypes, proved susceptible.
It
seems, therefore, if these be seedlings, the
use
of
susceptible
varieties
as
seed
parents cannot be expected, at least in
the first generation, to give immune ones.

There

abundant work

is

the doing, and
that there
is

still

awaiting

be glad to hear
the
prospect of
speedy establishment of a branch of the
National Institute of Agricultural Botany
at Ormskirk to deal with these and related
problems.
Mr. Lawrence Weaver, who
took the chair at the Conference, gave an
account of the progress made towards
the aims of the Institute, and announced
the probability that a farm of 565 acres
would soon be acquired for the Potato
will

all

good

work at Ormskirk.
The show itself

number

embraced

a

of exhibits of Potatos of

large

commer-

groups from some of the leading seedsmen, and various classes, such
The
as for the largest individual Potato.
largest
group was one showing the
varieties grown in the Board's trials, and
nothing could be more impressive as to
the dire effects of the Wart Disease than
the long range of plates of many varieties
and nothing more proall attacked by it
mising for future success than the smaller
number of clean tubers, including such
new varieties as Majestic, Arran Rose,
cial value,

;

The Bishop
Comrade,

(if

and

it prove distinct), Arran
America, and the better

Scot, Kerr's Pink, Lochar,
Two or
Abundance, and White City.
three sorts are, for one reason or another,
still classed as doubtfully resistant, and
they will need to be tried another season.

known Great

In his interesting remarks at the ConferMr. Snell pointed out some of the
carrying out
difficulties experienced in
the trials, and incidentally the difficulties
ence

Several
existing in securing true stocks.
forms masquerading under the same wellfor the same

known name, many names

guesses as to origins, mixing of
stocks (sometimes easy, sometimes difficult to detect), and the like, all help to confuse the public and retard progress in
suppressing such a trouble as the Wart
'They cannot all be rectified in
Disease.
one set of trials, but the prospect of an
Institute devoted to these problems, so
type,

'

long as they are approached in a spirit of
honest questioning and with scientific
imagination, leads us to hope for much prethe future.

ffress in

clusive.

Among

a batch of selfed seedlings of,
say, Factor, one or two may well possess
the characters of their parent in such a
degree as to be indistinguishable from it,
though the majority mav be dissimilar
from it and from one another. The point

selections

from,

President,

seven

like

Food

Queen Mary and

Production.— The

Royal Horticultural Society's Food Pro<luction
Exhibit, staged at the Exhibition of the
Women's Iniitutes heW at the Caxton Hall,
Westminster, from October 25 to 28, was inspected by her Majesty the Queen, who was accompanied by the Princess Mary. Her Majesty
and her Royal Highness showed great interest
in the various models and specimens staged,
and at the close of their inspection expressed
their keen appreciation of the work the Society
was doing, and wi.S'hed it every success in its

work of furthering

incre.nsed

food

production

orchards, gardens, and alloitments throughout
The Society's exhibit has this
the country.
vear been sent to no fewer than twenty-six important towns and centres in England, and in
in

all

cases

it

knowledge
Ithis

has been influential in extending a
Applications for
garden work.

of

disiplay

will

be

welcomed

from

centres

November
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where Food Production Exhibitions are being
The whole exhibit occupies a space
organised.
about 80 feet long by 6 feet wide, and is sent
free oi cost, with an expert representative
remains in aJttendance.

who

—

Potato Executive Officer for Scotland. Mr.
Be.nmamin M.\in, Sub-Commissioner of the Agricultural

Department,
Potato Executive

Section, Naitional Service

has been appointed
His address
Officer for Scotland.
venor Street. Edinburgih.
Perth,

is 20,

Gros-

of

trained as a surgeon, but now devotes most
of his time to experimental horticulture in hi.";
garden at Little Silver, New Jersey, U.S.A.

At present Dr. Van Fleet

is

endeavouiing

to

Chestnuts, aa well as disease-resistant forms of orchard fruits and small
fruit.s, and in this work he is utilising the new
species introduced into America through the
Arnold Arboretum and the Federal Office of
rajise disevise-rcsistant

Foreign

SihmI

and Plant Introduction.

—

The Liberation of Bruges. The recent sucBilgium have resulted in the liberation
of the town of Bruges from the enemy- It is
interesting to learn that business at Messrs.
•Sanders' nursery establishment at St. Andre,
Bruges, has been carried on by the staff during
the four yeans the town has been in the
occupation of the Germans.
Messrs. Sanders
have received a letter from the manager.
Mr. T.
Mellstuom, informing them that
he is well, but that the nursery has sufce.sses in

glass.

to maintain a

was even in existence.

nurserj'

many

It

is

to be

hoped

establishments

in

and about Ghent may be equally fortunate

in

that the

the Robert White Medal. —The
Committee of the Massachusetts HorticulRobert
trustees for the
Scciety,
a.s
tural
White Memorial Fund, has selected Dr. VanFleet as the recipient of the Egbert White
Meda' for 1918. Dr. V.\N Fleet stands in the
forefront of hybridisers, and his productions
include American Pillar and numerous other
Roses, Strawberries, Gladioli, Tomatos, a Oanna,
He was
a Sugar Corn, and a new Goosaberry.

Award

considerable dama.ge, mainly in ibroken
He also states that they have been able
portion of the stock of plants.
It is regrettable that the head of the clerical dejjartment was killed on the day before the town
was liberated. During the earlier part of the
war business was possible, mainly with America,
but in recent times all communication with
the head establishment at St. Albajis has ceased,
and there was no knowledge as to whether the

fered

large nurserj*

escapins; total destruction,

of

as the nurserj- trade

Ghent and Bruges was one

of the principal in-

dustries of this part of Belgium.

Laelio

-

Cattleya

Linda.

—

An

Award

of

was obtained by Messrs. J. and A.
McBeax. Cooksbridge, at the meeting of the
Merit

Orchid Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society on October 22 for this pretty hybriid
(see
fig.
74).
It was obtained as a cross

botween C. Dowiana aurea and L. C. Arachne
X L.-C. Haroldiana), and is a
(C. labiata
useful addition to this section of autunm-flowcring Orchids. The form and fine substance of the
flower follow the large-flowered Cattleyas used
in its production, the unusual tints of its sepa'.s
and petals being chiefly derived from L.-(^.
Haroldiana, one of the parents of L.-C. Arachne.
The se|)als and petals are light salmon-rose,
with a slight gold shade ; the lip is rosy-crimson
in front, with a rich yellow disc, and has basal
lines.

The

flowers are fragrant, and have good
which make them suitable for

lasting qualities

decorative purposes.

A British Tribute to Fallen French Comrades. The wreath illustrated in fig. 75 has
been forwarded by the " Comrades of the Great
War " to be laid in the Pantlieou, Paris, on
Num'bers of the graves of our
All Souls' Day.
herrws who have laid down their lives on the
fields of France have been carefully tended by

—
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the people of France, and the token was the
outcome of a desire to render grateful homage
and thanks from Great Britain for this sympaThe Hon. Vicary
thetic care and attention.
GiBBS undertook to have the wreath prepared ;in
the gardens of Aldenham House, and it was conveyed to France on October 31, bearing the following inscniption " To the glorious memory of
our French Comrades who have given their lives
for Fmnce and the cause of the Allies.
From
the British Comrades of the Great War.
All
Souls' Day, 1918."
:

War Item.— Pte. Robert

Barfoot, only child
Mr. and Mrs. Barfoot, Mayfield Gardens,
Southampton, has been killed in
France.
While employed at Battalion Headqiuii'ters as a runner he was sent back to the
transport lines with a message on the night of
of

Woolston,

October 10

he delivered the message, but did
not return.
His body lias since been found,
it appears he was killed by a piece of shell.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Barfoot
;

and

will learn with regret of their irreparable loss.
Be^fore joining the Army Pte. Bahfoot was
inside foreman at Aston Clinton Gardens.

Chamber of Horticulture.— A conference of
presidents and secretaries of Horticultural Trade
Associations will be held at Donington House,
Norfolk Street, Strand, on Tucsd.iy, the 12th
at 2 p.m. Any society desiring to be represented, and not having received a forma', invitation, is invited to write to the secretary, Mr.
Wynne, Norfolk House, Norfolk Street,
R.

dnst.,

S'rand,

intimating

present

an intention to be

and asking for particulars.
Publicutions Rtceiu d.— //omt-A/o<

By
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BUD VARIATION

IN

POTATOS.*

The subject of this paper has been selected in
consequence partly of a recent correspondence in
the horticultural press, in whidi one or more
writers have claimed to possess new and distinct
which were supposed to
varieties of Potatos
have arisen by bud-vai'iation. But it was Mr.
Cuthbertson who first replied (see Gard. Chron..
Sept. 7, 1918, p. 102), and replied most effectively, to the claims made, I merely endorsing

w-hat he

had said and adding further notes from

my own

experience.

Claims sometimes put forward seem at first
sight to have such apparent foundation in fact
that an examination of the possibilities for the
appearance of new and distinct varieties from
bud-variation may be of some interest and value.
In the first place, we need to be very exact in
regard to the 'terms used and the meaning we
attach to them, not forgetting that to others the
terms may, from habit or custom, convey somewhat different meanings.
This will be seen in the use of the word
" varieties."
What do we actually mean by
varieties of Potatos? For all practical purposes
—and to all practical growers— a variety is a

Kino Edward.— This more recently introduced
Potato occasionally gives tubers where the pink
colour extends all'over the surface and not only
and there are other instances which will
occur to most of us.
{To be continued.)
in parts,

The Late Mr. E. J. Allard.— All wiho knew
the late Mr. Allard join in sorrow for his loss.
would write
I was sure tliat Professor Bateson
the symipathetic notice of last week's issue, but
for
resiponsibility,
some
felt
have
I
nevertheless
Mr. Allard was essentially a Cambridge man.
saying
beyond
do
I
can
that
ho^vever,
little,
it is
that I join heartily in all the praise and appreciation of biis personality and merit, already so
weJl expressed by Professor Bateson. Mr. Allard
was a valuable man to me. He came to Cambridge from Messrs. Sander and Co., St. Albans,
fill a
in 1895, wlhen about 19 years of age, to
He-i-emained, doing
post in the plairt-houses.
credit to himself and gaining experience, for
went
to Kew, returnhe then
all but three years
;

among the instances best
Beauty of Hebron.— This variety gave a variaand
tion by loss of the pink colour of the s'kin,
we then had the well-known White Beauty of
are

Hebron, identical in every character with the
form except in colour of the tuber. It
•was still Beauty of Hebron, it could never ibe
anything else, although it might seem advantageous, for reasons we need not inquire into,
original

to attach another

—

name

to

it.

FORTYFOLD. This old favourite,
purple and white skin, also gave rise

with its
white

to a

known as White Fortyfold.
Eector op Woodstock. — This variety

form,

is

pro-

bably almost or quite out of cultivation now.
It was a white, round Potato, raised by the late
Mr. Robert Fenn, and introduced by me some
It gave rise to a mottled form,
42 years ago.
known for distinction as " Harlequin,'' but the
" variation " was still the same variety, and
nothing more or

less,

» "Dn Potatns Give Rise to New and Distinct Vavieties
hy Bud Variation ? " Paner read by Mr. Arthur W. Sutton,
J P., at tlio Ormskirii Potato Conference, October 31, 1918.

deepest sympathy.

Edwin

^___

5.

— Had

it

not

been

for

the ex-

hibits provided by the National Chrysanthemum
Society the London Scottish Drill Hall would

have presented a very bare appearance on til's
The
date, as there were few other exhibits.
meeting was fairly well attended.
of
Award
one
granted
Committee
Floral
The

the Fruit and Vegetable
five medals
the
Committee had nothing whatever to do
Orchid Committee awarded two First-class Cernovelties.
tificates and one Award of Merit to
Flopal Committee.
Present: Messrs. H. B. May (in the chair),
Harrow,
J. Bean, John Green, G, Reuthe, G.
R. Fielder, Chas. E. Pearson,
John Heal,
Hazelden,
F.
Ohas. Dixon, John Dickson, E.
P Thomson, Jas. Hudson, George Paul,
E. H. Jenkins, J. M. McLeod, J. W. Moorman,
E. A. Bowles, Sydney Morris and H. Cowley.
Two good displays of Chrysanthemums
brightened up the hall. The larger one, from
contribu.Mr. H. J. Jones, was a most artistic

Merit and

;

;

But that what might more correctly be termed
" variations "—rather than varieties— do occur
by bud-variation is a fact we are all intimately
The variety, i.e., the indiacquainted with
vidual Potato plant, remains identically the
same, but by processes of which Nature to a
modigreat extent keeps the secret, some external
no
fications are produced, but even then there is
modificaduly attested instance in which such
colour
tion bas affected anything more than the
I know that this is
of the skin of the tubers.
the point upon which the whole question turns,
but I have no hesitation whatever in repeating
that no other kind of variation has ever been
recorded where the claims made rest upon duly

The following
known to us all :—

my

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
November

waste of time.

latter.

my

SOCIETIES.

the sense above defined, then no one here,
probably, will for a moment imagine that there
reply that can
is any but an absolutely negative
be given to the question we are considering. To
apply any other meaning to the term varieties

but generally the

was some-

views were fully ena brilliant future, and
Young
dorsed by the rapid strides he made.
Gardner has laid down his life in a noble cause,
and to his aged parents and young widow and

^

in

colour,

I

the same occupation as his respected father, I
deciided to give him the opportunity. From the
Comfirst he siliowed evidence of great ability.
mencing, as all young gardeners should, at the
bottom of the "ladder, he never showed the
slightest signs of shirking the roughest of the
work, not once looking back with regret to his
previous sedentary occupation, and quickly atWell educated,
tained remarkable proficiency.
and of smart appearance, taking the keenest
interest in everything he did, nothing being too
much trouble to overcome a difficu'ity, and lea*
ing a clean, uijright life, I can call to mind very
few young men possessing so great a promise of

family I tender

between two distinct parental forms.
of
If we accept " new and distinct varieties
Potatos" to mean distinct varieties, or sorts,

attested evidence.
colour
In the case of Potatos, tlie change of
may be either an addition of more colour—as
of
loss
a
subject^or
occasionally in the human

Aldenbam House Gardens

sceptical as to his suitability for a gardener,

having in view the very different occupation he
wa,^ then following, but being assured by Mr.
Owen Thomas that' he was fully bent on following

Beckett.

cross

a

—

what

(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

9, 1918.

The Late Mr. J. Gardner. It was' with the
deepest regret tliat I learned the sad news
of the demise of this exceptionally promising yoiuig gardener, who I looked upon, from
the time I first knew him, as one of the
most likely men to reach the top rank of the
profession." When my friend, Mr. Owen "Thomas,
first approached me" as to Gardner joining the
staff at

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

Potato which is as distinct from all others in
regard to its identity as any one child may be
when the parents are the happy progenitors of a
dozen or more children. In such a family there
may be, and there often is, far more family resemblance between the children than can be discovered between seedling Potatos raised from
" or berry, even when this is
one Potato " apple
any
the result oif self-fertilisation and not of

is

[NOVEMBEE

W

C

W

large blooms
deep crimson
Mr. D. Lloyd George, and the pretty yeUow
incurved named Mr. F. W. Ladds. The other

tion, with a backing of sheaves of
of Bob Pulling, Alec. Hervey, the

FlG. 75.

— BRITISH

TRIBUTE TO FALLEN FRENCH
COMRADES.
(See p. 189.)

ing .to me, after about fifteen months, as fore
He held this positic>n
o(f tlie plant-hoases.
for six years and was theai transferred by his
own de&ii-e to be foreman of t)he outdoor department, a change the possibility of whicli stands
much to his credit for capacity, range of interest
and obBervation, because it is usual oiJy for a
foreman to continue in the charge for which his

man

previous experience has chiefly fitted him. He
was noiw senior foreman, and he remained, doing
good work, for five years, being then chosen by
Professor Bateson for the important position of
superintendent at Merton that he has filled with
so much credit. He spent about fourteen years
at Camlbridge, and was foreman for eleven years
of that time.

Among Mr. AUard's

special in-

Almost all
terests I may mention photography.
the plates in my Bool- of the Iri.? were from his
photographs, and numerous photographs of Cambridge plants appeared in the gardening papers
For a considerable time he
iwith" his articles.
had dharge of the meteorological readings, and
his records were regarded as highly sa.tisfactory.
Mr. Allard was very popular here, and I may
sav for all his contemporaries that no loss could
E. Irunn Lynch.
be" more regretted.

ine.xhibit. from Messrs. W. Wells and Co.,
cluded fine examples of Princess Mary, Que«n
Mary, Cranfordia and Bernard Goggs, the last

a yellow incurved variety. In bo(th these groups
autumn foliage was pleasingly associated with
the flowers.
Mr. F. H. Chapman staged seedling Nennes;
an unnamed variety with slatey-blue shading
proved most distinct and suggested many possiMr. J. J.
bilities in future colour variation.
Kettle again showed Violets in splendid form,
and d»lightfully fragrant.

Award

of Merit.

Elsie E. Gabriel— An effective single variety of large size but with a stem
that is rather slender just beneath the bloom.
The colour is deep and rich old rose, with a very
narrow, pale-yellowish zone aroimd the disc.

Ohrysanthemum

Shown' by Mr.
Chohham.

0. B. Gabriel,

CoxhiU House.

Medals.
Sllver-gilt Flora.—To Mr. H. J. Jones, for
Chrysanthemums.
Sih'er Flora.— To Messrs. H. B. May and
Sons, for Ferns and winter-flowering Begonias.
Silfer Banhsian.—To Messrs. W. Wells and
Co.. for Chrvsanthemums.
Bronze Banksian.— To Mr. J. J. Kettle, for
Violets, and to Mr. G. Reuthe, for Ncrines and
hardy flowers.

-
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Orchid Commiitee.
Present: Sir Jeremiali Colmau, Bart,

(m

the

chair), Sir Harry J. Veitcli, .Messrs. Jas. O'Brien
(hon. secretary), Williiuii Bolton, R. BroomanWhite, C. J. 'Lucas, J. E. Shill, W. J. Kaye,
J. Charlesworith, W. H. Hatcher, Fred. Sander,
E. R. .-Vshton, R. A. RoUe, Pantia Ralli, Richard
G. Thwait«s, J. Wilson Potter, Stuart Lo^v, and
Frederick J. Hanburj'.

AWARDS,
FiKST-cLASS Certificates.
Brasao-Laelio-Cattltya Antoinette Gatton Park
variety {C. Portia coerulea x B.-L- Helen), from
Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park, Surrey (gr. Mr. J. Collier). An interesting and
charming flower of model proportions, ^. Portia
dominating in .colour and giving improved shape,
the rather angular form of the Brasso-Laelia
parent being quite suppressed, the only evidence
of it being in the fimbriated margin of the lipThe sepals and broad petals are bright rosymauve; the lip is reddish-purple, darker in the
centre; the disc is yellow with gold lines frcan
the base.
OdontO'jlossum Lady Veitch (Hylandianmn, X
Arnistrongiae), from Messrs. Armstrong and
Brown. Orchidhurst, Tunbridge \Vel!s. A mag-

—

—

nificent flower, excelling any
viously shown in size, form,

Odonto^lossum preand rich colouring.

The two parents are " stud " varieties retained
by Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, 0. Hylandianum having as one of the ancestors a grand
form of 0. Wilckeanum.
The flowers of the
novelty have a clear white ground, the inner
two-thirds coloured deep claret-purple, the heavy
dark tint passing through the substance of tlie
segments from front to back. A few irregular
white markings appear on the surface, and the
lip, which is white in front, has a violetpurp!e
blotch before the yellow crest. The Howei-s are
inches across; the petals are IJ inch and the
sepals Ij inch in width.

^

Award op Merit.
Wnrscewiczii F. M. Bey(
X Hardyann), slio^vn by Mr. J. E. Skill,
The Dell Gardens, EnglefieldGreen.: The sepals
and petals are pure white. The flower has the
lip of ('. Hardyana form and is Tyrian purple
in front; the centre is light yellow and the base
veined with purplish-rose colour.
Collhya Eleanore

Todt

—

Groups.
Sir .Jeremiah Colman, Hart., showed an

in-

teresting selection of flowers of hybrid Orchids
rai,sed at Gatton Park, and in some of wJiich the
Gatton blue-tinted forms of the species have
b?en u.sed as one of the parents, usually with
the result tfhat the soft blue shade has passed
to the progeny.
A fine e.xample was Cattleya
Portia coerulea, witli a bouquet like inflorescence
of eleven flowers.
.1. Ansaldo, Esq., Bosebank, Mumbles, showed
a selection oif .cut spikes of hybrids and species

flowering

including
his gardens,
coerulea, of rich colour, taken from plants
foi-

ye^-irs

Ln

in .an

Vanda
grown

uiiheated house which receives

some warmth from

an

opening

in

a

heated

adjoining.
The temperature of the
is said to be as iow as 48° to 50°.
Me,<.sr.s.
Charlesworth and Co., Haywards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for
a group of hybrid Odontoglossums, Miltonias
and Odontiodas. Novelties included Odoniioda

structure

house in winter

Chvendoline (0dm. eximium X Oda. Madeleine),
the Well formed flower has a crcam-wliite base
broadly edged with rosy-lilac with dense spotting
of reddish-purple on the inner parts of the segments, and a rosy-lilac -coloured lip with a chestnut liiotch and Oda. Joyce (0dm. Harryanum
X Oda. Royal Gem), cream-white with dark
claret markings.
Messrs. Armstrong and Brown, Orchidhurst,
;

Tunbridge Wellls, -were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a neat group of rare hybrids,
the centre of attraction being Odontoglossum
Ladv Veit<-h. Especiallv noticeable was the new
WarsceVioletta
(C.
Braspo-Laelio-Calttleya
wiczii X B.-Ij. Digbyano-purpurata). having a
finely-formed flower of a delicate pink wiith a
decided violet shade w'hich is darke.«t in the
centre of the lip the disc is clear yellow.
Messrs.
Sanders, St. Albans, showed six
plants of their fine strain of whitc-peta.ll€d
Cattleya Fabia alba, each with a spike of four
;

191

flowersThe handsome lips varied in ;;nts of
purplish-icrimson and in the shade of yellow and
orange at the base.
Dr. Miguel Lacroze, Bryndir, Roehampton,
showed Brasso- Cattleya Gris?lda Bryndir variety
(B.-C. Mrs. J. Leemami x C. Lord Rothschild),
a good form with cream-white sepals and petals
and large, fringe-d, rose-coloured lip with a yel-

Esq. (gr. Mr. H. Blakeway), Bromham House,
Bedford, with an excellent display. His blooms
Queen Mary, W. Rigby, Charlotte E. Soer
and Mrs. Algernon Davis were splendid 2nd,
Mr. H. Woolm.\n, Sandy HSU Nursery, Shirley,
Birmingiiam, whose blooms of Shirley Golden,
Mrs. Algernon Davis and Mi-s. Lloyd George
were particularly good 3rd, Mr. J. S. Kelly,

low

(|:noiiont Gaixieus, Eslier.
Half-a-dozen good exhibits were forthcoming
Ca[)t. ('. 0.
in the class for 6 Japanese blooms.
LiDDELL (gr. Mr. E. Jones), Shirenewton Hall,
Chepstow, won 1st Prize, showing splendid
blooms of such as Thorpe's Beauty, Mrs. 6.
Drabble and Mre. E. A. Tickle; 2nd, Mr. J. SKelly: 3rd, W. H. Allen, Esq.. who was 1st
with 3 magnificent blooms of Mrs. G. Draibble
of any
in the class for 3 blooms, in a vase
white Japanese variety 2nd, Madame Thunder.
Mrs.
blooms
of
Mr. Allen, with equally fine
R. C. Pullinig. was also 1st for a vase of 3
Fellows.
Mrs.
2nd,
yellow Japanese blooms;
The Holmes Meimonial Challenge Cup was
won by Mrs. Chalmers with 24 especially good
Incurved blooms. Such old favourites as Buttercup, Godtfrev's E>lipse, Pantia Ralli, J. W.
Wvnne and Mrs. J. P. Bryce were very well
shown 2nd, H. Bennett, Esq. (gr. Mr. G.
Dove), Abbeyfield, Bickley, whose best blooms
were of Mrs. T. Hartmann and Ethel Thonp.
Mrs. Ch.ilmers also won 1st Prizes with splendid flowers in the classes for 12 and for 6 Incurved blooms, Mr. Bennett being second in
each class.
Mr. J. W. HusSEY, Matford- Lodge, Exeter,
with splendid exhibits of the dainty blooms,
won l.<;t Prizes for 6 vases of Pompons and
In the former class
6 of diisbuddcd Pompons.
the vase-s of Black Douglas and Mme. E. Dordan
were particularly good.
Single-flowered Chrysanthemums made an exMr. "j. S. Kelly had the best
cellent display.
displav on ,a' space 8 feet by 3 feet, and also
won I'st Priz* for a vase of' singles, both with
unusually good blooms of suoh varieties as Addie
Mr. H.
Mason, Nerissa, and Edith Pagram.
RuNciEMAN was 1st for 6 vases of Anemone
sucequally
was
singles, and Mrs. Chalmers
ce.ssf ul in the class for 6 vases of large singles
Caleand
Alberta,
Fairs,
the blooms of Bertha
donia were magnificent.
The large vase of exhibition blooms arranged

disc.

E. Shiix sliowed Cyprrpedium Etna
The Dell variety (Leeanum CUnkaberryianum x
Dreadnought), a' massii.ve flower of good shape.
SopJiro-Cattleya
J. Ansaldo, Esq., showed
Faboris Ansaldo's variety (C. Fabia x S.-C
Doris), having a yellow ground and tinged with
flaked with reddish-rose.

Mr.

J.

and Vegetable Committee,

Fruit

Present: Messrs. Joseph Cheal (in the chair),
J. \V. Bat«s, W. Himiphreys,
A. Bullock, Frank R. Ridley, A. R. Allan, P. A.
Tucker, E. A. Bunvaixl. W. Pope, W. H. Divers,
W. Pouijart, F. .Jordan and Rev. W. Wilks.

Owen Thomas,

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.

—

5.
The annual show of tliis
S:c:ietv, wliich was held in conjunction with
the R.H.S. meeting iu the Drill Hall, Westminster, was even better than the most sanguine
enthusiast anticipated. Most of the classes were
well filled with excellent blooms, and competition
generally was very keen. The show was forraa-Uy
opened by the president. Sir Albert RoUit, at
12.30 pTni., who announced that the Japanese
Ajmbassador, his Excellency Viscount Ohinda,
had become a patron of the Society and had
written exipressing the great disappointment experienced by her Excellency the Viscountess
Chinda and himself thart pressure of other apjiointnients preventtd their attendance.
The trade dis])lays by the Ryecroft Nursery
Co. and Measrs. W. Wells and Co. contributed
largely to the success of the sliow, and both
Medak of the
Siliver-gilt
exhibtta received

November

.Society.

FiBST-cxAss Certificate.

Fr am field Clnry.— This is a capital medium
sized Japanese variety oif excellent form and
subfltance.
Th* colour is clear deep yellow w ith
a suspicion of orange in it. The foliage is exAltogether this should prove a useful
cellent.
markelt variety. .Shown by Mr. Norman Davis,

Competitive Classes,
There was only one entry in the class for competition amongst affiliated societies, but the Challenge Cup and 1st Prize was awarded to the
Finchlev Chrysanthemum Society Isecretary
^Ir. A. Froome. Oak Cottage, East Finchley)
.

for a very creditable display of vases of repreOf Uhe .Japanese varieties Mrs.
seiit.ntive"t\'pe8.
R. C. Pulling, \Vm. Vert, Capt. Fox, and Evangeline were particularly good, whilst Mrs. Percy
Wiseman and Madame Ferlet were equally goo<l
Incurved sorts. Jessica and Mary Richardson,
singles; Descarte, Anemone-flowered, and Mme.
E/ise Dordan. Pomqions, were also higWy creditable.

The class for 36 Japanese blooms was not
contested, but there were three exhibit-s in
the class for 24 Japanese blooms, and these
The 1st Prize col
were p.^rticula^ly good.
lection, exhibited by Madame Thunder (gr.
Mr. A. Smith), Convent Gai-de.ns, Roehampton
Tjane, would have won honours at any previous
shofiT.
The blooms were so large as to tax tbe
accommodation of the regulation board, and
Yellows
there was no suspicion of coarseness.
predominaleH. and of these F. S. Vn'Us. Prinwere
Talbot
T>a<ly
and
Rigby
cess Mary, W.
excellent." Amongst the w.hites Queen Mary and
did
-also
as
mention,
merited
Drabble
Mrs. G.
the Mght chestnut-coloured Rose Pocket and
W.
Vert
crimson
while
the
Conver.<e,
F..
H.
and His Majesty possessed equal depth and
breadlTi comlbine<l with glowing colour; 2nd,
Mrs. Chalmers (gr. Mr. A. B. Hudd), Farrants,
Bicklerv. Kent, who put uip fine blooms of Mrs.
A. Gibson. Mts. C. Edwards, Mr. R. Lulford
and Mr. R. C. Pulling, thoiitrh tl'e fr„nt-r"blooms were a trifle uneven; 3rd, Mrs. H.
Fplt.ows (cr. Mr. A. J. Smith), Tang'.ey House.
Worplfsdon.
No fe^ver than seven competitors were represented in the class for 12 Janamse blooms, and
the cbief honour was won by W. H. Allen,

of

;

;

;

;

;

for effect by Mr. J. S. Kelly fully deserved
the 1st Prize awarded it.
Tlie only dinner-table decoration was by Mr.
A. Porter, St. Albans, who was awarded 1st
Prize and rece/ivedr similar reward for a large
vase of Chiysanthemums. The class for a vase
of 5 blooms 'of any Japanese variety was a good
one.
and here G. Blay, Eso, fgr. Mr, C.
Pullon), Ravnes Park, won 1st Prize; 2nd, Mr,
Di-. Horne (gr. Mr. E,
F. Clark, Chingford.
Colman), Collev Manor, Reigate Heath, was
awarded 1st Prize for a vase of single Chry-

santhemums.
In the AmaleuTs' Sections Mr. G. Blay was

(c)

He won 1st Prizes for
.successful.
24 Jaijjanese bloomis, (b) 6 Japanese distinct,
6 .Japanese, in three varieties, and (d) 6 vases

of

Singles

especially
(a)

each
vases

with

highly

Mr. J. W.'
class.
of Siinglra and 3

exhibits

creditable

Hussey was

1st with

in

3

vases of Pompons.

KNEBWORTH HORTICULTURAL.
0( TOiiER

26.— The

Knebworth

1

1

orticultuj'al

Mutual Imiprovement Society held an exhibition
of fruits .inid vegetaibles in the local Council
schools on the 26th ult.
The ejohiibitioji, whioli was well attended, was
openAl by Sir Richard Win-frey, M.P., Parliamentiary Secretary to the Board of Agriculture.
Sir Richard stated that be had been asked bv
Mr. Prothero to congr.-itulate the Knebworth
Societv. and at tlie s;une time exiiress tlie hope

that Khey would rontinmo in the work they were
doing. The principal |)rizewinners were Messrs.
Darlby, Allen. Sexton, Peacock, .nnd I3arker.
Honorary e.'ohibits included fine collections of
fruit and vegetables from the Earl of Strathmore
and from C. A. Ciiin, Esq., J. P.. respectively.
At th.o conclusion orf the prize distribution the
vegetaibles and fruits were sold by auction. One
The sale realised
dish of Pears sold for £10.
£70, which was given to the Welwyn Cottage
Haipital.

—

—
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CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Habvestino Mangolds.

The Mangold

in
crop this j'ear is variable
some districts the yield is excellent, whilst in
others many plots are failures owing to the
ravages of the Turnip fly, which, for the first
time in the experience of many farmers, killed
the whole of the plants, and in many others, partially destroyed the crop.
In the South of England the Turnip and Swede crops are poor
indeed, on many farms there are but scanty
plants, owing mainly to the drought experienced
at the end of June and early in July.
With the absence of Turnips the Mangold crop
should be doubly valuable, especially to sheep
farmers. In some fields the roots are exceptionally large, but whether a thin crop of large roots
is equal in point of weight and quality to more
numerous medium-sized roots is an arguable
question.
Personally I favour the lar\ger .crop
of smaller roots, believing the extra large roots
contain more water than medium-sized, more

a§lid sipecimens.

We

—

;

;

— —

had our first frost 6° on October 1, and
frost may be expected at any time.
It
will therefore not be wise to risk the loss of a
part of the crop from this cause. Some say ttat

more

open some weeks after it is maxJe to allow
heat
from fermentation to
escape 'before
finally covering with soil.
Where frost-proof
sheds or barns a.re available no method is

more economical in labour than storing them
therein, and in
no way do the roots keep
better,
even though the heap
is
as much
as
10 feet deep.
building should be
time after storing

With
well
to

this quantity
the
ventilated for some
allow water
vapour

escape.
Where such convenience does not
exist
recourse moist be "had to the
oldfashioned method of clamp building, which can
be adopted by anyone, and there is no bettei'
systeim of storing when it is properly carried
out.
Usually the clamps are made in the field
where the roots are grown to save ca-rtage.
Select a site as near to the gate as possible, and
preferably on the side sheltered from north
winds, as this necessitates less protection from
that quarter.
The width of the clamp may
vary according to the quantity, from 6 feet up
to 9 feet
build the roots in cone shape to a
point, using the larger Ma.ngolds for the walls.
The most expeditious method is to tip the cart
up in the middle of the heap, working from
the centre of the heap in two gangs to the
to

:

opposite ends (see fig. 76).
When the heap is
complete, cover with straw, or what is better.

—

[November

9,

1918.

Road,

Riclmiond, Surrey, in his 76th year.
in
Dundee, he began his gandening
career in Lord Kinnaird's garden at Rossie
Priory, where, after serving the usual terra of

Bom

he moved in turn to Kilmaron,
Biirrington, and Dunnecht, where gardening was
then carried on with sp'irit.
Wishing to gain
further experience he next crossed the border
and gained experience in some of the best gardens of the day, eventually settling down in the
E.H-S. Gardens at Chiawick, from whence Ihe
was appointed to the post of head gardener at
White Lodge, Eichmoai'd Park, where, for 33
years, he imanaged the gardens, most of the time
for H.R.H. the D'ucliess of Teck. He retired in
1902 to enjoy a well-earned rest.
Although comparatively unknown to presentday gardeners, Mr. Lindsay was well known to

-a]iprenticesliip,

the elder generation, by whom his well-balanced
judgment and high principles were much appreciated, and his services were eagerly sought after
a-5 a judge at the principal flower shows in the
county. He was one of the original members of
the Richmond Horticultural Society, and, as
long as his health permitted, was a regular attendant at its meetings.
The remains were laid to rest in the Richmond
Cemetery (beside those of his wife) on October 23, amidst many manifestations of keenest
regret at the loss of a dear friend.
The Queen
was represente'd Iby Lt.-Col. Dugdale, the
Presbyterian Church (of which he was an Elder
and trustee) bv Elders and Deacons, and the
Riclimond Horticultural Society by several members of the Committee.
/. F. McLeofJ.

ANSWERS TO CO-RESPONDENTS.
Names

of Frt-its

/.

:

IT'.

B.

W.altham Abbey

1,

—

Maimington Pearmain.
A/i«.s
Dumelow's Seedling 2, Golden
Xoble 3. Blenheim Pippin 4, Court of Wick
5, a deformed fruit, not recognised
6, Cal.Seedling

2,

;

Cruttundcn.

1,

;

;

;

;

;

Sauveur.
Will Miss Cruttenden
please commiunicate with the Editors, as a
private letter was enclosed with the Apples
and no address was given.
W. F. A local
and unnamed seedling; the fruits are badly
infected with Apple scab (Fusicladium denSt.

ville

driticuni).

Xames of Plants

C

G.
1, too withered to
identify ; 2, Circis siliquastrum 3, Euonymus
euro'paeus
4, Buxus balearica; 5, Indigofera
tinotora ; 6, Ruscus acnleatus
7, OsmanithuB
ilicifolius; 8, Clematis paniculata
9, Thuya
orientalis var. a urea 10, Pyi'us Aria; 11, Ber'heris vulgaris atropurpurea ; 12, Cryptomeria
elegans
13, Ruacus racemosus
14, Eleagnus
pungens aurea variegata 15, Aristotelia Maqui
var. variegata; 16, Griselinia li'toralis
17,
Eleagnus pungens aurea picta ; 18, E. macrophvlla.
G.
M.
Juglans nigra the Black
:

;

,;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Walnut.

Old Mushroom Bed
Fig. 76.

clamping mangolds.

frost does not .injui'e Mangolds in a heap, even
they are frozen, provided they are
allowed to become thawed without interference.
My experience is tliat frozen roots do not re-

though

cover.

Mangold

roots are easy to pull, as they leave
the ground readily. The most expeditious method
of lifting them is to seize the tops some
3 inches from the crown with the left hand, and
with a large knife sever the leaves within an
inch or so of the crown ; with the same action
throw the roots into heaps or in rows, dropping the leaves close to the heaps or rows. The
common plan is to build cone-like heaps of about
three whe-elbarrowf uU, and cover them with the
leaves, which are supposed to be sufficient to
ward oif several degrees of frost. Usually the
heaps are allowed to remain a week to dry, and
are then supposed to be in a better condition for
storing than when put .straight into a heap as
pul'ed.
Last season I lost many roots owing to frost
affecting them while in these small heaps, or
before they were finally covered in the clamp,
and I am adopting another plan of storing them
this season instead of allowins them to remain
in heaps. I am carting them at once into clamps
or sheds.
The apex of ths clamp •will 'be le'ft

Barley or Oat «aving, which

lies closer together
frost than straw alone,
naturally admits
more
air.
covering of straw will tend to keep the
caving dry, as when dry it is not so liable to
frost penetration as when wet.
A coating of
soil 1 foot thick, dug from a trench around the
clamp, should be put on three-parts of the way
up the clamp, leaving the apex open for at least
a month to allow atmosp.heric moisture to csca/pe.
After that period the whole may be covered with
straw and soil, introducing ventilators on the
top of the ridge at every 8 feet. Four-inch drain
pipes arranged on the top of the ridge answer
well.
Where an abundance of straw is availalble, thatching answers equally as well as the
soil covea-ing, and
this method is perhaps a
saving of time and labour, and certainly keeps
the roots dry. When properly protected Mangolds
will keep sound until August.
E. Molynevx.

and
as

waixis

this

is

off

loose,

more

and

A

:

The Mu.shroom

Mrs. E.

bed will be useless for the further production
of Muslirooms.
Make up a new bed with
fresh material, and use the old Mushroom bed
manure for vegetable crops or for the Roses.
Onions Ognon. The Onions are foreign varieties and their shape is probably affected by
packing. 1, not recognised 2, Yellow Southport Glolbe: 3, White Southport Globe.
Pests On Aspidistra Roots Perplexed. Judging from your description the
maggot-like
creatures in the soil among the As'pidistra
roots are the grubs of an Otiorrhynchus ^proba.bly the Vine Weevil, and not Mealy Bug.
Submerge the pot in tepid water for 24' hours,
and most of the grubs will die from lack of
air.
Another plan would be to shake the roots
free from the old soil and re-pot in fresh,
:

;

:

—

sterilised compost.

Tree Fruits G. H. The Pear-shaped specimen is Pyrus Sorbus and the red-fruited specimen Crataego-Mespilus grandiflora, sometimes
called Mespilus Smithii and Pyrus lobata. The
:

latter tree

is

a hybrid

between the common

Thorn and the Medlar.

The

fruits of both

trees are wholesome, but not often used for
food.
It is probable that their best use would
be for the making of iellv.

John Spalding Lindsay. —The many
of

this

friends

well-known gardener will be sorry to
October 18, at Cliurch

learn that he died on

CommunicatiOTis Heceived.— K.

—

O.
M. E.— A. C.
-iE. H. J.—J. P.
G. B. O.—E. M. B.— W. P. G.^T. F.
E. T. E.-<;. H.—W.
J. L.—G.
T. E. T.
—(Thanks for Is. 6d. for EG.O.F. box)—O. A. W.

—

W.—

M

E—

.

November

.

.
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cultivation that carry down the new
-ieeds to the lower depths bring up the dormant
ones to .the surface, where the conditions of moisture, air and warmth are such as to encourage
cesses of
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growth.

Year after year these processes of
burial and e.xhumation go on, and even though
no fresh weeds are allowed to fruit, the surface
soil is kept provided with a stock of seeds ready
to carry on the species if they are undisturbed.
The lengtb of time these buried weed seeds
can reta.in their power of growth is a matter of
great practical importance.
Various ideas on
the subject are rife, but many of them give
estimates that are probably much exaggerated.
It is an undoubted fact that when grass land or
old waste land is broken up large crops of such
weeds as Charlock or Poppy are wont to appear.

The origin of these seeds is in many cases still a
mystery, as it is not always possible to show that
the land in question has ever been under the
plough. In many cases, however, a previous history of cultivation can be proved, and then it
is quite feasible that the crops of
arisen from long-buried seeds

Some

experiments recently carried out at
Rothamsted have proved conclusively that seeds
of

THE SURVIVAL OF WEED

THE

old

rlisticli.

"

One

year's

seeding.

Seven years' weeding,"

SEEDS.

weeds have

some of the common weeds of cultivated land

can survive even when they are buried in soil
that has been laid down to grass for periods so
long OS fifty-nine years.
Orache, Knotgrass,
Field Speedwell, Charlock, and Black Bindweed
are among the weeds thai were obtained from an
old ploughed field that was turned into a meadow
in 1859. In another case land known as Geescroft
field was grassed over in 1885, so that it has
not been cultivated for more than thirty years.

193

by the new

sui-face vegetation.

In this way,-

as time goes on, the store of seeds in the top'
soil is depleted.
The lower depths of soil, ori
the contrary, are not favoiu'able to germina-

and the seeds that are buried there have
As was men-

tion,

no inducement to begin growing.

tioned before, large numbers of these seeds rot.
but a certain proportion retain their vitality
and are able to S'tart into growth if tJieir en-

vironment changes to one that

is

suitable

foi*

germination.
While these experiments bave shown that
seeds of certain kinds of weeds can survive
burial for sixty yeai-s, it must not be assumed
that this represents the limit of time that life
can be maintained under such conditions, More
evidence of a direct nature is needed, but suf-

data has been collected to show that the
buried weed seeds may constitute a very real
danger to the farmer a.nd gardener when grassland is broken up or when land already
in
cultivation is worked 7nore deeply than usual.
ficient

The

historv of grassland

is

often uncertain, the

lower depths of cultivated land may have
remained undisturbed for .generations, "so that it
is

impossible to foretell tbe

re-sults

of interfer-

ence.

It is therefore most essentia.] that careful
watch should be kept when such interference
ta_kes place, as ot.herwi.se it may
easily happen
that very troublesome weeds mav
"regain a
strong position from which it will be
difficult to
oust thcMi.
Winifred E. Brevchhy.

fxpresses a greater measure of truth tlian is
Every gardener knows that
generally realised.
if at any time weeds are allowed to run riot and
ORCHID NOTES AND CLEAHINCS.
to seed freely there will be trouble for years
after, entailing great expense and labour to rid
Xevcrtihele.ss quite a large
VALENCIENNES.
number
of living
The reason
the soil of its undesirable colonists.
arable weed seeds are still present. From a cube
Hybbid Cattleyas with C. Bowringiana as one
for this lies in the irregular behaviour of the
of soil 1 foot square by 1 foot deep seventy-four
of the basal parents are invaluable for
flowering
weed seeds.
If they were all to start into
such seeds were obtained, every one of which
in autumn and winter, producing
a profusion of
r;rowth together the season after they were shed
1,'erminated and produced a healthy seedling.
brightly-coloured blooms when out-door flowers
would
possible
effect
clearance
once
it
be
to
a
No fewer than fifty-two of these were seeds
are almost ovei^.
for all, but this does not happen.
A- certain
of Knotgra.sa, but Pimpernel, Sandwort, Orache
The latest addition to the class, raised between
percentage of the seeds remain dormant in the
C. Dowiana aurea and C. Mrs.
and Poppy were well represented, and Black
J. W. Whiteley
soil for varying periods of time, and often only
Bindweed, Wild Pansy and Field Speedwell
(IJowringiana X Hard.yana) by H, T. Pitt,
Esq.',
germinate after the lapse of years.
iiL-curred in le.ss quantity.
Hosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr. Mr, Thurgood).
An examination of
and
The duration of this reisting period is deterthe old records of the bistory of the field shows
now flowering in his gardens, brings a distinct
mined either by a natural tendency of the seeds
that these weeds were present when the field
improvement into this useful section,
cir by the fact tbat some of them are buried
was under arable cultivation previous to convertA flower sent us resembles an enlarged form
in the .=oil under conditions that are not suiting it to pasture, and that Knotgrass was
of C, Mrs. .J. W. Whiteley or C. "Mantinii
exceedable for germination, .so tb-at growth cannot
ingly abundant, being one of the worst weeds
(Bowringiana x Dowiana aurea), but the lip is
ocbegin.
If circumstances are favourable and the
cuiring among the crops. In such a case as
broader and more flatly expanded, its undulated
this
seeds remain near the surface of the soU, th»
the greater number of the arable weed seeds
margin discU>sing the influence of C. Dowiana
are
bulk of '' 11 begin to germinate as soon as their
found at some depth in the .soil, most of them
in the last cro,ssing.
The sepals and petals are
proper .*eJi.son comes round.
In many cases,
being from 5 to 12 inches below the surface.
bright purplish. mauve; the lip ruby-crimson in
especially among leguminous plants, hard seeds
Originally, of cour.se, these seeds were also
the centre shading to purplish -mauve towards
abunoccur which fail to grow at fii'st. but .spring into
dant in the surface soil, but in the course of
the margin. There is no yellow disc, but a series
activity at irregular intervals, thus keeping up
of branched, very thin orange linos running from
vears they have disappeared from varion.s causes.
a succession of weeds from a single sowing.
Under such circumstances, a certain number are
the base to the centre. The column is white, and
A rfiore prolific source of trouble, however, pro- c irried down by earthworms or graduallv
gives added effect to the general dark tints of
washed
bably arises from the burial of .seeds at various
down by rain through the cr.acks and' crannies
the flower.
depths. In the course of cu]tivatio|i by trenchof the soil, but most of them start
into growth,
HYBRID ORCHIDS.
ing, digging and hoeing, the relative 'position of
only to find themselves crowded out of
existence
(Cmitinued from Seplemhfr 21, p. US.)
the particles of earth is constantly changing,
and a clod of surface .«oil, full of resting weed
Hybrid.
ParentJige.
Exhibitor.
seeds, may be carried down to a depth of several
inches or even a couple of feet. Worms also are
Bra«80-CuttleT» Alta ..
C. Mantinil x B..C. Madame Hye
very active agents in carrying down the seeds.
F. .J. Hanbury, Kscr.
Bra99o.[,ae?io.C»ttle¥a Oattim Princes
B.-L.-C. Mackayl x G .Schrfiderae
SlrJ. Colman.
Very small seeds, such as those of Poppy, PimCattleya Doiiai..
intertexta x Suzanne Hvc do Croni
n.
Pitt, E8(|.
Cattleya Mrs. J. Ansaido
.'.
pernel, Shepherd's Purse, and r.roundsel, canA'lula X Warscewirzii K. M. Beyrodt
Flory and Black.
Cattleya Valenciennes
-" ,1,- W. Whiteley"
Dowiana aurcH
Mi-B
not grow if they are buried more than an inch
n. T. Pitt, E8<|.
Cypriiiediuni An o
..
..
Hera X Dread nn iRht
O,
Hamilton
.Smith. Eac|.
Cyprlpcdium Ilaniaecns
nr two, and if any rash individual does attempt
Earl Tankcrville
ilroiight
Sanders,
Coelojtyne speciosnColmanii
BpeciOBa major X Col
to germin.ite. the little seedling peri,shes forthSir J. Colman,
(.aelio-Cattleya Camhrni
L.-C. Barbarossa y C. [lardyana
H. T. Pitt, Esq.
with, from .sheer inability to force its way
Uelio-Cattleya C.askeilpumila
..
L. pumila prnestani x C. Oaskelliana ..
Sir ,7. Colman.
Laelin.Cattleya ricofTreyanceps
through the overwhelming mass of earth above
L.-C. Geoffrey x !,. ancepa
Sir.;. Colman.
Laelio. Cattleya Inez
C, Warscewic7,ii x L. anceps Schriiderae
..
f. and A. McBean.
it.
T^arger .seeds, as Charlock, Black Pindwpcd
Laelio-Ca'tleya Iriselva
C. Iris X L.C. Elva
•Sir J. Colman.
Laelio-Cattlcya Luminild
and Convolvulus can grow satisfactorily from a
l.-c. luminosa X C. Lord Rothschild
..
Sanders.
Laelio.Cattli.yii .Milly Collier
L..C. Bella X C. Dowiana aurea
depth th.%t is impossible to the tiny seeds, but
.'iir J. Colman.
Laelio-Cattleya Mrs. Bernanl Howard
C. Harrisoniana x L C (I. 0. Whitelegge
E. J. Hanbury, Esq.
farther down even these are forced into a state
LaelioCatMeya Olaf
L-C. Phryne X C. Oaskelliana allia
Sir J. Colman.
Laelio.Cattleya Parvsatis violacea
C. Bo'TinRiana lilacina x L pumila praeatans
of quiescence.
As time goes on many of them
Sir J. Colman.
Laello-Cattleva Rnuleis
C. Fabia x L C Black Prince
Sanders.
succumb and rot. but a decrea-sing percentage
•Odiintioda Colinee var. Hector
Oda. Coronation x 0dm crispum Raymond Crawshav
Armstrong and Brnwn.
Odontogl(»9aiini Perfection ..
resist all the influences tending to decav. and
crispum Leonard Perfect X Amandum..
Armstrong and Brown,
OdontoKloflsum Perbia
Ossulstonii X Aglaon
retain their power of growth in some mysterious
Armstrong and Rrowi..
0dont'Kl'>8siini Violet Queen
illustrissiraum x ArmstronKias ..
Armstrong and Brown.
•wav. waiting patiently for an opportunity of
.Sophro.r.aelio.rattleyaSax-Oriolo
S.-C. .Saxa X L -C. Golden Oriole
..
[\
Mrs. Bruce and .Miss
fu'fillincr their proper destiny.
Wrigle.y
Sophro. Laelio-Cattleya Waruhamensis
S.-L-C. insignia var, Olire x L.C. Geo Woodhams
C. .1. Lucas, Esu
These buried seeds are the ones that give so
much trouble as the years go on. The same pro* Shown

CATTLEYA

'1'.

',',

:

—

',[

'

.*.'

.'*
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at E.H..S., October

2', 1813, as

OdontloJa Hec'.or.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

others; Ibis Rose, rosy-oarmine
Lucy Moser,
deep blue and Marie Simon, rose.
The la;te-flowering Ceanothus azureus grandiflorus has beautiful blue flowers.
This is a particularly desirable wall plant specimens trained
to walls will grow to a considerable heigit, and
continue to bloom till the early frosts.
IT'.
T.
;

;

'GARDEN VARIETIES OF CEANOTHUS.
While many of the true species of Ceanothus
flower during the spring or early summer, there
group of garden varieties tlie members of
which bloom from July onwards. These have
been raised on the Continent, mainly by the
crnssiuig of Ceanothus americaiuis and C. azureus.
This section of Ceanothus is of considerable
\alue in the garden. The different binds may be
is

a

treated in various ways.
They are very attracborder, but perhaps the
way to grow them is in beds or masses.
fairly warm soil not too heavy in texture
suits
these Ceanothuses best, and a light,
suimy position is desirable.
When grown
tive in the shrubbery

best

A

in

beds

or

clumps a good

plan,

is

to

prune

the plants in February or March. The preceding year's brandies may be cut back to within
two or three eyes of the base, and any old and
exhausted wood cut out, as well as weak shoots.
The plants will break freely into growth in due
coarse, and flower profusely during the latter

;

LONICERA TRANSLUGENS.

CARRIERE.

This attractive bush Honeysuckle is a native
of the Himalayas.
It is undoubtedly an ally
of tlhe well-known Lonicera quinquelocularis, but
the leaves and flowers are larger, the latter also
being a richer yellow.
As a lawn specimen or
in the slirubbery border L. translucens forms an
attractive bush, 5 to 8 feet, occasionally more,
in height, and as much in diameter.
It foi-ms a deciduous shrub, producing its
yellow blossoms freely in earl}' June, and the
flowers are followed in most seasons by numbers
of attractive and distinct, transparent, white
fruits.
At a distance tHey might very reasonably be mistaken fox White Currants during late
-Vufjuft

and

Septenilier.

[November

16, 1918.

of the genus are far from well settled.
One
need not, however, quarrel with the name of
filifolia,
which so well describes the narrow,
beautifully
formed
foliage.
Mr.
Reginald
Farrer, wlio has a happy uncoiwentional manner
of describing plants, speaks of
growit as
" erect
ing
into
a
filmy
fuzz
fine
of
greenery, starred with china-blue blossoms."
and one can haixlly improve upon this description, so well does it denote the appearance of
the plant when on the level.
In a chink in the
w'all garden or between the upright stones of
the rockei-y it has a tendency to become somewhat pendent, and looks better in such positions tlian on the flat.
It is one of the most
charming of all the smaller Speedwells, and is
so easy to cultivate tliat it deserves the thought
of the intending buyer of plants for the rock
garden or retaining wall.
The plant lasts
Irmger in bloom when growing in a partiallyshaded place, and even in a part of the wall
garden receiving a mere modicum of sun it
flourishes and produces its charming china-blue
flowers in a satisfactory way.
S. Arnott.

NOTES FROM AMERICA.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF GARDENING.
Mr. Roberts'

letter in Gard. C'hron., Aug. 17,
a temptation to indulge in further comon bibliography.
In the first place, 1
may say that the check list I mentioned on
p. 57 is a very modest affair, .primarily intended
p. 71,

is

nieiitis

to assist in the purchase of books for the Departof Agriculture Library, and arising as an
outgrowth or by-product of a very much more
extensive project, a comprehensive catalogue of
botanical literature, in the widest sense, which
was founded by Mr. Frederick V. CoviUe. The
cunipilation of this catalogue has been carried on
fnr some fifteen years under his authority, ajld a
great proportion of the work has been done by my
colleague. Miss Atwood. Of this catalogue we are
rather proud, liut the horticultural literature is

ment

my

special

care,

and,

as

may be

imagined,

hobby.
to prove an absorbing
So
far as bibliography is concerned, my own aim
is that of collecting materials for such work,
likely

rather than an attempt to compile anything
authoritative.
If I could formulate a plan,
with any reasonable expectation of its realisation, it would probably take the form of a census of the early horticultural books located in
the principal accessible collections of the United
States, with information as to first editions where
not accessible, and references to critical biblioirraphical and biogi'aphical materials which have
been published elsewhere.
There are several very good reasons for limiting
my plan to books published before 1800 though,
of course, I actually deal at present with a large
amount of iiiineteenth-century literature besides.
In the first place, while it may seem fairly pre-,
sumptuous for anyone to attempt the bibliographical study of very early horticultural books
where so few are available, as compared with
collections in England, it is our very lack
of the books themselves which makes exact

—

\Photograph by E. J. Wallis.

Fic. 77. -FRUITING BR.\NCH OF LONICERA TRAN.SLUCENS.

part of the summer,
At such limes as these,
w'hen labour is scarce, some at least of the
flower-beds might be planted with permanent
occupants, notably these Ceannthuses, that is.
where they are not given up solely to vegetables.
Garden varieties of Ceanothus may be increased
'from cuttings formed of half-ripened shoots inserted during the summer.
The cuttings should
be placed in a frame kept close and shaded till
roots develop.
From this circumstance, and the
fact that the plants soon attain a saleable size,
most of the varieties may be purchased cheaply.
They are generally grown in pots for convenience
of removal, and when this is the case early
spring is a suitable time to plant them, as they
have ample time to become established before
winter.
The following is a selection of the very
numerous varieties :— Albert Petit, rosy-lilac';
Arnoldii, pale blue; Ceres, soft rose; Coquetterie, carmine-pink; Gloire de Plantieres, light
blue Gloire de Versailles, rich blue Indigo, the
deepest blue, but less bardv than most of the
;

;

The cultivation of the plants in this country
presents no problems.
Cuttings root readUy in
a frame during late summer, and seeds geiininate
freely when sown as soon as the fruits ripen. The
bushes thrive in most soils, but do best planted
in positions sheltered from the east, as the tender
young growths and flowers are liable to damage
by late spring frosts. Ameiican horticulturists
tell of the beauties of the bush Honeysuckles in
flower and fruit in their country, but the sharper
contrast between the American winter and summer favours the development and pollination of

the flO'Wers.

A.

0.

THE ROCK GARDEN.
V^ERONICA FILIFOLIA.
One adopts
whether

this

name with some doubt

as to

it should not be V. filiformis, yet it
the designation used by growers who are, if
anything, rather pedantic about nomenclature,
aJid it is well known that the names of the plants
is

of
them so acutely necessary
Secondly, the undertaking was not begun early
enough to give any assurance of my being able to
cover the entire field down to modem times
the horticultural literature published in England
alone during the last century would be a " lifesized " task for a bibliographer and finally, the
1800 limit was happily set for me by the circumstance that American horticultural literature
practically began with the n.ineteenth century,^^
"
and has been pretty thoroughly covered by L. H.
" List
American
Horticultural
Bailey's
of
Books " in the SinndnrrI Ci/clopnedin of Hortir.ulture, v. 3, pp. 1523-1652.' While the latter is,
in the strict sense, a mere list rather than a
bibliography, it is so nearly comprehensive as to
titles that it may well serve as a starting-point
for any critical bibliography which may be under-

knowledge

—

—
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taken in the future. In the meantime it answers
the immediate need as regards American books,
and so, while perhaps 1840 or 1850 might have
beeji a more logical point of demarcation for
European publications, the initial date of American horticultural literature seems to be the more
convenient one for my purpose.
I heaj-tily subscribe to Mr. Roberts' suggestion
of the comprehensive bibliography of gardening
which might be accomplished by co-operation.
Whdle a bare list of book-titles might be a comparatively simple undertaking, such a skeleton
is always more or le.ss unsatisfactory to anyone
w'ho wants to know about the relationships and
peculiarities of books hence it seems to me that
any really thorough bibliography which might be
attempted nowadays, would not only be laigeiy
annotated, but should include exhaustive refer;

ences to critical work

—

all

too little

at most^

which has been done on difficult or interesting
books.
Such annotation ought, of course, to be
in charge of persons richly informed in the history of gardejiing and the lore of garden literature, and if a topical, rather than a chronological or alphabetical arrangement were folImved. it would be possible to distribute this
most important task of editorsihip among those

—

specially interested along different lines as fruit
culture, vegetables, seed trade, Tulips, and landscape art. Such a plan would probably result in

and half
With half a dozen plants for a
of these used for propagation, a stock worthy of
this brilliant Alpine could soon be raised. E. H.
start,

195

Even Victorias, which are generally
the cheapest Plums grown here, made 35s. to

Rivers.

In previous years I have nevei' received
per half-bushel for Plums, and
8s.
that only for a few of the earliest, whilst midseason varieties have been as low as 2s. 3d.,
36s.

more than

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
CALLIAXTHEMUM RUTAEFOLIU.M.
The name

of

Ranunculus rutaefolius has for
is worthy of
of the most
with exquiRue, and of

long been applied to this plant. It
that of Callianthemum, as it is one
beautiful of high alpine plants,
sitely cut leaves, Uke those of the
a glaucous hue not easily equalled
The leaves are
any other pLant.
trate,

and a

little

above them

My

and even went down

liy those of
almost prosthe white,

rise

golden-anthered flowers, of wondrous size for
such a dwarf plant. It is one of the finest gems
from the higher parts of the alpine regions of
it loves damp places.
is said to be rare in its native habitats, and
quite uncommon in British gardens.
It is. however, easily managed in cultivation,
and with me grew well on a low terrace of rockwork in sand, loam and peat, but libera'.ly sup-

Europe and Siberia, where

to Is. 3d. in 1914.
best return for Apples was 52s. 6d. per halfbushel of 20 lbs. for AUington, other remarkable prices being 50s. for Blenheim Pippin. 40s.
for Cox's Orange Pippin, and 36s. for Charles
Ross.
All these prices were, of course, only
for selected fruit, and in eaah case they refer
to one consignment only, so small was the quantity of fruit available.
More extraordinary
still, perhaps, were the prices ruling for varieaway.
that are
given
ties
usually almost
Domino, for instance, abnost unsaleable in some
yeai-s. realised 15s. per ha'.f-bushel for the best
grade, whilst Royal Jubilee, which sold for Is.
tT Is. 6d. in 1914. reached 9s. to 16s. this year.
All the above prices are for " firsts " only.

It

Controlled Prices.

is

plied

with

water

in

dry wsather.

Where

it

cannot be said that the attempt 'to control
])!i<es of Apples met with much success.
The
threat of a general controlling order hung over
growers' heads for so long, and caused so much
It

inequalities in treatmesnt, but on the
whole would bring to the work a measure of
sympathy and insight which would more than
com'^nsat* for any deficiencies in mere technical details.
A mere catalogue may cover all

certain

the technicalities of size, type, imprint, editions,
full names and dates of authors, etc., and yet be
very unsatisfactory, but genuine bibliography
often has room for a great deal of human interest, and in no other field is this more true
than in that of the literature of gardening.
M. F. Warner.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.
GEX T IAN A

SI X D-OUN ATA.

If for no other reason than its late blooming.
- period embracing October and November, this
is worthy of the attention of all
indulge the cultivation of the
choicest Alpines. Not new to me having grown
it and seen it on many occasions as exhibited,
it was not till I chanced upon a frame full of ii
in Mr. I'erry's nursery at Enfield, dazzling and
l>rilliant in the fullest sunlight on the last day
of October, that I realised what a gem the plant
was at its best. At Enfield the species is grown
in- two positions, sun and shade, and a novice
might decide on the instant which of these two

brflliant species

who can

situations

still

—

ia

the more suitable one.

That

certain

Gentians respond most promptly to sunlight, and
while apparently revelling in it
in
fullest
measure, also display tJieir flowers to the greatest
advantage, is well known. Of these things there
was a clear demonstration. All the plants were
growing in pots plunged to the rims, and while
involving little or no attention, were obviously
in the uniformly cool soil conditions beloved of
the plant. Of trailing habit, the solitary flowers
terminating the stems are of the size of a .small
acaulis. Externally they are marked by ^ inch
wide cream-coloured bands running the full e.\t^ent of the corolla, a thin line of rich Vilue passWheji the flowers exing through each band.
pand, however, nothing is seen but the brilliant
l)lu°.
From the cultural standpoint, a mixture
loam ,-ind leaf-mould in nearly equal
f>f peat,
parts appears to suit it well, with no lack of
root moisture during the season of growth and
onward to the flowering period. It will be welcome news to cultivators that these trailing
species
inclusive of the new and exquisite G.
Farreri root freely
from stem cuttings, a
method to be made mtich of, seeing that much
Oonlian seed is somewhat erratic in germinating.

C

—
—

was cultivated there was no means of supplying
moisture

except

through

the

watering-can,

and in dry weather in summer it received a
thorough soaking with pure water alm<xst every
evening.
It responded to this treatment and
flowered well annually.
My specimen did nut
increase rapidly, and remained a small plant
until it w.is lost in the cataclysm caused by
having to remove to another garden in a dry
summer. C. rutaefolium is occa-sionally increa.sed
by division when the plants are large enough,
but this method of propagation should only be
attempted with great care as soon as flowering
is

over.

,S.

.1

rn'ilt

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
EXTRAORDINABV MARKETING SEASON.

Growers who were lucky enough to have anything to sell will not soon forget the nuarketing
season of 1918, for it is very unlikely thalt such
My lowest
prices will ever again be recordicd.
gross return for Plums was 23s. per half-bushel
Very few sold at less than 35s.,
of 28 lbs.
whilst the highest return was 46s. for Early

luieasincss,

that Wie

greater

part of

the crop

was marketed before the onder came into force.
As M result, by tlie time the restrictions were
ini-iwsed there was hardly any fruit to control.
The only peojile to suffer were those wJio were
loyal enough to keep late cooking varieties like
Bra/mley's Seedling luitil their propel' season.
In fact, the ne^t result of the order was exactly
the opposite of that intended, namely, to enimmature
courage the early marketing of
Apples, and force up the price of such varieties
It will be noticed that,
as were not controlled.

the above-men'tioned prices, AUington and
ill
Blenheim made more th.nn Cox's Orange Pippin,
which is usually mudi more valuable. That is
simply because the first two varieties were soH
after the controlling order came into force, whilst
Cox's Orange Pippin was sold before.
The marketing season was a short one.
Usually I have Apples stored until February,
and go on selling briskly thnjugh November.
This year all were sold by the third week in
Even if there had been sufficient to
October.
make keeping worth while, the controlled prices
are not good emugh to cover probable lo.sses i'l
Marketing of all crops, which started
storage.
with Black Currants on June 24, lasted just
about four months. I have now to look forward

—
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months without
what would have been the
eight

to

a season of scarcity

imported

fruit, as in

a sale.

One wonders

Authorities recommend that grease bands
should be in position on the trees early in
October, as the female winter moths often sitart
to ascend the stem at that time. This year they
are late. At the close of the month many males
were being caught, these being attracted to the
glistening bands at night, but no females of this
species had appeared.
Several wingless females
of the mottled limber moth, as well as a number
of the males, were, however, trapped towards the
end of the month, and many Apple suckers be-

came victims.
Most makers of banding materials leave purchasers in doubt as to the amount required.
box of the so-called grea,5e
enough for 650 trees with an average girth of
indies, making the bands 3 inches wide.
This works out ait 1 lb. for 26 trees, or nearly
4 lb. per 100.
The grease, bought in bulk,
costs
per lb.,
and a man was
2s.
Sjd.
occupied about 5 hours in ai>plying it to
100 trees.
At the standard wage of 32s.
per week the labour would cost about 3s.
per 100 trees, which, with the necessary material,
brings the total up to 12s. 2d. per 100, or about
36s. per acre where the trees are planted 12 feet
apart each way. There ari>, of course, plenty of
This particular
cheaper greases on the market.
material, an importation from America, was
chosen because it has been found to do no harm
when applied direct to the stem, so that no paper
bands are required. This means a great saving
in labour and some economy in material.
Moreover, it can be relied upon to remain sticky
up to April, whereas inferior greases dry up and
have to be renewed. Lastly, the lattei' must be
applied in bands about 7 inches wide, whilst 3
inches proves all that is necessary with the
I

find that a 25-lb.

is

13^

American

grease.^ Altogether, then, the dearest
should prove most economical in the end.

Spraying versus Grease-banding.
Previously I had not adopted grease banding on anything but a small experimental scale,
relying upon spraying to keep caterpillars down.
Every spring it is necessary to spray against
make the wash
aphides, and
it is easy to
In
poisonous to catei"pillars at the same time.
normal seasons, when caterpillars were not particularly numerous, this plan kept them under
was, of course, very much
sufficiently, and
cheaper than grease-banding.
The phenomenal
plague of caterpillars during the past two years
proved, however, too formidable a task to deal
with by spraying alone. The attack develops so
rapidly that it is almost impossible to get over
the ground fast enough with the spraying apparatus.
If we are to expect such hordes of the
pests, every possible weapon must be used
against them.
Grease-banding will not render spraying unnecessary.
It is effective only against the winter moth group, which have wingless females,
and these are not the only s.pecies that attack
Moreover, there are many trees
fruit trees.
that cannot be banded properly ^bush-trained
There must be a stem at
trees, for instance.
Bands
least 4 feet high for effective banding.
applied 2 feet from the ground catch most of the
moths, but not all. Some of the females, it is
thought, are
carried
over by the males.
Banding 4 feet up should catch all the females,
but some of them lay their eggs on the stem
below the band. This does not matter if the
grease remains sticky well into April, as the
young caterpillars are then trapped as they attempt to reach the branches. Other trees that
can hardly be banded are such as have bushes
under them, the latter having grown up to the
lower branches of the trees. Presumably some
of the moths could ascend by way of the bushes.
Thus grease-banding has several limitations.
Market Grower.

—
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A VISIT TO ADMIRAL BEATTY'S
GARDENS AT ABERDOUR.

fate of growers in such
markets had been full of
normal years.

if

Grease-bandqjg.

[XOVEMBER

The Week' sWork.^

On a b3autiful morning, towards the middle
of October, I went from Ediiibui'gh, on the invitation of Lady Beatty, to Aberdour House,
which is pleasantly situated among sheltering
woods above the Firth of Forth, not far from
North Queensferi'y. As I passed over that stupendous construction of modem scientific giants
entitled the Forth Bridge I saw, far below, some
of the most famous cruisers in the world, conspicuous among these being the Lion, whose
will go down to posterity with that of
the Victory, just as tliat of her world-renowned
Admiral, Sir Darid Beatty (whom I recently
visited on board the Queen Elizabeth), will always hereafter be historically associated with
those of Granville, Drake, and Nelson.
Aberdour House, where the Admiral and his
lady have made their secluded home, was, I
have been informed, a former residence of
the Earls of Morton.
It looked
especially
•attractive at the period of my
visit,
nest-

name

'

among its slieltering woods, with their
wondrously transfiguring autumnal hues, in that
calm sunset of the year. For it was a benignant day of utter peace, with the sunlight
ever and anon stealing out from the pure regions
whose very
of the slowly gliding clouds, in
motion was the dreamfulness of repose, and illuleaves.
radiant,
swiftly
fading
minating the
yet
In circular boixlers in front of the mansionhouse, and all throughout the exquisite garden.
Were some of the finest hardy herbaceous flowers,
notably Dahlias, Gladioli, and Chrysanthemums,
and many perceptibly fragrant, late-flowering
Roses (among which Crimson Emblem a great
favourite of Lady Beatty Rayon d'Or, Constance, and Juliet are usually recognisable),
were still in marvellous bloom. Lady Beatty is
gradually forming, like Sir Herbert Maxwell
at Monreith. and the Countess of'Stair at Lochinch Castle, an enviable and grandly representative collection of the " Queen of Flowers," also
of Oriental and American Lilies, including many
noble specimens of the Himalayan Lilium giganteum, which in a few years will become, in all
Quite close to
probability, grandly impressive.
the picturesque garden, a veritable haunt of
ling

—

—

ancient peace, the ruins of the old Castle impart a glamour of historic fascination to the
scene.

Lady Beatty, after luncheon, at which were
present several Commanders of the Fleet, showed

me some treasures of the greatest interest, conspicuous among which was a flag of the Lion
which proudly and defiantly waved from that
flagship of the heroic Admiral at the Battle of
•Jutland,

where

" Serene, amid the thunderous battle-storm.
Where flames of Hell lit up the lurid scene,
Shone, like Trafalgar's Pride, his fearless
form.
On those dread heights where Nelson's soul
has been.
" In that deep-darkening atmosphere of death.
Where men stand calm, to conquer or to die
Where Hope still lived, and breathed immortal

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

F. JoRDAU, Gardener to Lieut.-Col. Spender
Clat, M.P.. Ford Manor, Liugfleld, Surrey.

—

Mushrooms. Very few Mushrooms have been
obtainable from open fields this season, but the
wet autumn appears to have been unusually
favourable to their growth on beds both in the
open and under cover.
An excess of fire-heat
is harmful in the Mushroom-house
this season
there has been no necessity to use fire-heat at
all.
A temperature of 55° is suita;ble a higher
temperature has a weakening effect upon the
Mushroom.s and also dries up the beds unduly.
There should be no necessity to water a Mushroom bed to develop the first crop of Mushrooms,
nor should moisture be given until the first crop
has been cleared and signs of exhaustion of the
bed are apparent. Success largely depends on
having a liuu.se which conserves both heat and
moisture, as this obviates the need for an early
use of the syringe or watering-pot. VVJien water
is absolutely necessary, sufficient should be given
in a tepid state to moisten the whole bed.
A
light sprinkling of common salt over the surface
before watering will encourage a quick tievelopment of the 'buttons, or the water may be slightly
impregnated with salt. A layer of soft, strawy
litter placed over the bed will help to conserve
both heat and moisture, and nothing more need
be done in this direction until the successional
crop appears. When gathering Mushrooms, twist
them out of the soil, stems and all, as the old
stumps are liable to decay and cause a destrucContive mildew to spread over the whole bed.
tinue to collect horse-manure and prepare to
make fresh beds as described in former calendars.
In preparing the manure, endeavour to
get rid of the gases of fermentation without
greatly impairing the heating power of the
material.
Never allow a heap to become saturated with rain, or allow it to remain for a
week or longer without turning it, and do not
be in too gi'eat a hurry to make the bed.
;

;

—

Jerusalem Artichoke. If not already done,
the stems of Jerusalem Artichokes may be cut
a foot of the ground. The tubers
the groundi is required, or sufficient should be lifted and stored under the
coolest conditions possible to supply requirements
for a few weeks.

down to within
may be dug if

—

Brussels Sprouts. Our earliest plants of
Brussels Sprouts are in splendid condition. The
seed was sown very early in the spring, and
the seedlings transplanted at 3 feet apart in rich,
firm ground that has been kept clear of weeds.
Planting in loose ground and overcrowding cause
the plants to grow tall and the sprouts large
and loose. Dwarf Gem is one of the best varieties for all purposes.

Cabbages and

Coleworts.

—The

midsummer

plantings of these green crops are in fine conColeworts are giving fine crisp
dition for use.
heads. This winter green may be planted closely
together in late summer when many other crops
are over, and should be grown extensively.

;

breath.
Flashed the
"
eye

of

his eagle

!

I did not see the Grand Order of the Legion
Honour, which was created by the great
Napoleon, as Sir David had that splendid
French confeiTU'ent on board the Queen Elizabeth, but I had the privilege of seeing other
proud possessions of even gi'eater beauty. Enclosed in a. casket with a radiance almost as
luminous as their own, were the Imperial Orders
of the Rising Sun, presented to the Admiral by
the Emperor of Japan.
So ended my first visit to Aberdour House,
which, made very memorable by the kindness of
Lady Beatty, wiU ever shine vividly in the
regions of remembrance. David JR. Williamson.

of

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

swift lightnings

J.

Keela

GmsB. Qardaner
Hall,

Newcastle,

to Mrs.

Dempster,

Sfcaflfordshire

—

Strawberries. -"^t Keele we plunge pot Strawberry plants up to the rims of the pots in a bed
of decayed leaves in very shallow frames, and
position they are capable of passing
in this
through the sharpest weather witliout danger of
Moreover, the soil retains
the pots bursting.
sufficient moisture for a long period without
Some growers stand the pots
need of water.
on vacant shelves in cold fruit houses, but this
method in\-<:>lves frequent watering of the roots,
especially during dry, windy weather.
Successional Peaches and Nectarines.— The
trees of Peaches and Nectarines in successional
hinises are defoliated, and attention should be
given to the cleansing, and, if necessary, paintniR of the interior of Uie houses. Winter prun-
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ing should be a light operation, it ail shoots not
required for furuisliiug tne trellis or frmting
next year were cut out directly the last fruits
were gathered. If the shoots are trained 4 inches
apart they will have sufficient space ; it is not
to
train
in
much strong wood,
advisable
rather give preference to meaium-sizcd, well;
ripened shoots, as these are always the most
Iruitful.
Where large trees have furnished the
trellis it may be necessary to prune the leaders
back to the ne.xt most promising shoot. As soon
as the trees are pruned and loosened from the
trelUs, every portion of glass, iron, and woodv.ork should be thoroughly cleansed, the walls
.-craped, and coated with fresh lime mi.\ed with
Carefully wash the shoots and
a little sulphur.
main branches of the trees with soapy water, or
a solution of Gishurst Compound, 4 ozs. to one
Scale insects and red
gallon of warm water.
spider are troublesome pests, and it is only by
stringent precautions that they can be eradicated.
The borders will require attention, and where
root-pruning or lifting is necessary the work
should be hastened forward. If the borders only
need top-dressing, remove a few inches of the
surface soil and replace it with compost composed of good virgin loam, old mortar or lime
rubble, wood ash, and a sprinkling of bone-dust.
This mixture will be rich enough to enable the
trees
to
make short-jointed, medium-sized
shoots.
The use of animal manure causes the
trees to make rank growth that seldom fruits
satisfactorily.

—

Planting Young Trees. It is advisable to
grow a few surplus young trees either in late
houses or on outside walls, for replacing old, exhausted specimens.
If yoimg trees are ueiiig
purchased this season, send the order to the
nurseryman at once. In selecting young Peach
or Nectarine trees, choose those with a clean
union between scion and stock, a well-balanced
head of nine to twelve short-jointed shoots, and
ijn

abundance of fibrous

roots.

All injured or

extra strong roots should be cut back to sound
Prepare the positions the trees are to
occupy in advance of planting, as the sooner
they are planted when they arrive the better.
The compost advised above is .suitable for you::g
trees, and it is not necessary to include bonemeal, but the soil should be in a friable conditissue.

tion.

J.

CoLLIEK, Gaidonc-r to Sir JERBUIAU CoUIA.\,
Ban.. G.-itton I'axk, Reigate.

Cattleya and Laelia.- Cattleya Bowringiana.
labiata, and many of their hybrids, includPortia, C. Wendlandii, C. Clarkiae, C.
and ('. Mantinii, together witli many
The
BrassoCaltleya hybrids, are in bloom.
flowers will remain in good condition for some
weeks provided the roots are kept on the dry
side, and the amount of atmospheric moisture
reduced.
Care must be taken that the flowering
does not exhaust the energies of the plant, and
C.

ing C.
Fabia,

directly the jisimkIdbulbs show signs of undue shrivelling. After the
plants have pa.ssed out of bloom the old spikes
tile

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

£.

HiBBiss, Gardener
Park,

Liockinge

to

Lady Wastage,

Berkshire.

flower out-of-doors, and in a sheltered position
will survive the severest winter.

—

l"he scarlet flowers of this
Heerii.
stiiUingly brilliant during .lanuary
and February. The plants should be grown in
a light, airy house in absolutely cool conditions,
for in warmth it develops a weak, straggling
The pots are now full of roots, and
habit.
plenty of water and stimulants are needed till
the plants are in flower. Tie the growths neatly

spikes

should

be cut

and succulent flower-sheaths should be removed,
severing them as closely as possible to the top
Moisture sometimes accuthe pseudo-bulb.
mulates at the base of the flower-sheaths and
sets up decay of the leaves and new pseudoThe
bulbs, hence the need for this operation.
plants at that stage should be afforded a
period of rest in the coolest and best ventilated
Let the roots have
part of the Cattleya house.
only sufficient water to keep the pseudo-bulbs
Encourage the plants to develoj) new
plump.
roots, but premature top-growth should be preWeakly specimens should have their
vented.
fiower-spikes removed as soon as they appear
The early-flowering C.
through the sheaths.
Gaskelliana, although rooting freely, should not
be disturbed by repotting at this season, but
this work should be done in the spring, when
new growth commence."!. Plants of C. Trianae
he
their growth should
that have completed
carefully watered, affording them only sufficient
moisture to keep the roots damp, but the supply
may be slightly increased when the flower-spikes
are seen to be pushing from the base of the
sheaths.
C. Percivaliana has completed its
pseudo-bulbs, and .should be kept moderately dry
at the roots and grown in a light position near
to the roof-glass.
C. Lawrenceana makes its

to their .supports.

Salvia

splendens.

—

When

plants

of

this

have passed out of flower partly cut
them down and place them closely together in a

species

house for the winter. The roots will require very little water till growth becomes active
If red spider attacks the plants
in the spring.
place the latter on their sides and syringe them
vigorously with an insecticide:
cool

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bv Ja9. Hcdsox

lliafl

GarikiRr at Gunneribury House,
.\cton,

of

W.

Alpine Strawberries.— Our latest b.aich of
Alpine Strawberries was planted about three
weeks ago. When opportunity affords the old
beds will be thoroughly clearwl of weeds and
rubbish, and where late runners are too abundant
On a fine day the hoe
these will be thinned.
It will
will be freely used between the plant*.
rows
the
of otheo- Strawberries
hoe
pay
to
also
Late runners
that have been recently planted.
should be nipped out when working over the beds
with the hoe, or possibly with the rake.

—

Weil-Rooted Trees. I recently visited a wellknown fruit nurs'My and saw trees being lifted
I was impresse<I
despatch to cn.stomers.
growth of the
vvith the sturdy, short-jointed
trees, which. I was informed by the owners,
Such trees, furh.ad all been lifted a year ago.
nished with plump wood and fruit-buds, promised well for moving, and are the best for
purchase. Their cost may he a little higher than
for trees with less promise for quick fruiting,
but the extra expense is soon recouped by quick
It may be tempting to purcha,se trees
returns.
that are offered cheaply, such as have been grown

for

sery before they purchase.

Apple Rev. W. WiikS.— This very prolific
culinary Apple iias been grown at Uuiuiersbury
House Garaeiis tor some years pas., ai.d during
tliat period i nave watched the trees trom year
iucy are a.i
to year witn special interest.
dwarf trees ou tlie Paradise stock, an.u being
growth
may
be planteu
compact and aw'arf in
at 4 feet apart in tue rows, which should be
6 feet asunder in fact, similai' to rows of Raspberries.
It is tne best early culinary variety
for small gardens ; it crops very freely, but it
is easy to thin the crops on dwarf trees, and
such surplus fruits are always useful for tarlo
:

or for jeilies and other methods of preserving.
The fruits that are left to fully mature wi,l
grow to a large size.

Pear Marguerite Marillat.— This Fiencli
Pear is a suitaliie ccni.paiiion to the Apple just
It forms a close, compact, semi-pyrato.
midal tree. l'"or small gardens, where every possible advantage has to be taken of the limited
room, it is one of the best sorts to plant. When
the fruits are partially grown they may be
thinned and used for stewing. The tree is an
almost invariable cropper, with a sturdy growth
do not, however, let it bear to excess, or the
This Pear
fruits will not be of first-rate quality.
is years growing into a large tree when workeil
on the Quince stock, hence it may be grown in
the same conditions as Rev. W. Wilks Apple
,

—

Salvia Pjtcherj. During November and December, when Chrysanthemums dominate in ail
kinds of floral anangenients. Salvia Pitcheri
The lovely blue flowers
offers a welcome change.
contrast most effectively with yellow and bronze
Chrysanthemums. The plant requires very careAfter
ful treatment to have it in perfection.
flowering, the shoots should be cut down and the
pots plunged in a bed of ashes in a cold frame
Cuttings should be inserted in
for the winter.
the spring in 5-iiich i>ots filled with a light,
sandy compost. About 6 or 7 cuttings sliould
be placed in each pot, and they will strike
readily in cold frames provided they are kept
When
close and shaded from bright sunshine.
the roots have filled the pots the plants should
be shifted into 7-inch pots, using a fairly rich
compost.
During the siunmer Salvia Pitcheri
should be grown out-of-doors and the pots
The plants will
plunged in a bed of ashes.

Salvia

closely together and that have not been lifted
-SO frequently for their well-being as taey shoukl
have Oeeii.
I advise all would-be planters to
USB discretion and inspect the trees in the nur-

alluded

Salvia are

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

growtn during the winter months, and is, as a
consequence, a dilftcult p. ant to cultivate successDuring the winter
fully for a period of yeais.
it should be grown in the warmest part of the
The comCattleya house, near the roof-glass.
post should be allowed to become quite ary between each watering; the water should be
poured around the outer edges of the soil. From
now onwards during the winter discretion should
ba exercised in supplying water to the roots of
all Cattleyas and Laelias, for it is tar better to
keep the plants on the diy side than to allow
In collections
the compost to become saturated.
where numbers of hybrid Cattleyas are cultivated the plants are in various stages of gro\ytli
It is a difficult matter during
at any one time.
the winter to keep those that should be dormant from breaking into premature growth. In
view of this fact it is advisable to place those
that are resting at the cooler, and those that
are growing actively or sending up flower-spikes
at the wai-mer end of the house.
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;

The

fruits can also be highly
purposes of bottling, being of
than manv Pears.

commended
better

a

for

colour

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

It.

r.

lliio'iHEHSTON, Gardener to the liarl of
iiing-luime, liast Lothian.

ilADUlNuTuN, T}

Bedding Plants.

—

It is not safe to leave IceAgeratums, and similar plants
They winter well
after this date.
when not too early introduced from frames into
any glasshouse kept just above a greenhinise

plants,
111

Lolielia.s.

frames

temperature, very little water being reipiiied
until more fire heat is used early in spring to
induce the growth for the provision of cuttings.
A watch must be kept upon the less hardy
Calceolarias, or they mav be caught by a severe
A warm, growing temperature is also
frost.
unsuited to these plants, causing them to make
Pelargoniums (Geraniums) in
spindly growth.
boxes winter quite well with little fire-heat, and
will even withstand a slight frost provided they
As soon as
are kept quite dry at the roots.
Violas, Gazanias, Nepeta, Lavatera Olbia, and
other cuttings in cold frames are seen to be
rooted they should be given the maxiniuin of air,
but be protected from rain.

Shrubs and Shrubberies.— The planting of
In my
shrubs shuiild lie cunipleted forthwith.
experience it is really too late, and the few that
I had to plant this year were got in early in
October, and no doubt are now forming a fresh
root s.ystem.
It is possible, in the case of rough
shrubberies, whose purpose it is to hide unsightly
objects or provide .screens, to prune the shrubs
r.uighly at this season, repioving or shortening
an encroaching shoot here and another there.
Leaves may alfo he raked into heajis around the
stems of the plants, and a little soil scattered
over them to keep birds from scratching. Where
shrubberies are dug the leaves may be applied
now, and leaves and weeds buried in the process.
Lawns. If there be time to spare after
sweeping and removinig fallen tree leaves, all
rough grass that may have escaped cutting should
got a final trimming, .and all edges to flowergeometrical
beds and borders be straightened
beds should be reduced to their proper form.
work is
ordinary
ground
when
be
done
This can
impossible by reason of unsuitable weather, and
is a vast saving of labour in spring, when much

—

;

Now is also a suitable
other work is pressing.
time to plant out Foxgloves and most kinds of
bulbs on those portions of lawns and under trees
where they will afford an added beauty to the
grounds. "Weeds on paths and carriage drives
shoulel be removed, giving each iil.-int a gentle
twist when pulling it up, in order not to disturb
the gravel.

—

'
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eOlTOKIAL NOTICE.

Now

thankfuhies.s fills our hearts
from tlie greatest peril that
has ever menaced civilisation, we shall do
well to remember that our allies will need
our help in re-establisliing their lives and
in rebuilding their horticultural indusTherefore we can do no better by
tries.
way of thank-offering than to contribute
according to our several means to the fund
tliat

for deliverance

ADVEBTISEMENTS
PXTBLISHER,

should be sent to the
Wellinstton

41,

Covent Garden, W.C.
and Publisher.

Editors

obn

—

Our

Street.

correspondetils

obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindW observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect ihat all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publi3hek; and that all communications intended for publication or referrina
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to (he Editors. The two
departments, Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise

would

when

delay

ite

letters are

Notice

Special

in

misdirected.

to

CorresTDondents.

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused com-

munications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18—
National Chrys. Soo. Floral Com. meet., Essex Hall,
Essex Street, Strand
Ex. Ooim. at 35, Welliiist'™
Street,
at 6 p.m.
;

W.C

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19—
Royal Hort.

,Soc.

Corns,

meet.

.\VERAGB MEiN TEMPERATURE
deduced ,from observatdous
years at Greenwich, 42.2°.

for

tile

during

enduing weelv
the

Last

lift}'

,

established by the Royal Horticultural
Society for the restocking of the gardens
and orchards of France, Belgium and other
At home, too, it may be
allieil nations.
that the confraternity of gardeners will be
called upon to give practical lielp in con-

For
nection with memorial war gardens.
it has been pointed oat with cogency tliat
memoriah? .should be wrought in the materials with which those who construct them
are apt. And just as we are, as a nation,
of only moderate competence in raising
we are unrivalled in raising
statues,
plants: the war has shown that we are m
nation of gardeners. Hence what more fitting form of war memorial than gardens in
which the people " shall walk abroad and
recreate themselves 1
'

—

.\CTUAL Temperature
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, November
13. 10 a.m.
Baa-. 30.4
temp. 48°.
Weather:

;

:

Dull.

Horticultural Relief Fund.—
Sir Ho»,\CE JI.\esh..\ll. is prethe Mansion House, on
December 18, when an effort will be made to
Society's War
Horticultural
stimulate the T!.oyal
Relief Fund, organised to restore the gajdens
and ordiards of our French. Belgian, and
.Serbian Allies, which have been completely deAn appeal is being
vastated by the enemy.
made to all those who have gardens and orchards
in this country to help to restore the gardens and
The lion, treasurer is
orchards of our Allies.
Veitch. 17, Victoria Street,
Sir Haket .J.

R.H.S.

The

prospect of peace
'lawns Oil a world which
The Dawn of
Peaco.
has learned to laugh
again.
It is well that
laughter that antiseptic of the mind
should ring out, and that the old should
remember how to smile, for the work which
lies before th4 people of this country requires minds of Hiual poise, apt to concord
and co-operation, and not warped by selfishness or by unmanageable sorrow.
Not
only as members of the community, but
also Ijy reason of their notable contribution
to the common good, have horticulturists
reason to rejoice. The members of the horticultural tradeis liave made great sacrifices,
have sustained uncomplainingly heavy
lasses, and have submitted with patriotic
good grace to many .restrictions on their
avocations.
They, as representatives of a
key industry for without seed there may
I>e no harvest
have (and at times it has
been no eavsy task) provided all the supplies which the country has
needed of

—

—
—

them.
sional

So has it been also with profesand amateur gardeners. When the

young were taken, the older professional
gardeners, resisting the golden siren call
of munition work, continued not only
to cultivate their gardens, but have given
themselves unsparingly to the work of
helping practically the army of volunteer
cultivators who, thankis in no small measure to their existence, have made such notable contributions to the food supply.
These efforts interpreted in terms of manpower have meant the transport of not fewer
and probably far more than 2.50,000
American soldiers landed on the soil of
France at the critical moment of the war.

—

—

Nurserymen

and floriists, too, have lent
their powerful aid to food produciton, and
as a recent computation ,shows, have, in
lack of labour, converted over 60
ner cent, of their ground and glasshouse^;
to the purpose of food production.
sjiite of

War

The Lord Mayor.

siding at a meetini; at

S.W.

1.

Shrewsbury

We
of

learn from

the

Fete to be Revived.—
Mr. W. G. BRAzmR. Secretary

Floral

Shropshire

his society

is

Horticultural

Society,

making arrangements

that

for a Floral

Fete and Exhibition, to be held at Shrewsbury
We congratulate our Shrewsin August, 1919.
bury friends upon being the first to intimate
inten,tion of continuing the work wliich
war conditions alone prevented them from con-

their

ducting during the past four years.

Horticultural
letter

to Messrs.

Conditions at Bruges.— In a
Sander, St. Albans, Mr. T.

Mellstrom, their manager at Bruges, who remained at his post throughout the war, writes,
" The nursery is
under date of November 1
not destroyed, but a lot of glass is broken, and
we are now busy repairin,g. In doing this we
must take the glass from some empty houses
and use it to repair the others. Most of the
Fortunately
glass was broken on October 18.
the weather has been and still is wonderfully
mild, but it will take another fortnight to get
The Orchids are in .a pretty
all the houses done.
The Odontoglossums, Cypripediums
fair state.
and Miltonias are best, the Cattleya seedlings
not quite as good.
There are good Odontoglossum and Cymbidium seedlings, and several houses
The house in front of
of Cattleya seedlings.
contains
the office
Cymbidium Sanderi and
:

Kentias, and besides that there are other houses
with Kentias, also Aspidistras and Azaleas, and
then the Bay trees.
have a certain amount
of coal and coke, and it the coming winter is
not too severe I shall manage to pull through
till the spring.
January to March, 1917. was
the most severe winter I have ever known in
Bruges. It was a terrible time, and put us to a
severe test.
We lost a good many Bays that
winter, also all the large Phoenix.
The Orchids

We

[November

16, 1918.

also suffered that winter and did not get any
heat in tlie following summer, so they could not
mature their pseudo-.bulbs, and when last winter
came, which was also very oold, and the coal of

the poorest quality, a great number of the Cattleya seedlings died."

Wart Disease in PotatOS.—This disease bas
now been discovered in the Uaiited States. Professor J. G. Sanders,

Economic Zoologist

of the

Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture, reports
at Hazelton. Pa., and states that it had apparently gained access there previous to the
quarantine established by the Federal Horticultural Board on September 20, 1912, prohibiting the further importation of Potatos into the
United States.
The U.S.A. authorities are
taking evei-y precaution to watch and titfht the
disease, which is a serious menace to the Potatogrowing industiy.
it

Sugar from Stevia Rebaudiana.— In the
issue for October 5, p. 140, we published a short
note on this subject.
now give a few more
It is claimed for Stevia Rebaudiparticulars.
ana that it is the sweetest plant known.
Dr.
M. S. Bertoni originally described it in the
Boletino de la Escuela de Agricxdtura de la

We

Asuncion del Paraguay, ii., 1899, p. 35, under
the name of Eupatorium Eebaudianum, with
the native names, Caa-ehe and Azuca-caa.
He
subsequently sent specimens of the p5ant to
Kew for verification, with some information,
which is recorded in the Kew BvUetin, 1901, p.
173.
Further material was received later, and
the .species was again described by Dr. Hemsley
and figured by Miss M. Smith in Hooker's
h-ones Planfariini
plate 2816, December. 1906.
Stevia differs techni
as Stevia Rebaudiana.
Eupatorium in having 5-flowered
cally from
pappus. Dr. Bertoni
chaffy,
awned
heads and a
accepted the correction and adopted it as his
,

own.

—

No. 1 of the seventeenth
Indies.
the Joiurnal of the Imperial AgriDepairtnicnb for the West Indies is
devoted almost entirely to the elucidation of the
insect and fungus diseases of the Cotton plant
The feeding, breeding, and
in that region.
bugs causing internal
trapping
of
certain
diseases are discussed, and remedies suggested.

The West

volume of
cul/iiirai

In the same number there are " Some Observain the British Virgin
Throughout the West Indies fish
Islands."
forms an important article of diet of the inhabitants, and the poorer natives regard it as
It is recorded that about
their staple food.
100 kinds are commonly caught and used for
food.
While several kinds of fish are undoubtedly poisonous, others only prove so when
not fresh or from ptomaine formation after capThere is also an article giving the results
ture.
of experiments on the thymol content of Monarda punctata (Horse-mint) and Camm copticum (Ajowan). cultivated in Montserrat.
tions in Fish Poisoning

Birds and Grain.

— The

to protect seed corn
tar.

The

usual dressings used

from birds are made from

different kinds of tar vary in useful-

and the Food Production Department recently had tests of different tar dressings made
No dressing tested gives absoat Rothamsted.
lute protection: most of them injure the seed
unless carefully used, but when Wheat is sown
late in the autumn, or grain is sown early in
spring, rooks and other birds may cause so much
ness,

damage that

seed should be dressed.

The

best

form of tar that has been tested is acetone tar.
This is only supplied by the Ministry of Munitions (Propellants Branch. 32, Old Queen Street,
London, S.W. 1), and in quantities of not less
than one barrel (40 gallons). It is produced in
Essex, and in the Forest of Dean, Gloucester
shire, and th-e current price is about 80s. per

To secure this product
growers who do not require a 40-gallon cask
should combine and secure delivery of a barrel
through a dealer. The method of treatment is
to sprinkle 1 pint of tar on 4 bushels of grain,
and to turn the seed over and over until the tar
barrel at the works.

—

—
November

—
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miiform]y distributed.
If spread out the
-'vd should dry in a day. If the tar is too thick
t'lr liandling (as it is in very cold weather) it
should be warmed before use. This may be done
by s/tanding the vessel containing the tar in hot
water.
Ordinary coal tar is often used for
dressing seed, but it is rather variable in nature.
It is not so protective nor so safe to use as
icetone tar.
If, however, the coal tar usually
nut with is used as follows, the risk of injury
v, seed is slight.
One pint thinned down with
one-quarter to one-third its volume with paraffin
and stirred well may be applied to six bushels
of grain in the same way as acetone tar. Great
care must be taken to obta<in an even distribution of the tar, otherwise it will have a harmful
effect on the grain.
This may be dried off with
lime.
In dressing seed by either of the above
methods, the most important point to remember
is that the mixing should be thoroughly carried
out. and the mixture used as directed.
The
material will then have little or no adverse
effect on the germination of the grain.
-

BUD VARIATION

IN

{Concluded from

POTATOS.*
p. 190.)

So far I have dealt with facts which are
familiar to all.
But the question will, perhaps,
" Granted that no new and distinct
be asked
:

Potato

—or

variety-— has hitJierto arisen by budvariation, why should that fa<?t rule oiit
the
possibility of Nature asserting her independence,
and any day, in any garden or field, giving rise,
i.e., giving birth, to an absolutely new
Potato by

bud -variation ? "
There are two answers that naturally occur to
one. namely
1. That as the processes of Nature are but im:

perfectly known to us we cannot limit the possiof what Nature herself niav see fit to

bilities
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our strongest ground for disputing any claims
that have been made for the origin of any new
and distinct Potato by bud-variation, and for
demanding didy attested evidence of .the data
upon which the claims are made.
In the

first

place,

it

is

significant that the so-

called new and distinct varieties are said to
have
had their birth during the very brief period
say two to three weeks— when ,tlie tubers which
gave rise to them were buried in the ground, and
observation on our part was impossible.
Why should a new and distinct variety arise
just at this particular

moment?

We

all

know

that

if any departure from the original
form
were to take place, it must probably be when
Nature would be putting forth her greatest
effort
but during the few weeks below ground
the tuber may be said to be graduallv awaking
;

A New Violet.— The beautiful new Violet
illustrated in fig. 79, named Mrs. David Lloyd
George, received the R.H.S. Awaixl of Merit
on the 8th ult. when exhibited by the raiser,
Mr. J. J. Kettle. The petals are deep violetpurple with a few darker markings at their
bases.
Im the centre are four white petaloid
stamens, forming a light-coloured " eye," and a
few violet lines appear on each of them. The
f iiagranc? of th^ blooms is very pronounced, and
this quality, together with rich colouring and
long, sturdy stems, marks the variety as one of
the finest of recent new Violets.
,

•

Stephanandra Tanakae.— Quantities of cut
sprays of this .lapaiiese slirub have lately apon the market, and they sell freely under
the popular name of " Japanese Nut."
The
Stephanandras have no connection with any of
the edible nuts, but "Japanese Xut " is a good
selling name, so no doubt this will become its

P*^

])earetl

nomina

trivialix, to the florist, at any rate, and
Two species
flexuosa and
.S.
Tanakae are listed in
nurserymen's catalogues, but they are not generally grown, tliough a goodly vase of typical
branches of T. flexuosa was included in the
splendid collection of cut shrubs exhibited by
Messrs. J. Chkal and Sons at the meeting of
the Royal Horticultural Society on October 22

probably thence to our gardeners.

—

.S.

'ast.

Although Stephanandra

is

closely allied to

the shrubby Spiraeas (S. incisa is a synonym of
Stephanandra flexuosa), the various species are
inferior as flowering shrubs.
They blossom
individual flowers are dull
freely,
but the
whiti.sh.
The chief garden vahie of both species
ties in the graceful poise of the branches, and
the warm, brownish golden winter colour of the
twigs, which is best seen after the leaves have
fallen.
Although these shrubs cannot be classed
with Vaccinium pallidum, for instance, which
develops glorious autumn colouring, yet the
leaves of the Stephanandras are very attractive
before they fall, and brighten considerably the
front of the shrubbery at this season. Wherever
the shrubby Spiraeas thrive, Stephanandras may
confidently be planted.

War

Item.

— We

Fir;.

regret to learn of the death

2nd Lieut. Jack Hardy, the younger son of
Pickering
the late Mr. George Hardy, of
Lodge, Timperley, and Mrs. Hardy, late of
<?5. Fitzjohn Avenue, N.W.
Death occurred on
October 21 from |)neumonia.
The late Mr.
George Hardy was well known as an Orchid
lover and grower, and Cattleya Hardyana first

79.

vioi.f.t

mii

of

appeared

in hi.s collection.

Publications Received.— Journa/o/'tAe International Garden Club, September, 1918, New
York. (Waverley Press, Baltimore.) Price one
dollar.
Forty. first Report of the Connecticut
Agricultural Experimental Station, New Haven,
U.S.A.
(Published
by the State.)
Plant
By John M. Coulter and Merle C.
Genetics.
Coulter.
(Chicago
The University of Chicago
:

Press.)

Price .$1.50.

accomplish, but, on the contrary, as Nature
allows us opportunities of studying her operations, and we are thus able to form some
accurate idea of those natural laws which seem to
be her guide, we are justified in concluding, not
only that what has been will be, but also that
what has not been is not likely to occur.
2. That the study of the life-history of the
Potato affords abundant reason for believing that
the possibilities for any such unprecedented and

spasmodic action on the part of Nature is in
herently improbable.
I need not dwell upon the first answer, but
the second deserves attention, for therein lies
• " Dn Potatcis Give Rise to New
and Disliiict Varieties
hy Hud Variation 7" Paptr read by Mr. Arthur W. Sutton.
at the Ormskirk Potato Conference, Ottol)er 31, 1918.

.I.P.,

from its dormant condition. From the moment,
however, the foliage appears above ground, all
the energies of plant life are stimulated into
activity by aerial growth, and it is during the
four or five months of summer and autumn
growth that we should naturally look if at any
time for the gradual signs of bud-variation
which might give rise, if at all, to a new niifl
distinct variety.
But has anyone ever seen an
instance of this ?

—

—

Then, again, we mu.s.t bear in mind that if
bud-variation were so at work, it would affect not
the whole but only a portion of the plant, perhaps one stem, or more probably one lateral shoot
from one of the stems of the plant, just as we
may often see a side shoot of a variegated

—
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less

shoots, or similarly

ia the case of Chrysanthewhen a colour-sport has

mums

or
occurred.

Hoses,

yet when planted side by side with the supposed
parent they pi'oved to be indistinguishable from
The answer, however, must be that more
it.
evidence of the actual origin of the so-called
seedling is necessary before we can accept the
It is even possible that inasmuch
claim made.
as Potato tubers which are planted for any crop
"seed" Potatos, this
called
generally
are
term "seed" Potato might by some dealers be
considered as a sufficient excuse for describing
seedlings any plants raised from such " seed.

coloured than the other

Holly-bush more or

But those who claim that new and

distinct

have arisen by bud-variation assert that,
from the earliest stages of growth above ground,
the so-called new varieties are wholly and completely distinct from their neighbours in the

varieties

plot.

as

important to remember that if Nature
actually developing a new and distinct
Potato by bud-variation, in the manner' which I
have indicated as the only one at all conceivable,
namely, by bud-variation at or from a single bud
on some portion of that plant, we could not posIt

is

Why, then, is it ever supIf it is asked
posed that plants which differ from others in a
crop of Potatos have arisen by bud-variation?
The ajiswer is that it is not sufficiently realised
how difficult it is to obtain any large quantity
of seed tubers absolutely true to name, and amateurs, planting the seed they have bought, too
" during growth,
often imperfectly, " rogued
and sold without sufficient expert hand-picking
:

was

sibly expect to find all the tubers produced at
the 'base of that plant had been affected by this

—

^the probability would be tliat not more
than one or possibly two tubers would differ from
The fact, however, that we
the original form.
have been advised not to remove plants which
"
from a crop of Potatos, bewe call "rogues

process

cause they

may be new and

distinct

of the tubers, are surprised to find stray plants
diffeiong entirely from the general crop, and the
inference they diraw is that distinct varieties
The introduchave arisen by bud-variation.
tion of stray tubers of Potatos in the manure
applied to the land is also a frequent source of

varieties

which have arisen by bud-variation, immediately
gives the lie to the whole claim, as in every
fnstance where it is said a new variety has so
arisen the whole of the tubers at the base of the
plant, when lifted, differ entirely from the rest

" rogues " which

may appear

distinct varieilies did

by bud-variation, but the only instance
quotathat caii be found in his writings, or in
changes
tions from them, refer most distinctly to
to.
alluded
in colour such as I have already
Darwin does say that one such Potato which had
varied in colour produced a heavier crop than

is a misnomer, and it is not sufficiently under
stood that Potato tubers are but portions of the
underground stems of the .plant of the previous
season's growth, and that when these are planted
they can but reproduce the plant of the preceding season, of which they remain an integral

original form, yet this does not substantiate
varied in
the claim made, for the tubers which
colour might the next year, when the heavier
favourable
crop was noticed, have had more
treatment than the others grown alongside.
But we must go back a step further to find the
that would
source of true variation, i.e., variation
and
give rise to a fresh individual, or a new

portion.

paper without referring to one or two of the most noteworthy
instances in which it has been claimed that
mutations by bud -variation have arisen, the
claims being supported with a mass of what
appeared to be more or less trustworthy eviThe most notable in recent times was
dence.

Nature is one in all essential
and the only source from which any new
in
form can arise or does arise, is to be found
with
that process of Nature which commences
foland,
organ
the fertilisation of the female
to a
lowed by th« embryonic sta.ge, gives rise
new bii-th. Bv this means, and this means
forms
innumerable
the
that
alone, do we find
plant
around us have arisen, whether in the

that of the so-called Solanum Commersonii Violet, which a French barrister named Labergerie
asserted had arisen from the tubers he had
planted of the wild Solanum Commersonii, the
tubers of the latter being about the size of a
pigeon's egg or smaller, and of a dull .brownish
" a
purple, and those of the supposed " sport
dull red colour, often 3 to 5 inches in length,
and of an extremely rough and coarse type.

in saying
or animal world. I am perfectly safe
we all
that in precisely the same manner as
same,
recognise that no two human beings are the
much
however
Potatos.
of
and "no two varieties
so we
they resemble one another, are the same,
any
where
have no record of a single instance
ever
individual, whether plant or animal, has
been merged
lost its identity, nor has its identity
during
into that of another distinct individual

Monsieur Labergerie at his home in
the centre of France, and I have never met a
man more evidently sincere and honest, nor one
w'ho had kept more complete and accurate re-

,

of the tubers in the plot, and, moreover, are all
like one another.
Aniiiiah mid
It has been said that Darwin, in

Plants

iintlcr

Domestication, Vol.

410, .stated that

new and

1,

ch.

2,

p.

arise

'

tlie

distinct variety.

points,

the brief course of its existence.
Ajiother interesting line of study is the comtypes
parison of the pollen grains of the wild
the cultiof Solanum and the pollen grains of
Solan.um
of
wild
type
every
In
vated Potato.
are of one
so far examined the pollen grains
uniform type, i.e., elliptical in shape. All the
seedlings of these wild Solanums are as abso-

which
lutely like the parent plant as are Potatos
are propagated by planting sets or seed Potatos.
On the contrary, the pollen grains of any and
every cultivated Potato are totally different and
irregular in foim, and, as we all know, no
cultivated Potato has ever given seedlings which
exactly reproduce the parental form, even though
they may to some degree present a family likeness, and yet the seedlings invariably retain

;i.re

th"ir individualijty

when propagated by

sets.

objected th.at I am attempting to
prove too much, because there have been Potatos
put on the market which were stated to have
been seedlings from a well-known Potato, and

may be

Thiiis

of

I

I

ought not to conclude

[November

my

visited

detail of the work carried out.
So much was this the case that at first I felt
impossible to doubt the correctness
it almost
of the conclusion to which he had come, but
was staggering to compare the wild type,
it
with its tiny tubers, and slender foliage growing only from 8 to 16 inches high, with the
abno^rraally coarse and rough tubers of the sohaulm of
called mutation or " sport." the
So
which often grew at least 4 feet. high.
place
Labergerie
great a value did Monsieur
upon his crop that the entire field of about10 acres was sun-ounded by a high fence, and
guaiyJed by alarm gums, so set that any thief
attempting to enter the enclosure would set
them oft and thus give warning.
As most of us may remember, the late
Philippe de Vilmorin, of Paris, in conjunction
w'th myself, proved conclusively that this socalled mutation was nothing more or less than
the well-known Blue Giant Potato introduced

cords of every

by Paulson, of Germany.
So much attention was attracted by the claims
mode by Monsieur Labergerie that Dr. Pethybr'dge, on behalf of the Irish Department of
Agriculture, instituted an exhaustive series of

16. 1918.

every part of Ireland, and summed up
report as follows
" Slight variations and differences have, it is
triie, been observed, but as a result of all the
(ihservations made it cannot be said that any
constant series of differences between these two
plants have been established. The difference observed are not specific or even varietal, and are
for when
all more than sufficiently accounted
considered in connection with the widely distant sources from which the original 'seeds'
trials in

his

:

were obtained. They arise chiefly from differences in vigour of the stocks, and are not greater
than ofteai arise in plots of any single variety
seed of which has been obtained from
the
such widely scattered centres. (While not prepared to state, therefore, that the two varieties
are identical, we cannot show any sufficient reasons why they should be regarded as distinct."
The closing words may not convey to us in
England quite the clear and definite meaning
they might to Irishmen, but if such a series of.
'

'

trials could not

show any

sufficient reason

wliy

the two should be regarded as distinct, we may
perhaps accept this as equivalent to saying they

must be

identical.

case I will mention is that
Professor Heckel, of Marthat Solanum Commersonii had
by bud-mutation to other distinct

The only other

In crops.

inference is, perhaps, in some cases en"
couraged by the misleading term of " seed
Potatos, for it might be argued that if new
varieties occur amongst other plants grown from
seed why not amongst crops of Potatos grown
from so-called "seed" Potatos? The answer,
course, is that the term " seeu " Potatos

It

—

in

which

the
stated

seilles,

given

rise

late

I
forms too numerous to mention in detailvisited the Professor's grounds at Marseille.*,
ther.'
I
saw
but was far less impressed by what
Some of the
than when \-isiting Labergerie.
so-called mutations were easi'y recognised as
well-known Potatos of commerce, and the Pro-

fes.sor's claiim

that a liberal use of pigeon's

dung

had facilitated Nature's efforts to produce the
".-ports " did little to remove one's scepticism.
But it is not merely that we are without
instances of any new and distinct
to bud-variation in the ordinary
have records of various
course of Nature.
attempts to assist Nature, but all without suchave tried at Reading the following
cess.

authentic
varieties

due

We

We

experiments

;

We

noticed that the shoot from one of the
"eyes" of a Potato differed slightly in colour
. -i'
on one side as compared with the other.
shoot was allowed to grow to a length of about
planted
in
and
removed
and
then
2 or 3 inches,
case by any possibility the variation in colou.'
of the shoot might indicate some variation in
But this was not the case, and
the produce.
the colourisation, we t-herefore concluded, was
due to the effect of light on one side of the
1.

shoot.
2. All the eyes were

removed from the tuber,
two eyes from another variety were inserted,
up and
was carefully bound
tuber
the
planted in case by any chan^'e the produce might
show .some mingling of the two varieties. In
the result, however, the Potatos produced were
absolutely true to the variety from which the
foreign eyes were taken.

ON

INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

AUTUMN SOWING OF BROAD

BEANS.

pay to sow Broad Beans in NovemThis is a question which is asked freber?
quently by northern gardeners, and I propose to
answer it in this note. The practice is frequently
advised by writers living in the South of Engwhere the
land, and no doubt, in districts
weather is .genial. Broad Beans may be obtained
much earlier by sowing them in the autumn

Does

it

than in the spring. I consider, however, that
this advice to sow Broad Beans in the autumn
is quite inapplicable in the north, since if such
sowings are made, the plants rarely stand the
winter, and even if they do, they are much
weakened by the ordeal through which they have
pass9d, and give a very poor return.
I favour no sowings of anv kind in the autumn
and winter, with the exception of a little Spinach

November
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Beet, which can be got

in during

September or

I consider, especially in the
north where the weather is so very uncertain,
that it is advisab'.e to get the ground as c'.ear as
possible so as to faci!itate trenching or deep
The northern
digging on all suitable days.
gardener has a strong soil to contend with in
time to do
limited
many cases, and he also has
the work of digging and trenching, especially
with reduced staffs and the prospect of bad
weather, and the families he labours for need
quite as much food, if not more, than those his
southern brother works for in genial counties,

.sooner if possible.

Dorset and Kent.
is to cultivate the land
thoroughly, to begin with at
le;i.st two sections quite clear, in order to permit
of raking out a trench at one end and working
unintejruptedly to the other. This will not be
possible if tiere is much ground occupied with
autumn sowing.s of the kind just mentioned.
Tne reason that auturmi sowing is advised is

CornwaU, Devon,

such

as

r.i.i?

it is

essential if he

under his control

to

get

Broad Beans

early,

and thus to avoid

However, since such
attacks of the Bean Fly.
treatment has been proved not to pay in the
North of England and Scotland, it should be
af' ited very rarely.
Tiegarding the Bean Aphis, this can easily be
kept in check by spraying with a suitable insecticide in the summer, applying the spray before
Such prethe fiy has badly attacked the plant.
caution will re|)ay the gardener better than
adopting such a doubtful l>olicy as sowing expensive .seed in wet ground in November.
On land very foul with pests a dressing of
gas lime at the rat« of one pound In the square
yard may be given with great advantage, but
if this material is not applied at aji early date
A gatet
it will spoil the land for the next year.
preparation is a mixture of naphthaline and
lime, at the rate of one part naphthaline to
fifteen parts of lime, and thi.'s material can be
dug into the ground with perfect .safety a week
or two before the croj).'! are put in.
/?. T. EVi>.

Wftwond. EcchsoV.

mx

OF EDINBT'UGH FOOD
TION SHOW.

valuable contribution to the food
problem, and created great interest

produotion
the city.
varieties of Potatos was

display of immune
of attraction.

in

Thirty-five

varieties

for Scotland has recently scheduled considerable
areas in Scotland in which only immune varieties must be planted, and this must have added
considerably to the iiitere.«t.
Over fifty varieties
of
non-immune Potatos were staged
of
eighteen dishes
Peas
dishes of
fifteen
Tomatos ; nine varieties of Onions— in fact, all
the standard kinds of vegetables were represented by several dishes of different varieties.
The produce waa medium-sized, of good quality,
and cave a fair demonstration of what any
keen allotment holder mi^ht expect to produce.,
The exhibits were all well staged.
;

:

" Potato and vegetable raising is a subject
that appeals nowadays to thousands of people
who in the far away pre-war days were content to have these commodities served out to
them daily by or through their greengrocer.
Edinliurgh has not lagged behind in this important matter, and the Public Parks Department of the city are as anxious as ever to in-

how to cultivate their allotfor food purposes.
With
that object in view there was opened la.s.t night
in the Synod Hall a food production exhibition.
The exhibition, which will be open today and to-morrow, is purely educative in its
•character.
It is free to the public, and all the
(food things that are spread on the tables have
Btnict the public

puiblic

—

planting varieties belonging to the kittei- class
a few Potatos are shown in all their hideousness
with the ravages of Wart Disease displayed upon
them.
An examination of the Potato exhibits
w-ill provide useful hints, for one of each different variety is shown, as the result of tests
and experience, to demonstrate the quality of
the Potato, what sort of cropper it is. and its
liability to disease.
The other vegetables make
a fine display.
The tickets attached indicate
when they were sown, when planted out, and
the season of use.
Councillor Ma<?farlane. the
Convener of the Parks Committee, presided at
the opening ceremony, and Lord Provost Sir
J. Ix)rne MacLeod, in formally declaring the
exhibition open, said he hoped that allotments,
which had been started as a war necessity,
would become a permanent feature in the life
of the city. What would be done after the war
regarding the parks that had been put under
cultivation would be for the citizens to say, but
for himself he thought the cultivation of the
land was the finest form of recreation they could
have, alike as regards its productive, educative,
nnd moral values."

POTATO

Wii.i. .1. C. B. fp. 167) kindly give details as
to how the 518 lbs. of Potatos were grown
The month the seed tubers were given out to the
grower, the conditions as to planting and lifting, the kind of soil, the amount of manure, and
the space of ground they occupied ? There are
many who will try to emulate such an achieve:

ment 36 he

records.

/. P.

{The EditOTt do nol hold thrmnelrrt retporttible lor
the

opinion*

e^pren^ej

hj/

Planting by Caterpillars

rnrrcsjwndents.)
(see p.

181).— 1 was

interested in the feats of worms in drawing relatively large pieces of plants into their burrows,
The instinct
as described by Thos. S. Carson.
of worms in drawing leaves into their burrows
by the stalks is remarkable, because they thus
m;ike the leaves follow them by the line of leii*^*
I have just had the fortune, or misresistance.
fortune, to observe a similar instance in the case
if the caterpillars of the Common Dart Moth
(.Vgrotis segetum) inid th" Heart and Dart Moth
'.\. ex'olamationis).
During September the latter
l'"i.ime a plague, followed lat"r bv the former,
Tliey are known as surface caterpillars, because
thev hide in the soil by day and come out at
the most diverse vegetables.
niglit to feed on
They cut the stems of young Cabbages at the
ground line, and, detaching the leaves, drew
them into the soil by the stalk. Tliey also cut
all the leaves of Parsley plants and drew them
into the soil, gradually consuming them under
cover. The finely curled blades appeared planted
all around the leafless crowns, and by this means
I knew where to dig out the caterpillars by day.
J. F.
I had to replant one-third of the Cabbages.

—

2Ui

me

count the pods produced on one plant.
The number was 3i9, ana the seeds contained in
one pod I counted numbered 410 which gives
the enormous total of 130,790 seeds reproduced
from one seed sown in February
I have seen
figures given for other plants, but never
remeanber seeing any for the Snapdragon.
H'.
Cuthbertson, Duddingston.

Last year it ocA Prolific Antirrhinum.
curred to me to cross Antirrhinum Yellow King,
a fine, tall, yellow variety, with Carmine Queen,
an intermediate form. I saved the pod. Tlie
seeds were sown in February and the plants put
out in a bed in my garden some time in Ajiril.
They were all
They grew exceedingly well.
tall, i.e., about 4 feet to the top of the central
flowering spike.
The form of the flower in all
was near that of Carmine Queen, and not
the least like the handsome form of Yellow
King.
The colour of all the flowers on
all
the .plantsS wins magenta-cannine. wilh a
yellow lip. I am looking forward to next year's
This autumn I
progeny with great int-erest.
saved a few pods of seed, and it occurred to

to

!

Richardia

—

Elliottiana

and

Pentlandii

(see

171).
In the note accompanying the iliu;-tration of four species of Richardia, in the Gai
denens' Chronicle, for October 26, mention is
made of the distinguishing features of thfe two
above named. It is stated that K. Elliottiana
has spotted leaves and wholly yellow spathes,
while in R. Pentlandii the leaves are not spotted
and the spatlies are dark purple at the base.
This is quite correct so far as most individuals
are concerned. Some yeare ago. however, I had
the handling of a consignment of tubers sent
from South Africa as Richardia Pentlandii.
While most of the<m had the thick textured.
dark green leaves characteristic of Pentlandii. a
few were spotted exactly as in R. Elliottiana.
The flowers of all these spotted forms were
purple at the base of the interior in fact, these
individuals were in every way Pentlandii except
Circumstances over
the spots on the leaves.
whicJi I had no control led to these Richardias
passing out of my charge, so I do not know
what became of them afterwards. So far as
my experience of the two species extends, R.
Elliottiana is a more vigorous grower than R.
When new thev were both comPentlandii.
monly referred to as golden-flowered Arum
Lilies, and being treated as R. african,-). failuris
p.

;

were

YIELDS.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

were exhibited, set up in ba,skcts, and there
Were piles of the better known sorts, with, at
the end of the table, examples of tubers affected
wjth Wart Disease. The Board of Agriculture

ments and gardens

—

ground at Saughton,
Portobello, and Inverleith under the sujerintendence of Mr. M'Hattie. Practically all sorts of
Potatos and other vegetables are displayed in a
most artistic and attractive form. There are two
tabl«s of Potatos, one immiuie from disease and
the other not immune, and with a view-, perhaps,
of impressing on Potato growers the risk o£
on

I'P.ODTTC-

roRREspoNDENT sends us the following report from The Scotsman, and remarks that the
exhibition, held on the 22nd ult., was a most

a centre

grown

fiheffifhr

.\

The

been

frr.iueut.

11'.

7'.

—

I am not able at tliis
to consult any lists of eighteenth century TiJips. but the name of Paul Diack seems
For many years I have had
farniliar to me.
on my shelves a copy of the poetical works of
the Rev. Edward Young, best known from his
once popular " Complaint; or, Night Thoughts."
In recently turning over the volume, my attention was arrested by a long passage in the second
of th» series of satires. " Love of Fame, the
Univcr.sal Passion" (fir,st published in 1725),
dealing poetically with the Tulip Paul Diack.
Dr. Young consi<ierat.cly furnished, at all events
to the later issues of the poem, a very necessary
Key. in which we are informed that " Paul
Diack. who gave name to a Tulip, was an honest,
toping old Citizen of London, and a great Stockjobber." I have found no trace of him in the
literature of the eighteenth century. The name,
in spite of the fact that Paul Diack was a
London citizen, seems to be of Dutch or Flemisli
Perhaps
origin, possibly a corruption of Dyck.
Mr. Krelage. of Haarlem, has some record of the
Tulip which commemorates this " honest, toping
old citizen of London " ? W. nnhrrts, IS. Kin/f's

Tulip Paul

Oiack.

moment

A

rrniif.

ninphnm. Pari-,

S.

W.

Apples for Grass Orchards.— I

can assure

Hollingwori.li that
I
did not make my
of Aprples for orchards without considerable thought and as the result of experience
not only fro.m my own knowledge liut observaI can point to
tion of other ipeople's practices.
some of the finest trees of Dumelow's Seedling
^Wellington) growing in a grass orcihard and on
Not only do the tre*s
the stiffesA of ol.ay soils.
yield large crops, but the growth is all that
could be desired. On gr.avel soil I know of much
older trees that are model specimens. What other
Apjile is there that com.mandls the sa'me price as
Much
niinii-low's Seedling late in the season?
depends on this preparation of the ground a.n.rl
I much prcthe after-attention given the trees.
f..,- Rr-unley's
Seedling as a standai-d to Newt-on
Wonder, especially if there is a prospect of modeThe former is
rate after-attention in pnining.
naturally adapt-ed to orchard cultivation by 'ts
senii-penilent habit of growth, while Newton
Wonder is much more erect in habit, and as T
wi.shed to keep down the list of varieties, espefor
farmers, I did not include both
cially
Newton Wonder and Bramley's Seedling. With
Air.

selecltion

to Worcester
Pearmain, I
regard
is
not so vigorous in growth as
varieties, but more mone;v' can be

grant

this

some other

made from

Apple than any other dessert variety
this
in cultiva'tion, even with its medium gro-wth.
gooti reason for its in-

This I comsidiered was a
clusion., 77. Moh/neux.

—
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URUPS ANU STOCK UN

THfc

HUME FAKM.

No time sliould be lost in pushing un with the
sowing ol V\ neat on any larm wneie tlie soil is
No advantage is gained
in suitable condition.
in the seed when the soil is
by "muddling
'

wet, because sufficient harrowing cannot be done
in light soil sucto thorouL^hly Liurv tne t;rain.
cess partly depends upon the gi'ound being made
firm as a preventive of wireworm attacks and
Again, in
the upheaval of the plants by frost.
spring, when harrowing and rolling is done to
make the soil hrm and give a sitnnuius to the
growth, if the soil is loose there is a risk of tlie

harrows pulling up very many Wheat plants, or
the roller may bury too many of the blades, and
thus smotlier the growth and reduce the crop.
In the Southern Counties I find Wheat germinating well. Under the tests necessary by law,
Wheat seed for sowing must have a minimum
The dry
germinating power of 90 per cent.
August enabled the ricks to be built in good condition, and where thatching was promptly done
the corn is coming out in splendid condition, but
pinched " corns, as the result
there are many
of drought at the end of June and during the
part of July, at

should have been

a

time when the corns

filling out.

pinched " corns will come out
when the bulk is screened, which should always
be done, although some growers, I am sorry to
say, sow direct from the threshing machine on
their own farms.
Thresliing machines as a rule
make excellent work, but they cannot be expected to take out all seeds of weeds Docks, for
example therefore it is an advantage to winnow
or screen the corn before sowing.

Many

of these "

—

—

of the newer varieties of Wheat are not
fi-om these " pinched " corns, showing
that adverse weather has an effect on even the
newest sorts.
These defective corns reduce the
yield in bulk and weight per bushel.
Where the Wheat land was well prepared and
the cultivation in all respects first rate, many
good yields have been recorded. I had twelve
sacks^?8 bushels-7-per acre from one good-sized

Some
immune

Red Standard

variety.
I know this
is not an extra good crop, but it is useful for
seed, especially as the nunlity is good.
This
crop followed summer fallow and Mustard (sown
early in August), ploughed in when about 2 feet
high a preparation I think excellent, because
the summer fallowing provides such a good opportunity for freeing the land of Couch and other
troublesome weeds, whitii, I regret to see, are on
the increase.
Farmers can easily test their own seed Wheat.
It is a quite simple matter, where there is a
glasshouse. From a sample of seed, as screened,
count off one hundred corns, taking them
as they come and including the small as well
as the large, so that the test shall be characteristic of the bulk.
Soak the selected seeds in
water for thirty-six hours, spread them on a
piece of flannel, on a plate, cover with more

plot of the

;

which should be kept moist, and
flannel,
keep the plate in a warm room or greenhouse.
Germination should take place within from six
or ten days, aecoixling to the warmth of the
Forcing should not be attempted, as
room.
in modera,tely warm conditions there will be
a natural germination.
Count those that germinate, and thus discover the percentage of
germination.
Where there is any doubt about the result of
the future Wheat crop in anv field owing to the
lack of manure or suitable cultivation before sowing, it will assist the crop it a dressing of basic
.slag is given at the rate of 6 cwt. per acre.
This
is one of the best of manures for W^heat, and
it has a good effect on the succeeding crop, especially should grass or Clover be sown with the
Wheat for a future Hay crop. There are also
the concentrated manures prepared bv various
experienced firms, which are excellent.
E.
MiiJi/neiix.

F!mnnmnre Farm, Bhhnp'x Waltham.

TRADE NOTES.
CHAMBER

OF HORTICULTURE.

point of numbers the meeting of PresiHo'its and Secretaries of societies called to consider the aims and rules of the proposed, Cham-

In

Whether

local .societies
already
in affiliation
special
trade
federation
should be
allowed to attach themselves to the Chamber
direct, or through their federation only ; and
(2) whether non-trading societies, such as the
R.H.S. and the national and local floricultural
and horticultural societies, should be admitted
to association with the Chamber.
These matters
were discussed at considerable length, and it
was finally agreed that societies belonging to a
federation should be allowed to attach themselves to the Chamber direct, but it was pointed
out that comparatively few of such societies
would do so because of the financial responsibility
they would thus incur, and societies
financially strong enough to join the Chamber
might prove a source 'of strength and inspiration
to their federation.
It was felt that to prevent
societies belonging to a federation from joining
the Chamber direct would probably mean that
many would secede from their federation.
It was also agreed that to make the Chamber
a horticultural one in tlie widest sense, nontrading societies should be admitted under
special
conditions to be presently arranged,
and in sucJi a way as to safeguard the interests
of traders
these non-trading societies to have
their own special committee.
Mr, IMoni'o said the original aim in regard ,to
finance was an income of £1,000 a year ; this had
been assured for five years to come, and the pro-

with

16, 1918.

Horticulture,

ber of

©bituai'^.

House,

November

Sowing Wheat.

early

and held at Dounington
NortOik Street, Strand, on Tuesday,
I'i, was not particularly encouraging,
but from the point of view of business done it
was a very successful gathering.
Mr. Geo.
Monro presided, and there were also present
Messrs. R.
Wynne (Secretary), H. Morgan
Veitch, Joseph Rochford, W. Poupart, W. J.
Lobjoit, Alfred Watkins, R. W. Wallace, A.
Dawkins, C. Page, W. H. Page, G. H. Barr,
Alex. J. Monro, Uuncombe Gibtos, F. R. Ridley,
C.
H. Curtis, J. S. Brunton, E. F. —awes,
W. P. Seabrook, Bradnum, Lister, T. Want,
H. R. Darlington, and others.
After the preliminary statement by the cliaii-man the meeting was thrown open to general discussion, but beyond a general
agreement to
eliminate jealousy, suspicion, and consequent
friction between societies, and a desire t<j secure
the utmost advantage from the centralisation of
force which the Chamber would offer, the discussion
upon two points, i.e.
tiu'ned
(1)

[November

Wencelas Cyril Vejvoda.— Jlr W. C. Vejvoda, a Czech gardener employed in the Royal
Ciardens, Kew, died of influenza after three
days' illness, and was buried in Richmond Cemetery on Friday, the 8th inst.
Before he entered
Kew early this year, Vejvoda had been employed in the nurseries of Messrs. Clibrans,
Altrincham, for nearly five years, where he had
rendered satisfactory service, and made many
friends.
At Kew he proved a first-class man.

He was

clever, industrious, keen after knowledge
of plants, a most finished workman in every
sense, and although, when he first came, he had
to bear that prejudice against the "enemy alien "

which has been in the air lately, he quickly lived
that down, and by his kindly nature and manHness endeared himself to all who had dealings with
him.
He had been promoted to the rank of subforeman
ir. W.

iinly

few weeks

a

before

he

died

a

;

moters were now aiming at £10,000 a year income, ten thousand pounds' worth of good work
on behalf of horticulture, and a central building with offices, library, and meeting rooms.
The date and place of the mass meeting will be
published in due course

LAW NOTE.
CLAIM FOR

COMMISSION.

—

action in which the plaintiff Mr. William Dent,
of " Bankside," Cowbit Road, Spalding sought
to c!aim
against the defendant Mr. George
Monro, junr. of 4, Tavistock Street, Covent
Garden, with whom was afterwards joined Mr.
R. S. Cobley, his partner a declaration that the
plaintiff was a partner with the defendant in the
business of a bulb farm at Spalding, or in the
alternative, that he was entitled to an unpaid
balance of commission amounting to about
£2,300.
The defendants denied partnership and paid
£500 into Court in full satisfaction of the claim
for unpaid commission.
The claim was made
under an agreement for five years, commencing
January 1, 1911, under wihich the plaintiff was
entitled, as remuneration, to a fixed commission
calculated on the annual net profits of the farm,
of which he was defendants' manager.
The plaintiff claimed that upon termination
of his agreement the bulbs in stock and plant
generally, should, for the purposes of calculating
his commission, be valued for the last year at
selling prices.
The defendants contended that
the correct and proper method of valuing these
.stocks was the usual commercial basis of cost or
market, whichever was lower.
Mr. Justice Sargant dismissed the action on
both counts, with costs against the plaintiff.

—

—

necessary

You

P. Y. C.

details

will

find the

Vegt'tnlilc Hnttliiuj and
by Mr. and Mrs. Banks,
published by the Royal Horticultural Society.
Fiiiit

in

Presc-rciii,/.

Leaf Blotch Disease L. G. P. Iris Leaf
Blotch Disease, caused by the fungus Heterosporium gracile, is widely distributed, and is
most serious in plants grown in soils which

Iris

:

are lacking in lime.
The disease is noticed
particularly in late summer and early autumn
when the foliage is covered with irregular,
yellowish-brown blotches, and it is not unusual to find the surfaces of the leaves almost
wholly occupied by these diseased areas. Unlike the bacterial rot disease
of
Iris,
the
rhizomes are rarely killed, but the plant becomes generally weakened and dies. If one
of the diseased areas is examined with a pocket
lens a number of black dots will be seen these
consist, for the main part., of masses of spores.
These spores (conidia) are attached very
loosely, and are readily dispersed by the winci.
thereby affecting other Iris plants in the
vicinity.
Other spores find their way to the
ground, and as it has been found that the
spores can retain their vitality until spring,
the n&w growths from the lateral buds on the
rhizome are open to infection from the soil.
It is useless to employ a spray fluid to check
this disease, as it is impossible to wet the
leaves sufficiently owing to their waxy nature.
The following method has been found to be
efficacious in eradicating the disease.
All the
diseased foliage should be removed in late
;

autumn and burned. The ground should then
be diressed with slaked lime at the rate of about

Mr. .Justice S.\rgani, in the Chancery Division, was occupied over three days in hearing an

,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Drying Grapes:

—

"two tons to the acre.
It is not necessary to
lift the plants in order to treat the soil.
The
lime should be forked into the soil directly
after application, and it will be found that
not only will growth develop clean and healthy
in the spring, but it will remain so throughout
the season.

Mussel

PLtrii
D. P. This is the old JIussel
Plum, now seldom seen in gardens, but still
used as a stock. It is doubtful whether it is
)5ossible to purchase a tree of any size.
:

Names of
ternat;"

O. A. W., Bucl-ii. 1, Choisya
Kerria japonica var. variegata 3.

Pl.4nts
:

2.

:

;

Picea pungens var,

glauca

;

—

Polygonum

4,

Alyssum

sachalinense.
TI'.
M.
Cattleya lab'-'ta; 2, Maxillaria picta

5.

sp.

;

1,
3, .Seleni-

pedium Domlnia^um, a hybrid between
caudatum and S. caricinum (Pearceil
;

Selenipedium
are

also

names
Roezlii.
fl.

pi.

;

to
as

—/.
2.

;

M. D.

S.
4,

longifolium, varieties of which
be found in gardens under such

Hincksianum,
and
Hartwegii,
P.
1, Clerodendron fragrans.

IF.

Helxine

Soleirolii.

Old Gardenino Books

Your old
G. B. C.
and MacgiMivrav ar? not likely
to realise a large sum, but it may be well worth
your while to advertise, if you propose to sell

books by

:

Mawe

them.

— O V. D,— C I.
D.— R, W.— L. W. V.— C, B.

Connnunications Beceived.
G

N, .S,— H. T>.— W. M. M.
P. G.— T. E. F.

— W.

—

;

.
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to

10

tons

to

the

Even

acre.

ad-

mitting that the large supplies of manure
which no longer burned, as was the case
often in the early, extravagant days
are

—

—

available, this average,

if

it

be actually

achieved, is a remarkable testimony to
the success with which H.M. Forces ac-

complish everything they undertake.

it was expounded observed: " But
more than the Germans are doing "
but when the reply was given, " That is
whj- we are going to do it," he liecame a
converted enthusiast. The remarkable results which have been achieved in France
are, of course, due in the first place to the
fact that the Armies contain large num-

whom

.\^^ lOfjrj.—

€\]vanidt
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ILLU8TRATION8.

IN FRANCE,

which
the
France have made to
food-production, both on a large
agricultural scale, and on a small scale by

THE

uontribution

great

Ariiiie.s

in

intensive cultivation, deserves to be widely
known and appreciated.
From small and unostentatious beginnings by certain units, it has grown to a
undertaking, organised
in
vast
i)art
through the several Armies, and in part
by a He;ul(iuartcis Staff under a Director
to-day it is the
of Agriculture, until
As our
hobby of the Army in France.
illustration in fig. 80 shows, even within
range of enemy guns not only cultivation
but vegetable shows have been carried on
with enthusiasm and success.
How great is the good which has been
achieved it is impossible to exaggerate
but when the importance of fresh vegetables in maintaining health is remembered, the fact that at the present time the

Army

in France is supplying itself with
upwards of 100 tons of vegetables a day,
will show that, as measured in terms of
health alone, this cultivation and its reof
sults
are
worth an army corps
doctors.
The importation by the Armies
'in
France of Scotch and Irish seed
Potatos has, we are informed, resulted

in

extraordinary

it

is

—

money

;

..

Apple James Lawson
Begonia Evanstanm
Vegotables grown in the French war area
Wheat, double-eared

ARMY CULTIVATION

Measured in
in France.
values even, the vegetables produced in France during the present season are estimated to be worth £52,000. and
this at a price of 10 centimes a pound
in as much as the present price of vegetables in France is said to be about 3ri
centimes a pound, the value of the Army
vegetable produce mav be placed at over
£150,000.
Although it lies outside our subject, the
work of cultivation done by the Armies at
liome must not remain unmentioned.
We
Ijclieve we are right in saying that the
labour
area cultivated largely by spade
by the Armies at home has been increased threefold in the past year, and
now amounts to more than 6,000 acres.
It is an interesting instance of the
thoroughness with which the soldiers have
carried out their work that they have followed the advice of the Food Production
Department, and have not neglected to
spray their Potatos, with the result that
in more than one case the Army gardeners
have set an exanjple of good cultivation to
their civilian neighbours; and have even
protested against the neglect of spraving
bv those neighbours. Nor has the practice of horticulture been confined to H.M.
Forces at home and in France. Wherever
thev have found themselves in Salonika,
they
Palestine, or in Mesopotamia
in
have put in practice the apothegm of
Candide, " Let us cultivate our gardens."
The fresh food which these part-time Army
allotment-holders have raised has been a
powerful means of maintaining the health
of the Army, and it is certain that if ever
Brit'sh
agnin which Heaven forfend
armies take the field, they will equip
themselves not only with artillery and all
the other munitions of war, but also with
a cultivation corps.
This is among the things wliich to tlie
uninitiated seem crazy, but which to tho.se
who know anvthing about the effect of diet
on the Armies

. .

.

Apple James Lawson.. S05
Himalaya berry
., 205
Ghent
208

the finest growers of Great Britain,
when men of experience are wanted
Armv agricultural and
horticultural operations there is no difficulty in finding them. Nevertheless, when
the appalling labour difficulties which a
year or more ago beset the High Command
are taken into account, the extent of the
area cultivated and the quality of the
crops produced refl ot the highest credit
so that

1

Lon-

don
Week's work, the—
flower garden, the
Fruits under glass
..
Hardy fruit garden, the
Kitchen garden, the ..
. .

Potato yields
Potatos,
the

. .

Potatocroj*, distribution
of the
Rogues among Potatos..
Silver leaf disease
Societies Chrysanthe*
iS ational

hay

Crops CD ploughed grass
land
208
Faim, crops and stock

;

lx;rs of

Mau-

Laelio-Cattleya
Tas-

I

this is

indeed,
large
crops
stated
by those in a position
to know thit the average yield of tnain
crop Potatas in the fieldis and g'ardens
under Armv cultivation in France amount

—

—

—

—

—

!

—

on health

is

only

common

sense,

and

it

vastly to the credit of the High Command that the essential value of the apparently unnecessary was perceived so long
ago, and orders issued making it possible
for armies to become, in part at least,
is

self-suppliers.

The

successful efforts

of

Army

Council to promote cultivation
have not been confined to the issue of
orders.
Nearl)' two years ago the Army
Council established an Army Agricultural
Committee, under the chairmanship of
Viscount Harcourt who, as our readers
know, is a keen and accomplished horticulturist.
This Committee h.Ts rendered
valuable service, with the object of promoting and providing financial assistance
the

When in the early days, before Army
cultivation Ijecame the mode, a large
scheme of cultivation was sanctioned by
the Army Council, one of the oflBcei-s to

(Bavbmtvs

203"

—

to

Army

cultivation.

The

energetic assistance which the
Royal Horticultural Society rendered to
camps and depots in France in the early
days of the war deserves to be remembered.
Thanks to the generosity of the
Society several hundreds of gardens were
supplied with plants and seeds, and the
origin of the present popularity of gardening in France is to be traced in large
measure to the forethought and munificence of the R.H.S.
Finally, we would offer the suggestion
that if, even when Leagues of Nations have
become established, standing armies are
still
found necessary, horticultural and
agricultural practice mav be made part
of their peace-time training.

ORCHID NOTES AND CLEANINGS.

LAELIO-CATTLEYA MAUREUGE.
A Fi.owER of a new hybrid named Laeliu
Cattlpya JIaiibeuge, raised between C'attleya Rex
and Laelio-Cattleya Opliir (C. Dowiana aurea x
L. .x.Tiithina), is sent by the raisers, Messrs.
Sanders, St. Albans.
The bloom has a strong
resemblance to that ot C. Rex, but is florally
far superior to that species, and posses.ses the
clear yellow tints which L. xanthina usually
transmits to its
progeny.
The broad, flat
sepals are light canary-yellow, and the effectively
displayed petals slightly lighter in tint.
The
base of the lip is bright yellow, the front light
mauve changing to cream-white at the undulated
margin.
A series of branched yellow lines extend from the base of the lip to the centre. The
pollen masses are like those ot Cattleya, and in
the form of the flower and its good subsl:iiire..
the f'.-iltleya parent dominates.

INTERESTING LONDON TREES.
Thk

present season will long be remembered
in which trees have been particularly
Rarely' has the Catalpa produced
its spikes of curiously marked flowers in such
abundance as during the summer of 1918, trees
biith large and small rivalling each other in their
wealth of blQom. The giant specim.en in Manchester Square has never been known to bear
.•inch
quantities of its c-onspicuons flowers a.*
during the I'atter end of .Tuly. The ,\ila.nithus.
loo. has everywhere blossomed
with umisual
freedom, the not very showy, greenish-white
chnsters of flowers being in most cases producorl
in
.siicih
ahundance as to attract attention.
Nearly .approaching the latter in appearance is
the Honey Looust ((I'edit'srhia), which in many
parts of London has flowered with unusual freedom. There is a fire specimen in front of the
secretary's house in the Roy.al Eotian.ic Gardens.
R'arer still is the Caucasian Pterocarya (P.
as one

floriferous.
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whicn, near the Victoria

fpaxinil'olia),

Hyde Park, has been a source
The curious, drooping
visitors.

of

Ga;t-e

in

wonder to
whioh

flowers,

hang downwards at right angles to the branches
for a foot and more in length, render this one
The
of the most interesting of hardy trees.
largest Pterocarya in London is growing in the
of London Cemetery, where allso may
specimen of the rare,
seen
a goodly
In
(Crataegus nigra).
Thorn
black-fruited
private gardens
the
parks and
of
several

City

be

the

Judas

tree

(Cercis)

has

flowered

with

unusual freedom, in some cases even young
specimens have produced the deep, rosy-purple
Rhus
flowers which distinguish this species.
Osheckii has flowered freely in Ruskin Park,
where are the only specimens of this rare and
beautiful Sumach that I have found in the
Metropolis.

The Tulip Tree (Liriodendron tulipifera) is a
town plarating, and may be

capitel subject for

found in good condition in several of the parks,
notably at Golder's Green, where there is by
far the largest speoimiSn of its kind in London.
Both this tree and the still rarer Liquidambar
may be seen in a flourishing state in the
Here
grounds of the Rova.! Botenic Societv.

Battersea, though perhaps equalled by t-he farspreading specimen in Waterlow Park, where
a healthy, vigorous-growing tree has spread

The Tamaa distance of 30 feet.
by the lake-side in the sajne park has quite
normaJ dimensions, and some of
the stems are fully 20 feet high, and girthing
The ma.g2^- feet at a yiard from the ground.
nifioent Hickories in Waterlow Park are by far
of
other
species
interestthe finest in London,
at the same place teing the Paper Birch (Broussometia ptipyrifera). Honey Locust, and Magnolia acuminata. The fine Mulberry tree, though
old aii-d decrepit, is yet making a brave stand
for existence, and should, with care, exist for
many a year. Here also is a good example of
the Ttlaidenhair tree, Ginkgo biloba.
Amongst the many species of Oak, none excek
the Turkey Oak for town planting, aoid in Buskin Park there is a. huge specimen, the stem of
laterally to
risk

oaifcgrown its

12^ feed at a yard high, the branch
It is quesspread being 100 feet in ddame'ter.
tio.n'aible whether a larger tree of the kind is
to be found in the GorUinty of London certainly
not in the Metropolitan area.
BtAih the Cockspur and Tansy-leaved Thorn
(Crataegus Crus-galli and C. tanacetifolia) prowliic-h ginths

—
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GHOWN
(See p.

a large Cork Oak (Quei-cue Suber), and
fiiie specimens of various species
The Osage Orange (Maclura auran-

IN THE
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wards they seem

to deteriorate and fall an easy
prey to disease of one kind or another.
That
is largely
a question of soil and climate
is shown, I think, by the fact that in the gai'den
of my friend, Monsieur Denis, of Balaruc-IesBains. in the Departement of Herault, several

this

which decline to flourish (here,
an^d continue to flower, but
even produce sound seeds.
I am indebted to
M. Denis for many of the facts contained' in
of these Irises,

not only increase

following notes.
is
another circumstance wlhich has
\astly increased the diflSculty of arriving at anything like a satisfactory account of tliese white
Irises, and that is that in the East, and especially among the Mussulmans, white Irises are
frequently planted in graveyards.
I
am not
aware that the custom has any definite religious
tlie

There

but

significance,

it

seems

to

be undoubtedly a

a native of the moimtains
Arabia and that it
ha.s been carried thence by tlie <lisciples of Mohammed almost as far as their religion itself
has spread.
I.
albicans was first described
botanically as growing near Almeria. in Spain,
whither it had doubtless been imported by the
Moors, who took it also in/to Sicilv and into
fact that

of

the

I.

albicans

Yemen

is

district of

FRENCH WAR AREA.

203.)

of flowers, and now
The rare and inteand Koelreuteria paniculata both flowered in Islington Cemetery during
the past summer.
A. D, Wehster.

has moi'e than once been sent
from
as well as

duced an abnormal quantity
show a rich harvest of fruit.

Asia,

whence

some unusually

from

Samsun and Mardin,

of Pyrus.

resting Celtis australis

Persia. From Spain it was apparently conveyed
to America, where it has escaped from cultivation and' become more or less naturalised in
Jlexico and in more than one place in South
America. It has also spread from Spain to the
South of France and given rise to the name of
the village of Les Onglous (Provencal for Irises,
apparently), a short distance to the west of

also

is

tiaoa)

has attained

to

goodly proportions

in

and a healthy young tree has
by the Water-Lily pond in
Regent's Park.
Jn Kensington Gardens many
rare and beautiful trees are to be seen, including the finest Persimmon tree in London, the
beautiful and distinct Cotoneaster nummul'aria,
and the equally liarge-growing C. frigida, both
over 30 feet in height. The Marsh and Fastigiwell in a smoky locality, and so
aJte Oaks do
does the common Birch, which has attained to
size quite equalling that reached in the open
aBatterseia Park,
freely

flowered

country.
are also

The Pavias
the many

are

uncommonly

fine,

as

distinct forms of Thorn,
and species of Prunus.
Pyrus
In Battersea Park the Nettle Tree (Celtis occidentalis) has re.^ched to a fair size, and looks
healthy and well suited to its dusty and smoky
locality,
and this is true also of Zelkova
tacuminatia, which has attained to a height of
The
40 feet, with a branch spread of 30 feet.
Arburtus, or Strawberry tree, is nowhere in the
London area to be seen in finer form than at

lobata,

NOTES ON

IRISES.

SOME WHITE POGONIRIS.
Our knowledge of the various white-flowered
bearded Irises is stQl in a fragmentary and
unsatisfactory condition, but it may nevertheless
be worth while to put on record such data as
The inhave by degrees been accumulated.
the
origin
and relationship
vestigator into
of the various species and forms, who pursues
his enquiries in England, is greatly hampered
by the fact that it is extremely rare for the
known forms of white, bearded Irises to produce apparently sound seeds in our gardens.
case,
the
Moreover, it is by no means
that these white Irises will
unfortunately,
always continue to flower here. Newly imported
rhizomes seem to bring with them sufficient
vigour to flower in their first year, but after-

it

Cette, on the coast of the Mediterranean. There
it grows in millions on the sandy banks among
the vineyards, where the vines grow by the
M.
seashore to within 20 feet of high tide.
Denis informs me that the plants, which I took
to his garden from Les Onglous, never set seeds,
though others have done so here on rare occaOn the contrary, plants from Mardin,
sions.
when pollinated from the Les Onglous plants,
seed readily, and the seedlings have shown that
this Iris reproduces itself from seed without
This is
]jroducing any appreciable variations.
precisely what we should expect of an albino
form, and fortunately, in the case of I. albicans,
we possess in I. Madonna the purple-flowered
I.
species of which it is the albino form.

—

—
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introduced from Arabia some ten
or twelve years ago, and I do not think that
anyone, who will compare the growth of these
two Irises, will doubt that they are mere colour

Madonna was

forms of the same species.
Other albino Irises, such, for instance, as the
white form of I. tectorum, breed absolutely true
from seed when self-fertilised, and I have little
doubt that sooner or later we shall possess white
forms of all our purple Irises of the gerraaniica
and pallida groups. .Some yeajs ago I found in
Balmatia a tall, white pallida, which, however,
has a very weak constitution in our English climate, .ind, though still alive, it persistently
There is also in exist_«fDsej! to flower here.
ence a white form of the well-known I. Cengialtii.
and a few years ago there appeared here a fine
white form of the dwarf pallida of the eastern
coast of the Adriatic, which promises to prove
an admirable garden plant.

Tbe

Central Euro^jean I. .np-hylla ha.-; also
given me a white form, though in this case it
hardly
a pure albino.
is
The well-known I. florentina is obviously nothing but a quasi-albino form of a purple germanioa.
I have obtained from the neighbourhood of Florence a slender, dark, black-purple
^ermanica which closely resembles florentina in

kashmiriana is distinguished from the white
Irises already mentioned by its long, naiTow
spathes, which remain green till the flower has
faded.
This same character appears in I. Bartonii, which I took to be only a form of kashmiriana, but which M. Denis infonns me comes
true from seed.
It is a smaller plant than
I. kashmiriana, and its flowers are of a yellowishwhite, sometimes veined or suffused witii purple.
It is remarkable in having ,a number of long
hairs on the inner side of the haft of the standards, whereas in kashmiriana there are only
three or four short hairs.
The original plants
of Bartonii came from Kandahar, and M. Denis
tells me that
others whicli I received from
Quetta and Abbottabad are slightly different
fomis and that all three reproduce themseK'es
appro.xiniately true from .=»eds when .-^elf-ferti-

I.

and remain distinct from I. kashmiriana.
In this connection it should lie remembered
I. kashmiriana is seldom in cultivation in England.
The forms obtiiinable under
the name of " Shelford v^ariety " oo- " Miss Will
mott " are. as Foster himself told me, of doubtful parentage, and M. Denis finds that he obtains from them forms that are obviously akin
not to kashmiriana
but
mesopotaniica.
to
TV. R. Di/le/:. ('Itarterhouse. Godalming.
lised.

that the real

Fig. 81.

and, moreover, it is not at all unusual
for .streaks or blotches of purple to appear in
the flowers of florentina.
There is .also to be obtained a so-called gerite habit,

manica alba, which is different from florentina
the albino
of
some other of the
and
numerous forms of germandca.
I have also
unotiher form which I found in a roa<lside gar
den on the way up from M.ittugl'e to the tO])
i.«

of Monte Maggiore, above Abbazia, in Istria.
This hafi larger flowers than those of florentina.
and a white and not a yellow beard. In shape
it recalls germanica atropurpurea, and may be
an albino sport of that variety.
These various forms aje sufficiently puzzling,
but when we come to the various white Irises
of the North-west Frontier of India our diffiIt is these Iri.ses
are vastly increased.
will not succeed after more
especially which
than one or two seasons here, and I can
only give M. Denis' experience of plants which

culties

have succeeded with him though they have
failed with me.
I. kashmiriana appears to be
the white connterpart of a pale lilac-purple Iris
which is occasionally .sent home from the neighbourhood of Srinagar, but which must not be
confused with the Kharput form of germanica.
The latter has become naturalised there and
•ar more common
because more vigorous.

•'

HIMALAYA

This remarkably
grown in this country

prolific

fruits

doubt
of

are

for

"

doubtful, to say tJie least. When in Germany in
the autumn of 1912 I was impressed with a very

Blackberry called Theodore Reimers.
and had plants sent to me the following winter.
After several yeare of comparison I find it
identical with the so-called " Himalaya," and
have no doubt that this fruit found its way to
America, and there underwent the rechristening
which often follows migrations
Theodore Reimers is figured iu the Pomolof/ifclic MuiwtK/ieftf. 1904,'^ p. 49.
It seems that
seeds were raised from a plant found in a neighbour's garden
by Garteninspeotor Theodore
Reimers in 1889, and one of these pix>duced the
berry under consideration.
All the evidence,
therefore, points to the fact that it is descended
from a European species of Rvibus, as is indeed
suggested by its appearance. E. A. Bunyard.
fruitful

APPLE .TAMES LAWSON.
The new Apple named James Lawson.
trated in

fig.

81,

is

illus-

a cross between Cellini nnd

lacking

Blackberry has been

some years, and though
flavour

in

and of good
ready for use
September. It received the R.H.S. Award of
Merit on September 24, 1918, after trees in fruit
had been inspected by members of the R.H..S.
Fruit Committee in Messrs. H. Cannoll an<l
Sons' nursery at Eynsford, Kent. The fruits are
flesh is
juicy, firm,
'J'he
red.
flavour.
It is a dessert variety,

BEHUV.

a

fruiting

who

to

(iravenstein. and resembles botli jjarents in appearance. The skin is yellow, streaked with

it is without
very remarkable addition to the list
Rubi.
I have been trying for some years to get definite information as to its origin, and feel pretty
certain that its .source is European and not
Indian.
Mr. Alfred Mitting, an American nurseryman.

the

that of Sir Francis Younghusband, I wrote
him recently, and he was good enough to inform me that he knew nothing of the plant or
its reputed discoverers.
Sir David Prain, who
was with the expedition, also feels sure no such
Blackberry was found.
The Himalayan origin is therefore extremely

be

apple james lawson.

FRUIT REGISTER.

THE
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in

illustrated

natural

size.

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

specia'ises in these berries, gives the follow

ing historical particulars
" Unknown to the rest of the world, it had
been growing for centuries in the Himalaya

CLOSK PLANTING OF POTATOS.

:

Mountains, when a British military exi)edition
went north from India into Persia and Thibet,
.-V
found it. .and brought back some plants.
Seattle firm brought the first ])]ants into the
United States in 1905. and since then Himalaya
has been developed and tested until we know
that for many purposes it is so altogether different and new and good that it is an invaluable
addition to the fruits American farmers can

Thinking that the expedition

referrerl to

iiuld

value of phosphatio
manuring for Rotates, Mr. Taylor (p. 168)
stated that the experiment showed the folly of
This is true in many replanting too closely.
spects, but not always, because the nature of
the soil has to be taken into consideration.
Last March I bastard-trenched some grass land
for Potatos, and the top soil varied from 4 inches

While dealing with the

8 inches in depth, with a .subsoil of solid
The soil itself is very sandy, .and "during
the fine wrather of March l.Tst it looked like so
much dry siind or dust aftei- being turned up for
to

gravel.

—
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a day or two. I concluded it would be useless
to allow more space for Potatos than 2 ieet by
I planted the poorest part of the ground
1 foot.
with Arran Chief, King Edward VII., and UpThe first-named grew 7 feet high in a
to-Date.
garden the previous year, and the haulm had
This yeaVj in the sandy soil, it
to be staked.
XJp-todid not exceed 12-15 inches in height.

Date made
till

a second
middle of

the

growth and continued green
October.

jSIeither

the

of

was at any time crowded, and the top
growth of Arran Chief never met over the
furrows, e.xcept at one end, where the soil was
varieties

Up-to-Date gave the heaviest crop, foldeeper.
lowed by Arran Chief, and most of the tubers
were ware and seed size. I merely make these
statements to show that the character of the soil
must be taken into consideration before deter-

mining the widtli apart at which to plant. I have
seen some of INlr. Taylor's cultures, and know
that he is nothing if not thorough, and he is
In a trial of Potatos at Wisley
successful, too.
last year the heaviest weight per rod was dug
from Arran Chief, planted at 2 feet by 1 foot.
The heaviest weight per root of the same variety
was from tubers planted 30-36 inches X 18
inches.

J.

F.

POTATO

YIELDS.

by creeks, a few Oaks and Poplars, and old
Thorn hedges (almost invariably neglected),
more to catalogue, and a
there is little

In particular I have a good
are rather better.
word to say for exotic trees generously planted
acin the celebrated Launceston gorge. Quite by
cident I got to the place of a man as keenly interested in, and as wise about, exotic trees as
anybody in the island. He must be thought a
crank, because the rows nearest the road in his

orchard form an arboretum, and few cultivators
Also
here soar beyond the strictly utilitarian.
he has more than one modest exotic plantation,
have
to
and has planted trees so extensively as
thirty or so kinds of Oak, for example. He informed me that deep-rooting trees do well with
him, but shallow-rooting ones are disappointing.
And those that thrive, really do thrive. He
showed me an Oak shoot 8ft. or 9ft. in length,
while young Pines had made a similar annual
growth. I 'should be grateful to any reader who
Quercus
either
would send me acorns of
Farnetto, or Q.
austriacea. Q. coccinea, Q.
pubescens. to gladden the heart of my friend.
They are unobtainable in Australia. A tree
which usually does as well as any here
but
Commercially,
Plane.
London
the
is

following results of ten varieties of
Potatos grown alongside and treated identically,
Clover
of
after Whea,t, with -a cateh-crop
ploughed in on sandy loam soil, may be of

The cultivation was on a
interest to readers.
farming scale and not carried out under gardenAlthough the yields may not
ing conditions.
be as much as those to be expected from garden
the
between
comparisons
cultivation,
the
various varieties are nevertheless of

interest

Tons per

The Ally

(Scotch seed)
Grea.t Scott

15
15

King Edward

l^

Kerr's

13
12^

Pinl^''

(Scotch seed)

An-an

Chief
Ninetyfold

British

:

acre.

Garnetf. Cambrlth/c, Tasmania.

Queen

10
10

9^
9

Duke (Scotch seed)
were planted on April 23 and 25, with
dressing
of dung in the drills ;ind 2 cwts.
a good
As the land
of sulphate of ammonia per acre.
is required for Wheat this autumn the Potatos
were lifted early in September, before the tops
had thoroughly died down, with the exception
of Ninetyfold, which was lifted in a ripe condition on August 5, and British Queen in an
All the
almost ripe condition on August 10.
crops were grown from Scotch seed once removed, except the four duly marked new Scotch
Iron

sets

In manurial tests carried o)it with the variety
Great Scott the omission of sulphate of ammonia
caused tlie tops to be lighter in colour, and the
plants ripened rather earlier, and the yield was
smaller to the extent of over one ton per acre.
On the contrary, a dressing of 3 cwts. per acre
of sulphate of potash (95 per cent.) raised the
yield over 3 tons per acre, but the tops showed
no appreciable difference during the growT. E. Miln.
ing .^t-a.^on.

One

of the fruit-grower's greatest difficulties
to obtain enough farmyard or stable manure.
It is possible to buy stable manure from London or other citiesT but this is very dear and not
of great value. In a crop of Potatos grown this
year one could plainly see which part of the field
is

was dressed with local manure and which with
London dung, the former giving the heavier
Were it not that organic manure is
yield.
essential on my light land, I doubt if London
manure would be worth its price. The last consignment cost 5s. &d. per ton on nail in London,
and carriage brougiht it up to 9s. 3d. at the local

By the time it has been carted home it
between lis. and 12s. per ton, and added to
tliis is the heavy labour of spreading.
This autumn I have, for the first time, bought
In normal times
several trucks of wool shoddy.
this is considerably cheaper than dimg, and, even
under present conditions, it has the advantage.

station.

It is selling now at 12s. 6d. per unit of ammonia
Kent
per ton delivered at the local station.
growers, who use it largely, consider that two
cent,
containing
6
per
acre
of
shoddy
tons per
of ammonia are equal to 20 to 24 tons of London
manure and I find that the former dressing costs
about £7 15s. on the farm, as compared with at
least £11, 10s. for 20 tons of London dung. Then
there is the labour of spreading, which is much
lighter in the case of shoddy.
If the shoddy is
dry there is little difficulty in distributing two
tons over an acre, but it is almost impossible
with a wet sample, which is naturally much less
bulky. My figures are probably hardly fair to
dung, which is an all-round plant food, whereas
shoddy supplies only nitrogen and organic
matter. I am, however, pleased with the appearance of the shoddy dressing, because it promises
to supply plenty of organic matei'ial of a lasting
character, and that is what the soil needs.
Marhc.t Grower.
;

AUSTRALASIA.

EUROPEAN TREES IN TASMANIA.
Even some Tasmanians who have been to
England have a theory that European trees do
better here than at home, but I think them
Northern trees in the South of Taswrong.
mania are disappointing to me if only they
would thrive as well, and were a tithe as abundant as introduced weeds, this would be a better
Excluding fruit trees, generally
looking place.
speaking, they are not abundant. Beyond Pines
(usually P. insignis) round homesteads. Willows
;

—

Asparagus. The forcing of Asparagus is very
and a supply of succulent stems may be
in December and January if crowns are introduced into gentle warmth. A hot-bed made of
leaves and manure is preferable to forcing by
means of hot-water pipes, as the fermenting
A
materials will provide a moist atmosphere.
bed of Oak or Beech leaves about 4 feet in depth
will provide a steady bottom heat for itwo or
three months, and may be used successfully for
easy,

had

three or four batches of crowns. Brick pits are
the best structures in which to form the hotbed failing these, frames may be set on a mild
hot-bed about 4 feet high.
When the heat of
either kind of bed has declined to 80° cover the
bed with about 4 inches of light soil, but the
roots should not be placed in position until it is
seen that the heat of fennentation is not likely
The requisite number of roots
to exceed 80°.
should be carefully lifted and as little exposed
Place them
to cold, drying winds ,as possible.
closely together on the surface of the bed and
cover, them with at least 3 inches of fine, light
If the latter is moist little or no water
soil.
will be needed, but, as a rule, the ifiots are
better for being lightly moistened with tepid
water.
At no time should the roots suffer for
want of moisture, or the quality of the shoots
will be impaired.
If
high temperatures are
guarded against thei-e will be no necessity to
admit much air; the temperature should be kept
as near 60° as jK)ssible.
;

—

Examine these bulbs carefully
Shallots.
during the present month, and pick out any that
are

To

diseased or show the least signs of decay.
keep well the bulbs must be stored thinly in

a cool place.

— See

that Parsley in frames is well
fine weather, the soil stirred
the rows, and all decayed
Sui-plus jJants in boxes may
leaves removed.
.s.till be transplanted
in frames to provide leaves
for use in spring.

Parsley.

MANURE.

costs

seed.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
F, JoRDAji, Gardener to Lieut.-Ool. Spender
Clat, M.P., Ford Manor, Lingfleld. Surrey.

By

ventilated

SHODDY AS

Hi

Up-to-Date
DargiU Gem (Scotch seed)

The

only where there is a great depth of rich soil,
there should be money in Walnuts in TasThey thrive amazingly, and the nuts
mania.
The Spanish Chestnut is
fetch high prices.
almost uaiknown, nor have I noticed large Horse
Chestnuts.
A tree which grows to an amazing
I have seen specimens far
size is the Mulberry.
surpassing tlie largest known to me at home. A.

23. 1918-.

The Week's Work.

particularly grievous fact is that I have not
yet seen a Beech tree worthy of the name. Nor
does exotic tree growth in general seem to me
anything exceptional ; but, of course, we have
only arboreal tree babies here, for what is 100
years in the life of an Oak 7 In the North things

'

The

[November

during

frequently between

—

Autumn-Sown Onions. Hoe the soil between
the TOWS of seedling Onions once or twice during
fine, mild weather, but on no account make the
ground too loose or encourage the plants to
grow too quickly. In damp weather hand weeding is the best.

—

Gas Lime. The present is a suitable time to
apply gas lime at the rate of four or five bushels
each ten-rod plot, spreading it evenly over
After lying exposed until next
the surface.
spring or early summer, according to the amount
used, the lime may be dug in and the ground
cropped.
Potatos. Examine seed Potatos and remove
any diseased tubers. They must be kept safe
from frost, and paper mats or other suitable
anaterial should be kept in readiness for use in
times of severe frosts.
to

—

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

HiBRiss, Gardener to Lady Wantage,
Lookinge Park, Berkshire.

—

Some of the
strongest plants of the common Arum may be
placed into warmth with a view to having them
The roots should be
in flower by Christmas.
given liquid manure at every alternate watering, as Richardias are gros.s feeders when in
The rest of the batch should
active growth.
be kept in a cool house, using fire-heat only to
keep out severe frost. Fumigate the house at
fortnightly intervals to destroy aphis.
Early flowers of
Early-flowering Gladioli.
Gladioli are always most useful for purposes of
The corms should be potted as
cut blooms.
soon as they arrive from the seedsman, as it is
important that they have plenty of time to become well rooted before attempting to force
Place them in 6-inch pots
them into flower.
filled with a fairly rich compost, and plunge the
When
ashes
in a cold frame.
bed
of
pots in a
Richardia africana (Calla).

'

—

November
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the shoots have gix)wu aibout an inch or two remove the polls fi-om the ashes and place them
near the glaiss in a cool house, where they should
remain during the greater part of the winter.
When top growth is well advanced, and the pots
are full of ro<its, batche? of the plants may be
placed in a warmer house for forcing.

—

Bulbs in Pots. Examine all bulbs growing in
pots and other receptacles at regular intervals.
When they have made an inch or two of top
growth the pots containing them should be taken
irom the bed of ashes ana placed in a co !d frame.
During times of veiy severe fixjst cover the
frames with mats, litter, or similar protective
materials.
Place batches of the early flowering
kinds in the forcing house at intervals according to requirements. A constant watch must be
kept for rats and mice, which are capable of
doing great damage to bulbs in a short time.
Mice are easily dealt witli by trapping. Bats
may be poisoned, and this should be done by
an -experienced person.

—

Palms. During ver^' viei weather some of the
outdoor staff may be employed in cleansing
Palms. Scale insects are the worst enemies of
the Palm, and bad infestations are very difficiflt
to eradicate.
If the leaves are kept moistened
with an insecticide the removal of the insects
will be easier.
Syringing the whole of the plants
thoroughly with soluble paraffin at intervals of
a week or ten days is the best way of keeping

Palms clear of insect pests.
Euphorbia pulcherrima (Poinsettia).

—

The

bracts of Poinscttias will keep fresli for several

weeks after they have fully developed provided
the plants are grown in suitable conditions.
Keep the atmosphere of the house quite dry and
the roots on the dry side. Admit air whenever
outdoor conditions are favourable, and circulate
a little warmth in the water-pipes at all times.
During times of dense fog keep the house closed.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
B,\

J.

(.oi.Miin,

Uiirdener
Gat'ton

liaj-t.,

to Sir

Jeremiah Colman,

Park,

R«igate.

—

OdontOgiOSSUm.
Plants of U. citrosmum
that are Hearing the completion of their growth
should be suspended or staged near to the roofglass in the cooler part of the Cattleya or intermediate house.
Hedute the supply of water at
the roots gradually until after the new pseudobulbs are thorougtily developed moisture stiould
be withheld for longer periods, affording only
sufficient
to
prevent the pseudo-bulbs from
shrivelling.
This treatment should be continued
through the winter, and until flower-spikes are
seen to be pushing from the centre of the young
growths. O. grande, 0. Insleayi, and O. Schlieperianum grow .satisfactorily during the summer
months in a cool house, but now they should be
grown near the roof-glass in a house having an
intermediate temperature.
Plants of 0. Uro
Skinneri and O. bict<jiiiense are forming roots
al the base of the young growths, and a.ny in
need of fresh rooting materials should be given
attention.
A compost consisting of Osmundafibre or Al fibre cut up rather roughly, with a
liberal additioy of crushed crocks, will'be found
suitable for the.se Orchids.
;

to in that respect.
Zygopetalum maxillare and
/.. Giautieri may, where necessary, be given more
rooting space.
Use a compost consisting of
equal portions of Osmunda-fibre or Al hbreand
Sphagnum-moss cut in rather short portions,
with a liberal addition of crushed crocks. These
Orchids have a rambling habit, and are not suitable for growing in pots or pans: they do best
fixed to a portion of the stem of a Tree Fei-n.
If necessary, the rooting space may be extended

by wiring another piece of stem on the top of
the old block.
The roots should be kept moist
at all times.
The plants thrive best in a moist,
shady position in the warmest part of the inter-

mediate house.

watering the roots, for an e.xcess of moisture
cause the leaves to become spotted.
Water should only be afforded when the
compost is dry, when sufficient should be
given to soak the materials thoroughly. Plants
of Z. crinitum, Z. Perrenoudii, Z. Protheroianum, and others of that class, also Zygo-C'olax
Wiganianus and Z.-f. Charlesworthii, are in
full growth, and should he afforded liberal supplies of water at the roots.
All these plants

may

thrive best

in

a

moist,

.shady

position

in

the

cooiler part of the intermediiate hou.se.
Z.
rostratum and Z. Roeblingianum are both growing freely, and should occupy a shady position
in the warme-st house.
The surface moss should
be sprink'ed frequently in order to keep it green
and healthy. Plants of the Holloa .section, such as
B. coelestis, Pescatorea Lehmannii, P. Dayana,
f'hondrorhyncha fimbriata and C. f'hestei-toiiii
are forming fresli roots, and specimens that require fresh rooting materials should be attended

weutuer si.ii very open and tne giouiid
every iiiiiaiice
gooa working cousiiot..a
j.ci,,
ut any e.\i.u&e lor
J.I i.auour ue \eiy sJiorl sci.l
ana it pixj-

tlie

m

irtaiiy

ui

,..i..o.,,

ue-*>.
oao»,t

uifcie

lo

—

— cuiiceiinaoe

tius

oil

niosi

iiiiporiaut

Item una itave otner iimiLers lor a time.
If
ijie irees are not yei to nana lei everyuiiiig
be
uoii€ 1.1 tne way ui preparation, so that they
can oe piauLca uii arrival. Do not stop tor any
piuiiiiig obiiei inan oi liie roocs.
Jriave good soil
.a leauii.ess lor oovering the roots where
the
viainary sou is not gouu enough lur the purpose,
i-eave the muiChing, it such be deemed advisaoie, until an tne planting is finished, but
give
vjiie Watering to settle the soil.

Renewal

and Extension.— Alter tne good
weeK tne uiciease ol Iruit-iree cultiuoiiu coiisiiueiuiig.
ihe crops tins
year iiave Ocen lar Oeiow tne average, ana tiie
news

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J.

GniSE,

G-ardener

Hall.

Kewoasie,

Kecle

to

Mrs. Demvster,

StaBoixishire

—

Mid-Season Vines.
Successional houses in
«hicn a lew buncues of Grapes are still hanging
should now be cleared and eveary opportunity
taken to hasten the work of pruning the \ iues
and cleansing the houses before the end of the
year.

liie

inslruct.ons given

in

the issue of

.November 9 for early \ ines may be followed
with successional houses. The removal of the
Uiapes wi.. mean economy in firing, and permit
oi moaerate applications of water ii the borders.ire

ury.

the

principal

work of renovating

or

top-dressing cannot be performed too quickly,
and where the \ ines have the run of interna; and

external borders the renovation of the latter
should be carried out at this season.
If the
Vines are in a healthy condition a top-dressing
2 or 3 inches in thickness of a suitable compost
will suffice, after removing all the old mukliings

and exhausted soil down to tlie young roots.
Late Vineries. Unremitting attention should

—

be given to liouses in wjiich Grajjes are lianging,
to prevent decay of the berries.
This is the
worst month in tlie year for keeping Grapes on
the Vines, and the scarcity of fuel adds to the
difficulty.
Maintain a dry, airy atmosphere,
slightly on the warm side, by allowing a gentle
circulation of heat in the pipes until the leaves
fall.
A temperature ranging from 45° to
50° will keep the Grapes free from moisture,
but any fluctuation below this will cause the
berries to attract and hold moisture.
Decay
soon follows, and with frequent cutting out of
decayed berries the bunches .ire spoi ed.
In
such cases it is advisable to cut the bunches i.n
place them in bottles containing water in the
Grape-room, where Ihev will keep in good con
dition for a lengthened period.
1

—

TomatOS. Plants in 4 or 5 inch pots, for
fruiting c<vrly next spring, should 'be placed on a
fhe'f near the riKif-g as.>^.
A temper.-iture of 55'^
to 60° is necessary to keep the plants in a healthy
condition. If this cannot be maintained through
the winter it is advisable to discard the plants
and reserve the fuel for an early start in the
New Year. Even plants which are now ripen
ing their fruits require a similar temperature.
Water the roots very carefully, maintain a fairly
dry atmosphere, niid ventilate the house freely
in

favourable weather.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Uv Jas. Hcd-son.

a

liiNud

Garde

at

Gunner&bury House,

Apples and Pears on Grass.— Assuming th;ii
circular area of soil around the trees has been

kept free of grass, it is advisable to extend the
ring as the trees increase in size.
When doing
this lighten the soil around the stems and topdress the roots with either rich, fresh loam or
well-rotted manure, allowing, of course, for the
cropping proclivities of the variety in (piestiini.
If the trees be of full age it will repay to remove some of the surface soil and replace it
with fresh compost liberally mixed with manure.
This will encourage the development of roots
near to the .surface. In the case of large Plum
trees that have borne freely in the past few
seasons a good dressing of fresh loam mixed with
lime-rubble would form an excellent stimulant.
These trees also should have an area of cultivated ground around the stems, as in this way
more generous treatment can be given them.

Planting Trees.— The work of planting

oi lasi

vaiioii

—

Zygopetalum and Allied
Genera.
The
partially developed pseudo-bulbs of
Zygopetalum Mackayi are sending out flower-spikes,
and from now onwards until the flowering
season is over, extra care must be taken in

207

witn

fruit

trees should proceed as quickly as possible, for

IS

>aiUe Oi Iru.t i.as been more tlian ever appreciated, not oiuy as a luxury, but lor ii.s dietetic
value. Let no uvatlabie space on wails ur leiices
be leit bare. 1 have lately seen boun-uar\ lences
covered with liiackOerries lAmericau, or Parsiey-ieavcd).
'lius was accomplished by keeping
_

tne shrubs pnuited as a screen some 8 feet
or :=o away Irom tne leiice.
Last spring 1 advised the planung of standard trees in shrubberies, ana 1 now repeat it.
Trees on clean
steins, as standards, are to be liad, and often
times these are better wjien raUier tall, and jost
w.nat is neeiied lor the purpose.
These may
include Apples, Pears, Plums, and Damsons, even
all

Vuinces on moist soils.
Painting ironwork.— Any painting of ironwork Uiat may be needed should be done now
rather than in the spring such work must not
;

be iieglected,

ajid

the

best

material to use

is

oxide of Iron paint; apply two coats after uleauing off anv rust.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Uy

R. V. BKUTULIISTUN, Garileiitr to the Eiul
iiiDOlNuTuN, liuuij-liiimc, East Lothian.

Ranunculus
p.aiiUs

and

Anemone.— These

ol

bulbous

may

be planted now lor an early display of
Anemones are well known, but
horists rianunculi are now seldom seen in garaeiis, though at one time the quauit Turban
and Persian groups were invariably grown in
beds.
The easiest strain to grow is "the French,
a Iree-Huwering and pretty group, but innocent
of tne high breeding of the others.
In planting,
some care is required not to break the " claws."
Plant aibout 3 inches deep, not more, and about
4 inches apart.
A well-worked, deep soil is
desiraJble, with plenty of rotted manure incoriKirated.
After plraiiiting nothing further will
be needed by them till l'"ebruary, when the surface soil should be stirred and a dressing of .^uul
appjied among the growing plants.

u.oom next year.

Storing Roots.— Begonias will be quite ready
to store after removing all the current year's
growth from the tubers.
I keep as much soil
as possible on the tubers and store them in heaps
in a frost-proof building.
Gladioli will also be
111
a fit condition for cleaning and the remo\al
of old foliage.
At the same' time all the little
corms which cluster about the old ones should
be pj'eiserved for increasing the stock.
Our
stock is dried and wintered in a cool Pcaiii
house, the corms lying on the border, a mcllioil
I think to be preferred to placing them ulu k
they become very dry indeed, there are so imin,\
that a somewhat rough and ready way of keep
ing them has to suffice.

—

RubUS phoenicolasiUS.— The winter beauty
of this common
shrub is not recognised to
the e.xtent it ought
to he.
Now that the
leaves have fallen all the old shoots should be
cut out, leaving only those of the current year.
(Jn sunny days the rich brown of these shoots
is very effective, and it may be added the effect
is
heightened when groufis instead of single
plants are seen.
Other Rubi may be treated
.^.iniilarly, also the green-barked Leycestcria forniosa
and Piptanthus nepalensis, Corchonis
japonicus, Dogwoods and Deutzias.
Willows
should be left till March and then be cut hard
back; if dwiipfs, cut just below the surface,
and, if .standai'ds, always allow for a few fresh
strong shoots to start well back at the base.
It is strange that .so little is made of shrub.s
with 'beautiful bark.

—

'
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KDITOtUAL NOTICE.

ADVEKTISEMENTS
PUBLISHEB,

and Publisher.

would

delau

obviite

i"

Our correspondents
obtaining answers to

their communications and sure us much time and
trouble, i! they would kindlu observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relatina
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher; and that all communications intended for publication or referring

the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
to

Notice

Special

Corresnondents.

to

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contnbutions or illustrations, or to return unused comby special
munications or illustrations unless
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

AVERAGE Mean Temperatobe
deduced from observations

for

tJie

ensuing week
the

during

last

fifty

3-ear» at Greenwioli, 41.6'^.

Temperature: —

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington, Street,
Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, November
temp. 41^.
Bar. 30.4
20, 10 a.m.
Foggy.
;

:

Onions, generally with
if uncertainty with respect to prices did not act as a 'deterrent
they would probably do more in the coming year. But it has to lae remembered that
the Onion is in any case uncertain in its
yielding capacity, for it is very prone to
able breadths

should be sent to the
Wellineton Street.

41,

Covent Garden, W.C.

Editors

AcTTJAi,

—

experience of the
past few years in plougliGrass Land.
ing or digging up and
planting grass land has
eroj^s are equally (suitall
taught that not
able for planting in the first year.
Broadly speaking, it is proibable th,at tlie
Potato has proved itseJf one of the best
crops to plant provided that the sets are
Tlie

Ploug;heal-up

marked

of

success,

and

the attacks of insect pests

and

fungous

diseases.

Yet another crop which the exiierienced
claim as suitaljle for cultivation on recently
lurned-up grass land is the Pea. Besides
field PeaiS, those of the ordinary kind, as
for example. Little Marvel, are said to
do well and to e.=oape damage from
wireworm. This is probably due to the
fact that Peas very readily, and indeed
normally, in the course of their growth
throw out adventitious roots, which stand
a good chance of persisting even though
the main root of the seedling may be attacked by soil pests
Lastly, it may be mentioned that transplanted Tomatos take very kindly to
ground in which the turf has quite recently
been turned in. and here again is a crop of
whicdi considerably more than is now produced could be utilised, although, of
course, the precarious nature of the English

summer attaches a certain measure
Tomato growing in the open.

of

risk to

—

encouraged to grow away from wireworm
by a dressing of sulpliatc of ammonia at
planting time.
But it is pretty certain
that there are some other crops which do
even 'Ijetter than the Potato. First in order
is Mustard, although this is a crop the extension of which is lUit wanted at the pi'esent time. Next to Mustard, as we are informed by one of our leading market gar-

oome

denens,

Onion.s.

only to
but even

a]iplies

Presumably this

not too light in tex-

soils

is information well
worth noting, for in view of the great im-

ture

:

so.

it

Onion as a food crop, and
we grow far fewer Onions
we consume, it is iiiuch to be desired
that more ground should be put under this
crop in the coming year. With shipping
(lortaaice of the

of the fact that

l';an

rates

likely

to

rule

the

high,

foreign-

grown Onion cannot compete naturally
with the home-grown article, and therefore

it

State

munity

to

should be the
duty of the
encourage, and of the comof

horticulturists
to
grow as
as possible.
Every ton

many Onions

raised at home, even after g'iving a proper
return to the thrower, means a saving of
tile ixicket of the public and a certain measure of relief to shipping.
There can
be no doubt but that transplanted Onions.
if
grown on suitable ground, give good
prospects of a large crop, and the fact that
tliis vegetable does well in newly turned u]>
grass land should be noted by those who
have the supply of labour requisite for
the cultivation of this crop. Nor is there
anv reason whv the prejudice against led

Onions should

l>e

maintained

;

in fact, one

the best of all croppers and a good
keeper, is Weathersfield Red, which variety
h:iv the further merit that it does well on
soil-.: not too kindly disposed to the whitefleshed kind?.
Nurserymen who are doing
so much for food production have already
in tlie past two years cultivated eoiisiderof

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.
heartily commend to the notice and
practical sympathy of our readers the following
appeal, issued by Sir Harry J. Veitch on behalf
of the funds of the Grardeners' Royal Benevolent

—We

Ir.stitution

for

:

— " As

more than 30

acquainted with

treasurer of tjiis institution
years, and therefore thoroughly
excellent work, I plead most

its

earnestly for financial help in this time of great
stress when the need is so urgent.
The absence
of the usual fesitival dinner in aad of the funds,
held without intermission since 1843 until the
present terrible war broke out, has sadly lessened our income, necessitating drawing upon
our emergency fund, which is now almost exhausted,
hi these circumstances a very warm
friend of the institution, who wLshes to remain
anonymoais, has most generousily offered £250
this year, and to continue the amount annually
until one year after the cessation of the war,
proN-ided three other similar sums or lesser
amounts amounting in the aggregate to £750
are obtained, or to give £500 on the same conTowards this the
ditions if £1,500 is raised.
Committee have already received and gratefully
acknowledge more than £250. I therefore appeal
to the generosity of your readers in order that
the Committee may talce as full advantage as
Harry J.
possible of this very generous offer.
Veitch.
'

" Gardeners' Chronicle "
in
Meso" .lust
potamia. Private A. C. Davis writes
a line to let you know that I am getting the
fkirdeners' ChTonicle safely each time we receive
a mail. I thank you for the prompt and regular
maimer in which you despatch it to me. As in
pre-war days, it is read with grejit interest by
myself and others who in civilian life are garWe are glad to iiave the old paper
deners.
ouit here with us, as it helps to keep us in touch
with our work while we are far away in MesoWhen we return w« shall be very
potamia.
keen and eager tor work, and no doubt the head
gardeners of England will be glad to see us

The

aga'n.

wish

—

:

The same address

will still find

me.

I

the Chronicle every success."

—

The evacuation

Ghent by the
Ghent.
Oermans and its reoccupation by Belgian and
British troops have given rise to wonderful scenes
of

rejoicing

in

of

this great horticultural

centre.

[November

and many British horticulturists

23, 1918.

will join

with

their Belgian confreres in thankfulness that the
peaceful .pursuit of coramexcial gardening may
once more be carried on in this city of nurseries.

Had there been no war the present year would
have witnessed the holding of one of the great
Ghent Quinqueniiial

Horticultui-al

Exhibitions

which the city is famed tlu'oughout the
world.
hope the day is not far distant when
those interested in the " gentle art of gardentor

We

ing "

may be

permitted to meet once

agam

at

the Floralies to congratulate the gardeners of
Flanders upon their stand for liberty, their
li'beration

from bondage, and their wonderful

horticultru-al productions.

The Corn, Pulse, and Hay Crops.

—

The

yield per acre of all the corn crops in England
and Wales this year is a-bove the average, and
with the single exception of the small area of
Beans, the total production is also greater while
all are better, whether judged by the yield from
an acre or by total production, than in 1917. The
yield of Wheat is estimated at 33 bushels per
acre (2 busQiels above the avei'a.ge), and the total
production, upon the greatly increased acreage,
amounts to 10,534,000 quarters, which is the
largest quantity harvested since estimates were
first officially collected in 1885, and exceeds last
year's total by Sj million quarters.
A certain
jirojjortion of the Wlieat has been damaged,
especially in the northern districts and in Wales,
but the condition of the bulk is satisfactory.
Barley has yielded 32 2/5 bushels per acre, or
half-a-busliel more than the average ; the total
pixiduction of over 6 million quarters is the
The production of Oats is
largest since 1914.
almost 2 million quarters more than the previous
highest on record
and amounts to
(1907),
;

14,336,000 quarters the yield of 41^ bushels per
acre is tJie best since 1910.
Mixed or dredge
corn, distinguished for the first time, produced
an additional 620.000 quarters from 139,000 acres.
The damage to Barley and Oats has beeJi considerably more serious and widespread tiian in
the case of Wheat.
Beans have given 29 2/5
busliels
to the acre,
while Peas, with 27^
bushels, show the best return of the last ten
years.
Taking all the five corn crops together
the gross production in England and Wales was
no less than 8^ million quarters, or quite 35 per
cent, more than in 1917.
The yields of seeds'
hay (Clover, Sainfoin, and grasses under rotation) is practically equal to the average, viz.,
but that from the perjust 29 cwts. per acre
.manent grass (21 4/5 cwts.) is 4/5 of a cwt.
below the average. Owing to the increased production of corn, the total amount, viz., almost
2,100,000 tons of seeds' and nearly 4,700,000 tons
of meadow hay, is less than that ta.ken last year,
The total
in spite of the better yield per acre.
jiroduction. of hay of both kinds amounts to
6.785.000 tons, or fully three-fourths of a million
tons short of last
year's total,
and nearly
1.100,000 tons less than the average from the
nnu'h larger area of the ten years 1908 17.
:

:

A Gardener Candidate

fot

Parliament.

The

of parliamentary candidates for the East
HerttordsJiire division includes the name of Mr.
( 'yril
Harding, Secretary of the British GarMr. Harding is sitanding
deners' Association.
as a Labour candidate, and his opponents are
list

Mr. Pemberton BilliHg (Independent) and Mr.
E. B.

Barnard

(Coalition).

Distribution of the
Potato Crop.— The
.scheme adopted by tlie Ministry of Food for disposing of this year's Potato crop is as follows
Prices to pixiducers will van' in different areas
consumers for the same grade of
prices to
Potato will be uniform tti-oughout England and
Wales. Potatos will be supplied to retailers at a
uniform price, fixed conditionally, at £9 per
ton. Grade I.. £7 per ton. Grade II., the price
being reckoned to retailer's nearest railway station. Growei-s selling to wholesale dealers will be
entitiled to receive assessed price *ithin 14 days,
and if they do not do so they are entitled to
apply to Potato Control Committee (in a de:

;

—

N.VEMEEK
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zone) or Zonal Committe* (in a surplus zone)
of their zone, as the case may be.
Wholesalers
are entitled to charge a commission of 7s. 6d.
ficit

per ton
they must account to the Ministrj'
Food for the difference between the price
paid to growers and price obtained from retailers
;

of

aiter deducting commission (at rate of 7s. 6d.
per ton) and necessarj- charges.
As a general
rule, only one wholesaler's commission may be
charged in respect of any lot of Potatos, and
if they pass through the hands of more wholesalers than one. commission must be shared.
Special cases will, however, be considered, and

an additional collecting dealer's commission not
exceeding 3s. 6d. per ton may, upon application
for the necessary licence, be allowed in cases of
proved necessity.
Both retailer's buying price
and wholesaler's commission are subject to revision when further information as to actual
<x>sts has been obtained.
No person may deal in
Potato* by wholesale unless he is registered by the
Ministry of Food, or by retail unless registered
by the Food Control Committee of his district.
Wholesale dealers will not be allowed to sell
Potatoe to any person other than registered retailers or wholesalers unless they hold a licence
to do so from the Food Commissioner of their
area.
Such licences will be granted to wholesale dealers who can show that they have a
regular trade in supplying Potatos to caterers,

No Government grant is
Agricultural Wholesale Society.
the central trading body of the
agricultural co-operative movement, the Agricultural Organisation vSociety being a purely
propagandist, organising, and advisory body.
The Agricultural Wholesale Society was formed
under the auspices of the Agricultural Organisa-
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Treasury sanction.

made

to

tion

BEGONIA EVANSIANA.

the

That society

Society,

is

and on

its

initiative, as

an essen-

part of its work of organising co-operation,
but there is, I am assured, no financial connection whatever between the two bodies. In reply
to the third part of the question, I may say that,
as the Agricultural Wholesale Society is an independent body receiving no grants whatever from
the Ciovernment, it is free to make whatever
terms it likes in regard to its trading. Colonel
L. Wii^ox Does the right hon. gentleman con
sider it quite fair to private fimis who pay in-

tial

:

The now popular genus Begonia w,-i,s first made
known to gardeners in this country by the Introduction from

China in 1804 of B. Evansiana.
record of it is in Alton's Hortus Kev
where it is named B. discolor, and is said
to have been introduced by the Hon. Court of
Directors of the East India Company.
A good
illustration of it was given in the Botanical
Mwja-ine. t. 1,473 (1812), and it is there described as a highly ornamental stove plant, easily
propagated by cuttings, or by the bulbils pro
duced in the axils of the leaves
also that it
is in flower for most part of the summer.
Although not a conunon plant in greenhouses today this Begonia still occupies a place among
garden plants, and that it still deserves to be

The

first

ensis,

;

other large customers,
will be limited to sales of Potatos to specustomers.
Subject to restrictions imposed
by the Potato Control Committee or the Zonnl
Committee, growers will be permitted to sell
Pota/toe to any registered wholesale dealer in their
zone, but may not sell to anyone else, e.\cept
under licence to be obtained from the Food
Commissioner of their district. Sales under such
licences will be made at the appropriate price
for the class of sale authorised, but growers of
more than 5 acres will be required as a con
dition of obtaining such a licence to pay a fee
so adjusted as to secure that their net receipt?
are equivalent to the grower's price fixed for
their district, tosether with any sum recjuirwl
to cover cost of additional cartage. an<l a com
mission of 23. 6d. per ton. Growers of less than
5 acres will not. as a rule, be required to pay
this fee. Till the end of December growera may
without licence sell Grade TI. Potatos grown in
the counties of Berks. Bucks. Hants. Oxford,
Sussex, and Wilts, direct to retailers or consumers within their zone. Growers will be free
to sell undersized Potatos subject to a maximum
Undersized
price of £3 10s. per ton, f.o.r.
Po<bat08 for which a market cannot be found in
the ordinary way will be taken over by the
Minisirj' of Fo<'xl at the fixed price of £3 per
fish-friers, institutions, or

and

cific

ton.

Government Grants to Agricultural
The .Joint Parliamentary Secretary

ties.

Societo the

—

Board of Agriculture (Sir R. WruFREY), in reply
to a question asked in the House of Commons by
Colonel Leslie Wllson, whether any grant of
public money, and, if so, of what amount, is
made, either by or on the recommendation of
his Pepartment, to the Agricultural Organisa
Agricultural
Wholesale
Society or the
tion
whether there is any connection, and
Society
and
so, what, between these two bodies
if
whether societies or individuals affiliated to the
Agricultural Organisation Society receive any
.special treatment with respect to discount for
goods purchased from the Agricultural Wholesale Society, stated that grants of public money
t'l
the Agricultural Organisation Society have
been made since 1909-10. Those for the current
financial year are
£10,000 from the Treasury
through the Food
Production
Department.
£4,000 from the Small Holdings Account, and
from the Development Fund a block grant of
£5.800, together with a grant equal to four
times the amount of the vSocicty's income from
contributions from affiliated farmers' societies
during the current year, and a grant equal to
the .imount of the subscriptions received in the
same period. The grants are all subject to
;

;

Fig. 82.

begonia

k

come tax that a Government subsidy should be
given to societies working in opposition to them,
and will he take into consideration that these
societies, registered under the Friendly Societies
.\ct, do not pay income tax as private firms do?
Sir R. Winfrey I said the subsidy of the Government w,is to the Agricultural Organisation
Society, which is a purely propagandist society.
:

Publications Beoeivea.— Forty-eighth Annual
Report of the Entomological Society of Ontario,
1917. Printed by order of the Legislative Assembly of Ontario.
(Toronto
A. T. Wilgress.)
Published by the Ontario Department of Agriculture.
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries Food
Production Leaflets :— No. ,S4, The Cropping of
Grata Land Broken Up for 1918 Harvest ;
No. ,S5. Methods of Obtaining Strong Stocks
of Bees for Over-wintering ; No. .SH, Silver
Leaf Disease in Fruit Trees.
:

—

highly ornamental was shown by a group
well-grown plants of it in flower in Greenhouse No. 4 at Kew this autumn, where they
were an attraction for about two montlis. The
plants (see fig. 82) were about 18 inches high,
well branched, the leaves green above, tlie veins
on the underside crimson, and tihe flowers rose
pink.
The rootstock is tuberous and perennial,
the stems knotted and annual, and the axillary
bulbils fall off and start growing in spring in
the ashes under the stage in a cold house, where
the plants are wintered dry. No plant is easier
to grow, and none less likely to be lost.
At
Kew it is treated as a greenhouse pLant, and
quite happy. If a cross could be raised between
this and the summer-flowering tuberous Begonias
the hybrid would have a distinct value.
B.
Kvansiana is the most ornamental of the few
species of the genus found in China.
ca!le>d

of

i.-^

'
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

American

Blight.

—Mr.

John

Bates

asks

180) whether cei'tain varieties of Apples are
It is to be hoped that
tliis pest.
there will be numei'ous replies to tlias question,
for a reliable list of immmie varieties would be
(p.

immune from

{The Editom do not hold thenutelvei responsible lor
the upbittons expressed by correspondents.)

—

"Rogues" among
last

leliei'

tlKjugiit

J.

n was

,1

uleiititieia

may

1

iir. isutton s
Potatos.
refei'ts to
an earlier test o± wliat
migjit
be
"spurt,
aud says

state

December

a.s

VViiiie

tJiat

1905

jVir.

Beauty of Jiebrou.
outtou wrote me

Tne

Jr'otato
g^rovcQ
to be Wliite Beauty of Hebron, ur ii'uriw.n.
Ttie aext year I grew tue Uiree side by swe;
tlieir lojage was much aliKe, out th* tubers
of tne tested one touli such exti'aoroaiiary snajjes
as to baiiie comparison.
biiice tiieii I Jiave
grown rows ol fotatos from seeds, bought oi
lue&srs. Webb aiiid oonis, and some of the seedlings grew 111 tne same fantastic way.
Singularly enough, nearly all the conditions Mr. button names are reasonably complied with in the
Potato "sport" I still possess. For instance,
in 1904 my gaixien was made in land which had
been, for many generations, an open freemen s
oil

common;

4,

;

1905 the "sport" appeared, and 1
a<m satished the otlier conditions are fairly well
met. However, I have a number of the tubers
now, in a Ibox, to sprout for iie.xt year's pianting, and I shall be quite willing to submit tliem
to any further test, should such be desired. The
was a
ascertain whether it
tests were
to
"sport " or not, and at my special request they
were kindly continued a year longer than Messrs.
Sutton desu-ed, with this object in view ; it was
On referring to the
not for commercial value.
in
your back volumes, and which
articles
Darwin named, I am able to say that, as
i
had confidently expected, every ssivtence
of Darwin is fully borne out in the plain
He says " A single
sense in which he wrote.
bud or eye sometimes varies aud produces a new
variety, or occasionally and this is a much
more remarkaible circumstance all the eyes in
a tuber vary in the same manner and at the
same time, so that the whole tuber assumes a
new character." Mr. Sutton's view is entirely
As to Kemp's Potato, the
the opposite of ^ this.
reference (1841) is " A plant was dug up having
two white tube.rs, tlie colour of tlie variety, and
Considering this
two others, which were red.
to he something out of the common way, a
gentleman took the plant, with the tubers still
attached to it, to Mr. John Taylor, a highly
ISIr. Taylor
respectable nureeryman at Preston.
wisely .preserved them and planted them the foj
lowing spring, when he found the produce was
red, and not only were they of a different colour,
but they were, on comparative trials, found to
be more productive, and, if anything, superior
quality, to the variety from which they
in
This variety is now well known
sprouted.
throughout the kingdom, I believe, under the
name of Taylor's V\vUi'iu\d.~-John Townley."
And yet Mr.' Sutton maintains that Darwin reAlso,
ferred " exclusively to colour variation."
when Darwin states, " It is an argument of the
greatest weight that when varieties are produced by simple bud-variation, they frequently
present new characters," I consider it plain,
with such cases before him, he cannot mean
change of colour only, and it would be well for
growers to act upon the opinion of such an emi" Bud-variation " is his term
nent authority.
As to
for gaixieners' common word, "sport."
"
sports " in plants, we really
the "causes of
know nothing all we know is that they exist.
As to eyes of Potatos being cut out and inserted
in others, to which Mr. Sutton refers, Darvrin
says, Chap. XI., p. 421, of the same book, the
Potitos pi-oduced by graft-hybrids " were of all
colours and shapes, some ve^y ugly and some
very handsome," and " some of these varieties
have been found valu,ible and have been extenThere is much more of the
sively propagated."
siame kind. The truth appears to be that some
" sports " are, like the cross-fertilisations of the
flowers, inferior to their predecessors, some as
Ponsiclering the great
good, and others 'better.
value of the Potato, of which the war has furemphasis,
this truth should be
sucli
an
nished
taken advantage of by testing future " sports,"
not treating all as " rogues," to be destroyed.
This was the iiurpose I had in view by initiating
the present friendlv correspondence. I welcome
Mr. Tavlor's letter as helping to give light on
in

Possibly none is absolutely immune,
and it is quite likely that a variety that escapes
in one district is badly attacked in another, but
there is no doubt that the pest very much preIn my oldest orchard the
fers some sorts.
troulble lias spnead sei'iously, ipaj-ticularly ion
Cox's Orange Pippin, Beauty of Bath, and
Allington Pippin, but I find that it has missed
Jjord Grosvenor, Lane's Prince Albert, Royal
Jubilee, Worcester Pearmain, Blenheim Pippin,
and Gladstone. I do not remember to have seen
Bramley's Seedling, except where this
it on
When removvariety is used for top-grafting.
ing the wax from top-grafted trees this year I
junction,
every
found American Blight on nearly
though how the insects got under the wax is a
Market Grnwcr.
mystery.
Fasciation not Inherent.— Mr. H. G. King's
letter regarding a fasciated Vegetab'e Marrow
in your issue of 12th ult.. p. 147, is very intervalua.ble.

having experimented on several
heads of Wheat, of which the one illustrated in
fig, 83 is an example, I fear that he will find the
Marrows will revert to the ordinai-y type next
saved the seed from several
year.
I have
" double " Wlieat heads similar to the one in the
illustration, but in all cases the progeny reverted
to the usual type, showing that fasciation is a
T. E.
physical and not an inherent property.
Liitrhford
Cross Lane,
Win-syl-fhne.
Ui/ii,
Without, vrnr Warrinriton. Cheshire.
esting, but after

Futiject.

X.

Jcirl-fson.

yond grafting or budding gives poor results. I
iiave two trees of Apple Mank's Codlin thirty
years old growing on their own roots, and I
would not like to increase the number. In Mr.
Hayward's remarks on planting one would infer
that he thinks the trouble may be owing to soil
or wrong cultural conditions. I wonder what his
views are in that respect, or does he agree with
the oft-expressed notion that the spores of the
disease are floating in the air ready to take advantage of any abrasion of the bark caused b.\
careless pruning or other mistakes on the part of
the grower, or by cattle? K. Moli/ntux.
of the Clematis in Gardens (see
Mr. Robinson deserves the thanks of
lovers of the Clematis for drawing attention
to the wholesale destruction of those graceful
plants by the folly of grafting. When I was a
lad we layered the plants in 4-inch pots under

The Loss
155).

p.

—

all

them

and hardened

glass,

when they were

off

Since then I have planted many
well rooted.
grafted plants, but had no success with them.
I have grafted Muscat Grapes on to the Foster's
Seedling, but who would graft Grape vines for
sale ? E-ven certain Roses do better on their own
roots from cuttings. J P.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

—

included

it

fruits

and

Chrysanthemums,
Ferns,

vegetables.

Orchids,
winter-flowering

and bottled fruits and vegetables.
These last were from the Food Production Department, and merited the Gold Medal awarded
A similar high award was made to the Ryecroft
display of Chrysanthemums.
The Floral Committee awarded one gold and
two other medals, one First-class Certificate, and
two Awards of Merit. The Fi-uit and Vegetable Committee awarded three medals, including a gold one, and confinned awards matie to
The Orchid ComBrussels Sprouts at Wisley.
mittee granted two medals, one First-class CerThe Hall was
tificate and one Award of Merit.
verv cold and the attendance poor. Mr. Godsiill
at
Care of the Soil
on " The
lectJured
Begonias,

3 p.m.

Floral Committee.

"

t'lp

My

trees growing under the latter conditions.
expei'ience w,ith Apple trees leads me to state
that any other method of fruit production be-

but

—

:

:
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November 19. There was a very pleasing and
interesting display at this November meeting,
The
held at the London Scottish Drill Hall.
was by no means a large one,
exhibition

:

—

[November

—
Silver

Leaf

II

Ifi'.LE

Disease.

WHEAT

— The

ilE.\D.

Food Production

Department and

variou.s correspondents in the
Gnrdcner.^' Chroniele have done well to draw the
attention of fruit growers to the danger of Silver
Leaf disease, which is spreading to an alarming
I am,
extent, especially among Plum trees.
however, at a loss to know why the Food Pre

duction
or

Department does not

offer

instructions for- dealing with

suggestions

affected

trees

beyond cutting them down or lopping oh the
I am tempted to ask why
diseased branches.
resources for
all
its
this Department, wit
i

for
scientific research, cannot suggest a cure
The cutting
trees that are partially affected.
away of a branch does not check the disease if
the constitution of the tree is the direct cau.se
I would also like to know the
of the trouble.
cause of an attack on trees that are apparently
healthy one day and a few days afterwards show
signs of disease, especially on land where Silver
Leaf disease has never been known to exist before.
Surely someone can suggest a reason for
attacks o,f this sort ? While it would be interest(i-ig to know the why and the wherefore of the
cause it would be doubly interesting to know of
a cure, or to know what has been done in this

Mr. Havconnection at experimental stations.
w.nrd seems- to suffg-'t tlmt grafted t''ees are
mnro liable to this disease than trees growing
on their own roots. I fear there are not many

present: iMessrs. H. B. May (in the chair),
W. J. Bean, E. A. Bowles. S. Morris. John
Green, Geo. Han-ow, John Heal, W. Howe, J.
Jennings, C. R. Fielder, J. F. McLeod, Thos.
Stevenson, Chas. Dixon, John Dickson, E. F.
Hazelton, W. P. Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, Chas.
E. Pearson, and A. G. Jackman.
First-class Certificate.
A large branch of this
was shown and generally adshrub
handsome
The branching is horizontal and the
mired.
branchlets and twigs crowded with small scarlet
fruits of a deeper shade than those of the popuThe leaves are about 24 to
lar Fire Thorn.
3 inches long, and half an inch wide, oblonglanceolate, and of a deep shining green colour.
A flowering branch was illustrated in (^rncl.
Pjiracantha Oihbsii.

December

CJiron..

—

30,

ig-'ft

Pe.

134.

Shown

from the Society's Gardens. Wisley.

A'WARDS

OF MERIT.

Chrysanthemums.

—

A

bright yellow single
Lizzie Robertson.
varietv of the largest size. There are two rows
of fairly broad florets, and the form is firstbold and effective flower.
class.

A

Framfiehl CIory.—A handsome late Japanese.
variety of fine miirket style, described on p. 191,
and now staged in very good form. Both shown
Afr. NoHMAN Davis.
The most brilliant exhibit was one

bv

of Chryarranged by Mr. H. J. Jones.
half the
tabling
a
this occupied
length of the hall and included nine large stands
and
flowers
specimen
of
setting
of biooms in a

santhemums
Lewisham:

—

November
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small vases of decorative varieties. OutstanidLng
varieties were Brilliant, a vivid crimson Japanese
variety that is well named Marshal Foch, a new
Sunset, an orangeaii'd large pale yellow form
lawn decorative variety Mr. U. Lloyd George,
crimson; and such useful singles as Bronze
"Beauty, Golden Spray, Supreme, Butteicup.
PhvUis Ct-oper, and the big yellow Isobel I'elton.
(Gold Medal).
;

;

:

from
Among several
Mr. N0KM.\N D.wis his Frainfield Glon- was in
a
gained
when
it
than
and
colour
form
better
First-class Certificate from the National Chrysanthemum Society (see p. 191). Messrs. Godfrey AND ,SoN had a showy bronze sport from

new

Chrysanthemums

the single MoHy Godfrey," and a very bright
chestnut-scarlet and gold single named Reginald
(Bronze Banksian Medal.)
Godfrey.
M?ssrs. H. B. May and Son exhibited Ferns,
winter-flowering Begonias, and Cyclamens. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Orehid Committee.

W.

.J.

Kaye, and

J.

First-class Certificate.

\ superb hybrid, the
(gr. Mr. Duncan).
flower of which was fuUv described in Oartl.
Chron., November 2, 1918, p." 176. The plant was
shown with a seccind bloom developed from the
same inflorescence; the flower, which was inferior to the one described on p. 176, was of an
intense vinous |)»rple tint, the lip ruby-crimson,
It is one of the
with an oran;;e-ffiloured base.
best of hyibrid.s having Sophronitis grandiflora
ancestors.
as one of its
sham
first

Award

of Merit.

Laelio-Cuttlei/n St. Grnr./r <ar. Illiiiniiialti {C.
Fnliia
X L.I'. .S7. Gi>tliurii). from Messrs.
Charlesworth and Co., Haywarils Heath. The
flower is of goo<l shape ; the sepals and petals are
dark rosy-mauve with a golden flush the lip is
crimson in front witli yellow lines at the base.
;

Preliminary Commend.xtion.
lldontiuda Mnrji/rie [Odm. .Vvxandruc X Odii.
Jiiiin), from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.
A
desirable step t. wards ])rodueing Odontiodas
equal in .size and form to Odontoglossums, but
with the characters inti-oduced through Cochlioda
Xoezliana.
The segments of the finely-formed
with claret-red
flower
are almost covered
blotches of different size,

with white marginal

lines.

Momv*

andrae), from Messrs.

[eximium

Alex-

X

Charlesworth and Co.

A

grand flower, with rich olaret blotching on
white ground, the colour extending through the
segments and appearing brightly on the reverse
side.
Ci'i.TiTRAL Commendation.
To Mr. J. Collier, gardener to Sir Jeremiah
Colman, Bart., Gatton Park, Sun-ey, for a fine
plant of Catt'.eya Portia coerulea (Bowringiana
violacea X labiata coerulea), with a spike of nine
flowers, in which the pale blue tint of the parents
is

perpetuated.

i

Other Exhibits.
.Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart., showed another
plant from the baitch of Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya
Antoinette, the fine example of which, without
muoh eviHeiiOp of Brassavola. gained a First-class
Tlie plant now
Certificate at the last meeting.
ahown offered distinct evidence of its BrassoThis exhibitor also showed the
Laelia pn'-ent.
pretty vellow Cattleya Drapsiana Golden Glory
(Mrs. Pitt X Dowiana aurea Statteriana).
1!.

Mr.

Co. Were awarded
a Silver-gilt J^'.ora .\ledal tor an extensive group
of hybrid Cattiexas, Laelio-Cattleyas, OaontuRemarkable aJiiong
glossums, and Uaontiodas.
the home-raised seedlings was tbe handsome O.
crispum var. Lorraine, with '.arge, well-formed
flowers, evenly b.otched with C-aret-red.
The
group was rendered specially interesting by the
presence of a number of rare species, including
the scarlet Habenaria Roebelenii. Bu'.Lophyllum
Medusae, Restrepia striata, and PleurothaJlis
Birchenallii.
The new Disa Italia inversa with
handsome flowers equal to those of D. grandiflora wiis included in the collection.
Messrs. Armstrong .o«d Brown, Orchidhurst.
Tunbridge Wells, were awarded a Silver Flora
group of home-raised Cattleyas,
Med.xl for a
Odontoglossums, among
Laelio-Cattleyas, and
which Odm. Aireworth Orchidhurst variety
(Lambeauianum X crispum) was a very fine
it is
flower, partaking largely of 0. crispum
white with two irregular, oblong, reddish
blotches in the middle of the petals. Some seedlings flowering for the first time showed good
and distinct floral features. Forms of the white
Cattleya Saturn and a ricli crimson Odontinda
Cooksoniae were also included in this group.

Messrs.

WiNnson Rickards,

Esq.,

Usk

Priory,

Monmouthiihire, sent a pretty flower of the
original form of Sophro-Laelio-Cattleya Isabella
(C. Fabiii X S.-L.-C. Marathon), with sa'moncoloured .sepals and petals, fa-intly shaded with
apricot yellow, and a ruby-punile lip with yellow
lines from the luise.
Mr. Albert Fishhr. Winchmore Hill, sihowed
CvprifHidium Florence Fisher (Graceae X insigne
Hfrefie'd Ha'l). resembling a small C. Rolfeae,

and Vegetable Committee

Present: Messrs. Joseph Chcal (in the chair),
G. P. Berrv, E. Harriss. H, .\Iarkham, F. Per
kins, P. Tiickett, A. Alien, E. Beckett, Owen
Tho.nas. E. A. Biuivai-d, \V. Bales, A. Bullock,
and the Rev. W. Wilks.
A splendid and educational exhibit of bottled
fruits and vegetables, with .Mr. Vincent Banks
in charge, gave some idea of the work done in
this important branch of horticu.ture by the
Food Production Department. Ne'vlless to say.
Jlr. Banks' work is of the highest excellence,
and no kind of fruit or vegetable seems to be
his skill to preserve in an attiactive and
There were about 450 bottles
appetising form.
staged, and their contents appeared to be in first(Gold Medal.)
rate condition.
The contribution from the Women's School of
Gardening, Glvnde, Sussex, excited considerable
interest, especially as a number of tlie girls who
had grown the jiroduce were present in btcoming
\'egelables were in capital
working costumes.
form, the outdoor Lettuces and' Cauliflowei>
good,
wliile .Mere <le Menage, Lane'.-s
especially
Prince Albert, Braniley's Seedling, Cox's Orange
Peasgood's
Nonsuch. .Mlington Pippin,
Pippin.
Ijord Derby and Newton Wonder .Apples were
very fine, and these, with a few Chrysantliemums and Carnations, made up a very brig;ht
display that was a credit to Miss E. Mohk
|)irincipal and manager) and her girl workers.
(.Silver-gilt Banksian Jledal.)
Mr. R. .Staward, P.inshanger Gardens, HertBrussels
of
varieties
exhibited seven
ford,
the sorts were
Sprouts, three plants of each
The Darlington, Solidity, Dwarf Gem, Dreadnought, Matchless, LiVierton, and St. Fort:
Solidity bore very large and very fine sprouts.
From the R.H.S.
(Silver Banksian' Modal.)
Gardens nine dishes of picked Brussels Sprouts
were brought, and awards made at the Wisley
Trials were confirmed, i.e.. Award of IMerit to

beyond

;

and Sons), and Favourite
(Artingstall) Highly Commended to Dalkeitli
(Scarlett), Rosny (Bare and Sons), and Holborri Exhibition (Carter and Co.); Cominenda

Dundee

(Barr
;

to Perfection (E. W. King), Darlington
(Scarlett). A^ivburth Glnnt (R. Veitch and
Son), and King of the Market (Bahr and Sons).
Three fine specimens of fruits of Diosjiyros
Kaki were placed on the Committee table, but
there was no evidence of ownership.

tion

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovKMinn 18. Till- Kl^nil Cmiinittcc met ;it
Essex Hall. Strand, at 3 p.m. on tlu' above date.
There was a fair attendance, and a number (if
No Certinovelties came before the Committee.
ficate was awarded, but the three following varieties received commCTidation
:

— A large yellow single
210).
diescribed in o"- " ".S. report
a large decorative
Orrinije Dernralnr. — This
TAzzre

Bnherl.mii.

(p.

v:iriety,

is

single variety, with blooms 4J, inches across and
with the loose, elegant appearance of a small
The colour is light orange.Japanese variety.
fawn or apricot, with a narrow yellow zone round

These two varieties were

Norman Davis, !bairhe.d.
Raymond Dyer. A brilliantly

CHARLESWoilH AND

Fruit

.S'/phro-Larlio-Cattleya Wanihamensis (.S. />.(.
Woud/ianiK),
innignis var. Olive x L.-C. Geo.
from C. J, Luc.*s, Esq., Warnham Court, Hor-

Odontoijlosnuiii

the eye.

nxarkings.

Wilson Potter.

AWARDS.

'•

the flower having a wliite ground and dark purple

;

Present: Sir .Jeremiah Colman. Bart, (in the
Sir Haxry J. Veitoh, Messrs. Jas. O'Brien
(hon. secretary), R. A. Rolfe, Arthur Dye, \V.
Bolton, R. B'rooman-White, (has. H. Curtis,
Fred. Sander, C. J. Lucas, T. Armstrong, E. R.
Ashton, Pantia Ralli, Frederick J. Hanbiuy,
chaiir),

211

—

striking

single

variety,

sliowii

by

attractive and

and one that produces

elegant spr.ays.
The
fair-sized flowers in
rich, sliining, chestnut red, witili a
is
yeUow zone axouiid the eye. Shown by

its

colour
narro'w

Mr. G. Shohney, Exeter Road, Bournemouth.
After the meeting of the Floral Committee, a
sub-committee met and laid plans for the dralt
ing of selections of early-flowering Chrysan-

themums and

for trials of selected

varieties.

At. 6 p.m., Mr. Thos. Bevan presided over a
of the h.xecutive Committee at the offices
of
the
Florists'
Federation, Covent
British
(harden.
Two new' members were elected, and
the financial statement showed a. baliince at the
bank of £54. Prize monies amounting to £46 9s.
were passed for payment. The reserve fund is
still intact.
At the close of formal business, the
secretary started a discussion on " Reconstruction."
This was carried on briskly for about
many useful suggesthree-quarters of an hour
tions were made, and these will come up for fuller
consideration at the next meeting.

meeting

;

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
Owing

to the changes brought about by the
much more important position
which homo grown food plants now occupy in
our national economy as compared with pre-war

war, and to the

times, it has been decided to replace the Chrysanthemum E.xhibition and Winter Flower, Fruit
and Vegetable Show which tlie Scottish Horticultural Association successfully conducted for
Prothirty years by a great Potato E.xhibition.
vided the state of the comitry w-ill permit of
Exhihold
this
its being held, it is proposed to
bition in F/dinbnrgh in the autumn of 1919, and
should it prove a success, as it is confidently
anticipated it will, the intention is to continue
The arrangements are
it annually thereafter.

not yet completed, but a guarantee fund has
been formed, a substantial sum has already been,
promised for prizes, and the prize list is in
course of preparation.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.
The monthly meeting

of this society

was held

Royal "Horticultural Hall on Monday,
11th ii'ist., Mr. C. H. Curtis presiding.
Before commencing the general business a vote
of condolence was pas.sed to Uie widow of the
The .-Vrmy Fonns relating
late Mr. E. J. .Allard.
to the death of the late Ptes. T. W. Rogers, A.
Hayhurst, J. W. New, and R.
.Uwill, J,
Daniels were received, also the death certifiI'ates of two other members, and the sum of
£105 7s. 8d. was passed for payment to their
One member wji,s allowed
respective nominees.
to withdraw double the amount of his interest,
at

the

tlie

and one member was assisted from the Distress
Fund. The sick pay for October on the private
side amounted to iE61 18s.. and on the State
side

£33

ti>

16s.

8(1.

TRADE NOTES.
CH.V.MHKH

OK

IIORIICULTTIRE.

Hm>resent\iivf.s of non trading societies did
not turn up in large numbers to the meeting at
Donnington House, Norfolk Street, Strand, on
Tuesday last, at 2.30 p.m. Chief interest centred
in the amount of annual subscription the nontrading societies, such as the various floricultural
.societies dealing with one special kind of flower,
and horticultural societies, should pay if they
It was
attached themselves to the Chamber.
pointed out that most of these societies had
suffered severely by depletion of membership and
funds during the war. and would need a year
TTiis nosition led to the final
or two to recover.
agreement that such bodies should pay a
maximum annual subscription of two guineas for
the next two years, the smaller societies to pay
only one guinea, but at the end of 1920 these
subject
to
be
should
subscriptions
annual
revision.

oranges' and

LEMONS.

On the 18th inst. the Food Controller took
.under' control all the stocks of Oranges and
Lemons in the country, and those yet to be

—
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The Covent Garden dealers are re'imported.
senting control now that hostilities have ceased,
and tlhey deeire freedom of action. The London dealers, at a meeting held at the t'onnauKht
Rooms, passed resolntions calling for the suspension of all Orders concerning the distribuwithdrawal
tion of fruits and vegetables; the
re^of the Oranges and Lemons Order and the
Apples and
of
imports
on
embargo
moval of the
Curiously enouj^h
oither fruits and vegetables.
fruit buyers of Liverpool have p-edged
tlie
themselves to carrv out the Oranges and Lemons
Order, and disagreed with the London dealers,
but the latter protest against the nionoi»ly of
Oranges and Lemons which th«y consider exists
;

in the salerooms at Liverpool

and Manchester.

rations are provided than
feed, especial.y as grass
watei? in wiiitei; time.
rich
in herbage, is a great
hay,
Good meadow
stand-by for milk cows. The better the quality
farmers chaff the
Some
returns.
the
higher
the
hay and mix it with whatever roots are used,

when

food

e.xtra

from the ordinary
is

I

Lorre^omienU
,

prefer long hay as giving more employ-

to the animals, and less liable to cause indigestion, because when, chaffed, with roots,
the cows are apt to eat hurriedly. I give 6 lbs.
at the morning meal while milking, and 10 lbs.
at night ; 15 lbs. of cut Mangold at each of the
two feeds, with 5 lbs. of Cabbage added. Bibby's
dairy cake is given at the rate of 2 lbs. per cow
at the end of "the day. previous to milking.

ment

Pigs.

POTATO ORDER OF

1918.

the mass meeting of the National FederaProtion of Retail Fruit-erers, the London and
vincial Fruit Buyers' Association, and the London and Home Counties Retail Fruiterers] AsA.
sociation, held under the presidency of Sir
Yeo, at the Coimaught Rooms on the 18th inst.,
the
agauist
protesting
carried
a resolution was
Potato Order of 1918, insisting upon the margin
miniof profit as laid d<yv;n by the trade as a
mum, upon tJie receipt of 1121b. net of sound,
the
and
cwt.,
to
tlie
Potatos
reliable
saleable,
and demanding the presence
retui-n of all waste
upon the MJarket Distribution^ Commitltee of
elected representatives of the retailers, with an
addendum that all retailers should refuse to sell
Potatos unless a living profit were allowed.

At

;

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.

good prospect of obtaining more
I am hoping to see tlie
for pigs.
too poor for malt or seed released
is
Barley that
for grinding, and now that Barley is not used
with" Wheat flour there is hope for the pigs.
Pigs should not be neglected, as no other bacon
and cured.
is "superior to English grown, fed,
At a time when many persons are reducing
their stock of ihgs, I like to increase mine.
Much is heard about the extremely low
prices of store pi,gs, but there may be two sides
In the open maj-ket last month
to that subject.
close
I sold eleven-week-old stores at 41s. each
There are pigs
sold
at 6s. each
stores
by other

There

;

!

Meal from home-grown Barley mixed

!

with boiled small Potatos is quite the best food
for putting on good flesh in pigs, either for porK
If separated milk can also be added
or bacon.
should not be
:<o much the better, but the food
made too sloppy. Breeding sows and growing
my
exercise
plenty
of
have
store pigs should
sows have the run of a pasture field all day, and
plenty
of
with
night,
at
shed
dry
lie in an open,
warm, dry straw," and they succeed weU. Many
runs
continuously
boar
if
the
that
assert
famiers
with the sows the results are not so good as
when the sexes are separated that is not my exjierience, and I get an average of ten pigs to a
litter from mv Large White Yorkshire sows and
Middle Wliite boar. This is ouite one of the
best of pig crosses. E. Mnhjncux.
;

Hou.siNG

(.'attle.

pastures are veiy wet the time
has come when the milking cows will be better
under cover during the cold nights whidi will
Jersey and
continue for some time to come.
Guernsey breeds should certainly be housed, but
breeds
hardy
other
various
and
the Shorthorn
need not be housed yet, provided the pastures
other
or
hedges
by
sheltered
well
are dry and
wind "breaks,^ and the weather is reasonably

Now

that

Some cowkeepers
for the time of year.
prefer to leave their Shorthorn cows out-of-doors
them in for
all the year round, simply bringing
milking only; indeed, many do not even put
the cows under cover for calving, but house them
In this connection
for a few days after calving.
everything depends on local custom and condi-

;

warm

tions.

In my mind there is no doubt whatever as to
the wisdom of placing under cover the more
tender breeds, commencing with the calves, and
following with vearlings. and finally the cows,
about the middle of the present month. Some
cowkeepers do not allow their cows out in the
fields after November, but aJlow them to run in
an open, dry yard for exercise, and feed them
I am inclined to
entirely with artificial food.
Cows turned out
believe this is a good plan.
December gather
in
day
cold
showery,
a
during
in the most sheltered part of the field,^ wherethey invariablv stand shivering in the cold, and
Under such circumdo 'not attempt to feed.
stances they cannot be producing a plentiful contribution of milk, whereas if they had the protection of a shed in an open yard, where they
could be fed with hay. Oat straw, and Cabbage,
with an ample water supply, and obtain exercise
for a few hours, the result would more than
justify the treatment, and the cows would be
less liable to ailments, such as tuberculosis or
"
milk fever.
For the young stock an open yard with a shed
Here thev
having a southern aspect is ideal.
Fed with
obtain »ir, sunshine and exercise.
rough
Turnips.^
Mangold.
Cabbage (not frozen).
hay, and sweet Oat Straw, and if possible at
least 2 lbs. each of cotton-cake per day, they
thrive, and come out in April in strong, healthy
An ample water supply is important.
condition.
During the winter a substantial ration is an
advantage for dain' cows, as it assists them
to produce a maximum quantity of milk of high
There are those who do not believe in
quality.
they say the
the artificial feeding of cows
food a cow procures natui'ally, i.e., grass and
eood results, but
hay, is sufficient to give
surely a cow fed extra well should give a
corresponiding return in milk, both as regards
quantitv and quality. The cream must be richer
;

©bituar^.
Robertha Henrietta Anderson.— Lovers of
luirdv plants throughout the country will learn
with' deep regret of the death of Miss R. H.
Anderson, ou Thursday, October 31. at Barskimming,

MaucUine,

Ayrshire.

Familiarly

known amongst her friends as " Miss Bertha."
Miss Anderson made gardening her hobby, and
bv her example and influence did much to
From
further tJie cultivation of hardy plants.
a simple utilitarian garden of a type common
countrv houses, she evolved one which was a
joy to herself and a delight to her friends. The
garden was pleasantly situated on the high bank
'"
with broad green walks
of the River Ayr,
where soft the footsteps fall." While not interfering with the natural lines of the situation,
nor forgetting the requirements of the household in "the matter of fruits and vegetables, the
to

were filled with hardy herbaceous
dwarf shrubs, both deciduous and everand Roses, all arranged in an unconventional but orderly manner, so that throughout the year there" was always something of
Broadminded and catholic
interest in bloom.
in her tastes, Miss Bertha gathered together a
wonderful collection of hardy plants, many
and also tested most of the
.somewhat rare
newer introductions, all of which did not justify
During tlie war,
permanency.
their claims to
when her male assistants were called to militarj^
service, she worked industriously to keep her
garden in order, and it is feared she may have
forgetting she had
overtaxed her strength,
passed three score and ten. as during the past
summer it was evident th-at, she was failing in
vigour, and latterly was unable to walk to her

borders
plants,
green,

;

She is laid to rest in the
parish BarStair,
in which
Along witih a host of
situated.
the
loss
of a kindmourn
lovers
I
other plant
hearted lady whose friendship will remain as a
happy memory, while the warmest sympathy of
beloved

Damage to Loganberry Canes

:

G.

We

M.

find

no trace of fungous or insect pests on the canes
The injury appears to be due to
submitted.
the action of some corrosive liquid, or most
probably to the intense heat produced by a
garden fire burning in close pi'oximity to the
Loganberries.
The distance to which the
flames and fierce heat of bonfires may be
carried by wind is not always fully appreciated in gardens, and unexpected damage frequently occurs as a consequence.

a

is

cereal food

und pigs
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garden.

Fig Trees
R. L. B. Your statement that thi'
trees grow freely points to the roots haviny
:

much moisture, or too stimulating
It would be advisable to dig down
say for 3 feet, and ascertain the condition of
Figs are gross feeders, and often
the border.
grow too vigorously. When the new shoots are
1 foot in length, and the second crop of fruit
is showing, it is well to pinch out the points
of the shoots, and thus help the Figs to swell.
Should it be found that the soil at 3 feet deep
is too wet, provide a drain to keep the border
Do not allow the shoots to be crowded
drier.
rather thin them freely to allow the sunlight
The Fig is a sun-loving
to enter the tree.
plant, and needs plenty of warmth.
received too

manure.

;

Pyramid trees
/. F. F.
Pears for Arches
would not yield such quick returns as cordons.
Well-grown- pyramids are very ornamentaJ
trees, and in ten years they would no doubt
be very attractive, and equally as useful. The
weeping form of pyramid is much tlie best
style to plant, i.e." as the tree grows the
lateral .shoots should be depressed, and in
this way the main stem will swell up more
freely, whilst the sap will be more equally
In nearly
distributed amongst the branches.
:

everv instance the Quince stock is to be preferred to the Pear stock. Cordons, on the contrary, will yield quicker returns and produce
good crops of excellent quality. They may be
trained over arches or on walls of moderate
height. If trained over arches plenty of room
should be allowed. The growth is more simple
in the case of cordons and their management
The following list
in other respects easier.
comprises some of the best dessert varieties
Williams' Bon C.hretien, Marguerite Marillat,
Louise Bonne of Jersey. Trinmphe de Yiennc,
Conference.
Thompson's, Benrre Superfin,
:

Dovenne du Cornice. Benrre Dumont, Emile
d'Heyst, Marie Lpuise, Fondante de Thirriot,
Glou Morceau, President Barabe. Josephine de
Nouvelle Fulvie, Easter Beurre.
Malines.
Marie Benoist, and, where it thrives, Beurre
Ranee. The names are given in the order of
ripening, and the varieties should succeed in
almost all kinds of soil.

The
Seedling Single Chrysanthemum J. L.
flowers arrived in very poor condition, thereopinion
an
express
fair
to
not
be
fore it would
:

The colour is
of the merits of the variety.
pleasing, but the flowers appear to be too thin
they
in teKture for market purposes, although
may he very useful in a private establishment
where they' could be placed in water as soon
as cut.

Twelve Best Herbaceous Plants for Cut
Flowers /. R. It is very difficult to say
:

which are the twelve best herbaceous plants
for providii'i' cut blooms, and no two persons
would be likely to agree on the subject. The
Lily-offollowing should give a good variety
:

the Vallev, Iris in variety. Montbretias, single
herbaceous Paeonies, Pyrethrums in variety,
Aquilegias,
single and double long-spurred

Cihrysanthemum maximum in variety, Erynplanum, Gypsophila paniculata, and the
Rivertnn Gem,
variety," Helenium
Papaver nudicaule, and Michaelmas Daisies in
giuiii

'double

varietv.

churchyard of

skimming

all

a

is"

is

extended to the three ladies who have
7ns. Whitton.
sister.

revered and dear

lost
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Mrs. Sam Ross (Hugh Dickson).
pale yellow

Rose,

219

variety.

it

pink variety,

very

— A very good

shape, and full; not " Sweet
rather thick, short grower.

fine in

Pea mauve."

215

— A

.

but only a moderate
a good all-round
is

Mrs. Wallace Rowe (McGredy).

.

A

—

A

red
PoJyaatha
(dwarf), very free, and in its best colour very
bright.
It sometimes comes a duller shade.
Coron.ation
(Turner).
A bright crimsonscarlet Wichuraiana variety,
streaked white.
Free and good, though to my taste the white
streaks are a considerable defect.
Ethel (Turner). A lovely pink Wichuraiana
Rose, with good foliage, and excellent in every
(Poulson).

—

—

grower,

—

lovely

213
Rodhatte

—

Ophelia (\V. Pan'). A first-rate Rose, of good
salmon-flesh colour.
shape, colour, and growth
;

respect.

—

Silver Moon ( ?). A large and striking single
Wichuraiana Hose, rather perfiaps in the style of

Una;

silvery-white; not so strong a grower, I
think, as some.
Sodenia (Weigand).
fine red variety, with
large trusses, not perhaps quite so strong a
grower as some, but very good.
Climbing Richmond (A. Dickson). A valuable climbing H.T.. much more free than Climbing Liberty. Flowers as in the dwarf form.
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better
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Castanopsis chrysophylla var. ubovata
Odontoglossum Lady Veitch
Robinia Pseiidacacia var. colutet.idts
Rose Mrs. Charles E. Pearson

,.

..

Rose Queen Mary

SOME OF THE NEWER

216
216
219
214
213

ROSES,

North Lincolnshire,
with strong soil to grow my Koses in, but
with an accompaniment of wet mists and

LIVING,

as

do,

I

in

strong winds, I think success here is a stroiii;
proof of good conivtitution in any variety. I have
received bnds from one of the greatest ra'sers of
Roses in the British Isles, with Uie request that
I would test the varieties ill my soil and cliinat-;.
As many readers of the (,'arrlciiers' C/irunich
may also have severe climates to deai with, my
experiences, and I have been a Rose grower for
I prohalf a century, may be useful to them.
limiting my remarks to Roses introduced
l)i.>se
during the past six years, thougK I may refer to
one or two earlier sorts which have done e.xcep
Starttionally well or e.xceptionally badly here.
ing with the year 1912 there are no Hybrid Per[letual varieties of that year to comment u|)«n.

Hybrid Tea Roses Introduced in 1912.
British Queen (McGredy). A very lovely
Hose when at its best, a fuller and even more
perfect Mrs.
Herbert Stevens, but lacking
strength of stalk, and here much better on half
standards than as a dwarf.
My first plants
seemed bad growers, but time has improved
them in this respect. Very free.

—

—

Duchess of Sutherland (A. Dickson). A fine.
Colour, rosylarge Rose, and a good grower.
pink, shaded lemon and white.

—

Earl of Gosford (McGredy). A good grower,
and at its best a very fine Rose; not very free,
and the proportion of good blooms not very
high. The colour is almost that of Victor Hugo,
hut it is not so fine in shape.
Geoffrey Henslow
orange-red variety a
;

Dickson).

at times almost yellow towards the centre

—A

too full, but a fine garden Rose.
Helena (B. Cant). A lovely
St.

bright
fine flower, but not very
(A.

free here.

—

Georoe Dickson (A. Dickson). Undoubtedly
the finest dark Rose we have, possibly some relation to Earl of Dufferin.
The blooms are large,
of good shape, fragrant, and a fine colour.
The
variety has two faults it hangs its head owing

wnii carmine.

-HVBRII) TEA ROSE QUEEN .MARY

—

;

not

coloured Rose, generally with a pink tinge in
the centre; fine shape, full, and a fair grower.

—A

Rose
best, full, bold, of fine shape, deep
cadmium-yellow in colour a good grower and
Unfortunately it often comes very pale,
free.

Sunburst
when at its

(Pemet-Ducher).

grand

;

;

weight and great size of its blooms, and
sometimes gives divided flowers.

even white, early in the

U) the
it

is

—

Dickson).
A fine
variety, coloured bl.ickish-crimson, and a shade
which does not burn in the sun. A good grower,
full, and very nearly an exceptionally fine Rose.
fx)TiiSE Catherine Brksi^u (Fernet -Ducher).
A very lovely coloured variety a garden Rose, a
good grower, free, and most distinct. Coral-red,
shaded yellow, seems to describe the colour best.
Hii^hlv reroniTiiendod.

Kino George V. (Hugh

;

worth growing

in

seaison.

Nevertheless

— This Rose

it

the mo.st limited collection.

Other Rose.s of 1912.
Mrs Herbert Hawksworth (Alex.

is

really

raiser's

whioh last

well.

and

its

who

ll is very

like the colour,

golden

stamens add

to

the

effect.

Roses Introduced in

1913.

—

Coronation (Hugh Diclcson). A very large
and fine flower, of a pale pink shade, sometimes
deeper a very vigorous grower very striking.
One of the few Hybrid Perpetuals to gain a Gold
;

;

Meda.| in recent years.
The following are Hybrid Teas
SaffronCissiE
Easlea (Pernet-Dncher).
a Rose of
yellow, sometimes with rosy centre
good size and shape, fairly full a good grower,
and a valuable garden variety.
Duchess of Normandy (Le Comu). A sport
:

—

;

Dickson).

is by some classed as an II. P.. but it
In the
a true Tea, and a good one.
catalogue it is described as " delicate
Here it is deeper in
ecru on milk-white."
It
colour, almost as yellow as Alex. Hill Gray.
is
a good grower, with full, globular blooans,

.

climber for those
distinct,

cream-

;

—

from that grand Rose Dean Hole, and identical
except that it is sliaded with yellow on salmon
flesh.

Edtth Part (McGredy)

medium

size; excellent in

—A

beautiful Rose, of

growth and habit. The

—

—
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Queen Maey (Alex. Dickson)
At first this Rose seemed rather

varies somewhat, usually saJmom-yellow
shaded rich red quite distinct.
H. E. Richardson (Hugh Dickson). A richlycoloured crimson Rose, and a good grower. Here
it lacks size and does not give full blooms.
Lady Mary Ward (McGredy). A lovely deep
yellow Rose, free and striking, but it hangs its
head, and is not very strong in constitution.
Marie Adelaide (Grande Duchesse de Ltixem-

colour

—

;

—

A

shrimp-pink Rose, with yellow and deep pink
shadings. In some ways an improved Lyon, and
A good
certainly more reliable in the garden.
grower, free, large, and one of the best. Perhaps not quite so full as Lyon, but it has not the

—

EOUEG (Soupert et Notting). A very lovely Rose,
a fairly
deep yellow, and of beautiful shape
good grower and very free. Not very large.
Mevrouw Dora Van Tets (Leenders).
Bright crimson, not full, and of medium size. A
;

Lyon's eccentricities.

Other Roses of

1913.

Mme Edouard Herriot {The Daily Mail
Rose) (Pemet-Ducher). —When this Pernetiana

—

Mrs. Andrew Carnegie (Cooper). ^When I
saw the blooms which won the Gold Medal in
1912 I thought them the finest white Roses I
had ever seen. In 1913 it did not seem so good.
I ixave seen two rows of this in a nursery one
mass of fine blooms, yet it has not done well
I suppose the climate or soil does
here so far.
not suit it, but I am still trying it.

Rose first came out one of our greatest commercial Rose gi-owers said it was " the best Rose
anyone ever brought out! " The colour is reThe blooms are
markaible, a bright prawn-red.
of good s)hape but not very full a good grower,
Its great fault
hardy, and w'ith good foliage.
is that, although the blooms are not heavy, they
;
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84).

like Juliet, but

quite distinct ; the colour is yellow, shaded
carmine. It is very free, rather hangs its head ;
a fair grower only, but exceptionally beautiful.
WiLLOWMERE (Pernet-Diicher).
lovely
it is

—

useful garden Rose.

(see fig.
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THE FORCING OF RHUBARB AND
SEAKALE.
To

obtain forced Rhubarb by Ukristmas the
urowns-eeed not be lifted, but a cask or large
box should be tui-ned upside down over them.
Make a hole in the upper end for ventilation,
and then surround the cask or box with a hot-

may

consist of a mixtui-e of manure
else that will ferment.
The material should extend 3 or 4 feet beyond
the cask, and it should be made into a firm heap
about 4 feet in depth. The heat of fermentation
win warm the soil about the roots, and the
steins will grow freely and strongly.
If two
ur three roots are covered every three weeks or
so a constant supply will be maintained. Should
the heat decline before growth is finished place
a quantity of fresli manure around the cask ; in
frosty weather the whole may be covered with
straw or Bracken. If the casks are left in posilion until the spring they will protect the crowns,
'he roots of which w'iU grow afresh in summer
and the plants show little in.dication of having
been forced at such an unreasonable time.
.Seakale may be had in December by treating

This

bed.

and leaves or anything

it in the sanie
maimer as Rhubarb, or lai'ge
pots may be placed over the crowns. This vegetable must be well blanched, and sliould always
be forced in the dark, but the interior of the
pots must be ventilated a little to prevent the
growth decaying. For midwinter forcing lift
the roots, place a number of them in a 10-inch
or 12-incli pot. and plunge the pot in a hotbed in a Mushroom-house or suitable pit. The
earliest plants only should be lifted at present,
and, as soon as the leaves have withered from
the crowns the roots may be taken up and potted,
and some of them may be put in now and again
as the demand requires.
The roots do not need
much water when being forced. If the crowns
are preserved after fording they will be useful
for purposes of propagation.
James A. Paice.

BULB GARDEN.
CROCUS HYEMALIS.
Crocus hyemalis, a delicate-looking species
from the Near East, derives much of its interest
and value from the circumstance that it blooms
in mid-winter,
frequently in December and
It is a charming plant for the shelsunny j^ock garden, tlie front of the boror for growing in pots in the cold or cool

•lanuary.
tered,
der,

The flowers are of great beauty, for
the white segments are lined with purple and
the filaments are like gold wire.
In the rare
variety Foxii the anthers are black, and these
add greatly to the fascinations of this form of
the Winter-flowering Crocus.
The short days of mid -winter, even when fine,
are too sunless to induce the flowers to open
unless in exceptionally fine weather, and it is
always wise to give plants out-of-doors the protection of a hand-light or bell-glass from the
time the buds appeal- until the flowers are over.
Unless this is done the probabilities are that the
somewhat thin flowers will be reduced to pulp
in a short time, and without ever showing their
great beaut j".
C. hyemalis is a gem for the alpine house or
cool or cold greenhouse.
From six to twelve
oorms may be placed in each pot early in autumn
about half-an-inch beneath the surfaoe of the
soil and plunged in a bed of ashes until about
the end of October, when the plants may be
taken indoors and grown in a cool, sunny posiComis planted oiit-of-doors should be set
tion.
about 1 inch deep.
I have found C. hyemalis hardy in ordinary
seasons, but in exceptional wintOTS the leaves
are destroyed before tie corms have fully
ripened, and the glass protection suggested for
tihe flowers is de-sirable for the foliage also in
such seasons. S. Arnott.
tfreenihouse.

HARLES
Mrs.

An

E.

C. E. Pearson (McGredy) (see
extraordinarily
beautiful Rose,

PEARSON

fig. 85).

somewhat

after the colour of Lyon, but not so large
its

head up

well, fine shape,

and

free.

medium

holds
Only a
;

grower.
F. W. Vanderbilt (McGredy). ^Almost
favourite Rose.
In colour a mixture of
orange, apricot and red ; fine shape, free, of
good size and rigorous. Its growth is apt to be
lopsided, and this is almost its only fault.
Mrs. R. D. McClure (Hugh Dickson).
Another fine Rose
salmon-pink, of splendid
shape, large a good grower and good all-round.
Mrs. T. Hillas (Pernet-Ducher).
A good
garden Rose, and at times fit for show purposes.
Yellow, sometimes rather pale; a good grower
and decidedly useful.
Old Gold (McGredy). Almost a single Rose,
but very lovely in the bud and when half opened.
The colour is a rich mixtm-e of orange, apricot
and red. A good grower and very free. Splendid for cut flowers if taken early enough.

Mrs.

my

;

;

—

—

:

COLOUR SAL5ION-R0SE SUFFr,
It is possible
almost always liang their heads.
that the new Flame of Fire imay be preferable.
George Elger (Turbat).
The best yellow
dwarf Polyautha very free and good. An ad-

—

;

vance.

—

Irish Ftreflamt, (Alex. IJicksou). A splendid
advance in colour among singles ; a' deeper orange
and red Irisli Elegance ; very free and striking.
Unsurpassed for table decoration.
Mrs. M. H. Walsh (Walsh). A grand pure
white, double, climbing Wiohuraiana, free, and
fine in foliage not so strong a grower but a great
improvement in purity of colour on White

—

;

Dorothy.

—

Danae (Pemberton). A yellow hybrid Rose, a
continuous flowerer, and good generally, though
not so strong a grower as the Wichuraianas.
Moonlight (Pemberton). Flowers lemon and
with golden stamens
another free
white,
flowerer, of medium growth.
L. C. R. NorrisElye, Utterby Manor, Louth, LincolmhiTe.
{To he cnntivued.)

—

:

—

—
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TRHS A ND SHRUBS.

but

has the red fruit and woolly buds of that
and is not superior to it for general
Although they are not as large and
shapely trees as some of the Old World species,
the two Mountain Ashes of eaisrt«rn North
America, Sonbus americana and its variety decora, have no rivals in this group in the beauty
of the great drooping clusters of orange fruit
and in the orange and red tints of their autumn
foliage.
They are small trees or large slirubs,
and are often planted in gardens in Canada,
northern Michigan and Minnesota, but unfortunateily are Still little known in those of eastern
Massachusetts.
it

species

CASTANOPSIS CHEYSOPHYLLA VAR.
OBOVATA.
Castanopsis, a genus of about 25 species, all
except one natives of warm countries in Eastern
Asia, is known only in gardens by the one
Western species, C. chrysapliylla, the Goldenleaved Chestnut or Cliiiiquapin, a native of California. According to Sir Joseph Hooker, Castanopsis is inseparable from Quercus by any constant character.
The fruit of C. chrysophylla
The
however, like that of the Chestnut.
tree is evergreen, the leaves lanceolate entire,
green above, and coated below with golden-yellow, persistent scales. Sargent states that it grows
to 100 feet or 150 feet in height in the humid
coast valleys of Northern California, but is
In this country,
shrubby at high elevations.
where it has been in cultivation about 75 years,
is,

it

is

more

a shrub than a tree.

Only this type

was known until quite recently, when Messrs.
T. Smith and Son. Newry, sent us a branch of
what they called C. obovata (see fig. 86), which
they said had appeared among a batch of plants
raised from seeds imported from North America.
The difference in habit and foliage from the
type is remarkable, the plant being dwarf an<l
.spreading, and the leaves, as shown in the illustration, almost round. They are golden beneath.
If this be a seminal sport from C. chrysophylla.

cultivation.

SILVER
The

LEAF DISEASE.

evidence that

Silver Leaf is a fatal
overwhelming.
Trees once
outright.
The need of
drastic measures in dealing with a malady that
threatens to destrov all our Plum trees, and

disease

is

attacked

now

are

killed

215

again, but the trees have sooner or later been
killed outright by tlie disease.
Every tree
therefore which develops the silvered foliage
characteristic of this disease should be looked
upon as stricken beyond recovery, and be destroyed at once.

The directions given in Leaflet No. 58 respecting the removal of branches had better not
be heeded, and those for the removal of dead
iir dying trees be adopted for all affected trees.
These directions are
" Dead or dying trees should be completely
grubbed up. If it is quite impracticable to take
such trees up by the roots they should be cut
down close to the ground and the stump covered
with atjeast 6 inches of soil. Exposed stumps
on which the fungus can fructify should never
be left.
Trees that have been grubbed up
should be removed from the plantation immediately and be used for firewood.
If it is necessary to keep tlie firewood for any time, it should
be stored as far away as possible from fruit trees
and preferably in a shed. To cut down dead
:

and there seems no reason to doubt that sucli
its origiisjt is one of the most striking mutations that have been recorded. There is just the
possibility that it is the result of chance pollination with some kind of Oak.
It would be ini.<

teresting to ascertain the exact source of the
seeds from which the plant was raised in Messrs..
SmitJi and Son's nurserj'.
are informed that
plants of C. obovata are in cultivation at Edin-

We

liurgh

and Kew.

ASIATIC MOUNTAIN ASHES.
T/ie Bulletin of

Popular Information, No.

13,

Vol. IV., issued by tie Arnold Arboretum, contains the following interesting account of Asiatic

.Mountain Ashes grown in the Arboretum
In recent years a number of these trees have
been
brought
the
from eastern Asia
to
Arboretum, and some of them promise to bo
valuable trees here. The .Japanese Sorbus commixta was the first of them which was planted
here, and it has now
been growing in the
Arboretum since 1888.
There is a tall speci
men of this species on the right-band side )!
the path leading to the Shrub Collection from
the Forest Hills Gate.
It has smaller flowerclusters than the European species, the bright
red fruit is smaller, and its chief value is in
the bright orange and red colour of the leaves
in autumn.
A much handsomer plant is Sorbus
pckinensis, a native of northern China, which
is now well e-st-ablished in the Arboretum.
It
with narrow leaflets, compact
is a slen-deir tree
clusters of flowers and lustrous pink or yellowish
fruit in drooping clusters.
The colour of the
fruit is unu.sual .among Mountain A.shes.
The
narrow leaflets g^vo this tree a particularly open
and attractive appearance. There are a number
of specimens in the Sorbus Collection in the low
ground near the group of Swamp White Oaks
on the Valley Road, but the largest and hand
somest specimen in the Arboretum is in the
nursery plantation near the top of Peter's Hill.
Sorbus Koehneana has flowered and fruited in
It
the Arboretum this year for the first time.
is a shrub now about 3 feet high with slender,
erect stems, small leaves with numerous narrow
leaflets, small compact clusters of flowers, and
snow-white fruit. It is a beautiful shrub which
when better known will become common in garden.s.
The plants in the Arboretum were raised
from seeds collected by William Purdom in
northern Shensi.
Sorbus pohuashanensis, so
named because it was discovered on the Pohua
Mountains in northern China, is aLso well established in the Arboretum.
The leaflets are
rather brrxider than those of the Rowan tree,
:

which

may

spread to other fruits, such as Apples,
Peaches and Apricots, is therefore
The removal of affected branches does
not arrest the progress of the disease, and the
recommendation to saw off diseased branches in
the belief that trees can thereby be saved does
•
not go far enough.

trees without

subsequently removing them is
and to keep a wood-pile in or
is a practice that cannot be

Cherries,

utterly useless,

pressing.

near a fruit garden

The compiler

of

the

Board

of

Agriculture

Leaflet No. 302, issued in 1915, had not then
realised the deadliness of Silver Leaf.
But in
Leaflet No. 58, recently issued by the Food Pro-

Department, its seriousness is recogand we are told that " unless drastic
measures are taken to prevent its spread, one
of the most valuable varieties of Plnm, namely
Victoria, is threatened with total extinction."
But we are also told that " if the affected trees
are systematically and energetically dealt with
it is possible veiy largely to control the disease,"
and cutting out the silvered branches of trees
duction
nised,

otherwise healthy is recommended as a means of
"This ha.s been tried again and
saving them.

too strongly condemned.
" The success of the above measure largely
depends upon the co-operation of all fruit
growers, including the owners of fruit trees in
private gardens.
Neglected fruit plantations
are not only a great danger to other trees, but
also to those orchards which are maintained in
a proper sanitary condition.
In view of the
threatening character which Silver Leaf disease
has assumed, it is earnestly hoped that an active
campaign against it on the lines indicated above
will be commenced and maintained in all parts
of the country."
The suggestion that the disease affects only

grafted trees (see p. 148) is not supported by
the behaviour of trees on their own roots,
Portugal Laurel, for example, of which hundreds
of bushes have been destroyed by Silver Leaf.
Seedling Plums are also attacked, and bushes
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of the double-flowered variety of Prunus triloba
raised from sucker shoots have been killed after
a healthy existence of many years. Moreover,
Plums are rarely propagated by grafting, budding being practised almost universally.
There is little doubt now that Silver Leaf is

caused by tlie fungus Stereum purpureum,
which, as Leaflet No. 58 states, exists in the
wood of the branches, and ultimately fructifies
on tlie dead bark, when it produces myriads of
spores, whicli are the means of spreading iniecTilie spores are distributed
tion to other trees.
by wind, and that they are carried long
distances is proved by tlie development of the
diBeose on isolated Plum trees far removed
from any likely source of infection. When
gardeners look upon a Plum tree with Silver
Leaf as they would a mad dog or a fox in the
poultry-yard, we may hope for the extermination

of the disease.

IF.

IF.

In the Onrdcvcru' Chronicle and in the Journal of the. Hoard of Agriculture concern has

fungus.
There is not only the one cause, but
there is, further, only one means of increase,
by spores. It is true that the spores germinate and attack the tree through a wound, "wlvich
oan be protected, so that the treatment of
wounds with tar will prevent oommanicatiotn of
the disease, but, nevertheless, the best insurance, no doubt, is that of destroying the source

[November

viz.,

of the spores.

R.

Invin Lynch.

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

P. Jordan, Oardener to Lieut.-Col. Spender
Clay, M.P., Ford Manor, Lingfleld, Surrey.

Cucumbers.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTOGLOSSUM LADY VEITCH.
At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society on the 5th inst. the Orcliid Committee
awarded a First-class Certificate to Odontoglossum Lady Veitch (see fig. 87), which was
pronounced to be the best Odontoglossum of the
The raisers, Messrs. Armstrong and
year.
Brown, obtained Odontoglossum Lady Veitch by

30, 1918.

—

Cucumber plants

in

bearing

whioh wiU be discarded as soon as the house is
needed for other purposes should be grown in
a temperature oi 65° to 70° by night and proportionately warmer by day.
They may be more
liberally fed and top-dressed frequently with a
rich comjxist that sliould be wai-med before it
is applied to the roots.
Keep the plants scrupulously cleian, and hushajid Uieir sirength by removing all young fruits that are not likely to
be wanted ; the latter precaution is especially
needful where the demand for Cucumbers will
be heavy from January onwards. If tree leaves
are used wholly or even partially for making the
h(>t-bed, syringing will scarcely be necessary.
Water warmed to 80° or 85° may be used freely
where moisture is necessary ; give plants in bearing warm, diluted liquid manure.
The vapour
arising from the beds helps to keep the plants in
good health, and prevents the spread of red
spider.

—

Celery,
Late Celery which has not been
earthed up finally should be attended to at the
first opportunity, as much further growth cannot be expected after tihis date.
Choose a fine
day for carrying out this work. Hold tlie Jneads
together with the hands or temporarily tie the
leaves to prevent soil from entering the hearts of
the plants. Shallow planting and high moulding
are best on heavy, wet soils, and generally no
further protection need be affoi-ded.
Provided
the ridge is rounded and made smooth, rain and
snow water will pass away into the alleyis on
either side.
When Celery is planted four or
more rows wide in broad trenches it can be protected with mats, thatched hui-dles, or similar
materials.

Cauliflowers of the Autumn Giant kinds are
plentiful and good ; the mild season has enthe latest plants to mature good sized
Early winter protecting kinds are forming
wliich should sliortly be plentiful, prothe weather continues mild.
Ventilate
freely plants of the Early London type which
have been pricked out in frame® or in temporai-y
beds, and continue to transplant others where
thev will receive a lititle pro^tection in cold
weather.
still

abled
heads.
heads,
vided

—

Mustard and Cress. ^Continue to sow these
weekly to maintain a constant supply.
Place Uie boxes containing the seeds in a temperature of 55° or 60°.

salads

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

ODONTOGLOSSUM LADY VEITCH.
recently been shown with regard to the spread
It has not always, I
of Silver-Leaf disease.
think, been clearly poijited out that Silver-Leaf
is

due

to the fungus,

is fairly

Stereum purpureum, which

common and may be found probably

in

would suggest that it is
necoscsary to trouble about the extermination of
Stereum purpureum rather than to worry about
the treatment of fruit trees. I do not believe
that Silver-Leaf is largely due to the transmission of the fungus from one fruit tree to
Fresh infestations arise only fronr
another.
spores, and it must be a very roughly-cared-for
plantation of fruit trees if dead wood is allowed
that will enable the Stereum to fructify. Practically, I suppose, one may say that Stereum
purpureum is never found in a state of maturity
The source
in a plantation of Apples or Plums.
of disease, therefore, mufit be sought in neighbouring plantations, and very probably the
spores may be wafted from a great distance. It
seems scarcely to be realised by some writers that
Silver-Leaf disease is well known to be due to
the mycelium or spawn of a perfectly well-known

most plantations.

I

crossing 0.

Collier, Gvirdener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart., Gatton Park, Keigat«.

—

Hylaudianum and

0. Arrastrongiae,
two spex-ially fine varieties, the exact record of
the parentage of which is not available, although
a fine form of 0. Wilckeamum is known to have
entered into the lineage, and in this case, as
with some of the famous Vuylsteke hybrids, it
has had excellent effect.
The groiuid of the flower is clear white; the
rich blotching on the inner two-thirds of the
segments are deep claret-purple, the colour pervading the whole of the subsitance of the flower
and appearing on the revei-se side almost as
brightly as on the face. The crest of the lip is

yellow and the upper surface of the column dark
purple.

LAELIO'CATTLEYA

J.

SUNBEAM.

This hybrid between C. Tonkei-villiae (bicolor
X Hex) and L.-C. wisetonensis (C. Warnei-i x
L.-C. calUstoglossa), sent by C. J. Lucas, Esq.,
Warnham Court, Horsham, has pink flowers
tinged with yellow, the narrow elongated lip
being derived from C. bicolor. The lip is yellow
in the centre an<l marked with purple in front.

Calant'he. Deciduous Calanthes of the Veitchii
,nnd vestita sections, together with their hybrids,
are opening tlieir flowers. The period of blooming will be extended if the plants are removed
from their warm, growing quarters to a cooler
and drier house. The Cattleya house is suitable, and the Calanthes may be arranged amongst
the other occupants.
The plants will make a
bright display for some weeks to come, and the
spikes will last longer after they are cut than
wiben grown in a warm, moist atmosphere. After
the spikes are cut let the plants have a complete
rest, placing them on a dry shelf near the roofglass.
The temperature should not fall below
55°.
Withhold water from the roots until the
plants start into growth again in the spring.

—

Phaius. The various species of Phaius are
growing freely, but from now onwards until the
early spring they will, provided their surroundings are kept moist, require very little water at
the roots endeavour to keep the compost just
damp. P. Cooksonii, P. Norman, P. Marthae,
and P. amabilis are beautiful hybrids, and very
require far less room than
floriferous
the.v
plants of P. grand if olius and varieties of P.
Sedeniana,
P.-C.
Phaio-CalantJhe
assamicus,
Colmanii, P.-C. Arnoldiae, and P.-C. Berryana
;

:

November
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should be afforded similar treatment t« the above.
These plants are very subject to attacks of thrip
and scale insects, whicli should be kept in check
by sponging the leaves frequently with an insecticide.
The plants should be grown in an
intermediate temperature, and afforded plenty
of fresh air at all times, but they must not be
exposed to cold draught*.
P. amabiUs, P. Sanderiana,
PhalaenopsiS.
P. Schilleriana, P. Stuartiaua, and P. leucorrhoda are in flower or developing flower-spikes.
Tihe plants should be watered with great care
during the winter, as an excess of moisture at
the roots may set up decay in the leaves. Examine the plants each morning, and, if the
Sphagnum-moss is dry, sprinkle it with clear
water as soon as the temperature rises to 65°.
At tJie same time damp the outrides of the receptacles and the roots that are clinging to them
Take care that water
with tepid rain-water.
does not lodge in the centres of the plants or in
the axils of the leaves. Do not retain the flowergpiikes for long after the flowers have developed
or the plants will be weakened and permanently
injured.
These Orcliids should be grown in a
Jight situation, but not exposed to direct sunThe surroundings of
shine, even at tliis season.
the plants should be damped once or twice daily,
regulating the amount of moisture according to
The bare spaces of the house
the weather.
sfhould be allowed to become drj' for a sliort
time during the middle of tlie day. The night
temperature of the house during mild weather
(ihould be about 65°, with a rise of 5° during the
day ; on very cold nights when much fire-heat
is necesssiry, a few degrees lower will suffice.
Admit fresh air to the house without causing
cold draughts, opening the top ventilators slightly
on the side of the house alieitered from the wind.

—

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

H.IURIS3, Gardener to Lady Wantage,
Lockiiige Park, Berk»hir«.

—

Plants of Humea elc-gans
HUmea elegans.
that require rc-p<.tting may be attended to now.
Use a lig(ht, open compost, such as a mixture of
fibrous loam, leaf -mould, manure from a spent
Mushroom -bed, lime rubble, and sand. See that
the pots are clean and efficiently drained, as it
is most important that surplus wat^r sliould pass
away freely. When potted place the ))lants on a
base of coal ashes or gravel near the roofDuring the next few monthB Humeas
glass.
require very careful treatment. Water should be
g;iven only when the plant*! are absolutely in
Admit air through the top
need of moisture.
ventilators whenever the weather is favourable,
and u.se fire-heat sparingly at all times.

—

Cyclamen. The earliest plants of Cyclamen
latifolium are coming into flower, and need careThey may be given
ful watering and feeding.
liquid manure and a conc-eiitrated fertiliser a.t
every alternate watering, but water must not
reach the centres of the plants, or many of the
E.xamine tlie plants once
flowers will damp off.
a week and remove faded flowers and decayed
During the winter months Cyclamens
leaves.
should be grown in a light, airy house near the
Oive them plenty of air whenever
l-oof-glass.
the weather is favourable, admitting a little
through the top ventilatore during the night.
Keep young seedling plants growing near the
roof-glass in a hiiuse having a temperature of
nbont 50°.
Perpetual-flowering Carnations, As soon as
suitable ciitlins.s are available a good batch may
sh(X»ts taken from the flower-stems
1)0 inserted

—

;

The flowering plants
arc best for the purpose.
are well-rooted, and stimulants may be given
Diluted sootthan
hitherto.
liberally
them more
water is an excellent stimulant for Carnations,
and this may be used once a fortnight. Keep a
sharp watch for red spider, and take measures
to destroy the pest as s<Km as it is detected.
Fresh air is essential to the well-being of Carnations, and this mu.st be given more or les.s acA temperature of from
cording to the weather.
45° to 50° is' ample except during times of bright
sunshine, when 10° higher may be allowed.
Aphis niav be kept in check by light fumigations
with nirotine.

Souvenir

de

la

Malmaison

Carnations.—

" jMalmaisun " Cttrnations should not be grown
with the perpetuiil varieties, as they ivi|uire cool

conditions at all times. FireJieat should not be
used except when severe frost threatens, and
then only to keep the thei'mometer from falling
below freezing point. Water tlie plants sparingly
for the next two or tlu'ee months, and grow tJiem
near to the roof-glass.
Syringe them with a
fungicide occasionaJJy to keep them free from
disease.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By

Jas.

Hudson, Head Gardener
Aoton,

—

at Claunerpbuiy House,

W.

Out-door Vines.
Vines out-of-doors should
be pruned, and nailed or tied, as the case may
be.
Do not hiy the wood in too thickly, but
depend on young shoots rather than upon old
spurs.
Young Vines that have been planted
within the past year or two should be allowed
No protection need be
to e.xteiid themselves.
country.
Examine the borders, prick up the surface soil.
and give a light top-dressing. If the soil is dry
give it a good watering.
given,

as

Vines are

Out-door Figs.

remoMug

all

hai-dy

this

in

— These sliould

now be pruned,
wood and re-

the green, succulent

In districts where
taining weU-ripened growth.
frosts are found to be injui-ious to Figs it will
together and then
growths
be well to bmich the
protect them with straw to a moderate extent.
light
mulch
around
the base of the
Apply a
stems and wat«r the roots if necessarj'. Should
the Fig trees have made extra strong growth,
some root-pruning will be desirable, but leave
this (for pi-eference) until the spring.
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Every

down

joint, crevice, and shoot sliould be painted
to tlie surface of the soil. Place the trees
in a cool, frost-proof house.

on an ash surface

Water the roots sparingly from now onwards,
and ventilat.e the house freely day and night
during mild weather.
Established Fig Trees.— Fig trees planted in
inside borders intended for starting in tlie New
Year should be cleansed and washed forthwitli.
The large tree at KeeJe fills the whole of a large
house, and the pruning will be limited to tlie removal of a few old, exhausted shoots to pi-ovide
room for new, basal gixiwtlis.
Every branch
sliould be loosened from the trellis and cai'efully
waslied with soapy water or an insecticide. Trees
trained near the roof-glass get very dirty, and
unless stringent precautions are taken toiliavethe
trees thorouglily clean, scale, red spider and other
insect pests will be troublesome next year. Figs
under complete control are not difliciilt to manage, and failure to produce fruit is undoiiibtedly

usually attributalble t« a too ifree root run,
whicJi encourages the development of strong,
fruitless growths.

Eoot-pruning sliould be done

directly the last crop of fruit has been ga.thered,
and if still in arrears the work should be
fini-shed forthwith.
When top-di-essing the borders remove tllie old mulching material and exliaiisted soil, and replace with a compost of good

turfy loam mixed with b^me-meal and mortar
rubble. If the soil is dry, first water the border,
otherwise one watering will suffice after the new
top-dressing is applied. Keep the house as cool
and airy as possible until the time arrives for
starting the trees into giK)wth.

—

Fruit-Room. There are not many fruitrooms with an excess of fruit in them this season, therefore close attention should be given to
Remove all
the few fruits in the store-room.
slightly damaged fruits, and use tliem as quickly
as possible, ilake the most of what few Pears

Apples will prove very valuable
there may be.
a ,few weeks later.

—

American Blight. Of all insects Uiat are now
troubling the fruit cultivator none is worse than
American Blight.

I

repeuit

my

former advice,

take speedy, and where necessary extreme,
measures to destroy tlie pest. Two dressings with
spray fluids at a maximum strength will 1h>
needed, and in extreme cases, where the trees
are easily accessible, apply the paraftin and softsoap emulsion previously advised, but syringe
with hot water in advance of this application for
Where
the sake of its penetrating |K)wer.
orchard trees are not easily accessible, and are
infested with bligiht, it will be expedient to cut
down the trees ajid burn them, especially if they
have passed theii' best condition of bearing. In
the case of younger trees it may bo found ex
pedient to cut them back and regraft them in
the spring.
to

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By

R.

1',

HiioTUEHSTON, Cardfuer to

IIAOIJINUTON,

The Rockery.

tllo

liarl

of

Tyninghimie, East Lothian.

— It

occasionally happens that
alterations are called for in the rock-giu'den, and
tJiese
may be carried out during Uie present
month. It will be found a good meUliod to finish
a certain amount of work each day, lest a change
of weather should cause the work to stand over
for an indefinite period, and in the end call for
labour at a period when it w-ould be difficult to
supjily it.
Routine work at present con«ist.«
in clearing away all fallen and dead leaves, providing protecting material for tender plants, cutting over deciduous Ferns and other stibjects.
and leaving the whole in a trim, neat condition
for the winter.
Helleborus latifolius is in full
flower, H. angustifolius showing wliite in the
buds, ajid " coloiu-ed " forms approaching flowering.
Snowdjops, Primula Juliae, and a few
other easily excited plants are exhibiting signs
of growth.

—

Roses. If it is intended to apply protective
material to Roses it is now full time to do so.
use of rank, strawy manure in dres.sed
grounds is very unsightly, and when the point has
been pressed for a reason why Koses above all
otlier flowering shrubs should be treated in that
way I have never had a satisfactory reply. Dry
bracken is equally efficient for protecting the
Rtenis, and not an eyesore, and to more tlioroughly protect the plants close to the ground a
little heap of soil
I use old compo.st
^put io
each, never fails in its purpose. It is remarkable
what a power of resistance against cold or the
effects oif cold such a simple material possesses.
Flaky leaf-mould is also excellent for the ipur-

The

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

—

Pot Figs. It is not advisable to commence the
forcing of pot Figs so early as usual in view of
Fire-heat is not
the restricted fuel supply.
necessary for the first fortnight
a temperature
of 45° is suitable, and the warmth iihould not
exceed 50°. If the pots are stood {not plunged)
on a bed of leaves or leaves and manure the
roots will receive sufficient warmth, provided
the fermenting material is moved occasionally.
Syringe the trees lightly in the forenoons of fine
days and water the roots very sparingly. When
the buds commence to break plunge the pots to
itheir rims in a bed of fresh leaves and stable
At this
litter to afford a bottom heat of 70°.
stage the niglit tempenuture Sihonld not fall below 50°, but be increased gradually to 60° when
the fruits begin to swell. Considerable economy
in fuel may be effected by keeping the trees in a
cool house for another month or six weeks.
;

—

Successional Fig Trees. Successional and late
If the fihoots have
frees in pots are defoliated.
been well thinned and pinched during the summer
very little pruning will be requiretl beyond removing an occasional wejik shoot. Let the plants
be washed carefully with Gdshurst com|Kiund or
Use a sfift paint-brush for the
soapy water.
cleansing process, as a hard brush might damage
the points of the s/lioots and embryo fruit*.

—

—

pose.

Lily-of-the-Valley.— Our large plantations of
weed-infested that
Lily-of-the-Valley
got so
the crowns had to be lifted this year. Fortin's
variety was overhauled and the be.it clumps replanted in Septembeir, and about the present date
Only the
I hope to replant the common variety.
best crowns are kept, and these are planted in
long lines at 1-2 inches apart and 4 inches between the lines, the tips of the crowns being ju.st
covered with soil. They are made firm in the
soil with the foot as the work proceeds, and some
iwell-decayed manure is worked into the ground
Why, it may be asked,
as planting progresses.
should a common form be cultivated when the
much superior Fortin's variety can bo had in
One reason is that the latter is late
quantity.
in flowering, though the season may be, and is,
extenderl by planting in various positions, thu.i
making a difference of a few weeks in flowering.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.
should be sent to the
PUBLISHEE, 41, Wellineton Street.
Covent Garden. W.C.
Editors and Publisher. — Our correspondents
would ohvi ite delay in oblaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher i and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise

when
Special

letters are misdirected.

—

CorresDondents.
to
Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused com-

Notice

The

munications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

liocal News.— Correspondents will greatly oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of
local events likely to be of interest to our readers,
or of any matters lohich it is desirable to bring
under the notice of horticulturists.
Illustrations.— The Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR DECEMBER.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2Ohamber of Horticulture,
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3—
Hort

Ror.

meeting at Caxton Hall.

Soc.'a Or.ms. meet, Horticultuiral CluD
at 3.30 p.m. at 2, Wihitehall Court.
See. aanual meet., 3 p.m., at 35,
Street, Covent Garden.

Com. meets

British Carnation

Wellington

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9—
United Hort.

B.

&

V.

Soe.

Com. meet.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 26—
Christmaa

Day.

THURSDAY, DBCE-VIBER 26—
Bank Hohdav.

AVERAGE Mean Temperature

for

tlie

during

deduced from observatdons

ensuing week
the

last

fifty

years at Greenwich, 41.2°.

Actual Temperature

:

—

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, WeUington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, November
Bar. 29.9
Weather—
27, 10 a.^.
temp. 46°.
:

;

Djia

The first speech of the
Prime Minister's elecRural
Reconstruction. tion campaign dealt on
broad
problem

lines

witli

the

and horticultural
of profound signifi-

of agricultural

development.
It is
cance that the Prime Minister should have
put in the very forefront of his programme the need for rural reconstruction.
Nobody will dispute his view that the
maintenance of the nation as a whole must
depend upon a vigorous and populous
countryside.
As the Prime Minister
pointed out, the industries of the nation
are constantly recruiting their man power
from the rural population, so that even
looking at the problem from the industrial
point of view, the larger the source of recruitment the more will industries flourish.
It is not to be expected that the Prime
Minister should at this stage produce detailed
plans
illu.strating
the
method

whereby

this

desirable state of affairs is
Nevertheless, the indications which he gave are of great interest.
In the forefront he places better housing
and higher wages; he proceeds to indicate
what are the means wbe.reby the agricultural and horticultural industries may
be able to support the increased charges
which they are bound to be calUd upon to
sustain.
The solution which he advocates
is
greater production and le.ss costlv
metWds of transport. Economy in proto be achieved.

duction is apparently to be effected by
State control of fertilisers, and if State
control can be made to result in a reduced

and

t-xtended use of fertilisers, there
will be
increased.

cost

ADVEBTISEMBNTS

is

no doubt but that production

Improved methods of cultivation are tu
be sought in the closer association of agricultural and horticultural science with
practice, and here again it cannot be
doubt«d that although the best cultivators
of this country have little to learn in the
way of scientific production, the average
production of the country would be raised
if a knowledge of scientific principles of
agriculture and horticulture were more
widely diffused.

The subject

of transport is one which
greatly to the producer, and
it is along the lines of more economical
transportation of produce, and also of raw
materials, that greater economy in proThis last subduction may be reached.
ject is of such importance that we trust
the Chamber of Horticulture will lose no
time in taking it into consideration and
will appeal

in drawing up a .report illustrative of
the present cost of the transjsort of horticultural produce and indicating ways in
which reform may b^e achieved.
Tlie

Prime

^Minister discloses the inten-

making

large provision for small
holdings on which are to be settled returned ex-Service men. So far, at all
events, as specialised, that is to say, horticultural small holdings, are concerned,
it is to be hoped that the problem will be
To
dealt with along common-sense lines.
spread promiscuously small holdings over
the countryside will he. bound to lead to
failure..
The proper procedure is to mal^c
a survey of all those districts in which soil
and climatic conditions are favourable to
intensive cultivation ; to select from among
them thase districts which are well
watered and are either provided with, or
are capable of being provided with, transport facilities, and then to make a further
selection so that only those districts shall
be chosen for holdings which are placed in
favourable conditions with respect to
markets.
Once the capacity and requirements of
the market are known, the type of intensively cultivated holdings can be determined, and it is to be assumed that the
small holders with full information with
respect to those crops for which a large and
near demand exists will be prepared to
specialise in the growing of them.
Lastly comes the selection of men and
the grouping of holdings into what may
be called economic units that is to say,
colonies of holdings sufficiently numerous
and large to admit of the bulking of produce, and sufficiently progressive to be
prepared to grow a limited number of
varieties of a limited number of crops. To
make a scheme successful, it will be desirable that all the holders to be e.stablished in
a given district, or at all events thase who
were not highly trained already, should
work for a time under the direction of n
practical expert before
proceeding to
undertake the cultivation of their own
hoi dines.
tion of

:

Chamber

of

Horticulture.

which representatives of

all

—A

meeting

to

horticnltural interests

are invited will he held, under tihe auspices of
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the Chamber of Horticulture, in tlie Couccil
Ohambei-, Caxton Hall, Westminster, on Monday, Decenibea- 2, at 2.15 p.m.
The President
of the Board of Agriculture, the Rt. Hon. R. E.
L'rothero, has expressed his inteujtioii of being
present at this meeting.

—

Linnean Society. At the general meeting of
the Jjiniiean Society of London, held on the 7th
iusii,,

Mr.

Akthur Warwick Sutton,

J. P.,

V.M.H., was, upon the nomlnaUou
cil,

ejected to

caused by

of the Coirnthe vacancy in the Council
death of
the late Professor

fill

the

George Plimmer,

IT.R.S.

Lead Nitrate as a Fertiliser.— According to
expei'inients conducted in America small ciuantities of an aqueous solution of lead nitrate
stimulate the growth of plants.
The maximum effect was produced when 0.5 grams
of lead nitrate per litre of nutritive solution
was used (1-60 oz. to 1| pint). In experiments
in open ground tlie lead nitrate was used as a
fine powder and mixed witJi a fei'tiliser to be
used as a top-dxessing.
Though successful in
tlhe cases of Beet, Wlieat, Oats, Peas, etc., the
use of lead nitrate produced no beneficial effect
with Potatos.

Cinemas and Cultivation.—The Report of the
Minister of Agi-iculture (Ontario) for 1917 records the syistemjaitac introduction of motionpictures (movies) into Canadian agiicultural and
hortaculttu-al
education ^films of orchai-ding,
vegetable growing, seed production, as well as
purely agricultural su/bjects were shown at rural
centres, and appear to have evoked great in-

—

terest.

—

Disease Resistance. Progress continues to
be made in America in isolating disease-resistant
Acstrains of plants of econoinic importanc*.
cording to infonnation contained in the American Journal of Botany (June, 1918), Asparagusgrowing, which at one time bid fair, owing to
the ravages of Rust, to 'become impossible in
America, is now being resumed owing to the fact
that certain English varieties chief of which is
Reading Giant have proved to be rust-resisMore important from the point of view
tant.
of British growers is the statement tliat strains
nf Tomatos are being raised which are resistant

—

—

to

Fusarium wilt

disease.

Similarly, strains of

Flax resistant to Fusarium lini have been produced and have made it possible to continue the
cultivation of Flax in districts where this disease is prevalent.

—

Testimonial to Mr. C. S. Fuldge. At the
end of the present year Mr. C. S. Fuidge will
have completed 50 years of official connection
with the Southampton Royal Horticultural
Society, and it has been decided to recognise
his valuable services during that long period by
presenting him with a testimonial at the annual
meeting of the Society in January next.
The
7)romoters of the testimonial believe many exhibitors at the Southampton Shows and also at
the Hoi-ticultural Section of the Royal Counties
Agricultural
Shows, superintended by
Mr.
Fuidge, will desire to show their appreciation
nf Mr. Fuidge's sciwices by sending contributions to Mr. J. T. Robe, J. P., Hon. Secretary,
Fuidge Testimonial Fund. 54, Inkerman Road,
\\'iiol?ton,

Southampton.

—

We are informed by the
Food Production Department that under the distribution schemie of the Government the production and delivery of sulphate of ammonia,
superphosphate, and ground basic slag for the
five months ending October 31 was 30 per cent,
Fertiliser Supplies.

higher than during the corresponding period of
last year.

—

Sale of Allotment Produce. A rumour appears to be current, in various parts of the country to tJie effect that allotment holders are prohibited from selling the surplus produce of their
landi unless they have obtained a retailer's licence.
The Food Production Department has issued an
assurance that this rumour is entirely without
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No order compelling allotment
holders to obtain a retailer's licence lias been
made by the Ministry of Fot^d, nor does that
body propose to make any such orxiei'. Allotment holders are perfectly at liberty to dispose
of their produce in any way that they deem
advisable.
fouxwdation.

Sale of Nursery Stock for War Relief Funds.
Having decided to establish a seed-testing
station at Maxwellheugh, and to devote their
land to the raising of pedigree stocks of farm
and garden seeds, Messrs. Lang and Mather,
of Kelso, offered the whole of their nursery stock

—

as a free gift to the Border Union Agricultural
Society on behalf of the Edenhall Hostel for
Limbless Soldiers, the Newton Don Red Cross
Hospital, and the Fund for Providing Comforts
for the King's Own Scottish Borderers Regiment
This generous offer
Prisoners of War Fund.
was accepted, and at the recent sale by auction,
opened by Sir George Douglas. Bart., a sum of
upwards of £800 was vpn'-f H

done
rately

in spring in propagating cases, in a

warm

mode-

pit.

Land Reclamation.— The

Wai- Cabinet has
asked the Board of Agriculture to obtain information as to the possibility of carrying out
scheanes of land reclamation in various parts of
the country if supplies of soldier labour should
be available for tliis purpose during tlie period
of demobilisation.
The Food Production Department has circularised the Agricultural Committees of the counties on the subject.
The
demands of the farmers for labour required on
their farms will be fully met before any soldiers are stai'ted on reclamation schemes.
After
the ordinary requirements of the farms have
been met it is proposed that any waterlogged
areas should first receive attention. Only when
both these matters have been dealt with in a
satisfactory manner is it intended to take up
" It is possible,
general reclamation schemes.
however," according to the official circular,
" th'Ht t'l- n
Mnl r]^r,,nr4= nf thp fnvrn^ nnd the
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and the scheme

is

and adeof Potatos

intelligently directed

quately financed.

Some

grown

this year

England

fine

croips

were produced by
land wliich as recently as February last was
rough heath covered with brushwood.
in

—

Mr. W. A. Cook. We understand that Mr.
W. A. Cook is shortly leaving Abbots Wood,
owing to the death

of his employer, the Hon.
iti will be remembered,
was one of the victims of tlie " Leinster "
disaster. Both Mr. and Mrs. Davet were keenly
interested hi gaixlening, and under Mr. Cook's
supeivision many new features were added to
the gardens at Abbots W'ood.
Mr. CoOK, who
was formerly gardener to Sir Edmund Loder.
Leonardslee, has an extensive knowledge of the
cultivation of trees and shrubs and a wide ex-

Arthur Ian Davey, who,

perience in gardening generally, as his useful
notes published from time to time in these
pages testify.
trust that he will soon find
fresh scope for his acknowledged abilities as a

We

crnrHener.

/ MM*.

.fhutfiyrat'h

-ROBINIA PSEUDACACIA VAR. COLUTEOIDES.

—

Robinja Pseudacacia var. coluteoides.
varieties of the Locust or fake Acacia
are in cultivation, and they differ in habit of
growth, leaf and flower. The variety coluteoides,
illustrated in fig. 88, is one of the most distinct
and desirable. The free-flowering chai'acter of
the plant is remarkable. When the spray illustrated was photographed in Jime the whole tree,
some 20 feet in height, was literally weighed
down with enormous quantities of blossoms. As
the varietal name coluteoides implies, the foliage,
racemes, and individual flowers are smaller than
those of the type.
The tree under notice was
obtained from Spaeth's nursery in 1903, and is
one of the most distinct and <lesirable of a large
number of Continental varieties of this
native of the Eastern United States.
In the
last available catalogue of this firm, 1914, upwards of sixty varieties are listed.
TJie usual
method of propagating the varieties is to graft
them on small plants in pots, on the roots of R.
Pseudacacia, the common Locust.
This is best

Many

treatment of waterlogged areas may not absorb
the labour' that will be available, and, if so,
could usefully be ejnployed in reclainung are;is
which at present are uncultivated and are proCounty Uommiltees are asked
ducing noUiing.
to fuiiiish at onco particulars of any areas exceeding 25 acres at present micultivated which
could be brought into cultivation if labour and
Land
funds were available for the purpose.
which is above 800 feet in altitude sliould not
be included, and any areas whiioli might be reclaimed from the sea should also be reported.
Individuals with knowledge of areas suitable for
reclamation may be doing a useful public service
all
it

'

to the Food Production Department,
It
Victoria Street, S.W. 1, giving details.
added
that during the post two years a
may be
number of minor reclamation
considerable
schemes have been carried out by Coimty Committees or private owners, and that there is no
doubt whatever as to the remunerative nature

by writing

72,

of such enterprises

where the area

is well

chosen

bjj

K

J.

Wallh.

—

The amiual
British Carnation Society.
general meeting of tlie British Carnation Society
will be held at the offices of the Britisli Florists'
Federation, 35, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on Tuesday, December 3. at 3 p.m.
Development of Afforestation in the United
Kingdom. The business of making preliminai'y

—

arrangements for developing afforestation in the
United Kingdom has been placed in the hands
Iiitterim
Forest Authority which has
of an
1, Wihitehall, S.W. 1, as its temporary address.
The chairman is Mr. F. D. Acland, and the
other members are Lord Clinton, Lord Lovat,
(Major D. Davies, Col. W. Stedart-FothringHAM, Mr. T. B. PoNSONBY, Mr. A. MacCullum
Scott and Mr. R. L. Robinson.

—We

regret to learn that LanceWar Items.
Sergt. P. R. Catchpole was recently killed in
He was the youngest son
action in France.
of a large family living in Hampton, and at
the early age of 17 years patriotically enlisted

—
;
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York and Lancaster Regiment. He hadi
been at the Front 3i years, and was only 21
in

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

tlie

{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed bij correspondents.)

Before enthe time of has death.
listing he was employed in the nursery of Mr.
years old

a.t

—

Helenium Riverton Gem. This desirable
autumn-flowering border perennial » reaches a
height of about 4 feet, and grows so fast as
to soon form an effective mass or clump.
The
colour of the bloom is difficult to define, but the
general effect is that of a bright orange bronze
closer inspection, however, reveals the fact that
there is a W'ide difference in the tint of the
flowers according to the length of time they have
been expanded. While this Helenium is always
showy when in bloom, it is particularly striking
when fully exposed to the rays of the declining
sun.
In these conditions the entire mass of
flowers appear to be lit up with a fiery suffusion, and the rich glow is perceptible for some
In my suburban garden in the southdistance.
west of London, where tlie soil is of a stiff,
clayey nature, and very cold during the winter,
the plant succeeds perfectly. Opinions differ, and
the yellow-flowered Riverton Beauty may be by
some given the first place, but Riverton Gem

In an
Victor, Marling Park, Hampton Hill.
of brave men he was conspicuous for exHe had been
ceptional daring aJid gallaaitry.
wounded three times; he won the Militai-y Mexlal

army

,

and was i-ecomraended for the Distingiiisihed Conduct Medal just before his deaUi.
Lance-Corpl. H. C.\tchpoi.e, Middlesex

in 1917,

Regiment,

a.n

elder

brother of the above,

has

made the supreme sacrifice for his country.
died at Berrington War Hospital, Shrewsbury, from wounds received in action in France,
and was buried with militai-y honours at Teddington, where his widow and three young chil-

also

He

He enlisted in 1915, and had been
reside.
woundied four times and was once gassed. Before eJilisting he was employed at Mr. Lenient's
Both brothers were greatly
nursery, Hampton.
esteemed in- the Hampton neighbourhood.

dren

is my favourite.
Both varieties were, I believe,
raised in America.
W. T
The Survival of Weed Seeds.
I am interested in the e.xperimen'ts and observations of
Winifred E. Brenchley (p. 193) in relation to Uie
survival of weed seeds.
She describes how the
store of seeds in the top soil gets depleted in
itime owing to various circumstances, including
la new surface vegetation.
I have had the opportunity this year of observing that buried seeds
can accumulate in uncultivated land. On a piece
of grass land a scattered few planits of Spergularia rubra have been floweiing and fruiting
.s<ince 1882 to my
knowledige.
This year the
lan'd was used for the production of food, and
partly dug, partly trenched.
Seedlings in large

—

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

MUNICIPAL PRIZES FOR ALLOTMENTS.
Dumfries Town Council has voted the sum
£10 for prizes for allotment gardens. This

of
is

expected to be an annual grant, and comes out

Unof (the "'Common Good" of the bui-gih.
fontimaitely not all Scottish Town C'ouncils have
Common Good " from which to defray such

a "

grants.

SUNFLOWERS IN WASTE GROUND;
So far as can be learned by local enquiry tlie
experiment of growing Sunflowers for seed was
The damp season was
not a success in 1918.
against the ripening of the seed, aaid the
being 12 or more cwts. to the

all

yield, instead of

acre, as it ds said to be in Germany, reached
at all events in those cases which have come
under notice not more than half tliat amount.
The smallness of yield is to be attributed in
part to the unfavourable season aiid< in part to
the fact that every garden pest of the larger
sort, birds and. squirrel's in particular, took large
Much of the seed
toU of the ripening seed.

—

sown, moreover, proved by no means uniform,
of it throwing branching plants with numeous small heads and some single-stemmed plants
The growth in
with one large flower-head.
fairly good ground' was excessive, the plants
often reaching to a height of 15 feet. So far
as the plots which have been inspected show,
transplanted plants did no better than plants
It would be inraised by sowing in th'C open.
teresting to have the experience of others who
grew Sunflowers this year. A. N.

some

SEAWEED.
Gardeners who live on or near th'S coast
would do well in these days of great scarcity
of manure to make use of seaweed. It is a source
of manure supply which is greatly neglected
tons of it lie derelict on the shores round England.

Two ways

of using it may be recommended.
to collect it when very wet and
stack it in an out-of-the-way place, covering it
with earth and allowing it to remain undisturbed for 8 or 12 weeks. Usually by that time

The

it

first

is

humus, and can be dug
especially for the Cabbage crop, as it

has become

in freely,

;

.

fi.rst-rate

appears to control club-root to a iarge extent.
The second way is to mix the seaweed in a
fresh, wet state with an equal quantity of hot,
fermenting stable-dung, make it into a stack as
be'fore. and leave it a month before using it.
This, I consider, is the best way.
The mixture of seaweed and manure seems to
be an ideal fertiliser for Peas.
Trenches are
taken out and a good layer of the mixture put
in, and covered with several inches of soil. The
Peas are then sown, and experience has proved
that a greatly increased crop results.

Ynrl'xfiire.

come up over a wider area
than one could have expected, and by the end
of September formed a close green carpet in
Triplaces where hoeing bad been neglected.
folium subterranean had been observed as a
rare plant some years ago, yet when the grass
was dug down many seedlings came up over a
wide area, some of them making patcbes a foot
in diameter and flowexing.
Senebiera didyma
was recorded on a spot close to this LaH'd in
1863, but on several occasions since then, when
the sirrface of the grouii'd was broken for making
or mending a patli, O'r for otiher purposes, seedlings of the Senebiera came up in abundance,
and were pleiiitiful this year. The seeds of the
Spergularia must have been accumulating over
a period of many years Trif olium buries its
seeds: but all Uiree plants must have been
scattered by a va.riety of ways, and taken into
the soil by worms, rain, sand bees and other
agenits.
While discussing the problems of the
numbers began

'

to

;

seeds and

how they

got in

the old broken-up

Miss Brenchley seems to have taken
no account of the seeds carried on the feet of
domestic animals, hares, rabbits, rats, mice and
birds, and buried by the natural agencies she
mentions. Seeds get carried on the muddy feet
O'f the animals I mention, also on feet and legs
pastures.

made wet by

rain or dew when plants are shedding their seeds.
Darwin gave an accoimt of
seeds carried by partridges in this way.
3 F.
.

Pruning Newly-Planted Apple Trees.— The
remarks by Market Grower on orchards are
always of interest to the practical fruit grower.
To my mind, his remarks, p. 157, on not pruning trees sufficiently the first few years, 'go to
prove that it is a mistake not to prune such
same season as they are planted. Yet
how often do we see this error committed. The
pruning of the trees sliould follow planting
as a matter of course, hence my object in drawing attention to what I look upon as a serious
error in hardy fruit culture. I have many times
referred to this subject, and have no hesitation
in again doing so, on the plea that there are new
readers who may be glad of the reminder or the
information as to procedure. From experience I
am convinced th.it trees, especially standards,
grow in the near future much more robustly than
those which are not cut back the same season
they are plarofed. Trees cut back to witbin a
few inches of their base should make more progress than others not so pruned, because the
energy of the tree is concentrated in a given
space, and not extended over the wliole area of
trees the
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the unprimed tree.
Trees not primed, instead
of making vigorous shoots the first or second year
after planting, [invariably form fruit-buds the
whole length of their shoots, and that is not
what is wanted, for the quicker 'a large branch
area is formed the sooner will fruit be obtained
in quantity.
E. M.

The Origin of the Apple, Pear, and Other
Fruits. As a believer in the multiple origin of
cultivated fruits, I cannot let
W .'s unitarian
heresy (see p. 175) pass without .a word of protest.
There is, I think, ample evidence that
several species have played a part in the constitultion of the Pear, 'amid we know that in recent
times Pyrus sinensis has been crossed with cultivated varieties and given such fruits as Keiffer,
and Ee Conte. In Apples authorities have recognised P. prunifolia, P. dasyphylla, P. acerba, and
tihe dwarf P. paradisiaca as probable parents. In
the Vine Vitis vinifera does not by any means
constitute the only species concerned. V.Labrusca
and a host of American species have played a
part.
In the Strawberry Fragaria chiloensis,
and F. virginiana have been used to give European species fresh characters of size and flavour.
The Raspberry, Currant, and Gooseberry also
show every sign of multiple origin.
Perhaps
ir. W. will reply that he does not consider the
above as species, but only as varieties, which
leads us to the old query
What is a species?
But whatever we call them, there is, I think,
plenty of evidence that our fruits do not show
an " unitaiian " origin, but rather a multiple
one.
E. A, Bunyard.

—

W

.

:

The Gardeners'
tion.

— It

is

to be

Royal Benevolent instituhoped that the appeal of Sir

Harry J. Veitch, page 208, on behalf of this
most deserving institution will be liberally responded to, and the required amount obtained.
FrO'm my own experience I can speak of the
great benefits this insititution has conferred upon
many gardeners, when old age and illness (an illraatdied pair) has put an end to tbeir activities.
As one of these, a particularly bright
feature of my life is tlie receipt of the quarterly
cheque, even if its purchasing power is much
It is a great
less than it was prior to the war.
pity that so many young gardeners fail to .'^ee
the benefit of subscribing to this admirable institution, often in their old age to regret their
apathy in this respect. Personally, I commenced
to subscj-ibe when comparativelv young, with
tihe result th'ait I was a.Uo'Wed sufficient votes to
ensure my election at the first attempt. Though
now quit-e an invalid, and confined eU'tirely to
the house, I "am still vigorous enough to say
" Bless such an institution that confers these
benefits on us old gardeners, and bless those
that have worked so hard for it for many
years." A Pensioner.
:

The Loss of Clematis in Gardens.— I<t has
been reiterated that the cause of " die back "
It appears, howof Clematis is due to grafting.
ever, equolly in our experience among self -rooted
plants in'faot, so badly were our " laid " plants
affected that we had to give up this metho'd of
propagation. As tbis has also been the experience of other growers, is it not about time that
this constantly repeated statement was either
George Biinyard
substantiated or withdrawn.
nnrl Co.. Ltd.. Maidstone.
;

—

American Blight. All, I think, who have recently discussed means of getting rid of American Blight on Apple trees have treated the question in a manner that suggests their thoughts
to have been engaged only on the manner of
cleaning the trees during winter, for one cannot paint the innumerable leaves individually
with a brush
In a previous communication I
remarked on the condition of some of the trees
here, how the foliage was seriously infested, au'd
how it was cleared by spraying with a solution
of 2 oz. of Gishurst compound to 1 gallon of
Not only were the insects killed, but
water.
none has been seen since. I stated at the same
time and in the same communication (see p. 28)
that the Blight affected only a limited number
of varieties, quite a number of Apples being
immune. The only person who has agreed with
that statement is "i?. C, M'ilts (page 122), who
advises as a protective measure the Aiustral'an
practice of working varieties on stocks immune
All trees that are affected do not
to the nest.
have Blight hibernating on their roots. On the
contrarv, Kesiwick Codlin. of which large rnuni!

•

;
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bers of trees are grown here, is an example of a
variety which is attacked oiily on the roots.
The stock on which ithese trees are worked may
not be imimune, but on the whole it is obvious
that the question is more involved than appears
on the surface. R. P. Brutherston, Ti/ninghame
C'ardens. Prestonl-irf:.

S O C I JB T I £ S

.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
November

—The

monthly meetijig of this
.Association was held on the 5th ult. Mr. Kobert
Fife, the president, was in the chair, and there
was a good attendance.
A lecture on " Liquid Air " was delivered by
Dr. Leonard Dobbin, University of Edinburgh,
with experiments. After a few general remarks
on the composition of the atmosphere, and on Uie
5.

of
conditions requisite for the liquefaction
gases in general, the lecturer referred to tJie
principle of cooling a compressed gas by its own
expansion, and described how the principle is
applied in so-called self-intensive
effectively
apparatus. The construction of the vessels used
for the preservation of liquid air from rapid
evaporation, and the employment of similarly
constructed vessels in the well-known thermos
flasks were then dealt witji.
A number of experiments were sho-.vn in illu-stration of the extremely low temperatures to which objects immersed in liquid air are cooled, and of the remarkable changes in their properties resulting
from this cooling. Some useful applications of
liquid air were afterwards mentioned, including
of a high
its employment for the production
vacuum by making use of the great absorptive
power for gases of charcoal cooled by it. and
furt.her. the separating from it of practically
pure oxygen and nitrogen. The latter of these
gases is one of the requisite materials in the
manufacture of certain nitrogenous fertilisers,
and liquid air is one of the cheapest sources from
which it can be obtained.

CROPS AND STOCK_ON^THE HOME FARM
Farming Without Sheep.

OwiNO

to the difficulty of obtaining artificial
fattening lambs, the high price of
•hay, the partial failure of the root crop in
southern counties, the short.age of manual and
horse labour, and especiallv the low prices prevailing, I fear many of the breeding flocks pf
sheop are being reduced in number.
Although Hampshire Down sheep are among
the best for close-folding to benefit the land
from a manurial point of view, and their lambs
come nnicker to a useful size earlv in the year
than those of iiny other breed, for their age,
it cannot ^be denied that thev are expensive.
A
flock of from 300 to 400 ewes costs about £2.000
|>er annum
add to this the anxiety when there
is a shortage of food, bad wcath<'r at lambing
time, and sundry other difficulties, the sheep are
not alwavs a reasonable financial success.
Manv farmers are keepins dry sheep only in
the plai e of a ewe flock, as these can be fattened
when the requisite food is available and sent
to market, while the stock can be replenished

food

for

;

at

will.

A flock of 500 ewes will consume from December 1 (or earlier, accordint: to the weatherl
to Anril at least 150 tons of hay
this, valued
at £8 per ton. means a large outlay— £1.200.
Such a prosT>pct will lead. I fear, to a diminution of sh-'ep. much to the regret of what I
term the older type of farmers, who think Com
cannot be grown successfullv without sheep.
This idea may be di.'x-arded at once, as I know
several farmers who do not keep sh^ep on their
arable land, but they produce Com in abundance.
When inanecting one of these farms
la»t han'est-tiime I wa« .surprised to see and
hear of crops of
growing
Bar'ey
where
Rarlev had been grown on the same plot
for four vears in
succession.
In this connection I have another experience to relatfl
only List week, when threshing a 6-acre plot
of Ped Standard AVlieat grown on
soil
onlv
4 inches to 5 inches deep over chalk, situate on
flip Downs, the average return was 10 sacks per
re of an excellent sample of miller's Wheat,
;

'

and sheep had not been on this land for twelve
years

!

I refer to these instances to illusitrate tlie possibilities of

Corn production without sheep, and

to encourage small holders who wish to grow
Wheat and who cannot possibly keeip sheep.
The crop of Wheat just quoted is another in-

what

stance

of

under

i-eason>able

despised

originally a part

tillage.
I'f

the

downland is capable
plot
was
This

Downs used only

for

but it was
sheep-grazing
in the
summer,
ploughed up fifteen years ago and has produced
many good crops of Corn and Potatos since.

Extension of Ar.\ble Land.
I am pleased to learn that tlie Food Production Department intends to increase and improve the arable land in the country with a view
to obtaining greater yields of cereals and other
foodstuffs. The more arable land there is under
good cultivation the greater is the prosjiect of
the nation becoming self-supporting. I "am still
more pleased to hear this Department intends
to enforce the better cultivation of badly-managed arable land.
The Advisory Committee for our area of
37 OCO acres has instructions to survey all faiTns
with a view to increasing the arable Laud where
advisable, and I hope it will also suggest the

improvement of existing pasture-land, which in
so many instances could produce heavier crops
of grass or hay for milk production.
Too many
persons are content with half a ton of hav
per'acre without any outlay in manure or labour.
Nothing less than doubl<> th.nt ouantitv should
sati.efy anyone.
No doubt the Deiiartment will
be prepared to
woii'd

1>e

assist

beneficial

deserving cases,

to the ration.
the price of

With a reduction in
and more skilled labour

ns

this

fei+ili.eers.

av!>il.nbV. I am lookinf
forward to greater activitv in the cultivation of
the land, and especially to the increase of small
holdin.g«. which have in the past three years
given a high yield of desirable produce.
Now
that the public rea'ises the great value of vc"
tables and fru't as food there should be a ceneral
speeding ip of the small-holding industry.

LocAt Markets.

The establighmept of local markets under the
auspices of the Food Production Department
for the sale of surplus vegetables, fruit, flowers,
poultrv. eL'gs and butter wi'l give a rrreat impetus to cultivation and considerably add to the
food of the nation.
The idea is to arrange for
a public auction (already in exi.stence in manv
countiesl about twice weekly in a convemient
Part of a town where the consumer can be
brought into direct touch with the producer
without the aid of the middleman. In rural dis
tricts cottagers, amateurs, and allotment holders
would grow much more produce if thev could
dispose of it readily at a reasonable price, and
thus receive a due reward for their laliour.
For this purpose Hampshire is divided into
three areas, and for one of these areas I am
a member of the committee detailed to arrange
a scheme. The more difficult problems are the
neces.sary buildings and the transport of tlie
produce.
The idea is to collect produce at
various centres and convey it by motor to the
market hall, where it would he sold by public
auction.
A small collecting and selling fee
would be charged. Such a scheme would also
tend to benefit the town-dwellers in various
ways.
Two such markets are established in Bournemouth, and are a success from all points of
view.
E. Molynevx.

As a

Manures.*
Wheat grown after Potatos,

general rule.

Mangolds or Clover will need no artificial
manures. Exceptions arise where the crop does
not usually start growtli quickly or ripen sufficiently early
in these ca.ses superphosphate or
basic slag should be applied
1^ to 2 cwt. of
superphosphate, or 3 to 4 cwt. of basic slag
might be given, and it should be applied at the
time of sowing the seed. The heavy dressings
of basic slag used in some parts of the Eastern
and Midland counties should only be given
where there is sound reason to suppose them
;

:

necessary.
* " Notes on MflnureB in November."
ameted Experimrntal Statii n, Harpende
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Barley grown after roots which have been fed
to sheep on the land may need superphosphate
there is reason to fear that the crop will become lodged. Ill present circumstances Ij cwt.
to 2 cwt. per acre might be aDowed to obviate
this trouble.
if

Oats may repay a-ather more generous ti'eatment, and if they are receiving no dung may
have J to 1^ cwt. sulphate of ammonia, 3 cwt.
of superphospliate, and if the soil is light 2 cwt.
salt per acre.

Corn crops following a previous corn crop will
also require liberal treatment
J to Ij cwt.
sulphate of ammonia according to the condition of the land, 2 to 3 cwt. supei^jhosphate, or double this quantity of sla.g, and
on light or chalky soils 2 to 3 cwt. or salt. Some
fai-mers would be inclined to use more in a
case recently brought to the notice of the
Rothamsted E.xperimental Station the farmer
was proposing to add 2 cwt. of bone-meal to
this mixture, but the addition could not be recommended, as there was already sufficient plant
food for the needs of the crop.
In
Roots require very careful consideration.
many parts of the country it is customary to
use dung and, in addition, beaxn- dressings of
artificials.
For Swedes and Turnips this plan
cannot as a rule be recommended. Large numbere of experiments have shown th.at Swedes
and Turnips do not gener.ally respond to these
heavy dressings, and enually good results have
been obtained with smaller applications. TTnless,
therefore, a farmer has verv definite eindence
that the artifici.als will reallv give a useful re
turn he .should not u.'se thern too liberallv. The
practice of giving a small dressins of sunerphofsphate to "bring the roots to the hoe" is.
Onp-h-nlf rwt. of sulphate
of course, ju-stifiable.
of ammonia and 3 cwt. of superphosphate might
l^o allowed, but no one should annlv the 8 or
10 cwt. per acre of artificials, sometimes used in
addition to farmyard manure, unless he has very
good reason to expect an adequate return.
different case, as
Mangolds present rather
they more definitely resnord to fertilisers than
Swedes or Turnips: indeed, no crop is grown
that responds so clearly.
In most cases it is
advaTitageous to supplv a complete dressing; a
useful one would be 1 to lA cwt. of sulphate
of ammonia. 2i cwt. of superphosphate, and
2X cwt. of salt .per acre in addition to dung.
Po«a+o8 also respond to dressings of artificial
fortiHsor,'>. thoinrh it is by no means clear that
thev justifv the heavv
dre»«in.gs sometimes
given.
In Potato, grow in t districts it is not
unusual to anplv 10 cwt. of artificials. In peace
time, or whep there is an abundance of fertilisers, there is not much to be said against this
plan, and the possibilitv of increased crops may
justify it; but in war-time, when fertilisers are
scarce, it becomes absolutely necessary to economise, and large dressings sihould not be given
unless there is definite evidence that they are
;

;

-i.

needed by the

civip.

TRADE NOTES.
N UKSiKnY-WORKERS"
Steps have been taken to

CLUB.

foj'in

a -social

and

recreation club for workers in nursery and market gardens in the Hampton, Middlesex, district.
There are several hundreds of such garden® in
and ai-ound Hampton, employing a large number of workers.
provisional committee has
been formed with Mr. .1. Quarntrill as chairman,
Mr. R. O'Callaghan vico-cliairman, Mr. F. J.
Cane treasurer, and Mr. F. White as secretary,
.ind an appeal is
being made for funds to
" equip and maintiiiii the club, which has Ibceii
instituted with the object of pi'ovidiUig opportunities for reasonable recreation, of social intercourse, and of mental and physical development."
It is hoped to make a useful, up-to-date club
fitted for billiards and other indoor games, with
reading-room and library, and to institute " subc'ubs " for cricket, swimming, etc.
The club
is to Ibe entirely non-sectarian and non-political,
and the com.mittee will make every endeavour
to enlist the sympathy and cooperation of the
employers.
There is a special desire to make
life more pleasant and happy for the hundreds of
nursery hands who are soon expected back from
the various theatres of war.

A
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COVENT GARDEN,
Plants In Pots, &e.

:

(All 4S'8, per doz. except

Aralias

November

37.

Average Wholesale

s.

d. s.rt.

7

0-90

Prices.
where otherwise stated).

Clirysanthemum

Asparagus plumosus
10 0-12
Sprengeri
...
9 0-10
Aspidistra, ereen .. 30 0-60
Begonia Gloire de
loraine
... 18 0-30

—

Ferns and Palms

;

Average Wholesale

Prices.
8

d

.

s.

d

[NOVEMBEE

30, 1918.

Dkcembkk
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Propi-ily prepared, Icnt-niould is good food
for many plants.
But it must be jiro-

perly prepared, or it may disagree with
them. Eelworm, the most troublesome of
all soil evils, is often abundant in leaf-

mould.

At Kew, nowadays, no

soil is safe,

for pot plants at any rate, until it has been
sterilised by steaming
a laborious opera-

—

tion,

but necessary

if

the plants

are

to

grow satisfactorily. Steaming for eelworm
and sulphur-vapouring for mite were unNo. lOOr.-'.^ATL'IrDAr,
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NOTES FROM KEW.-XI.*
best uf gardins have a more or
unkempt, ileshabille appearance

less

in

November.

Evidences of decay
everywhere, and it re-

and

death

in a

walk through

are
quires a cheerful

mind

to

find

Kew when

pleasure
the

dead

leaves are littered over the lawns and
paths, and beds and borders are disfigured
by withered decaying stems. Yet things
are not so bad as they look, as Philander

Spratt would say.
The dead leaves, if
allowed to lie, enrich the borders, and it is
astonishing how many of them are dragged

by worms unless in a spirit of
broom is kept constantly at
work. It is a mistake, and worse, laboriously to remove dead leaves as fast as
they fall. The wind will gather them together from the open spaces and distribute
most of them among the shrubs and
beds, where they will
serve as protion in winter and as a mulch in summer.
It is Nature's way of restoring to the soil
much of what w'as taken out of it by the
roots, and some of what was taken in from
the atmosphere by the leaves when they
were green and active.
The rich brown colour of dead leaves of
Beech and Oak, the yellow of Maple and
Poplar, and the various other shades
assumed by deciduous leaves in autumn are
not without charm as they lie on the lawns.
Of course, they suggest the end of the year,
the break up, the moult of vegetation
still, they form an important part of the
scheme of plant life, and therefore need not
be objected to, much less give rise to feelinto the soil
tidiness the

;

ings of despair.

Hundreds of loads of leaves are being
collected now at Kew.
Thev are wanted
for leaf-mould, which is to loam, as the
gardener thinks, what butter is to bread.
* PrevioiiB artideB appeared in the isBiiea of Jamiary 19,
Feliniir> ». March 9. April B. Mav 18, June S, July (!,

AuKUBt

io, St-ptLMiiber

'21.

and Noveinljer

2.

garden as a lawn mower

is.

Leaf-mould, finely sifted and mixed with
sand, is used at Kew as a winter dressing
for the plants in the rock garden. The old
soil is loosened with a hand-fork, and
half an inch or so of this mixture is
spread. We cannot provide a covering of
snow, which the plants get in the mountains
in
winter,
so light
leaf-mould
serves as a substitute. Rain, fog,
and
frost have stopped growth and cut off
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us as silver leaf and
American blight have. There is need of
a simple machine for soil sterilising, for it
looks as though one will be as necessary
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known forty years
have come among

the foliage of many things.
Only two
Alpines have held on the lovely Gentiana
sino-ornata, one
of
the very best of
the many herbac.ous plants recently introduced from China, and Primula capitata.
These two were boldly in flower in midXoveniber, after holding out
against
several frosty nights.
The only plant in
flower in the herbaceous garden is Helle-

—

borus caucasicus (viridis), which
flowered and not showy.

On

the walls the ever

is

gnen

welcome yellow

Jasminum nudiflorum and

the

fragrant

Lonicera Standishii (see fig. r<9) are
the only two plants in flower.
Beras
beris
Wilsonae promises to
be
useful as a berry
plant for Christmas decorations as Holly is.
For all
and
practical
purposes
Stapfiana
B.
B. subcaulialata may be considered seedling varieties of H. Wil.sonac, which is evidently a variable plant. Someone has suggested that it is a natural hybrid, as its
Be that as it may, B.
seedlings vary so.

Wilsonae is a most decorative hardy shruVj,
its great time being early winter, provided
the birds do not strip it of its bright

Next to it in value as a
scarlet berries.
berry plant is our own B. vulgaris,
neglected of gardeners, yet a champion
shrub.
A month ago it was the most
attractive of

Kew.
There

all

Hrirbenis

in

Ilic

ndl

at

is beauty in the stems of some
plants in winter. We all love the Birches,
two of the best of which are the American
red Birch, Betula nigra, and the Japanese
B. Ermanii, the former with shaggy stems,
owing to the brown bark hanging in large,
loose flakes, and the latter silvcrv barked.
Both trees are of ek'gant habit. The shiny
black twigs and small branches of Birches
are effective when thev are leafless. Sargent says the bark of Birches is impervious
to water, hence its use for roofing and for
shoes, canoes, and boxes.
The red and yellow barked Willows are
well known, and so are the white stemmed
R.
leucodermis,
Rubus
Brambles,
coreanus, R. tibetanus. R. biflorus. and R.
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To these may Ble added, on
account of its shining crimson stems, R.
No. 11, which Kew obtained from Mr.
J. C. Williams.
It is, no doubt, Chinese,
yet it differs from all other Chinese
brambles in its pinnate, rugose leaves,
which are silvery on the under side, and
in the character of its sturdy stems, which
are about 6 feet long, suberect, and very
spinous.
Another of Mr. Williams' gifts
to Kew is an Acer, said to grow 50 to
GO feet high, with cordate leaves, red
petioles, and the trunk and main branches
Veitchianus.

brown purple,

prettily

reticulated

with

white.
If someone would introduce a new trie
it
might be a.s large and noble as the
Douglas Fir- -there is a good name waiting
for it
Georgia Wilsoniana,* and it could
be planted throughout the country to commemorate the end of the world's war and
the services of the two great leaders. An
avenue of it might be made at Kew, where
one ought to have been made of Wellingtonia.
Writing of avenues, that of
the Irish Yew, near the Pagoda (see
fig.
yO)
has
not grown
appreciably
in
the last forty years.
Peter Pan
like,
the Irish Yew will never grow

—

—

up.

Ilex

verticillata,

the

American

Winterberry, is a good garden shrub, as
it has showy bright red berries, which hang
on after the leaves fall in autumn.
Tt
grows about 6 feet high, and is of spreadrather close habit.
Pyracanfha
(Jibbsii, recently awarded the R.H.S. First
Class Certificate, is surely P. crenulata.
Mention should be made of the Spindle
trees, which this year have fruited exceptionally well
but the birds soon spoil
them, as they do the Pyracanthas, and,
indeed, all berry-bearers at Kew.
It is
worth while, perhaps, to have a bird sanctuary, which Kew proudly is, but the birds
exact a heavy toll. Numbers of jays and
of the lovely gneii wood]>ocker are now
to be seen in the neighbourhood of the lake,
where the geese are.
In the plant houses there is not much
that is noteworthy.
No. 4 is bright with
Chrysanthemums, Begonias, a beautiful lot
of the winter flowering race of Veitchian
origin; Jacobinia chryso.stejihana, with
oranpe and yellow heads of flowers, suggestive of Chrysanthemums
Calceolaria
Burbidgci, a first-rate pot slinib for winttr
flowering ; Eustoma Russelliana, Columnca
magnifica,
Tibouchina
semidecandra.
ing,

;

;

Heeria

rosea, Abutilon insigne, and a
large selection of the more familiar winter
flowering plants.

Diospyros Kaki, in No. 5, is carrying a
good crop of big. Tomato-like fruits which
will hang on the tree till about March.
For a wonder there is not an Agave in
flower at Kew.
Solandra grandiflora, a
big climber which sprawls over the tree
Euphorbias, is well budded, and will give
a sliow of large yellow trumpets about
Christmas.
In the Orchid houses Cynibidium Traceyanum is a great attraction
owing to its powerful Vanilla-like fragrance as much as to floral beauty. What
The
is
the origin of this fine Orchid ?
suggestion has been made that it is a
natural hybrid between C. giganteum and
•

Dahlia has been called Georgi.o. — EPS.

—
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The cix)si! might be made ai-tihas not alrea.dy been done. Hooker

gi-andjflojmm.

ficially if *lijs

a .species

in his

did not recogudse tihe jilaiiit ;us
It first appeared in 1890
I'lora of British India.
among a. batch of imported C. Lowiaiium in the
A. Tnacey, at TwickenH'.
ithelateMr.
imrsei-y of
ham. Thea-e is a good show of f'attleya bloom,

a fair one of

one of Odontog'ossum, and
Cypiripedium, tlie largest of which is Ypres and
Laelia
the prettiest San-Actaeus The Queen.
anceps and its allies are fast coming into flower,
and there will soon be a grand lot of Calanthes,
the plants having grown exceptionally well this
Arachnanthe Clarkei is in flower.
year.
Is Orchid spot amenable to any known treatment? The late George Massee, who examined
many diseased Orchids, maintained that spot was
due to defective cultural conditions. " It does
la

,poor

glossums and Pelargoniums notoriously do, and
the Rhododendrons make comparatively luiderIt
sized leaves, probably for the same reason.
as Uie
is easy to say treat the plants better, but
in
replied,
above
mentioned
correspondent
irate
what respect is the treatment wrong? W. W.

NEW

HYBRIDS.

Brasso-Cattleya Pearl.

—A

flower

of

between B.-C.
Digbyano-^chroderae alba and C. intermedia alba is sent by Frederick J. Hanbury, Esq., Brockhurst, East Grinstead.
The lanceolate sepals and petals are white
tinged with lavender colour. The lip also
white with lavender-tinted front,
is
which is lightly veined with rose colour.
Laelio-Cattleya Rufus. This hybrid
between C. Dowiana aurea and L.-C
Amazone (L. purpurata X C. maxima)
It is a
is also sent by Mr. Hanbury.
showy cross, notwithstanding that the
'Iheir
sepals and petals are narrow.
colour is apricot-yellow tinged) with rose.
The lip, which in the tubular arrangement of the base discloses C. maxima,
is well expanded and crimped at the mar
gin; the centre is reddish-crimson chang
The
ing to violet towards the margin.
base has a series of closely-arranged thin
this delicately-tinted cross

—

gold lines.

—

Sophro^Cattleya Gwendoline.
We
have received a flower of this variety
from J.
Ansaldjo,
Esq.,
Rosebank,
MumlDles. It was raised between Cattleya
Octave Doin (Dowiana aurea X Mendelii) and S.-C. Wellesleyae (S. grandiflora X C. laibiata).
The flower is the
first to develop, and the mature plant
should prove a pretty and distinct hybrid.
The segments are of good substance and
coloured light yellow the lip, which has
front, is darker
a cheri-y-red band in
;

than the other segments.

CYPRIPEDIUM PEACE.

:

this pretty and new hybiid
between C. Psyche {bellatulum x niveuml
and C. Lathamianum (Spicerianum X
villosum) is sent by Mr. F. C. Puddle,
gardener to W. H. St. Quintin, Esq.,

FLOWERS CREAMY

WHrrE.
(See p. 223.)

bat of a careful gardener, who has some sense
of proportion wi.th respect to heat and moisture
For spot is due to eitlier too liigh a temperature,
too much wat«r, bad ventilation, or watering or
spraying at tlie wrong time."
When a well-

known clever cultivator, who had a
spot among his Orchids, was told

visitation of
this,

he

re-

torted that " such information is absolutely and
utterly valueless to growers who ask for help
from science. My treatment of Orchids is well
known, and those who say it is defective had
better come and see them and point out what is
wrong." The disease comes and goes mysteriously.
It is a great deal toa much in evidence
at Kew now, and there are other collections in
the country that are afflicted in the same way.
The late Professor Miarshall Ward maintained
that the disease was "certainly not fungoid."

(Con/inucd from

p. 214).

Roses Introduced in

1914.

—

A very fine
white Hybrid Perpetual Rose, in the way of
Snow Queen, but larger, fuller, and more
globular; a strong grower and hardy.
Candeur Lyonnaise

(Croibder).

The following are Hybrid Teas
Augustus Hartmann (B. R. Cant). One of
the best Roses in existence. A bright Geraniumred fine shape and petal, full, holds its head up
well, and at its best is a marvellous colour
Large and free. My favourite among red Roses.
AuTU>tN Tlnts (B. R. Cant). A lovely combination of orange-copper and red, very free; of
medium size and a fine bedder.
Brilliant (Hugh Dickson).
A Rose of
wonderful colour; brilliant scarlet; occasionally
full, but usually only fairly fuU.
It has not
grown well here as a dwarf, but I have only
-standards.
In
one
season,
budded
on
half
had it
one niuisery I saw an astonishingly fine bloom
:

—

;

—

Scajnpston

Hall,

whose
added

our

Rillington,

efforts in crossing C.

to

collection

hybrids with C. niveum

featiixes,

Yorkshire,

niveum have

many

pretty

but enlarged

in size.

The present

variety

adheres

closely to

C.

Psyche in. its pure white ground and effective
di^lay of nounero'Us, closely-arranged violet
spots on the upper sepals and petals.
In the
form of the flower-, the upper sepal of which is
2 inches wide, and petals 1| inch aci-oss, C. bellatulum is strongly in evidence. C. Lathamianum
which was raised by Mr. W. B. Latham, at the
Botanic Garden, Birmingham, and fu'st flowered
as long ago as tlie spring of 188S-.is difficult to
trace in it except in the form of the lip, which
has a pallid, yellowish tint.
The connate lower
sepals are strongly concave, forming a slvallow
cup behind the lip, white, and unusuiaJly large

—

for flowers of this class.

of

it.

—

Colleen (McGredy). ^This has beautiful rosecoloured blooms, of a distinct shade, on a
yellowish ground f uU and pointed a good Rose
and a fair grower.
Countess Clanwilliam (Hugh Dickson). No
Rose in my garden receives more admiration than
this.
It is described as peach-pink sliaded and
I
edged with olierry-red, and so it often is.
have had it with a yellow base rather than peach,
and a friend and I discuss which form is the
more beautiful. Of fair size, lovely shape, fairly
full, a fair grower, and most fascinating.
;

;

—

Edgar M. Burnett (McGredy). — A

full, large

Rose, rather of (the La France colouring ; good
grower, free, and suitaible either for show or
garden purposes.
Florence Forrester (McGredy). A grand
flower, with a slight lemon tinge that fades to
pure white; large, very full, and free. Its fault
is that it is rather a stumpy grower, and so free
flowering it can hardly manage to make enough
growth.
Another
H. V. Machin (Alex. Dickson).
grand Rose, with a stumpy habit of growth.
The bloom is scarlet-crimson, shaded black
Unsurpassed for exvery large and very full.

—

—

up its heavy blooms perfectly.
were a better grower
lovely orangeloNA Herdman (McGredy).
coloured garden Rose, but though free it does
It may prove hardier
not do well everywhere.
and more vigorous with time.
A
Killarney Brilliant (Alex. Dickson).
fuller and deeper Killarney, and here not so
It liolds

hibition.

Would

that

it

!

-A

—

The colour at its best
subject to mildew so far.
free and vigorous.
is very striking
fine, large Rose, carMajestic (W. Paul).
mine-rose fairly full, and suited either for bedpurpo^s.
ding or show
;

A flower of

STANDISHn

7, 1918.

—

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

—LONICER.\

"

SOME OF THE NEWER ROSES.

like

not require the attention of a plant pathologist.

I.

[Deceuber

and Mr. W. B. Brierley, who recently examined
a number of spot-diseased Orchids, .said "the
blotches are not due to any pathogenic origaniism
bu,t to the deposition in the cells of an indigobody, and the subsequent death of tlie immediate tissues." This suggests poisoning, propreventive
which
for
atmospheric,
bably
The trouble
measures are not easily devised.
appears to be most frequent in collections in
Certainly many plaoits at
or near lan^e towns.
Kew suffer from a/tmoapheric poisoning. Odonto-

;

—A

;

Mrs. Ambrose Ricardo (McGredy).

my

— One

of

favouintes; a lovely Rose, fuU, opens well,

and has blooms of great size honey-yellow in
colour and in style suggesting Mrs. Vanderbilt,
Vigorous and free.
but of different colour.
Strongly recommended.
Mrs. Archie Gray (Hugh Dickson). A good
pale yellow variety, of fine size and shape, and
fairly full.
A charming Rose.
Mrs. Charles Reed (Hicks). Another good
pale yellow variety, a good garden Rose, and occasionally up to show form.
Mrs. Charles Russell (Waban Conservatories).
A very line Rose; rosy-carmine with a
full, and a good grower, but the
red centre
colour goes wrong in some weather conditions.-Grandly shown in many stands two years ago.
A very fine
Mrs. George Norwood (Hicks).
pink Rose, of good size and fine shape, full,
free, and very good. Its fault is that it is among
the rather stumpy growers.
Another
Mrs. James Lynas (H. Dickson).
fine Rose, in the style of Pharisiier and Ethel
;

—

—

—

;

—

—
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—

;

;

In growth probably between the two
fine in size aiid shape, fairly full, and very deli-

be much disdoes not prove very nearly our

Mdlcolm.

Rose Candeur Lyonnaise.

cate in colour.

appointed if it
best white variety.

Mrs. We-Myss Quin (A. Dickson).—Quite one
new yellow Roses, a fairly

of the best of the

deep rich orange-yellow in colour
free from mildew, and a most
useful garden variety.
N.4ARDEN (Van Rasen). A good
and nearly white Rose, tinged towards the centre large and free,
but hardly distinct enough, as we

.strong grower,

;

I shall

The following are Hybrid Tea

varieties

Admir.\l Ward (Pernet-Ducher).
shaded pui'plish, large and full

—

:

colour, full, and of fine shape.
It miglit have
greater length of petal, but it opens easily, and
at once catches the eye.
Edward Bohane (A. Dickson).
fine scarlet
show Rose, holding its head up well large, of
finely imbricated shape, free ami vigorous.

—A

:

Crimson,

rather

225

tna

;

—

;

have many more or less similar.
Red Letter Day (A. Dickson).
A finely coloured and all but
rich crimson, a good
single Rose
grower, free, and among the best

—

;

of its class.

William Cooper (H. Dickson).

—A

large, free, fair in
lake-red
shape, and moderately full. Good
;

and a good garden

autumn,

in

Rose.

Other Roses of 1914.
Lady Plymouth (A. Dickson).

—An

all-round

really

good

;

pale yellow,

fine

Rose,

and

large, of fine shape,

and

quite

a

good

grower.
One of the best of
modern Teas.
Mrs.
Campbell
Hall (Dr.
Campbell Hall and A. Dickson).
An exceptionally beautiful Tea
Rose, quite distinct, and very fine

—
in

shape; a good grower on half
extraordinarily

standards,

free

some places,
has not been so

said to be delicate in

but

so

far

it

A

great acquisition.
T. Wright (A. Dick
.<!on).
A deeply coloured sport
from Harry Kirk, perhaps not
quite So strong a grower, and here
does not take easily when budded.
It i.s of a lovely colour, gold,
shaded inside with rose at times
I
it
has been deep orange.
strongly recommend this Rose.
An
DoLi.Y Varden (G. Paul).
interesting break, as it is a per
palmon
petual
rugosa
lovely
pink, with vellow base, good size,
not very full, growth 3 feet to
4 feet, an excellent gai^den Rose
Blush,
(Burrell).
Shalimar
often edged with rose, a distinct
and good W'churaiana Rose, and
so far as I can at present judge
certainly
a quite good grower
very pretty. A sport from Minnc
haha.
SOUPEHT
ClIMBINO
MflLANIE
climbing H.T.
(Burrell).— This
promises to prove a great gain, a.<
the blooms are like those of the
which it
I'rom
ordinary form
sported, but even better.
here.

Mrs.

—

S.

;

—

;

—

;

,

(Geschwind).— This I
Geisha
have not grown myself, but it
gives promise of being one of the
best

scarlet-crimson

climbers,

with large flowers, and very fre<'
White Rambler (Pembertoni

—A

decidedlv valu.abk-

Rose,

.n-

consistent in colour, does not
a long
period of flowening.

it is

become mildewed, and has

Ro.SES iNTRODUrEIJ IN 1915.

Annie Cbawford
Hall).— A

Fk;. 90.

(Dr. Campbell

pink Hybrid
Perpetual a stronger, paler Mrs. J. Laing, of
upright growth, free, and decidedly good. Does
not go wrong in colour as Mrs. J. Laing so
;

often

does.

Louise

— PAGODA in

KEW gardens, showing the

Crette

(Chambard).

—This

Hybrid

Perpetual Rose .'ieems to be an improved Frau
Karl Druschki, with growth more like that fine

IRISH

YEWS

IN

the " YEW

''

AVENUE.

(See p. 223.)

fine pale

globular for present taste, free, and of spreaiding growth; fairly vigorous; good.
Cheerful (McGredy). A lovely Rose, very
proves
it
distinct, and
a great advance if
vigorous enough. No Rose in my garden has received more admiration from ladies than this. It
" sort, distinct in
is one of the " orange Hame

—

—

A
Amedee Hammond (A. Dickson).
G.
medium grower, of fair size, and described in
the N.R.S. Catalogue as apricot in colour, but
with me, .so far, it has not been .so deep a yellow.
Golden Meyer (G. Paul).— A golden sport
from the well-known Rdu Meyer, free, and a
fine garden Rose.

—A—
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HoosiEK Beauty (Uoruer, not Hoosier B.).
crimson Rose, of good sbape, fairly full, and
a free, good grower ; its main fault seems to be
its "whippy," tihin wood.
Gorgeous (H. Dickson). This I consider one
of the very finest Roses of late years, and bound
Its colour is
to be included among the best.
it has large, quite full
orange, shadied copper
blooms that open well and are of fine shape.
Holds its head up, lasts well, and grows free'y.
Described as a dwarf
Janet (A. Dickson).
Gloire de Dijon, but this, I think, hardly does
It is free, a good grower, yellow in
it justice.
colour, sometimes with a salmon shading, large,
Very
well formed, and holds its head up.
fine

—

;

—

thorny.

—

A large, full
Lady Bowater (W. Easlea).
bloom, white, sometimes shaded apricot ; has
sturdy wood, holds its head up, and is a medium
grower.

In the absen<e of scientific reand in view of the more or less haphazaixf
and often none too careful methods of " seed
Pofca.to diistribution, it would be difficult to express any definite opinion on this question.
The following short list indicates some forms
Whether
which closely resemble each other.
the resemblance is so complete as to be evidence

different origin.

cords,

of genetic id'entity I cannot positively say. No
doubt many similar cases will occur to your
readers.

2.

fine

White.

Tuber.

H., slight W. tips
/ no pollen.

.. 1

Up-tu-date

. .

Abundance

..) \V.

Favourite

../

;

A

and good.
(A. Dickson).

no colour seen;
very few pollen
,

;

Adirondack

.

.

i

Invincible

..

/

Flourball

..

i

.Shamrock

../

N'o flowers seen

and also in the garden.
Mrs. Bertram J. Walker (H. Dickson).—
Rose I greatly like. Deep bright rosy-fpink, of
free, a
fine shape, quite full, but opens well
big, fine Rose, and the habit is good in every
;

respect.

—

Dennison

(McGredy).
Creamy-white, but I had one bloom in the
autumn a real yellow makes good growth, and
The blooms are pointed, here not
is very free.
extravagantly large, and so far it has not always

Mrs.

Franklin

;

fchjjs climate.
the last two summers,

opened well in
mists

But we had many
and it may do

better.

—

Mrs. Hugh Dickson (H. Dickson). A finelyformed flower, creamy, with orange shading very
beautiful, free, of good size, and fairly vigorous.
Mrs. Mackellar (A. Dickson). Pale primrose, shading to a deeper hue towards the centre
of fine shape, vigorous, and an upright grower,
holding its large blooms up well.
Mrs. M.\ud Dawson (A. Dickson). A good
Rose, red, a fine grower, and very useful, though
perhaps a trifle loose. The first blooms disappointed me, but the weather was probably the
cause, as within a few good days it was much
:

—

;

—

better.

a

good grower, rather in
Sallie (B. Cant).—
the style of St. Helena; creamy-pink, deepening
towards the centre, and touched with yellow.
good garden Rose, and said to be mildew-proof.
Souvenir of Henry Graham (A. Dickson).
well shaped Rose, of very delicate colouring,

A

A

creamy, shaded with carmine; large, free, and
very pretty.
L. C. B. Norrisfairly vigorous
Elye, Utterby Manor, Louth, Lincolnshire.
;

(To he continued.)

POTATO BREEDING.
Mr.

Arthur W. Sutton,

in

his

pajier

on

the Potato, has shown that the
evidence for the origin of a variety by mutation
is far too scanty and' lacking in scientific accuracy to warrant the belief that any of our
domestic forms have originated in such a, way
from siome pre-existing type.
Another point of interest, particularly to the
Potato breeder, lies in the similarity of many
of the varieties now upon the market, and the
suggestion put forwai-d that such similar or
identical forms may represent the individual
selection of different breeders from batches of
seedlings, raised from parents of possibly widely

variation

JTi

W., with
H. below

.

.

slight
;

must also be the expenienc* of
new varieties, and that they do not
considerable use of selfed offspring.
There is the further problem of the origin, and
varieties.
It is
selection of early-maturing
generally assumed that owing to the rapidity of
growth and' tnberisation many of the first earlies
drop their buds or otherwise fail to flower, and
only (by resorting to unnatural cultural conditions
can they be made use of in breeding. Even then
the stamens are likely to remain ill-fonned, and
the plant useless on its male side.
Facts derived from the scientific breeding of
the Potaito are accumulating, hut stiU old varielieve that this
inisers

of

make any

masquerade under new names until law
and order are introduced into distribution, and

ties will

the pedigree of each new variety sent for trial is
J. VoUinx.
fullv and accurately disclosed.
/'/'.

6.

6.

1 'NV.,

I

Table Talk
f
What's WantedJ
.

;

Solid, roundish, suf-

fused

.

pink;

eye

The Week's Work.

somewhat deep.

;

..
Queen
no pollen
McPherson .. /
Langworthy ..\H., W. tip,; no
pollen.
Peacemaker ..

British

Blush pink solid.
long or pebble;
eye marked and
deeper in colour.

quan-

tity of p.jlleii
sets seed balls.

lovely

;

somewhat
eye
marked tend to

1918.

;

4.

—

deep yellow Rose
tinted at the back with carmine. Blooms of good
It is
distinct.
grower,
and
bIm free, a good
inclined to bang its head, but its blooms catch
the eye at once, and deservedly so.
Mrs. Archib.^ld Mackey (Hicks).— A fine deep
pink, described a« a larger and deeper Mrs. W. J.
Grant. Likely to be a fine Rose for exhibition
acquisition.

eye shal;
low, sprout with
but slight colour.
W., solid pebbles;

7,

scab bluish purple sprout.
3.

Margaret Dickson Hamill

\V., long, oval, flat-

tened

garden Rose, yellow, old gold and orange;

of fair size, vigorous, globular,
real

Variktv.
Factor..

grains.

Madme. Colette Martinet (Pernet-Ducher).

A

Heliotrope; W.
FLOWEit.

H.
1.

[December

long eye
W.,
marked with brown
W., long, cylindri.'
cal, often taper.
ing eye shallow
solid,

;

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

.

;

strong

cork!

sprout purplish.

By

'

F.

Jordan, Gaj-dener

Clay, U.P.. Ford

Each

igi-oup in

the above

list

sent a particular combination of characters affectdescription
ing foliage, flower, and tuber.
which would make the character of the foliage
of these varieties readily distinguisliable is pi-acOne depends upon the foltically imipossible.
lowing characteristics to distinguish the foliar
types met with; the number of pairs of leaflets,
the presence of interfolioles, length of petiole
and the distance between the insertion of suc-

A

cessive pairs of leaflets, the shape, size, width,
margin, surface, texture and apex of the leaflets,
and also the size of the terminal leaflet.
It is not surprising that the difficulty of similar or identical forms has been met with in the

Ormskirk trials, and the evidence accumulated
during the course of scientific breeding would
be of tlie utmost value and help. To call a
form, a seedling of Up-to-Date, Factor, Langworthy or British Queen, for example, tells next
to nothing as to its parentage, unless something
These particular
is known of these varieties.
foi-ms being sterile on the male side, cannot be
made pollen parents, and for the same reason
it is impossible to obtain selfed seedlings from
them. Absence of seed-balls on tliese varieties
Only
is a definite and characteristic feature.
when they are grown in close proximity ito types
bearing abundant pollen is there any chance of
This seaan occasional seed-ball being found.
son, at the John Innes Horticultural Institution, where numbers of varieties and seedlings
were grown, and many with abundant pollen set
innumerable seed-balls, one ball only was found
Six rows of
on the " male sterile " forms.
Kerr's Pink, each of 20 plants, were grown, and
the plant which bore this single berry was in an^
Putting aside
outside row and' next the path.
the extremely improbable view that the flower
from which the berry resulted had effective polalthough the
len, it is clearly evident that,
plants raised from the seed of this berry might
for convenience be termed seedlings of Kerr's
Pink, it iis a loose term, and is not a scientific

method of designating th? parentage, as
some other va.riety
sesd in such " male
and perhaps the
cultivated varieties

it

fails

Pollen from
must be used in order to set
"
forms. Hence many
sterile
majority of seedlings from
must be derived from cross-

to disclose the paternal

element.

fertilisation.

My

experience has been that seedlings raised
as a result of selfing thos?
domestic varieties w-hich have pollen, frequently
bear a close resemblance to the parents in foliage
characters, but rarely do well, lacking thp'
vitality and growtli which characterise the off
spring resulting from cross-pollination.
I be-

from seed produced

preparing

Lieut.-Col.
Liiigfleld,

Spehder

Surrey.

—

Push forward the work
gruund fur next year's crops, as

Ground Operations.
of

to

Manor,

appears to repre-

recommended in the Calendar of November 9.
Endeavour by tillage to obtain a soil of uniform
quality and fair depth, and one containing the
elements necessary for the successful growth of
If drainage is necessary,
each individual crop.
the depth and disthis should be attended to
apart
of
drains
should vary according
tance
the
As a rule, all soils
to the nature of the soil.
with a subsoil of clay require draining in order
to
cultivate
them to the best advantage.
Charred refuse and burnt earth, mortar rubbish,
road grit, and other similar materials, are all
The garden fire may now conaids to fertility.
tinue to burn in its own way, and if carefully
replenished with fuel occasionally, a large heap
of burnt earth may soon be had.
At this season
of the year all kinds of animal manure may be
used in a tolerably fresh state.
;

Collecting Tree Leaves.— Forcing may be
necess:irv on a much larger scale than usual next
spring, and those who are in a position to collect
a
abundance of leaves can always turn them
t(i
good account in various ways. Hotbeds are
required for forcing Asparagus, Seakale, Potatos,
Carrots, and other crops, besides being of the
gieatest service in raising seedlings required foiOak and Beech
furnishing a kitchen garden.
leaves are the best, but for making ordinary hotbeds a general mixture with a little strawy litter
If good leaves are plentiful, a few
is suitable.
loads collected in a sheltered place in the woods
convenient for carting are better than large heaps
placed in one place to ferment, for the leaves
would lose their value before being required for
If these heaps do not possess any marked
use.
fertilising properties they are of the greatest
value for use in lightening heavy ground, if not
required for the making of hotbeds.
I

—

Early Potatos. A few early Potato sets
should be placed in boxes to sprout in readiness
Clear out
for planting in pots or heated pits.
the old hotbeds and replace them with freshly
plenty of
If
litter.
prepared leaves and
leaves are available, the pits can be filled at
once, treading them firm fallen tree leaves will
provide a gentle and lasting warmth, which will
When only a
carry the tubers to maturity.
small quantitv of new Potatos is required, pots
are the best for very early forcing, as they can
be stood in any early forcing house in a light
nosition where the temperature ranges about
;

55".

—

Seakale. Where other vegetables are likely
to be scarce, these roots may be made more use
of after this date, as the crowns will now respond
Treat the forcing roots as
to gentle warmth.
advised in the C'alendar for November 2, also
protect and prepare roots in the open as was
recommended then.

.

December
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THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

OiLMIiH,

(i.lldcutr

Jiaat.,

Ijiatlou

jEHi:MIAH L'OL.MAN,

La(

Park,

Keigate.

and

—

Management of the Houses. Great cure
must bo uxfixised in regulating the temperatures
and the athiosjiherie conditions oi Orchid houses
in winter; enaeavour to maintain the temperatare

each

of

division

as

evenly

as

possible.
fire-heat is

During frosty weather, when much
necessary, take measures to prevent the atmosphere from becoming excessively dry. On bright
mornings fullowing trosty nights, as soon as the
temperature commences to rise to the proper
degree, all bare spaces should be moistened
thoroughly by syringing the stages, spaces between the pots, the paths, and the floor unaerueath hot-water pipes should all be damped.
Houses with jiaths formed of iron gratings or
wooden lattice work over the natural earth will
not recjuire damping so much as those with paved
or tiled floors.
The East Indian, Cattleya and
intermediate houses should be damped between
2 p.m. and 3 p.m.
One damping should suffice
in the Odontoglossum house, but the amount of
atmospheric moisture should be regulated at all
times in accordance with the weather.
;

—

Temperatures.
The night temperature of
the various houses should be regulated as nearly
as possible as follows
East Indian house, 63°
to 68^ ; Cattleya house, 58° to 63° ; intermediate
55°
58°;
house,
and Odontoglossum house,
to
A8''- to 52°.
On very cold nights the lower temperature will suffice, as an excess of fire-heat
is harmful
to the plants.
The houses should
During very cold
be warmest at midday.
weather the temperature should be about 5°
:

—

warmer at midday than in the early morning,
but the thermometer may he allowed to rise
several degrees higher during periods of bright
sunshine. If lath bhnds are fi.xed to the houses,
they should be lowered during cold nights; if
permanent blinds are not used, the glass may
be protected by some other covering, such as
canvas or Archangel mats. Their use will prevent the temperature from fluctuating, economise
fuel,

and keep the atmosphere from becoming

very dry.

—

Ventilating. Admit fresh air whenever it is
possible to do so without lowering the tempera
lure or cliilling the plants.
Air is best admitted

through the bottom ventilators, which should be
.so
arranged that external air will
become
warmed somewhat' by passing over the hot-water
pipes.
The ventilators on the side sheltered
from the wind should be opened first, and, as
the temperature in the house rises, those on the
other side should also be opened a little to cause
the air to circulate freely.

Watering.— Plants that have finished their
."liiiuld be allow&d to became dry between
each application of water at the roots, giving
them only enough moisture to keep the pseudobulbs in a plump, rigid condition.
Plants that
are growing actively, and others that are pushing up their flower -spikes, will need water on
more fivi|ucnt occasions than those that are

growth

—

For
few
weok.s
the
ne-\t
shiiuld bo grown in cool coiulition.s,
jiracticable near the roof-glass in a shallow
pit.
They will succeed the bett^'r if the pots
Of pans are stood on a cool, moist surface, such

Lachenalia.

to Sir

li.'ii;ilia.'«

if

Ventiis provided by coal ashes or gravel.
during favourable weather,
but do not expose the plants to cold draughts,
fire-heat will only be necessary to keep out frost.

as

late the house freely

—

Helleborus niger. Flowers of the Christmis
Rose will be more than ever acceptable this
season.
^Vhere the plants are flowering in the
open, the blossoms shouCd be protected with
frames or hand-lights, which not only keep the
petals clean, but cause the flower stems to
elongate

considei'a'b'.y,

thus making the blooms

more useful for
necessary, a few
near

pui-poses of decoration.
If
roots may he lifted and placed
roof-glass in a house of moderate

the

warmth.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By W.

J.

Keele

uoibE,
Uall,

Gardener to Mrs. UEMrSTEU,
KewcaMle, StatfordslUJe

— The

earliest Plum trees iu
pots that were re-potted directly the fruits were
gathered may remain out-ot-doois until they are
required for forcing. Care should be taken that

Plums

in

Pots.

the pots are well protected from injury by frost.
During mild weather, thin the spurs where they
are crowded, and carefully but thoroughly wash
the trees down to their bases with strong soapy
water or a solution of Gishurst compound. The
end of tlie ye;i.r wiill be (piite early enough to
commence forcing, but the trees may be brought
indoors a little before they are started into
growth, provided the house is kept cool and well

E.

ItARRlss, Gardener lo Lady

Luckmge

I*ai k,

—

Late Pot Plums. Should any of the late trees
Plums ill pots need attention at the roots,
it be by reducing the old ball of soil or
repotting the plants afresh in a suitable compost, the work should be done forthwith.
The
ball of soil and roots may be pared smaller with
a sharp knife, the old crocks removed, and the
of

whether

trees renpottsd in a receptacle one size smaller,
or they may be divested of all the old soil, the
roots trimmed, and repotted in fresh compost.
Probably some of the trees may not need a fresh
pot ; in such cases the drainage should be made
perfect, the old surface soil washed out down
to the roots and replaced by a compost of
loam, lime rubble, burnt earth or wood a.sh, and
a sprinkling of bone-meal.
Whichever method
is adopted, it is e.ssential to make the soil quite
firm.
The trees may be placed out ofdoors on
a dry, well-sheltered border, or returned to a
cool house.
The pots will need lo be protected
from frost if placed in the open.

Cherries in Pots.— Cherry trees in pots in
tended lo Ik,' started into growth in January
should receive practically the same treatment
as advised for early pot Plums.
It is important
for the present to maintain a low temperature
and to keep the roots moist. Take precautions
to protect the trees from birds, or many of the
buds will be destroyed.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

WiKTiOK.

IJerkshire.

By

Annuals in Pots.— Annuals should be largely
grown fur furnishing greenhouses and conservatories during spring and summer.
There will
be great demand for flowering plants of all kinds
next year, and

it

will

be wise to anticipate this

demand by making timely preparation. Annuals
of various kinds should be sown at once, and
the seedlings grown slowly in cool houses. Those
which have already beeii raised, such as Sohizanthus, Clarkias, and Godetias should not be
hastened into growth by the use of fire-heat.
They will grow much more satisfactorily in cool
liouses, and fire-heat is not needed except to keep
out frost.
Annuals may be repotted at anv
time when they are suflScientlv well rooted. TTs'e
a^ fairly rich compost and pot the plants firmlv.
Guard against aphides, which would cause much
damage to the plants if allowed to spread il
is wise to anticipate attacks of
the pest by
lightly fumigating the houses at regular inter
vals.
Tf dwarf plants of Clarkia are desired,
lunch out the tips of their leading shoots.
:

nvcihaiil

thclii

all.

,l,ist

at

this

srasull

1

would achisc only the thinning

of .shnil>s, that
the rcimoval of all growths whdcjh
obviously are of no value for flower production,
and therefore a draJn on the strength of the
plant.
Also, where a commoner or less valuable shrub is crowding a more valuable one,
enough of the former should be removed to
give both sufficient space to grow for a couple
of years at least.
Where it is possible to burn
the prunings close to the shrubs, it saves a
lot of time, and I have found it pay in this
respect to lift enough turf to give space for a
fire,
returning the turf after the ashes have
cooled.
is

to

say.

Romneya Coulteri.— A few flower-buds are
evidence on plants od' Romneya Coulteri,
but in most seasons the shoots are cut down to
the ground by frost at this time of the year, and
it is worth while to place some simple protecting
material over the stools for the next eight or
nine weeks.
This plajit is easy of increase by
means of root cuttings, which may oe taken now
and placed in light soil in 4-inch pots. House

still in

the cuttings in a cool structure until the spring,
when a little extra warmth will cause them to
"row. The plant naturally produces offsets after
being thoroughly established, and any of these
that are in evidence may now be sexered from
the parent plant, the roots trimmed, and planted
in a pot just large enough to contain the roots.
These will be in fit condition to plant out in
April or early in May. and will give late flowers
the same year.
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—

Roses. In order to have a few early blooms
of the Roses trained against walls, and
especially the walls of hothouses or dwellings,
may be pruned now and re-nailed. The pruning
should not be .so severely done as is usual in
spring, but rather seek for and leave shoots that
show buds in a forward state. All weak shoots
should be cut clean out as being worthless for
the purpose in view. A dressing of cow manure
may he laid over the roots of the Roses, and
during hard frost some protecting material
placed in front of them, but not as a permanent
protection.
Rlooms will be fit to gather in .^pril
and Mny, though they will not be .so large as
tliosi' |ii(iclii( I'd later in the season.

some

Thinning Shrubs.— This is not the best time
to pxaniiiie and cut out the u.seless branches and
shoots of flowering shrubs, but the exigencies
of the times may have made it impossible to
pnine them at the proper season, and now, when
there may be time to spare, it is worth while

Scale on Pear and Other Trees.— As soon «s
the work of pruning fruit trees is completed, if
there are any traces of scale insects, means should
be at once taken to olieck and if pus.silil, (,, i-iadi
iiate them. This pest is found mun' ln.,|urnlly on
Pears and Plums against walls than on iics in
lUie open.
For bad infestations use a solntimi of
soft soap (preferahly carbolic), at a strength <if
8 ounces to 2 gallons of hot water.
Ajiply tlie
specific whilst it is hot, with a new paint brush
so long as the finger can be kept in the mixture
without discomfort it will not be too hot to
harm the bark. Pairat the bark thoroughly up
to tlie buds, and lightly touch these.
It "is a
g(X>d plan to liave two lots of mixture in use,
one being warmed over a slow coke fire whilst
the other is being applied.
Similar insecticide
may be used on Peacii and Nectarine trees for
destroying the larger brown sca.le, but it need
not be quite so strong or so hot, as these large
scale insects are more readily killed.
form
of white scale adheres very tenaciously, and is
an insiduous little pest to "deal with, 'but as it
is more ea.sily detected than the mussel scale it
may be attacked in good time. Two applications may, however, be needed to destroy this
I

;

A

peat.

Worm.— This insect attacks Peai-s
during the early summer, but I have
it as late as September.
Finely slaked
lime is an eflicacious remedy in summer, but
during the resting season it will be well to give
the trees a dressing with lime-sulphur. I prefer
to purchase this preparation rather than compound it, and it keeps well in a tin. Syringe
the trees for this insect as soon as the pruning
is done, and dust the ground under and near to
the trees with finely slaked lime.
This same
lirepara.tion is an excellent specific for red spider
and mildew.
The Slug

chiefly

noticed

—

M^aly Bug. I have only once seen this pewt
on out-door Vines, and in that instance I advised
a thorough clearance to be made. It would he
very serious if it attacked out-door Figs.
I do
not think any other hardy fruits are likely to be
attacked by mealy bug. 'in any case, when total
eradication is not deemed advisable, the best
remedy is hot water applied as hot as possible
by means of a syringe.
Afterwards appl.y
imr-affin -soft-soap emulsion.
I have found mealy
hug on Ivies near to fruit houses, and also on

Ampelopsis Veitchii, hence ii it be prevalent
under glass it is possible for it to give trouble
out-ofndooiis

It

also.

hardy form of

th's

believe that this

is

is

pest,
true.

that there

s.tajt6d

and

I

am

is

a

inclined to

.
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ADVEBTISEMENTS

should be sent to the
PUBLISHEB, 41, Wellington Street.
Covent Garden. W.C.
Editors and Publisher. — Our corresvoiideyjts
would

obvitte

delay

answers

obtaining

in

to

their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindlu observe the notice

printed weekly to the effect that all letters relatina
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The tivo
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.
;

Notice

Special

—

Correspondents.

to

The

Editors do not undertake to pan for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.

Illustrations.— Tfte Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but then cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.

as well as specimens of
be addressed to the

Letters for Publication,
plants

for

naming,

should

Wellington Street. Covent
Garden, London. Comnnininiliinis should be

EDITORS,

41,

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLV OF THE IMPER, Sent OS
early in the week us possibh-, mid duly signed by
the writer.
If desned, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUINC WEEK.
p.

Soc.

Average Mean Temperatitke
deduced from observ,atdons
years nt

Green\vi(.Sll,

Com.

for

the

during

ensuing week
the

last

fifty

:

;

Dull.

The

formal

tion

of

inaugur;ithe Chamber
of Horticulture, which
Horticulture.
took place on Monday,
December '1, and of which a report is

published on page ^3T), marks an epoch
the development of British horticulture.

m

The fact that *jhe firsl steps which led to
the establishment of the Chamber were
taken so recently as July of this year is
an indication that the lessons of the war
in showing the need for united action on
the part of all sections of the horticultural
industry have been learned and applied
with energy and dispatch.
No one who
has profited by the experience of the past
few years can doubt but that united and
authoritative action by horticulturists is
necessary if their industry is to receive the
recognition and consideration which its
scope and volume deserve.
Those who
have given time and energy in bringing
this project to a successful issue deserve
the thanks and congratulations of all
They

have

proposed
which
were submitted to the meeting, and they
have also secured the promises of financial support amounting to no less than
£1,200 a year for the next five years.
Rarely, we believe, has so much work,
and work of such far-reaching importance,
been accomplished hi so short a time and
the thanks of the horticultural world are
due to Mr. Geo. Monro, jun., Mr. H.
Morgan Veitch, and those associated with
them on the Organising Committee. But
the work accomplished is but the preliminary to that which lies before the Committee and the Council to be elected as
of

association

;

and

Mr.

Prothero, the President of the
Board of Agriculture, drew attention in
his educative and encouraging speech to
the need of the fullest means of co-operation between his Department and the
Chamber, and expressed emphatically the
view shared by a subsequent speaker that
the Chamber has before it a long career
of usefulness.
Thus watched by the head

Department

of State whose special
the fostering of the horticultural
industry, and supported by the trade
itself, the Chamber has come into existence under happy auspices, and is, we feel
sure, certain of universal support.

concern

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41
Wellington Street,
Covent IJtaixien, London, M' edne^day, December
Weather10 a.m.
Bai- 30.1
temp. 66°.
4,

horticulturists.
rules and articles

transit,
removing grievfor
anomalies,
and reducing
charges.
But the great object
Chamber, without the fulfilmpnt of which none of the subsidiary
objects can be achieved, is the binding together in one great fraternity all members
of the many branches of the horticultural
industry and the establishment of one
central body which shall be able to
negotiate with full authority on behalf
of all sections of horticulture, to which
the Government shall look for advice and
assistance when questions affecting the
horticultural industry are
under consideration.
facilities

ances

freight
of
the

of that

40.5^.

Actual Temperature: —

Tne

soon as a general meeting of delegates can
The scheme of work outbe arranged.
lined at the inaugural meeting is a great
one.
It includes horticultural economics
and research, inquiry into questions of
transport with a
view to increasing

is

Horticultural Instruction.— The Food Pro
Dei:artment has appointed nine Divi-

cluction

sional Technical Inspectors (three for fruit
six for vegetables aiid general cidtivation),

have been instructed

to

get

and

who

touch with
with the object
into

Horticultural Sub-Committees
of arriving at a common plan of action for securing that instruction and advice on technical matters relating to horticulture may be given on
definite lines throughout the counties.
The Department wishes arrangements to be come to
with the R.H.S. and other bodies so that the
whole country may be covered during the
autumn and winter by lectures given on up-todate methods.
All applications for lectm-es to
Allotments Associations, etc., must be made
direct from the secretaries to the Horticultural
Sub-Committee o^f the County.

Hampton Nursery Workers'

Club.

—

The

committee of the Hampton Nursery Workers'
Club the establishment of which is recorded

—

on

221 of last week's issue of Oard. Chrnn.—
has invited Mr. W. H. Page, chairman of the
Hampton Nurserymen's Association, to become
president.
Mr. Page's desire to promote the
welfare of all tho.'se engaged in horticulture, no
less than, the respect in which he is held' by his
fellow horticulturists, will make him an ideal
president, and it promises well for the success
of the chub tliiat he has consented to accept tliis
p.

office.

U.S.A. Embargo on Arsenic,— At the request
the United States Food Administration the
War Trade Board h^us placed an embargo
on the exportation of white arsenic. The chief
purpose of tliis order is to protect American
fanners and gardeners against a shortage of
of

U.S.A.

ai'seii

ii'a.l

insecticides.

Gifts to the Rothamsted Experimental Station Library.— The Trustees of the Carnegie
Trust have sent a cheque for £300 to the Library
of the Rothamsted Experimental Sta;tion for the

[December

7,

1918.

important reterenee books. This is
the second donation made by the Carnegie
Trustees to the Library, a cheque for a similar
amount having been given two years ago. The
piirpo^se of their donation is to afford agricultural students and experts using the Library the
opportunity of consiilting the most recent and
most im^portant treatises on agriculture and
allied sciences.
Two other valuable gifts have
l)een received',
both from Captain the Hon.
Rupert Guinness. The Library is fortunate in
jiossessing an unusually good collection of early
printed books on agi'iculture of the fifteenth,
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
to these
tiaptain Guinness has now added perfect and
beautiful copies of the fii'st and second printed
books on the subject, viz., the great volume on
agricidture by C'rescentius, printed in 1471 at
Augsburg, and Jensen's edition of the Latin
agricultural writers, printed at Venice in 1472.
l)urclrase of

;

—

Re-Stocking War-Devastated Lands.
The
Royal Agricul'tural Society has raised a fund of
£150.000 to be applied to the purchase of pedigree and other stock for the purpose of restocking the devastated regions of France, Bel-

gium and

Serbia.

Dutch Firm's Jubilee.— The firm of C. G.
V.\N Tubeegen, Junr., Zwaneniburg, Holland,
is

celebratijig this year

its fiftieth

anniversary,

and we have received an excellently conceived
and executed souvenir, in the shape of a book,
printed on art paper and freely iUustrated, descriptive of the es'fcaiblishment and subsequent
activities of the firm.
tions is of the ancient

One of the first illustrafarm of Zwanenburg, on

the site of which the establishment still stands,
but most of the old buildings are replaced by
modern .houses, and where sheep and cattle once
grazed' are now fields of brilliant blossoms. I'here
are many illustrations of the numerous honours
and diplomas gained by the firm at exhiihitions
in almost every European country for new varieties of Tulips, Freesias, Irises, and other bulb:ius plants.
One of the pictures shows the
Prince Consort of the Netherlands making a
visit to the nurseries in 1908.
It is an interesting group, portraying the four present members
of the firm Mr. C. G. Van Tubergen, now an
elderly man, Messrs. J. M. C. and Th. M.
HooG, and Thomas Hogg, Junr., the eldest
son of Mr. J. C. M. Hoog. It is a pleasant reflection that the jubilee of the finrn is coincident
with the return of peace, and readers will join
us in wishing Messrs. C. G. Van Tubergen,
Junr., an even greater measure of success than
they have enjoyed in the past.

—

—

Forestry Training at Edinburgh. The Edinburgh University Court has approved of a
scheme made by arran.gement with the War
Office, by which the Forestry Department will
be given facilities for the use of the woods and
forest tree nursery at Dreghorn Estate for a
for the training of students
forestry in connection with the University.
forest gasrden

in

—

The Fuel Problem. In view of the shortage
coal for horticultural purposes this winter,
the following hints for preserving greenhouse
pjants until the return of warmer weathex may be
valuable to amateur gardeners. They have been
sent by the Rev. W. WlLKS, secretary of the
Go through tlie
Rcyial Horticultural Society
stock and throw away any siut>1us plants. Close
the otiliei-s up into the smallest available space
Calculate the
in the most easily heated house.
amount of fuel at disposal and arrange for
it to be equally distributed so as to keep up a
uniform temperature, not less than 45°, or more
than 50°. Keei^ all the plants very dry, and do
not throw water about the house, or paths, or
Keep the ventilators closed! except durstages.
CarefuUy stop all
ing bright, sunny weather.
openings in the roof, etc., through wliioh cold
"
currents of air might come. Arrange to " mat
of

:

or otherwise cover the outside of the house before really hard frosts set in. This may be done
on the outside with old matting or sacking, and
on the inside keep ready beforehand a good sup-

December
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ply of paper (old newspapers, etc.), and lay them
lightly over the plants, resting on the leaves.
These may be removed during mild weather and
replaced at return of frost.
Specially rare or
tender plants should have a fold or two of paper
wrapped aromid them and the paper retained
until the sipring.
The most effectual safeguard
is to keep all plants dry, only giving a very
little water at wide intervals.
Particular care
should be taken net to alternate warm and
cold treatment when fuel is to be had some times
and not at others.
Begin cold treatment and
maintain it unifomrly. As an extreme measure
in the case of Orchids it would be possible after
the plants had been allowed to become thoroughly dry to turn them out of their pots,
remove the potting material, wrap each plant in
one or two folds of paper, and place them closely
together iu large boxes (as though they were to
be sent away as goods) place the lids on in
such a way that a little ventilation is provided,
and store in a warm, dry shed or loft until the
severe weather has passed, when they can be removed, repotted and placed in the house to grow
Such treatment would be only what
again.
Orchids have to undergo during import or ex-

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themsclvei resj)on*i61« for
the opinioti^ erpres.^ed by correspondents.)

Bud Variation
tliis

in

Potatos.

—The

paper upon

subject which was delivered by Mr. Arthur

W.

.Sutton, at the Ormskirk Potato Conference
on October 31, does not state actual facts correctly.
Mr. Sutton has apparently failed to

grasp the position of the careful investigator in
this important and interesting problem in regard
to the Potato.
I
am not concerned with his
interpretation of Nature and her laws, nor shall
He makes
attempt
criticise
his philosophy.
I
to
one .statement, however, which I lose no time

—

'"
But those
It is as follows
claim that new and distinct varieties have
by bud-variation assert that, from the
earliest stages of growth above ground, the socalled new varieties are wholly and completely

in controverting.

:

who

arisen

229

"rogues." Those interested in this problem are
quite aware that all so-called " rogues " are not
what they are popularly supposed to be. As 1
stated in my last note on this subject, however,
accuracy is essential before we can. say which
I have two
is a " rogue " and w'hich is not.
instances this season thanks to careful observation when lifting
of totally different types to
the parent on a stolon otherwise throwing tubers
ti-ue to type.
Ge<n-ge M. Tat/lor, Mid-Lolhmii.

—

—

Home Oil Production.— The Flax, the seed of
which contains 34 per cent, of oil (Konig), and
the Sunflower, imshelled seed of which yields
31 per cent., and shelled seed 44 per icent. of
oil, have been popularised oi late.
Another oilproducing plant
which the
Germans and
Austrians grow largely is tJie garden Poppy
(Papaver somniferum). Accoi'ding to Konig the
seeds yield 40.8 per cent, oif oil
according to
;

;

port.

—

The
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Antoinette.
experienced hybridist is prepared for unexpected
results, but in some crises the evidence of the
parentage recorded is so difficult to trace that
correctness is questioned.
The fine BrassoLaelio-Cattleya Antoinette Gatton Park variety,
which Sir Jeremiah Col-Man, Bart., was
awarded a First-chiss Certificate at the Royal
Horticultural Society on November 5, is a very
notable instance of the domination of one parent
to the almost complete exclusion of the features
of the other. B.-L.-C. Antoinette was raised between Cattleya Portia coerulea (labiata coerulea
X Bowringiana) and Bnasso-Laelia Helen (B.
Digbyana X L. tenebrosa), the latter having
rather long, lanceolate sepals and petals, and a
form quite the opposite of the model flower produced in the cross.
The only suggestion of
Brasso-Laelia is the slight fringing at the margin of the lip, the main characters of the flower
its

for

being of C. Portia, with an enlargement of all
parts
the colour is bright roey-mauve with
reddish-purple front to the lip, the varyiing tints
being almost imjiosslble to indicate in a photo
graph.
At the meeting of the Royal Horticul
tural Society on November 19, another plant
batch
was shown, the flower being of the
the
of
same character as that illustrated in fig. 91, but
the p'ant had the hard, slender pseudo-bulbs of
BraF.so Laelia Helen, and adequately proved the
correctness of the parentage recorded.
its

;

War

Items.— The

friends

of

M.

Henki

NoNiN will be interested to learn that he has
been (>romoted to the rank of 1st Lieutenant,
and that his c»nneotion with the American
Forces has now terminated.
He has returned
to his regimental depot.
rii

Mr. Guy Neville, a former member of
the Kew Garden staff, has returned safely from
Geirmany.
When war broke out Mr. Neville
was studying viticulture on the Rhine, and was
interned in RuWeben Camj).

He
distinct from their neighbours in the plot."
then goes on to say: "The fact, however, that
we have been advised not to remove plants
from a crop of Potatcs,
which we call rogues
because they may be new and distinct varieties

—

'

In order to assist the funds of the
Society for the relief of horses wounded and
broken in the war. of which the Duke of Portland is the President, the Duchess of Portland
has taken se\cral .sliops in various parts of the
West-End <jf I.rfindon f(jr the sale of gifts sent

by her friends. A large shop in Regent Street
is devoted to the sale of choice fruit and vegewhere a large business is being conThe
ducted in the sale of these commodities.
window of the shop has been attractively
arranged by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, and the
unusual display hiis caused such interest that
the fKivement has often been blocked by those
inspecting the window.

tables,

'

which have arisen by bud-variation, immediately
gives the lie to the "whole claim, as in every in
stance where it is said a new variety has .so
arisen, the whole of the tubers at the base of
the plant when lifted differ entirely from the
tubers in the plot, and, moreover, are all like
one another." As one who claims to have obof
varieties
from
certain
mutants
tained
Potatos, I slate, and state emphatically, that
they have been obtained as odd tubers on a
stolon bearing all other tubers true to type of
the particular variety which the seed set repre" Rogues " are another matter altosented.
gether.
If mutants, however, are not observed,
and are passed with ordinary seed tubers for use
become
the ensuing planting season, they
i;i

the

Hiiicii'i'

/encyclopedia /Iritannicn 30-40 per cent.
pressing, with a total of 50-60 per
heavy yield; it seems to be indifferent whether the seeds be dark or jiale.
Hesides
being put to technical uses the oil
is
largely
employed as salad, oil, and it
is pei-haps significant that many bottles fnwn
" Best
the
grocer
bear the legend
salad
oil," not, 'be it noted, "Olive oil."
As a
few casual plants came up in my garden they
were left to seed, in order to see what yield
they would give. Five plants, one a fairly large
branched one, the others medium or small in
growth and development, yielded no less than
Since tJie specific gravity of
3^ ounces of seed.
the oil is given at 0.9249, it is clear that not
many dozen plants should be required to obtain
a pint of oil. Grown on a small scale the
p'lanits -and
thejr pods could be kept upright,
so that the seeds would not fall out of the

by cold
cent.
a

—

cajisules.

//.

E.

I).

;
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SOCIETIES.

He suggested the Champosition it dieserved.
ber should he the guiding sp'irit in the traiiiiiiig
home-coming men who desired to take up
conunercial gardening as a means of uveluioou.
ot

THE CHAMBER OF HORTICULTURE.
The Chamber of liuiUcidtuie is now an accomplished tiu:t, aaid it will be legally entitled
the world of horticuLture as
to take its piiaoe
soon as tbe Artic.es of Association have been
The iiiiiugural meeting was ..eld at
registered.
Caxton Hall, Westminster, on .vionday, December 2, aikd proceedings commenced about
four miinutee alter the advertised time Z.lb.
Mr. George JMoiiro, junr., presided, aiMl tnere
were beitw'eeu 150 ana XlO people present. On the
platform, with the eliairman, were the Rt. xiOn.
AgriK. a. Prothero, President of the Board of
UnderSir Henry Kew. Permanent
culture
JSecretary of the Board of Agriculture; Ur. F.
L.
K.eeble, Controller of Horticulture Air. A. G.

m

—

;

;

Rogers, of the Horticultural Section of the Board
Hicks; Air.
ot Agriculture; iVJr. VV. Joynson
Flower and V'egei'. H. Ridley, London Fruit,
Morgan
H.
Air.
Association;
iVIarkets
taibla
Joseph EochV eiich, Mr. Arthur VV. Sutton, Mr.
ford, Air. J. S. Brunton, and Mr. Moore,
treasurer of the Chamber.
Mr. I'rothero, who was the first speaker, had
He said he w'as pleased to
a hearty reception.
he present at the establisiiment of the Chamber
him the
of Horticulture, especially as it gave
the members of the
opiportuiiijty of thanking
hoii.

way they had accepted
Urdens made necessary by the war, and of tnanking Dr. Keeble for all he liad done for him,
horticultural trade for the

If the Chamfor the trade and for the nation.
ber was to be a successful and powerful influence
be laid on
must
foundation
its
industry
in the
broad and comprehensive lines that would emEstablished
brace every section of the trade.
on such lines, it would be valuable for two
give to
Firsitly, because it would
reasons.
which makes for
that unity
Horticulture
strength not only to the industry as a whole,
Secondly, because it
but also to every part.
would be a direct clrannel of communiication
beitweeii the Board/oif Agriculture and the trade;
the Chanv
tlie Board would helm the Chamber;
ber would' greatly lielp the Board, and he hoped

The work of the
Advisory Committee had shown the value and

the two would work together.

need of 'co-operation with those intimately connected with commercial horticulture, arri it had
rendered splendid service during the war. Now
under altered conditions, the Chamber would
There were many
take up much of the work.
ways in which help could be afforded. In hortisome
cultural research we had lagged behind
we
other peoples, but if we were had starters
were good finishers. In connection w«;th fruit
cultivation there was ample scope, and he hoped
that scientific research, carried on by the Chamber and the Board, would soon make good any
deficiencies and set a pattern for others to follow. The eradication and control of diseases
and insect pests were matters of immense importance in which the co-operation of the Chamber woulid be very helpful because of the prac-

experience which it would bring to bear
In regard to railway and other
upon them.
means of transport, the Chamber would be able
and special societies could
persons
what
to do
In conclusion Mr.
not do on piecemeal lines.
Prothero considered that the Chamber of Hort'culture and the Board of Agriculture together
tical

.

would foi-m a powerful instrument for the advancement of horticulture he desired to see
such a Chamber established and every section of
;

tho trade co-operating to make it effective.
Mr. Prothero's sneech was heartilv applauded,
and he was thanked before leaving to fulfil
anotlier engagement.

Mr. Ridley, in a few appropriate words, emphasised the need' for focussing the energy of
every section oif the trade by means of a central
Chamber, and he proposed '" Thif. this meeting
of representatives of commercial horticulture
in all its branches heartily welcomes and supports the inauguration of the Chamber of Horticulture." Mr. W. Jovnson Hicks, who for many
years has been Member of Parliament for the
large m'arket-gardeiiimg district of Brentford,
seconded the motion, and submitted "'' few
people understood how much the market growers
had done in providine food for the nation durThe industry did not hold the
ing war-time.

Every other industry had its Chamber, and he
was glad horticulture had now come into line.
The question of transit was of exceptional interest to commercial horticulture, and the L liamber should preiss for- the reconstruction, improvemenit and extension of good roads, as well
as better railway facilities and reasonable rates.
To be a success the Chamber must, he submitted,
be repreisentative and uniiversal ; no section aitd
There should
no interest should be omitted.
be no standing aside because of selfish motives.
The idea should not be " I can get nothing out
of it," but the unselfish one of helping so that
All
the industry as a whole would benefit.
join, all act as missionaries, secure a
Council in whom the trade would have confidence, and then back it to the fullest extent.
sliouki

The motion was then put and

carried

unan;

niously.

Monro then

outlined the aims of the
Chamber, and especially referred to the fact
that the Chamber desired to encoui-age all sectional and local trade bodies connected with
horticulture. He believed there were not enougn
it had taken war conditions
of such societies
to awaken some sections of tlie trade to the need
of organisation. The Chamber would not interfere with the " home rule " of these societies
it would, by their inclusion, be strong enough
to exei'cise a powerful influence in the interests
With the Chamber as guide. Governof all.
ment control could be so influenced that it would
give the greatest national advantage at the lea'St
Transcost and the least disturbance of trade.
port, imports, and Parliamentary matters woidd
Chamber.
the
all receive full consideration by
As regards statistics, horticulture was in an
almost hopeless condition, and one of the first
things the Chamber would consider was the
compilation of statistics which would serve to
show the extent of the industry and give a
fair idea of the capital involved, labour em
It was hoped
ployed, and material .produced.
that the Chamber would soon have a building
of its own with room therein to accommodats
the secretariats of the trade societies having
As regards finance, business
London offices.
men had, as a business measure, guaranteed an
income of about i31,200 a year for five years.
Sia- Henry Rew supported the formation of the
Chamber, and admitted that horticultural stiitistics were far from complete, but lie believed
about
held
industry
market-gardening
the
1,000,000 acres, and the value of the produce at
19C8 values was about £17,000,000, exclusive of
glass production, flowers, and the nursery trade.
it would be a sound policy on tlie part of the
Chamber if it collected fact's (not always a popular businets) relating to the trade and then proceeded with legislation, instead of legislating
first and then getting the facts.
Dr. Keeble said that had tlie Chamber of
Horticulture been formed two years ago it wouid
have been able to render great service, and a
great deal of loss incurred would have been
He cotifsidered the step taken that afters.aved.
noon was a fortimate and wise one in view of
He
the difficult reconstruction period ahead.
believed in the long run horticulture would prove
indusnational
our
greatest
of
the
one
of
to be
tries, but at ]u-ese'nt there were no statistics
to show its importance nothing but estimates.
An economic investigation of horticulture could
only be obtainable through a Chamber of HortiRural re-population would soon solve
culture.
For initself if statistics were forthcoming.
stance, a farm of 150 acres of mixed' arable
land, in the Midlands, employed five men ten
now it htid 80 acres under market
years ago
gardening and fruit, and 20 men were emploved,
In 1881
besides 150 pickers in fruit harvests.
three men and a boy were employed on a 150week
per
wages
were
15s.
the
and
acre holding,
In two years this holdins under
for the men.
market-gn.rdening and fruit, employed 20-25 men
and 80-100 women, and the men's wages rose to
20s. The holding was increa,«ed to 310 acres, and
under intensive cultivation it gave employment
to 90 men in winter, 110 in spring and summer,
a"d 50 women, and the annual wages bill came
now to £10,600. The question of land settleAir.

;

—

;
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sliould bo on sound lines, and statistics
were needed for guidance. There was liitle to
.show the average cost of crop production; no
iigures to sliow what were the best Apples for
certain districts, and their rate of growtn and
[iioduction.
In these and so many other directions the Chamiber of Horticulture would be able
to iiivestiigate and provide the itece'Ssary ligures,
and he tnerefore wished it a long, busy and
profitable career.
h'ltrtlher approval came fix>m Mr.
A. G. L.
Ro'gei's, who suggested
that nomenclature of
fruits, Potatos, audi vegetables (in reference to
duplication of uamies) was a subject the Chamber might take up, as well as the proprietary
rights of raisers of new fruits, flowei's and Vegenu'i.it

tables.

H. Morgan

Mr.

Veitc.h,

in

a very capaible

speech, outlined the Rules aii'd Articles of the
Cliamber, pleaded for the combination of all
sections of tihe trade, suggested a labour register,
a concdliation board, and the possibility of incrtiasing the interest in horticultural charities,
and he proposed " That the Organising Committee is hereby authorised and requested to
regi'Siter the Chamber of Horticulture under the
Comipanies Acts with Memoranidum and Articles
of Association, and that such Committee do act
as the Council until the election of the first
Coiuicil by the members."
Mr. W. Seabrook
seconded the resolution, which was then carried
unaniimously.
Mr. C. H. Curtis stated that the estajblishment
of a comimercial horticultural library was one
of the aims of the Cliamber, and he asked for
contributions of horticultural works so that the
nuceus of a good library might be foiimed by
the time the Chamber was suitably housed.
A
vote of thanks to .the chairman, moved' by Mr.
Will. Poupart, brought the meeting to a close.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

—

December 3. At tlie nieeting held in the
London Scottish Drill Hall on this date there
was a fail- attendance. The exhibition was small
but quite good, owing, chiefly, to the presence
of many handsome Orehids, one group of these
plants obtaining a Gold Medal.
Other flowers
displayed were Clu'ysanthemums, Ferns, Winterflowering Begonias, and a few liaixly plants.
The Fi-uiit and Vegetable Committee had no
business to conduct.
The Floral Committee
granted three Awaixls of Alerit and four medals,
and the Orchid Committee awarded a Gold and

one otilier Medal, two First-class
and two Awards of Merit.

Certificates,

Floral Committee.
Present: Messrs. H. B. Mav (in the
E. A. Bowles,
Fielder, Wm.

Morris,

S.

G!

Reiithe,

chair),

C.

R.

Howe, F. Page Roberts, John
Heal, Geo. Harrow, Thos. Stevenson, Chas. E.

Pearson, Arthur Turnei-, J. W. Aloorman, George
Paul, C. Dixon, H. J. Jones, John Dickson,
E. F. Hazelton, W. P. Thomson, R. C. Notcutt.
.\. C;. Jackman, E. H. Jenkins, W. G. Baker, and
J.

F.

McLeod.

AWARDS OF MERIT.

—

largeMolly. A
Bronze
single variety and a counteiijart of
Molly Godfrey, from which it is a sport, in all
The ground colour is yellow, and
but colour.
this is overlaid with carmine, but the general
Shown by Messrs. W. J.
effect is golden bronze.

Chrysunthemuin

flowered

Godfrey and Son.
Chrysanthemum Mrs. H.
large,

bold,

broad, firm

and

—

This is a
J. Jones.
single variety with
is palest blush
hue at the tips of the

shapely

florets.

The colour

with a slightly deeper
Shown by Messrs. H. J. Jones.
Carnation Brilliant. Judging from tlie plants

florets.

—

submitted, this is a free-flowering Perpetual
Carnation of good habit. The large blooms are
deep scarlet and the margins of the broad pe'tals
This
Slightly scented.
are slightly fringed.
variety also obtained a Certificate from the
British Carnation
Floral Committee of the
Shown bv Messrs. Stuart Low and
Society.
Co.

Groups.

A

bright
staged bv

little

Me.ssrs.

grou|5

H.

of

Chrysanthemums,

J.

Jones.

Ryecroft

December

7,
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Xurserj-, Lewisham, contained beautiful blooms
of Allie, Beacon, the new, blush -coloured Jlrs.
H. J. Jones, Bronze Beauty and Daybreak
among singles, and Princess Mary among JapaBanksian Medal.)
(Bronze
varieties.
nese
Another effective group of these flowers was set
and Son, and in
Godfrey
up by Messi-s. W. J.
this the new golden-bronze Molly Godfrey, a

large single, was the principal variety, in association with Dora, Captivation, Audrey, and
Queen of the West. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. S. Low and Co. exhibited a group of

about twenty varieties of Perpetual Carnations,
each represented by a dozen or eighteen blooms
nf good quality. (Bronze Flora Medal.) Mr. G.
Reuthe showed various interesting shrubs, and
Messrs. H. B. iL\r axd Sons grouped Ferns of
many kinds with a few semi-tuberous wint«r(SOver
flowering
Begonias and Cyclamen.
Banksian Medal.)

Orchid Committee.
Present: Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart, (in the
Veitch. Messrs. Jas.
chair),
Sir Harry J.
O'Brien (hon. secreitary), \V. Bolton, W. H.
White, R. A. Rolfe, C." J. Lucas, A. McBean,
W. H. Hatcher, S. W. Florv, J. Charlesworth,
E. R. Ashton. W. J. Kaye, T. Armstrong, Fred
Frederick

Sander,
RalH.

J.

Hanburv,

and

Pantia

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.
TiriiKW-Cattleya Gatton Lilij (C. Trinnae albeng
Dit/byniin Mendelii var. Fortuna). from
Jeremiah Colman, Bart., Gatton Park. Sur-

xB.C.
Sir
rey

—

Mr. .1. Collier). A handsome hybrid
with large, pure white flowers, the front of the
lip having a veined band of brighC violet and
(gr.

ySlow

The petals are the broadest
seen in this section. The spike bore two flowers.
Ci/pripedium John Hfrtle}/ (Reginald Young
X Shogun). from John Hartley, Esq., The
Knowle. Moriey, Yorks.— A fine Cypripedium
originally described in Gard. Chron., December
The variety has already been
1, 1917, 'p. 218.
awarded a Silver Medal and Fir»l-clas9 Certifia clear

disc.

cate by the Manchester and North of England
Orchid Society. The noble flower has much of
the character of C. ineipie Harefield Hall, the
dorsal sepal, which is 3^ inches across, being
pale yelloTfish-green, blotched with purple, the
upper third pure white ; the lip is greenishyellow, tinged with rose.

Awards
X

Laelio-Cattleya
C. Luegeae],

of Merit.

Marnhnl Foch [L.C. Myrrhn
from Messrs. Charlesworth

—

A delicately tinted
flower of goodlly proportions.
The sepals and
petals are pale chrome yellow, tinged with rose;
the lip is yello^v veined and tinged with purple
in front.
/juelwCattleya Linda IJryndir variety (L.-C.
Aracltne
Dnwinnn auren), from Dr.
X
AND

Haywards Heath.

Co.,

C

Miguel La^roze, Bryndir, Roehampton (Orchid

—

grower. Miss Robertson). A pretty variety of
the hybrid illustrated and described in Gard.
Chron., November 9 last. p. 189, and resembling
Th" sepals and petals are roseit>
in form.
coloured with a yellow shade; the lip is rubypurple with gold veining from base to centre.

—

The

flowers are a rich claret colour with clear
white margin ; the lip is white in front, the
base dark purple, and the crest yellow.
Odnnliodn Marshal Fnrji {Charlesworlhii X
V ityUloheoe). from Messrs.
Armstrong and
IJkow N.
A remarkable cross between two noted
Odorjtiodas and resulting in a perfect flower of
deep claret red colour. The crest of the lip is
yellow with a large blotch of dark red in front,
the anex being rose, s[K)tted with red.

—

ExriiniTS.

Messrs. Armstrong ano Brown. Orciiidhur.sl,
Tiinhridge Wells, were awarded
Gold Medal
frir a colleotion which was
probably the finest
4niup of the year.
The e.xhibil roiitaine*! two
hundred and twenty-five specimens of rare
C«M.leyas.
r.^elio Cattleyas,
Odontoglossums,
.n

>3l

chairman; Mr. W. Wallace, vice-chairman;
Mr. A. C. ('ook, treasurer: and Mr. T. A.

ion,

var. President Clemenceau (C. Mendelii
alba X B. Digbyanat, a good, white flower w'ith
emerald-green centre to the Up Cattleya ilaggie
Raphael \-ar. Marshal Foch, a grand, pure white
flower with broad, violet-purple lip and gold
disc, and resembling the best form of C. Hardyana alba
Odontioda President Clemenceau
(Odm. Wilckeanum
x Oda. Charlesworthii),
with Indian-red sepals and petals slightly tinged
with goJd, and a broad, mahogany-red lip w-ith
A
white-fringed margin bearing a few spots.
handsome plant of a fine form of Odontoglossuni
finely-coloured
twelve
eximillus with a spike of
flowers was included in the display, also various

Jlessi-s.

delii

VV'estou, secretary.

;

seedlings flowering for the fir.st time.
Messrs. Charlesworth .\kd Co., Haywards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for
a group containing a good selection of novelties.
also specially good Odontoglossums and Odontiodas, among which we noted Odontoglossuni

Lambeauianum).
(amabile
plumptonense
X
blotched with claret colour on a
white ground, and 0. Prince Edward (crispoHarr>'annm x Rolfeae). Ordinary forms shown
were blotched with puqile. but one was an albino
without coloured markings.
Sir .Teremiah Colman, Bart., exhibited flowers
of Coelogyne irattonense (speoiosa x Sanderae).
with pretty "white flowers showing the ridges of
and an interesting cross
C. speciosa in the lip
between Cattleva Adula and C. Doi-maniana
beautifully

:

named C. Adula-Dorman.
Frederick .1. Hanbitry, Esq., Brookhurst.
East Grinsteod. sent for recording a flower of
Dendrobium Hanburyi fDalhousieanum X fimbriatum oculatum^, yellow in colour, with a
maroon-coloured disic to the lip.
Dr. Miguel Lacroze showed Laelio-Cattleya
Lindsi aurifera. with vellow sepals and petals:
and L.-C, Linda illuminata.
Messrs. Flohv and Rlatk, Slough, showed t''"
new Brasso-Cattleya Ruby ^B.-C. Mrs. J. Le"mann x C. labiata Peetersiil. th» bright, rosvmauve flowers havintr " fold-veined disc to the
lip: a good for^ of B -C. Nestor; and some
pretty unnamed hybrid Cvnripediums.
Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Jarvisbrook.
showed Cattleya Alcimeda alba varieties of C
Oaskelliajin/ and SophroCattleva Doris with
three good scarlet flowers on the .spike.
Messrs. .T.
and A. McRean. Cooksbridge.
InoliidiM"
Odontoclossum
staged
a
selection
cri.spum xanthotes. O 'rd-'ntissimum xanthotes.
and the new Cymbidium Caroline (Doris X
ervthrostylum).
;

Fruit

Mt-ssi-s. J. i"lioal (in

riss.

latter is still in khaki,
;

-Mr.

Lay and P. Bunyard take the places of
Gnibb and the Rev. J. lacobs.
that- a show should be

The meeting agreed

held, if possible, at the end of April, 1919, and
also decided that a conference should follow the
meeting of the General Com~mittee on January
28 next. We understand Mr. Wallace, of Eaton
Bray, has promised to read a paper on tlie la.st-

nientioned <iatf.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARMBasic Slag on Grass Land.
Basic slag has sudi a marked eft'ei-t on the
gi-owth of gl-ass that I offer no excuse for again
referring to the subject. A thick crop of Clover
quickly follows a dressing of slag on land whicli
previously had never been known to produce

November is the best montli in which
Clover.
to apply this fertiliser, as tlie winter rains slowly
wash the particles down to tlie roots of the
grass: the good effects of an application are
noticeable in tlie first year in the growtli of
Clover and the smaller grasses.
Some writers advocate the use of 8 cwt. of
slag per acre ; personally I would rather apply
this quantity in two dressings with an interval
the larger quantity is too much
of two .vears
for effective assimilation, and half the quantity
Before
on two occasions gives better results.
sowing the slag tlie surface soil should be worked
It is possible to sow
h-ith heavy iron harrows.
basic slag "by hand in small quantities, but it is
much more evenly spread if a proper distributor
Cattle should not be allowed to graze
is used.
the grass for quite three months after the slag
:

is

sown.

The

Now

1919 Potato Chop.

the time to commence the preparation
Too
of the land for next season's Potato crop.
often the soil is not sufficiently exposed to the
weather, especially in the case of heavy land,
which requires much more amelioration than
light loam. Stiff land should be ploughed exitra
deeply, in order to drain the surface and render
Farmyard manure should be
the soil warmer.
ploughed in during the autumn, but not too
deeply, as it then mixes thoroughly Avith the
No doubt
soil during further spring ploughings.
the best results ,i,re obtained! with farmyard
manure, artificial fertilisers used at ]ilantingtime. amd thorough cultivation during all stages
Swanmnre Farm,
of growth.
K. Molynrii:e,
is

Wnllham.

m.ilinp'.-!

and Veeretahle f^ommittee.

thoohairl, Owen
Thomas, K. A Bunvard. W. Bates. W. G.
Wesiion. E. Beckett. .\. Bullock, A. R. Allan.
Perkin.s.
P. W. Tuckett.
H. Afarkham. F.
W. H. Divers. George P. Berry, and Ed. Har-

Present:

The

but has can-ied on the business of the Society
with the lielp of his wife lie was voted an
honorarium of 12 guineas. The retiring members of committee were re-elected, except that

:

F.P.D. Seed Wheat.
In res[>onse to numerous enquiries the Food
Production Department states that the varie-

Wheats of Uie 1918 crop, of
which there are small stocks still to dispose of,
Rivett,
and Little .Toss. The prices
are Browick,

ties of selected seed

arc 97s. per quarter of 504 lbs., f.o.r. at the distributing agent's station ^bags 2s. 6d. extra
Orders may be placed tlirough the Food
each.
Production Department, 72. Victoria Street,
S.W. 1, but no money .should be sent to the De-

—

BRITISH CARNATIO'^.

—

Preliminary Commendation.
Odonloglotmmn Jlo'ina {eximium
x
Lady
I'trrie), from Messrs. Charlesworth and Co.-

OinF.n

The

centre of the group
was composed of C'™ibidiiuns, with taU sprays
of yellow Oncidium varicosum and occasional
plants of good forms of Laelia anceps arranged
in prominent places; in the front of the e-xhibit
The best
were fine forms of Cypripediiims.
novelties were Brasso-Calt.eya Digbyana-Men-

Odontiodas. and others.

Deie.mber 5. This Society, formerly the Perpetual-flowering Carnation .Society, held its first
meeting under the aibove title at the
offices of the British Florists' Federation.
Mr.
.1. S. Bruntoii preisided over a very small attendance of members, not many more than a dozen
being present.

annual

The annual ro]:ort and financial statement were
presented and adopted. In the former, special
reference was made to the Floral Fair in Trafai'g.ir \Sqtiare on June 20 to .Time 25. when the
mennbers of the Society provided flowers which
realised over £200 for the Briti.sh Auibulanc
Although membership has diminished
Funds.
the Society i.s in a sound financial position, as
there were no cxpeiijw.s incurred bv exhibitions.
The turnover was £110 Is. 9d., and the bal;incf
carried forward is £52 .5s. lOd., the largest tin'
Society lias ever Imd at the conclusion of
year's work.
.i

Thi>

officers

were

Howard de Walden.

all

re-elected,

president; Mr.

viz.,
J.

S.

Luril

Bnui

should
order
farmers
preferably
partment
through their local corn or seed meroliants. All
the varieties of Wheat mentioned are heavy
ci-oppers. and they have been selected from a
wide range of soils, the seed being carefully recleaned and tested for germination and purity
by the Department. Little .loss has proved very
successful on even- kind of soil, and is |>a.rticu;

^arlv suitable for light land in exposed ?itnatiiins
and late distriits.
'

— Bulletin No. 'Jli-S, OnCollege, Bacteria— Friends
H. Jones, B.Sr., Professor of

Publications Roceiwed.
tario

Agriciiltiual

and Foes.
Bacteriol.>gv.

By

I).

(Ontario:

l)e|>artnieiit

..f

Agriciil

Use of Lumber on Californian
By Merritt H. I'ratt. Agricultural Ex-

lure.)— /"A?

Farms.

perimental Station,

Berkeley, California. Bulletin

No. 299. (Universilyof California Press, Berkeley.)

—

—
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©bituav^.
We

the
the past
16 vears at Ripley" Castle' Gjirdens, Yorkshire.
He was the son of the late Mr. Thomas
Fox, at one time gardener at Wilton Cii.stle,
Yorkshire, Mr. H. Fox commenced liis gardening career in the gardens of Pain's Hill, Cobham, Surrey; he was next employed at Bnrwood House, the residence of the late Dowager

Henry

death

<if

Fox.-;—

regret

Mr. Heihry Fox,

to

ajiirounce

garrleiier for

News has reached us of
Alfred Osborn.
the death, on Noveniiber 26, at West Croydon,
of Mr. Alfii-ed Osborn. after a long illness,
Deceased was for a cotisiderpatiently bo.me.
labQe ipe'riod gardener at Huntslaud, Crowley
Sussex,
Down,

A ft JK

'

went to
and from there
Wexham Park. Slough, as foreman under Mi
James Ford. In the name capacity he was sub
sequently employed at Caversham Park under
Mr. Jeffries, and afterwards obtained a similar
appointment under Mr. Divers at Ketton Hall,
His first charge as head garnear Stamford.
dener was at Kingswood, Sydenham, the residence of J. L^wson, .Tohaifun, Esq. Later he was
gardewer at Baitteshiall Moumt. Worcester, the
He
wsidteiice of ths Hon. Percy Allisopp.
eventually succeeded Mr. Tunnington at RipThe funeral took place
ley Hall.' 16 years ago.
on the 24th "ult. in Ripley Churchyard where
the large attendance of friends testified to tne
regard in which Mr. Fox was held.

Lady

Ellesmere,

,

— Botanical

science has suffered
a severe loss in the death of Mr. Reginald Philip

R. P. Gregory.

Gregory, which occurred on November 24 from
^^r. Gi'egory.
pneumonia following influenza.
who was 39 years of age, was born at TrowEducated at Weston-suioerbridge. Wiltshire.
Mare, he entered St. John's College, Camlbridge.
as a scholar in 1898, and, aifter distinguishing

himself in the Natural Science Tripos, devoted
himself to teaching a-nd research. He was one of
the young men who took up with enthusiasm the
investigation of practical problems under the
leadership of Prof. Bateson, in collaboration with
whom some of Gregory's work was published.
The wonderful series of investigations into the
genetics of Primula sinensis begira by Bateson
was continued witly brilliant results by Gregory.
In this connection his discovery of the fact that
giint races have this character reflected in their
cell structure, in th,at the cell-nuclens has twice
many chromosomes as is contained in the
a.s
normal races is of
of
cells
of
nucleus
Gregory's puhlished work is
great interest,
of
which oniy
precision
by
a
characterised
have the secret, and, ingreat workmen
deed, he was in the true sense a great workman one who devoted his hfe to producing

—

Thus he had alwell-finished pieces of woi'k.
readv laid the foundation of a high reputation,
and those who watched his career closely were
convinced that he would have done yet greater
Fate has willed it
thincrs had he been spared.
otherwise, yet his friends and they are many
—who mourn his untimely loss have this solace.
that since " lonq- lives the creative work of all
practical men," Gregory will be remembered not
onlv bv the regard and affection which he i"
snired. but also bv the work which he accom-

—

plished.

—

Robert M'Murdn.
We regret to announce
Mr. Rohert M'Murdo. market gardener,
Street, Maxwellt,own. died on the 28th
ult., in hi« 80th year.
Mr. M'Murdo sei-ved his
ar-prenticeship with Messrs. T. Kcinedy and
Co., nurservmen, Dumfries, and be£r:in business
as a market gardener in Maxwelltown 54 years
,TTo.
He is survived by his widow, and two
that

AK

COVENT

children out of a family of seven.

Augustin Gravereau,

— We

Mionsieur A. Gravereau, the well-known
nurseryman and seedsnnan. of Neauphle le
Chateau (.Seine et Oise), France, died on the
23rd ult., aged 55 years.
Monsieur Gravereau,
who was vice-president of the Old Students' .Asso-

that

ciation of the National Horticultural School at
Versailles, soecialised chiefly in the production
of
of
Marguerites,
seeds
Pansies,
Zinnias.
Nemesia. and Gladiolus. A number of new
strains of these plants, of great vahie, owe their
origin to his l.nbours.
.\monn' Gladioli, he i-aiscd
the prettv and curious varietv " Triomiihe dc

During the war. Monsieur Gravereau

^o,T.t,ed all his time to the service of his countrv
hilionr. ;ind
ns local ins'^ect'ir nf :inri>'iiUn"nl

h.

Average Wholesale
sothe

;

Prices.

Erica gracilis

10 0-12
BUS
Sprengeri
...
9 0-10
Aspidistra, preen .„ 30 0-60
Begonia Gloire de
Loraine
IS 0-30
...

—

—

nivalis

A. M.

of

the

Reconstruction

Committee.

for the past 12 years Gardener to the
C.
lute VV. W. HoWARj), Esq.,
Higliwo.Kl,
Hill.
Middle.-^ex, a.> Gardener
to
Mrs. F. M. Butleu,

Key.

dener

I.

doz.

_

...

~ 32*8
— nidus, 48'8
Cyrtomium.
Ke^marrs.
jtartment

48*8

—

...

10 0-12
10 0-12

—Business

now

'

15's

getting'

is

...

...

"...

more brisk in

4

0-50

2

0-26

tthis

Average Wholesale Prices

:

Arums—
(Rlohardlas),
per doz. bl'ms.

Lilium longiflorum
long

15 0-13 n
Mouvardia, white,
per doz. bun. ... 24 0-30
Carnations, perdoz.
- blooms.
beat

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

doz-

per bun.
... 10 0- 8
Orchids, per doz;

— Cattleyas
18 0-24
— Cypripediums, 4 0-60
— Odontogloisums 3 6-40
...

blooms—

white
6 0-10
yellow
4 0-60
pink
5 0-80
bronze
5 0- S
per doz. bun.
white
30 0-48
coloured
... 18 0-36
Croton leaves, per
bun.
16-20
...
Gardenias, per box

Pancratium a,
white

10 0-12
8 0-90

(12'8)
(18'8)

...

10

e

0-80

—

—
—
— Madame Abel
Chatenay
— Richmond
— Runbiirst

.

—

6

Pelargonium, double scarlet, per
doz bunches .. 6 0- 10
white, per doz.
bunchea
... 10 0-12
Roses, per doz. blooms—
Ladylove
...
7 0-10
Liberty
...
9 0-12

,.

Heather,
white,
per doz. bun....
Honesty, per bun.
Lapageria, white,
per doz

18 0-24

Lily-of-the-Valley,

0-90

American var. 6
Chrysanthemums, pi

Violets, single, per
doz. bun.

6

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

0-90
0-80

6 0-12

"

Roman

Hyacinths made a fair .gubstiitute, and were
A few boxrea of Narcissus Soleil d'Or
excellent condition from tTle Channel
Islands. Some Frencih Paper-white Narcissus and Viui'-ts,
including large bamrhes of Parma, arrived last week, but
fhe supply
fai- is very irregular.
Owing to the mild
weather tlie single Violets are not to be recommended

w

jo

Vegetables: Average Wholesale Prices.
*.

d.

Artichokes, Jerusalem, per i bus. 2 0Asparagus,
Paris
Green, per bundle 15
Sprue, per

lb

0-40

3

per bus.
...
Cabbage, per tally
Carrots, per bag ,.

0- 6
8 0-12
9 0-12

Grapes,
al

at

lint

...

16-20

...

2

6-36

[Spinach, per bus....

2

0-30

Savoys, per bag
Hballota. per lb.

(i.n.s

s^up|.li.'^

6-40

G 0- 9

pi

..f

6-

S

Tomatos, per doz
lbs
16 0-22
Turnips, per bag .. 6 0-80
8VFatercre88,perdoz
10

market, continues to be wrll

incbidiuir
llii

2

8.d

10-16

and Cress,

bunches

IForseradish.perbun. S 6- 5

AlniPirta,

Vlnshrooma, perlb.

Radlabea, per doz.

Endive, perdoz. ... 16-20
...
6-08
Garlic, per lb.
Greens, per bag
2 6-40
Herbs, perdoz bun. 2 0-40

Remauks—The

0-60

Parsnips,

f.

Cauliflowers, perdoz 4 0-70
Celery, per doz. ... 2 0-60
Cucumbers, perdoz 18 0-24

u!

d.

3

per doz. punnets 1 0- 1 S
Onions, spring, per
doz. bun.
...
2 0-40
Parsley, per bui ch o 4- d 6

18-20

Beetroot, per bus.
Ilrussela
Sprouts,

ifh

8.

Leeks, per doz. bun.
Lettuce,
Cabbage
and Cos. perdoz
Vliistard

1 9-

Beans, French, per

Colniar,

HI

i.l.

:

there is, therefore, nothinig unusual in your
plants of Cupressus funebris coning.
The
cause of the occasional fertility of Conifers
in pots is somewhat obscure, but it usually
occurs with plants that
are pot-bound or
starved, and, if not accorded more generous
treatment, the death of such plants may occur
from exhaustion.
Gr.\s.ses for
best of the

Binding L\nd:

IP.

//,

I).

The

grasses suitable for binding loose
Psamma arenaria, the Marram
giiass.
An article on sand-binding grasses wa.=
publi.shed in Garil. Oliron., October 2, 1909,

sandy areas

Winter

srjon poirclhiased.
a.re arriving
in

pueh a long

Fruitino ov Cupressus funebhis
n<'il-<.
Conifers in pots, and more especially Cuifireissus,
Thuya, and Juniperus, often bear cones

is

p, 232,

REM.4-RK9.—-Wliit« flow
are still in gi^eat demand,
nut (in Saturday morning jM-ices. were considerably lower
before tilie close of tilie' anarket, especially amongst ChryiMnthemums, both for spray, buncfti. and disbudded
blooms. Roses are gradually getting scarcer, and prices
are qiiickly rising for the best blooms. White OaJ-nations
are ^ill high in priee^ but coloured varieties tend to a,
slight reduction.
Lily-of- the- Valley- has become
ver\arce d-uring the last few days.
'A few bunches of

after

Gardener to
Hill, Beau-

Anglesey, as Gardener to E. O. Reed, Esq.,
Devizes Oa^tle, Devizes, Wiltshire. (Tlianks for 2s.
for the R.G.O.F. box.—Ed8.)
Mr- G. Bennett, formerly for 10 yeaa-s GaixJener to
W. G. Arkwright, Esq., Great Gravels, near Newbury, and previously for 10 years with J. Wyndham
Smith, E.s<^i., Aramstone, near Hereford, as Gardener
to I^adv Oi*ARKE Jertoise, Kirby Hmise, near Hungerfnr,1.
{Tlianks. for Is
for R.G.O.F. box.— EDS.)

Operations

8 0-10
6

W.

Bat-h.
f-T the past 6^ years

de-

ChryBanthe0't)ber floweriTig plants consist of B€gori5as,
mums. Man^iierit'es, C\c-lanien, and Solanimiis. Ferns
freely.
A
an>ci Palms of various sizes are going nut
limfted qmmtity of Roman Hyarinths bulbs are soon
lioiight up.

Cut Flowers, &e.

box.—

as GarPage, Esq., Sum-

Doa-setsihire,

niariis,

flowering plants are

a larger variety of

;

9 0-12

large eO's

B.G.O.F.

Gardener to Lord

RiOHARu Wiu^iAMS BULKELEY, BaTon

Sir

s. d.

12 0-18
24 0-86

48'8

Wuk,

nierhill

variety,

Id

Ooomhe House,

,

foa-

Mr. E. E. Thayer,

Hyemalis are the most attjactive in Ericas.

sale.

riT\.

10 0-15
21 0-24

...

...

32'8

Pteria,

Is.

Minterne, Cerne Abbas,
dener and Fstiite M.;mager to A.

In

variety, 48'8

—

—

d.

for

for the past 9 years

liiiiHV,

12 0-18

NephrolepiB,

cuneatum.48's,perdoz. 10 0-12
0-10
elegans
...
AspIenium,48'B, per

(Thiandis

Eus.)

Ferns and Palms: Average Wholesale Prices.
Adiantam

the past 9 tem-s Gardenea- t.o the
Salisbury, as Gar-

for

Sliaft*'.ybiirv.

Marguerites, white 12 0-18

S.lanums

nm

G H. Kngleheart, Dintoai,
to
M. H. Beaufoy, Esq

Mr. F. Olver,

24 0-36

...

APPOINTMENTS.

Ash,

Mr. J

18 0-24

...

WIS.

k,

GARDENING

a.d. s. d.

<=nppli'p'1

Mir.Mr-.,

in

W

:

Apples C'o.v's Orailge Pippin
fnllowing varieties ot imnking ,\]>ples are avaikiible
Br^unley'a .Seedling, Biniielow'g ,See<lliaig, and Newton
Wonder, Tomatos and CJucunubers are now limited in

—

Garden

During

.

and the whole place made tidy. Then
put on the top-dressing or mulch to take the
place of dead leaves, in order that the p'ants
may not be unduly exposed to the weather.
planfe,

Shoddv by the
as Manure
.4,
C.
truck load mav be obta.;ned from Messrs, HolWnoishurst and Co,, 112. Fenchurch Street,
R,C 3, and Messrs, Herbert Smith and Co.,
It is scarce at pre9, Mincing Lane, E.C, 3.
sent, and there is usually some delay in delivery.
The price varies according to the distance from the works.

Shoddy

:

'".nmunictions

BeceJ-<?ed,— C.

M.— W,

W—

.1.

M.—

L.— W. I,—
R,— A, O.— W, H. F.
L.— .T. H. W.. HaarR.—G. H. C—
lem—
J, F.—D. T., Dunedin— W,
E, T. E,— Mtss M.—G, B-— E, M, B.— T, H.—T. D,—
A. O, M.— W. H,
J.
H.— J. K. E.—
S.^H, R.
W.

R,— K,

F,

\

iite<!.

Rock

the

K.
M. During open weather in
winter operations may be performed in the
rock garden.
An impoi-tant work is top-dressing the many plants that have grown out of the
ground and made short stems. For this purpose nse a compost of finely sifted loam, leafmould, and sharp sand. Work this material
well in between the plants and growths, and it
is especially \'aluable to such as are of tufted
habit.
For woolly-leaved plants, such as
Androsaces, nse more s'haiTi sand and granite,
or limestone chippings. Many plants that have
grown too large or become crowded may be
lifted and re-planted, renewing the soil in the
process.
If the soil is in the least degree
stagnant or retentive, drainage in the form of
broken bricks should be placed in the bottom
of the hole and more shan)5 sand mixed with
the soil.
The rebuilding of the rock-work,
where it is necessa.ry, mav also be done in
winter, and this will permit of lifting all the
ijlants and renewing or renovating the soil.
During inclement weather labels may be overhauled, lists made of all indi.stinct ones on
paper and fresh ones written under cover.
readv for nutting out in the spring. All dead
stems and leaves should be cut away from the

r.

W S.— C, P.
— H, ,I,^T, H, &

Muscat

:

Pre-idcnt

Mnrket, Decemher

12 0-30

.

7, 1918.

supply, but Mushrooms are rather m<vre plentiful. Green
vegetables are abundant.
B. K. R., Cavent Garden

Mr. F. Cook,

stated).

0-00 Chrysanthemums

bundle

regret to announce

:

(All 48'a, per doz. except
fl.d. H.d.
Aralias
7
Asparagus pi

[December

Oarswcll M;inar, FariugKlon, Berkshire.
Mr. J. S. Buckby, for the past 2jJ years Gai-dener to
Henhv Beecham, Esq., Forest Hill, Hartford,
(Hieslnre, ;\s iiardener to the Rev. B. Barle, Hilton
C^rang.*, RuLit)v.
(Thanks for 1®. f<ia- R.G.O.F. .box.—

TIS.

Jbj

i^AFiDEN, T)rn-mhvr

Plants in Pots, &c.

Glasgow

Par's,"

;

II-I..
E,
I),— W. H.— W.

.Son— .T, 1'— W,

.1.

W—

L.

O,

N. E,

—

,.

December
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themis he admits (p. 246) that the name Matricaria had already been applied to it. Willdenow
and Moench also gave it the same generic name,
but differed in the specific. It seems useful to
record these few facts superficially, in order that
the reader may see how easily this old paper
may have been overlooked, in a cursory search,
even indeed if that w-ere made.
Some of Ramatuelle's contemporaries considered Blancard's flower to be the Chrysanthemum indicum of Linnaeus's Species Plantarum, but he, and also Sabine later, rejected
this idea, and the latter writer, after fully discussing the question, proposed the name C.
sinense for the newcomer from the Far East,
which had then begun to enjoy a great degree
of popularity both in England and in France.
I now come to a fact which led me to alight

eighteenth century botanists, the Chrysanthemum
indicum of the Botanical Magazine, the Anthemis
of Riamatuelle, and the ChrysantJiemum sinens*
of Sabine.
In the space at my command it is not possible
to reproduce the article in exten-w. The most I
can hope to do is to draw attention to it and
give in a condensed form just a few of its most
salient features.
In its entirety this French Jesuit's tre;itise
occupies seven or eight quai-to pages, and it
was evidently compiled by one of those missionary writers at least twenty-five years before
Ramatuelle's description, for the simple reason
that although Vol. III. of the Mimoires bears
upon its title-page the date 1778. we read on the
last page, without a signature, " a Pe-King ce

Things moved slowly in
3 novembre, 1767."
those days, and the date of compilation and
that of publication were separated by difficulty
and delay in the journey between the two coun-

upon this particular article. Many years ago,
when the late Mr. Shirley Hibbei'd commissioned
me to write the text for a special double number
of T/ie Gardeners' .Mai/azine devoted exclusively
to the Chrysanthemum, an old friend of mine

me a

torical aspects of the Chrysanthemum, to
place on record the existence of a most valuable
paper which has apparently escaped the attention
of all early European writers who have dealt with
the subject.
It is noteworthy, in this respect, that it deals
with the flo^ser from a firsthand knowledge by
an European author at a time many ytars prior
to the introduction of the first large-flowering

quantity of valuable matter
relating to the history and literature of the
flower in that country.
The Chinese name, or
perhaps it would be more correct to say, the
name for the Chrysanthemum in the province in
which he labours, is Chii-hwa, and that name
has ever since remained in my memory.
During my work I had occasion to consult
Cordier's Bihliotheca sinica. in which there appears a reference to a French work dealing
with the history, manners, etc., of the Chinese.
Cordier fortunately gives a list of many
books on Chinese botany and allied subjects,
and in his mention of the work just alluded
to he briefly indicates the contents, which encouraged me to pursue still further my researches
in that direction.
The book in question is one of a set of sixteen
volumes, quarto, a.nd bears the following title
.]fenioires ronrernnnt I'hittoire. hs sciences, les
arts, les moeurs, les iisar/es. etc., des Chinois.
Par les Missionnaires de Pekin. Tome troisieme.

Chrysanthemum

Paris, 1778.

Bulgaria

241

. .
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Nellie Parker

THE CHRYSANTHEMUM

IN CHINA.

for the benefit of those who may
heieafter be interested in the Hterary or his-

PROPOSE,

1

into

Europe.

The paper

is

of

value because of the precision with which the
writer describes the flower and its cultivation in
China at a time when the object of his care wag
not even known as ii Chrysanthemum.
The identification was brought about by the
merest chance.
Being latterly engaged in some
researches in Chinese literature for details of
the life and labours of that famous old Chinese
Chrysantliemum grower and poet, T'ao-YuajiMing, I was led into an out-of-the-way channel
from which much literary matter of peculiar interest was obtained.
Considering the numemus
writings about the Chrysanthemum, botanical
and horticultural, which resulted from its intro
duction by Blancard in 1789, it does seem to
me to be very curious that none of the authors
that dealt with the newcomer for the first quarter of a century or so should have made any
reference to the article about to be referred to.
It may be that the title of the article, even
supposing our older writers ever came across
the work in which it is contained, may have
thrown them off the track, or it may be that
the work was inaccessible, or not thought likely
to be of service in connection with the subject.
The Chrysanthemum has been the victim, so
to speak, of considerable diversity of names.
In
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries European botanists generally regarded it as a Matricaria Breynius. Pliinkenet, Kaempfer and others
among the number. Phillip Miller's historical
curiosity (No. 2.112, anno 1764), referred to in
the 8th Edition of his Dictionary, was described
as Matricaria indica, although some authorities
claim it as a small flowering Chrysanthemum.
Wlicn Blancard introduced his novelty into
Fiance in 1789 it raLited some discussion among
l)0taiiists.
Frciicli
M. Ramatuelle, tlie first
author to describe the plant from Europeangrown specimens, called it Anthemis grandiflora
Although
(see Jnvr. d'Hist. Nat., 1792. p. 233).
Ramatuelle considered the flower to be an An-

—

China sent

in

:

Much

of the first part of this

up with accounts of the

volume

lives

of

is

taken

celebrated

Chinese emperors, statesmen, poets, and others
gome with portraits. There is also an account of
Chinese grceidiouscs.
After this come notices
of various plants, shrubs, etc., in China, and it

was to this part that
directed.

my

especial attention

was

To the ordinary reader interested in the Chrysjinthemum and possessing no knowledge of the
Chinese vernacular there is but little iii the
chapter-headings to suggest that there was anything about the Chrys;inthemum therein.
These chapters bear the following titles
Chine. 2. Le Yu-Ian. 3. Le
1. Nenuphar de
Tsieou-haitang.
4. Le Mo-li hoa.
5. La C\\ktaigne
d'eau.
6.
Le Lien-Kien ou Ki-teou,
7. Le Kiuhoa ou !a Matricaire de fJhine.
8.
Le Mou-tan ou Pivoine.
9. Le Ye-hiang-hoa.
:

10.

Le

Pc-ge-Jiong.

11.

Le Jujubier.

12.

Le

13. Le Chataignier.
14. Les OrangesCoings.
My eye lingered over No. 7. The name, as
I involuntarily mumble<l it, sounded strangely
like Chiinhwa (Ch hard), and it is not making
any pretence to a knowledge which I do lot
l)ossess to say that anyone unfamiliar with the
various systems of tr.in.sliteration from the Chinese character into Roman can see that there
was good reason for my assumption that these
two names, differing as they do in spelling,
might possibly mean one and the .«ame thing,

Chene.

i.e..

233

Chrysanthemum.

Again, the French writer, in giving the equivalent in his language. Matricaire, at once reminded me of the current appellation of the
flower in those days immediately preceding the
ititroduction of the Chrysanthemum into Europe.
What at first was a mere guess was soon
proved to be the fact. The internal evidence in
the article showed conclusively that the Kiuhoa was the Matricaria of our seventeenth and

tries.

Now

a few words about the article itself.
writer begins by telling us that the Kiuhoa, or Matricaria, is one of the most ancient
It is, he says, mentioned in the
plants known.
Li-Ki of Confucius. I have not yet had time
to look up a translation of that work, but I
know second-hand that our Chrysanthemum is
referred to in it by the great philosopher.
We learn also from this authority that in the
first dynasty of the Tcheou ( ? Chow) this Matricaria w^as represented in the embroidery on the
garments of the Empress, the princesses and the
principal ladies of the Court. If the herbarium
attributed to Chin-nong is really of this Emperor, China has, says the writer, probably the

The

first

botanical book in which the flower

men-

is

tioned.

Regarding the populajr superstition attaching
China and
in
to the Chrysanthemum, both
Japan, that a drink made from the Chrysanthemum ensures long life and preservation from
evil, the writer tells us much about the same
A reference is
story concerning the Kiuhoa.
also made to the native poets and their mentions
the

of

flower.

It is curious from that point of view that
up to now I can only make sure of one referI
ence to the Chrysanthemum by Confucius.
have looked carefully through the Shi-King, another of his books, and noted the flowers he
speaks of there, but the Chrysanthemum finds
no place in that book. On the contrary, later
poets yield a little crop of references to this
popular autumn flower, and I will mention just

barely T'ao-Yuan-Ming (365-427 a.d.).

who

also

bore the names of T'ao Ch'ien. and T'ao Tsien
Tu Fu
in Chinese and To-yem-mei in Japanese
(712-770 A.D.), one of tlie greatest names among
and
Po-chu-i (772-846 a.d.)
the Chinese poets
Ssu-K'ung T'u (834-908 A.n.). without coming
;

;

;

further

down

the ages.

This old Jesuit missionary next proceeds to
the Kiuhoa and some

make comparisons with
the

of

florists'

flowers,

notably the Auricula,

which had then been much improved but which
a century before was as little esteemed as the

Kiuhoa

He

or Matricaria.
quotes Toumefort's

description of the
the Kiuhoa with it.
There are, according to the Chinese, two species
—the cultivated and the wild. The cultivated
ones are so numerous that they would require a
long list to include all the kinds. He describes
Mati-icaria

and

identifies

the foliage and the way in which it varies in
different plants. As for the flowers, they are of
so many colours and forms that to name them

would be a lengthy undertaking.
We have before us, continues the writer, a
book printed at the Palace in which three hundred sorts are mentioned. How many Iiave apall

peared since cannot be told
are

raised,

and

to

— every year new ones

know them

all

is

quite

a

science.

The reader may almost say with, me tihat thi»
writer might actually be talking about the Chrysanthemum of the present day, and when
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lie

wiUi

stiuits

becomes

still

liis

more

renuvrlcs

on

cviltivuiUon

He

appare>iit.

tells

us

this
tliat

Cliina there are books on the culture of this
MiiAricariia, jiwt iis in Kiimpe there are some on
THie reI'uUjis, Ciimiiations a<nd other flowers.
inurements of the Kiu-Jioa for successful culture
can
wliich
are (1) an open pasition a.nd fresli iiir
111

A nariiow encloeui'e witMn
be easily renewed.
four wall® is a prisoai for Uiis floweir. The soil
must be ricJi, well manured—iprepared before(2) The KiuJioa
liMiiil. iuid renewed ©veiy year.
IS
pin,|,:n-aUHl, firstly, by seed; secondly, by
fourtUy, by
gjiaf
ting
laytirs';
thirdly,
by
These methods are then dealt with
Slickers.
seriiiitim, and beaii' a strong resemblance to the
directions <»f a IwentieLh-ientuiy European, culti

The 410 flovveas are followed by large, round
or Pear-sliaped fruits, one-thiixl lo half an inch)
long, of a crim.son colour, and as the clustera
are nodding or drooping on a fairly longi
peduncle they are highly conspicuous during the
autumn au'd winter. As a wall shrub it woukli
be more ornam-eiital than C. Simonsii wh.en in
fruit, wlidch is saying a good deal, seeing that
the kitter has found its way over most of Great

ACAVE

vator.

When the Matricaria has done flowerini;
down to within 3 inches of the
the soil stirred and manured, and as danger
must be covered with
approaclvcs
it
of frost
straw. As soon as the warmth of spring makes
itself felt the plants are uncovei-ed a.nid watered,
and they then throw out shoots some florists
l«ive only two or tliTOo of tliem and cut out all
the .rest others take up the old stool entire and
divide it imto several parts, transplanting them
ill
a soil prepared beforehand.
Bricifly, the other directions are a reminder
(4) that the Jlatricaria caimot stand too much
dryness or too m.uch wet. Rain or river water
Liquid manure as directed should be
is be.st.
iipplied.
Watering is to be done morning and
eveminjg, but the foliage should be moistened in
Too much strong sunshine
the morning only.
In
is not good, but plenty of air is required.
th'j Emperor's gal^dens the plants have shelters
made O'f iiKitting to protect them.
The branches are liabla to be broken by the
they should bo fixed to supports or
wnids
stakes similar to those used in France for CaruaFifthily, only two stems are left on a
tioiiB.
plant; if othera appear they are pinched out
wiOi the iiiaiil.
Sixtlily, amateurs leave but one
bud on each stem when it is as large as a Pe.a,
maiiiure- water is given until it begins to open.
Then the writer goes on to tell us what the
propei-ties of the planit are
that the flowers la.^l
The Emperor's
a month or more on the plant.
apartments are decorated with this flower from
In a woivl.
mid-autunwi to the end of winter.
one might alm.ost saj' that these cultural directions, instead of having been written in Chin
nearly a couple of centuries ago, were compiled
by one of our modern, successful, English cultivators less than a month ago, so closely do they
to our up-tondiate cultivation.
a.] pro .vim ate
It is reinarka.ble that while this exhaustive
treatise lay hidden away in the pages of this
old volume of M^moires the Chrysanthemum
shou.ld have been introduced into Eui«pe as a
new plant, which it undoubtedly was, aird that
the growers here had to learn by practice little
by little the varioiLs details of cultivation which
in the ultinKite end so closely approaches that
which the Chinese florists had long before
(3)

to be cut

rcxjt,

—

Agaves, as oommo.n]y Juiown in gardens, have
leaves armed with formidable spines, and
branched flower-spikes, the best-known example
beinig
A.
amei'icana,
popularly
called
tlie
American Aloe. There are, however, a number
of species with comparatively
soft,
unanned
leaves and flower-spikes of the bottle brush pattern, and one of the largest of this group is
A. KlKiiu'rliiiiia, a Mexican sipecies, first flowered
in till' W ilsiin ."-iaunders' collection in 1867, and
stiff

has a nodding, not ereoi, flower-spike, and is
remarkable in developing a long, woody stem
before it flowers and dies.
it

ON

WOTATO

and

before

of

ill
III
I).

allotnieiit near

row of Savoys of enordimensions from electrified seed. One plant
4 feet 1 inch across, weighed ISj lbs.,
initer leaves measui-ed 24 inches
The plants
in breadth.
.i.iljoining rows were gixiwn from unelectri-

one of the

length
111!
s.

li

Ill

h.il;Iiiiii;

Mrn-lir,

and 20 inches

and were of oixiinary dimensions,
between 2 lbs. and 3 lbs. each. Dr.
Moorrroft, Pnrkstone.

N'EGETABLE
a

MARROW

GRoWlNt!.

The Food Production Department states
grower in Berkshire who had 5 acres of

tihe

of culture so amply set forth in
had then been widely made known.
it is interesting to add that we are

—

TENURE OF ALLOTMENTS.
found that many

hold-ers of allotments
the Cultivation of Lands Ordei-s are still
in doubt as to the period for which they hold
Ini order to make the position cl&ir
their plots.
the Food Pix)ductioai Depsu'tment has isS'Ued the
As the refollo.wing sitatemeait on tlie subject
the Corn Production
sult of recent legisJation
allotment
(Section
1)—
1918
(Aniendme.nt) Act,
liolders under the Cultivation of I.Kands Orders
are mow secure in the occupation of their plots
until the expiration of two years from the
" termination of the present war" (which term
has to be defined by Parliament) except in those

\r

is

iiniler

Op

tire

COTON KAST KU
many

which havd

been introduced fi'om China during recent years
Ziabelji ajiiJoaris to me to deserve extended
C).
It is mo-st n-early allied to the Eiu'oand C. tomentosia, but
C. iiiitegeaTima

cultivation,.

I>ean

differs

from them

in

having more numeix>us
some other respects.

flowers in a cluster and in

[Photograph by C. P.

Km.

92.

— AGAVE

El.I.EMEBTlANA

Halfill.

FLOWERING

IN

THE

SUCCULENT HOUSE, KEW.

ZABELII.

species of Cotoneaster

that

land

which he could have planted nothing else
llii:-,
year responded to the invitation of the
authorities to grow Vegetable Mamows by sowIt produced
ing this ai-ea with Marrow seed.
24 tons 3 cvrt., and he sold the cj-op through the
Uerkshire Fruit and "V^egetable Society^w'hioli
wiirks under the F.P.D. Scheme for marketing
for £144.
siiriiais pr«luce
nil

told that the flowei' enters into various preserves,
it is tiiken in an infusio'n like tea. and gives its
name to a beej' of which it is said to form a
component part. C. Huriiian Piii/ne.

.

August

iiii.asnred
.iimI

mode

TREES AND SHRUBS,

in

troublesome.

I'aikstone, Dorsetshire, a
iiHius

treiivtise

Finally,

becomes

ELECTRIFIED SEED.

a.n.d which
we Wesiterai ers miglit have
imitiUted straightaavay as soon as Blancai'd's in-

existence

them

an.d lift

blight

Mr. W. Guy has grown on an

a,dopted

the

late

Japonic a,

1

if

I fiiiid it goo.d
keeps good until Maj'cli.
to plant second ©arlies such .is King

it

George and Great Scott

i

place

tiKoHtJK.

piiaotice

—

took

Ivl.Nti

variety King George is ojie of the best
second-early Potatos, and is immune to Wart
Disease.
It is a white, oval, kidney sort, and
By planting
has few equals in cropping.
sprouted tubers early the crop may be lifted in
time to plant Leeks, Savoys, and otheir Greens,

;

Chiiriese

INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

The

;

tli.is

ELLEMEETIANA.

mice flowering, buit it sets seeds freely, and is
therefore easily preserved. At Kew this Agave
flowers when it is about twenty yeai-s old. These
A.
siift-leaved
species are less hardy than
aniericana, and they are liable to injury, as
they are awkWard to move and are easily
liruised.
Ano.tlier species of the same group, and
not unlike A. Ellemeetiana is A. attenuata, but

;

Imdiu'tirfn

14, 1918

many a time since in other gardens. The illustration in fig. 92 sho'Ws a flne examjile of it in
flower in the Succulent House at Kew, tlie spike
nearly touching tlie niof, which is 15 feet high.
The leaves are about 2 feet long and 6 inches
wide, glaucous green, and of flesliy appearance.
The flowers are arranged densely in pairs on the
greater part of the spike, which is as rigid as a
1-arch pole, and they develop in bands after the
niaiiner of Kniphofias.
They are yellow-green.
The plant is monocarpic ; that is, it dies after

;

it is

[Decemuku

:

Britain, as
beries, or

a.

wall sihrub, for planting in

making

loose

.hedges.

If

C

.slirn.h

Zaibelii

proves as hardy it may dissplace the uld favourite,
for some purposes at least.
Its leaves are larger
and covm'e.d beneath with a yellowish -grey felt,
TOliile tliose of C, Simonsii are paler beneath imdi
merolv hairv. J. F.

—

—

nECEMBEn
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«h<?re it is sliawn U> the satisrfaction of
tlu' Boaiyl that thi> Unul is required eavlier for
biiiWiiig or other special |)iir|Hi8es, or wliere the
I'ompeusatioii payaible if the land is ivtained
Cii*fs

would be
of

the

in excess of the value

foixl'

proiluced.

for the growing crops, etc.
Powers conferred by the .Small Holdings and
Allotments Act, 1908, however. ])rovide the
means of securing longer periods of possession
for those allotment hoMere uiider the Cultiva
tion of Lands Owler whose land is not required
for the purposes already specified.
These .powers
Loc.-iil Allotment Authorities in agreement
with owners to take allotment land for long

enable

Roses iNTuonrcEn

SOME OF THE NEWER ROSES.

in

191G.

The following are Hybrid Tea

fnon p. ^A^b.)
OrnER Roses of 1915.

{r.„it,ini.,l

to the nation

owing to the land

If,

being re<]uired for one or other of the itbovemeiitioned puriioses. any such allottee has to
surreiider his plot before January 1. 1920. he
will be compensated by the Board of .\j;ricniltnre

235

—

CoNST.^NCE (I'ernet-Dncher).
.A
good yellow
Austrian Briar Hybrid, and a better grower
than Rayon d'(.)r, though not alwa,ys not so full
nor so deep in colour.
Muriel Dickson (11. Dickson).
A grand
garden R-ose (Austrian Briar Hybrid), extra;

—

ordinarily thorny, witli large, rather loose, nearly
full blooms.
Well worth growing, and succeeds
best where it does not get early sun.
Naiad (G. Paul). Fawn, passing to pinkishwhite, large, only semi-double, but vci-y fine
when open, and showing the abundant anthers.
.\n Austrian Brinr Hvbri<l.

—

v^irieties

:

—

Clauice (Joodache u\- Dickson).- .-V fine and
strong-growing Rose, pale cream, deeper in the
centre, of \ery line shaipe and good size; very
beautiful.

—

Clevelanh

(H,
Dickson).
Another good
the bloom® show a mixture of colours,
possibly it is soane relation to that fine Rose
Ciorgcous a reddish-copper tone with yellow at
the base fairlv vigorous, of fine shape and size,
variety

;

iiiid

—

;

and

full.

Crimson Ciutenay (Men-yweaitJier). A crimson seedling from Mine. Aibel Chatoniay, tlnnigh
one mi^t not suspect iit of good colour and
growth, and likely t-o be a fine decorative Rose.
Do\AM> Macoonami (.-\. Dickson). .'V verv
;

—

leases.

OX

ONION'S

PLOrOlIKI)

(IR.X.ss

I.A.NP.

NOTE, in your article on " Ploughed up Gras.s
Land," that you advise planting Onions on such
I
land, and that they have proved a success.
would advise those who contemplate planting
lea ground with Onions in the coming year to
first ascertain if wirewornis are present in the soil.
L^st s|jrii>g I plajited 3^ acres of lea ground
with Onions and lost nearly every plant; the
wireworms destroyed them wholesale, notwithstanding tliat the ground received a good dress
I

ing of soot and salt.
Gnrilrn/i.

Urdla-ihaii. Ahhii/ Lil.r

11.

Queen's Onunly.

PEAS UNDER GLASS.
The present month is a suiit<ible time to makithe first sowiiig of Peas either in pots, boxes,
or boixiers. For sowing in borders I pi-efer the
varieties Duke of York, Duke of Alb,iny, and
Royal Warrant; when sown in the open these
\arietie« attiiin U> a height of about 5 feet, but
when sown in pots they seldom grow taller than
4 feet.
Chel-seu Rival and Little Marvel are
suitable for growing in pots .ind boxes in low
Peaa grow well in fibrous loam mixed
houses.
with manure from a spent Mushroom be<l. Thpots should be 10 inches in diameter, ami well
drained. They .should be three-parts filled with
soil, and 12 .sound -seeds will be suflicienl in eacli
pot.
Cover the seeds with 1^ inch of soil and
then well water the st>il. Guard against mice
and slugs. When the plants are about 3 inches
high they .should be thinn>Hl to six of the
atrongi>«tAt that stage tojj-dress the roots with
Tie each
some of the .«oil used for .sowing.
plant to a neat stick and. as growth develops,
Remove all side-growths,
give further aupportbut one must judge by the variety before the
points of the main growths are removed. Admit
air freely, and use fire-heat only in times of
Failure is sure to follow should
severe frosts.
When the podf
the soil be allowed to get dry.
start to form the use of diluted liquid-manure
at every altern.ate watering w.ill prove very bene
Close the hou.se in the afterficial to the plants.
An
noons to Tiaston the swelling of the pods.
additional sowing should be made in January in
pots and the plants grown on in pit-s by the
time the plants of this late sowing are bearing
pods early Peas on south boi'<ler8 will be making
Dfiiin, Thilij Well.i
considerable headw.iy.
Pnrh Onrilen.*, Ipuwirh.
;

C

POTATO
PLANTED on

May

-A

MAJESTIC.

one cwt. of seed
tubers of Miajeatic Potato, and the plants were
I

6

last

grown in ordirairy field conditions. The yield
w.as 40 cwts. of clean, healthy tubers, with about
t<>tal seed .size, and no small
seed was sujiplied to me " as grown,"
in ivccordance with the Government
Potato Orddr, and was by no means a good
sample.
It can, therefore, be easily understood
that if the tubers had all been of jirnper seed
size the quantity purchased would have planted
a wider area, with a correspondingly greater

one quarter of the

ones.
wh.ich

The

vield
iMiuirh.

was

Jnh,,

rfol,rr/s.,ti.

nellefiehl

'

dordniK

biMiiitifnl single
PiiiNCESs Mary (Hicks).
one of the best rich crimson, with yellow
and
free.
vigorous
aiiithers
A very vigorous climbCiii'in (B. R. Cant).
ing single; very large blooms, in varying shades
A Pillar
.of peach and pink, produced in clusters.
Rose.
climber
I have
Lemon Piixar (G. Paul).— This
Itiise,

;

;

—

At first, pruned
seen from its early stages.
hard, it was not free, but is very free iis a
It is a. Hylbrid Noisette, much resempillar.
bling Martehal Niel (one of its parents), but
paler, large,

and

will

Roses.

full,

and good.

A

probably be the parent

distini't

of

olher

gain,
i,'(mii1

decorative

free-fiowering

Uiwe

;

onaiige carniine,

medium .size, capital shape a useful gairdcn Hose.
Flame or Fire (McCJredy). Probably one of
the best decorative Roses wo have (see fig. 93)
Strongly recomlike a glorified Mme. E. Herriot.
mended, though at present 1 am not sure as to
;

—

;

its

growth.'

Orange-name

I

think

in

colour.

it.

FuiitENCE Spaull (B. R.
an improved Helen Keller

is

" fairly

vignrons."

—

IWyipink.

Ciant).
;

Imrge and

full

;

very

proini.sing.

(Meri-yweathcr). — .\

garden Rose,
Henrietta
a good
free,
onange-crimaon
full,
fairly
grower, and holds il.n head np better than Mme.
variety.
bedding
Herriot.
K.
A
;

—

—
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Hon.

Mrs.

R.

C.

GROsviiNOR

(B.

Cant).

—

A

garden Rose
of fair Pize, free, pretty, but not very full.
Mrs. a. Glen Kidston (A. Dickson).— A very
preily bedding Rose, of mi.\ed colouring, becoming deep I'ose free and well formed.
Mrs. Bryce Allan (A. Dickson and Sons).
An exhibition Rose of fine type; carmine-rose,
ereot, highly scented, and vei-y promising.
Mrs. Dunlop Best (Hicks). Reddish-apricot
and yellow very pretty colouring. A good garden Rose, and apparently free from mildew.
C-olour, pale flesh, centre orange.

;

—

;

—

IvoryMrs. a. W. Atkinson (Chaplin).
white, large, full, pointed, and with very thick
petals. Has stiff, strong wood, is fairly vigorous,
looks like a cross between Frau Karl Druschki
and Marchioness of Londonderry. I consider it

was worthy of a Gold Medal
Mrs. Ch.^plin (Chaplin).
Mrs. A.

W.

Atkinson, but with a

fine exhibition

a

Rose similar to
pink

little

in

variety.

[December

when cut and the stem placed in water.
strik
Red Cross (A. Dickson and Sons).
iug Rose, and useful; erect, fine crimson colour,
a fine bedder.
free, and vigorous
plant or

TlPPERARY (McGredy).
of exceptional freedom.

The Week's Work.

—A yellow garden Rose,
It

promises to be most

useful for bedding.
W. C. Gaunt (A. Dickson and Sons).—Bright
with the backs of the petals crimsonfairly vigorous, of fine shape and
mai-oon

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

F. JOKDAN
Gardener to Lieut.-Col. Spender
Clat, M.P., Ford Manor, Lingficld, Surrey.

scarlet,

;

medium

size

;

very branclung and free.

A

good

garden Rose.

Other Roses of

1915.

Climbing Irish F'irefl.ame
Sons).

14, 1918.

—A

;

—Lik«

Dickson and
but a

(A.

beautiful

the

original,

climber.

(McGredy).— One

of the best singles,
It is described as carminewith me it has
but
orange-scarlet,
red, flushed
had lovely flowers of a rosy-red tone, beautifully

Isobel

in"l916.

—A

it;

;

and very

distinct.

—

Broccoli.
In many districts there is the
greatest difficulty in wintering
Broccoli, no
matter how oaref nlly the plants and ground have
been prejjored. P'acing the heads of the plants
near the ground and facing them to the nortii is
the simplest way out of tlie difficulty, as few
need to be told that the stems of Bi-occoli are
most susceptible of injury from frosts. Open a
rather deep, sloping trench on the north side
and then, with the help of a spade inserted well
behind the plants, carefully place them in an
oblique position with the heads facing north.

The

aioots

tha.n

is

sliould
not be disturbed
more
iiecessaiy. Cover the roots with soil
rather finn and lightly cover the stems
with soil. The next row of plants should then
be laid over, and so on, until the whole are
finisihed.
If the work is done carefuUy in fine
weather the plants will receive no great check
to growth.

made

Cabbages.

— Hoe

the

soil,

whenever the work

possible, between the rows of autumn-planted
Cabbages, wheUier weeds are present or not.
Hoeing keeps the ground sweet, and allows the
air to penetrate freely to the roots.
It also
stimulates growth, and protects the stems of the
'abbages from injury by severe frosts.
Seasonable
Remarks. Heavy land should
not be trampled on when it is wet from rain or
in a moist state after a thaw, as when in this
condition soil binds readily. The rougher clayey
land is dug in autumn and winter the easier
will frost penetrate to a good depth.
Sharp
hoar frosts lead us to e.xpect severe black frosts,
is

(

—

which generally last longer, and are much more
penetrating.
Bracken and garden mats should
be ready at hand for covering salad plants and
other vegetables that hard frosts would injure.
Examining Onions and Potatos in store will provide work for the sitaff indoors during wet
weather.
Every care sliould be ta.ken of seed
tubera intended
jjlanting
for
next season.
Home-saved seeds of Peas, Beans, and other
vegetables should be sorted, and all unsound
ones discarded.
Beans especially were late in
iripendiug, and should be thoroughly dried before
Ibeiiig

stored.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart.. Gatton Park, Reigate.

—

Miltonia. Plants of Miltonia vexillaria, M.
Bleuana, and their hybrids, are growing steadily.
f.he roots are now very active the compost
should not be allowed to become very diy. but
sufficient water afforded it to keep the Sphagnum-moss on the surface alive and fresh. These
growing plants will need constant attention, as
the younig leaves frequently adhere to each other
so firmly that they soon become crumpled if
not carefully separated, whicli is best done by
means of the thin end of the handle of a budA brown, damp-looking, outer
ding knife.

As

Fifi. 94.

rose NELLIE PARKER

:

COLOUR CREAM Y- YELLOW. DEEPER YELLOW IN THE CENTRE.

Mrs. Mona Hunting (Hugh Dickson).
lightful garden Rose, not quite Large

—A

show purposes, and might have greater length
of petal.
It is a chamois-yellow, paling somewhat as it opens. Quite full, opens well.
Nellie PARKEit (H. Dickson) (see fig. 94).—
One of the best Roses. A grand, full bloom of
fine shape, a fairly good grower (perhaps more
than that), free, and every bloom seems to come
good.
Colour, creamy yellow, deeper yellow in

shaded,
free

and

with centre

A

yellow.

good growei",

attractive.

Queen of the Belgians (Hicks).— Rich salmonpink and very free
a colour wanted in the
singles ; very pretty.
;

free and
pales as the
Quite a fair grower and striking.

many

yellow roses,

it

Paul's Scarlet Climber (W. Paul).— Undoubtedly one of the best Hybrid Wichuraianas
bright scarlet, shaded crimson free, very lasting
and good. Perhaps not so wildly vigorous as

among

some Wichuraiana.'!.
Silver Gem (G.

and sometimes flusJied with pink.
Prince Charming (H. Dickson).— A bedding
Rcse, almost single, and I have placed my plant
the singles.

and lovely

Reddish colour on old gold

;

in the bud.

Modesty (McGredy).— A grand Rose,

either

for garden or show purposes, and a good grower.
The colour is creamy-white flushed with deep
pink.
The bloom lasts very well either on the

compost.
This sheath should be removed in
pieces without causing injury to the plant. The
leaves sometimes show signs of damping at their
this defect is best
tips at this time of the year
obviated by keeping the roots a trifle drier,
atmosphere
and affordslightly
drier
having a
Plants of M. v.
ing alittle extra ventilation.
Leopoldii and M. v. superba that have recently
passed out of flower should be re-potted, if this
operation is necessary, when the young growths
coonmence to send out new roots from their
bases. The hybrids M. Bleuana and M. Hyeana,
which are irregular in their season of flowering,
may be dealt with in a similar manner. Should
cold weather necessitate the use of more fireheat, keep a careful watch for yellow thrip and
other insect pests, and, as a precaution, dip the
leaves and growths in an insecticide at least
once every two weeks.
;

Ulster Gem (H. Dickson).— Yellow,
good.
Like
flower ages.

centre,

free,

at the base of tlie yoimg growth often
clasps the stem so tightly that the roots push
upwards inside it instead of growing into the
slieath

de-

enough for

;

Paul).

—

A

lovely,

rose-

coloured, almost single, dwarf Polyanthus Rose,
with paler eye.
Foliage variegated
very distinct and good.
L. C. R. Norris-Eli/e. Utterhy
'
Mnnor, Louth. Lincolnshire.
(To be conchided.)
;

December

L).

—

Plants of Deadrobium Wardicrassinode, D. aureum, D. nobile and

Dendrobium.
aiuim.
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their numerous hybrids that are developing
flower-biids may be removed from their resting
quarters into a house where the temperatore
does not fall below 55°.
If no other structure
is available the Cattleya house will suffice until
the buds are Jiearly develoi^ed. when the i>'.a.nts
may be placed in a light position in the warmest
division.
At present only sufficient water should
be applied to the roots to keep the pseudo-bulbs
jilump. as over -watering and high temperature

whi!e the blossom-buds are developing is condusive to irregular flowering.
Growth will be very
slow at this season, and the object should be to
encourage the buds to develop without causing
growth to start at the base of the plant.
Where numbers of plants of D. nobile are
grown, the flowering period may be extended
over several months by p'acing the earliest specimens in a cool, dry house to rest, and as soon
as the growths are matured, bringing a few
The
|>!ants into a warmer house at intervals.
bulk of Deiidrobiums will flower in the spring,
and these plants should remain in their resting
quarters until the flower-buds are apparent.
Such late-flowering Dendrobiums as D. Parishii,

Bensoniae,

D.

and

superbum having com-

D.

pleted their current season's growth, should be
placed near the roof-glass in the f'attleya house
during theii' resting seasr»n.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

E.

Harriss, Gardener to Lady Wastage,
Lockiage Park, Berkshire.

—

This winter flowering
ColeUS thyrsoideus.
stove plant has been grown here in much cooler
The
conditions than is usuallv recommended.
only apparent difference is that the plants are
much dwarfer than usual. It is now coming
into flower, and a drier atmcjsphere will be
maintained to counteract the cooler conditions.
Now that giowth has practically ceased water
A little
must be applied with extra care
etimulant used about once a week wi'l meet all
reqniretneiits in

tliis

respect.

A

little air

should

be admitted to the house whenever the weather
with careful attention to
is favourable, and,
cultural details, the plants will continue to flower
all through the winter.

Hippeastrum (Amaryllis).— .Select

a

few of

bulbs of Hippeastrum for
Hemove an inch
)il;uing in the forcing hou.se.
or two of the old surface soil and apply a topdressing of rich material, such as a mixture of
fibrous lo-iun. leafHmouVd, crushed bones, and
E.xamine the drainage and see that it is
sand.
perfect, as it is essential that surplus water
should pass away freely.
the

most

|iri<mising

Gardenia.— Lot plants of Gurdenia which are
forming their flower-buds have liquid manure
from the fannyard. or, failing this, a concentrated fertiliser.
If mealy bug is troublesome
take measures to destroy the pest before the
b'ooms begin to ex|>and, or many of the tru-sses
will be spoilt.
It is an excellent plan to lay
the plants on their sides and vigorously syringe
them with an insecticide if this be done once a
week the plants will be kept clean. A minimum
temperature of 55° should be maintained while
;

Gooseberries than any othea' birds
After a sudden
is my opinion.

and whilst

;

at least, that
of snow,

fall

this still lies upon tJie ground, the
unable to find food in
the soil,

birds are
and it is at such times that some birds devour
the buds of fruit trees.
The best deterrent to
the house-sparrow is black thread strung from
bough to bough as soon as the bushes have been
pruned. Where these fruits are trained against
walls, old pieces of garden netting serve the
sajne purpose admirably.
Birds of the finch
tribe are more disposed to attack the buds of
Plums than those of any other fruits. The gun
has to be used in extreme cases, although I am
very reluctant to destroy birds by sliooting them.
Black thread may be used for these bigger trees
also
the reel of thread should be thrown over
the tree from side to side, and with two operators this work will be considerably expedited.
In bad cases of bird attacks the fruit quarters
that have provision for protecting the bushes
by nets arranged so as to make a Kind of cage
may have the nets placed in position, but this
should not be done unless other means have
failed, for the birds destroy many insect pests.
I have
never observed any harm to Cherry
trees on the contrary, birds fiTid a large amoxuit
of insect food in these trees.
I never destroy
;

:

birds' nests.

—

I>et the
Nailing and Tying Wall Trees.
work of nailing and tying tlie slioots of wall

fruit trees be hastened as speedily as possible
while mild weather continues.
Of the two. I
think nailing is a more pleasant operation than
tving.
Wliere shireds are scarce an excellent

substitute may be found in the young, slender
tips of the Willow.
A little practice is needed,
but after a time the work may be accomplished
this method takes the place of
fairly easi'y
shreds in a safer degree than does the use of
Old shreds harbour insects not
tarred string.
so the Wallow tips, whilst these latter will in
due time decay and not do any harm to the
branches.
Keep a close watch for any old ties
that may be so tight as to compress the bark,
which, in the case of such fruit« as Cherries,
might cause gumming.
In the case of wires.
,iny undue pressure against the shoots must be
eilsed liv placing suitable material between the
bark :iw\ the wire.
;

—

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Bv

.Ia3.

IIlTDSnN, Heail OarflpiHT at (lunneri^bury lloU8«,
.^oton.

W.

—

Birds and Fruit Buds. From observations
extending over several years I have noted that
the amount of injury done to fruit buds by birds
differs in extent in different years.
The degree
depends, doubtless, upon the amount of food
the birds are able to obtain. Sparrows are more
destructive to Red and White Currants and to

Early Strawberries.— Wifcli

cai-efully

prepared

plants it is possible to obtain ripe Strawberries
\ery early in the season, aJtJiough it is not ad\isable to attempt this on a large scale, for,
with little or no sun early in the year the fruits
lack flavour.
Faj- better results are obtained
by starting the plants another month or even
six weelcs hence.
For very early forcing the
pots should not exceed 5 inches in diameter, the
plants should possess a ball of healthy roots, and
have firm, well-ripened crowns.
If a suitable
foi-oing house is not available, a sharp pitched
Melon pit fitted with iiai'row shelves at a distance
from the roof-glass sufficient to allow the plants
space when they are in flower, offers a good substitute.
A bed of leaves and stable litter should
be placed under tlie shelves, turning and renovating the materials at intervals as occasion demands. Some growers plunge the pots in the
fermenting material, but directly the flowerspikes appear the plants should be placed on
a shelf nea.r the roof-glass, as an excess of
bottom heat encourages the development of soft,
elongated leaves and weak flower-stems. Before
the plaii'ts are introduced to the forcing house
the pots should be washed, the drainage examined to ensure a free passage of water, and
all
decayed foliage
removed.
Strawberries
grown under glass are very liable to attacks of
mildew and red spider, and fin' this reason it is
advisable to dip the plants in sulphur water.
Maintain a temperature of 40° to 45° at nigllit
and 50° by day. \o haa-d-and-fast rule can be
laid down in this respect, as it sometimes hap]ien« that 40° or more at night may be followed
by 55° or 60° for a few houre on mild days.
Careful attention in wateriiii; with tepid water
is essential, for at this nuly sla^r there is a risk
of giving too much mni.stmr, wliilst dao^lglht at
the routs would be equally iiijuiious.

:

Raspberries and Similar Fruits.— The final
thinning of the canes of summer-fruiting Raspberries should be attended to before the end
Leave the sttiongest
of the present month.
shoots the longest when they are tied, shorten
those of medium length half w.ay, and cut the
weakest ones still harder. In this way it is possible to

make

the best use of the available space.

If there are no facilities or time for training
the shoots in this way, they may be simply tied
together without any stakes, as is done in market
gardens.
Do not attend to the autumn fruiting
Oct the prnning
Raspberries until the .spring.
of all Gooseberries gi-own on the cordon system
out of hand and the plants tied. If the presence
of .American Gooseberry mildew is suspected,
.spray the bushes with lime sulphnr when the
work of pruning and training is* finished.
Brambles of tlie I>oganberry section should be
pruned and tie<i before a fall of snow imjiedes
the work.

the flowers aie developing.

Chrysanthemums. If plenty of good cuttings are avaib'ible a large batch of Chrysanthemums .should be propagated at once, and the
old .stools discarded.
It wiU save labour if
cuttings of the decorative varieties are inserted
in ordinary cutting-boxes.
Use an open, sandy
compost, and .see that it is ma<le quite firm in
The
the boxes before inserting the cuttings.
Sjhoots will root readily in a propagating case,
which may be placed on the .stage of a greenhouse. When rooted, grow the ])lants near the
roofgliiss in a cool house.
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FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

—

If young canes are renext year, select the best
fillijnircil
and
.strongest
from
the
prunings
ripened
ITndonblidly
healthiest vines for propagating.
It/he best method of increasing the Grape Yiiir i>
by "eyes" inserted in smsJl pots iji Jariuar\
III
the meantime, tie the prunings in sma'l
bunches labelled with the name of the variety,
and hc^'I the cuttings in on a south border.

Propagating Vines.
|)l:inting

—

Propagating Figs. Figs may be increased
from well ripened buds in the same manner as
Vine eyes, or by cuttings 3 or 4 inches long
made "from well-ripened shoots. The former
make plants with clean, straight stems the first
season, and Figs propagated in this manner may
be grown as miniature standards. By adopting
the latter method, smaller, but more compact
bushes are formed. The shoots for cuttings
should be selected when pruning the trees and
inserted in a cold frame until .January.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By U. V. Hrotbebston, Ganlener to tlie Earl
Haddington, T.vnlng;luune, East Lothian.

of

— Take

advantitge of a fine day or two
tn give the lawns a final clean up for the year.
Even the latest Oaks should have slied their
leaves by now, and with the leaves there will
be bits of stick and vajnous other unsightly
objects gathered since the previous general
If time jiermits imperfect parts of
cleaning.
the turf may have a slight dressing of old compost sprinkled upon them. The material wi'l get
washed in very soon, and the evidence of its
having been applied is not seen till spring, wlien
appeal's.
saves
vegetittion
It auso
denser
labour to apply it now instead of in spring,
when gardenere, it is clear, will be busier than
they have ever been.

Lawns.

Pampas

Grass.

—

Large clumps of Pampas

(!i;u.;s. which is not quite hardy, are very handsonic on broad jiawns. This year the spikes were
not produced till well into November, owing to
The
the freezing of the plants last winter.
value of the plumes for decoration is well known,
and where they are required for this purpose
they should be cut at once, being careful that
the hands are not cut by the deeply serrated
edges of the leaves in doing so. Both this grass
and Tritomas of kinds, where w;inters are

usually severe, should have littery straw drawn
over and around the stools which, nol w itlistanding that the leaves may be dc.-;! luynl hy frost,
retain enough vitality to make hihmI uroHtli and
produce flowers the same year. TJie litter from
.st.abl&s possesses a certain amount of manurial
value and the fixKl will be washed down to the

Protecting Iris Susiana and Other Tender
new
deve'oping
.Su.-*i;iMa.
is
Iris
Plants.
growth, and though it is hardy at least, in
ordinary winters it is of much advantage to
its well-being to shake some manure among the
Similar treatment should be accorded to
.'shoo'ts.
Belladonna Lilies, first stiiuiing the surface of
the ground around the latter previous to applyThe birilliant spikes of
manure.
ing the
S<'hi7X>styilis coccinea stand as a reminder that
in many gardens it is important to throw some
Myoprotecting materia.1 among the plants.
sotidium nobile I find can only be protected
ipi'openly here by pliacing something clear of the

—

—

foliage,

which

scrim

suitable.

is

'

is

so

easily

damaged.

Double
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eOlTORIAL NOTICE.

CHERRIES.

erosses the- number of fruits obtained
small as to suggest inconipatiliility.

Partly

ADVEBTISEMENTS
PTIBIilSHEH.

41.

Covent Garden. VJ

should be sent to the
Wellineton Street.

C

and Publisher. —

Editors

Our correspondents
ohiaining answers to
their communications and sa'^e ns much time and
trouble, if they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher: and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literaru department, nnd all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much uit-irressarfj delau and confusion arise
would

delau

obiiii(e

in

ivhen Irlters are misdirected.

Notice

Special

Corresnondents.

to

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pan for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless bv special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Illustrations.— T'le Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suilahle
for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarknh'e
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.
Local Ne-ws.— Correspondents win great'y oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of
local events likely to he of interest to our readers,
or of any matters lohirh it is desirable to bring

under the notice of horticulturists.
Letters fnr Publication, as well ns specimens if
plants fnr uamiua. should be addressed to the
•P.DTTORS. 41. Welline-ton Street. Co-^ent

Garden, London.

Communications

sho^ild

be

Self-Stekilk.
Self-Fertile.
May Duke
Amber Heart
Archduke
Black Eagle
Black Heart
Black Tartarian
Bigarreau de
Schreken
„ NoirdeGulien
,,

Napoleon
Jaboulay

,,

Frogmore

,,

at

yetir.s

Oreenwic.li,

for

Che

during

ensuing week
the

last,

flfty

38.6'^.

Temperature: —

.AcTFAT,

Gardener.^' Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street,
Covent (iarden, London, Wednesday, December
Weather—
t«mp. 52°.
11
10 am.: Bar. 30;
Dull.

importaiice of obtaining full
knowledge of the self-

The
8eif-8terllity in

Fruit Trees.

practical

or self-fertility
of different kinrls of fruit trees is recognised by all fruit growers, and hence the
results of the researches into this subject
which liav'r been carried on for some years
past at the John Innes Horticultural
institution are to be welcomed, not only
by the scientific student, but also by the
grower.
A summary of these researches
st(.Tility

begun by Mr. Backhouse and continued
bv other workers at the Institution, is now
published* by Miss Ida Sutton, who since
1915 has been carrying on the work
The researches which have been made on
Plums, Cherries, and Apples show that in

Early

;

Toussaint

Waterloo
White Heart

—

APPLES.
Partly
Self-Fertile.
Self-Fertile.
Worcester
Pear- Antonowka
main
Annie Elizabeth
Bramley's Seedling Baldwin
Lord Hindlip
Cellini Pippin
Lady Sudeley
Coronation
Old English Broad- Duchess of Oldenleaf
burg
Doucin
Golden Spire
(very small mini- Improved Doucin
Kingof the Pippins
bcr
of
flowers Pyriis prunifolia
Lonl Derby
P. baccata
selfed)
Red Winter ReiGnlden Russet
nette
Ribston Pippin

Self-Sterilk.
Beauty of Bath
Cox's Orange Pippin
GaBCoyne's Scarlet
Lane's PrinceAlbert
Norfolk Beauty
Northern Oreening
Grime's Golden
Yellow
Newtown

each of these fruits there are three categories of varieties, namely, those which are
self-sterile,
self-fertile, those which are
and those which are partly self-fertile.
The varieties which have been tested at
the John Innes Institution are given below

PARTLY
SBLF-ST1RII.E.
Coe's Golden Drop
Coe's Violet

Crimson Drop
Jefferson

SBLFFERTTLF.

SEIF-FTBRTII.E.

Denniston Superb

Ktvers' Early

Prolifio Early Transparent
P.eine Claude VioEarly Favourite
lette
f^ox's Emperor

Bryanston Gaffe
Early Orleans
McLaughlin's Gage FarleiKb Tlams<
Early Green Oa^e
Old Green Gage
Eeine Claude d'Althan
Pond's SeeilinR

Golden Transparent
P.eine
Claude de

Wyedale

Prune Geante

Frogmore Orleans
Late O' leans
Prune d'Agen
Prim«te(8mallmim-

Gishorne

bers

of

selfed,

Czar
Pershore
Yellow

cross

Bonum

no
on

Early Mirabelle

Myrobalan Red

tree)

Frogmore Damson
'

Journal 0/ Genetics, VIL,

Belgian Purple
4,

August, 1918.

statement

The Root Crops.

— The

preliminary statement

the Board of Agriculture on the produce of
the root crojis shows that the yield of Rotates
this year, 6.6 tons per acre, is equal to that of
last .year, and one-third of a ton above the
a\erage.
The total production amounts to
4.209,000 tons, by far the largest ever raised,

Violet

and 868,000 tons, or more than 25 per cent.,
above last year's record.
Turnips and Swedes
show a yield just over the average, 13.2 tons per
acre, and more than half-a-toTi above last year
the total ])i'od action, however, owing to the red'uced acreage, amounts to 12,018.000 tons, and
Mangolds,
is a little be'ow last year's total.
;

sports.

the three categories,
and partly selfwith
the
livpothesis tliat self-sterility is a recessive
character, although on that view it might
lie expected peihaps that self-sterile varieties should be self-sterile with one another.
But our knowledge of the physiology of
fertilisation does not justify our taking a
/irinri views, and it is to" be hoped that
the study of subsequent generations of
plants raised by crossing self-sterile and
of

with 20.6 tons per acre, are about 1 ton above the
avemage. but 1| tons below last year the total
production amounts to 8.231.000 tons, which,
ailthough a quarter of a million tons less than in
1917. is. apart from last j-ear. the highest since

self-fertile,

;

inconsistent

settle this

A

Hindknburg

:if

bud-sports of Golden Dro]i
and Jefferson is suspected of similar
origin.
Hence they are all one except for
the
sporting cliaracter, and tliereforc
there is notliing surprising in the fact that
the self-sterility of tlie original shows itself
in sterility between the original and its

may

:

Small Holdings for Germans.
by Field-Marshal von

1912.

—

immigrants. Plant Immiiirants, No.
contains a brief description of the Benguet
This
philippinense of Momba.
Lilium
species of white trumpet Lily is said to be
destined to become of great value both to commercial and private growers, and to be specially
noteworthy for the shortness of time between
po(bting and flowering.
L. philippinense bears
long, pure white, sweet-scented flowers on strong
Plant

140.

Lily,

point

ultimately.

Magnum

;

:

publi.shed

lie

not

—

;

says that preparations are in hand for the purchase of 100,000 small holdings from the public
funds to be transl'eiTed cheaply to farmers,
gardenei-s, and artizans.
For town workers, employees, officials, and the like, garden oities are
to be built, where the houses will be rented at
a moderate rate of interest on the cost of construction.
The statement concludes with an appeal to the soldiera to save the Gei-man Fatherland by German discipline and German sense of
order, and thus to prepare their own future
happiness.

:

is

allied

;

and Jefferson. These varieties are
apparently Incompatible that is to say,
tliey will not strv- as pollenisers of one
As the author points out, this
anotlier.
case is specially interesting in view of the

The existence

;

;

A'iolet

self-fertile varieties

A'ictoria

flowers

but

other

Bavay
OuIIin'sGoldenGage
Belle de Louvain
Atonarch
Prince Engellieit

:

;

is welcome news.
The •only exception i.s that of tlie Plums
Coe's Golden Drop, Crimson Drop, Coe"s

fertile,

PLUJIS.

secre-

—

the fruit grower

Coe'.s

if

a.n,d

R.H.S. Fortnightly Meetings, 1919.
The
following dat-es have ln-cii tixid liy the Council
Royal Hortii ultural Society for the fortnightly meetings during 1919, to be held in the
Drill Hall of the London Scottish Regiment,
Buckingham Gate, Westminster
January 14.
28; February 11, 25; March 11, 25; April 8,
29 May 13, 27 June 17 July 1, 15, 29 August
12. 26
September 9. 23 October 7, 21 November 4. 18
December 2.

:

to

be obliged

botanioa.1,

of the

search for suitable polleni.sers any variety
whose flowers bear plenty of pollen, provided it flowers simultaneously with the
variety to be pollinated, will do fnr planting among self-sterile varieties.
This to

Crimson Drop and

shall

shows and other fixtures for the coming year,
for insertion in our Annual AIma.nac for 1919.

.Mthough tiie author is properly cautious
with respect to general conclusions, it appears fairly certain from the evidence
which she adduces that, with one e.xception, self-sterile varieties show themselves
fertile with the pollen of all other varieties.
If this be so, it follows that there
is
no need for making experimental

known

—We

lioiticukural,

(if

all

Sturmer Pippin
Washington
French Paradise
Crimson Bramley

self-sterile,

in tlie classified list.

Our Almanac.
taries

—

societies will send us immediajte information of

Stirling Castle

fact that

so

For

it

Governor Wood
Guigne d'Annonay
Kentish Red

are

is

example, Bigarreau Frogmore Early set
no fruit in 80 tests made by pollinating
with Late Duke, and none in 6-3 tests
made with Bigarreau de Schrecken as the
pollen parent.
Indeed, an inspection of
the most extremely valuable table rer
cording the results of the numerous
experiments seems to suggest that something very like
incompatibility
does
exist in Cherries
that is, that certain
varieties only are efficient as pollenisers.
Yet it has to be remembered that pollination is often chancy work
even when
carried out with the utmost care
and
hence on this important point we must
await the results of further investigation.

Duke

Morello

Early Rivers
Elton

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER. Sent OS
early in the week as poss'hle. and duly signed h"
If desired, the sianuture will not be
the writer.
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.
AvF.RAOE ME4H Tempebatdre
deduced from observ.it^ons

Self-Fertile.
Flemish Red
Jjite

[DEr-EMBER 14, 1918.

stems with gra^ceiful foliage.
This species was
should be added that although in the
fiiist
described by Mr. J. G. Baker in Gard.
case of Plums any polleniser will appaChriin.. Augm.^it 23. 1873. and was illustrated in
rentlv serve to render fertile any self-,
the .s-ame issue (fig. 243).
sterile variety, in the case of Cherries theji*:
A New Source of Alcohol. In a recent comevidence is not so clear. In some Cherry
munication to the French Association of CheIt

,

—

THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.
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mist« of Sugar-refiiun'y and Distillery, Mr. H.
CoLfN, professor at the Catholic In.stitute, Paris,
mentions Anthriscus sylvestris as a [x>ssible
source of alcohol in present conditions.
The
root of this plant, which is verj' abundant in
parts, in fields and woods, contains a considerable quantity of crj'stallisable sugar and starch'.
Mr. Colin obtained the following results from
100 grammes of fresh material Reducible sugar.
gr. 96; saccharose, 5 gr. 64: starch, 14 gr. 50.
The root also contains an active principle
having a strong and disagreeable smell, but the
author was able to assure himself that the principle is in no way poisonous, and that in any
event it would not hinder the development of
yeast when fermenting.
The plant is bieimial,
and it would therefore be at the end of the first
yeai- of growth that the roots should be collected.
At Verrieres, Anthriscus sylvestris has formed
the subject of an interesting e.xperiment in selec-

tsndeni of tho gardens at
nilUii-iil

which, begun in 1874, is still progressing.
This experiment was set on foot by Henry de
ViLMORiN, with the aim of replying to certain
objections made to the efforts of his grandfather*

tion,

ameliorate the wild Carrot.

An

Agricultural

Peace Memorial.

—A

University
proposal to

Proposed
commemorate

as

by establishing a Lincolnshire University
emanates from the Rev. H. Cotton Smith, vicar
of Bourne. It is suggested that such a university
should be established at Grantham or Spiilding
I'eiu::c

the

In

special

interest of scientific

Mciiuii.

Mr. E.

J.

John limes HortiiSurivy,

in

suivos

Aixard. Mr. Hoskinc

is a C'ornishnian, wjio commenced liis garde.iiini;
career in the gardens at Penalverae, Penzance,
the residence of T. R. Bolitho, Esq., where he
was employed for five yea^re.
Fifteen months
of training at Kew folkiwed, and from Kew he
went to the Cambridge University Botanic
(ra-rdens,, where he ivmained senior forexnan for
eleven yea.rs.
From Cambridge Mr. Hosking
obtained the position of lecturer and head of
tlie horticultnra.1 department under the Lancashire County Council, and was at the same time
Hon. Lecturer on Plant Pathology at Liverpool University.
After three years' work in
the Livei:j:ool district he was appointed Lecturer and Superintendent of the Horticultural
Department at the West of Scot'and Agricultural College; here, with a district covering no
fewer than ten counties, Mx. Hoskinc. con
ducted clai!«es for t-eiichere in school gai'dening
and rural knowledge, formed a demonstration
fruit plot and demonstration
school garden
p'ots at Kilmarnock, had cJiarge of the gardens
at Jordanhill House, and superWsed the estab
lishment of
a Fruit Demonstration Farm
in
Lanark, besides lecturing and advising
through'ut the whole are.a covering the activi-

:

to

IiistiUite,

sioii to tlie late

tlu'

agriculture.

Retirement of Mr. J. H. Goodacre.— After

'

Ml!

"

INNES

j

thCj,

}

i'r

War

THE NEW

SI!1'ER IN

IIORTK I'LTURAL

I

EMILNT OF

INSTITrTE.

As an author Mr. Hosking

known through

({urdeniny.
Willi
a Oii'iiIk III
llnrliciilliirc
(University
Tutorial Press), and five bulletins on Schocl
Gardening, etc., issued by the West of Scotland
Agricu'tural
College.
Throughout his
career Mr. Hosking h«is taken the keenest
>"terest in his work, and won the high esteem
"^ "" '*''' as.sociates a,s a practical demonstra
'o'" *"<* capable ktturer.
His wide experience
of men jis well as of ])Iants and their cultivation fits him for his jiost at Merton, and
Kewites will be delighted to know that the important post of .Superintendent at the John
Innes Horticidtural Institute is to be held for
second time bv a former member of the Kew
is

world has learned to laugh again.
Mt. Raven''
Hill's cartoon of the war-scarred 1918 handing J

young

nosKINc;.
.lOIIN

ties of tlie College.

particular: for instance, the illustrated joke on
Watering Roses and the one on Intensive Leisure
on the Land will evoke hearty and under&tand-l

Ml the torch of victorv to the vigorous
1919 is a fine conclnsir.'n to the .Mmanac.

A.

rilE

,

now that

:

H.

CowLES,

C.

Chicago,

The

LTniversity

of

(Chicago,

Editor for Ecology and Plant GeoDuggar, Missouri Botanical
St. Louis, Mo., Editor for Physiology;
C. .Stuart Gagee, Brooklyn Botanic Garden,
Braoklyn, N.Y., Editor for Botanical Education; G. M. Geeenman. Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis. Mo., Editor for Taxonomy of
.Seed-Plants and Vascular Cri'ptograms
Henry
Kkaemek, Univei'sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Midi.,
Editor for Phiarmacognosy
Donald
Reddick, Cornell Univei-sity, Ithaca, N.Y.,
Editor for Pathology
J. R. Schramm. Cornell
I'niversity, Ithaca, N.Y., Editor for Taxonomy
of Non-Vascular Cryptograjiis
G. H. Skull,
Rrinceton University, Princeton, N..I., Editor
for Genetics
E. W. Sinnott, Connecticut Agiiciiitunal
College,
Stori's,
Conn., Editor for
Morphology, Anatomy, and Histology Raphael
ZoN. U.S. Forest Service, Washington, D.C.,
Editor for Forestry. The Editoi-s for Agronomy,
Soil Technology, and Plant Production will be
annoiuiced ilator, as also will be sectional editors
for other countries than the United States. The
journal is pubOished as an Allied protest againsit
III.

graphy
Garden,

;

,

M.

B.

;

:

;

;

:

:

German-published Jinlnnixclim Oentrnlhlnfl.
is intend«d to be international, and to
give rapid pmblication of abstracts of all papers
hearing on "botanical science published in all
parts of the world. Editors for each subject are
being arranged in Allied countries.
The first
number consists of 36 |>:iges, 7 inches by 19^

" Punch " Almanac for 1919.— The
main
features of Mr. Punch's Almanac for 1919 are
topical, and both illustrations and te.xt are calculated to produce that tonic effect so desirable
at the close of an influenza
epidemic. " If
Parliament Wei-e Called l^p " is a delightful
douhle-page l' lustration in which, among other
things, Mr. Prothero is depicted busily turn
ing up the camp .-illotment.
The beauty, of the
Almajiac is that its humour appeals to everyone in general, and to practically everj-one in

laughter from horticulturists,

Univei-sity,

The work

topiary

in{;

W. Berry, The Johns Hopkins

E.

Baltimore, Md., Editor for Pa.Ieobot.any aiid
Evolutionary History; (J. J. Chamberlain, The
University of Chica,go, Chicago, III., Editor of
Cytology W. H. Chandler, Cornell University,
Ithaca," N.Y., Editor for Horticulture; H. j.
Conn, New York Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, N.Y., Editor for Bacteriology;

the

a very long period as head gardener at Elvaston
Castle, Derby, the veteran Mr. .1. H. Goodacre
is retiring from active service, and a wide circle
of friends will join heartily in the wish that he
may enjoy many yeai-s of health and happiness.
Mr. J. H. Goodacre has had charge of an old
and famous garden, and one of the few where
is still a great feature.
As a .skilful
cultivator and exhibitor of botli hardy and indoor fruits he has been in the front rank of
succeaeful competitors at London, .Shrewsbury,
and other shows, for many years. He is to be
succeeded by his son, Mr. B. Goodacre, who
now becomes gardener to tlie Earl of Harrino
ton, at Elvaston Castle, after twelve years'
service as gardener to Sir E. Cassei , at ^^l)ul
ton Paddocks, Newmarket.
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Horticultural Relief Fund.—The Lonnl
Mayor will preside at a meeting, to be held at*']
the Mansion House on December 18. in support of
the Royal Horticultural Society's War Horticul-'*.
tural Relief Fund.
The principal speakers an-*'!
nounced are Lord Grexfkll (President, R.H.S.),'.'
Garden staff
Col. Lord BuRNttAM, The Speaker, Lady North-'"
A New Botanical Journal.— The first number
COTE, Cx)l. Sir Chas. C. Wakefield, and Sir
of the new American journal, Botanirol AhH/ViiRY .1. Veitch, hon. treasurer of the Fund.
ulritrtn. has jii.-:t rciiched this country.
PubThe meeting will commence at 3 p.m., and the
lished in .September, 1918, it
appears rather
Serbian Choir will be in attendance from 3 to
later
than
been
at
first
had
expected.
On
the
3.30 p.m.
front page the Editorial Board is given as fol
New Garden Superintendent at the John lows
Editorial Board
Burton E. Livingston.
Innes Horticultural Institute.— W. barn thai
Editor -in-Chief The .Johns Hopkins University,
Mr. .\. HosKiNi: has been ;i.ppointed superin
Baltimore. Maryland
.1.
H. Barnhart, New
York Botanical Garden, New York T'ity, Editor
the Iiitcrmtlonal
for
Bibliography,
Biography, and
Hist-orj'
,;

''

:

,

It
would make it much easier for
inches.
readers to find the subjects in whicn they
were particularly interested if, on the cover,
the page nuiniber on which abstracts under
A change
that heading appeared were given.
which would be much more difficult to make,
which perhaps would have to be deferred
;iiid
until the fir.st volume is complete, is the change
in the width of the printing column in the page.
.\« it is, the printing column is 5 inches wide,
while tlie average international card -index card
is about one-eighth inch less, and in any case a
margin is necessary, so that a printing column
of 4i inches would be more useful for those
who wish to cut up andi paste each reference
on a card index. In other respects, the editors
can be vvarmlv congratulated on a well-printed,
clearly spaced, serviceable journal, which should
be in the hands of all bo'ani.sts.

The Anatomy of the Potato Plant.— This
excellent and beautifully illustrated diesc.ri|>tion
of the anatomy of the Potato plant * should be
studied by all engaged in scientific investigation
and in particular by plant
of the Potato,
pathologists.
From the practical point of view
The obit contains miUich that is of interest.
servations oni the di.'strihution and frequent
of
the phloem elements (sieve
anastomose.5
tubes), including the development of secondary
phloem at the time of flowering are evidently
correlated with the need for large tracts of
crude sap-conductimg tissues in oixler to admit
The
of the amassing of starch by the tuber.
author also shoiws that the view often put forformed
by
(bulk
of
tuber
is
ward that the
the
the pith is inaccurate, and that it is the cellular
tissue external to the pith which contributes
most to the body of the tuber.

The Storage of Sulphate of Ammonia.— In
the Food Production Leaflet No. 53, issued by
the Board of Agriculture, it is pointed out that
whether sulphate of ammonia is stored in
bags or loose in a heap, the building in whicli
it

is

tioii'

kept should be dry and an efficient pi-otecfrom rain. Sacks of sulphate of ,i;mmonia

,

;

;

•
ti>

"Anatnmvof
tlio

wager,

the Potato Plant, with Special lUferen^e
Ontoiteny of the Vasciiliir System," by E. F. Artscho' Agric. Itesearrh, Wasliiiiittnn, XIV., No. 0.

J cum.
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should he piled on a platform raised 6 inches
from the floor, a 3inoh layer of some dry sub
stance Ibeing placed beneath the platform to
absoA any moisture draining from the sacks.
The dry substance may be either Castor -meal.
Eape-meal, bone-flour, or raw-bone meal (which
can be a/fterward* used as fertilisers), but chalk,
lime, or basic slag must not be used, as they
would liberate ammonia from the sulphate.
W'hen the sulphate of ammonia is to be stored
in a heap, the floor should first be covered to
a d«pth of 6 inches with one of the absorbent
s^ibstances munitioned) above (failing these, a
layer of dry soil, sand, or sawdust may be used.)
Before being applied to the land tlie sulphate
should be freed from lumps, and may with advantage be passed through a i-inch riddle. This
"
will not be necessary in tlie case of " neutral
sulphate (i.e. containing le«s than 0.025 per cent,
of free acid), whjich contains no lumps and does

Farmers are recommended to secure
not cake.
the neutral sulphate Wherever possible, as this
does not rot the bags, and can. moreover, be
apjjlied to the land tlirough a drill.

War

—We

leam with

that Corpl.
7th Batt. Royal
West Kents, has died of wounds received in
He w.as the
action on November 5. in Faiance.
onily remaininig and youngest son of Mr. and

Items.

regi'et

Edwarp Herbert Fishenden.

Mrs. E. H. Fishenden, of The Gardens, Great
He was only 19^
Culverdcn, Tunbridge Wells.
years of age, and joined the Coloui's in October,
1914.
He had two years' service in France,
had been woimded three times, 'and gassed once.
In August, 1917, he was made King's Corporal
on Uie field for gallantry. He pa.ssed peacefully
away on November 7, and is laid to rest in the
Mr.
British Militai-y Cemetery at Fremont.
and Mrs. Fishenden losit their eldest son,
Signalman H. A. Fishenden, a.ged 31 years, in
January of this year. He went down with his
" Racoon."
Their daughter is
ship. H.M.S.
Corpl. Fishenden
serving with Q.M.A.A.C.
stai-ted work in the .gardens alt Woodbrid.ge
Abbey, Suffolk, where his father was gardener.
He went to Tunbridge Wei's ahout five years
ago, whei'e he was emiployed with his father at
The Huntleys. Signalman Harry A. Fishenden
commenced his gardening career under bis
He was
father at Stutton Hall, near Ipswich.
later
employed
the
C'liaiitry
Gardens.
at
Ipswich at Shoreham Place, Kent East Sutton
Park; Park Hatch, Surrey; and Belton Gardens, Isle of Man.
His last position was as
gardener to Mrs. Bl\ck, Cranham Holme, llp:

;

minster.
of war.

He

joined the

Navy on

the outbreak

M. Maurice Madelin, for sotme time employed by Messrs. W. Wells and Co., of
.Merstham, has been employed as interpreter
with an American in'fanti'y regiment. His many

be interested

to

know that he has 'been awarded the Croix
Guerre.

de

friends

in

this

coiunitry

will

M. Pinguet-Gtjindon, of Tours, has had
the great misfortune to lose both his sons in the
war. The younger, Louis, was kilted before his
brother Roger, a sergeant-major in Uie Engineers, who died from wounds received at Villotte
only a short time before the armistice was
signed.

We

regret to leam that Lieut. Robert
Crodx, son of the well-known fruit-tree grower,
M. Croux, of Chatenay (Seine), was mortally
wounded in action quite recently.

Publications Keceivea.— Workofthe TruckeeCarson Reclamation Project Experiment Farm
1917. (Pubbshed by I'.S. Department of
Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington.)— ACu; BuWetm, No. 7, 1918, and Appendix

in

II.

(Published

by

H.M.

Stationery

Ofiice.)—

Apple Powdery Mildew and its Control in
the Arid Regions of the Pacific North-west.
By W. A. Taylor. (Published by U.S. Department

of Agriculture as Bulletin

No. 712.)

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
November is commonly considei-ed to be the
best mionth for planting fruit trees, but it is
seldom fchiat it offers such favouratle opportuniIt is true
ties for the work as it did this year.
that the rainfall at my place was about normal.
2.40 inches falling on thirteen days, but there
was a period of twelve days without rain from
indeed, there
.th« 12th to th© 25rd inclusive
was little to interru'pt the work from the foniier
date to the end of the month. Twelve white
frosts were recorded, the thermometer on the
grass registering 7° on two occasions, but the
frost was never of sufficient duration to harden
the ground and make the soil unworka.ble.
Thus the trees have gone in very well indeed.
Goodi progress has also been made with the digging of the older plantations, work which must
still be done by women, owing to the scarcity
The women have now learned
of male labour.
to dig fairly well, though they are slow, owing
to the work heing really heyond their strength.
The fixed wage for women is now 5d. per horn-,
and at this rate the operation is very expensive.
I cannot, however, see any satisfactory way of
escaping it where the trees and bush-es have
.grown to such an extent as to prevent horse'
cultivation.
Where this is not the case I am
going to try the new Fruit Farm plough invented by Messrs. Seabrook and Udall, a description of which was given in Guril. Chrcm., Sept. 7,
The implement has arrived, but
1918, page 103.
has not yet been tested.
Should its work fulfil
expectations it will effect considerable economy
in the cultivation of market plantations.

[December

winter pruning of all fruit trees.
Unless this
done it is doubtful whether spraying can
is
be completely successful.
At any rate, one
process helps the other.
Large pieces of wood
should be collected and burnt, but it is impossible to gather up small bits, such as spurs, in
a large plantation.
The next best treatment is
to dig them into the ground.
Even if they have
to be left on the surface, they aJ'e less lialble
to do harm there than on the trees.

—

Young Fruit Trees.
to be only two ways of ohtaining exactly the kind of young fruit trees suitable
for planting.
The best is, no doubt, to
The other
see them growing in the nursery.
buy maidens and train them yourself.
is to
Even then the -buyer is quite in the nurseryman's hands with regard, to the stock on
As mentaoiijed in a
which they are work«i.
previous article, I required bushes on the ParaIt was necessary to
dise with 18-inch stems.
go to five nurserymen to get these in the varieties selected, and then few of them could guaranNo doulbt they
tee quite this length of .stem.
have done their best, but few of the trees have
st^ms much over 12 inches to 15 inches long.
However, most of them have something of a
,stem, so that it is possible to put a narrowband of wire netting round them to prevent
gnawing "by rabbit«. The question is, how wide
have
a band is necessary to ensure safety ?
previously used 2-feet bands for halt-standards.
I think 1^ foot is sufficient, but am doubtful
whether less will 'prnve an absolute protection.

There appear

We

Of course, the rabbits could stand up and gnaw
the lower branches, but it is hoped that a
fairly wide circle of netting, standing well away
from the stem, will alarm them even if it does
mischief a physical impossispell of severe weatilier will
At any rate, the
probably settle the point.
stems will be safe, and that is the vital point.
not render

bility.

The

their

finst

Brown Rot on Plum

14. 1918.

Winter Moth.

The

wingless females of the Winter Moth
began to ascend the trees in large numbers
a,bout the middle of November, as shown by
those traipped on the grease-bands. The catch
of males is even more numerous, many of the
bands being thickly sprinkled with them. This
is, perhaps, rather a drawback than otherwise, as
there is little to be gained by destroying males,
whilst their bodies reduce the sticky area of
the bands and may enable females to pass over
in some cases.
The fact of there being so
many moths shows that plenty of caterpillars
survived spraying with arsenate of lead in the
spring, ,and were able to complete their lifecycle.

Spraying Machines.
For several years spraying has been done here
with a " battery " of pneumatic knapsack
sprayers, charged with both air and liquid from
one powerful pump. The system has worked
well enough, but the apparatus was practically
worn out at the close of last spraying season.
In selecting la new machine I aimed at something that would get over the ground more
rapidly and deliver the spray with more pressure behind it.
The latter is an imi|X)rtant
point when the trees grow- tall, and it is also
very desirable when
dealing with aphides.
,A.fter careful consideration it has been decided
that nothing less than a power sprayer, driven
,by a petrol-paraffin engine, would prove really
satisfactory in orchards arranged as they are
.here.

In selecting spraying apparatus there are
points to be taken into account.
In
orchards with plenty of space between the trees,
and no bushes or other crops beneath tHiem, one"
of the numerous manual sprayers, witlh tank
,and pump on wheels, moved in much the same
way as a wheelbarrow, does good woi'k. On
.hilly or soft ground, however, it is almost impossible to shift such an outfit. A horse-drawn
machine with manual pump overcomes this difficulty, but has the disadvantage of keeping a
horse standing where it might be doing more
useful work elsewhere.
For orchards where it
is impossible to draw
a machine between the
rows the cfhoice is between knapsack sprayers
and outfits which have the pump and tank on'
the headland and deliver the fluid through long
hoses.
Knapsack sprayers answer very well!
indeed if the trees are reasonably small, and
there is nothing more convenient for getting
about amongst crowded growth, but they are too
slow on n large place, and have insuflBcient
severa^l

power

for tall trees.

Of machines

to

work

fi-om

the headland there are two classes, manual and
Some of the former are pumped by one
man, others by two, but my experience is that
all powerful pumps need
two men to obtain
sufficient force behind the spray.
Catalogues
too often state that such outfits " will easily supply up to 8 nozzles at a distance of 200 to
300 yards," (but the makers hesitate to corroborate such statements if approached' personally.
There is no doubt that these machines entail
very hard work and use a lot of labour. There
remain, then, the power sprayers, several excellent tvpes of which are on the market.
The
outfit I have selected delivers the ffuid through
a portable steel main, made in 15-feet lengths,
with three-way cocks at intervals, to which
rubber hoses can be attached, leading to the
lances andi nozzles.
The main is laid down beipower.

Trees.

It would be difficult to imagine anything more
tedious in the way of pruning than the treatment of large Plum trees that have been severely
This disease was very
attacked by brown rot.
prevalent at blooming time last spring, parMost of the
ticularly on the variety Czar.
brown leaves were then pulled off, but there are
hundreds of dead spurs showing plainly now
Thei'e is no doubt
th.it the leaves have fallen.
that these should be removed, because they contain the 'winter resting stage of the fungus,
which is capable of developing next spring,
distributing
and, in favourable
conditions,
It
spores to gefi'minate on healthy leaves.
a safe rule that dead and diseased wood
is
of all descriptions should be removed in the

tween- the

rowis,

and

a

large

area

can

he

;

.

December

14,
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sprayed on each side of the main if 60feet
rubber hoses are used. A horse is necessary
draw the machine from one fieid to another,
would not be difficult to move
but
it
With such an
it along the headland by hand.
outfit it will be possible to get over the ground

U'

rapidly, a point of vital im'ixjrtance in dealing
with serious attacks by insect pests, such as the
I
infei^tations
of recent years.
imagine that it may take about half an hour tt^
caterpillar

shift the main, but, once that is done, spraying
Marlet Grower.
will go on continuouslv.

CULTURAL MEMORANDA.
rRUXIXG XEWLY-PLANTED APPLE
TREES.
I

WAS very

interested in the note on p. 220
of
pruning newly-

by E. M. on the subject

planted Apple trees, and cordially agree witli
him tliat it is a very bad practice to leave
young fruit trees unpruned the season they are
planted
In my oi)inion, this, and one other common
mistake, is answerable for the many miserable
and stunted orchard trees one sees in all parts
of the countrj', and unless remediail measures
are taken in good time such trees will never
make healthy and productive specimens.
The majority of amateure are afraid to prune
for fear of doing harm, and I believe that advice is often given them not to pnine newlyIf young trees are normal,
[ilanted fruit trees.
healthy specimens, they should always be moderately pruned the same season, perhaps rather
I u.snally do it
later than one usually prunes
just before growth commences in the spring.
Many people are more concerned about the few
fruits they obtain the first season than about
building u,p a attrong tree for the future, and yet

—

in the case of other fruits,

striking confirmation of the evil resu'ts of letting
the grass grow close to the stems ef fruit trees.
Various ex])eriments had been made, but so pronounced were the disastrous results of leaving
the grass to grow around the stems that no one
seeing them could but be convinced of the evils
of the practice.

When asked to advise on the subject of planting fruit trees in grass. I always suggest stations 6 feet in diameter, the stations to be kept
quite clear of grass and weeds, and increased in
size as the trees i^row.
In cases where trees

have become stunted, by over-cropping in a youn^
non-pruning when newly planted, allowing the gnass to grow over their roots, or by a
combination of these evils, I would suggest hard
pruning as the only treatment likely to be permanently successful, allowing the trees to carry
state,

very little fruit for a year, clearing the soil for
several feet arinmd the base of the tree, and
giving manurial assistance.
I have had a s^triking illustration of what this
treatment can produce. Many years ago, after
planting some standard orchard trees, one or
two trees of Lane's Prince Albert became
stunted and pei-sistently refused to grow, and
I
cut the
bore a quantity of .small fruits.
situmted growth off almost close to the head of
the standard, with the result that a new head
of clean growths was made the first season afterwards, thus laying the foundiajtion of a healthy
and vigorous tree. /. G. Wextnn, Eiixtirell Pari-

Giirdenn.
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such as the vine, they

would condemn the practice.
The second connnon error is that of allowing
the grass to grow close up to the stems of young
fruit trees.
I believe that two operations in
orchard Apple culture, viz., pruning the first
season and keeping the ground clean, are the
principal steps towards success.
When visiting the R.H.S. Gardens at Wisley
last year, I saw in the experimental quai'ter a

;

FRUIT REGISTER.

PEAR

P.\SSE

CRASSANE.

R.USED by M. Boisbunel, of Rouen, and first
fruited in 1856, the Pear named Passe Crassane
(syn. Passe Crasamie) has come to be regarded
as one of the best of varieties for use at Christ-

mas

time, notwithstanding the late Mr. Blackcontention
that it was worthless at
It is fortunate for those who have
a fair crop of this excellent Pear this season
that the fruits do not all ripen at the same time
indeed, many specimens will be in first-rate condition in February and March, if kept in a proper
fruit-room, even though the majority may be
served for dessert during the Christmas and New
Year season. The medium-sized, I'oundish-obovate
fruits are dark, russety brown, with slight yellow
shading. The flesh is melting, rich and aromatic.
Mr. Geo. Woodward regards Passe Crassane as
a Christmas Dovenne du Cornice, and con.siders
niore's

Teddington.

high culti\ation necessary tn bring tlic fiiiils tii
Some years ago, at Barliani Court,
perfection.

he

grew

ounces.

specimens

weighing

upwards

of

14

7i.

LETTERS

FROM SOLDIER-GARDENERS.
BULGARIA.

Possibly a few brief nirtes from an erstwhile
gardener now on service in Bulgaria may be of
interest to those reii/diers who have not had the
fortune, or, as

we

are

often

inclined

to think

misfortune, to visit the Balkan SUtes
it, the
on one or two previous occasions I have sent
notes from Macedonia, but they would be incomplete without one from the country we have
so recently conquered and travelled through.
South of the Belashitza Mountains, which
divide Bulgaria from Greece, or Macedonia
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innpei-, the rountry. wliilp lopogi-apliically

somc-

reality entirely different irom
tliat on the northern side; the climate of Greeee
is much <h-ier, and the soil, itself of a sandier

wliat similar,

is in

more calcareous nature, much more arid and
barren, while in Bulsaria and Serbia the atmo-

ajid

sphere seems much more damp and humid, and
the soil is vastly more fertile, being much
stronger and dark in colour, in many places
almost resembling old potting-soil. or a mixture

mountain ranges and spurs are at present uuculti
vated, though this may, of course, be due to
the war-tinv conditions which ha\e so long jire
vailed, but tlu- fact remains that from a food
producing staiidiKunt this coiuitry should rank
/. /?.
secmid to none in the Balkan States.
Palmer (ISth Field Ambulance), lute of FUst.me
Gfirrlens,

Tarporhi/. Choliire.

of loam and leaf -mould.

Naturally,

field

little

horticultural point of view, there would
tainly be far less poverty among them.

cer-

At prejient, however, every peasant appears to
be a small-holder on a limited scale, and on his
small pa.t<-h of land he and' his family are almost
The
wholly dependent for their food supply.
staple food crop is Maize, which grows to perfection
the Corn-cobs are harvested by handpicking by the women and children. After being
;

dried audi stripped of their outer covering, the
Corn is ground by the old-fashioned stone-milling
process, and the flour, or meal, used for all
baking purposes, while the offal is the only form
of grain food used for oxen, which do all transport work both on the land and by road. The
Maize straw is used for a variety of purposes,

but principally as winter fodder for cattle.
Vegetables are grown in small quantities, but
always of excellent quality; the most important
is a large and somewhat coarse variety of Vegetable Marrow, which is sown in the open fields
between the rows of Maize. The Marrows are
never cut green, but are left on the plants to
ripen imtil the maize is harvested, when they are
collected ajid stored for winter use.
I might add, in passing, that these ripe Marrows, far from being tough, are most excellent
when cooked, the writer having, in less peaceful
days, on more/- than one occasion assisted in
rescuing these vegetables from our late enemy's
abandoned stores, and a most welcome addition
thev made to our Army rations.
Cabbage, of a variety not unlike a small OxCabbage, is grown in small quantities, as also
are Leeks, but these latter are almost invariably
ns^d before they come to maturity.
Aubergines are a favourite cixip, but their
fruit is seldom cooked to the best advantage,
and a large variety of Capsicum is also widely
grown, every cottage an^ hut having strings of
the brightly-coloured pods hung out to dry
during the autumn.
The most favoured garden crop, however, is
the Tloiniato
the seeds are sown in the ojien
gH-ound, and -without the least attention the
plants produce amazing crops of fruit.
The
plants .are allowed to branch and straggle along
the ground in tangled profusion, but they always
apipear to bear a wonderful quantity of fruit "of
;

remarkable quality.

For flowers or decorative plants the Slav races
appear to have no use or liking at all, but my
notes would be incomplete without mention of
Tobacco, which, next to Maiz", is by far the
most important and, I should judge, "the moist
lucrative product of the land.
I have- been
unable, so far, to name the variety, but the

which reach a height of upwards of
6 feet, bear broad leaves of very fine texture,
surmounted by a .»mall, deep pink inflorescence.
Of the finished product I am afraid that I perplants,

sonally cannot speak in terms of vei-y
great
admiration, as the scent and flavour leave
much
to be desired, but I believe it is
regarded by
the natives and some connoisseurs as
being of
excellent quality
cei-tainly it is far preferable
to the tobacco .smoked bv the
German troops
which IS not unlike chips of Oak bark.
Cotton is grown here in some districts,
but T
have never seen anything in the
nature of a
( otton-miill
or factory, so am miable to sav
wh,-it use is made of it.
;

Huge

tracts of fertile land

between the manv

The Onion

rather smaller than the ordinary house fly, which it very much resemb'.es.
It batches about the first week in May from a
chrysalis which has remained in the ground all
the winter, ajid commences laying its eggs on
The eggs
the Onion plants about a week later.
moisture to assist hatching,
require a little
consequently when deposited during dry weather
they remain dormant until the first wet day,
when they quickly hatch and the grubs begin
into the tiny bulb.
The fly
to eat their way
cainiot survive frost, and if frost or very cold
weather occurs just after the grubs are hatched
many are destroyed before they have time
This is the reason why the
to do any damage.
pest is not so troublesome in some seasons as
The fly is guided to the Onion by
in others.
and an unhealthy plant or
its sense of smell,
one that has been attacked by wii-»-worm or
other ground insect always seems to be the first
.attacked.
It is by oblitei'ating the smell of the
Onion that such things as soot or paraffin are rse-

Flf;.

96.

—THE

fly is

:

ANTHONYI.\ CEPARfM.

After the grubs are fully grown, which
ful.
takes two or three weeks, they leave the Onion
and bury themselves in the ground at a depth
varying according to the condition of the soil,
but seldom more than 6 inches. Before the grubs
leave the Onion they may be killed by paratiin
emulsion at a strength of one in ten this specific
will not harm the Onions, but will kill the grub
In preif it reaches them in less than an hour.
paring soil for an Onion bed it is a good plan
to trench it two spits deep and very carefully
bury the top spit, in which most of the chrysalids
harbour, fcu' as the fly emerges directly from
the chrysalis it cannot emerge through, say, 12
;

soil,

and

so

it

perishes.

Directly the

make their appearance efforts should be
to poison them.
Their ordinary food is

first flies

made

pollen and decaying vegetable refuse, but they
are vei'y fond of anything sweet, and can be

poisoned by placing ordinary fly-papers
soaked in sweetened water in saucers between
the rows of Onions during fine weather.
They
can also be caught on ordinary sticky fly-papers
stretched between the rows.
By poisoning or
catching the first few flies, more can be done
to prevent the ravages of the grubs than all the
deterrents put together.
Without doubt the best
way for anyone who cannot succeed is to refrain

easily

from growing Onions for one year, as the pest
would then die out, and although flies do migrate
to some extent, there would be insuflicient to
destroy a crop grown, say, one hundred yards
fiy>m where they were grown the pre\"ious year.
These methods can also be applied to the Carrot
fly and the Cabbage ixjot maggot flv with equal
success.
Ciirxltinei.

Pohitison,
Lnnenxliire.

IT.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
(The Editors do not hold themselvet re^pongible for
the

opinions

expressed

by

correspondents-)

Chamber

of Horticulture.— It is to be hoped
that growers joniing the Chamber will, in their
own interests, make it the early business of a
committee to inquire into, and press for legislation relating to, a minimum standard quality
for commei~cial chemical sprays bearing worldkjiown namies such as lime-sulphur, arsenate of
lead, potassiirm sulphide (liver of sulphur), and
othei-s.
advocated such legislation in the
Press some years ago, and are now more strongly
than ever convinced of its necessity if gi-owei's
are to Ibe saf eguaixled
The question of commercial copper sprays for fungous diseases is on
another plane, as the percentage of copper gives
no real clue to their effectiveness, for reasons
well known to scientists and proved by the
practical experience of growers.
It
is
also
evident that materials such as are offered by reputable firms made to their own research
formulae (and not coming undei- genei-al classification and nomenclature such as the examples
iriven) could not fairly be controlled.
Walter
T'.>.« nnil Co.. Ltd.
.

Bud Variation in Potatos.— I am glad that
Mr. Taylor, on p. 229, calls attention to a statement in my Omiskirk paper, which I admit
gives ground for criticism, and requires explanation.
It wou'd have been more accurate to
state that " in nearly every instance " where a
ne\v variety is said to have arisen by bud variawhole of the tubers at the base of the
plant, when lifted, differ entirely froiu othere
In the plot.
The present discussion, I think,
began by one of your correspondents advising
Potato growers not to remove so-called " rogues "
from their Potato crops, as they might prove
to be new and distinct varieties of superior
merit, and it is beyond all question that the
plants so referred "to would, when lifted, be
found to be bearing tubers which were all like
one another, and different from the rest of the
tubers in the crop.
That there are cases where
one or more tubers at the base of a plant differ
in certain respects from the others, is a fact
with which we are all familiar, but no one has
ever suggested that the presence of such tubers
would so alter the character of the plant as to
give it the appearance of a "rogue" in tlie
growing icrop. tlie presence of such tuber or
tion, the

when the crop was
It would have helped us all if Mr.
Taylor had explained precisely what he meant
by the terra "mutants," for the first essential,
tubers being only noticeable

ONION FLY

(Magrgot .and Pupn, nuignafied.)

inches of

14, 1918.
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THE ONION FLY.

and garden crops flourish here

or no artificial assistance, and if only
the natives would appreciate the vast possibilities of their country from an agricultural and

with

[December

Siinni/

rinuh.

Fnrtim.

lifted.

in considering a subject like the present, is to
be e-x)act in regard to the terms used.
Pre-

sumably Mr. Tay'ftr implies by the term
" mutant " a new and distinct variety, and
not merely a colour variation. But although Mr.
Taylor reports that he has obtained two instances
this year where certain tubers differ from others
borne ujxin the same i)!ant, neither he nor anyone else has given a single instance of any one
of the distinct varieties of Potatos now in" commerce having arisen in this way. There is no
reason to suppose that in the two " mutants "
Mr. Taylor has obtained this year, we shall find
that nature has adopted an abnormal method of
originating new and distinct varieties, and we

may

anticipate

that

these

"mutants"

wi'.l,

under cultivation, if they differ in any way
from the type, do so only in regard to the
colour of the skin.
In your issue of November 23, Mr. Jackson made some further quotations from Darwin in suppoit of the claim tliat
new and distinct varieties of Potatos have arisen
by bud-variation as well as from grafts. It is
obvious, however, from a study of the context,
that Darwin was quoting the reports of experiments made by others rather than by himself.
There is nothing to show Oiat Darwin had any
opportunity of testing the accuracy of the statements made to him, or saw the " spoits " to
\vhich they referred.
I see no reason, therefore,
why we should take the views expressed by

Darwin as final or authoritative, more especially if these are at v<ariance with the experience
of practical and scieintific Potato growers of today, who are at least as careful and experienced as those upon whom Da.rwin was obliged
to rely.
If new and distinct varieties arose in
the manner stated, we should expect the same
results to-day. but. as mentioned above, no one
is able to point to any one of the Potatos now
in

cultivation as having originated either

bv bud-

—
Uecembek
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The reports giyeu
variation, or from grafts.
varied forms obtained by graiting
of the
Potatos ai-e a.t firet sight remarkable, but as the
grafts were taken from many vei'y different
varieties, one wou'd naturally e.vpect the same
diversity in Uie plants and tubers which they
produced.
Mr. Jackson mentions tliat he still
"
has a number of tubers of one of his '" sports
sprout
for next year's planting, and if
ready to
he can send some to Ormskirk next year it
would be interesting to see how far they can
be identified with existing varieties. I fully apJackson's
preciate the friendly tone of Mr.
agree
with him that so-called
aiK]
letter,
"sports" should be submitted to the most
Sutton.
Arthur
ri'.,'Orous tests.

W

.

—

Government Housing Scheme.
mittee feels that it is advisable when

My

com-

considering the housing scheme, sufficient ground shou'd
be allotted to each house to enable the occupier
uot only to grow sufficient vegetables for his
This
family's consumption, but fruit also.
would mean four to six houses per acre. Land
adjoining the house is much preferable to separate allotment gromid. as ensuring economy of
the worker's time. To ensure consideration being
given to the above, it suggests ihat a representabe aptive of horticultural subcommittees

jwinted

formed

any county or local committee
under the housing scheme.
T. 11.
on

RayfTx, OrfjaniKimj Serretnry, Hdrticulluriil Sub-

committee foT Eatt Kent, Kent War Agricultural

Committee.

The Pagoda at Kew.— The

iUusitration in

fig.

90 of tlie I'agoda at Kew reminds me of a sioi-y
I heard
from Sir J. t>. Hooker.
When first
built it was provided with brass bells lianging
from the projecting roofs. They suddenly disappeared.
It was discovered that George IV'.
sold them to pay his debts
(reo. Hensfuiw,
Vanehumt, Brankifoine Wood Road, Bourne!

mnuth.
Silver Leaf Disease.— I believe it would help
tho?« who arc ende<ivouring to comibat Silver
Leaf disease if owners of affected Peach and Plum
orchards would state the age of their trees, and
the nature of the subsoil.
In all cases of Silvealyeaf that have cojn<; under
my observation,
diseEised
trees,
whether Peaches or Plums,
have been aged ones with strong, deep r<x>ts
growing in stiff, clay soil.
This seems U)
suggest that the fungus causing Silver Leaf
(Stereum purpureum) follows as the result of the
roots o(f the trees entering an unsuitable clay subsoil.
If this theory be ooiTect. we can in future
prt^ent the si>read of .Silvel' Leaf by root pruning aiKl lifting the fruit trees.
John Uat^K,
Menforil {jiirr/enm, Stone,

Mr.

MoLJ^leux's thoughtful queries
on p. 210 concerning Silver Leaf disease
<are
cerUiinJy
deserving of
the
fullest attention from all interested in fruit growijig.
As Mr. Molyneux suggests, tlie cutting out of
affected branches or the destruction of, affecte<l
trees is no real remedy.
That the Food Production Department of the Board of Agriculture
cannot at present fully enlighten us ujx>n this insidious disease is doubtless due to the fact that
much research work remains to be done before
a remedy or a deterrent to the disease is found
which will enable Silver Leaf to be thortjughly
stamped out in the orchards and gardens of Great
Britain.
Without claiming to any scientific
kiiowle<lge upon the matter, and lacking the
opportunity of laboi-atoiy tests and inner reBCiirch work. I am of the opinion that the disease
is essentially a soil organism, .and any attacks
"
"
made U|Kjn a
must
E.

tree
firet come from
under
ground level. If ultimately this viewshould prove incorrect, then I should fall bark
upon the belief that bad conditions of soil and

or

ated by suckers, or oingiuated as seedlLugs aaiiong
cottage folk.
Amongst Plums the variety Victoria seems the most susceptible to the complaint, and for tliis reason for the past few seasons I have omitted this Plum from
list of
desirable N^aiieties for new fruit plantations.
I

my

do not know what Mr. Molyneux 's experiences
but it seems to me tliat the majority of trees
which suffer from Silver Leaf do not show the
disease uiitU the roots have grown well down into
the subsoil.
This seems to be an especially
noticeable feature with trees in heavy soil. The
reason for the up|jer branches often dying first
seems to be due solely to the fact that tne upward flow of sap slackens as the disease gains
headway. Yerj' noteworthy, too, is the rapid
decay of the heartwood. which also points to the
view that the attack is not an external one, upon
the foliage.
Were the attack in this simple
form it could doubtless be kept in check by
spraying.
I would advise that all hea\-y soil
should be broken up thoroughly before planting
fruit tree^, the incorporation of lime rubble (or
moi-tar rubble) and charcoal in good quantities,
the selection of vairieties that appear to be
immune, and very special care aftei planting in
Any
the use of the spade in fruit plantations.
facts that can be brought to ligjit regarding soils
which are (or are not) subject to the spread of
the disease, varieties that are subject, and varieties that are immune, and any suggestions as
to a remedy,
or.
bettei" still,
a preventive,
would pix)ve invaluable.
I
would further
suggest that plaivters of Plums and Cherries
should examine the trees and record any that
cany serious abras'ors low down on the bark or
any with imperfectly healed graft-unions. P. S.
Hai/wnril.
are,

The Fruiting of Cupressus funebris (see p.
have often lound cones on Cupressns
funebris, but never on trees under 10 to 15
years old, ai»d the coning sj)ec;mens are always
potbound. All our present stock has been raised
from Iiome-siived seeds, althougii I consider
cuttings the ([uickest method of raising plants.
232).

Hall

H.

S.. .l/ilrrrar
r)erh;i'>hin.

(;.

(.'arilins, Luiiylii/ .Mill,

Peat versus Leaf-mould.— In the course of his
niteresting " Notes from Kew," Mr. Watson remarks (p. 223j that leaf mould should be sterilised
to avoid the risk of bringing eel-worms into the
garden.
I
have long been convinced of the
superiority of peat as plant food and fertiliser.
Forasmuch as. before it is applied to the soil, it
neither harbours eel-worms, slugs, snails, or other
animal pesrts. nor permits fungous growtli of any
kind.
Its antiseptic properties, however, do not
render it indigestible by ]>lants, for one may see
how readily seedlings send their rootlets into
particles of peat and thrive on it.
Peat, of
course, is not found in every district ; nor, where
it does exist, is it always naturally in a fit state
for use.
The wet, acid stuff out of a peat moss
could not be applied to land immediately without
detriment to the crop, but exposure to sun and
frost soon disintegrates
it
and deprives it of
acidity.
Where peat is cut for fuel, there is
always plenty of dry, pulverised material lying
about, which, when riddled, makes a beautiful
compost. Best of
" peat-stour," as
lislied

is the accumulated dust
call it
beneath an e.stabHerbert Maxwell, Monreith.

all

we

peat. stack.
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SOCIETIES.
DUMFRIES AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.

"at"

drainage, or direct injurv' to the trees, are the
main causes of the complaint. Tlie reason I sug
gested that grafted trees seemed more subject to
disease than trees upon their own roots was due
to my own observations, and to tlie fact that an
imperfect graft union would jjrovide an easy
moans for .spores of the disease to enter the tree.
Further, having observed many Plums. Cherries,
etc.. u|)on their own roots in farm and cottage
gardens. T have not known of a single instaiw?*
of
Silver
Leaf occurring among such trees.
Though T recogmi.se the trutji of Mr. Molyneux 's
assertion Uiat the majority of modern fruit trees
arc necessarily "grafted" trees, Uie fact re
mains that many old-world trees were peipetu-

— We

—

XovEMBEii 30. The annual meeting of the
Dumfries and District Horticultural Society
was held in the Wesley Hall. Dumifries, on thi
30th ult.
In the absence of live presideait,
through illne.ss. Mr. A. W. M'Alister, vice-president, iire-sided. The following ofRce-boiirers were
ap|K)intedi
President, Provost S. Arnott. Sunnymead, Maxw^lltcwn vice presidents. Mr. A. W.
M'Alister, Mr. J. L. Armstrong, Mr. J. f'Toall,
:
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CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
C'H.^LKiNG Land.

From the presence of so many lai'ge pits and
quarries in chalk districts we must assume our
forefathers employed chalk largely in tlieir agricultural uperations.
Chalk is practically pure
calcium carbonate, and its application to land
diuriug tie winter, at the rate of 20 tons per
acre, provides useful work for horses and men
at a time when the land is frostbound.
The
chalk sliould b^ spread evenly over the surface
wher^ it may be pulverised by frost, rain and
w.nd, and thus gradiuilly mix with the soil, setting fi^ee some of the humus therein, but not to
the ex-teiit that lime does. Chalk amelioraites the
phj-sical character of the soil, rendering stiff
soil more easy to manipulate, and is especially
useful in fields where Turnips and Swedes are
badly affected with Finger-and-Toe disease.
Emptying the ilANURE Yards.
The ipresent is a good time to clean out the
manure yards ready for the reception of cattle
for the winter.
Where manure is not required
for the

Wheat

croji

intended tor
Potat/os next season,

land

it

should be carted on to

Mangold,

Cabbage,

and

in heaps, and
evenly over the ground subsequently.
Manure applied to the land at this season for
the crops noted provides food by Uie time the
crops are in a position to assimilate it.
Some of the j-ards may require repairing at
the base; holes should he filled with chalk or
stones to render them as dry as possible, and
allow a slope to carry away water from heavy
rains, thus adding to the comfort and welfare of
Evei-y yard should have a slie<l
the cattle.
attached 'wherein the cattle can shelter during

tipp-fd out

spread

wet or oold, windy weather by day or night.

Winter Fallows.
The land intended for spriag-eown

Oats, Bar-

Mangold, Turnips, Swedes, Vetches and
Maize sliould now be plough'?*! winter fallowed.
GeneraKy these crops follow cereals and provide
a distinct change that is beneficial to the future
ley.

—

crop.
If it so

happens that the previous straw crop
was cut high owing to laid corn, or an ample
supply of stubble was left on heavy land, the
straw" is valuable in assisting the future working
of the soil as tJie stubble decomposes.
Tlie ploughing of sucli stubbles affords u-seful
work for the horses when the ordinary fallow
worked without doing much
land' cannot be

harm

to spring cultivation.

The Plodghino

of

Grass

Land.

provision of more aratle land
by tlie ploughing-up of permanent pastui-e is
likely to take place for the spring sowing of

The enforced

cereal crops.

Many persons who are required to plough
pasture land and who have no previous experience wiill wonder when is the best time to
plough to obtain tlie best results, as there are
so many opinions, natui'adly, on sucli a wide subject.

Where Oats or Barley aje to be grown my
experience and observation leads me to state
that the month of February or early in March
is the most likely period for the crop to escape
the rawiges of wireworm, which is a foe to
guard against.
When ploughing is done in the autuimn the
mainly decayed by sowing-time in
turf has
March, and the wireworm is by that time vi^aitiiig for the cereal growth, and thus much injury
is done to the Oat or Barley crop.
No amount of rolling or the sowing of strong
stimulants, such as nitrate of soda or sulphate of
ammonia, will check the destruction of the cxirn
crop iwJien once it is attacJted by wii-eworm
accelerate the growth befoi-e an attack if you
like, but not af'ter.
.

;

Mr.

Where Potatos are to follow the grass crop
plough as early as possible, thoroughly burying
lif
the grass by the aid of the skim coulter.

son

plough] iiig is done early in February the
lurf will be mainly decomposed, and the ploughing will expos- many of the wireworms to the
.ittack by bii-ds. thus cleansing the land to a
large extent and providing a good tilth for
future (iiHivation, A'. Afoli/iieux.

;

J. Maxwell Gray and Mr. W. Hutchinson;
.secretary and treasurer, Mr. T. Douglas, Oreenbrae. Duninfries: nienilbers of
comniitt«'. Mr.
Brown, Portrack, and Mr. iM'LetKl. Dalawoodie
(gardenere). Mr. Ciiraim anA 'Mr. Thos. Hunter
(tHwler-s). and Mr. R. M'C.il! and Mr, 0. Tlobei-t-

(amateurs).

cro.'S-

—

—

—

—
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at
are placing
Relief of
the disiposail of the Agricultural
AUies Committee one of the lai-gest national
farm depots in Serbia for tlie reception and
maintenance, pending distribution, of Uie British
hope shortly
live stock whidi the fonunittee
in this
to send out as a gift from farmea-s

Serbian

As some members expressed a desire
extend the period it was suggested that tlie
be renewed at the end of the five
might
tei'm

of peace."

and English Farmers' Gifts.

Serbia
Tlie

Govenimeiit

stock, it is hoped, will in some
country.
measure assist the peasants to resume cultivato wliich they are now relands
the
tion of
the help
tui-ning, and the Committee welcoimes
the gift as useful and submake
to
faj-mers
of
stantial as possible.

The

to

years.

THE N'ATIONAL FEDERATION OF FRUIT
AND POTATO TRADES' ASSOCIATIONS.
after

December

6, 1918, tlie offices

of

HORTICULTURAL ADVLSORY
COMMITTEE.
Advisory Committee appointed by Mr. Pax>thero is em,powered to advise
Hoi-ticulturiil

him on all matters connected with the industi^.
" To advise
The actual teniis of refei'ence are
the Board of Aga-iculture and Fisheries on all
questions connected witji tlie proinotion of market
:

rillCKb FUR APPLES.
Owing to the removal of restrictions on the
importation of Apples the Food Controller has
the
issued an Order, which comes into iforce on

NEW

16th inst., revoking as from that date the Apples
and Perry Pears (Sales) Order, 1918. The new
Order controls the price of all Apples, whether
home-grown or imported.
The maximum retail price is 9d. per lb., and
retailers are required to exhibit notices stating
The maximum price on sale by the
this price..
as
first oiwner (i.e., the importer or growei-) is

—

gardening, fruit growing, and horticulture gener,a'ly, and in paiticular witli regard to the distribution of produce and the urganisation of the
tratles connected with, these industries in the

war."
The main adcommittee has appointed special sub-committees to deal with various branches of horticnltnre either sejiaivutely or by joint session.
(a)
These sub -committees are. i. Production
Fruit Sub-committee; (b) >hnk,t l!:inlen SubSnli
rnuinnttee
(d)
Nursery
(c)
committee;
(i)
llass hou.siFlower-growing Sub-committ..
EducaDi.itribntion.
3.
2.
Sub-oomraittee.
tion and Research.

situation created by the
visoi-y

:

:

I

follows

14, 1918.

Bi-cOLOURED Chrysanthemum
B. 0. Instances
are not rare where a Chi-ysantliemum flower
has reproduced its varietal colour on one half
of its area and a distinct colour on the other
In the example seni, of W. H. Thorpe,
li,alf.
one half is white, and the other half dull red.
:

Cultivation of Medicinal Plants
C. H. L.
The Royal Horticultural Society publishes a
;

On and

the National Federation of Fruit and Potato
Trades' Associations (Inc-orporated), Ltd., will be
Southamipton Street,
to 34/35,
transferred,
Strand, London. W.C. 2.

The

TRADE NOTES.

[December

lxiokle(t oil

medicinal plants, price 4d.

Failure with Chrysanthemums

;

E. C.

An

ex-

amination of the specimens sent fails to show
any disease or pest, therefore the failure must
be due to some error in cultivation or some
local influence, which can only be determined
by a careful examination on the s-pot. A
slight escape of gas working through the soil
into tile house might be responsible for the
tronble, but tlie presence erf gas would be
Whetlier am escape of gas,
readily detected.
oT the presence of sulphm- fumes from a
furiiiace is the cause of trouble, the escape is
a sligjit one, as a large amount of either coal
or suljihur gas would cause rapid defoliation.
Has the house been painted recently, or has
creosote been used in it ?

Names of Fruits

— T.

W. F.

:

Dumelow's Seedling.

Seedling; 2, Lanes
D.
1, Bramley's
Greening; 4,
Prince
Albert; 3," Winter
Emperor Alexander; 5, Northern Greening;
Nonpareil.
probaJbly
Flat
6. not reccgnised,
ir. /;.
1, Round Winter Nonesuch; 2, Brabant Bellefleui- (syn. Iron Apple).

;

:

Home-grown Apples.
First owner's price, 58s. 4d. per cwt. (packages
may be charged for as provided by the Order).

If. H. 8.
I'icHARDLA (Arum) Leaves Diseased
The plants are affe<-ted with a disease known
:

Imported Apples.
At the rate

of

Wiheu sold in paolrages.
per
Noira Scotian, sold in m. harrel oontaining
not less tita.ii. 1121b
Canadian, Maine, ditto, ditto, 1301b
Virginian and Western States, di'tto

bk^.^rel.
s.

d.

58
67
67

4

8
8

per case.
BrTTiisb OolnflTtblan, «old in
not less tJian 38Ib

<i

case containing
19
19
19
19

Wasliington, ditto, ditto, 381b
Ctolifornian, ditto, ;581h
Oregon, ditto, 381b

9
9

9
9

per cwt.

Any

variety of imported Apples, sold otJier\vise ibhian in the i>ackages mentioned

56

above

Note.— No

additional

t-iliiaage

mm

1»

made

{(^r

any

imrlmge.

prices to the importer fixed for imported
Apples are based on the existing freight rates of
£1 per barrel and 5s. per case, together with
5 per cent, for primage. These prices may from
time to time be modified to meet variation in
these charges, or other variations in cost.
On a wholesale sale of any Apples by a person
other than the first owner the maximum price is
the first owner's price, together with the addition of 6s. per scheduled barrel, or 2s. per scheduled case, or 10 per cent, on the first owner's
Transport charges and
price in any other case.
market tolls may be added, and, in the case of
home-grown Apples, certain charges set out in
the Order for the use of packages may also be

The

made.

BOYCOTT OF GERMAN SEEDS.
The pi'oceeddngs at the annual meeting of the
Agricultural Seed Trade Association, held at
the Great Eastern Hotel on tihe 9th inst., was
both interesting and lively, and there was a fine
spirit aha-oad which augers well for the futm'e.
Under the presidency of Mir. G. P. Miln, many
questions relating, to recoiiiiruction were discussed, and it was agreed that wlratever metliod
of seed testing was finali'y decided upon, it
should be one that would satisfy not only Great
Britain but also the Continent :inrl .\merica, and
that certificates of j. nriiii.iti- n :iinl |inrity should
be Lssiied by one I'.riii-li -i ii
just as in prewar days they wtic issued autliuiitatlvely from
Zurich.
Mr. Miln, who was re-elected President, .said
the Council advised that discussion on the question of trading with the enemy sjiotild be deferred until the peace tenus became known, but
^ihe meeting coiiisidered
otherwise, and amid
-great enthusiasm it unanimously passed a resolution " Thiat members of the Association should
have no Ini.sine.ss dealings with Germans or German .a.ssociations for five vears after tlie- signing

Fig. 97.

a

bi

chlihred chrysanthemum.

©bttuav^.

—We

regret to anjiounce
Sir Charles Dilke.
the death of Sir Charles Wentworth Dilke, son
of the late Sir Charles Dilke, at Brighton, on
the 7th inst.
He apeait a great pa/rt of his life
ill
foreign travel, especially in Australia and
New Zealand. He was President of the Hove
AKotment Holders' Association, and was a. gi'eat
He was
lover of natiire, especially of bird-life.
onlv forty-four vears of age.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
G. F. C, Northants.
suitable dressing of basic slag tfor
fruit trees would be 3 ozs. to the square yardof i-otiting a.rea, which may be roughly estimated by detemiining the spread of brancQies
land aJlowing 1 foot or rather more all around
After the'
as the limit of the fi'brous roots.
slag is applied, very lightly fork the surface
This
soil, taking care not to injure the roots.
fertiliser is slow'-acting, and not of a caustic
nature, therefore it is not so necessary to keep
strictly to the quantity advised as in the case
of most concentrated manures.

J5asic

Slag fou Fkuit 'Trees

A

:

soft-rot of CaJLa.
Frequently the disease
develops so rapidly that the leaf rots off at
the base before it has time to lose its green
colour.
If the conditions for the development
of the disease are favourable after the corms
are affe<?ted, the softened spots will become
dry and darker in colour. In these spots the
disease may remain dorma.nt until the conditions are favourable for it5 further development.
In this way the ooimiplaint is carried over from
season to season.
'The cause of the disease
is a minute bacteria called Bacillus aroideae.
There is no known cure, but the disease may
be kept in check by changing the soil and
selecting only heaJthy plants for stock.
afi

Seeds fob Belgian Civilians A. 0. M. Apply
to tlie Royai Hortiicultural Society, Vincent
Square, Westminsiter, stating your case amd
what you are prepared to do by way of help.
Possibly help may be afforded through the
War Horticultural Relief Fund.
H. F. W.
The
Seabrook's Black Currant
variety of Black Currant known as Seabrook's
Black was introduced by Messrs. W. Seabrook
and Sons, The Nurseries. Chelmsford.
:

:

Communications
W. E.— W. L.—J.
^T. OB.— R. H,
G.

E.— Lc.-Cpl.
T.
F.—M. B.— R, W, T,
F. R,—
P. H.— W.

Keceived.— E.
P.—J.
L.—G.

F.— G. E.— J. H.— W.

H—

J.

B.— E.

H. S.— H. E.

S,— F. H,

—
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Bennett?

Unfor-

as

"gentleman," who

appears

to

have

nomenclature, a convincing proof that the
plants must have borne their names, and
that Willi iim Bennett's interest was at least
as much botanical .as horticultural.
It is
also evident that Bennett attended, very
scrupulously to tihe naming of his plants,
or the auctioneers would never have been
.ible to undertake the cataloguing in tlie

manner

in which

we

see

it

done in this

—
—

There were two hot-housee what
should now term stove-houses tJie
upper or larger, and the lower or smaller.
There were also two greenhouses, and a
"little Hot House." in the " Lower Garden," which was probably the one near
Coal Stairs. Ijower Shadwell, already referred to.
It is noteworthy that of many
of the plants wliicli were rare in this country a centurv and a half ago Bennett's
cardcn contained several specimens distributed in the various lots.
I have extracted and arranged in alphal>etical order most of the botanical names
given in the catalogue, with such correc-

list.

we

Whitechapei Fields

Chrysanthemum nronze Molly

r

flalf-way House, Whitechapei

Rose Gulden Emblem

Women

William

tunately, beyond the statement that he was
in business as a cornfactor and biscuit
baker, I have been unable to find out anything >a1)out him. T had hoped to discover
his will at Soiiicr.sot Hotise but the only
will of that name or period I could discover
was one dated .Tanuarv 14. 1765, of William Bennett of Stratford Lanythorne in
the parish of West Ham, Essex, desci'ibed
;

:

Supple-

(Coloured

was

i
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and LTtensils, of Mr. William Benkett,
Cornfactor and Biscuit Baker, Deceas'd
which (by Order of the Executrix) will be
sold bv Auction, By Mr. Langford & Son,
on Thursday the 27tJi of this Instant,
March 1766; at the Garden, in ^Vliiteohapel Fields, next the half-way House,
leadinsr to Stepney."'
After .some details
as to viewing and whence catalogues may
be h.^d. there is an N.B. stating that
" Part of the Exotics are in a lesser Garden of Mr. Bennett's, near Coal Stairs.

245

gardeners at Kew, 1917

A WHITECHAPEL BOTANICAL
GARDEN.
"[

'

HE

most vivid

iniagiiiatioii

cau liardlj

picture a botanical garden
I
•*-

Whitechapei

as

we know

it

in the
to-day.

Nor is there any record of such an
establishment in any of the histories of
that part of London wliich I have conEven Lysons, who dealt very fully
sulted.
with the gardens of the metropolis during
the eighteenth century, is silent with regard to any horticultural feature of tlie
district.
It is true that 'WTiitecha.pel is
one of the few parishes in London which
is
almast entirely devoid of historical
annaLs.
It has, nevertheless, always been
a busy place.
In 1778 Noorthouck, in his
History of London, describes Whitechapei
"
as
a fine wide street, and is the principal eastern entrance into London from
the great eastern road. The south side of
this street is used for a ha\Tnarket three
times a weak; it is no less a market for
meat, being crowded with the shops of carcase butchers on that side all the way for
some distance lieyond the bars."' There
were many inns, and " stage coaches to the
neighbouring villages ply at all hours of
the day."

There were doubtless here, as in all
other rural suburl-ys of T/ondon, many gardens attached to large houses, and market
gardens in consideralsle numbers, up to the
beginnin<_' of the last century.
That there
was in AVhitechapel a garden of a very
special
and
interesting
character
is
I>roved by a sale catalogue which has just
recently come into my possession
a catalogue which is as rare as a book from the
press of Caxton
It is a moan-looking
little pamphlet of
six leaves, somewhat
cropped in binding but perfect as to text.

—

!

The title-page reads: "Catalogue of a
Compleat Collection of Plants. .Shrubs,
and Fruit Trees; Consi.sting chiefly of
valuable Exotics, beautiful flowers, and a
large number of Pines in full Fruit and
succession; .also Garden Dinirs, Fr.imes

.y./r.„o.„^a>^„

FiC. 98.

—THE HALF-WAY HOUSE NEXT TO BENNETT'S GARDEN

man

of considerable wealth for the
time; but there is nothing in the will to
lead me to identify him with the cornfactor
and biscuit baker. On the other hand, the
word " Executrix " on the title-page suggests that there was a will.
The fact that
the leading firm of London auctioneers,
lieen a

Langford k Son, of the Grand Piazza,
Covent Garden the rooms formerly occupied by Cock, the James Christie of his
day, and the friend of William Hogarth,
the
artist
conducted the auction,
is
evidence that the sale was regarded as an
important one, as it was one of the earliest
of its kind to be held in the neighbourhood
of London.
The contents of the garden are cata-

—

—

logued in eighty-two lots, and each lot
varied in number up to thirty or more
plants. The lots were obviously arranged
to attract the small .amateur gardener, of
whom there would probably be many in the
neighbourhood.
The remarkable fact
a.hout the sale catalogue is the approximjitelv accurate botanical character of the

tions

appeared
theses.

(=

AT

WHI

and the accepted names
to

The

Agave)

of to-day f.e
to be necessary in parenlist
is
as
follows:
Aloe

me

—

vivipara,

Amonium

plinii,

Baccharis ivefolia (= Conyza viscidula),
Bixa Orellana, Bosia yewa mori (= Bosea
Yervamora), Cedrelia (= Cedrela) odorata, Cclastrus nervosus, Cercus grandiflora (= grandiflorus), Clitoria Ternatea,
Coriaria myrtifolia, Coronilla valentia ( =
valentina). Cotyledon hemerspericum ( =
hemisphaerica), Crassula perforata, Dracontium pertusum (= Monstera pertusa),
Euphorbia padifolia (? = E. CaputMedusae), Euphorbia junusfolia, Frutex
quercifolia, Haemanthus coccineus. Hibiscus Abelmosohus, Hibiscus subdarissa ( =
sabdariffa).
Hibiscus hirtus,
Hibiscus
mutabilis, Ledrum (= Ledum) palustre,
Lotus erectus, Menispermum similis (? =
smilacinum),
tomentosum,
Mercurialis
Mula tridentata, Parkin.sonia aculeata,
Pisonia aculeata. Polypodium aureum,
Psoralea, Rivinia glabra (? = Rivina
humulis). Ruellia ciliata, Ruscus andro-

—

.
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gyiiu»

(

= SemeU

a^ndrogyna),

sodomum

Solanum

spuria.

Ssleg*
(

(

= S8lago)

= 8odomeum),

Spiraea frutex. Stapelia hirtuta, Urena- lobita.,
Viburnum dentatum, and Volkameria inerm*.
It

.

will,

I

think, be admitted that the list

if

a remarkable one for the time and place. Many
of the plants were of comparatively recent introduction, and at least three were grown by
Bennett years eai'lier than the dates recorded of
For
their introduction into Great Britain.
instance, 1779 is given in most books as the date
of the appearance of Se'ago spuria in English
gardens
and 1805 as that of both Pisonia
aculeata and Eueilia ciliata, yet both these were
cultivated by Bennett at Whitechapel forty
years earlier.
As it may be assumed that his
garden was established many years before his
death in 1765, it is reasonable to assume that
Bennett was one of the first, if not the earliest,
to grow Viburnum dentatum (1753) and Ledum
palnstre (1752), and possibly Monstera pertusa
The Widow-wail, Cneorum, was also
(1752).
grown by him, although 1793 is the date given
of the introduction of the first two of the species
to find a place in our gardens.
;

Having given a selection of the botanical
names, it will perhaps be interesting to quote a
few of the populaj- ones under which Bennett

may be found in the
unpuiblished and voluminous correspondence of
the latter to Bennett, but nothing appears to be
in the selection printed by Dawson Turner in
1835. So far, then, the name of William Bennett
is an entirely new one in the annals of English
horticulture.
Although his business was that
of Corn factor and biscuit baker, there is just
the suspicion that Bennett was not exclusively
an amateur gardener. The first four lots in his
sale rather suggest that he also traded in plants,
for they consisted of over 350 Pineapple plants
in fruit, succession plants, crowns, suckers, and
stumps.
possible that some reference

The sale catalogue
Bennett's garden was
next

tlie

precise in stating that

is

Whitechapel Fields,
a landmark),
In Rocque's map of Lonin

Half-way House

(clearly

leading to Stepney.
don, 1746, the Fields are shown contiguous to
the Mulberry Gardens, obviously one of the
many country resorts of the citizens of the
eighteenth century.
According to the map in
Baldwin's " New Complete Guide," 1756, the

Fields occupied a broad spa<;e on the south side
of Whitechapel Road and Mile End, and extending east from the London Ho.?pital down nearly
to Ratcliff
in

From

Highway.

the British Mu.seum

I

the Cra<^e Collection

have obtained photo-

[Decbmbbb

21, 1918.

graphs of two contemporary prints. In the one
reproduced in fig. 98 we get an interesting aspect
of the East End in its rural days, with the Halfway House mentioned as being next to Bennett's garden.
It was probably the residence
of some City magnate.
The other print, reproduced in fig. 99, shows a portion of the Fields
piaj-tly taken up witlr a camp, and it may be
that Bennett's garden and house were situated

somewhere in the distance. At ail events these
two views help us, if not to reconstitute Bennett's giardeoi, to get some idea of its atmosphere and immediate surroundings.
With its
crowded streets and alleys it would to-day be a
very difficult matter to locate the exact spot
the Whitechapel Fields of a century ajid a
half ago.
Tl^. Roberts.

of

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM RAGGED
ROBIN.

A

FLOWER

of this magnificent and distinct
Odontoglossum crispum, takem- from a,
plant imported ten or tweJve years ago, is sent
by Richard Ashworth, Esq. It ,has all the beautiful points which have made 0. crispum a leading favourite in gardens, and its distinguishing
features are so marked that it is easily distinguished from other forms, a quality which many

foa-m of

varieties oanmot lay claim to.
The flower is just
over 4 ,inche8 across, and has sepals 1^ inch
wide, white, tinged with violet at the back, and
bearing clusters of large reddisli-purple blotches

The

in the centre.

petals are IJ inch across,

deeply and irregularly fringed at the margin,
white, with one or two reddish-pui-ple spots in
tlie middle.
The crimped and fimbriated lip is
white with a large chestnut-red blotch in front
of the yellow crest.

NEW

HYBRIDS.

—

Brasso-Cattleta General Diaz. A charming
flower of this new cross between Cattleya Pittiaiia and Brasso -Cattleya Madame Chas. Maron,
is sent by J. Ansaldo, Esq., Rosebank, Mumbles.

The

influence of Cattleya granulosa in C. Pitti-

ana is sliown in the firm substance of the flower
and the shape of the lip. The sepals and petals
are cream-colour tinged with lilac

the fringed
lip is rosy-lilac with yellow lines from the base.
Nicolo (parentage unreBrasso-Cattleta
corded).
This new hybrid is also sent by Mr.
Ansaldo. It is a pretty flower, with primroseyeJlow sepals and petals, and ample, light rosecoloured lip with pale yellow veining.
;

—

Fig. 99.

camp in whitechapel fields.

probably received and certainly grew some of
liis plants, many of which perhaps had not yet
received botanical baptism. We find such names
as Anotto (Bixa orellana), African Asparagus
tree, Barbadoes Gooseberiy, Bonduc or Nicker
tree, Bengal Fig, Canary Lavender, China Rose,
Cochineal Fig, Cornish Bird-cherry, Cotton-tree,
Fiddle-wood, Egyptian Arum, Guinea Hen-weed,
Hedgehog Aloe, Horse-shoe Geranium, Ketmia
(obviously the English form of the French name
Ketmie for Hibiscus), Indian Reed, Jack-in-a
box, Persian Cyclamen, Papaw Tree, Physic
Nut, Sandbox Tree, Sponge Tree, Tacama-

Torch Thistle of Surinam, Toothache Tree,
Viva poca, a sort of Andromeda, and Widowwail (Cneorum), to mention only a few.

ha^ca,

It

not

will

from

globe but
otherwise.
of all the
Indies and

would have
to

be noticed that the exotics are
any one particular part of the
from all countries, tropical and
Living near the port of arrival
great merchant ships from the
other parts of the world, Bennett
had special opportunities of adding

his collections.

It

is

perfectly certain that

his garden

would be well known to such men as
Philip Miller, of the Apothecaries' Garden
at
Chelsea, as well as to his near neiglibour, James
Gordon, the famous nurseryman, of Mile End,

and

probably also to

hybrid" ORCHIDS.
(Continued from November

BrasBo-Cattleva General Diaz
r.raiso-C.ttleya Pearl
lirasso-Cattleya

C.

Ruby

Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya Antoinette (Jattoii

Park

Pittiana

x

B.C. Ma''anie Chas.

Maron

B.C. Dighyano-Schrodcrae alba x C. irtermedia alba
B.-C Mrs. J. Leemann x C. lahiata Peetersii
C. Portia coerulea x B.-L. Helen

it

is

193.^

J, Ansaldo, Esq.
F. J. Hanbury, Esq.

Flory and Black.
Sir J.

Colman.

var.

BrH^so-Laelio Cattleya Violetta
CattleyH Cantuai ie
Cattleya Eleanore
Cattle, a Istria ..
..
]]
Cattleya Vpres
Cypripedium Florence Fisher
Cypripediuni Peace

Dendroliium Hanburyi
Laelio-Cattli-ya Chestan
LaelioCatileyaCiai

[

[]

.'.

"

..'

Laelio-Cattleya Cumhe
Laelio-iattleya .Marshal Foeh
Laelio-Ca tleya Noyon
Laelio-Cattleya Hufiis

'/

..

[[

Sunbeam

OdontiodaCheiinies
Odontioda Cilleham
Odontioda Cornelest
•Odontioda Einestii

menceau

'.'.

.

..
..

var. President Cle-

Odontioda Gwendoline
Odontioda Joyce
.',
Odontioda Marjorie ..
Odontinda Marshal Foch
.'.
OdonlogloBSum Lady Veitch
..
tOdont..glii8sura Nysa var. Momus

'.'.

Odont gl.issnm Rusina

Sophro-' attleya Ardeiis

Fabia alba x Mrs. Pitt white var
Graceae x insigne Harefield Hall
Psyche X Lathamianum

Dalhousieanum x iinibriatum
Fortuna X Dominiana
L.-C. Dominiaua x L. tenebrosa
U. Adula X L -C. .St Gothard
L.-C. Myrrha x C. Lnegcae
L -C. Hippnlyta x C. Forbesii
L.-C. Ama/one x C. Dowiana aurea
C Tankervilliae x L .C. Wisetonensis
0dm. Laurenceanura x Oda. Joan
0dm illustrissimum y Oda Joan
Oda I ambeauiana x Odni. Dora

'.'.

Laelio-Cattli-ya

Digbyano purpurata x C. Warscewiczii
labiata Mrs. E. Ashworth x Dionysius
Warscewiczii F. M. Beyrndt x Hardyana
,Mantinii x Lord Rothschild
B,-L.

..

"_'

Charleswortnii x Vuylsteteae

Hylandiannm x Armstronglae
eximium x Alexandrae
eximium x Ladv Pirrie
C.
C.

Sophro-Cattleya Gwendoline

VC. J. Phillips, Esq.

Charlesworth and Co.
H. T. Pitt, Esq.
F. J. Hanbury, Esq.
C. J. Lucas, Esq

..

\

.

0dm eximium X Oda. Madeline
0dm. Harryanum x Oda. Royal Gem
0dm. Alexandrae x Oda. Joan ..

.'.

*
t

C. J. Phillips, Esq.
Baron B. Schroder.
H. T. Pitt, Esq.

Sanders.

0dm. Wilckeanum x Oda. Charlesworthii

'.',

Armstrong and Brown.

Mr. A. Fisher.
W. H. St Quintin, Esq.
F. J. Hanbury, Esq.

..

..

Fabia x S.-C.Saxa
Octave Doin x S.-C. Wellesleyae

such rich enthusiasts as

Peter Collinson and Richard Richardson;

16, p.

Exhibito

Parentage.

Shown at R.H .S., Decemtier 3, as Oda President Clemenceaa.
Shown at Jl.H.S,, November 19, as 0dm. Momua.

C. J. Phillips, Esq.

Armstrong and Brown.
Charlesworth and Co.
Charlesworth and Co.
Charlesworth and Co.
Armstrong and Brown.
Annstnmg and Brown.
Charlesworth and Co.
Charlesworth and Co.
Sanders.
J. Ansaldo, Esq.

,

—
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—
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WOMEN

—

—

HORTICULTURE.

The

sabject of women witli respect to their
fitness for fresh fields of industry is now being
discnssed.
They have filled a large place in
horticulture since the commencement of the war,
but it is twenty-three years since women
were first employed as improver gardeners
at Kew.
Swanley College had been training women in horticulture for some time,
and two of the most promising were engaged for a two years' coui-se at Kew.
The innovation attracted a great deal more
public attention than it deserved, owing to the
decision that whilst at work the women were to
be dressed as boys, and they therefore wore
knickers, jacket, and cap. Women continued to
form part of the garden stafi for about seven
years, in which period ten were employed. They
were a success at Kew, but only one of them
stuck to horticulture and is still a gardener,
the others finding some other calling which they
liked better. This was not an encouraging result,
and as in those days there were plenty of young
professional gardeners who were anxious to get
into Kew, it was de<-ided that they should have
preference.

prove matters have not met with much support.
But the women are not so disposed to put up
with conditions whose only justification is that
the}' are usual.
They are educated, and have
been used to the decencies of life. Their influence, therefore, is in an uplifting direction, and
for this they are entitled to the encouragement
and gifititude of those who have experienced the
lot of the average joui'neyman gardener.
I am
quite certain these women will not take up
gardening as a suitable calling, and be satisfied
with the pay, et-c., that men have accepted. Employers who expect what is known as polisli.
education, respectability, gentlemanly manners
it is a quality with various names
as well as

living have

had the factory, shop, or domestic
service as a starting board.
If they are willing
to try the farm and garden as the boys do, they
may go through all right and turn out well.
I may be wrong, but speaking from long experience, and an intimate acquaintance with the
ups and downs of gardening and gardeners, male
and female. I must own to a conviction that
unless the conditions are considerably improved,
gardening will not hold out good prospects for
educated young women.

skill in horticulture,

are likely to find that

it

is

an extra, and must be paid for.
It has been asked whether women are capable
of lifting horticulture into a higher place among
industrial

arts

The answer

than

to this

is

it
has occupied hitherto.
that intelligence brains

—

whatever the sex may be, and horticulture ought to be the gainer, if, as a result
of the war, its practitionere are better equipped
from the start than thev formerlv were. Tlie
tell,

IF.

Tl'.

SOME OF THE NEWER

—

—

will
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(Cnnchidcd from

p.

Roses Introduced in

Of the Kos«s introduced

ROSES.
,'.i(J.)

1917.

in 1917 I can speak

and I will only say I have
reasons for the suggestions I make.
I
take these under the naiser's headings:
Messrs. A. Dickson and Sons.
This firm

•with less certiaJuty.

good
will

offers

:

Col.

Oswald Fitzgerald.

—A

beautiful crim-

A

difference between the early training of
garden boys and these young women, as well
as a difference, in some cases a wide one. in
their general education, made it difficult to treat

them

all alike.
Still nothing happened to justify
any objection on the part of men to the woman
gardener, and if slie had thought the calling
good enough she would have been welcome. Rut
she did not, and notwithstanding all that lias
happened in consequence of the war she will not
now, after she has been through the mill, unless it is made worth her while.
When the men were wanted for war service
the women came forward to help to carry on.
and Kew was fortunate in securing trained
women from the start. Most of them came as
war workers, and although the hours were long
and the pay low, they showed the right spirit
by doing their best, whatever the job was. Some
of them were afterwards induced by offers of
better pay and shorter hours to go elsewhere,
and vacancies had perforce at times to be filled
with women who had little or no training.
These, however, rendered useful service, and
were quick in getting into the gardener stride.
A few found the work over-Siard. whilst all ob-

jected to the long summer hours. 6 to 6.
A
concession was made to ease the long afternoon
by a break of half an hour at 4 o'clock for tea.
The following year the day was shortened by an
hour, work ceasing at 5 instead of 6, but the
daylight saving scheme made it nece.ssary for a
portion of the staff to return for ifn hour after
tea,* so that really the working day for gar-

deners was lengthened by an hour during summer. The women then petitioned for a later
starting time in mornings, but this they failed
to get.

The present working

hours, wages, etc., are
set forth in the following particulars which were
sent to applicants for employment
" During
the war women who have received a good training, either at an horticultural col'etre or in a
garden of repute, are employed at Kew to replace gardeners who have enlisted. Their wages
are 4s. 4d. per day, with a weekly war bonus of
12s. 6d., and 9d. per hour for Sunday duty and
overtime.
Their hours are : Summer, 6 a.m. to
8; 8.45 to 12; 1 to 5 p.m.
Winter. 8 a.m. to
12 1 to 4.30 p.m.
two Saturday afternoons in
three free.
Applicants, who should he he.althv
and strong, unmarried, and between 20 and 40
years of age, must furnish particulars of training, and age, with a testimonial from present or
last employer.
They are required to live in the
neighbourhood of Kew."
The women are keen with respect to what is
termed the rights of the worker.
fJardeners
have hitherto accepted as inevitable long working hours and low wages, and attempts to im:

:

;

•

Paid foraa overtime.

—

question of physical fitness will not come in when
the drudgery of the garden is separated from the
art, and, as in the case of other callings, is performed by the strong and unskilled. The handy
man, "our gardener," whose duties include much
that is not gardening, will always be in demand.
and it is unlikely that the women gardener will
poach on his preserves.
Nor will she compete
with the market garden labourer. It is in what
we may call the science of horticulture that
women may succeed, and in doing so prove a
help, not a hindrance, to all-round betterment.
Much will depend npon the early training of
young women who desire to become gardeners.
The lack of experience of the right kind is
evident in most of those who are working as
gardeners now.
The young man gardener has
had four or five years' practical training by
the time he is twenty, but there must be objections to starting good-class girls of fifteen or so
on'the same course. It depends on the way girls
are taught to view such things. Boys know that
as soon as they are old enough they will be put
into harness.
Hitherto girls whose prospects
demanded that they should be able to earn a

son Rose of fine size, not large enough for show,
but a fine decorative variety.
C. V. Ha WORTH. —I expect a good deal of this
Rose it is scarlert-crimson in colour, probably
good in every way, but not very large nor very
;

full.

—

David McKee. ^This I greatly admired ; it is
It has the
of .show form, and a deep yellow.
Pernetiania fanilt of dying back in winter, but
grows again
K. OF K.

well.

—An

almost single, bright velvetyon that

variety, and an improvement
good single Red I^ter Day.
.scarlot

—

KooTENAY. Said to be a much-im^/roved
Kaiserin Auguste Victoria, and if it proves so
it will be welcome, though we now have many
good Roses of similar colour.
MoLLT Blioh. Very promising. Urge and
scented.
A pink Rose of good shape.
Mrs, Fred Searl. Silvery and carmine, very
large and quite up to show form,

—

—

Messrs. Hugh Dickson
A salmon -rose
Ethel Dickson.
:

—

variety

with

siilvery

reflexes

;

the

coloure<]

raisers

de-

—

—

—
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scrite it as "a bedding variety," but it. prois ai times up to sliow form.
Golden Spray. ^A distinct break; a lurge.

bably

—
—

single, ye'jlow .Rose of ii.rching g^o^vtl^.
D. M. Barton. Deep crimson ; of fine shape,

A

fair size.

garden Rose of whicb I expect a

Lillian Mooke.— The 1,000-Dolla.r and Silver
Medal R<«e. This ought to prove one of the
very best yellows, and probably an improved

Mrs. Aaron Ward.
Ulster Standard.
•with yellow antliers.
the best

—A
We

crimson single Rose,
have few of this colour

.singles.

Messrs. MoGeedy and Son

Golden Emblem
etrongly

very pi-omising.

The Week's Work.

Me. W. Easlea has a climbing sport fi'i
a dwarf PolyantJiM.
Ji-atenay
Abel
Little Meg, white, sometimes tinted crimson, a
seedling, I understand, from Shower of Gold
also Tiny Tim, a coppery-pink Rose in Uie style

Mme.

compete

:

—

101).
This must
(see fig.
with Lillian Moore for the

palm among the new yellow Roses. It is an. improved Rayon d'Or in the matter of growth.
<md it does not lose foliage as Rayon d'Or does.

21, 1918.

Wm. Paul and Son have one or two
of which W. C. Clark (H.T.) seem.^

(

;

;

good deal.

among

Messrs.

new Roses,

[December

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By

F. JOBDiU, Qandener to Lieut. -Ool. Sfbitder
Olay, M.P., Ford Manor, Lin^eld, Surrey.

of Perle d'Or.

Of the older Roses which have been most admired jn my own garden, Countess Clanwilliam,
Mrs. Vand'erbilt, Lady Greenall, Mme. Jule.«
Bouche, Willowmere, Lyon, Mdme. _ Heriot,
Mabel Drew, Duchess of Westminster, Mrs. Amy
Hammond. Edith Part. Queen Mary, St. Helena.
Cissie Easlea, Rayon d'Or, Mrs. C. E. Pearson,
Avoca, Duchess of Wellington, General McAr-

Mme. Segond Weber,
Chaiure,
Lieut.
thur,
Marquise de Sinety, Melody, Paul Lede, Mrs.
IT. B.roekl©bank, Mrs. R. D. MoClure, Pharisaer.

—

TomatOS. ^Tomato plants should be keipt on
the dry side to prevent attacks of disease, inckidiing mildeiw.
The planta should be gi'own in
a night temiperatm'e of albout 55°, and must
never be exiposed to cold draughts. Keep the
plants thinly trained to allow light and air
to reach tihem freely, and remove all side-shoots
as they appear, but do not cut off many leiaves
Remove the fruijts as soon as
at this season.
tliey shww signs of changing colour
they will
ripen as well in a warm, dry room as on the
[ilaiits.
Top-drese the roots with a mixture of
rou^, turfy loiam and decayed manure. Sow a
flirt heir pinch of seed of the variety
Sunrise
to raise seedlings in readiness to take the place
;

irf
exhausted plar»tis in tlie sprijiig.
Tomatos
growing in 3-i.n<h pots should be p'aced neaj to

the roof -glass; shift theon into larger pots as
more nooting space is .required. Pot moderately

a mixture of sandv loa.m, leaf-.mould,
lime rubble. Vienltilate the house with
endeavou.r to obtain hea.lltihy plants/
and a stocky gnowth.
in

fiimily

and

fine

care,

laiiid

Endive and Chicory.

— These spalads

will

be

in

greater dwnaaid as Lttituces become scarcer. If
plants are being blanclied in frames by covering
them with, pots or tileis, other plants in the same
pits should be projected from frosts and ventilated during the day to prevent dajm'ping.
SulTplus plants may be taken up about a fortnight
before they aje required for use and placed in
ushroom -house or other dark, warm place.
a
Tie the outer leaves over the ceaiti'es of the
.planlts when the foliage is dry, give the roots a
good soaking of water, and keep th,6m well sup|)lied with moisJture without overhead waterings.

M

—

French Beans. Seeds of French Beans may
rmw be sown more freely with better prospects
success ; succeasional sowings made once a
fortnight will maintain an unbroken supply of
pods.
Use 7- oi' 8-inch ,pots and leit them oe'
three pants filled with oomposit consisting of
three parts loam and one poi-t manure from a

(*{

M'iishroo.m-lbed

.«penit

;

make

tjie soil

moderately

French Beans require plenty of sunlight,
to 70°, and atmosipherac
nioiialture.
Give the planits liquid manure when
the ipots are filled with roots.
Dwarf varieties,
such as Maglpie and Ne Plus Ultra, are best to
grow now, while Canadian Wonder is the most
finm.

a temiperalture of 60°

useful variety at a later period until the climibing
varieties oan be sown.

Cucumbers.

— Plants

in

bearing require

full

and top-dressings, applied little
and often, to keep them prolific in cropping and
healthy. Stimulating liquids should be weak and
various, and if made 10° warmer than the bed
liberal feeding

much the beltter. The material used for top
dressing can hardly be too rough
moderately
light sandy loam from which the finesit panticles
have been removed, is snita.ble this, with limerubble and charcoal, should always be kept
warmed, ready for use. Maintain a moist atmosphere without direct syringing.
The tempenature may rise to 70° on mild nights, falling to
65° in colder weaither.
Ventilate the house a
little on bright days, witho^ut exposing the plants
to cold dnaughts.
Ma-ke a further sowing in
small (pots to raise plants ready for planting out
earlv in the New Year.

so

;

Fig. 101.

Gladys Holland.

rose golden emblem.

;

—A

fine

show Rose;

bufi,

ishaded yellow, with the outer petals tinted rose.
If vigorous enough this should be an acquisition
Miss WiLLMOTT. An all-round beautiful Rose,
.salphurv-cream may be first-class if vigorous.
Mrs. C. E. Shea. Red, shaded rose likely
There will be conto be a useful garden Rose.
fusion, I fear, between Roses called after different members of the same family.
Noblesse. A yellow Rose, tinged rose on the
outer petals; very free, and holds its blooms

—

;

—

;

—

A good garden Rose,
times up to sJiow form.
erect.

and probably

M. Pernet Ducher
Of the six new Roses brought

at

:

ooit

by

this

firm I have no positive knowledge, and I fancy
our English growers are mostly in the same
position.
I myseilf ha.ve planted Mme. Christie

Marvel and Raymond. If I bad taken ajiother
in the "luoky bag" I think my choice
would have been Mme. Melia Saba.tien or

dip

Senorita. Cn.rmen Serb.

and tlie Teas Aiex. Hill Gray, Haj*ry Kii-k, Lady
HUlingdon, Mitss Alice de Rothschild (very fine
and good grower), Molly Sharman Crawford,
Mrs. Foley Hobbs (grand), Miis. Herbert Stevens,
Mra. Myles Kennedy and W. R. Smith have all
been very fine. L. C. S- Norris-Elyc, Tftterht/
Mfivin\ TjO]ith, J/mrolnshire.

BAUMANN'S REINETTE APPLE.
Until coming here I was familiar only with
the name of this Apple. Recognised authorities
do not speak highly of its flavour. A small crop
last year enabled me to prove that it keeps well
This seaiiuto the beginning of the New Year.
son the yield was very heavy no other variety
and
the
colour
of the
equalled it in this respect,
Such a bright, rich crimfruits was exquisite.
son colour I never remember seeing on any
Apples before. What a pity it can daim only a
second place in flavour. C. T., Ampfhill Pari
Onrrlms, AviptMll.

—

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, ftardener to Sir Jeremiah Coljian,
Bart.. Gatton Park, Reigate.

—

The Cool House. Some of the plants in the
cool Orchid houses, including Odontoglossums,
are in full growth, and others are resting. Tho, e
which are dormant should be placed by then'selves, where they
waiter to keep them
tliiat

make

ail©

active

sitrong,

may

receive only

sufficient
Tli se

plump and healthy.
shonl'd

healthy

be

grOiWtJi.

encourage'

Plants

to
-.lat

are developing their inflorescences should be ex-

Supplement

Asi'KR

to the " Gardeners' Chronicle

ami;li,l.:s,

var. kin(;

ckorc

'

;

December
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posed fully to the siinligli.t in order tliat tJie
spikes may grow stroaig and produce fl^iweis of
Kood texUire. They should be watched nightly
for slugs, whidh are prone to feed on the young
flow«r-spikes, often as soon .as they are abThe
servaible at the base of the pseudo-lDulbs.
insects m'ay bo traip'ped by placing Lettuce-leaves
or hollowed-out Potiatos on the stages between
the pots and on the surface of the compost. A
iband of dry cotton-wool placed aixiujid the base
of the flower -spike is sometimes helpful as a nrotective measure. The house should be vaporised
once everv fortnight to destroy thrips and
ajphides.

necessary; only a little water will be required
for the next few weeks.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

—

OdoDtoglossum Uro-Skdnand others of their section
are developing fresh roots from the bases of the
young growths, and any in want of fresh rooting
materials may be given attention. These fleshyrooited plants should not be potted too firmly,
and the pots should contain plenty of drainage
material. The oompoatt should be very pcxrous

Odontoglossum.

them sufficiently iiardy to pass Unwugli the remainder of the winter. Continue to give them
an abundance of fresh air whenever the weather
(is
favourable.
In the event of severe frost
cover the glass wi,th mats and littei'.
Remove
decayed leaves regTilarly and lift the flower-buds
above the leaves.
Stir the soil between the
plants with a pointed stick and sprinkle a little
well-seasoned soot about the roots.
Water the
roots in the early pant of the day when this is

mjay consist of three parts Osmimda-fibre, or

A

1 fibre, and one part Sphagnum-moss, the
who^e cut up roughly and well mixed with
crushed crocks. Only sufficient water is needed
to keep the surface moist until the new pseudobulbs shoriv signs of swelling, after which the
supply of moisture may be increased gradually.

the pkuilte in the
Od<mtog'.o£sum house.
Groftv

Oncidium.

— Omoidiium

warmest part

of

omithorynohum has

the
re-

cently passed the flowering period, and the plants
should (be kept on the dry side for a short time,
but a& soon as roots are seen to be developing
from the bases of the young growths attention
should be given them. If the plants are in pots
of a suitable size and the compost is in go>od
condition, they need only to be resurfaced with
frash material. Some will require repotting, and
for these a similar comiposit may be used to that
recommended for Odontoglossum Uro-Skinneri.
but the fifbr« ,should be cut into smaller portions.
0. ciheirophorum, together with 0. varicosum
and O. t'sirimim. are in b!ooin. When the spikes
arc cut the plants should be rested in a cool,
dry house, affording them only sufficient moistuir? alt the romte to keeqi the pseudo-bulbs rigid.

E.

ll.iRRiss,

Oardenex to Lady Wahtioe.

L>)ckinge

Park,

BerkBhixe.

—

Cyclamens. Young Cyclamen plants which
were raised from seed sown in the autumn are
reiidy
for transference to larger recepl-acles.
edtihex be potted in 2i-inch pots or
pricked out into boxes, and the latter methjod
prefertilble,
l)e
as it entails less labour. The
may
young p.iiiiita also will not be so liable to suffeir
A
boxes
as
they would if poDted.
check
in
a
compost of two parts loam to one of leaf-mouUI.
and a liberal quantity of coarse sand, or crushed
brick ru(bble, will provide a suitable rooting
mediuim. 'See that the boxes are clean and wcU
Place
drained, and make the soil quite firm.
the boxes near the roof -glass in a house having a
moifft atmosphere, and endeavour to maintiiin
Lightly
an equalble temperature of a.bout 55°.
s^pray the plants witli .tepid rain-water twice a
day when the weather is fine and damp their
Should
.surroundings two or three times daily.
apliis attack the leaves lightly fumigate the

They may

house.

—

When the
Gloire de Lorraine.
plants of this Begonia have finished
back and
be
partly
cut
they
may
flowering
placed closely together in a house or pHt having a
temperature of about 45° to rest for a few weeks.
The roots should be kept on the dry side during
Af/ter ree-ting the plants will dethis iperiod.
velop shoots suitable for cuttings much more
freely when they are once started into growth
The later plants will flower during the
again.
greater part of the winter if carefully watered
and fed. Keep the f^ower-sitems neaAIy tied to
their supports or the plants will quickly assume
an untidy appearance.
Begonia

earliest

—

Violets. The weather has been very favourable for Violets in cold frames, and the plants
It has been
arc lr>oking .siti-ong and healthy.
poaa'ilble to remove the lights entirely for several
and thU treatment has
conseoutive weeks,
greatly benefitod tlie plants and has rendered

injui'j'

—As

there

is

ficient fuel to force fruits vei'y early,

The Strawberry Beds.— Take the first favouiable opportuniity, when the weather is fine and
the soil dd-y, to examine newly-planted Strawberries.
Tread Ughttly around the crowns to
make the plants firm at the roots, for they may
be lifted out of the soil by severe frosts. After
removing weeds, hoe the soil 'between the plants
When these details have been carrieil out the
plants will not need much further attention for
niioreths to come.
Bsplace weakly plants by
stronger apeoimens from the surplus stock.
Alpine Sitrawberries are very pi-omising, and I do
not see a weakly crown amongst our plants. The
older beds of Alpine varieties may be topdressed with well'deoayed leaf -mould after it has
been passed through a coarse sieve.
Other
Strawtberries m.iy be treated in a similar manner, but for these we use well-rotted manure
in preference to leaf -mould, breaking it down
somewhat -when it is put on the beds do not
cover weeds with
either
the leaf-mould or

—

Manures. As it becomes increasingly difficult
to obtain farmyard or stable manui'e from outside sources, the best use should be made of all
garden refuse. Any animal manure to be
had should be well mixed with fallen leaves,
lawn mowings,

—

readiness for use as top-dressing as soon a^ the
work oif pruning is done. It is not essential
to fork Uie materials irHo the soil at tlie time
of a[>pli cation
possibly it may be more convenient to apply it when the ground is somewhat
hard with frost and to sprea<l it later. For preference use a litltle fresh loam for Cherries and
Plums, having first apjjlied a moderate dressing
of a concentralted fertiliser suitable to stone
friiitis
that is, one containing plenty of phosphates and potash.
Lightly fork the fertiliser
into the .soil before the top-dreesing of lojun is
apiplied.
When dealing with Apple trees
examine the roote to see if American Blight is
present, and if the pest is dsttccted apply a soil
disinfectant freelv, and covei- it with soil at
once.
Remove .ill suckers in the oase of all
trees.
Trees tliat aiv planted against walls with
<-i| iri.'s may need watering.
;

The Fruit Room.

—Fruit

Well

keeping quite as
small quantity must be
is

.as usual, ,an<l tlie
with great economy to make it la.ot as long
possible.
Fruit initend'ed for rail transit.
shouJ'd be [Wicked with great can'e.
Paper shav-

ii.sed

•is

ings are as good aa any other material for packing, and moss, when dried and carefully picked
over, is also miitable.
When the temperature
droips suddenly use means to exclude frost from
the fruit -room.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS
The Cherry House.

—

The

Cherry

—

edgings, decomposed vege

den refuse

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By R. P. Brothebston, Gardener to the Earl
Haddington, Tynjng^hame, East Lothian.

—

Frame Stock. Should severe frost
may be as well to remove Calceolaaia

of

set _in

it

amplexi-

large-flowered
Pentstemons from
frames to a structure from which frost may be
excluded. The former plants will, no doubt, be
The
ixjoted, and should not be over-watered.
latter occasionally is slow to root, and should
rooting be not effected, the soil in tlie boxes must
Damp in frames is very instill bo kept moist.
jurious to hardy stock, and always enough air
should be admitted to neutralise its effects. Any
gi'een surface growth should be removed, and
some clean sand which has been heated for a
few hours, hot enough to sterilise it, scattered
evenly amon" the cuttings.
Common Paris
Daisies and Marguerite Mrs. Sander should not
Although not yet
lie left longej in the frames.
rooted there need be no fear that they will not
root before long.

and

caulis

Worit

in

Wet Weather.- The

horticultural

sundriesman, wliile lightening the labour of the
garden t<i a great extent, has at the same time
spoiled workmen for many jobs which he at one
time was expected to do in bad weather, and did
before tlie fonner's advent. At this period of
the year the stock of garden baskets was renewed, lahels of all sorts made with knives, and
permanent labels rewritten, or more probably
" printed," in bold characters.
Flower-sticks
!ilso were whittiled to a nicety as supports for
Heaths, Ach.imen«s, and Pelargoniums, anid
jiainted, and stored.
Now, probably, the only
kind of work of this nature that is continued
is the tying of mats and the making of Birchbrooms. It was not unusual, too, to repaint the

—

inside
roots of

in inside borders should be kept
thoroughly under control by takmg out a trench
about 4 feet from the main stem, and refilling it
with fresh loam. In this way a mass of fibrous
roots is formed near the surface, but unless the
trees have grown too vigorously it is not necesVery little branch pruning
.^ary to prune them.
is required beyond reducing the summer-pruned
side shoots to two or three buds.
Before the
borders arc top-dressed with fresli calcareous
loam thoroughly cleanse the house and wash
every branch carefully with a suitable insectiVenti'atc the house freelv or the trees
cide.
will ho lla^^t^IH•(l into growth unduly.
Early Peaches and Nectarines. There will
be no dilliiuUy in retarding the earliest pot trees
of Peaches and Nectarines for at least another
month. In the meantime, let the trees be well
ex|)osed to the light, in a cool, airy hou.se, and
on no account nse fipe-hea.t except in times of

trees planted

tuirf

wood ash, house sewage and garIt will greatly add to the quality
of the comipost if the heap is saturated with
manure-water after each turning. Failijig good
farmyard manure such a compost provides the
bi'st su'bisitiitute for mulching fruit borders.
matter,

tiaible

;

Material for Top-Dressing. Procure some
good soil, or, failing that, well-rotted manure, in

not suf-

advantage

should be taken of the opportunity to gat the
houses thoroughly cleansed, painted and repaired.
A\'Tieire seveiial houses are heated from
one boiler it is .advisable to have screw-plugs
inserted in the pipes in order that they may be
emptied of water in times of frost.

manure.

;

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By

sufficient should be used to prefix>m extreme cold.
The early pertrees will be greatly benefited by a long
pei-iod of rest, but it must be borne in mind
that where it has been the custom to stai't Vae
house early, the roots become active, and the
trees swell their buds in the absence of fireheat, and especially during mild weather.
A
little warmth in the pipes then becomes essential, but until the flower-buds show, colour the
night temperature should not exceed 45°.
For
the present ventilate the house freely, both day
and night, and continue to do so for so long as
mild weatlier prevails.

vent

manent

The Forcing Houses.

neri, 0. bictoniense,

it

249
when only

frost,

woodwork

adepts at
jiass

all

of vineries, and some lads were
little jobs, which served to
in a pleasant manner.
I
unlikely that even this present

these

many dreary days

think it not
winter some of these jobs may have to be carried
out at home.
Seeds, where they have been
saved, will need cleanuig and placing in bags
or bo.xies, with name and year of growth.
Several plants were late in ripening seeds. Hollyhocks and Tritomas did not matu.re here at all,
but they finish nicely indoors, and, indeed, I
have a lot of young autumn-sown Hollyhocks
growing well from seeds which were sown quite
green.
Mould must, however, be guarded
against in the case of immature seeds by Keeping
them absolutely dry and spread out thinly, so
t.hat they do not heat.
IJsuial'y, too, at this
(time.

in boxes must have their
leaves rerreoved.
They may induce
of the stems if left, especially when
is
only used to preserve the plants

Pelargoniums

withered

damping

fire-heat
from frost.

;
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KDirOHIAL NOTICE.

ADVEBTISEMENTS

PITBLISHEH., 41, WolUnBton Street.
Coveut Garden. W.C.
and Publislier. — Our coTrespoiidents

Editors

would obvi lie delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, if they would kindiy observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relating
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Poblishee; and that all communications intended for publication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editoeb. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise
when letters are misdirected.

Special

Notice

to

Corresnondents.

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused comby special
m.unications or illustrations unless
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Illustrations.— T/ie Editors will be glad to receive
and to select photographs or drawings, suitable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot be responsible
for loss or injury.
liOcal Ne'ws.— Correspondents tvill greatly oblige
by sending to the Editors early intelligence of
local events likely to be of interest to our readers,
or ol any matters which it is desirable to bring
under the notice of horticulturists.
Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naming, should be addressed to the
41. Wellineton Street. Covent
Garden, London. Communications should be
WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE ONLY OP THE PAPER, Sent US
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

EDITOBS.

AVERAGE Mean TEMPERATtmB

for

ensuing week

Qie

deduced from observations during
years at Greenwich, 38.5°.

iAie

last

fifty

—

.\CTUAL Temperatcbb
Oardeners' Chronicle Office, 4L Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London, Wednesday, Deceml>er
Weather—
temp. 48°.
18. 10 a.m.
Bar. 30
:

:

;

DulL

In spite of the fact that
Fresh Vegetables it is now proved beyond
,
a.» Preventives
,,
,
n risk
question that all
of Disease.
be pre^ of scurvy may
,

•

vented by proper dieting, outbreaks of
scurvy have occurred recently at various
times among His Majesty's Forces at
home and abroad. Hence the Food (War)
Committee of the Royal Society has done
well to issue a memorandum on the Cause
and Prevention of Scurvy.
The memorandum, which summarises our knowledge
on the subject, should be in the hands
not only of all medical men, but also of
all housewives.
We have in this journal already published the essential facts relating to the
cause of scurvy, but in view of the great
importance of the subject they will bear
repetition.

Scurvy is a " deficiency " disease; that
it is due to the absence from the food
of a certain definite substance.
This substance is known as an accessory food substance, or vitamine.
The vitamine, wliich
is the natural preventive medicine which
protects the body against scurvy, is conis,

tained in greater or smaller quantities in
fresh food.
Oranges, Lemons, and fresh
green vegetables contain large quantities
vitaniines.
Fresh vegetables, such as
and Potatos, contain considerable quantities, and fresh meat and milk
contain small amounts.

of

Swedes

Dried

and

preserved

foods

contain

or none.
Vitamin's are very .sensitive to heat
the longer food is cooked the
more the vitaminos which it contains are
destroyed.
little

PotatoB, should not be prepared for
by stewing, but should be cooked
quickly, as, for instance, by rapid boiling.
as

sbould ba sent to the

—

Stewing, for example, causes the destruction of vitamines, and, therefore,

such vitamine-containing articles of diet,

table

The common practice of adding soda
during the cooking of vegetables should be
for although the colour may
;
be improved, the vitamines contained in
the vegetables are destroyed by it.
Perhaps the most interesting point made
in tlie inemoranduni is the fact that West
Indian Lime juice as ordinarily prepared
is, despite the common opinion to the conabandoned

trary, useless as a preventive of scurvy.

The belief that it is a preventive is due
to the fa€t that the so-called Lime juice
which was used successfully in the i^avy
in the first half of the 19th century as a
preventive of scurvy was not Lime juice at
from the
all, but Lemon juice obtained
In Nares' Arctic
Mediterranean region.
expedition Lime juice prepared from West
Indian Limes was substituted for the first
time for Lemon juice, with the result that
serious outbreaks of scurvy occurred.
Tlie great value of Oranges as a means
ot
protecting the body against scurvj'
deserves to be widely known.
Although
it has Iseen stated above that vitamines
it
are very sensitive to temperature,
should be remembered that it is the
time of cooking rather than the temperature which afiects these anti-scorbutic
The longer the
accessory food bodies.
crooking,
the more the vitamines are
Henoe, where Potatos have
destroyed.
to be relied upon to provide most of the
winter vegetable diet, they should be
cooked by plunging into boiling water,
and the boiling should be continued for
not more than 20-30 minutes.
Dried Peas, Beans, and Lentils, although
rich in food, contain no vitainints; but if
they are soaked in water for 24 hours the
vitamines reappear as germination begins,
and therefore after this treatment their
value as protectors against scurvy is great.
Finally, it should be remembered that
deficiency of vitamines, even though it may
be not great enough to cause scurvy, may
lead to general weakness and lowered
vitality.
It is therefore desirable in the
interests of the people's health that the
national diet should consist of large
quantities of fresh vegetables, and that
supplies of vitamine-containing articles of
diet should be available throughout the

Coloured Plate.— The varietal forms of Aster
Amellus constitute a group of charming autumnflowering plants of unquestionable hardiness
they are of great value in the .herbaceous border,
suitable for the supply of flowers for
cutting.
Among the numerous varieties. King
.George, which forms the subject of our coloured
Supplementary Illustration, occupies a very high
position. It has a very neat habit of growth, and
with good cultivation there is no difficulty in obtaining specimens a yard' in diameter.
Such
plants present a fine picture during September
when covered with bright purple^blue flowers,
each measuring from 2^ to 3 inches Ln diameter.
The golden disk enhances the attraction of the
blooms, but to some artistic tastes the flowers
are even more attractive when, several days old,
the disk has turned to a bright mahogany
Aster Amellu.s King George received the
tinit.
Royal Horticultural Society's Award of Merit

and very

on September

8, 1914,

when shown by Mr. Amos

[December

21, 1918.

Perry. Both in gardens and in the flower markets this handsome perennial Aster has alread.Y
become very popular, and American growers
have also recognised its great value.

—

The Wheat and Potato Crops.
The total
Wheat in Spain, the United King-

production of

Luxembourg, Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden, Canada, the United States, India,
dom,

Italy,

.Japan
Egypt, and Tunis is estimated at
1,073,027,000 cwts., or 18.1 per cent, above last
year, and 7.1 per cent, above the average of
The Aiustralian Wheat
the five years 1912-15.
production for 1918-19 is estimated at 43,305,000
cwts., or 29.9 per cent, below 1917-18, and 26.8
per cent, below the average of the five years
1912-16.
The yield of Potatos in France, Great
Biiitam, Italy, Liixemboiwg, Sweden, Canada,
and the United States is estimated at 579,031,000
cwts., or 11.1 per cent, below last yeai-'s prodiuction, and 4.0 per cent, below the average of the
five yeai-s 1912-16.
,

Chamber of Horticulture.— Lieut. John
GoAMAN (late 3rd Eoyal Berks.) has been

F.
ap-

Assistant Secretary (Statistics) to the
Horticulture.
The Secretary inus that the office of the Chamber will be
closed from December 23 to 29 indiusive.

pointed

f'hamber of
fiiiims

—

The Home Seed Industry. At the annual
meeting of the Agricultural Seed Trade Association ot the United Kingdom, held on Decemiber 9, and presdid:cd over by Mr. G. P. Miln, tti
which we referred on p. 244, the desiraAjility of
providing a Diploma for those engaged in the
highly technical work of seedsmen wais advoGratitude was expressed by tihe chaircated.
man for the assistance rendered by the Food
ProduiCtiom Departmeait in obtaining exemptions
for the essential experts, and he also expressed
the belief that this country could become less
dependent on foreign sources of supply than in
the ,past, as, for example, by growing certain
agricultiural grass seeds for which there is a
large demand hoth here and abroad- Too much
reliance had previously 'been placed on German
sources of suijiply, and there is no reason why
experiments in growing for seed such grasses as
Rye grass. Cocksfoot, Meadow Fescue, Timothy,
Mea'dow Foxtail, and perhaps the Poas should
not "be mjade in suitable
districts' of Great
Britain.
The members of the seed trade have
put in unstinted measure their time andi energy
at the disposal of the State, and by this action
have not only rendered invaluable assistance to
the State but also conspicuous .service to the
general community.
At the annual dinner held
after the meeting it was announced tJhat .the
President of the Board of Agriculture ha4 appointed Mr. Lawrence Weaver, C.B.E., formerly Controller of Supplies in the Food Production Department, to act as temxporai-y coonmeroial secretary of the Board. In this capacity
Mr. Weaver will he in charge of reconstruction
measures for the (better organisation of the commercial Bide of agriculture, and will siiipervise
the provision of cottages and other Ibuildings on
small holdings and farm colonies required for
tlie settlement of ex -Service men on the land.
The anniDuncement of tlh'is appolntmeint will be
generally welcomed, for Mr. Weaver has, in
his caipacity as Controller of Supplies, s.hown
adniinistrative abilities of the highest order.
his clearness of vision, resolution and energy
he has carried out th« difficult and intricate work
of controlling agricultural supplies with such remarkaible success that the Board is to be warmly
congratulated on having secured' his services for
the niot less important work of reconstruction.

By

Women Land Workers Endow a Hospital
Bed. At the recent exhibition in aid of the
Hosnital for Women, the
Garrett Anderson
Land Army was re.siponsible for one ot the stalls,
result
of
an effort to raise money
and' as the
for a special Women Land Workers' Bed over

—

£200

w.-is

obtained.

Official List of

Planting.

—The

"

immune " Potatos

Food

Production

for 1919
Department

.

Decembbb
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has issued a list of varieties of Potato* tested
and approved as immune from Wart Diisise.
Copies of the list may be obtained free, on
application, from the Departjnent at 72, Victoria
1.
The only early variety in
Street, S-W.
The second early
the list is Edzell Blue.
varieties include King George, Great Scot and
The .Ally. Among the maincrop and late sorts
are Abundance, Tinwald Perfection, Dominion,
The Iiochar. and Templar. All the foregoing
miaincroips and lates are white rounds or ovals
the following are coloured rounds Kerr's Pink.
Rector. Iriah Queen, Shamrock, Flourball, Langworthy, Golden Wonder, and Majestic. Majiy
:

:

elasies of soil"

gi\'eB

Edrell Blue,

first

early;

which should be sprouted!
Great Scot, and The Ally, second earlies and
Tinwald Perfection. Kerr's Pink, Majestic, i'he
Abundance tyiies, Lochar. Golden Wonder, and
Langworthy. maincrops and late?.

King George

(seed of

;

Chrysanthemum Bronze Molly.

—

The new

varietv cf f-nde Ohr^-santhemum illustrated in
102 is a sport from Molly Godfrey, which
it resembles in all other respects save colour.
The ground-colour of the florets is yellow, and

fig.

this

is

suffused with ca.rmine, giving the effect
The variety received

of a golden-bronze hue.
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Land Settlement.— The Committee appointed
March by the Minister of Reconstruction,
under the Chairmanship of Mr. Leslie Scott,
K.C., " to consider the steps and conditions
last

necessary to attract to employment on the land
all returning soldiers and sailors who may wish
to take up country life, and particularly to induce them to do so in sufficient niunbers tni
secure the maximum output from the land," has
just issued its report. We think the Committee
is wise in recommending certain measures that
will secure better sooiaJ conditions and introduce added intei'est to life in the country, such
as the establishment of halls, women's institutes, recreation grounds, and better arrangements for passenger transport to neighbouring
towns and villages, and, on the economic side,
the provision of good gardens a.nd allotments,
common pastm-e, electric supply, land the
general encouragement of rural industries. The
Commiittee recommends the immediate appointment of an Executive Commiittee composed of
representatives of the tliree War Departments,
the Board of Agriculture, the Ministry of
Pensions, the Ministry of Labour, and also
of the chief volunit.ai-y organisations interested
in the subject, to disseminate the necessary information, to ascertain who want to take up life
on the land, and to make arrangements for the
pKicing of the men, and, where they are inexperienced, for their tpaiiiiing.
With regard to
housing, the Committee urges t,hat the provision of a sufficien/t number of good houses with
gardens is absolutely essential
that the responsibility of finding
the necessary capital
should be assumed by the State, and that the
county ooainoils should be made responsible for
providing sufficient houses for ex-«oldiers and
sailors.
It is recognised that simple, cheap, and
expeditious machinery is needed for the acquisition of tJie land, and suggest that the county
councils siliould be the acquiring ani.thordty witJi
powers to lease to the parisli eomiicil. The Committee expresses its opinion in favour of the
system of agricultural credit now in course of
iintroduction by the Agricultural Organisation
;

Society,

News from Belgium.— We have received from
Monsieur Lonis Gentil, the curator of the Jardin Botanique de I'Etat at Brussels, a letter
containing news of Belgian horticulture, from
" Engwhich we give the following extracts
land has been marvellous without England and
America we sihould all have died of starvation
!ierc.
I was not very stout 1'r.fore. but I have
The Tribune
lost 28 llos. in the last four years.
Horticnh decided to hibernate during the German occupation, but we shall start it again
when we can— just now it is impossible. Belgian
horticulture has lost many
of its prominent
members among others MM. ,TnLE.s HvE de
Orchid
grower, one
(the
Crom, Edoar Wai!Tfx
of the promoters of the Ghent Quinquennial Ex:

;

—

FiRMiN DE Smet, and Fred. BurVENICH. senr. M. .losEPH dk TTemptinne was conflemned to death by the Germans, but was pardoned and sent to prison in Germany. Messieurs
A. Ceuterick, Toeffart. and Wyttendaele were
deported to Germany. M. Jules de Cock has
been living in France, his two sons, Lucien and
Andre, keeping the nursery going. In winter
they heated the houses with fires fed by LaurelIn Brussels, two notablo nurserymen,
heads!
Mon.sieur Stefman and Monsieur Van Dievoet,
have died. The last month, Novemiber, was the
miost terrible of the whole war for destruction
Thousands of glasshouses
by bomibardmemts.
On the
were d'e.stroyed or rendered useless.
last day of the German occupation of Ghent, M.
Francois Spae's splendid nursery at Mello was
destroyed, and the same thine haippened to M.
F. Patiwel's at Meirelbeke. Nearly all the glase
was broken, and the Orchids buried beneath
the gla.»is. with the temperature ;it 6° below zero.
M. Pvnaert's nursery at La Pinto also suffered.
M. Arthur De Smet has worked splendidly. He
is the president of the Nurserymen's Association, and he and Monsieur Callier (the presihibitions),

(R.H.S,

Award

of Merit,

of the varieties tested at Ormskirk and included
in tliis list are new, and difficult to obtain.
Therefore the more important varieties known
to be on the market Ln quantity are indicated
Many of the
in the official list by black type.

moreover, a.re practically synonymous,
and this is also pointed out in the list, where
details are available that will enable the grower
to select a/icording to his requirements and to
varieties,

identity different varieties by the shape, colour.
short selection of
eye, haulm, flower, etc.
varieties recommended for planting " on most

A

December

3,

1918.)

Royal Horticultural Society's Award of
Merit on the 3rd inst., when exhibited by
Messrs. W. J. Godfrey and Son.
Fire at a Nursery. A fire which occurred at
Messrs. Perry's Hardy Plant Farm at Enfield
.ibooit ten days ago did a greajt deal of damage.
The potting sheds, cart sheds and stables were
completely gutted, and a valuable horse was
In addition large numbers of Liliums,
killed.
Trilli.ums and other plants were destroyed. With
the exception of the plants the property was in-

the

—

sured.

-

—

I

;
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Royal Horticultui-al and Agricultural
from complete
Society) haw saved horticulture
Their work throughout the occupadestruction.
In Brussels itself hortition would fiU a book.
and n«r
culture has done pretty well— florists
serymen have done good 'husiness, and veg€ta>o.'3
fortunes
small
made
and fruit growers have
but
The Orchid growers have thrown away all
Lambeau's collectheir rare specimens, but M.
Pebters'
M.
is
so
and
saved,
all
tion is nearly
here and at
We shall start our monthly meetingsspecimens
of
Ghent as soon as possilble. Here are
,)ent of the

my

stepping stones of those

presently that
those friends of mine will learn
will leave to
patriotiism pays—though whom, I

a.^ainst 20

which was leafless before
companioni Oak
This year I have been
the turn of the year.
but
looking for a recurrence of tlie phenomenon,
have already
to ray "surprise find tliiat both trees
preI
is,
Now deciduousness
lost their leaves.
sume, an acquired habit, and ooir broad-leaved
they
trees should, if they were born and bred,
and their forbears, in an equable clima.te, re-

;

;

;

boxes for Id. in September, 1914.
seven
The botanical garden has sufEere<i greatly—
was no coal
houses had to be emptied, as there
rare
wherewith to heat them, and a lot of
I could go on writing
plants have been lost.
I weary
before
conclude,
nni'st
but
indefinitely,

with
"
libertv
you,

'

!

'Three

cheers

for

England

and

Louis Gentil.

CONFESSIONS OF A NOVICE.
The character in fiction which most holds my
or is it
regard and affection is tlie Freindh cure—
with
abb.i_of Les MisirahUs, who entertains
most
his
of
thief
perfect hospita'ity the
I Aould like to think
dherished silver spoons.
magnanimity
that I should be capable of similar
When aJl
toward him who stole my Apples.
failed
other fiTiit trees of the neighbmirhood
lesrt the
Fearftd
mine bo<re womden-ful crops.
wasps shoaild spoil them, I bagged the fruits.
For the
This was their and my undoing.
for
Ministry of Food having offered a price
on
Blackberries, the unoccupied land bordering
garden was invaded by all manner of
Among them were some who knew
well tliat Apples improve BJackberry
for the best,
pie," and idealists seeking always
and doubtless supposing that the bags indifor
cated that the Aijples were ready packed
transport—they robbed me as I had robbed the
If I were to complain iit would be of
wasps.
the unsportsmanlike way in which they did
was
things by halves, for half the fruit
carried away one night, and whilst I rejoiced
visitors
nocturnal
these
of
moderation
the
at
they retunied and carried away the remainder.
I must confess that the police were very sympaThey
thetic when I infomied them of my loss.
gave me to understand that it was a bad fruit
year, that Apples were in great demand, and
Thus
"thiat they wou'.d prohaibly be controlled.
the foirethonght wliich, thanks to- the timely advice for which tlhiis journal is so invaluaHe, had
led me to spray and thereby save my fruit was
not wholly unavailing, for someone reaped where
I had sown, and though the fruit was unripe,
the act of stealing supplied no doubt the sweetnees which the green Apples lacked. Otherwise
the history of tliis garden has been uneventful
the Celery lias as usual developed spot, and the
Cablbages are as clubbable as even Dr. Johnson

Mo™

sympathetic reader to decide.
a
stiiaiigest thing that I have seen in
garden for many a day is the behaviour this year
about
is
which
tree,
this
year
of an Oak. Last

beiiis obta.ined.

The

ea.r'.y
12 or 15 years odd, retained its leaves until
with a
spring, and stood in striking contrast

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
Editors do not hold Ihemeelvet retponnble for
the opiniont expressed by correspondents.)

Hydrangeas and Fuchsias in Anglesea.—
recently spent a short holiday in Anglesea, and
visited the place of my boyhood after an abDuring the time of
sence of .thirty years.

my

have often thought of the beautiful
Hydrangeas anid Fuchsias which grew thei-e, and
whether the plants were
at" times wondered
really little things that appeared big to a small
boy s mind. B.utn»tso. The Hydrangeas are still
there, huge bushes, like EJiododendrons, covered
with their trusses of pink and blue flowers.
PJants with blue inflorescences p.redominaAe
under trees or in woods, though these are not
very plentiful on tlie island. I have never seen
blue Hydrangeas gi^owing naturally anywhere
absence

If tliis is so, it looks
year.
tree of mine, which last year

kept its leaves, has not gradually but snddenly
obeyed the behest of inherited habit or instinct,
practice
and' given up aU at once the ancient
discardof keeping its leaves in favour of that of

remarkable feature c-f the
the suddenness of the change
of habit, and is comparable with that said to be
exhibited by certain deciduous trees when trans])orted to regions of equable climate; from the
ing

The

them.

phenomenon

fir.^t

.4.

it is said, these trees forsake their
deciduousness and become evergreen
I

A^.

Fiirneil,

ON

could desire;

my

transplanted Onions, obtained

heavy land, died in my light soil
they bowed down and died during tlie cold and
dfrought of early spring last, and heaviest soiTow
of all, tire white pig, wliich never seemed to take
kindly to this life, and carried out its destiny
from

;

unceasing food consunrption in a distrait
yet super -hungry manner, has proved to be
tubercular, and heace as bacon can never repay
me for all the care I lavished on him as pig.
Who can say after this list of events that a
garden does not add incident and adventure to
Those of my friends who during the war
life.
"
" looked on itempests and were never shaken
from their conviction that a gravel path is
of

PREPARATION

FOR ROOT

—

CROPS.

preparation of the soil for root crops is
more important than many gardeners realise.
Early preparation is most advisable if good
crops are to be obtained, since these crops need
It
well-worked soil that is free from lumps.
will not be possible to prepare the grounid before
as
done
be
ChriiEftmas, but the work should
soon as possible afterwards, in order to allow

The

plenty of time for the soil to settle.
Deep trenching is by far the most successful
meithod of culture when, shapely roots are required, and although it seems curious to advise
tvenchi.ng

tends to

which
increased production should be most

when labour

is

scarce, anything

Demobilisation will ease the
labour problem, an.d it is to be hoped that the
Aimy will be disbanded sufficiently soon for
labour to be available for trencliing. In trenching ground for root crops very little manure
should be dug into the soil, since it tends to
make the roots fork; the little that is used
should be buried two feet deep, for the roots
will grow down and find the food where they reFor both sandy and st.rong soils use
quire it.
pig and cow manures, and horse manure for
In addition to these natural
heavy land.
manures, concentrated fertilisers, such as flue
dust, wood ash, calcium cyanamide, and bonemeal might be freely dug in during the trenching

carefully considered.

of the ground.
Provided that the work is done soon, there
great
is no reason why the soil should not derive
left as rough as
is done at
is seen,
advantage
the end of February that no
and it is surprising how often one sees land

benefit foxjm being ridged

possible.

It

is

only

and

when ridging

ridged up too late for

the

frost to pulverise

Most of the severe weather comes
after Chi-istmas, so that if the woirk is carried
out immediately the surface soil should become
it saiccessf ully.

Quakers' Hall Xiirsrri/, Sevenoaks.

Citrus trifoliata (syn. Aegie sepiaria) (see
Citrus trifoliata has proved quite
157).
I).
hardy in East Ijothian, and, this season, I
raised a batch of plants from home-saved seeds.
I propose to use these plants for a hedge, which
should be a very interesting one if the experiment is successful. Mr. Lynch refers to the
crossing of C. trifoliata with the common Orange,
and states that a hybrid known as the Citrange
has been raised in France with the object of producing an Orange that would flourish in a climate that is too cold for the common Orange. I
liave no knowledge of this French hybrid, but it

INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

my

pickers.
only too

I

Fuchsias are also very fine ; the plants
else.
make bushes 10 to 15 feet high, and are red with
their little bells. Just before entering Holyhead
station numbers of Fuchsias may be seen growing
amongst tlie rocks, also amongst the rocks near
the breakwater. The islanders do not appear to
be very keen gardeners ; one sees practically
T/ios. E.
jKithing in their gardens but Potatos.

lies in

vear, so

habit of

E. T. Ellis.

(2'fte

aJi .the

this

to

soon.

are drawn early in. the morning of a sunny
day, and the seed sown in tlie drills after they
have been warmed all day by the sunshine.
Little points of this kind are more important
than they seem, and result in greater success

tQie

main leafy
as though

is

Personally, I" do not
favonir the sio'wing of Pai-snips or Carrots before
Salsafy
or Beetroot should
early in March, and
The ground
certainly not be sown before April.
ridging should be first levelled, and
after
surf,ace.
fine
oibtain
a
to
broken
then
rapid germiMa.tlion will take plaoe if the drills

sow root crops too

niisitakes a.re dead,

occupation An egg, 2s.
a few prices d.uring the
Apple, 6 to
2 lbs butter, 40 francs; a choice
10-12 francs; 1 Pear,
Pears,
lbs.
8 francs; 2
2 lbs fat.
2-4 francs 2 lbs. meat, 20-25 francs
flour, 12
35-40 francs; 2 libs, grain to make
against 3d.
francs; 2 lbs. Grapes, 10-12 francs,
matches,
2id
of
in September, 1914; 1 box
:

a couple of montlrs of exposure.
The mistake tliat many gardeners mahe

garden is all t.
and it will rise
plants to higher
dead
by
The lawn, when the rest of the Savoy?
things.
have hearted, will be sown with grass from
aover is excluded ; none but the best
all
which
and
peremiials will find place in my borders,
felicity"; whereas

plete

21, 1918.

a fine tilth for the sowiag of root crops after

meant to be rolled, and a lawn to be mown,
and herbaceous plants to be staked, and wh<j
allowed no vegetable to invade bed or border,
For their gardens
will have a poor time now.
" dulness of comare perfect, and theirs is the

make; all my

[Decembee

may

interest

Mr. Lynch to know that a British

is offering four new hardy Orange
hybrids that have come from the United States,
where they have succeeded in crossing C. trifoliata with some of the best kinds of Sweet Orange.
these
I hope to have the opportunity of trying
hybrids next summer, although I doubt their
Nevertheless,
climate.
value in our Scottish
when one remembers that C. trifoliata is very
that
late in starting into growth in the spring,

nurseryman
,

ripens its fruit early, and becomes dormant
eariv in the fall of the year, one can
imag'ine that if these characters are found in
with the sweet flesh
hybrids, coupled
its
of the edible varieties, it may then be possible
in
out-of-doors
Oranges
good
produce
to
At the International Confercoimtry.
this
in
London
in
held
Hybridisation,
on
ence
Horti1899, under the auspices of the Royal

it

fairlv

cultural

Societv,

Mr.

Herbert

J.

Webber,

then in charge of the Plant Breeding Laboratory
of the United States Department of Agriculture
and Hybridisation, gave a most valuable paper
upon the work of that department. The subject
large part
of Orange hybridisation constituted a
information
of his lecture, and much interesting
hybrids
and
trifoliata
was given in regard to C.
therefrom..
foliata are

The

difficulties

of

crossing C.

tri-

and various Citrus
dealt with,
it are described. These are raised
Orange, the TanSweet
the
from pollen of
gerine (C. nobilis), and several others.
vrith photolecture,
the
of
report
verbatim
graphic illustrations of the various hybrids, will
lloijal Horlithe
Journal
nf
the
in
found
be
hybrids from

A

—

"

Dbceubeb
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The
cultural Society, AprU, 1900, Vol. XXIV.
object of crossing iiardy Oranges was to secure
withwoold
wMch
fruits
a iiardy race of Citrus
stand the severe frosts that occur occasionally
and cause serious damage in the Orange regions
(George M. Taylor, Portuof the United States.
Ijtllo, MidloLhian.
Gardens (see
220).— Messrs. Bunyaid and Co., in

The Loss

of the

Clematis

in

pp. 165, 210,
referring to my article, wrote as if this serious
problem did not exist, though there are many
gardens in their own county that show it, as in
Sussex, and also throughout our isles generally.
Mr. E. A. Bmiyard, who has given me the pleasure of a Wsit here, seemed pleiased at what he
saw, but may not ha.ve made a note of the Japanese Clematis, in good health, growing in the
same place for over a quarter of a century. This
was attajined without any gain of soil or clime
tha,t other sites do not own, and every word said
in my article in your columns was duly weighed
and based on actual trials for thirty years here.
Messrs. Buuyard do not fix upon any word of
mine as wrong, but wish it " withdrawn.
Withdraw the result of many years' trials at uiy
own cost, and now known at Lyons as well as
here? It cannot be done. As weli ask Mr. Bean
to withdraw his statements in 7'rees and Shrubs
as to the bad results of grafting in various trees
and shrubs. Of fragrant shrubs, many fine varie-

the Lilac have been destroyed for years
by grafting on the Privet, an evil-smelling shrub
in nower, the stock killing the Lilac and then
taking its place in many suburban and town
gardens.
It anyone wishes to see an instance of
ties of

him go some summer evening to the
Zoological Gardens, in Regent's Park, and if he
escapes a headache be may know better what to
do than plant Lilacs on Privet. Now, happily,
growers both in Europe and America offer Lilacs
on their natural roots, the only wav to secure
their health and endurance.
Here, trials of forms
of the Locust (Robinia) have been carried out for
many years, and may be cited as to the ill-effects
of grafting on trees.
Struck by the beauty of
tlie small-leaved
form niimoaaefolia, I planted
standards in various aspects, and visitors wlm
rarely noticed the trees remarked on their grace
and verdure. After some years they began to
look sickly, and one by one died, killed by the
stock of the wild tree on which they "were
grafted.
After much inquiry, T at last obtained
a few small plants on their own roots
these
grew slowly, but are now graceful bushes; al
though planted in poor soil and an exposed aspect,
these trees are as hardy and enduring as the Vi w.
The same thing happened with otlicr varieties
grafted on the wild form, in spite of much labour
in removine vigorous suckers.
Here, then, is
another proof that trees of great garden value
are lost by grafting. Few nurserymen have room
for such tria'.s jus mine, but they micbt welcome
this, let

:

them. a.s
out tre»«

can do no good t<i the trade to send
which perish sooner or later.
W.
Ornrptur Sii-wt.

it

Jfoliiny.in.

socie:ti£:s.

CROPS AND STOCK ON THE HOME FARM.
The

1919

Onion Chop.

Although

the year 1918 was not favourable
to the Onion crop in this district, mainly owing
to drought during April, May and June, when
only 5^ inches of rain fell, the result was better
^^ ireworm
l«han was at one time anticipated.
was a source of trouble in newly ploughed grass
land.
During September, when 7^ indies of
i-ain fell, the ripening of the bulbs was retarded,
consequently among late planted bulbs there
were many thick-necked specimens.
Those who intend to grow Onions in 1919
should prepare the soil early, so that if seed is
to be sown in the open it may be got in early
in March.
No doubt the planting-out method
Ivas its advantages, but where labour is scarce I
Wiien the
strongly advise outdoor sowing.
plants in the boxes are ready to put out no delay
should occur, as the seedlings oecome stunted
in growth quickly, and do not readily recover.
Therefore success is regulated by the rate at
which planting proceeds.
Now is the time to apply twenty to thirty
tons per acre of farmyard manure, and deeply
plough it in. On the' newly plonghed surface
apply 5 cwt. of basic slag per acre, working it
in and leaving tlie soil surface as rough as pos

be pulverised by rain and frost. Under
these conditions a good tilth is obtained early in
the year, and sowing is not hindered. A crop
of even four tons per acre, at the Government
price of £28 or £30 per ton cannot fail to be
saiisfactorv. In choosing land for Onions avoid
that which is stony because of the constant
sable to

rolling necessary. Land on which Charlock grows
freely is also unsuit.ible. as this pestiferous weed
grows during the whole of the season-— even as
late as S'sntember.
(jf sunlight.

and robs the ripening bulbs

itENOVAl'lNO OHCHAaDS.
railway journey through what are known as
the cider producing counties, or in districts
where Apples are grown for market, wUl prove
that there is mudi neglect in tlie management of
orchard trees on farms. Altliough it cannot be
doubted that the Apple, Plum, and Damson, and
even the Pear, arc remunerative, I am at a loss
to know why more stewing Pears (Catillac, foi
example) are nut grown. As a rule this variety
grows well, crops satisfactorily, and the fruits

A

are always

The

in

chief

demand.
neglect noticckible

is in

the lack of

pruning and cleanRing old trees from moss and
liclien, and the total absence of manuring.
Too ofleji newly planted trees are denied the
common requisites to success, and planters ap
pear to think they should be able to taJte care
Grass
of themselves aft«r they are planted.
right up
is allowed to overrun tne surface soil,
to the tree stem.
Old trees much

overgrown should be severely
pnined, cutting away all weakly growth which
cannot produce fruit] in order to admit sun and
new
air to the centres of the trees and induce
grorwth to develop.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

—

Decembcb 9. The monthly meeting of this
Society was held in the H.H.S. Hall on Monday,
the 9th inst. Air. Chas. U. Curtis presiding.
,

Two new members

were elcct'd. One member
was allowed to withdraw interest amounting to

£2 10s. lOd., two members over the age of 70
18s. from their deposit accounts, and one membor withdrew £22 19s. lOd.
from his lapsed account.
The Army forms of tbo late Privates W. C.
CVoxford. E. Wiffen, E. Evesliam, J. Gardner
and K. W. Lane were received, and the sum
of £18 6s. Id. was passed for payment to Uioir
respective nominees. The death certificate was
received of an old and esteemed member who
had received over £240 in sick pay and istUl
had a balance of nearly £100. which was passed
for payment to his nominee.
The sick pay for
the month on the ordinary account amounted to
£93 139. lid.. State section to £38 6s. 8d., and
maternity claims £4 10s.
The trustees were
i'm|)ijwore<I U> invest a further sum of £500 in
War Bonds. Mr. W. H. Divers was co-opted
a member of the committee in the place of the
late Mr. E. J. Allard.

years witiidrew £55

When pnining is finished the trees should be
.^prayed with a winter wash to rid the branches
of moss and lichen.
with
T am a firm believer in spraying the trees
quicklime onlv early in April, but as farmers
are generally then too busy witii spring sowing,
attenI fear the trees do not always have the
tion thcv require, so I recommend a winter
if the
purpf^se,
same
the
answer
wash which will
instructions given with the various proprietarvlarge
When
out.
carried
properly
washes are
show signs of wanintr vigour, and where
copious
it is not convenient to apply manures,
supplies of liquid manure given any time during
provide
will
months
spring
early
or
winter
the
an easy and effective method of stimulating
^fnly
/?.
growth and inducing fruitfulness.
trees

nevx,

Swanmorc Farm, BUhop'? Wallham.

Mustard for Seed.
In consequence of the action taken by Agri
cultural Executive Committees, the acreage in
England and Wales devoted to this crop has
been reduced from 51,907 M-res in 1916 to 9,999
The crop is a profitable one to
acres in 1918.
(farmers, and it is also impontant to maintain
the export trade, which i» of considerable vaJue.
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It has been decided therefore that an ai-ea of
20,000 acres sliould be allowed for the harvest of
1919, but tdiat half of this area should be grown
on land ploughed out of grass for tlie purpose.
Mustard for seed is a very suitable first crop

be grown on newly ploughed gi'assland, and
believed that many farmers would be prepared to break up gnasslaad if they were
allowed to use the laud for growing Mustard
for seed.
The Board of Agriculture has made
a geneiial oi-deT proliibiting the growth o4
Musitard for seed except under the authority of|
a licence granted by Agriculturail Executive
Committees.

to

it is

TRADE NOTES.
CHAMBER OF HORTICULTURE
PROGRAJIME.
Thk

Organising Committee of the Chamber ol
has before it many suggestions for
work, and proposes iiimiediately to take steps to
deal with the important questions of statistics,
mechanical cultivators, imports and exports, and
the treatment of diseases. These items, by the
geiieraJ consensus of opinion, call for prompt
measures, and the Conmiitteo will put forward
definite details in the near future.
Further subjects claiming the attention of tlie
Chamber include soil sterilization, treatment of
seeds (eleotrically and otherwise), fuel consumplloi-ticulture

and cold storage,
research work, and the serious question of transport difficulties, are down on the programme of
the (.\iinniittee for prompt treatment.
The Chiunber is already in request by Government ne,)]artments for the purpose of advisorj'
work, and, from tlie trade point of view, one of
the problems to be met is that of competition
among official bodies and traders. The setting
up of special committees for arbitration and conciliation, the establishment of labour conferences,
and the drawing up of a broiad-mindcd scheme
for dealing with after-war conditions, should
tend to the establishment of closer relations between the various sections of the trade, which
may be said to be the first and all-important aim
for which the Chamber of Horticulture has been
tion, glass-house construction,

inaugurated.

NEW

PRICES FOR POTATOS.

HET.-\IL

so tar as
consistent with the undertakings given to
(Joverntlie
of
strictnejjs
growers, to relax tlie
ment control of Pottiitos. In order to give effect
an
iinniodiately
will
issue
ho
to this decisiion
Ordeo-, c.-i.lli'd tlie Potato ((Vmsolidation) Order
existing
thie
modify
wQl
so
which
(No. 2), 1918,
Potato dii-stribution scheryo as to give greater
freedom and latitude on sales by the gi'owers

The Food

Coaitroller has decided,

is

and any

d««ilinge

by wholesalers and

The following are
tions

Growers
sell

retailers.

moddfica-

principal

the

:

will

lotxger require a liceince to
retailers or consumen-s within

no

Potato* to

they sell
is Uie purbe the cpower's
for the district, except tJiat the
iprice fixed
grower may sell lotfi u,p to 1 cwt. direct to con
price up to Id. per lb.
"any
Humers at
their
will,

The price at which
zone.
however, be the same, whoever

chaser

;

that

is

to say,

it

will

The flat pries for Potatx>s to retailers and
coiMumeire will ibe abolished, and wholesale
dealers and retail deaJera will sell on marginB
The wholesale
lin the same way as last year.
dealers' commission wUl be averaged over four
weekly periods, the fiirst period beginminig on
any such period the
I>uriiiig
December 16.
dealer's average profits must not exceed 4s. per
ton for sales to other than wholesale dealers,
«Mid 10s. per ton for sales to retail dealers and

consumen-s.

The

Pota.ttos

must

no

in

oasi>

pass

through the hands of more than two wholesale
dieaJers, and any wh^Jesiale daa.ler who obtains
Potatos throuigJi his Potato.

Cojitiijl

Oiminiiittee

wlml&sale dealer.
in the
table printed below, will vary with the rewhich for this purpose
tailer's buying price,
(a) the actual jirice
is reckoned as tne sum of
5)aid fur the ."otatos by the retailor, excluding
anv .sum paid as dejiosit on bags and (b) any
having
sum borne by the reltail dwaler
If he carts the
Potatos carted to his .shop.
Potatos in hiis own van he may include a reason

may not resell them to another
The ma.ximum retail price,

as sihown

—

;

m

—
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able sum, not exceeding

5s.

per ton, for

this

service.
iliovenieait of ware Potatos from surplus
deficit
zones will be controlled by the

The

to
Milnistry of

Food as at present, but pig Potatos
will be allowed to move freely from one zone
A grower may cart liis ware
to another.
Pototos to any place in any other zone within
five miles of liis farm; and ware Pot'atos, grown
in Essex, Middlesex, Hei-tlordshire, and Bedford may be sent into London unless they are
Loadied at a-ail'way stations in otheir zones.
Wholesale dealers in deficit zones, who canobte.in suffioieiit supplies of Potatos from
within tiheir own zone, will indent on tlieir

^iiot

-Potato Oonitroil Oommittee oa- Market
mittee for supplies rnom oUier z»n«s.

Com-

Counties Affected with Blight.
In view of the abnormal development of
blig'lit in the Eastern counties and other special
ciTOumsitances since girowers' prices were fixed,
these prices have been revised for the counties
cJiiefly afieoted, and will be as follows during
Decembcir for the King E'dwardi and Langworthy gixjup
Best land (Silt, Wajp, Limestone, and Highlajid Clay).
Lincoln, Norfolk, Cambridge and
Hunts, Soke of Peterboroai^i, and Yoi-kshire,
:

—

£7

in each case.

Other Land. — £6 5s. in CWnbridge and Humts
£6 10s. in tlie othesr co unities named.
The prices for otheo" varieties of Potatos will
be 10s. a ton less tliiaiii the above. The price foj

:

all varieties wiil] be increased afiter the end of
December by Uie amounts iiiidioated in the Commission's Teport.
The riddle for ware Pota.tos
grown in Notting'hajnsliire will be reduced from

l^in.

to l^in.

The following is the scale of
prices referred to above
:

—

maxiimum

retail

[December

21, 1918.

..

December
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are bright rose-purple, except for a small
white patch on the front lobe; pedicels i
inches long, twisted, and white.
Like S.
crispa, S. undulata, S. marginata, and the
well-known S. Tibicinis, the plant is
straggling and awkward in habit, and the
scape is too long for the ordinary plant
hou.se but seen at close quarters the flowers
are strikingly handsome, though on the
dusky side. The genius might very well
be combined with Laelia, L. superbiens,
for example, being as like to the long,
loose-growing Sohomburgkias as one Pea is
to another.
The white variety of Cattleya Maggie
Raphael is a superb hybrid. It blooms in
mid-winter, and its large, shapely, white
flowers, with red-stained lip, are greatly
admired.. The plant is good-natured, too,
growing freely and flowering sti-ongly, the
Kew example having four good blooms on
one scape. I may take this opportunity to
record the great gift of Cattleyas and other
Orchid.s made to Kew by Sir George Holford in 1913. A house had to be built for
their accommodation, and the plants generally have maintained the reputation of
:
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NOTES FROM KEW.—XII.*
oue should
write about .Mistk'to and crackers
with iiiottos, and laurels for wreaths
for the victorious.
But the editorial order
is for tiotei al>out some of the nice things in

AT

this i>eact-tiiii<j Christiua.s

riowcrs at fln-iistnias, lioiried .shruljs,

and

such-like »arden decorations.
There are
not many this year
at any rate, not at

—

Kew.

Pyracantha and Pernettya

Hollies,

are nearly stripped of their berries already, Kew beintr a bird sanctuary,
and the birds l)oin<r unreason ably fruotivorous. There would lie nice Roses were it
not for the rain and semi-daikness experienced this sloppy month. Soft weather has
brought into flower the Witch Hazels and
Rhododendron Nobleanum and R. dahiiricuni.
Christmas Hoses are in bloom, too.
and Irisstylosa. The .sun must shine now
and then if we are to have flowers of any
kind. In the houses there are fewer plants
in blixim than there (iu<;lit to be.
Fog has
witlieiod up Slime things, and. tlic absence
of sunlight lias caused many flowers to rot
in the bud.
Gardening is a precarious
occupation.
It is war most of the time.
The most striking of tlie comparatively

few Orchids

in

flcnver

is

Schomburgkia

sj:lendida.
a
w<>ll-named species which
flowered for the first time in Deceml>er laist

was presented to Kew in
Elwes. witli whom it had
failed to flowei-.
.\ecording to Mr. Rolfe,

year.

Tlie plant

1000 by Mr.

wlio identified, it, specimens wci-e first collected by Andre on the Rio Dagua in 1876,
and later by Lehmann on the Rio Esmita.

Colombia. Tlie species is the largest of the
dozen or so known, tlie flower-spikes being
51 feet high with about a dozen flowers in
a cluster at the top, each flower mea.suring
4 inches acrass the sepals and petals are
strap-shaped, very wavy, and coloured
glossy brown-purple: the lip and column

their former home, the famous garden at
Tetbury, by growing and flowering so
satisfactorily that there has always been an

attractive dii>rplay,
tleyas. Laelias and

particularly of

Cymbidiums.

If

Cat-

any

reader happens to have tropical Orchids,
such as Vander, Aerides, Saccolabiuius
and Dendrobiujiis which have outlived
is room for thom at
Kew, where they would meet with projier
The collection has felt the
appreciation.
effects of war conditions in reepect of such
Orchids.
Cypripediums are well repre-

their welcome there

jsented.

The exferiraent with sponge trimmings
a substitute for peat fibre for Orchids
has not proved the success that I anticiWith the exception of Cypripated.
pediums, which appear to revel in sponge,
the roots do not like it.
I am unable to
account for this fact.
Possibly if the experiment had been made with seedling
Orchids the result would have licen lietter.
Plants.that had lived in peat foi- years may
not lie able to find their requirements in
sponge, or it may contain somethinK that
most OroliidR dislike. There can be little
doubt that a mixture of air and w.ater is all
the nourishment epiphytic Orchids naturally get.
As a rule the plants go wrong
when the compost about their roots breaks
.as

down and becomes what

is

known

as sour.

many good

greenhouse plants
have 1)een allowed to dro]) out of cultivaWhil.st so

tion, hard-wooded plants in particular,
the Acacias are still in favour. ITiere are
few better shrubs than A. platyptera. and
itis lemon-coloured variety,
alata, for decorating a consorvatorv in mid-winter,
and there is not one that surpasses A.
Haileyana when grown as a pillar ornament.
Its grey-green leaves are alwaw
plea.sing, and when the long, leafy .shoots

arc laden with elegant racemes of golden
yellow-fragrant flowers it is loveliness in

:

Grown as a loose shrub and
pruned heavily every year after the flowers

exceLsis.

fade,
Prnviotis articles appeared in the issues of .Tannary 19,
Felirinry 9. itfarch 9. April 8. .May IS. .lune 8. July fi,
Aiii^st in, September 'Jl, November 2, and Iieueraber 7,

thiiS

Acacia stands out conspicuously

the many species that are repre.sciited in the Kew Temperate House.
I

among
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have seen trusses of the flower-laden shoots
of it offered for sale in winter in the London flower shops, and I am told that in the
South of France A. Baileyana is supplanting A. dealbata for this purpose. Has the
former been tried in South Cornwall? It
is said to be at least as hardy as A. dealbata, of which there are good-isized trees in
gardens Falmouth way. Here is a list of
tlie most decorative plants in flower in the
houses
in
Christmas
week
Acacia
leprosa, A. urophylla, A. linearis, A. pulchella, A. Baileyana, A. alata, A. platyptera, A. dealbata; Begonias, socotrana,
Gloire de Lorraine, Glory of Cincinnati,
Mrs. Petersen, Gloire de Sceaux, and semperflorens, gigantea ; Buddleia oflicinalis,
B. asiatica, Centropogou, Lucyanus, Cestrunis. Calceolaria Burbidgei, Carnatione,
Cyclamens, Camellias, Chorizemas, Crowea
saligna, Calanthes, Cypripediums, Cattleyas,
Daphne odora, Diospyres Kaki
(fruits), Euoharis grandiflora. Euphorbia
fulgens,
Epacris, Eupatoriums, Heeria
rosea, Hymenocallis speciosa, Impatiens
:

Sultanii, 1. Holstii, I. Oliveri, Ipomoea
Briggsii, Jacobiiiia chrysostephana, Lindenljergia grandiflora. Laelias, Luculia
gratissima, L. Pinceana, Orange (flowers

and

fruits), Peristrophe .speciosa.

obeonica,

Primula

Protea pulchella,
Richard.ias,
Reinwardtias, Strobilantheis
isophyllus,
kewensis,
SparStrelitzia
uiannia africana, and Tibouchina semidecandra.
Not an impressive list. May
we blame the weather or the Germans, or
Imtli, that it is not better?
The two Buddleias iiicntioiied in the list
are greenhouse shrubs which bear truisses
of small, grey-white, tubular, very fragrant flowers, even small plants in 5-inch
pots flowering profiusely.
Poinsettia,

Begonia isocotrana, which made its first
appearance at Kew in 1881 and has never
since lost favour, is represented by a group
of well-grown examples now in full flower.
The plant is worth growing for its foliage

—

alone
orbicular, peltate, with a recurved,
toothed margin, rich green and from 6
inches to 8 inches in diameter, the leaves
are of the kind that never fails to arrest
liright
rose-pink
the
and
attention
flowers, always produced, in mid-winter,
are a delight unless fog spoilis them, as it
sometimes does. As the parent of a large
family of winter-flowering Begonias, including Gloire de lyorraine and the grand
liybrids raised by Mr. John Heal, the
best of which are now making a great .show
in No. 4 greenhou.se, the Soootran species
has a strong claim to the gardener's affection. It requires a dry rest after flowering
till .Tune, when the plants should l)e shaken
out, repotted, and started again in a warm
:

hou.se.

The Gentians deserve to rank even
higher than they do in horticulture.
There does not appear to be a Genthere
is
ample
yet
and interest in the genus
China has lately
to make it worth while.
added .several first-rate species, exactly
what the alpine gardener wants, as they
grow freely, form the right kind of tufts,
and are as floriferou,s as they are charming.
The photograph reproduced in fig. 10.3 was
to
accompany last month's
intended
tian

specialist,

material

—

—

It represents one of the latest introducit was in the Kevv Rock
It is quite hardy,
in mid-Novemrber.
flowers, nearly the size of the GentianI think this must
are a rich, clear blue.

notes.

tions fix>m China, and as

Garden
and the
ella.

.
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Decemeee

habit and foliage of the plant, though thei* is
none in tlie flowere, which in the Conandron are
ivory-white, and about an inch
across.
A shaded crevice in a rock wall is the
best 7)ositiou for the plant, and it likes a peaty.
star-shaped,

28, 1918.

The Week's Work.
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.!'
ay

F.

JoRDAK, Gardener

Clay,

M.I"..

Ford

to Lieut..Col. SPENufE.
.Manor, Luigfleld, Surrey

Mushrooms.— A

steady temperature of 50° tu
55° should be maintained in the Mushroom house
without the aid of fire-heat if possible.
This
cannot always be done, but in no case shou'.d an
excessive amount of fire-heat be used.
dry
atmosphere must be guarded against by damping
the floors and walls.
Continue to collect
mianure for the making of new bt:ls, and place it
in a dry, open shed where it can be tm'ued frequently.
Carrots.— sowing uf Early Horn Carrots
should be made before the turn of the year in
laick pits if they are available, ilake up a bed
of litter and leaves as previously recommended,
about 4 feet in depth; tread the materials firm,
and cover the bed with soil about 4 inches in
.Icr.th.
.Sow the seeds thinly and dust the soil
with wood ash as a check to sU gs.
Little or
no water will be necessary until brighter days,
when the pits or houses may be ventilated and
the syringe used sparingly on sunny days.
General Remarks.— At the end' of what, on
the whn'e, has been a good year for vegetables,
many kinds are still plentiful and good. Scarlet
Runners, Dwarf Beans, and Peas continued in
full bearing to a veiy late period. Autumn Giant
and other Cauliflowers have been extra good,
Brussels Sprouts, Broccoli, Leeks, and Celery
look well, and promise a full supply for some
time to come. The present is a suitable time to
compare notes and select the various kinds of
vegetables tor next season's crops.
It is difficult
to make selections to suit all purposes ; those
in charge know best the particular requirements
of the establishment.
Seeds should always be
ordered in good time.
Where early forcing is
contemplated, preparations should be made by
forming hot-beds and sowing small quantities
of such seeds as Lettuce, to have young plants
in readiness when needed in the spring.
Push

A

A

•

{Pho,

Fig. 103.

gentiana sino-ornata in the HOCK-GARDEN AT KEV

be the same Gentian which Mr. Perry showed
on October 12, 1915, and obtained the R.H.S.
Award of Merit for, under the name of G.
omata, but the tnie species of that name is
Himalayan, and is paler in colour, as shown in
Bot. Mag., t. 8,140; the name of the Chinese

loist

•Japan,
\'eitch
CI, I on.

soil.

Its

IN

liome

.

NO\EMrH
is

in

the mountaiiiis of
Messrs.
in Gard.

whence it was introduced by
and described bv Dr. Masters
in

1879.

species illustrated in fig. 103 is G. sino-ornata. I
am not certain whether the plant called G.
Veitchii, or Veitchiorum, is the same or a form

of it. There can be no doubt, however, as to its
worthiness, and in a fairly moist soil, not too
much e.xposed to direct sunshine, it is as happy
as the 'best-natured of the older Gentians.
G.
Freyniana, G. Lagodechiana, G. Kurroo, G.
Przewalskii (a shocking name for a lovely plant)
and G. septemfida are others that only need to
be seen to inspire the wish to possess. I do not

know enough about the latest-comer, G. Farbut from accounts of dt by Mr. Fan-er and

reri,

others

it is a champion.
Another of Mr. Farrer's finds in Tibet is G. hexaphylla, which, in
his delightful book, " On the jiaves of the

World," he figures and describes as " one of the
most lavishly lovely of its race." The description given in the same book of G. Farreri is
worth quoting here
" The vivid and violet
:

glory of my own Gentian of the Da Tung, by
far the most dazzlingly beantiful I have ever
seen, relegating G. verna, O. excisa and G.

bavarica to mere dowdiness
The shrill and
incandescent azure of G. Farreri's great trumpets, visible a quarter of a mile awav in the
grass, like stars of burning sky, or the green
.

.

.

lights fallen from a rocket." The flowers open
in early September on the alpine heights of Da
Tung within but a few weeks of final winter.
This is surely enough to make us all Gentianites

{PhnloririJiin

Fig. 104.

conandron ramondioides

hi)

\V

FLOWERS IVORY-WHITE.

!

Mention should have been made
interesting

Conandron

little

hardy,

ramondi(>id;es

twenty years or so
rookery at Kew, where

l36t

cousin,
affinity

Ramondia
with

in .July of the

.Japanese

Gesnerad,

which for the
has been grown on the
(fig.

it

pyrenaica.

Strpptncarpns

104),

is

as

happy

There

as its

is" also

suggested

bv

an
tlie

Kewites will no doubt be interested to learn
that the wages of gardeners, both male and
female, are now 24s., plus 23s. war bonus, also
that

all

..Majesty's

Kew
Forces

employees
are

who

entitled,

charged, to return to their posts
W. W.

joined

on being
in

forward all kinds of work and any alterations
which ai'e in hand or contemplated, as pressure
of

work increases daily after the turn, of the
Continue to lift and expose roots of

His

year.

dis-

Rhubarb and Seabale, placing them

the gardens.

required.
forced
at

in heat as
Small quantities only should be
one time to maintain fresh and

—
Decembes

23,
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constant supplies. Mucii other work can be done
during bad weather, including the preparatioji
of stakes and labels, and turning heaps of old
vegetable refuse.
It is surprising at what a
rate .-io-called rubbisli accumulates in gardens,
but this may be tui'ned to good account in
Its
various ways., and made to enrich the soil.
effects are often more permanent, and especially
in heavy ground, than when the soil is dressed
with animal manure.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By

J.

Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Bart,. Gatton Park, Beigate.

— Plants

autumnalis, L.
albida. and L. furfuracea should be rested for a
period after they have flowered
only sufficient
water sliould be given the roots to keep the
The ear'.ypseudo-bulbs frei and plump.
flowerinf; varieties of Laelia anceps are opening
their flower-buds, and they will be followed in
bloom by the white forms. By judicious management, the blooming period of this useful
species may be e.xtended for several weeks.
Laeliaf.

Laelia

of

:

Laelia

pumila

and

its

many

varieties

will

have passed the flowering stage, and,
develop from the new
soon
roots
as
pseudo-bulbs, any necessary re-potting or topdressing may be attended to. Shallow Orchid
pans
without
side
form
the
most
holes
suitable receptacles, and they should be fitted
with wire handles. The plants thrive when
suspended
from
the
roof-rafters
of
the
inteiinediate house.
In repotting, the pans
should be filled to one-half their depth with
drainage materia/'s. and the compost sliould
soon
as

consist of a mixture of chopped Al fibre and
Sphagnum -moss, with a quantity of half-decAved
Oak leaves and cnished crocks added. Watering should be done very carefully; very little
water will be needed until t^fter the young roots
have grown in the new soil, whilst during the
resting period, only .sufficient moisture shoiOd be
afforded to keep the psendo-bnlb,<! fresh and

piump.

Vanda.

— ^'anda

Aniesiana and

V.

Watsonii

are in bloom, and if tlie roots are kept moderately dry, the flowers will last for a long time
in good condition.
When the flowering season
is over, just .sufficient water should be given to
prevent the root* from slirivelling, as the plants
need .^ brief period of re.st. V. Kimballiana has
passed out of flower, and should be rested until
the roots again become active, when moisture
may be afforded in increasing quantities. Plants
of V. teres and V. Hookeriana, having completed their sea.<ion's growth, should be given a
long season of re.<!l. affording them only sufficient water at the roots In prevent their terete
leaves from shrive'ling.
These Orchids should
be Lrrown in the liL'hteftt position in a house
having an intermediate temperature. V, ooernlea
should be rested for a period after passing out
of flower in similar conditions to those recommoiide<l for the other .species.

Cattleya.^-Plants of PattVya Warneri which
are growing actively should be staged in the
warmest part of the f'attleya house In a light
position, and be .snfficicntly watered at the roots
to keep the compost moist unti' the flowers have
opened. The work of repritting shfinld be done
immediately after the flowers have faded, when
new roots nsn-iMv de\"eV'n from the bases of the
young nseudo-bulbs. The various forms of Cattleya Trianae and ('. Perciva^liana are sending
tip flower-spikes.
The plants should be given an
increased supply of moisture at the roots, and
Brown near the roof-g'ass in a Ught, warm position.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

—

Flavour of Fruits.
I have been gratified
durir:; the pa-st season to receive many enquiries
with respect to the flav<iur of ont door fruits.
This is a good sign, for if quality were considered before large
size,
more satisfaction
would result to the gardeners. The highest
coionred Apples are

not

necessarily the

best

flavoured.

Fruit for Preserving. -Fniit .should not, even
plentiful, be nsed for preserving in a hapThere is room yet for improve

when

hazard manner.
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—

ments in the combination of certain fruits for
preserving besides the universal mixture of
recently
I
Raspberries and Red Currants.

Late Vines. Directly the leaves have fallen
from late Vines the laterals should be pruned.
Always prune to a strong, plump bud, and, as a

sampled some Blackberry and Rhubarb jam
When more bottles are availit was excellent.
able there will be a great increase in fruit
The samples of fruit preserxes that
.bottling.
have been staged at the R.H.S. meetings from
time to time have created considerable interest.

precaution against bleeding, paint the cut surface with styptic.
During the next few weeks
advantage should be taken of bad weather to
thoroughly cleaaise the house, and top-dress the
borders with fresh loam, removing, in the first
uistance, a few inches of the sAirface soil. Soak
the border with clear wa,ter, and ventilate the
house to its fullest extent dav and night.

:

—

There is a very unTiie Demand for Trees.
usual demand on the nurser\Tnan for fruit trees
of all kinds, and many planters will have to
wait longer than usual before their oixiers are
e.xecuted.
Whilst waiting for the trees, follow
the advice already given to have everything in
readiness for planting immediately they arrive.
Retrospect. — At

A
the
close of another
year's work in the hardy fruit garden, a fewobservations on successes and failures may be
appropi'iate.
I only remember one similar year
of such general failure here, and that was nearly
forty years ago on that occasion the crops were,
so far as Apples are concerned, even worse than
in 1918, and the failure followed, if I remember
rightly, a very severe winter.
The shortage in
the hardy fruit crops has been attributed to
spring fro.sts and the unfavourable weather of
:

April, but I am inclined to attribute it in some
degree to the phenomenally heavy crops in 1917.
Insects have been more troublesome during 1918
than for some years past, American Blight was
especially troublesome, but our trees e.scaped
serious injury from caterpillars.
Aphides were
troublesome early in the spring, but not so much
la/ter,
whilst red spider was not mudi in
evidence.
Mildew did not cause any serious
harm in fact, some plants, including Roses,
were remarkably free of this disease. In the
coming season it behoves growers to use all
measHires possible against these common enemies
of the fniit cultivator.
Trees have made good
growth durinir the past summer and autumn, and
from observations made in several gardens there
is a promise of plenty of flowers next spring
Both Cherries and Pears look unusually proniis
ing in many gardens
;

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
B.v E.

Uarriss, GardenBT
Lo^rkitLge

Park.

to Lad.v Wastage,
BerkshLre.

— Sha.ke

the soil from some of the
best matured Gloxinia tubers and place them
in bo.xes of finely-sifted leaf-mould.
Let them
develop in a warm house, and when top growth
and roots become active place them in 5-inch
or 6-inch pots filled with a compost made of
rich fibrous loam, peat, leaf-mould, and coarse
sand.
After a few days water the soil thoroughly, and subsequently afford water with
great care, and continue this treatment until the
pots are filled with roots. The plants should be
grown in a position near the roof-glass in a
warm house until they begin to develop flowers,
when a cooler and drier atmosphere is more suitable.
Fresh batches may be started into growth
at intervals according to requirements.
Streptocarpus. This plant is very subject to
attacks of mealy bug, and when the pest is establi.shcd cJH the leaves it is very hard to exterminate.
The plajits should be examined at regular
intervals for the purpose of destroying any
If plants are
insects which may be present.
required to flower early a few may be placed
in a warm house. Remove a little of the surface
soil to allow room for a top-dressing of fresli
compost. A mixture of fibrous loam, peat, leafmould, mauuire from a spent Mushroom-bed and
sand forms an excellent rooting medium for
Streptocarpus. Young plants in 5-inch pots may
be sliifted into larger receptacles when they are
sufficiently well rooted for transference.
Ailamanda. Old-established plants of Allam.nnda may be pruned. If they have filled their
allotted space the shoots may be cut hard back to
two bu<ls. The plants are in need of a rest,
therefore the roots should be kojil dry during
the winter. Specimens gi-owing in pots may be
pruned in a similar manner, and laid on their
sides beneath a stage in a. cool house until the

Gloxinia.

—

—

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
n.T

W.

J.

Koelo

nmSE.
Hall.

to Mrs
DEMPSTEn.
N.Mv.-jistle,
SLifrordshiri(Jnrfi'upr

Pianting and Potting Materials.— A sui>ply
I'ich, fibroiLs turf should be cut and sitacked
before snow and rains saturate the ground. A
rich, calcareous loam is the most suitable soil
of

for fruits.
In some districts turf soon loses
and in snch Mses it should be used in
a fresh state with plenty of grit, mort:ir rubble
or broken bricks added to keep it open for the
free passage of water.
Sood. lightly sra,ttcrod
over the turves when building the stack, aflds to
the quality of the comnost. Oalvanised iron sheets
placed at an angle will afford the necessary protect'on from rains.
Wood ash from the garden
fire forms the only available ."tupiply of potash at
tho present time storo the ashes in a drv place,
as pot.-ush is very soluble, and soon wa.shed out
by rains. A sltock of old mortar or lime rubble,
soot, and hrxmemade ch<ircoal should be kept
under cover; the soot and charcoal in tuB.s or
bnx«s.
At Keele we have open sheds in which
to store horse, cow, and old Mushroom-'bed
mmure; it is import-mt to have these materials
in a friable condition when required for various

spring.

it« fibre,

:

fompcstis.

—

Early Vines. If pot Vines are required to
produce very early Gr.xpes they should be stood
on a bed of fermenting material for a few
weeks. Keep the cjines tied to th<> stakes for
the present, and with slight syringings with tepid
water the b\ids will break evenly on every part
of the rod with little or no fire-heat. The ca.iies
shonld then be tied to the wires. In the mean
time, a minimum temnerature of 50° at night is
sufficient warmth.
MTien starting early permanent Vines, the requisite temperature may be
maintained for a few weeks bv placing a bed of
fermenting material over the Iwrders. A niidit
temperature of 50° to 55°. with a rise of 10°
during the day, wi'l be .»uitable for the firft
month of forcing. If the Vines are hurried into
growth the buds will break irregularlv. Maintain a moist atmosphere to assist the Vines i"to
growth, freely svringinf the house twice daily,
according to the weather, with tepid water.
Keep the evaporating troughs filled with water

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Bv

R. V. ItuoTHERSTON, Gardener to tlie Barl of
IlADOlNiiToN, Tvninglinnie, Eart Lothian.

Reconstruction
All

will

be

in

thinking

the
of

Flowen

Garden.

re-estalilishing

fluw_er

gardening on something like its former basis.
One good result here was the turfing of a
number of beds and borders four years ago,
none of which will probably ever be restored,
the general effect being much better with
One cannot doubt that throughout
out them.
the country flowers have been mnployed in the

much too profusely. That is
from the (|uestion of labour,
consecpient expense. There had been for
restraint
in
the employyears a
lack
of
It is true that never prement of flowers.
viously had flowers, as regards colours, been
used so artistically, but it is also true that much
artistic value was dissipated by the profuscness
with which flowers were used.
And it was in
small places where the sense of proportion was
most often lacking in this respect. I have been
able by the aid of female labour to keep lawns
mown as formerly, or, rather, more frequently,
to make it easier for the girls. But gardeners here
and there have permitted lawns to go wild, or
ploughed them for Potato growing. In the first
case there will be some trouble in restoring them
to their former condition.
It is true that jirevious to the era of lawn mowers it was not unusual to take a crop of hay anniiallv off lawns,
the rest of the season being occupied in keeping
down the grass by scythe mowing. Under present-day circumstances a very early mowing of
the grass should be made, and very frenuent
re-mowing thereafter until hot weather relieves
the pressure.
past in gau'dens
apart altogether

and

—
—

KDITOHtAL MOT/Cf.

ADVERTISEMENTS
PUBLISHKB.,

sliould be sent to the
41.
Wellimrton Street.

Covent Garden. W.C.

and PublisUer. — Our

correspondents

would obviite delay in obtaining answers to
their communications and save us much time and
trouble, ij they would kindly observe the notice
printed weekly to the effect that all letters relatina
to financial matters and to advertisements should
be addressed to the Publisher ; and that all communications intended for tmblication or referring
to the Literary department, and all plants to be
named, should be directed to the Editors. The two
departments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct,
and much unnecessary delay and confusion arise

when
Special

letters are misdirected.

Notice

to

Correspondents.

—

The

Editors do not undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or to return unused communications or illustrations unless by special
arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their
correspondents.
Illustrations.— Tfte Editors will be glad to receive
to select photographs or drawings, suitable
for reproduction, of gardens, or of remarkable
flowers, trees, etc., but they cannot he responsible
for loss or injury.
Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of
plants for naminy, should be addressed to the

and

EDITOBS.

Wellineton Street. Covent
Garden, London. Communications should be
41,

WRITTEN ON ONE SIDE, ONLY OP THE PAPER, Sent OS
early in the week as possible, and duly signed by
the writer. If desired, the signature wilt not be
printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Ateragb Mean Temperature
deduced from observations

for

the

during

ensuing week
the

last

fifty

yeai-s nt Uireenwich, 38.3°.

Mr. Bunyard's lecture*
increasing the home
B Fruits for Small °^
Gardens.
fruit supply deserves to
be studied by all owners
of small gardens.
His statement that
much might be done to extend the period
during which fruit is available is undoubtedly correct, and the wisdom of
planting for succession recognised by all
good gardeners deserves to be put into
practice much more generally than is the
case in the small garden of the present day.
For example, jn spite of the excellence
of their fruits, how rarely are autumn
fruiting Raspberries planted in small
private gardens?
Yet the good varieties
are prolific, and yield into
October.

These

fruits are

indeed particularly suited

to private
gardens, for they are not
likely, owing to their lack of keeping

become grown on a large scale
for market
at all events in any but the
drier parts of this country. By the simple
device of "tipping" Raspberries in spring,
so that the canes are left at varying
quality, to

heights

—
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Editors

—

—

— from

—the

season
of fruiting will be extended, for the shorter
canes will fruit later. Similarly, the period
of Strawberries might be extended by the
planting of autumn fruiting varielies. It
is doubtful
as Mr. Bunyard poin^ out
whether the owners of small gardens have
yet taken full advantage of the great improvement in the Gooseberry, the best
varieties of which are among the most delicious of dessert fruit. Here, too, an extended season may be provided by the
judicious planting of late varieties.
Mr. Bunyard's golden rule for fruit
gathering deserves to be committed to
2 feet to 4 feet

—

Needless to say in the rule observed
keeping fruit should not be gathered
it is about to fall from the tree.
Mr. Bunyard's advice on keeping fruit
will be welcome to those who do not posses.s
a fruit room
wrap Apples or Pears in
paper, put them in a box, close the lid, and
put the box in a cupboard or shed. The
shed need not even be frost^proof.
Those whose gardens are ever troubled
with wasps should act on Mr. Bunyard's
remark that cooking Plums may be stored
for some time when gathered unripe.
The importance of the proper soiltreatment of fruit trees is often overlooked,
and, next to the lawn, the fruit quarter is
often the most starved part of the garden.
Lime is often deficient, and, if so, must
be supplied either in the form of lime or
else chalk or lime refuse from the manulate

until

—

facture of acetylene gas.
For starved,
unthrifty trees nitrogenous manures should
be used, but excess of such manures must
be avoided, as it will result in increased
growth and decreased fruit production.
Without a supply of phosphates in the
soil fruit crops will be small, and care must
be taken to supply any deficiency by a
dressing of superphosphate or of basic
slag.
Mr. Bunyard advocates the ext«nded planting of fruit trees in small
Instead of the Bitter Almond,
gardens.
ubiquitous, lovely, but evanescent in
its loveliness, .suitable fruit trees should
be planted in suburban gardens. Large
growing trees. Limes and Beeches and the
like, should give place in the small garden
to Apples and Pears, and the shrubbery,
with its dull monotony of Laurels, should
be diversified by the introduction here and
there of these fruits. 'What Canada has
done in the extension of fruit growing in
the colder parts of the Dominion should be
attempted here, and in the north the coldresisting and late - flowering varieties
sidered good value.
With the national programme of housing an unique opportunity will arise for
illustrating the possibilities of fruit growing in small gardens, and it is to be hoped
that this opportunity will not be lost sight
in any case, those who have such
of
gardens should read Mr. Bunyard's instructive article with attention, and put
into practice the excellent advice which
he gives.
;

Journal of n.H.S.. May, 1018

it

is

,

•

:

pended basket of peat and Sphagnum.
Trials at Wisley in 1919.— The Royal Horti
will carry out trials of Dwarf

cultural Society

French Beans, Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Parsleys,
Early Potatos, Turnips, and Swedes in their
Gardens at Wisley, Ripley, Surrey, during 1919.
Seeds, etc., for trial should reach the Director
of the Gardens not later than January 31, 1919.

—

Army Stable Manure. Farmers in Surrey,
Sussex and Hampshire who are near enough to
Aldershot can obtain manure from the Eelmoor
Dump at 5s. per ton. Analyses of Army stable
majiure show that it is very satisfactory in
composition, and at tbi.s price mu.st be considered good value.
Royal Horticultural Society War Relief
Fund. A meetuig of the War Horticultural
Fund was held at the Mansion House on
Wednesday, December 18, 1918, at 3.30 p.m.,
under the presidency of the Lord Mayor of
London, Sir Hokaie Marshall, who was accompaniedi by the Lady Mayoress. On the platform
were Field-Marshal Lord Grenfell, the president of the Royal Horticultural Society, and
also of the Fund
Lady Northcoie, vice-president of the Fund Mr. Carl Hentschel, one of
the joint secretaries
the Rev. W. Wilks, Sir
Harry J. "\'eitch (treasurer). Sir Charles
Wakefield, Master of the Gardeners' Company,
Mr. James W. Lowther, the Speaker of
the House of Commons, and many otieirs.
The Lord Mayor, in the course of hie speech of
welcome to the audience, read a letter from Mr.

—

Relief

;

;

;

A. J. Balfoxjr regretting inability to be present,

Magazine."

:

Rhododendron argyrophyllum,

latiseipala.

var.

Govenia tingens, Linum elegans,
Yasha. Stewartia serrata, PolyPobeguinii, Hypericum laeve forma

leiandrum,

Alnus firma
stachya
rubra,

var.

Rhododendron
JTesembryanthemum
fulviceps,

Scabiosa Hookeri,

culare,

visrnn,

*

flowers, covered with reddish-brown
Linum elegans well de.scrves its najme
a native of Greece, and may not prove
quite hardy La this country.
Stewartia serrata
is hardy at Leonardslee, from whence the flowea-iug spray which figures in the illustration was
gathered. It is a very striking shi'ub, beai'ing
pale yellow flowers with crimson blotches oii
the reverse of the petals.
Hypericum laeve
forma rubra is a native of the East, and was
discovered near Diailbekir in 1841. It is thought
by some authorities that the colour of the red
form may be attributable to the fein-uginous
nature of the loam in which it grows.- RhodoWestern
dendron orbiculare, a native of
Szechuan, bears flowers of a brilliant i-osy carmine.
The species is fairly hardy, especially
in the damp, mild climate of the West of EngPrimula sinopurpurea was raised at Kew
land.
from seed collected in Yunnan by Mr. G. Forrest.
It was described and illustrated in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, 1917. vol. Ixii.
p. 241.
Stewartia sinensds is also a native of China,
The flowers are
namely, of Western Hupeh.
Mesemwhite, with brilliant yellow anthers.
bryanthemum edule is perhaps the finest of the
It is a native of South Africa, and in
genus.
most parts of Britain requires the protection of
a greenhouse during the winter. Bulbopihyllum
Hamelinii flowered in 1902 at the Glasrevin
Botanic Garden. It is a native of Madagasc r,
and thrives best in a tropical house, *1i a
spo'ts-

and conveying his best wishes for the success
of the Fund. A letter from Lord Burnham was
also read, to the same effect.
Mr. Hentschel
then read a letter sent by Monsieur Poincar^,
the President of the French Republic, to Monsieur Cambon, the French Ambassador in Lon-

that is, whilst they are
to the tree.

The " going soft " at the core, which so
often befalls Pears, is frequently due to
the fact that the fruit was gathered late.

coloured

Botanical

"Botanical

Elishae,

firmly attached

26, 1918.

Mnr/azine for .July to December, 1918 (Nos.
1,577 to 1,582 of the work) comprises descriptions and illustrations of the following plants
.Sophora japonica, Ramondia serbica, Gongora

memory. Gather late varieties of Apple
and Pear late, and early varieties early
still

— The

Deceubeb

sinensis,

Primula

sinopurpurea,

orbi-

M.

Stewartia

Cereus Tunilla, Odontoglossum praeBerberis
Beaniana, Diascia Aliciae.

don, expressing his gratitude to the promoters
of the Fund, and one in a similar vein from
the .Serbian Minister.
treasurer, then gave

Sir

Harry

J.

'Veitch, as

a few details as to the
money which had been received, and the work
which it was hoped to do in restoring the devas-

Me.sembryantheTOum edule. Rhododendron oreotrephes,
and Bulbophyllum Hamelindi,
Ra-

tated lands in France, Belgium, and Serbia, and
Mr.
especially in providing seeds and plants.
Jambs Lowther, who described himself as a

mondia serbica

humble follower of the horticultural

is a pretty plant for the rock
sard en, bearing a close general resemblance to
R. pyrenaica. Gongora latisepala was presented
to Kew as an unnamed specimen in 1914 by the
late Lady Lawrence.
It has brilliant orange-

craft,

gave

a graphic description of the devastated districts,
over part of which he had travelled, and laid

emphasis on the importance of restoring as
quickly as possible the fields and gardens which

Decbmbis

28, 1918.]
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in,

Answers

Corrspondents.—

to
Allotments.
.^airphis
jirodnce
from.
American
Rose
20;
lawrts
Society,
164;
ants
in
Aphrophera.
spnmaria
20
injured
Apple
leaves
10;
144 Apple shoots, gaHs on, 144
Apple trees, brown rot in, 154
controlled
prices for
.Vpples,
Apricots and Grapes, 124
164
Ash
Araucaria inilirirata,
84 ;
from Oakwood fire. 124
As
paragus plumoeus nanus, 114
Aspidestra roots, pests on, 192
Auriculas. 104
Azalea s\iblan
ceo'nta,
124
B-ipberries.
94
basic slag for fruit trees. 244
Bedeguar Gall on Rosa lucida
84; Bedognair gall on wild Rose
74
Bel
74 ; Begonia injured
gians. seeds for. 244; books, 64
114, 202. 222; books, va.hie of
old, 202: bowling green, 104
CalanUie* injured, 222: Carna
tione, 104
Oamations damaged
Cattleya fly. 154
Celery
64
blancbing, 124; Celerv injured
40, 94: Ce/lery leaf spot,' 144
Ohrx'.santhemums,
bi -coloured
244:
rbr>'.santhemiim.
seedling
single, 212; rhrysanthemnms in
;

;

;

:

;

.

;

;

:

254

;

Copper

Beech,

caterpillars

on the, 104
com cobs, 134
correspondence
school,
254
cows, winter rations for, 144
crops damaged by hail, 54 crops
and stock for 50-acre holding,
84: Cucumbers damaged, 40;
Cupressus funebris, fruiting of,
232
Currant Seabrook's Black,
244 ; cyaniding, 40, 144, 154
Cydonia fruits, uses for, 104
pruning, 124
Cydonias,
Dictionary, gardening 114; dictionarjof botanicai terms,
222
Langleyensis,
Escalionia
40
exemptions for gardeners, 50,
40: Fig trees, 212; Figs failiivg
to ripen, 64; French horticultural
journal, 40 ; frog-spit, 10
fruit,
frosting
shrubs,
254;
abroad,
103;
farming
etc.,
fruit
fruit trees, planting, 40
fruit
trees, overgrown, 104, 124
root-pruning,
104; fruit
trees,
stocks for, 182; fruits,
trees,
best, for a Scoltisli garden, 182:
Gall on
fnel for clasabouses, 64
Roses, 74, 84; galk on Apple
g.^rdeners and war
shoote, 144
service, 30, 40; gardeners' notice
to leave, 164 ; gardeners, private,
arul war service, 30 ; gardening,
gas-Kme for
training in, 30:
vacant ground, 182; Ginkgo, or
Grapes
Maidenhair, trees, 174
injured. 10. 20. 30, 40. 54, 114,
144, 182: Grapes, ripening. 114;
grasses for binding land, 232;
grease-banding fruit trees, 114,
buildiii"
a,
222
greenhouse,
154
Hardv plants for large
beds, 222; "hedging hook, 114;
herbaceous plants for cut flowei-s,
trade newshorticultural
212
Iris
paper, 20 ; Humogen, 54
Kew,
leaf-blotch
disease, 202;
employment at, 164; Lathyrus
among culinary Peas, 40; I^ectnres to allotment holders, 54
Leeks, trimming the leaves of, 64
Lycium chiivense, 94; Lily-of-theLoganberries inV.illey,
182
Loganberry canes
injured, 254
injured, 212; Mangold Wnrzel,
creosote
bug,
Mealy
254;
medi
as a remedy for, 104;
cinal plants, cultivation of, 244
Melon,
scarlet-fleshed,
84;
motorMelons injured,
114:
tractor ploupjhs, 154: Mnshrnombed, old, 192; Mussel Plum, the,
202 Names of fruits, 84, 94, 104,
:

;

:

A^'icultural Reconstruction. 26, 218
Agricultural Societies, Government
grants to, 209
.\4ricultural university, a proposed
new, 239
Agricultural Wages Board, the, 26
Aericolture in 1918, 110
Alcohol from Antkriscas svlvestris.
238
Alexandra Park, allokmeitts at. 6
AJlard, tiie late Mr. E. J., 190
AHctment holders and the seed
;issisting, 81
trade, 74
Allotment produce, marketing surplus. 20. 180. 218, 221
Allotments at Alexandra Park. 6;
at Fulboume. 70 ; prizes for. 220
royal visit to, 37; tenure of, 234 ;
Alpine garden, the, 67, 186, 195
Amaryllis Belladonna, 147

plants

1918.

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

on,

in.sects

scale

Peach,
262

164:

84,

injured,

164,

Pear
injured, 64
tree, insects on. 222: Pear trees,
treatment of old espalier, 164
Pears for arches. 212; Pears
inPeas
124.
134:
injured.
PKmis,
114:
64;
jured,
30,
for
points
of,
134;
sales
54; pot
vegetables and fruit,
plants for use indoors. 10; potfrom flower stems, 54;
asJi
damaged,
10;
leaves
Potato
Potato within a Potato, a, 114
Potatos,
Potatas, coloured. 104

Pear leaves

;

:

40: Potato for nam
ing, 134; Potatos on newly dug
pasture, 94: Potatos. diseased,
124. 164; Primul.is damaged, 40:
prnning. 104, 124: Rhododendron eaten, 10; Rhubarb, 254:
Ricbardia leaves injured, 244:
134:
examinations,
R.H.S.
a
out
laying
rode • garden,
operations
rock-garden,
114;
and
rooks
winter,
232;
in
W^alnuts. 40: Roses. China, 30:
Roses injured, 144: Sawdust and
Shallots.
manure, 114
stable
.sboddv as manure,
red
222
232 Soil, flooded. 262; sugar
from Sugaj- - beet, 104, 144
124
pruning,
Briar,
Sweet
Tasmania, etc., gardeniag prospects in, 134: Tobacco, homefailure with.

;

:

,

home-grown,

104

;

Tomatos for

market, 164; Tomatos

in

April,

74; Tomatos injured, 30, 40, 84,
114. 134: Tomatos, "outdoor,"
134 tree fruits, names of, 192
Truffle or Puffball. 114; Ve^e
t.ables for a con.servatorv, 104
Vine leaves, variegated, 134
Violet Mrs. D. Lloyd George.
222: Volkameria. 164; Weed in
poivd, 10, 40, 54; Willows for
commercial purposes, 20; worm,
green 124 worms on la wji 124
Yew trees, transplanting, 144;
.\nthriscus svlvestris, alcohol from,
238
Antirrhinmn, a prolific, 201
Apiarv, the, 25, 35, 69, 79, 89, 129.
139"
;

:

:

:

,

.

;

:

:

;

;

:

;

124, 134, 144, 154, 164. 174, 182,
192, 202, 222, 244; names of
plants. 10, 20. 30. 40, 54, 64, 74,
84, 94, 104, 114, 124. 134, 154,
164, 174, 182, 192, 202, 222, 254,

262

:

Nectarines

injured,

64

:

Onions damaged, 20, 51, 74, 104
Onions, names of, 192; prices for,
;

104; .^secondary growth in. 114;
Parsnip injured, 222; Pea, the
Peach leaves
Asparagus, 254 ;

Apple, and other fruits, origin of
the, 220
Apple crop, the. 72
Apple failure, cause of, 8, 28
Apples: Bauinann's Reinette, 248;
James Lawson, 205; Maidstone
Favourite, 117; Small's Admirable. 152; Monarch, 259
Apples at Wdsley, 50; bounty for
controlled
259:
Australian,
for
prices of, 84, 134, 164, 244
grass orchard- 154, 180, 201 in
public parks, 142, 162; sale of
undersized, 84 soW for £280 per
ton, 166
:

;

;

;

Apple
157,

trees, prunin^g

220,

newly planted,

241

Arable land, extension of. 221
Asparagus, a nev; .strain of. 38
Asparagus tops, theft of, 27
Aster .amelhis King George, 250
Anstralasia, 158
Australian timbers, 82

new Roses at. 6
fruiting, 160
Barcelona Exhibition, the, 107

Bag.\telle,
Barberries,

Barlev, winter, 84
Basic" slag. 39; for Wheat. 74; on
grass, 181, 231
Battle-scarred wastes. 6
Bayley. Mr. E. J., S3
autumn sowing of Broad,
Beans
:

200; cliiribing Haricot, 4, 23;
climbing, trials of, at Wisley,
Flageolet and Haricot,
120, 122
31, 63: Haricot, 31; nomenclature of, 125; seed of, 103
;

Beattv's, Admiral, gardens at Aberdou'r, 196
(Fruit
Edwin
Mrs,
Beckett,
Bottling and Preserviyig), 82
the
o€
and
diseases
Bee, halbits

honey, 61

Bee

stings, 8
(see also Apiary) ; food for,
in winter, 101 ; more, 130 to prevent swamiing in, 8

Bees

;

Beetroot, 32

Begonia Evansiana, 209

:

B.

parva,

77

Belgium, news from, 251
Bethell, Sir ,Tohn H,, 7
Bibliographical curiosity, a, 7
Birds: and Grain, 198; protection
of British wild, 120
Blackberry harvest, the, 70
Blaclcberrv pickers, prize for, 121
Bl.ike, S." F. (A neviiinn ni the
Cciiim VIoiiiern). 41
Books and the luxury tax, 18
Books, Notices of: Annual Report
of
the
Botanic Garden
27;
Cambridge,
Syndicate,
258;
'"Botanical
Magazine,"
Critical Revision of the Genus
Eucjilvptus {J. II. Maiden). 91

—

Forestry Work (IT. H. Whel27: Fruit Bottling and
Preserving {Mrs. Kdwin Beckett).
82 Home-made Pickles and Pre189:
(.Innc,
Amateur).
serves
//•n»).

;

Icones Plantamm Formosananim
(Dr. Tlunzo Ilitjintn), 41; Income
Tax and Supertax, 189; Insect
Enemies of the Allotment Holder
{F. V. Thfohn1,h 82, 120; Journal of Genetics, 150; Journal of
the Imperial Agricultural Department for the Wesrt Indies,
198: .Toum,al of the International
Garden Club, 71. 199; Kew
Land Settlement in
Bulletin, 71
South Africa Land for f^ettlers
(Union of South Africa), 121:
Life and Letters of Sir Joseph
;

:

Balton

Hooker
65:

hif),

27.

and

Poisonous
121;

Kllis).

{Leonard HuxMedicinal Herbs
(David
Plants

Modern

Fruit-

SeabroDl-),
growing
(IF.
P.
77 Monograph of the British
Lichens. A
(Annie L. Smith),
Notes on American Trees.
163
T.— Quorcus (Prof. C. .?. SaTqr.nt\. 27; Plant Genetics (/. M.
Cnnlter and M. C. Coulter), 199;
Plant Products and Chemical

71,

;

:

Fertilisers

(-'^.

TJnare nnlUm^). 38;

:;;:

;;

The Gardeners'

IV

Rats and

Mankind
Rats
Theni

Mice
(31.

How

:

as

Enemies of

A. C. Hinton), 141;
Exterminate
to

and the Taking

;

INDEX.

ChrouJcle.]

of

Wild

189 ; Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
New Haven, U.S.A.,
Station,
199 Report of the Entomological
Society of Ontario, 1917, 209;
Report on the Botanic Gardens,
Govemanent Domain, and Centennial
Park, Sydney
H.
(/.
Maiden), 61; Revision of the
Genus Viguiera, A (S. F. Blake),
41 School and Home Gardening
(Kary C. Davis), 163; SmallSkim-milk
holder's
Cheese,
Cheese, Cflltage Cheese [Renwick
A
H. Leitch), 27; Tidal Lands
Study of Shore Problems (Alfred
E. Carey and F. W. Oliver), 3;
Willing's Press Guide, 27; Work
of the Truckee Carson Reclamation Project, 240
Botanical ajbstracts, 239
Brasso-Cattleya General Diaz, 245
ImperiaUs,
B.-C.
B.-C.
2;
Miranda, 125; B.-C. Nicolo, 246;
B.C. Pearl, 224
Antoinette
Brasso-Laelio-Cattleya
Gatton Park var., 229
Bristol, allotments at, 80
British Carnation Society and Trafalgar Square Show, 6
British India, importation of plants
into, 140
British Virgin Islands, Onion cultivation in the, 38
Broad Beans, autumn sowing of,
200
Bruges, horticultural conditions at,
198; liberation of, 189
Brunton, of Birmingham, 142
Biilib
garden, the, 107. 137, 158,
214
r.'ilb.-^, French.
9
Bulgaria, 241
Raiblbits,

;

;

:

Asters

Plants:

Certificated.

Blue Gem, 173 ; Briglitest and
Best, 173; Robinson, V.C., 132;
Berberis concinna. 111 ; BrassoCattleya Gatton Lily, 231; B.-C.

Olympus
Langley var.,
112;
AntoiBrasso-Laelio-Cattleya
nette Gatton Park var., 191;
Campanula Phyllis Elliott, 8; C.
Carnation
Kolenatiana, 8,
67 ;
Brilliant, 230
Cattleya Aeneas,
93; C. Eleanore, 191; C. Hardyana alba var. President Wilson,
93
C. Iris Ansaldo's var., 93;
C. King Victor, 132; C. Thora
var. Bryndir, 173
Chrysanthemums Bronze Molly, 230, 261;
Elsie E. Gabriel, 190; Bramfield
Glory, 191, 210; Lizzie Robertson, 210; Mrs. H. J. Jones, 230;
Cypripedium John Hartley, 231
Dahlias: Aladdin, 133: Avoca,
153; Bullfinch, 112; Cambrai, 133,
Defiance,
Clematis,
155
112
112; Dragoon, 133; Eclipse, 133;
Evelyn, 93; Gorgeous, 153; Halo,
155; Hero, 133; Ina, 153; Ladv
W. Thomas, 112; Lodestiir, 133;
Lynx, 133 ; Marion Walton, 93
Mauvette, 153
Medusa, 133
Meridian, 93; Norah Bell, 153;
Oriole, 112; Our
Annie, 112;
Pennant, 93; Peronne, 112; Pink
Apollo, 93 President Wilson, 93
Purple Emperor, 93 Rising Star,
112; Saxon, 133; Sincerity, 112;
Sonata, 133 ; Southern Star, 93
Standard, 153
Star of .lersey,
Star of Mons, 93
133
Sunray,
133
Sussex Star, 133
Sydney
Jones, 133
Tendresse, 153
Trojan. 153; White Tip, 133; E.srallonia
edinensis,
8
Gladiolus
Prophetess,
93
Lnelio-Cattleva
Ivanlioe, 132: L.-C. Linda, 173,
189; L.-C. Linda Bryndir var.,
231; L.-C. Marshal Foch, 231;
L.-C.
President Wilson,
112;
L.-C. St. George var. Illuminata.
211;
Lilium
Parknianii
Hayward's var.. 93; Lobelia Mrs.
Humbert, 93
Montbretia Nimbus, 92
M. Queen Alexandria,
93; M. Queen Mary, 92; Nerine
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Mrs. H.
glossum

,

Caterpillar iplagues and their
vention, 101
Caterpillars, planting by, 201
Cattle, housing, 212

pre-

;

;

;

Certificated
Fruit.";
•Tames
Lawson,
132;
:

Acquisition.

9.

;

;

Apple

:

Melon

:

Ecgypt, notes from, 106
Electricity and plant growth, 37

Chrjisanthemum Bronze MoUy, 251

Chrysanthemum

China, the, 233
Cinemas and cultivation, 218
CHrus trifoliata, 157, 172, 252
Clematis in gardejis, loss of the,
165, 210, 220, 253
Clematis montana, 66
Clematis, pruning, 180
Clovere, 103
Clove industry, the, of Zanziibai',
120
Coal for glasshouses, 6, 50, 64, 114,
130, 162, 172
Coelia macrostachya, 86
Collins, S. Hoare (Plant Products
and Chemical Fertilisers), 38
Complete Gard'ner, London and
Wise's, 122
Conference of hort. lecturers at
Wisley, 151
Confessions of a novice, 146, 252
Conifers, notes on, 137
Contributions to Flora of Western
Indian Ocean, 259
Cook. Mr. W. A.. 219
Co-operative fruit marketing, 9
Coriaria terminalis, 66
Corn, green, 172
Corn
Production
(Amendment)
Act, 1918, 111

Com,

Pulse,

in

and

:

;

;

Odontioda Mar0. Marshal Foch. 231

jorie, 211
Odoiitoglossum
Rosina. 231.
:

:

Momus, 211

;

0.

Ckrtificated VkoktablI'.s
Lettuce
Brittany White Winter.
39:
Runner Beans: Al, 122;
:

:

Prizewinner. 122;
Scarlet

Scarlet.

Emperor. 122

:

122:

.'Jtanstead

Park. 39.

,grass. 163
Coulter. John M. and
(Plant Genetics), 199

Merle 0.

Covent Garden Market, 84
Crocus hvemalis, 214: C.

20. 30. 39. 53. 64. 74. 84. 94,
103, U3, 124, 133, 143, 154, 163,
174. 181. 192, 202, 212, 221, 231,
243, 253, 261
Crops, condition of the, 40, 133,
163, 208, 238. 250
Cultural notes, 214. 241
9.

Cupressus funebris, the fruiting
232, 243

of,

Currants, Black, 13
Cya.nanthu3 lobatus, 67
Cyclamen latifolinm, 106
Cyclamens, the cnltivafcion of, 21,
"32

C.ypripedium Peaxie, 224

Daboepia polifolia, 57
Dahlia Cambrai, 156
Dahlias progress in, 110 seedling,
:

Mirror " Potato comipeti-

tion; 170
Davidia involucrata, 12
Davis, Kary C. (School and Borne

Cardenivf)). 163

Deutzia h\-poglauca, 33
Dick, memorial to the late J. H..7
Dlsoharged Service men, rural work
for, 7
Disease resistance in U.S.A., 218
Double cropping in the Lea valley.
75
Drought, the. 16

Drug plants, cultivation of, 102
Druids, plants of the, 94. 163
Dutch firm's jubilee, 228
Dye material, a new, 71

vegetable,

;

on

the

ihome, 9, 20, 30, 39, 53, 64, 74, 84,
103, 113, 124, 133, 143, 154,
163, 174, 192, 202, 212, 221, 231,
251
243, 253

94,

Farming, methods

Fertilisers,

Flower-growers and food production, 63
Flowers in season, 100, 160, 261
Food production
at Letchworth,
158; certificates of merit for, 49;
new Director-General of, 49 on
:

;

increased, 4,

23, 31, 50, 62, 67,
97. 121, 141, 147, 157, 180,
200, 205. 220, 234, 252. 260 ; Queen

87.

Mary

and. 188

Foreign

correspondence, 57, 107,
116: 185
Forest School, Georgia State, 120

Forestry and afforestation, 26
Forestry training at Edinburgh,
228
Fore.sts. national, in the U.S.A.,
37
Fothergilla Gardenii, 86
France, army cultivation in, 203;
notes from. 12
Fream Memorial Prize, 7
Frosts, late, in Someraet, 8
Fruit crops failure of the, 48; reports on the condition of the out:

door, 42, 48. 62. 72, 82, 91, 101,
102, 117, 122. 127. 137, 161
Fruit for a royal banquet, 50; grow
more. 140. 180
marketing, cooperative, 9
Orders, the, 9
Fruit-pickers, women, 6
Fruit-picking in Scotland, 30
Fruit preserving witiiout sugar,
11
Fruit register. 98, 117, 205, 241
Fruit room, the. keeping dry, 72
pests and diseases of,
Fruit trees
:

;

:

77:

.'w'lf,sterility

pruning

of,

in,

238;

summer

17

Fruits, for small gardens, 258
preserving, 83 prices for,
Fruits
simple methods of
19, 63, 134
under gla.ss. 5. 14.
keepinir, 61
25, 35. 51. .59. 69 79. 88. 99. 109.
;

:

:

Chamber

85

not taxed,

Fallows, 9 winter, 243
Farm, crops and stock

:

Chalk as fuel, 9
Chalking land, 243
of Horticulture, the, 30,
53. 170. 189, 202. 211, 218, 228,
230. 242, 250, 253
Cheltenham, Orchid novelties from,

service,

18, 19, 30, 130

Exhibitions,
38

59, 59', 79, 89, 99, 109, 119, 139,
149, 159, 159, 187, 197, 207, 217,
227, 237, 249, 257, 259

Couoh

:

Exemption from military

home farm,

crops, the,

florida pendula. 49
Cotoneaster Zabelii. 234
Cotton Boll Wevil in U.S.A., 178
" Cotton " fi-om seaweed, 71

80
" Daily

Messrs., 19

Endive, 67
English flower garden, the, 7
Eucalyptus, 90 t
Eucrypnia pinnatifolia, 85

iridi-

Hay

208

:

;

David (Medicinal Herbs and
Poisonous Plants], 121

EEwanger and Barry,

of, 54
Fasciation not inherent, 210
control of, in France,
120; supplies of, 218
Ficus radicans v-ariegata, fruiting
of, 22
Fielding, Sir Chas. W., appointment of, 49
Fire :it Amos Perry's nursery, 251
Flax crop, harvesting the, 17
Florists' flowers. 106, 127
Flower bordeirs, re-planting, 259
Flower garden, the, 5, 15. 25, 35,

Cornus

flovus, 158
Crocuses, autumn, 183
Crops and stock on the

28, 1918.

Ellis,

;

Commendation

,

;

0.

;

;

Cattleya Hardyana The Knowle
var., 67; C. Helen Langley, 85;
C. Iris Ansaldo's var., 96: C.
Sunset, 96
C. Sybil vars. 106
C. Sv'lbil Rosebaiik var., 41; C.
Valenciennes, 193 C. Venus The
Knowle var., 136; C. Warscewiczii Britain's Queen. 32 C. W.
Rochellensis, 56
Ceanothus, garden varieties of, 194
Celery, 4
blanching, 131 planted
(between Runner Beans, 148
Celmisia holosericea, 179
CereAl breeding; studies in. 150
;

Elwes,"l73; Odonto-

J.

eximiuni Le Papillon,
Jasper, Ashtead Park
var., 9; 0. Joy, 93;
0. Lady
Veitch, 191 0. Promerens. Princess Mary,
Paeonia festiva
8
maxima, 39; Paeony Delicatuni,
P. Duchesse de Nemours.
39
39: P. Lady A. Duff, 39; Pyracantha Gibbsii,
210
Roses
Capt. Fane Bold, 113; Chameleon, 18; Col. Oswald Fitzgerald.
18; Dr. .Toseph Drew. 18; Golden
Ophelia, 18, 71
Edith Cavell.
18
Independence Dav. 18 Ladv
Beattv. 18; Lamia, 18; Mrs. C.
V. Haworth, 18: Mrs. H. D.
Greene, 18; Mrs. Walker. 18:
Pax, 18:
The
Premier,
18;
Sophro-Laelio-Cattleva Warnhamensis, 211
Violet' Mrs. David
Lloyd George, 173, 222: Prelim.
173

Canadian fruit crops, report on the,
170
Carey, Alfred E. (Tidal Lands), 3
Carnations, penpetual-flowering, in
unheated greenhouses, 127, 152
Carrots 24
Castanopsis chrysophylla var. obovata, 215
Castle Kennedy, a visit to, 116
Castor oil. scarcity of, 49
Catalpa, the, in London, 3
Catasetum Darwinianum, 56

Chemistry of the soil, 261
Chiraoiianthus fragrans, 83, 92
Chinese Lilacs, new, 22

;

:

Cabbage, 39; for cattle, 143, 181;
spring, 62
Calceolaria polyrrhiza, 186
CaIli.^nthemunl rutaefolium, 195
Camipanula kolenatiana, 8, 67

Decembee

Edinburgh
at.

201

;

:

Food Production Show

forestry training at, 228

Eelworm in Corn, 261
Eggs and fruit, preserving, 83

14P. 1.59. 169. 177.
196, 207, 217, 227, 237, 249.

119. 199. 1.39.

187,

257
Fup'

:

for

glasshouses,

6.

50.

51.

:

Decembeb

INDEX.

28, 1918.]

for
130,
162,
172,
228;
114,
market gardens, 114
Fuidge, testimonial to Mr.
S.,
218
Fulbourne, allotments at, 70
Fuchsias in Anglesea, 252
Fungi, parasitic, in virgin soil, 81

C

;

,

129.

139, 149, 159,

168, 177, 187,

197, 207, 217, 227, 237, 249, 257
Harvest, clearing up the, 102
Harvest outlook, the, 40
Hayata, Dr. Bunzo (Icones Plantarum Formosanariim), 41
Hedges, 181
Helenium Riverton Gem, 220
Helichrysuni Cooperi, 184
Herbs, collecting. 111
Highbury presented to the nation,

[The Gardeners' Chronicle.

128, 138, 148, 158, 169, 177, 186,
196, 206, 216, 226, 236, 248, 256
Kjiiphofia Northiae, 32

V

Morris, Sir Daniel, honour for, 37
Moss as a dressing for wounds, 171
Mountain Ashes, Asiatic, 215
Muckross Abbey, 185
Mulberry tree at Bishop's Hall,
Romford, 87

Mulberry, the, in London, 41
Mustard, 39; for seed, 253

160

Gardener
ment,

candidate
208

a.

for

Parlia-

and
the
War:—
Barbier,
Leon,
Distinctions:
61; Corry. 2ud Lieut. J. E., 7:
Morgan, "Geo. S-, 160; Madelin.
Maurice.
Nonin,
Henri.
240;
229.
Wounded: Curtis, C.
Ralph. 121
IMaumena, Albert,
259.
Killed; Barfoot, Robert,
Bateson,
John,
189;
179;
Berry. A. W.. 171; Blizzard. H..
179; Catchpnie, H.. 220; Catchpole, P. R.. 219; Coke. Archibald. 151; Cooper, A. W.. 171:
Croux, R(jbert. 61. 240; Davidson, E. H. L.. 134; Douglas.
John, 81
Duley, Arnold, 161.
172; Fishenden. Edward Herbert. 240: Freeman, Ed.. 161:

Gardeners

:

;

Gardner, .James, 178
Holtoii.
H., 90; M.artin, Reginald. 179:
;

PinguetGuindon.

Louis.

240

Pinguet-Guindon.
Roger.
240:
Rogers, T. W., 179 Searle, Sgt.Maj.. 131: Vaughan. T. H., 171;
Young, C. W. C, 151. Died
Hardr, Jack, 199.
Return of,
from Ri.hlelii.n
Neville.
Mr.
Guy, 239.
Gardeners and war service, 18, 19,
30, 40, 130
Gardeners' Association, a French,
6
GardenfTn' Chronicle, the, in Mesopotamia, 208
Gardeners' Roval Benevolent Institution, 208, 220

Hill, Capt. A. W., accidejit to, 17
Himalaya Berrj', the, 205
Hinton" M, A." C. (Rats and Mice
as Enemies of Manlciiid), 141
Hooker, Sir Joseph, life and letters

65

of,

Hops, yield of 170
Horticultural Advison' Committee,
244
Horticultural Club, new secretary
tor, 49
Horticultural instruction, 228
Horticultural
for
scholarships
women, 60
Horticultural sundriesmen and cooperation, 63
Horticultural Trades' Association,
reconstruction of the, 102
Housing scheme. Government, 243
Hurst & Sons' anniversarj-, 252
Huxlev, Leonard {Life and Letters
of Sir J. D. Hooker). 27, 65
Hyde Park, flowers at the war
shrine in, 70
Hydrangeas and Fuchsias in Anglesea, 252

:

:

:

Gardening books, old.

57, 71,

111.

122, 164, 194

Garden judges. 100
Gard<>n.'i in the war area, 184

184

of,

Income-tax and Super-tax, 18421919
tabular view [Oliver and
Boyd), 38
Insect enemies, 120
Institute of Agricultural Botany,
29
Iris Rosenbachiana, 166
I. spuria,
98; I. s. var. halophila, 166
Irises, notes on, 98. 166, 204
lale of Wight bee disease, 90
:

_

L.-C.
156;
L.-C.
Elizabeth,
146; L.-C. Ivernja var. Muriel
Wilson, 56; L.-C. Linda, 189;
Maubeuge,
203;
L.-C.
L.-C.
Rufus, 224 L.-C. Sunbeam, 216
Land reclamation, 219
Land settlement for ex-service men,
81, 251
Claim for CommisLaw Notes:
sion. 202; Gardener a male servant, a, 174
Tenancy dispute.
144
Lea Vallev, double cropping in the,
75, 102"

of. "123

Gentiana sino-ornata. 195
boycott of, 244
Germans, .smallholdings for, 238
Ghent. 208
Gladiolus Prophetess, 172
Goodarre, Mr. .1. H.. retirement of,
239
Gorse seeds, vitality of. 140
Government stores, post-war use of,
27
Grafting, top. 32
ploughed up. 20. 208.
Gras.sland
23.=i
the ploughing of 20. 53. 174.
243
GreMi manuring. 160

;

—

;

Lead nitrate as a fertiliser, 218
Lee. Sir A., honour for, 6
Lee, Lord, resignation of, 37, 49
Leeks, 24
Leitch, R«nwick H. [Small-holder's
Cheese), 27
at,
food-,production
168
Lettuces, trials of. 39
Trf.wis, Ut. T.. 134
Lilacs, new Chinese. 22
Lilium candidum seeding. 137: L.
nepalense. 107: L. Parkmannii,
Hayw^v,r~- var.. 107: L. -sulnhureum. 107
Li'.y Bulbs. ,;a|:aii;ic. importation

Ttea ilicifolia, 151
Ivy. cure for the
poison. 48

effects

of

:

of. 254
Lily, the Bcll.adoniui. 147
Liquidambar styraciflua, 176

M
63,

76

H. [Report on the
Gardens, Sydney), 61;
(Critical Revision of the Genus
Encalyptvs), 90
Maize, 172
M.alva Alcea fastigiata, 136
MaTigolds. 9; harvesting, 192
army
the,
60;
heap,
Manure
stable, 258
243
the,
emptying
yards,
Manure
Maiden,

J.

Botanic

;

:

barb, 80

Tnnes

.Tnhn

tion,

new

Horticnltnral Institugarden superintendent

at the. 239

Manures; 121, 221
Manuring, green, 160
fruit garden,
156. 195. 240

Market
96,

H
the.

niirserv-workers

club,

K

221. 228

plants, 18
Harding, Mr. Cyril, a candidate
for Pa.rl lament,' 208
Hardy flower border, the, 12. 58.
136. 147, 185, 195
Hardv fniit garden, the, 5, 15 "
•".
34. 51. 58. 69, 79. 89, 98, 109.
'

Kew

12.

68,

SUtes, 120
acutipetalum
176; M". simulans, 145
in,
production
food
Mesopotamia,

Mesembrvanthemum

notes from. 1. 55, 115. 175
223. 255; the pagoda at, 243 the
women gardeners at, 130, 247
King, Mir. David. 53
Kitchen garden, the. 4. 14. 24. 34,
:

37
Milk, testing, 143

Montbretias from
Norwich. 126
_

51,

58,

68,

78,

88,

98,

108,

118,

1,

55,

115,

175,

223, 256

Notes on Conifers, 137
Nova Scotia Apple crop, 151
Novice, confessions of

Nurserymen and war

a, 146, 252
service, 19

Oats, 114: VVhetil stubble for,

16,'

Obituary: AUanl, K. J., 182, 190
Aiider.son, Miss Robertha H., 212)
Barfoot, Robert, 189; Bateson,
179; Berr_v, A. W., 171 {
Blancard, Caroline, 124; Blizzard, H., 179: Catchpole, H.,
220; Citchpole, P. R., 219; Coke,
Archibald, 151: Cooper, A. W..
Crawford, Matthew,
171;
9}
Croux, Robert, 61 240; Davidson, Eric H. L., 134; Dilke, Sir
Charles Wentworth, junr. 244;
Dorrien-Smith, T. A., 64; Dougl.ais, >Tohn, 81
Dreer, William F.,
163: Duley, Arnold, 161, 172;
Fishenden, E. H., 240; Fox,
Henry, 232; Freeman, Ed., 161;
Gard'ner,
178,
190;
James,
Gravereau, Augustin, 232; Gregory, R. P., 2.32; Guillot, Pierre,
174"; Halstead, Dr. B. D., 144;
Hardy, .Tack, 199; Harris, Frank,
144; Holton, H., 90; Ke*le,
Capt. A. E., 64; Knights, Mrs.
A., 30; Lindsay, John Spalding,
192 Loney, Peter, 94 MclntyreMalcolm 'Taylor, 40; MuMnrdo.
Robert, 232"; Martin, Reginald,
179: Mellui.sh, Dan., 9: Meyer,
Frank N., 84; Mommeja, Mme.
Pembert^in,
Miss
Rene,
124
Piiignet Guindon,
Helena,
178:
Pinguet-Guindon,
Louis,
240
Roger. 240; Porter, Alexander,
Pritchard, T.
W., 254;
20;
Puttnck, .John, 163; Rochford,
Thom,as, 144; Rogers, T. W.
Sgt.-Maj.,
Searle,
131;
179;
Thomson, Andrew, 94; Todd,
Matthew. 74; Vallance, Abram,
9: Vaugian, T, H., 171; Vejvoda,
Cyril,
Wcncelas
202
White, Harry J., 30; Young, C.
,

Morina

;

;

;

:

;

the,

Marrows, vegetable, 4. 100, 234
Melon cultivation in the Ignited

Hardening tender

Notes from Kew,

;

Maackia amurensis, 76
Magnolia grandiflora as a standard,

:

17
Nerines, mealy bug on, 164

.lohn.

Ix)eb, Prof. Jacques, awarded the
Walker Prize, 17
Tyonicera transluc«ns, Carriere, 194
Lord Mayor of I>ondon, gift of
fruit to" the, 160
Tjovage. 155
Lowiara insignis, 156
Lvcaste Imschootiana, 77

the

.Jam makers, fruit for ,'^cottish, 80
ration.Tarn
prices for, lOO, 121
ing of. 151
the price of Rhu-

N
Narcissus, " blindness " in, 158
Narras, the, 128
Nasturtium wilt, 81
National Diploma in Horticulture,

Letchworth,

.seeds,

:

Hamptov

;

elegans,

;

Gardner, the late Mr. J., 190
Gaultheria trichophylla, 76
Gee. Mr and Mrs., golden wedding

German

Incahvillea variabilis, a new form

Laelio-Cattleya Contrast, 67

W. C,

151

Odoiitoglossum

Cen.taur,

105

:

;

;

Earlham

longifolia. 12

Hall.

O.

Gatton Emperor, 22 0. crispum
Ragged Robin, 246; 0. Gatton
Princess, 21 0. Lady Veitch, 216
Oil production, home, 229
Oliver, F.

Oncidium

W.

(Tidal Lands), 3
lanceanum, 2

;;:,

.;;
;
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Onion crop, the 1919, 253
Ouiun cuUivatiun in the

24

4, 15. 25, 35,
68, 79, 88, 99, 108, 119.
138, 149, 158, 168. 177, 186,
197, 207, 216, 227. 236. 248. 257
notes and gleanings, 3, 21.

;

:

69,

War

Horticultural relief
fund, 198, 239, 258
Roval visit to allotments. 37
Rye. 84. 113

R.H.S.

:

ing, 253
Orchid houses, the.

51

Royal Agricultural Society's Relief
of AUies fund, 228
R.H.S., the, and food production,

:

;

Experimental Station

Library, gifts to the, 228

;

;

213, 224. 235,

247

Rothamsted

King
Potatos
Kerr's Pink, 141
George, 234; Majestic, 102, 235,
260
Potatos 'bud variation in, 190, 199,
226, 229, 242; close planting of,
205 conti'olled prices of, 178, 208,
212, 253; early, 88; inequality of
vield among, 131; lifting, 143;
rogues among, 83, 102. 122. 142.
sales of seed, 254
162, 172, 210

;

:

some of the newer,

spraying, 30, 63, 70, 131 ; varie260; list of immune, 250;
yields, 167, 180, 201, 206
ties. 84.

Bntisli

Virgin Islands, 38
Onion^fly, the, 242
Onion smut, aippearance ol. 18
on
87
harvesting,
Onions
p'.onghed grajislaJid. 235; prices
storing, 180
for, 153
Oranges ajnd Lemons, 211
Orchards, fann. 154, 180: renovat-

December

147, 167,
wart disease

trials of, 23, 37, 50, 72,

128

32 41, 56, 67, 77, 85, 96, 105,
118 125, 136, 146, 156, 166. 176,
193 203, 216, 224, 246
Orchids, hyhrid, 118, 193, 224, 246

Oxalis Bowieana, 147
Oxfordshire school gardens. 82

82,

121.

141.

163.

189,

St.

Osyth. Potato

Sargentj

Prof.

C.

147
(A'oUs on

trials at,
S.

American Treisj, 27
Scientific Committee of the R.H.S.
history of the, 16
Scottish Research Station,
posed, 7, 53

a pro-

Seabrook, W. P. (.Mo,/rr„ Fruit
Growing), 71, 77
Seakale, the forcing of, 214
Seaweed as manure, 220
Scientific

X

;

rupifra-

P.

Queen Mary and food production,
188

Pastures, renovating, 9
Paul, Mr. George, golden wedding
of, 164, 180
Peace, the diawn of. 198
Peach, a lai-ge, 160, 172
Peaches on walls in the open. 98
Pear Passe C'rassane, 241
and dry weather, 50 early
Peas
and late, 172; in trenches, 97;

;

;

;

Rabbit-keeping, utilitarian. 27
the
Rabbits and fruit trees. 261
trapping of wild, 81
70
budding,
fruit-tree
Raffia for
Railway station gardens, 71, 110
Ramsbottom, Mr. .J. K.. 27
Raspberry Excelsior Pei-petual. 98
Rats, the destruction of. 90. 101
agricultural.
26.
Reconstruction,
218
Red Cross Funds, timber trees for
the, 178
Research station for Scotland, proposed, 7, 53

of
attacks
of
fungoid and insect, 70
Philological notes, 145
Phoenix canariensis in Australia.

records

:

nn110;
portance of, for Potatos, 167
fertilisers,

Phvtophthera infestans. 80
Piga, food for, 101. 212, 262
Pinus canariensis, 71
Pla,nt immigrants, 238
Plant notes. 24, 32. 57. 88

—

Helichrysum
New.
Plants,
IncarHarvey. 184
Cooperi.
viDea variabilis, a yellow form
Mesembryanthemnm
of,
184;
acutipetalum. 176
Plants under slass. 5. 15. 25. 35.

Rhododendron, a floriferous,
Minnie.
7;
Rhododendron

:

51. 59. 69. 78. 89. 99. 109. 119.
129. 139. 148, 159. 169. 177. 187.
197, 206, 217. 227. 237. 249, 257
Plantanns acerifolia Smttneri. 56

P.latycodon grandiflorum, 7
Platycodons, 58
Plough, a fruit farm, 103
Phims on current season's growth,
178 prospects for. 13
Pogoniris, some white. 204
Pomolofjical station in Brazil, 121
Pomologioal work, a new. 48
Pomology, 146
Mr.
Carrington
Ley's
Poippv.
hybrid. 67
Potai^h from Alunite and seaweed.
70 fi-om Calif ornian Kelp. 121
from Snnflowers. 37
Potato blight, the hibernation of,
80
Potato: bre-dinij. 226: Competition. " Daily i\rirror." 170: cron.
the. 167. 250: crop, a heavy. 121,
crop, oreparation for the
131
1919, 231: disease, 37. 61. 198:
Executive officer for Scotlnnd. 189
p^ant. the anatomy of the. 239;
:

;

:

:

;

;

under glass, 235
Peat versus leaf -mould. 243
Pembei'ton, Rev. J. H., 178

158
PliQsphatic

83 Buddleia. hybrid, 173 CauliCenflower reversion in,
39;
tranthus angustifolius, 38; Chimonnnthus fragrans. fruit of. 83.
92; Doubling in Poppies, etc.,
38; Echeveria setosa, 39; Hail,
Helenium
by,
damiage
83
autumnale, 142; Impatiens Roylei. 83; Jubilee of the CommitLari.x Kaempferi, 132
tee. 8, 16
Leaves, coloration of, 38; Lilium
candidum from Salonika, 38 Lily
from Salonika, 8; Lupinus Grayi.
132
chinense,
Lycium
83
abeiTant.
IVIaize,
142; Maize,
fasciated, 132; Marrubiirm vulgare. 83: Meconopsis latifolia.
with
Mint. 8;
doubling,
83;
Mistletn flowers, insects on. 38;
ilistleto. pollination of. 8
Mustard, curled. 39; Nettle, spiral
torsion in. 83; Nigella sp., 83:
Palestine,
Orchis, the Bee, 39
plants from. 83; Pearson, the late
Hooper, 8: Poppies,
Mr.
R.
abundance of. 38 Poppy roots
Potato
invaded by Grubs, 38
Wart Disease. 132; Potentilla
reptans,
Primula
double,
8
Rhojaponica. proliferous. 142
dodendron
neriiflornm.
173
Rubus sp., 83; Saxifraga fimbriata. 83
Seakale attacked by
Silver-leaf in
Gall Weevil, 38;
Sorosporium scabies,
Apple, 8
152; Spiral torsion in Nettle, 83;
of.
39
Spurrey.
cultivation
Thalictrum Chelidonii. 38: Trigonella caerulea. 83 Tropaeolum.
doubling of. 83; Tulip, change
of colour in. 8; Valerian, spiral
torsion in. 39: Vegetable Marrow, fasciated, 83; Verbascum
Blattaria, 83.
;

:

:

Peats.

— Abenant

Committee:

8 Aconite attacked
Habenaria
by Caterpillar, 38; Antirrhinum
Coulterianum, 83 ; Antirrhinum,
tall. 39; Apple, the "Thorn,"

Paeonies, trials of, 39
Paooda, the, at Kew, 243
orienta,le

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

7

R.

;

Roylei. 38
Rh'odostachys andina. 24
Rhubarb aiid Seakale, the forcing
of. 214
Rhubarb jam. the price of, 80
Rhubarb. Yorkshire, for jam-mak
ing, 27
Rhus Toxicodendron, cure for the
poison of, 48
Ricihardias. 171. 201
R'obinia Pseudacacia var. coluteoides, 219
Robinson, Leonard C. (wins Fream
Prize), 7

Rock Garden, the. 127. 194
Rogues among Potatos. 83.
122. 142. 162. 172. 210
Rollit. Sir Albert. 110
Root crops, report on the, 238

102.

:

pre-

paration for. 252
Roots. 113

Rosa polvantha

.Jessie,

136.

Silver
215,

disease.

leaf
243,

178.

148,

210,

261

Agiicultural
Societies:
Seed
Trade Association, 244
Brentford Allotments Association, 123
British Carnation, 6, 219, 231
British Florists' Federation, 144
British Myoological, 143; Canonbie Horticultural, 101; Chamber
of Horticulture, the, 30, 53, 170,
218, 228,
189, 202, 211,
230;
Paxton. 103; Dover,
Chester
vegetable sliow at, 102 Dumfries
and District Horticultural, 93,
Allotments
Edinburgh
243;
Federation, 123: Edinburgh, City
of, Food Pix>duction Show, 201
Faulkbourne Allotment and CotGardeners'
163
tage Garden,
;

231, 240
" Punch " almanac for 1919. 239
Pyrus yunnanensis, 96

Papaver
gum, 67

;

:

—

s

209,

199,

Seeds, vegetable, for prisoners of
war, 90
September rainfall, the, 180
Serbia, English farmers' gifts to,
244
Shading for glasshousee, 49
Sheep farming without, 221
for
stock, 54
Shoddy as manure. 206, 232
Shrewsbury Floral Fete, 198
Silage from Sunflowers, 38

Small-holdings, 262: fua- Germans,
238
Smith, Annie L. (.1 Monograph of
the British Lichens), 163

180, 188, 190, 199;
of, 198
Poultry, 262; food for, 71; for
stock, 74; utility. 54.
Primula spicata, 34
Prisoners of war, vegetable seeds
for. 90
Publications received, 27, 38, 71,

Orchid

28, 1918.

163

Ro.sary. the, 23. 32. 136
Rose bloom, 150 guinea<s for a. 7
diseases, the control of, 105
Roses, Golden Ophelia. 18. 71
Kew Rambler,
Jessie, 136. 163
;

;

:

32
Roses, new. at Bagatelle, 6; new
stock for. 39; some new, 23, 87;

;

:

:

;

:

Sedum hirsutnm boeticum, 57
Seed, electrified, 234
Seed industry, the home.
Seed Potatos, the supply of, 181,
254
Seed-tp.siting station for Scotland.
a. 90
Seed Trade Aas;ociations, united
council of. 174
Seed trade meeting at Prested Hall.
Kelvedon. 19
.Seeds, te.sting of. order, 19. 30. 103
174

;

;

;

Institution.
Benevolent
Roy.,
220; Gretna Factory, show at,
113; Hort. Club. 130. 140. 160;
Iverk Agricultural. 143; KnebLinworth Horticultural, 191
nean. 218: Liverpool Horticultural Association. 93; Midland
Carnation and Picotee. 52; National Carnation and Picotee. 28,
National Clrry santhemam
181
;

:

133. 153. 174. 178. 191, 211, 261
National Dahlia. 112, 133, 153;
National Federation of Fruit and

Potato Trades' Associations. 244;
113;
28,
Nation.nl
Rose.
18,
National Sweet Pea, 9, 174;
Arboricultural,
Royal English
122: Roval Horticultural, 8. 16,
28. 38. 52. 73, 83, 92. Ill,
122. 132. 142. 152. 160. 173. 190,
210. 230. 238; Royal Scottish
24.

St.
39.
153;
Arboricultural.
Albans. veg€t.able .show at, 113;
Scottish Hort.. 19. 83. 122, 211.
Horticultural,
Shropshire
221
198: Southampton Royal Hort.,
19, 63. 181. 218: Southend Food
Stratford-onProduction. 123:
Avon Allotment Holders, 163;
United Hort. Ben. and Prov.. 9.
:

39. 83. 122. 181. 211, 253:
sor and Eton Hort., 142

Wind-

Soldier-gardeners, letters from. 105,
184, 241
Soldiers, rural work for discharged,
7

Sophro-Cattleya Gwendoline, 224
WamhamSophro-Laelio-Cattleya
ensis, 176

as a sugar plant, 70
South African fruit industry, the,

Sorghum

178
Sphaeralcea, 75

Sp3iagnum-moss as a dressing for
wounds. 171
Stachvs b<?toinca var. alba. 127,
185'

Stephanandra Tanakae. 199
Sterility

in

fruit trees. 238

Rebaudiana.

Stevia

sugar

from.

140. 198,
Strawiberries. 56
Streptocai-pus. garden vars. of.

14
Stubbles, cleaning. 94
Bugar
from Sort'hum. 70; from
Stevia Rfbaudiana. 140, 198
Sulnhate of Ammonia Association,
exhibition of allotment produce,
171
:

;

;:

INDEX.
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ammonia, the storage

Sulphate of
ol, 239
Sunflower seed, harvesting, 101
Sunilowers
Giant Russian, 94
hybrid, 126
in waste ground,
red, 186
220 ; new forms of
potash from, 37 silage from, 38
Surface cultivation, 54
Swedes, 30; pitting, 262
:

;

;

"Sweet Pea" Ambulance,

the,

6

Sydney Botanic Garden, 61

Trees

and shrubs,

3,

22.

63.

57,

76, 86. 96, 126. 176.
194.
215, 234
Trees, interesting London, 203
Trials, 23, 37. 39, 60, 72, 120, 122,
147, 167. 180. 188, 190. 199
Tribute, British, to fallen French

66.

comrades, 189
Trichinium' Manglesii, 80, 88, 122

Vegetable e.xhibitions not taxed, 38
Vegetable Marrow, a fasciated, 147,
2l0
Vegetable Marrows, 4, 234; prices
for, 100
as preventives of disVegetables
:

ease,

250

prices of,
;

and Heeria elegans, 88

;

manure
18;

for,

storing,

28,
61,

38
141

j

treatment of, in dry weather,
under glass, 97
57
Vegetarians and food control, 83
Veronica filifolia, 194
Vetches, 84
Village Clubs Association, 130
Violet Mrs. David Llovd George.
399, 222
;

Trifolium incarnatum. 74
Tulip Paul Diack, 201
Turnips, Late, 31, 54

Syringa Sweginzowii, 27

[The Gardeners' Chronicle.

Weed

seeds,

pro-

Tomato

U.S.A. EMBARGO on arsenic. 228
US. A., national forests in the, 37
U-S.A., prohibition of importation
of nurserv stock into. 182

War
198

Trade Notes.

J. T., 19
Indies, the, 198
Wheat, 9, 94, 124, 103, 133 202;
F. P. D., seed of, 231; hai -est-

ing. 54

WheUens, W. H. (Forestry

53, 63.
74, 83. 103. 114, 123, 134, 144.
153, 164, 174, 181, 202. 211, 221,

244, 253, 262
Trade reorganisation, 36
6,

17

flower

Van Tcbergen,

junr., C.

C.

jubi-

lee of the firm. 228

Vegetable crops prospects of the,
13. 28 ; culture, the progress of,
:

fair

Wor/c],

Whitechapel Botanacal Garden,

in,

85

a,

245

Willow, a historic, 81
Winter Greens, 50

Wireworm, 261
:

;

:

;

163'

Wood, 100 for fuel, 121
Worms, planting bv, 181,
;

re-stocking,

horticultural relief fund, the.

Wreath, British, to

201

fallen

comrades, 189

239

items. 7. 90, 61, 81. 101, 121,
131, 151, 160, 171, 178, 189, 199,
219. 229. 240, 259

9, 19, 29. 39.

Trafalgar Square,

83

series,

War

Bide's Recruit. 106

Top-grafting results, 32

193.
iioi--

West

151,
prize, the, 17

War-devastatedi lands,
228

sale of

Apples at, 50 conference
of hort, lecturers at, 151
fruit pickers, 6 gardeners'
wages at Kew, 130; horticultural
scholarships for, 60; in horticulture, 247
Women land workers' hospital bed,
250
Women's farm and garden union.

W
Walker

and Co.,

,

West, Councillor

Wisley

posed, 70
Testing of Seeds Order, the, 19,
30, 103, 174
Theobald, F. V. {Insect Enemies of
the Allotment Holder), 82, 120
Thompson, Robert, date of his
"birth, 116
Timbers, Australian, 82

the survival of,

220

WeUs, W.

Women
Tar dressings for seeds, 198
Tax on flowers and plants,

Vll

War
War

memorial, a garden, 38
relief funds, sale of nursery
stock for, 218
Ware's Nurseries, sale of. 39
Water-Lilies in St. Vincent. 135
Weather around Paris, the, 12

Zephyraxthes Candida, 147

French
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OF ILLUSTRATIONS
Robinia

IVI

Pseudacacia

var.

colute-

oides, 219

Abies

fii-mii
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were so necessary to the life of the people. Sir
Ca,VBLES Wakefield dwelt ou the permanent
nature of the work which it was proposed to do,
which should, in his opinion, form a link to
bind in friendly comradeship all the peoples of
the Allied countries. Lord Gbemfell then proposed a vote of thanks to the Lord Mayor for
allowing the use of the Mansion
meeting, and for his kindness in
reminded those present of the
1815. when the victorioos allied

House for the
presiding.

year

generals,

Wel-

that very
year 1919 was likely to be no less

lington and Blucher, were feted

The

hill

He

historical
in

The motion was seconded
famous in history.
few cordial words by Lady Northcote, on
behalf of the women's section of the Fund,
and the vote was carried unanimously, the Lord
in a

replying in a very short speech. Before
and after the meeting several songs were sung
by a Scrfcian boys' ohoir.

Mayor

late-keeping
Apple Monarch.— The new,
Apple Monarch (see fig. 105), introduced by
Messrs. W. Seabrook .*nd Sons, is the result
of a cross between the varieties Peasgood's Xon-

such and Dumelow's Seedling. The fruits are
often very large and handsome in form
and colour.
The skin is pale green, with a
bright red flush which, with the rounded outline
of the fruit, at once suggests Peasgood's Nonsuch as one parent, while the open eye, set in a
puckered basin, the keeping quality, and brisk
flavour, are suggestive of Dumelow's Seedling
(Wellington). It should be stated, however, that
Monarch is less acid than Dumelow's Seedling
and less sugar is needed to make the fruit
palatable when it is cooked.
The tree has a
rather spreading halbit, and on the Paradise
stock makes a specimen from 12 feet to 15 feet
There is ample room for a late-keeping
high.
and attractive Apple such as Monarch, which is
in excellent condition from October to April,
and is of fair dessert quality after February.

—

—

large

Contributions to our Knowledge of the
Vegetation and Flora cf the Islands, excluding Madagascar, of the Western Indian
Ocean. Dr. \V. lioiriNO Hemsi.ky has conlri
buted to Xatuir an .irticle on the Palm.s of
the Seychelles and the Mascarenes Mauritius,
Bourbon and Rodriguez— the new facts, relating to the Seychelles genera and species, being

—

—

from notes supplied by Mr. P. R.
DuPOXT, curator of the Botanic Station at
Mahe. Since the publication of the veteran Mr.
J. G. TJAKFR-'s Flora forty yeai's ago, no addition has been made to the number of species
of Palms known to inhabit this insular region,
noted for its peculiar endemic types of the
Palmae. But all those recorded by B.\ker
Altogether
still exist in more or less abundance.
mainly

there are fifteen species belonging to nine genera,
and these genera are, so far ae present knowledge
goes, all restricted to the islands in question. All
are, or have been, in cultivation in this country,
but, being mostly trees of large dimensions, they
need spacious hothouses for their development.
The Seychelles species are six in number and
Lodoicea
peculiar to the group.
They are
sechellarum. Acanthophoenix nobilis, Nephro:

sperma Van-Houtteana, Boscheria melanochaetes.
Verschaffeltia splendida, and Stevensonia grandifolia.
Seven species are native in Mauritim,
LoddiLatania
Commersonii,*
L.
Hyophorbe indica.* H. amaricauliB.
Dictyosperma album,* Acanthophoenix rubra.*

namely,
gesii.

and A. crinita.* The five starred species are also
reported from Bourbon, and are the only ones
Rodriguez possesses three species
in the island.
Latania Verechaffeltii and Hyophorbe Verschaffeltii, both endemic, and Dictyosperma album,
:

which is also common to Mauritius and Bourbon.
The Coconut Palm is omitted, as it is not indigenous.
Dr. Hemsley also describes a number
of new Seychelles and Aklabra plants in the Journal of Botany for 1916 and 1917. Among these
are species of Parinarium, Weihea, Begonia,
Jasminum, Northea., Vitex and Dioscorea.

War

Item.

— M.

Albert Maumen^,

late Editor

of T/O Vie a In Campaffne, was seriously wounded
learn from a
in the early days of the war.
French friend that M. Maumene's services are
being utilised by the Ministry of Agriculture.

259

fair and reasonable wages and conditions in the
growing and the evaporating of Apples. In introducing the measure, the Minister for Trade and.
Customs stated that for several years the export
of Apples to oversea markets totalled from
1.000,000 to 1,250,000 bushels yearly, but owing
to the lack of shipping facilities there could be
no export in 1918. hence the position of the
growers was, very difficult. As the price was
too low to allow the industry to be carried on.
the Government decided to give a bounty of 10
per cent, on the basis value of 7d. per pound,
at which 1,800 tons of evaporated Apples were
sold to the Imperial Government. Fifty pounds
of Apples yield only about six pounds of evaporated Apples, and care would be taken that the
bounty would be paid only to the growers.
It
is
claimed that notwithstanding the bonus it
does not pay the producers to grow fruit for
evaporation at the price offered. The bonus will
be paid chiefly to Tasmanian growers, as the
bulk of the evaporated Apples for export will
be produced in that State.
The industry of
evaporating Apples to any considerable extent

has been quite a recent development in Australia
Tasmania.
The process follows
chiefly in
closely that in operation in North America, and
a portion of the equipment for new plant was
procured in New York. Two of the most prominent evaporators in Tasmania are visiting
Canada and the United States for the pmpose
of obtaining knowledge of any improved methods
in connection with the drying of fruits and vege-

—

tables.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
THE REPLANTING OF FLOWER

We

Bounty for the Australian Evaporated
Apple Industry. T/ir Board of Trinh Journal
;nii]cjiinc(i.s
that, .m Act has been paaswl by the
Colnmonwe.^lth Parliament to provide the sum
payment of a bounty upon
the export of Apples grown and evaporated in
Australia and sold to the Imperial Government.
The bounty is to be paid to the growers, subject
to compliance with awards determining what are
of £12,000 for the

BORDERS.

A

CORRESPONDENT has asked us to advise him
how best to replant two flower borders, each 40
feet by 9 feet. These borders slope down to a
tennis court which is about 2 feet below the geneVery
ral level of the garden; the soil is light.
majiy of our readers have devoted their flower
borders to vegetable production during the past
four years, but in view of happier times in the
near future they will be considering schemes of
planting whereby such borders may be rendered

;

;
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correbeautiful again; to them, as well as the

spondent referred to, the following reply may
prove both suggestive and helpful.
Our correspondent's query seems to indicate
-f
'that the borders have a rather sharp slope
such is the case it would be advisable to make
a retaining edge of stones, or, if these are not
suitable, an edging composed of one species or
variety of plant would he advisable, and there

Lupinus polyphyllus (blue and
and Kniphofia Lachesis.
scheme for the second border
may differ from the first, and include the fol-

tuca), Bourgaei,

white),

The

Stain the front line of groups
Arabis albida var. fl. pi., GailAchillea
Bradshaw,
Mrs.
Geum
Pinks,
lardias.
Ptai-mica v.ir. The Pearl, Potentilla Gibson's
Scarlet, Staehys lanata, Pentstemon barbatus.
Chrysanthemum Parthenium var. fl. pi.. Aster
Linosyris, Heuchera sanguinea. Geranium sanalba S.- pL,
officinalis
-guineum;, Sapoiiaria
Oenothera Youngii, Polemonium coeruleum and

lowing plants

;

a large choice of plants suitable for this purAny of the following subjects may be
Pinks in variety
excellent results.
make a charming edging, tbeir glaucous foliage
appearance
to the front of
furnished
giving a
is

used with

its

alba,

son, Hemerocallis flava and Aster acris, while for
the back or third line of groups suitable subjects
are Acanthus mollis, Cephalaria alpina. Aster

its silvery-grey foliage provides an excellent foil
to bright flowering plants in the border. Iberis
sempervirens is also suitable for a good permanent edging, and gives a mass of white flowers

Buptlialmum cordifolium.
of CoWall,
Hollyhocks,
Chastity,
Delphiniums,
Aster
Helenium Riverton Gem, Bocconia cordata,

Beauty

during April and May. Dwarf Lavenoer makes
Cerastium
a charming and fragrant edging.
tomentosum, with silvery-grey foliage and masses
of white flowers, is also excellent for this purpose, and Nepeta Mussinii is another charming
If it is necessary to
subject for an edging.
use stones to provide a retaining edging then
a wide choice of planting material can be found
among subjects usually grown in the front line
of a herbaceous border.

As the border is empty the opportunity should
now be taken to prepare it well by manuring
and deep digging or trenching.
In the following selection of plants it is taken
for granted that good groups of each sort will
be planted, in preference to single plants reIn the absence of a plan
peated at intervals.

m

depth and passing into the others in an irregular
Some of the second line groups would
fashion.
come well to the front of the border, and the
back groups would in part come into the middle
groups, and th-us break up the lines of the
border.

For the

first

or front line of groups Cerastium

Nepeta Mussinii, Iberis semperCampanula carpatica, Pink Mrs. Sinkins. Aubrietia var. Dr. Mules or Lavender,
Gj'psophila repens, Heuchera Zabeliana, Campanula carpatica var. alba, Ah'ssum saxatile,
tomentosum,

virens.

Thalictrum adiantifolium
Phlox Newry Seedling, and Sedum spectabile

Crucianella

stylosa,

Morina longifolia, Malva moschata var.
Poterium obtusatum, Papaver Jenny Maw-

coides,

common Thrift and its white variety—Armeria
maritima and var. alba. Saiitolina Chamaecy(Lavender Cotton) makes a capital
parissus
edging, and may be kept in shape by clipping

;

var. album.

For the middle or second line of groups we
advise Dictamnus albus. Anchusa italica var.
Dropmore, Sidalcea Candida, Plilox Etna, Lychnis chalcedonica, Kniphofia Saundersii, Galega
var.
alba. Verbascum densiflorum.
officinalis
Inula glandulosa, Thalictrum glaucum, Aster eri

the border at all seasons; one variety, such as
Mrs. Sinkins,. could be used, or, better still,
if it can be obtained, the old White Fringed
Pink. Saxifraga umbrosa (London Pride) makes
a useful edging, as it will grow anywhere and is
very charming when in flower, as also is the

may also be talfen for granted that there will
be, roughly, three lines of plants, or, more correctly, three lines of groups in the border this
would ensure each group being some 3 feet

:

latifolla,

tice

pose.

it

planting

,

Quakeress, Phlox Klizabeth Campbell, Erj'ngium

Campanula persicifolia
Heleninm pumilum var.

var.

Moer-

magnificum,

Gypsophila paniculata var. flore-pleno, Sidalcea
Listeri.
of the

foliage,

of

many

varieties, both in tubers,
flowers, seem to me to be
much in-breeding in order to

stems and

and white-fleshed

restricted in variety, but, as the soil is described
as sandy, some subjects liable to suffer from
drought have been omitted. Further, the per-

varieties as parents.

Malope
nanus and L. Hartwegii
grandiflora in crimson, rose and white forms,
Xigella hispanica. Portulacas, and Platystemon
californica, are all useful annuals, and most of
them have a long flowering season.
Lupinus

:

evidence of too
secure productiveness, as well as white-skinned
Having regard to the
tubers.
ifuture, and' the raising of new varieties, it would
ibe well to use parents of more distant affinity,
.and not overlook the advantage of pollen-hearing
/.

F.

POTATO MAJESTIC.
The remarks
235, bear out
of

of

what

from hundreds

of this

I

Mr. John Robertson, on p.
have experienced and heard

—the wonderful cropping power
Your correspondent

new Potato.

states

was " as
the seed supplied to him
grown." and by no means a good sample,
if the tubers had all been of proper seed size
the quantity purchased would have planted a
wider area, with a correspondingly gi^eater
That was true last year, and I fear
yield."
it will be true to a great extent this coming
I wonder if Mr. Robertson
planting season.
had many seed-sized tubers in his crop ? It is
quite the exception to get many. Last week I
spent some hours with a friend who grew about
100 acres of Majestic, but T rmild not persuade
him to sell me any dressed through a 2^-inch
riddle. " No," Mr. Cuthbertson," he said. " but
"
you can have as many as you want as grown.'
Let me relate an experience my firm had the other
A farmer who grew several acres of
day.
Majestic, and whose crop we had inspected

that

'

several times, undertook to deliver tubers dressed
through 2^ and over I3 inch mesh. He did this
at a price exceeding £30 a ton, and out of each
ton,

before that

lot

was

to

fit

sell

in

small

A
quantities, had to be taken 5 cwt. per ton
few tubers were too big, a number were bruised,
and many unshapely. It is, however, not a bad
feature of a new Potato that it gives plenty of
big tubers. One of our best-known growers and
merchants in the south of Scotland simply stood
aghast as his crop was being turned out ^it was
There is a great
nearly all lumpers together.
interest in and an excellent demand for MajesUnfortunately in .some districts cut seed
tic.
did not do well last season, and it would be
doing a public service if your readers would
In
write of their experience with cut seed.
were almost, total
acres
E3.<ft Lothian many
After plantfailures where seed had been cut.
ing, dry -weather set in, and the cut sets did
My own experience was that 5 to
not grow.
10 per cent, of the cut sets failed, not more.
Mv advice is to sprout the sets about half an
inch before cutting cut carefully, and not into
too small pieces, a few davs before planting,
,and dust the cut surfaces with -nowdered lime.
!

For the second line of groups a good selection
would be Phlox Frau A. Buchner, or Mrs. Jenkins, Salvia virgata, Chrysanthemum maximum
var. Mrs. C. Lowthian Bell, Paeony Peine des
Hoses and P. albiflora. Iris pallida var. dalAnemone japonica var. Whirlwind
matica,
(white) and var. Queen Charlotte (rose), Erigeron

heimii.

•similarity

Aconitum Wilsonii, Chrysanthemum uliginosum,
Aster rubra, Helianthus rigidus var. Miss MelDelphiniums, Eupatorium purpureum and
Spiraea Aruncus.
The selections given above may appear rather

sonal taste of the planter must decide whether
or not there should be greater variety and
smaller individual groups.
Many hardy spring-flowering bulbs may be
planted between the groups of herbaceous plants.
As their foliage dies down Wallflowers, Myosotis
and other spring-flowering subjects will sei've
Biennials, sucb as
to brighten the bare spaces.
Sweet Williams, Canterbury Bells, and Coreopsis grandiflora, may be used to fill spaces between other plants. Pentstemons are very useful
in this connection, especially the varieties Soutligate Gem and Crimson Gem, while East Lothian
Stocks and Antirrhinums in many fine varieties
are also very useful, and both can be raised in
heat early in the year.
Some of the best hardy annuals prove useful
Mignonfor maintaining a continuous display.
ette should be sown wherever there are likely
Sweet Alyssum, Barto be any bare patches.
tonia aurea. Coreopsis. Candytufts, Chf\-santhemum carinatium vars., Clarkias, Eschscholzias,
trimestris,
Lavatera
Godetias,
Larkspurs,

28, 1918.

one field it is quite impossible to prevent mixing
them, if lifted with a plough or Potato-digger,
This mixing would not much matter, a^pparently, if all the varieties were similar in character, quality, and productiveness, but some
might be of recent origin, vigorous and diseaseresisting, while some might be immune to wart
In these latter cases
disease and others not.
mixing would be a decided evil, especially in
Dominion
districts where black scab prevails.
has tubers similar to Up-to-Date, but is immune
to wart disease, and' this is a decided difference,
for I know of no others of the group that possess that quality.
All the. Potatos of my early acquaintancef
flowered freely, except the second-early, Glenberrie Early, which invariably dropped its
flowers in bud. A large proportion of them produced berries in the open fields. Now these two
According
features have largely disappeared.
freedom of flowering is
to my observations,
surroundquestion
of
climate,
soil
and
largely a
Flowers are far more prone to drop in
ings.
bud in gardens and warm, sheltered areas than
The dropping of
jn good soil in exposed fields.
the flowers, the growing lacl< of pollen, and the

lish.

will serve.

planum.

December

Pyrethrums James Kelway and Queen

Whites, and Veronica

subsessilis.

The

third, or back line of groups should consist of taller subjects, such as Aster Robert
Parker, Delphiniums seedlings or named vars.
such as Duke of Connaught (bright blue), or
Persimmon (light blue), Lathyrus latifolius var.
White Pearl, Verbascum Chaixii, Echinops

—

nivens. Aster cordifolius elegans, Achillea Eupatorium. Hollyhocks, mixed, single or double
Thalictrum aquilegifolium, Mulgedium (Lac-

ON INCREASED FOOD PRODUCTION.

In

TOO-MUCH-ALIKE POTATOS.
my early days our people grew something

like a dozen varieties of Potatos, all of which I
could readily identify or recognise by the char-

aoters of the stems and foliage, while the tubers
were all very distinct and easy to determine.
on other farms and
I could recognise thero
The groups
readily detect something different.
of similar varieties mentioned by E. J. Collins
(p. 226) reminds me that I have a list of thirty
of the Up-to-Date type, fourteen almost or quite
indistinguishalble from Abundance, six of the
Beauty of Hebron tvpe. five like Great Scot,
three like The Lochar, and three like Mr.
The chief difficulty of these much-alike
Bresee.
varieties is the impossibility of separating the
tubers when they get mixed. The opportamities
for mixing
carelessness.

them

are many, without implying

If several of

them

are

grown

in

—

:

IT'.

OiiflibcTtson, Duddingstort

.

Mid

Lothian.

.

Decembee
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.
{The Editorg do not hold themselret responsible for
the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

—

Flowers in Season.
We gathered unr first
blooms of Iris stylosa on December 5. Erica lusitanica. E. camea, E. c. alba, and E.' mediterranea hybrida are in flower, and Rhododendron
praecox is showing colour.
We have liad a
lot of
late
Roses,
especially Zepherine
is now a lovely coloiu'.
li^.s
variety has a beautiful scent, and it is thornless.
The Diplopa.ppus is in flower, and is always
charming for its foliage alone. Primroses and
Daisies and Violas are flowering freely. I have
never seen Jasminnm iiiudiflonim better in
flower; no recently introduced plant is its equal
as a winte^r-flowering subject.
Cliimonanthus
fragrans is flowering, and we ha.ve collected a
good lot of seed this season. Manj' Rhododendrons are well advanced in bud. too far. I am
afraid, to withstand frost.
Rasipberries are
fmiting well and freely, and I have gathered
several good dishes of the berries quite recently.
W. A. Co„h, AhhuU ^y•>n(l Garilen.'', Godulinin.j,

line

Drouhin, which

Dec.

17.

—

Wireworm. Tihe references to wirewonn by
Mr. McGlasban and Mr. Molj-neux on pp. 235
and 243 induce me to relate a remark which I
heard made this spring, with a view to combating the pest.
It was to rfll the land at
night with a heavy roller, but rolling would not
be effective if done during the day. I give the
observation for what it may be worth, and whilst
rolling seems out of the question with a large
area, it might lie tried on a small scale to |>rove
if fchere

is

any truth

in

the sttatement.

E.

I!.

Fota.

Silver Leaf Disease.— Winters on Silver leaf
disease almost without exception display weakness in their suggested remedies to combat the
disease by »imply saying " bum the trees " I)eetixjying affected trees is but a poor !;i>lution
of the difficulty. I do nut wonder at this suggestion when writers cannot offer any practical
remedy. Is this because they have not tested
!

one?

W.

11'.,

in

his opejiiiig

paragraph ow

p.

215, states : " Trce.s once affected aire killed outright."
Certainly they are if no practical steps
are taken to deal with the trees beyond desta-oying them.

'Iliis

reliedi

upou

to give satisfactory

resultcs.

The measures advocated in the Food Production
have 'been tried extensively with, success,
hence their recommendation.
It is known that
several workei\s have treated small groups of silvered trees in other ways with apparent success,
but whenever these methods have been applied
on a large scale the results, so tar as I am aware,
have been unsatisfactory. It is not often realised
that there is probably a natural recovery from
leaflet

bald stajtement 'that the

once affe<^ted are killed outright I flatly
contradiict. as I know it is possible to effect a
cure in some cases certainly.
Later, ir.

tirees

W

" Everj' tree which develops the silvered
Bays
foliage of this di.'ease .shnuld be looked Uijion as
stricken
beyond rccoverv."
This assertion
plain'y i>roves to me that II'.. W. has no practical knowledge of a case.
De^stroying a tree is
not a cure.
Has W. W. made anv attempt to
cure ii\e disease in a tree? T am not a believer
in the theor\- that the .^ores are carried
by the
wind. I rather hold the opuiiion that the trouble
come.s from the roots in the same way that
cankijr affects .'\pple trees.
Mr. Ly.nch .saye
" It is true that the spores germinate and
"attack the trees thirongh a wound." What proof
have we of thia beyond supposition? Has Mr.
Lynich ever detected such wounds, clean at first,
watched the inception and progress of the spores
in their germination and growth, and seen the re
suit in actual silver leaf affection? Proof is what
I am seeking: theorising is weakness to me.
I
want to hear of .some practical remedy having
been tried ,and of its failure or sncoess.
do
not get the slightest teistimony of .such trials
from writarfi generally. 11'. II'. does little more
tlian quote what the various leaflets have told us,
and these are well known to powers generally.
I know quite well it is possible to cure silveileaf duyease in .VpFile trees, but not by cutting
down the treei*. The rooting conditioms must
be_ altered.
I
feia.r it is little use looking to
scientists and tlhenrista for practical advice on
this subject, therefore We must map out our
own salvation in t.his serious affection of fruit
trees, which, if allcywed to go on, will do much
damage, and dishearten planters. E. Moli/nevx.
:

:

this malady of 10 per cent., lience the results
of treatment of individual trees are often misleading imless
adequate controls are keipt.
Papers in the .Tournal of .iqricultural Scienc
for 1911 and 1913, summarised also in the Journal of the Board of Agriculture and dn The Gardener.i' Chronicle, gave an account of my researches on this disease up to that year. Since
that time much further work has been done both
at Cambridge and in co-operation with Mr. M. A.
Bailey, of the .John Innes Horticultui-al Institution, Merton, but the exigencies of the war have
unavoidably delayed the publication of the results of these investigations.
It is hoped, however., that present conditions will allow of this
being done in the near future, and of the work
being continued with increased vigour.
Our
further investigations support the view expressed
by me in 1913 that Silver-leaf disease is a
general pathological condition which may be induced by various causes, by far the most important of which from the economic standpoint
is the fungus St?reum purpureum acting as a
wound par.i-site. There is no evidence at present that the disease is due to a soil organ.igm.
With regard to the statement of Mr. H. S.
Ha^vwardi that he has not observed Plums,
f'herries and others on their own roots affected
bv t.ho disease, he may be interested to know
that the common Laburnum growing on its own
roots is often affected bv Silver leaf in private
gardei»s, chiefly because it is usually so severely
oqt bark that the fungus has ahnndant opportunity of effecting an entrance. /'. T. Brooks.

—

Mnrl-et GTowrr.
Rabbits and Fruit Trees
p. 240, .seems doubtful as to the height wire netting around fruit trees should be to prevent
I
advise Market
rabbits gnawing the bark.
Grower to give up the practice of using wire
netting and employ Bentley's Tree-Protecting
Paint, which he will find sives: much expense
and labour. The surroundings of an orchard of
2 acres here are fairly well stocked with raW»its.
Wire netting was formerly used for protecting
the stems, but it always needed attention after
T
rams were turned in the orchard to feed.
was advised to try Bentley's Tree Protecting
Paint, which I did with good results; if used
in October this preparation is a good substitute
C. Dmin. Jlohj WilU Porh
for grease-bands.
Grirrhnn. Ipswich.

The Deliverer of Trees.— .\t this .season of the
year nurserymen receive many complaints of the
delay of parrels of fiiiil trees on rail, and many
fear that such trees if more than a few days out
With careful packing
of the ground will suffer.
not so.
We heard recently from a
this is
customer who.se trees were lo.st on the rail for
three months last year, and when thev Anally
reached their destination they were planted, and
have thriven well since, showing no ill effect from
their long absence from the soil. Gforqe Bunyard
and Co.. ltd.. Vnynl Niimn-ii:'. ifaid.'lm>r'.

We

In reply to Mr. Molyneux and other recent correspondents, might I suggest that perhaps the reason why the Food Production Department does not suggest other curative measures for Silver-leaf is that it is unaware at the
present time of the existence of any alternative
remedy which can he .ipplied on a large scale
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ou November 4, 1919, in cunjunctiun with the
meeting of the Royal Horticultural Societv
fixed

for that date.
Provisional arran.gements
were made for F'oral aiid Executive Committee
meetings in the coming year, and the annual
meeting will be held as usuai on the first Monday in February.
All interesting discussion took place concemin.i;
the future woirk of the Society, and proposals to hold general meetings, with lectures,
after the business meetings of the Committee,
and to arrange for a scheme of lectures for
affiliated societies, were favourablv considered.

GRflPS

AND SrjCK ON THE HOME FARM.
Eelworm

In the

in Cokn.

October number of

Tht Journal of
Board of Aijricultare Profes-sor Somerville
an interesting and enlightening article on
" Ear Cockles in Wheat," with illustrations of
an eva.r of Wheat, showing the cockles, which
are the foundation of stem eelworm, and so detrimental to a crop, not only of Wheat, but more
the

lias

especially of Oats.

.\mongst farmers ear cockles are known as
bunvt Corn, and are considered bv some to
be harmless.
No doubt this trouble is widely
distributed
probafcly it is most serious in the
south and south-west'ol England. In Ham.pshire
it is very troublesome in some seasons, and is
more m,arked in Oats than in Wheat, for the
rea.son that Oats usually follow Wheat.
The cockles or .seat of the eelworm are
originally produced by the Wheat crop.
The
affected ears shed their .fal.se Wheat grains at
liar\-est-time: they lie in the .soil, and develop
the following year in the Oat crop.
It is s.ife
to assume that the whole cause of the attack is
through sowing seed containing ear cockles.
generally introduced in Wheat.
From experijnents carried out with affected ears of nursery
Wheat .sown in pots Professor Somerville give's
some startling results. In one instance ono cockle
was sown in the centre of the pot, and although
there were not so many ears attacked, nor so
many cockles producedi as where more cockles
were sown, infestaition was sufficiently pronounced to indicate the damage that may be
done to a field of Corn even if the number of
<'ockl"s in the seed grain is a comparatively
;

.small one.
Tt was found that the eelworms liberated froim
the single cockle had conside.rable pow-er in moving through the soil, as was evident from the
fact that the outside plants in the pots were
almost as luadly a-ttacked as the plants growing
in
the centre.
Profes-sor Somerville deserves
the thanks of all farmers for drawing attention
til this sifbject.
Some farmers are not nearly so careful as they
should be in selecting their seed Wheat ; too
many make the mistake of sowing the seed
direct from the thrashing machine, which cannot
be expected tn take out such imparities as
cockle, for example.
Clover sickness, too, may easily be pronounced
owing to the presence of eelworms in tho soil,
therefore this is another reason why fanmers
should be more careful with seed grain, as Clover
oft.ni follows Wheat.
For the eradication of eelworm in soil Str.a.w" Vaporitp " should be a vnluable aid
siiii's
T
hope to give this preparation
tlirn'ouB-^
trial in th" coming season, pspeciallv for an
Oat croii following Wheat affected with eelworm
the .seed wa.s imported.
T hear wonderful
accounts of the value of " Vaporite " on market'arden crops how it enables ciiHiyators to grow
almost any crop, and e.spcclally Swedes, that
formerly would not succeed on a particular
,n

—
NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
of
the Executive Committw
the 16th iin.ot.. at the offices
of the Rritii^h Flwist*' Federation, Covent Garden.
The attendance was good, amd Mr. Thos.
Bevan presided.
The interim financial .statement proved highly
satisfactory, and promised a balance in hand at
the end of the year, with no liabilities, and a
Reserve Fund of £75 still untwiched.
The
sub-commiflee appointed to draw up lists of
desirable eaHy-flowering
nir^-.wnithemnnis reported that considerable progress had been made
in reducing the numbers of na.mes of va.rieties
in lists obtained.
The Committee agreed the
Society sihould become atta.ched to the ('haniber
of Horticulture, and that a show should be held
.\

JrBETTNr.

was held

on

—

soil.

For agricultural crops, cerea.ls especially, the
ndvise 2 cwt. ner acre, to be even.Iv
distributed over the land and plnnfhed in. which
better than harrowinf it in from surface
is
oowioL'.
The iioint is. to have the " Vinnnrite "
'horonghlv mixed with the soil, seven daVs Jit
le.ast bcJfore the seed is sown.
iTiaVo>ii(

Chemistry of the

What

a

lack

O'f

Sou..

knowledse there

as

among

only among farmens but
linrticnlturists, too. in the det'Tminiuin- of the
deficiencies or excesses of certain constituents
rultivatnrs,

and not

—
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are almost entirelj
anoreasing
knowledge
the produotiveu.ess of their land a
ui their
lacking
what
is
determine
of 'how to
value.
particular soil would be of very great
beheve
led
to
are
we
utterances
From recent
given to cultithat much assistance is to be
other ui the
vators of the soil in some form or
this
near future, and I suggest that help in
of renderway
popular
one
be
would
direction
kno-wdisseminating
in." assistance, either in
the
in cheapening fees for analyses of
in the soil

!

To

dependent upon

ledsje

or

soil

Even

those

oif

who

artificial fertilisers for

better would

county a centre w.here
free

—

it

soil

be to set up in each
would be analyseid

Small Holdings.
suggestions
In election speeches all sorts of
that
have been made about small holdings, and
heartily
most
they should be encouraged I
me
A Labour candidate recently gave been
agree
shock by saying, "Small holdings have
a

a failure, because the men know
to get a
the business. The thing to do is
Government that will use the land lor the
people
the
give
to
people, then set up colleges
an opportunity to learn the business of cultismall
of
experience
vating the land."
statement
holders does not coincide with this
deservmore
no
is
There
from a town-dweller.
than an up-to-date small holder.
ing

nothing

of

My

person
he sincerely

improved transproduce
port facilities whereby he can convey his
shop, as the
or
market
the
to
more promptly
may be. There are many amateurs,
case
who would
allotment holders
cottagers and
produce much more food for the people if they
His second
transport.
of
means
better
had
and
tenure
of
security
greater
is
point
Few persons
on quitting.
full compensation

What

desires

Wihich Mr.

tion

cluded, thus cJieckiiiig the tendency to growth.
required by the sheep, the soid is put
out
its place and the roots spread
to
thinlv some days before the sheep reach them,
enable the tilanched tops to wilt, which renders

When

is

labour a practical small holder or
allotment cultivator spends on such details as
trenching the soil, not to mention the large
amount o1 manure he ai:plies, as an absolute
To be
necessity to obtain the best results.
discharged from ?Tch a hclding at short notice
right.
does not seem
realise the

Poultry.
the more^ liberal release of "tail" Corn
and an extension of food generally, poultry
keepers are looking hopefully to the near future
when the industry will shortly become nearer
its normal pre-war condition.
Th-6 months of October and November are
proverbially the most troublesome of the whole

them

less likely to scour the lamibs.

Pigs.

During the months of December and January,
which are not ideal periods for the birth of
voung pigs, greater attention is necessary to
the sows and their young than two months later,
when the weather is warmer. All breeding
draughts,
sties should be kept warm, free from
and in a place with a southern exposure, so
adwanthe
have
that the newly born pigs may
when
tage of sun, 'which th«y reved in even
with a
floor
wooden
hat two days old. A close,
gentle slope is an advantage over one of brick,
cement, or even earth, being warmer, and preven-

and milk, when obtainable.
Pitting Swedes-

Where Swedes are grown for the use of ewes
and lambs in March and April it is a good
plan to preserve them from probable injury by
" pitting " them during December in the
fcost by
Not only does
field where they were grown.

cramp

in the

ENQUIRY.
FUMIGATING PAPER.

be carefullv. and, as time goes on, liberally
The young pigs, too,
fed with niilk and meal.
should 'be quickly encouraged to drink milk
in a separate trough in an adjoining stye where
they are apart from the sow, who seems to think
My plan isto
all the food is for herself only.
have a temporary hole through the partition
of one stye to the" next, through which the small
E. Mnjyneux.
pigs sooii find their way.

Will any

inform me where I can jxroPaper for fumigating

o-eadeii

cure Appleby's Tobacco
purposes? /. i?. B.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
1, King of TompJf. A. P.
2, King of the Pippins; 3,
kin's Countv
Beurre
1,
Bram'.ey's .Seedling.—/'. T. W.
Clairgeau ; 2, Catillac ; 3, not recognised.—
1. Adams's Pearmain ; 2, Ribston PipS. C.
pin
3. probablv Dutch Mignoniie ; 4, King
Harrv.— S. 6'. 'S. 1. Cah-iUe .St. Sauveur
Hanwell Sour2, Golden Russett.— .1/. T. G.
H. B. Lame's Prince Albert. B. B. T.
inig.
Beurre d'Anjou. /. 0. CeilLni.

N.\MES OF Fruits

:

:

TRADE NOTE.
MESSRS. HT'RST

With

year for egg production. The pullets in December, -when carefully timed to hatch at the right
period, give eggs when most needed, and with
the added food they will continue to lay. During the autumn and winter the semi-intensive
system of poultry-keeping is infinitely the best.
A careful pereon will produce more eggs from
ten birds under this method than another will
with three times the number under the ordinary
farmyard conditions, which all too often means
allowing them to roost in none too clean a
building, and letting them out early in the morning with a view to finding the bulk of their food
no matter wliat the weather is. The fowls, in
sudh conditions, find their way to the nearest
reshelter from wind, cold or rain, where they
main, " humped up," for the bulk of the day,
or so long as unfavourable conditions continue.
On the semi-inltensive plan, a warm, clean
house is provided, with plenty of exercise in
the scratching material, such^ as chaff, dry
leaves, or caving, amongst which the Corn is
Tlo obtain their food the birds have to
fed.
seek it bv scratching, and t"hus keep themselves
During wet weather they are not let
warm.
out in the open, but kept warm and dry. la'beral
poultrv under the various conditions
of
feeding
excessive
is the correct method, no doubt, but
Turkeys,
feeding is unwise at any time.
killing
for
cockerels, ducks or geese intended
should be restricted in their opportimiity for
shut
if
better
all
the
exercise; indee<l. tliey are
up entirely, and fed on soft food such as Oatmeal

able.

young pigs,
which is all too common when cement floors are
used. After "birth of the young the sows should
tive to a great extent of

28, 1918.

W. Atkinson and Mr. G. TowuBend
responded, and each referred to the proud posiMessrs. Hurst and Son desei-vedly hold in
the seed trade throughout the world. Mr. Carey
Tucker proposed " The Ladies," and a lady
member of the staff. Miss Bardwell, responded
" The Staff," piroposed by the
most ably.
rhairman, gave Mr. Sherwood his opportunity
of referring to work loyally accomplislied, and
the way women (had taken the place of the
He also stated that this occasion
absent men.
was really the celebration of the firm's 75th.
Messrs. D. Bryant, F. W. Lock«,
anniversary.
and J. £. Dixon replied, and each emphasise'd
the point tihat theire would be little industrial
unrest if employers generally treated their employees as Messrs. Hurst and .Son did.
•The toast of " The Chairman," accorded with
musical honours, was proposed by Mr. S. N.
Sampson, who expressed the generally felt hope
Sherwood would preside 25 years
that Mr.
hence, when the firm celebrated its cen.tenary.
Mr. Sherwood, in rising to respond, received
He returned thanks for the
quite an ovation.
good wishes extended to him and his brother
and sister, and said it was the intention of the
firm to revive the aiiniual outing and holiday
year.
for the staff, at Kelvedon, in the coming
A very full musical programme was pirovided,
enjoymost
were
and the whole proceedings

method of storing the roots protect them
value,
from frost, but it maintains their feeding
standing
which they lose when, allowed to remain
seeding
toward
and when making new growth
By this action the roots become hard
in sprinna
and "w°oody," and of much less value from
The method of '"pitfeeding point (rf vie-w.
" consists of pulling up the .Swedes, putting
ting
soil
them into heap.s— with the roots, tops and
them
intact— of about 6 bushels, and covering
ofl
with about 6 inches of soil, which will ward
much frost: by this covering air is largely exthis

back into

charge.

December

;

At

the

AND

SON'S 75th

;

ANNIVEIiS.\l{V.
of Mi-. Edward and Mr.

invitation

William Slierwood, the staff of Messrs. Hurst
and Son, Houndsditoh, dined at the Holbom
Mr. Edward
Restaurant on tJie 18tli inst.
Sherwood piresided, and was supported by his
brother and sister (Mrs. Campbell), Sir Thos.
Mackenzie, High Commissioner for New Zealand, Mr. W. Atkinson, Mr. G. Townsend, Mr.
G. J. Ingram, Mr. H. Morgan Veitch, Mr. Geo.
Monro, jm-., Mr. Chambers, of the Seed Section
of the Food Production Department, Mr. B.
Wynne, Mr. C. E. Poarson, Mr. C. H. Curtis.
Mr. Macselfe, and Mr. M.ay were among the
visitors.
The departmental maniagers acted as
vice-chairmen at the several long tables. Altogether the company numbered about 190, including many women workers.
After the- loyal toasts had been duly
honoured, Sir Thos. Mackenzie proposed " Continued Success to the Firm," and in doing so
referred to the sympathy that had always existed between the employers and employed at
Messrs. Hurst and Son's establishment to the
high esteem .in which Mr. Edwia.rd Sherwood's
ability and experience -w-ere held by Govemnient' Departments; to the fifty men who had
donned Miafci, several of whom had ma,de the
supreme sacrifice; and to the need for using the
raw materials produced within the Empire for
the Empire's needs, so that the Germans -n'onld
never again be in the position to bid for world
power. Mr. Edward Sherwood, in responding,
expressed the pleasuTe he felt at seeing so many
members of the staff and so many visitors pre;

semt, and said all had worked hard and done
their best during four and a^half difficult yeairs.
On occasion, as when they had to send a big
consignment of seeds to Serbia, and when they
had to send 250 tons of seeds to the Balkan
Peninsula, they had to work hard, and at great
The past 25
speed, but no' one had slacked.
years has been a time of steady progress for the

and he hoped that 25 years hence all
would Toe present at a similar friendly gather-

firm,
ing-

Mr. T. N. Cox proposed " The

.

Visitors,

,,

—

/. H.
Soil Flooded by Rain and Sea Water
The soil, as represented by the samples sent,
is in a very inert and unfertile condition.
Thorough drainage is essential, and means
should be taken to prevent flooding by sea
Floods of sea water are very detriwater.
ment.al to soil in which ^garden erops are cultiThe soil lacks fibre, and is deficient
vated.
After the land has been drained it
in lime.
should be deeply cultivated, old manure and
charred garden refuse being added as the
work proceeds, with some basic slag. In the
spring, about three weeks before sowing or
planting, apply about 1 lb. of aiir -slaked lime
to the square" yard, and lightly fork it in.
If manure is not available now, apply the
lime at once, ridge up the soil ae, roughly as
possible, and add well-decayed m'anure later
The presence of so many dead
in the winter.
worms was due to the flooding, particularly
:

to the sea water.
Cainstic aJkali
G. B.
Scale on Peach Trees
would be a diangerous specific to use for the
destruction of scale insects on Peach trees
under glass, and cannot be recommended.
Both flower and wood buds are extremely
and tlieir protective covering is
delicate,
of an absorbeait
easilv penetrated, being
:

nature.

safe and. efficient

remedy

is

Gis-

If this is dome thoshoot upwards only.
roughly it should be effective in destroying
tlie

^^

scale insects.

Communications Received.--^.
,7

I).

to

A

hurst Compound, used at the prescribed
winter strength, and a* a temperature of 100°
to 110° Far., after having first syringed the
trees with hot water at least 10° warmer. The
best method of using this si>ecific is to apply
stroking each
it with a new paint brush,
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